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OUR MUTUAL FRIEND 
IN FOUR BOOKS 

BOOK THE FIRST 

THE CUP AND THE LIP 

CHAPTER I 

ON THE LOOK-OUT 

I!ll these times of ours, though concerning the exact year 
there is no need to be precise, a boat of dirty and disreputable 
appearance, with two ,figures in it, floated on the Thames, 
Let ween Southwark Bridge whi~h is of iron, and London Bridge 
which is of stone, as an autumn evening was closing in. 

The figures in this boat were those of a strong man with 
ragged grizzled hair and a sun-browned face, and a dark girl 
of nineteen or twenty, sufficiently like him to be recognisable 
a.s his daughter. The girl rowed, pulling a pair of sculls very 
easily; the man, with the rudder-lines slack in his hands, and 
his hands loose in his waistband, kept an eager look-out. He 
Lad no net, hook, or line, and he could not be a fisherman; his 
boat had no cushion for a sitter, no paint, no inscription, no 
appllance beyond a rusty boat-hook and a coil of rope, and he 
could not be a waterman; his boat was too crazy and too small 
to take in a cargo for delivery, and he could not be a lightem1an 
or river-carrier; there was no clue to what he looked for, but 
he looked for something, with a most intent and searching gaze. 
The tide, which had turned an hour before, was running down, 
and his eyes watched every little race and eddy in its broad 
sweep. as the boat made slight headway against it, or drove 
~tern forrnllH hl'lore it. acconling as he directed his daughter' 
by a n:onn11:nt of his head. She watched his face as eamestlv 
t~ he IIJtched the riwr. But, in the intensity of her look 
l. .. r.: was a touch of drt"ad or horror . 

. \!lied tu tlit; bcntom of the riwr rather than the surface, by 
A 



2 Our• Mutual Friend 
reason of the slime and ooze with which it was covered, and 
sodden state, this boat and the two figures i· 't obviouslv w, 
doing something that they often did, and were seeking wha 
they often sought. Half savage as the man showed, w~ U( 

covering on his matted head, with his brown arms b'iue t( 
between the elbow and the shoulder, with the loose knot of 1 

looser kerchief lying low on his bare breast in a wilderness o 
beard and whisker, with such dress as he, wore seeming to b1 
made out of the mud that begrimed his boat, still there wa~ 
business-like usage in his steady gaze. So with every litht 
action of the girl, with every turn of her wri5t, perhaps most ci 
all with her look of dread or horror; they were things of usage 

" Keep her out, Lizzie. Tide runs strong here. Keep he1 
well afore the sweep of it." 

Trusting to the girl's skill and making no use of the rudder 
he eyed the coming tide with an absorbed attention. So th~ 
girl eyed him. But, it happened now, that a slant of light 
from the setting sun glanced into the bottom of the boat, and 
touching a rotten stain there which bore some resemblance to 
the outline of a muffled human form, coloured it as though with 
diluted blood. This caught the girl's eye, and she shivered. 

" 'What ails you? " said the lman, immediately aware of it. 
though so intent on the advancing waters; " I see nothing 
afloat." . 

The red light was gone, the shudder was gone, and his gaze. 
which had come back to the boat for a moment, travelled away 
again. Wheresoever the strong tide met with an impediment. 
his gaze paused for an instant. At every mooring chain and 
rope, at every stationary boat or barge that split the current 
into a broad-arrow-head, at the offsets from the piers of South· 
wark Bridge, at the paddles of the river steamboats as they 
beat the filthy water, at the floating logs of timber lashed 
together lying off certain wharves, his shining eyes darted a 
hungry look. After a darkening hour or so, suddenly the 
rudder-lines tightened in his hold, and he steered hard towards 
the Surrey shore. · 

Always watching his face, the girl instantly answered to the 
action in her sculling; presently the boat swung round, quivered 
as from a sudden jerk, and the upper half of the man was 
stretched out over the stern. 

The girl pulled the hood of a cloak she wore, over her head 
and over her face, and, looking backward so that the front folds 
of this hood were turned down the river, kept the boat in that 
direction going before the tide. Until now, the l;v>at had barely 
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ld her own, and had honred about one spot; but now, the 

... anks changed ··iftly, and the deepening shadows and the 
kindling lights of:London Bridge were passed, and the tiers of 

· shiJ:Jfing lay on either hand. 
It was not until now that the upper half of the man cam(· 

back into the boat. His arms were wet and dirty, and he 
washed them over the side. In his right hand he held some
thing, and he washed that in the river too. It was money. 
He chinked it once, and he bl~w upon it once, and he spat upon 
it once,-" for luck," he hoarsely said-before he put it in his 
pocket. 

"Lizziel" 
The girl turned her face towards him with a start, and rowed 

in silence. Her face was very pale. He was a hook-nosed map, 
and with that and his bright eyes and his ruffled head, bore a 
certain likeness to a roused bird of prey. 

" Take that thing off your face." 
She put it back. 
" Here! and give me hold of the sculls. I'll take the rest of 

the spell.'' 1 

"No, no, father! No! I can't indeed. Father!-! cannot 
sit so near it! " 

He was moving towards her to change places, but her terrified 
expostulation stopped him and he resumed his seat. 

'' \\'hat hurt can it do vou? " 
"None, none. But I cannot bear it." 
"It's my bt:liff you hate the sight of the very river." 
" I-I do not like it, father." 
"As if it wasn't your living! As if it wasn't meat and drink 

to you!" 
At these latter words the girl shivered again, and for a moment 

paused in her rowing, seeming to turn deadly faint. It escaped 
his attention, for he was glancing over the stem at something 
tLe boat had in tow. · 

" How can you be so thankless to your best friend, Lizzie? 
The very fire that warmed you when you were a baby, was 
picked out of the riYer alongside the coal barges. The ven· 
b:.bket that you slept in, the tide washed ashore. The ver\· 
rockers that I put it upon to m:.1ke a cradle of it, I cut out of a 
piece of wood that drifted from some ship or another." 

Lizzie touk her right hand from the scull it htld, and touched 
la·r lips with it, and for a moment held it out lovinrrlv towards 
l.tm: then. withuut speakinz. she resumed her t;;r~.,,_ in•r as , e• 
ouluther bu ... ~ of ~iu,ila.r apptar:mce, though in rather liettcr 
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trim, came out from a dark place and dropped softly alan! 
side. 

" In luck again, Gaffer? " said a man with a squinting leer, 
who sculled her, and who was alone. "I know'd you was in 
luck again, by your wake as you come down." 

"Ah!" replied the other, drily. "So you're out, are you? 
"Yes, pardner." I 
There was now a tender yellow moonlight on the river, ar 

the new comer, keeping half his boat's length astern of the oth~ 
boat, looked hard at its track. I 

" I says to myself," he went on, " directly you hove in vie~ 
Yonder's Gaffer, and in luck again, by George if he ain't! Scul' 
it is, pardner-don't fret yourself-! didn't touch him." Thi~ 
was in answer to a quick impatient movement on the part j 
Gaffer: the speaker at the same time unshipping his scull 
that side, and laying his hand on the gunwale of Gaffer's bo 
and holding to it. 

"He's had touches enough not to want no more, as well as 
make him out, Gaffer! B~n a knocking about with a prett 
many tides, ain't he, pardner? Such is my out-of-luck way~\ 
you see! He must have passed me when he went up last timl-, 
for I was on the look-out below bridge here. I a'most think 
you're like the wultures, pardner, and scent 'em out." 

He spoke in a dropped voice, and with more than one glance 
at Lizzie, who had pulled on her hood again. Both men then 
looked with a weird unholy interest at the wake of Gaffer's boat. 

''Easy does it, betwixt us. Shall I take him aboard, 
pardner?" 

")l"o," said the other. In so surly a tone that the man, after 
a blank stare, acknowledged it with the retort: 

"-Arn't been eating nothing as has disagreed with you, have 
you, pardner?" 

"'\'hy, yes, I have," said Gaffer. "I have been swallowing 
too much of that word, Pardner. I am no pardner of yours." 

" Since when was you no pardner of mine, Gaffer Hexam, 
Esquire?" . . 

" Since you was accused of robbmg a man. Accused of robbmg 
a live man!" said Gaffer, with great indignation. • 

"And what if I had been accused of robbing a dead man. 
Gaffer?., 

"You couLm(T do it." 
" Couldn't You. Gaffer? " 
" No. Ha; a dead man any use for mont>y? ,Is it possible 

for a dtad man to han: money? "'hat world does a dead man 
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belong to? T'other world. What world does money belong 
to? This world. How can money be a corpse's? Can a corpse 
own it, want it, spend it, claim it, miss it? Don't try to go 
confounding the rights and wrongs of things in that way. But 
it's worthy of the sneaking spirit that robs a live man." 

" I'll tell you what it is--" 
·"No you won't. I'll tell you what it is. You\·e got off with 
\hort time of it for putting your hand in the pocket of a sailor, 
t ive sailor. Make the most of it and think yourself lucky, but 
!m't think after that to come over me with your pardners. We 
11ve worked together in time· past, but we work together no 
nore in time present nor yet future. Let go. Cast off! " 

"Gaffer! If you think to get rid of me this way--" 
"If I don't get rid of you this way, I'll try another, and chop 

ou over the fingers with the stretcher, or take a pick at your 
:ead with the boat-hook. Cast off! Pull you, Lizzie. Pull 
·)me, since you won't Jet your father pull." 

Lizzie shot ahead, and the other boat fell astern. Lizzie's 
'lther, composing himself into the easy attitude of one who had 
lsserted the high moralities and taken an unassailable position, 
llowly lighted a pipe, and smoked, and took a survey of what he 
nad in tow. \\'hat he had in tow, lunged itself at him sometimes 
in an awful manner when the boat was checked, and sometimes 
>eemed to try to wrench itself away, though for the most part it 
fullowed submissively. A neophyte might have !ancied that 
the ripples passing over it were dreadfully like faint changes of 
expression on a sightless face; but Gaffer was no neophyte and 
had no fancies. 

CHAPTER II 
THE MAS FROM SO~IEWHERE 

MR. and ~frs. r eneering were bran-new people in a bran-new 
house in a bun-new quarter of London. Enrything about the 
\"entcrings 11as spick and span new. All their furniture was new, 
;,11 thtir tritnds were new, all their servants were new, their plate 
11as new, their c.arriage was new, their harness was new, their 
horses were new, their pictures were new, they them;dns were 
ntw, they v.ae as newly married as was lawfully compatiLle 
"nh tnur hann;: a br.1n-new baby, and ifthey had set up a great
granJi.itlil:r, he wuuld haYe come home in matting from the 

A2 
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Pantecbnicon, without a scratclr upon him, French-polished to 
the crown of his head. 

For, in the Veneering establishment, from the hall-chairs 
with the new coat of arms, to the grand pianoforte with the new 
action, and up-stairs again to the new fire-escape, all things were 
in a state of high varnish and polish. And what was observable 
in the furniture, was observable in the Veneerings-the surface 
smelt a little too much of the workshop and was a trifle sticky. 

There was an innocent piece of dinner-furniture that went 
upon easy castors and was kept over a livery stable-yard in 
Duke Street, Saint James's, when not in use, to whom the Veneer
ings were a source of blind confusion. The name of this article 
was Twemlow. Being first cousin to Lord Snigsworth, he was 
in frequent requisition, and at many houses might be said to 
represent the dining-table in its normal state. Mr. and Mrs. 
Veneering, for example, arranging a dinner, habitually started 
with Twemlow, and then put leaves in him, or added guests to 
him. Sometimes, the table consisted of Twemlow and half-a
dozen leaves; sometimes, of Twemlow and a dozen leaves; 
sometimes, Twemlow was pulled out to his utmost extent of 
twenty leaves. Mr. and Mrs. Veneering on occasions of ceremony 
faced each other in the centre of the board, and thus the parallel 
still held; for, it always happened that the more Twemlow was 
pulled out, the further he found himself from the centre, and the 
nearer to the sideboard at one end of the room, or the window
curtains at the other. 

But, it was not this which steeped the feeble soul of Twemlow 
in confusion. This he was used to, and could take soundings of. 
The abyss to which he could find no bottom, and from which 
started forth the engrossing and ever-swelling difficulty of his 
life, was the insoluble question whether he was Veneering's oldest 
friend, or newest friend. To the excogitation of this problem, 
the harmless gentleman had devoted many anxious hours, both 
in his lodgings over the livery stable-yard, and in the cold gloom, 
favourable to meditation, of St. James's Square. Thus. Twem
low had first known Veneering at his club, where Veneering then 
knew nobody but the man who made them known to one another, 
who seemed to be the most intimate friend he had in the world, 
and whom he had known two days-the bond of union between 
their souls, the nefarious conduct of the committee respecting the 
cookery of a fillet of veal, having been accidentally cemented at 
that date. Immediately upon this, Twemlow received an invita
tion to dine with Veneering, and dined: the man being of the 
party. Immediately upon that, Twemlow receive4,an invitation 
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to dine with the man, and dined: Veneering being of the party. 
At the man's were a ~!ember, an Engineer, a Payer-off of the 
National Debt, a Poem on Shakespeare, a Grievance, and a Public 
Office, who all seemed to be utter strangers to Veneering; And 
yet immediately after that, Twemlow received an invitation to 
dine at Veneering's, expressly to meet the Member, the Engineer, 
the Payer-off of the Kational Debt, the Poem on Shakespeare, the 
GrieYance, and the Public Office, and, dining, discovered that 
all of them were the most intimate friends Veneering had in the 
world, and that the wives of -all of them (who were all there) 
were the objects of Mrs. Veneering's most devoted affection and 
tender confidence. 

Thus it had come about, that Mr. Twemlow had said to him
self in his lodgings, with his hand to his forehad: "I must not 
think of this. This is enough to soften any man's brain,"-and 
yet was always thinking of it, and could never form a conclusion. 

This evening the Veneerings give a banquet. Eleven leaves 
in the Twemlow; fourteen in company all told. Four pigeon
breasted retainers in plain clothes stand in line in the hall. A 
fifth retainer, proceeding up the staircase with a mournful air
as who should say, " Here is another wretched creature come 
to dinner; such is life! "-announces," Mis-ter Twernlow!" 

)Irs. Veneering welcomes her sweet Mr. Twemlow. Mr. 
\·eneering welcomes his dear Twemlow. Mrs. Veneering does 
not expect that Mr. Twemlow can in nature care much for such 
insipid things as babies, but so old a friend must please look at 
baby. "Ah! You will know the friend of your family better, 
Tootleums," says Mr. Veneering, nodding emotionally at that 
new article, ''when you begin to take notice." He then begs 
to make his dear Twemlow known to his two friends, Mr. Boots 
and ~Ir. Brewer-and clearly has no distinct idea which is which. 

But now a fearful circumstance occurs. 
" Mis-ter and Mis-sis Podsnap! " 
"~ly dear," says ~Ir. Yeneering to Mrs. Veneering, with an 

air of much friendly interest, while the door stands open, " the 
Pod<naps." 

:\ too, too smiling large man, with a fatal freshness on him, 
appearing with his wife, instantly deserts his wife and darts at 
T11emlow with: 

" How do you do? So glad to know you. Charming house 
you. hJ.ve here. I hope we are not late. So glad of this oppor
tumt\', I am sure!" 

\\'11.en the first shock fell upon. him, T~emlow twice skipped 
back m Ius n:ut httle shoes and hts neat little silk stockings of a 
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bygone fashion, as if impelled to leap over a sofa behind him; 
but the large man closed with him and proved too strong. 

" Let me," says the large man, trying to attract the attention 
of his wife in the distance, " have the pleasure of presenting ~Irs. 
Podsnap to her host. She will be," in his fatal freshness he 
seems to find perpetual verdure and eternal youth in the phrase, 
" she will be so glad of the opportunity, I am sure! " 

In the meantime, Mrs. Podsnap, unable to originate a mistake 
on her own account, because Mrs. Veneering is the only other 
lady there, does her best in the way of handsomely supporting 
her husband's, by looking towards Mr . .Twemlow with a plaintive 
countenance and remarking to Mrs. Veneering in a feeling 
manner, firstly, that she fears he has been rather bilious of late, 
and, secondly, that the baby is already very like him. 

It is questionable whether any man quite relishes being mis
taken for any other man; but Mr. Veneering having this nry 
evening set up the shirt-front of the young Antinous (in new 
worked cambric just come home), is not at all complimented by 
being supposed to be Twemlow, who is dry and weazen and 
some thirty years older. 1Irs. Veneering equally resents the 
imputation of being the wife of Twemlow. As to Twemlow, he 
is so sensible of being a much better bred man than Veneering, 
that he considers the large man an offensive ass. 

In this complicated dilemma, Mr. Veneering approaches the 
large man with extended band, and smilingly assures that incor
rigible personage that he is delighted to see him: who in his 
fatal freshness instantly replies: 

"Thank you. I am ashamed to say that I cannot at this 
moment recall where we met, but I am so glad of this oppor
tunity, I am sure!" 

Then pouncing upon Twemlow, who holds back with all his 
feeble might, he is haling him off to present him, as Veneering, 
to :Mrs. Podsnap, when the arrival of more guests unravels the 
mistake. Whereupon, having re-shaken hands with Veneering 
as Veneering, here-shakes hands with Twemlow as Twemlow, 
and winds it all up to his own perfect satisfaction by saying to 
the last-named, "Ridiculous opportunity-but so glad of it, I 
am sure!" 

Kow, Twemlow having undergone this terrific experience, 
having likewise noted the fusion of Boots in Brewer and Brewer 
in Boots, and ha\·ing further observed that of the remaining 
seven guests four discreet characters enter with wandering eyes 
and wholly decline to commit tbemseh·es as to wh1ch is Veneer
ing, until \"eneering has them in his grasp;-T'I'.rmlow having 
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profited by these studies, finds his brain wholesomely hardening 
as he approaches the conclusion that he really is Veneering's 
oldest friend, when his brain softens again and all is lost, through 
his eyes encountering Veneering and the large man linked 
together as twin brothers in the back drawing-room near the 
conservatory door, and through his ears informing him in the 
tones of Mrs. Veneering that the same large man is to be baby's 
godfather. 

" Dinner is on the table! " 
Thus the melancholy retainer, as who should say, "Come 

down and be poisoned, ye unhappy children of men! " 
Twemlow, having no lady assigned him, goes down in the 

rear, with his hand to his forehead. Boots and Brewer, think
ing him indisposed, whisper, "Man faint. Had no lunch." 
But he is only stunned by the unvanquishable difficulty of his 
existence. 

Revived by soup, Twemlow discourses mildly of the Court 
Circular with Boots and Brewer. Is appealed to, at the fish 
stage of the banquet, by Veneering, on the disputed question 
whether his cousin Lord Snigsworth is in or out of town? Gives 
it that his cousin is out of town. "At Sn'igsworthy Park?" 
Veneering inquires. "At Snigsworthy," Twemlow rejoins. 
Boots and Brewer regard this as a man to be cultivated; and 
Veneering is clear that he is a remunerative article. Meantime 
the retainer goes round, like a gloomy Analytical Chemist; 
always seeming to say, after" Chablis, sir?"-" You wouldn't 
if you knew what it's made of." 

The great looking-glass above the sideboard reflects the table 
and the company. Reflects the new Veneering crest, in gold 
and eke in silver, frosted and also thawed, a camel of all work. 
The Herald's College found out a Crusading ancestor for Veneer
ing who bore a camel on his shield (or might have done it if he 
had thought of it), and a caravan of camels take charge of the 
fruits and flowers and candles, and kneel down to be loaded with 
•he salt. Reflects Veneering; forty, wavy-haired, dark, tend
ing to corpull'nre, sly, mysteri(Jus, filmy-a kind of sufficiently 

. wdl-luuking veiled-prophet, not prophesying. Rdh::cts Mrs. 
r en cering; f<'ir, aquiline-nosed and fingered, not so much 
l1~ht hair as she mi:;ht have, gorgeous in raiment and jewt!s, 
enthusiastic, prt•pitiatory, conscious that a corner of her hus
band's veil is O\'er hersdf. Reflects Podsnap; prosperously 
feedin~, two little li:;ht-cvloured wiry wings, one on either side 
o~ his e:,;e b;:ld head, hloking as like his hair-brushes as his hair, 
dt,Sc•lnng v1~ of Tld bt:1ds un his forehead, brge allowance of 
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crum;::::ed shirt-o:Jlar cp behind. Refects 3IB. Podsnap; fine 
w0man for Profes50r <h-en, quantity cJ bone, neck and nost:nls 
like a rocking-horse, hard features, majestic headdress in which 
Podsnap has hung gdden offerings. Reflects Twemlow; grey, 
dry, polite, susceptible to east wind, First-Gentleman-in
Eurcpe collar and crant, cheeks drawn in as if he had made a 
great dllrt to retire into himself some years ag·J, and had gc·t so 
far and had ne,-er got any farther. ReE.ects mature young lady; 
rann locks, and comple:-cion that lights up well when well
powdered-as it is-carrying on considerably in the captintion 
of mature young gentleman; m:h too much nose in hi5 face, too 
much ginger in his whiskers, too much torso i:l his waistcoat, too 
much sparkle in his stud.5, his eyes, his buttc·ns, his tu, and his 
teeth. Reflects channing old Lady Tippi..15 on Yeneering"s 
right; wim an irr:mense obtuse drab obloog face, lL.:e a face in 
a table:,-poon, and a dyed Long \rill: up the tcp d her head, as 
a con'\'"enient public approach to the bunch of fllie hair beh.ind, 
pleased to patronise :llis. \'"eneering opp-;site, who is ple-a3ed t·J 
be parroni...;ed. Re;lects a certain ·' 1I·::-rtimer," anotl-,er cf 
\ eneerin.g' s olde:,"1. frier.ds; who ne,·er was in the home before, 
and appears not tq want to come again, who sits discon~·Iate 
on 1IB. Y eneering"s left, and who was innigled by Lady Tippins 
(a friend of his boyhc"Xl:) t·) come to these pe•:ple's and~' a..11d 
who wcn't talk. Refects Eugene, friend d Jbrtimer; b;rritd 
aL.:...·e in the back of his chair, behind a shoulder-with a powdtr
epaulette on rt-Qf the mature young lady, and g!.x·mily res:.rt
i:ng u) the champa_,"11e chalice whenever proffered by the 
tical Chem.i.:,-t. Lastly, the looking-glass reflects ~ts and 
Brewer, and two other stiill:ed Buifers interposed between the 
re>l: of the cr·mpa!!y and possible accidents. 

The Yeneering di::L'1er3 are excellent dim'lers-H new pe·:::-Ie 
wouldn't cvme-and all gc·es well. ~ctably, Lady Tippi..-:.s 
has made a series of e.."tperiments on her d:gesci'\'"e functioru, S.> 

extremely compEcated and daring, that if they could be pub
lished mffi their r~-uJ.~ it might benefit the hur:1m !.lC'

Ha\~g taken in proYisi-:-ns fr0m all part5 of the world, this 
harcv old croi!er has la:,-t touched at the X-cr:h Pole, wl:.~::1, as 
the ice-plates are being remoHd, the fol.:vwi.ng -words fa.J frun 
her: 

" I a.55ure you, my dear Ye'.'leering-" 
(Pvor Twemlc.w's hand approaches his f.:·re'tead, for it wot::d 

seem now, that Lady Tii)pins is going to be the elect fi.c:1·l) 
"I asmre you, my dc.a.r Yeneerir..g, th.at it is the odde:>"t aifa:r: 

Lile the adnrtising people, I d·:m't as:.: you to truj,;: me, wi:l',.: t:t 
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offering a respectable reference. Mortimer there, is my refer
ence, and knows all about it." 

Mortimer raises his drooping eyelids, and slightly opens his 
mouth. But a faint smile, expressive of " What's the use! " 
passes over his face, and he drops his eyelids and shuts his 
mouth. 

"Now, Mortimer," says Lady Tippins, rapping the sticks· 
of her closed green fan upon the knuckles of her left hand
which is particularly rich in knuckles, " I insist upon your 
telling all that is to be told abOut the man from Jamaica." 

" Give you my honour I never heard of any man from Jamaica, 
except the man who was a brother," replies Mortimer. 

" Tobago, then." 
"Kor yet from Tobago." 
"Except," Eugene strikes in: so unexpectedly that the 

mature young lady, who has forgotten all about him, with a 
start takes the epaulette out of his way: "except our friend 
who long lived on rice-pudding and isinglass, till at length to his 
something or other, his physician said something else, and a leg 
of mutton somehow ended in daygo." 

A revh·ing impression goes round the table that Eugene is 
coming out. An unfulfilled impression, for he goes in again. 

"Now, my dear Mrs. Yeneering," quoth Lady Tippins, "I 
appeal to you whether this is not the basest conduct ever known 
in this world? I carry my lovers about, two or three at a time, 
on condition that they are very obedient and devoted; and 
here is my old lover-in-chief, the head of all my slaves, throwing 
off his allegiance before company! And here is another of my 
lovers, a ruugh Cymon at present, certainly, but of whom I had 
JJwst hopeful expectations as to his turning out well in course 
of tll~e, pretending that he can't remember his nursery rhymes! 
On purpt se to annoy me, for he knows how I dote upon them! '' 

A grisly little fiction concerning her lovers is Lady Tippins's 
point. She is always attended by a lover or two, and she keeps 
a little list of her lovers, and she is always booking a new lover, 
or striking out an old lover, or putting a lover in her black llit, 
ur promuting a lover to her Llue list, or adding up her lovers, or 
othen1 ise posting her book. llrs. Veneering is charmed by the 
hum ·ur, and so is Yeneering. Perhaps it is enhanced by a 
certain _yelluw play in Lady Tippins's throat, like the legs of 
scratchmg puultry. 

" I banish the fal:;e wretch from this moment, and I strike 
Lim out of. my Cupidon (my name for my Ledger, my dear) 
tl:!s very mght. But I am resolved to have the account of the 
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man from Somewhere, and I beg you to elicit it for me, my love," 
to Mrs. Veneering, "as I have lost my o"n influence. Oh, you 
perjured man!" This to Mortimer, with a rattle of her fan. 

"·we are all very much interested in the man froni Some
where," Veneering observes. 

Then the four Buffers, taking heart of grace all four at once, 
Sa\r: 

'{" Deeply interested! " 
" Quite excited! " 
" Dramatic! " 
"Man from Nowhere, perhaps!" 

And then Mrs. Veneering-for Lady Tippins's winning wiles 
are clmtagious-folds her hands in the manner of a supplicating 
child, turns to her left neighbour, and says, "Tease! Pay! 
Man from Tum where! " At which the four Buif.:rs, again 
mysteriously moved all four at once, exclaim, "You can't 
resist t " 

"Upon my life," says Mortimer, languidly, "I find it 
immensely embarrassing to have the eyes of Europe upon me 
to this extent, and my only consolation is that you will all of 
you execrate Lady Tippins in your secret hearts when you find, 
a!! you ine,-itably will, the man from Somewhere a bore. Sorry 
to destroy romance by fi.xing him with a local habitation, but 
he comes from the place, the name of which escapes me, but 
will suggest itself to e,·erybody else here, where they make the 
\\We." 

Eugene suggests " Day and Martin's." 
"Xo, not that place," returns the unmoved Mortimer," that's 

where they make the Port. My man comes from the country 
where they make the Cape Wine. But look here, old fellew~ 
ifs not at all statistical and it's rather odd." :. 

It is always noticeable at the table of the Veneerings, that no 
man troubles himself much about the Veneerings themselves, 
and that any one who has anything to tell, generally tells it to 
anylx>dy else in preference. ' 

"The man," Mortimer goes on, addressing Eugene, " whose 
name is Harmon, was only son of a tremendous old rascal who 
made his money by Dust." 

"Red ,·eh·eteens and a bell?" the gloomy Eugene inquires. 
"And a ladder and basket if you like. By which means, or 

b'"' others, he QTew rich as a Dust Contractor, and lind in a 
hollow in a rully country entirely composed of Dust. On hi;; 
own small estate the growling old vagabond threw up his o_wn 
mour:tain range, like an old volcano, and its geologfcal krmatton 
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was Dust. Coal-dust, vegetable-dust, bone-dust, crockery dust, 
ro~Jgh dust, and sifted dust-all manner of Dust." 

A passing remembrance of Mrs. Veneering, here induces 
Mortimer to address his next half-dozen words to her; after 
which he wanders away again, tries Twemlow and finds he 
doesn't answer, ultimately takes up with the Buffers, who 
receive him enthusiastically. 

" The moral being-! believe that's the right expression--of 
this exemplary person, derive_d its highest gratification from 
anathematising his nearest relations and turning them out of 
doors. Having begun (as was natural) by rendering these 
attentions to the wife of his bosom, he next found himself at 
leisure to bestow a similar recognition on the claims of his 
daughter. He chose a husband for her, entirely to his own 
satisfaction, and not in the least to hers, and proceeded to settle 
upon her, as her marriage portion, I don't know how much 
Dust, but something immense. At this stage of the affair the 
poor girl respectfully intimated that she was secretly engaged 
to that popular character whom the novelists and versifiers 
call Another, and that such a marriage would make Dust of 
her heart and Dust of her life-in short, would set her up, on 
a very extensive scale, in her father's business. Immediately, 
the venerable parent-:-on a cold winter's night, it is said
anathematised and turned her out." 

Here, the Analytical Chemist (who has evidently formed a 
very low opinion of Mortimer's story) concedes a little claret 
to the Buffers; who, again mysteriously moved all four at once, 
screw it slowly into themselves with a peculiar twist of enjoy-

. ment, as they cry in chorus, " Pray go on." 
: ".The pecuniary resources of Another were, as they usually 
ar(',. tf a very limited nature. I believe I am not using too 
strong an expression when I say that Another was hard up. 
Ho11 ever, he married the young lady, and they lived in a humble 
d\\ elling, probably possessing a porch ornamented with honey
suckle and woodbine twining, until she died. I must refer you 
to the Registrar of the District in which the humble dwelling 
was situated, for the certified cause of death; but early sorrow 
and anxiety may have had to do with it, though they may not 
appear in the ruled pages and printed forms. Indisputably 
this was the case' with Another, for he was so cut up by the 
loss of his young wife that if he outlived her a year it was as 
mu<'h as he did." 

There is that in the indolent Mortimer, which seems to hint 
tL.tt if ;.:u1•d ortJcid\' mig:1t on any account allow itself to be im-
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pressible, he, one of good society, might have the weakness to be 
impressed by what he here relates. It is hidden with great pains, 
but it is in him. The gloomy Eugene, too, is not without some 
kindred touch; for, when that appalling Lady Tippins declares 
that if Another had survived, he should have gone down at the 
head of her list of lovers-and also when the mature young lady 
shrugs her epaulettes, and laughs at some private and confiden
tial comment from the mature young gentleman-his gloom 
deepens to that degree that he trifles quite ferociously with his 
dessert-knife. 

:Mortimer proceeds. 
" We must now return, as the novelists say, and as we all wish 

they wouldn't, to the man from Somewhere. Being a boy of 
fourteen, cheaply educating at Brussels when his sister's expul
sion befell, it was some little time before he heard of it-probably 
from herself, for the mothe~ was dead; but that I don't knuw. 
Instantly, he absconded, and came over here. He must have 
been a boy of spirit and resource, to get here on a stopped 
allowance of five sousa week; but he did it somehow, and he 
burst in on his father, and pleaded his sister's cause. Venerable 
parent promptly resorts to anathematisation, aild turns him out. 
Shocked and terrified boy takes flight, seeks his fortune, gets 
aboard ship, ultimately turns up on dry land among the Cape 
wine: small proprietor, farmer, grower:._whatever you like to 
call it." 

At this juncture, shuffling is heard in the hall, and tapping 
is heard at the dining-room door. Analytical Chemist goes to 
the door, confers angrily with unseen tapper, appears to become 
mollified by descrying reason in the tapi)ing, and goes out. 

" So he was discovered, only the other day, after having 
been expatriated about fourteen years:' ~ 

A Buffer, suddenly astounding the other three, by detaching 
himself, and asserting individuality, inquires: " How discovered, 
and why?" 

"Ah! To be sure. Thank you for reminding me. Yener-
able parent dies." 

Same Buffer, emboldened by success, says: "\Yhen?" 
" The other day. Ten or tweh·e months ago." 
Same Buffer inquires with smartness, " \\'hat of?" But 

herein perishes a melancholy example; being regarded by the 
three other Buffers with a stony stare, and attracting no further 
attention from any mortal. 

"Venerable parent," )fortimer repeats with a passing 
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remembrance that there is a Veneering at table, and for the 
first time addressing him-" dies." 

The gratified Veneering !epeats, gravely,." dies;," an.d f?l?s 
his arms, and composes hts brow to hear 1t out m a JUdlctal 
manner, when he finds himself again deserted in the bleak world. 

" His will is found," says Mortimer, catching Mrs. Podsnap's 
rocking-horse's eye. " It is dated very soon after the son's 
flight. It leaves the lowest of the range of dust-mountains, 
with some sort of a dwelling-house at its foot, to an old servant 
who is sole executor, and all the rest of the property-which is 
very considerable-to the son. He directs himself to be buried 
with certain eccentric ceremonies and precautions against his 
coming to life, with which I need not bore you, and that's all
except-" and this ends the story. 
. The Analytical Chemist returning, everybody looks at him. 
Not because anybod)' wants to see him, but because of that 
subtle influence in nature which impels humanity to embrace 
the slightest opportunity of looking at anything, rather than 
the person who addresses it. 

"-Except that the son's inheritance is made conditional on 
his marrying a girl, who ·at the date of the will, was a child of 
four or five years old, and who is now a marriageable young 
woman. Advertisement and inquiry discovered the son in the 
man from Somewhere, and at the present moment, he is oq his 
way home from there-no doubt, in a state of great astonishment 
-to succeed to a very large fortune, and to take a wife." 

Mrs. Podsnap inquires whether the young person is a young 
person of personal charms? Mortimer is unable to report. 

Mr. Podsnap inquires what would become of the very large 
fortune, in the event of the marriage condition not being fulfilled? 
Murtimer replies, that by special testamentary clause it would 
then go to the old servant above-mentioned, passing over and 
excluding the son; also, that if the son had not been living, the 
same old servant would have been sole residuary legatee. 

~Irs. Veneering has just succeeded in waking Lady Tippins 
from a snore, by dexterously shunting a train of plates and 
di,;hes at her knuckles across the table; when everybody but 
:ro~timer himself becomes aware that the Analytical Chemist 
1s, m a ghostly manner, offering him a folded paper. Curiosity 
detains ~Irs. Veneering a few moments. 

~!ortimer, in spite of all the arts of the chemist, placidly 
rdrc<hes him,elf with a glass of Madeira, and remains uncon
scwus of the document which encrrosses the creneral attention 

. e b ' 
unt1l LaJy Ti;Jpins (who has a habit of waking totally insensible), 
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having 'remembered where she is, and recovered a perception of 
surrounding objects, says: "Falser man than Don Juan; why 
don't you take the note from the Commendatore?" Upon 
which, the chemist advances it under the nose of Mortimer, who 
looks round at him, and says: 

" What's this? " 
Analytical Chemist bends and whispers. 
" Who 7" says Mortimer. 
Analytical Chemist again bends and whispers. 
Mortimer stares at him, and unfolds the paper. Reads it, 

reads it twice, turns it over to look at the blank outside, reads 
it a third time. · 

" This arrives in an extraordinary opportune manner," says 
Mortimer then, looking with an altered face round the table: 
"this is the conclusion of the story of the identical man." 

" Already married? " one guesses. 
" Declines to marry? " another guesses. 

'"Codicil among the dust?" another guesses. 
"Why, no," says Mortimer; "remarkable thing, you are all 

wrong. The story is completer and rather more exciting than 
I supposed. Man's drowned!" 

CHAPTER III 
ANOTHER MAN 

As the disappearing skirts of the ladies ascended the Veneering 
~taircase, Mortimer following them forth from the dining-room, 
turned into a library of bran-new books, in bran-new bindings 
liberally gilded, and requested to see the messenger who had 
brought the paper. He was a boy of about fifteen. Mortimer 
looked at the boy, and the boy looked at the bran-new pilgrims 
on the wall, going to Canterbury in more gold frame than pro
cession, and 'more carving than country. 

" Whose writing is this? " 
" l\Iine, sir." 
"Who told you to write it?" 
"My father, Jesse Hexam." 
" Is it he who found the body? " 
"Yes, sir." 
"What is your father?" 
The boy hesitated, looked reproachfully at the"?ilgrims as if 
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they had involved him in a little difficulty, then said, folding 
a plait in the right leg of his trousers, " He gets his living along
shore." 

"Is it far?" 
"Is which far?" asked the boy, upon his guard, and again 

upon the road to Canterbury. 
"To your father's?" , 
"It's a goodish stretch, sir. I come up in a cab, and the 

cab's waiting to be paid. We could go back in it before you 
paid it, if you liked. I went·first to your office, according to 
the direction of the papers found in the pockets, and there I 
see nobody but a chap of about my age who sent me on here." 

There was a curious mixture in the boy, of uncompleted 
savagery, and uncompleted civilisation. His voice was hoarse 
and coarse, and his face was CO<trse, and his stunted figure 
was coarse; but he was cleaner than other boys of his type; 
and his writing, though large and round, was good; and he 
glanced at the backs of the books, with an awakened curiosity 
that went below the binding. No one who can read, ever looks 
at a book, even unopened on a shelf, like one who cannot. 

"Were any means taken, do you know, boy, to ascertain if 
it was possible to restore life?" Mortimer inquired, as he 
sought for his hat. 

" You wouldn't ask, sir, if you knew his state. Pharaoh's 
multitude, that were drowned in the Red Sea, ain't more beyond 
restoring to life. If Lazarus was only half as far gune, that 
was the greatest of all the miracles." 

" Halloa! " cried ~!ortimer, turning round with his hat upon 
his head, " you seem to be at home in the Red Sea, my young 
fritnd? " 

"Read of it with teacher at the school," said the boy. 
" And Lazarus? " 
"Yes, and him too. But don't you tell my father! We 

should have no peace in our place, if that got touched upon. 
It's my sister's contriving." • 

" You seem to have a good sister." . 
"She ain't half bad," said the boy; "but if she knows her 

letters it's the most she does-and them I learned her." 
The gloomy Eu~ene, with his hands in his pockets, had 

strolled in and assiott:d at the latter part of the dialogue; when 
the boy spvke these words slightingly of his sister, he took him 
roughly enough by the chin and turned up his face to look at it. 

"\Yell, I am mre, sir!" said the boy, resisting; "I hope 
you'll know ::.e again." 
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Eugene vouchsafed no an:>·wer; but made the proposal to 
~brtimer. "I'll go with you, if you like?" So, they all three 
went away together in the vehicle that had brought the boy; 
the two friends (once boys together at a public school) inside, 
smoking cigars; the messenger on the box beside the driver. 

"Let me see," said ~Iortimer, as they went along; "I have 
been, Eugene, upon the honourable roll of solici~ors of the 
Hi,gh Court of Chancery, and attorneys at Common Law, five 
years; and~xcept gratuitously taking instructions, on an 
average once a fortnight, for the will of Lady Tippins who has 
nothing to leave--! have had no scrap of business but this 
romantic business." 

"And I," said Eugene, "have been ' called' seven years, 
and have had no business at all, and never shall have any. 
And if I had, I shouldn't know how to do it." 

" I am far from being de-ar as to the last particular," returned 
~Iortimer, with great composure, "that I have much advantage 
overvou." 
"i hate," said Eugene, putting his legs up on the opposite 

. seat, " I hate my profession." 
"Shall I incommode you if I put mine up too?" returned 

Mortimer. "Thank vou. I hate mine." 
·'It was forced upon me," said the gloomy Eugene, " because 

it was understood that we wanted a barrister in the familv. 
We have got a precious one." · 

" It was forced upon me," said :\Iortimer, " because it was 
understood that we wanted a sulicitor in the family. And we 
have got a precious one." 

" There are four of us, with our names painted on a dClOrpost 
in right of one black hole called a set of chambers," said Eugene; 
" and e-ach of us has the fourth of a clerk-Cassim Baba, in the 
robter"s cave--and Cassim is the only respectable member of 
the party." 

" I am one by myself, one," said ~,Iortirner, " h.igh up an 
awful suircase cor:n.rnanding a burial-ground, and I have a 
whole clerk to myself, and he has nothing to do but to ~ook at 
the burial-ground, and what he will turn out when amved at 
maturity, I cannot conceive. Whether, in that shabby ror;k's 
ne::.-t, he is always plotting wisdom, or plotting murder; whether 
he will grow up, after so much solitary brooding, to enlighten 
his fellow-cre-atures, or to poison them; is the oni}· speck of 
i..r1tere:1: that presents itself to my professional view. Ww you 

!!!e a l:zht? Thank YOU." . 
"Tr.en icliots talk," said E:Igene, leaning bacl-, fol-:!ing hi.> 
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arms, smoking with his eyes shut, and speaking slightly through 
his nose, " of Energy. If there is a word in the dictionary 
under any letter from A to Z that I abominate, it is energy. 
It is such a conventional superstition, such parrot gabble! 
What the deuce! Am I to rush out into the street, collar the 
first man of a wealthy appearance that I meet, shake him, and 
say, 'Go to law upon the spot, you dog, and retain me, or I'll 
be the death of you?' Yet that would be energy." 

" Precisely my view of the case, Eugene. But show me a 
good opportunity, show me -something really worth being 
energetic about, and I'll show you energy." 

"And so will I," said Eugene. 
And it is likely enough that ten thousand other young men, 

within the limits of the London Post-office town-delivery, made 
the same hopeful remark in the course of the same evening. 

The wheels rolled on, and rolled down by the Monument, 
and by the Tower, and by the Docks; down by Ratcliffe, and by 
Rotherhithe; down by where accumulated scum of humanity 
seemed to be washed from higher grounds, like so much moral 
5ewage, and to be pausing until its own weight forced it over 
the bank and sunk it in the river. In and out among vessels 
that seemed to have got ashore, and houses that seemed to 
han got afloat-among bowsprits staring into windows, and 
windows staring into ships-the wheels rolled on, until they 
stopped at a dark corner, river-washed and otherwise not 
washed at all, where the boy alighted and opened the door. 

"You must walk the rest, sir; it's not many yards." He 
spoke in the singular number, to the express exclusion of 
Eu~ene. 

··This is a confoundedly out-of-the-way place," said :'llortimer, 
slipping over the stones and refuse on the shore, as t~e boy 
turned the comer sharp. 

"Here's my father's, sir; where the light is." 
The low building had the look of haYing once been a mill. 

Th .. re was a rotten wart of wood upon its forehead that seemed 
to indicate where the sails had been, but the whole was very 
1. Jistinctly seen in the obscurity .of the night. The boy lifted 
tl:e latch of the door, and they passed at once into a low circular 
r'"l:n, where a m:1n stood bdore a red fire, looking down into it, 
;;.r 1 a girl sat engaged in needlework. The tire was in a rusty 
l ~.,Lifr, not fitted to the hearth; and a common lamp, shaped 
Lke a hyacinth-root, smoked and fiared in the neck of a stone 
l>c.ttle on the t.1Lle. There was a wooden bunk or berth in a 
rvrncr, and ir_anuther corner a wooden stair leading above-
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so clumsy and steep that it was little better than a ladder. 
Two or three old sculls and oars stood against the wall, and 
against another part of the wall was a small dresser, making 
a spare show of the commonest articles of crockery and cook
ing-vessels. The roof of the room was not plastered, but was 
formed of the flooring of the room above. This, being very 
old, knotted, seamed, and beamed, gave a lowering aspect to 
the chamber; and roof, and walls, and floor, alike abounding 
in old smears of flour, red-lead (or some such stain which it had 
probably acquired in warehousing), and damp, alike had a look 
of decomposition. 

"The gentleman, father." 
The figure at the red fire turned, raised its ruffled head, and 

looked like a bird of prey. 
"You're Mortimer Lightwood, Esquire; are you, sir?" 
" Mortimer Lightwood is my name. What you found," said 

Mortimer, glancing rather shrinkingly towards the bunk; "is 
it here?" 

" 'Taint not to say here, but it's close py. I do everything 
reg'lar. I've giv' notice of the circumstarnce to the police, and 
the police have took possession of it. No time ain't been lost, 
on any hand. The police have put it into print already, and 
here's what the print says of it." 

Taking up the bottle with the lamp in it, he held it near a 
paper on the wall, with the police heading, BoDY FOUND. The 
two friends read the handbill as it stuck against the wall, and 
Gaffer read them as he held the light. 

" Only papers on the unfortunate man, I sec," said Lightwood, 
glancing from the description of what was found, to the finder. 

"Only papers." 
Here the girl arose with her work in her hand, and went out 

at the 'door. 
"No money," pursued Mortimer; "but threepence in one of 

the skirt-pockets." 
" Three. Penny. Pieces," said Gaffer Hexam, in as many 

sentences. 
" The trousers pockets empty, and turned inside out." 
Gaffer Hexam nodded. " But that's common. \\"hether 

it's the wash of the tide or no, I can't say. Now, here," moving 
the lio-ht to another similar placard, " his pockets was found 
emptY, and turned inside out. And here," moving t~e .light to 
another, " her pocket was found empty, and turned m~tde out. 
And so was this one's. And so was that one's. I can't read, 
nor I don't want to it, for I know 'em by their pla~es on the wall. 
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This one was a sailor, with two anchors and a flag and G.F.T. 
on his arm. Look and see if he warn't." 

" Quite right." 
" This one was the young woman in grey boots, and her linen 

marked with a cross. Look and see if she warn't." 
" Quite right." 
" This is him as had a nasty cut over the eye. This is them 

two young sisters what tied themselves together with a hand
kecher. This is the drunken old chap, in a pair of list slippers 
and a nightcap, wot had offered-it afterwards come out-to 
make a hole in the water for a quartern of rum stood aforehand, 
and kept to his word for the first and last time in his life. They 
pretty well papers the room, you see; but I know 'em all. I'm 
scholar enough! " 

He waved the light over the whole, as if to typify the light of 
his scholarly intelligence, and then put it down on the table and 
stood behind it looking intently at his visitors. He had the 
special peculiarity of some birds of prey, that when he knitted 
his brow, his ruffled crest stood highest. 

" You did not find all these yourself; did you? " asked 
Eugene. 

To which the bird of prey slowly rejoined, "And what might 
your name be, now? " 

"This is my friend," Mortimer Lightwood interposed; "Mr. 
Eugene Wrayburn." 

''.Mr. Eugene Wrayburn, is it? And what might Mr. Eugene 
\Yraybum have asked of me?" 

"I asked you, simply, if you found all these yourself?" 
" I answer you, simply, most on 'em." 
"Do you suppose there has been much violence and robbery, 

beforehand, among these cases?" 
"I don't suppose at all about it," returned Gaffer. "I ain't 

one of the supposing sort. If you'd got your living to haul out 
, of the river every day of your life, you mightn't be mu.,ch given 

to supposing. Am I to show the way? " 
As he opened the door, in pursuance of a nod from Lightwood, 

an txtrcmcly pale and disturbed face appeared in the doorway 
the face uf a man much agitated. 
"A body missing?" asked Gafftr Hexam, stopping short; 

" or a bodv found? W"hicb? " 
" I am iost!" replied the man, m a hurried and an eager 

manner . 
.. L.•st?" 
"I~ I -.. m a stranger, and dun't know the way. I-T--
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want to find the place where I can see what is described hen 
It is possible I may know it." He was panting, and could hard! 
speak; but, he showed a copy of the newly-printed bill that wa 
still wet upon the wall. Perhaps its newness, or perhaps th 
accuracy of his observation of its general look, guided Caffer t 
a readv conclusion. 

"This gentleman, Mr. Lightwood, is on that business." 
" Mr. Lightwood? " 
During a pause, Mortimer and the .stranger confronted eacl 

other. Neither knew the other. 
"I think, sir," said Mortimer, breaking the awkward silenc 

with his airy self-possession, "that you did me the honour t1 
mention my name?" 

" I repeated it after this man." 
"You said you were a stranger in London?" 
"An utter stranger." 
"Are you seeking a Mr. Harmon?" 
"No." 
" Then I believe I can assure you that you are on a fruitles 

errand, and will not find what you fear to find. Will you com 
with us?" 

A little winding t'hrough some muddy alleys that might hav1 
been deposited by the last ill-savoured tide, brought them t1 
the wicket-gate and bright lamp of a Police Station; where the) 
found the Night-Inspector, with a pen and ink, and ruler, postin1 
up his books in a whitewashed office, as studiously as if he wer1 
in a monastery on the top of a mountain, and no howling fur~ 
of a drunken woman were banging herself against a cell-duo 
in the back-yard at his elbow. With the same air of a reclus1 
much given to study, he desisted from his books to bestow l 

distrustful nod of recognition upon Gaffer, plainly importing 
"Ah! we know all about you, and you'll overdo it some day; ' 
and to inform Mr. Mortimer Lightwood and friends, that h1 
would attend them immediately. Then, he finished ruling th1 
work he had in hand (it might have been illuminating a missal 
he was so calm), in a very neat and methodical manner, showin~ 
not the slightest consciousness of the woman who was bangin1 
herself with increased violence, and shrieking most terrificall) 
for some other woman's liver. 

"A bull's-eye," said the Night-Inspector, taking up hi 
keys. Which a deferential satellite produced. ''Now, gentle 
men." 

With one of his keys, he opened a cool grot at the end of th 
yard, and they all went in. They quickly came urt again, n 
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one speaking but Eugene; who remarked to Mortimer, in a 
whisper," Not much worse than Lady Tippins." 

So back to the whitewashed library of the monastery-with 
that liver still in shrieking requisition, as it had been luudly, 
while they looked at the silent sight they came to see-and there 
through the merits of the case as summed up by the Abbot. 
No clue to how body came into river. Very often was no clue. 
Too late to know for certain, whether injuries received before 
or after death; one excellent surgical opinion said, before; 
other excell£nt surgical opinion said, after. Steward of ship 
in which gentleman came ho<ne passenger, had been round to 
,·iew, and could swear to identity. Likewise could swear to 
clothes. And then, you see, you had the papers, too. How 
was it he had totally disappeared on leaving ship, till found in 
river? \\'ell! Probably had been upon some little game. 
Probably thought it a harmless game, wasn't up to things, and 
it turned out a fatal game. Inquest to-morrow, and no doubt 
~'pen verdict. 

" It appears to have knocked your friend over-knocked him 
completely off his legs," Mr. Inspector remarked, when he ha•i 
finished his summing up. " It has given him a bad tum to be 
sure! " This was said in a very low voice, and with a searching 
look (not the first he had cast) at the stranger. 

Mr. Lig'htwood explained that it was no friend of his. 
" Indeed? " said Mr. Inspector, with an attentive ear; 

" 11 here did you pick him up? " 
Air. Lightwood explained further. 
Mr. Inspector had delivered his summing up, and had added 

li1cse words, with his elbows leaning on his desk, and the fingers 
and thumb of his right hand, fitting themselves to the fingers 
and thumb of his left. Mr. Inspector moved nothing but his 
eyes, as he now added, raising his voice: 

·• Turned you faint, sir! Seems you're not accustomed to 
this kind of work? " 

The stranger, who was leaning again't the chimney-piece with 
Jr(loping head, looked round and ans\1 ered, 

"\o. It's a horrible sight!" 
"\'ou expected to identify, I am tuld, sir?" 
" \'es." 
"/lave vou idt•ntiCo.:J?" 
·• \ '· h·s a horrible sight. 0! a hurrible, horrible sight!" 
" \\·h,J did yuu think it might haYe been? " asht:d ~lr. In-

'Prll•lL "Give us a de~criptiun, sir. Perhaps \1 e can hc:lp 
yuu:· 
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" No, no,'' said the stranger; " it would be quite useless. 

Good night." 
~Ir. Inspector had not moved, and had given no order; but, 

the satellite slipped his back against the wicket, and laid his 
left arm along the top of it, and with his right hand turned the 
bull's-eye he had taken from his chief-in quite a casual manner 
-towards the stranger. 

"You missed a friend, you know; or you mi~~ed a foe, you 
know; or you wouldn't have come here, you knvw. \\"ell, 
then; ain't it reasonable to ask, whc:> was it?" Thus, :\fr. 
Inspector. • 

" You must excuse my telling you. ~o class of man can 
understand better than you, that families may not choose to 
publish their disagreements and misfortunes, except on the last 
necessity. I do not dispute that you discharge your duty in 
asking me the question; you will not dispute my right to with
hold the answer. Good night." 

.\gain he turned towards the wicket, where the satellite, with 
hi> eye upon his chief, remained a dumb statue. 

'·At least," said :\fr. Inspector, "you will not object to leave 
me your card, sir? " 

.. I should not object, if I had one; but I ha,·e not." He 
reddened and was much confused as he gave the answer. 

"At least," said ~Ir. Impector, with no change of vuice or 
manner, " you will not object to write down your name and 
address?" 

•· Xot at all." 
:\Ir. Impector dipped a pen in his inkstand, and deftly hid it 

on a pie..:e of paper dose beside him; then resumed his fom1er 
attitude. The stranger stepped up to the desk, and wrote in a 
rather tremulous hand-:\Ir. Inspector taking sidelong note of 
enrv hair of his head when it was bent down for the purpose
" :\Ii. Julius Handford, Exchequer Coffee House, Palace Yard, 
Westminster.'' 

·• Staying there, I presume, sir?" 
" Staying there." 
"Consequently, frc·m the cuuntry? " 
"Eh? Yes-from the cuuntrY." 
" Good night, sir:' · 
The satellite remo\·ed his arm and opened the wil·ket, and ~fr. 

Julius Handford went out. 
·' Re:;ern t" said :\Ir. Inspector. "Take c.:1re r.f this piece 

cf paper, keep him in Yiew without gi\·in~ a<ctrtain that 
he is staying there, and find C>ut anythi!1g you cap r.Ll'Jut him.'' 
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The satellite was gone; and ~fr. Inspector becoming· once 

again the quiet Abbot of that )!onastery, dipped his pen in his 
ink and resumed his book:\. The two friends who had watched 
him, more amused by the professional manner than suspicious 
of )Ir. Julius Handford, inquired before taking their departure 
too whether he belie,·ed there was anything that really looked 
bad here? 

The Abbot replied v;ith reticence, "couldn't say. If a 
murder, anybody might have done it. Burglary or pocket
picking wanted 'prenticeship .. Xot so murder. We were all of 
us up to that. Had seen scores of people come to identify, and 
ne,·er saw one person struck in that particular way. )fight, 
however, ha,·e been Stomach and not )lind. If so, rum 
stomach. But to be sure there were rum everythings. Pity 
there was not a word of truth in that superstition a!::lout bodies 
bleeding when touched by the hand of the right person; you 
never got a sign out of bodies. You got row enough out of such 
as her-she was good for all night now " (referring here to the 
banging demands of the linr), " but you got nothing out of 
bodies if it was e\·er so." 

There being nothing more to be done until the inquest was 
htld next day, the friends went away together, and Gaffer 
Hexam and his son went their separate way. But, arriving at 
the last comer, Gaffer bade his boy go home while he turned 
into a red-curtained tavern, that stood dropsically bulging over 
the causeway, " for a half-a-pint." 

The boy lifted the latch he had lifted before, and found his 
si;ter again seated before the fire at her work. Who raised her 
head upon his coming in and asking: 

" \Yhere did you go, Liz? " 
" I went out in the dark." 
"There was no necessity for that. It was all right enough." 
" One of the gentlemen, the one who didn't speak wr.ile I was 

there, lovktd hard at me. .\nd I was afraid he might know 
what my f.1ce me;1nt. But there! Don't mind me, CharleY! 
I was all in a tremble of another ~ort when you owned to father 
vou could write a little.'' 
• " Ah ~ But I made t.elitYe I wrote so badlY, as tr.at it was 
odds if anY one could read it. .\nd when I V~:fote slowest and 
smt:ar<:d out wi~h n:y fin;er most, father was best pleased, as he 
stood J"',ki:.;! over me." 

Tl.e girlj•~t asiC:e her work, and drawing her se:;.t close to his 
St.l.t by t!.e t:re, Lid Lcr arm ger.tly on rill shoulder. 
"Yo~·u m:~ke tLe most of your time, Charley; won't you?" 

B 
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" Won't I? Come! I like that. Don't I? " 
"Yes, Charley, yes. You work hard at your learning, I 

know .. And I work a little, Charley, and plan and contrive a 
little (wake out of my sleep contriving sometimes), how to get 
together a shilling now, and a shilling then, that shall make 
father believe you are beginning to earn a stray living along
shore." 

" You are father's favourite, and can make him believe any
thing." 

" I wish I could, Charley! For if I could make him believe 
that learning was a good thing, and that we might lead better 
lives, I should be a'most content to die." 

" Don't talk stuff about dying, Liz." 
She placed her hands in one another on his shoulder, and lay

ing her rich brown cheek against them as she looked down at 
the fire, went on thoughtfully: 

" Of an evening, Charley, when you are at the school, and 
father's--" 

"At the Six Jolly Fellowship-Porters," the boy struck in, 
with a backward nod of his head towards. the public-house. 

" Yes. Then as I sit a-looking at the fire, I seem to see in 
the burning coal-like where that glow is now--" 

"That's gas, that is," said the boy, " coming out of a bit of a 
forest that's been under the mud that was under the water in 
the days of Noah's Ark. Look here! When I take the poker
so-and give it a dig--" 

"Don't disturb it, Charley, or it'll be all in a blaze. It's 
that dull glo~ near it, coming and going, that I mean. When 
I look at it of an evening, it comes like pictures to me, Charley." 

"Show us a picture," said the boy. "Tell us where to look." 
"Ah! It wants my eyes, Charley." 
" Cut away then, and tell us what your eyes make of it." 
"Why, there are you and me, Charley, when you were quite 

a baby that never knew a mother--" 
" Don't go saying I never knew a mother," interposed the 

boy, " for I knew a little sister that was sister and mother both." 
The girl laughed delightedly, and her eyes filled with pleasant 

tears, as he put both his arms round her waist and so held her. 
"There are you and me, Charley, when father was away at 

work and locked us out, for fear we should set ourselves afire 
or fall out of window, sitting on the door-sill, sitting on other 
door-steps, sitting on the bank of the river, wandering about 
to get through the time. You are rather hea~·y to carry, 
Charley, and I'm often obliged to rest. SomC:tJmes we are 
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sleepy and fall asleep together in a comer, sometimes we are 
Yery hungry, sometimes we are a little frightened, but what is 
oftenest hard upon us is the cold. You remember, Charley? " 

" I remember," said the boy, pressing her to him twice or 
thrice, " that I snuggled under a little shawl, and it was warm 
there." 

" Sometimes it rains, and we creep under a boat or the like 
of that; sometimes it's dark, and we get among the gaslights, 
sitting watching the people as they go along the streets. At 
last, up comes father and takes us home. And home seems 
such a shelter after out of doors! And father pulls my shoes 
off, and dries my feet at the fire, and has me to sit by him while 
he smokes his pipe long after you are abed, and I notice that 
father's is a large hand but never a heavy one when it touches 
me, and that father's is a rough voice but never an angry one 
when it speaks to me. So, I grow up, and little by little father 
trusts me, and makes me his companion, and, let him be put 
out as he may, never once strikes me." 

The listening boy gave a grunt here, as much as to say, " But 
he strikes me though! " 

"Those are some of the pictures of what is past, Charley." 
" Cut away again," said the boy, "and give us a fortune

telling one; a future one." 
"Well! There am I, continuing with father, and holding 

to father, lx:cause father loves me, and I love father. I can't 
so much as read a book, because, if I had learned, father would 
have thought I was deserting him, and I should have lost my 
influence. I have not the influence I want to have, I cannot 
stop some dreadful things I try to stop, but I go on in the hope 
and trust that the time will come. In the meanwhile I know 
that I am in >orne things a stay to father, and that if I was not 
fJ.ithful to him he would~in revenge-like, or in disappointment, 
or hoth~go wild and lxtd." 

" Gi1·e us a touch of the fortune-telling pictures about me." 
" I was passing on to them, Charley," said the girl, who had 

lhlt rhan;::.:d her attitude since she began, and who now mourn
full~· ~huuk her hc-aJ; "the others were all leading up. There 
;He \'OJ--" 

"\\'Lt·re au. I, Liz?" 
" ~ti:l i!l the hollow down bv the flare." 
•· TLvre ,(,·ms to he the deuce-and-all in the hollow down 

1,\. tLc tl.1rc .'' ,.tid tl:e hoy, gbncin;; from her eyes to the Lrazier, 
''. d,·h L1d a >>'c:,·tun luuk on its long thin legs. 

"Tl.Lr<.' :1} Y'-':.J, Charley, workir.g your way, in secret from 
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father, at the school; and you get prizes; and you go on better 
and better; and you come to be a-what was it you called it 
when you told me about that?" 

" Ha, ha! Fortune-telling not know the name! " cried the 
boy, seeming to be rather relieved by this default on the part 
of the hollow down by the flare. " Pupil-teacher." 

"You come to be a pupil-teacher, and you still go on better 
and better, and you rise to be a master full of learning and 
respect. But the secret .has come to father's knowledge long 
before, and it has divided you from father, and from me." 

"No it hasn't!" 
"Yes it has, Charley. I see, as plain as plain can be, that 

your way is not ours, and that even if father could be got 
to forgive your taking it (which he never could be), that way 
of yours would be darkened by our way. But I see too, 
Charley--" . , . 

"Still as plain as plain can be, Liz?" asked the boy play-
fully. . 

"Ah! Still. That it is a great work to have cut your way 
from father's life, and to have made a new and good beginning. 
So there am I, Charley, left alone with father, keeping him as 
straight as I can, watching for more influence than I have, and 
hoping that through some fortunate chance, or when he is ill, 
or when-I don't know what-I may tum him to wish to do 
better things." , 

" You said you couldn't read a book, Lizzie. Your library 
of books is the hollow down by the flare, I think." 

" I should be very glad to be able to read real books. I feel 
my want of learning very much, Charley. But I should feel 
it much more, if I didn't know it to be a tie between me and 
father.-Hark! Father's tread!" 

It being now past midnight, the bird of prey went straight 
to roost. At mid-day following he reappeared at the Six J oily 
Fellowship-Porters, in the character, not new to him, of a witness 
before a Coroner's Jury. 

Mr. Mortimer Lightwood, besides sustaining the character of 
one of the witnesses, doubled the part with that of the eminent 
solicitor who watched the proceedings on behalf of the repre
sentatives of the deceased, as was duly recorded in the news
papers. Mr. Inspector watched the proceedings too, and k~pt 
his watching closely to himself. Mr. Julius Handford havmg 
given his right address, and being reported in solvent cirCUJ?
stances as to his bill, though nothing more was known of h1m 
at his hotel except that his way of life was very retired, had no 

(. 
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summons to appear, and was merely present in the shades of 
Mr. Inspector's mind. 

The case was made interesting to the public, by Mr. Mortimer 
Lightwood's evidence touching the circumstances under which 
the deceased, ~Ir. John Harmon, had returned to England; 
exclusive private proprietorship in which circumstances was 
set up at dinner-tables for se\·eral days, by Yeneering, Twemlow, 
Podsnap, and all the Buffers: who all related them irreconcilably 
with one another, and contradicted themselYes. It was also 
made interesting by the testi!Ilony of Job Patterson, the ship's 
steward, and one Mr. Jacob Kibble, a fellow-passenger, that 
the deceased Mr. John Harmon did bring over, in a hand-valise 
with which he did disembark, the sum realised by the forced 
sale of his little landed property, and that the sum exceeded, 
in ready money, seven hundred pounds. It was further made 
interesting, by the remarkable experiences of Jesse Hexam in 
having rescued from the Thames so many dead bodies, and for 
whose behoof a rapturous admirer subscribing himself " A 
Friend to Burial" (perhaps an undertaker), sent eighteen postage 
stamps, and five" :\ow Sir "s to the editor of the Times. 

t:pon the evidence adduced before them, the Jury found, 
That the body of ~Ir. John Harmon had been discovered floating 
in the Thames, in an advanced state of decay, and much injured; 
and that the said Mr. John Harmon had come by his death under 
hig!Jly suspicious circumstances, though by whose act or in what 
precise manner there was no evidence before this Jury to show. 
And they appended to their \'erdict, a recommendation to the 
Home 011ice (which Mr. lmpector appeared to think highly 
~~:n,ible ), to oflo:r a reward for the solution of the mystery. 
\Yithin eight-and-forty hours, a reward of One Hundred Pounds 
was proclaimed, together with a free pardon to any person or 
pcrsuns not the•actual perpetrator or perpetrators, and so forth 
in due form. 

Tl,is Proclamation rendered ~Ir. ln;pector additionally 
studiuus, and caused him to stand meditating on rin:r-stairs 
and causeways, and to go lurking about in boats, putting this 
and that to:;t:ther. But, according to the success with which 
you put this and that tugether1 you get a woman and a fish 
•~pJ.rt, or a ~Imr.aid in combination. And ~Ir. Inspector coulj 
turn out nothing better than a ~.Iermaid, which no Jud;;e and 
Jury would bc.:litYe in. 

lLus, Lke tLe tides on which it had been borne to the k.now
h·,:.~c of men, the ILlmlOn ~Iurder-as it came to be popularly 
c.,:;,J-went up and duwn, and ebbed and flowed, now in the 

.I' 
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town, now in the country, now among palaces, now among 
hovels, now among lords and ladies and gentlefolks, now among 
labourers and hammerers and ballast-heavers, until at last, 
after a long interval of slack water, it got out to sea and drifted 
away. 

CHAPTER IV 

THE R. WILFER F AlUL Y 

REGI~ALD WILFER is a name with rather a grand sound, sug
gesting on first acquaintance brasses in country churches, scrolls 
in stained-glass windows, and generally the De Wilfers who 
came over with the Conqueror. For, it is a remarkable fact in 
genealogy that no De Any ones ever came over with Anybody 
else. 

But, the Reginald Willer family were of such commonplace 
extraction and pursuits that their forefathers had for genera
tions modestly subsisted on the Docks, the Excise Office, and 
the Custom House, and the existing R. Willer was a poor clerk; 
So poor a clerk, through having a limited salary and an un
limited family, that he had never yet attained the modest object 
of his ambition: which was, to wear a complete new suit of 
clothes, hats and boots included, at one time. His black hat was 
brown before he could afford a coat, his pantaloons were white 
at the seams and knees before he could buy a pair of boots, his 
boots had wom out before be could treat himself to new panta
loons, and by the time he worked round to the bat again, that 
shining modem article roofed-in an ancient ruin of nrious 
periods. 

If the conventional Cherub could ever grow up and be clothed, 
he might be photographed as a portrait of \Yilfer. His chubby, 
smooth, innocent appearance was a reason for his being always 
treated with condescension when he was not put down. .\ 
stranger entering his own poor house at about ten o'clock P.~L 
might have been surprised to find him sitting up to. supper. So 
boyish was he in his curves and proportions, that h1s old school
master meeting him in Cheapside, might baYe been unable to 
·withstand the temptation of caning him on the srx:t: . In short. 
he was the conventional cherub, after the suppos1tlt1ous sh.)0t 
just mentioned, rather grey, ·with signs of care on his expresoi0n, 
and in decidedly insoh·ent circumstances. . 

He was shy, and unwilling to own to the name otRe;-mald, as 
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being too ;spiring and self-assertive a name. I~ his signature 
he used onlv the initial R., and imparted what 1t really stood 
for to non~ but chosen friends, under the seal of confidence. 
Out of this, the facetious habit had arisen in the neighbourhood 
surroundinrr Mincing Lane of making Christian names for him 
of adjectiv~s and participles beginning with R. Some of these 
were more or less appropriate: as Rusty, Retiring, Ruddy, 
Round, Ripe, Ridiculous, Ruminative; others derived their 
point from their want of application: as Raging, Rattling, 
Roaring, Raffish. But, his popular name was Rumt)> which 
in a moment of inspiration had been bestowed upon h1m by a 
gentleman of convivial habits connected with the drug market1 
as the beginning of a social chorus, his leading part in the execu
tion of which had led this gentleman to the Temple of Fame, 
and of which the whole expressive burden ran: 

" Rumty iddity, row dow dow. 
Sing toodlely, teedlely, bow wow wow." 

Thus he was constantly addressed, even in minor notes on 
business, as " Dear Rumty "; in answer to which, he sedately 
signed himself, "Yours truly, R. Wilfer." 

He was clerk in the drug-house of Chicksey, Veneering, and 
Stobbles. Chicksey and Stobbles, his former masters, had both 
become absorbed in Veneering, once their traveller or commis·. 
sion a~ent: who had signalised his accession to supreme powei' 
by bringing into the business a quantity of plate-glass window 
and French-polished mahogany partition, and a gleaming and 
enormous door-plate. 

R. \\'ilfer locked up his desk one evening, and putting hi::i 
bunch of keys in his pocket much as if it were his peg-top, made 
for home. His home was in the Holloway region north of 
London, and then divided from it by fields and trees. Between 
tattle Bridge and that part of the Holloway district in which 
he dwelt, was a tract of suburban Sahara, where tiles and bricks 
11 t:re burnt, hones were boiled, carpets were beat, rubbish was. 
sh,.'t,. dugs were fought, and dust was heaped by contractors. 
Sk1rtmg the hord~:r of tlus dese:t, by the way he took, when the 
)Jgbt of 1ts kiln-fires made lund smears on the fog R. Wilfer 
,:rclu:d and shook his head. ' 

".\h me!" ~aid he," what might have been is not what is!" 
\Ynh which commentary on human life indicatinrr an ex

J•t·ritnce d it nut exdu>inly his own, he n;ade the b:St of his 
\1 J. v to the t·nd of his journey. 

~frs. \\ ilfrr was, of course, a tall woman .and an an!!Ular 
li~r lurd lAii;:; dn:ruuic, she was n~:<.t~~>trily majestic, acco~ding 
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to the principle which matrimonially unites contrasts. She was 
much given to tying up her head in a pocket-handkerchief, 
knotted under the chin. This head-gear, in conjunction with 
a pair of gloves worn within doors, she seemed to consider as at 
once a kind of armour against misfortune (invariably assuming 
it when in low spirits or difficulties), and as a species of full dress. 
It was therefore with some sinking of the spirit that her husband 
beheld her thus heroically attired, putting down her candle in 
the little hall, and coming down the doorsteps through the little 
front court to open the gate for him. 

Something had gone wrong with the house-door, for R. Wilfer 
stopped on the steps, staring at it, and cried: 

"Hal-loa?" 
"Yes," said Mrs. Wilfer, "the man came himself with a pair 

of pincers, and took it off, and took it away. He said that as he 
had no expectation of ever being paid for it, and as he had an 
order for another LADIES' ScHOOL door-plate, it was better 
(burnished up) for'the interests of all parties." 

"Perhaps it was, my dear; what do you think?" 
"You are master here, R. W.," returned his wife. "It is as 

you think; not as I do. Perhaps it might have been better if 
the man had taken the door too." 

"My dear, we couldn't have done without the door." 
" Couldn't we? " 
"Why, my dear! Could we?" 
"It is as you think, R. W.; not as I do." With those sub

missive words, the dutiful wife preceded him down a few stairs 
to a little basement front room, half kitchen, half parlour, where 
a girl of about nineteen, with an exceedingly pretty figure and 
face, but with an impatient and petulant expression both in her 
face and in her shoulders (which in her sex and at her age are 
very expressive of discontent), sat playing. draughts with a 
younger girl, who was the youngest of the House of Wilier. 
Not to encumber this page by telling off the Wilfers in detail 
.and casting them up in the gross, it is enough for the present 
:that the rest were what is called " out in the world," in various 
.ways, and that they were Many. So many, that when one of 
;his dutiful children called in to see him, R. Wilfer generally 
seemed to say to himself, after a little mental arithmetic, " Oh! 
here's another of 'em! " before adding aloud, " How de do, 
John," or Susan, as the case might be. 

"Well, Piggywiggies," said R. W., "how de do to-ni~ht? 
What I was thinking of, my dear," to Mrs. Wilfer already seated 
in a corner with folded gloves, " was, that as "\ ha,·e let our 
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first floor so well, and as we have now no place in which you could 
teach pupils, even if pupils--" 

" The milkman said he knew of two young ladies of the highest 
respectability, who were in search of a suitable establishment, 
and he took a card," interposed :.\Irs. Wilfer, with severe mono
tony, as if she were reading an Act of Parliament aloud. " Tell 
vour father whether it was last :.\Ionday, Bella." 
· " But we never heard any more of it, rna," said Bella, the 
elder girl. _ -

"In addition to which, my dear," her husband urged," if you 
have no place to put two young persons into--" 

" Pardon me," Mrs. Wilfer again interposed; " they were not 
young persons. Two young ladies of the highest respectability. 
Tell your father, Bella, whether the milkman said so." 

":.\Iy dear, it is the same thing." 
"Xo it is not," said :.\Irs. \rilfer, with the same impressive 

monotony. "Pardon me!" 
"I mean, my dear, it is the same thing as to space. As to 

space. If you have no space in which to put tv•o youthful fellow
creatures, however eminently respectable, which I do not doubt, 
where are those youthful fellow-creatures to be accommodated? 
I carry it no further than that. And solely looking at it," said 
her husband, making the stipulation at once in a conciliatory, 
complimentary, and argumentative tone-" as I am sure you 
will agree, my love-from a fellow-creature point of view, my 
dear." 

" I have nothing more to say," returned :.\Irs. \Yilfer, ·with a 
meek renunciato~y action of her gloves. "It is as you think, 
R. \\'.; not as I do." 

Here, the huffing of :.\!iss Bella and the loss of three of her 
men at a swoop, a;;;ra,·ated by the coronation of an opponent, 
led to that young bdy's jerking the draught-hoard and pi.:ces 
off the t.J.lJle: whilh her sister went do'i\'n on her knees to pick up. 

" Poor Bella~" said :.\Irs. \Yilfer. 
"And poor Lasinia, perha?s, my dear?" suggested R. W. 
"Parc!-.m me." s.aid ~lr5. \\'ilfer, ''no~" 
It was one uf the worthy wuman's speciali~ies that she had an 

amazir.g power uf gratifying her splenetic or worldly-minded 
Lumt.urs by extu!lin.: her own fJ.:nily: which she thus proceeded, 
i:1 t:,e pr.:,ent C.bt, to do. 
"~o, R. \\'. La\i:li.a has not known the trial that Bt:lla has 

b.vwn. TLe tri.J tl.J.t your dau;hter Ldl.l r.as undt:r,;one, is, 
!'< rL.lps, "ithoCJt a p.u:ld, and h.ls been borne I will say 
~uGly. \\'Ld1 you see your d.iugl.ttr Btfu in her' black dress: 
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whic~ she alone of all the family wears, and when you remember 
the crrcumstances which ha;·e led to her wearing it, and when 
you know how those circumstances have been sustained. then 
R. \Y., lay your head upon your pillow and say,' Poor l..aYi~ia!'" 

Here, :\Iiss Lavinia, from her kneeling situation under the 
table, put in that she didn't want to be '"poored by pa," or 
anybody else. 

" I am sure you do not, my dear," returned her mother, " for 
you have a fine bran spirit. And your sister Cecilia has a fine 
brave spirit of another kind, a spirit of pure devotion, a beau
ti-ful spirit. The self-sacrifice of Cecilia m·eals a pure and 
womanly character, nry seldom equalled, ne;·er surpassed. I 
han now in my pocket a letter from your sister Cecilia, received 
this morning-receiYed three months after her marriage, poor 
child !-in which she tells me that her husband must unexpectedly 
shelter under their roof his reduced aunt. ' But I will be true 
to him, mamma,' she touchingly "Tites. 'I will not leave him. I 
must not forget that he is my husband. Let his aunt come! ' 
If this is not pathetic, if this is not woman's de;·otion--!" 
The good lady wa;·ed her gloves in a sense of the impossibility 
of saying more, and tied the pocket-handkerchief over her bead 
in a tighter knot under her chin. 

Bella, who was now seated on the rug to warm herself, with 
her brown eYes on the fire and a handful of her brown curls in 
her mouth, iaughed at this, and then pouted and half cried. 

"I am sure," said she," though you have no feeling for me, 
pa, I am one of the most unfortunate girls that e;·er lind. 
You know bow poor we are" (it is probable he did, haYing some 
reason to know it!), " and what a glimpse of wealth I had, and 
how it melted away, and how I am here in this ridiculous mourn
ing-which I hate!-a kind of a widow who never was married. 
And yet You don't feel for me.-Yes You do, ns YOU do.'' 

This abrupt change was occasioned by. her father's face. 
She stopped to pull him down from his chair in an attiruce 
highly fa,·ourable to strangulation, and to give him a kiss and 
a pat or two on the cheek. 

" But you ought to fetl for me, you know, pa." 
":\Iy dear, I do." 
"Yes, and I say you ought to. If they had only left me alone 

and told me nothing about it, it would ha;·e matttrtd mu• h less. 
But that nasn· :\Ir. Li!:htwood feeLs it his duty, as he ,;ays, 
to ~Tite and tell me whit is in reser;-e for me, and t:1en I am 
obliged to get rid of George Sampson." 

Here l..a;-inia, rising to the suriace with the !i.l.?L crau;htman 
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rescued, interposed, "You never cared for George Sampson, 
Bella." 

"And did I say I did, miss?" Then, pouting again, with 
the curls in her mouth: " Georee Sampson was very fond of me, 
and admired me very much, and put up with everything I did 
to him." · 

" You were rude enough to him/' Lavinia again interposed. 
" And did I say I wasn't, miss? I am not setting up to be 

sentimental about George Sall!pson. I only say George Sampson 
was better than nothing." 

" You didn't show him that you thought even that," Lavinia 
again interposed. · 

" You are a chit and a little idiot," returned Bella, " or you 
wouldn't make such a dolly speech. What did you expect 
me to do? Wait till you are a woman, and don't talk about 
what you don't understand. You only show your ignorance! " 
Then whimpering again, and at intervals biting the curls, and 
stopping to look how much was bitten off, "It's a shame! 
There never was such a hard case! I shouldn't care so much 
if it wasn't so ridiculous. It was ridiculous enough to have a 
stranger corning over to marry me, whether he liked it or not. 
It was ridiculous enough to know what an embarrassing meeting 
it would be, and how we never could pretend to have an inclina
tion of our own, either of us. It was ridiculous enough to know 
I shouldn't like him-how could I like him, left to him in a will, 
like a dozen of spoons, with everything cut and dried beforehand, 
like orange chips? Talk of orange flowers indeed! I declare 
again it's a shame! Those ridiculous points would have been 
smoothed away by the money, k>r I love money, and want money 
-want it dreadfully. I hate to be poor, and we are degradingly 
pour, offensiYely poor, miserably poor, beastly poor. But here 
I am, left with all the ridiculous parts of the situation remaining, 
:u,d ad Jed to them all, this ridiculous uress! And if the truth 
11 ..1;; known, when the Ham10n murder was all over the town, 
<i.nd pto]Jle were speculating on its being suicide, I dare say those 
impud,,,t wretches at the clubs and places made jokes about 
the mi,t·rable creature's h::n-ing preferred a watery grave to me. 
lt',; lJkdy enough they took such liberties; I shouldn't wonder! 
I dl'clare it's a wry hard case indeed, and I am a most unfortun
ate t"irl. Tlie id~:a of being a kind of widow, and never having 
bun ma17id! .\nd the idea of being as poor as ever after all 
and guin~ into LLtck, btsides, for a man I never saw, and should 
b\'t hat~d-as far as lu was concerned-if I had seen!" 

'fLo: yuUJ.~ lady's lamentations were choked at tb.is point by 
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a knuckle, knocking at the half-open door of the room. The 
knuckle had knocked two or three times already, but had not 
been heard. 

"Who is it?" said Mrs. Wilfer, in her Act-of-Parliament 
manner. "Enter!" 

A gentleman coming in, Miss Bella, with a short and sharp 
exclamation, scrambled off the hearth-rug and massed the 
bitten curls together in their right place on her neck. 

" The servant girl had her key in the door as I came up, and 
directed me to go into this room, telling me I was expected. I 
am afraid I should have asked her to announce me." 

"Pardon me," returned Mrs. Wilfer. "Not at all. Two 
of my daughters. R. W., this is the gentleman who has taken 
your first-floor. He was so good as to make an appointment 
for to-night, when you would be at home." 

A dark gentleman. Thirty at the utmost. An expressive, 
one might say handsome, face. A very bad manner. In the 
last degree constrained, reserved, diffident, troubled. His eyes . 
were on Miss Bella for an instant, and then looked at the ground 
as he addressed the master of the house. 

"Seeing that I am quite satisfied, Mr. Wilfer, with the rooms, 
and with their situation, and with their price, I suppose a 
memorandum between us of two or three lines, and a payment 
down, will bind the bargain? I wish to send in furniture without 
delay." 

Two or three times during this short address, the cherub 
addressed had made chubby motions towards a chair. The 
gentleman now took it, laying a hesitating hand on a comer 
of the table, and with another hesitating hand lifting the crown 
of his hat to his lips, and drawing it before his mouth. 

"The gentleman, R. W.," said Mrs. Wilfer, "proposes to 
take your apartments by the quarter. A quarter's notice on 
either side." 

" Shall I mention, sir," insinuated the landlord, expecting it 
to be received as a matter of course, " the form of a reference? " 

" I think," returned the gentleman, after a pause, " that a 
reference is not necessary; neither, to say the truth, is it con
venient, for I am a stranger in London. I require no reference 
from you, and perhaps, therefore, you will require none from 
me. That will be fair on both sides. Indeed, I show the 
greater confidence of the two, for I will pay in advanc~ whatever 
you please, an~ I am going to trus~ my furniture her~ .. Whereas, 
if you were m embarrassed cmumstances-th1s IS merely 
supposititious--" 
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Conscience causing R. Wilfer to colour, Mrs. Wilfer, from 

a corner (she always got into stately corners) came to the rescue 
with a deep-toned " Per-fectly." 

11 -Why then !-might lose it." 
11 Well!" observed R. Wilfer, cheerfully," money and goods 

are certainly the best of references." 
" Do you think they are the best, pa? " asked Miss Bella, 

in a low voice, and without looking over her shoulder as she 
warmed her foot on the fender. 

" Among the best, my dear:" 
" I should have thought, myself, it was so easy to add the 

usual kind of one," said Bella, with a toss of her curls. 
The gentleman listened to her, with a face of marked attention, 

though he neither looked up nor changed his attitude. He 
sat, still and silent, until his future landlord accepted his 
proposals, and brought writing materials to complete the 
business. He sat, still and silent, while tht landlord wrote. 

When the agreement was ready in duplicate (the landlord 
having worked at it like some cherubic scribe, in what is con
ventionally called a doubtful, which means a not at all doubtful, 
Old Master), it was signed by the contracting parties, Bella 
looking on as scornful witness. The contracting parties were 
R. Wilfer, and John Rokesmith, Esquire. 

\rhen it came to Bella's turn to sign her name, Mr. Rokesmith, 
who was standing, as he had sat, with a hesitating hand upon 
the table, looked at her stealthily, but narrowly. He looked 
at the pretty figure bending down over the paper and saying, 
"\\'here am I to 'go, pa? Here, in this corner?" He looked 
at the beautiful brown hair, shading the coquettish face; he 
looked at the free dash of the signature, which was a bold one 
for a woman's; and then they looked at one another. 

'' ~fuch obliged to you, Miss \rilfer." 
''Obliged?" 
"I have given you so much trouble." 
" Signing my name? Yes, certainly. But I am your land

lord's daughter, sir." 
. As there was nothi~g more to do but pay eight sovereigns 
m earnest of the bargam, pocket the agreement, appoint a time 
for the arrival of his furniture and himself, and go, .Mr. Rokesmith 
did that as awkwardly as it might be done, and was escorted 
by his landlord to the outer air. \rhen R. Wilfer returned 
candlestick in hand, to the bosom of his family he found th~ 
bosom agitated. ' 

"Pa," sa:.t Bella, "we have got a Murderer for a tenant." 
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"Pa," said Lavinia, "we have got a robber." 
" To see him unable for his life to look anybody in the face," 

said Bella. " There never was such an exhibition." 
"My dears," said their father, "he is a diffident gentleman, 

and I should say particularly so in the society of girls of your 
age." 

"Nonsense, our age! " cried Bella, impatiently. " What's 
that got to do with him? " 

"Besides, we are not of the same age:-which age?" de· 
manded Lavinia. 

"Never you mind, Lavvy," retorted Bella; "you wait till 
you are of an age to ask such questions. Pa, mark my 
words! Between Mr. Rokesmith and me, there is a natural 
antipathy and a deep distrust; and something will come 
of itl" 

"1\Iy dear, and girls," said the cherub-patriarch, " betwt!en 
Mr. Rokesmith and me, there is a matter of eight sovereigns, 
and something for supper shall come of it, if you 'II agree upon 
the article." 

This was a neat and happy turn to give the subject, treats 
being rare in the Wilfer household, where a monotonous appear
ance of Dutch cheese at ten o'clock in the evening had been 
rather frequently commented on by the dimpled shoulders of 
Miss Bella. Indeed, the modest Dutchman himself seemed 
conscious of his want of variety, and generally came before 
the family in a state of apologetic perspiration. After some 
discussion on the relative merits of veal-cutlet, sweetbread, 
and lobster, a decision was pronounced in fa\·our of veal-cutlet. 
Mrs. Wilfer then solemnly divested herself of her handkerchief 
and gloves, as a preliminary sacrifice to preparing the frying-pan, 
and R. W. himself went out to purchase the viand. He soon 
returned, bearing the same in a fresh cabbage-leaf, where it 
covlv embraced a rasher of ham. .Jidodious sounds were not 
lo~g· in rising from the frying-pan on the fire, or in seeming, 
as the firelight danced in the mellow halls of a couple of full 
bottles on the table, to play appropriate dance-music. 

The cloth was laid by Lavvy. Bella, as the acknowledged 
ornament of the family, employed both her hands in giving 
her hair an additional wave while sitting in the easiest chair, 
and occasionally threw in a direction touching the supper: as, 
"Yery brown, rna"; or, to her sister, "Put the salt cellar 
straight, miss, and don't be a dowdy little puss." 

Meantime her father, chinking )fr. Rokesmith's gold as he 
sat expectant between his knife and fork, remarkt :1 that six of 
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those sovereigns came just in time for their landlord, and stood 
thc:m in a little pile on the white t<1.ble-cloth to look at. 

" I hate our landlord! " said Bella. 
But observing a fall in her father's face, she went and sat 

down bv him at the table, and began touching up his hair 
with the handle of a fork. It was one of the girl's spoilt 
ways to be always arranging the family's hair-perhaps be
cause her own was so pretty, and occupied so much of her 
attention. 

" You deserve to have a house of your own; don't you, poor 
pa?" 

" I don't de;;en·e it better than another, my dear." 
"At any rate I, for one, want it more than another," said 

Bella, holding him by the chin, as she stuck his flaxen hair on 
end, "and I grudge this money going to the Monster that 
swallows up so much, \':hen we all want-Everything. And 
if you say (as you want to say; I know you want to say so, pa) 
'that's neither reasrmable nor honest, Bella,' then I answer, 
'Maybe not, pa-very likely-but it's one of the consequences 
of being poor, and of thoroughly hating and detesting to be 
poor,andthat'smycase.' Xow,youlooklovely,pa; whydon't 
you always wear your hair like that? And here's the cutlet! 
If it isn't very brown, rna, I can "teat it, and must have a bit put 
back to be done expressly." 

However, as it was brown, even to Bella's taste, the young 
lady graciou:;ly partook of it without reconsignment to the 
fn·ing-pan, and also, in due course, of the contents of the two 
buttles; whereof one held Scotch ale and the other rum. The 
!..ttter perfume, with the fostering aid of boiling water and lemon
lJL·d, diffu>ed itself tl1rou;;hout the room, and became so highly 
concentrated around the warm fireside, that the wind passing 
over the house-roof must ha1·e rushed off charged with a delicious 
wl1iff of it, afttr buzzing like a great bte at that particular 
cLimney-put. 

" !'a," said Et!la, sipping tbe fragrant mixture and warming 
Ler fan1urite ankle; "wl1en uld ~lr. Harmon made such a fool 
1•f me (nut to me!1tiun him.'df as he is dead), what do you suppose 
!:e d1d It fur?" 

"Impo~,iL!e to S..tl". mv dLar. As I have told YOU timts out 
of nun,Ltr ~i11re bis ~ill ~· . ..ts Lruuf!ht to light, I d-oubt if I enr 
t\• L:.~n~ed a hur.dred words with tLe uld g-~ntleman. If it ''as 
!.is \lhlln tu sururi~t: us, Li~ \\him SUCCttded. Fur be Ctrtainlv 
(:,d it." . 

" And I ·us swmr,in:; my foot and screaming, wben he first 
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took notice of me; was I?" said Bella, contemplatinO' the ankle 
before mentioned. 

0 

" You were stamping your little foot, my dear, and screaming 
wit? your little voice, and laying into me with your little bonnet, 
which you had snatched off for the purpose," returned her father, 
as if the remembrance gave a relish to the rum; " you were doing 
this one Sunday morning when I took you out, because I didn't 
go the exact way you wanted, when the old gentleman, sitting 
on a seat near, said, 'That's a nice girl; that's a very nice girl; 
promising girl! ' And so you were, my dear." 

"And then he asked my name, did he, pa?" 
" Then he asked your name, my dear, and mine; and on other 

Sunday mornings, when we walked his way, we saw him again, 
and-and really that's all." 

As that was all the rum and water, too, or, in other words, 
as R. W. delicately signified that his glass was empty by throwing 
back his head and standing the glass upside down on his nose and 
upper lip, it might have been charitable in Mrs. Wilfer to suggest 
replenishment. But that heroine briefly suggesting" Bedtime " 
instead, the bottles were put away, and the family retired; she 
cherubically escorted, like some severe saint in a painting, or 
merely human matron allegorically treated. 

"And by this time to-morrow," said Lavinia when the·two 
girls were alone in their room, " we shall have 1\Ir. Rokesmith 
here, and shall be expecting to have our throats cut." 

" You needn't stand between me and the candle for all that," 
retorted Bella. " This is another of the consequences of being 
poor! The idea of a girl with a really fine head of hair, having 
to do it by one fiat ·candle and a few inches of looking· 
glass!" 

"You caught George Sampson with it, Bella, bad as your 
means of dressing it are." 

"You low little thing. Caught George Sampson with it! 
Don't talk about catching people, miss, till your own time ior 
catching-as you call it--{;omes." 

"Perhaps it has come," muttered Lavvy, with a toss of her 
head. 

" What did you say? " asked Bella, very sharply. " \Yhat 
did you say, miss?" . 

Lavvy declining equally to repeat or to explam, Bella gradu
ally lapsed over her hair-dressing into a . soLI •quy on the 
miseries of being poor, as exemplified in haYmg no~!uag to put 
on, nothing to go out in, nothing to dress by, only a na>ty ~ox 
to dress at instead of a commoJious dressing-ublt and bemg 
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obliged to take in suspicious lodgers. On the last grievance as 
her climax she laid great stress-and might have laid greater, 
had she known that if Mr. Julius Handford had a twin brother 
upon earth, Mr. John Rokesmith was the man. 

CHAPTER V 

BOFFIN'S BOWER 

0\'ER against a London house, a corner house not far from 
Cavendish Square, a man with a wooden leg had sat for some 
years, with his remaining foot in a basket in cold weather, picking 
up a living on this wise;-Every morning at eight o'clock, he 
stumped to the corner, carrying a chair, a clothes-horse, a pair 
of trestles, a board, a basket, and an umbrella, all strapped 
together. Separating these, the board and trestles became a 
counter, the basket supplied the few small lots of fruit and sweets 
that he offered for sale upon it and became a foot-warmer, the 
unfolded clothes-horse displayed a choice collection of halfpenny 
ballads and became a screen, and the stool planted within it be
came his post for the rest of the day. All weathers saw the man 
at the post. This is to be accepted in a double sense, for he 
contrived a back to his wooden stool by placing it against the 
lamp-post. "\rhen the weather was wet, he put up his umbrella 
O\'('r his stock-in-trade, not over himself; when the weather was 
dr~·, he furled that faded article, tied it round with a piece of yarn, 
and laid it cross-wise under the trestles: where it looked like an 
unwholesomely-forced lettuce that had lost in colour and crisp
ness what it had gained in size. 

lie had established his right to the comer by imperceptible 
prescription. He had never varied his ground an inch, but had 
in the ht:gin.ning diffidently taken the corner upon which the 
side of the house gavt:. A howling corner in the winter time, 
a dustY cvnwr in the summer time, an undesirable corner at the 
best of timt:s. Shtlterll'ss fragments of straw and paper got up 
revolving storms thtre, wLen the main street was at ptace; and 
the watu-cart, as if it were drunk or short-sighttd came 
Lhnc~ring :~.nd jolting round it, making it muddy ~hen 'au else 
""'' rkan. 

On the fropt of his sale· board hung a little placard, like 
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a kettle- bolder, bearing the inscription in his own small 
text; 

Errands gone 
On rl'ith /i 
Delity By 
Ladies and Gentlemen 
I remain 
}" <ntr humble Sm1 
Silas W<gg. 

He had not only settled it with himself in the course of time, 
that he was errand·goer by appointment to the house at the 
corner (though he received such commissions not half-a-dozen 
times in a year, and then only as some servant's deputy), but 
also that he was one of the house's retainers and owed vassalage 
to it and was bound to leal and !oval interest in it. For this 
reason, he always spoke of it as '' Our House," and, though 
his knowledge of its affairs was mostly speculative and all wrong, 
claimed to be in its confidence. On similar grounds he never 
beheld an inmate at any one of its windows but he touched his 
hat. Yet, he knew so little about the inmates that he gave 
them names of his own invention: as" Miss Elizabeth," " Master 
George,"" Aunt Jane,"" Uncle Parker "-having no authority 
whatever for any such designations, but particularly the last
to which, as a natural consequence, he stuck with great 
obstinacv. 

Over the house itself, he exercised the same imaginary power 
as over its inhabitants and their affairs. He had never been 
in it, the length of a piece of fat black water-pipe which trailed 
itself over the area door into a damp stone passage, and had 
rather the air of a leech on the house that had "taken" wonder
fully; but this was no impediment to his arranging it according 
to a plan of his own. It was a great dingy house with a quantity 
of dim side window and blank back premises, and it cost his 
mind a world of trouble so to lay it out as to account for every
thing in its external appearance. But, this once done, was 
quite satisfactory, and he rested persuaded that he knew his 
way about the house blindfold: frol'l) 'tue barred garrets in the 
high roof, to the two iron extinguis\lers before the main door
which seemed to request alllinly visitors to have the kindness 
to put themseh·es out, before entering. 

Assuredly, this stall of Sibs \\"egg's was the hardest little 
stall of all the sterile little stalls in Londo,!. lt<.gaYe you the 
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face-ache to look at his apples, the stomach-ache to look at his 
oranges, the tooth-ache to look at his nuts. Of the latter 
commodity he had always a grim little heap, on which lay a 
little wooden measure which had no discernible inside, and 
was considered to represent the penn'orth appointed by Magna 
Charta. Whether from too much east wind or no-it was an 
easterly corner-the stall, the stock, and the keeper, were all 
as dry as the Desert. W egg was a knotty man, and a close
grained, with a face carved out of very hard material, that had 
just as much play of expression as a watchman's rattle. When 
he laughed, certain jerks occurred in it, and the rattle sprung. 
Sooth to say, he was so wooden a man that he seemed to have 
taken his wooden leg naturally, and rather suggested to the 
fanciful observer, that he might be expected-if his develop
ment received no untimely check-to be completely set up with 
a pair of wooden legs in about six months. 

Mr. \Vegg was an observant person, or, as he himself said, 
" took a powerful sight of notice." He saluted all his regular 
passers-by every day, as he sat on his stool backed up by the 
lamp-post; and on the adaptable character of these salutes he 
greatly plumed himself. . Thus, to the rector, he addressed a 
bow, compounded of lay deference, and a slight touch of the 
shady preliminary meditation at church; to the doctor, a 
conficlential bow, as to a gentleman whose acquaintance with 
his inside he begged respectfully to acknowledge; before the 
quality he delif.(ht(;d to abase himself; and for l'ncle Parker, 
who was in the army (at least, so he had settled it), he put his 
open hand to the side of his hat, in a military manner which 
that anvry-eyrd buttoned-up inflammatory-faced old gentleman 
apprarLd but imperfectly to appreciate. 

Till: only article in which Silas dealt, that was not hard, 
11 as gingerbread. On a certain day, some wretched infant 
having purcha~ed the damp gingerbread-horse (fearfully out 
of condition), and the adhesive bird-ca2e, which had been 
cxposrd for the day's sale, he had taken a tin box from under 
k:i stuol to produce a relay of those dreadful specimens, and 
11a> goin;:~ to luok in at the lid, when he said to himstlf, pausing: 
.. Oh! Here you are again! " . 

The words n:ferrtd to a broad, round-shouldered, one-sided 
l,Jt] fellow in mourning, coming comically ambling towards the 
n•nH r, drcs,;td in a pea overcoat, and carrying a large stick. 
llc 11 ure thick sbuf5. and thick !tat her gaiters, and thick gluves 
Lke a ],tdgtr's. Both as to his drtss and to himsdf, be was of 
;.ca oHrl.:pj,ilg- rLinun:ros build, with folds in his cheeks, and 
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his forehead, and his eyelids, and his lips, and his ears; but 
with bright, eager, childishly-inquiring grey eyes, under his 
ragged eyebrows, and broad-brimmed hat. A very odd-looking 
old fellow altogether. 

"Here you are again," repeated Mr. Wegg, musing. "And 
what are you now? Are you in the Funns, or where are you? 
Have you lately come to settle in this neighbourhood, or do 
you own to another neighbourhood? Are you in independent 
circumstances, or is it wasting the motions of a bow on you? 
Come! I'll speculate! I'll invest a bow in you." 

Which Mr. Wegg, having replaced his tin box, accordingly 
did, as he rose to bait his gingerbread-trap for some other 
devoted infant. The salute was acknowledged with: 

" Morning, sir! Morning! Morning! " 
("Calls me sir!" said Mr. Wegg to himself. "He won't 

answer. A bow gone! ") · 
" Morning, morning, morning! " 
"Appears to be rather a 'arty old cock, too," said Mr. Wegg, 

as before. "Good morning to you, sir." 
" Do you remember me, then? " asked his new acquaintance, 

stopping in his amble, one-sided, before the stall, and speaking 
in a pouncing way, though with great good-humour. 

"I have noticed you go past our house, sir, several times In 
the course of the last week or so." 

"Our house," repeated the other. "Meaning--?" 
"Yes," said Mr. Wegg, nodding, as the other pointed the 

clumsy forefinger of his right glove at the corner house. 
"Oh! Now, what," pursued the old fellow, in an inquisitive 

manner, carrying his knotted stick in his left arm as if it were a 
baby, " what do they allow you now? " 

"It's job work that I do for our house," returned Silas, 
drily, and with reticence; ." it's not yet brought to an exact 
allowance." 

"Oh! It's not yet brought to an exact allowance? No! 
It's not yet brought to an exact allowance. Oh !-Morning, 
morning, morning! " 

"Appears to be rather a cracked old cock," thought Silas, 
qualifying his former good opinion, as the other ambled off. 
But, in a moment he was back again with the question: 

" How did you get your wooden leg? " 
Mr. Wegg replied (tartly to this personal inquiry), "In an 

accident." 
"Do you like it?" 
" Well! I haven't got to keep it warm," M~ W egg made 
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an~wer, in a sort of desperation occasioned by the singularity 
of the question. 

"He hasn"t," repeated the other to his knotted stick, as he 
gave it a hug; "he hasn't got-ha!-ha!-to keep it wann! 
Did you ever hear of the name of Boffin?" 

"'.So," said ~Ir. \Yegg, who was growing restive under this 
examination. " I neYer did hear of the name of Boffin." 

"Do vou like it?" 
""n;', no," retorted Mr. Wegg, again approaching despera-

tion; " I can't say I do." · 
""nv don't vou like it? " 
"I d~n·t kno~v why I don't," retorted Mr. \regg, approaching 

frenzy, " but I don't at all." 
"X ow, I'll tell you something that'll make you sorry for 

that," said the stranger, smiling. "My name's Boffin." 
"I can't help it!" returned !IIr. Wegg. Implying in his 

manner the offensh·e addition, " and if I could, I wouldn't." 
" But there's another chance for you," said ~Ir. Boffin, 

smiling still. "Do you like the name of Nicodemus? Think 
it O\'tr. ~ick, or '.Soddy." 

" It is not, sir," ~Ir. \regg rejoined, as he sat down on his 
stool, with an air of gentle resignation, combined with melan
choly candour; "it is not a name as I could wish any one that 
I had a respect for, to call me by; but there may be persons 
that would not ,·iew it with the same objections.-! don't know 
"hy," ~lr. Wegg added, anticipating another question. 

"'.Soddy Borfin," said that gentleman. "'.Soddy. That's 
my name. Xoddy-()r ~ick-Boffin. "nat's your name?" 

"Silas \Ytgg.-I don't," said :Mr. \\'egg, bestirring himself 
to take the same precautwn as before, "I don't know why 
Silas, and I don't know why \\'egg." 

"X ow, \\'tg:_!," said ~Ir. Boffin, hugging his stick closer, 
"I \\ant to make a sort of ofier to you. Do you remember 
w htn \'OU first s.:e me? " 

'1 he" wooden l.:g looked at him with a meditative eye, and a1;o 
"ith a sufttned air as descrying pos~ibility of profit. "Let me 
thir.k. I ain't quite sure, and yet I generally take a powerful 
s:;,:ht c•f noti..:e, too. \\'as it on a ~Ionday morning, when the 
butcher·bov tad btc·n to our house for orders, and bouo-ht a 
ballad of n;.::, which, being unacquainted with the tune, I :'unit 
O\ tr to h:m? " . 

" R:~t.t, \\'.:,:g. ri.;tt ~ But he bought more than one." 
'' Yt~ .. to bt $Ute, sir; he bought several; and wishing to 

l.;,y cut h:5 r.tvr.ey to the best, he took my opinion to guide his 
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choice, and we went over the collection together. To be sure 
we did. Hc:re was him as it mi::::ht be, a.11d here was mnelf as it 
n:t:ght be, and there was you. ~fr. Bodin, as you identfcLly are, 
wich Your seli-5a!Ile stick 1.L"'ld:::r Your wery same arm. a."'ld vour 
wen- same back towards us. T ~~sui-e! " added ~Ir. \\' e::;()", 
looking a little round l[r. Boffin, to take him in the rear, ~

0

d 
identii.- this last extraordinarv coincidence " ;-our werY self-.. .. J ~ .. 

same back!" 
"What do you think I was doing, Wegg?" 
"I should judge, sir, that you might be glancing your eye 

down the street." 
·• Xo. \\'egg. I was a listening.'' 
"\\'as you, indeed?,. said :.Ur. \regg, dubiously. 
"Xot in a dishonourable waY, \rezz. because vou was sin!rins; 

to the butcher; and you woui~·t ;i..;g secrm to a butcher m 
the street, you know." 

"It never happened that I did so yet, to tl:.e best of my 
remembrance," said :.Ur. \\'egg. cautim.:sly. " I.:ut I m!;ht 
do it. _\man can't say what he might wish to do some da.;: or 
another." (This, not to rdease any little ad,·ant,1ge he m:6J.t 
derive from lli. Botin's a\·owa!.) 

"\Yell," repeated Buffin, ··I was a listening to you ,1:1.J to 
him. _\nd what d·J you-you hann·t got il.:lot.~tr stool, h;;\-e 

YOU? fm rather thick in IDV bre-a-.J..'' 
• "'I haven't got an•)ther, buc you·re welcome tv t!::tis;· uid 
We£:z. resi.zning- it. ''It's a treat to me to st.md." 

--~Gz.d: '' exc!Xmed ~Ir. Boffin, in a tone of g:-;:;1t. enj ):TI~:'.t, 
as he settld hirnself down, still r.ursir:g his stick Eke a bby, 
" it's a plea...-.nt place, this! J.nd then to b.; s~;Jt in on e:t(h 
side, with these bailads, like so ma:<y b.:ok·le:lf bllni;,ers ~ Wh::, 
it's ddi.:::htful! ., 

" If f am not m~ta.1,:m. 
restill:! a hand on hi.s •)Yer '·" 
Bo6n~ "vou alluded to 50n:e o:':t:r or an:tier trL'.t v:15 in YOur 
mi..Tld~ ., • . 

.. rm COmln:{ to it: All ri;ht. I'm CGmi:; to it: I W.H 

()".);.."!,.to ~av tb2t when I list::nd th:tt m··:-:1=:1:r. I b~~r.cd w::h 
e :::: • • - • T ._, I~ • ' 

l:a.Cn:urat:•}n amou..'"l::ng to haw. I th:,u;::t to m::sd, · H,rt s 
a man w:-Jl a '\"\0Jdtn leg-a m.1n with--·., 

·' X-not .5(1, sir;'" s:~:d ~.Ir. 
"·wln·. vou lm.)w .enr; 0r.e of thtse 5·:•:-:.:::s b\· n,i.::.e a.:1d b\· 

tune, a.~d ·if you want tO rec1d or tJ sin.; ~y ·c:1e ·:n ·t~n 0rl 
stra:ght, you"w only to whip on yo•JI an l C·) it: " 
cried .llr. Bo:!in. " I see ycu at it:" 
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"\Yell, sir," returned Mr. \Yegg, with a conscious inclination 

of the head; " we'll say literary, then." 
" ' A literary man-with a wooden leg-and all Print is open 

to him!' That's what I thought to myself, that morning," 
pvrsued :Mr. Boffin, leaning forward to describe, uncramped by 
the clothes-horse, as large an arc as his right arm could make; 
" ' all Print is open to him! ' And it is, ain't it? " 

"\\'hy, truly, sir," :Mr. Wegg admitted with modesty; "I 
belie\'e you couldn't show me the piece of English print, that 
I wouldn't be equal to collarin'g and throwing." 

"On the spot?" said Mr. Boffin. 
" On the spot." 
" I know'd it! Then consider this. Here am I, a man 

without a wooden leg, and yet all print is shut to me." 
" Indeed, sir? " Mr. \r egg returned with increasing self

complacency. " Education neglected? " 
"Keg-lected!" repeated Boffin, with emphasis. "That 

ain't no word for it. I don't mean to say but what if you 
showed me a B, I could so far give you change for it, as to 
answer Boffin:''-

"Come, oome, sir," said Mr. \Yegg, throwing in a little 
enoouragement, " that's something, too." 

"It's something," answered Mr. Boffin, "but I'll take my 
oath it ain't much." 

" Perhaps it's not as much as could be wished by an inquiring 
mind, sir," Mr. \\'egg admitttd. 

"!\ow, look here. I'm retired from business. .Me and 
Mrs. Boffin-Henerietty Boftln-which her father's name was 
Henery, and her mother's name was Hetty, and so you get 
it-we li\'e on a compittance, under the will of a diseased 
governor." 

''Gentleman d\'ad, sir?" 
"~!an alin, don't I ttl! you? A diseased governor? Now, 

it's too late for me to begin shnwlling and sifting at alphabeds 
and grammar-books. I'm getting to be a old bird, and I want 
to take it easy. Dut I want some reading·-some fine bold 
reading. some splendid IJook in a gorging Lord-~Iayor's-Show 
of \\ollumcs" (prubalJ!y mtaning gorgeous, but misled by 
a,;,;ociation uf idt·as); "a.s'll rearh right down your pint of vitw, 
and take timt: to go by you. How can I get that rtading, \\'egg? 
By," upping him on the breast with the head of his thick stick, 
•· payirg a man truly qu.1Uied to do it, so much an hour (say 
twt>pcnrt·) to come and do it." 

"lltm ~ .f!Jtttrtd, sir, I am sure," said \\'egg, beginning to 
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regard himself in quite a new light. " Hem! This is the offer 
you mentioned, sir?" 

"Yes. Do you like it?" 
"I am considering of it, Mr. Boffin." 
"I don't," said Boffin, in a free-handed manner, "want to 

tie a literary man-with a wooden leg-down too tight. A 
halfpenny an hour shan't part us. The hours are your own 
to choose, after you've done for the day with your house here. 
I live over Maiden Lane way-out Holloway direction-and 
you've only got to go East-and-by-North when you've finished 
here, and you're there. Twopence halfpenny an hour," said 
Boffin, taking a piece of chalk from his pocket and getting off 
the stool to work the sum on the top of it in his own way; "two 
long'uns and a short'un-twopence halfpenny; two short'uns 
is a long'un, and two two long'uns is four long'uns-making five 
long'uns; six nights a week at five. long'uns a night," scoring 
them all down separately," and you mount up to thirty long'uns. 
A round'un! Half-a-crown! " 

Pointing to this result as a large and satisfactory one, Mr. 
Boffin smeared it out with his moistened glove, and sat down 
on the remains. 

"Half-a-crown," said Wegg, meditating. "Yes. (It ain't 
much, sir.) Half-a-crown." 

"Per week, you know." 
"Per week. Yes. As to the amount of strain upon the 

intellect now. Was you thinking at all of poetry?" Mr. Wegg 
inquired, musing. 

" Would it come dearer? " Mr. Boffin asked. 
"It would come dearer," Mr. Wegg returned. "For when 

a person comes to grind off poetry night after night, it is but 
right he should expect to be paid for its weakening effect on his 
mind." 

"To tell you the truth, Wegg," said Boffin," I wasn't think
ing of poetry, except in so fur as this:-If you was to happen 
now and then to feel yourself in the mind to tip me and .Mrs. 
Boffin one of your ballads, why then we should drop into 
poetry." . 

"I follow you, sir," said Wegg. "But not bemg a regular 
musical professional, I should be loath to engage myself for 
that; and therefore when I dropped into poetry, I should ask 
to be considered in the light of a friend." . 

At this, Mr. Boffin's eyes sparkled, and he shook S1las earnestly 
by the hand: protesting that it was more than he could hal'e 
asked, and that he took it very kindly indeed. • 
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"\\nat do you think of the terms, Wegg?" Mr. Boffin then 

demanded, with unconcealed anxiety. 
Silas, who had stimulated this anxiety by his hard reserve 

of manner, and who had begun to understand his man very 
well, replied with an air; as if he were saying something extra
ordinarily generous and great: 

" ~fr. Boffin, I never bargain." 
" So I should have thought of you! " said Mr. Boffin, 

admiringly. 
'' Xo. sir. I never did 'agg!e and I never will 'aggle. Con

sequently I meet you at once, free and fair, with-Done, for 
double the money!" 

~[r. Boffin seemed a little unprepared for this conclusion, but 
assented, with the remark," You know better what it ought to 
be than I do, \\'egg," and again shook hands with him upon it. 

"Could you begin to-night, Wegg? "he then demanded. 
"Yes, sir," said Mr. Wegg, careful to leave all the eagerness 

to him. " I see no difficulty if you wish it. You are provided 
with the needful implement-a book, sir?" 

"Bought him at a sale," said Mr. Boffin. "Eight woilumes. 
Red and gold. Purple ribbon in every wollume, to keep the 
place where you leave off. Do you know him?" 

" The bool~'s name, sir? " inquired Silas. 
"I thought you might have know'd him without it," said 

~[r. Boffin, slightly disappointed. " His name is Decline-and
Fali-011-The-Rooshan-Empire." (Mr. Boffin went over these 
stones slowly and with much caution.) 

"Ay indeed!'' said !lfr. \Yegg, nodding his head with an air 
of friendly recognition. 

"You know him, \\'egg?" 
"I haven't been not to say right slap through him, very 

l.ltdy,'' ~[r. \\'e~g made answer, "having been otherways 
employed, ~rr. Dottin. But know him? Old familiar declining 
and falling off the Roo shan? Rather, sir! Ever since I was 
not so high as your stick. Ewr since my eldest brother left our 
cotu;.:e to enlist into the army. On which occasion, as the 
bJlbd tlut was nude about it describes: 

" Beside that cotta~e door, .Mr. Boilin, 
ll. prl w ~• on her b. nets; 

She hdJ aiuit a 51101\·y sc.trf, sir, 
\\ l:tcb (my tlJest brotilfr noticed) tluttered in the breeze. 

She br<Jtla·J a pra\'er f,)r lim, !llr. Boffin; 
ll. prayt·r he coc.~lJ nut hear . 

. 4,.nJ mv dJ~st brothtr lean'd upon his sword, M!. Boffin, 
And "ii'ed away a tear." 

~!uch imprmcd by tLis f.lmily circumstance, and also by the 
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friendly disposition of ~Ir. \\.egg, as exemplified in his so soon 
dropping into poetry, )Ir. Boffin again shook hands with that 
ligneous sharper, and besought him to name his hour. )fr. \Yegg 
named ei~:ht. 

':Where I live,'' said )Ir. Boff.n. "is called The Bower. 
Boffin's Bower is the name :\Irs. Boftn christened it when we 
come into it as a property. If you should mee': with anybody 
that don't know it by that name (which hardly anybody does), 
when you've got nigh upon about a odd mile, or say and a quarter 
if you like. up )!aid en Lane, Battle Bridge, ask for Harmony Jail, 
and you·n be put right. I shaH expect you, Wegg," said )Ir. 
Boffin, clapping him on the shoulderwith the greatest enthusiasm, 
"most jyfully. I shall have no peace or patience till you come. 
Print is now opening ahead of me. This night, a literary man
with a wooden leg "-he bestowed an admiring look upon that 
decoration, as if it greatly enhanced the relish of )Ir. \Yegg·s 
attainments-" will begin to lead me a new life! .li y fist again, 
Wegg. .liorning, morning, morning!" , 

Left alone at his stall as the other ambled off, )Ir. \regg 
subsided into his screen, produced a small pocket-handkerchief 
of a penitentially-scrubbing character, and took himself by the 
nose with a thoughtful aspect. .\lso, while he still grasped that 
feature, he directed seHral thoughtful looks down the street, 
after the retirjng figure of lli. Boffin. But, profound gravity 
sat enthroned on \\'egg's countenance. For, while he considered 
within himself that this was an old fellow of rare simplicity, th.1.t 
tris was an opportunity to be improved, and that here might 
be money to be got beyond present calculation, still he com· 
promised himself by no admission that his new engagement 
was at all out of his way, or involved the least element of the 
ridiculous. J!r. \Yegg would enn have picked a handsome 
quarrel with any one who should have challenged his deep 
acquaintance wi:h tl::ose aforesaid eight volumes of Decline and 
Fail. His gravity wa.s unusual. portentous, and immeasur~cble, 
not became he admitted any doubt of hi.lmelf, but because he 
percein;d it necessary to forestail any doubt of himself in others . 
. bd r.erei.'l he ranged with tha: very numerous chm ui in·.postors, 
who are quite as dettrmir.ed to ktep up appearances to them
se:lns. as to tbeir neis;-hbours . 

• \ certai'l ~lli:ewise, took of ~Ir. ". e;;:;: a 
co:1ccsc(cndmg smse of bei.,::g in request as an official expounder 
of n:.ysteries. It did not move him to commercial greatness, 
bat nther to littl~:.e:;s, insomuch th:Lt if it had been ":ithin the 
pcssi:: :I:::ies of tti.:::;s for ne ·;:.}vcen rr.e::sure tv l:.·: :d ftl\'er n:.tts 
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than usual, it would have done so that day. But, when night 
came, and with her veiled eyes beheld him stumping towards 
Boffin's Bower, he was elated too. 

The Bower was as difficult to find, as Fair Rosamond's with
out the clue. Mr. Wegg, having reached the quarter indicated, 
inquired for the Bower half-a-dozen times without the least 
success, until he remembered to ask for Harmony Jail. This 
occasioned a quick change in the spirits of a hoarse gentleman 
and a donkey, whom he had much perplexed. 

"Why, yer mean Old Harmon's, do yer?" said the hoarse 
gentleman, who was driving his donkey in a truck, with a carrot 
for a whip. " Why didn't yer niver say so? Eddard and me 
is a goin' by him I Jump in." 

Mr. Wegg complied, and the hoarse gentleman invited his 
attention to the third person in company, thus: 

"t\ow, you look at Eddard's ears. What was it as you named, 
agin? Whisper." 

Mr. Wegg whispered," Boffin's Bower." 
"Eddard! (keep yer hi on his ears) cut away to Boffin's 

Bower!" Edward~y.rith his ears lying back, remained immov
able. 

"Eddard! (keep yer hi on his ears) cut away to Old 
Harmon's." 

Edward instantly pricked up his ears to their utmost, and 
rattled off at such a pace that Mr. \\'egg's conversation was jolted 
out of him in a most dislocated state. 

"\\'as-it-Ev-verajail?" asked Mr. Wegg, holding on. 
"~ot a proper jail, wot you and me would get committed 

to." returned his escort; "they giv' it the name, on accounts 
of Old Harmon living solitary there." 

"And-why-did-they-callitharm-Ony?" asked Wegg. 
" On accounts of his ne\'er agreeing with nobody. Like a 

Spl'erhes of chaff. Harmon's Jail; Harmony Jail. Working it 
ruund like." 

"Do you know-~fist-Erboff-in?" asked Weger . 
. "I should think so! Everybody do about here~ Eddard knows 

lmn. (Ket·p yer hi on his ears.) Kodd)' Boffin, Eddard! '' 
The <:11ect of the name was so very alarming, in respect of 

c.~U>ll:g a temp~rary dis~ppearance of Edward's head, casting 
b1s lnnd hoofs .m .the a1r, gr..:atly accelerating the pace and 
lll!'rL"<Hng the jultmg, that ~lr. \Ytgg was fain to devote his 
attl·ntl<m c:-.clust\Lly to holding on, and to relinquish his desire 
of :Fc<"rtaining whtther this homage to Dotfm was to be con· 
~.JLrtd cumJ,L!ncntary or the ren:rse. 
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Presently, Edward stopped at a gateway, and Wegg dis

creetly lost no time in slipping out at the back of the truck. 
The moment he was landed, his late driver with a wave of the 
carrot, said " Supper, Eddard! " and he, the hind hoofs, the 
truck, and Edward, all seemed to fly into the air together, in a 
kind of apotheosis. 

Pushing the gate, which stood ajar, \Yegg looked into an 
enclosed space where certain tall dark mounds rose high against 
the sky, and where the pathway to the Bower was indicated, 
as the moonlight showed, between two lines of broken crockery 
set in ashes. A white figure advancing along this path, proved 
to be nothing more ghostly than :Mr. Boffin, easily attired for 
the pursuit of knowledge, in an undress garment of short white 
smock-frock. Having received his literary friend with great 
cordiality, he conducted him to the interior of the Bower and 
there presented him to 1lrs. Boffin:-a stout lady of a rubicund 
and cheerful aspect, dressed (to Mr. Wegg's consternation) in 
a low evening dress of sable satin, and a large black velvet hat 
and feathers. 

"Mrs. Boffin, Wegg," said Boffin, "is a highftyer at Fashion. 
And her make is such, that she does it credit. As to myself, I 
ain't yet as Fash'nable as I may come to be. Henerietty, old 
lady, this is the gentleman that's a going to decline and fall off 
the Rooshan Empire." . 

" And I am sure I hope it'll do you both good," said Mrs. 
Boffin. 

It was the queerest of rooms, fitted and furnished more like 
a lu.xurious amateur tap-room than anything else within the ken 
of Silas \Yegg. There were two wooden settles by the fire, one 
on either side of it, with a corresponding table before each. 
On one of these tables, the eight volumes were ranged flat, in a 
row, like a galvanic battery; on the other, certain squat case
bottles of inviting appearance seemed to stand on tiptoe to 
exchange glances with Mr. Wegg over a front row of tumblers 
and a basin of white sugar. On the hob, a kettle steamed; on 
the hearth, a cat reposed. Facing the fire between the settles, 
a sofa, a footstool, and a little table, formed a centrepiece devoted 
to ~Irs. Boffin. They were garish in taste and colour, but were 
expensive articles of drawing-room furniture that had a very 
odd look beside the settles and the flaring gaslight pendent from 
the ceiling. There was a flowery caPyet on the floor; but, 
instead of reaching to the fireside, its glowing vegetation stopped 
short at Mrs. Boffin's footstool, and gave place to a region of sand 
and sawdust. Mr. Wegg also noticed, with admiring eyes, that, 
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while the flowery land displayed such hollow ornamentation 
as stuffed birds and waxen fruits under glass shades, there were, 
in the territory where vegetation ceased, compensatory shelves 
on which the best part of a large pie and likewise of a cold joint 
were plainly discernible among other solids. The room itself 
was large, though low; and the heavy frames of its old-fashioned 
windows, and the heavy beams in its crooked ceiling, seemed to 
indicate that it had once been a house of some mark standing 
alone in the country. 

"Do you like it, Wegg?" a_sked :Mr. Boffin, in his pouncing 
manner. 

"I admire it greatly, sir," said Wegg. "Peculiar comfort 
at this fireside, sir." 

" Do you understand it, W egg? " 
"Why, in a general way, sir," Mr. Wegg was beginning slowly 

and knowingly, with his head stuck on one side, as evasive people 
do begin, when the other cut him short: 

" You don't understand it, Wegg, and I'll explain it. These 
arrangements is made by mutual consent between Mrs. Boffin 
and me. Mrs. Boffin, as I've mentioned, is a highfiyer at Fashion; 
at present I'm not. I don't go higher than comfort, and comfort 
of the sort that I'm equal to the enjoyment of. Well then. 
\\'here would be the good of Mrs. Boffin and me quarrelling over 
it? \Ye never did quarrel, before we come into Boffin's Bower 
as a property; why quarrel when we have come into Boffin's 
Bower as a property? So Mrs. Boffin, she keeps up her part of 
the room, in her way; I keep up my part of the room in mine. 
In consequence of which we have at once, Sociability (I should 
go melancholy mad without Mrs. Boffin), Fashion, and Comfort. 
lf I get by degrees to be a highflyer at Fashion, then Mrs. Boffin 
will by degrees come for'arder. If Mrs. Boffin should ever be 
bs of a dab at Fashion than she is at the present time, then 
)Irs. Boffin's carpet would go back'arder. If we should both 
continny as we are, why then here we are, and give us a kiss, 
uld hd\'." 

)Irs.- Boflin, who, perpetually smiling, had approached and 
drawn her plump ann through her lord's, most willingly complied. 
Fashion, in the fom1 of her black \'civet hat and feathers, tried 
to pre\·ent it; but got dcserwdly crushed in the endeavour. 

"So now, \\'etyg," said Mr. Boffin, \\iping his mouth with an 
air of much rdrdm1ent, "you begin to know us as we are. 
Tl1is is a cl~anning spot, is the Bower, but you must get to 
nppnriate it by d~:;rees. It's a spot to find out the merits of, 
lntle by little: and a new 'un every day. There's a serpentining 
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walk up each of ~he mounds, that gives you the yard and neigh
bourhood changmg every moment. When you get to the top, 
there's a view of the neighbouring premises, not to be surpassed. 
The premises of Mrs. Boffin's late father (Canine Pro,·ision 
Trade), you look down into, as if they was your own. And the 
top of the High Mound is crowned with a lattice-work Arbour, 
in which, if you don't read out loud many a book in the summer, 
ay, and as a friend, drop many a time into poetry too, it shan't 
be my fault. Kow, what'll you read on?" 

"Thank you, sir," returned \Yegg, as if there were nothing 
new in his reading at all. " I generally do it on gin and 
water." 

"Keeps the organ moist, does it, Wegg?" asked !\Ir. Boffin 
with innocent eagerness. 

"N-no, sir," replied \Yegg, coolly, "I should hardly describe 
it so, sir. I should say, mellers it. Mellers it, is the word I 
should employ, :\Ir. Boffin." 

His wooden conceit and craft kept exact pace with the 
delighted expectation of his victim. The visions rising before 
his mercenary mind, of the many ways in which this connexion 
was to be turned to account, never obscured the foremost idea 
natural to a dull overreaching man, that he must not make him
self too cheap. 

~Irs. Boffin's Fashion, as a less inexorable deity than the idol 
usually worshipped under that name, did not forbid her mixing 
for her literary guest, or asking if he found the result to his 
liking. On his returning a gracious answer and taking his place 
at the literary settle, ~Ir. Boffin began to compose himself as a 
listener, at the opposite settle, with exultant eyes. 

"Sorry to deprive you of a pipe, Wegg," he said, filling his 
0\m, "but you can't do both together. Oh! and another thing 
I forgot to name! \Yhen you come in here of an evening, and 
look round you, and notice anything on a shelf that happens to 
catch your fancy, mention it." 

Wegg, who had been going to put on his spectacles, immedi-
ately laid them down, with the sprightly observati~n: . 

"You read my thoughts, sir. Do my eyes decetve me, or ts 
that object up there a-a pie? It can't be a pie." 

"Yes, it's a pie, \reg;," replied ~Ir. Boffin, with a glance of 
some little discomfiture at the Decline and Fall. 

"Ha<'e I lost my smell for fruits, or is it a apple pie, sir?" 
asked Wegg. 

" It's a nal and ham pie," said Mr. Boffin. 
"Is it, indeed, sir? And it would be bard, sir, t'J name the 

' 
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pie that is a better pie than a weal and hammer," said Mr. Wegg, 
nodding his h(·acl emotionally. 

"Have some, Wegg?" 
"Thank vou, 1fr. Boffin, I think I will, at your invitation. 

I wouldn't ~t any other party's, at the present juncture; but at 
yours, sir !-And meaty jelly too, especially when a little salt, 
which is the case where there's ham, is mellcring to the organ, 
is very melkring to the organ." Mr. \\'egg did not say what 
organ, but spoke with a cheerful generality. 

So the pie was brought down, and the worthy Mr. Boffin 
exercised his patience until Wegg, in the exercise of his knife 
and fork, had finished the dish: only profiting by the oppor
tunity to inform Wegg that although it was not strictly Fashion
able to keep the contents of a larder thus exposed to view, he 
(~T r. Boffin) considered it hospitable: for the reason, that instead 
of saying, in a comparatively unmeaning manner, to a visitor, 
" There are such and such edibles downstairs; will you have 
anything up? " you took the bold practical course of saying, 
" Cast your eye along the shelves, and, if you see anything you 
like there, have it dqwn." 

And now, Mr. \\'egg at length pushed away his plate and put 
on his spectacles, and Mr. Boffin lighted his pipe and looked 
with beaming eyes into the opening world before him, and .Mrs. 
Buffin reclined in a fashionable manner on her sofa: as one who 
wuuld be part of the audience if she found she could, and would 
go to sh:ep if she found she couldn't. 

" II em!" began \\'egg. "This, Mr. Boffin and Lady, is the 
fir,t chapter of the first wollume of the Decline and Fall off--" 
here he luokc:d hard at the bouk, and stopped. 

"\\'bat's the matter, \\'e:gg?" 
"\\'by, it comes into my mind, do you know, sir," said Wegg 

with an air of insinuating frankness (haYing first again looked 
hard at tLc book), "that you made a little mistake this room
ing, wJ,ich I bad meant to set you rigLt in, only sumtthing 
JHl~ ,i.t out of my head. I think you said Rooshan Empire, 
,Jr ~ 

"It is Ruo>han; ain't it,\\'(~~?" 
"~''· ~ir. IZ0m.:tn. R0man." 
"\\ 1: .. t's tl,t: difir:rcnce, \\'t)!g?" 
"The rUfcnnr l·, 'ir?" ~lr. \\\/!;.( was falt('ring and in 

r:.tn;:r·r <•f brr .. king duwn, whtn a LrigLt thought fla:-hed upon 
Li11L "Tk rLlttrr:nce, sir? There you place me in a ditfJculty, 
~~r. 1>/f,n. Sut!~r e it to ob~trve, tLat the difir:rtnce is tc~t 
;1• · q,ulluJ to £omr: otl.er occa~ion when ~frs. Bofiin does nut 
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honour us with her company. In l\Irs. Boffin's presence, sir, 
we had better drop it." 

~Ir. Wegg thus came out of his disadvantage with quite a 
chivalrous air, and not only that, but by dint of repeating with 
a manly delicacy, " In Mrs. Boffin's presence, sir, we had better 
drop it! " turned the disadvantage on Boffin, who felt that he 
had committed himself in a very painful manner. 

Then, Mr. Wegg, in a dry unflinching way, entered on his 
task; going straight across country at everything that came 
before him; taking all the hard words, biographical and geo
graphical; getting rather shaken by Hadrian, Tra jan, and the 
Antonines; stumbling at Polybius (pronounced Polly Beeious, 
and supposed by Mr. Boffin to be a Roman virgin, and by Mrs. 
Boffin to be responsible for that necessity of dropping it); 
heavily unseated by Titus Antoninus Pius; ·up again and gallop
ing smoothly with Augustus; finally, getting over the ground 
well with Commodus; who, under the appellation of Commodi
ous, was held by Mr. Boffin to have been quite unworthy of his 
English origin, and " not to have acted up to his name " in his 
government of the Roman people. With the death of this 
personage, Mr. \\'egg terminated his first reading; long before 
which consummation several total eclipses of 1\Irs. Boffin's 
candle behind her black velvet disc, would have been very alarm
ing, but for being regularly accompanied by a potent smell of 
burnt pens when her feathers took fire, which acted as a restora
tive and woke her. Mr. Wegg having read on by rote and 
attached as few ideas as possible to the text, came out of the 
encounter fresh; but, 1\Ir. Boffin, who had soon laid down his 
unfinished pipe, and had ever since sat intently staring with his 
eyes and mind at the confounding enormities of the Romans, 
was so severely punished that he could hardly wish his literary 
friend Good-night, and articulate" To-morrow." 

" Commodious," gasped ~Ir. Boffin, staring at the moon, 
after letting Wegg out of the gate and fastening it: "Com4 

modious fights in that wild-beast-show, seven hundred and 
thirty-five times, in one character only! As if that wasn't 
stunning enough, a hundred lions is turned into the same wild
beast-show all at once! As if that wasn't stunning enough, 
Commodious, in another character, kills 'em all off in a hundred 
goes! As if that wasn't stunning enough, Vittle-us (and well 
named tGo) eat six millions' worth, English money, in sewn 
months! Wegg takes it easy, but upon-my-soul to a old ?ird 
like mv~elf these are scarers. And even now that Commodtous 
is stra~gled, I don't see a way to our bettering o~rselves." ~Ir. 
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Boffin added as he turned his pensive steps towards the Bower 
and shook his head, " I didn't think this morning there was 
half so many Scarers in Print. But I'm in for it now!" 

CHAPTER VI 
CUT ADRIFT 

THE Six J oily Fellowship· Porters, already mentioned as a 
tavern of a dropsical appearance, had long settled down into a 
state of hale infirmitv. In its whole constitution it had not a 
straight floor, and hardly a straight line; but it had outlasted, 
and clearly would yet outlast, many a better-trimmed building, 
many a sprucer public-house. Externally, it was a narrow lop
sided wooden jumble of corpulent windows heaped one upon 
another as you might heap as many toppling oranges, with a 
crazy wooden verandah impending over the water; indeed the 
whole house, inclusive orthe complaining flag-staff on the roof, 
in1pended over the water, but seemed to have got into the con
dition of a faint-hearted diver who has paused so long on the 
brink that he will nenr go in at all. 

This description applies to the river-frontage of the Six Jolly 
Fellowship- Porters. The back of the establishment, though 
the chief entrance was there, so contracted, that it merely re
presented in its connexion with the front, the handle of a flat
iron set upright on its broadest end. This handle stood at the 
bottom of a wilderness of court and alley: which wilderness 
pressed so hard and close upon the Six J ally Fellowship-Porters 
as to ltaYe the hustelry not an inch of ground beyond its door. 
For this reason, in combination with the fact that the house 
\\as all Lut afloat at high water, when the Porters had a family 
"ash the linen subjected to that operation might usually be 
s, ··n drying on lines stretched across the reception-rooms and 
bt dchamb~rs. · 

The wood forming the chimney-pieces, beams, partitions, 
rl"ors, and d,)ors, of the Six Jvlly Fellowship-Porters, seemed 
in its uld age fraui!ht with confused memories of its youth. In 
m.my p!J\'es it had become gnarled and riven, according to the 
m.mnL"r vf old tre.:s; knots started out of it; and here and 
:J.,re it Sl'tm<:d to t\\ist itself into some likeness of boughs. In 
tLis state of swmd childho<)d, it had an air of being in its 0\\'!1 

\1.1y prrulous fibout its early life. Kot without reason was it 
c 
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often a.sserted by the regular frequenters of the Porters, that 
when the light shone full upon the grain of certain panel;;, and 
particularly upon an old corner cupboard of walnut-wood in the 
bar, you might trace little forest;; there, and tiny trees like the 
parent-tree, in full umbrageous leaf. 

The bar of the Si.x Jolly Fellowship-Porters was a bar to soften 
the human breast. The anilable space in it "1\""a.S not much 
larger than a hackney-coach; but no one oould have wished the 
bar bigger, that space "\\""as so girt in by corpulent little casks, 
and by cordial-bottles radiant with fictitious grapes in bunches, 
and by lemons in net;;, and by biscuit;; in baskets, and by the 
polite beer-pulls that made lo"l\"" bows when customers were 
served with beer, and by the cheese in a snug comer, and by the 
landlady's O'lm small table in a snugger comer near the fire, 
with the cloth everlasting}, laid. This haven was div1ded from 
the rough world by a gl~ partition and a half-door with a 
le-aden sill upon it for the convenience of resting your liquor; 
but, over thi;; half-door the bar's snugne.ss so gushed forth, that, 
albeit customers drank there standing, in a dark and draughty 
passage where they were shouldered by other customers passing 
in and out, they always appeared to drink under an enchanting 
delusion that they "\\""ere in the bar it5elf. 

For the rest, both the tap and parlour of the Si.'< Jolly Fellow
ship-Porters gave upon the river, and had red curtains matching 
the noses of the regular customers, and were provided with 
co:nfortable £reside tin utensils, like models of sugar-lvaf hat;;, 
made in that shape that they might, with their pointed tnds, 
seek out for thcm.sclvo glowing nooks in the dt:pth5 of the red 
coa.ls. when thev mu.:lc::d vour ale. or he-ated for vou th.:.se 
ddt'1:table - Purl, F~p, and ·Dog's 'X .;.se. The first oi 
t±.t:se humming compounds was a speci~ilit;· of the Porttrs. 
which, throu;h an i!J.scrip:ion on it;; door-pom, gently appeab:i 
to your fcelir.gs as, ··The Early Purl Hou.se:' For, it wouli 
st:tm that Purl r:;.ust always be taken early; t.hou;h whethd Lr 

more di.stir:ct!v st0n:a:llic reason than that. as the e.ld·: 
c.-;.:cho the "1\""G:::l, sv the early purl cat:f.es ·the cust.:,m':r, 

c-J.llilot te!"e be res.)lved. It onh· remains tv add that in the 
ha..·Hile d the fut-i.:on, and opp.}~ite the bar, w.ls a very bc:;e 
!V.:·r::l Eke a th.ree-cornertd l:.at. T.to which r,o G.:rt~:t rav cf su:-~, 
rr.•:•::::, or sw..r. ever pt:r..erra:ed, but which was super;ti:i·)'.bly 
rtz-J:dcd a; a sar.ctua..,· re?lc:te wit!! con::::-rt ar.d rtt::.:::.r;;t l::y 
s:a£::~~r, ar.d G!l tlle dc.:,r of whd1 wa5 tllertl•)ce p.:.i".t':J. it.> 
az·lrSZ: n.l..'!le: CosY. 

~Iiss~Pcttt.-rsonJ s:j~e prct=.ri:-tor a.;.d !!!,l:'_;;t;:-r ~(i t: .. :: F t"::.;·,,--
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ship-Porters, reigned supreme on her throne, the Bar, and a 
man must have drunk himself mad drunk indeed if he thought 
he could contest a point with her. Being k:novm on her own 
authority as ~!iss Abbey Patterson, some water-side heads, 
which (like the water) were none of the clearest, harboured 
muddled notions that, because of her dignity and firmness, she 
was named after, or in some sort related to, the Abbey of West
minster. But Abbey was only short for Abigail, by which name 
Miss Patterson had been christened at Limehouse Church, some 
sixty and odd years before. 

'' Xow, you mind, you Riderhood," said Miss Abbey Potter
son, with emphatic forefinger over the half-door, "the Fellow
ships don't want you at all, and would rather by far have your 
room than your company; but if you were as welcome here as 
you are not, you shouldn't even then ha\'e another drop of 
drink here this night, after this present pint of beer. So make 
the most of it." 

"But you know, Miss Potfel:son," this was suggested very 
meekly though, " if I behave myself, you can't help serving 
me, miss." 

" C a~z't I! " said Abbey, with infinite exrpression. 
"Xo, ~!iss Patterson; because, you see, the law--" 
" I am the law here, my man," returned )!iss Abbey, " and 

I'll soon convince you of that, if you doubt it at all." 
" I nenr said I did doubt it at all, Miss Abbey." 
" So much the better for you." 
Abbey the supreme threw the customer's halfpence into the 

till, and, seating herself in her fireside chair, resumed the news
paper she had been reading. She was a tall, upright, well
favoured woman, though severe of countenance, and had more 
of the air of a schoolmistress than mistress of the Six J oily 
Fdlowsh:p-Portus. The man on the other side of the half-door, 
wa.s a water-side man with a squinting leer, and he eyed her as 
if he were one of her pupils in disgrace. 

"You're crud hard upon me, ~!iss Patterson." 
~~i~s Potterson read her newspaper with contracted brows, 

and tor,k no nutice unt;I he whi::pered: 
"~bs Patterson! ~Ia'am~ ~fight I ha\'e half a word with 

\c·U) ,, 

. D( i;"J:ni!' thtn to turn her eyes sideways towards the suppliant, 
~; ;ss luttdsun b~:htld him knuckling his low forehead, and 
<iJckin::r at htr wi~h his head. as if he were a_;;king le:l\·e to fling 
l..:L,dt 1-.c .1d fun most on:r the lulf-J00r and all•'ht on his feet 
in t.f,e bar. "' 
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"Well?" said Miss Patterson, with a manner as short as sht 

herself was long," say your half word. Bring it out." 
"~Iiss Patterson! Ma'am! Would you 'sxcuse me takin' 

the liberty of asking, is it my character that you take objection~ 
to?" 

" Certainly," said :Miss Patterson. 
" Is it that you're afraid of--" 
" I am not afraid of y{)u," interposed Miss Patterson, " iJ 

you mean that." 
" But I humbly don't mean that, )fiss Abbey." 
" Then what do you mean? " 
"You really are so cruel hard upon me! \rhat I was going 

to make inquiries was no more than, might you have any appre
hensions-leastways beliefs or suppositions-that the company's 
property mightn't be altogether to be considered safe, if I used 
the house too regular? " 

"\\nat do you want to know for?" 
"Well, Miss Abbey, respectfully meaning no offence to you, 

it would be some satisfaction to a man ·s mind, to understand 
why the Fellowship-Porters is not to be free to such as me, and 
is to be free to such as Gaffer." 

The face of the hostess darkened with some shadow of per
plexity, as she replied: "Gaffer has never been where you have 
been." 

"Signifying in Quod, :Miss? Perhaps not. But he may 
ha\·e merited it. He may be suspected of far worse than ever 
I was." 

"\\no suspects him?" 
" .Many, perhaps. One, beyond all doubts. I do." 
" r{)l, are not much," said 1Iiss Abbey Patterson, knitting 

her brows again with disdain. 
"But I was his pardner. )find you, ::\Iiss Abbey, I was his 

pardner. A.s such I know more of the ins and outs of him 
than any person living does. X otice this! I am the nun 
that was his pardner, and I am the man that suspects 
him." . 

" Then," suggested :lliss Abbey, though with a deeper shade 
of perplexity than before, " you crimi..-J.ate yourself." 

"Xo I don't, ::\!iss AbbeY. For how does it stand? It stands 
this wav. Wben I was his pardner, I could."l't never give him 
satisfaction. \\ny couldn't I never give him sati.siaction? 
Becausemv luck was bad; because I couldn't find many enough 
of 'em. How was his luck? Always good. X otice this! 
Always good! Ah! There's a many games, ~Iiss .1-bbey, in 
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which then's chance, but there's a many others in which there's 
skill too, mixed along with it."· . . . ·. · · · 

" That Gaffer has a skill in finding what he finds, who doubts, 
man?" asked Miss Abbey. · · .. ·; · · · · · -·· · 

" A sk.ill in punviding what he finds, pecbaps," said Riderhood, 
shaking his evil head. . · · r · ·' ·• : " ~ · · . • 

lliss Abbey knitted her brow at him, as he darkly leered at 
her. . · · ·' · · ·: 

" If you're out upon the river pretty nigh every tide, and if 
vou want to find a man or woman in the river, you'll greatly 
help your luck, Miss Abbey, by knocking a man or woman on 
the head aforehand and pitching 'em in."·· . ; . · · · ! 

" Gracious Lud! " was the involuntary exclamation. of )[iss 
Potterson. . . · . . · 

"Mind you!" re1mned the other, stretching forward over 
the half-door to throw his words into the bar; for his voice was 
as if the head of his boat's mop were down his throat; "I say 
so, Miss Abbey! And mind you! I'UJollow him up, Miss Abbey! 
And mind you! I'll bring him to book at last, if it's twenty year 
hence, I v•ill! Who's he, to be fav01lll!d along of his daughter? 
Ain't! gota daughter of my own? " : · · ·. . :. 

With that 1lourish, and seeming to have talked himself ra.thq 
more drunk and much more ferocious than he had begun by being, 
Mr. Riderhood took up his pint pot and swaggered off to the 
tap-room. .· 

Gaffer was not there, but a pretty strong muster of lliss 
Abbey's pupils were, who exhibited, when ocxasi.on required, 
the greatest docility. On the clock's striking ten, and Miss 
Abbey's appearing at the door, and addressiilg a certain person 
in a faded &earlet jacket, "with" George Jones, your time's up! 
I told your wife you should be punctual," Jones submissively 
rose, gave the company good-night, and retired. At half-past 
ten, on Miss Abbey's looking in again, ~d saying, "William 
Williams, Bob Glamour, and Jonathan, you are all due," 
Williams, Bob, and Jonathan with similar meekness took their 
leave and evaporated. Greater wonder than these, when a 
bottle-nosed person in a glued hat had alter some considerable 
h~tation ordered another glass of gin and water of the attendant 
potboy, and ··hen lliss Abbey, instt'ad of sending it, appeared 
111 person, saying," Captain Joey, you have bad as much as will 
do you good," not only did the captain feebly rub his knees imd 
contemplate the fire without offering a word of protest, but the 
~of the company murmured," Ay, ay, Captain! Yiss Abbey's 
right; you be guided by )[iss Abbey, Captain. N Nor was lliss 

• 
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Abbey's vigilance in anywise abated by this submission, but 
rather sharpened; for, looking round on the deferential faces ol 
her school, and descrying two other young persons in need ol 
admonition, she thus bestowed it: "Tom Tootle, ifs time for a 
young fellow who's going to be married next month, to be at 
home and asleep. And you needn't nudge him, 1\Ir. Jack Mullins, 
for I know your work begins early to-morrow, and I say the same 
to you. So come! Good-night, like good lads! " Upon which 
the blushing Tootle looked to Mullins, and the blushing Mullins 
looked to Tootle, on the question who should rise first, and 
finally both rose together and went out on the broad grin, followed 
by Miss Abbey; in whose presence the company did not take 
the liberty of grinning likewise. 

In such an establishment, the white-aproned potboy, with 
his shirt-sleeves arranged in a tight roll on each bare shoulder, 
was a mere hint of the possibility of physical force, thrown out 
as a matter of state and form. Exactly at the closing hour, all 
the guests who were left, filed out in the best order; Miss Abbey 
standing at the half-door of the bar, to hold a ceremony of review 
and dismissal. All wished .Miss Abbey good-night, and Miss 
Abbey wished good-night to all, except Rider hood. The sapient 
potboy, looking on officially, then had the conviction borne in 
upon his soul, that the man was evermore outcast and excom
municate from the Six Jolly Fellowship-Porters. 

"You Bob Gliddery," said Miss Abbey to this potboy, "run 
round to Hexam's and tell his daughter Lizzie that I want to 
speak to her." 

With exemplary swiftness Bob Gliddery departed, and 
returned. Lizzie, ·following him, arrived as one of the two 
female domestics of the Fellowship-Porters arranged on the 
snug little table by the bar fire, Miss Patterson's supper of hot 
sausages and mashed potatoes. 

" Come in and sit ye down, girl," said Miss Abbey. " Can 
you eat a bit? " 

"No thank you, Miss. I have had my supper." 
" I have had mine too, I think," said Miss Abbey, pushing 

away the untasted dish, " and more than enough of it. I am 
put out, Lizzie." 

" I am very sorry for it, Miss." 
"Then why, in the name of Goodness," quoth :Miss Abbey, 

sharply, "do you do it? " 
" I do it, 1\Iiss? " 
" There, there. Don't look astonished. I ought to have 

begun with a word of explanation, but it's my way to make . 
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short cuts at things. I always was a pepperer. You Bob 
Gliddery there, put the chain upon the door and get ye down 
to your supper." 

With an alacrity that seemed no less referable to the pepperer 
fact than to the supper fact, Bob obeyed, and his boots were 
heard descending towards the bed of the river. 

" Lizzie Hexam, Lizzie Hexam," then began Miss Patterson, 
" how often have I held out to you the opportunity of getting 
clear of your father, and doing well?" 

" Y cry often, Miss." 
" Very often? Yes! And I might as well have spoken to 

the iron funnel of the strongest sea-going steamer that passes 
the Fellowship-Porters." 

"No, Miss," Lizzie pleaded, "because that would not be 
thankful, and I am." 

" I vow and declare I am half ashamed of myself for taking 
such an interest in you," said Miss Abbey) pettishly, " for I 
don't believe I should do it if you were not·good-looking. Why 
ain't you ugly?" 

Lizzie merely answered this difficult question with an apolo
getic glance. 

•· However, you ain't," resumed Miss Patterson, " so it's no 
use going into that. I must take you as I find you. Which 
indeed is what I've done. And you mean to say you are still 
obstinate? " 

"Kot obstinate, Miss, I hope." 
" Firm (I suppose you call it) then? 11 

"Yes, ~!iss. Fi.'Ced like." 
"~e'-er was an obstinate person yet, who would own to the 

word!" remarked ~I iss Patterson, rubbing her vexed nose: 
" I'm sure I would, if I was obstinate; but I am a pepperer, 
'' hich is different. Lizzie Hexam, Lizzie Hexam, think again. 
Du yvu know the worst of your father? " 

" Do I know the worst of father? " she rep~ated, opening 
lwr ews. 

" Do you know the suspicions to which your father makes 
himself ktblc) Do you know the suspicions that are actually 
about, a,::.tin;t l1im? " 

The n,nsc iuus1wss of what he habitually did, oppressed the 
~,:;rl LtaYily. anu :-he slowly cast down her eyts. 

"S.1y, Liuie. Do you know?" urged )liss .\bbey. 
"1'1, a"c: tell me what the suspicions are, ~!iss," she asked 

:.ittr a siknre, with her eyes upon the ground. 
"It's not an J.'.l.SY thing to tdl a d.:wghter, but it must be tuld. 
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It is thought by some, then, that your father helps to their 
death a few of those that he finds dead." 
. The relief of hearing what she felt sure was a false suspicion, 
m place of the e:ll.-pected real and true one, so lightened Lizzie's 
breast for the moment, that 1Iiss Abbey was amazed at her 
demeanour. She raised her eyes quickly, shook her head, and, 
in a kind of triumph, almost laughed. 

"They little know father who talk like that." 
(" She takes it," thought Miss Abbey, " very quietly. She 

takes it with extraordinary quietness ! ") 
"And perhaps," said Lizzie, as a recollection flashed upon 

her," it is some one who has a grudge against father; some one 
who has threatened father! Is it Rider hood, 1!iss?" 

"Well! ves it is." 
"Yes! He was father's partner, and father broke with him, 

and now he revenges himself. Father broke with him when I 
was by, and he was very angry at it. And besides, 1!iss .-\bbey! 
-'rill you never, without strong reason, let pass your lips what 
I am going to say?" 

She bent forvrard to say it in a whisper. 
" I promise," said ~Iiss Abbey. 
" It was on the night when the Harmon murder was found 

out, through father, just above bridge. And just below bridge, 
as we were sculling home, Riderhood crept out of the dark in his 
boat. And many and many times afterwards, when such great 
pains were taken to come to the bottom of the crime, and it 
never could be come near, I thought in my own thoughts, could 
Riderhood himself have done the murder, and did he pur
posely let father find the body? It seemed a'most wicked 
and cruel to so much as think such a thing; but now that he 
tries to throw it upon father, I go back to it as if it was a 
truth. Can it be a truth? That was put into my mind by 
the dead?" 

She asked this question, rather of the fire than of the hostess 
of the Fellowship-Porters, and looked round the little bar 1vith 
troubled eYes. 

But, ~Iiss Petterson, as a ready schoolmistress accustomed 
to bring her pupils to book, set the matter in a light that was 
essentiallY of this world. 

·'You ·poor deluded girl," she said, "don't you see that you 
can't open your mind to particular suspicions of one of the two, 
without opening your mind to general suspicions of the other? 
The,· had worked together. Their goings-on had lJeen going on 
for some time. Even granting that it was as y~u h,we had in 
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your thoughts, what the two had done together would come 
familiar to the mind of one." 

" You don't know father, ~!iss, when you talk like that. 
Indeed, indeed, you don't know father." 

"Lizzie, Lizzie," said Miss Patterson. "Leave him. You 
needn't break with him altogether, but leave him. Do well 
away from him; not because of what I have told you to-night 
-we'll pass no judgment upon that, and we'll hope it may not 
be-but because of what I hav~ urged on you before. 1\o 
matter whether it's owing to your good looks or not, I like you 
and I want to serve you. Lizzie, come under my direction. 
Don't fling yourself away, my girl, but be persuaded into being 
respectable and happy." 

In the sound good feeling and good sense of her entreaty, Miss 
Abbey had softened into a soothing tone, and had even drawn 
her arm round the girl's waist. But, she only replied, "Thank 
you, thank you! I can't. I won't. I must not think of it. 
The harder father is borne upon, the more he needs me to lean 
on." 

And then Miss Abbey, who, like all hard people when they do 
soften, felt that there was considerable compensation owing to 
her, underv.•ent reaction and became frigid. 

"I have done what I can," she said," and you must go your 
way. You make your bed, and you must lie on it. But tell 
your father one thing: he must not come here any more." 

"Oh, ~!iss, will you forbid him the house where I know he is 
safe? " 

"The Fc:llowships," returned Miss Abbey," has itself to look 
to, as well as others. It has been hard work to establish order 
ben:, and make the Fellowships what it is, and it is daily and 
ni;;htly hard work to keep it so. The Fellowships must not 
hJ.n a taint upon it that may give it a bad name. I forbid the 
house to Riderhood, and I forbid the house to Gaffer. I forbid 
both, equ:.~lly. I find from Riderhood and you together, that 
tL~:re are su>piciuns af!'J.inst both men, and I'm not going to take 
upon mystlf to dL·cide betwixt them. They are both tarred 
\lith a dirty brush. and I can't have the Fellowships tam:d with 
tl.e same brush. ThJ.t's all] know." 

"Ct,lld-ni:!Lt. ~!iss!" said Lizzie Hexam, sorrowfully. 
" ll..h :---z;uvd-ni;:ht! " rttumed Miss A!Jlx-v with a shake of 

l.tr L, .tel. · 
"l:CLL·\·e me, ~li~s A!Jbey, I am truly grateful all the same." 

,, " I c.m bdww a ~,,od deal.". r~turned the statt:ly Abbey, 
~JIll try t~_.,t.,d;n e tl1Jt tvo, Luz1e," 
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Xo supper did Miss Patterson take that night, and only half 
her usual tumbler of hot Port Negus. And the female domestics 
-two robust sisters with staring black eyes, shining flat red 
faces, blunt noses, and strong- black curls. like dolls-inter
changed the sentiment that Missis had had her hair combed 
the wTong way by somebody. And the potboy aftemards re
marked, that he hadn't been " so rattled to bed," since his late 
mother had systematically accelerated his retirement to rest 
with a JXlker. 

The chaining of the door behind her, as she went forth, dis
enchanted Lizzie Hexam of that first relief she had felt. The 
night was black and shrill, the river-side wilderness was melan
choly, and there was a sound of casting-{)Ut, in the rattling of 
the iron links, and the grating of the bolts and staples under :Miss 
Abbey's hand. As she came beneath the lowering sky, a sense 
of being involved in a murky shade of Murder dropped upon 
her; and, as the tidal swell of the river broke at her feet without 
her seeing how it gathered, so, her thoughts startled her by 
rushing out of an unseen void and striking at her heart. 

Of her father's being groundlessly suspected, she felt sure. 
Sure. Sure. And yet, repeat the words inwardly as often as 
she would, the attempt to reason out and prove that she was 
sure. alwavs came after it and failed. Riderhood had done the 
deed, and. entrapped her father. Riderhood had not done the 
deed, but had resolved in his malice to turn against her father 
the appearances that were ready to his hand to distort. Equally 
and swiftly upon either putting of the case, followed the fright
ful possibility that her father, being innocent, yet might come 
to be believed guilty. She had heard of people suffering Death 
for bloodshed of which they were aftemards proved pure, and 
those ill-fated persons were not, first, in that dangerous \Hong 
in which her father stood. Then at the best, the beginning of 
his being set apart, whispered against, and avoided. was a cer
tain fact. It dated from that very night. .\nd as the great 
black river with its drearv shores -was soon lost to her view in the 
gloom. so, she stood on the river's brink unable to see into the 
vast blank misery of a life suspected, and fallen away from by 
good and bad, but knowing that it lay there dim before her, 
stretching away to the great ocean, Death. 

One thing onlv was clear to the girl's mind. ..-\ccustomed 
from her ,-ery b~byhood promptly to do the thing that could 
be done-whether to keep out weather. to ward off cold: to 
posqxme hunger, or what not-she s~arted out of her med1:atwn, 
and ran home. 
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The room was quiet, and the lamp burnt on the table. In 

the bunk in the corner, her brother lay asleep. She bent over 
him, softly kissed him, and came to the table. 

" By the time of Miss Abbey's closing, and by the run of the 
tide, it must be one. Tide's running up. Father at Chiswick, 
wouldn't think of coming down till after the turn, and that's 
at half after four. I'll call Charley at six. I shall hear the 
church clock strike, as I sit here." 

Yery quietly, she placed a chair before the scanty fire, and 
sJ.t down in it, drawing her shawlabout her. 

" Charley's hollow down by the flare is not there now. Poor 
Charley!" 

The clock struck tvm, and the clock struck three, and the 
clock struck four, and she remained there, with a woman's 
patience and her own purpose. When the morning was well on 
between four and five, she slipped off her shoes (that her going 
about might not wake Charley), trimmed the fire sparingly, put 
water on to boil, and set the table for breakfast. Then she went 
up the ladder, lamp in hand, and came down again, and glided 
about and about, making a little bundle. Lastly, from her 
pocket, and from the chimneypiece, and from an inverted basin 
on the hi,!!hest shelf, she brought halfpence, a few sixpences, 
fewer shillings, and fell to laboriously and noiselessly counting 
them. and setting aside one little heap. She was still so engaged, 
when she was stc.rtkd by: 

"H.J.!-loa!" From he~ brother, sitting up in bed. 
"You made me jump, Charley." 
''Jump! Didn't you make me jump, when I opened my eyes 

a mommt ago. and saw you sitting there, lik.e the ghost of a girl
nu,tr. in the d•:ad of the night!" 

"I::'s ~~t the dead of the night, Charley. It's ni;h six in the 
murnm;:; . 

.. Is it thouc:·h? But what are you up to, Liz? " 

.. ~till tdlin~ your fortune, (barley." 
"It >•·eels to l>e a prtcious small one, if that's it," said the boy. 

·• \\ Lat are yuu putting that little pile of money by itstlf for?" 
.. F"r '·uu. CL.trk\'." 
.. \\Lit Llu ,·ou mtan? " 

... Cd uu,t ~f b;,d, Charley, and get washed and dressed, and 
t: , .. n I 11 tul YuU. 

1 kr rum;);•std manm·r, and her low distinct voice always 
!..Hi an intL.Jcnce over him. His bead was soon in a 'basin ·of 
v .. ,t~:t, and out of it again, and staring at her throu(Yh a stonn 
,,( tu\\ t !:ing. • " 
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" I never," towelling at himself as if he were his bitterest 

enemy, " saw such a girl as you are. What is the move, Liz? " 
" Are you almost ready for breakfast, Charley? " 
"You can pour it out. Hal-loa! I say? And a bundle?" 
" And a bundle, Charley." 
" You don't mean it's for me, too? " 
"Yes, Charley; I do, indeed." 
More serious of face, and more slow of action, than he had 

been, the boy completed his dressing, and came and sat down 
at the little breakfast-table, with his eyes amazedly directed to 
her face. 

"You see, Charley dear, I have made up my mind that this 
is the right time for your going away from us. Over and above 
all the blessed change of by-and-by, you'll be much happier, 
and do much better, even so soon as next month. Even so soon 
as next week." 

"How do you know I shall?" 
"I don't quite know how, Charley, but I do." In spite of 

her unchanged manner of speaking, and her unchanged appear
ance of composure, she scarcely trusted herself to look at him, 
but kept her eyes employed on the cutting and buttering of his 
bread, and on the mixing of his tea, and other such little pre
parations. "You must leave father to me, Charley-! will do 
what I can with him-but you must go." 

" You don't stand upon ceremony, I think," grumbled the 
boy, throwing his bread and butter about, in an ill-humour. 

She made him no answer. 
" I tell you what," said the boy, then bursting out into an 

angry whimpering, ·~ you're a selfish jade, and you think there's 
not enough for three of us, and you want to get rid of me." 

" If you believe so, Charley,-yes, then I believe too, that I 
am a selfish jade, and that I think there's not enough for three 
of us, and that I want to get rid of you." 

It was only when the boy rushed at her, and threw his arms 
round her neck, that she lost her self-restraint. But she lost it 
then, and wept over him. 

"Don't cry, don't cry! I am satisfied to go, Liz; I am 
satisfied to go. I know you send me away for my good." 

"0, Charley, Charley, Heaven above us knows I do! " 
" Yes, yes. Don't mind what I said. Don't remember it. 

Kiss me." 
After a silence, she loosed him to dry her eyes, and regain 

her strong quiet influence. 
"Now listen, Charley dear. We both know it rrust be done, 
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and I alone know there is good reason for its being done at once. 
Go straight to the school, and say that you and I agreed upon it 
-that we can't overcome father's opposition-that father will 
never trouble them, but will never take you back. You are a 
credit to the school, and you will be a greater credit to it yet, 
and they will help you to get a living. Show what clothes you 
have brought, and what money, and say that I will send some 
more money. If I can get some in no other way, I will ask a 
little h<·lp of those two gentlemen who came here that night." 

"I say!" cried her brother; quickly. "Don't you have it 
of that chap that took hold of me by the chin! Don't you have 
it of that \rraYburn one!" 

Perhaps a slight additional tinge of red flashed up into her 
~ace and brow, as with a nod she laid her hand upon his lips to 
keep him silently attentive. 

'' And above all things, mind this, Charley! Be sure you 
always speak well of father. Be sure you always give father 
his full due. \' ou can't deny that because father has no learn
ing himself he is set against it in you; but favour nothing else 
a~ainst him, and be sure you say-as you know-that your 
sister is devottd to him. And if you should ever happen to hear 
anything said against father that is new to you, it will not be 
true. Remember, Charley! It will not be true.'' 

The boy looked at her with some doubt and surprise, but she 
went on a;;ain without heeding it. 

"Above all things remember! It will not be true. I have 
nothin;; more to say, Charley dear, except, be good, and get 
brning-, and only think of some things in the old life here, as 
if you had dreamed them in a dream last night. Good-bye, 
my IJ.uling! " 

T!.uut:h so young, she infustd into these parting words a love 
that was f.u more like a mother's than a sister's, and before 
\\ l.1•.h tl.e buy was quite bowed cown. After holding her to his 
ltf{.J.'t with a vmiunate cry, he took up his bundle and darted 
(JUt at tlu: duor, with an arm across his eyes. 

The v. hite face of the winter day came sluggishly on, veiled 
in a fr .. ,ty mi~t; and the shadowy ships in the river slowly 
~.:kul,_:td ttJ Llack ~ubstancts; and the sun, blood-red on the 
t.t>ltrn mar;hes IAhind dJik masts and yards, seemed filled 
11 lth tl.e ruias of a foreSt it Lad st:t on fire. Lizzie lookin"' for 
~.cr f ... tL·.r, ~aw him corning, a.nd stood upon the ca~seway ~hat 
Lt m:~ht Stt her. 

Ill! ·L.,J nutl.ir.g with him but his boat, and came on apact . 
.\ kn•Jt L•f t1o:>e amphibi0us human cn:atures who appear to 
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have some mysterious power of extracting a subsistence out of 
tidal water by looking at it, were gathered together about the 
causeway. .AJ3 her father's boat grounded, they became con
templative of the mud, and dispersed themselves. She saw 
that the mute avoidance had begun. 

Gaffer saw it, too, in so far that he was moved when he set 
'foot on shore, to stare around him. But, he promptly set to 
work to haul up his boat, and make her fast, and take the sculls 
and rudder and rope out of her. Carrying these, with Lizzie's 
aid, he passed up to his dwelling. 

" Sit close to the fire, father, dear, while I cook your breakfast. 
It's all ready for cooking, and only been waiting for you. You 
must be frozen." 

"Well, Lizzie, I ain't of a glow; that's certain. And my 
hands seemed nailed through to the sculls. See how dead they 
are! " Something suggestive in their colour, and perhaps in her 
face, struck him as he held them up; he turned his shoulder and 
held them down to the fire. 

"You were not out in the perishing night, I hope, father?" 
"No, my dear. Lay aboard a barge, by a blazing coal fire.

Where's that boy?" 
"There's a drop of brandy for your tea, father, if you'll 

put it in while I turn this bit of meat. If the river was to 
get frozen, there would be a deal of distress; wouldn't there, 
father?" 

"Ah! there's always enough of that," said Gaffer, dropping 
the liquor into his cup from a squat black bottle, and dropping 
it slowly that it might seem more; " distress is for ever a going 
about like sut in the air.-Ain't that boy up yet? " 

" The meat's ready now, father. Eat it while it's hot and 
comfortable. After you have finished, we'll turn round to the 
fire and talk." 

But, he perceived that he was evaded, and, having thrown a 
hasty angry glance towards the bunk, plucked at a corner of her 
apron and asked: · 

"\Yhat's gone with that boy?" 
"Father, if you'll begin your breakfast, I'll sit by and tell 

vou." 
· He looked at her, stirred his tea and took two or three gulps, 
then cut at his piece of hot steak with his case-knife, and said, 
eating: 

"Now then. What's gone with that boy?" 
"Don't be angry, qear. It seems, father, that he has quite 

a ~ift of leiirnin~." 
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" Unnat'ral young beggar! " said the parent, shaking his 

knife in the air. 
"-And that having this gift, and not being equally good at 

other things, he has made shift to get some schooling." 
"t'nnat'ral young beggar!" said the parent again, with his 

former action. 
"-And that knowing you have nothing to spare, father, 

and not wishing to be a burden on you, he gradually made up 
his mind to go seek his fortune out of learning. He went away 
this morning, father, and he cried very much at going, and he 
hoped you would forgive him." 

" Let him never come a nigh me to ask me my forgiveness," 
said the father, again emphasising his words with the knife. 
" Let him never come within sight of my eyes, nor yet within 
reach of my arm. His own father ain't good enough for him. 
He's disowned his OVIn father. His own father, therefore, 
disoVIns him for ever and ever, as a unnat'ral young beggar." 

He had pushed away his plate. With the natural need of a 
strong rough man in anger, to do something forcible, he now 
clutched his knife overhand and struck downward with it at 
the end of every succeeding sentence. As he would have struck 
with his own clenched fist)£ there had chanced to be nothing 
in it. 

"He's welcome to go. He's more welcome to go than to 
stay. But let him never come back. Let him never put his 
head inside that door. .\nd let you never speak a word more 
in his favour, or you'll disoVIn your own father, likewise, and 
what your father says of him he'll have to come to say of you. 
~ow I see why them men yonder held aloof from me. They 
says to one another, ·Here comes the man as ain't good enough 
f•1r his own son~ ' Lizzie--! " 

But, she stopped him with a cry. Looking at her he saw her, 
11 ith a f-tce quite strange to him, shrinking back against the 
w:dl. with her hands bdore her e\·es . 

.. fatlwr, don't! I can't bear to see you striking with it. 
Put it duwn ~" . 

He buked at the knife; but in his astonishment he still held it. 
'' F atht:r, it's too horrible. 0 put it down, put it down!" 

. CunluundL·J by her ar·pearance and exclamation, he tossed 
It awa\', and stood up with his open hand> held out btfore him. 

"\\Lit's cume to you, Liz? Cm you think I would strike 
<.i.t You with a kniit? " 

.; ~o.. fJ.th~r. no; you would nenr hurt me." 
" \\1.-.~t ~~v:..~ld I hurt? " 
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" Nothing, dear father. . On my 'knees, I am certain, in my 

heart and soul I am certain, nothing l But it was too dreadfij) 
to bear;. for· it looked--" her hands covering her face again, 
" 0 it looked--" ·· . 

"What did it look like?" 
The recollection of his murderous figure, combining with. her 

trial of last night, and her trial of the morning, caused her to 
drop at his feet, without having answered. 

He had never seen her so before. He raised her with the 
utmost tenderness, calling her the best of dau~hters, and " my 
poor pretty creetur," and laid her head upon his knee, and tried 
to restore her. But failing, he laid her head gently down again, 
got a pillow and placed it under her dark hair, and sought on the 
table for a spoonf,ul of brandy. There being none left, he 
hurriedly caughtup the empty bottle, and ran out at the door. 

He returned .as hurriedly as he had gone, with the bottle still 
empty. He kneeled down by her, took her head on .his arm, and 
moistened her lips with a little water into which 1te had dipped 
his fingers: saying, fiercely, as he looked around, now over this 
shoulder, now over that: 

''Have we got a pest in the house? Is there summ'at deadly 
sticking to my clothes? Whafs let loose upon us? Who 
loosed it?" 

CHAPTER VII 

MR. WEGG LOOKS AFTER HIMSELF 
. ' 

SILAS WEGG, being on his road to the Roman Empire, approaches 
it by way of Clerkenwell. The time is early in the evening; 
the weather moist and raw. Mr. Wegg finds leisure to make a 
little circuit, by reason that he folds his screen early, now that 
he combines another source of income with it, and also that he 
feels it due to himself to be anxiously expe~ted at the Bower. 
u Boffin will get all the eagerer for waiting a bit/' says Silas, 
screwing up, as he stumps along, first his right eye, and then his 
left. Which is something superfluous in. him, for Nature has 
already screwed both pretty tight. . . 

" If I get on with him as I expect to get on," Silas pursues, 
·stumping and m~ditating, " it wouldn't become me to leave it 
here. It wouldn't be respectable." Animated by this .reflec
tion, he stumps faster, and looks a long way before him, as a 
man with an ambitious project in abeyance often ~ill 9o. · 
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Aware of a working-jeweller population taking sanctuary 

'flit)out the church in Clerkenwell, Mr. Wegg is conscious of an 
interest in, and a respect for, the neighbourhood. But his 
1ensations in this regard halt as to their strict morality, as he 
halts in his· gait; for they suggest the delights of . a coat of 
lmvisibility in which to walk off safely with the precious stones 
and watch,cases, but stop short of any compunction Jor the 
people who would lose the same. . : . 

. Not, however, towards the" shops" where cunning artificers 
work in pearls and diamonds and gold and silver, making their 
hands so rich, that the enriched water in which they wash them 

. is bought for the refiners ;-not towards these .does Mr. We~g 
stump, but towards the poorer shops of small retail traders m 
commodities to eat and drink and keep folks warm, and of 
Italian frame-makers, and of barbers, and of. brokers, and of 
dealers in dogs and singing-birds. From .these, in a narrow and 
a dirty street devoted to such callings, Mr. Wegg selects one 
dark shop-window with a· tallow candle dimly burning in it, 
surrounded by a muddle of objects, vaguely resembling pieces 
of leather and dry stick, but among which nothing is resolvable 
into anything distinct, save the candle itself in its old. tin candle
stick, and two preserved frogs fighting a small-sword duel. 
Stumping with fresh vigour, he goes in ·at the.dark greasy entry, 
pushes a littJwedsy'dark .reluctant side-door, and follows the 

. door inttr the little dark greasy shop. It is so dark that nothing 
can be made out in it, over ·a little counter, but another tallow 
candle in another old tin candlestick, close to the face of a man 
stooping low in a chair. 

Mr. Wegg nods to the face, 11 Good evening." 
The face looking up is a sallow face with weak eyes, sur· 

mounted by a tangle of reddish-dusty hair •. The.owner of the 
face has no cravat on, and has opened his tumbled shirt-collar 
to work with the more ease. For the same reason he has n«> 
coat on: only a loose waistcoat over his yellow linen~ His eyes 
are like the over~tried eyes of an engraver, but he i;$ not that; 
his expressio1;1 and stoop are like those of a shoemakerJ but he 
is not that. 

11 Good evening, Mr. Venus; Don't you remember?" 
With slowly dawning remembrance, Mr. Venus rises, and holds 

his candle over the little counter, and holds it down towards 
the legs, natural and artificial, of Mr. Wegg. 

"To be sure!." he says, then. "How do you dp?" . 
"Wegg, you know/' that gentleman explains. · 
11 Yes, yes,~ says t~e other.-·" Hospital amputation? 11 
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"Just so," says Mr. Wegg. 
"Yes, yes," quoth Venus. "How do you do? Sit down by 

the fire, and warm your-your other one." 
The little counter being so short a counter that it leaves the 

fireplace, which would have been behind it if it had been longer, 
accessible, Mr. W egg sits down on a box in front of the fire, and 
inhales a warm and comfortable smell which is not the smell of 
the shop. "For that," Mr. Wegg inwardly decides, as he takes 
a corrective sniff or two, " is musty, leathery, feathery, cellary, 
gluey, gummy, and," with another sniff," as it might be, strong 
of old pairs of bellows." 

"My tea is drawing, and my muffin is on the hob, Mr. Wegg; 
will you partake? " 

It being one of Mr. Wegg's guiding rules in life always to 
partake, he says he will. But, the little shop is so excessively 
dark, is stuck so full of black shelves and brackets and nooks 
and corners, that he sees Mr. Venus's cup and saucer only 
because it is close under the candle, and does not see from what 
mysterious recess· Mr. Venus produces another for himself, until 
it is under his nose. Concurrently, W egg perceives a pretty little 
dead bird lying on the counter, with its head drooping on one 
side against the rim of Mr. Venus's saucer, and a long stiff wire 
piercing its breast. As if it were Cock Robin, the hero of the 
Ballad, and Mr. Venus were the sparrow with his bow and arrow, 
and Mr. Wegg were the fly with his little eye. 

Mr. Venus dives, and produces another muffin, yet untoasted; 
taking the arrow out of the breast of Cock Robin, he proceeds to 
toast it on the end of that cruel instrument. When it is brown, 
he dives again and produces butter, with which he completes his 
work. 

Mr. Wegg,· as an artful man who is sure of his supper by-and
by, presses muffin on his host to soothe him into a compliant 
state of mind, or, as one might say, to grease his works. As the 
muffins disappear, little by little, the black shelves and nooks 
and corners begin to appear, and Mr. Wegg gradually acquires 
an imperfect notion that over against him on the chimneypiece 
is a Hindoo baby in a bottle, curved up with his big head tucked 
under him, as though he would instantly throw a summersault 
if the bottle were large enough. 

·when he deems Mr. Venus's wheels sufficiently lubricated, 
:Mr. Wegg approaches his object by asking, as he lightlr taps 
his hands together, to express an undesigning frame of mmd: 

"And how have I been going on, this long time, l\Ir. Yenus?" 
"Very bad," says Mr. Venus, uncompromisingjy. 
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"What? Am I still at home?" asks Wegg, with an air of 

surprise. 
"Always at home." 
This would seem to be secretly agreeable to Wegg, but he 

veils his feelings, and observes, " Strange. To what do you 
attribute it?" 

"I don't know," replies Venus, who is a haggard melancholy 
man, speaking in a weak voice of querulous complaint, " to 
what to attribute it, Mr. Wegg. I can't work you into a mis
cellaneous one, nohow. Do what I will, you can't be got to fit. 
Anybody with a passable knowledge would pick you out at a 
look, and say-' No go! Don't match! ' " 

"\\'ell, but hang it, Mr. Venus," Wegg expostulates, with 
some little irritation, '' that can't be personal and peculiar in 
me. It must often happen with miscellaneous ones.'' 

"\rith ribs (I grant you) always. But not else. When I 
prepare a miscellaneous one, I know beforehand that I can't 
keep to nature, and be miscellaneous with ribs, because every 
man has his own ribs, and no other man's will go with them; 
but tlseways I can be miscellaneous. I have just sent home 
a Beauty-a perfect Beauty-to a school of art. One leg 
Bdgian, one leg English, and the pickings of eight other people 
in it. Talk of not being qualified to be miscellaneous! By 
rights you ought to be, Mr. Wegg." 

Silas looks as hard at his one leg as he can in the dim light, 
and after a pause sulkily opines " that it must be the fault of 
the other people. Or how do you mean to say it comes about? " 
he d~:mands impatiently. 

'' I don't know how it comes about. Stand up a minute. 
Hold the light." ~Ir. Venus takes from a comer by his chair, 
the bones oi a kg and foot, beautifully pure, and put together 
\lith e:>..quisite ntatness. These he compares with Mr. \Yegg's 
k;;; that gentlt:man looking on, as if he were being measured 
f\)r a r!uing·buot. "::\o, I don't know how it is, but so it is. 
Yvu ba,·e got a twist in that bone, to the best of my belief. I 
nt\U saw the likes of you." 

)lr. \rc;:g having looked distrustfully at his own limb, and 
~u;;pil·iuu,!y at the pattern with which it had been compared, 
n:akes tLe point: 

" I'll Ld a pound that ain't an English one!" 
".\n t·asy v.a;.:er, when we run so much into foreign! No, 

it bdur.<'s to that French gentleman." 
.\s ht nods to\\ ards a puint of darkness behind Mr. \\'egg, the 

l . .n~c:r, \\lth a.sl1gLt start, looks round for" that French gentle-
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man," whom he at length descries to be represented (in a very 
workmanlike manner) by his ribs only, standing on a shelf in 
another comer, like a piece of armour or a pair of stays. 

"Oh!" sa}'S )Ir. '\Yegg, with a sort of sense of being intro
duced; "I dare say you were all right enough in your own 
country, but I hope no objections will be taken to my saying 
that the Frenchman was never yet bom as I should wish to 
match." 

At this moment the greasy door is violently pushed inward, 
and a boy follows it, who says, after having let it slam: 

"Come for the stuffed canarv." 
" It's three and ninepence/ returns Venus; "have you got 

the money?" 
The boy produces four shillings. Mr. Venus, always in ex

ceedingly low spirits, and making whimpering sounds, peers 
about for the stuffed canary. On his taking the candle to assist 
his search, Mr. Wegg observes that he has a convenient little 
shelf near his knees, exclusively appropriated to skeleton hands, 
which have very much the appearance of wanting to lay hold 
of him. From these ~Ir. Venus rescues the canary in a glass 
case, and shows it to the boy. 

"There!" he whimpers. "There's animation! On a twig, 
making up his mind to hop! Take care of him; he's a lovely 
specimen.-And three is four." 

The boy gathers up his change and has pulled the door open by 
a leather strap nailed to it for the purpose, when Venus cries out: 

"Stop him! Come back, you young villain! You've got a 
tooth among them halfpence." 

"How was I to know I'd got it? You giv it me. I don't 
want none of your teeth, I've got enough of my ovm." So the 
boy pipes, as he selects it from his change, and throws it on the 
counter. 

" Don't sauce me, in the \\icious pride of your youth," )fr. 
Venus retorts pathetically. " Don't hit me because you see 
I'm down. I'm low enough without that. It dropped into 
the till, I suppose. They drop into everything. There was 
two in the coffee-pot at breakfast-time. :Molars.'' 

"Very well, then," argues the boy," what do you call names 
for?" 

To which ~Ir. Yenus only replies, shaking his shock of dusty 
hair, and winking his weak eyes, " Don't sauce me, in the wicious 
pride of your youth; don't hit me because you see I'm down. 
You've no idea how small you'd come out, if I had the articu
lating of you." 
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This consideration seems to have its effect upon the boy, for 

he goes out grumbling. 
"Oh dear me, dear me!" sighs Mr. Venus, heavily, snuffing 

the candle, " the world that appeared so flowery has ceased 
to blow! You're casting your eye round the shop, Mr. Wegg. 
Let me show you a light. My working bench. My young man's 
bench. A Wice. Tools. Bones, warious. Skulls, warious. 
Preserved Indian baby. African ditto. Bottled preparations, 
warious. Everything within reach of your hand, in good preser
vation. The mouldy ones a-top. What's in those hampers 
over them again, I don't quite remember. Say, human warious. 
Cats. Articulated English baby. Dogs. Ducks. Glass eyes, 
warious. Mumrnied bird. Dried cuticle, warious. Oh dear 
me! That's the general panoramic view." 

Having so held and waved the candle as that all these hetero
geneous objects seemed to come forward obediently when they 
were named, and then retire again, Mr. Venus despondently 
repeats, " Oh dear me, dear me! " resumes his seat, and with 
drooping despondency upon him, falls to pouring himself out 
more tea. 

"\\"here am I?" asks Mr. Wegg. 
" You're somewhere in the back shop across the yard, sir; 

and speaking quite candidly, I wish I'd never bought you of 
the Hospital Porter." 

"Kow, look here, what did you give for me?" 
"\\'ell," rep!ies Venus, blowing his tea: his head and face 

peering out of the darkness, over the smoke of it, as if he were 
modernising the old original rise in his family: "you were one 
of a warious lot, and I don't know." 

Silas puts his point in the improved form of " What will you 
take for me? " 

"Well," replies Venus, still blowing his tea, "I'm not pre
pared, at a moment's notice, to tell you, Mr. \\'egg." 

" Come! According to your own account, I'm not worth 
much," \\'egg reasons persuasively. 

":\ot for miscellaneous working in, I grant you, ~Ir. \\'egg; 
but you might turn out valuable yet, as a--" here ~fr. Yenus 
takes a gulp of tea, so hot that it makes him choke, and sets his 
\\tak eyes watering: "as a ~[onstrosity, if you'll excuse me." 
R~prmir.g an indignant look, indicative of anything but a 

disposition to excuse him, Silas pursues his point. 
" I think you know me, ~fr. \'enus, and I think you know I 

nevtr ban.:ain." 
~tr. \"t;lu~ t..1hs plps of hot tea, shutting his eyes at every 
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gulp, and opening them again in a spasmodic manner;· but does 
not commit himself to assent. 

" I have a prospect of getting on in life and elevating myself 
by my own independent exertions," says Wegg, feelingly, "and 
I shouldn't like-! tell you openly I should notlike-under such 
circumstances, to be what I may call dispersed, a part of me 
here and a part of me there, but should wish to collect myself 
like a genteel person." 

"It's a prospect at present, is it, Mr. Wegg? Then you 
haven't got the money for a deal about you? Then I'll tell you 
what I'll do with you; I'll hold you over. I am a man of my 
word, and you needn't be afraid of my disposing of you. I'll 
hold you over. That's a promise. Oh dear me, dear me! " 

Fain to accept his promise, and wishing to propitiate him, 
Mr. Wegg looks on as he sighs and pours himself out more tea, 
and then says, trying to get a sympathetic tone into his voice: 

"You seem very low, Mr. Venus. Is business bad?" 
"Never was so good." 
"Is your hand out at all?" 
"N~ver was so well in. Mr. Wegg, I'm not only first in the 

trade, but I'm the trade. You may go and buy a skeleton at 
the West End if you like, and pay the West End price, but it'll 
be my putting together. I've as much to do as I can possibly 
do, with the assistance of my young man, and I take a pride and 
pleasure in it." 

Mr. Venus thus delivers himself, his right hand extended, 
his smoking saucer in his left hand, protesting as though he were 
going to burst into a flood of tears. · 

"That ain't a state of things to make you low, Mr. Venus." 
"Mr. Wegg, I know it ain't. Mr. vVegg, not to name myself 

as a workman without an equal, I've gone on improving myself 
in my knowledge of Anatomy, till both by sight and by name 
I'm perfect. Mr. W egg, if you was brought here loose in a bag 
to be articulated, I'd name your smallest bones blindfold equally 
with your largest, as fast as I could pick 'em out, and I'd sort 
'em all, and sort your wertebr::e, in a manner that would equally 
surprise and charm you:" 

"Well," remarks Silas (though not quite so readily as last 
time), "that ain't a state of things to be low about.-Not for 
you to be low about, leastways." 

"Mr. Wegg, I know it ain't; Mr. Wegg, I know it ain't. But 
it's the heart that lowers me, it is the heart! Be so good as take 
and read that card out loud." 

Silas receives one from his hand, which Venus•takes from a 
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wonderful litter in a drawer, and putting on his spectacles, 
reads: 

"'Mr. Venus,'" 
"Yes. Go on." 
" ' Preserver of Animals and Birds,' " 
"Yes. Go on." 
" 'Articulator of human bones.' " 
"That's it," with a groan. "That's it! Mr. Wegg, I'm 

thirty-two, and a bachelor. Mr. Wegg, I love her. Mr. \Vegg, 
she is worthy of being loved by a Potentate! '' Here Silas is 
rather alarmed by Mr. Venus springing to his feet in the hurry 
of his spirits, and haggardly confronting him with his hand on 
his coat collar; but Mr. Venus, begging pardon, sits down again, 
saying, with the calmness of despair, " She objects to the busi
ness." 

"Does she know the profits of it?" 
"She knows the profits of it, but she don't appreciate the art 

of it, and she objects to it. ' I do not wish,' she writes in her 
own handwriting, 'to regard myself, nor yet to be regarded, in 
that bony light.'" 

Mr. Venus pours himself out more tea, with a look and in an 
attitude of the deepest de90lation. 

"And so a man climbs to the top of the tree, Mr. \Yegg, only 
to see that there's no look-out when he's up there! I sit here of a 
night surrounded by the lovely trophies of my art, and what 
have they done for me? Ruined me. Brought me to the pass 
of being informed that ' she does not \rish to regard herself, nor 
yet to be regarded, in that bony light! ' " Having repeated 
the fatal expressions, Mr. Venus drinks more tea by gulps, and 
offtrs an explanation of his doing so. 

" It lowers me. \\'hen I'm equally lowered all over, lethargy 
sets in. By sticking to it till one or two in the morning, I get 
oL!iviun. llon·t kt me detain you, Mr. \\"egg. I'm ·not com
p<my fur any or.e." 

" It is not on that account," says Silas, rising, " but because 
I'n g-ot an appointment. It's time I was at Harmon's." 

"Lh?" said ~Ir. \"enus. '' Harmon·s, up Battle Bridcre 
waY?" " 

~:r. \\"tf:g admits that he is l.,uund for that port. 
" \' ou ought to be in a goud thin:: if you've worked Yourstlf 

in thert. Tl.cre's Juts of money ;;•;ii~g·there." • 
"To think,'' ~aYs Silas, "that you should catch it up so 

c:.Ji<-k. a:id kn<,w a~><Jt.:t it. \\'onderful! " 
• ··~Cot at iill_. ~lr. \\egg. The old gentleman wanted to know 
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the nature and worth of everything that was found in the dust· 

d ' ' an many s the bone, and feather, and what not, that he's 
brought to me." 

"Really, now! " 
"Yes. (Oh dear me, dear me!) And he's buried quite in 

this neighbourhood, you know. Over yonder." 
Mr. Wegg does not know, but he makes as if he did, by re

sponsively nodding his head. He also follows with his eyes the 
toss of Venus's head: as if to seek a direction to over yonder. 

"I took an interest in that discovery in the river," says 
Venus. "(She hadn't written her cutting refusal at that time.) 
I've got up there--never mind, though." 

He had raised the candle at arm's length towards one of the 
dark shelves, and Mr. Wegg had turned to look, when he broke 
off. 

" The old gentleman was well known all round here. There 
used to be stories about his having hidden all kinds of property 
in those dust-mounds. I suppose there was nothing in 'em. 
Probably you know, Mr. Wegg?" 

"Nothing in 'em," says \Vegg, who has never heard a word 
of this before. 

"Don't let me detain you. Good-night!" 
The unfortunate Mr. Venus gives him a shake of the hand with 

a shake of his own head, and drooping down in his chair, pro
ceeds to pour himself out more tea. 

Mr. Wegg, looking back over his shoulder as he pulls the door 
open by the strap, notices that the movement so shakes the 
crazy shop, and so shakes a momentary flare out of the candle, 
as that the babies-Hindoo, African, and British-the " human 
warious," the French gentleman, the green-glass-eyed cats, the 
dogs, the ducks, and all the rest of the collection, show for an 
instant as if paralytically animated; while even poor little Cock 
Robin at Mr. Venus's elbow turns over on his innocent side. 
Next moment, Mr. Wegg is stumping under the gaslights and 
through the mud. 

Cli:\PTER VIII 

MR. BOFFIN I!i CONStiLTATION 

WHOSOEVER had gone out of Fleet Street into the Temple at 
the date of this history, and had wandered disconsolate about 
the Temple until he ~tumbled on a dismal churchy,ard, and had 
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looked up at the dismal windows commanding that churchyard 
until at the most dismal window of them all he saw a dismal boy, 
would in him have beheld, at one grand comprehensive swoop 
of the eye, the managing clerk, junior clerk, common-law clerk, 
conveyancing clerk, chancery clerk, every refinement and de
partment of clerk, of Mr. Mortimer Lightwood, erewhile called 
in the newspapers eminent solicitor. · 

Mr. Boffin having been several times in communication with 
this clerkly essence, both on its own ground and at the Bower, 
had no difficulty in identifying-itwhen he saw it up in its dusty 
ep·ie. To the second floor on which the window was situated, 
he ascended, much preoccupied in mind by the uncertainties 
besetting the Roman Empire, and much regretting the death 
of the amiable Pertinax: who only last night had left the 
Imperial affairs in a state of great confusion, by falling a victim 
to the fury of the pra:torian guards. 

" Morning, morning, morning! " said Mr. Boffin, with a wave 
of his hand, as the office door was opened by the dismal boy, 
whose appropriate name was Blight. " Governor in? " 

"Mr. Lightwood gave you an appointment, sir, I think?" 
"I don't want him to give it, you know," returned Mr. Boffin; 

"I'll pay my way, my boy." 
"No doubt, sir. Would you walk in? Mr. Lightwood ain't 

in at the present moment, but I expect him back very shortly. 
Would you take a seat in Mr. Lightwood's room, sir, while I 
look over our Appointment Book?" Young Blight made a 
great show of fetching from his desk a long thin manuscript 
Yolume with a brown paper cover, and running his finger down 
the day's appointments, murmuring, "Mr. Aggs, Mr. Baggs, 
~lr. Caggs, .Jlr. Daggs, .Jir. Faggs, Mr. Gaggs, Mr. Boffin. Yes, 
sir, quite right. You are a little before your time, sir. Mr. 
Lightwood will be in directly." 

" I'm not in a hurry," said ~fr. Boffin. 
"Thank you, sir. I'll take the opportunity, if you please, of 

entcri,lg your name in our Callers' Book for the day." Young 
Bli;;ht made another great show of changing the volume, taking 
up a pen, sucking it, dipping it, and running over preYious 
entries bdure he wrote. As," .Jfr. Alley, ~!r. Bailey Mr. Calley 
~lr. Daile~·, ~Ir. Falley, .Jfr. Galley, Mr. Halley, Mi.'Lalley, Mr: 
~IalleY. And :\fr. Boffin." 

" s·trict sy>tem here; eh, my lad? " said ~Ir. Boffin, as he was 
l•oc-ltd. 

" \\:s, sir," returned the boy. "I couldn't gtt on without 
it." 
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By which he probably meant that his mind would ha,-e been 

shattered to piece,:; without this fiction of an occupation. 'rear
ing in his solitary confinement no fetters that he could polish, 
and being proYided with no drLiking-cup that he could can·e, 
he had fallen on the device of ringing alphabetical changes into 
the two volumes in question, or of entering nst numoen of 
persons out of the Directory as tran..:::acting busi.'lm with 3Ir. 
Lightwood. It was the more necessary for his spirit3, because, 
being of a sensiti,-e temperament, he was apt to consider it 
personally disgraceful to himself that his ffi;J..5ter had no clients. 

"How long have you been in the law, now?" asked ~Ir. 
B(•ilia, with a pounce, in his lbllal inqui.sitiYe way. 

•· l"Ye be1:n in the law, nOW, sir, aoout three yean." 
"l[ust ha,-e be1:n as good as oom in itl" said 3Ir. Boffin, 

with admiration. "Do You like it?" 
"I don't mind it much" returned voun·" Bli"ht hea,-in,. a 

' ~ " v ' " sigh, a.s if its bitterness were pa;t. 
·• Wbat wages do you get? " 
"Bali what I could wish,'' replied young Blight. 
"What's the whole that YOU could wish?" 
" Fif1:een sbillin~s a week," said the !xJ,·, 
".-\bout how Io'iig might it uke you ~ow, at a a,·erage rate 

of going, to be a Judge?" asked lli. Boffin, aiter sun·eying his 
sn:all stature in silence. 

The boy answered that he had not yet quite worked out that 
linle calculation. 

··I suppose there's notl:ing to prevent your goi.'1g in for it?., 
said lli. Bo:Iin. 

The boY '-irtuallY re;:.licd ttat as he had the hono::r to be a. 
Briton who r.eYer.'nev~r. newr. th.;:-e was noth!r.;: tJ rre,·e:-.t 
ill in for it.· Yet he se-e!!!~d C:Jcli."lt-d to s·..:s:~: t:i~ t tl:cre 

sornethir-2 to prewnt b> comir:~ out w;:h i;:.. 
·· Wo;lid a co ...:pie of p-:iund hel;> you up at a1:? •. a~::.:ed :llr. 

B0fu 
On this l::ead. YOU!!!?: had n•J do:2i:t w:-.. 1~-cn:r. so )f:. 

Bofu ca~e ~·a pr;sent of t.1a.t R.::n of ::-.v!:e::. il::d t:,~:::;.e:J 
]:-~ f..::·r t.is a1:1:enti..::-rr w his t )~r. Ec·~-::n·s l :.:::.:.::s, whi..:.\, he 
adC:t:d. were now.l:e be~ered. as as ser::;d. 

T1tn ~.:r. Bj:S.:!. wi:.1 r.:.,· at r.is e.1:. G:e a fa::-,::.:.;;.r 
ex; 1A:n~":; :::e c·:S:c- :o SJ.t at _a E:::c Z=·(·~·=·~ .. 

c;;.se of Law Prac::ce and Law Rc-:.:.m. ;;.:1d at a wL-.3..:·x. a::::. at 
an l::be b.lz. and at a s:i(;.;: c-f a:-.d a r-.::1, 
a:.d a of wafers, a:1d a'l ar:d a ., rtry 
c·'-'Et_:·-ud at a r.~:Ctr c: 
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imperfectly- disguised gun- case pretending to be something 
legal, and at an iron box labelled HARMON ESTATE, until Mr. 
Lightwood appeared. 

Mr. Lightwood explained that he came from the proctor's, 
with whom he had been engaged in transacting Mr. Boffin's 
affairs. 

" And they seem to have taken a deal out of you! " said Mr. 
Boffin, with commiseration. 

Mr. Lightwood, without explaining that his weariness was 
chronic, proceeded with his exposition that, all forms of Jaw 
having been at length compliei:i with, will of Harmon deceased 
having been proved, death of Harmon next inheriting having 
been proved, etc., and so forth, Court of Chancery having been 
moved, etc., and so forth, he, Mr. Lightwood, had now the great 
gratification, honour, and happiness, again etc. and so forth, of 
congratulating Mr. Boffin on coming into possession, as residu
ary legatee, of upwards of one hundred thousand pounds, stand
ing in the books of the Governor and Company of the Bank of 
England, again etc. and so forth. 

" And what is particularly eligible in the property, Mr. 
Boffin, is, that it involves no trouble. There are no estates to 
manage, no rents to return so much per cent. upon in bad times 
(which is an extremely dear way of getting your name into the 
newspapers), no voters to become parboiled in hot water with, 
no agents to take the cream off the milk before it comes to table. 
You could put the whole in a cash-box to-morrow morning, and 
take it with you to-say, to the Rocky Mountains. Inasmuch 
as eYery man," concluded Mr. Lightwood, with an indolent 
smile, "appears to be under a fatal spell which obliges him, 
sooner or later, to mention the Rocky Mountains in a tone of 
extreme familiarity to some other man, I hope you'll excuse my 
pressing you into the service of that gigantic range of geo
graphical bores." 

\\'ithout following this last remark very closely, Mr. Boffin 
cast his perplexed gaze first at the ceiling, and then at the carpet. 

"\\'ell," he remarked," I don't know what to say about it, I 
am sure. I was a'most as well as I was. It's a great lot to 
take cJre of." 
"~ly d\'ar )fr. Boffin, then Jo11't take care of it!'' 
" Ih? " said that gentleman . 

. "Spraking now," re~urne~ ~lo:timer, " with the irrespon
>thle lt1Jb('Clhty of ~ pn\'ate. md1ndual, and not with the pro
fundity of a prof~:,:,:wnal adnser, I should sav that if the circum
s:.l!lce of its b~:ing too nmch, weighs upon }:our n,ind, you have 
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the haven of consolation open to you that you can easily make 
it less. And if y~u should be apprehensive of the trouble of 
doing so, there is the further haven of consolation that any 
number of people will take the trouble off your hands." 

"\\"ell! I don't quite see it," retorted ~Ir. Boffin, still per
plexe?. "That's not satisfactory, you know, what you're 
a-saymg." 

"Is Anything satisfactory, ~Ir. Boffin?" asked ~Iortimer, 
raising his eyebrows. 

" I used to find it so," answered ::IIr. Boffin, with a wistful 
look. " \\'bile I was foreman at the Bower-afore it U'as the 
Bower-! considered the business very satisfactory. The old 
man was a adul Tartar (saying it, I'm sure, without disrespect 
to his memory), but the business was a pleasant one to look 
after, from before daylight to past dark. Ifs a'most a pity," 
said )Ir. Boffin, rubbing his ear, " that he eYer went and made 
so much money. It would ha,·e been better for him if he hadn't 
so given himself up to it. You may depend upon it," making 
the discovery all of a sudden, "that he found it a great lot to 
take care of! " 

)Ir. Lightwood coughed, not com·inced. 
"And speaking of satisfactory," pursued )Ir. Boffin, "why, 

Lord save us! when we come to take it to pieces, bit by bit, 
where's the satisfactoriness of the monev as vet? When the 
old man does right the poor boy after all; the poor boy gets no 
good of it. He gets made away with, at the moment when he's 
lifting (as one may say) the cup and sarser to his lips. ::IIr. 
Lightwood, I will now name to you, that on behalf of the poor 
dear boy, me and ~Irs. Boffin haYe stood out against the old 
man times out of number, till he has called us enry name he 
could lay his tongue to. I have seen him, after ~Irs. Boffin has 
ginn him her mind respecting the claims of the nat'ral atiections, 
catch off ~Irs. Boffin's bonnet (she wore, in general, a black 
straw, perched as a matter of com·enience on the top of her 
head), and send it spinning across the yard. I haYe indeed. And 
once, when he did this in a manner that amounted to personal, 
I should have given him a rattler ior himsdi. if ).Irs. Boffin 
hadn't thrown herself betwixt us, and recein·d flush on the 
temple .. Which dropped her, ~Ir. Lightwood. Dropped he~.': 

~lr. L1ghtwood murmured " Equal honour-~Irs. BotTin s 
head and heart." 

"You understand; I name this," pursued ~Ir. Boffin, "to 
show YOU now the affairs are wound up. that mt: ard ~Irs. 
Boffin.ha;.e enr stood, as we were in Christian hono·.Jr bound, 
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the children's friend. Me and Mrs. Boffin stood the poor girl's 
friend; me and Mrs. Boffin stood the poor. boy's friend; me 
and Mrs. Boffin up and faced the old man when we momently 
expected to be turned out for our pains. As to Mrs. Boffin," said 
Mr. Boffin, lowering his voice, " she mightn't wish it mentioned 
now she's Fashionable, but she went so far as to tell him, in 
my presence, he was a flinty-hearted rascal." 

Mr. Lightwood murmured "Vigorous Saxon spirit-Mrs. 
Boffin's ancestors-bowmen-Agincourt and Cressy." 

" The last time me and Mr!l. Boffin saw the poor boy," said 
Mr. Boffin, warming (as fat usually does), with a tendency to 
melt, "he was a child of seven year old. For when he come 
back to make intercession for his sister,. me and Mrs. Boffin 
were away overlooking a country contract which was to be 
sifted before carted, and he was come and gone in a single hour. 
I say he was a child of seven year old. He was going away, all 
alone and forlorn, to that foreign school, and he come into our 
place, situate up the yard of the present Bower, to have a warm 
at our fire. There was his little scanty travelling clothes upon 
him. There was his little scanty box outside in the shivering 
wind, which I was going to carry for him down to the steamboat, 
as the old man wouldn't hear of allowing a si..xpence coach
money. Mrs. Boffin, then quite a young woman and a pictur 
of a full-blown rose, stands him by her, kneels down at the fire, 
warms her two open hands, and falls to rubbing his cheeks; but 
seeing the tears come into the child's eyes, the tears come fast 
into her own, and she holds him round the neck, like as if she 
was protecting him, and cries to me, 'I'd give the wide wide 
world, I would, to run away with him! ' I don't say but what 
it cut me, and but what it at the same time heightenr.:d my feel
ings of admiration for Mrs. Boffin. The poor child clings to her 
for awhile, as she clings to him, and then, when the old man 
calls, he says ' I must go! God bltss you! ' and for a moment 
n·sts his heart against her bosom, and looks up at both of us, as 
it it was in pain-in agony. Such a look! I went aboard with 
him (I gave him first \\hat little treat I thought he'd like), and I 
ldt him when he had fallen asleep in his berth, and I can1e back 
to ~!rs. Bo111n. But tell her what I would of how I had left him, 
it all went fur nothing, for, according to her thoughts. he nevtr 
~hant:ed that look that he had looked up at us two. But it did 
une picc't of good. ~!rs. Boffin and me had no child of our ovm 
and had sometimes wished that how we had one. But not now: 
'\\ e might both of us die,' says Mrs. Boffin, 'and othtr eyes 
mit,:ht see that lonely luok in our child.' So of a night, when it 
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was very cold, or when the wind roared, or the rain dripped 
heavy, she would wake sobbing, and call out in a fluster, ' Don't 
you see the poor child's face? 0 shelter the poor child! '-till 
in course of years it gently wore out, as many things do." 

"My dear Mr. Boffin, everything wears to rags," said 
Mortimer, with a light laugh. 

"I won't go so far as to say everything," returned .Mr. Boffin, 
on whom his manner seemed to grate, " because there's some 
things that I never found among the dust. Well, sir. So 1\Irs. 
Boffin and me grow older and older in the old man's service, 
living and working pretty hard in it, till the old man is dis
covered dead in his bed. Then Mrs. Boffin and me seal up his 
box, always standing on the table at the side of his bed, and 
having frequently heerd tell of the Temple as a spot where 
lawyer's dust is contracted for, l come down here in search of a 
lawyer to advise, and I see your young man up at this present 
elevation, chopping at the flies on the window-sill with his pen
knife, and I give him a Hoy! not then having the pleasure of 
your acquaintance, and by that means come to gain the honour. 
Then you, and the gentleman in the uncomfortable neckcloth 
under the little archway in Saint Paul's Churchyard--" 

" Doctors' Commons," observed Lightwood. 
" I understood it was another name," said Mr. Boffin, pausing, 

" but you know best. Then you and Doctor Scommons, you 
go to work, and you do the thing that's proper, and you and 
DoctorS. take steps for finding out the poor boy, and at last you 
do find out the poor boy, and me and Mrs. Boffin often exchange 
the observation, 'We shall see him again, under happy circum
stances.' But it was never to be; and the want of satisfactori
ness is, that after all the money never gets to him." 

" But it gets," remarked Lightwood, with a languid inclina· 
tion of the head, "into excellent hands." 

" It gets into the hands of me and Mrs. Boffin only this very 
day and hour, and that's what I'm working round to, having 
wait~d for this day and hour a' purpose. Mr. Lightwood, here 
has been a wicked cruel murder. By that murder me and 1Irs. 
Boffin mysteriously profit. For the apprehension and convic
tion of the murderer, we offer a reward of one tithe ·of the 
property-a reward of Ten Thousand Pound." · 

'' ~Ir. Boffin, it's too much." "" 
" Mr. Lightwood, me and Mrs. Boffin have fixed the sum 

together, and we stand to it." 
" But let me represent to you," returned Lightwood, "speak· 

ing now with professional profundity, and not with indiYidual 
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imbecility, that the offer of such an immense reward is a temp
tation to forced suspicion, forced construction of circumstances, 
strained accusation, a whole tool-box of edged tools." 

"\Yell," said Mr. Boffin, a little staggered, "that's the sum 
we put o' one side for the purpose. Whether it shall be openly 
declared in the new notices that must now be put about in our 
names--" 

"In your name, Mr. Boffin; in your name." 
"Yery well; in my name, which is the same as Mrs. Boffin's, 

and means both of us, is to be eonsidered in drawing 'em up. 
But this is the first instruction that I, as the owner of the 
property, give to my lawyer on coming into it." 

"\'our lawyer, Mr. Boffin," returned Lightwood, making a 
very short note of it with a very rusty pen, " has the gratifica
tion of taking the instruction. There is another? " 

" There is just one other, and no more. Make me as compact 
a little will as can be reconciled with tightness, leaving the 
whole of the property to ' my belo:ved wife, Henerietty Boffin, 
sole executrix.' Make it as short as you can, using those words; 
but make it tight." 

At some .loss to fathom Mr. Boffin's notions of a tight will, 
Lightwood felt his way. 

'' I beg your pardon, but professional profundity must be 
exact. \\'hen you say tight--" 

" I mean tight," Mr. Boffin explained. 
" Exactly so. And nothing can be more laudable. But is 

the tightness to bind Mrs. Boffin to any and what con
ditions? " 

" Bind ~Irs. Boftin? " interposed her husband. " 1\' o! \\'hat 
are you thinking of? \Yhat I want is, to make it all hers so 
tight as that her hold of it can't be loosed." 

"Hers freely, to do what she likes with? Hers absolutely?" 
" Absolutely? " repeated Mr. Boffin, with a short sturdy 

Ln:gh. "lbh! I should think so! It would be handsome in 
me to bq;in to bind ~Irs. Boftin at this time of day! " 

So that instruction, too, was taken by ~Ir. Lightwood; and 
~lr. Li,:htwood, having taken it, was in the act of showing Jlr. 
HPtl~n out, when ~lr. Eugene \\'rayburn almost jostled him in 
the lhm1ay. Consequently ~Ir. Lightwood said, in his cool 
mamwr. " Let me make YOU two known to one another" and 
Ll~·thlr ~i;.:nif1ed tlut ~lr. \rravburn was counsel learned,in the 
!.ill', and tk1t, p.trtlv in the w:ay of business and partly in the 
~~ .1 ,. uf 1 ·ka,;ure. he lud imparted to ~lr. \\'rayburn some of the 
m~~a~tin:; l..1ds cf Jlr. l3ofrin's bil•graphy. 
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"Delighted.'' said Eugene-though he didn't look so-" to 

know Mr. Boffin." 
"Thankee, sir, thankee," returned that gentleman. "And 

how do you like the law? " 
"A--not particularly," returned Eugene. 
"Too dry for you, eh? Well, I suppose it wants some years 

of sticking to, before you master it. But there's nothing like 
work. Look at the bees." 

" I beg your pardon," returned Eugene, with a reluctant 
smile, " but will you excuse my mentioning that I always pro
test against being referred to the bees? " 

· " Do you! " said Mr. Boffin. 
" I object on principle," said Eugene, "as a biped--" 
" As a what? " asked Mr. Boffin. 
"As a two-footed creature;-! object on principle, as a two

footed creature, to being constantly referred to insects and four
footed creatures. I object to being required to model my pro
ceedings according to the proceedings of the bee, or the dog, or 
the spider, or the camel. I fully admit that the camel, for 
instance, is an excessively temperate person; but he has several 
stomachs to entertain himself with, and I have only one. Be
sides, I am not fitted up with a convenient cool cellar to keep 
my drink in." 

"But I said, you know," urged Mr. Boffin, rather at a loss for 
an answer, "the bee." 

" Exactly. And may I represent to you that it's injudicious 
to say the bee? For the whole case is assumed. Conceding 
for a moment that there is any analogy between a bee and a man 
in a shirt and pantaloons (which I deny), and that it is settled 
that the man is to learn from the bee (which I also deny), the 
question still remains, What is he to learn? To imitate? Or 
to avoid? When your friends the bees worry themselves to 
that highly fluttered extent about their sovereign, and become 
perfectly distracted touching the slightest monarchical move
ment, are we men to learn the greatness of Tuft-hunting, or the 
littleness of the Court Circular? I am not clear, Mr. Boffin, 
but that the hive may be satirical." 

" At all events, they work," said }.fr. Boffin. 
"Ye-es," returned Eugene, disparagingly, "they work: but 

don't you think they overdo it? They work so much more 
than they need-they make so much more than they can eat
they are so incessantly boring and buzzing at their one idea till 
Death comes upon them-that don't you think they overdo it? 
And are human labourers to have no holidays, because of the 
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bees? And am I neYer to have change of air, because the bees 
don't? ~Ir. Boffin, I think honey excellent at breakfast; but 
regarded in the light of my conventional schoolmaster and 
moralist, I protest against thr. tyrannical humbug of your 
friend the bee. With the highest respect for you." 

"Thankee," said ~Ir. Boffin. "Morning, morning!" 
But, the worthy )fr. Boffin jogged away with a comfortless 

impression he could have dispensed with, that there was a deal 
of unsatisfactoriness in the world"' besides what he had recalled 
as appertaining to the Harmon property. And he was still 
jogging along Fleet Street in this condition of mind, when he 
became aware that he was closely tracked and observed by a 
man of genteel appearance. 
"~ow then?" said ~fr. Boffin, stopping short, with his 

meditations brought to an abrupt check, " what's the next 
article? " 

" I beg your pardon, Mr. Boffin." 
"~Iy name too, eh? How did you come by it? I don't 

know You." 
"::\o, sir, you don't know me." 
~lr. Boffin looked full at the man, and the man looked full at 

him. 
"Xo," said ~fr. Boffin, after a glance at the pavement, as if 

it were made of faces and he were trying to match the man's, 
''I do11't know You." 

" I am nobody," said the stranger, "and not likely to be 
known; but )[r. Boffin's wealth--'' 

"Oh!. that's gut about already, has it? "muttered ~Ir. Boffin. 
" -And his rvmantic manner of acquiring it, make him con

spicuous. You were pointed out to me the other day." 
.. \\'dl," said ~Ir. Boffin, "I should say I was a disappoint

ment to you when I :cas pinttd out, if your politeness would 
ailow you to confess it, for I am well aware I an. not much to 
lU<Jk at. \\'hat mic;ht you want with me? ~ot in the law, are 
you?" 
"~o, sir." 
" ::\ o inf,>rm,nion to give, for a reward? " 
"::\o, sir." 
Thtre may haH been a moment1ry mantling in the face of 

tLe m:m as he made the l.i,t answer, but it passed directly . 
.. If I d,,n·t mi,t.:.kc. vou have fulbwed me from mY b\Her's 

and tried to fix m\' attention. Sav out! Han ·vou?· Or 
Lan·n't You?'' d.:m~nd~:d ~Ir. Boffin, 'ratLer am:rv. • 

•· Y~:s:" "' · 
D 
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" Why have you? " 
" If you will allow me to walk beside you, ~Ir. Boffin, I will 

tell you. Would you object to turn aside 4<to this place-! 
think it is called Clifford's Inn-where we can hear one another 
better than in the roaring street?" 

(''X ow," thought Mr. Boffin, "if he proposes a game at 
skittles, or meets a country gentleman just come into property, 
or produces any article of jewellery he has found, I'll knock him 
down! " With this discreet reflection, and carrying his stick in 
his arms much as Punch carries his, Mr. Boffin turned into 
Clifford's Inn aforesaid.) 

" :\Ir. Boffin, I happened to be in Chancery Lane this morning, 
when I saw you going along before me. I took the liberty of 
following you, trying to make up my mind to speak to you, till 
you went into your lawyer's. Then I waited outside till you 
came out." 

(" Don't quite sound like skittles, nor yet country gentleman, 
nor yet jewellery," thought :llr. Boffin, " but there's no know
ing.") 

" I am afraid my object is a bold one, I am afraid it has little 
of the usual practical world about it, but I venture it. If you 
ask me, or if you ask yourself-which is more likely-what 
emboldens me, I answer, I have been strongly assured that you 
are a man of rectitude and plain dealing, '";th the soundest of 
sound hearts, a.11d that you are blessed in a ";{e distinguished 
by the same qualities." 

" Your information is true of .Mrs. Boffin, anyhow," was )fr. 
Boffin's answer, as he surYeyed his new friend again. There 
was something repressed in the strange man's manner, and he 
walked with his eyes on the ground-though conscious, for all 
that, of )Ir. Baffin's obsen·ation-and he spoke in a subdued 
voice. But his words came easily, and his voice was agreeable 
in tone, albeit constrained. 

" When I add, I can discern for myself what the general tongue 
says of you-that you are quite unspoiled by Fortune, and not 
u;;,J.L.'ted-I trust you will not, as a man of an open nature, 
smpect that I mean to flatter you, but will belie,·e that all I 
mean is to e.xcuse myself, these being my only excuses for my 
present intrusion." 

("'How much? " thought ~Ir. Boffin. "It must be coming 
to mone\·. How much?'') 

"You· will probably change your manner oi li'i:1g, ~!r. Boffin, 
in your changed circumstances. You will pr.Jb:i~ly keep a 
larger house, haYe many matters to arrange, and be beset by 
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numbers of correspondents. If you would try me as your 
Secretary--" 

" As what 7 " cried Mr. Boffin, with his eyes wide open. 
"Your Secretary." 
" Well," said Mr. Boffin, under his breath, " that's a queer 

thing!" 
"Or," pursued the stranger, wondering at .Mr. Boffin's wonder, 

" if you would try me as your man of business under any name, 
I know you would find me faithful and grateful, and I hope 
you would find me useful. You-may naturally think that my 
immediate object is money. Not so, for I would willingly serve 
you a year-two years-any term you might appoint-before 
that should begin to be a consideration between us." 

" Where do you come from? " asked Mr. Boffin. 
" I come," returned the other, meeting his eye, " from many 

countries." 
Mr. Boffin's acquaintance with the names and situations of 

foreign lands being limited in extent and somewhat confused in 
quality, he shaped his next question on an elastic model. 

"From-any particular place?" 
" I have been in many places." 
"\rhat have you been?" asked :Mr. Boffin. 
Here again he made no great advance, for the reply was, 

'' I have been a student and a traveller." 
" But if it ain't a liberty to plump it out," said Mr. Boffin, 

''what do you do for your living?" 
" I han mentioned," returned the other, with another look 

at him, and a smile, " what I aspire to do. I have been super· 
seded as to some slight intentions.! had, and I may say that I 
haYe now to begin life." 

:\ot Yery well knowing how to get rid of this applicant, and 
feeling the more embarrassed because his manner and appear· 
ance claimed a delicacy in which the worthy Mr. Boffin feared 
he himself might be deficient, that gentleman glanced into the 
mouldy little plantation, or cat-preserve, of Clifford's Inn, as it 
11as that da~·, in search of a suggestion. Sparrows were there, 
cats IH:re th~:re, dry-rot and wet-rot were there, but it was not 
uthcn;·ise a suggesti1·e spot. 

"All this time," said the.strar.ger, producing a little pocket
book and taking out a card, " I haYe not mentioned m1· name. 
~I!' mme is Rvktsmith. I lodge at one ~fr. \Yilier's, at Hollo
'' ~l ~·." 

~I r. Bonln stared again. 
•· Fa:lJt-r vf ~:i55 D~lla Wilier? " said he. 
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" My landlord has a daughter named Bella. Yes; no doubt." 
Now, this name had been more or Jess in Mr. Boffin's thoughts 

all the morning, and for days before, therefore he said: 
"That's singular, too!" unconsciously staring again, past all 

bounds of good manners, with the card in his hand. " Though, 
by-the-by, I suppose it was one of that family that pinted me 
out?" 

"No. I have never been in the streets with one of them." 
"Heard me talked of among 'em, though?" 
" No. I occupy my own rooms, and have held scarcely any 

communication with them." 
" Odder and odder! " said Mr. Boffin. " Well, sir, to tell you 

the truth, I don't know what to say to you." 
" Say nothing," returned Mr. Rokesmith; " allow me to call 

on you in a few days. I am not so unconscionable as to think 
it likely that you would accept me on trust at first sight, and 
take me out of the very street. Let me come to you for your· 
further opinion, at your leisure." 

"That's fair, and I don't object," said Mr. Boffin; "but it 
must be on condition that it's fully understood that I no more 
know that I shall ever be in want of any gentleman as Secretary 
-it was Secretary you said; wasn't it?" 

"Yes." 
Again Mr. Boffin's eyes opened wide, and he stared at the 

applicant from head to foot, repeating, "Queer!-You're sure 
it was Secretary? Are you? " 

" I am sure I said so." 
"-As Secretary," repeated Mr. Boffin, meditating upon the 

word; " I no more know that I may ever want a Secretary, or 
what not, than I do that I shall ever be in want of the man in 
the moon. l\Ie and Mrs. Boffin have not even settled that we 
shall make any change in our way of life. Mrs. Boffin's inclina
tions certainly do tend towards Fashion; but, being already 
set up in a fashionable way at the Bower, she may not make 
further alterations. However, sir, as you don't press yourself, 
I wish to meet you so far as saying, by all means call at the Bower 
if you like. Call in the course of a week or two. At the same 
time, I consider that I ought to name, in addition to what I have 
already named, that I have in my employment a literary man 
-with a wooden leg-as I have no thoughts of parting from." 

" I regret to hear I am in some sort anticipated," Mr. Rake
smith answered, evidently having heard it with surprise; " but 
perhaps other duties might arise? " 

" You see,'' returned Mr. Boffin, with a confidential sense of 
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dignity, "as to my literary man's duties, they're clear. Pro
fessionally he declines and he falls, and as a friend he drops into 
poetry." 

Without observing that these duties seemed by no means 
clear to Mr. Rokesmith's astonished comprehension, Mr. Boffin 
went on: 

"And now, sir, I'll wish you good-day. You can call at the 
Bower any time in a week or two. It's not above a mile or so 
from you, and your landlord can direct you to it. But as he 
may not know it by its new name of Boffin's Bower, say, when 
you inquire of him, it's Harmon's; will you?" h 

"Harmoon's," repeated Mr. Rokesmith, seeming to ha~g 
caught the sound imperfectly, " Harmarn's. How do you spe.e 
it? " 

"Why, as to the spelling of it," returned Mr. Boffin, with 
great presence of mind, " that's your look out. Harmon's is 
all you've got to say to him. Morning, morning, morning! " 
And so departed, without looking back. 

CHAPTER IX 

MR. AND :MRS. BOFFIN IN CONSULTATION 

BETAKING himself straight homeward, Mr. Boffin, without 
further Jet or hindrance, arrived at the Bower, and gave l\frs. 
Bollin (in a walking dress of black velvet and feathers, like a 
mourning-coach horse) an account of all he had said and done 
since breakfast. 

" This brings us round, my dear," he then pursued, " to the 
qut>tion we ldt unfinished: namely, whether there's to be any 
new go-in for Fashion." 
"~ow, I'll tell you what I want, Xoddy," said l\frs. Boffin, 

smu(Jthing her dress with an air of immense enjoyment, "I 
W<lnt Surittv." 

'' Fashim{able Society, my dear? " 
" Yes!" cried ~Irs. Boffin, laughing with the glee of a child. 

"Yts! It's no good my being ktpt here like \rax-\\'ork; is it 
no\\ ? " 

"l't"oplc han to pay to see Wax-Work, my dear," returned 
ht·r hu,;band, '' wht:r,as (thoug:h you'd be chtap at the same 
lllvllly) the nrighbours is wtlcume to see you for nothing." 
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"But it don't answer," said the cheerful :\Irs. Boffin. "Wben 

we worked like the neighbours. we suited one another. X ow we 
ha,·e left work off, we have left off suiting- one another." 
. "What, do you think of beginning work again?" :.\Ir. Boffin 

hmted. 
"Out of the question! 'Ye haw come into a great fortune. 

and we must do what's right by our fortune; we must act up 
to it." 

:.\Ir. Boffin, who had a deep respect for his wife's intuitive 
wisdom, replied, though rather pensi,·ely: "I sup?ose we 
~-:." 

-e. It's never been acted up to yet, and, consequently, no good 
t'ls come of it." said :.\Irs. Boffin. 

' "True, to the present time," :.\Ir. BoEl.Il assented, with his 
iormer peib-iwness, as he took his seat upon !>is settle. " I 
hope good may be coming of it in the future time. Towards 
which. what's \'OUI news. old ladY?" 

:.\Irs·. Boffin, ·a smiling creature; broad of figure and s:mple of 
nature, with her hands folded in her lap. and with buxom 
creases in her throat, proceeded to e::-;pound her views. 
''I say a good house in a good neighbourhood, good things 

about us, good Ji,~ng, and good society. I say, live like our 
means, without extrayagance, and be happy." 

" Yes. I say be happy, too," assented the still pensive :.\Ir. 
Boffin. 

" Lor-a-mussy~ " exclaimed :.\Irs. Boffin, laughing and clap
ping her hands, and gaily rocking herself to and fro, '· when I 
think of me in a light yellow chariot and pair, with silver boxes 
to the wheels--" 

"Oh! you was thinking of that, was you, my dear?" 
" Yes! " cried the delighted creature. "And with a footman 

up behind, with a bar a~oss, to keep his legs from being poled~ 
.\nd with a coachm:m up in front, sinking down into a seat big 
enough for three of him, all con:red wi~h upholstery in green 
and white! .-\nd with two bav horses tossing their heads and 
stepping higher than they tn:.t" long-wa:'"S ~ • .\nd with you a.'1d 
me leaning back inside, as grand as cinepence! Oh-h-h-h :.\Iy: 
Ha ha ha ha ha ~ " 

lfrs. Bofiin clapped her hands again, rocked h.:mli a~ain. 
be-at her feet upon the floor, and wiped the tears of lau;hter trom 
her eYes. 

".-\.nd what, mv old ladY," inquired )!r. Bo:': ... '1, when he also 
had sympatheti~y laughed: "what's your views c,n the 
subject of the Bower? " 
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" Shut it up. Don't part with it, but put somebody in it, to 

keep it." 
" Anv other views? " 
"Noddy," said Mrs. Boffin, coming f~om her fashionable sofa 

to his side on the plain settle, and hookmg her comfortab~e a:m 
throucrh his, "Next I think-and I really have been thmking 
rarly ~nd late-of the disappointed girl; her that was ~o c~uelly 
disappointed, you know, both of her husband and h1s nches. 
Don't you think we might do something for her? Have her to 
li\'e with us? Or something o£-that sort? " 

''Ne-ver once thought of the way of doing it!" cried Mr. 
Boffin, smiting the table in his admiration. " What a thinking 
steam-ingein this old lady is ! And she don't know how she 
does it. Neither does the ingein! " 

Mrs. Boffin pulled his nearest ear, in acknowledgment of this 
piece of philosophy, and then said, gradually toning down to a 
motherly strain: " Last, and not least, I have taken a fancy. 
You remember dear little John Harmon, before he went to 
school? Over yonder across the yard, at our fire? Now that 
be is past all benefit of the money, and it's come to us, I should 
like to find some orphan child, and take the boy and adopt him 
and give him John's name, and proviJe for him. Somehow, it 
would make me easier, I fancy. Say it's only a. whim---" 

" But I don't say so," interposed her husband, 
"Ko but deary if you did--" 
" I should be a· T:least if I did," her husband interposed again. 
"That's as much as to say you agree? Good and kind of 

yuu, and like you, deary! And don't you berrin to find it 
pleasant now," said Mrs. Boffin, once more radiant in her comely 
way from h~ad to foot, and once more smoothing her dress with 
1mmense enjoyment, " don't you begin to find it pleasant 
alnady, to think that a child will be made brighter, and better, 
an~ !1appier, because of that poor sad child that day? And 
1~11 t 1t pleasant to know that the good will be done with the poor 
sad child's own munev? " 

." \'es; and it's ple:1sant to know that you are :\frs. Boffin," 
sa1d her husband, " and it's been a pleasant thing to know this 
many and man." a year!" It was ruin to Mrs. Boffin's aspira
tluns, but, ha\'lng so spoken, they sat side by side a hoptlessly 
t'nfashional.Jle pair. ' 

These two ip1urant and unpolished people had guided them
Sd\'t:S so Llr ~n in their journey of life, by a religious sense of 
duty and GL'Stre to do nght. Ttn thousand wt>aknesses and 
absurdit!t·s mi;;ht han• been detected in the breasts of both; 
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ten thousand vanities additional, possibly, in the breast of the 
woman. But the hard wrathful and sordid nature that had 
'\\TUng as much work out of them as could be got in their best 
days, for as little money as could be paid to hurry on their worst, 
had never been so warped but that it knew their moral straight
ness and respected it. In its ovm despite, in a constant conflict 
with itself and them, it had done so. And this is the eternal 
law. For, Evil often stops short at itself and dies with the doer 
of it! but Good, never. 

Through his most inveterate purposes, the dead Jailer of 
Harmony Jail had known these tv.·o faithful sen·ants to be 
honest and true. "'bile he raged at them and reviled them for 
opposing him with the speech of the honest and true, it had 
scratched his stony heart, and he had perceiwd the powerlessness 
of all his wealth to buy them if he had addressed himself to the 
attempt. So even while he was their griping taskmaster and 
never gave them a good word, he had written their names down 
in his will. So, even while it was his daily declaration that he 
mistrusted all mankind-and sorely indeed he did mistrust all 
who bore any resemblance to himself-he was as certain that 
these two people, surviving him, would be trustworthy in all 
things from the greatest to the least, as he was that he must 
surely die. 

Mr. and Mrs. Boffin, sitting side by side, with Fashion with
dra-wn to an immeasurable distance, fell to discussing how they 
could best find their orphan. Mrs. Boffin suggested advertise
ment in the newspapers, requesting orphans answering annexed 
description to apply at the Bower on a certain day; but 
~Ir. Boffin wisely apprehending obstruction of the neighbour
ing thoroughfares by orphan swarms, this course was negatived. 
1\lrs. Boffin next suggested application to their clergyman for a 
likely orphan. ~Ir. Boffin thinking better of this scheme, they 
resolved to call upon the reverend gentleman at once, and to take 
the same opportunity of making acquaintance with Miss Bella 
Wilfer. In order that these visits might be visits of state, ~Irs. 
Boffin's equipage was ordered out. 

This consisted of a long hammer-headed old horse, formerly 
used in the business, attached to a four-wheeled chaise of the 
same period, which had long been. exclu~ively used by the 
Harmony Jail poultry as the fav~un~e laymg-place of several 
discreet hens. An unwonted apphcatwn of com to the horse, 
and of paint and varnish to the carriage, when bo:h fell i.n as a 
part of the Boffin legacy, had made wh~t ~Ir. ~offin cons~dmd 
a neat turn-out of the whole; and a dnwr be1ng added, Ill the 
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person of a long hammer-headed young man who was a very good 
match for the horse, left nothing to be desired. He, too, had 
been formerly used in the business, but was now entombed by 
an honest jobbing tailor of the district in a perfect Sepulchre 
of coat and gaiters, sealed with ponderous buttons. 

Behind this domestic, Mr. and Mrs. Boffin took their seats in 
the back compartment of the vehicle: which was sufficiently 
commodious, but had an undignified and alarming tendency, 
in getting over a rough crossing, to hiccup itself away from the 
front compartment. On their being descried emerging from the 
gates of the Bower, the neighbourhood turned out at door and 
window to salute the Boffins. Among those who were ever and 
again ldt behind, staring after the equipage, were many youthful 
spirits, who hailed it in stentorian tones with such congratula
tions as" l\'od-dy Bof-fin!" "Bof-fin's mon-ey!" "Down with 
the dust, Bof-fin! " and other similar compliments. These, the 
hammer-headed young man took in such ill part that he often 
impaired the majesty of the progress by pulling up short, and 
making as though he would alight to exterminate the offenders; 
a purpose from which he only allowed himself to be dissuaded 
after long and lively arguments with his employers. 

At length the Bower district was left behind, and the peace
ful dwelling of the Reverend Frank Milvey was gained. The 
Reverend Frank Milvey's abode was a very modest abode, 
because his income was a very modest income. He was officially 
acctssible to every blundering old woman who had incoherence 
to bestow upon him, and readily received the Boffins. He was 
quite a young man, expensively educated and wretchedly paid, 
with quite a young wife and half-a-dozen quite young children. 
He was under the necessity of teaching and translating from 
the cla,sics, to eke out his scanty means, yet was generally 
expected to have more time to spare than the idlest person in 
the parish, and more money than the richest. He accepted the 
lll'edbs inequalities and inconsistencies of his life, with a kind of 
~ull\'l'ntional submission that was almost sbxish; and any dar
Ing !.tyman who would have adjusted such burdens as his, more 
den·.lllly and g-racio~sly, would have had small help from him. 

\\ nh a n·ady patient face and manner, and yet with a latent 
~mile that ~dwwed a quick enough observation of Mrs. Boffin's 
dn:''• ~!r. ~lih·ey, in his little back-room-charged with sounds 
and CTit'" as though the six children above were comincr down 
thr.Ju,_:h the ceiling, and the roasting leg of mutton belo~ were 
cumin;! up thrclUt:b the floor-listened to Mrs. Boffin's statement 
of her "ant uf an orphan. 
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" I think," said Mr. Milvey, " that you have never had a 

child of your own, Mr. and Mrs. Boffin? " 
"Never." 
" But, like the Kings and Queens in the Fairy Tales, I suppose 

you have wished for one? " 
"In a general way, yes." 
Mr. Milvey smiled again, as he remarked to himself, " Those 

kings and queens were always wishing for children." It occurred 
to him, perhaps, that if they had been Curates, their wishes 
might have tended in the opposite direction. 

" I think," he pursued, " we had better take Mrs. Milvey into 
our Council. She is indispensable to me. If you please, I'll 
call her." 

So, Mr. Milvey called, " Margaretta, my dear! " and !\Irs. 
Milvey came down. A pretty, bright little woman, something 
worn by anxiety, who had repressed many pretty tastes and 
bright fancies, and substituted in their stead, schools, soup, 
flannel, coals, and all the week-day cares and Sunday coughs 
of a large population, young and old. As gallantly had 1\Ir. 
Milvey repressed much in himself that naturally belonged to 
his old studies and old fellow-students, and taken up among the 
poor and their children with the hard crumbs of Iife. 

" Mr. and Mrs. Boffin, my dear, whose good fortune you have 
heard of." 

Mrs. Milvey, with the most unaffected grace in the world. 
congratulated them, and was glad to see them. Yet her engaging 
face, being an open as well as a perceptive one, was not without 
her husband's latent smile. 

"Mrs. Boffin wishes to adopt a little boy, my dear." 
Mrs. Milvey looking rather alarmed, her husband added: 
"An orphan, my dear." 
" Oh! " said Mrs. Milvey, reassured for her own little 

boys. 
" And I was thinking, 1\Iargaretta, that perhaps old Mrs. 

Goody's grandchild might answer the purpose." 
"Oh, my dear Frank! I don't think that would do!" 
"No?" 
"Oh no!" 
The smiling Mrs. Boffin, feeling it incumbent on her to take 

part in the conversation, and being charmed with the emphatic 
little wife and her ready interest, here offered her acknowledg
ments and inquired what there was against him? 

" I don't think," said !\Irs. Milvey, glancing at the ReYerend 
Frank-" and I believe my husband will agree with me when 
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he considers it again-that you could possibly keep that orphan 
clean from snuff. Because his gmndmother takes so nwny 
ounces, and drops it o.-er him." 

" But he would not be li,·ing with his gmndmother then, 
~Iargaretta," said ~Ir. :Milvey. 

"Xo, Frank, but it would be impossible to keep her from ~Irs. 
Boffin's house; and the more there was to eat and drink there, 
the oftener she would go. And she is an inconYenient woman. 
I hope it's not uncharitable to remember that last Christmas 
Eve she drank eleven cups of .tea, and grumbled all the time. 
And she is 11ot a grateful woman, Frank. You recollect her 
addressing a crowd outside this house, about her VITongs, when, 
one night after we had gone to bed, she brought back the petti
coat of new flannel that had been given her, because it was too 
short." 

" That's true," said !lfr. Milvey. " I don't think that would 
do. \r ould little Harrison--" 

" Oh, Frank !'' remonstrated his emphatic wife. 
" He has no grandmother, my dear." 
"X o, but I do1J't think Mrs. Boffin would like an orphan who 

squints so much." 
''That's true again," said Mr. lfih·ey, becoming haggard 

with perplexity. " If a little girl would do--" 
·· But, my dear Frank, ~fr. Boffin wants a boy." 
"That's true again," said ~!r. liiilYey. "Tom Boeker is a 

nice boy" (thoughtfully). 
" But I doubt, Frank," lfrs. MilYey hinted, after a little 

hesitation, " if ~Irs. Bollin wants an orphan quite nineteen, who 
driYes a cart and waters the roads." 

!lfr. !l!il\'ey referred the point to !~Irs. Boffin in a look; on 
that smiling lady's shaking her black Yeh·et bonnet and bows, 
he remarked, in lower spirits, "That's true again." 

·• I am sure," S.iid )Irs. Boffin, concerned at giving so much 
trouLk-, ·• that if I had known you would have taken so much 
r,air.> ... >ir-and you too, ma'am-I don't think I would have 
cume. 

"Pray don't say that!" urged ~Irs. ~Ii!Yey . 
.. :\o. don't say that," assented ~r. )fil.-ey, "because we are 

,;o much uLl:gt"d to you for giving us the preference." \\'hich 
~! rs. ~! ih t\' confim1ed: and reallv the kind conscientious 
,·ouple 'P.Jke as if they kept some p~ofitable or-Phan warehouse 
and w~re per<•.mally patronised. "But it is a responsible trust," 
ad,kd ~lr. ~lilvey, "and difficult to discharge. At the same 
tim~. 11e art> .,,,tCJrally very unwilling to lose the chance you so 
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kindly give us, and if you could afford us a day or two to look 
about us,-you know, lllargaretta, we might carefully examine 
the workhouse, and the Infant School, and your District." 

"To be sure 1 " said the emphatic little wife. 
"We have orphans, I know," pursued Mr. Milvey, quite with 

the air as if he might have added, " in stock," and quite as 
anxiously as if there were great competition in the business and 
he were afraid of losing an order, " over at the clay-pits; but 
they are employed by relations or friends, and I am afraid it 
would come at last to a transaction in the wav of barter. And 
even if you exchanged blankets for the chiid-or books and 
firing-it would be impossible to prevent their being turned into 
liquor." 

Accordingly, it was resolved that Mr. and l\Irs. l\Iilvey should 
search for an orphan likely to suit, and as free as possible from 
the foregoing objections, and should communicate again with 
Mrs. Boffin. Then, Mr. Boffin took the liberty of mentioning 
to Mr . .Milvey that if 1\Ir. l\Iilvey would do him the kindness to 
be perpetually his banker to the extent of " a twenty-pound 
note or so," to be expended without any reference to him, he 
would be heartily obliged. At this, both .Mr. Milvey and Mrs . 
.Milvey were quite as much pleased as if they had no wants of 
their own, but only knew what poverty was, in the persons of 
other people; and so the interview terminated with satisfaction 
and good opinion on all sides. 

"Now, old lady," said Mr. Boffin, as they resumed their 
seats behind the hammer-headed horse and man: "having 
made a very agreeable visit there, we'll try Wilfer's." 
·It appeared, on their drawing up at the family gate, that to 

try \'Vilfer's was a thing more easily projected than done, on 
account of the extreme difficulty of getting into that establish
ment; three pulls at the bell producing no external results, 
though each was attended by audible sounds of scampering 
and rushing within. At the fourth tug-vindictinly ad
ministered by the hammer-headed young man-Miss Lavinia 
appeared, emerging from the house in an accidental p1anner, 
with a bonnet and parasol, as designing to take a contemplative 
walk. The young lady was astonished to find visitors at the 
gate, and expressed her feelings in appropriate action. 

" Here's Mr. and Mrs. Boffin! " growled the hammer-headed 
young man through the bars of the gate, and at the same time 
shaking it, as if he were on view in a Menagerie; " they've been 
here half-an-hour." 

"Who did you say?" asked Miss Lavinia. 
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" Mr. and ~frs. BoFFIN! " returned the young man, rising 
into a roar. 

Miss Lavinia tripped up the steps to the house-door, tripped 
down the steps with the key, tripped across the little garden, 
and opened the gate. " Please to walk in," said Miss Lavinia, 
haughtily. "Our servant is out." 

Mr. and Mrs. Boffin complying, and pausing in the little hall 
until Miss Lavinia came up to show them where to go next, 
perceived three pairs of listening legs upon the stairs above, 
~Irs. Wilfer's legs, Miss Bella's kgs, Mr. George Sampson's legs. 

"Mr. and Mrs. Boffin, I think?" said Lavinia, in a warning 
voice. 

Strained attention on the part of Mrs. Wilier's legs, of Miss 
Bella's legs, of Mr. George Sampson's legs. 

"Yes, miss." 
"If you'll step this way-down these stairs-I'll let Ma 

know." 
Excited flight of Mrs. \rilfer's legs, of Miss Bella's legs, of l\fr. 

George Sampson's legs. 
After waiting some quarter of an hour alone in the family 

sitting-room, which presented traces of having been so hastily 
arranged after a meal, that one might have doubted whether it 
was made tidy for visitors, or cleared for blindman's buff, Mr. 
and Mrs. Boffin became aware of the entrance of Mrs. Wilfer, 
majestically faint, and with a condescending stitch in her side: 
which was her company manner. 

" Pardon me," said Mrs. Wilfer, after the first salutations, 
and as soon as she had adjusted the handkerchief under her 
chin, and waved her glo\·ed hands, "to what am I indebted for 
this honour? " 

"To make short of it, ma'am," returned Mr. Boffin, "per
haps you may be acquainted with the names of me and Mrs. 
Bollin, as ha,·ing come into a certain property." 

.. I lun·e heard, sir," returned ~Irs. \rilfer, with a dignified 
bend of her head, "of such being the case." 

"And I dare say, ma'am," pursued Mr. Boffin, while Mrs. 
Bollin added confirmatory nods and smiles, "you are not very 
much inclined to take kindlv to us? " 

•· l'ardun lilt>," said ~rri. \rilfer. "'Twere unjust to visit 
upon ~Jr. and ~lrs. Boffin a calamity which was doubtless a 
Ji,pcn,:ation." These words were rendered the more effective 
by a Strtndy heruic e:-:pn•ssion of sufferin" . 

.. That's f.1irl~· nwant, I am sure," rem~rked the honest l\Ir. 
Dottin; "lllrs. I3Jtlio and me, ma'am, are plain ptople, and we 
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don't want to pretend to anything, nor yet to go round and 
round ~t anything: because there's always a straight way to 
everythmg. Consequently, we make this call to sav, that we 
shall be glad to have the honour and pleasure of your-daughter's 
acquaintance, and that we shall be rejiced if your daughter will 
come to consider our house in the light of her horne equally with 
this. In short, we want to cheer your daughter, and to give her 
the opportunity of sharing such pleasures as we are a-going to 
take ourselves. We want to brisk her up, and brisk her aoout, 
and give her a change." 

"That's it! " said the open-hearted :Mrs. Boffin. " Lor! 
Let's be comfortable." 

Mrs. Wilfer bent her head in a distant manner to her ladv 
visitor, and with majestic monotony replied to the gentleman: 

" Pardon me. I have several daughters. Which of my 
daughters am I to understand is thus favoured by the kind 
intentions of Mr. Boffin and his lady?" 

" Don't you see? " the ever- smiling Mrs. Boffin put in. 
"Naturally, Miss Bella, you know." 

" Oh-h! " said Mrs. Wilfer, with a severely unconvinced look. 
"My daughter Bella is accessible and shall speak for herself." 
Then opening the door a little way, simultaneously with a sound 
of scuttling outside it, the good lady made the proclamation, 
" Send Miss Bella to me! " Which proclamation, though 
grandly formal, and one might almost say heraldic, to hear, was 
in fact enunciated with her maternal eyes reproachfully glaring 
on that young lady in the flesh-and in so much of it that she 
was retiring with difficulty into the small closet under the stairs, 
apprehensive of the emergence of Mr. and Mrs. Boffin. 

"The avocations of R. W., my husband," l\Irs. Wilfer ex
plained, on resuming her seat, " keep him fully engaged in the 
City at this time of the day, or he would have had the honour of 
participating in your reception beneath our humble roof." 

" Very pleasant premises! " said l\Ir. Boffin, cheerfully. 
" Pardon me, sir," returned .Mrs. \Vilfer, correcting him, " it 

is the abode of conscious though independent Poverty." 
Finding it rather difficult to pursue the conversation down 

this road, l\Ir. and l\Irs. Boffin sat staring at mid-air, and ~Irs. 
Wilfer sat silently giving them to understand that every breath 
she drew required to be dravm with a self-denial rarely paralleled 
in history, until Miss Bella appeared: whom l\Irs. Wilfer pre
sented, and to whom she explained the purpose of the 
visitors. 

" I am much obliged to you, I am sure," said l\Iiss Bella, 
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coldly shaking her curls, " but I doubt if I have the inclination 
to go out at all." 

" Bella! " Mrs. Wilfer admonished her; " Bella, you must 
conquer this." 

"Yes, do what your Ma says, and conquer it, my dear," 
urged Mrs. Boffin, " because we shall be so glad to have you, and 
because you are much too pretty to keep yourself shut up." 
With that, the pleasant creature gave her a kiss, and patted her 
on her dimpled shoulders; Mrs. Wilfer sitting stiffly by, like a 
functionary presiding over an interview, previous to an execu
tion. 

"We are going to move into a nice house," said Mrs. Boffin, 
who was woman enough to compromise Mr. Boffin on that point, 
when he couldn't very well contest it; "and we are going to set" 
up a nice carriage, and we'll go everywhere and see everything. 
And you mustn't," seating Bella beside her, and patting her 
hand, "you mustn't feel a dislike to us to begin with, because 
we couldn't help it, you know, my dear." 

\\'ith the natural tendency of youth to yield to candour and 
sweet temper, Miss Bella was so touched by the simplicity of 
this address that she frankly returned Mrs. Boffin's kiss. Not 
at all to the satisfaction of that good woman of the world, her 
mother, who sought to hold the advantageous ground of obliging 
the Boffins instead of being obliged. 

"My youngest daughter, Lavinia," said Mrs. Wilfer, glad to 
make a diversion, as that young lady reappeared. "Mr. George 
Sampson, a friend of the family." 

The friend of the family was in that stage of the tender passion 
which bound him to regard everybody else as tlie foe of the 
family. He put the round head of his cane in his mouth, like 
a stopper, "hen he sat down. As if he felt himself full to the 
throat with affronting sentiments. And he eyed the Boffins 
with implacable eyes. 

" If you like to bring your sister with you when you come to 
~tay with us," said Mrs. Boffin, "of course we shall be glad. 
The bt:tter you please yourself, Miss Bella, the better you'll 
pkaS\' us.'' 

" Oh, my consent is of no consequence at all, I suppose?" 
cried Miss Lavinia. 

"LaYYy," said her sister, in a low voice, "have the goodness 
to be seen and not heard." 

":\o, l.,un't," replied the sharp Lavinia. "I'm not a child 
to be tahn notice of by strangers." 

•· You art a Lhild." 
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"I'm not a child, and I won't be taken notice of. 'Bring 
your sister,' indeed ! " 

"La'inia ~" said Mrs. \\"iller. "Hold~ I will not allow you 
to utter in my presence the ab5urd suspicion that any strangers 
-I care not what their namcs--<:an patronize my child. Do 
you dare to suppose, you ridiculous girl, that Mr. and .Mrs. 
Boffin would enter these doors upon a patronizing errand; or, 
if they did, would remain within them, only for one single 
instant, while your mother had the strength yet remaining in 
her vitel frame to request them to depart? You little know 
your mother, if you presume to think so." 

"Ifs all ,·ery fine," Lavinia began to grumble, when ~Irs. 
Wilier repeated: 

" Hold~ I will not allow this. Do you not know what is 
due to guests? Do you not comprehend that in presuming to 
hint that this lady and gentleman could have any idea of 
patronizing any member of your family-! care not which
you accuse them of an impertinence little less than insane? " 

":\ever mind me and ~Irs. Boffin, ma'am,'' said ~Ir. Boffin, 
smilingly; "we don't care." 

" Pardon me, but I do," returned )Irs. Wilier. 
~!iss Lavinia laughed a short laugh as she muttered, "Yes, 

to be sure." 
"_\nd I require my audacious child," proceeded :\Irs. Wilfer, 

with a v;:ithering look at her youngest, on whom it had not the 
slightest effect, " to please to be just to her sister Bella; to 
remember that her sister Bella is much sought after; and that 
when her sister Bella accepts an attention, she considers herself 
to be conferring qui-i-ite as much honour,"-this with an in
dimant shiver.-" as she receiws." 

But here :lllss Bella repudiated, and said quietly, " I can 
speak for myself, you know, :lla. You needn't bring me in, 
please." 

"_\nd it's all wry well aiming at others through convenient 
me," said the irrepressible Lavinia, spitefully; "but I should 
like to ask George Sampson what he says to it." 

"1Ir. Sampson," proclaimed ~Irs. \Yil~er, seeing that young 
gentleman take his stopper out, and so darkly fixing him with 
her eyes as that he put it in again: '' ~Ir. Sampson, as a friend 
of this family, and a frequenter of this house, is, I am persuaded, 
far too well-bred to interpose on such an imitation." 

Tni.;; exaltation of the young gentleman mowd the consci~n
tious ~Irs. Boiiin to repentance for h:l\~!lg done him an m
justice in her mind, and consequently to sa:ing that she and ~fr. 
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Boffin would at any time be glad to see him; an attention which 
he handsomely acknowledged by replying, with his stopper un
remond, "~Iuch obliged to you, but I'm always engaged, day 
and night." 

However, Bella compensating for all drawbacks by respond
ing to the advances of the Boffins in an engaging way, that easy 
pair were on the whole well satisfied, and proposed to the said 
Bella that as soon as thev should be in a condition to recein her 
in a manner suitable to 'their desires, Mrs. Boffin should return 
with notice of the fact. This_ arrangement ~Irs. \Yilfer sanc
tioned with a stattlv inclination of her head and wa\'C of her 
glun:s, as who should sa;y, "Your demerits shall be overlooked, 
and you shall be mercifully gratified, poor people." 

"By-the-by, ma'am," said Mr. Boffin, turning back as he was 
going, "you haYe a lodger?" 

'' A gentleman," Mrs. \Yilfer answered, qualifying the low 
exprl·ssion, " undoubtedly occupies our first floor." 

" I may call him Our Mutual Friend," said Mr .. Boffin. 
"\\"hat sort of a fellow is Our Mutual Friend, now? Do you 
like him? " 

'' ~!r. Rokesmith is very punctual, very quiet, a very eligible 
inmate." 

•· Decause," ~Ir. Boffin explained, "you must know that I 
am nut particularly well acquainted with Our Mutual Friend, 
for I have only seen him once. \' ou give a good account of 
him. Is he at home? " 

"~!r. Rokesmith is at home," said Mrs. \Yilfer; "indeed," 
pointing through the window, "there he stands at the garden 
gate. \\'aitin;.; for you. perhaps? " 

·• Perhaps so," replied ~lr. Boffin. "Saw me come in, 
maYbe." 

Ddla had cl,)sdy attended to this short dialogue. Accom
panying J!rs. Bufnn to the gate, she as closdy watched what 
f,J\luw~:d. 

"Huw are you, sir, how are you?" said ~lr. Boffin. "This 
is ~Irs. But1i.n. J!r. Rokesmith, that l told you of, my dear." 

~Lc f.:.m; him good daY, and he btstirred himself and helped 
her to LLr seat, and the like, with a readv hand. 

"Gv,,d-bye for the present, ~!iss B~lla,'' said ~Irs. Boffin. 
calling \JUt a h\arty paning. "\\'e shall mett again soon! 
And -~lwn I hope I sililll h:J.Ye my little J 0lm Harmon to show 
'ou. 
. ~.! r. R(,ke'n~ i:h. "ho was at the wheel adjusting the skirts of 
l.er cr, "· ;t;tlJ~nly lovked behind him, and around him. and 
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then looked up at her, with a face so pale that ~Irs. Boffin cried: 

" Gracious! " And after a moment, " \Yhat's the matter, 
sir?" 

"How can you show her the Dead?" returned ~fr. Rokesmith. 
"It's only an adopted child. One I have told her of. One 

I'm going to give the name to! " 
"You took me by surprise," said ~Ir. Rokesmith, "and it 

sounded like an omen, ttl.at you should speak of showing the 
Dead to one so young and blooming." 
~ow. Eella suspected by this time that ~Ir. Rokesmith admired 

her. \\nether the knowledge (for it was rather that than 
suspicion) caused her to incline to him a little more, or a little 
less, than she had done at first; whether it rendered her eager 
to find out more about him, because she sought to establish 
reason for her distrust, or because she sought to free him from 
it, was as yet dark to her own heart. But at most times he 
occupied a great amount of her attention, and she had set her 
.attention closelv on this incident. 

That he kne~- it as well as she, she knew as well as he, when 
they were left together standing on the path by the garden gate. 

"Those are worthy people, ~1iss \rilfer." 
" Do you know them well? " asked Bella. 
He smiled, reproaching her, and she coloured, reproaching 

herself-both, with the knowledge that she had meant to entrap 
him into an answer not true-when he said "I know of them." 

"Truly, he told us he had seen you but once." 
"Truly, I suppose he did." 
Bella was nervous now, and would have been ghd to recall 

her question. 
"\:ou t..'flought it strange that. feeling much interested in you, 

I should start at what sounded like a proposal to bring you into 
-contact w;th the murdered man who lies in his grave. I mi::;ht 
have known-of course in a moment should have known-that it 
could not have that meaning. But my interest rem:lins.'' 

Re-entering the family room in a meditative state, ~!iss 
Bella was received by the irrepressible La...-inia with: . 

"There, Bella! At last I hope you have got your w1shes 
realized-bv vour Boffins. You'll be rich enough now-with 
vour Boffi.nS • You can ha...-e as much flirting- a~ vou like-at 
~-our Botiins~. But vou won't take me to yo~ur B~ffins, I can 
tell YOU-YOU and vour Bofiins too! " 

"if." q;oth ~!r. ·George Sampson, moodily pulling his stopper 
out, "~!iss Bdh's ~Ir. Boffin comes any more of his n·~nsense 
to me, I only wish him to understand, as betwi.xt man and man, 
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that he does it at his per--" and was going to say peril; but 
~1iss Lavinia having no confidence in his mental powers, and 
feeling his oration to have no definite application to any circum· 
stances, jerked his stopper in again, with a sharpness that made 
his ews water. 

Arid now the worthy Mrs. \\'ilfer, having used her youngest 
daughter as a lay figure for the edification of these Boffins, 
became bland to her, and proceeded to develop her last instance 
of force of character, which was still in reserve. This was to 
illuminate the family with her remarkable powers as a physiogno
mist; powers that terrified R. \V. whenever let loose, as being 
always fraught with gloom and evil which no inferior prescience 
was aware of. And this Mrs. Wilfer now did, be it observed, 
in jealousy of these Boffins, in the very same moments when she 
was already reflecting how she would flourish these very same 
Boffins and the state they kept, over the heads of her Boffinless 
friends. 

" Of their manners," said Mrs. Wilfer, " I say nothing. Of 
their appearance, I say nothing. Of the disinterestedness of 
their intentions towards Bella, I say nothing. But the craft, 
the secrecy, the dark deep underhanded plotting, written in 
~Irs. Boffin's countenance, make me shudder." 

As an incontrovertible proof that those baleful attributes 
wtre all there, Mrs. \\'ilfer shuddered on the spot. 

CHAPTER X 

A MARRIAGE OO~TRACT 

TllERE is excitement in the Veneering mansion. The mature 
young lad:· is going toLe married (powder and all) to the mature 
voung gtnth:man, and she is to be married from the Yeneer
ing Luu'l', and the \'eneerings are to give the breakfast. The 
.\nalyti•al, who objtcts as a matter of principle to everything 
that (Jrcurs on the premises, necessarily objects to the match; 
but his consent has been dispensed with, and a spring van is 
ddinring its lu..1d of gre(nhouse plants at the door, in order 
tLat to-morruw·s ft.bt may be crowned with flowers. 

The mature young hdy is a lady of property. The mature 
Y''un~ 1'l'lltkman is a gentleman cf property. He invests his 
l'r,.pcrt\'. He goes. in a condesctnJing amateurish way, into the 
City, a:ttnds mt:t:tings of Directors, and has to do with traff.c 
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in Shares. As is well known to the wise in their generation, 
traffic in Shares is the one thing to have to do with in this world. 
Have no antecedents, no established character, no cultivation, 
no ideas, no manners; have Shares. Have Shares enough to be 
on Boards of Direction in capital letters, oscillate on mysterious 
business between London and Paris, and be great. Where does 
he come from? Shares. Where is he going to? Shares. 
What are his tastes? Shares. Has he any principles? Shares. 
What squeezes him into Parliament? Shares. Perhaps he 
never of himself achieved success in anything, never originated 
anything, never produced anything! Sufficient answer to all; 
Shares. 0 mighty Shares! To set those blaring images so high, 
and to cause us smaller vermin, as under the influence of henbane 
or opium, to cry out night and day, " Relieve us of our money, 
scatter it for us, buy us and sell us, ruin us, only we beseech ye 
take rank among the powers of the earth, and fatten on us! " 

\Vhile the Loves and Graces have been preparing this torch 
for Hymen, which is to be kindled to-morrow, 1\Ir. Twemlow has 
suffered much in his mind. It would seem that both the mature 
young lady and the mature young gentleman must indubitably 
be Veneering's oldest friends. Wards of his, perhaps? Yet that 
can scarcely be, for they are older than himself. Veneering 
has been in their confidence throughout, and has done much to 
lure them to the altar. He has mentioned to Twemlow how he 
said to Mrs. Veneering, "Anastatia, this must be a match." 
I;Ie has mentioned to Twemlow how he regards Sophronia 
Akershem (the mature young lady) in the light of a sister, and 
Alfred Lammle (the mature young gentleman) in the light of a 
brother. Twemlow has asked him whether he went to school 
as a junior with Alfred? He has answered, "Not exactly.'' 
Whether Sophronia was adopted by his mother? He has 
answered, ''Not precisely so." Twemlow's hand has gone to 
his forehead with a lost air. 

But, two or three weeks ago, Twemlow, sitting over his news
paper, and over his dry toast and weak tea, and over the stable
yard in Duke Street, St. James's, received a highly-perfumed 
cocked-hat and monogram from Mrs. Veneering. entreating her 
dearest 1\Ir. T., if not particularly engaged that day, to come 
like a charming soul and make a fourth at dinner with dear Mr. 
Podsnap, for the discussion of an interesting family topic; the 
last three words doubly underlined and pointed with a note of 
admiration. And Twemlow, replying," Not engaged, and more 
than delighted," goes, and this takes place: 

"My dear Twemlow," says Veneering, "your ready response 
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to Anastatia's unceremonious invitation is truly kind, and like 
an old, old friend. You know our dear friend Podsnap?" 

Twemlow ought to know the dear friend Podsnap who covered 
him with so much confusion, and he says he does know him, 
and Podsnap reciprocates. Apparently, Podsnap has been so 
Y•rought upon in a short time, as to believe that he has been 
intimate in the house many, many, many years. In the friend
liest manner he is making himself quite at home with his back to 
the fire, executing a statuette of the Colossus at Rhodes. Twem
low has before noticed in his feeble way how soon the Veneering 
guests become infected with the Veneering fiction. Not, how
ever, that he has the least notion of its being his own case. 

" Our friends, Alfred and Sophronia," pursues Veneering the 
veiled prophet: "our friends, Alfred and Sophronia, you will 
be glad to hear, my dear fellows, are going to be married. As 
my wife and I make it a family affair, the entire direction of which 
we take upon ourselves, of course our first step is to communicate 
the fact to our family friends." 

(" Oh!" thinks Twemlow, with his eyes on Podsnap, "then 
there are only two of us, and he's the other.") 

"I did hope," Veneering goes on," to have had Lady Tippins 
to meet you; but she is always in request, and is unfortunately 
engaged." 

(" Oh!" thinks Twemlow, with his eyes wandering, "then 
there are three of us, and she's the other.") 

"Mortimer Lightwood," resumes Veneering, "whom you 
both know, is out of town; but he writes in his whimsical manner, 
that as we ask him to be bridegroom's best man when the cere
mony takes place, he will not refuse, though he doesn't see what 
he has to do with it." 

('' Oh! " thinks Twemlow, with his eyes rolling, " then there 
are four of us, and he's the other.") 

"Boots and Brewer," obserTes Yeneering, "whom you also 
know, I haye not asked to-day; but I reserve them for the 
ucc;bion.'' 

(" Thtn," thinks Twemlow, with his eyes shut, " there are 
si--'' But here collapses and dues not completely recowr 
until dinner is onr and the .A.nalytical has been requested to 
\\ithdraw.) 

'.' \\'e now come," says Yeneering, "to the point, the real 
pomt. of our little Lmily consultation. Sophronia, having lost 
b\Jth fathtr anJ n;c.tlilcr, has no one to gin her away." 

"Cin:lwr al'.ay your>tlf,'' says Podmap. 
" ~I)' dlJ.T Pud,n:tp, no. For three reasons. Firstly, because 
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I couldn't take so much upon myself when I have respected 
family friends to remember. Secondly, because I am not so 
vain as to think that I look the part. Thirdly, because 
Anastatia is a little superstitious on the subject, and feels 
averse to my giving away anybody until baby is old enough 
to be married." 

"vVhat would happen if he did?" Podsnap inquires of Mrs. 
Veneering. · 

"My dear Mr. Podsnap, it's very foolish, I know, but I have 
an instinctive presentiment that if Hamilton gave away anybody 
else first, he would never give away baby." Thus Mrs. Veneering, 
with her open hands pressed together, and each of her eight 
aquiline fingers looking so very like her one aquiline nose that 
the brand-new jewels on them seemed necessary for distinction's 
sake. 

"But, my dear Podsnap," quoth Veneering," there is a tried 
friend of our family who, I think and hope you will agree with 
me, Podsnap, is the friend on whom this agreeable duty almost 
naturally devolves. That friend," saying the words as if the 
company were about a hundred and fifty in number, " is now 
among us. That friend is Twemlow." 

" Certainly! " from Podsnap. 
"That friend," Veneering repeats with greater firmness, 

" is our dear good Twemlow. And I cannot sufficiently express 
to you, my dear Podsnap, the pleasure I feel in having this 
opinion of mine and Anastatia's so readily confirmed by you, 
that other equally familiar and tried friend who stands in the 
proud position-! mean who proudly stands in the position
or I ought rather to say, who places Anastatia and myself in the 
proud position of himself standing in the simple position-of 
baby's godfather." And, indeed, Veneering is much relieved 
in mind to find that Podsnap betrays no jealousy of Twemlow's 
elevation. 

So, it has come to pass that the spring van is strewing flowers 
on the rosy hours and on the staircase, and that Twemlow is 
surveying the ground on which he is to play his distinguished 
part to-morrow. He has already been to the church, and taken 
note of the various impediments in the aisle, under the auspices 
of an extremely dreary widow who opens the pews, and whose 
left hand appears to be in a state of acute rheumatism, but is in 
fact voluntarily doubled up to act as a money-box. 

And now Veneering shoots out of the Study wherein he is 
accustomed, when contemplative, to give his mind to the carving 
and gilding of the Pilgrims going to Canterbury, in order to show 
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Twemlow the little flourish he has prepared for the trumpets of 
fashion, describing how that on the seventeenth instant, at St. 
Tames's Church, the Reverend Blank Blank, assisted by the 
Reverend Dash Dash, united in the bonds of matrimony, Alfred 
Lammle, Esquire, of Sacb~lle Street, Piccadilly, to Sophronia, 
only daughter of the late Horatio Akershem, Esquire, of York
shire. Also how the fair bride was married from the house of 
Hamilton \'eneering, Esquire, of Stucconia, and was given away 
by Melvin Twemlow, Esquire, of Duke Street, St. James's, 
second cousin to Lord Snigsworth, {)f Snigsworthy Park. While 
perusing which composition, Twemlow makes some opaque 
approach to perceiving that if the Reverend Blank Blank and 
the ReYerend Dash Dash fail, after this introduction, to become 
enrolled in the list of Veneering's dearest and oldest friends, 
they will ha\'e none but themselves to thank for it. 

After which, appears Sophronia (whom Twemlow has seen 
twice in his lifetime), to thank Twemlow for counterfeiting the 
late Horatio Akershem, Esquire, broadly of Yorkshire. And 
after her, appears Alfred (whum Twemlow has seen once in his 
lifetime), to do the same, and to make a pasty sort of glitter, 
as if he were constructed for candlelight only, and had been let 
out into daylight by some grand mistake. And after that, 
comes Mrs. Veneering, in a pervadingly aquiline state of figure, 
and with transparent little knobs on her temper, like the little 
transparent knob on the bridge of her nose, "Worn out by 
worry and excitement," as she tells her dear Mr. Twernlow, and 
rt!uctantly revived with cura~oa by the J\.nal)iical. And after 
that, the bridesmaids begin to come by railroad from various 
parts (,f the country, and to come like adorable recruits enlisted 
by a sergeant not present; for, on arri~ng at the Veneering 
dl'put, they are in a barrack of strangers. 

So, Twemlow goes home to Duke Street, St. James's, to take 
a plate of mutton broth with a chop in it, and a look at the 
marr:.1ge service, in order that he may cut in at the right place 
to-morrow; and he is low, and feds it dull onr the livery stable
yard, and is distinctly aware of a dint in his heart, made by the 
most adorable of the adorable bridtsmaids. For, the poor little 
harmless gentlt:man once had his fancy, like the rest of us, and 
~he didn't an~\\tr (as she often does not), and he thinks the 
adurable bridlsmaid is like the fancy as she was then (which she 
is not at all), and that if the fancy had not married some one 
tlse fur money, but had married him for Jo,·e, he and she would 
have ix'en h:~ppy ("hich they wouldn't have !ken), and th:H she 
kts a trndmkss for him still (whereas her toughness is a pro· 
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verb). Brooding over the fire, with his dried little head in his 
dried little hands, and his dried little elbows on his dried little 
knees, Twemlow is melancholy. "No Adorable to bear me 
company here!" thinks he. " No Adorable at the club! A 
waste, a waste, a waste, my Twemlow!" .-\nd so drops asleep, 
and has galvanic starts all over him. 

Betimes next morning. that horrible old Lady Tippins (relict 
of the late Sir Thomas Tippins, knighted in mistake for some
body else by His Majesty King George the Third, who, while 
performing the ceremony, was graciously pleased to observe, 
"What, what, what? Who, who, who? \Yhy, why, why?") 
begins to be dyed and varnished for the interesting occasion. 
She has a reputation for giving smart accounts of things, and 
she must be at these people's early, my dear, to lose nothing of 
the fun. \\'hereabout in the bonnet and drapery announced by 
her name, any fragment of the real woman may be concealed, 
is perhaps known to her maid; but you could easily buy all you 
see of her, in Bond Street: or you might scalp her, and peel her. 
and scrape her, and make two Lady Tippinses out of her, and 
yet not penetrate to the genuine article. She has a large gold 
eye-glass, has Lady Tippins, to survey proceedings with. If she 
had one in each eye, it might keep that other drooping lid up, 
and look more uniform. But perennial youth is in her artificial 
flowers, and her list of lovers is full. 

"Mortimer, you wreoch," says Lady Tippins, turning the eye
glass about and about, " where is your charge, the bride
groom?" 

"Give you my honour," returns Mortimer, "I don't know, 
and I don't care." 

·' Miserable! Is that the way you do your duty? " 
" Beyond an impression that he is to sit upon my knee and 

be seconded at some point of the solemnities, like a principal at 
a prize-fight, I assure you I have no notion what my duty is," 
returns .Mortimer. 

Eugene is also in attendance, with a pervading air upon him 
of having presupposed the ceremony to be a funeral, and of 
being disappointed. The scene is the Vestry-room of St. 
James's Church, with a number of leathery old re;;isters on 
shelves, that might be bound in Lady Tippinses. 

But, hark! A carriage at the gate, and "lortimer's man 
arrives, looking rather like a spurious )Iephistophdes and an 
unacknowledged member of that gentleman's family. \\"hom 
Lady Tippins, surveying through her eye-glass, considers a fi~e 
man, and quite a catch; and of whom )!ortimer remarks, m 
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the lowest spirits, as he approaches, " I believe this is my 
fellow, confound him! " More carriages at the gate, and lo, 
the rest of the characters. Whom Lady Tippins, standing on 
a cushion, surveying through the eye-glass, thus checks off: 
" Bride; five-and-forty if a day, thirty shillings a yard, veil 
fifteen pounds, pocket-handkerchief a present. Bridesmaids; 
kept down for fear of outshining bride, consequently not girls, 
twelve and sixpence a yard, Veneering's flowers, snub-nosed one 
rather pretty but too conscious of her stockings, bonnets three 
pound ten. Twemlow; blessed" release for the dear man if she 
r~ally was his daughter, nervous even under the pretence that 
she is, well he may be. Mrs. Veneering; never saw such 
velvet, say two thousand pounds as she stands, absolute jeweller's 
window, father must have been a pawnbroker, or how could 
these people do it? Attendant unknowns; pokey." 

Ceremony performed, register signed, Lady Tippins escorted 
out of sacred edifice by Veneering, carriages rolling back to 
Stucconia, servants with favours and flowers, Veneering's house 
reached, drawing-rooms most magnificent. Here, the Pod
snaps await the happy party; Mr. Podsnap, with his hair
brushes made the most of; that imperial rocking-horse, Mrs. 
Podsnap, majestically skittish. Here, too, are Boots and 
Brewer, and the two other Buffers; each Buffer with a flower in 
his button-hole, his hair curled, and his gloves buttoned on tight, 
apparently come prepared, if anything had happened to the 
bridegroom, to be married instantly. Here, too, the bride's 
aunt, and next relation; a widowed female of a Medusa sort, 
in a stony cap, glaring petrifaction at her fellow-creatures. 
Here, too, the bride's trustee; an oilcake-fed style of business
gentleman with mooney spectacles, and an object of much 
interest. Veneering launching himself upon this trustee as his 
oldest friend (which makes seven, Twemlow thought), and con
fidl'ntially retiring with him into the conservatory, it is under
~tood that \'eneering is his co-trustee, and that they are arrang
m~ ubuut the fortune. Buffers are even overheard to whisper 
Thir-ty Thou-sand Pou-nds! with a smack and a relish sugges
t lYe of the Ycry fmest oysters. Pokey unknowns, amazed to 
find how intimately they know reneering, pluck up spirit, fold 
tLeir arms, and begin to contradict him before breakfast. 
\\hat time ~lrs. Veneering, carrying baby dressed as a brides
maid, tlits about among the company, emit tin" flashes of manv-
cuhlurtd li;.:lltning from diamonds, emeralds, ~nd rubies. · 

The An ... htical. in cour,:;e of time achie\·ing what he feels to 
Le due to himsdf in brin;ing to a dignified conclusion several 
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quarrels he has on hand with the pastl)-cook's men, announces 
breakfast. Dining-room no less magnificent than drawing
room; tables superb; all the camels out, and all laden. Splen
did cake, covered with Cupids, silver, and true-laYers' knots. 
Splendid bracelet, produced by Veneering before going down, 
and clasped upon the arm of bride. Yet nobody seems to think 
much more of the Veneerings than if they were a tolerable land
lord and landlady doing the thing in the way of business at so 
much a head. The bride and bridegroom talk and laugh apart, 
as has always been their manner; and the Buffers work their 
way through the dishes with systematic perseverance, as has 
always been their manner; and the pokey unknowns are ex
ceedingly benevolent to one another in invitations to take 
glasses of champagne; but Mrs. Podsnap, arching her mane 
and rocking her grandest, has a far more deferential audience 
than Mrs. Veneering; and Podsnap all but does the honours. 

Another dismal circumstance is, that Veneering, having the 
captivating Tippins on one side of him and the bride's aunt on 
the other, finds it immensely difficult to keep the peace. For 
Medusa, besides unmistakingly glaring petrifaction at the fas
cinating Tippins, follows every lively remark made by that dear 
creature with an audible snort: which mav be referable to a 
chronic cold in the head, but may also be referable to indigna
tion and contempt. And this snort being regular in its repro
duction, at length comes to be expected by the company, who 
make embarrassing pauses when it is falling due, and by waiting 
for it, render it more emphatic when it comes. The stony aunt 
has likewise an injurious way of rejecting all dishes whereof 
Lady Tippins partakes: saying aloud when they are proffered 
to her," Xo, no, no, not for me. Take it away!" As with a set 
purpose of implying a misgiving that if nourished upon similar 
meats she might come to be like that charmer, which would 
be a fatal consummation. Aware of her enemy, Lady Tippins 
tries a yot:thful sally or two, and tries the eye-glass; but from 
the impenetrable cap and snorting armour of the stony aunt all 
weapons rebound powerless. 

_\nother objectionable circumstance is, that the pokey un
knowm support each other in being unimpressible. They per
sist in not being frightened by the gold and silver camels, and 
they are banded together to defy the elaborately chased ice
pails. They even seem to unite in some vague utterance of the 
sentiment that the landlord and landlady will make a pretty 
good profit out of this, and they almost carry themselves like 
CU3to:-ners. ~or is there compensating influence in the adorable 
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bridesmaids; for having very little interest in the bride, and 
none at all in one another, those lovely beings become, each 
one on her own account, depreciatingly contemplative of the 
millinery present. While the bridegroom's man, exhausted, in 
the back of his chair, appears to be improving the occasio·n 
by penitentially contemplating all the wrong he has ever done; 
the difference between him and his friend Eugene being that 
the latter, in the back of his chair, appears to be contemplating 
all the wrong he would like to do-particularly to the present 
company. 

In which state of affairs, the usual ceremonies rather droop 
and flag, and the spiendid cake when cut by the fair hand of the 
bride has but an indigestible appearance. Howenr, all the 
things indispensable to be said are said, and all the things indis
pensable to be done are done (including Lady Tippins's ya\m
ing, falling asleep, and waking insensible), and there is hurried 
preparation for the nuptial journey to the Isle of 'right. and 
the outer air teems with brass bands and spectators. In full 
sight of whom, the malignant sur of the Analytical has pre
ordained that pain and ridicule shall befall him. For he, stand
ing on the doorsteps to grace the departure, is suddenly caught 
a most prodigious thump on the side of his head with a hea.Yy 
shoe, wl1ich a Buffer in the hall, champagne-flushed and wild of 
aim, has borrowed on the spur of the moment from the pastry
cook's porter, to cast after the departing pair as an auspicious 
omen. 

So they all go up again into the gorgeous drawing-rooms
all of them flu:J.ed with breakfast, as having taken scarlatina 
sociaLly-and there the combined unknowns do malignant 
things with their legs to ottomans, and take as much as possiole 
out of the ~plendid furniture. And so Lady Tippins, quite un
determined whether to-day is the day before yesterday, or the 
day after to-morrow, or the week after next, fades away; and 
~l<lr:iJ>:er Lightwood and Eugene fade away, and Twcmlow 
fades a way, and the stony aunt goes away-she declines to fade, 
pro\ ing rock to the last-and even the unki1owns arc slowlv 
straint:d off, and it is all owr. • 

All over, that is to say, for the tin1e being. But there is 
anothtr time to come, and it comes in about a fortnight, a:1d it 
comes to ~!r. and ~Irs. Lammle on the sands at Shanklin, in the 
},le of \ri;.:l,t. 

:.rr. and ~Irs. Lammle Ln·e walke-d for some time on the 
Shanklin S<inds, and c.ne may see by thtir footprints that they 
h;n-e nut walked am1 in arm, and that they have not walked 
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in a straight track, and that they have walked in a moody 
humour; for the lady has prodded little spirting holes in the 
damp sand before her with her parasol, and the gentleman has 
trailed his stick after him. As if he were of the :IIephistopheles 
family indeed, and had walked with a drooping tail. 

" Do you mean to tell me, then, Sophronia--" 
Thus he begins after a long silence, when Sophronia flashes 

fiercely, and turns upon him. 
"Don't put it upon me, sir. I ask you, do you mean to tell 

me?" 
:.\Ir. Lammle falls silent again, and they walk as before. Mrs. 

Lammle opens her nostrils and bites her under-lip; :.\Ir. Lammle 
takes his gingerous whiskers in his left hand, and bringing them 
together, fro'il'll.S furtively at his beloved out of a thick gingerous 
bush. 

"Do I mean to say!" Mrs. Lammle after a time repeats, with 
indignation. " Putting it on me! The unmanly disingenuous
ness l" 

:.\Ir. Lammle stops, releases his whiskers, and looks at her. 
"The what?" 

:\Irs. Lammle haughtily replies, without stopping, and with
out 1ooking back. " The meanness." 

He ·r:,at her side again in a pace or two, and he retorts, " That 
is not wfft.t you said. You said disingenuousness." 

"\rhatif I did?" 
"There inP 'if' in the case. You did." 
" I did, then. And what of it? " 
"\\"hat of it?" s:,rs :\Ir. Lammle. "Have you the face to 

utter the word to me? " 
" The face tool " rep1ied :\Irs. Lammle, staring at him with 

' ' . th dt ?" cold scorn. "Pray, how cf.lre you, srr, utter e wor o me. 
" I never did." 
.ls this happens to be tru& :\Irs. Lammle is thrown on the 

iemi.rline re;ource of saying, "~don't care what you uttered or 
did not utter." 

• .\.Iter a little more walking and a little more silence, :IIr. 
larnmle breaks the latter. 

"You shall proceed in vour own \;ay. You claim a right to 
ask me do I mean to tell ~·ou. Do I rrean to tell you what?" 

" That you are a man of property? " 
"-:\o." 
" Then you married me on false preterces? " 
"So be it. X ext comes what you rrean to say. Do you • :> ., 

mean to say you are a woman of pro pert}· 
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"~o.'' 
" Then you married me on false pretences." 
" If vou were so dull a fortune-hunter that you deceived 

yourself, or if you were so greedy and grasping that you were 
oYer-willing to be deceived by appearances, is it my fault, you 
adnnturer? " the lady demands, with great asperity. 

"I asked Veneering, and he told me you were rich." 
"\·eneering!" with great contempt. "And what does 

Veneering know about me?" 
" \\'as he not your trustee? n 
"Ko. I have no trustee but the one you saw on the day 

when you fraudulently married me. And his trust is not a 
n:ry difficult one, for it is only an annuity of a hundred and 
fifteen pounds. I think there are some odd shillings or pence, 
if you are very particular." 

:Mr. Lammle bestows a by no means loving look upon the 
partner of his joys and sorrows, and he mutters something; 
but checks himself. 

" Question for question. It is my turn again, Mrs. Lammle. 
\\"hat made you suppose me a man of property? " 

"You made me suppose you so. Perhaps you will deny 
that you always presented yourself to me in that character? " 

"But you asked somebody, too. Come, Mrs. Lammle, 
admi:.;sion for admission. You asked somebody? " 

"I asked Veneering." 
" A.nd Venetring kuew as much of me as he knew of you, or 

as anYbodv knows of him." 
Aft.er m;Jre silent walking, the bride stops short, to say in a 

J<l>;-iunate manner: • 
.. I nen·r will forgive the \' eneerings for this! " 
"~ti:.her will I," returns the bridegroom. 
\\"ith tL;tt they walk again; she, making those angry spirts 

in the sand; he, dragging that dejected tail. The tide is low, 
and st•ems to haw thrown them together high on the bare shore. 
:\gull cumes sweeping by their heads, and flouts them. There 
''as a gulden surLtce on the brown cliffs but now, and bel.old 
tLev are only damp earth. A taunting roar comes from the sea, 
and tLe Llr-out rvl!t:rs mount upon one another, to look at the 
l'lltrapped impostors, and to join in impish and exultant 
pmbds. 

" 1\) yuu prttend to belieYe," ~Irs. Lammle resumes, sternly, 
" "lwn vuu w!k uf mv marn·in" vou for world!\' ad,·:J.nta(l"es 
t 1

i:tt it ~ Js within the. bounds of ;easonable proGauility th;t i 
sl.uuld l...t\t" marri~:d you for yourself?., 
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"Again there are two sides to the question, 1\Irs. Lammle. 

What do you pretend to believe?" 
" So you first deceive me and then insult me! " cries the lady, 

with a heaving bosom. 
"Not at all. I have originated nothing. The double-edged 

question was yours." · 
" Was mine! " the bride repeats, and her parasol breaks in 

her angry hand. 
His colour has turned to a livid white, and ominous marks 

have come to light about his nose, as if the finger of the very 
devil himself had, within the last few moments, touched it here 
and there. But he has repressive power, and she has none. 

"Throw it away," he coolly recommends as to the parasol; 
" you have made it useless; you look ridiculous with it." 

Whereupon she calls him in her rage, " a deliberate villain," 
and so casts the broken thing from her as that it strikes him in 
falling. The finger-marks are something whiter for the instant, 
but he walks on at her side. 

She bursts into tears, declaring herself the wretchedest, the 
most deceived, the worst-used of women. Then she says that 
if she had the courage to kill herself, she would do it. Then she 
calls him vile impostor. Then she asks him why, in the disap
pointment of his base speculation, he does not take her life with 
his own hand, under the present favourable circumstances. 
Then she cries again. Then she is enraged again, and makes 
some mention of swindlers. Finally, she sits down crying on a 
block of stone, and is in all the known and unknown humours 
of her sex at once. Pending her changes, those aforesaid marks 
in his face have come and gone, MW here now there, like white 
stops of a pipe on which the diabolical performer has played a 
tune. Also his livid lips are parted at last, as if he were breath
less with running. Yet he is not. 

"Now, get up, Mrs. Lammle, and Jet us speak reasonably." 
She sits upon her stone, and takes no heed of him. 
" Get up, I tell you." 
Raising her head, she looks contemptuously in his face, and 

repeats. " You tell me! Tell me, forsooth! " 
She affects not to know that his eyes are fastened on her as 

she droops her head again; but her whole figure reveals that she 
knows it uneasilv. 

"Enough of this. Come! Do you hear? Get up! " 
Yielding to his hand, she rises, and they walk again; but this 

time with their faces turned towards their place of residence. 
" 1\Irs. Lammle, we have both been deceiving, and we have 
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both been deceived. \Ye have both been biting, and we haw 
both been bitten. In a nut-shell, there's the state of the 
case." 

" You sought me out--" 
" Tut! Let us have done with that. We know very well 

how it was. \Yhy should you and I talk about it, when you 
and I can't disguise it? To proceed. I am disappointed and 
cut a poor figure." 

" Am I no one? " 
"Some one-and I was coming to you, if you had waited a 

moment. You, too, are disappointed and cut a poor figure." 
" An injured figure! " 
" You are now cool enough, Sophronia, to see that you can't 

l,e injured without my being equally injured; and that therefore 
the mere word is not to the purpose. \rhen I look back, I 
wonder how I can have been such a fool as to take you to so 
great an extent upon trust." 

" And when I look back--" the bride cries, interrupting. 
" And when you look back, you wonder how you can haYe 

bten-vou 'II excuse the word? " 
" )lost certainly, with so much reason." 
" -Such a fool as to take me to so great an extent upon trust. 

But the folly is committed on both sides. I cannot get rid of 
you; you cannot get rid of me. \\'hat follows? " 

" Shame and misery," the bride bitterly replies. 
" I don't know. A mutual understanding follows, and I 

think it may carry us through. Here I split my discourse (give 
me your arm, Sophronia) into three heads, to make it shorter 
and plainer. Firstly, it's enough to have been done, without 
the monification of being known to have been done. So we 
agn:e to keep the fact to ourselves. You agree? " 

'' If it is possible, I do." 
"PcssiLle~ \\'e have pretended well enough to one another. 

Can't we, united, pretend to the world? Agreed. Secondly, 
we 011 e the r enterings a grudge, and we owe all other people 
the grudge of \\'i:d1ing them to be taken in, as we ourselves have 
Lctn t<~ken in. .\:.;n:ed? " 

"Yes. A~ctd.'' 
"\\'e come smoothly to thirdly. You have called me an 

adwnturer, SujJliruni.t. So I am. In plain uncomplimentary 
l:J,t-:li~h. so I am. So are you, my dtar. So are many people. 
\\·e a;n:e to keep our own secret, and to work togt:ther in funher
JJ:ce of our own sd>l'mes." 

" \\'hat ~d!clllt:>? " 
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"Any scheme that will bring us money. By our own schemes, 

I mean our joint interest. Agreed? " 
She answers, after a little hesitation," I suppose so. Agreed." 
"Carried at once, you see! Xow Sophronia, only half-a

dozen words more. We know one another perfectly. Don't 
be tempted into twitting me with the past knowledge that you 
have of me, because it is identical with the past knowledge that 
I have of you, and in twitting me, you twit yourself, and I don't 
want to hear you do it. With this good understanding estab
lished between us, it is better never done. To wind up all:
You have shown temper to-day, Sophronia. Don't be betrayed 
into doing so again, because I have a Devil of a temper myself." 

So the happy pair, with this hopeful marriage contract thus 
signed, sealed, and delivered, repair homeward. If, when those 
infernal finger-marks were on the white and breathless counten
ance of Alfred Lammle, Esquire, they denoted that he conceiwd 
the purpose of subduing his dear wife :\Irs. Alfred Lammle, by 
at once divesting her of any lingering reality or pretence of self
respect, the purpose would seem to have been presently executed. 
The mature young lady has mighty little need of powder now 
for her downcast face, as he escorts her in the light of the setting 
sun to their abode of bliss. 

CHAPTER XI 

PODSXAPPERY 

:\!R. PODSXAP was well to do, and stood very high in :\Ir. Pod
snap's opinion. Beginning with a good inheritance, he had 
married a good inheritance, and had thriven exceedingly in the 
:\farine Insurance way, and was quite satisfied. He never could 
make out why everybody was not quite satisfied, and he felt 
conscious that he set a brilliant social example in being particu
larly well satisfied with most things, and, above all other things, 
with himself. 

Thus happily acquainted with his own merit and importance, 
)fr. Podsnap settled that whateYer he put behind him he put 
out of existence. There was a dignified concbsinness-not to 
add a grand conYenience-in this way of getting rid of disagree
abies, which had done much towards establishing ~Ir. Podsnap 
in his loftY place in :\Ir. Podsnap's satisfaction. "I don't want 
to know about it; I don't choose to discuss it; I don't admit 
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it! " Mr. Podsnap had even acquired a peculiar flourish of 
his right arm in often clearing the world of its most difficult 
problems, by sweeping them behind him (and consequently sheer 
away) with those words and a flushed face. For they affronted 
him. 

:Mr. Podsnap's world was not a very large world, morally; 
no, nor even geographically: seeing that although his business 
was sustained upon commerce with other countries, he con
sidered other countries, with that important reservation, a 
mistake, and of their manners and customs would conclusively 
observe, " Not English! " when, PRESTO! with a flourish of the 
arm, and a flush of the face, they were swept away. Elsewise, 
the world got up at eight, shaved close at a quarter-past, break
fasted at nine, went to the City at ten, came home at half-past 
five, and dined at seven. Mr. Podsnap's notions of the Arts in 
their integrity might have been stated thus. Literature; large 
print, respectively descriptive of getting up at eight, shaving 
close at a quarter-past, breakfasting at nine, going to the City 
at ten, coming home at half-past five, and dining at seven. 
Painting and Sculpture; models and portraits representing 
Professors of getting up at eight, shaving close at a quarter-past, 
breakfasting at nine, going to the City at ten, coming home at 
half-past five, and dining at seven, Music; a respectable per
formance (without variations) on stringed and wind instruments, 
sedately expressive of getting up at eight, shaving close at a 
quarter-past, breakfasting at nine, going to the City at ten, 
coming home at half-past five, and dining at seven. Nothing 
else to be permitted to those same vagrants the Arts, on pain of 
excommunication. Nothing else To Be-anywhere! 

As a so eminently respectable man, Mr. Podsnap was sensible 
of its being required of him to take Providence under his pro
tection. Consequently he always knew exactly what Provi
dL·nce meant. Inferior and less respectable men might fall 
:hort of that mark, but Mr. Podsnap was always up to it. And 
1t was nry remarkable (and must have been very comfortable) 
that what ProYidence meant, was invariably what Mr. Podsnap 
mt·ant. 

These may be said to have been the articles of a faith and 
S< houl_ which the pr~sent chapter takes the liberty of calling, 
after Jts nprrsentatJYe man, Podsnappery. They were con
tin\'d within close bounds, as ~Ir. Podsnap's own head was con
tim·d by his shirt-collar; and they were enunciated with a 
5l•unding- pomp that smacked of the creaking of .Mr. Podsnap's 
0\111 bouts. 

E 
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' There was a Miss Podsnap. And this young rocking-horse 

was being trained in her mother's art of prancing in a stately 
manner without ever getting on. But the high parental action 
was not yet imparted to her, and in truth she was but an under
sized damsel, with high shoulders, low spirits, chilled elbows, 
and a rasped surface of nose, who seemed to take occasional 
frosty peeps out of childhood into womanhood, and to shrink 
back again, overcome by her mother's head-dress and her father 
from head to foot-crushed by the mere dead-weight of Pod
snappery. 

A certain institution in Mr. Podsnap's mind which he called 
" the young person " may be considered to have been embodied 
in ~!iss Podsnap, his daughter. It was an inconvenient and 
exacting institution, as requiring everything in the universe to 
be filed down and fitted to it. The question about everything 
was, would it bring a blush into the cheek of the young person? 
And the inconvenience of the young person was that, according 
to Mr. Podsnap, she seemed always liable to burst into blu5hes 
when there was no need at all. There appeared to be no line of 
demarcation between the young person's excessive innocence, 
and another person's guiltiest knowledge. Take Mr. Podsnap's 
word for it, and the soberest tints of drab, white, lilac, and 
grey, were all flaming red to this troublesome Bull of a young 
person. 

The Podsnaps lived in a shady angle adjoining Portman 
Square. They were a kind of people certain to dwell in the 
shade, wherever they dwelt. Miss Podsnap's life had been, 
from her first appearance on this planet, altogether of a shady 
order; for Mr. Podsnap's young person was likely to get little 
good out of association with other young persons, and had 
therefore been restricted to companionship with not very con
genial older persons, and vlith massive furniture. ~!iss Pod
snap's early views of life being principally derived from the 
reflections of it in her father's boots, and in the walnut and rose
wood tables of the dim drawing-room, and in their swa:·thy 
giants of looking-glasses, were of a sombre cast; and it was not 
wonderful that now, when she was on most days solemnly tooled 
through the Park by the side of her mother in a great tall 
custard-coloured phaeton, she showed above the apron of that 
vehicle like a dejected young person sitting up in bed to take a 
stanled look at things in general, and very strongly desiring to 
get her head under the counterpane again. 

Said ~Ir. Podsnap to ~Irs. Podsnap, " Georgiana i.> almost 
eighteen." 
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Said Mrs. Podsnap to Mr. Podsnap, assenting, "Almost 

eighteen." 
'said Mr. Podsnap then to :Mrs. Podsnap, "Really I think we 

should have some people on Georgiana's birthday.'' 
Said Mrs. Podsnap then to 1\fr. Podsnap, " Which will enable 

us to clear off all those people who are due." 
So it came to pass that Mr. and Mrs. Podsnap requested the 

honour of the company of seventeen friends of their souls at 
dinner; and that they substituted other friends of their souls 
fur such of the seventeen original friends of their souls as deeply 
re:,rretted that a prior engagement prevented their having the 
honour of dining with Mr. and Mrs. Podsnap, in pursuance of 
their kind invitation; and that Mrs. Podsnap said of all these 
inconsolable personages, as she checked them off with a pencil 
in her list, " Asked, at any rate, and got rid of; " and that they 
successfully disposed of a good many friends of their souls in this 
way, and felt their consciences much lightened. 

There were still other, friends of their souls who were not 
entitled to be asked to dinner, but had a claim to be invited to 
come and take a haunch of mutton vapour-bath at half-past 
nine. For the clearing off of these worthies, Mrs. Podsnap 
added a small and early evening to the dinner, and looked in at 
the music-shop to bespeak a well-conducted automaton to come 
and play quadrilles for a carpet dance. 

Mr. and Mrs. r eneering, and Mr. and Mrs. Veneering's brand
new bride and bridegroom, were of the dinner company; but 
the Podsnap establishment had nothing else in common with the 
r (>neerings. Mr. Pods nap could toltrate taste in a mushroom 
man who stood in need of that sort of thing, but was far above 
it himstlf. Hideous solidity was the characteristic of the Pod
sn,tp plate. Everything was made to look as heavy as it could, 
and to take up as much room as possible. Everything said 
buastfully, "Here you have as much of me in my ugliness as if I 
IHre only lrad; but I am so many ounces of precious metal 
11 urth so much an ounce ;-wouldn't you like to melt me down? " 
A corpuh nt straggling epergne, blotched all over as if it had 
broke-n out in an eruption rather than been ornamented, de
linrcd this address from an unsightly silver platform in the 
rtntre of the wble. Four silver wine-coolers, each furnished 
\lith fo~r s~aring head.s, each head obtrusively carrying a big 
S1h-cr nn~ m each of Its ears, conveyed the sentiment up and 
du11n thr t.:tblr, and handed it on to the pot-bellied silver salt
n lL!r;;. All the big silver sp,xms and forks widened the mouths 
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of the company e),.-pressly for the purpose of thrusting the senti
ment down their throats ·with ewrY morsel the.- ate. 

The majority of the guests were like the phite, and included 
sewral hea,·y articles weighing ewr so much. But there was 
a foreign gentleman among them: whom ~Ir. Pods nap had 
invited after much debate with himself-belie,-Jng the whole 
European continent to be in mortal alliance againit the young 
person-and there was a droll disposition, not only on the part 
of ~Ir. Podsnap, but of everybody else, to treat him as if he were 
a child who was hard of hearing . 

• \s a delicate concession to this unfortunatelv-born foreigner, 
)fr. Podsnap, in receiving him, had presented his wiie as 
" )fa dame Podsnap "; also his daughter as '' )fademoiselle 
Podsnap," with some inclination to add "rna fille," in which 
bold venture, however, he checked himself. The Yeneerings 
being at that time the only other arrivals, he had added (in a 
condescendingly explanatory manner). '' )Ionsieur Yey-nair
reene:," and had then subsided into English. 

·• How Do You Like London?" )Jr. Podsnap now inquired 
from his station of host, as if he were administering something 
in the nature of a powder or potion to the deaf child; "London, 
Londres, London? " 

The foreign l!entleman admired it. 
"You fin~d it Yery Large?'' said )Ir. Podsnap, spaciously. 
lhe foreign gentleman iound it very large. 
".\nd Yerv Rich?" 
The forei~ gentleman found it, without doubt. enormt:ment 

riche. 
''Enormously Rich, \Ye say,'' returned )Jr. Podsnap, in a 

condescending- manner. "Our English adverb> do ~ot ter
rainate in )Jo'iJg- and We Pronounce ~the 'ch' a.s if t..1.:re were a 
't' before it. ~We Sa,· Ritch." 

"'Reetch," remarked the foreign gentleman. 
"_\nd Do You Find. Sir," pursued )Jr. Pod>nap. with dignity, 

"~Iam· E\idences that Strike You, of our Britis~ Constitution 
in the. Streets Of The World's )fetropolis, Lond,m, Londrt-s. 
London?" 

The foreign gentleman begged to be pardoned, but did not 
altog-ether understand. 

''The Constitution Britannique," Mr. Podsnap explained: as 
if he were teachincr in an infant school. "We Sa,· Bnmh, 
But You Say Bri~ique, You .Know" (ic)rgiYir.f:ly, ·as if that 
were not his fault). ''The Constitution. Sir. ' 

The foreign gentleman said, '· ~Iais, yees; I knc)w eem.'' 
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A youngish sallowish gentleman in spectacles, with a lumpy 

forehead, seated in a supplementary chair at a corner of the 
table, here caused a profound sensation by saying, in a raised 
,·oice, " EsKER," and then stopping dead. 

" Mais oui," said the foreign gentleman, turning towards him. 
" Est-ce que? Quoi done? " 

But the gentleman with the lumpy forehead having for the 
time delivered himself of all that he found behind his lumps, 
spake for the time no more. 

"I Was Inquiring," said -Mr. Podsnap, resuming the thread 
of his discourse, " Whether You Have Observed in our Streets 
as We should say, Upon our Pavvy as You would say, any 
Tokens--" 

The foreign gentleman with patient courtesy entreated 
pardon; "But what was tokenz?" 

" ~larks," said Mr. Podsnap; " Signs, you know, Appear
ances-Traces." 

" Ah! Of a Orse? " inquired the foreign gentleman. 
"\re call it Horse," said l\Ir. Podsnap, with forbearance. 

"In England, Angleterre, England, We Aspirate the 'H,' and 
\Ye Say' Horse.' Only our Lower Classes Say' Orse!'" 

"Pardon,'' said the foreign gentleman; "I am alwiz 
\\Tong!" 

"Our Language," said Mr. Podsnap, with a gracious con
sciousness of being always right," is Difficult. Ours is a Copious 
Language, and Trying to Strangers. I will not Pursue my 
Question." 

But the lumpy gentleman, unwilling to give it up, again 
madly said, " EsKER," and again spake no more. 

" It merely referred," Mr. Podsnap explained, with a sense 
of meritorious proprietorship, "to Our Constitution, Sir. We 
Enf!lishmen are \'ery Proud of our Constitution, Sir. It Was 
Be:;tuwed l~pon l's By Providence. Xo Other Country is so 
FaYuured as This Country.'' 

" And ozer ccmntries ?-" the foreign gentleman was begin
nin.:::-. wLen ~Ir. Podomap put him right again. 

"\redo not say Ozer; we say Other: the letters are 'T' 
and 'II'; you say Tay and Aish, You Know;" (still with 
ckmency). "The sound is 'th '-' th!' " 

" And otJ.a countries," said the foreign gentleman. "They 
do how?" 

"They do, Sir," returned Mr. Podsnap, grawly shaking his 
l.eld; " they du-I am sorry to be oblirrtd to say it-as they 
co." 

0 
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"It was a little particular of Providence," said the foreign 

gentleman, laughing; "for the frontier is not large." 
" Undoubtedly," assented Mr. Podsnap; " But So it is. It 

was the Charter of the Land. This island was Blest, Sir, to the 
Direct Exclusion of such Other Countries as-as there may 
happen to be. And if we were all Englishmen present, I would 
say," added Mr. Podsnap, looking round upon his compatriots, 
and sounding solemnly with his theme, " that there is in the 
Englishman a combination of qualities, a modesty, an indepen
dence, a responsibility, a repose, combined with an absence of 
everything calculated to call a blush into the cheek of a young 
person, which one would seek in vain among theN ations of the 
Earth." 

Having delivered this little summary, Mr. Podsnap's face 
flushed, as he thought of the remote possibility of its being at all 
qualified by any prejudiced citizen of any other country; and, 
with his favourite right-arm flourish, he put the rest of Europe 
and the whole of Asia, Africa, and America nowhere. 

The audience was much edified by this passage of wor-ds; 
and l\Ir. Podsnap, feeling that he was in rather remarkable force 
to-day, became smiling and conversational. 

"Has anything more been heard, Veneering," he inquired, 
"of the lucky legatee?" 

"Nothing more," returned Veneering, "than that he has 
come into possession of the property. I am told people now 
call him the Golden Dustman. I mentioned to you some time 
ago, I think, that the young lady whose intended husband was 
murdered is daughter to a clerk of mine? " 

" Yes, you told me that," said Podsnap; "and by-the-bye, 
I wish you would tell it again here, for it's a curious coincidence 
-curious that the first news of the discovery should have been 
qrought straight to your table (when I was there), and curious 
that one of your people should have been so nearly interested 
in it. Just relate that, will you?" 

Veneering was more than ready to do it, for he had prospered 
exceedingly upon the Harmon Murder, and had turned !he 
social distinction it conferred upon him to the account of makmg 
several dozen of brand-new bosom-friends. Indeed, such another 
lucky hit would almost have set him up in that way to his ?a tis[ ac
tion. So addressin(J" himself to the most desirable of h1s neigh
bours, while Mrs. v:neering secured the next most desirable, he 
plunged into the case, and emerged from it twenty minu.tes after
wards with a Bank Director in his arms. In the meant1me, Mrs. 
Veneering had dived into the same waters for a wealthy Ship-
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Broker, and had brought him up, safe and sound, by the hair. 
Then Mrs. r eneering had to relate, to a larger circle, how she had 
been to see the girl, and how she was really pretty, and (con
sidering her station) presentable. And this she did with such 
a successful display of her eight aquiline fingers and the en
circling jewels, that she happily laid hold of a drifting General 
Officer, his wife and daughter, and not only restored their 
animation which had become suspended, but made them lively 
friends within an hour. 

Although Mr. Podsnap would in a general way have highly 
disapproved of Bodies in rivers as ineligible topics with reference 
to the cheek of the young person, he had, as one may say, a share 
in this affair which made him a part proprietor. As its returns 
were immediate, too, in the way of restraining the company 
from speechless contemplation of the wine-coolers, it paid, and 
he was satisfied. 

And now the haunch of mutton vapour-bath having received 
a gamey infusion, and a few last touches of sweets and coffee, 
was quite ready, and the bathers came; but not before the 
discreet automaton had got behind the bars of the piano music
desk, and there presented the appearance of a captive languishing 
in a rosewood jail. And who now so pleasant or so well assorted 
as Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Lammle, he all sparkle, she all gracious 
contentment, both at occasional intervals exchanging looks like 
partners at cards, who played a game against all England? 

There was not much youth among the bathers, but there was 
no youth (the young person always excepted) in the articles of 
Pud~nappery. Bald bathers folded their arms, and talked to 
~lr. Podsnap on the hearthrug; sleek-whiskered bathers, with 
hats in their hands, lunged at Mrs. Podsnap and retreated; 
prowling bathers went about looking into ornamental boxes and 
howls as if they had suspicions of larceny on the part of the 
l'odsnaps, and expected to find something they had lost at the 
!Jot tum; bathers of the gentler sex sat silently comparing ivory 
shoulders. All this time and always, poor little Miss Podsnap, 
who~e tiny efforts (if she had made any) were swallowed up in 
the ma;,;niticence of her mother's rocking, kept herself as much 
out of sight and mind as she could, and appeared to be counting 
on many dismal returns of the day. It was somehow under
stood, as~ secret article in the state proprieties of Podsnappery, 
that notlung must be said about the day. Consequently this 
young danN:l's natiYity was hushed up and looked o\·er, as if it 
11ere ••f:!Tccd on all hands that it would haYe been better that she 
Lad nt:\'er been lxlrn. 
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The Lammles were so fond of the dear Veneerings that the) 

could not for some time detach themselves from those excellen1 
friends; but at length, either a very open smile on Mr. Lammle'! 
part, or a very secret elevation of one of his gingerous eyebrow! 
-certainly the one or the other-seemed to say to Mrs. Lammle: 
"Why don't you play?" And so, looking about her, she saw 
Miss Podsnap, and seeming to say responsively, " That card? " 
and to be answered "Yes," went and sat beside Miss Podsnap. 

Mrs. Lammle was overjoyed to escape into a corner for a little 
quiet talk. 

It promised to be a very quiet talk, for Miss Podsnap replied 
in a flutter, "Oh t Indeed, it's very kind of you, but I am 
afraid I don't talk." 

" Let us make a beginning," said the insinuating Mrs. Lammle, 
with her best smile. 

" Oh! I am afraid you'll find me very dull. But Ma talks t " 
That was plainly to be seen, for Ma was talking then at her 

usual canter, with arched head and mane, opened eyes and 
nostrils. 

" Fond of reading, perhaps? " 
"Yes. At least !-don't mind that so much," returned Miss 

Podsnap. 
"M-m-m-m-music." So insinuating was 1\Irs. Lammle 

that she got half-a-dozen m's into the word before she got it out. 
"I haven't nerve to play even if I could. l\Ia plays." 
(At exactly the same canter, and with a certain flourishing 

appearance of doing something, Ma did, in fact, occasionally 
take a rock upon the instrument.) 

"Of course you like dancing?" 
"Oh no, I don't," said Miss Podsnap. 
"No? With your youth and attractions? Truly, my dear, 

you surprise me! " 
" I can't say," observed Miss Podsnap, after hesitating con

siderably, and stealing several timid looks at .!\Irs. Lammle's 
carefully arranged face," how I might have liked it if I had been 
a-you won't mention it, will you?" 

"My dear! Never!" 
"No, I am sure you won't. I can't say then how I should 

have liked it, if I had been a chimney-sweep on May-day." 
" Gracious! " was the exclamation which amazement elicited 

from l\Irs. Lammle. 
"There! I knew you'd wonder. But you won't mention it, 

will vou?" 
"Upon my word, my love," said l\Irs. Lammle, "you make 
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me ten times more desirous, now I talk to you, to know you well, 
than I was when I sat over yonder looking at you. How I wish 
we could be real friends ! Try me as a real friend. Come ! 
Don't fancy me a frumpy old married woman, my dear; I was 
married but the other day, you know; I am dressed as a bride 
now, you see. About the chimney-sweeps? " 

"Hush! Ma'Jl hear." 
"She can't hear from where she sits." 
" Don't you be too sure of that," said Miss Podsnap, in a 

lower voice. "\rell, what fmean is, that they seem to enjoy it." 
" And that perhaps you would have enjoyed it, if you had 

been one of them? " 
Miss Podsnap nodded significantly. 
"Then you don't enjoy it now? " 
" How is it possible? " said Miss Podsnap. " Oh, it is such 

a dreadful thing! If I was wicked enough-and strong enough 
-to kill anybody, it should be my partner." 

This was such an entirely new view of the Terpsichorean art 
as socially practised, that Mrs. Lanunle looked at· her young 
friend in some astonishment. Her young friend sat nervously 
twiddling her fingers in a pinioned attitude, as if she were trying 
to hide her elbows. But this latter Utopian object (in short 
sleeves) always appeared to be the great inoffensive aim of her 
existence. 

"It sounds horrid, don't it?" said Miss Podsnap, with a 
penitential face. 

Mrs. Larnmle, not very well knowing what to answer, resolved 
herself into a look of smiling encouragement. 

" But it is, and it always has been," pursued Miss Podsnap, 
" such a trial to me! I so dread being awful. And it is so 
awful! No one knows what I suffered at Madame Sauteuse's, 
v. here I learnt to dance and make presentation-curtseys, and 
other dreadful things-or at least where they tried to teach me. 
~!a can do it." 

''At any rate, my love," said Mrs. Lammle, soothingly, 
" that's over." · 

"Yes, it's over," returned Miss Podsnap," but there's nothing 
f!J.ined by that. It's worse here than at Madame Sauteuse's. 
~fa was thl're, and ~fa's here; but Pa wasn't there, and com
pany wasn't there, and there were not real partners there. Oh, 
there's ~!.1 speaking to the man at the piano! Oh, there's Ma 
g,1ing up to somdJudy! Oh, I know she's going to bring him 
to me! Oh. ph:.l..:ie don't, pltase don't, please don't! Oh, keep 
u\\J.y, keep i.I.IIJ.y, keep away! 11 These pious ejaculations Miss 
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Podsnap uttered with her eyes closed, and her head leaning back 
against the wall. 

But the Ogre advanced under the pilotage of Ma, and 1\Ia 
said, " Georgiana, Mr. Grompus," and the Ogre clutched his 
victim and bore her off to his castle in the top couple. Then 
the discreet automaton who had surveyed his ground, played 
a blossomless tuneless " set," and sixteen disciples of Pod
snappery went through the figures of-1, Getting up at eight 
and shaving close at a quarter-past-2, Breakfasting at nine 
-3, Going to the City at ten-4, Coming home at half-past 
five-s, Dining at seven, and the grand chain. 

While these solemnities were in progress, Mr. Alfred Lammle 
(most loving of 1\usbands) approached the chair of Mrs. Alfred 
Lammle (most loving of wives), and bending over the back of it, 
trifled for some few seconds with Mrs. Lammle's bracelet. 
Slightly in contrast with this brief airy toying, one might have 
noticed a certain dark attention in !\Irs. Lammle's face as she 
said some words with her eyes on Mr. Lammle's waistcoat, and 
seemed in return to receive some lesson. But it was all done 
as a breath passes from a mirror. 

And now, the grand chain riveted to the last link, the discreet 
automaton ceased, and the sixteen, two and two, took a walk 
among the furniture. And herein the unconsciousness of the 
Ogre Grampus was pleasantly conspicuous; for that complacent 
monster, believing that he was giving Miss Podsnap a treat, 
prolonged 1lo the utmost stretch of possibility a peripatetic 
account of an archery meeting; while his victim, heading the 
procession of sixteen as it slowly circled about, like a revolving 
funeral, never raised her eyes except once to steal a glance at 
Mrs. Lammle, expressive of intense despair. 

At length the procession was dissolved by the violent arrival 
of a nutmeg, before which the drawing-room door bounced open 
as if it were a cannon-ball; and while that fragrant article, dis
persed through several glasses of coloured warm water, was 
going the round of society, Miss Podsnap returned to her seat 
by her new friend. 

" Oh, my goodness," said Miss Podsnap. " That's over. I 
hope you didn't look at me." · 

"My dear, why not?" 
" Oh, I know all about myself," said Miss Podsnap. 
"I'll tell you something I know about you, my dear," re

turned .Mrs. Lammle in her winning way, " and that is, you are 
most unnecessarily shy." 

"Ma ain't," said Miss Podsnap. "-I detest you! Go 
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alonrr!" This shot was levelled under her breath at the gallant 
Gro~pus for bestowing an insinuating smile upon her in passing. 

" Pardon me if I scarcely see, my dear Miss Podsnap," Mrs. 
Lammle was beginning, when the young lady interposed. 

" If we are going to be real friends (and I suppose we are, for 
you are the only person who ever proposed it) don't let us be 
awful. It's awful enough to be Miss Podsnap, without being 
called so. Call me Georgiana." 

" Dearest Georgiana-~" Mrs. Lammle began again. 
"Thank you," said Miss Podsnap. 
" Dearest Georgiana, pardon me if I scarcely see, my love, 

why your mamma's not being shy is a reason why you should 
be." 

"Don't you really see that?" asked Miss Podsnap, plucking 
at her fingers in a troubled manner, and furtively casting her 
eyes now on Mrs. Lammle, now on the ground. " Then perhaps 
it isn't?" · 

"My dearest Georgiana, you defer much too readily to my 
poor opinion. Indeed it is not even an opinion, darling, for it 
is only a confession of my dulness." 

" Oh, you are not dull," returned :Miss Podsnap. " 1 am 
dull, but you couldn't have made me talk if you 11·ere." 

Some little touch of conscience answering this perception of 
her having gained a purpose, called bloom enough into ~Irs. 
Larnmle's face to make it look brighter as she sat smiling her 
best smile on her dear Georgiana, and shaking her head with an 
a!Tectionate playfulness. Not that it meant anything, but that 
(;c>urgiana stemed to like it. 

"\\"hat I mtan is," pursued Georgiana, "that Ma being so 
tnduwed with awfulness, and Pa being so endowed with awful
ness, and there being so much awfulness everywhere-! mean, 
at il.'ast, everywhere where I am-perhaps it makes me who am 
so ddi.rifnt in awfulness, and frightened at it-I say it very 
bdl:,·-I don't know whether you can understand what I 
me;m?" 

" Perfectly, dearest Georgiana!" Mrs. Lammle was proceed
ing with en:ry reassuring wile, when the head of that young lady 
~uddt·nly went back against the wall again, and her eyes closed. 

"Oh! there's ~!a being awful with somebody with a glass in 
his tye! Oh, I know she's going to bring him here! Oh, don't 
brir'g bn, don't bring him! Oh, he'll be my partner with his 
;.:l.bs in his eye! Oh, what shall I do!" This time Gtor"iana 
a.·n,mlwlitd her ejJ.culJtions with taps of her feet upo~ the 
ll· ur, a:1d ,,,cS altC~gtther in quite a desperate condition. But 
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there was no escape from the majestic l\Irs. Podsnap's produc
tion of an ambling stranger, with one eye screwed up into extinc
tion and the other framed and glazed, who, having looked do\\11 
out of that organ, as if he descried Miss Podsnap at the bottom 
of some perpendicular shaft, brought her to the surface, and 
ambled off with her. And then the captive at the piano played 
another " set," expressive of his mournful aspirations after 
freedom, and other sixteen went through the former melancholy 
motions, and the ambler took l\Iiss Podsnap for a furniture walk, 
as if he had struck out an entirely original conception. 

In the meantime a stray personage of a meek demeanour, 
who had wandered to the hearthrug and got among the heads 
of tribes assembled there in conference with Mr. Podsnap, 
eliminated l\Ir. Podsnap's flush and flourish by a highly un
polite remark; no less than a reference to the circumstance that 
some half-dozen people had lately died in the streets of starva
tion. It was clearly ill-timed, after dinner. It was rtot adapted 
to the cheek of the young person. It was not in good taste. 

" I don't believe it," said Mr. Podsnap, putting it behind him. 
The meek man was afraid we must take it as proved, because 

there were the Inquests and the Registrar's returns, 
" Then it was their own fault," said :Mr. Podsnap. 
Veneering and other elders of tribes commended this way out 

of it. At once a short cut and a broad road. 
The man of meek demeanour intimated that truly it would 

seem from the facts as if starvation had been forced upon the 
culprits in question-as if, in their wretched manner, they had 
made their weak protests against it-as if they would have 
taken the liberty of staving it off if they could-as if they would 
rather not have been starved upon the whole, if perfectly agree
able to all parties. 

"There is not," said Mr. Podsnap, flushing angrily, "there 
is not a country in the world, sir, where so noble a provision is 
made for the poor as in this country." 

The meek man was quite willing to concede that, but perhaps 
it rendered the matter even worse, as showing that there must 
be something appallingly wrong somewhere. 

" Where? " said Mr. Podsnap. 
The meek man hinted, Wouldn't it be well to try, very seri- · 

ously, to find out where? 
" Ah! " said Mr. Podsnap. " Easy to say somewhere; not 

so easy to say where! But I see what you are driving at. I 
hew it from the first. Centralization. No. Kever with my 
consent. Not English." 
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An approving murmur arose from the heads of tribes; as 

saving," There you have him! Hold him!" 
·He was not aware (the meek man submitted of himself) that 

he was driving at any ization. He had no favourite ization 
that he knew of. But he certainly was more staggered by these 
terrible occurrences than he was by names, of howsoever so 
many syllables. Might he ask, was dying of destitution and 
neglect necessarily English? 

"You know what the population of London is, I suppose," 
said Mr. Podsnap. 

The meek man supposed he did, but supposed that had 
absolutely nothing to do with it, if its laws were well ad
ministered. 

"And you know; at least I hope you know," said Mr. Pod
snap, with severity, " that Providence has declared that you 
shall have the poor always with you?" 

The meek man also hoped he knew that. 
" I am glad to hear it," said Mr. Podsnap, with a portentous 

air. " I am glad to hear it. It will render you cautious how 
you fly in the face of Providence." 

In reference to that absurd and irreverent conventional 
phrase, the meek man said, for whirh Mr. Podsnap was not . 
responsible, he the meek man had no fear of doing anything so 
impossible; but--

But ~rr. Podsnap felt that the time had come for flushing and 
flourishing this meek man down for good. So he said: 

'' I must decline to pursue this painful discussion. It is not 
pleasant to my feelings. It is repugnant to my feelings. I 
l1ave said that I do not admit these things. l have also said 
that if they do occur (not that I admit it), the fault lies with the 
~ufferers themsdves. It is not for me "-Mr. Podsnap pointed 
"me'' forcibly, as adding by implication, though it may be all 
'cry wdl for you-" it is not for me to impugn the workings of 
ProYidence. I know better than that, I trust, and I have men
tioned what the intentions of Providence are. Besides," said 
)Jr. Pod,;nap, flushing high up among his hair-brushes, with a 
~trun~ consciousness of personal affront, " the subject is a very 
Jisagree:Lhlt one. I will go so far as to say it is an odious one. 
It is nut one to be introduced among our wives and young per
sun,;. and I--·• He finished with that flourish of his arm 
wbich addt:d more e~pre:;sin:ly than any words, And I remove 
it from the face of the earth. 
Simulumuu~ly with thi,; quenching of the meek man's in

ef.ectual fin:, Gt:urgima ha\'ing ltft the ambler up a lane of sofa, 
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in a Xo Thoroughfare of back drawing-room, to find his own 
way out, came back to .:\Irs. Lammle. And who should be with 
~.frs. Lammle but Mr. Lammle. So fond of her! 

" Alfred, my love, here is my friend. Georgiana, dearest 
girl, you must like my husband next to me." 

,:\Ir. Lammle was proud to be so soon distinguished by this 
special commendation to .:\Iiss Podsnap's favour. But if ,:\Ir. 
Lammle were prone to be jealous of his dear Sophronia's friend
ships, he would be jealous of her feeling towards ~Iiss Podsnap. 

'·Say Georgiana, darling," interposed his wife. 
" Towards-shall I ?-Georgiana." Mr. Lamrnle uttered the 

name, with a delicate curve of his right hand, from his lips 
outward. "For never have I known Sophronia (who is not apt 
to take sudden likings) so attracted and so captivated as she is 
by--shall I once more?-Georgiana." 

The object of this homage sat uneasily enough in receipt of it, 
and then said, turning to llrs. Lammle, much embarrassed: 

.. I wonder what you like me for! I am sure I can't think .. , 
"Dearest Georgiana, for yourself. For your difference from 

all around vou." 
"\Yell! ·That mav be. For I think I like vou for vour 

difference from all around me," said Georgiana w;th a smile of 
relief. 

"We must be going with the rest," observed Mrs. Lan1mle, 
rising with a show of unwillingness, amidst a general dispersal. 
"\Ye are real friends, Georgiana dear." 

"Real." 
"Good night, dear girl!" 
She had established an attraction onr the shrinking nature 

upon which her smiling eyes were tixed, for GeorgiaJa held her 
hand while she answered in a secret and half-frightened tone: 

''Don't forget me when you are gone away. And come a.,crain 
soon. Good night! " 

Charming to see ~Ir. and ::\Irs. Lammle taking leave so grace
fully, and going down the stairs so lovingly and sweetly. Xot 
<;uite so charming to see their smiling faces fall and brood as 
they dropped moodily into separate comers of their little 
carriage. But, to be sure, that was a sight behind the scenes, 
which nobody saw, and which nobody was meant to see. 

Certain big, heavy vehicles, built on the modd of the Pod
snap p!J.te, took away the heavy articles of guests weighing ever 
so r.,uch; and the less valuahle articles got a11ay aiter their 
Yarious manners; and the Podsnap plate was put to bed. .-\s 
)Ir. Po,2s~ap stood with hi.s back to the dra11 i:,g-room fire, 
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pulling up his shirt-collar, like a veritable cock of the walk 
literally pluming himself in the midst of his possessions, nothing 
would have astonished him more than an intimation that Miss 
Podsnap, or any other young person properly born and bred, 
could not be exactly put away like the plate, brought out like 
the plate, polished like the plate, counted, weighed, and valued 
like the plate. That such a young person could possibly have 
a morbid vacancy in the heart for anything younger than the 
plate, or less monotonous than the plate; or that such a young 
person's thoughts could try to scale the region bounded on the 
north, south, east, and west, by the plate; was a monstrous 
imagination which he would on the spot have flourished into 
space. This perhaps in some sort arose from Mr. Podsnap's 
blushing young person being, so to speak, all cheek: whereas 
there is a possibility that there may be youn-g persons of a 
rather more complex organization. 

If Mr. Podsnap, pulling up his shirt-collar, could only have 
heard himself called " that fellow " in a certain short dialogue 
which passed between Mr. and Mrs. Lammle in their opposite 
corners of their little carriage, rolling home! 

" Sophronia, are you awake? " 
"A.m I likely to be asleep, sir?" 
"\·ery likely, I should think, after that fellow's company. 

Attend to what I am going to say." 
" I have attended to what you have already said, have I not? 

\\"hat else have I been doing all night?" 
"Attend, I tell you" (in raised voice)," to what I am going 

to sa~·. Keep close to that idiot girl. Keep her under your 
thumb. You have her fast, and you are not to let her go. Do 
vou hear?" 
· " I hear you." 

" I fores~e there is money to be made out of this, besides taking 
that fellow down a peg. \\'e owe each other money, you know." 

~1rs. Lammle winced a little at the reminder, but only enough 
to shake her scents and essences anew into the atmosphere of 
the little carriage, as sLe settled herself afresh into her own dark 
corn~.:r, 
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CHAPTER XII 

THE SWEAT OF AN HONEST MAN'S BROW 

MR. MORTIMER LIGHTWOOD and Mr. Eugene Wrayburn took 
a coffee-house dinner together in Mr. Lightwood's office. They 
had newly agreed to set up a joint establishment together. They 
had taken a bachelor cottage near Hampton, on the brink of the 
Thames, with a lawn, and a boat-house, and all things fitting, 
and were to float with the stream through the summer and the 
Long Vacation. 

It was not summer yet, but spring; and it was not gentle 
spring ethereally mild, as in Thomson's Seasons, but nipping 
spring with ari easterly wind, as in Johnson's, Jackson's, Dick
son's, Smith's, and Jones's Seasons. The grating wind sawed 
rather than blew; and as it sawed, the sawdust whirled about 
the sawpit. Every street was a sawpit, and there were no top
sawyers; every passenger was an under-sawyer, with the saw
dust blinding him and choking him. 

That mysterious paper currency which circulates in London 
when the wind blows, gyrated here and there and everywhere. 
Whence can it come, whither can it go? It hangs on every 
bush, flutters in every tree, is caught flying by the electric wires, 
haunts every enclosure, drinks at every pump, cowers at every 
grating, shudders upon every plot of grass, seeks rest in vain 
behind the legions of iron rails. In Paris, where nothing is 
wasted, costly and luxurious city though it be, but where won
derful human ants creep out of holes and pick up every scrap, 
there is no such thing. There, it blows nothing but dust. There, 
sharp eyes and sharp stomachs reap even the east wind, and get 
something out of it. 

The wind sawed, and the sawdust whirled. The shrubs 
wrung their many hands, bemoaning that they had been over
persuaded by the sun to bud; the young leaves pined; the 
sparrows repented of their early marriages, like men and women; 
the colours of the rainbow were discernible, not in floral spring, 
but in the faces of the people whom it nibbled and pinched. 
And ever the wind sawed, and the sawdust whirled. 

When the spring evenings are too long and light to shut out, 
and such weather is rife, the city which l\Ir. Podsnap so explana
torily called London, Londres, London, is at its worst. Such 
a black shrill city, combining the qualities of a smoky house 
and a scolding wife; such a gritty city; such a hopeless city, 
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with no rent in the leaden canopy of its sky; such a beleaguered 
city, invested by the great Marsh Forces of Essex and Kent. 
So the two old schoolfellows felt it to be, as, their dinner done, 
they turned towards the fire to smoke. Young Blight was gone, 
the coffee-house waiter was gone, the plates and dishes were gone, 
the wine was going-but not in the same direction. 

" The wind sounds up here," quoth Eugene, stirring the fire, 
"as if we were keeping a lighthouse. I wish we were." 

"Don't you think it would bore us?" Lightwood asked. 
" Not more than any other place. And there would be no 

Circuit to go. But that's a selfish consideration, personal to me." 
"And no clients to come," added Lightwood. "Not that 

that"s a selfish consideration at all personal to me." 
'' If we were on an isolated rock in a stormy sea," said Eugene, 

smoking, with his eyes on the fire, "Lady Tippins couldn't put 
off to visit us, or, better still, might put off and get swamped. 
People couldn't ask one to wedding breakfasts. There would 
be no Precedents to hammer at, except the plain-sailing Pre
cedent of keeping the light up. It would be exciting to look 
out for wrecks." 

•· But otherwise," suggested Lightwood, " there might be a 
dc·8Tee of sameness in the life." 

" I have thought of that also," said Eugene, as if he really had 
been considering the subject in its various bearings with an eye 
to the business; " but it would be a defined and limited mono
tony. It would not extend beyond two people. Now it's a 
qulstion with me, Mortimer, whether a monotony defined with 
that precision and limited to that extent might not be more 
endurable than the unlimited monotony of one's fellow
cn:atun:s." 

As Li~htwood laughed and passed the wine, he remarked, 
" \\"e shall have an opportunity, in our boating summer, of 
trying the question." 

".\n impuftct one," Eugene acquiesced, with a sigh, "but so 
"e shall. I hope we may not prove too much for one another." 

" ~ow ngarding your respected father," said Lightwood, 
bri:,;.:in~ him to a subject they had expressly appointed to 
c:-cu:,,: illway~ the most slippery eel of eels of subjects to lay 
huld ui. 

" \'c,;, r, ;.:.nd:ng my respected father," assented Eu~ene, 
s, tth)! bin;;di in his arm-chair. •· I would rather have 
''I pr.,,,<Jl\ d lli\' n >pccted fatl.er by candlelight. as a theme 
r<quirin;.:- a li:tle artlt:<'!al Lrilliancv; but we wiil take him bv 
l\,,;,~!;t. tnhtr.ld ,,j~h a glu·,,- uf \\·ans,nd.'' · 
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He stirred the fire again as he spoke, and having made it blaze 

rt>sumed. 
"::IIy respected father has found, down in the parental oei"h 

bourhood, a wift> for his not-generally-respected son." 
0 

"\rith some money, or course?" 
" \rith some money, of course, or he would not have foun< 

her. ~Iy respected father-let me shorten the dutiful tautolo:;" 
by substituting in future ~[. R. F., which sounds military, ~; 
rather like the Duke of Wellington." 

" What an absurd fellow you are, Eugene!" 
"Xot at all, I assure you. M. R. F. having always in tb1 

dearest manner pro,ided (as he calls it) for his children by pre 
arranging from the hour of the birth of each, and sometime: 
from an earlier period, what the devoted little victim ·s callin~ 
and course in life should be, ::1!. R. F. pre-arranged for rnysel 
that I was to be the barrister I am (with the sEght addition o 
an enormous practice, which has not accrued), and also thl 
married man I am not." 

" The first you have often told me." 
"The first I have often told you. Considering myself suffi· 

ciently incongruous on my legal eminence, I have until no'' 
suppressed my domestic destiny. You know .'.I. R. F., but no1 
as well as I do. If you knew him as well as I do, he wouk 
amuse vou." 

" Filially spoken, Eugene!" 
"Perfectly so, believe me; and with every sentiment oJ 

affectionate deference towards )L R. F. But if he amuses me 
I can't help it. When my eldest brother was born, of course thE 
rest of us knew (I mean the rest of us would have known, ii we 
had been in existence) that he was heir to the Family Embarrass
ments-we call it beiore company the Family Estate. But 
when my second brother was going to be born by-and-bye,' this,' 
says )I. R. F.,' is a little pillar of the church.' Was born, and 
became a pillar of the church; a wry shaky one. ~! y third 
brother appeared, considerably in adYance of his engagtrnent 
to my mother; but l!. R. F., not at all put out by surprise, 
instantly declared him a Circumnavigator. \ras pitchforked 
into the Xavy, but has not circumna\igated. I announced my
self, and was disposed of with the highly satisfactory roults 
emboditd before you. When my younger brother was h.Lf an 
hour old. it was settled bv l!. R. F. that he should ha,·e a 
mechanical genius, and so on. Therefore I say tl:.at )f. R. F. 
amuses me." 

"Touching the lady, Eugene?" 
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"There M. R. F. ceases to be amusing, because my intentions 

are opposed to touching the lady." 
" Do you know her? " 
"Not in the least." 
" Hadn't you better see her? " 
".My dear Mortimer, you have studied my character. Could 

I possibly go down there, labelled 'ELIGIBLE. ON VIEw,' and 
meet the lady, similarly labelled? Anything to carry out 
M. R. F.'s arrangements, I am sure, with the greatest pleasure 
-except matrimony. Could I possibly support it? I, so soon 
bored, so constantly, so fatally? " 

"But you are not a consistent fellow, Eugene." 
" In susceptibility to boredom," returned that worthy, " I 

assure you I am the most consistent of mankind." 
"Why, it was but now that you were dwelling on the advan

tages of a monotony of two." 
" In a lighthouse. Do me the justice to remember the con

dition. In a lighthouse." 
Mortimer laughed again, and Eugene, having laughed too for 

the first time, as if he found himself on reflection rather enter
taining, relapsed into his usual gloom, and drowsily said, as he 
tnjoycd his cigar, "No, there is no help for it; one of the pro
phetic deliveries of M. R. F. must for ever remain unfulfilled. 
\\'ith every disposition to oblige him, he must submit to a 
failure." 

It had grown darker as they talked, and the wind was sawing 
and the sawdust was whirling outside paler windows. The 
underlying churchyard was already settling into deep dim 
shade, and the shade was creeping up to the housetops among 
which they sat. "As if," said Eugene, "as if the churchyard 
f_hosts were rising." 

He had walked to the window with his cigar in his mouth, 
to exalt its flavour by comparing the fireside with the outside, 
when he stopped midway on his return to his arm-chair, and 
said: 

":\pparently one of the ghosts has lost its way, and dropped 
in to be directed. Look at this phantom! " 

Lightwood, whose back was towards the door, turned his 
~tad, and there, in the darkness of the entry, stood a something 
m the hhn~ss of a man: to whom he addressed the not irre
h:vant inquiry, " \\'ho the devil are you? " 

" I ask your pardons, Governors," replied the ghost, in a 
hoarse d\JULk-bamlltd whisper, "but might either on you be 
Lawyer Light wood? " 
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"What do you mean by not knocking at the door? " de

manded ~fortimer. 
" I ask your pardons, Governors," replied the ghost, as 

before, " but probable you was not aware your door stood 
open." 

"What do you want?" 
Hereunto the ghost again hoarsely replied in its double

barrelled manner, " I ask your pardons. Governors, but might 
one on you be Lawyer Lightwood?" 

" One of us is," said the owner of that name. 
"All right, Governors Both," returned the ghost, carefully 

closing the room door; "'tickler business." 
:\Iortimer lighted the candles. They showed the visitor to 

be an ill-looking visitor with a squinting leer, who, as he spoke, 
fumbled at an old sodden fur cap, formless and mangey, that 
looked like a furry animal, dog or cat, puppy or kitten, drowned 
and decaying. 

"Kow," said Mortimer," what is it?" 
" Governors Both," returned the man, in what he meant to 

be a wheedling tone, "which on you might be Lawyer Light
wood?" 

"I am." 
" Lav•yer Lightwood," ducking at him with a servile air, 

" I am a man as gets my living, and as seeks to get my living, by 
the sweat of my brow. Kot to risk being done out of the sweat 
of my brow, by any chances, I should wish afore going further to 
be swore in." 

"I am not a swearer in of people, man." 
The visitor, clearly anything but reliant on this assurance, 

doggedly muttered ''Alfred Davi~." 
.. Is that your name? " asked L1ghtwood. 
":\fv name?" returned the man. "Xo; I want to take a 

Alfred. Da,id." 
(Which Eugene, smoking and contemplating him, inter

preted as meaning A.ffidavit.) 
"I tell you, my good fellow," said Lightwood, with hi;; 

indolent laugh, "that I have nothing to do with swearing." 
"He can swear at you," Eugene explained,: ··and so can I. 

l3ut we can't do more for vou." 
:\Iuch discomfited by this information, the \isitor turned the 

drowned dog or cat, puppy or kitten, about and about, and 
looked from one of the Governors Both to the (>thtr of the 
Governors Both, while he deeply considered within Lmsdi. At 
length he decided: 
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"Then I must be took down." 
"\rhere? "asked Lightwood. 
" Here," said the man. " In pen and ink." 
"First, let us know what your business is about." 

Ifl 

" It's about," said the man, taking a step fonvard, dropping 
his hoarse voice, and shading it with his hand, "it's about from 
fiye to ten thousand pound reward. That's what it's about. 
lt"s about Murder. That's what it's about." 

" Come nearer the table. Sit down. \\"ill you have a glass 
of wine?" · 

"Yes, I will," said the man; "and I don't deceive you, 
Governors." 

It was given him. Making a stiff arm to the elbow, he poured 
the wine into his mouth, tilted it into his right cheek, as saying, 
"\\'hat do you think of it?" tilted it into his left cheek, as say
ing, "What do you think of it?" jerked it into his stomach, as 
saying," \rhat do you think of it? " To conclude, smacked his 
lips, as if all three replied, " We think well of it." 

"\rill vou ha\'e another?" 
"Yes,· I will," he repeated, "and I don't deceive you, 

Gonrnors." And also repeated the other proceedings. 
"X ow," began Lightwood, "what's your name?" 
''\\"by, there you're rather fast, Lawyer Lightwood," he 

replied, in a remonstrant manner. " Don't you see, Lawyer 
Light11 ood? There you're a little bit fast. I'm going to earn 
from five to ten thousand pound by the sweat of my brow; and 
as a poor man doing justice to the sweat of my brow, is it likdy 
I can afford to part with so much as my name without its being 
took down?" 

Dt:ft:rring to the man's sense of the binding powers of pen 
and ink and JXlper, Lightwood nodded acceptance of Eugene's 
nuddtd propo>al to take those spelL> in hand. Eugene, bringing 
thtm to the talJ!e. sat down as clerk or notan· . 

.. ~ow," S.lid Li;;htwood, "what's your name?, 
But funhu pro:c.iutiun was still due to the sweat of this 

hone't fdlvw"s brow. 
"I ~hould wish. Lawyer Li;;htwood," he stipulated, ''to 

La\·e tL.~t T"•.1ther Gon:rnor as r;w witness that what I said I 
s.,id. Curbt:qutnt, will the T"utl:er Gonrnor be so good as 
ci.~Jck me his name and where he lins?" 

Et.:,c<'ne. ci;,:.lr in mouth and ptn in hand, tc,s~ed hin1 his card . 
. ~::cnpd:in:,:: it out slu\\l\", the man made it into a little roll, 
a~~ i t1<-d it uo in an end of his ntt ko::rchief sti:l more slowh·. 

··~ow," $aid Li;;htwood, for the third time, "if you !.aYe 
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quite completed your various preparations, my friend and have 
fully ascertained that your spirits are cool and not ~ any way 
hurried, what's your name?" 

"Roger Riderhood." 
" Dwelling-place? " 
" Lime'us Hole." 
"Calling or occupation?" 
Not quite so glib with this answer as with the previous two, 

Mr. Riderhood gave in the definition, " Waterside character.'' 
" Anything against you? " Eugene quietly put in as he wrote. 
Rather baulked, l\Ir. Riderhood evasively remarked, with an 

innocent air, that "he believed the T'other Governor had asked 
him summat.'' 

"Ever in trouble?" said Eugene. 
"Once." (Might happen to any man, Mr. Riderhood added 

incidentally.) 
" On suspicion of--? " 
" Of seaman's pocket," said Mr. Riderhood. "\\'hereby I 

was in reality the man's best friend, and tried to take care of 
him." 

" With the sweat of your brow? " asked Eugene. 
" Till it poured down like rain," said Roger Riderhood. 
Eugene leaned back in his chair and smoked, with his eyes 

negligently turned on the informer, and his pen ready to reduce 
him to more writing. Lightwood also smoked, with his eyes 
negligently turned on the informer. 

"Now let me be took down again," said Riderhood, when he 
had turned the drowned cap over and under, and had brushed 
it the wrong way (if it had a right way) with his sleeve. "I 
give information that the man that done the Harmon Murder 
is Gaffer Hexam, the man that found the body. The hand of 
Jesse Hexam, commonly called Gaffer on the river and along
shore, is the hand that done that deed. His hand and no other." 

The two friends glanced at one another with more serious 
faces than they had shown yet. 

" Tell us on what grounds you make this accusation," said 
:Mortimer Lightwood. 

" On the grounds," answered Riderhood, wiping his face with 
his sleeve, " that I was Gaffer's pardner, and suspected of him 
many a long day and many a dark night. On the grounds that I 
knowed his ways. On the grounds that I broke the pardnership 
because I see the danger; which I warn you his daughter may tell 
vou another storv about that, for amthink I can say, but you 
know what it'll be worth, for she'd tell you lies, the world round 
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and the heavens broad, to save her father, On the grounds that 
it's well understood along the cause'ays and the stairs that he 
done it. On the grounds that he's fell off from, because he done 
it. On the grounds that I will swear he done it. On the grounds 
that you may take me where you will, and get me sworn to it. 
I don't want to back out of the consequences. I have made up 
my mind. Take me anywheres." 

" All this is nothing," said Lightwood. 
"Nothing?" repeated Rid~rhood, indignantly and amazedly. 
" Merely nothing. It goes to no roore than that you suspect 

this man of the crime. You may do so with some reason, or you 
may do so with no reason, but he cannot be convicted on your 
suspicion." 

" Haven't I said-1 appeal to the T'other Governor as my 
witness-haven't I said from the first minute that I opened my 
mouth in this here world-without-end-everlasting chair " (he 
evidently used that form of words as next in force to an affidavit), 
"that I was willing to swear that he done it? Haven't I said, 
Take me and get me sworn to it? Don't I say so now? You 
won't deny it, Lawyer Lightwood?" 

" Surely not; but you only offer to swear to your suspicion, 
and I tell you it is not enough to swear to your suspicion." 

"Not enough, ain't it, Lawyer Lightwood?" he cautiously 
demanded. 

"Positively not." 
"And did I say it was enough? Now, I appeal to the T'other 

Governor. Now, fair! Did I say so?" 
" He certainly has not said that he had no more to tell," 

Eugene observed in a low voice without looking at him, " what
ever he seemed to imply." 

" Hah! " cried the informer, triumphantly perceiving that 
the remark was generally in his favour, though apparently not 
clost:ly understanding it. "Fort'nate for me I had a witness! " 

··Go on, then," said Lightwood. "Say out what you have 
to saY. !'\o afterthou~ht." 

·• Let me be took down then I" cried the informer, eagerly 
and anxiously. " Let me be took down, for by George and the 
Dra~gin I'm a-coming to it now! Don't do nothing to keep 
hack from a honest man the fruits of the sweat of his brow! I 
giYe information, then, that he told me that he done it. Is 
1hat enough? " 

.. Take care what you say, my friend," returned Mortimer. 
" Lawyer Lightwood, take care, you, what I say; 'for I judge 

you'll be answerable for follering it up! " Then, slowly and 
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emphatically beating it all out with his open right hand on tht 
pal:n of his left; "I, Roger Riderhood, Lime'us Hole, \ratersid< 
character, tell you, Lawyer Lightwood, that the man Je5s< 
Hexam, commonly called upon the river and along-shore Gaffer: 
told me that he done the deed. What's more. he told me with 
his 0'\11 lips that he done the deed. What"s n'lore, he said that 
he done the deed. And I'll swear it! " 

" Where did he tell vou so? " 
" Outside," replied ·Riderhood, always beating it out, with 

his head determinedly set askew, and his eyes watchfully dividirg 
their attention between his two auditors, " outside the door ot 
the Si..x J oily Fellowships, towards a quarter arter tweh·e o'clock 
at midnight-but I will not in my conscience undertake to swear 
to so fine a matter as five minutes--Qn the night when he picked 
up the body. The Six Jolly Fellowships stands on the spot stilL 
The Si..x Jolly Fellowships won't run away. If it turns out that 
he wam't at the Six Jolly Fellowships that night at midnight, 
I'm a liar." 

"What did he sav? " 
"I'll tell you (take me do'-'"D, T'other Governor, I ask no 

better). He come out first; I come out last. I might be a 
minute arter him; I might be half a minute, I might be a quarter 
of a minute; I cannot swear to that, and therefore I won't. 
That's knowing the obligations of a Alfred David, ain't it?" 

"Go on." 
" I found him a-waiting to speak to me. He says to me, 

'Rogue Riderhood '-for that's the name I'm mostly called by 
-not for any meaning in it, for meaning it has none, but because 
of its being similar to Roger." 

"X ever mind that." 
"'Scuse me, Lawyer Lightwood, it's a part of the truth, and 

as such I do mind it, and I must mind it and I will mind it. 
'Rogue Riderhood,' he says, ' words passed betwixt us on 
the river to-nif;ht.' Which they had; ask his daughter! ' I 
threatened you,' he says, 'to chop you over the fingers with my 
boat's stretcher, or take a aim at your brains with my boat-hook. 
I did so on accounts of your looking too hard at what I had in 
tow, as if you was suspicious, and on accounts of your holdir..; 
on to the gunwale of my boat.' I says to him, 'Gaffer, I know 
it.' He says to me,' Rogue Rider hood, you are a man in~ ~ozen' 
-I think he said in a score, but of that I am not pos1t1ve, so 
take t..1e lowest £gure, for precious be the obEgat.ions of a.AEre.d 
David. '_-\nd,' he says,' when your fellow-men l.S up, be It the:r 
lives or be it their watches, sharp is ever t..1e word wiG you. 
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Had you suspicions? ' I says, ' Gaffer, I had; and what's 
more, I ha,·e.' He falls a-shaking, and he says, 'Of what?' 
I says, 'Of foul play.' He falls a-shaking worse, and he says, 
'There was foul play then. I done it for his money. Don't 
betrav me!' Those were the words as ever he used." 

Th~re was a silence, broken only by the fall of the ashes in 
the grate. An opportunity which the informer improved by 
smearing himself all over the head and neck and face with his 
dro'i\ned cap, and not at all ill!proving his ovm appearance. 

" What more? " asked Lightwood. 
"Of him, d'ye mean, Lawyer Lightwood?" 
"Of anything to the purpose." 
"Now I'm blest if I understand you, Governors Both," said 

the informer, in a creeping manner: propitiating both, though 
only one had spoken. "\\'hat? Ain't that enough?" 

" Did you ask him how he did it, where he did it, when he did 
it?" 

" Far be it from me, Lawyer Lightwood! I was so troubled 
in my mind, that I wouldn't have knowed more, no, not for the 
sum as I expect to earn from you by the sweat of my brow, 
twice told! I had put an end to the pardnership. I had cut 
the connexion. I couldn't undo what was done; and when he 
brg'l and prays, 'Old pardner, on my knees, don't split upon 
me!· I only makes answer,' NeYer speak another word to Roger 
R idl'rhood, nor look him in the face! ' and I shuns that man." 
H~wing given these words a swing to make them mount the 

higher and go the further, Rogue Riderhood poured himself out 
<lnothcr ghss of wine unbidden, and seemed to chew it, as, with 
the half-unptied glass in his hand, he stared at the candles. 

~lurtinwr glanced at Eugene, but Eugene sat glowering at his 
paper, and would give him no responsive glance. Mortimer 
apin turnl'd to the informer, to whom he said: 

" You have been troubkd in your mind a long time, man? " 
Giving his wine a final chew, and swallowing it, the informer 

an;.wtred in.~ single word: 
)L\:,;LS!, 

" \\'l;l'n all that stir was made, when the Government reward 
11 J.S uffard. v. lwn the police were on the alert, when the whule 
country ran~ with the crime!" said ~!ortimer, impatiently . 
. "llah ~ '' ~lr. Ridcrhood very slowly and hoarstly chimed 
m. 11 nh several ntro<prctive nods of his head. "\rarn't I 
tr<>uLJ, d in mv mind th~en ~" 

·· \\'h·n cur{icrture rJ.n wild. when the most extrna,.ant sus-. . . ~ 

piCh•ns w ne athu, "hen half-a-d•.>zen innocent people might 
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have been laid by the heels any hour in the day!" said Mortimer, 
almost warming. 

"Hah!" Mr. Riderhood chimed in, as before. "\Yarn't I 
troubled in my mind through it all! " 

" But he hadn't,'' said Eugene, drawing a lady's head upon 
his writing-paper, and touching it at intervals, " the oppor
tunity then of earning so much money, you see." 

"The T'other Governor hits the nail, Lawyer Lightwood! 
It was that as turned me. I had many times and again struggled 
to relieve myself of the trouble on my mind, but I couldn't get 
it off. I had once very nigh got it off to Miss Abbey Patterson 
which keeps the Six Jolly Fellowships-there is the 'ouse, it 
won't run away,-there lives the lady, she ain't likely to be 
struck dead afore you get there-ask her !-but I eouldn't do it. 
At last, out comes the new bill with your own lawful name, 
Lawyer Lightwood, printed to it, and then I asks the question 
of my own intellects, Am I to have this trouble on my mind for 
ever? Am I never to throw it off? Am I always to think 
more of Gaffer than of my own self? If he's got a daughter, 
ain't I got a daughter? " 

"And echo answered--? " Eugene suggested. 
"'You have,'" said Mr. Ritlerhood, in a firm tone. 
" Incidentally mentioning, at the same time, her age? " 

inquired Eugene. 
"Yes, Governor. Two-and-Twenty last October. And then 

I put it to myself, ' Regarding the money. It is a pot of money.' 
For it is a pot," said Mr. Riderhood, with candour, "and why 
deny it?" 

" Hear! " from Eugene as he touched his drawing. 
"'It is a pot of money; but is it a sin for a labouring man 

· that moistens every crust of bread he earns with his tears-or if 
not with them, with the colds he catches in his head-is it a sin 
for that man to earn it? Say there is anything again earning 
it.' This I put to myself strong, as in duty bound; ' how can it 
be said without blaming Lawyer Lightwood for offering it to 
be earned?' And was it for me to blame Lawyer Lightwood? 
No." 

"No," said Eugene. 
"Certainly not, Governor," l\Ir. Riderhood acquiesced. "So 

I made up my mind to get my trouble off my mind, and to earn 
by the sweat of my brow what was held out to me. And what's 
more," he added, suddenly turning bloodthirsty, " I mean to 
have it! And now I tell you, once and away, Lawyer Light
wood, that Jesse Hexam, commonly called Gaffer, his hand and 
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no other, done the deed, on his own confession to me. And I 
give him up to you, and I want him took. This night! " 

After another silence, broken only by the fall of the ashes in 
the grate, which attracted the informer's attention as if it were 
the chinking of money, Mortimer Lightwood leaned over his 
friend, and said in a whisper: 

" I suppose I must go with this fellow to our imperturbable 
friend at the police-station." 

" I suppose," said Eugene, '~there is no help for it." 
" Do you believe him? " 
" I believe him to be a thorough rascal. But he may tell the 

truth, for his ov;n purpose, and for this occasion only." 
"It doesn't look like it." 
"He doesn't," said Eugene. "But neither is his late partner, 

whom he denounces, a prepossessing person. The firm are cut
throat Shepherds both, in appearance. I should like to ask him 
one thing." 

The subject of this conference sat leering at the ashes, trying 
with all his might to overhear what was said, but feigning 
abstraction as the " Governors Both " glanced at him. 

" You mentioned (twice, I think) a daughter of this Hexam's," 
said Eugene, aloud. " You don't mean to imply that she had 
any guilty knowledge of the crime? " 

The honest man, after considering-perhaps considering how 
his answer might affect the fruits of the sweat of his brow
replied unreservedly," No, I don't." 

" And you implicate no other person? " 
" It ain't what I implicate, it's what Gaffer implicated," was 

the dogged and determined answer. "I don't pretend to know 
more than that his words to me was, ' I done it.' Those was 
his words." 

" I must see this out, ~Iortimer," whispered Eugene, rising. 
"How shall we go?" 

" Let us walk," whispered Lightwood, "and give this fellow 
time to think of it." 

Having exchanged the question and answer, they pncpared 
thunstlv~:s fur going out, and Mr. Riderhood rose. While ex
tinguishing the candle:;, Lightwood, quite as a matter of course, 
touk up the glass from which that honest gentleman had drunk, 
a1:d Cl)ully tossed it undtr the grate, where it fell shivering into 
fra!Cmcnt.s. 

,', ~c.w, if you will take the lead," said Lightwood, "Mr. 
\\'rayburn and I \\ill fullow. You know "here to go, I 
surrl):'e? ,, 
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" I suppose I do, Lawyer Lightwood." 
"Take the lead, then." 
The waterside character pulled his dro'l'lned cap over his ears 

with both hands, .and making himself more round-shouldered 
than nature had made him, by the sullen and persistent slouch 
with which he went, went dmvn the stairs, round by the Temple 
Church, across the Temple into Whitefriars, and so on by the 
waterside streets. 

"Look at his hang-dog air," said Lightwood, following. 
" It strikes me rather as a hang-man air," returned Eugene. 

"He has undeniable intentions that way." 
They said little else as they followed. He went on before 

them as an ugly Fate might have done, and they kept him in 
view, and would have been glad enough to lose sight of him. 
But on he went before them, always at the same distance and 
the same rate. Aslant against the hard implacable weather 
and the rough wind, he was no more to be driven back than 
hurried forward, but held on like an advancing Destiny. There 
came, when they were about midway on their journey, a heavy 
rush of hail, which in a few minutes pelted the streets clear, and 
whitened them. It made no difference to him. A man's life 
being to be taken and the price of it got, the hailstones to arrest 
the purpose must lie larger and deeper than those. He crushed 
through them, leaving marks in the fast-melting slush that were 
mere shapeless holes; one might have fancied, following, that 
the very fashion of humanity had departed from his feet. 

The blast went by, and the moon contended with the fast
flying clouds, and the wild disorder reigning up there made the 
pitiful little tumults in the streets of no account. It was not 
that the wind swept all the brawlers into places of shelter, as it 
had swept the hail still lingering in heaps wherever there was 
refuge for it; but that it seemed as if the streets were absorbed 
by the sky, and the night were all in the air. 

" If he has had time to think of it," said Eugene, " he has not 
had time to think better of it-or differently of it, if that's 
better. There is no sign of dmving back in him; and as I 
recollect this place, we must be close upon the comer where we 
alighted that night." 

In fact, a few abrupt turns brought them to the river-side, 
where they had slipped about among the stones, and where they 
now slipped more; the Vlind coming against them in slants and 
flaws, across the tide and the windings of the river, in a furious 
way. With that habit of getting under the lee of any shelter 
which waterside characters acquire, the waterside character at 
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present in question led the way to the lee side of the Six J oily 
Fellowship-Porters before he spoke. 

"Look round here, Lawyer Lightwood, at them red curtains. 
It's the Fellowships, the 'ouse as I told you wouldn't run away. 
And has it run awav?" 

!\ot showing hin{self much impressed by this remarkable con
firmation of the informer's evidence, Lightwood inquired what 
other business they had there? 

" I wished you to see the fellowships for yourself, Lawyer 
Lic:htwood, that you might judge whether I'm a liar; and now 
I'll see Gaffer's window for myself, that we may know whether 
he's at home." 

\rith that, he crept away. 
"He'll come back, I suppose?" murmured Lightwood. 
"Aye! and go through with it," murmured Eugene. 
He came back after a very short interval indeed. 
" Gaffer's out, and his boat's out. His daughter's at home, 

sitting a-looking at the fire. But there's some supper getting 
ready, so Gaffer's expected. I can find what move he's upon, 
eas1· enough, prestntly." 

Then he beckoned and led the way again, and they came to 
the police-station, still as clean and cool and steady as before, 
saving that the flame of its lamp--being but a lamp-flame, and 
onh· attached to the Force as an outsider-flickered in the wind. 

AI,o, '' ithin doors. ~fr. Inspector was at his studies as of yore. 
He rtcugnised the friends the instant they reappeared, but their 
rt·apptarance had no effect on his composure. !\ot even the 
circumstance that Riderhood was their conductor mo,·ed him, 
vtherv. i,e than that as he took a dip ()f ink he seemed, by a 
~t ttlrment of his chin in his stock, to propound to that personage, 
\\ ithout J,)(JkiDt; at him, the question, "\\"hat have )'014 been up 
to. !.1st? ·· 

~lurtimc:r Li:;:!nwood a'ked him, would he be so good as look 
.~t tLu,;c n••tes? Hamling him Eugene's. 

I la1 i:~:: read the first few lines, ~Ir. Inspector mounted to that 
(fur Lir:l) txtr.Flrdinary )>itch of emotion that he said, "Does 
titLrr l•f you t11 o ;:entlemen h.tppen to have a pinch of snuff 
a! •uut him'" Finding tLat neither had, he did quite as well 
\\ itlJ,,ut it. and rt:J.,i on. 

" l1.1 1 e Yuu Lt J.rJ thc;;e read? " he tLen demanded of the 
J.,,nt ,t n::1.;1. 

"\n." '-'id Rickrht)od. 
"T!.t·n '"u bad Ll'lt.cr hear them." And so read them aloud, 

in <til t•li:ti.,Jtr~..m.rr. 
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"Are these notes correct, now, as to the information you 

bring here and the evidence you mean to give?" he asked, when 
he had finished reading. 

" They are. They are as correct," returned Mr. Riderhood, 
"as I am. I can't say more than that for 'em." 

" I'll take this man myself, sir," said Mr. Inspector to Light
wood. Then to Riderhood, "Is he at home? Where is he? 
What's he doing? You have made it your business to know all 
about him, no doubt." 

Riderhood said what he did know, and promised to find out 
in a few minutes what he didn't know. 

"Stop," said Mr. Inspector; "not till I tell you. \Ve mustn't 
look like business. Would you two gentlemen object to making 
a pretence of taking a glass of something in my company at 
the Fellowships? Well-conducted house, and highly respectable 
landladv." 

They-replied that they would be happy to substitute a reality 
for the pretence, which, in the main, appeared to be as one with 
Mr. Inspector's meaning. 

"Very good," said he, taking his hat from its peg, and putting 
a pair of handcuffs in his pocket as if they were his gloves. 
"Reserve!" Reserve saluted. "You know where to find 
me?" Reserve again saluted. "Riderhood, when you have 
found out concerning his coming home, come round to tht: 
window of Cosy, tap twice at it, and wait for me. Now, gentle
men." 

As the three went out together, and Riderhood slouched off 
from under the trembling lamp his separate way, Lightwood 
asked the officer what he thought of this? 

Mr. Inspector replied, with due generality and reticence, that 
it was always more likely that a man had done a bad thing than 
that he hadn't. That he himself had several times " reckoned 
up " Gaffer, but had never been able to bring him to a satisfac
tory criminal total. That if this story was true, it was only in 
part true. That the two men, very shy characters, would have 
been jointly and pretty equally " in it "; but that this man had 
" spotted " the other, to save himself and get the money. 

"And I think," added Mr. Inspector, in conclusion, "that if 
all goes well with him, he's in a tolerable way of getting it. But 
as this is the Fellowships, gentlemen, where the lights are, I 
recommend dropping the subject. You can't do better than 
be interested in some lime works anywhere down about North
fleet, and doubtful whether some of your lime don't get into bad 
company, as it comes up in barges." 
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"You hear, Eugene?" said Lightwood, over his shoulder. 

"You are deeply interested in lime." 
"Without lime," returned that unmoved barrister-at-law, 

" my existence would be unilluminated by a ray of hope." 

CHAPTER XIII 

TRACKING THE BIRD OF PREY 

THE two lime merchants, with their escort, entered the 
dominions of 1\fiss Abbey Potterson, to whom their escort 
(presenting them and their pretended business over the half
door of the bar, in a confidential way) preferred his figurative 
request that " a mouthful of fire " might be lighted in Cosy. 
Always well disposed to assist the constituted authorities, 
.Miss Abbey bade Bob Gliddery attend the gentlemen to that 
retreat, and promptly enliYen it with fire and gaslight. Of 
this commission the bare-armed Bob, leading the way with a 
flaming wisp of paper, so speedily acquitted himself, that Cosy 
seemed to leap out of a dark sleep and embrace them warmly, 
the moment they passed the lintels of its hospitable door. 

" They burn sherry very well here," said :Mr. ·Inspector, as 
a piece of local intelligence. " Perhaps you gentlemen might 
like a bottle? " 

The answer being By all means, Bob Gliddery received his 
instructions from Mr. Inspector, and departe~ in a becoming 
~tate of alacrity engendered by reverence for the majesty of 
the law. 

" It's a certain fact," said ~Ir. Inspector, "that this man 
we have receind our information from," indicating Riderhood 
with his thumb over his shoulder, " has for some time past 
gi\'en the other man a bad name arising out of your lime barges, 
and that the other man has been avoided in consequence. I 
don't ~a~· what it means or proves, but it's a certain fact. I 
had it Er:<t from one of the opposite sex of my acquaintance," 
Ya~ud y indicating ~I iss Abbey with his thumb over his shoulder, 
"d . .Jwn away at a distance, over yonder." 

TLen probably ~Ir. ln;:pector was not quite unprepared for 
thtir \'is it that t\'tning? Lightwood hinted . 

.. \\'til, you see," said ~1r. ln;:ptctor, "it was a !]'Jestion of 
m;,k;n~ a move. It's of no use movin<7 if ,-ou dun't knuw what 
your n~o\e i>. \' ou hJ.d better by far keep still. In the matter 
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of this lime, I certainly had an idea that it might lie betwi:.: 
the two men; I always had that idea. Still I was forced to wa 
for a start, and I wasn't so lucky as to get a start. This rna 
that we have received our information from has got a start, an 
if he don't meet with a check he may make the running and com 
in first. There may turn out to be something considerable fc 
him that comes in second, and I don't mention who may or wh 
may not try for that place. There's duty to do, and I shall d 
it, under any circumstances, to the best of my judgment an 
ability." 

" Speaking as a shipper of lime--" began Eugene. 
" Which no man has a better right t~ do than yourself, yo: 

know," said 1\Ir. Inspector. 
" I hope not," said Eugene; "my father having been : 

shipper of lime before me, and my grandfather before him~ 
in fact we have been a family immersed to the crowns of ou 
heads in lime during several generations-! beg to observe tha 
if this missing lime could be got hold of without any youni 
female relative of any distinguished gentleman engaged in th 
lime trade (which I cherish next to my life) being present, 
think it might be a more agreeable proceeding to the assistin: 
bystanders, that is to say, lime-burners." 

" I also," said Lightwood, pushing his friend aside with 1 

laugh, " should much prefer that." 
" It shall be done, gentlemen, if it can be done conveniently,' 

said Mr. Inspector, with coolness. " There is no wish on m: 
part to cause any distress in that quarter. Indeed, I am sorr: 
for that quarter." · 

" There was a boy in that quarter,'' remarkocl Eugene. " H 
is still there? " 

"No," said 1\Ir. Inspector. "He has quitted those works 
He is otherwise disposed of." 

"Will she be left alone then?" asked Eugene. 
" She will be left," said .l\Ir. Inspector, " alone." 
Bob's reappearance with a steaming jug broke off the con 

versation. But although the jug steamed forth a ddiciou 
perfume, its contents had not receh·ed that last happy toucl 
which the surpassing finish of the Six Jolly Fellowship-Porter 
imparted on such momentous occasions. Bob carried in hi 
left hand one of those iron models of sugar-loaf hats befor· 
mentioned into which he emptied the jug, and the pointe( 
end of whi~h he thrust deep down into the fire, so leaving it fo 
a few moments while he disappeared and reappeared with thre 
bright drinking-glasses. Placing these on the table and bendin; 
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o,·er the fire, meritoriously sensible of the trying nature of his 
duty, he watched the ·wreaths of steam, until at the special 
instant of projection he caught up the iron vessel and gave it 
one delicate twirl, causing it to send forth one gentle hiss. 
Then he restored the contents to the jug; held over the steam 
of the jug each of the three bright glasses in succession; finally 
filled them all, and with a clear conscience awaited the applause 
of his fellow-creatures. 

It was bestowed (~Ir. Inspector having proposed as an appro
priate sentiment " The lime trade! "), and Bob withdrew to 
report the commendations of the guests to :Miss Abbey in the 
bar. It may be here in confidence admitted that, the room 
being close shut in his absence, there had not appeared to be 
the slightest reason for the elaborate maintenance of this same 
lime fiction. Only it had been regarded by ~Ir. Inspector as 
so uncommonly satisfactory, and so fraught with mysterious 
virtues, that neither of his clients had presumed to question it. 

Two taps were now heard on the outside of the window. 
~fr. Inspector, hastily fortifying bimseU with another glass, 
strolled out with a noiseless foot and an unoccupied counten
ance. As one might go to survey the weather and the general 
aspect of the heavenly bodies. 

"This is becoming grim, ~fortimer," said Eugene in a low 
voice. '' I don't like this." 
"~or 1," said Lightwood. "Shall we go?" 
"Being here, let us stay. You ought to see it out, and I 

won't lea,·e you. Besides, that lonely girl with the dark hair 
runs in my head. It wis little more than a glimpse we had of 
her that last time, and yet I almost see her waiting by the fire 
to-ni:;ht. Do you feel like a dark combination of traitor and 
pickpocket when you think of that girl?" 

"Rather," returned LL.:::htwood. "Do vou?" 
"\'erv much so." ~ • 
Their· escort strolled back again, and reported. Divested 

0f its various lime-lights and shadows, his report went to the 
t:!lt'(t that GJ.ffer \HiS away in his boat, supposed to be on his 
uld ;.xk·{)Ut; that he had been expected last high-water; that 
han_ng nus sed It_ for son!e reason or other, he was not, according 
to Ius usual ha~ns at mght, to be counted on before next high
" attr, or It m1,:Lt be an hour or so Llter; that his daughter, 
sun c:yed tho>l:,.h tLe "in dow, would see:n to be so expecting 
l.Jm. lur tLe sur•pcr was not cookin:r. but set out readv to be 
fC>c•\..(·d; tl"..it it II l1t:)J be hi..:h-wat~r at about One arld that 
it 11;..5 nuw bartly ten; that tr.ere was nothing to b; dvne but 

r 
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watch and wait; that the informer was keeping watch at the 
instant of that present reporting, but that two heads were 
better than one (especially when the second was Mr. Inspector's); 
and that the reporter meant to share the watch. And forasmuch 
as crouching under the lee of a hauled-up boat on a night when 
it blew cold and strong, and when the weather was varied with 
blasts of hail at times, might be wearisome to amateurs, the 
reporter closed with the recommendation that the two gentle
men should remain, for awhile at any rate, in their present 
quarters, which were weather-tight and warm. 

They were not inclined to dispute this recommendation, but 
they wanted to know where they could join the watchers when 
so disposed. Rather than trust to a verbal description of the 
place, which might mislead, Eugene (with a less weighty sense 
of personal trouble on him than he usually had) would go out 
with Mr. Inspector, note the spot, and come back. 

On the shelving bank of the river, among the slimy stones of 
a causeway-not the special causeway of the Six Jolly Fellow
ships, which had a landing-place of its own, but another, a little 
removed, and very near to the old windmill which was the 
denounced man's dwelling-place-were a few boats; some, 
moored and already beginning to float; others, hauled up above 
the reach of the tide. Under one of these latter Eugene's 
companion disappeared. And when Eugene had observed its 
position with reference to the other boats, and had made sure 
that he could not miss it, he turned his eyes upon the building 
where, as he had been told, the lonely girl with the dark hair 
sat by the fire. 

He could see the light of the fire shining through the window. 
Perhaps it drew him on to look in. Perhaps he had come out 
with the express intention. That part of the bank having rank 
grass growing on it, there was no difficulty in getting close, with
out any noise of footsteps: it was but to scramble up a ragged 
face of pretty hard mud some three or four feet high and come 
upon the grass and to the window. He came to the window by 
that means. 

She had no other light than the light of the fire. The un
kindled lamp stood on the table. She sat on the ground, looking 
at the brazier, with her face leaning on her hand. There was a 
kind of film or flicker on her face, which at first he took to be 
the fitful firelight; but, on a second look, he saw that she was 
weeping. A sad and solitary spectacle, as shown him by the 
rising and the falling of the fire. 

It was a little window of but four pieces of glass, and was not 
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curtained; he chose it because the larger window near it was. 
It showed him the room, and the bills upon the wall respecting 
the drowned people starting out and receding by turns. But he 
glanced slightly at them, though he looked long and steadily at 
her. A deep rich piece of colour, with the brown flush of her 
cheek and the shining lustre of her hair, though sad and solitary, 
weeping by the rising and the falling of the fire. 

She started up. He had been so very still, that he felt sure it 
was not he who had disturbed her, so merely withdrew from the 
window and stood near it in the shadow of the wall. She opened 
the door, and said in an alarmed tone," Father, was that you 
calling me? " And again, " Father! " And once again, after 
listening, "Father! I thought I heard you call me twice 
before!'' 

Xo response. As she re-entered at the door, he dropped over 
the bank and made his way back, among the ooze and near the 
hiding-place, to Mortimer Lightwood: to whom he told what 
he had seen of the girl, and how this was becoming very grim 
indeed. 

'' If the real man feels as guilty as I do," said Eugene, " he 
is remarkablv uncomfortable." 

" Influence of secrecy," suggested Lightwood. 
'' I am not at all obliged to it for making me Guy Fawkes in 

the \'ault and a Sneak in the area both at once," said Eugene. 
" Give me some more of that stuff." 

Lightwood helped him to some more of that stuff, but it had 
been cooling, and didn't answer now. 

" Pooh," said Eugene, spitting it out among the ashes. 
" Tastes like the wash of the river." 

" Are you so familiar with the flavour of the wash of the 
rin~r? " 

.. I seem to be to-night. I feel as if I had been half drowned, 
an(l swallowing a gallon of it." 

.. lntluence of locality," suggested Lightwood. 
"You are mighty learned to-night, you and your influences," 

n:turncd Eugene. "How long shall we stay here?" 
" How lvng do YOU think? " 
:· If I could ch~osc, ~ should say a minute," replied Eugene, 

.. !ur the J ully F t:llowshlp-Porters are not the jolliest dogs I have 
h1hl\l n. But I suppose we are best here till they turn us out 
":t h the other su,picious characters, at midnight." 

Tht:re:lplln he ~tirred the fire, and sat down on one side of it. 
It ~truci\. tb tn, and he made believe to compose himself 
j·;.ti~:ntJ:•. But :,:r;ldually he took the fidgets in one leg, and 
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then in the other leg, and then in or.e arm, and then in the other 
arm, and then in his chin, and then in his back, and then in his 
forehead, and then in his hair, and then in his nose; and then 
he stretched himself recumbent on two chairs, and groaned; 
and then he started up. 

·• Invisible insects of diabolical activity swarm in this place. 
I am tickled and twitched all oYer. )Ientallv, I have now 
committed a burglary under the meanest circu.rr:stances, and the 
myrmidons of justice are at my heels." 

" I am quite as bad," said Ligb.twood, sitting up facing him, 
with a tumbled head, after going through some wonderful 
evolutions, in which his head had been the lowest part of him. 
" This restlessness beg-an, with me. long ago. .ill the time vou 
were out, I felt like -Gullinr with the-Lilliputians firing UPon 
him." 

"It won't do,:llortimer. We must get into the air; we must 
join our C..:ar friend and brother, Riderhood. And let us tran
quillize ourselYes by maki'1g a compact. Xext time (with a 
view to our peace of mind) we'll commit the crime, instead of 
taking the criminal. You swear it?" 

"certainh·." 
,; Swor.1! • Let Tippins look to it. Her liie's in danger." 
:llo:timer rang the bell to pay the score, and Bob appeared 

to tran.'~act that business with him: whom Eugene, in his care:
lt5s ex:trangance_. asked if he would like a situation in the lime 
trade? 

'' Than:kee, sir, no, sir," said Bob, ·'I've a good sitiwation 
here.sir." 

"if you change your l!lind at any time," returned Eugene, 
•· come to me at my works, and you'll always find an openi:1g 
in the lime-kiln." 

"Th.an.kee. "said Bob. 
'·nis is ll:y partner," said Eugene, " who keeps the books 

and anend5 to tle wazes. .\fair daY's wag-es for a fair daY's 
work is e\·er my partne?s motto." · - · 

".\nd a ,-e~: good 'cr~ it is, gentlemen." said Bob, recei\i.ng 
ill fee. and d.rawi.n[ a bow out of his head wi:h lis rizht hand. 
,·ery ~nch as J:ce '~>CoUld J::a,·e drawn a pint of beer out of the beer: 
e!k'ine. 

'' Eugene." ~Iorti.'Tier apomop!-ized bm. Jau;:~jn; q1..:i:t 
te-artil"' wl:.en theY were a}.)ne a£1lin. ·• r.o':\· c:l'l You be sc 
ri.:.ict:lous? " · - · 

•· I am i!l a ric:.::u:.:,t:s hu.m0:n." cuc.th Euzene: " I am f 

ridiculous fellow. E \"f~1:l':i .. ·\~ is nditXlC•'.13. c C·!::e ak·n.; ~ " 
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It passed into Mortimer Lightwood's mind that a change of 

some sort, best expressed perhaps as an intensification of all that 
was wildest and most negligent and reckless in his friend, had 
come upon him in the last half-hour or so. Thoroughly used to ' 
him as he was, he found something new and strained in him that 
was for the moment perplexing. This passed into his mind, and 
passed out again; but he remembered it afterwards. 

"There's where she sits, you see," said Eugene, when they 
were standing under the bank, roared and riven at by the wind. 
" There's the light of her fire." 

"I'll take a peep through the window," said Mortimer. 
"No, don't!" Eugene caught him by the arm. "Best not 

make a show of her. Come to our honest friend." 
He led him to the post to watch, and they both dropped dovm 

and crept under the lee of the boat; a better shelter than it had 
seemed before, being directly contrasted with the blowing wind 
and the bare night. 

"Mr. Inspector at home?" whispered Eugene. 
" Here I am, sir." 
" And our friend of the perspiring brow is at the far corner 

there? Good. Anything happened? " 
" His daughter has been out, thinking she heard him calling, 

unless it was a sign to him to keep out of the way. It might 
haYe been." 

"It might have been Rule Britannia," muttered Eugene, 
" but it wasn't. Mortimer! " 

" Here!" (On the other side of Mr. Inspector.) 
"Two bur~laries now, and a forgery!" 
\\'ith this indication of his depressed state of mind, Eugene 

fdl silent. 
They were all silent for a long while. As it got to be flood

tide. and the water came nearer to them, noises on the ri,·er 
became more frequent, and they listened more. To the turning 
uf steam-paddles, to the clinking of iron chain, to the creaking 
1•f blocks, to the measured working of oars, to the occasional 
\ i· ,Jvnt bar kin~ of some passing dog on shipboard, who seemed 
to o-cent them lying in their hiding-place. The night was not so 
d.u-k but that, besides the lights at bows and mastheads gliding 
to and fro, they could discern some shadowy bulk attached; 
and now and then a ghostly lit:hter \\ith a large dark sail, like a 
11 ;lrnin~ arm, would start up very near them, pass on and 
\ ani,h. .-\t this time of their watch, the water close to them 

' \luuld be often a~itated by some impulsion g-i\·en it from a dis
. t;tnce. Oiten they btlieved this beat and plash to be the boat 
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they lay in wait for running in ashore; and again and again they 
would ha,·e started up, but for the immobility with which the 
informer, well used to the river, kept quiet in his place. 

The wind carried away the striking of the great multitude of 
city church clocks, for those lay to leeward of them; but there 
were bells to windward that told them of its being One-Two
Three. Without that aid they would have kno\m how the night 
wore, by the falling of the tide, recorded in the appearance of an 
ever-widening black wet strip of shore, and the emergence of 
the paved causeway from the river, foot by foot. 

As the time so passed, this slinking business became a more 
and more precarious one. It would seem as if the man had had 
some intimation of what was in hand against him, or had taken 
fright. His movements might have been planned to gain for 
him, in getting beyond their reach, twelve hours' advantage. 
The honest man who had expended the sweat of his brow became 
uneasy, and began to complain with bitterness of the proneness 
of mankind to cheat him-him invested with the dignity of 
Labour! 

Their retreat was so chosen that while they could watch the 
river, they could watch the house. No one had passed in or out, 
since the daughter thought she heard the ·father calling. No 
one could pass in or out without being seen. 

" But it will be light at five," said :Mr. Inspector, " and then 
U'e shall be seen." 

" Look here," said Rider hood, " what do you say to this? 
He may have been lurking in and out, and just holding his own 
bendxt two or three bridges, for hours back." 

"What do you make of that?" said lli. Inspector. Stoical, 
but contradictory. 

" He may be doing so at this present time." 
" What do you make of that l" said ).Ir. Inspector. 
"My boat's among them boats here at the cause'ay." 
" And what do you make of your boat? " said lir. Inspector. 
" What if I put off in her and take a look round? I know 

his wavs, and the likely nooks he favours. I know where 
he'd b~ at such a time of the tide, and where he'd be at 
such another time. Ain't I been his pardner? Xone of 
vou need show. Xone of vou need stir. I can shove her off 
~·ithout help; and as to me.being seen, I'm about at all times." 

"You might ha\·e ginn a worse opinion," said ).Ir. Impector, 
after brief consideration. "Trv it." 

" Stop a bit. Let's work it. out. If I want you, I'll drop 
round under the Fellowships and tip you a whistle." 
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" If I might so far presume as to offer a suggestion to my 

honourable and gallant friend, whose knowledge of nav'al 
matters far be it from me to impeach," Eugene struck in with 
f,rreat deliberation, " it would be, that to tip a whistle is to 
advertise mystery and invite speculation. My honourable and 
gallant friend will, I trust, excuse me, as an independent 
member, for throwing out a remark which I feel to be due to 
this house and the country." 

"Was that the T'other Governor, or Lawyer Lightwood?" 
asked Riderhood. For they spoke as they crouched or lay 
without seeing one another's faces. 

" In reply to the question put by my honourable and gallant 
friend," said Eugene, who was lying_ on his back with his hat 
on his face, as an attitude highly expressive of watchfulness, 
''I can have no hesitation in replying (it not being inconsistent 
with the public service) that those accents were the accents of 
the T'other Governor." 

"You've tolerable good eyes, ain't you, Governor? You've 
all tolerable good eyes, ain't you? " demanded the informer. 

All. 
"Then if I row up under the Fellowships and lay there, no 

need to whistle. You'll make out that there's a speck of some
thing or another there, and you'll know it's me, and you'll come. 
down that cause'ay to me. Understood all?" 

Understood all. 
" Off she goes then! " 
In a moment, with the wind cutting keenly at him sideways,. 

he was staggering down to his boat; in a few moments he was 
clear, and creeping up the river under their own shore. 

Euf:ene had raised himself on his elbow to look into the dark
ness after him. " I wish the boat of my honourable and gallant 
fnend," he murmured, lying down again and speaking into his 
hat, "may be endowed with philanthropy enough to tum 
bottom-upward and extinf[uish him !-Mortimer." 

" ~lv honourable friend." 
"Three burglaries, two forgeries,and a midni<rhtassassination." 

: \' et in spite of ha ,·ing those weights on his c~nscience, Eugene 
I ''as somewhat ~nlivened by the late slight change in the circum
' Ham·es of affatrs. _So were his two companions. Its being a 

rhanc:e was everythmg. The suspense seemed to have taken a 
Ptw least'. and to ha 1·e begun afresh from a recent date. There 
11as snnwtJ,ing additional to look for. They were all three more 
,h.trply <>n the alert, and less deadened by the miserable in-

1. tlucnrts ('f the pbre and time. 
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More than an hour had passed, and they were even dozing, 

when one of the three-each said it was he, and he had not dozed 
-made out Riderhood in his boat at the spot agreed on. Thev 
sprang up, came out from their shelter, and went down to him. 
When he saw them coming, he dropped alongside the causeway; 
so that they, standing on the causeway, could speak with him 
in whispers, under the shadowy mass of the Six J ally Fellowship
Porters fast asleep. 

" Blest if I can make it out! " said he, staring at them. 
"Make what out? Have you seen him?" 
"No." 
"What have you seen?" asked Lightwood. For he was 

staring at them in the strangest way. 
" I've seen his boat." 
"Not empty?" 
"Yes, empty. And what's more,-adrift. And what's 

more,-with one scull gone. And what's more,-with t'other 
scull jammed in the thowels and broke short off. And what's 
more,-the boat's drove tight by the tide 'atwixt two tiers of 
barges. And what's more,-he's in luck again, by George if 
he ain't!" 

CHAPTER XIV 

THE BIRD OF PREY BROUGHT DOWN 

CoLD on the shore, in the raw cold of that leaden crisis in the 
four-and-twenty hours when the vital force of all the noblest 
and prettiest things that live is at its lowest, the three watchers 
looked each at the blank faces of the other two, and all at the 
blank face of Riderhood in his boat. 

" Gaffer's boat, Gaffer in luck again, and yet no Gaffer!" 
So spake Riderhood, staring disconsolate. 

As if with one accord, they all turned their eyes towards the 
lio-ht of the fire shining through the window. It was fainter 
a~d duller. Perhaps fire, like the higher animal and vegetable 
life it helps to sustain, has its greatest tendency towards death, 
when the night is dying and the day is not yet born. 

"If it was me that had the law of this here job in hand," 
growled Riderhood \\ith a threatening shake of his head, 
"blest if I wouldn't lay hold of her, at any rate! " 

"Aye, but it is not you," said Eugene. \Vith something so 
suddenly fierce in him that the informer returned submissively: 
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"Well, well, well, T'other Governor, I didn't say it was. A 

man may speak." · 
"And vermin may be silent," said Eugene. '' Hold your 

tongue, you water-rat! " 
Astonished by his friend's unusual heat, Lightwood stared 

too, and then said: "What can have become of this man?" 
" Can't imagine. Unless he dived overboard." The in

former wiped his brow ruefully as he said it, sitting in his boat 
and always staring disconsolate. · 

''Did you make his boat fast?" 
" She's fast enough till the tide runs back. I couldn't make 

her faster than she is. Come aboard of mine, and see for your 
own selves." 

There was a little backwardness in complying, for the freight 
looked too much for the boat; but on Rider hood's protesting 
" that he had had half-a-dozen, dead and alive, in her afore 
now, and she was nothing deep in the water nor down in the 
stern even then, to speak of," they carefully took their places, 
and trimmed the crazy thing. While they were doing so, 
Riderhood still sat staring disconsolate. 

'' All right. Give way! " said Lightwood. 
" Give way, by George!" repeated Riderhood, before shoving 

off. "If he's gone and made off anyhow, Lawyer Lightwood, 
it's enough to make me give way in a different manner. But 
he always was a cheat, con-found him! He always was a 
infernal cheat, was Gaffer. Nothing straightfor'ard, nothing on 
the square. So mean, so underhanded. Never going through 
with a thing, nor carrying it out like a man! " 

" Rallo! Steady! " cried Eugene (he had recovered im
.mediately on embarking), as they bumped heavily against a 
1pile; and then in a lower voice reversed his late apostrophe by 
1remarking ("I wish the boat of my honourable and gallant 
1friend may be endowed with philanthropy enough not to turn 
bottom· upward and extinguish us!) Steady, steady! Sit 
Uose, Mortimer. Here's the hail again. See how it flies, like 
1 troop of wild cats, at Mr. Riderhood's eyes! " 

Indt'ed he had the full benefit of it, and it so mauled him, 
•lwut!h he bent his head low and tried to present nothing but 
1 htc mangy cap to it, that he dropped under the lee of a tier of 
'bippinf!, and they lay there until it was over. The squall had 
\•me up like a spiteful messenger before the morning; there 
<,Jh)\\ ed in its wake a ragged tier of light which ripped the dark 
luuds until they showed a great brrey hole of day. 

Tht·y were all shivering, and everything about thtm seemed 
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to be shivering; the river itself, craft, rigging, sails, such early 
smoke as there yet was on the shore. ·Black with wet, and 
altered to the eye by white patches of hail and sleet, the 
huddled buildings · looked lower than usual as if they were 
cowering, and had shrunk with the cold. Very little life was 
to be seen on either bank, windows and doors were shut, and 
the staring black and white letters upon wharves and ware
houses " looked," said Eugene to Mortimer, " like inscriptions 
over the graves of dead businesses." 

As they glided slowly on, keeping under shore, and sneaking 
in and out among the shipping, by back-alleys of water, in a 
pilfering way that seemed to be their boatman's normal manner 
of progression, all the objects among which they crept were so 
huge in contrast with their wretched boat as to threaten to 
crush it. Not a ship's hull, with its rusty iron links of cable 
run out of hawse-holes long discoloured with the iron's rusty 
tears, but seemed to be there with a fell intention. Not a 
figure-head but had the menacing look of bursting forward to 
run them down. Not a sluice-gate, or a painted scale upon a 
post or wall, showing the depth of water, but seemed to hint, 
like the dreadfully facetious Wolf in bed in Grandmamma's 
cottage," That's to drown you in, my dears! " Not a lumbering 
black barge, with its cracked and blistered side impending over 
them, but seemed to suck at the river with a thirst for sucking 
them under. And everything so vaunted the spoiling influences 
of water-discoloured copper, rotten wood, honey-combed stone, 
green dank deposit- that the after- consequences of being 
crushed, sucked under, and drawn down, looked as ugly to the 
imagination as the main event. 

Some half-hour of this work, and Riderhood unshipped hi~ 
sculls, stood holding on to a barge, and ·hand over hand longwis~ 
along the barge's side gradually worked his boat under he 
head into a secret little nook of scummy water. And driver 
into that nook, and wedged as he had described, was Gaffer'! 
boat; that boat with the stain still in it, bearing some resem 
blance to a muffled human form. 

"Now tell me I'm a liar!" said the honest man. 
(" With a morbid expectation," murmured Eugene to Light 

wood, "that somebody is always going to tell him th• 
truth.") 

"This is Hexam's boat," said l\Ir. Inspector. " I know he 
well." 

" Look at the broken scull. Look at the t'other scull gom 
Now tell me I am a liar! said the honest man. 
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Mr. Inspector stepped into the boat. Eugene and Mortimer 
looked on. 

"And see now! " added Riderhood, creeping aft, and show
ing a stretched rope made fast there and towing overboard. 
"Didn't I tell you he was in luck again?" 

" Haul in," said Mr. Inspector. 
"Easy to say haul in," answered Riderhood. "Not so easy 

done. His luck's got fouled under the keels of the barges. I 
tried to haul in last time, but -r couldn't. See how taut the 
line is!" 

"I must have it up," said Mr. Inspector. "I am going to 
take this boat ashore, and his luck along with it. Try easy 
now." 

He tried easy now; but the luck resisted; wouldn't come. 
" I mean to have it, and the boat too," said Mr. Inspector, 

playing the line. 
But still the luck resisted; wouldn't come. 
"Take care," said Riderhood. "You'll disfigure. Or pull 

asunder perhaps." 
"I am not going to do either, not even to your Grandmother," 

said Mr. Inspector;" but I mean to have it. Come!" he added, 
at once persuasively and with authority to the hidden object in 
the water, as he played the line again;." it's no good this sort 
of game, you know. You must come up. I mean to have you." 

There was so much virtue in this distinctly and decidedly 
meaning to have it, that it yielded a little, even while the line 
was played. 

" I told you so," quoth Mr. Inspector, pulling off his outer 
cuat, and leaning well over the stern with a will, " Come!" 

lt was an awful sort of fishing, but it no more disconcerted 
~lr. lmpector than if he had been fishing in a punt on a summer 
enning by some soothing weir high up the peaceful river. After 
certain minutes, and a few directions to the rest to " ease her a 
little for'ard," and "now ease her a trifle aft," and the like, he 
said composedly, " All clear!" and the line and the boat came 
free together. 

Accepting Lightwood's proffered hand to help him up, he then 
put on his coat, and said to Riderhood, "Hand me over those 

' ~p.m: sculls of yours, and I'll pull this in to the nearest stairs. 
I t;tl •<ht:ad you,a1~? keep out in pretty open water, that I mayn't 
~' t tuukd a;,:am. · 

His directions wt:re obeyed, and they pulled ashore directly; 
'two m one boat, t\\O in the other. 

" ~ow," said ~!r. Inspector again to Riderhood
1 

when they 
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were all on the slushy stones; " you have had more practice in 
this than I have had, and ought to be a better workman at it. 
Undo the tow-rope, and we'll help you haul in." 

Riderhood got into the boat accordingly. It appeared as if 
he had scarcely had a moment's time to touch the rope or look 
over the stern, when he came scrambling back, as pale as the 
morning, and gasped out: 

"By the Lord, he's done me!" 
" What do you mean? " they all demanded. 
He pointed behind him at the boat, and gasped to that degree 

that he dropped upon the stones to get his breath. 
"Gaffer's done me. It's Gaffer!" 
They ran to the rope, leaving him gasping there. Soon the 

form of the bird of prey, dead some hours, lay stretched upon 
the shore, with a new blast storming at it and clotting the wet 
hair with hailstones. 

Father, was that you calling me? Father! I thought I 
heard you call me t\\ice before! Words never to be answered, 
those, upon the earth side of the grave. The wind sweeps 
jeeringly over Father, whips him "l'ith the frayed ends of his 
dress and his jagged hair, tries to tum him where he lies stark 
on his back, and force his face towards the rising sun, that he 
may be shamed the more. A lull, and the wind is secret and 
prying "l'ith him; lifts and lets fall a rag; hides palpitating 
under another rag; runs nimbly through his hair and beard. 
Then, in a rush, it cruelly taunts him. Father, was that you 
calling me? Was it you, the voiceless and the dead? Was it 
you, thus buffeted as you lie here in a heap? Was it you, thus 
baptized unto Death, with these flying impurities now flung 
upon your face? Why not speak, Father? Soaking into this 
filthy ground as you lie here, is your own shape. Did you never 
see such a shape soaked into your boat? Speak, Father. 
Speak to us, the winds, the only listeners left you! 

"Kow see," said .Mr. Inspector, after mature deliberation: 
kneeling on one knee beside the body, when they had stood 
looking down on the dro"'ned man, as he had many a time 
looked down on many another man: "the way of it was this. 
Of course you gentlemen hardly failed to observe that he was 
to\\ing by the neck and arms." 

They had helped to release the rope, and of course not. 
" And you will have observed before, and you will observe 

now, that this knot, which was drav.n chock-tight round his 
neck by the strain of his O\m arms, is a slip-knot: " holding it 
up for demonstration. 
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Plain enough. . 
"Likewise you will have observed how he had run the other 

end of this rope to his boat." 
It had the curves and indentations in it still, where it had 

been twined ana bound. 
"Now see/' said Mr. Inspector, "see how it works round 

upon him. It's a wild tempestuous evening when this man that 
was," stoopin.g to wipe some hailstones out of his hair with an 
end of his own drowned jacket~ "-there! Now he's more like 
himself, though he's badly bruised,-when this man that was, 
rows out upon the river on his usual lay. He carries with him 
this coil of rope. He always carries with him this coil of rope. 
It's as well known to me as he was himself. Sometimes it lay 
in the bottom of his boat. Sometimes he hung it loose round 
his neck. He was a light dresser, was this man;-you see?" 
lifting the loose neckerchief over his breast, and taking the 
opportunity of wiping the dead lips with it-" and when it was 
wet, or freezing, or blew cold, he would hang this coil of line 
round his neck. Last evening he does this. Worse for him! 
He dodges about in his boat, does this man, till he gets chilled. 
His hands," taking up one of them, which dropped like a leaden 
\\iight, " get numbed. He sees some object, that's in his way 
o business, floating. He makes ready to secure that object. 
H unwinds the end of his coil that he wants to take some turns 
o in his boat, and he takes turns enough on it to secure that it 
s an't run out. He makes it too secure, as it happens. He is 
a, little longer about this than usual, his hands being numbed. 
His object drifts up before he is quite ready for it. He catches 
at it, thinks he'll make sure of the contents of the pockets any
how, in case he should be parted from it, bends right over the 
stern, and in one of these heavy squalls, or in the cross-swell of 
t11 o steamers, or in not being quite prepared, or through all or 
mu't or some, gets a lurch, overbalances, and goes head-foremost 
onrboard. Kow see! He canswim,can this man, and instantly 
he ~trikes out. But in such striking-<Jut he tangles his arms, 
pulls strong on the slip-knot, and it runs home. The object he 
had expected to take in tow floats by, and his own boat tows 
hun dead, to where we found him, all entancrled in his own line. 
\' uu '11 ask me how I make out about the pockets? First, I'll 
tdl you more; there was silver in 'em. How do I make that 
out? Simple and satisfactory. Because he's got it here." 
The lwurer held up the tightly clenched right hand. 

" \\"hat is to be dune with the remains? " asked Lightwood. 
" If you wuuldn 't object to standing by him half a minute, 
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sir," \\a5 the reply," rll find the nearest of our men to come and 
take charge of bim;-I still call it h:"m, you see," said ~Ir. In
spector. looking back as he "ent, with a philosophical smile upon 
the force of habit. 

" Eugene," said Lightwood-and was about to add " we mav 
wait at~a little dis~ce," when turning his head he found that 
no Eugene was there. 

He raised his voice and called "Eugene! Holloa! " But no 
Eugene replied. 

It was broad daylight now, and he looked about. But no 
Eugene was in all the view. 

~lr. Inspector speedily returning down the wooden stairs 
with a police-constable, Lightwood asked him if he had seen his 
friend lean them? lli. Inspector could not exactly say that 
he had seen him go, but had noticed that he was restless. 

·'Singular and"entertaining combination, sir, your friend." 
" I wish it had not been a part of his singular and entertaining 

combination to give me the slip under these dreary circum
stances at this time of the morning," said Lightwood. ''Can 
we get an~thing hot to drink?" " " 

\\'e could. and we did. In a public-house kitchen with a 
lar:re fire. \Ye got hot brandY and water, and it re,·ived us 
\\O~derfully. ~~- Impector ha~'h"lg to ~Ir. Rider hood announced 
his official intention of" keeping his eye upon him," stood him 
in a corner of the fireplace, like a wet umbrella, and took no 
further outward and Yisible notice of that honest man, except 
ordering a separate service of brandy and water for him: appar
ently out of the public fund:;. 

_\:; ~Iortimer Lightwood sat before the blazing fire, conscious 
of cL.-in..lcing br-andy and water then and there in his sleep, a;1d 
wt at one and the same time drinking burnt shem· at t!1e Si..x 
Jolly Fellowships, and lying under the boat on the· riYer shore, 
and sitting in the boat that Riderhood rowed. and listening to 
the lecture recently concluded, and having to dine in the Temple 
with an unknown man who described himself as ~L R. F. Euzene 
Gaifer Har:rr:on, and said he li\·ed at Hailstorm,-as he pa~sed 
throuzh these curious Yicissitudes of fati!r'Je and slumber, 
arranzed upon the scale of a dozen hour~ 't:o the second, he 
beca.~e aw:ire of answering aloud a comrrunication of pressing 
importance that had never been made to him, and then turned 
it into a cough on beholding ~Ir. Inspector. For he felt. with 
some natural indignation, that that functionary mi;ht other 
wise suspect him of haYing closed his eyes, or wandered in his 
attention. 
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" Here, just before us, you see," said Mr. Inspector. 
" I see," said Lightwood, with dignity. 
"And had hot brandy and water too, you see," said l\Ir. 

Inspector," and then cut off at a great rate." 
" Who? " said Lightwood. 
"Your friend, you know." 
"I know," he replied, again with dignity. 
After hearing, in a mist through which Mr. Inspector loomed 

vague and large, that the officer took upon himself to prepare 
the dead man's daughter for what had befallen in the night, 
and generally that he took everything upon himself, Mortimer 
Lightwood stumbled in his sleep to a cab-stand, called a cab, 
and had entered the army and committed a capital military 
offence and been tried by court-martial and found guilty and 
had arranged his affairs and been marched out to be shot, before 
the door banged. 

Hard work rowing the cab through the City to the Temple,. 
for a cup of from five to ten thousand pounds value, given by 
Mr. Boffin; and hard work holding forth at that immeasurable 
length to Eugene (when he had been rescued with a rope from 
the running pavement) for making off in that extraordinary 
manner! But he offered such ample apologies, and was so very 
penitent, that when Lightwood got out of the cab, he gave the 
driver a particular charge to be careful of him. Which the 
driver (knowing there was no other fare left inside) stared at 
prodigiously. 

In short, the night's work had so exhausted and worn out 
this actor in it, that he had become a mere somnambulist. He 
was too tired to rest in his sleep, until he was even tired out of 
being too tired, and dropped into oblivion. Late in the after
noon he awoke, and in some anxiety sent round to Eugene's 
lodging hard by, to inquire if he were up yet? 

Oh yes, he was up. In fact, he had not been to bed. He had 
ju.;;t rc)me home. And here he was, close following on the heels 
uf the message. . 

" \\'hy, what bloodshot, draggled, dishevelled spectacle is 
this l " cried ~lortimer. 

"Are my feathers so very much rumpled?" said Eugene, 
coolly guing up to the looking-glass. ''They are rather out of 
sorts. But consider. Such a night for plumage! " 

" Such a night! " repeated ~Iortimer. " What became of 
Y<lU in the morning? " 
"~!v dt:ar fellow" said Eu"ene sittin,y on his bed "I felt 

that ":e had bored ~ne anothe~ so 'long, that an unbr~ken con-
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tinuance of those relations must inevitably terminate in our 
flying to opposite points of the earth. I also felt that I had 
committed every crime in the Newgate Calendar. So for 
mingled considerations of friendship and felony, I took a w~lk." 

CHAPTER XV 

TWO NEW SERVANTS 

MR. and Mrs. Boffin sat after breakfast, in the Bower, a prey to 
prosperity. Mr. Boffin's face denoted Care and Complication. 
Many disordered papers were before him, and he looked at them 
about as hopefully as an innocent civilian might look at a crowd 
of troops whom he was required at five minutes' notice to 
manceuvre and review. He had been engaged in some attempts 
to make notes of these papers; but being troubled (as men of 
his stamp often are) with an exceedingly distrustful and correc
tive thumb, that busy member had so often interposed to smear 
his notes, that they were little more legible than the various 
impressions of itself, which blurred his nose and forehead. It 
is curious to consider, in such a case as Mr. Boffin's, what a 
cheap article ink is, and how far it may be made to go. As a 
grain of musk will scent a drawer for. many years, and still lose 
nothing appreciable of its original weight, so a halfpenny-worth 
of ink would blot Mr. Boffin to the roots of his hair and the 
calves of his legs, without inscribing a line on the paper before 
rum, or appearing to diminish in the inkstand. 

Mr. Boffin was in such severe literary difficulties that his eyes 
were prominent and fixed, and his breathing was stertorous, 
when, to the great relief of Mrs. Boffin, who observed these 
symptoms with alarm, the yard bell rang. 

" Who's that, I wonder? " said Mrs. Boffin. 
Mr. Boffin drew a long breath, laid down his pen, looked at 

his notes as doubting whether he had the pleasure of their 
acquaintance, and appeared, on a second perusal of their coun
tenances, to be confirmed in his impression that he had not, 
when there was announced by the hammer-headed young man: 

"Mr. Rokesmith." 
" Oh! " said l\Ir. Boffin. " Oh indeed! Our and the Wilfers' 

Mutual Friend, my dear. Yes. Ask him to come in." 
Mr. Rokesmith appeared. 
" Sit down, sir," said :Mr. Boffin, shaking hands with him. 
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" Mrs. Boffin you're already acquainted with. Well, sir, I am 
rather unprepared to see you, for, to tell you the truth, I've been 
so busy with one thing and another, that I've not had time to 
turn your offer over." 

" That's apology for both of us; for Mr. Boffin, and for me as 
well," said the smiling Mrs. Boffin. " But Lor! we can talk 
it over now; can't us? " 

Mr. Rokesmith bowed, thanked her, and said he hoped so. 
" Let me see then," resumed ¥r. Boffin, with his hand to his 

chin. "It was Secretary that you named: wasn't it?" 
" I said Secretary," assented Mr. Rokesmith. · 
" It rather puzzled me at the time," said Mr. Boffin, "and 

it rather puzzled me and Mrs. Boffin when we spoke of it after
wards, because (not to make a mystery of our belief) we have 
always believed a Secretary to be a piece of furniture, mostly 
of mahogany, lined with green baize or leather, with a lot of 
little drawers in it. Now you won't think I take a liberty when 
I mention that you certainly ain't that." 

Certainly not, said Mr. Rokesmith. But he had used the 
word in the sense of Steward. 

'' Why, as to Steward, you see," returned Mr. Boffin, with 
his hand still to his chin, " the odds are that Mrs. Boffin and 
me may never go upon the water. Being both bad sailors, we 
should want a Steward if we did; but there's generally one 
provided." 

Mr. Rokesmith again explained; defining the duties he sought 
to undertake, as those of general superintendent, or manager, 
or o\'erlooker, or man of business. 

"Now, for instance-come!" said Mr. Boffin, in his pouncing 
way. "If you entered my employment, what would you do?" 

" I would keep exact accounts of all the expenditure you 
sanctioned, Mr. Boffin. I would write your letters, under your 
dirrction. I would transact your business with people in your 
pay or employment. I would," with a glance and a half-smile 
at the table, "arrange your papers--" 

~!r. Boffin rubbed his inky ear, and looked at his wife. 
' " -A.nd so arrange them as to have them always in order 

for immediate reference, with a note of the contents of each 
oubide it." 

" I tell you what," said Mr. Boffin, slowly crumpling his own 
I •lotted note in his hand; " if you'll turn to at these present 

; paptrs, and see what you can make of 'em, I shall know better 
' \1 hat I can make of you." 

, ~o soon~:r said than done. Relinquishing his hat and gloves, 
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Mr. Rokesmith sat down quietly at the table, arranged the open 
papers into an orderly heap, cast his eyes over each in succession, 
folded it, docketed it on the outside, laid it in a second heap, and, 
when that second heap was complete and the first gone, took 
from his pocket a piece of string and tied it together with a 
remarkably dexterous hand at a running curve and a loop. 

" Good! " said Mr. Boffin. " Very good. Now let us hear 
what they're all about; will you be so good? " 

John Rokesmith read his abstracts aloud. They were all 
about the new house. Decorator's estimate, so much. Furni
ture estimate; so much. Estimate for furniture of offices, so 
much. Coach-maker's estimate, so much. Horse-dealer's 
estimate, so much. Harness-maker's estimate, so much. 
Goldsmith's estimate, so much. Total, so very much. Then 
came correspondence. Acceptance of Mr. Boffin's offer of such 
a date, and to such an effect. Rejection of Mr. Boffin's proposal 
of such a date and to such an effect. Concerning Mr. Boffin's 
scheme of such another date to such another effect. All compact 
and methodical. 

" Apple-pie order! " said Mr. Boffin, after checking off each 
inscription with his hand, like a man beating time. "And 
whatever you do with your ink, I can't think, for you're as clean 
as a whistle after it. Now, as to a letter. Let's," said Mr. 
Boffin, rubbing his hands in his pleasantly childish admiration, 
" let's try a letter next." 

" To whom shall it be addressed, l\Ir. Boffin? " 
, " Any one. Yourself." 

1\Ir. Rokesmith quickly wrote, and then read aloud: 
" ' Mr. Boffin presents his compliments to Mr. John Rake

smith, and begs to say that he has decided on giving l\Ir. John 
Rokesmith a trial in the capacity he desires to fill. l\Ir. Boffin 
takes 1\Ir. John Rokesmith at his word, in postponing to some 
indefinite period the consideration of salary. It is quite under
stood that I\Ir. Boffin is in no way committed on that point. 
1\Ir. Boffin has merely to add, that he relies on 1\Ir. John Rake
smith's assurance that he will be faithful and serviceable. ;\Ir. 
John Rokesmith will please enter on his duties immediately.'" 

"Well! Now, Noddy!" cried l\Irs. Boffin, clapping her 
hands, " that is a good one! " 

Mr. Boffin was no less delighted; indeed, in his own bosom, 
he regarded both the composition itself and the de\·ice that 
had given birth to it, as a very remarkable monument of human 
ingenuity. 

"And I tell you, my deary," said :.\Irs. Boffin, "that if you 
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don't close with Mr. Rokesmith now at once, and if you ever go 
a-muddling yourself again with things never meant nor made 
for you, you'll have an apoplexy-besides iron-moulding your 
linen-and you'll break my heart." 

Mr. Boffin embraced his spouse for these words of wisdom, 
and then, congratulating John Rokesmith on the brilliancy of 
his achie,·ements, gaye him his hand in pledge of their new 
relations. So did Mrs. Boffin. 

"Now," said Mr. Boffin, who, in his frankness, felt that it 
did not become him to have a gentleman in his employment 
fi,·e minutes, without reposing some confidence in him, "you 
must be let a little more into our affairs, Rokesmith. I men
tioned to you, when I made your acquaintance, or I might 
better say when you made mine, that Mrs. Boffin's inclinations 
was setting in the way of Fashion, but that I didn't know how 
fashionable we might or might not grow. Well! Mrs. Boffin 
has carried the day, and we're going in neck and crop for 
Fashion." 

"I rather inferred that, sir," replied John Rokesmith, "from 
the scale on which your new establishment is to be maintained." 

"Yes," said Mr. Boffin, "it's to be a Spanker. The fact is, 
my literary man named to me that a house with which he is, as 
I may say, connected-in which he has an interest--" 

" .\s property? " inquired John Rokesmith. 
"\\'by, no," said Mr. Boffin," not exactly that; a sort of a 

family tie." 
" Association? " the Secretary suggested. 
" Ah! " said Mr. Boffin. "Perhaps. Anyhow, he named 

to me that the house had a board up, 'This Eminently Aristo
cratic ~lansion to be let or sold.' Me and Mrs. Boffin went to 
look at it, and finding it beyond a doubt Eminently .A..ristocratic 
(though a trifle high and dull, which after all may be part of the 
~ame thing) took it. My literary man was so friendly as to drop 
mto a charming- piece of poetry on that occasion, in which he 
tomplimented ~Irs. Boffin on coming into possession of-how 
did it go, mv dear? " 

~Irs. Boftfn replied: 

'The ga''• the gay and ftstive scene, 
The halls, the halls of dazzling light.' " 

" That'~ it. And it was made neater by there really being 
l "o b:.tlls 111 the h.m::e, a front 'un and a back 'un, besides the 
St:r\'ants'. He Jike11ise dropped into a very pretty piece of 
pul'try to be sure, respecting the extent to which he would be 
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~illing to put himself out of the way to bring Mrs. Boffin round, 
m case she should ever get low in her spirits in the house. :Mrs. 
Boffin has a wonderful memory. Will you repeat it, my 
dear?" 

Mrs. Boffin complied, by reciting the verses in which this 
obliging offer had been made, exactly as she had received 
them. 

" ' I'll tell thee how the maiden wept, Mrs. Boffin, 
When her true love was slain, ma'am, 
And how her broken spirit slept, Mrs. Boffin, 
And never woke again, ma'am. 
I'll tell thee (if agreeable to .Mr. Boffin) how the steed drew nigh, 
And left his lord afar; 
And if my tale (which I hope Mr. Boffin might excuse) should make 

you sigh, 
I'll strike the light guitar.'" 

" Correct to the letter! " said 1\Ir. Boffin. " And I consider 
that the poetry brings us both in, in a beautiful manner." 

The effect of the poem on the Secretary being evidently to 
astonish him, Mr. Boffin was confirmed in his high opinion of it, 
and was greatly pleased. 

"Now, you see, Rokesmith," he went on, "a literary man 
-with a wooden leg-is liable to jealousy. I shall therefore 
cast about for comfortable ways and means of not calling up 
\Yegg's jealousy, but of keeping you in your department, and 
keeping him in his." 

"Lor!" cried Mrs. Boffin. "What I say is, the world's wide 
enough for all of us! " 

"So it is, my dear," said 1\Ir. Boffin, "when not literary. 
But when so, not so. And I am bound to bear in mind that I 
took Wegg on, at a time when I had no thought of being fashion
able or of leaving the Bower. To let him feel himself anyways 
slighted now, would be to be guilty of a meanness, and to act 
like having one's head turned by the halls of dazzling light. 
Which Lord forbid! Rokesmith, what shall we say about your 
living in the house? " 

" In this house? " 
"Ko, no. I have got other plans for this house. In the new 

house?" 
" That v•ill be as you please, 1\Ir. Boffin. I hold myself quite 

at your disposal. You know where I live at present." 
" Well! " said Mr. Boffin, after considering the point; " sup

pose you keep as you are for the present, and we'll decide by
and-bye. You'll begin to take charge at once, of all that's going 
on in the new house, will you ? " 
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" Most willingly. I will begin this very day. Will you give 
me the address? " 

Mr. Boffin repeated it, and the Secretary wrote it down in his 
pocket-book. Mrs. Boffin took the opportunity of his being so 
engaged, to get a better observation of his face than she had yet 
taken. It impressed her in his favour, for she nodded aside to 
Mr. Boffin," I like him." 

" I will see directly that everything is in train, Mr. Boffin." 
"Thank'ee. Being here, would you care at all to look round 

the Bower?" 
" I should greatly like it. I have heard so much of its story." 
" Come! " said Mr. Boffin. And he and 1\Irs. Boffin led the 

way. 
A gloomy house the Bower, with sordid signs on it of having 

been, through its long existence as Harmony Jail, in miserly 
holding. Bare of paint, bare of paper on the walls, bare of 
furniture, bare of experience of human life. Whatever is built 
by man for man's occupation, must, like natural creations, 
fulfil the intention of its existence, or soon perish. This old 
house had wasted more from desuetude than it would have 
wasted from use, twenty years for one. 

A certain leanness falls upon houses not sufficiently imbued 
with life (as if they were nourished upon it), which was very 
noticeable here. The staircase, balustrades, and rails, had a 
spare look-an air of being denuded to the bone-which the 
panels of the walls and the jambs of the doors and windows 
also bore. The scanty moveables partook of it; save for the 
cleanliness of the place, the dust into which they were all resolv
ing would have lain thick on the floors; and those, both in 
colour and in grain, were worn like old faces that had kept much 
alone. 

The bedroom where the clutching old man had lost his grip 
on life was left as he had left it. There was the old grisly four
post bedstead, without hangings, and with a jail-like upper rim 
of iron and spikes; and there was the old patch-work counter
pane. There was the tight-clenched old bureau, receding atop 
hke a bad and secret forehead; there was the cumbersome old 
table with twisted le::;s, at the bedside· and there was the box 
upon it, in which the ~ill had lain. A f~w old chairs with patch
work covers, under which the more precious stuff to be preserved 
had slowly lost its quality of colour without imparting pleasure 
to any ey~:, stood a8ainst the wall. A hard family likeness was 
on all these thin,::s. 

" The room was kept like this, Rokesmith," said Mr. Boffin, 
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,_against the son"::; return. In short, everything in the house 
was kept exactly as it came to us, for him to see and approve. 
Even now nothing is changed but our own room below-stairs 
that ymi haw just left. When the son came home for the last 
time i.11 his liie, and for the last time in his life saw his father, it 
was most likely in this room that they met." 

.-\.s the Secretary looked all round it, his eyes rested on a side 
door in a comer. 

"Another staircase," said ~lr. Boffin, unlocking the door, 
''leading do"'n into the yard. We'll go do"~'<-n this way, as you 
may like to see the yard, and it's all in the road. When the son 
was a little child, it was up and do"'ll these stairs that he mostly 
came and went to his father. He was verv timid of his father. 
l"ve seen him sit on these stairs, in his shy .;ay, poor child, many 
a time. :\Ie and ~frs. Boffin have comforted him, sitting with 
his little b<J(Jk on these stairs often." 

" .-\h ~ .-\nd his poor sister too," said :\In. Boffin. ·' .-\nd 
here's the sunny place on the white wall where they one day 
measured one another. Their o~m little hands >~Tote up their 
names here, only with a pencil: but the names are here still, 
and u.i.e poor dears gone for enr." 

·'We must take care of the names, old lady," said :\Ir. Boffin. 
'· We must take care of the names. Thev shan't be rubbed out 
in our time, nor yet, if we can help it; in the time after us. 
Poor little children! " 

'· .-\h t Poor little children t " said :\Irs. Boffin. 
They had opened the door at the bottom of the staircase 

on tlle yard, and they stood in the sunlight, looking at 
scrawl of the two unsteady childish hands two or three steps 

up the stairc-ase. There was something in this simple memento 
of a blighted childhood, and in the tenderness of :\Irs. Boffin, 
oat touched the Secretan·. 

lli. Boffin then showed· his new man of business the :\founds, 
and J::ili own particular :\Iound which had been ltft him as his 
k;acy under the will before he acquired the whole estate . 

.. It would have been enough for us," said :\Ir. Boffin, "in 
ca~e it had ple-ased God to spare the last of those two young lives 
a..J'ld sorrowful deaths. We didn't want the rest.'' 

.\t the tre.a.,--ures of the yard, and at the outside of the house, 
and at the de:ached building which :\fr. Boffin pointed out as the 
reside::tce of b.im;:e:i and his wife d:.ITinZ t!le manY nars of their 
semce. tl:e Secro:-t.::.n- looked with internt. It '~as not until 
:\Ir. B.::em bd si:own' hi.rn even· wonder of the B·)wer twice over, 
tl-.at he remer.bcred hi; havi.;~ dutin to tkt"~'< here. 
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"You have no instructions to give me, Mr. Boffin, in reference 

to this place? " 
"Not any, Rokesmith. No." 
" Might I ask, without seemiug impertinent, whether you 

have any intention of selling it?" 
" Certainly not. In remembrance of our old master, our old 

master's children, and our old service, me and Mrs. Boffin mean 
to keep it up as it stands." 

The Secretary's eyes glanced with so much meaning in them 
at the Mounds, that Mr. Boffin said, as if in answer to a remark: 

"Aye, aye, that's another thing. I may sell them, though I 
should be sorry to see the neighbourhood deprived of 'em too. 
It'lllook but a poor dead flat without the Mounds. Still I don't 
say that I'm going to keep 'em always there, for the sake of the 
beauty of the landscape. There's no hurry about it; that's all 
I say at present. I ain't a scholar in much, Rokesmith, but I'm 
a pretty fair scholar in dust. I can price the Mounds to a frac
tion, and I know how they can be best disposed of, and likewise 
that they take no harm by standing where they do. You'll 
look in to-morrow, will you be so kind? " 

"Every day. And the sooner I can get you into your new 
house, complete, the better you will be pleased, sir? " 

"Well, it ain't that I'm in a mortal hurry," said Mr. Boffin, 
"only when you do pay people for looking alive, it's as well to 
know that they are looking alive. Ain't that your opinion? " 

" Quite!" replied the Secretary; and so withdrew. 
'' ~ow," said Mr. Boffin to himself, subsiding into his regular 

series of turns in the yard, "if I can make it comfortable with 
\re~g, my affairs will be going smooth." 

The man of low cunning had, of course, acquired a mastery 
onr the man of high simplicity. The mean man had, of course, 
~ot the better of the generous man. How long such conquests 
Ja,t is another matter; that they are achieved is every-day 
cxptrience, not even to be flourished away by Podsnappery 
it>clf. The undesigning Boffin had become so far immeshed by 
the \lily \\'t').!;! that his mind misgave him he was a very design
in[! man indu:d in purposing to do more fur \\'egg. It seemed 
tu him (>o ~kiltul \las \\'eg~) that he was plotting darkly, when 
he \las rontri,ing to do the very thing that \\'egg was plotting 
to ;.:tt him t<> do. And thus, whik he was mentally turning the 
kindnt of kind bets on \\'c·r:g this morning, be was not abso
lutely sure Lut tLat I.e mi;,:ht somehow deserve the charge of 
turning his back on him. 

For .the<e rea>ons ~lr. But1in passed but anxious hours until 
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evening came, and with it Mr. Wegg, stumping leisurely to the 
Roman Empire. At about this period Mr. Boffin had become 
profoundly interested in the fortunes of a great military leader 
known to him as Bully Sawyers, but perhaps better known to 
fame and easier of identification by the classical student, under 
the less Britannic name of Belisarius. Even this general's 
career paled in interest for Mr. Boffin before the clearing of his 
conscience with Wegg; and hence, when that literary gentle
man had according to custom eaten and drunk until he was all 
aglow, and when he took up his book with the usual chirping 
introduction, "And now, Mr. Boffin, sir, we'll decline and we'll 
fall! " Mr. Boffin stopped him. 

"You remember, Wegg, when I first told you that I wanted 
to make a sort of offer to you? " 

"Let me get on my considering cap, sir," replied that gentle
man, turning the open book face downward. " When you first 
told me that you wanted to make a sort of offer to me? Now 
let me think" (as if there were the least necessity). "Yes, to 
be sure I do, Mr. Boffin. It was at my corner. To be sure it 
was! You had first asked me whether I liked your name, and 
Candour had compelled a reply in the negative case. I little 
thought then, sir, how familiar that name would come to be! " 

"I hope it will be more familiar still, Wegg." 
"Do you, Mr. Boffin? Much obliged to you, I'm sure. Is 

it your pleasure, sir, that we decline and we fall?" with a feint 
of taking up the book. 

"Not just yet awhile, Wegg. In fact, I have got another 
offer to make you." 

Mr. Wegg (who had had nothing else in his mind for several 
nights) took off his spectacles with an air of bland surprise. 

"And I hope you'll like it, Wegg." 
" Thank you, sir," returned that reticent individual. " I 

hope it may prove so. On all accounts, I am sure." (This, as 
a philanthropic aspiration.) 

" vv'hat do you think," said Mr. Boffin, " of not keeping a 
stall, Wegg?" 

" I think, sir,'' replied Wegg, "that I should like to be shown 
the gentleman prepared to make it worth my while! " 

" Here he is," said Mr. Boffin. 
Mr. Wegg was going to say, My Benefactor, and had said My 

Bene, when a grandiloquent change came over him. 
"No, Mr. Boffin, not you, sir. Anybody but you. Do not 

fear, Mr. Boffin, that I shall contaminate the premises which 
your gold has bought, with my lowly pursuits. I am aware, sir, 
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that it would not become me to carry on my little traffic under 
the windows of your mansion. I have already thought of that, 
and taken my measures. No need to be bought out, sir. \Vould 
Stepney Fields be considered intrusive? If not remote enough, 
I can go remoter. In the words of the poet's song, which I do 
not quite remember: 

' Thrown on the wide world, doom'd to wander and roam, 
Bereft of my parents, bereft of a home, 
A stranger to something and what's his name joy, 
Behold little Edmund the poor Peasant boy.' 

-And equally," said Mr. Wegg, repairing the want of direct 
application in the last line, " behold myself on a similar foot
ing!" 

"Now, \Vegg, Wegg, Wegg," remonstrated the excellent 
Boffin. " You are too sensitive." 

" I know I am, sir," returned Wegg, with obstinate magna
nimity. " I am acquainted with my faults. I always was, from 
a child, too sensitive." 

" But listen," pursued the Golden Dustman; " hear me out, 
\Yegg. You have taken it into your head that I mean to pension 
you off." 

"True, sir," returned Wegg, still with an obstinate mag
nanimity. "I am acquainted with my faults. Far be it from 
me to deny them. I have taken it into my head." 

"But I don't mean it." 
The assurance seemed hardly as comforting to Mr. Wegg as 

Mr. Boffin intended it to be. Indeed, an appreciable elonga
tion of his visage might have been observed as he replied: 

" Don't you indeed, sir? " 
"No," pursued Mr. Boffin; "because that would express, as 

I understand it, that you were not going to do anything to 
drsen·e your money. But you are; you are." 

" That, sir," replied Mr. \regg, cheering up bravely, " is quite 
another pair of shoes. ~ow my independence as a man is again 
ele\'ated. Xow I no longer . 

'Wt·cp for the hour, 
When to Boffin's Bower, 
The Lord of the valley with offers came; 
~<·tther docs the moon hide her light 
Fn'm the heavens to-night, 
And v.wp behind h~r clouds o'er anv individual in the prfsent 
Comp.u1y'; shame.' · 

-Pkase to proceed, ~Ir. Boffin." 
·• Thank'ee, \\"egg, both for your confidence in me and for 

yvur frequent dropping into poetry; both of which is friendly. 
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Well, then; my idea is, that you should give up your stall, and 
that I should put you into the Bower here, to keep it for us. 
It's a pleasant spot; and a man with coals and candles and a 
pound a week might be in clover here." 

" Hem! Would that man, sir-we will say that man, for the 
purposes of argueyment;" Mr. Wegg made a smiling demon
stration of great perspicuity here; " would that man, sir, be 
expected to throw any other capacity in, or would any other 
capacity be considered extra? Now let us (for the purposes of 
argueyment) suppose that man to be engaged as a reader: say 
(for the purposes of argueyment) in the evening. Would that 
man's pay as a reader in the evening be added to the other 
amount, which, adopting your language, we will call clover; 
or would it merge into that amount, or clover? " 

"Well," said Mr. Boffin," I suppose it would be added." 
"I suppose it would, sir. You are right, sir. Exactly my 

own views, Mr. Boffin." Here Wegg rose, and balancing him
self on his wooden leg, fluttered over his prey with extended 
hand. "Mr. Boffin, consider it done. Say no more, sir, not 
a word more. My stall and I are for ever parted. The collec
tion of ballads will in future be reserved for private study, with 
the object of making poetry tributary "-Wegg was so proud ol 
having found this word, that he said it again, with a capital letter 
-"Tributary to friendship. Mr. Boffin, don't allow yoursell 
to be made uncomfortable by the pang it gives me to part from 
my stock and stall. Similar emotion was undergone by my own 
father when promoted for his merits from his occupation as a 
waterman to a situation under Government. His Christian 
name was Thomas. His words at the time (I was then an infant, 
but so deep was their impression on me that I committed them 
to memory) were: 

'Then farewell, my trim-built wherry, 
Oars and coat and badge farewell! 
Never more at Chelsea Ferry · 
Shall your Thomas take a spell! ' 

-:\Iy father got over it, l\Ir. Boffin, and so shall I." 
While delivering these valedictory observations, \\'egg con

tinually disappointed l\Ir. Boffin of his hand by flourishing it in 
the air. He now darted it at his patron, who took it, and felt 
his mind relieved of a great weight: observing that as they had 
arranged their joint affairs so satisfactorily, he would now be 
glad to look into those of Bully Sawyers. Which, indeed, had 
been left overnight in a very unpromising posture, and for 
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whose impending e>.."Pedition against the Persians the weather 
had been by no means favourable all day. 

~Ir. \Yegg resumed his spectacles therefore. But Sawyers 
was not to be of the party that night; for, before Wegg had 
found his place, Mrs. Boffin's tread was heard upon the stairs, 
so unusually heavy and hurried, that ~Ir. Boffin would ha,·e 
started up at the sound, anticipating some occurrence much 
out of the common course, even though she had not also called 
to him in an agitated tone. 

~Ir. Boffin hurried out, and found her on the dark staircase 
panting, with a lighted candle in her hand. 

"What's the matter, my dear?" 
"I don't know, I don't know; but I "ish you'd come up

stairs." 
Much surprised, Mr. Boffin went up-stairs and accompanied 

Mrs. Boffin into their o"n room, a second large room on the 
same floor as the room in which the late proprietor had died. 
~Ir. Boffin looked all round him, and saw nothing more unusual 
than various articles of folded linen on a large chest, which ~Irs. 
Boffin had been sorting. 

" \rhat is it, my dear? Why, you're frightened! You 
frightened? " 

" I am not one of that sort certainly," said ~Irs. Boffin, as she 
sat do\1-n in a chair to recover herself, and took her husband's 
arm; " but it's very strange!" 

''What is, my dear?" 
" ~oddy, the faces of the old man and the two children arc 

all over the house to-night." 
'' ~! v rlear! "exclaimed ~Ir. Boffin. But not without a certain 

uncon1fortable sensation gliding down his back. 
" I know it must sound foolish, and yet it is so." 
" Where did you think you saw them? " 
" I don't know that I think I saw them anvwhere. I felt 

them." • 
"Touched them?" 
"~o. Ftlt them in the air. I was sorting those things on 

the chest, and not thinkinz of the old man or the children, but 
sin;,:in;r to m~ stlf, when a!! in a moment I felt there was a face 
~To" inz out uf the dark." 

" What f.H e? " a,k.:d her husband, looking about him. 
" Fur a mument it was the old man's, and then it aot YOUn!!tr. 

Fc.r a mumtnt it "a; L)()th the children's, and then it c;ot older. 
F 

e 
or a moment it \\.lS a stran,;e face, and then it was all the 

fMt:S." 
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" And then it was gone? " 
"Yes; and then it was gone." 
" Where were you then, old lady? " 
"Here, at the chest. Well, I got the better of it, and went 

on sorting, and went on singing to myself. ' Lor! ' I says. 
: I'll think of something else-something comfortable-and put 
It out of my head.' So I thought of the new house and Miss 
Bella Wilfer, and was thinking at a great rate with that sheet 
there in my hand, when, all of a sudden, the faces seemed to be 
hidden in among the folds of it, and I let it drop.'' 

As it still lay on the floor where it had fallen, Mr. Boffin picked 
it up and laid it on the chest. 

" .And then you ran down-stairs? " 
"No. I thought I'd try another room, and shake it off. I 

says to myself, ' I'll go and walk slowly up and down the old 
man's room three times, from end to end, and then I shall have 
conquered it.' I went in with the candle in my hand,· but the 
moment I came near the bed, the air got thick with them." 

" With the faces? " 
"Yes, and I even felt they were in the dark behind the side

door, and on the little staircase, floating away into the yard. 
Then I called you." 

Mr. Boffin, lost in amazement, looked at 1\Irs. Boffin. Mrs. 
Boffin, lost in her ov.n fluttered inability to make this out, looked 
at 1\Ir. Boffin. 

" I think, my dear," said the Golden Dustman, " I'll at once 
get rid of Wegg for the night, because he's coming to inhabit the 
Bower, and it might be put into his head or somebody else's, if 
he heard this and it got about, that the house is haunted. 
Whereas we know better. Don't we? " 

" I never had the feeling in the house before," said Mrs. Boffin; 
"and I have been about it alone at all hours of the night. I 
have been in the house when Death was in it, and I have been 
in the house when l\Iurder was a new part of its adventures, and 
I never had a fright in it yet.'' 

" And won't again, my dear," said Mr. Boffin. " Depend 
upon it, it comes of thinking and dwelling on that dark spot." 

"Yes; but why didn't it come before? " asked :Mrs. Boffin. 
This draft on )fr. Boffin's philosophy could only be met by 

that gentleman with the remark that everything that is at all, 
must begin at some time. Then, tucking his wife's arm under 
his own, that she might not be left by herself to be troubled again, 
he descended to release Wegg. Who, being something drowsy 
after his plentiful repast, and constitutionally. of a shirking 
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temperament, was well enough pleased to stump away, with
out doing what he had come to do, and was paid for doing. 

Mr. Boffin then put on his hat, and Mrs. Boffin her shawl; 
and the pair, further provided with a bunch of keys and a lighted 
lantern, went all over the dismal house-dismal everywhere 
but in their own two rooms-from cellar to cock-loft. Not 
resting satisfied with giving that much chase to Mrs. Boffin's 
fancies, they pursued them into the yard and out-buildings, 
and under the Mounds. And.setting the lantern, when all was 
done, at the foot of one of the Mounds, they comfortably trotted 
to and fro for an evening walk, to the end that the murky cob
webs in Mrs. Boffin's brain might be blovm away. 

"There, my dear!" said Mr. Boffin when they came in to 
supper. "That was the treatment, you see. Completely 
worked round, haven't you?" 

"Yes, deary," said Mrs. Boffin, laying aside her shawl. "I'm 
not nervous any more. I'm not a bit troubled now. I'd go 
anywhere about the house the same as ever. But--» 

" Eh! " said Mr. Boffin. 
" But I've only to shut my eyes." 
"And what then?" 
" Why then," said Mrs. Boffin, speaking with her eyes closed, 

and her left hand thoughtfully touching her brow, " then, 
there they are! The old man's face, and it gets younger. 
The two children's faces, and they get older. A face· that I 
don't know. And then all the faces! " 

Opening her eyes again, and seeing her husband's face across 
the table, she leaned forward to give it a pat on the cheek, and 
sat down to supper, declaring it to be the best face in the world. 

CHAPTER XVI 

MI~DERS A~D RD!I~DERS 

THE Secretary lost no time in getting to work, and his vittilance 
and mtthod soon set their mark on the Golden Dus~man's 
athirs. ll i,; earnestness in determining to understand the 
kn:_:th and breadth and depth of every piece of work submitted 
to him by Lis tn'pluytr, \laS as speci<<l as his -dispatch in trans
actin;.: it. He arcepttd no infurmation or explanation at 
~tconJ ktnd. but made himself the master of eHrnhinrr con-
£dl'd tu Lim. • " 
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One part of the Secretary's conduct, underlying all the rest 

might have been mistrusted by a man with a better knowledgt 
of men than the Golden Dustman had. The Secretary was a: 
far from being inquisitive or intrusive as Secretary could be 
but nothing less than a complete understanding of the who!€ 
of the affairs would content him. It soon became apparent 
(from the knowledge with which he set out) that he must han 
been to the office where the Harmon will was registered, and 
must have read the will. He anticipated Mr. Boffin's con
sideration whether he should be advised with on this or that 
topic, by showing that he already knew of it and understood it 
He did this with no attempt at concealment, seeming to b€ 
satisfied that it was part of his duty to have prepared himse!J 
at all attainable points for its utmost discharge. 

This might-let it be repeated-have awakened some little 
vague mistrust in a man more worldly-wise than the Golden 
Dustman. On the other hand, the Secretary was discerning, 
discreet, and silent, though as zealous as if the affairs had been 
his own. He showed no love of patronage or the command of 
money, but distinctly preferred resigning both to 1\Ir. Boffin. 
If, in his limited sphere, he sought power, it was the power of 
knowledge; the power derivable from a perfect. comprehension 
of his business. 

As on the Secretary's face there was a nameless cloud, so 
on his manner there was a shadow equally indefinable. It was 
not that he was embarrassed, as on that first night with the 
Wilfer family; he was habitually unembarrassed now, and yet 
that something remained. It was not that his manner was bad, 
as on that occasion; it was now very good, as being modest, 
gracious, and ready. Yet the something never left it. It has 
been written of men who have undergone a cruel captivity, or 
who have passed through a terrible strait, or who in self-pre
servation have killed a defenceless fellow-creature, that the 
record thereof has never faded from their countenances until 
they died. Was there any such record here? 

He established a temporary office for himself in the new house, 
and all went well under his hand, with one singular exception. 
He manifestly objected to communicate with 1\Ir. Boffin's 
solicitor. Two or three times, when there was some slight 
occasion for his doing so, he transferred the task to )lr. Boffin; 
and his evasion of it soon became so curiously apparent, that 
)lr. Boffin spoke to him on the subject of his reluctance. 

"It is so," the Secretary admitted. " I would rather not." 
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Had he any personal objection to ~Ir. Lightwood? 
"I don't know him." 
II ad he suffered from law-suits?" 
"~ot more than other men," was his short answer. 
Was he prejudiced against the race of lawyers? 
" ~o. But while I am in your employment, sir, I would 

rather be excused from going between the lawyer and the client. 
Of course if you press it, ~fr. Boffin, I am ready to comply. 
But I should take it as a great favour if you would not press it 
without urgent occasion." 
~ow it could not be said that there was urgent occasion, 

for Lightwood retained no other affairs in his hands than such 
as still lingered and languished about the undiscovered criminal, 
and such as arose otit of the purchase of the house. :Many other 
matters that might have travelled to him, now stopped short 
at the Secretary, under whose administration they were far 
more expeditiously and satisfactorily disposed of than they 
would have been if they had got into Young Blight's domain. 
This the Golden Dustman quite understood·. Even the matter 
immediately in hand was of very little moment as requiring 
personal appearance on the Secretary's part, for it amounted 
to no more than this:-The death of Hexam rendering the 
sweat of the honest man's brow unprofitable, the honest man 
had shuffiingly declined to moisten his brow for nothing, with 
that senre exertion which is knO\m in legal circles as swearing 
your way through a stone wall. Consequently, that new light 
had gone sputtering out. But the airing of the old facts had 
h:d some one concerned to suggest that it would be well before 
they were reconsigned to their gloomy shelf-now probably for 
t\"tr-to induce or compel that h!r. Julius Handford to reappear 
and be questioned. And all traces of Mr. Julius Handford being 
lo,t. Lightwood now referred to his client for authority to seek 
him through public advertisement. 

" lloes your objection go to "Titing to Lightwood, Rake
smith? '' 
"~ot in the least. sir." 
·· Then perhaps you 'II write him a line, and say he is free to do 

w h.lt J,e l1hs. I don't think it promises." 
·· 1 dun"t think it promises," said the Secretary. 
"~till. he may do what he likes." 
" I "ill write. immediatdY. Let me thank vou fvr so con

,i.:, r.ttt::,· 'iddin:.:- to m\" ·disinclination. It· may seem less 
un"e.t't)Ji.tLiL·. if I 'J,·u\1' tu. You that althouz:h I dun:t know ~Ir. 
L1~!1t \1 ,),,J. I hJ.' e a disa~TceaLle a~sociatiun cvnntctt::d with 
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him. It is not his fault; he is not at all to blame for it, an 
does not even know my name." 

Mr. Boffin dismissed the matter with a nod or two. Th 
letter was written, and next day, Mr. Julius Handford wa 
advertised for. He was requested to place himself in corn 
munication with Mr. Mortimer Lightwood, as a possible mean 
of furthering the ends of justice, and a reward was offered t 
any one acquainted with his whereabout who would communi 
cate the same to the said Mr. Mortimer Lightwood at his offic 
in the Temple. Every day for six weeks this advertisemen 
appeared at the head of all the newspapers, and every day fo 
six weeks the Secretary, when he saw it, said to himself in th 
tone in which he had said to his employer,-" I don't think i 
promises!" 

Among his first occupations the pursuit of that orphan wantec 
by Mrs. Boffin held a conspicuous place. From the earlies 
moment of his engagement he showed a particular desire tc 
please her, and knowing her to have this object at heart, h 
followed it up with·unwearying alacrity and interest. 

Mr. and Mrs. Milvey had found their search a difficult one 
Either an eligible orphan was of the wrong sex (which almos 
always happened) or was too old, or too young, or too sickly 
or too dirty, or too much accustomed to the streets, or too like!~ 
to run away; or it was found impossible to complete the phil 
anthropic transaction without buying the orphan. For the 
instant it became known that anybody wanted the orphan 
up started some affectionate relative of the orphan who put 1 

price upon the orphan's bead. The suddenness of an orphan': 
rise in the market was not to be paralleled by the maddes1 
records of the Stock Exchange. He would be at five thousanc 
per cent. discount out at nurse making a mud pie at nine in the 
morning, and (being inquired for) would go up to five thousanc 
per cent. premium before noon. The market was " rigged " ir 
various artful ways. Counterfeit stock got into circulation 
Parents boldly represented themselves as dead, and brough1 
their orphans with them. Genuine orphan-stock was surrep· 
titiously withdrawn from the market. It being announced 
by emissaries posted for the purpose, that Mr. and Mrs. :Milvey 
were coming do·wn the court, orphan scrip would be instantly 
concealed, and production refused, save on a condition usually 
stated by the brokers as a " gallon of beer." Likewise, fluctua· 
tions of a wild and South-Sea nature were occasioned by orphan· 
holders keeping back, and then rushing into the market a dozen 
together. But the uniform principle at the root of all these 
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various operations was bargain and sale: and that principle 
could not be recognised by Mr. and 1\Irs. 1\Iilvey. 

At length tidings were received by the Reverend Frank of a 
charming orphan to be found at Brentford. One of the deceased 
parents (late his parishioners) had a poor widowed grandmother 
in that agreeable town, and she, .Mrs. Betty Higden, had carried 
off the orphan with maternal care, but could not afford to keep 
him. 

The Secretary proposed to _Mrs. Boffin, either to go down 
himself and take a preliminary survey of this orphan, or to 
drive her down, that she might at once form her own opinion. 
Mrs. Boffin preferring the latter course, they set off one morning 
in a hired phaeton, conveying the hammer-headed young man 
behind them. 

The abode of 1\Irs. Betty Higden was not easy to find, lying 
in such complicated back settlements of muddy Brentford that 
they left their equipage at the sign of The Three .Magpies, and 

'went in search of it on foot. After many inquiries and defeats, 
there was pointed out to them in a lane, a very small cottage 
residence, with a board across the open doorway, hooked on to 
which board by the armpits was a young gentleman of tender 
years, angling for mud with a headless wooden horse and line. 
In this young sportsman, distinguished by a crisply curling 
auburn head and a bluff countenance, the Secretary descried 
the orphan. 

It unfortunately happened as they quickened their pace, 
that the orphan, lost to considerations of personal safety in the 
ardour of the moment, overbalanced himself and toppled into 
the street. Being an orphan of a chubby conformation, he 
then took to rolling, and had rolled into the gutter before they 
could come up. From the gutter he was rescued by John 
Rokesmith, and thus the first meeting with Mrs. Higden was 
inaug-urated by the awkward circumstance of their being in 
poss~::ssion-one would say at first sight unlawful possession
of the orphan upside down and purple in the countenance. 
The board across the doorway too, acting as a trap equally for 
the feet of ~Irs. Higden coming out, and the feet of Mrs. Boffin 
and John Rokesmith going in, I:,'Teatly increased the difficulty 
of the ~ituatiun: to which the cries of the orphan imparted a 
lu:,:ubrious and inhuman character. 

,\t first. it was impossible to explain, on account of the 
vr!JLan's ··. hul~in~ his breath": a most terrific proceeding, 
supt:nndunn~, m the_ orphan, lead-<:olour rigidity and a deadly 
slltn<'c, Ctlmpared w1th which hi! cries were music yidding 

G 
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the height of enjoyment. But as he gradually recovered, Mrs. 
Boffin gradually introduced herself, and· smiling peace was 
gradually wooed back to Mrs. Betty Higden's home. 

It was then perceived to be a small home with a large mangle 
in it, at the handle of which machine stood a very long boy, 
with a very little head, and an open mouth of disproportionate 
capacity that seemed to assist his eyes in staring at the visitors. 
In a corner below the mangle, on a couple of stools, sat two very 
little children: a boy and a girl, and when the very long boy, 
in an interval of staring, took a turn at the mangle, it was 
alarming to see how it lunged itself at those two innocents, like 
a catapult designed for their destruction, harmlessly retiring 
when within an inch of their heads. The room was clean and 
neat. It had a brick floor, and a window of diamond panes, 
and a .flounce hanging below the chimney-piece, and strings 
nailed from bottom to top outside the window on which scarlet
beans were to grow in the coming season if the Fates were pro
pitious. However propitious they might have been, in the 
seasons that were gone, to Betty Higden in the matter of beans, 
they had not been very favourable in the matter of coins; for 
it was easy to see that she was poor. 

She was one of those old women, was Mrs. Betty Higden, 
who by dint of an indomitable purpose and a strong constitution 
fight out many years, though each year has come with its new 
knock-down blows fresh to the fight against her, wearied by it; 
an active old woman, with a bright dark eye and a resolute face, 
yet quite a tender creature too; not a logically-reasoning 
woman, but God is good, and hearts may count in Heaven as 
high as heads. 

" Yes, sure! " said she, when the business was opened, " Mrs. 
Milvey had the kindness to write to me, ma'am, and I got Sloppy 
to read it. It was a pretty letter. But she's an affable lady." 

The visitors glanced at the long boy, who seemed to indicate 
by a broader stare of his mouth and eyes that in him Sloppy 
stood confessed. 

"For I ain't, you must know," said Betty, "much of a hand 
at reading writing-hand, though I can read my Bible and most 
print. And I do love a newspaper. You mightn't think it, 
but Sloppy is a beautiful reader of a newspaper. He do the 
Police in different voices.'' 

The visitors again considered it a point of politeness to look 
at Sloppy, who, looking at them, suddenly threw back his head, 
extended his mouth to its utmost width, and laughed loud and 
long. At this the two innocents, with their brains in that 
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apparent danger, laughed, and Mrs. Higden laughed, and the 
orphan laughed, and then the visitors laughed. Which was 
more cheerful than intelligible. 
~Then Sloppy seeming to be seized with an industrious mania 
~r fury, turned to at the mangle, and impelled it at the heads 
of the innocents with such a creaking and rumbling, that Mrs. 
Higden stopped him. 

" The gentlefolks can't hear themselves speak, Sloppy. Bide 
a bit, bide a bit! " 

"Is that the dear child in your lap?" said Mrs. Boffin. 
"Yes, ma'am, this is Johnny." 
" Johnny, too! " cried Mrs. Boffin, turning to the Secretary; 

"already Johnny! Only one of the two names left to give him! 
He's a pretty boy." 

With his chin tucked down in his shy, childish manner, he 
was looking furtively at Mrs. Boffin out of his blue eyes, and 
reaching his fat dimpled hand up to the lips of the old woman, 
who was kissing it by times. 

"Yes, ma'am, he's a pretty boy, he's a dear darling boy, he's 
the child of my own last left daughter's daughter. But she's 
gone the way of all the rest." 

" Those are not his brother and sister? " said Mrs. Boffin. 
"Oh dear no, ma'am. Those are Minders." 
" Minders? " the Secretary repeated. 
"Left to be Minded, sir. I keep a Minding-School. I can 

take only three, on account of the mangle. But I love children, 
and Four-pence a week is Four-pence. Come here, Toddles and 
Puddles." 

Toddles was the pet name of the boy; Paddles of the girl. 
At their little unsteady pace, they came across the floor, hand
in-hand, as if they were traversing an extremely difficult road 
intersected by brooks, and, when they had their heads patted 
by Mrs. Betty Higden, made lunges at the orphan, dramatically 
representing an attempt to bear him, crowing, into captivity 
and slavery. All the three children enjoyed this to a delightful 
extent, and the sympathetic Sloppy again laughed long and loud. 
\\'hen it was discreet to stop the play, Betty Higden said, " Go 
to your seats, Toddles and Paddles," and they returned hand-in
hand across country, seeming to find the brooks rather swollen 
b\' Ia te rains. 
'" And jfaster-or j!ister-Sloppy? " said the Secretary, in 

doubt whether he was man, boy, or what. 
"A loYe-child," returned Betty Higden, droppincr her voice; 

" k f d. 0 
parents ne\'er ·nown; oun m the street. lie was brought 
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up in the--" with a shiver of repugnance, "--the House." 

" The Poor-house? " said the Secretary. 
Mrs. Higden set that resolute old face of hers, and. darkly 

nodded yes. 
"You dislike the mention of it." 
"Dislike the mention of it?" answered the old woman. 

" Kill me sooner than take me there. Throw this pretty child 
under cart-horses' feet and a loaded waggon, sooner than take 
him there. Come to us and find us all a-dying, and set a light 
to us all where we lie, and let us all blaze away with the 
house into a heap of cinders, sooner than move a corpse of us 
there!" 

A surprising spirit in this lonely woman after so many years 
of hard working and hard living, my Lords and Gentlemen and 
Honourable Boards! What is it that we call it in our grandiose 
speeches? British independence, rather perverted? Is that, 
or something like it, the ring of the cant? 

" Do I never read in the newspapers," said the dame, fondling 
the child-" God help me and the like of me !-how the worn-out 
people that do come down to that, get driven from post to pillar, 
and pillar to post, a-purpose to tire them out! Do I never read 
how they are put off, put off, put off-how they are grudged, 
grudged, grudged the shelter, or the doctor, or the drop of physic, 
or the bit of bread? Do I never read how they grow heartsick 
of it and give it up, after having let themselves drop so low, and 
how they after all die out for want of help? Then I say, I hope 
I can die a5 well as another, and I'll die without that disgrace." 

Absolutely impossible, my Lords and Gentlemen and Honour
able Boards, by any stretch of legislative wisdom to set these 
perverse people right in their logic? 

"Johnny, my pretty," continued old Betty, caressing the 
child, and rather mourning over it than speaking to it, " your 
old Granny Betty is nigher fourscore year than threescore and 
ten. She never begged nor had a penny of the Union money in 
all her life. She paid scot and she paid lot when she had money 
to pay; she worked when she could, and she starved when she 
must. You pray that your Granny may have strength enough 
left her at the last (she's strong for an old one, Johnny), to get 
up from her bed and run and hide herself, and swown to death 
in a hole, sooner than fall into the hands of those Cruel Jacks 
we read of, that dodge and drive, and worry and weary, and 
scorn and shame, the decent poor." 

A brilliant success, my Lords and Gentlemen and Honourable 
Boards, to have brought it to this in the minds of the best of the 
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poor! Under submission, ILight it be worth thinking of, at any 
odd time? 

The fright and abhorrence that Mrs. Betty Higden smoothed 
out of her strong face as she ended this diversion, showed how 
serioush· she had meant it. 

"And does he work for you?" asked the Secretary, gently 
bringing the discourse back to Master or Mister Sloppy. 

"Yes," said Betty with a go_od-humoured smile and nod of 
the head. " And well too." 

" Does he live here? " 
" He lives more here than anywhere. He was thought to be 

no better than a Natural, and first come to me as a Minder. I 
made interest with Mr. Blogg the Beadle to have him as a ~finder, 
seeing him by chance up at church, and thinking I might do 
something with him. For he was a weak rickety creetur then." 

" Is he called by his right name? " 
"Why, you see, speaking quite correctly, he has no right 

name. I always understood he took his name from being found 
on a Sloppy night." 

•· He seems an amiable fellow." 
" Bless you, sir, there's not a bit of him," returned Betty, 

"that's not amiable. So you may judge how amiable he is, by 
running your eye along his heighth." 

Of an ungainly make was Sloppy. Too much of him longwise, 
too little of him broadwise, and too many sharp angles of him 
angle-wise. One of those shambling male human creatures born 
to be indiscreetly candid in the revelation of buttons; every 
button he had about him glaring at the public to a quite pre-
ternatural extent. A considerable capital of knee and elbow 
and wrist and ankle had Sloppy, and be didn't know how to 
di~pose of it to the best advantage, but was always investing 
it in wrong securities, and so getting himself into embarrassed 
rircum<t.ances. Full-Pri\'ate Number One in the Awkward 
Squad of the rank and file of life was Sloppy, and yet had his 
,.:limmering notions of standing true to the Colours . 

.. . \nd now,'' said ~Irs. Boffin," concerning Johnny." 

.\5 J uhnny, with his chin tucked in and his lips pouting, 
reclined in Detty's lap, concentrating his blue eyes on the ,i.:;itors 
and shadin:z them from obsen·ation ·with a dimpled arm, old 
Detty took one of his fresh fat bands in her withered right, and 
kll to ),:t'ntly beating it on her withered left. 

"Yes. ma'am. Concerning Johnny." 
'' 1£ yuu trust the dear child to me." said Mrs. Boffin, w-ith a 

f.t,e im it in; tru~t, " he shall have the best of homes, the best 
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of care, the best of education, the best of friends. Please God, 
I will be a true good mother to him! " 

" I am thankful to you, ma'am, and the dear child would be 
thankful if he was old enough to understand." Still lightly 
beating the little hand upon her own. " I wouldn't stand in 
the dear child's light, not if I had all my life before me, instead 
of a very little of it. But I hope you won't take it ill that I 
cleave to the child closer than words can tell, for he's the last 
living thing left me." 

" Take it ill, my dear soul? Is it likely? And you so tender 
of him as to bring him home here! " 

" I have seen," said Betty, still with that light beat upon her 
hard rough hand, " so many of them on my lap. And they are 
all gone but this one! I am ashamed to seem so selfish, but I 
don't really mean it. It'll be the making of his fortune, and 
he'll be a gentleman when I am dead. I-I-don't know what 
comes over me. !-try against it. Don't notice me! " The 
light beat stopped, the resolute mouth gave way, and the fine 
strong old face broke up into weakness and tears. 

Now, greatly to the relief of the visitors, the emotional Sloppy 
no sooner beheld his patroness in this condition, than, throwing 
back his head and throwing open his mouth, he lifted up his 
voice and bellowed. This alarming note of something wrong 
instantly terrified Toddles and Paddles, who were no sooner 
heard to roar surprisingly, than Johnny, curving himself the 
v.Tong way and striking out at Mrs. Boffin with a pair of in
different shoes, became a prey to despair. The absurdity of the· 
situation put its pathos to the rout. Mrs. Betty Higden was 
herself in a moment, and brought them all to order with that 
speed, that Sloppy, stopping short in a polysyllabic bellow, 
transferred his energy to the mangle, and had taken several 
penitential turns before he could be stopped. 

"There, there, there! " said Mrs. Boffin, almost regarding her 
kind self as the most ruthless of women. " Nothing is going t< 
be done. Nobody need be frightened. We're all comfortable 
ain't we, Mrs. Higden?'' 

" Sure and certain we are," returned Betty. 
"And there really is no hurry, you know," said Mrs. Boffin 

in a lower voice. "Take time to think of it, my good creature!' 
" Don't you fear me no more, ma'am," said Betty; " . 

thought of it for good yesterday. I don't know what com 
over me just now, but it'll never come again." 

"\Yell, then, Johnny shall have more time to thi_nk of it," 
resumed Mrs. Boffin; "the pretty child shall have t1me to ge 
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used to it. And you'll get him more used to it, if you th·eU 
of it: won't vou? " 

B~tty unde~took that, cheerfully and readily. 
•· Lor," cried Mrs. Boffin, looking radiantly about bet 

want to make everybody happy, not dismal!-And perhai 
wouldn't mind letting me know how used to it you begin t 
and how it all goes on? " 

"Ill send Sloppy," said Mrs.!Iigden. 
" And this gentleman who has come with me will pay hi.r. 

his trouble," said Mrs. Boffin. "And Mr. Sloppy, whenever 
come to my house, be sure you never go away without ha\ 
had a good dinner of meat, beer, vegetables, and pudding." 

This still further brightened the face of affairs; for the higl 
~ympathetic Sloppy, first broadly staring and grinning, f 

the:n roaring with laughter, Toddles and Paddles followed su 
and Johnny trumped the trick. T. and P. considering thes 
favourable circumstances for the resumption of that dramatic 
descent upon Johnny, again came across country hand-in-hand 
upon a buccaneering expedition; and this having been fought 
out in the chimney corner behind Mrs. Higden's chair, with 
~reat valour on both sides, those desperate pirates returned 
hand-in-hand to their stools, across the dry bed of a mountain 
torrent. 

"You must tell me what I can do for you, Betty, my friend," 
said ~!rs. Boffin confidentially," if not to-day, next time." 

" Thank you all the same, ma'am, but I want nothing for 
myself. I can work. I'm strong. I can walk twenty mile if 
I'm put to it." Old Betty was proud, and said it with a sparkle 
in l,t·r bri;:ht eyes. 

" \' es, but there are some little comforts that you wouldn't 
br the worse for," returned Mrs. Boffin. " Bless ye, I wasn't 
lJurn a lady any more than you." 

.. It >tems to me," said Betty, smiling," that you were born 
a lady, and a true one, or there never was a lady born. But I 
(ouldn't take an~1hing from you, my dear. I never did take 
anythin;z from any one. It ain't that I'm not grateful, but I love 
to earn it lxtttr.'' 

:· \\'til, "til! " rtturned Mrs. Boffin. " I only spoke of little 
tL111:.:s. or I wouldn't have taken the liberty." 

Letty put her ,·isitor's hand to her lips, in acknowledgment 
vf t!.e dtl!cate ans11er. Wonderfully upright her figure was, 
and 1\00Ccrfully ~tlf-rtliant htr look, as, standing facing her 
\ t>itur. ~I.e tXfJWined t.trsdf further. 

·· If I could La 1·e l:ept tLe dtJr child, without the dread that's 
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of carS upon me of his coming to that fate I have spoken of, I 
I will never have parted with him, even to you. For I love 

" , I love him, I love him! I love my husband long dead and 
thae, in him; I love my children dead and gone, in him ; I love 
be[ young and hopeful days dead and gone, in him. I couldn't 
th 1 that love, and look you in your bright kind face. It's a free 
offt. I am in want of nothing. When my strength fails me, 
C: I can but die out quick and quiet, I shall be quite content. I 
]1ave stood between my dead and that shame I have spoken of, 
and it has been kept off from every one of them. Sewed into 
my gown," with her hand upon her breast , " is just enough to 
lay me in the grave. Only see that it's rightly spent, so as I 
may rest free to the last from that cruelty and disgrace, and 
you'll have done much more than a little thing for me, and all 
that in this present world my heart is set upon." 

Mrs. Betty Higden's visitor pressed her hand. There was no 
more breaking up of the strong old face into weakness. My 
Lords and Gentlemen and Honourable Boards, it really was as 
composed as our own faces, and almost as dignified. 

And now Johnny was to be inveigled into occupying a tempo
rary position on Mrs. Boffin' s lap. It was not until he had been 
piqued into competition with the two diminutive Minders, by 
seeing them successively raised to that post and retire from it 
without injury, that he could be by any means induced to leave 
Mrs. Betty Higden's skirts; towards which he exhibited, even 
when in Mrs. Boffin's embrace, strong yearnings, spiritual and 
bodily; the former expressed in a very gloomy visage, the latter 
in extended arms. However, a general description of the toy
wonders lurking in Mrs. Boffin's house so far conciliated this 
worldly-minded orphan as to induce him to stare at her frown
ingly, with a fist in his mouth, and even at length to chuckle 
when a richly-caparisoned horse on wheels, with a miraculous 
!rift of cantering to cake-shops, was mentioned. This sound 
being taken up by the Minders, swelled into a rapturous trio 
which gave general satisfaction. 

So the interview was considered very successful, and Mrs. 
Boffin was pleased, and all were satisfied. Not least of aU 
Sloppy, who undertook to conduct the visitors back by the bes 
way to The Three Magpies, and whom the hammer-heade 
young man much despised. . 

This piece of business thus put in tram, the Secretary drov 
Mrs. Boffin back to the Bower, and found employment for him 
self at the new house until evening. Whether, when evenin 
came, he took a way to his lodgings that led through field 
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with any design of finding Miss Bella Wilfer in those fields, is 
not so certain as that she regularly walked there at that hour. 

And, moreover, it is certain that there she was. 
~ o longer in mourning, Miss Bella was dressed in as pretty 

colours as she could muster. There is no denying that she was 
as pretty as they, and that she and the colours went very 
prettily together. She was reading as she walked, and of course 
it is to be inferred, from her showing no knowledge of Mr. Rake
smith's approach, that she did not know he was approaching. 

" Eh? " said Miss Bella, raising her eyes from her book, when 
he stopped before her. " Oh! it's you." 

" Only I. A fine evening! " 
" Is it? " said Bella, looking coldly round. " I suppose it is, 

now you mention it. I have not been thinking of the evening." 
"So intent upon your book?" 
"Ye-e-es," replied Bella, with a drawl of indifference. 
" A love story, Miss Wilier? " · 
"Oh dear no, or I shouldn't be reading it. It's more about 

money than anything else." 
"And does it say that money is better than anything?" 
"Upon my word," returned Bella, "I forget what it says, 

but you can find out for yourself, if you like, Mr. Rokesmith. 
I don't want it any more." 

The Secretary took the book-she had fluttered the leaves as 
if it were a fan-and walked beside her. 

" I am charged with a message for you, Miss Willer." 
" Impossible, I think!" said Bella, with another drawl. 
" From Mrs. Boffin. She desired me to assure you of the 

pleasure she has in finding that she will be ready to receive you 
in another week or two at furthest." 

Bella turned her head towards him, with her prettily-insolent 
eyebrows raised, and her eyelids drooping. As much as to say, 
.. How did you come by the message, pray?:' 

" I have been waiting for an opportunity of telling you that 
I am ~Ir. Boffin's Secretarv.'' 

"I am as wise as ever/ said Miss Bella, loftily, "for I don't 
know" hat a Secretary is. Kot that it signifies." 
"~ot at all." 
A covert glance at her face, as he walked beside her, showed 

him that she had not expected his ready assent to that proposi
tion . 

.. Then are you going to be always there, Mr. Rokesmith?" 
~l1t inquired. as if that would be a drawback. 

"Al"'ays? ~o. \"ery much there? Yes." 
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" Dear me! " drawled Bella in a tone of mortification. 
" But my position there as Secretary will be very different 

from yours as guest. You will know little or nothing about me. 
I shall transact the business; you v.ill transact the pleasure. I 
shall have my salary to earn; you will have nothing to do but 
to enjoy and attract." 

"Attract, sir?" said Bella, again with her eyebrows raised, 
and her eyelids drooping. " I don't understand you." 

Without replying on this point, l\Ir. Rokesmith went on. 
" Excuse me; when I first saw you in your black dress--" 
("There!" was Miss Bella's mental exclamation. "vVhat 

did I say to them at home? Everybody noticed that ridiculous 
mourning! ") 

" When I first saw you in your black dress, I was at a loss to 
account for that distinction between yourself and your family. 
I hope it was not impertinent to speculate upon it? " 

"I hope not, I iun sure," said Miss Bella, haughtily. " But 
you ought to know best how you speculated upon it." 

Mr. Rokesmith inclined his head in a deprecatory manner, 
and went on. 

"Since ihave been entrusted with Mr. Boffin's affairs, I haYe 
necessarily come to understand the little mystery. I venture 
to remark that I feel persuaded that much of your loss may be 
repaired. I speak, of course, merely of wealth, Miss Wilfer. 
The loss of a perfect stranger, whose worth, or worthlessness, I 
cannot estimate-nor you either-is beside the question. But 
this excellent gentleman and lady are so full of simplicity, so 
full of generosity, so inclined towards you, and so desirous to
how shall I express it ?-to make amends for their good fortune, 
that you have only to respond." 

As he watched her with another covert look, he saw a certain 
ambitious triumph in her face which no assumed coldness could 
conceal. 

"As we have been brought under one roof by an accidental 
combination of circumstances, which oddly extends itself to the 
new relations before us, I ha,-e taken the liberty of saying these 
few words. You don't consider them intrusive, I hope?" said 
the Secretary with deference. 

" Really, n!r. Rokesmith, I can't say what I consider them," 
returned the young lady. " They are perfectly new to me, anc 
may be founded altogether on your own imagination." 

"You will see." 
These same fields were opposite the Wilfer premises. Thf 

discreet ~Irs. \Yilfer now looking out of window and beholdint 
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her daughter in conference with her lodger, instantly tied up her 
head and came out for a casual walk. 

"I have been telling Miss Wilfer," said John Rokesmith, as 
the majestic lady came stalking up, " that I have become, by 
a curious chance, Mr. Boffin's Secretary or man of business." 

"I have not," returned Mrs. Wilfer, waving her gloves in her 
chronic state of dignity and vague ill-usage, " the honour of any 
intimate acquaintance with Mr. Boffin, and it is not for me to 
congratulate that gentleman on· the acquisition he has made." 

" A poor one enough,"' said Rokesmith. 
" Pardon me," returned Mrs. Wilfer, " the merits of Mr. 

Boffin may be highly distinguished-may be more distinguished 
than the countenance of Mrs. Boffin would imply-but it were 
the insanity of humility to deem him worthy of a better 
assistant." 

"You are very good. I have also been telling Miss Wilfer 
that she is expected very shortly at the new residence in town." 

"Having tacitly consented," said Mrs. Wilfer, with a grand 
shrug of her shoulders, and another wave of her gloves, "to my 
child's acceptance of the proffered attentions of Mrs. Boffm, I 
interpose no objection." • 

Here :Miss Bella offered the remonstrance: " Don't talk 
nonsense, ma, please." 

" Peace! " said Mrs. Wilfer. 
"No, ma, I am not going to be made so absurd. Interposing 

objections! " 
" I say," repeated Mrs. Wilfer, with a past access of grandeur, 

" that I am not going to interpose objections. If Mrs. Boffin 
(to whose countenance no disciple of Lavater could possibly 
for a single moment subscribe)," with a shiver, "seeks to 
illuminate her new residence in town with the attractions of a 
child of mine, I am content that she should be favoured by the 
company of a child of mine." 

"You use the word, ma'am, I haYe myself used," said Rake
smith, with a glance at Bella, "when you speak of Miss Wilfer's 
at tractions there." 

"Pardon me," returned Mrs. Wilfer, with dreadful solemnity, 
" but I had not finished." 

"Pray excuse me." 
"I was about to say," pursued Mrs. Wilfer, who clearly had 

nut had the f.>intest idea of saying anything more: "that when 
I use the term attractions, I do so with the qualification that I 
du not mt>an it in any way whatever." 

The exct!h:nt lady deli\·ered this luminous elucidation of her 
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views with an air of greatly obliging her hearers, and greatlv 
distinguishing herself. Whereat Miss Bella laughed a scornful 
little laugh and said: 

"Quite enough about this, I am sure, on all sides. Have the 
goodness, Mr. Rokesmith, to give my love to Mrs. Boffin--" 

"Pardon me!" cried Mrs. Wilfer. "Compliments." 
"Love!" repeated Bella, with a little stamp of her foot. 
"No!" said Mrs. Wilfer, monotonously. "Compliments." 
(" Say Miss Wilfer's love, and Mrs. Wilfer's compliments," the 

Secretary proposed, as a compromise.)' 
" And I shall be very glad to come when she is ready for me. 

The sooner the better." 
" One last word, Bella," said Mrs. Wilfer, (( before descending 

to the family apartment. I trust that as a child of mine you 
will ever be sensible that it will be graceful in you, when associat
ing with Mr. and Mrs. Boffin upon equal terms, to remember 
that the Secretary, Mr. Rokesmith, as your father's lodger, has 
a claim on your good word." 

The condescension with which Mrs. Wilfer delivered this 
proclamation of patronage was as wonderful as the swiftness 
with which, the lodger had lost caste in the Secretary. He 
smiled as the mother retired down-stairs; but his face fell as 
the daughter followed. 

" So insolent, so trivial, so capricious, so mercenary, so care
less, so hard to touch, so hard to tum! " he said, bitterly. 
. And added as he went up-stairs, (( And yet so pretty, so 
pretty!" 

And added presently, as he walked to and fro in his room, 
(( And if she knew! " 

She knew that he was shaking the house by his walking to 
and fro; and she declared it another of the miseries of being 
poor, that you couldn't get rid of a haunting Secretary, stump 
-stump-stumping overhead in the dark, like a Ghost. 

CHAPTER XVII 

A DISMAL SWAMP 

ANn now, in the blooming summer days, behold 1\Ir. and Mrs. 
Boffin established in the eminently aristocratic family mansion, 
and behold all manner of crawling, creeping, fluttering, and 
buzzing creatures, attracted by the gold dust of the Golden 
Dustman! 
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Foremost among those leaving cards at the eminently aristo

cratic door before it was quite painted, are the Veneerings: out 
of breath, one might imagine, from the impetuosity of their rush 
to the eminently aristocratic steps. One copper-plate Mrs. 
Veneering, two copper-plate Mr. Veneerings, and a connubial 
copper-plate Mr. and Mrs. Veneering, requesting the honour of 
Mr. and Mrs. Boffin's company at dinner with the utmost Analy
tical solemnities. The enchanting Lady Tippins leaves a card. 
Twemlow leaves cards. A tall rrrustard-coloured phaeton tooling 
up in a solemn manner leaves four cards, to wit, a couple of Mr. 
Podsnaps, a Mrs. Podsnap, and a Miss Podsnap. All the world 
and his wife and daughter leave cards. Sometimes the world's 
wife has so many daughters, that her card reads rather like a 
Miscellaneous Lot in an Auction; comprising Mrs. Tapkins, Miss 
Tapkins, Miss Frederica Tapkins, Miss Antonina Tapkins, Miss 
Malvina Tapkins, and Miss Euphemia Tapkins; at the same 
time, the same lady leaves the card of Mrs. Henry George Alfred 
Swoshle, nee Tapkins; also, a card, Mrs. Tapkins at Home, 
Wednesdays, Music, Portland Place. 

Miss Bella Wilfer becomes an inmate, for an indefinite period, 
of the eminently aristocratic dwelling. Mrs. Boffin bears Miss 
Bella away to her milliner's and dressmaker's, and she gets 
beautifully dressed. The Veneerings find with swift remorse 
that they have omitted to invite Miss Bella Wilier. One Mrs. 
Veneering and one Mr. and Mrs. Veneering requesting that 
additional honour, instantly do penance in white cardboard on 
the hall table. Mrs. Tapkins likewise discovers her omission, 
and with promptitude repairs it; for herself, for Miss Tapkins, 
for ~Iiss Frederica Tapkins, for Miss Antonina Tapkins, for Miss 
~Ialdna Tapkins, and for Miss Euphemia Tapkins. Likewise, 
for ~Irs. Henry George Alfred Swoshle, nee Tapkins. Likewise, 
for Mrs. Tapkins at Home, Wednesdays, Music, Portland Place. 

Tradesmen's books hunger, and tradesmen's mouths water, 
for the i!Old dust of the Golden Dustman. As Mrs. Boffin and 
~!iss \\'ilfer drive out, or as ~!r. Boffin walks out at his jog-trot 
pace, the fishmonger pulls off his hat with an air of reverence 
founded on com·iction. His men cleanse their fingers on their 
woollen aprons before presuming to touch their foreheads to Mr. 
But1in or Lady. The gaping salmon and the golden mullet lying 
on the slab seem to turn up their eyes sideways, as they would 
tum up their hands if they had any, in worshipping admiration. 
The butcher, though a ponly and a prosperous man, doesn't know 
what to do with himself, so anxious is he to express humility when 
disconn:d by the passing Boffins takin~ the air in a mutton gro,·e. 
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Presents are made to the Boffin servants, and bland strangers 
with business-cards meeting said servants in the street, offer 
hypothetical corruption. As, " Supposing I was to be favoured 
Vlith an order from Mr. Boffin, my dear friend, it would be worth 
my while "-to do a certain thing that I hope might not prove 
wholly disagreeable to your feelings. 

But no one knows so well as the Secretary, who opens and 
reads the letters, what a set is made at the man marked by a 
stroke of notoriety. Oh the varieties of dust for ocular use, 
offered in exchange for the gold dust of the Golden Dustman! 
Fifty-seven churches to be erected with half-crowns, forty-two 
parsonage houses to be repaired with shillings, seven-and-twenty 
organs to be built with halfpence, twelve hundred children to be 
brought up on postage stamps. Not that a half-crown, shilling, 
halfpenny, or postage stamp, would be particularly acceptable 
from Mr. Boffin, but that it is so obvious he is the man to make 
up the deficiency. And then the charities, my Christian brother! 
And mostly in difficulties, yet mostly lavish, too, in the expen
sive articles of print and paper. Large fat private double letter, 
sealed with ducal coronet. "Nicodemus Boffin, Esquire. My 
dear Sir,-Having consented to preside at the forthcoming 
Annual Dinner of the Family Party Fund, and feeling deeply 
impressed l'.ith the immense usefulness of that noble Institution 
and the great importance of its being supported by a List of 
Stewards that shall prove to the public the interest taken in it 
by popular and distinguished men, I have undertaken to ask you 
to become a Steward on that occasion. Soliciting your favour
able reply before the 14th instant, I am, My dear Sir, Your faith
ful servant, LINSEED. P.S. The Steward's fee is limited to three 
Guineas." Friendly this, on the part of the Duke of Linseed 
(and thoughtful in the postscript), only lithographed by the 
hundred and presenting but a pale individuality of address to 
Nicodemus Boffin, Esquire, in quite another hand. It takes 
two noble Earls and a Viscount, combined, to inform Nicodemus 
Boffin, Esquire, in an equally flattering manner, that an estimable 
lady in the West of England has offered to present a purse con
taining twenty pounds, to the Society for Granting Annuities to 
Unassuming Members of the Middle Classes, if twenty individuals 
will previously present purses of one hundred pounds each . 
• <\nd those benevolent noblemen very kindly point out that if 
Nicodemus Boffin, Esquire, should wish to present two or more 
purses1 it "ill not be inconsistent with the design of the estima?le 
lady in the \Y est of England, provided each purse be coupled w1th 
the. name of some member of his honoured and respected family. 
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These are the corporate beggars. But there are, besides, the 

individual beggars; and how does the heart of the Secretary 
fail him when he has to cope with them I And they must be 
coped with to some extent, because they all enclose documents 
(they call their scraps documents; but they are, as to papers 
deserving the name, what minced veal is to a calf), the non
return of which would be their ruin. That is to say, they are 
utterly ruined now, but they would be more utterly ruined then. 
Among these correspondents are several daughters of general 
ofiicers, long accustomed to every luxury of life (except spelling), 
who little thought, when their gallant fathers waged war in the 
Peninsula, that they would ever have to appeal to those whom 
Providence, in its inscrutable wisdom, has blessed with untold 
gold, and from among whom they select the name of Nicodemus 
Boffin, Esquire, for a maiden effort in this wise, understanding 
that he has such a heart as never was. The Secretary learns, too. 
that confidence between man and wife would seem to obtain but 
rarely when virtue is in distress, so numerous are the wives who 
take 'up their pens to ask :Mr. Boffin for money without the know
ledge of their devoted husbands, who would never permit it; 
while, on the other hand, so numerous are the husbands who take 
up their pens to ask :Mr. Boffin for money without the knowledge 
of their devoted wives, who would instantly go out of their 
senses if thry had the least suspicion of the circumstance. 
There are the inspired beggars, too. These were sitting, only 
yesterday evening, musing over a fragment of candle which must 
soon go out and leave them in the dark for the rest of their nights, 
"ben surely some angel whispered the name of Nicodemus Boffin, 
Esquire, to their souls, imparting rays of hope, nay confidence, 
to which they had long been strangers! Akin to these are the 
~u::gestively-befriended beggars. They were partaking of a 
cold potato and water by the flickering and gloomy light of a 
lurikr match, in their lodgings (rent considerably in arrear, and 
heartbs landlady threatening- expulsion "like a dog " into the 
streets),~ hen a gifted friend happening to look in, said," \\'rite 
immediately to .\icodemus Boffin, Esquire," and would take no 
dL"ni.d. There are the nobly independent beggars, too. These, in 
the day~ of tla~ir abundance, eYer regarded gold as dross, and have 
nut yl"t ::<1t onr that only impediment in the way of their amass
in:! \1 ealth. Lut thev want no dross from Kicodemus Boffin 
E~quire. ~o, ~lr. Jiuttin; the world may term it pride, paltry 
pride if you will. but they wouldn't take it if you offered it; a 
J,,"n. sir-fur fvurtten \\etks to the dav, interest calculated at 
tl.c: rate uf five per rent. per annum, to be bestowed upon any 
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charitable institution you may name-is all they want of you, 
and if you have the meanness to refuse it, count on being despised 
by these great spirits. There are the beggars of punctual busi
ness-habits, too. These will make an end of themselves at a 
quarter to one P.M. on Tuesday, if no Post-office order is in the 
interim received from Nicodemus Boffin, Esquire; arriving after 
a quarter to one P.M. on Tuesday, it need not be sent, as they 
will then (having made an exact memorandum of the heartless 
circumstances) be "cold in death." There are the beggars on 
horseback, too, in another sense from the sense of the proverb. 
These are mounted and ready to start on the highway to affluence. 
The goal is before them, the road is in the best condition, their 
spurs are on, the steed is willing, but, at the last moment, for 
want of some special thing-a clock, a violin, an astronomical 
telescope, an electrifying machine-they must dismount for ever, 
unless they receive its equivalent in money from Nicodemus 
Boffin, Esquire. Less given' to detail are the beggars who make 
sporting ventures. These, usually to be addressed in reply 
under initials at a country post office, inquire in feminine hands, 
Dare one who cannot disclose herself to Nicodemus Boffin, 
Esquire, but whose name might startle him were it revealed, 
solicit the immediate advance of two hundred pounds from 
unexpected riches exercising their noblest privilege in the trust 
of a common humanity? 

In such a Dismal Swamp does the new house stand, and 
through it does the Secretary daily struggle breast-high. Not 
to mention all the people alive who have made inventions that 
won't act, and all the jobbers who job in all the jobberies jobbed; 
though these may be regarded as the Alligators of the Dismal 
Swamp, and are always lying by to drag the Golden Dustman 
under. . 

But the old house. There are no designs against the Golden 
Dustman there? There are no fish of the shark tribe in the 
Bower waters? Perhaps not. Still, Wegg is established there, 
and would seem, judged by his secret proceedings, to cherish 
a notion of making a discovery. For when a man with a wooden 
lea lies prone on his stomach to peep under bedsteads; and hops 
up ladders, like some extinct bird, to survey the tops of presses 
and cupboards; and provides himself an iron rod which he is 
always poking and prodding into dust-mounds; the proba
bility is that he expects to find something. 

END OF BOOK I 



BOOK THE SECOND 

BIRDS OF A FEATHER 

CHAPTER I 

OF AN EDUCATIONAL CHARACTER 

THE school at which young Charley Hexam had first learned 
from a book-the streets being, for pupils of his degree, the 
great Preparatory Establishment in which very much that is 
never unlearned is learned without and before book-was a 
miserable loft in an unsavoury yard. Its atmosphere was 
oppressive and disagreeable; it was crowded, noisy, and con
fusing; half the pupils dropped asleep, or fell into a state of 
waking stupefaction; the other half kept them in either condition 
by maintaining a monotonous droning noise, as if they were 
performing, out of time and tune, on a ruder sort of bagpipe. 
The teachers, animated solely by good intentions, had no idea 
of execution, and a lamentable jumble was the upshot of their 
kind endeavours. 

It was a school for all ages, and for both sexes. The latter 
were kept apart, and the former were partitioned off into square 
assortments. But all the place was pervaded by a grimly 
ludicrous pretence that every pupil was childish and innocent. 
This pretence, much favoured by the lady-visitors, led to the 
l!hastliest absurdities. Young women old in the vices of the 
commonest and worst life, were expected to profess themselves 
enthralled by the good child's book, the Adventures of Little 
Margery, who resided in the village cottage by the mill; severely 
reproved and morally squashed the miller when she was five and 
he was fifty; divided her porridge with singing birds; denied 
herself a new nankeen bonnet, on the ground that the turnips 
did not wear nankeen bonnets, neither did the sheep who ate 
them; who plaited straw and delivered the dreariest orations 
to all comers, at all sorts of unseasonable times. So unwieldy 
yuung dredgers and hulking mudlarks were referred to the 
nptriencc-s of Thomas Twopence, who, having resolved not to 
rub (under circumstances of uncommon atrocity) his particular 
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friend and benefactor, of eighteenpence, presently came into 
supernatural possession of three and sixpence, and lived a shining 
light ever afterwards. (Note that the benefactor came to no good.) 
Several swaggering sinners had written their own biographies in 
the same strain; it always appearing from the lessons of those 
very boastful persons, that you were to do good, not because it 
was good, but because you were to make a good thing of it. 
Contrariwise, the adult pupils were taught to read (if they could 
learn) out of theN ew Testament; and by dint of stumbling over 
the syllables and keeping their bewildered eyes on the particular 
syllables coming round to their turn, were as absolutely ignorant 
of the sublime history, as if they had never seen or heard of it. 
An exceedingly and confoundingly perplexing jumble of a school, 
in fact, where black spirits and grey, red spirits and white, 
jumbled jumbled jumbled jumbled, jumbled every night. And 
particularly every Sunday night. For then, an inclined plane 
of unfortunate infants would be handed over to the prosiest and 
worst of all the teachers with good intentions, whom nobody 
older would endure. lVho, taking his stand on the floor before 
them as chief executioner, would be attended by a conventional 
volunteer boy, as executioner's assistant. When and where it 
first became the conventional system that a weary or inattentive 
infant in a class must have its face smoothed downwards with a 
hot hand, or when and where the conventional volunteer boy 
first beheld such system in operation, and became inflamed with 
a sacred zeal to administer it, matters not. It was the function 
of the chief executioner to hold forth, and it was the function of 
the acolyte to dart at sleeping infants, yawning infants, restless 
infants, whimpering infants, and smooth their wretched faces; 
sometimes with one hand, as if he were anointing them for a 
whisker; sometimes with both hands, applied after the fashion 
of blinkers. And so the jumble would be in action in this de
partment for a mortal hour; the exponent drawling on to ~[y 
Dearerr Childerrenerr, let us say, for example, about the beauti
ful coming to the Sepulchre; and repeating the word Sepulchre 
(commonly used among infants) five hundred times, and never 
once hinting what it meant; the conventional boy smoothing 
away right and ldt, as an infallible commentary; the whole hot
bed of flushed and exhausted infants exchanging measles, rashes, 
whooping-cough, fever, and stomach disorders, as if they were 
assembled in High :Market for the purpose. 

Even in this temple of good intentions, an exceptionally 
sharp boy exceptionally determined to learn, could Jearn some
thing, and, having learned it, could impart it much better than 
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the teachers; as being more kno·wing than they, and not at the 
disadvantage in which they stood towards the shrewder pupils. 
In this way it had come about that Charley Hexam had risen in 
the jumble, taught in the jumble, and been received from the 
jumble into a better school. 

"So you want to go and see your sister, Hexam?" 
" If you please, Mr. Headstone." 
"I have half a mind to go with you. Where does your sister 

live?'' · 
"Why, she is not settled yet, Mr. Headstone. I'd rather 

you didn't see her till she's settled, if it was all the same to 
you." 

"Look here, Hexam." Mr. Bradley Headstone, highly cer
tificated stipendiary schoolmaster, drew his right forefinger 
through one of the buttonholes of the boy's coat, and looked at 
it attentively. "I hope your sister may be good company for 
you?" 

" Why do you doubt it, Mr. Headstone? " 
" I did not say I doubted it." 
'' ~o, sir; you didn't say so." 
Bradley Headstone looked at his finger again, took it out of 

the buttonhole and looked at it closer, bit the side of it and 
looked at it again. 

"You see, Hexam, you will be one of us. In good time you 
are sure to pass a creditable examination and become one of us. 
Then the question is--" 

The boy waited so long for the question, while the school
master looked at a new side of his finger, and bit it, and looked 
at it again, that at length the boy repeated: 

"The question is, sir-?" 
" \\'bether you had not better leave well alone." 
•· Is it well to leave my sister alone, Mr. Headstone? " 
" I do not say so, because I do not know. I put it to you. 

I ask You to think of it. I want you to consider. You know 
how w'ell you are doing here." · 

" After all, she got me here," said the boy, with a struggle. 
"Percei\'ing the necessity of it," acquiesced the schoolmaster, 

"and making up her mind fully to the separation. Yes." 
The boy, with a return of that former reluctance or struggle 

vr whatever it v. as, seemed to debate with himself. At len!rth 
he said, r••i~ing his eyes to the master's face: 

0 

" I v. ish you'd come with me and see her, Mr. Headstone, 
thot:~h she is not settled. I v.ish You'd come with me and take 
her i;1 the rou:;h, and jud:;e her for yourself." ' 
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"You are sure you would not like," asked the schoolmaster, 

" to prepare her? " 
"My sister Lizzie," said the boy, proudly, " wants no prepar

ing, Mr. Headstone. What she is, she is, and shows herself to be. 
There's no pretending about my sister." 

His confidence in her sat more easily upon him than the in
decision with which he had· twice contended. It was his better 
nature to be true to her, if it were his worse nature to be wholly 
selfish. And as yet the better nature had the stronger hold. 

"Well, I can spare the evening," said the schoolmaster. "I 
am ready to walk with you." 

"Thank you, Mr. Headstone. And I am ready to go.'' 
Bradley Headstone, in his decent black coat and waistcoat, 

and decent white shirt, and decent formal black tie, and decent 
pantaloons of pepper and salt, with his decent silver watch in his 
pocket and its decent hair-guard round his neck, looked a 
thoroughly decent young man of six-and-twenty. He was 
never seen in any other dress, and yet there was a certain stiff
ness in his manner of wearing this, as if there were a want of 
adaptation between him and it, recalling some mechanics in 
their holiday clothes. He had acquired mechanically a great 
store of teacher's knowledge. He could do mental arithmetic 
mechanically, sing at sight mechanically, blow various wind 
instruments mechanically, even play the great church organ 
mechanically. From his early childhood up, his mind had been 
a place of mechanical stowage. The arrangement of his whole
sale warehouse, so that it might be always ready to meet the 
demands of retail dealers- history here, geography there, 
astronomy to the right, political economy to the left-natural 
history, the physical sciences, figures, music, the lower mathe
matics, and what not, all in their several places-this care had 
imparted to his countenance a look of care; while the habit of 
questioning and being questioned had given him a suspicious 
manner, or a manner that would be better described as one of 
lying in wait. There was a kind of settled trouble in the face. 
It was the face belonging to a naturally slow or inattentive 
intellect that had toiled hard to get what it had won, and that 
had to hold it now that it was gotten. He always seemed to be 
uneasy lest anything should be missing from his mental ware
house, and taking stock to assure himself. 

Suppression of so much to make room for so much, had given 
him a constrained manner, over and above. Yet there was 
enough of what was animal, and of what was fiery (though 
smouldering), still visible in him, to suggest that if young 
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Bradley Headstone, when a pauper lad, had chanced to be told 
off for the sea, he would not have been the last man in a ship's 
crew. Regarding that origin of his, he was proud, moody, and 
sullen, desiring it to be forgotten. And few people knew of it. 

In some visits to the Jumble his attention had been attracted 
to this boy Hexam. An undeniable boy for a pupil-teacher; 
an undeniable boy to do credit to the master who should bring 
him on. Combined with this consideration there may have 
been some thought of the pauper lad now never to be mentioned. 
Be that how it might, he had with pains gradually worked the 
boy into his own school, and procured him some offices to 
discharge there, which were repaid with food and lodging. 
Such were the circumstances that had brought together Bradley 
Headstone and young Charley Hexam that autumn evening. 
Autumn, because full half a yeat had come and gone since the 
bird of prey lay dead upon the river shore. 

The schools-for they were twofold, as the sexes-were down 
in that district of the flat country tending to the Thames, where 
Kent and Surrey meet, and where the railways still bestride 
the market-gardens that will soon die under them. The schools 
were newly built, and there were so many like them all over the 
countrx, that one might have thought the whole were but one 
restless edifice with the locomotive gift of Aladdin's palace. 
They were in a neighbourhood which looked like a toy neigh
bourhood taken in blocks out of a box by a child of particularly 
incoherent mind, and set up anyhow; here, one side of a new 
street; there, a large solitary public-house facing nowhere; here, 
another unfinished street already in ruins; there, a church; 
here, an immense new warehouse; there, a dilapidated old 
country villa; then, a medley of black ditch, sparkling cucumber
frame, rank field, richly cultivated kitchen-garden, brick via
duct, arch-spanned canal, and disorder of frowsiness and fog. 
As if the child had given the table a kick and gone to sleep. 

But even among school-buildings, school-teachers, and school
pupils, all according to pattern and all engendered in the light 
of the lastest Gospel according to Monotony, the older pattern 
into which so many fortunes have been shaped for good and evil, 
comes out. It came out in Miss Peecher the schoolmistress, 
watering her flowers, as Mr. Bradley Headstone walked forth. 
It came out in Miss Peecher the schoolmistress, watering the 
flowt:rs in the little dusty bit of garden attached to her small 
o11icial residc:nce, with little windows like the eyes in needles, 
and little doors like the covers of school-books. 

Small, shining, neat, methodical, and buxom was ~Iiss Peecher; 
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c.herry-cheek~d and. tuneful of voice. A little pincushion, a 
httle housewife, a httle book, a little workbox, a little set of 
tables and weights and measures, and a little woman, all in one. 
She could write a little essay on any subject, exactly a slate long, 
beginning at the left-hand top of one side and ending at the 
right-hand bottom of the other, and the essay should be strictly 
according to rule. If 1\fr. Bradley Headstone had addressed 
a written proposal of marriage to her, she would probably have 
replied in a complete little essay on the theme exactly a slate 
long, but would certainly have replied yes. For she loved him. 
The decent hair-guard that went round his neck and took care 
of his decent silver watch was an object of envy to her. So would 
Miss Peecher have gone round his neck and taken care of him. 
Of him, insensible. Because he did not love Miss Peecher. 

Miss Peecher's favourite pupil, who assisted her in her little 
household, was in attendance with a can of water to replenish 
her little watering-pot, and sufficiently divined the state of Miss 
Peecher's affections to feel it necessary that she herself should 
love young Charley Hexam. So there was a double palpitation 
among the double stocks and double wallflowers, when the 
master and the boy looked over the little gate. 

" A fine evening, Miss Peecher," said the Master. 
" A very fine evening, Mr. Headstone," said Miss Peecher. 

" Are you taking a walk? " 
" Hexam and I are going to take a long walk." 
"Charming weather," remarked Miss Peecher, "for a long 

walk." 
·' Ours is rather on business than mere pleasure," said the 

Master. 
Miss Peecher inverting her watering-pot, and very carefully 

shaking out the few last drops over a flower, as if there were 
some special virtue in them which would make it a Jack's bean
stalk before morning, called for replenishment to her pupil, who 
had been speaking to the boy. 

" Good night, Miss Peecher," said the Master. 
" Good night, Mr. Headstone," said the Mistress. 
The pupil had been, in her state of pupilage, so imbued with 

the class-custom of stretching out an arm, as if to hail a cab or 
omnibus, whenever she found she had an observation on hand 
to offer to Miss Peecher, that she often did it in their domestic 
relations; and she did it now. 

"Well, Mary Anne?" said Miss Peecher. 
" If you please, ma'am, Hexam said they were going to see 

his sister." 
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" But that can't be, I think," returned Miss Peecher: "be~ 
cause Mr. Headstone can have no business with her." 

)!ary Anne again hailed. 
"Well, Mary Anne?" 
"If you please, ma'am, perhaps it's Hexam's business?" 
" That may be," said Miss Peecher. " I didn't think of that. 

:t\ot that it matters at all." 
Mary Anne again hailed. 
"Well, Mary Anne?" 
"They say she's very handsome." 
" Oh, 1\fary Anne, Mary Anne! " returned Miss Peecher, 

slightly colouring and shaking her head, a little out of humour; 
" how often have I told you not to use that vague expression, 
not to speak in that general way? \Vhen you say they say, 
what do you mean? Part of speech They?" 

Mary Anne hooked her right arm behind her in her left hand, 
as being under examination, and replied: 

" Personal pronoun." 
" Person, They? " 
" Third person." 
"Number, They?" 
" Plural number. " 
"Then how many do you mean, Mary Anne? Two? Or 

more?" 
" I beg your pardon, ma'am," said Mary Anne, disconcerted 

now she came to think of it; " but I don't know what I mean 
more than her brother himself." k, she said it, she unhooked 
her arm. 

" I felt convinced of it," returned Miss Peecher, smiling again. 
" :'\ow pray, ~1ary Anne, be careful another time. He says is 
wry ditlerent from they say, remember. Difference between 
Le says and they say? Gi\·e it me." 

~!arY Anne immediateh' hooked her ri:::ht arm behind her in 
hl'r kft hand-an attitude absvlutely nec~ssary to the situation 
-and replied: "One is indicath·e mood, present tense, third 
persun singular, n:rb actin to say. Other is indicative mood,· 
presl·nt tense, third person plural, verb acti\·e to say." 

"\\'hy verb acti,·e, :11ary Anne?" 
" Btrause it takes a pronoun after it in the objective case, 

~!iss Peed1cr." 
'' \'ery ;.:uod indeed," remarked ~fiss Peecher, with encour

a;::emrnt. " In fJct. could not he bttter. Don't forget to apply 
n. another time, ~Ian· .\nne." This said, ~!iss Peecher finished 
the "<Hl'ring of her· tlo" ers, and went into her little official 
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residence, and took a refresher of the principal rivers and moun
tains of the world, their breadths, depths, and heights, before 
settling the measurements of the body of a dress for her own 
personal occupation. 

Bradley Headstone and Charley Hexam duly got to the 
Surrey side of Westminster Bridge, and crossed the bridge, and 
made along the Middlesex shore towards Millbank. In this 
region are a certain little street, called Church Street, and a 
certain little blind square, called Smith Square, in the centre of 
which last retreat is a very hideous church with four towers at 
the four comers, generally resembling some petrified monster, 
frightful and gigantic, on its back with its legs in the air. They 
found a tree near by in a corner, and a blacksmith's forge, and 
a timber yard, and a dealer's in old iron. What a rusty portion 
of a boiler and a great iron wheel or so meant by lying half
buried in the dealer's fore-court, nobody seemed to know or 
want to know. Like the Miller of questionable jollity in the 
song, They cared for Nobody, no not they, and Nobody cared 
for them. 

After making the round of this place, and noting that there 
was a deadly kind of repose on it, more as though it had taken 
laudanum than fallen into a natural rest, they stopped at the 
point where the street and the square joined, and where there 
were some little quiet houses in a row. To these Charley Hexam 
finally led the way, and at one of these stopped. 

"This must be where my sister lives, sir. This is where she 
came for a temporary lodging, soon after father's death." 

"How often have you seen her since?" 
" Why, only twice, sir," returned the boy, with his former 

reluctance; " but that's as much her doing as mine." 
"How does she support herself?" 
" She was always a fair needle-woman, and she keeps the 

stockroom of a seaman's outfitter." 
" Does she ever work at her own lodging here? " 
" Sometimes; but her regular hours and regular occupation 

are at their place of business, I believe, sir. This is the number." 
The boy knocked at a door, and the door promptly opened 

with a spring and a click. A parlour door within a small entry 
stood open, and disclosed a child-a dwarf-a girl-a something 
-sitting on a little low old-fashioned arm-chair, which had a 
kind of little working bench before it. 

"I can't get up," said the child, "because my back's bad, 
and my legs are queer. But I'm the person of the house." 

"Who else is at home?" asked Charley Hexam, staring. 
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":::\obody's at home at present," returned the child, with a 
glib assertion of her dignity, " except the person of the house. 
\\l1at did you want, young man?" 

" I wanted to see my sister." 
" ~!any young men ha,·e sisters," returned the child. " Gi,·e 

me your name, young man." 
The queer little figure, and the queer but not ugly little face, 

with its bright grey eyes, were so sharp, that the sharpness of the 
manner seemed unavoidable. ·As if, being turned out of that 
mould, it must be sharp. 

" Hexam is mv name." 
"Ah, indeed?'" said the person of the house. "I thought it 

might be. Your sister will be in in about a quarter of an hour. 
I am ,·ery fond of your sister. She's my particular friend. 
Take a seat. And this gentleman's name?" 

" ~Ir. Headstone, my schoolmaster." 
" Take a seat. And would you please to shut the street door 

first? I can't very well do it myself, because my back's so bad, 
and my legs are so queer." 

They complied in silence, and the little figure went on \\ith its 
work of gumming or gluing together with a camel's-hair brush 
certain pieces of cardboard and thin wood, pre\iously cut into 
various shapes. The scissors and knives upon the bench 
showed that the child herself had cut them; and the bright 
scraps of nlnt and silk and ribbon also strewn upon the bench 
showed that when duly stuffed (and stuffing too was there), 
she was to co,·er them smartly. The dexterity of her nimble 
fingers was remarkable, and, as she brought two thin edges 
accurately together by gi\ing them a little bite, she would glance 
at the \Uitors out of the corners of her grey eyes with a look 
that out-sharpened all her other sharpness. 

"You can't tell me the name of my trade, I'll be bound," 
she said, after taking several of these observations. 

" \' ou make pincushions," said Charley. 
" \\'hat else do I make? " 
" P~:nwipc:rs," said Bradley Headstone. 
"Ha! ha! What else do I make? You're a schoolmaster, 

but ,·ou can't tell me." 
"\'ou do something," he returned, pointing to a corner of 

the little bench, .. v. ith straw: but I don't know what." 
··\\'ell done you!" cried the person of the house. ··I only 

make pinct.:shions and penwipers to use up my waste. But my 
straw n:.;.Uy dves klun,; to my business. Try again. \\wt du 
I m.1l..e v.ith my straw?" 
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"Dinner-mats." 
"A schoolmaster, and savs dinner-mats! I'll give vou a clue 

to my trade, in a game o{ forfeits. I love my ~love· with a B 
because she's Beautiful; I hate my love with a B because she 
is Brazen; I took her to the sign of the Blue Boar, and I treated 
her with Bonnets; her name's Bouncer, and she lives in 
Bedlam.-N ow what do I make with my straw? " 

" Ladies' bonnets? " 
"Fine ladies'," said the person of the house, nodding assent. 

"Dolls'. I'm a dolls' dressmaker." 
"I hope it's a good business?" 
The person of the house shrugged her shoulders and shook 

her head. "No. Poorly paid. And I'm often so pressed 
for time! I had a doll married, last week, and was obliged to 
work all night. And it's not good for me, on account of my 
back being so bad and my legs so queer." 

They looked at the little creature with a wonder that did not 
diminish, and the schoolmaster said: "I am sorry your fine 
ladies are so inconsiderate." 

" It's the way with them," said the person of the house, 
shrugging her shoulders again. " And they take no care of 
their clothes, and they never keep to the same fashions a month. 
I work for a doll ·with three daughters. Bless you, she's enough 
to ruin her husband! " 

The person· of the house gave a weird little laugh here and 
gave them another look out of the corners of her eves. She had 
~n elfin chin that was capable of great expression; ~nd whenever 
she gave this look, she hitched this chin up. As if her eyes and 
her chin worked together on the same wires. 

" Are you always as busy as you are now? " 
" Busier. I'm slack just now. I finished a large mourning 

order the day before yesterday. Doll I work for lost a canary
bird." The person of the house gave another little laugh, and 
then nodded her head several times, as who should moralise, 
" Oh this world, this world! " 

"Are vou alone all dav? "asked Bradlev Headstone. " Don't 
anv of the neighbouring-children--?" • 

'' Ah, lud l "cried the person of the house, with a little scream, 
as if the word had pricked her. "Don't talk of children. I 
can't bear children. I know their tricks and thf'ir manners." 
She said this with an angry little shake of her right fist close 
before her ens. 

Perhaps 1t scarcely required the teacher-habit to perceive 
that the dolls' dressmaker was inclined to be bitter on the 
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difference between herself and other children. But both master 
and pupil understood it so. 

"Always running about and screeching, always playing and 
fighting, always skip-skip-skipping on the pavement and chalk
ing it for their games! Oh! I know their tricks and their 
manners! " Shaking the little fist as before. "And that's not 
all. EYer so often calling names in through a person's keyhole, 
and imitating a person's back and legs. Oh! I know their 
tricks and their manners. Aiid I'll tell you what I'd do to 
punish 'em. There's doors under the church in the Square
Llack doors, leading into black vaults. Well! I'd open one of 
those doors, and I'd cram 'em all in, and then I'd lock the dorJr 
and through the keyhole I'd blow in pepper." 

"\\'hat would be the good of blowing in pepper? " asked 
Charley Hexam. 

"To set 'em sneezing," said the person of the house, "and 
make their eyes water. And when they were all sneezing and 
inflamed, I'd mock 'em through the keyhole. Just as they, 
with their tricks and their manners, mock a person through a 
person's keyhole! " 

An uncommonly emphatic shake of her little fist close before 
her eyes seemed to ease the mind of the person of the house; 
for she added with recovered composure, "Ko, no, no. Xo 
children for me. Give me grown-ups." 

It was difficult to guess the age of this strange creature, for 
her poor figure furnished no clue to it, and her face was at once 
so young and so old. Twelve, or at the most thirteen, might be 
near the mark. 

" I alwaYS did like !!Town-ups " she went on "and alwa,·s 
kept comp~ny with th~m. So ;ensible. Sit s; quiet. Don.'t 
go prancing and capering about! .\nd I mean always to keep 
among none but grov.n-ups till I marry. I suppose I must 
nMke up my mind to marry, one of these days." 

SLe listened to a step outside that caught her ear, and there 
v. <~.S a s•1ft knock at the duor. Pullinz at a handle within her 
~each, ~r.e said v.ith a pleased laugh: <;-,~ow here, for instance, 
1> a !;rtl'' n·up tLat's my particular friend~" and Lizzie Hexam in 
a bl<~.ck dn:c~5 entertd the room. 

·· n.,trltv ~ You~" 
T.,\.in;! i",i.m t•) Ler am,s in tf.e uld way-()£ which he seemed 

a lm:e asl.<~.n-,t:d--sLe saw no one tlse. 
"Tl.ert, tLt~e, tLtre, Liz, all right, my dear. See! Here's 

~!r. lltad,tone C<111ie v.ith me." 
Htr eyts n:d tLuse of the :..:hoolmaster, who had e'-idently 
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expected to see a very different sort of person, and a munnured 
word or two of salutation passed between them. She was a 
little flurried by the unexpected visit, and the schoolmaster was 
not at his ease. But he never was, quite. 

" I told Mr. Headstone you were not settled, Liz, but he was 
so kind as to take an interest in coming, and so I brought him. 
How well you look! " 

Bradley seemed to think so. 
" Ah! Don't she, don't she? " cried the person of the house, 

resuming her occupation, though the twilight was falling fast. 
" I believe you, she does! But go on with your chat, one and 
all: 

• You one two three, 
My com-pa-nie, 
And don't mind me; ' " 

-pointing this impromptu rhyme ~ith three points of her thin 
forefinger. 

"I didn't expect a visit from you, Charley," said his sister. 
" I supposed that if you wanted to see me you would have sent 
to me, appointing me to come somewhere near the school as I 
did last time. I saw my brother near the school, sir," to Bradley 
Headstone, "because it's easier for me to go there, than for 
him to come here. I work about midway between the two 
places." 

" You don't see much of one another," said Bradley, not 
improving in respect of ease. 

"No." With a rather sad shake of her head. "Charley 
always does well, Mr. Headstone?" 

" He could not do better. I regard his course as quite plain 
before him." 

" I hoped so. I am· so thankful. So well done of you, 
Charley dear! It is better for me not to come (except when 
he wants me) between him and his prospects. You think so, 
:.Mr. Headstone?" 

Conscious that his pupil-teacher was looking for his answer, 
and that he himself had suggested the boy's keeping aloof from 
this sister, now seen for the first time face to face, Bradley 
Headstone stammered: 

" Your brother is very much occupied, you know. He has 
to work hard. One cannot but say that the less his attention 
is diverted from his work, the better for his future. When he 
shall have established himself, why then--it will be another 
thing then." 

Lizzie shook her head again, and returned, with a quiet 
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smile: "I always advised him as you advise him. Did I not, 
Charley?" 

"Well, never mind that now," said the boy. "How are you 
getting on? " 

"Very well, Charley. I want for nothing." 
"You have your own room here?" 
"Oh yes. Up-stairs. And it's quiet, and pleasant, and 

airy." 
" And she always has the use of this room for visitors," said 

the person of the house, screwing up one of her little bony fists, 
like an opera-glass, and looking through it, with her eyes and 
her chin in that quaint accordance. " Always this room for 
visitors; haven't you, Lizzie dear? " 

It happened that Bradley Headstone noticed a very slight 
action of Lizzie Hexam's hand, as though it checked the dolls' 
dressmaker. And it happened that the latter noticed him at 
the same instant; for she made a double eye-glass of her two 
hands, looked at him through it, and cried, with a waggish shake 
of her head: " Aha! Caught you spying, did I? " 

It might have fallen out so, any way; but Bradley Headstone 
also noticed that immediately after this, Lizzie, who had not 
taken off her bonnet, rather hurriedly proposed that as the room 
was getting dark they should go out into the air. They went 
out; the visitors saying good night to the dolls' dressmaker, 
whom they left, leaning back in her chair with her arms crossed, 
singing to herself in a sweet thoughtful little voice. 

"I'll saunter on by the river," said Bradley. "You will be · 
glad to talk together." 

As his uneasy figure went on before them among the evening 
shadows, the boy said to his sister petulantly: 

•· \\'hen are you going to settle yourself in some Christian sort 
of place, Liz? I thought you were going to do it before now.'' 

"I am very well where I am, Charley.'' 
''Very well where you are! I am ashamed to have brought 

~lr. Headstone with me. How came you to get into such com
pany as that little witch's? " 

" By chance at first, as it seemed, Charley. But I think it 
m~st have been by something more than chance, for that 
cluld-- You remember the bills upon the walls at home?" 

" Confound the bills upon the walls at home! I want to 
for;.:l't the bills upon the walls at home, and it would be better 
for you. to do the same," grumbled the boy. "Well, what of 
tlwrn? ' 

" This child is the grandchild of the old man." 
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"What old man?" 
" The terrible drunken old man, in the list slippers and the 

nightcap." 
The boy asked, rubbing his nose in a manner that half ex

pressed vexation at hearing so much, and half curiosity to hear 
more: " How came you to make that out? What a girl you 
are!" 

"The child's father is employed by the house that employs 
me; that's how I came to know it, Charley. The father is like 
his own father, a weak, wretched, trembling creature, falling to 
pieces, never sober. But a good workman too, at the work he 
does. The mother is dead. This poor ailing little creature has 
come to be what she is, surrounded by drunken people from her 
cradle-if she ever had one, Charley." 

" I don't see what you have to do with her, for all that," 
said the boy. 

"Don't you, Charley?" . 
The boy looked doggedly at the river. They were at Millbank, 

and the river rolled on their left. His sister gently touched 
him on the shoulder, and pointed to it. 

" Any compensation-restitution-never mind the word-
you know my meaning. Father's grave." . 

But he did not respond with any tenderness. After a moody 
silence he broke out in an ill-used tone: 

"It'll be a very hard thing, Liz, if, when I am trying my best 
to get up in the world, you pull me back." 

" I, Charley? " 
"Yes, you, Liz. Why can't you let bygones be bygones? 

Why can't you, as Mr. Headstone said to me this very evening 
about another matter, leave well alone? What we have got to 
do is, to turn our faces .full in our new direction, and keep 
straight on." · 

"And never look back? Not even to try to make some 
amends?" 

"You are such a dreamer," said the boy, with his former 
petulance. " It was all very well when we sat before the fire
when we looked into the hollow down by the flare-but we are 
looking into the real world now." 

" Ah, we were looking into the real world then, Charley! " 
" I understand what you mean by that, but you are not justi

fied in it. I don't want, as I raise myself, to shake you off, Liz. 
I want to carry you up with me. That's what I want to do, and 
mean to do. I know what I owe you. I said to Mr. Headstone 
this very evening, 'After all, my sister got me here.' \Yell 
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then. Don't pull me back, and hold me doVIn. That's all I ask, 
and surelv that's not unconscionable." 

She ha·d kept a steadfast look upon him, and she answered 
with composure: 

'' I am not here selfishly, Charley. To please myself, I could 
not be too far from that river." 

"Kor could vou be too far from it to please me. Let us get 
quit of it equally. Why should you linger about it any more 
than I? I give it a wide berth:" 

" I can't get away from it, I think," said Lizzie, passing her 
hand across her forehead. " It's no purpose of mine that I 
lin bv it still." 

"There you go, Liz! Dreaming again! You lodge yourself 
of your o"'n accord in a house with a drunken-tailor, I suppose 
-or something of the sort, and a little crooked antic of a child, 
or old person, or whatever it is, and then you talk as if you were 
drawn or dri,·en there. Kow do be more practical." 

She had been practical enough with him, in suffering and 
miYing for him; but she only laid her hand upon his shoulder 
-not reproachfully-and tapped it twice or thrice. She had 
Leen used to do so, to soothe him when she carried him about, a 
child as heavy as herself. Tears started to his eves. 

" rpon m): word, Liz," drawing the back of his hand across 
them," I mean to be a good brother to you, and to prove that I 
know what I owe you. All I say is, that I hope you'll control 
your fancies a little, on my account. I'll get a school, and then 
you must come and live with me, and you'll have to control 
your fancies then, so why not now? Kow say I haven't vexed 
YOU." 

· "You haven't, Charley, you haven't." 
" :\nd sav I hawn't hurt you." 
" You hann't, Charley." • But this answer was less ready. 
"SaY vou are sure I didn't mean to. Come! There's Mr. 

II.:ad,ione stopping, and looking o\·er the wall at the tide, to 
Lint that it's time to go. Kiss me, and tell me that you know 
I d;dn 't mean to hurt You.'' 

~he tuld him so, a~d they embraced, and walked on and 
c.une t.:p with the schoolmaster . 

.. But "'~" ~o your sister's "'ay," he remarked, when the boy 
t,,],j him he was read\'. .-\nd with his cumbrous and uneasv 
;., ti •. n Le stitily uf!ertd her his arm. Her hand v.as just "'ithin 
it. w Len she drew it Lack. He looked round with a start, as if 
l e t 1J<•c;,:l-.t she h.id det.:cttd somtthing that repdltd her, in the 
:;,,;r:l'l1lJ.ry tuuch. 
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" I will not go in just yet," said Lizzie. " And you have a 

distance before you, and will walk faster without me." 
Being by this time close to Vauxhall Bridge, they resolved, 

in consequence, to take that way over the Thames, and they 
left her; Bradley Headstone giving her his hand at parting, and 
she thanking him for his care of her brother. 

The master and the pupil walked on, rapidly and silently. 
They had nearly crossed the bridge, when a gentleman came 
coolly sauntering towards them, with a cigar in his mouth, his 
coat thrown back, and his hands behind him. Something in 
the careless manner of this person, and in a certain lazily arrogant 
air with which he approached, holding possession of twice as 
much pavement as another would have claimed, instantly 
caught the boy's attention. As the gentleman passed, the boy 
looked at him narrowly, and then stood still, looking after him. 

" Who is that you stare after? "asked Bradley. 
"Why!" said the boy, with a confused and pondering frown 

upon his face, " it is that Wrayburn one! " 
Bradley Headstone scrutinized the boy as closely as the boy 

had scrutinized the gentleman. 
" I beg your pardon, Mr. Headstone, but I couldn't help 

wondering what in the world brought him here! " 
Though he said it as if his wonder were past-at the same 

time resuming the walk-it was not lost upon the master that 
he looked over his shoulder after speaking, and that the same 
perplexed and pondering frown was heavy on his face. 

"You don't appear to like your friend, Hexam?" 
"I DON'T like him," said the boy. 
"Why not?" 
" He took hold of me by the chin in a precious impertinent 

way, the first time I ever saw him," said the boy. 
" Again, why? " 
"For nothing. Or-it's much the same-because some

thing I happened to say about my sister didn't happen to please 
him." 

" Then he knows your sister? " 
" He didn't at that time," said the boy, still moodily pon

dering. 
"Does now?" 
The boy had so lost himself that he looked at Mr. Bradley 

Headstone as they walked on side by side, without attempting 
to reply until the question had been repeated; then he nodded, 
and answered, "Yes, sir." 

"Going to see her, I dare say." 
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"It can't be!" said the boy quickly. "He doesn't know 
her well enough. I should like to catch him at it! " 

When they had walked on for a time, more rapidly than 
before, the master said, clasping the pupil's arm between the 
elbow and the shoulder with his hand: 

" You were going to tell me something about that person. 
What did you say his name was? " 

"Wrayburn. Mr. Eugene Wrayburn. He is what they 
call a barrister, with nothing to do. The first time he came 
to our old place was when my father was alive. He came on 
business; not that it was his business-he never had any busi
ness-he was brought by a friend of his." 

" And the other times? " 
" There was only one other time that I know of. When my 

father was killed by accident, he chanced to be one of the finders. 
He was mooning about, I suppose, taking liberties with people's 
chins; but there he was, somehow. He brought the news home 
to my sister early in the morning, and brought Miss Abbey 
Patterson, a neighbour, to help break it to her. He was mooning 
about the house when I was fetched home in the afternoon
they didn't know where to find me till my sister could be brought 
round sufficiently to tell them-and then he mooned away." 

"And is that all?" 
"That's all, sir." 
Bradley Headstone gradually released the boy's arm, as if 

he were thoughtful, and they walked on side by side as before. 
After a long silence betw·een them, Bradley resumed the talk. 

" I suppose-your sister--" with a curious break both 
before and after the words, " has received hardly any teaching, 
litxam?" 

" Hardly any, sir." 
'' Sacrificed, no doubt, to her father's objections. I remember 

them in your case. Yet-your sister-scarcely looks or speaks 
like an i.morant person." . 

" Lizzie has as much thought as the best, Mr. Headstone. Too 
much. perhaps. 11 ithout teaching. I used to call the fire at 
horPe lu:r hooks, for she was alwavs full of fancies-sometimes 
quite "i'e Ltncies. nmsiderin,::;-\1 i1en she sat looking at it." 

"I dnn't like that," said BradleY Headstone. 
!lis }lUJ•il \\as a little surprised ·by this striking in with so 

~ud,:L·n aPd d(Tic~d and emotional an ohjc·ctiun, but took it as 
.1 prouf uf the ma~ter's intcr.::;t in hir.lst!f. It emboldened him 

" i J.., \ e m 1er Lrut:~ht mystlf to mrntion it openly to you, 
H 
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~fr. Headstone, and You're mY witnes5 that I couldn't ewn 
make up my mind to ·take it from you before we carne out to
ni,;:ht; but it's a painful thing- to think that if I cret on as well 
as~ you hope, I shall be-l wo'll't say dis;raced. ~cause I don't 
mean dis~ced-but-rather put to the blush if it was kno>m
bY a sister who has been ven· zood to me." 
·"Yes," said Bradley He~dstone in a slurring waY, for his 

mind scarcely seemed 'to touch that point, so smoothly did it 
glide to another, " and there is this possibility to consider. 
Some man who bad worked his wa,· might come to admire
Your sister-and mizht eYen in time brmz himself to think of 
marrying-your sister-and it would be avs:ld drawback and a 
hea,·y penalty upon him if, o\·ercoming in hi5 mind other 
inequalities of condition and other considerations again.;;t it, 
this inequality and this consideration remained in full force." 

"That's much mv own meaning-, sir." 
"Aye, aye," said Bradley Headstone, "but you spoke of a 

mere brother. X ow the ca.se I han supposed would be a much 
stronger case; because an admirer, a husband, would form the 
connexion voluntarily, besides being obliged to proclaim it: 
which a brother is not. After all. YOU know, it must be said of 
you that you couldn't help yours.eif: while it would be said of 
him, \\ith equal reason, that he could." 

"That's true, sir. Sometimes, since Lizzie wa.s left free by ' 
father's death, I ha,·e thought that such a young woman migh1 
soon acquire more than enough to pass muster. And some
times I ha,·e ewn thought that perhaps )liss Peecher--" 

" For the purpose, I would adYise xor ~1iss Peecher," Bradle) 
Headstone struck in with a recurrence of his late decision oJ 
manner. 

"Would YOU be so kind as to think of it for me, ~fr. Head· 
stone?" · 

"Yes, Hexam, yes. I'll think of it. I'll think maturely ol 
it. I'll thi11k well of it." 

Their walk was almost a silent one afterwards. until it endec 
at the school-house. There. one of neat )lis> Peecl:er's !itt!( 
window·s, like the eyes in needles, wa.s illuminated, and i.'1 ~ 
corner near it sat )fan· .\.nne watchin~r. while ~.Iiss Peecher a· 
the table stitched at the ne-at little bod~~ she was makin:; up b; 
brown paper pattern for her own wearing. X.B. )liss P~eche· 
and )fiss Peecher's pupils were not much encoura;ed m th· 
unschola.stic art of needlework bv Government. 

:llarY .-\nne. with her face to the window, held her am1 up. 
"w·ell. )Lil-y .-\nne?" 
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"Mr. Headstone coming home, ma'am." 
In about a minute, Mary Anne again hailed. 
"Yes, Mary Anne?" 
" Gone in and locked his door, ma'am." 
Miss Peecher repressed a sigh as she gathered her work 

together for bed, and transfixed that part of her dress where her 
heart would have been if she had had the dress on, with a sharp, 
sharp needle. 

CHAPTER II 

STILL EDUCATIONAL 

THE person of the house, dolls' dressmaker and manufacturer 
of ornamental pincushions and penwipers, sat in her quaint 
little low arm-chair, singing in the dark, until Lizzie came back. 
The person of the house had attained that dignity while yet of 
very tender years indeed, through being the only trustworthy 
person in the house. 

"Well, Lizzie-Mizzie-Wizzie," said she, breaking off in her 
song. " What's the news out of doors? " 

" \\'hat's the news in doors? " returned Lizzie, playfully 
smoothing the bright long fair hair which grew very luxuriant 
and beautiful on the head of the dolls' dressmaker. 

" Let me see, said the blind man. Why the last news is, 
that I don't mean to marry your brother." 

"!\o?" 
"No-o," shaking her head and chin. "Don't like the boy." 
"What do you say to his master?" 
" I say that I think he's bespoke." 
Lizzie finished putting the hair carefully back over the mis

shapen shoulders, and then lighted a candle. It showed the 
little parlour to be dingy, but orderly and clean. She stood it 
on the mantelshelf, remote from the dressmaker's eyes, and 
thl'n put the room door open, and the house door open, and 
turned the littlt> low chair and its occupant towards the outer 
air. It was a sultry ni;;ht, and this was a fine-weather arrange
ment \\hen the day's work was done. To complete it, she 
st.Hed herself in a chair by the side of the little chair, and 
pr<ltectinsly drew under her arm the spare hand that crept up 
to ht·r. 

"This is \\lut your lo\'ing Jenny Wren calls the best time 
in the d-1y and ni,Jlt," said the person of the house. Her real 
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name was Fanny Cleaver; but she had long ago chosen to 
bestow upon herself the appellation of Miss Jenny Wren. 

"I have been thinking," Jenny went on, "as I sat at work 
to-day, what a thing it would be if I should be able to have your 
company till I am married, or at least courted. Because when 
I am courted, I shall make Him do some of the things that you 
do for me. He couldn't brush my hair like you do, or help me 
up and do'hn stairs like you do, and he couldn't do anything like 
you do; but he could take my work home, and he could call for 
orders in his clumsy way. And he shall too. I'll trot him 
about, I can tell him! " 

Jenny \Yren had her personal vanities-happily for her-and 
no intentions were stronger in her breast than the various trials 
and torments that were, in the fulness of time, to be inflicted 
upon" him." 

" Wherever he may happen to be just at present, or whoever 
he may happen to be," said Miss Wren, " I know his tricks and 
his manners, and I give him warning to look out." 

" Don't you think you are rather hard upon him? " asked 
her friend, smiling, and smoothing her hair. 

"Not a bit," replied the sage Miss Wren, with an air of Yast 
experience. "~Iy dear, they don't care for you, those fellows, 
if you're not hard upon 'em. But I was saying If I should be 
able to have your company. Ah! \Vbat a large If! Ain't 
it? " 

"I have no intention of parting company, Jenny." 
"Don't say that, or you'll go directly." 
" Am I so little to be relied upon? " 
"You're more to be relied upon than silver and gold." As 

she said it, ~!iss Wren suddenly broke off, screwed up her eyes 
and her chin, and looked prodigiously knowing. " Aha! 

' \Vbo comes here? 
A Grenadier. 
\\oat does he want? 
A pot of beer.' 

-.\nd nothing else in the world, my dear! " 
A man's figure paused on the pavement at the outer door. 
"~Ir. Eugene Wrayburn, ain't it?" said ~Iiss Wren. 
" So I am told," was the answer. 
"You may come in, if you're good." 
" I am not good," said Eugene, " but I'll come in." 
He o-a\·e his hand to Jenny "·ren, and he gave his hand tc 

Lizzie,"' and he stood leaning by the door at Lizzie's side. HE 
had been strolling with his cigar, he said (it was smoked out anC: 
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gone by this time), and he had strolled round to return in that 
direction that he might look in as he passed. Had she not seen 
her brother to-night? 

"Yes," said Lizzie, whose manner was a little troubled, 
Gracious condescension on our brother's part! Mr. Eugene 

\\'rayburn thought he had passed my young gentleman on the 
bridge yonder. Who was his friend with him? 

" The schoolmaster." 
" To be sure. Looked like it." 
Lizzie sat so still, that one could not have said wherein the 

fact of her manner being troubled was expressed; and yet one 
could not have doubted it. Eugene was as easy as ever; but 
perhaps as she sat with her eyes cast down, it might have been 
rather more perceptible that his attention was concentrated 
upon her for certain moments, than its concentration upon any 
subject for any short time ever was, elsewhere. 

" I have nothing to report, Lizzie," said Eugene. "But having 
promised you that an eye should always be kept on Mr. Rider
hood through my friend Lightwood, I like occasionally to renew 
my assurance that I keep my promise, and keep my friend up 
to the mark." · 

'' I should not have doubted it, sir." 
" Generally, I confess myself a man to be doubted," returned 

Eugene, coolly," for all that." 
'' \rhy are you? " asked the sharp Miss Wren. 
" Because, my dear," said the airy Eugene, " I am a bad idle 

dorr '' 
;:·Then why don't you rtform and be a good dog?" inquired 

~li,;:; \rren. 
" Because, my dear," returned Eugene, " there's nobody who 

makes it worth my while. Have you considered my suggestion, 
Lizzie? " This in a lower voice, but only as if it were a graYer 
m<lt ter; not at all to the exclusion of the person of the 
house. 

" I h~we thought of it, ~Ir. \\'rayburn, but I have not been 
able to make up my mind to accept it." 

" F abe pride! " said Eugene. 
•· I think nut, ~lr. \\"rayburn. I hope not." 
" False pride!" repeated Eugene. " \rhy, what else is it? 

The tl~in~ is worth nothing in itself. The thing is worth nothincr 
to me. \\'hat C<l.ll it be worth to me? You know the most I 
make of it. I propose to be of some use to somebodv-which 
I llt:\ er \I as in tLis world. and neYer shall be on anv othei occasion 
-by p.lyir.,: :<ome crJ~dified ptrsr•n of your own "sex and age, so 
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many (or rather so few) contemptible shillings, to come here, 
certain nights in the week, and give you certain instruction which 
you wouldn't want if you hadn't been a self-denying daughter 
and sister. You know that it's good to have it, or you would 
never have so devoted yourself to your brother's having it. Then 
why not have it: especially when our friend ::\Iiss Jenny here 
would profit by it too? If I proposed to be the teacher, or to 
attend the lessons-obviously incongruous !-but as to that I 
might as well be on the other side of the globe, or not on the 
globe at all. False pride, Lizzie. Because true pride wouldn't 
shame, or be ashamed by, your thankless brother. True pride 
wouldn't have schoolmasters brought here, like doctors, to look 
at a bad case. True pride would go to work and do it. You 
know that, well enough, for you know that your own true pride 
would do it to-morrow if you had the ways and means which 
false pride won't let me supply. Very well. I add no more than 
this. Your false pride does "Tong to yourself and does wrong to 
your dead father." 

"How to my father, ::\Ir. Wrayburn?" she asked, with an 
anxious face. 

"How to your father? Can you ask! By perpetuating the 
consequences of his ignorant and blind obstinacy. By resolving 
not to set right the \\Tong he did you. By determining that the 
deprivation to which he condemned you, and which he forced 
upon you, shall always rest upon his head." 

It chanced to be a subtle string to sound, in her who had so 
spoken to her brother within the hour. It sounded far more 
forcibly, because of the change in the speaker for the moment; 
the passing appearance of earnestness, complete conviction, 
injured resentment of suspicion, generous and unselfish interest. 
All these qualities, in him usually so light and careless, she felt 
to be inseparable from some touch of their opposites in her own 
breast. She thought, had she, so far below him and so different, 
rejected this disinterestedness because of some vain misgiving 
that he sought her out, or heeded any personal attractions that 
he might descry in her? The poor girl, pure of heart and purpose, 
could not bear to think it. Sinking before her own eyes, as she 
suspected herself of it, she drooped her head as though she had 
done him some wicked and grievous ·injury, and broke into 
silent tears. 

"Don't be distressed," said Eugene, very, very kindly. " I 
hope it is not I who have distressed you. I meant no more than 
to put the matter in its true light before you; though I acknow
ledge I did it selfishly enough, for I am disappointed." 
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Disappointed of doing her a service. How else could he be 

disappointed? . 
" It won't break my heart," laughed Eugene; " it won't stay 

bv me eirrht-and-forty hours; but I am genuinely disappointed. 
I ·had set"' mv fancy on doing this little thing for you and for our 
friend Miss.Jenny. The novelty of my doing anything in the 
least useful had its charms. I see, now, that I might have 
managed it better. I might have affected to do it wholly for 
our friend Miss J. I might hive got myself up, morally, as Sir 
Eu;rene Bountiful. But upon my soul I can't make flourishes, 
and I would rather be disappointed than try." 

If he meant to follow home what was in Lizzie's thoughts, 
it was skilfully done. If he followed it by mere fortuitous 
coincidence, it 'was done by an evil chance. 

" It opened out so naturally before me," said Eugene. 
" The ball seemed so thrown into my hands by accident! I 
happen to be originally brought into contact with you, Lizzie, 
on those two occasions that you know of. I happen to be able 
to promise you that a watch shall be kept upon that false 
accuser, Riderhood. I happen to be able to give you some 
little consolation in the darkest hour of your distress, by assuring 
you that I don't believe him. On the same occasion I tell you 
that I am the idlest and least of lawyers, but that I am better 
than none, in a case I have noted down with my own hand, and 
that you may be always sure of my best help, and incidentally 
of Lightwood's too, in your efforts to clear your father. So it 
g-radually takes my fancy that I may help you-so easily!
to clear your father of that other blame which I mentioned a 
few minutes ago, and which is a just and real one. I hope I 
ban: explained myself, for I am heartily sorry to have distressed 
yuu. 1 hate to claim to mean well, but I really did mean 
honestly and simply well, and I want you to know it." 

" I have never doubted that, Mr. Wraybum," said Lizzie; 
the more repentant, the less he claimed. 

" I am very glad to !1ear it. Though if you had quite under
stuod my whole meanmg at first, I think you would not have 
rtf used. Do vou think you would' " 

"I-1 don't know that I should, ·~Ir. \rrayburn." 
·• \\'dl! Then why refuse now you do understand it?" 
·• It's not. easy fur me to talk to you," returned Lizzie, in 

Sl 1ll1t confu~wn," for you see all the consequences of what I say, 
as '''"nasI sav it." 

"Take all t.he (C·nsequences," lau~bed Eu~ene, "and take 
a11ay 111)' ,Ji,aj•pumtmo:nt. Lizzie Htxam, as I truly re~pect 
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you, and as I am your friend and a poor devil of a gentleman, 
I protest I don't even now understand why you hesitate." 

There was an appearance of openness, trustfulness, unsus
pecting generosity, in his words and manner, that won the poor. 
girl over; and not only won her over, but again caused her to 
feel as though she had been influenced by the opposite qualities, 
with vanity at their head. 

" I will not hesitate any longer, :Mr. Wrayburn. I hope you 
will not think the worse of me for having hesitated at all. For 
myself and for Jenny-you let me answer for you, Jenny 
dear? " 

The little creature had been leaning back attentive, with 
her elbows resting on the elbows of her chair, and her chin 
upon her hands. Without changing her attitude, she answered 
" Yes! " so suddenly that it rather seemed as if she had chopped 
the monosyllable than spoken it. 

"For myself, and for Jenny I thankfully accept your kind 
offer." 

" Agreed! Dismissed! " said Eugene, giving Lizzie his hand 
before lightly waving it, as if he waved the whole subject away. 
" I hope it may not be often that so much is made of so little." 

Then he fell to talking playfully with Jenny Wren. "I 
think of setting up a doll, Miss Jenny," he said. 

" You had better not," replied the dressmaker. 
"\Vhy not?" 
" You are sure to break it. All you children do." 
"But that makes good for trade, you know, Miss. Wren," 

returned Eugene. " Much as people's breaking promises and 
contracts and bargains of all sorts, makes good for my trade." 

" I don't know about that," Miss Wren retorted; " but you 
had better by half set up a penwiper, and turn industrious and 
use it." 

" Why, if we were all as industrious as you, little Busy-Body, 
we should begin to work as soon as we could crawl, and there 
would be a bad thing! " 

"Do you mean," returned the little creature, with a flush 
suffusing her face, " bad for your backs and your legs? " 

"No, no, no," said Eugene; shocked-to do him justice
at the thought of trifling with her infirmity. " Bad for business, 
bad for business. If we all set to work as soon as we could use 
our hands, it would be all over with the dolls' dressmakers." 

"There's something in that," replied Jiiss Wren; "you 
haYe a sort of an idea in your noddle sometimes." Then, in a 
changed tone: " Talking of ideas. my Lizzie," they were sitting 
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side by side as they had sat at first, " I wonder how it happens 
that when I am at work, work, working here, all alone in the 
summer-time, I smell flowers." 

" As a common-place individual, I should say," Eugene 
suggested languidly-for he was growing weary of the person 
of the house-" that you smell flowers because you do smell 
flowers." 

"No, I don't," said the little creature, resting one arm upon 
the elbow of her chair, resting her chin upon that hand, and 
looking vacantly before her; "this is not a flowery neighbour
hood. It's anything but that. And yet, as I sit at work, I 
smell miles of flowers. I smell roses till I think I see the rose
leaves lying in heaps, bushels, on the floor. I smell fallen 
leaves till I put down my hand-so-and expect to make them 
rustle. I smell the white and the pink May in the hedges, and 
all sorts of flowers that I never was among. For I have seen 
,·ery few flowers indeed, in my life." 

" Pleasant fancies to have, Jenny dear! " said her friend: 
with a glance towards Eugene as if she would have asked him 
whether they were given the child in compensation for her 
losses. 

" So I think, Lizzie, when they come to me. And the birds 
I hear! Oh! " cried the little creature, holding out her hand 
and looking upward, " how they sing! " 

There was something in the face and action for the moment 
quite inspired and beautiful. Then the chin dropped musingly 
upon the hand again. 

'' I dare say my birds sing better than other birds, and my 
tlo11ers smell better than other flowers. For when I was a little 
child." in a tone as though it were ages ago, "the children that 
I used to see early in the morning were very different from any 
others that I e,·er saw. They were not like me: they were not 
rhillt>d, anxious, ragged, or beaten; they were never in pain. 
The,· were not like the children of the neighbours; they never 
madt> me tremble all O\'er, by setting up shrill noises, and they 
Ill'\ er mocked me. Such numbers of them, too! All in white 
dres~es, and VI ith something shining on the borders, and on their 
!.t-;tds. that I ha\'e neYer been able to imitate with mv work 
tlwu~h I know it so well. They used to come down ·in long 
bri~ht sbntin~ roVIs, and say all together,' \\'ho is this in pain? 
\\ l.o is this in pain? ' When I told them who it was, they 
a'~"'' t-red, 'Come and play with us!' \\'hen I said, ' I never 
l';,t,·! I can't play!' they swept about me and took me up, 
<li~J made me li:,:ht. Then it was all dt!icious ease and rest 
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till th~y laid me do:vn, and said all together,' Have patience, and 
we will come agam.' Whenever they came back, I used to 
kno'Y they were coming before I saw the long bright rows, by 
hearmg them ask, all together a long way off, ' Who is this in 
pain? Who is this in pain? ' And I used to cry out, ' Oh, my 
blessed children, it's poor mel Have pity on mel Take me up 
and make me light l " 

By degrees, as she progressed in this remembrance, the hand 
was raised, the late ecstatic look returned, and she became 
quite beautiful. Having so paused for a moment, silent, with 
a listening smile upon her face, she looked round and recalled 
herself. 

"What poor fun you think me; don't you, Mr. Wrayburn? 
You may well look tired of me. But it's Saturday night, and I 
won't detain you." 

"That is to say, Miss Wren," observed Eugene, quite ready 
to profit by the hint, " you wish me to go? " 

"Well, it's Saturday night," she returned, "and my child's 
coming home. And my child is a troublesome bad child and 
costs me a world of scolding. I would rather you didn't see my 
child." 

" A doll? " said Eugene, not understanding, and looking for 
an explanation. 

But Lizzie, with her lips only, shaping the two words, "Her 
father," he delayed no longer. He took his leave immediately. 
At the corner of the street he stopped to light another cigar, 
and possibly to ask himself what he was doing otherwise. If so, 
the answer was indefinite and vague. Who knows what he is 
doing, who is careless what he does! 

A man stumbled against him as he turned away, who mumbled 
some maudlin apology. Looking after this man, Eugene saw 
him go in at the door by which he himself had just come out. 

On the man's stumbling into the room, Lizzie rose to leave it. 
"Don't go away, Miss Hexam," he said in a submissive 

manner, speaking thickly and with difficulty. " Don't fly from 
unfortunate man in shattered state of health. Give poor invalid 
honour of your company. It ain't-ain't catching." 

Lizzie murmured that she had something to do in her own 
room, and went away up-stairs. 

"How's my Jenny?" said the man, timidly. "How's my 
Jenny Wren, best of children, object dearest affections broken
hearted invalid." 

To which the person of the house, stretching out h~r arm in 
an attitude of command, replied with irresponsivej asperity: 
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" Go along with you! Go along into your comer! Get into 
your comer directly! " 

The wretched spectacle made as if he would have offered 
some remonstrance; but not venturing to resist the person of 
the house, thought better of it, and went and sat down on a 
particular chair of disgrace. 

" Oh-h-h! " cried the person of the house, pointing her little 
finger. "You bad old boy! Oh-h-h you naughty, wicked 
creature! What do you mean by it? " 

The shaking figure, unnerved and disjointed from head to 
foot, put out its two hands a little way, as making overtures of 
peace and reconciliation. Abject tears stood in its eyes, and 
stained the blotched red of its cheeks. The swollen lead
coloured under-lip trembled with a shameful whine. The whale 
indecorous threadbare ruin, from the broken shoes to the pre
maturely-grey scanty hair, grovelled. Not with any sense 
worthy to be called a sense, of this dire reversal of the places of 
parent and child, but in a pitiful expostulation to be let off from 
a scolding. 

" I know your tricks and your manners," cried Miss Wren. 
" I know where you've been to! " (which indeed it did not 
require discernment to discover). " Oh, you disgraceful old 
chap!" 

The very breathing of the figure was contemptible, as it 
laboured and rattled in that operation, like a blundering clock. 

" Slave, slave, slave, from morning to night," pursued the 
person of the house, "and all for this! What do you mean 
hit?" 
·There was something in that emphasized " What," which 

absurdly frightened the figure As often as the person of the 
house worked her way round to it-even as soon as he saw that 
it was coming-he collapsed in. an extra degree. 

"I wish you had been taken up, and locked up," said the 
person of the house. " I wish you have been poked into cells 
and black holes, and run over by rats and spiders and beetles. 
I know their tricks and their manners, and they'd have tickled 
you nict:ly. Ain't you ashamed of yourself?" 

"\'es, my dear," stammered the father. 
"Then," said the person of the house, terrifying him by a 

t::rand muster of her spirits and forces before recurring to the 
emphatic word," ;;.hat do you mean by it?" 

" Circumstanrts O\ tr which had no control," was the miser
ahle creature's pleJ in extmuation. 

" ru circumstance you and contrul you too," retorted the 
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person of the house, speaking with vehement sharpness, " if you 
talk in that way. I'll give you in charge of the police, and have 
you fined five shillings when you can't pay, and then I won't 
pay the money for you, and you'll be transported for life. How 
should you like to be transported for life? " 

" Shouldn't like it. Poor shattered invalid. Trouble nobody 
long," cried the wretched figure. 

" Come, come! " said the person of the house, tapping the 
table near her in a business-like manner and shaking her head 
and her chin; " you know what you've got to do. Put down 
your money this instant." 

The obedient figure began to rummage in its pockets. 
" Spent a fortune out of your wages, I'll be bound! " said the 

p~son of the house. " Put it here! All you've got left! 
Every farthing! " 

Such a business as he made of collecting it from his dog's
eared pockets; of expecting it in this pocket, and not finding 
it; of not expecting it in that pocket, and passing it over; of 
finding no pocket where that other pocket ought to be! 

"Is this all?" demanded the person of the house, when a 
confused heap of pence and shillings lay on the table. 

" Got no more," was the rueful answer with an accordant 
shake of the head. 

"Let me make sure. You know what you've got to do. 
Turn all your pockets inside out, and leave 'em so ! " cried the 
person of the house. 

He obeyed. And if anything could have made him look more 
abject or more dismally ridiculous than before, it would have 
been his so displaying himself. 

"Here's but seven and eightpence halfpenny!" exclaimed 
Miss \Vren, after reducing the heap to order. " Oh, you 
prodigal old son! Now you shall. be starved." 

"No, don't starve me," he urged, whimpering. 
"If you were treated as you ought to be," said Miss Wren, 

" you'd be fed upon the skewers of cats' meat; only the skewers, 
after the cats had had the meat. As it is, go to bed." 

When he stumbled out of the corner to comply, he again put 
out both his hands, and pleaded: "Circumstances over which 
no control--" 

" Get along with you to bed! " cried Miss Wren, snapping 
him up, " Don't speak to me. I'm not going to forgive you. 
Go to bed this moment! " 

Seeing another emphatic " What " upon its way, he evaded 
it by complying, and was heard to shuffle heavily up-stairs, ann 
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shut his door, and throw himself on his bed. Within a little 
while afterwards, Lizzie came down. 

"Shall we have our supper, Jenny dear?" 
"Ah! bless us and save us, we need have something to keep 

us going," returned Miss Jenny, shrugging her shoulders. 
Lizzie laid a cloth upon the little bench (more handy for the 

person of the house than an ordinary table), and put upon it 
such plain fare as they were accustomed to have, and drew 
up a stool for herself. -

"Now for supper! What are you thinking of,Jenny darling?" 
"I was thinking," she returned, coming out of a deep study, 

"what I would do to Him, if he should turn out a drunkard." 
"Oh, but he won't," said Lizzie. "You'll take care of that, 

beforehand." 
" I shall try to take care of it beforehand, but he might deceive 

me. Oh, my dear, all those fellows with their tricks and their 
manners do deceive ! " With the little fist in full action. " And 
if so, I tell you what I think I'd do. When he was asleep, I'd 
make a spoon red hot, and I'd have some boiling liquor bubbling 
in a saucepan, and I'd take it out hissing, and I'd open his mouth 
with the other hand-<lr perhaps he'd sleep with his mouth 
ready open-and I'd pour it down his throat, and blister it and 
choke him." 

"I am sure you would do no such horrible thing," said Lizzie. 
"Shouldn't I? Well; perhaps I shouldn't. But I should 

like to!" 
" I am equally sure you would not." 
" Not even like to? Well, you generally know best. Only 

you haven't always lived among it as I have lived-and your 
back isn't bad and your legs are not queer." 

.\.s they went on with their supper, Lizzie tried to bring her 
round to that prettier and better state. But the charm was 
bruken. The person of the house was the person of a house full 
of sordid shames and cares, with an upper room in which that · 
aLased figure was infecting even innocent sleep with sensual 
brutality and degradation. The dolls' dressmaker had become 
a little quaint shrew; of the world, worldly; of the earth, earthy. 

Poor dulls' dressmaker! How often so drarrcred down by 
hands that should haYe raised her up; how often°;o misdirected 
w ht·n lv~ing- her way on the eternal road, and asking guidance! 
PoPr, pour, little dulls' dressmaker! 
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CHAPTER III 

A PIECE OF WORK 

BRITANNIA, sitting meditating one fine day (perhaps in the 
attitude in which she is presented on the copper coinage), dis
covers all of a sudden that she wants Veneering in Parliament. 
It occurs to her that Veneering is a "representative man"
which cannot in these times be doubted-and that Her Majesty's 
faithful Commons are incomplete without him. So Britannia 
mentions to a legal gentleman of her acquaintance that if 
Veneering will "put down" five thousand pounds, he may 
write a couple of initial letters after his name at the extremely 
cheap rate of two thousand five hundred per letter. It is 
clearly understood between Britannia and the legal gentleman 
that nobody is to take up the five thousand pounds, but that 
being put down they will disappear by magical conjuration and 
enchantment. 

The legal gentleman in Britannia's confidence going straight 
from that lady to Veneering, thus commissioned, Veneering 
declares himself highly flattered, but requires breathing time 
to ascertain " whether his friends will rally round him." Above 
all things, he says, it behoves him to be clear, at a crisis of this 
importance, "whether his friends will rally round him." The 
legal gentleman, in the interests of his client, cannot allow much 
time for this purpose, as the lady rather thinks she knows some
body prepared to put down six thousands pounds; but he says 
he will give Veneering four hours. 

Veneering then says to Mrs. Veneering, "We must work," 
and throws himself into a Hansom cab. Mrs. Veneering in the 
same moment relinquishes baby to Nurse; presses her aquiline 
hands upon her brow, to arrange the throbbing intellect within; 
orders out the carriage; and repeats in a distracted and devoted 
manner, compounded of Ophelia and any self-immolating 
female of antiquity you may prefer," We must work." 

Veneering having instructed his driver to charge at the Public 
in the streets, like the Life Guards at ·waterloo, is driven 
furiously to Duke Street, St. James's. There, he finds Twem
low in his lodgings, fresh from the hands of a secret artist who 
has been doing something to his hair with yolks of eggs. The 
process requiring that Twemlow shall, for two hours after the 
application, allow his hair to stick upright and dry gradually, 
he is in an appropriate state for the receipt of startling inte!li-
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gence; looking equally like the Monument on Fish Street Hill, 
and King Priam on a certain incendiary occasion not wholly 
unknown as a neat point from the classics. 

"My dear Twemlow," says Veneering, grasping both his 
hands, "as the dearest and oldest of my friends--" 

("Then there can be no more doubt about it in future,'' 
thinks Twemlow, "and I A~!") 

" -Are you of opinion that your cousin, Lord Snigsworth, 
would give his name as a Member of my Committee? I don't 
f!O so far as to ask for his lordship; I only ask for his name. 
Do you think he would give me his name? " 

In sudden low spirits, Twemlow replies, " I don't think he 
would." 

"My political opinions," says Veneering, not previously 
aware of having any, "are identical with those of Lord Snigs· 
worth, and perhaps as a matter of public feeling and public 
principle, Lord Snigsworth would give me his name." 

"It might be so," says Twemlow; "but--" And per
plexedly scratching his head, forgetful of the yolks of eggs, is 
the more discomfited by being reminded how sticky he is. 

" Between such old and intimate friends as ourselves," pur· 
sues Veneering, "there should in such a case be no reserve. 
Promise me that if I ask you to do anything for me which you 
diJn't like to do, or feel the slightest diliiculty in doing, you will 
fred\· tell me so." 

Tl;is, Twemlow is so kind as to promise, with every appear· 
ance cA most heartily intending to keep his word. 

'' \\'u'.Jld you have any objection to write down to Snigs
worthy Park, and ask this fayour of Lord Snigsworth? Of 
ruurse if it were g-ranted I should know that I owed it solely to 
yuu; w Lile at tl1e same time you would put it to Lord Snigs
\ulrth tntirtly upon public ;:,rrounds. Would you han any 
t>Ljtctiun? .. 

~ays Twemlv.w, with !tis,hand to Li~ forehead, "You have 
t·\.H ted a prumJ>e from me. 

" I La .. ·e, my dlar Twemlow." 
";\nd :-<m ~xpect me to keep it honuurably.'' 
"I d•J, IllY d~:ar Twembw." 
"On tLe. w ],.,]e tl.c::n ;-{JIJoerYe me," ur;::es Tl\tffil(,w with 

:. rcat r.iu·ty. ;1s if, in the C<bt of its having been off the whole, 
J.c 11ut..l.j L.ne dune it dirtctly-" on the 11bCJle, I mu:.t beg you 
t•J t:>.cu"· mr frum ad·~rt:-:-in;! am· communic.:..tiun to Lurd 
~ni~~\\(1rtL." -

" J..;:, ,; yuu, Lbs yuu ~" ~ays Veneering; horribly dis-
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appointed, but grasping him by both hands again, in a particu
larly fervent manner. 

It is not to be wondered at that poor Twemlow should decline 
to inflict a letter on his noble cousin (who has gout in the 
temper), inasmuch as his noble cousin, who allows him a small 
annuity on which he lives, takes it out of him, as the phrase 
goes, in extreme severity; putting him, when he visits at Snigs
worthy Park, under a kind of martial law; ordaining that he 
shall hang his hat on a particular peg, sit on a particular chair, 
talk on particular subjects to particular people, and perform 
particular exercises; such as sounding the praises of the Family 
Varnish (not to say Pictures), and abstaining from the choicest 
of the Family Wines unless expressly invited to partake. 

"One thing, however, I can do for you," says Twemlow; 
"and that is, work for you." 

Veneering blesses him again. 
" I'll go," says Twemlow, in a rising hurry of spirits, " to 

the club ;-let us see now; what o'clock is it? " 
"Twenty minutes to eleven." 
" I'll be," says Twemlow, "at the club by ten minutes to 

twelve, and I'll never leave it all day." 
V eneeripg feels that his friends are rallying round him, and 

says," Thank you, thank you. I knew I could rely upon you. 
I said to Anastatia before leaving home just now to come to 
you-of course the first friend I have seen on a subject so 
momentous to me, my dear Twemlow-I said to Anastatia, 
'We must work.'" 

"You were right, you were right," replied Twemlow. "Tell 
me. Is she working? " 

" She is," says Veneering. 
" Good! " cried Twemlow, polite little gentleman that he 

is. " A woman's tact is invaluable. To have the dear sex 
with us, is to have everything with us." 

" But you have not imparted to me," remarks Veneering, 
" what you think of my entering the House of Commons? " 1 

" I think," rejoins Twemlow, feelingly, " that it is the be~, 
club in London." 

Veneering again blesses him, plunges down-stairs, rushes into 
his Hansom, and directs the driver to be up and at the British 
Public, and to charge into the City. 

Meanwhile Twemlow, in an increasing hurry of spirits, gets 
his hair down as well as he can-which is not very well; ~L for 
after these glutinous applications it is restive, and has a surface 
on it somewhat in the nature of pastry-and gets to the club by 
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tLe appointed time. At the club he promptly secures a large 
window, writing materials, and all the newspapers, and estab
lishes himself, immoYeable, to be respectfully contemplated by 
Pall ~fall. Sometimes, when a man enters who nods to him, 
Twemlow says, '' Do you know Yeneering? " ~Ian says, '' Xo; 
member of the club?" Twemlow says,'' Yes. Coming in for 
Pocket-Breaches." ~fan says, "A.b.! Hope he may find it 
worth the money;" yav•ns, and saunters out. Towards six 
o'clock of the afternoon, Tweni.low begins to persuade hinmlf 
that he is positively jaded with work, and thinks it much to be 
regretted that he was not brought up as a Parliamentary agent. 

From Twemlow's Yeneering dashes at Podsnap's place of 
business. Finds Podsnap reading the paper, standing, and 
inclined to be oratorical over the astonishing disco\·ery he has 
made, that Italy is not England. Respectfully entreats Pod
snap's pardon for stopping the flow of his words of wisdom, and 
informs him what is in the wind. Tells Podsnap that their 
political opinions are identical. Gins Podsnap to understand 
that he, Yeneering, formed his political opinions while sitting 
at the feet of him, Podsnap. Seeks earnestly to know whether 
Pods nap" will rally round him? " 

Says Podsnap, something sternly,'' X ow, first of all, ,.eneer
in,r, do you ask my advice? " 

\' eneering falters that as so old and so dear a friend--
,, Yes, yes, that's all very wdl." says Podsnap: ·'but have 

you made up your mind to take this borough of Pocket-Breaches 
on its own terms, or do you ask my opinion whether you shall 
t.tke it or le;J.\·e it alone? '' 

\-en~:tring repeats that his heart's desire and his soul's thirst 
are that Pudsn..tp shall rally round him . 

.. ~uw 1"11 l;e plain with you, \"entering.'' says Podsnap, 
1-nittin,.: his brows. "You will i!1ft:r that 1 don't care about 
P .• ;·li.tmt:nt, frum the fact of mY not being there?" 

\\"h·. uf course reneering knul\5 tl:at :~ Of course \·eneerin-:r 
knu\\ i tbt if l'udmap dw;e to go tr.~:re. Le would be there, in~ 
~p ... ,·~- CJf tin:e that might be statt-d by the li:;ht and thoughtless 
... , a Jllty . 

.. It is not worth my while." pursues Pod.map, becominl! 
Lmd~omdy mulliCtd. "and it is the ren:rse of in1portant to 
n:y puoitivn. B~t it is not my wi.:,h to set mysdf up as law 
fc•r J.!lutl.tr nun. d;;~erently situated. You tLink it is worth 
\v:•r \\Lilt-. and rs in·.pon.mt to ~uur positivn. Is th;:,.t so?" 

.\.]1, ·•: s \\ ith tl.e pru\ iso tl-.at PL•Gsr.ap will ralh· round him, 
renl-t:nn; t!.inks it is so. . 
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"Then you don't ask my advice," says Podsnap. "Good. 
Then I won't gin it you. But you do ask my help. Good. 
Then fll work for YOU." 

\'eneering instantly blesses him, and apprises him that 
Tv.emlow is already working. Podsnap does not quite appro.-e 
that anybody should be already working-regarding it rather 
in the light of a liberty-but tolerates Twemlow, and says he is 
a well-connected old female who will do no harm. 

" I han nothing very particular to do to-day," adds Podsnap. 
" and I"ll mi.x ·with some influential people. I had engaged 
myself to dinner, but I'll send ~Irs. Podsnap and get o.ff going 
myself, and rn dine with you at eight. It's important we 
should report progress and compare notes. Xow, let me see. 
You ought to have a couple of active energetic fellows, of 
gentlemanly ma:mers, to go about." 

Yeneering, after cogitation, thinks of Boots and Brewer. 
"Whom I have met at your house," says Podsnap. "Yes. 

They'll do very well Let them each have a cab, and go 
about." "' 

Yeneeri.."lg immediately mentions what a ble:;sing he feels it, 
to possess a friend capable of ~uch grand administrative sugges
tions, and really is elated at this going about of Boots and 
Brewer, as an idea wearing an electioneering aspect and looking 
desperately like business. Le:aving Podsnap, at a hand-gallop, 
he descends v.pon Boots and Brewer, who enthusiastically rally 
round him by at once bolting o.ff in cabs, taking opposite direc
tions. Then Yeneering repairs to the legal gentleman in 
Britannia's confidence. and with him transacts some delicate 
affairs of business, an·d issues an address to the independent 
electors of Pocket-Breaches, announcing that he is coming 
among them for their suffrages. as the mariner returns to the 
horne of his early chil<ihood: a phrase which is none the worse 
for his nenr haYing been near the place in his life, and not even 
now distinctlY knowinz where it is. 

llis. nneering, during the same eventful hours, is not idle. 
Xo sooner does the carriage turn out, all complete, than she 
turns into it, all complete, and gi,·es the word, '' To Lady 
Tippins's." That charmer dwells onr a staymaker's in the 
Belz:ra,"ian Borders. "ith a life-size rr.odd in the window on the 
gro;md floor, of a distinguished beauty in a blue petticoat, stay
lace in hand, looking oyer her shoulder l_lt the town in innocent 
surprise. .\5 well she may, to find herseli dre:>sing under the 
circumstances. 

Lady Tippins at home? Lady Tippins at home, with the 
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room darkened, and her back (like the lady's at the ground-floor 
window, though for a different reason) cunningly turned towards 
the light. Lady Tippins is so surprised by seeing her dear 
Mrs. \' eneering so early-in the middle of the night, the pretty 
creature calls it-that her eyelids almost go up, under the 
influence of that emotion. 

To whom Mrs. Veneering incoherently communicates, how 
that Veneering has been offered Pocket-Breaches; how that 
it is the time for rallying round; how that Veneering has said, 
"We must work"; how that she is here, as a wife and mother, 
to entreat Lady Tippins to work; how that the carriage is at 
Lady Tippins's disposal for purposes of work; how that she, 
proprietress of said bran-new elegant equipage, will return 
home on foot-on bleeding feet if need be-to work (not specify
ing how), until she drops by the side of baby's crib. 

"My love," says Lady Tippins, "compose yourself; we'll 
bring him in." And Lady Tippins really does work, and work 
the Veneering horses too; for she clatters about town all 
day, calling upon everybody she knows, and showing her enter
taining powers and green fan to immense advantage, by rattling 
on with, My dear soul, what do you think? What do you 
suppose me to be? You'll never guess. I'm pretending to 
be an electioneering agent. And for what place of all places? 
Pocket-Breaches. And why? Because the dearest friend I 
have in the world has bought it. And who is the dearest friend 
I ha\'e in the world? A man of the name of Veneering. Not 
omitting his wife, who is the other dearest friend I have in the 
world; and I positively declare I forgot their baby, who is the 
other. And we are carrying on this little farce to keep up 
appearances, and isn't it refreshing! Then, my precious child, 
the fun of it is that nobody knows who these \' eneerings are, 
and that they know nobody, and that they have a house out of 
the Tales of the Genii, and give dinners out of the Arabian 
~ishts. Curious to see 'em, my dear? Say you'll know 'em. 
Come and dine with 'em. They shan't bore you. Say who shall 
meet you. \\'e'll make up a party of our own, and I'll engage 
that thty shall not interfere with you for one single moment. 
\'ou really ou:.:ht to see their gold and silver camels. I call 
th~ir dinner-table, the Caravan. Do come and dine with my 
Yt·nn'rir;~;;. my own Yeneerings, my exclusive property, the 
dt"<lfl'>t friends I h,n·e in the world! And aboYe all, my dear, 
h· s:m: yoLJ prvmi:;e me your \'ote and interest and all sorts of 
piumprrs f<Jr_l'ur\..et-Dreaches; for we couldn't think of spending 
m:prnce un tt, my love, and can only consent to be brought in 
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by the spontaneous thingummies of the incorruptible what
doyoucallums. 

Now the point of view seized by the bewitching Tippins, 
that this same working and rallying round is to keep up appear
ances, may have something in it, but not all the truth. More 
is done, or considered to be done-which does as well-by 
taking cabs, and" going about," than the fair Tippins knew of. 
Many vast vague reputations have been made, solely by taking 
cabs and going about. This particularly obtains in all Parlia
mentary affairs. Whether the business in hand be to get a man 
in, or get a man out, or get a man over, or promote a railway, 
or jockey a railway, or what else, nothing is understood to be so 
effectual as scouring nowhere in a violent hurry-in short, as 
taking cabs and going about. 

Probably because this reason is in the air, Twemlow, far from 
being singular in his persuasion that he works like a Trojan, is 
capped by Podsnap, who in his turn is capped by Boots and 
Brewer. At eight o'clock, when all these hard workers assemble 
to dine at Veneering's, it is understood that the cabs of Boots 
and Brewer mustn't leave the door, but that pails of water must 
be brought from the nearest baiting-place, and cast over the 
horses' legs on the very spot, lest Boots and Brewer should have 
instant occasion to mount and away. Those fleet messengers 
require the Analytical to see that their hats are deposited where 
they can be laid hold of at an instant's notice; and they dine 
(remarkably well though) with the air of firemen in charge of an 
engine, expecting intelligence of some tremendous conflagration. 

Mrs. Veneering faintly remarks, as dinner opens, that many 
such days would be too much for her. 

"Many such days would be too much for all of us," says 
Podsnap; " but we'll bring him in! " 

"We'll bring him in!" says Lady Tippins, sportively waving 
her green fan. " Veneering for ever! " 

"We'll bring him in!" says Twemlow. 
"We'll bring him in!" say Boots and Brewer. 
Strictly speaking, it would be hard to show cause why they 

should not bring him in, Pocket-Breaches having closed its little 
bargain, and there being no opposition. However, it is agreed 
that they must " work "to the last, and that if they did not work 
something indefinite would happen. It is likewise agreed that 
they are all so exhausted with the work behind them, and need 
to be so fortified for the work before them, as to require peculiar 
strengthening from Veneering's cellar. Therefore, the Analytical 
has orders to produce the cream of the cream of his bins, and 
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therefore it falls out that rallying becomes rather a tr)ing word 
for the occasion; Lady Tippins being observed gamely to incul
cate the necessity of rearing round their dear Veneering; Pod
snap advocating roaring round him; Boots and Brewer declaring 
their intention of reeling round him; and Veneering thanking 
his devoted friends one and all, with great emotion, for rarulla
rulling round him. 

In these inspiring moments, Brewer strikes out an idea which 
is the great hit of the day. He consults his watch, and says 
(like Guy Fawkes), he'll now go do\\n to the House of Commons 
and see how things look. 

" I'll keep about the lobby for an hour or so," says Brewer, 
with a deeply mysterious countenance, " and if things look well, 
I won't come back,butwill order my cab for nine in the morning." 

"You couldn't do better," says Podsnap. 
Veneering expresses his inability ever to acknowledge this 

last service. Tears stand in Mrs. Veneering's affectionate eyes. 
Boots shows envy, loses ground, and is regarded as possessing 
a second-rate mind. They all crowd to the door to see Brewer 
off. Brewer says to his driver, "Now, is your horse pretty 
fresh? " eyeing the animal with critical scrutiny. Driver says 
he's as fresh as butter. "Put him along then," says Brewer; 
" House of Commons." Driver darts up, Brewer leaps in, they 
cheer him as be departs, and Mr. Podsnap says," Mark my words, 
sir. That's a man of resource; that's a man to make his way 
in life." 
· \\'hen the time comes for Veneering to deliver a neat and 
appropriate stammer to the men of Pocket-Breaches, only 
Podsnap and Twemlow accompany him by railway to that 
sequestered spot The legal gentleman is at the Pocket-Breaches 
Branch Station, with an open carriage with a printed bill, 
"Yeneering for enr!" stuck upon it, as if it were a wall; and 
they t:loriuusly proceed, amidst the grins of the populace, to a 
feeble little town hall on crutches, with some onions and boot
laces under it, which the legal gentleman says are a Market; 
and from the front window of that edifice Veneering speaks to 
the li~tening earth. In the moment of his taking his hat off, 
l'udsrup. as per agreement made with lrrs. Veneering, telegraphs 
to that wife and mother," He's up." 

\"eneerin;,! luses his way in the usual ~o Thoroughfares of 
spLtch, and Pud~nap and Twemlow say Hear hear! and some
tim~:s, when Le can't by any means back himself out of some 
nry unlucky ~o Thorour;hfare, " He-a-a-r He-a-a-r! " \\ith an 
air uf f,,cttious coll\·iction, as if the ingenuity of the thing gaye 
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them a sensation of exquisite pleasure. But Veneering make~ 
two remarkably good points; so good, that they are suppose( 
to have been suggested to him by the legal gentleman ir 
Britannia's confidence, while briefly conferring on the stairs. 

Point the first is this. Veneering institutes an original com· 
parison between the country and a ship; pointedly calling thE 
ship, the Vessel of the State, and the Minister the Man at th! 
Helm. Veneering's object is to let Pocket-Breaches know tha1 
his friend on his right (Podsnap) is a man of wealth. Conse· 
quently says he, "And, gentleman, when the timbers of thE 
Yessel of the State are unsound and the Man at the helm il 
unskilful, would those great Marine Insurers, who rank amon~ 
our world- famed merchant- princes- would they insure her 
gentlemen? Would they underwrite her? Would they incm 
a risk in her? Would they have confidence in her? \Vhy 
gentlemen, if I appealed to my honourable friend upon my right 
himself among the greatest and most respected of that grea1 
and much respected class, he would answer No!" 

Point the second is this. The telling fact that Twemlow i: 
related to Lord Snigsworth, must be let off. Veneering suppose: 
a state of public affairs that probably never could by any possi· 
bility e:xist (though this is not quite certain, in consequence ol 
his picture being unintelligible to himself, and everybody else): 
and thus proceeds. "Why, gentlemen, if I were to indicat~ 
such a programme to any class of society, I say it would be 
received with derision, would be pointed at by the finger ol 
scorn. If I indicated such a programme to any worthy and 
intelligent tradesman of your toVIn-nay, I will here be personal, 
and say Our town-what would he reply? He would reply, 
'Away with it!' That's what he would reply, gentlemen. 
In his honest indignation he would reply, 'Away with it! ' 
But suppose I mounted higher in the social scale. Suppose 1 
drew my arm through the arm of my respected friend upon my 
left, and, walking with him through the ancestral woods of hi! 
family, and under the spreading beeches of Snigsworthy Park, 
approached the noble hall, crossed the courtyard, entered b:y 
the door, went up the staircase, and, passing from room to room 
found myself at last in the august presence of my friend's near 
kinsman, Lord Snigsworth. .And suppose I said to that vener
able earl, 'My Lord, I am here before your lordship, presentee 
by your lordship's near kinsman, my friend upon my left, tc 
indicate that programme;' what would his lordship answer: 
Why, he would answer, 'Away with it! ' That's what he woulc 
answer, gentlemen. 'Away with it!' rnconsciously using 
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in his exalted sphere, the exact language of the worthy and 
intelli::er:t tradesman of our town, the near and dear kinsman 
c,f ID);- friend upon my ltft ".-ou!d answer in llli wnth. '.\way 
with it:'" 

Yeneerin6 finishes "ith tris last success. and ~Ir. Podsnap 
ttlesnphs to ~Irs. Yentering, '·He's down." 

Then dinner is had at the Hotel with the legal tentleman. 
and then there are in due succession. nomination a;J:d declara: 
tion. Finally ~•Ir. Podsnap telegrap~ to Mrs. Yeneering, " We 
bYe brouztt bm in.'' 

Another- gorgeous dinner a waits them on their return to the 
\'eneering r.alli, and Lady Tippins awaits them, and Boots and 
Brewer awaits them. There is a modest assertion on eYen·bodY·s 
part that everybody single-handed .. brought him i11 ";. but· in 
the m;:.in it is conceded bY all. that that stroke of business on 
Brewer's part, in goir.g do~11 to the House that night to see how 
thi.'1f:S loc·ked, was the master-stroke . 

• \ toucbng little incident is related b\· ~Irs. Yeneerin::. in the 
course of tr:e ewni.'1g. ~frs. Yeneering is habitually disposed 
to be tearfuL and has an extra disposition t!-.at way aiter l:er 
l..tte excitement. Pre,ious to withdrawing from the dinner
tJ.ble with Lady Tippins, she sJ.ys, in a pathetic and physically 
weak manner: 

.. You \\i:l all tb:1k it foolish of me. I know. but I must men
tion it. .\s I s.at by Baby's crib on the night beiore the election, 
Baby was n~ry u:1ea,;y in her sleep:· 

TLe .\n.:.!nical cb:mist. who is doomih· looking on. J:o.a.s dia
boli(J.! irr.pu:;es to su;;est ·· \\'ir.d '·and throw up\is situation; 
but represses tb:m. 

··.\Iter a!'l interv<il almost convuJ.si,·e, Babv curled hr little 
!..inC:; in one ar.c·ther and s:::i!ed:· · 

~!rs. r ::t••ppi.'!::; hert, ~fr. Podsnap deems it inc~nd:>ent 
~·., l ir1 t•) >av: ··I uc.:-.ctr "!:\·: ·· 

.. (c.:.Jd it. l-e. I as:.ed nn·st!i." 54\"5 ~frs. \"eneerinz. lc.okinz 
al:.<•t:t Ltr for Ler pocket-r.3.n.::.erd.{t:f. ·· tbt t:-.e Fmies wer~ 
tl:::i!<,: e.iby t!i.it Ltr papa W0uld shl•rtlv be an ~LP.? .. 

So 0\·,~c"n~e t y the ser,ri::·.ent is ~I~s. \'enee:inz. tbt tr.eY 
all ~~t 9 to n;.:.:..e a clt.ir su;;:e for \·eneerin;. "ho ~Je> rot;.Dd 
th~ t.:.L:e t•) tl.e rt-sc:.;e. and lotars tir out backward. \•.ith l:.er 
led inTrts::i\,:y ::.:rapin; tr.e carpet: aiter remarking that her 
\\ '.•rk r.:ts lttn t:•) r.:•Jch i0r r.er strennh. \\1,etf.er tLe fairies 
r:· . .1.ie a:w rr.t!:ti.:-:1 c.f tLe fi·•e thu:JsJ.nd pounds. ar.d it di..;;,azreed 
"i:!, L.: ·y. is nc•t ;:~oc:c'J:.i.ttd t:p;:,n. -

p,..:.r Ltt:e T\\t:-:.Lw, <;i..!ite dune up. is tuud,ed, and still con-
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tinues touched after he is safelv housed o,·er the Iiverv-stable 
yard in Duke Stre~t, Sa~t Jarn"es's. But there, upon his sofa, 
a tremendous consrderatwn breaks in upon the mild <rentleman 
putting all softer considerations to the rout. t> ' 

"Gracious heavens! Now I have time to think of it, he nenr 
saw one of his constituents in all his days, until we saw them 
together!" 

After having paced the room in distress of mind, with his hand 
to his forehead, the innocent Twemlow returns to his sofa and 
moans: 

"I shall either go distracted, or die, of this man. He comes 
upon me too late in life. I am not strong enough to bear him! " 

CHAPTER IV 

CUPID PROl!PTED 

To use the cold language of the world, :Mrs. Alfred Lammle 
rapidly improved the acquaintance of ::lliss Podsnap. To use 
the warm language of Mrs. La.mmle, she and her sweet Georgiana 
soon became one: in heart, in mind, in sentiment, in soul. 

\rhenever Georgiana could escape from the thraldom of Pod
snapper)·; could throw off the bedclothes of the custard
coloured phaeton, and get up; could shrink out of the range of 
her mother's rocking, and (so to speak) rescue her poor little 
frosty toes from being rocked over; she repaired to her friend, 
~Irs .• \!fred Lammle. ~Irs. Podsnap by no means objected. 
_-\.s a consciously " splendid woman," accustomed to onrhear 
herself so denominated by elderly osteologists pursuing their 
studies in dinner society, ~Irs. Podsnap could dispense with her 
daughter. ~Ir. Podsnap, for his part, on being informed where 
Georgiana was, swelled with patronage of the Lamrnles. That 
they, when unable to lay hold of him, should respectfully grasp 
at the hem of his mantle; that they, when they could not bG.sk 
in the glor)· of him the sun, should take up with the pale reflected 
light of the watery young moon his daughter, appeared quite 
natural, becoming, and P\oper. It gan him a better opinion 
of the discretion of the Lammles than he had heretofore held. as 
showing that they appreciated the value of the connexion. So. 
Georgiana repairing to her friend, ~Ir. Podsnap went out to 
dinner, and to dinner, and yet to dinner, arm-in-arm with ~Irs. 
Podsnap; settling his obstinate head in his cra\·at and shirt-
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collar, much as if he were performing on the Pandean pipes. in 
his own honour, the triumphal march, See the conquering 
Podsnap comes, Sound the trumpets, beat the drums! 

It was a trait in Mr. Podsnap's character (and in one forr.:1 or 
other it will be generally seen to pervade the depths and shallo\\·s 
of Podsnappery), that he could not endure a hint of disparage
ment of any friend or acquaintance of his. " How dare you? " 
he would seem to say, in such a case. " What do you mean? 
I have licensed this person. This person has taken out my 
certificate. Through this person you strike at me, Podsnap 
the Great. And it is not that I particularly care for the person's 
dignity, but that I do most particularly care for Podsnap's." 
Hence, if any one in his presence had presumed to doubt the 
responsibility of the Lammles, he would haYe been mightily 
huffed. Kot that any one did, for Veneering, M.P., was always 
the authority for their being very rich, and perhaps belie,·ed it. 
As indeed he might, if he chose, for anything he knew of the 
matter. 

~fr. and Mrs. Lammle's house in Sackville Street, Piccadilly, 
was but a temporary residence. It had done well enough, 
they informed their friends, for Mr. Lammle when a bachelor, 
but it would not do now. So they were always looking at 
palatial residences in the best situations, and always ,·ery nearly 
taking or buying one, but never quite concluding the bargain. 
Hereby they made for themselves a shining little reputation 
apart. People said, on seeing a \'acant palatial residence, "The 
very thing for the Lammles! " and wrote to the Lammles about 
it, and the Lammles always went to look at it, but unfortunately 
it ne,·er exactly answered. In short, they suffered so many 
disappointments, that they began to think it would be necessary 
to build a palatial residence. And hereby they made another 
shinin~ reputation; many persons of their acquaintance becom
ing h~· anticipation dissatisfied with their own houses, and 
em·ious of the non-existent Lammle structure. 

The handsome fittings and furnishings of the house in Sack
' iile Strtet were piled thick and high 0\·er the skeleton up-stairs, 
and if_ it eno.r whispered from under its load of upholstery, " Here 
I am m the closet! " it was to Yery few ears, and certainly ne,·er 
to ~li>s Podsnap's. \\"hat ~Iiss Podsnap was particul.:trly 
rL;mr,l·d with, next to the graces of her friend, was the happines; 
(!( hc:r iri~nd's married life. Thi;; wa;; frequently their tl,eme of 
r.m n:r::,lt wn. 

" I am sure." so1id ~li,;s Pod,nap." ~[r. Lammle is like a lonr. 
,\t lc1~t I-I should think he \US." 
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" Georpana, d.uling l " said llis. L't:nmle, holdin,? up a fore
fim::er. ·· Take care! " 

.: 0~1 !!:Y zoc.C..!ess me!" exclaimed :lliss Podsnap, reddenin" 
'·\'\'bat haYe I said now?, . ::l 

'· .Ufred, you know," hinted ~Irs. Lammle, playfully shakin3 
ber head. "You were newr to sav 1fr. Lammle any more 
Georcia::u.'' · · · 

" Oh l .\lfred, then. I am dad it's no worse. I was afraid 
I had 5;1id so:nethin~ shoc.kirtz~ I a::n alwaYS savinz somethim 
WT0:1Z tv r:::.a." - , . . ~ -

"To me. Gevrciana de-arest?" 
"Xo. not to y~u; you a.--e not rna. I wish you were." 
l!rs. Larrde bestowed a sweet and ]o,-ing s:ni!e upon he1 

frie!ld. which }fi5s Pod:>llap returned as she be-st cocld. TheJ 
sat at lunch in 1frs. l.am.mle's own boudoir. 

·• .-\nd so, dearest Gevn.'".!.Ula .• -\.!ired is like ,-our notion of a 
lonr?" · - · · 

"I don't s~1,. tlat. S..'Dhrollia." G.:-or.;:iana replied. becinninE 
to concrall:;er "elbvws. :. I baYtn't anv'notion of a Ion;. ThE 
dreadful '1\Tetd:.es tl:at n~ brinp up at place-s tO tor:nent me, 
are not lon:rs. I onh· rne.m tt.at ~fr.--" 

•· .-\...ram. de-.1rest Georciana?" 
.. Tnat .Ui:ed--" -
" S.::>unds r:m;:h better. carlinz." 
"-Lo,·es vc.u so. He a}wa,':s treats wu "~th such ddicate 

t-a.::a..,m· ad· :mc:nti0:1. X ow: d,m"t he?" 
~ ·' Truh-. cs dear." said ~Irs: Lar:urle, wi:h a ratter sin:ular 
e::'l.-pression cr(.ssing her fare. " I N:lieve that be loves n:e -fllily 
as n:uch as I Im·e him." 

"Ob, wbt !:appiness:" exdained :.\Iiss Podsna;:>. 
"Bu~ do YC·u kn0w. m" Georci.ma." l!rs. L1mr:i!e re-sun:ed 

prt:sent~y .. "!:.at e-,ere is 5omeci'1; suspi.:i:>us i..'1 your ent..1.u.si
asti;: sy-r:::p.1thy wi:h .\:!:red·s tt:lderne-s:;? '' 

·· Gc..:>d rrlcic-..:.s no. I horoe not: " 
·· I\:ot-sn't it rat!:.e:r Sl!::;re-st." said 1l:r3. ~Je archh·, "tl:.lt 

rr:v Gecr:U:-oa's li""Je l:ean is--" · 
· .• 0~ 'c·:·n·t: " ~bs Podman b!usb.-;.:::Jy rot-soc.;;::.t b:r 

"Please ci·:·:'l·t: I ass:;.re ,-c.u. So:·Fhroria. ~ti-.J.t I on!Y 
-~d. h:-..::1~:': Leis \'(.\:r h::s2.u:J ar:d ;.) f.:::.J Of YOU.'; 

·wa.s as if a ntl:.er new broi.:e L'l t:CX·r 
d i.:1t0 a CX·l sr::i:e, as s::-.e SJi,j_ wi:." l:.tr eye: 

1.:}"::1 r.tr L::;.::-•. a.::d b:-r ey.:':rC•W5 rllie-d: 
... \"'ou a.:"e v:~r~~~;. r:..y l(•YC! i:l yol..!r t-:t~s at::-~:· 
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What I insinuated was, that my Georgiana's little heart was 
erowing conscious of a vacancy." 

'' Xo no no" said Geor·riana "I wouldn't ha,·e am·bodv 
say ~;1.hi.~g t~ me in tha~ wa}: for I don't know how 'man)· 
thousand pounds." 

"In what way, my Georgiana?" inquired :\Irs. Lammle, still 
smili.115 coolly, ·with her eyes upon her lunch, and her eyebrows 
raised . 

.. rou know," returned poor little :lliss Podmap. " I think 
I should go out of my mind, Sophronia, with vexation and 
shyness and detestation, if anybody did. It's enough for me 
to see how lo\ing you and your husband are. That's a different 
thin;. I couldn't bear to have anything of that sort going on 
'i'ith myself. I should beg and pray to-to haYe the person 
taktn away and trampled upon." 

.-\.h t here was Alfred. Ha'ing stolen in unobsen·ed, he 
playfully leaned on the back of Sophronia's chair, and, as Miss 
Pod;nap saw him, put one of Sophronia's wandering locks to his 
lips. and wand a kiss from it towards ~Iiss Podsnap. 

·· \rhat is this about husbands and detestations? " inquired 
the captivating .-\.lfred. 

"\\1.v theY sa\'" returned his "ife "that listeners newr 
hear an~.'good of themselns; though y~u-but pray how long 
b\·e vou been here. sir? " 

" This instant arri,·ed, ID\' own." 
"n,en I may go on-tho~gh if you had been here a moment 

C•r two sooner, you would have heard your praises sounded by 
Gt•)r.::iana." 

.. Only, i.1 tr.ey were to be called p:-aises at all, which I really 
dvn't think they were," expLlined :\fiss Podsnap in a £utter, 
" f·1r kir.; so devoted to Sophronia." 

.. S.:·phroniJ.!" murmured .\!fred. ·' ~Iy life:" and kissed 
l.er L:L'1d. In return for v. h.i(h she kissed l:.i5 watch-chain. 

"Bet it "as not I who was to be taken away and trampltd 
~.:r::n. I, L:pe? ·.· s.>id .-\:frtd, .~ra 11i?g a ~eat_ ~tween them . 

• \.::.: Geor,::;.;..r.a, my sod, rtphed rili wue . 
. -\::red t•1U.:~ti.::;ly appealed to GevrziJ.na. 
·· O:i. it 11.15 nv! ... .:,dy," rtp~i.::d ~iiss Pvdsr.ap. "It wa.; 

r .. •:1•tcr.;e." 

.. E:.:t if yc.:.~ are dcttm:ir.c-.i to bow, ~fr. Ir.1sisirive Pet, as 
I s ~; ·p .. ,e y( J are,'' ~.lid t!·,e L1.;>py and f,)nd :; p~,r·1nia, smilin.::, 
·· lt ''·.1:' .1:1y (r.e \\:.o ~!;o:.;:.j n::rc:rc t•) ami.n: t•J Gt·:>~~-iana.'' -

•· :'.· r::y Ln•," rtn~·.:~;~~.:.ted ~~ir. Lr:!·,rr..!e:ttcumir.z 
::: ..1 \ t:r, ·· yc~u .J.[t' r:~·,r scriu·~? ·· ' -
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" Alfred, my love," returned his wife, "I dare say Georgiana 

was not, but I am." 
"Now this," said Mr. Lammle, "shows the accidental com

binations that there are in things! Could you believe, my 
Ownest, that I came in here with the name of an aspirant to 
our Georgiana on my lips? " 

~' Of course I could believe, Alfred," said Mrs. Lammle, "any
thing that you told me." 

" You dear one! And I anything that you told me." 
How delightful those interchanges, and the looks accom

panying them! Now, if the skeleton up-stairs had taken that 
opportunity, for instance, of calling out " Here I am, suffocating 
in the closet! " 

"I give you my honour, my dear Sophronia--" 
"And I know what that is, love," said she. 
"You do, my darling-that I came into the room all but 

uttering young Fledgeby's name. Tell Georgiana, dearest, 
about young Fledgeby." 

"Oh no, don't! Please don't!" cried Miss Podsnap, putting 
her fingers in her ears. "I'd rather not." 

Mrs. Lammle laughed in her gayest manner, and, removing 
her Georgiana's unresisting hands, and playfully holding them 
in her own at arm's length, sometimes near together and some
times wide apart, went on: 

" You must know, you dearly beloved little goose, that once 
upon a time there was a certain person called young Fledgeby. 
And this young Fledgeby, who was of an excellent family and 
rich, was known to two other certain persons, dearly attached 
to one another, and called Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Lammle. So 
this young Fledgeby, being one night at the play, there sees 
with l\Ir. and l\Irs. Alfred Lammle a certain heroine called--" 

"No, don't say Georgiana Podsnap!" pleaded that young 
lady, almost in tears. " Please don't. Oh, do, do, do say 
somebody else! Not Georgiana Podsnap. Oh, don't, don't, 
don't!" 
"~o other," said 1\Irs. Lammle, laughing airily, and, full of 

affectionate blandishments, opening and closing Georgiana's 
arms like a pair of compasses, " than my little Georgiana Pod
snap. So this young Fledgeby goes to that Alfred Lammle 
and says--" 

" Oh, ple-e-e-ease don't! " cried Georgiana, as if the supplica
tion were being squeezed out of her by powerful compression. 
"I so hate him for saying it!" 

'·For saying what, my dear?" laughed )frs. Lammle. 
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"Oh, I don't know what he said," cried Georgiana wildly, 

" but I hate him all the same for saying it." 
":My dear," said !~Irs. Lammle, always laughing in her most 

captiYating way, "the poor young fellow only says that he is 
stricken all of a heap." 

"Oh, what shall I ever do!" interposed Georgiana. "Oh, 
my goodness, what a fool he must be!" 

" -And implores to be asked to dinner, and to make a fourth 
at the play another time. And so he dines to-morrow and goes 
to the Opera \\ith us. That's all. Except, my dear Georgiana 
-and what will you think of this !-that he is infiniteh· shYer 
than you, and far more afraid of you than you ever were of any 
one in all ,·our days!" 

In pert~rbatio~ of mind, ~I iss Podsnap still fumed and plucked 
at her hands a little, but could not help laughing at the notion 
of anybody's being afraid of her. \\'ith that ad,·anta.ge, 
Sophronia flattered her and rallied her more successfully, and 
then the insinuating Alfred flattered her and rallied her, and 
promised that at any moment when she might require that ser
,·ice at his hands, he would take young Fledgeby out and trample 
on hin1. Thus it remained amicably understood that young 
Fledgcby was to come to admire, and that Georgiana was to 
come to be admired; and Georgiana with the entirely new sen
sation in her breast of ha,-ing that prospect before her, and with 
many kisses from her dear Sophronia in present possession, 
preceded six feet one of discontented footman (an amount of 
the article that always came for her when she walked home) to 
her father's dwelling. 

The happy pair being left together, l!rs. Lammle said to her 
husband: 

·• If I understand this girl, sir, your dangerous fascinations 
han pruduced son1e effect upon her. I mention the conquest 
~n good time, IJecause I apprehend your scheme to be more 
1111punant to you than your nnity." 

There \\J.S a mirror on the wall bdore them, and her eyes just 
c.1u,.:Lt Lim smirking in it. She ;,:aye the reflected image a luok 
uf the dn·peot disdain, and the image receiwd it in the glass. 
~txt mon>tnt they quietly eyed each other. as if they, the prin
np~ls, L.1d had no part in that expressiYe transactiun. 

It ma ,. h.n e been tLlt )Irs. Lari1mle tried in sc.me manner to 
nn;;e l;~r cvnJ~:rt to Ltrstlf by depreciatir.;; the puor little 
\Xtlr,l d "l.o:n ,i.e spukt ''ith acrinl•Jnious Cui. tempt. It may 
!..tiC l·u:!l tucJ tl.ut i:~ this she did nut quite succeed. fur it is ver\· 
d,:::"~.:lt to rc,i,t rud;Jer.ce. and she kne'.\ she had Geort;iana·s. 
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Nothing more was said between the happy pair. Perhaps 

conspirators, who have once established an understanding, may 
not be over-fond of repeating the terms and objects of their con
spiracy. Next day came; came Georgiana; and came Fledge by. 

Georgiana had by this time seen a good deal of the house and 
its frequenters. As there was a certain handsome room with a 
billiard table in it-on the ground floor, eating out a back-yard
which might have been Mr. Lammle's office, or library, but was 
called by neither name, but simply Mr. Lammle's room, so it 
would have been hard for stronger female heads than Geor
giana's to determine whether its frequenters were men of 
pleasure or men of business. Between the room and the men 
there were strong points of general resemblance. Both were 
too gaudy, too slangy, too odorous of cigars, and too much given 
to horseflesh; the latter characteristic being exemplified in the 
room by its decorations, and in the men by their conversation. 
High-stepping horses seemed necessary to all :Mr. Lammle's 
friends-as necessary as their transaction of business together in 
a gipsy way at untimely hours of the morning and evening, and 
in rushes and snatches. There were friends who seemed to be 
always coming and going across the Channel, on errands about 
the Bourse, and Greek and Spanish and India and Mexican and 
par and premium and discount and three quarters and seven 
eighths. There were other friends who seemed to be always 
lolling and lounging in and out of the City, on questions of the 
Bourse, and Greek and Spanish and India and ~Iexican and par 
and premium and discount and three quarters and seven eighths. 
They were all feverish, boastful, and indefinably loose; and they 
all ate and drank a great deal; and made bets in eating and 
drinking. They all spoke of sums of money, and only mentioned 
the sums and left the money to be understood; as "five and 
fortY thousand Tom," or " Two hundred and twenty-two on 
eve;y individual share in the lot Joe." They seemed to divide 
the ~Yorld into two classes of people; people who were making 
enormous fortunes, and people who were being enormously 
ruined. They were always in a hurry, and yet seemed to have 
nothing tangible to do; except a few of them (these, mostly 
asthmatic and thick-lipped) who were for ever demonstrating 
to the rest, with gold pencil-cases which they could hardly hold 
because of the big rings on their forefingers, how money was to 
be made. Lastly, they all swore at their grooms, and the 
grooms were not quite as respectful or complete as other ~en's 
grooms; seeming somehow to fall short o~ the groom pomt as 
their masters fell short of the gentleman pomt. 
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Young Fled;;eby was none of these. Young Fledgeby had a 

peachy cheek, or a cheek compounded of the peach and the red 
red red wall on which it grows, and was an awkward, sandy
haired, small-eyed youth, exceeding slim (his enemies would have 
said lanky), and prone to self-examination in the articles of 
whisker and moustache. While feeling for the whisker that he 
:.mxiously expected, Fledgeby underwent remarkable fluctua
tions of spirits, ranging along the whole scale from confidence 
to despair. There were times when he started, as exclaiming, 
·' By Jupiter, here it is at last!" There were other times when, 
being equally depressed, he would be seen to shake his head and 
r:,ri,·e up hope. To see him at those periods leaning on a chimney
piece, like as on an urn containing the ashes of his ambition, 
with the cheek that would not sprout, upon the hand on which 
that cheek had forced conviction, was a distressing sight. 

Xot so was Fledge by seen on this occasion. Arrayed in superb 
raiment, with his opera hat under his arm, he concluded his self
examination hopefully, awaited the arrival of Miss Podsnap, and 
talked small-talk with ~Irs. l.a.mmle. In facetious homage to 
the smallness of his talk, and the jerky nature of his manners, 
Fledgeby's familiars had agreed to confer upon h.h'11 (behind his 
back) the honorary title of Fascination Fledge by. 

" \\'arm weather, ~Irs. Lammle," said Fascination Fledgeby. 
~frs. Lammle thought it scarcely as warm as it had been yester
day. "Perhaps not," said Fascination Fledgeby, with great 
quickness of repartee; "but I expect it will be dnilish warm 
to-morrow." 

He threw off another little scintillation. ·' Been out to-day, 
~Irs. Lammle? " 

~lrs.l.a.mmle answered, for a short dri\·e . 
.. Some people,·· said Fascination Fledgeby, "are accustomed 

to t.i.ke long dri\'es; but it generally appears to me that if they 
mal-e 'em too long, they onrdo it." 

Being in such feathtr, he might haYe surpassed himself in b.is 
n~::>.t S<i!ly, had not ~liss Podsnap been announced. ~rs.l.a.nunle 
tltw to embrace htr darling little Georgy, and when the first 
tran,;ports \~tre over, presented ~1r. Fled;;eby. ~Ir. l.a.mmle 
C<~n:e on the scene l.J.st, for he was alwan late and so were the 
fn:quenters al"ays Llte; all hands beingbcmnd to be made Llte, 
l·y pri\'ate i::fc·rm;Hion about the Bourse, and Greek and Spanish 
4llld In·~ia and ~.kx.ican and par and premium and discount and 
tLrcl' qu.utcrs and seven c:i::bths . 

. \ I,,,._J,,,n:e L:tlc di:me; \\as strn:d imrr.ed:;;.tely, and ~Ir. 
IA1nm.:e SJt sp.1rklirg at his end vf tLe tJble, with his serYant 
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behL.>d his chair. and his e,·er-lingering doubts upon the subject 
of his wages ber.i.'ld himself. ~.Ir. Lammle"s utmost powers of 
sparkling were in requisition to-day, for Fascination F1edgeby 
and Georgiana not only struck each other speechless, but struck 
each other into astonishing attitudes; Georgiana, a.s she sat 
faci.rtg Fledgeby, makin; such efforts to conceal her elbows !'15 
were totally incompatible with the use of a kniie and fork; and 
F1ed£;eb,-. a.s he sat facinz Georcia.'1.a, avoiding her countenance 
by e;·er~- possible deYice, and 'betraying th~ discomposure of 
his mind in feeling ior his v:hisker5 with his spoon, his wine-glass, 
and his bread. 

So :.\Ir. and :.\Irs. _\lf:ed Lammle had to prompt, and this is 
how they prompted. 

"Georgiana," said :.\Ir. Lammle, low ar:d smiling, and spark
ling all onr. like a harlequin; '· you are not in your usual spirits. 
Why are you not in your usual spirits, Georgiana? '' 

Georgiana bltered tbu she was much the same as she wa5 in 
general~ she was not a,,·are of being different. 

"Xot a";are oi bein!!" dL.ierent! .. retorted :.\Ir .. \lfred Lammle. 
"You, my dear Georgiana! who are always so natural and 
unconstrained with us! who are such a relief from the crowd 
that are all alike~ who are the embodiment of gentleness, sim-
pEcity, and reality!,. v • 

:.\!iss Podsnap looked at the door, as if she entertained coniused 
thoughts of taking refuge from these compliment5 in flight. 

"X ow, I 'l'.i.ll be judged,'' said :.\Ir. Lammle, raising his voice 
a little. '· bv mv friend FledzebY."' 

·' Oh nox· T ~ -.. ~Iiss Pods~ap' faintly ejlculated: when ~Irs. 
Lammle took the prompt-book. 

"I beg your pardon. Alirtd. my dear, but I cannot part with 
:\fr. Fledge by quite yet: you ~ust wait for ~,im a_ m?.ment. 
:\Ir. Fledge by and I are engagtd m _a perso_rul_ dl5cu.ssJO~. 

Fled;;:;ebv must ha>·e conducted It on h1.5 s1de wnh 1mmense 
art, for~ no. appearance of urtering one syllable had escaped him. 

".-\. personal discussion. Sophronia. my Jove? \\"hat discus
sion? F1edgeby, I am jealous. What discussion. Fled?eby? .. 

.. Shall I tell bm. :\Ir. Fled.::eb\·? ·· asked :\Irs. Ll.m:-nle. 
Trying to look a.> if !-.e kniv: anythin.; abo'..it it, Fascination 

replied, ·' Yes, tell him:· 
·'lYe were discussin::: eben." said :.\Irs. Lammle, ·' ii you '':!l.'t 

kno-., .\lfred, whethei :\Ir. Fltc;eby was in his t:3ual f.)w oi 
spirits ... 

.. \\ny, t~t is. the n:ry poi~~~; S·:-oLroni~. t:-:::t G.:or:::iana 
and I Wt:re discussmg as t·j r.::~s.:J. \(j.:>t did r::-:;e~y say? .. 
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" Oh, a likely thing, sir, that I am going to tell you everything, 

and be told nothing! What did Georgiana say?" 
" Georgiana said she was doing her usual justice to herself 

to-day, and I said she was not." 
" Precisely," exclaimed ~Irs. Lammle, " what I said to lli. 

Fledge by." 
Still, it wouldn't do. They would not look at one another. 

~o, not even when the sparkling host proposed that the quartette 
should take an appropriately sp.arkling glass of wine. Georgiana 
looked from her wine-glass at !lfr. Lammle and at ~Irs. Lammle; 
but mightn't, couldn't, shouldn't, wouldn't, lookaUfr. Fledge by. 
Fascination looked from his wine-glass at ~Irs. Lammle and at 
~Ir. Lammle; but mightn't, couldn't, shouldn't, wouldn't, look 
at Georgiana. 

~fore prompting was necessary. Cupid must be brought up 
to the mark. The manager had put him down in the bill for 
the part, and he must play it. 

"Sophronia, my dear," said ~Ir. Lammle, "I don't like the 
colour of Your dress." 

" I app~al," said ~Irs. Lammle, "to Mr. Fledgeby." 
'' And I," said ~Ir. Lammle, " to Georgiana." 
'
1 Georgy, my love,'' remarked }.Irs. Lammle aside to her dear 

~irl, " I rely upon you not to go over to the opposition. ::\ow, 
~lr. Fledgeby." 

Fascination wished to know if the colour were not called rose
colour? Yes, said Mr. Lammle; actually he knew eYerything; 
it was really rose-colour. Fascination took rose-colour to mean 
the colour of roses. (In this he was very warmly supported by 
~lr. and ~Irs. Lammle.) Fascination had heard the term Queen 
ui fl.J11ers applied to the Rose. Similarly, it might be said that 
the dress was the Queen of Dresses. (" Yery happy, Fledge by!., 
frum ~Ir. Lammle.) ~otwithstanding, Fascination's opinion 
11;15 t!iat we all had our eyes-or at least a large majority of m 
-.ind that-and-and his further opinion was several ands, 
11 ith nuthin:.; be\'ond them . 

.. Oh, ~lr: Fl;d:::eby,'' said ~Irs. Lammle, "to desert me in 
tbt way! Oh! ~lr. Fled,.:eby, to abandon my poor dtar injured 
r,,,t <lnd dn·Lne fur blue!., 

.. rictory, Yictury! ., cried ~Ir. Lammle; "your drt55 is con- . 
lkmnc.:d. m\' de.:.r.'' 

.. Hut ;~Lat.'' s.1.id ~Irs. Lammle, stealing her affectionate 
h.md t(l\1 .nds her dtar ;::irl's, ·• 11 hat does Georgy say? " 
. "S!.t' says," r~:plied ~Ir. Lmmlt, interpreting fur her,·' that 
m Ltr eye:,; yuu luc·k well in any culvur, Sophronia, and tr..at if 

I 
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she had expected to be embarrassed by so pretty a complimen1 
as she has received, she would have worn another colour herself 
Though I tell her, in reply, that it would not have saved her 
for whatever colour she had worn would ha,·e been Fledgeby'~ 
colour. But what does Fledgeby say?" 

" He says," replied l\Irs. Lammle, interpreting for him, anc 
patting the back of her dear girl's hand, as if it were Fledgeb) 
who was patting it, " that it was no compliment, but a !itt]( 
natural act of homage that he couldn't resist. And," expressin~ 
more feeling as if it were more feeling on the part of Fledgeby 
" he is right, he is right! " 

Still, no, not even now, would they look at one another 
Seeming to gnash his sparkling teeth, studs, eyes, and buttom 
all at once, Mr. Lammle secretly bent a dark frown on the two 
expressive of an intense desire to bring them together by knock
ing their heads together. 

"Have you heard this opera of to-night, Fleclgeby?" h~ 
asked, stopping very short, to prevent himself from running 
into " confound you." 

"Why, no, not exactly," said Fledgeby. "In fact I don'1 
know a note of it." 

"Xeither do you know it, Georgy?" said l\Irs. Lammle. 
"N-no," replied Georgiana, faintly, under the sympathetic 

coincidence. 
" Why, then," said l\Irs. Lammle, charmed by the discovery 

which flowed from the premises, " you neither of you know it 1 

How charming! " . 
Even the craven Fledgeby felt that the time was now come 

when he must strike a blow. He struck it by saying, partly 
to l\Irs. Lammle and partly to the circumambient air, " I con
sider myself very fortunate in being reserved 

As he stopped dead, Mr. Lammle, making that gingerous bush 
of his whiskers to look out of, offered him the word " Destiny." 

"No, I wasn't going to say that," said Fledgeby. " I was 
going to say Fate. I consider it very .fortunate that Fate has 
written in the book of-in the book which is its own property
that I should go to that opera for the first time under the memor-

. able circumstances of going with .Miss Podsnap." 
To which Georgiana replied, hooking her two little fingers in 

one another, and addressing the table-cloth, "Thank you, but 
I generally go with no one but you, Sophronia, and I like that 
very much." 

Content perforce with this success for the time, :\Ir. Lammle 
let jfiss Podsnap out of the room, as if he were opening her cage 
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door, and Mrs. Lammle followed. Coffee being presently 
served up-stairs, he kept a watch on Fledgeby until Miss Pod
snap's cup was empty, and then directed him ·with his finger 
(as if that young gentleman were a slow Retriever) to go and 
fetch it. This feat he performed, not only without failure, but 
even with the original embellishment of informing Miss Podsnap 
that green tea was considered bad for the nerves. Though 
there Miss Podsnap unintentionally threw him out by faltering, 
"Oh, is it indeed? How does it act?" Which he was not 
prepared to elucidate. 

The carriage announced, Mrs. Lammle said, " Don't mind me, 
Mr. Fledgeby, my skirts and cloak occupy both my hands; 
take Miss Podsnap." And he took her, and Mrs. Lamrnle went 
next, and Mr. Lamrnle went last, savagely following his little 
flock like a drover. 

But he was all sparkle and glitter in the box at the Opera, 
and there he and his dear wife made a conversation between 
Fledgeby and Georgiana in the following ingenious and skilful 
manner. They sat in this order: Mrs. Lammle, Fascination 
Fledgeby, Georgiana, Mr. Lammle. Mrs. Lammle made leading 
remarks to Fledgeby, only requiring monosyllabic replies. Mr. 
Lammle did the like with Georgiana. At times ~Irs. Lammle 
would lean forward to address Mr. Lammle to this purpose. 

"Alfred, my dear, Mr. Fledgeby very justly says, a propos 
of the last scene, that true constancy would not require any 
such stimulant as the stage deems necessary." To which Mr. 
Lammle would reply, "Aye, ,Sophronia, my love, but as· 
Georgiana has observed to me, the lady had no sufficient reason 
to know the state of the gentleman's affection." To which 
!l!rs. Lammle would rejoin, " Very true, Alfred; but 1\fr. 
Fkd,.:eby points out," this. To which Alfred would demur: 
" Cndoubtedly, Sophronia, but Georgiana acutely remarks," 
that. Through this device the two young people conversed at 
great lcn;.:th and committed themselves to a variety of delicate 
sentiments, without having once opened their lips, save to say 
ws or no, and even that not to one another. 
· Fled;:eby took his ka\'e of ~Iiss Podsnap at the carriage door, 
and the Lammles dropped her at her own home, and on the way 
~Irs. Lammle ar..:Liy rallied her, in her fond and protecting 
manner, by SJ.1·in; at inter\'als, "Oh, little Geoq.::iana, little 
C~.:or;2iana: '' \\'hich \\aS not much; but the tone added,'' You 
L.l\'t: en,Ln ed your Fledgeby." 

c\nd thus tLe Lmm!es got home at last, and the lady sat 
J, 111 n n Hl\nl y and weary, looking at her dark lord engaged in a 
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deed of violence with a bottle of soda-water, as though he were 
wringing the neck of some unlucky creature and pouring its 
blood down his throat. As he wiped his dripping whiskers in 
an ogreish way, he met her eyes, and pausing, said, with no very 
gentle voice: 

"Well?" 
"Was such an absolute Booby necessary to the purpose?" 
" I know what I am doing. He is no such dolt as you 

suppose." 
" A genius, perhaps? " 
" You sneer, perhaps; and you take a lofty air upon yourself, 

perhaps! But I tell you this :-when that young fellow's 
interest is concerned, he holds as tight as a horse-leech. When 
money is in question with that young fellow, he is a match for 
the Devil." 

" Is he a match for you? " 
" He is. Almost as good a one as you thought me for you. 

He has no quality of youth in him, but such as you have seen 
to-day. Touch him upon money, and you touch no booby then. 
He really is a dolt, I suppose, in other things; but it answers 
his one purpose very well." 

" Has she money in her own right in any case? " 
"Aye! she has money in her own right in any case. You 

have done so well to-day, Sophronia, that I answer the question, 
though you know I object to any such questions. You have 
done so well to-day, Sophronia, that you must be tired. Get 

·to bed." 

CHAPTER V 

MERCURY PROMPTING 

FLEDGEBY desenred Mr. Alfred Lammle's eulogium. He was 
the meanest cur existing, with a single pair of legs. And 
instinct (a word we all clearly understand) going largely on 
four legs, and reason always on two, meanness on four legs never 
attains the perfection of meanness on two. 

The father of this young gentleman had been a money-lender, 
who had transacted professional business with the mother of 
this young gentleman, when he, the latter, was waiting in the 
vast dark ante-chambers of the present world to be born. The 
lady, a widow, being unable to pay the money-lender, married 
him; and in due course, Fledgeby was summoned out of the 
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vast dark ante-chambers to come and be presented to the 
Registrar-General. Rather a curious speculation how Fledgeby 
would otherwise have disposed of his leisure until Doomsday. 

Fledge by's mother offended her family by marrying Fledge by's 
father. It is one of the easiest achievements in life to offend 
your family when your family want to get rid of Y?U. 
Fledgeby's mother's family had been very much offended w1th 
her for being poor, and broke with her for becoming compara
tively rich. Fledgeby's mother's family was the Snigsworth 
family. She had even the high honour to be cousin to Lord 
Snigsworth-so many times removed that the noble Earl would 
have had no compunction in removing her one time more and 
dropping her clean outside the cousinly pale; but cousin for all 
that. 

Among her pre-matrimonial transactions with Fledgeby's 
father, Fledgeby's mother had raised money of him at a great 
di,;advantage on a certain reversionary interest. The reversion 
falling in soon after they were married, Fledgeby's father laid 
hold of the cash for his separate use and benefit. This led to 
subjectiYe differences of opinion, not to say objective inter
changes of boot-jacks, backgammon boards, and other such 
domestic missiles, between Fledgeby's father and Fledgeby's 
mother, and those led to Fledgeby's mother spending as much 
money as she could, and to Fledgeby's father doing all he 
couldn't to restrain her. Fledgeby's childhood had been, in 
consequence, a stormy one; but the winds and the waves had 
gone du1111 in the grave and Fledgeby flourished alone. 

He lind in chambers in the Albany, did Fledgeby, and 
maintainrr! a spruce appearance. But his youthful fire was 
;d] composed of sparks from the grindstone; and as the sparks 
t~n1· t•H, went out, and nenr warmed anything, be sure that 
l'kd~eby had his tools at the grindstone, and turned it with 
a 1., arl' en. 

~!r.' .\ifred Lammle came round to the .Albanv to breakfast 
11 ith Fltdgeby. Present on the table, one scanty pot of tea, 
nne ~rant y luaf. two scanty pats of butter, two scanty rashers 
of h.tt'un, ll\llJo~tiftJ e,:gs, and an abundance of handsome china 
l>ot:~Lt a ~t"t'ond-band bargain. 

"\\'Lat did yuu tLink of Geurgiana? "asked ~Ir. Lammle. 
··\\"by. I'll tdl you," said Fled:;eby, \'ery ddiberattly. 
"ll,,, Ill\' bov." 
" Yuu nii,ur;derst.lnd me." said f!t:d"tbY. " I don't mean 

I'll trll \ uu tL.:t. lme.in I'll tdl you so;1tthing else." 
"Tt :lrtle ;111) old fellu11!" 
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"Ah, but there you misunderstand me again," said Fledgeby. 

" I mean I'll tell you nothing." 
Mr. Lammle sparkled at him, but frowned at him too. 
"Look here," said Fledgeby. "You're deep and you're 

ready. Whether I am deep or not, never mind. I am not 
ready. But I can do one thing, Lammle, I can hold my tongue. 
And I intend always doing it." 

" You are a long-headed fellow, Fledgeby." 
"May be, or may not be. If I am a short-tongued fellow, 

it may amount to the same thing. Now, Lammle, I am never 
going to answer questions." 

" My dear fellow, it was the simplest question in the world." 
"Never mind. It seemed so, but things are not always what 

they seem. I saw a man examined as a witness in Westminster 
Hall. Questions put to him seemed the simplest in the world, 
but turned out to be anything rather than that, after he had 
answered 'em. Very well. Then he should have held his 
tongue. If he had held his tongue he would have kept out of 
scrapes that he got into." 

" If I had held my tongue, you would never have seen the 
subject of my question," remarked Lammle, darkening. 

"Now, Lammle," said Fascination Fledgeby, calmly feeling 
for his whisker, " it won't do. I won't be led on into a discus
sion. I can't manage a discussion. But I can manage to hold 
my tongue." 

"Can?" Mr. Lammle fell back upon propitiation. "I 
should think you could! Why, when these fellows of our 
acquaintance drink and you drink with them, the more talka
tive they get, the more silent you get. The more they let out, 
the more you keep in." 

"I don't object, Lammle," returned Fledgeby, with an 
internal chuckle, " to being understood, though I object to being 
questioned. That certainly £s the way I do it." 

" And when all the rest of us are discussing our ventures, 
none of us ever know what a single venture of yours is! " 

" And none of you ever will from me, Lammle," replied 
Fledge by, with another internal chuckle; "that certainly is the 
way I do it." 

" Why, of course it is, I know! " rejoined Lammle, with a 
flourish of frankness, and a laugh, and stretching out his hands 
as .if to show the universe a remarkable man in Fledge by. " If 
I hadn't known it of my Fledgeby, should I have proposed our 
little compact of advantage to my Fledgeby?" 

"Ah! "remarked Fascination, shaking his head slyly. " But 
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I am not to be got at in that way. I am not ,-ain. That sort 
Gf vanity don't pay, Lammle. ~o, no, no. Compliments only 
make me hold my tongue the more." 

Alfred Lammle pushed his plate away (no great sacrifice, 
under the circumstances of there being so little in it), thrust his 
hands in his pockets, leaned back in his chair, and contemplated 
Fledg-eby in silence. Then he slowly released his left hand from 
its pocket, and made that bush of his whiskers, still contem
plating him in silence. Then· he slowly broke silence, and 
slowlY said: "\nat-the-Dev-il is this fellow about this 
mom.ing?" 

"Kow, look here, Lammle," said Fascination Fledgeby, with 
the meanest of t\\ inkles in his meanest of eyes, which were too 
near together, by the way: "look here, Lammle; I am very 
well aware that I didn't show to advantage last night, and that 
you and your wife-who I consider is a very clever woman and 
an agreeable woman-did. I am not calculated to show to 
ad,·a~tage under that sort of circumstances. I know ,·ery well 
you two did show to ad,·antage, and managed capitally. But 
don't you on that account come talking to me as if I was your 
doll and puppet, because I am not." 

'' .\nd all this." cried Alfred, after studying with a look the 
meanness that was fain to have the meanest help, and yet was 
so mean as to turn upon it: "all this because of one simple 
natural question! " 

"You should haYe waited till I thought proper to say some
thing about it of myself. I don't like your coming 0\"er me with 
your Geor;;ianas, as if you was her proprietor and mine too." 

"\\"ell, when you are in the gracious mind to say anything 
ah(,Ut it of yourself," retorted lammle," pray do." 

''I haw done it. I haYe said you managed capitally. You 
llnd your "ife both. If you'll go on managing capitally, I'll go 
Gn doin~ my part. Only don't crow." 

" l crow!" exclaimed Lammle, shrugging his shoulders. 
" Or," pursued the other-" or take it in your head that 

pv<,ple are ~'our puppets because they don't come out to adYan
t,t.~e llt tLe p:micular moments when You do with the assist
ance of a wry rlewr and ap·eeab!e wife. All' the rest keep on 
d, in;::, lln,j let ~Irs. L.unmle ke-ep on doing. !\ow, I ha,·e held 
my tun,·.:.: ''Len I thou;.:ht proper, and I haH spoken when I 
:l,,t::;ht J'n·per. ar.d there's an end of that. A.nd now the ques
ti ·n is," J'fC>-'ttded Fled;eby. with the greatest reluctance, 
" ''.a 'ou LJ w another e.::::!? " 

":\o. I\'. l'!1't." S-lid w~1mle shortly. 
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" Perhaps you're right and will find yourself better without 

it,'' replied Fascination, in greatly improved spirits. " To 
ask you if you'll have another rasher would be unmeaning 
flattery, for it would make you thirsty all day. Will you ha\·e 
some more bread and butter? " 

"No, I won't," repeated Larnmle. 
" Then I will," said Fascination. And it was not a mere 

retort for the sound's sake, but was a cheerful cogent conse
quence of the refusal; for if Lamrnle had applied himself 
again to the loaf, it would have been so heavily visited, in 
Fledgeby's opinion, as to demand abstinence from bread, on 
his part, for the remainder of that meal at least, if not for the 
whole of the next. 

Whether this young gentleman (for he was but three-and
tlventy) combined with the miserly vice of an old man, any of 
the open-handed vices of a young one, was a moot point; so 
very honourably did he keep his own counsel. He was sensible 
of the value of appearances as an investment, and liked to dress 
well; but he drove a bargain for every moveable about him, 
from the coat on his back to the china on his breakfast-table; 
and every bargain, by representing somebody's ruin or some
body's loss, acquired a peculiar charm for him. It was a part 
of his avarice to take, within narrow bounds, long odds at races; 
if he won, he drove harder bargains; if he lost, he half starnd 
himself until next time. Why money should be so precious to 
an Ass too dull and mean to exchange it for any other satisfac
tion, is strange; but there is no animal so sure to get laden with 
it, as the Ass who sees nothing written on the face of the earth 
and sky but the three letters L. S. D.-not Luxury. Sensuality, 
Dissoluteness, which they often stand for, but the three dry 
letters. Your concentrated Fox is seldom comparable to your 
concentrated Ass in money-breeding. 

Fascination Fledgeby feigned to be a young gentleman Jiying 
on his means, but was known secretly to be a kind of outlaw in 
the bill-broking line, and to put money out at hi;h interest in 
various wavs. His circle of familiar acquaintance, from :\Ir. 
Larnmle ro~nd, all had a touch of the outlaw, as to their ro\·in;::s 
in the meny greenwood of Jobbery Forest, lying on the out
skirts of the Share .Market and the Stock Exchange. 

"I suppose you, Lamrnle," said Fledgeby, eating his bread 
and butter, " always did go in for female society? " 

"Always,'' replied Lammle, glooming considerably t•nder 
his late treatment. 

"Came natural to you, eh? "said Fledgeb;·. 
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"The sex were pleased to like me, sir," said Lammle sulkily, 

but with the air of a man who had not been able to help himself. 
" ~fade a pretty good thing of marrying, didn't you? " asked 

Fledc:ebv. 
Tl~e other smiled (an ugly smile), and tapped one tap upon 

his nose. 
"~Iy late governor made a mess of it," said Fledgeby. "But 

Geor--is the right name Georgina or Georgiana? " 
•· Georgiana." 
"I was thinking yesterday, I didn't know there was such a 

name. I thought it must end in ina." 
"Why?" 
"\\11y. you play-if you can-the Concertina, you know," 

replied Fledgeby, meditating very slowly. "And you have
\\ hen you catch it-the Scarlatina. And you can come down 
from a balloon in a parach--no, you can't, though. Well, 
say Georgeute-I mean Georgiana." 

"You were going to remark of Georgiana--?" Lammle 
moodily hinted, after waiting in vain. 

" I was going to remark of Georgiana, sir," said Fledge by, not 
at all pleased to be reminded of his ha,·ing forgotten it, "that 
she don't seem to be violent. Don't seem to be of the pitching
in order." 

" She has the gentleness of the dm·e, :Mr. Fledgeby." 
"Of course, you'll say so," replied Fledgeby, sharpening, the 

moment his interest was touched by another. " But you know 
the rea! look-out is this :-what I say, not what you say. I say 
-baYing my late governor and my late mother in my eye
tl:at Georgiana don't seem to be of the pitching-in order." 

TLe re~p(·rted :!lir. Lammle was a bully, by nature and by 
u,ual practice. Perceidng, as Fledgeby's affronts cumulated, 
thJt runrili;ltion by no means answered the purpose here, he 
nnw din:cted a scowling look into Fledgeby's small eyes for the 
tfiect (,f the orposite treatment. Satisfied by what he saw 
tLue. he hurst into a Yiolent passion and struck his hand upon 
tl.e taLk making the china ring and dance. 

•· \\•u are a very offensi,·e fellow, sir," cried Mr. Lammle, 
ri,ing. .. \'uu are a Litihly offensi,·e scoundrel. What do you 
t::can bv tLis beha\ iour?" 

.. I s,; y.'' r~:nwnstr;ited Fledge by. "Don't break out." 
"\'uu are a \try off~nsi,·e fdlow. sir," repeated Mr. Lammle. 

"y,,u art' a l.i~Llv c'tTensive scoundrtl!" 
" I SJ.r. y<•U kn.u\1 ~ " ur,:ed H.:dt-:tby, quailing. 
"\Hy. Y•)U CJ•aN: and ,·ul;.::ar va;.:abond!" said ~Ir. Lammle, 
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looking fiercely about him, " if your servant was here to gi,-e 
me sixpence of your money to get my boots cleaned aftenvards 
-for you are not worth the expenditure-I'd kick you." 

"Xo, you wouldn't," pleaded Fledgeby. "I am sure you'd 
think better of it." 

" I tell you 'l':hat, ~Ir. Fledgeby," said Lammle, ad,·ancing on 
him. " Since you presume to contradict me, I'll assert myself 
a little. Give me vour nose! " 

Fledgeby co\·er~d it with his hand instead, and said, retreat
in<r "I be<r vou won't!" 

"ii Gi,·e ~e your nose, sir,'' repeated Lammle. 
Still covering that feature and backing, ~[r. Fledgeby re

iterated (apparently with a severe cold in his head), " I beg, I 
beg, you won't." 

".-illd this fellow," exclaimed Lammle, stopping and making 
the most of his chest-" this fellow presumes on my having 
selected him out of all the young fellows I know, for an ad,·an
tageous opportunity! This fellow presumes on my having in 
my desk round the corner, his dirty note of hand for a "Tetched 
sum payable on the occurrence of a certain ennt, which event 
can only be of my and my wife's bringing about! This fellow, 
Fledgeby, presumes to be impertinent to me, Lammle: Gi,·e 
me vour nose. sir ! " 

".Xo! St~p! I beg your pardon," said F1edgeby, with 
humilitv. 

"What do you say, sir?" demanded ~Ir. Lammle, seeming 
t'Jo furious to understand. 

"I beg your pardon," repeated Fledge by. 
"Repeat your words louder, sir. The just indignation of a 

gentleman has sent the blood boili.llg to my head. I don "t hear 
vou."' 
• " I say,'' repeated Fledgeby, with laborious explanatory 
noliteness, '' I beg your pardon.'' 
• Mr. laminle paused. ·• As a man of honour,'' said he, throw
inl! himself into a chair, " I am disarmed.'' 

~.Ir. Fled$:ebv also took a chair, though less demonstratinly. 
and by slm~ approaches removed his hand from his nose. Some 
natural diffidence assailed him as to blo'' ing it, so shortly after 
its havi.na' assumed a personal and delicate, not to say public 
character~ but he overcame his scruples by det,'!"ees, anC: 
modestlY took that libertY under an implied protest. 

•· Ladunle," he said s'neakingly, when that was done. "I 
hope we are friends again? " 

'· llr. Fledgeby," returned Lammle, "say no more." 
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"I must have gone too far in making myself disagreeable," 

said Fledge by, " but I never intended it." 
"Say no more, say no more!" Mr. Lammle repeated in a 

magnificent tone. " Give me your "-Fledge by started
"hand." 

They shook hands, and on Mr. Lammle's part, in particular, 
there ensued great geniality. For he was quite as much of a 
dastard as the other, and had .been in equal danger of falling 
into the second place for good, when he took heart just in time 
to act upon the information conveyed to him by Fledgeby's eye. 

The breakfast ended in a perfect understanding. Incessant 
machinations were to be kept at work by Mr. and .Mrs. Lammle; 
loYe was to be made for Fledgeby, and conquest was to be 
insured to him; he on his part very humbly admitting his 
defects as to the softer social arts, and entreating to be backed 
to the. utmost by his two able coadjutors. 

Little reeked Mr. Podsnap of the traps and toils besetting his 
Young Person. He regarded her as safe within the Temple of 
Podsnappery, biding the fulness of time when she, Georgiana, 
should take him, Fitz-Podsnap, who with all his worldly goods 
should her endow. It would call a blush into the cheek of his 
standard Young Person to have anything to do with such 
matters sa\'e to take as directed, and with worldly goods as per 
settlement to be enrlowed. Who giveth this woman to be 
married to this man? I, Podsnap. Perish the daring thought 
that any smaller creation should come between! 

It was a public holiday, and Fledge by did not recover his 
~pirits or his usual temperature of nose until the afternoon. 
\\'alking into the City in the holiday afternoon, he walked 
a,::ainst a liYing stream setting out of it; and thus, when he 
turn~d into the precincts of St. Mary Axe, he found a pre\·alent 
repose and quiet there. A yellow overhanging pl:>.ster-fronted 
house at which he stopped was quiet too. The blinds were all 
ora 11 n down, and the inscription Pubsey and Co. seemed to 
J, •1e in the countin;;-house 11. in dow on the ground floor giving 
un the ~kcpy street. 

Fh:d;:l'hy knud.:cd and rang, and Fledge by rang and knocked, 
but no unl· ca:nc. Fkd;.:eby crossed the narrow street and 
J,,,,h:d up at tl.e hot:se-11induws, but nobody looked down at 
FJ, d;tby. lie ,:ut out of t<:mper, crossed the narrow street 
;:,_:,,;n, and pt.ll,d t~.e huuse-bell as if it were the hoCJse·s nose, 
a11d },(' \H're t.d,in;! a hint from his late experience, His ear at 
ti.~.: h_,,:i<,\: "'mnj thin, at last, to him :?.s>urance that 
St••::L tL!•;; otirr,·d 11 itLin. His eye at the l:tyhole seemed to 
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confum his ear, for he angrily pulled the house's nose again, and 
pulled and pulled and continued to pull, until a human nose 
appeared in the dark doorway. 

"Now, you sir!" cried Fledgeby. "These are nice 
games!" 

He addressed an old Jewish man in an ancient coat, long of 
skirt, and wide of pocket. A venerable man, bald and shining 
at the top of his head, and with long grey hair flowing down at 
its sides and mingling with his beard. A man who with a grace
ful Eastern action of homage bent his head and stretched out 
his hands with the palms downward, as if to deprecate the 
wrath of a superior. 

"What have you been up to?" said Fledgeby, storming at 
him. 

"Generous Christian master," urged the Jewish man, "it 
being holiday, I looked for no one." 

"Holiday be blowed!" said Fledgeby, entering. "What 
have you got to do with holidays? Shut the door." 

With his former action the old man obeyed. In the entry 
hung his rusty large-brimmed low-crowned hat, as long out 
of date as his coat; in the corner near it stood his staff-no 
walking-stick, but a veritable staff. Fledgeby turned into the 
counting-house, perched himself on a business stool, and cocked 
his hat. There were light boxes on shelves in the counting
house, and strings of mock beads hanging up. There were 
samples of cheap clocks, and samples of cheap vases of flowers. 
Foreign toys, all. 

Perched on the stool with his hat cocked on his head and one 
of his legs dangling, the youth of Fledgeby hardly contrasted 
to advantage with the age of the Jewish man as he stood with 
his bare head bowed, and his eyes (which he only raised in speak
ing) on the ground. His clothing was worn down to the rusty 
hue of the hat in the entry, but though he looked shabby he did 
not look mean. Now Fledgeby, though not shabby, did look 
mean. 

"You have not told me what you were up to, you sir," said 
Fledge by, scratching his head with the brim of his hat. 

"Sir, I was breathing the air." 
"In the cellar, that you didn't hear?" 
" On the house-top." 
"Upon my soul! That's a way of doing business." 
"Sir," the old man represented with a grave and patient air, 

"there must be two parties to the transaction of business, and 
the holiday has left me alone." 
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"A11! Can't be buyer and seller too. That's what the Jews 
say, ain't it?" 

"At least we say truly, if we say so," answered the old man 
with a smile. 

" Your people need speak the truth sometimes, for they lie 
enough," remarked Fascination Fledgeby. 

"Sir, there is," returned the old man ·with quiet emphasis, 
" too much untruth among all denominations of men." 

Rather dashed, Fascination Fledgeby took another scratch at 
his intellectual head with his hat, to gain time for rallying. 

"For instance," he resumed, as though it were he who had 
spoken last, " who but you and I ever heard of a poor Jew? " 

'' The Jews," said the old man, raising his eyes from the 
ground with his former smile. " They hear of poor Jews often, 
and are very good to them." 

"Bother that!" returned Fledgeby. "You know what I 
mean. You'd persuade me, if you could, that you are a poor 
Jew. I wish you'd confess how much you really did make out 
of my late governor. I should have a better opinion of you." 

The old man only bent his head, and stretched out his hands 
as before. 

"Don't go on posturing like a Deaf and Dumb School," said 
the ingenious Fledgeby, '' but express yourself like a Christian 
--or as nearly as you can." 

'' I had had sickness and misfortunes, and was so poor," said 
the old man, " as hopelessly to owe the father principal and 
intere~t. The son inheriting, was so merciful as to forgive me 
both, and place me here." 

He made a little gesture as though he kissed the hem of an 
ima;:inary garment worn by the noble youth before him. It 
'' [•5 llUmbly done, but picturesquely, and was not abasing to 
tl:e doer. 

·:You won't say more, I see," said Fledgeby, looking at him 
as If he would like to try the effect of extracting a double-tooth 
or t\\O, "and so it's of no use my putting it to you. But 
co nbs this. Riah; who believes you to be poor now? " 

'' ~o une,'' said the old man. 
"Tl.ue you're right," assented Fledgtby . 

. .. ~o one,'' repeated the old man with a grave slow waYe of 
1.~> L~ad. " .-\11 scout it as a fable. \\"ere I to sa\' 'This little 
i.~ncy Lu>inc':i is not mine '; '' with a lithe sweep. ~f his easily
t~iming kmd arot.:nd him, to comprtLend the nrious objects 
(•ll the ~bth ~:s; " ' it is the little business of a Christian youn(r 
;;.tntlt ·n.m \lilt) p!Jces me, his sernnt, in trust and charge here~ 
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and to whom I am accountable for every single bead,' they 
would laugh. When, in the larger money-business, I tell the 
borrowers--" 

" I say, old chap!" interposed Fledgeby, "I hope you mind 
what you do tell 'em?" 

"Sir, I tell them no more than I am about to repeat. When 
I tell them, 'I cannot promise this, I cannot answer for the other, 
I must see my principal, I have not the money, I am a poor man 
and it does not rest with me,' they are so unbelieving and so 
impatient, that they sometimes curse me in Jehovah's name." 

" That's deuced good, that is! " said Fascination Fledge by. 
" And at other times they say, ' Can it never be done without 

these tricks, Mr. Riah? Come, come, Mr. Riah, we know the 
arts of your people '-my people!-' If the money is to be lent, 
fetch it, fetch it; if it is not to be lent, keep it and say so.' 
They never believe me." 

"That's all right," said Fascination Fledgeby. 
"They say, 'We know, Mr. Riah, we know. We have but 

to look at you, and we know.'" 
" Oh, a good 'un are you for the post," thought Fledgeby, 

"and a good 'un was I to mark you out for it! I may be slow, 
but I am precious sure." 

Not a syllable of this reflection shaped itself in any scrap of 
Mr. Fledgeby's breast, lest it should tend to put his servant's 
price up. But looking at the old man as he stood quiet with his 
head bowed and his eyes cast down, he felt that to relinquish 
an inch of his baldness, an inch of his grey hair, an inch of his 
coat-skirt, an inch of his hat-brim, an inch of his walking-staff, 
would be to relinquish hundreds of pounds. 

"Look here, Riah,'' said Fledgeby, mollified by these self
approving considerations. " I want to go a little more into 
buying up queer bills. Look out in that direction." 

"Sir, it shall be done." 
" Casting my eye over the accounts, I find that branch of 

business pays pretty fairly, and I am game for extending it. 
I like to know people's affairs likewise. So look out." 

" Sir, I will, promptly." 
"Put it about in the right quarters, that you'll buy queer 

bills by the lump-by the pound weight if that's all-supposing 
you see your way to a fair chance on looking over the parcel. 
And there's one thing more. Come to me with the books for 
periodical inspection as usual, at eight on Monday morning." 

Riah drew some folding tablets from his breast and noted it 
down. 
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·'That's all I wanted to say at the present time," continued 
Fled::eby in a tm~d,;l.'1g nin, a> he got on the stool, '' except 
tl,at I wi_.;h You'd t<<ke the air where ,-ou can hear the bell, or 
the knocker; either one of the two or- both. By-the-bye, how· 
J,) you take the air at the top of the house? Do you stick y01.:r 
!1ead out of a ch.i:nr,ey-pot? " . 

.. ~ir, there are leads there, and I have made a l!ttle garden 
tl11:re." 

.. To burv vour moneY in. You old dodz-er? ., 
•· .\. thu~.b-nail's space o(garden wou~ld hold the treasure I 

b"Jry. master:· said Riah. .. Twelve shillings a week, e\·en 
wr.~:n tf.ev are an oid man·s wa::es. burY themselves." 

.. I sho~ld like to know what-\"OU reallv are worth,'' returned 
Fled;eby, with whom his gTo'~i11g rich- on that stipend and 
;.:Tatitude 11as a nrv conwnient fiction. " But come~ Let's 
!.aYe a look at your iarden on the tiles, before I go! " 

T!1e uld man took a step back, and hesitated . 
.. Truly, sir, I haYe company there." 
·• Have you, by George! " said Fled;eby. " I suppose you 

f.appen to know whose premises these are? " 
.. Sir. they are yours, and I am your sernnt in tf.em." 
.. Oh! I thou;ht you mi..:ht h:n·e oYerlooked that,'' retorted 

fled..:dn·, with his en:s ('n Ri,l.h's beard as he felt for his own: 
.. LJ.~·in~ compa.1y on my pren:ises, you know!" . 

" Cume t:p and see the guests, sir. I hope for your admission 
tl·,,n the1· can do no harm.'' 

l'J.s~ii~;! him '' ith a courteous re\"Crence, specially unlike a2y 
;\Ctlun tlut )!r. Fled_eby could for his life LaYe in1parte.J to his 
""n b.::,d and Lands. the old man be:::an to a5cend t~·.e stairs . 
• \.s 1.e t,,;Jed on Ld·m. 11 ith his palm upon the stair-rail. and his 
J,r..! \.\.t,k skirt. a nry t-aiYerdir.e. onrh.anging each successiYe 
~tt:p. I.e mi:,!,t haYe Ut:tn the leaG.c-r in sume piL..rrima~e: ui de,·o
tlu::,,J a;, ent t•J a p:upi.et"s t(•mU. :\"ut trc.ubled b1· am· such 
\lt:.>K i:n.i_i!1ir.:;-. Fa"LLla:iun FbLt:by merely spe.cubted on 
t!,e t::::t: ul Lie "t ,.,Jj, .: Lis L.:.;rd bd Le.run. ar.d thou..::!r once 
n:o.:·~: "i .. ,t a ,.:.,,.j 'un h: ''"':; fvr t~,e part.- · ~ 

s. •:r.e :',a..;.! W•)~··~en st~::~-5 c•,ndJctcd them. stoopin; under a 
}oJW r ... nt-!.toJ~e rcouf, to tLe Louse-tc•p. Ri ... h StOCtd and, 
tJrU:l..: \oo Li, r:aster. r)\_•lnttd (IUt t,is t,'lle5t3. 

Liu:e H":-...;.m ai<G Jem:y \\"ren. F(•T whom, perl::.ips with 
'.;r.~: ,.:.J i:,<i:·,, t _,,j Lis r:,l!:, tLe ~~:r.tlc Je~· had >pr~:ad a c.lrpet. 
:"'t: .. td L•n I~. ;.,_,,;n,t ll•} n:•_.re rum.J.nuc (•bjn:t than a LLili>.tned 
1 l.i:nnt·y-;t..!.• 1.: l'' t·r "l.i, h 5• •E.e humLle tTeepcr had been trained, 
t!;ry l..:·th p<.•rt:J uYtr one t. ..... k; lK•th "ith a.ttentin: f.lct5; 
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Jenny with the sharper; Lizzie with the more perplexed. 
Another little book or two were lying near, and a common basket 
of common fruit, and another basket full of strings of beads and 
tinsel scraps. A few boxes of humble flowers and evergreens 
completed the garden; and the encompassing wilderness of 
dowager old chimneys twirled their cowls and fluttered their 
smoke, rather as if they were bridling, and fanning themselves, 
and looking on in a state of airy surprise. 

Taking her eyes off the book, to test her memory of something 
in it, Lizzie was the first to see herself observed. As she rose, 
Miss Wren likewise became conscious, and said, irreverently 
addressing the great chief of the premises: " Whoever you 
are, I can't get up, because my back's bad and my legs are 
queer." 

" This is my master," said Riah, stepping forward. 
("Don't look like anybody's master," observed l\Iiss Wren 

to herself, with a hitch of her chin and eyes.) 
" This, sit," pursued the old man, " is a little dressmaker for 

little people. Explain to the master, Jenny." 
"Dolls; that's all," said Jenny, shortly. "Very difficult to 

fit too, because their figures are so uncertain. You never know 
where to expect their waists." 

" Her friend," resumed the old man, motioning towards Lizzie; 
" and as industrious as virtuous. But that they both are. 
They are busy early and late, sir, early and late; and in by-times, 
as on this holiday, they go to book-learning." 

"Xot much good to be got out of that," remarked Fledgeby. 
"Depends upon the person!" quoth Miss Wren, snapping 

him up. 
"I made acquaintance "'-ith my guests, sir," pursued the Jew, 

"-ith an evident purpose of drawing out the dressmaker," through 
their coming here to buy of our damage and waste for :.\!iss 
Jenny's millinery. Our waste goes into the best of company. 
sir, on her rosy-cheeked little customers. They wear it in their 
hair, and on their ball-dresses, and even (so she tells me) are 
presented at Court with it." 

"Ah! " said Fledge by, on whose intelligence this doll-fancy 
made rather strong demands; " she's been buying that basketful 
to-day, I suppose? " 

"I suppose she has," ~Iiss Jenny interposed; "and paying 
for it too, most likely t" 

" Let's have a look at it," said the suspicious chief. Riah 
handed it to him. " How much for this now? " 

" Two precious silver shillings," said ~Iiss Wren. 
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Riah confirmed her with two nods, as F1edgeby looked to 
him. A nod for each shilling. 

··Well." said F1edgebY, poking into the contents of the 
ba;:ket with his forefinger. ·· the price is not so baJ. You han 
got good measure, ~lis" \n,at-is-it? .. 

··Try Jenny," sugge-:ted that young lady with -;."Teat calm.•1ess . 
.. You ha,·e got go(·d measure. ~liss J enn:··: b·.:t the price is 

not so bad.-.\nd you ... said Fledge by. tur:,i!'.; to t~.t <:ther 
,·isitor. ··do YOU bu,· annh:inz here. miss:·· 

.. ~o. sir:·· · · ·- · 

.. ~or ~e~.anything neither. miss? .. 

.. ~0. SIT. 

Looking askew at the questioner. Jenny stole her hand cp 
to her friend's. and drew her bend down. so that she bent 
beside her on her knee. · 

"\re are thankful to come here for rest. sir.'' said TeiL11·.·. 
'' You see, you don't know what the rest of tb1 place is· to us; 
does he, Lizzie? It's the quiet. and the air ... 

" The quiet: ,. repeated fledge by, with a contemptuous tum 
of his head towards the CitY's roar. ·· .\nd the air: .. with a 
•· Poof: " at the smoke. · 

.. :\h: ., said Jenny. .. But it's so high. .\.nd you see the 
douds mshing on aboYe the narrow streets. not minding them, 
and y•1u see the golden arrows pointing at the mounta.in.s in the 
sh from which the wind comes. and ,·ou fed as ii YO'.: were 
dead... · · · 

The little creature looked above her, holdi.Ylf up hr slight 
transparent hand. 

" How do You feel when YOU are dead? .. a>ktd F1edzeb,·. 
much perplex-ed. · " · 

'' Oh. so tranquil~ .. cried the little creature. smil.ing. .. Oh. 
so peaceful and so thankful: .\nd you hear the pt'1ple who 
are ali\'e. crying, and working, and callin:::: to vne a:.uthtr do'm 
in the dose dark streets, and you >ttm tv pity thtm so: .\nd 
such a chain has fallen frvm you. and st:c:b a ;rrang.: good 
~rrowiul happiness comes upon you: ·· 

Her e\1!:5 fell on the old man. who. with his Lmds folded. 
quittly lOOked on. . . . 

" Why, it was only just now;· said the little creature:. pointing 
at h.im. " that I fancied I saw him come out oi his gran: He 
:.toiled out at that low door so bent and v•om. and then he took 
1

1ais breath and stood upright, and looked all round him at the 
lky, aod the 1rind bin· upon him, and his life down in the dark 
11'15 over!-Till be •-as c:aDed beck to life," she added, looking 
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round at Fledgeby with that lower look of ~harpness. " Why 
did you call him back? " 

"He was long enough coming, anyhow," grumbled Fledgeby. 
" But you are not dead, you know," said Jenny Wren. " Get 

down to life ! " 
Mr. Fledgeby seemed to think it rather a good suggestion, 

and with a nod turned round. As Riah followed to attend him 
down the stairs, the little creature called out to the Jew in a 
silvery tone, " Don't be long gone. Come back, and be dead! " 
And still as they went down they heard the little sweet voice, 
more and more faintly, half calling and half singing, " Come 
back and be dead, Come back and be dead! " 

When they got down into the entry, Fledge by, pausing under 
the shadow of the broad old hat, and mechanically poising the 
staff, said to the old man: 

"That's a handsome girl, that one in her senses." 
" And as good as handsome," answered Riah. 
" At all events," observed Fledgeby, with a dry whistle, 

" I hope she ain't bad enough to put any chap up to the fasten-
. ings, and get the premises broken open. You look out. Keep 
your weather eye awake, and don't make any more acquaint
~nces, however handsome. Of course you always keep my 
name to yourself? " 

" Sir, assuredly I do." 
"If they ask it, say it's Pubsey, or say it's Co., or say it's 

~nything you like, but what it is.'' 
His grateful servant-in whose race gratitude is deep, strong, 

and enduring-bowed his head, and actually did now put the 
hem of his coat to his lips: though so lightly that the wearer 
knew nothing of it. 

Thus Fascination Fledgeby went his way, exulting in the 
artful cleverness with which he had turned his thumb down on 
a Jew, and the old man went his different way up-stairs. As 
he mounted, the call or song began to sound in his ears again, 
~nd, looking above, he saw the face of the little creature looking 
down out of a Glory of her long bright radiant hair, and musically 
repeating to him, like a vision: "Come up and be dead! Come 
up and be dead! " 
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CH.\PTER VI 

A RIDDLE WITHOCT A.'< A.."\SWER 

AGA.I:S ~Ir. ~Iortimer Lightwood and ~Ir. Eugene Wraybum 
sat together in the Temple. This evening, however, they were 
not together in the place of business of the eminent solicitor, 
but in another dismal set of chambers facing it on the same 
second floor; on whose dungeon-like black outer..Ooor appeared 
the legend: 

PR.IYATE. 

MR. EcGEXE WRA\"Bl'"R.X. 

~lR. ~!ORTB!ER LIGIITWOOD. 

n:..- J!r. Light .. cood's Offices opposite.) 

:\ppcarances indicated that this establishment was a ,-ery 
recent institution. The white letters of the inscription were 
extremely white and extremely strong to the sense of smell, 
the complexion of the tables and chairs was (like Lady Tippins's) 
a little too blooming to be belieYed in, and the carpets and 
floorcloth seemed to rush at the beholder's face in the unusual 
prominency of their patterns. But the Temple, accustomed 
to tone down both the still life and the human life that has much 
to do with it, would soon get the better of all that. 

"\\'tll! ''said Eugene, on one side of the fire," I feel tolerably 
n,mfortable. I hope the upholsterer may do the same." 

"\\l1y shouldn't he?" asked Lightwood, from the other side 
of the fire. 

"To be sure," pursued Eugene, reflecting, "he is not in the 
S(·cr~:t of our pecuniary affairs, so perhaps he may be in an easy 
frame d mind." 

"\\"e sh:1ll pay him." said ~Iortimer. 
'' SLall \\ e really? " returned Eugene, indolently surprised. 

" \'Pu d"n't sa,· so!" 
"I n·,fan to ·pay him, Eugene, for my part," said ~ortimer, 

in a sli~Lth· injured tone. 
":\h! I mt:an to pay him, too," retorted "But 

t!,~n I n•• ~in so much that 1-that I don't me;1n." 
" 1\·n 't r.:e.<n? " 
"So mc;<'h tt.Jt I onlv mean and shall alwan onlY mean and 

n· ': l.in~ rH·r~. m\· de..1.r ~Iortimr:r. It's the s.1rne thinz." 
Jl i,- f ri< nd. h In::! b.1c k in ~,is easY-chair. watched-him h-inz 

t ... k illl.i:; ea;::.-d:.:.ir, as he strttched out bis on the hearth: 
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rug, and said, with the amused look that Eugene Wrayburn 
could always awaken in him without seeming to try or care: 

"Anyhow, your vagaries have increased the bill." 
" Calls the domestic virtues vagaries! " exclaimed Eugene, 

raising his eyes to the ceiling. . 
" This very complete little kitchen of ours," said Mortimer, 

" in which nothing will ever be cooked--" 
"My dear, dear Mortimer," returned his friend, lazily lifting 

his head a little to look at him, "how often have I pointed out 
to you that its moral influence is the important thing?" 

" Its moral influence on this fellow! " exclaimed Lightwood, 
laughing. 

" Do me the favour," said Eugene, getting out of his chair 
with much gravity, "to come and inspect that feature of our 
establishment which you rashly disparage." With that, taking 
up a candle, he conducted his chum into the fourth room of the 
set of chambers-a little narrow room-which was very com
pletely and neatly fitted as a kitchen. " See," said Eugene, 
" miniature flour-barrel, rolling-pin, spice-box, shelf of brown 
jars, chopping-board, coffee-mill, dresser elegantly furnished 
with crockery, saucepans and pans, roasting-jack, a charming 
kettle, an armoury of dish-covers. The moral influence of these 
objects, in forming the domestic virtues, may have an immense 
influence upon me, not upon you, for you are a hopeless case, 
but upon me. In fact, I have an idea that I feel the domestic 
virtues already forming. Do me the favour to step into my 
bedroom. Secretaire, you see, and abstruse set of solid mahog
any pigeon-holes, one for every letter of the alphabet. To what 
use do I devote them? I receive a bill-say from Jones. I 
docket it neatly, at the secretaire, JONES, and I put it into 
pigeon-hole J. It's the next thing to a receipt and is quite as 
satisfactory to me. And I very much wish, Mortimer," sitting 
on his bed, with the air of a philosopher lecturing a disciple, 
" that my example might induce you to cultivate habits of 
punctuality and method; and, by means of the moral influences 
with which I have surrounded you, to encourage the formation 
of the domestic virtues." 

Mortimer laughed again, with his usual commentaries of 
"How can you be so ridiculous, Eugene! " and "What an 
absurd fellow you are! " but when his laugh was out, there was 
something serious, if not anxious, in his face. Despite that 
pernicious assumption of lassitude and indifference which had 
become his second nature, he was strongly attached to his friend. 
He had founded himself upon Eugene when they were yet boys 
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at school; and at this hour imitated him no less, admired him 
no less, JoYed him no less, than in those departed days. 

"Eugene," said he," if I could find you in earnest for a minute, 
I would try to say an earnest word to you." 

" An earnest word? " repeated Eugene. " The moral in
fluences are be.0nning to work. Say on." 

"\Ytll, I will," returned the other, "though you are not 
earnest Yet." 

" In this desire for earnestness," murmured Eugene, with 
the air of one who was meditating deeply, " I trace the happy 
influences of the little flour - barrel and the coffee - mill. 
Gratifying." 

" Eugene," resumed ~Iortimer, disregarding the light inter
ruption, and laying a hand upon Eugene's shoulder, as he, 
:!lfortimer, stood before him seated 'on his bed, "you are '\"lith
holding something from me." 

Eugene looked at him, but said nothing. 
"All this past summer, you have been withholding something 

from me. Before we entered on our boating Yacation, you were 
as bent upon it as I have seen you upon anything since we first 
rowed together. But you cared \·ery little for it when it came, 
often found it a tie and a drag upon you, and were constantly 
a"ay. ~ow it was well enough half-a-dozen times, a dozen 
times, twenty times, to say to me in your O\\n odd manner, 
"hich I knew so well and like so much, that your disappearances 
were precautions against our boring one another; but of course 
after a short while I began to know that they cowred something. 
I d•,n't ask what it is, as you have not told me; but the fact is 
so. Say,isitnot?" 

"I fi1·e you my word of honour, ~Iortimer," returned Eugene, 
aftc·r a serious pause of a few moments, "that I don't know." 

"fk·n't kn()W, Eu:::-ene?" 
"l'pon my soul, d-on't know. I know less about myself than 

alx•ut mcd pt('ple in the world, and I don't know." 
" Y uu b 1·e some desi:::n in Your mind? " 
"JLt1e I? I don't tLink (r:a\·e." 
".\t anY rate, yc•u ha,·e some subject of interest thtre which 

u;td nM t•) be tLere? " 
"I n'.,lh· can't say," replied Eugene, shaking his head Llan:Jy, 

J.!ta p.tU<in::: a~ain to reconsider. " At times I ha 1·e tLou::.:ht 
~t:s: at otLer ti!l·:es I ~.a1·e thou,;ht no. ~ow, I haYe ~en 
ir.. :i:ll j t•) p:.;:;ue 5Ulh a surJjtct; now, I I-..:n·e ft!t that it was 
..:

1·":r·l ar.J t'.,t it tired and ern~,,ur.:med n·.e .. \bso!uttlv. I 
,_,n't ~·'Y· Fw:iJy and f.iithfully, I would if I c0dd." · 
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So replying, he clapped ·a hand, in his tum, on his friend's 
shoulder, as he rose from his seat upon the bed, and said: 

"You must take your friend as he is. You know what I am, 
my dear Mortimer. You know how dreadfully susceptible I am 
to boredom. You know that when I became enough of a man 
to find myself an embodied conundrum, I bored myself to the 
last degree by trying to find out what I meant. You know that 
at length I gave it up, and declined to guess any more. Then 
how can I possibly give you the answer that I have not dis
covered? The old nursery form runs, ' Riddle-me-riddle-me
ree, p'raps you can't tell me what this may be?' My reply runs, 
'No. Upon my life, I can't.' " 

So much of what was fantastically true to his own knowledge 
of this utterly careless Eug,ene mingled with the answer, that 
Mortimer could not receive it as a mere evasion. Besides, it was 
given with an engaging air of openness, and of special exemption 
of the one friend he valued, from his reckless indifference. 

" Come, dear boy! " said Eugene. " Let us try the effect of 
smoking. If it enlightens me at all on this question, I will 
impart unreservedly." 

They returned to the room they had come from, and, finding 
it heated, opened a window. Having lighted their cigars, they 
leaned out of this window, smoking, and looking down at the 
moonlight, as it shone into the court below. 

"No enlightenment," resumed Eugene, after certain minutes 
of silence. " I feel sincerely apologetic, my dear Mortimer, but 
nothing comes." 
' " If nothing comes," returned Mortimer, " nothing can come 

from it. So I shall hope that this may hold good throughout, 
and that there may be nothing on foot. Nothing injurious to 
you, Eugene, or--" 

Eugene stayed him for a moment with his hand on his arm, 
while he took a piece of earth from an old flower-pot on the 
window-sill, and dexterously shot it at a little point of light 
opposite; having done which to his satisfaction, he said, " Or? " 

"Or injurious to any one else.'' 
" How," said Eugene, taking another little piece of earth, 

and shooting it with great precision at the former mark, " how 
injurious to any one else? " 

" I don't know." 
"And,'' said Eugene, taking, as he said the word, another 

shot, " to whom else? " 
" I don't know." 
Checking himself with another piece of earth in his hand, 
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Eug-ene looked at his friend inquiringly and a little suspiciously. 
There was no concealed or half-expressed meaning in his face. 

"Two belated wanderers in the mazes of the law," said Eugene, 
attracted by the sound of footsteps, and glancing down as he 
spoke, "stray into the court. They examine the door-posts of 
number one, seeking the name they want. Not finding it at 
number one, they come to number two. On the hat of wanderer 
number two, the shorter one, I drop this pellet. Hitting him 
on the hat, I smoke serenely, and become absorbed in contem
plation of the sky." 

Both the wanderers looked up towards the window; but, 
after interchanging a mutter or two, soon applied themselYes to 
the door-posts below. There they seemed to discover what they 
\1 anted, for they disappeared from Yiew by entering at the door
way. "When they emerge," said Eugene, " you shall see me 
bring them both down; " and so prepared two pellets for the 
purpose. 

He had not reckoned on their seeking his name, or Lightwood's. 
But either the one or the other would seem to be in question, for 
now there came a knock at the door. " I am on duty to-night/' 
said Mortimer, "stay where you are, Eugene." Requiring 
no persuasion, he stayed there, smoking quietly, and not at all 
curious to know who knocked, until ~Iortimer spoke to him from 
"ithin the room, and touched him. Then, drawing in his head, 
he found the visitors to be young Charley Hexam and the schoo!
m<lster; both standing facing him, and both recognised at a 
t!Lmce. 

" You recollect this young fellow, Eugene? " said ]fortimer. 
" Let me look at him," returned Wrayburn, coolly. " Oh, 

yes, ws. I recollect him! " 
· He had not been about to repeat that former action of taking 
Lim by the chin, but the boy had suspected him of it, and had 
thro\\n up his arm, with an angry start. Laughingly, Wr:.n-· 
uurn looked to Lightwood for an explanation of this odj 
Yisit. · 

" He says he has somethin;:r to say." 
"Surelv it must be to you, ~lortimer." 
"So I thought, but he says no. He says it is to you." 
"Yes, 1 do say so," interposed the boy. "And I mean to 

say what I want to say, too, Mr. Eugene \\'rayburn!" 
ra,,in::: him with his eyes as if there were nothin(J where he 

stood. E~;.:ene looked on to Bradley Headstone. '"'\\'ith con
summate indolence, he turned to ~!ortimer, inquiring: "And 
"ho may this other person be? " 
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" I am Cu.ries Hexam's friend," said Bradlev; " I am 
Qarles Hexam's schooimaster." · 

"::\Iy good sir, you should teach your pupils better manners," 
r<:tu.'"I:ed Euzene. 

Corr~posedly smoking. he leaned an elbow on the chimney
piece, at the side of the fire, and looked at the schoolmaster. 
It was a cruel look. in its cold disdain of as a creature of no 
worth. The schoolmaster looked at him, and that, too. was a 
cruel look, t.1ough of the different kind, that it had a 
je-aloU5y a.'ld fiery wrath in it. 

·re-ry remarkably, neither Eugene Wraybum nor Bradley 
Hcad.:itone I0Vked at all at the boy. Through the ensuing 
dialogue. those two. no matter who spoke, or whom was ad
cressed. k'()ked at each other. There was some secret, sure 
oercecti·.:m between them, which set them against one another m alfwaYs. ~ 

·'In some hig!l respects, ).Ir. Eugene Wraybum," said Bradley, 
lm.:;·wer.n; him with pale and quivering lips. " the natural feel

of my pupils are stronger t.l-tan my teaching." 
In most respects, I dare say," replied Eugene, enjoying his 

ci,:-ar, '·though whether high or low is of no importance. You 
haw m~- name very correctly. Pray what is yours?" 

"It cannot concern you much to know, but--" 
"True," interposed Eugene, striking sharply and cuttin; 

him short at his mistake, "it does not concern me at all to know. 
I can Schoolmaster. which is a most respectable title. You 
a.re Sd.vo!master." 

It was not t.'le d·Jllest part of this goad in its galling of Bradley 
Et:"adstone. that he had made it himself in a moment of in· 
cautious a.~ger. He tried to set his lips so as to prevent their 
quiwring:. but t~,ey qui\·ered fast. 

"J!r. Euzer.e Wravburn." said the bo,-, "I want a word 
with -.c,u. i l:.a,·e '.'~'anted it so much, that we have looked out 
•our address in tb.e bock. and we have been to vour oifice. and 
~e !:a\·e come from vour office here." . 

'·You have gj\·e~ vourself much trouble. Schoolmaster.'' 
observed ~ blowmg the feathery ash from his ci;;ar. " I 

it ma' pro,·e remlmerati,·e." 
_bd f a:n glad t•) speak," pursued the boy. "in presence 

c·i Jir. Li.z:.twO<:..:i. because it was throu:;;~ J!r. Li:htwood that - -. ,, ....... ~ 

vcu eYer saw r::;x sl3ter . 
• For a rr.ere n.:·r.::.errt. Wravtm.rn turned his en~s asi.ie from 
t::e S•±•x~:er t1 n•)te t2e t::!e<:t of the la.;t word on ~.[onimer, 
w:.o, on r:.e side of the fi.re, as S•J<Jn as the 
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word was spoken, turned his face towards the fire and looked 
down into it. 

" Similarly, it was through Mr. Lightwood that you e\·er saw 
her a!lain, for you were with him on the night when my father 
was f~und, and so I found you with her on the next day. Since 
then, you have seen my sister often. You have seen my sister 
oftener and oftener. And I want to know, why?" 

" Was this worth while, Schoolmaster? " murmured Eugene, 
with the air of a disinterested 11dviser. "So much trouble for 
nothing? You should know best, but I think not." 

" I don't know, Mr. \Vrayburn," answered Bradley, with his 
passion rising, " why you address me--" 

" Don't you? " said Eugene. " Then I won't." 
lie said it so tauntingly in his perfect placidity, that the 

respectaLle right hand clutching the respectable hair-guard of 
the respectable watch could have wound it round his throat 
and strangled him with it. Kot another word did Eugene deem 
it worth while to utter, but stood leaning his head upon his 
hand, smoking and looking imperturbably at the chafing 
Dradley Headstone with his clutching right hand, until Bradley 
was well-ni~h mad. 

"~1r. W~ayburn," proceeded the boy, "we not only know 
this that I ha,·e charged upon you, but we know more. It has 
not yet come to my sister's knowledge that we have found it out, 
but we ha\·e. \\'e had a plan, Mr. Headstone and I, for my 
sistc:r's education, and for its being advised and owrlooked by 
.!l!r. Headstone, who is a much more competent authority, what
nc-r you may pretend to think, as you smoke, than you could 
produce if you tried. Then what do we find? What do we 
find. ~!r. Light1mod? Why, we find that my sister is already 
].,·ing tau,.,ht, without our knowing it. We find that while my 
,i,ttr ;:ciYts an unwilling and cold ear to our schemes for her 
<Hktnta;:e-I, her brrJther, and .!IIr. Headstone, the most com
pttuH authority, as Lis certificates would easily pro1·e, that 
CPuld ],e productd-she is wilfully and willingly profiting by 
•·tlh r s~ !.emes. .\ye, and taking pains, too, for I know what 
<uch P••ins are. And so does ~1r. Headstone! \rei!! Somebody 
1.;1 ~-s fur tl1is, is a thought that naturally occurs to us; who 
!'·~~,;? \\'e apply uur~th·es to find out, ~.Ir. Lightwood, and we 
t>ld tkt yc,ur friend, this ~1r. Eugene \\'rayburn here, paYs. 
Thtn I ;,sk Lim what ri:.:ht has he to do it and what does ·he 
r• • .. n by it, and Low con~es he to be taking ~uch a liberty with
,,_:\ m~- <uJi<tnt. 1·.hml am raisinz myself in the scale o(society 
l·y my m1n c:v·rtiuns and ~Ir. Headstone's aid, and ha,·e no 
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right to have any darkness cast' upon my prospects, or any 
imputation upon my respectability, through my sister? " 

The boyish weakness of this speech, combined with its great 
selfishness, made it a poor one indeed. And yet Bradley Head
stone, used to the little audience of a school, and unused to the 
larger ways of men, showed a kind of exultation in it. 

'' Now I tell Mr. Eugene Wrayburn," pursued the boy, forced 
into the use of the third person by the hopelessness of addressing 
him in the first, "that I object to his having any acquaintance 
at all with my sister, and that I request him to drop it altogether. 
He is not to take it into his head that I am afraid of my sister's 
caring for him--" 

(As the boy sneered, the Master sneered, and Eugene blew off 
the feathery ash again.) 

"-But I object to it, and that's enough. I am more im
portant to my sister than he thinks. As I raise myself, I intend 
to raise her; she knows that, and she has to look to me for her 
prospects. Now I understand all this very well, and so does Mr. 
Headstone. My sister is an excellent girl, but she has some 
romantic notions; not about such things as your Mr. Eugene 
Wrayburns, but about the death of my father and other matters 
of that sort. Mr. Wrayburn encourages those notions to make 
himself of importance, and so she thinks she ought to be grateful 
to him, and perhaps even likes to be. Now I don't choose her 
to be grateful to him, or to be grateful to anybody but me, 
except Mr. Headstone. And I tell Mr. Wrayburn that if he 
don't take heed of what I say, it will be worse for her. Let him 
turn that over in his memory, and make sure of it. Worse for 
her!" 

A pause ensued, in which the schoolmaster looked very 
awkward. 

"May I suggest, Schoolmaster," said Eugene, removing his 
fast-waning cigar from his lips to glance at it, " that you can 
now take your pupil away?" 

"And l\Ir. Lightwood," added the boy, with a burning face, 
under the flaming aggravation of getting no sort of answer or 
attention, " I hope you'll take notice of what I have said to 
your friend, and of what your friend has heard me say, word by 
word, whatever he pretends to the contrary. You are bound 
to take notice of it, Mr. Lightwood, for, as I have already men
tioned, you first brought your friend into my si&ler's company, 
and but for you we never should have seen him. Lord knows 
none of us ever wanted him, any more than any of us will ever 
miss him. Now, Mr. Headstone, as Mr. Eugene \Yrayburn has 
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been obliged to hear what I had to say, and couldn't help him
self, and as I have said it out to the last word, we have done all 
we wanted to do, and may go." 

" Go down-stairs, and leave me a moment, Hexam," he 
returned. The boy complying with an indignant look and as 
much noise as he could make, swung out of the room; and Light
wood went to the window, and leaned there, looking out. 

" You think me of no more value than the dirt under your 
feet," said Bradley to Eugene,_speaking in a carefully weighed 
and measured tone, or he could not have spoken at all. 

" I assure you, Schoolmaster," replied Eugene, "I don't 
think about you." 

"That's not true," returned the other; "you know better." 
"That's coarse," Eugene retorted; "but you don't know 

better." 
"Mr. \\'rayburn, at least I know very well that it would be 

idle to set myself against you in insolent words or overbearing 
manners. That lad who has just gone out could put you to 
shame in half-a-dozen branches of knowledge in half an hour, 
but you can throw him aside like an inferior. You can do as 
much by me, I have no doubt, beforehand." 

"Possibly," remarked Eugene. 
" But I am more than a lad," said Bradley, with his clutch

ing hand, " and I WILL be heard, sir." 
" As a schoolmaster," said Eugene, " you are always being 

heard. That ought to content you." 
" But it does not content me," replied the other, white with 

passion. " Do you suppose that a man, in forming himself 
for the duties I discharge, and in watching and repressing 
himself daily to discharge them well, dismisses a man's nature? " 

'' I suppose you," said Eugene, "judging from what I see as 
I look at you, to be rather too passionate for a good school
master." Ai; he spoke, he tossed away the" end of his cigar. 

" Passionate with vou, sir, I admit I am. Passionate with 
you, 'ir, I respect n;yself for being, But I have not Devils 
for my pupils." 

" Fur your Teachers, I should rather say," replied Eugene. 
'' ~!r. \\"raYburn.'' 
" Schoolmaster." 
"Sir, my name is Bradley Headstone." 
"As you justly said, my good sir, your name cannot concern 

me . .\ow, \\hat more?" 
"This more. Oh, what a misfortune is mine," cried Bradley, 

l·rt,,king oil to wipe the stJrting perspiration from his face as 
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he shook from head to foot, " that I cannot so control myself 
as to appear a stronger creature than this, when a man who has 
not felt in all his life what I have felt in a day can so command 
himself! " He said it in a very agony, and even followed it 
with an errant motion of his hands as if he could have torn 
himself. 

Eugene Wrayburn looked on at him, as if he found him 
beginning to be rather an entertaining study. 

"Mr. Wrayburn, I desire to say something to you on my 
own part." 

"Come, come, Schoolmaster," returned Eugene, with a 
languid approach to impatience as the other again struggled 
with himself; "say what you have to say. And let me remind 
you that the door is standing open, and your young friend 
waiting for you on the stairs." 

"When I accompanied that youth here, sir, I did so with 
the purpose of adding, as a man whom you should not be 
permitted to put aside,.in case you put him aside as a boy, that 
his instinct is correct and right." Thus Bradley Headstone, 
with great effort and difficulty. 

" Is that all? " asked Eugene. 
"No, sir," said the other, flushed and fierce. "I strongly 

support him in his disapproval of your visits to his sister, and 
in his objection to your officiousness-and worse-in what you 
have taken upon yourself to do for her." 

" Is that all? " asked Eugene. 
"No, sir. I determined to tell you that you are not justified 

in these proceedings, and that they are injurious to his sister." 
"Are you her schoolmaster as well as her brother's ?--Or 

perhaps you would like to be?" said Eugene. 
It was a stab that the blood followed, in its rush to Bradley 

Headstone's face, as ~wiftly as if it had been dealt with a dagger. 
"What do you mean by that?" was as much as he could utter. 

" A natural ambition enough," said Eugene, coolly. " Far 
be it from me to say otherwise. The sister-who is something 
too much upon your lips, perhaps-is so very different from 
all the associations to which she has been used, and from all 
the low obscure people about her, that it is a very natural 
ambition." 

"Do YOU throw my obscurity in my teeth, :Mr. Wrayburn?" 
" Tha"t can hardly be, for I know nothing concerning it, 

Schoolmaster, and seek to know nothing." 
"You reproach me with my origin," said Bradley Head

stone: "you cast insinuations at my bringing-up. But I tell 
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you, sir, I have worked my way onward, out of both and in 
spite of both, and have a right to be considered a better man 
than you, with better reasons for being proud." . 

" How I can reproach you with what is not within my know
ledge, or how I can cast stones that were never in my hand, is 
a problem for the ingenuity of a schoolmaster to prove," returned 
Eugene. " Is that all? " 

"No, sir. If you suppose that boy--" 
" Who really will be tired oLwaiting," said Eugene, politely. 
"If you suppose that boy to be friendless, Mr. Wrayburn, 

you deceive yourself. I am his friend, and you shall find 
me so." 

" And you will find him on the stairs," remarked Eugene. 
"You may have promised yourself, sir, that you could do 

~hat you chose here, because you had to deal with a mere 
boy, inexperienced, friendless, and unassisted. But I give 
you warning that this mean calculation is wrong. You have 
to do with a man also. You have to do with me. I will support 
him, and, if need be, require reparation for him. My hand and 
heart are in this cause, and are open to him." 

" And-quite a coincidence-the door is open," remarked 
Eugene. 

" I scorn your shifty evasions, and I scorn you," said the 
schoolmaster. " In the meanness of your nature you revile 
me with the meanness of my birth. I hold you in contempt 
for it. But if you don't profit by this visit, and act accord
ingly, you will find me as bitterly in earnest against you as I 
could be if I deemed you worth a second thought on my 0\m 
account." 

\\'ith a consciousl/bad grace and stiff manner, as \\'ray
burn looked so easily and calmly on, he went out with these 
'' ords, and the heavy door closed like a furnace-door upon his 
red and 11 hite heats of rage. 

" A curious monomaniac," said Eugene. " The man seems 
to lwlie1·e that everybody was acquainted with his mother!" 

~Iortimer Lightwood being still at the window, to which he 
had in ddi.cacy withdrawn, Eugene called to him, and he fell to 
slowly parmg the room. 
"~ly dear fdlow," said Eu;;ene, as he li~thted another cio-ar 

"If d . . b ~ 0 I ear my unexpecte nsJtors haYe een troublesome. If as 
a 'd-(•tt ( txcuse the kg•• I phrase from a barrister-at-law) you 
11 ould I.1ke to ask Tippins to tta. I pledge myself to make Joye 
hl lwr. 

"Eu~cne, Eugtne, Eugene," ieplitd ~Iortimer, still pacing 
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the room. " I am sorry for this. And to think that I have 
been so blind ! " 
. " How blind, dear boy? " inquired his unmoved friend. 
" What were your words that night at the river-side public

house?" said Lightwood, stopping. "What was it that you 
asked me? Did I feel like a dark combination of traitor and 
pid-pocket when I thought of that girl?" 

" I seem to remember the expression," said Eugene . 
. " How do you feel when you think of her just now? " 

His friend made no direct reply, but observed, after a few 
whiffs of his cigar, "Don't mistake the situation. There is 
no better girl in all this London than Lizzie Hexam. There 
is no bette~ among my people at home; no better among your 
people." 

" Granted. What follows? " 
" There," said Eugene, looking after him dubiously as he 

paced away to the other end of the room, " you put me again 
upon guessing the riddle that I have given up." 

"Eugene, do you design to capture and desert this girl?" 
":My dear fellow, no." 
" Do you design to marry her? " 
" :Mv dear fellow. no." 
" Do you design to pursue her? '' 
":My dear fellow, I don't design anything. I have no design 

whatever. I am incapable of designs. If I conceived a design, 
I should speedily abandon it, exhausted by the operation." 

" 0 Euz:ene. Eugene! " 
":My dear ~forrimer, not that tone of melancholy reproach, 

I entreat. What can I do more than tell you all I know, and 
acknowledge my ignorance of all I don't 'know! How does that 
little old song go, which, under pretence of being cheerful, is by 
far the most lugubrious I ever heard in my life? 

' Away with melancholy, 
~or doleful changes ring 
On hie and human folly, 
But merrJy merrily sing 

Falla!' 

Don't let us Fal la, my dear ~fortimer (which is com
parati·nly un.rnean.ing), but let us sing that we give up guessin3 
the riddle tos:ether." 

"Are you~in communication with this girl, Eu;;ene, and is 
what these people say true? " 

" I concede both ad.1nission.s to mY honourable and learned 
friend." · 
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"Then what is to come of it? What are you doing? Where 

are you going? " 
"My dear Mortimer, one would think the schoolmaster had 

left behind him a catechizing infection. You are ruffled by 
the want of another cigar. Take one o£ these, I entreat. Light 
it at mine, which is in perfect order. So! Now do me the 
justice to observe that I am doing all I can towards self
improvement, and that you have a light thrown on those 
household implements which, when you only saw them as in a 
glass darkly, you were hastily-! must say hastily-inclined to 
depreciate. Sensible of my deficiencies, I have surrounded 
myself with moral influences expressly meant to promote the 
formation of the domestic virtues. To those influences, and to 
the improving society of my friend from boyhood, commend me 
with your best wishes." 

" Ah, Eugene!" said Lightwood, affectionately, now standing 
near him, so that they both stood in one little cloud of smoke; 
" I would that you answered my three questions! \Vhat is to 
come of it? What are you doing? Where are you going? " 

"And, my dear Mortimer," returned Eugene, lightly fanning 
away the smoke with his hand for the better exposition of his 
frankness of face and manner, "believe me, I would answer 
them instantly if I could. But to enable me to do so, I must 
first have found out the troublesome conundrum long abandoned. 
Here it is. Eugene Wrayburn." Tapping his forehead and 
breast. " Riddle-me, riddle-me-ree, perhaps you can't tell me 
what this may be?-No, upon my life I can't. I give it up!" 

CHAPTER VII 

I!\ WHICH A FRIENDLY MOVE IS ORIGINATED 

TilE arran;:ement between !IIr. Boffin and his literary man 
~lr. Silas \\'egg, so far altered with the altered habits of Mr: 
Bollin's life, as that the Roman Empire usually declined in the 
I•I•Jrnm;:- and in the eminentlv aristocratic family mansion 
rather than in the evening, as ·of yore, and in Boffin's Bower: 
TLere "ere occasions, howe\·er, when ~Ir. Boffin, seekincr a 
hnd rdu;.:e from the blandishments of fashion, would pres

0
ent 

hun;:o:lf at the no11 er after dark, to anticipate the next sallying 
f,•rth uf \\"c;.:g-, and would there, on the old settle, pursue the 
d,,,l lnl;trd fortunes uf those enen·ated and corrupted masters 
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of the world who were by t.his, time on their last legs. If Wegg 
had been worse paid for his office, or better qualified to d.i.scharg€ 
it, he would have considered these visits complimentary and 
ll,"'Treable; but, holding the po:."irion of a handsomely-remuner· 
ated hllmbug, he resented them. This. was quite according tc 
~e, for the incompetent servant, by whomsoenr employed: 
JS ahnys ag:illb-t his employer. E,·en those born go,·emors, 
n·Job!e and r\:,~t hooomable creatures, who have been the mos1 
im~e in high places, have uniformly shown themselves the 
mc;,"t: opposed (rometimes in belying di.:;trust, sometimes in 
ntpid insolence) to tkm employer. What is in such wise true 
of the tmblic m.a.,-ter and sernnt, is equ:illy true of the private 
ma:,-ter and serrant all the world over. 

When li.r. Silas W egg did at J.a...-t obtain free access to " Our 
Ho'..J.Se," as he had been wont to call the mansion outside which 
he had sat shelterless ro long, and when he did at last find it in 
all particlli.als as different from his mental plans of it as according 
to the n.atmre of ~ it well could be, that far-seeing and far
rea.-h1n! character, by way of asserting himself and making 
mnt a case for compens.ation, affected to fall into a melancholy 
strain of musing over the mon!'lli'Ul pa:>·t: as if the house and he 
had had a fall in life tozether . 

•. _\nd thi5, m/' s~ wocld say to his patron, sacily nodding 
his head and musing, ''was once Our House t This, sir, is the 
OOil~ from which I haY"e so often seen those gre-at cre-.a.tures, 
lGss I:li.z:ltbeth, :Ya,.~:er George, Aunt Jane, and l'ncle Parker" 
-wOO;;e very name; were of his own inventing-" p-ass and 
IT:JU:>'S ~ And has it come to tlis, indeed t .Ah dear me, dear me!" 

So tenaer were his hmentatior:J.S, that the kindly ~lr. Boffin 
was quite rorry for him, and alm0::."1: felt mi.->1:rustful that in 
bu:ing ilie hou...;e he had d•)nf him an irreparable injury. 

Two or three dip!omati..: inteniews, the re::,-ult of great subtlet:r 
on J.Ir. Wegg's pert, but as.m:n.in; the m.ask of careless yielding 
to a fortrciu:vus combination of circum.>tances impelling him 
towards Gcrkerrwe:U, had enabled him to complete his bargain 
with )b-. \enru. 

·• Bring me ro~md to the Ihwer;· said Silas, when the bargain 
was cl.;-s.eJ., "next Saturday evening, and. ii a sociable glass of 
c.ld T~EY" warm should mett Your views, I am not the man 
tu t~.16:e it." · 

•• tou ire a'i\lll"e of my ~i.ng poor company, sir," replied 
Yr. \ em.:s. " but be it :ro." 

It being so, l:.e!e is S..~.rrda~- evening come, and here is ~Ir. 
\enos come, and rin~n~ at i:le Bower-gate. 
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Mr. Wegg opens the gate, descries a sort of brov;11 paper 

truncheon under Mr. Venus's arm, and remarks, in a dry tone: 
" Oh! I thought perhaps you might have come in a cab." 

"No, Mr. Wegg," replies Venus. "I am not above a parcel." 
"Above a parcel! No!" says Wegg, with some dissatisfac

tion. But does not openly growl, " a certain sort of parcel 
might be above you." 

"Here is your purchase, Mr. Wegg,"· says Venus, politely 
handing it over, "and I am glad to restore it to the source from 
whence it-flowed." 

'' Thankee," says Wegg. "~ow this affair is concluded, I 
may mention to you in a friendly way that I have my doubts 
whether, if I had consulted a lawyer, you could have kept 
this article back from me. I only throw it out as a legal point." 

" Do you think so, Mr. \Yegg? I bought you in open contract." 
"You can't buy human flesh and blood in this country, sir; 

not ali\'e, you can't," says Wegg, shaking his head. "Then 
query, bone? " 

" As a legal point? " asks Venus. 
"As a legal point." 
"I am not competent to speak upon that, Mr. Wegg," says 

Venus, reddening and growing somethi:1g louder; "but upon 
a point of fact I think myself competent to speak; and as a 
point of fact I would ha,·e seen you-will you allow me to 
sa\', further? " 

· .. I wouldn't say more than further, if I was you," Mr. \regg 
>ut:gtsts pacifically. 

"-Defore I'd haYe given that packet into your hand without 
lxing paid my price for it. I don't pretend to know how the 
point of law may stand, but I'm thoroughly confident upon the 
point of fact." 

As ~lr. Venus is irritable (no doubt owing to his disappoint
ment in love), and as it is not the cue of Mr. Wegg to have him 
out of temper, the latter gentleman soothingly remarks," I only 
put it as a little case; I only put it ha 'porthetically." 

''Then I'd rather, .Mr. \\'egg, you put it another time 
penn'urthetically," is 1Ir. Yenus's retort," for I tell you candidly 
I don't !Jke ,·our little cases." 

Arriwd b)· this time in ~Ir. \\'egg's sitting-room, made bright 
on the clully en·ning by gaslight and fire, ~lr. \'enus softens and 
l\.rnplinknts Lim on his abode; profiting by the occasion to 
r~mind \\'t';g th.it he (\'enus) told him he had got into a good 
ttdl'g. 

"Tu:l'r . .t.le," \\'~';:;rejoins. "But bear in mind, ~rr. Yenus, 
K 
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that there's no gold without its alloy. Mix for yourself and 
take a seat in the chimbley-corner. Will you perform upon a 
pipe, sir?" 

"I am but an indifferent performer, sir," returns the other; 
" but I'll accompany you with a whiff or two at intenrals." 

So Mr. Venus mixes, and Wegg mixes; and Mr. Venus lights 
and puffs, and Wegg lights and puffs. 

"And there's alloy even in this metal of yours, Mr. Wegg, 
you was remarking? " 

"Mystery," returns Wegg. "I don't like it, l\Ir. Venus. I 
don't like to have the life knocked out of former inhabitants of 
this house, in the gloomy dark, and not know who did it . ., 

":Might you have any suspicions, .Mr. W egg? " 
"~o," returns that gentleman. "I know who profits by it. 

But I have no suspicions." 
Having said which, Mr. W egg smokes and looks at the fire 

with a most determined expression of Charity; as if he had 
caught that cardinal virtue by the skirts, as she felt it her painful 
duty to depart from him, and held her by main force. 

"Similarly," resumes Wegg, "I have observations as I can 
offer upon certain points and parties; but I make no objections, 
Mr. Venus. Here is an immense fortune drops from the clouds 
upon a person that shall be nameless. Here is a weekly allow
ance, with a certain weight of coals, drops from the clouds upon 
me. Which of us is the better man? Not the person that shall 
be nameless. That's an observation of mine, but I don't make 
it an objection. I take my allowance and my certain weight 
of coals. He takes his fortune. That's the way it works." 

"It would be a good thing for me, if I could see things in the 
calm light you do, Mr. Wegg." 

"Again look here," pursues Silas, with an oratorical flourish 
of his pipe and his wooden leg: the latter having an undignified 
tendency to tilt him back in his chair; "here's another observa
tion, Mr. Venus, unaccompanied with an objection. Him that 
shall be nameless is liable to be talked over. He gets talked 
over. Him that shall be nameless, having me at his right hand, 
naturally looking to be promoted higher, and you may perhaps 
say meriting to be promoted higher--" 

(Mr. Venus murmurs that he does say so.) 
"-Him that shall be nameless, under such circumstances, 

passes me by, and puts a talking-over stranger above my head. 
Which of us two is the better man? Which of us two can repeat 
most poetry? Which of us two has, in the service of him that 
shall be nameless, tackled the Romans, both civil and military, 
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till he has got as husky as if he'd been weaned and ever since 
brought up on sawdust? Not the talking-over stranger. Yet 
the house is as free to him as if it was his, and he has his 
room, and is put upon a footing, and draws about a thousand a 
year. I am banished to the Bower, to be found in it like a 
piece of furniture whenever wanted. Merit, therefore, don't win. 
That's the way it works. I observe it, because I can't help 
observing it, being accustomed to take a powerful sight of notice; 
but I don't object. Ever here-before, Mr. Venus?" 

"Not inside the gate, Mr. Wegg." 
"You've been as far as the gate then, Mr. Venus?" 
"Yes, Mr. Wegg, and peeped in from curiosity." 
"Did you see anything?" 
"Nothing but the dust-yard." 
1\fr. \Vegg rolls his eyes all round the room in that ever 

unsatisfied quest of his, and then rolls his eyes all round Mr. 
\'enus; as if suspicious of his having something about him to 
be found out. 

" And yet, sir," he pursues, " being acquainted with old 
Mr. Harmon, one would have thought it might have been polite 
in you, too, to give him a call. And you're naturally of a polite 
disposition, you are." This last clause as a softening compli
ment to Mr. Venus. 

"It is true, sir," replies Venus, winking his weak eyes, and 
running his fingers through his dusty shock of hair, " that I was 
so, before a certain observation soured me. You understand 
to what I allude, l\1r. Wegg? To a certain written statement 
respecting not wishing to be regarded in a certain light. Since 
that, all is fled, save gall." 

"Kot all," says Mr. \\'egg, in a tone of sentimental condolence. 
"Yes, sir," returns Venus, "all! The world may deem it 

har~h, but I'd quite as soon pitch into my best friend as not. 
I nch:ed, I'd sooner ! " 

llll oluntarily making a pass with his wooden leg to guard 
himst:!f as ~!r. ,. en us springs up in the emphasis of this unsociable 
declaration, ~Ir. \\'egg tilts over his back, chair and all, and is 
n:~nH'd by that harmless misanthrope, in a disjointed state and 
ruefully rubbing his head. 

"\\'hy, you lost your balance, Mr. \\'egg," says Venus, 
h;mding him his pipe. 

" And about time to do it," grumbled Silas, "when a man's 
,.i,itor~, without a word of notice, conduct themselves with the 
sudJcn wiciousnes; of Jacks-in-boxes! Don't come flying out of 
your chair like that, ~Ir. Venus!" 
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"I ask your pardon, Mr. Wegg. I am so soured." 
"Yes, but hang it," says Wegg argumentatively, "a well

governed mind can be soured sitting! And as to being regarded 
in lights, there's bumpy lights as well as bony. In which," 
again rubbing his head, " I object to regard myself." 

" I'll bear it in memory, sir." 
"If you'll be so good." Mr. \Vegg slowly subdues his ironical 

tone and his lingering irritation, and resumes his pipe. "We 
were talking of old Mr. Harmon being a friend of yours." 

"Not a friend, Mr. Wegg. Only known to speak to, and 
to have a little deal with now and then. A very inquisitive 
character, Mr. Wegg, regarding what was found in the dust. As 
inquisitive as secret." 

" Ah! You found him secret? " returns W egg, with a greedy 
relish. . 

" He had always the look of it, and the manner of it." 
" Ah! " 'Jith another roll of his eyes. " As to what was 

found in tlfe dust now. Did you ever hear him mention how 
he found it, my dear friend? Living on the mysterious premises, 
one would like to know. For instance, where he found things? 
Or, for instance, how he set about it? Whether he began at 
the top of the mounds, or whether he began at the bottom. 
Whether he prodded;" Mr. Wegg's pantomime is skilful and 
expressive here; " or whether he scooped? Should you say 
scooped, my dear Mr. Venus; or should you-as a man-say 
prodded?" 

"I should say neither, Mr. Wegg." 
"As a fellow-man, Mr. Venus-mix again-why neither?" 
" Because I suppose, sir, that what was found was found in 

the sorting and sifting. All the mounds are sorted and sifted? " 
"You shall see 'em and pass your opinion. Mix again." 
On each occasion of his saying" mix again," l\Ir. Wegg, with 

a hop on his wooden leg, hitches his chair a little nearer; more 
as if he were proposing that himself and 1\Ir. Venus should mix 
again, than that they should replenish their glasses. 

"Living (as I said before) on the mysterious premises," says 
Wegg when the other has acted on his hospitable entreaty," one 
likes to know. Would you be inclined to say now-as a brother 
-that he ever hid things in the dust, as well as found 'em?" 

"Mr. Wegg, on the whole, I should say he might." 
l\!r. Wegg claps on his spectacles, and admiringly surveys 

.Mr. Venus from head to foot. 
"As a mortal equally with myself, whose hand I take in 

mine for the first time this day, having unaccountably overlooked 
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that act so full of boundless confidence binding a fellow-creetur 
to a fellow-creetur," says Wegg, holding Mr. Venus's palm out, 
flat and ready for smiting, and now smiting it; " as such-and 
no other-for I scorn all lowlier ties betwixt myself and the 
man walking with his face erect that alone I call my Twin
regarded and regarding in this trustful bond-what do you think 
he might have hid? " 

"It is but a supposition, Mr. Wegg." 
"As a Being with his hand upon his heart," cries Wegg; 

and the apostrophe is not the less impressive for the Being's 
hand being actually upon this rum and water; "put. your 
supposition into language, and bring it out, .Mr. Venus! " 

" He was the species of old gentlemen, sir," slowly returns 
that practical anatomist, after drinking, " that I should judge 
likely to take such opportunities as this place offered, of stowing 
away money, valuables, maybe papers." 

" As one that was ever an ornament to human life," says Mr. 
\\'egg, again holding out Mr. Venus's palm as if he were going 
to tell his fortune by chiromancy, and holding his own up ready 
for smiting it when the time should come; "as one that the 
pot:t might have had his eye on, in writing the national naval 
words: 

'Helm a-weather, now lay her close, 
Yard·ann and yard·arm she lies; 

Apm, cried I, Mr. Venus, give her t'oth~r dose, 
~Ian shrouds and grapple, sir, or she flies!' 

-that is to say, regarded in the light of true British Oak, for 
such you are-explain, .Mr. Venus, the expression 'papers' ! " 

" Seeing that the old gentleman was generally cutting off 
some near relation or blocking out some natural affection," 
~1r. \'enus rejoins," he most likely made a good many wills and 
(·od;cils." 

The palm of Silas \regg descends with a sounding smack upon 
the palm of \'enus, and \regg lavishly exclaims, "Twin in 
opinion equally with feeling! Mix a little more!" 

Jlaving now hitched his wooden leg and his chair close in 
front of ~lr. renus, ~fr. \\'egg rapidly mixes for both, gives his 
'!,iwr Lis glass, touches its rim with the rim of his own, puts 
L1s own to !1is lips, puts it down, and spreading his hands on 
Lis \'isitor's kneeS, thus addresses him: 

"~lr. Yenus. It ain't that I object to being passed over for 
a str an;~:r, thou:;h I regard the stranger as a more than doubtful 
cu>tvn1er. It ain't for the sake of making money, though money 
1> en-r wdcome. It ain't for myself, though I am not so haughty 
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as to be above doing myseU a good turn. It's for the cause oJ 
right." 

lli. Venus passively winking his weak eyes both at once, 
demands: "What is, Mr. Wegg?" 

"The friendly move, sir, that I now propose. You see the 
move, sir?" 

"Till you have pointed it out, )fr. Wegg, I can't say whether 
I do or not." 

" If there is anything to be found on these premises, let us 
find it together. Let us make the friendly move of agreeing to 
look for it together. Let us make the friendly move of agree
ing to share the·profits of it equally betwixt us. In the cause 
of the right." Thus Silas, assuming a noble air. 

"Then," says Mr. Venus, looking up, after meditating with 
his hair held in his hands, as if he could only fix his attention 
by fixing his head: " if anything was to be unburied from under 
the dust, it would be kept a secret by you and me? Would that 
be it, lli. Wegg?" 

"That would depend upon what it was, Mr. \'enus. Say it 
was money, or plate, or jewellery, it would be as much ours as 
am·bodv else's." 

)Ir. Venus rubs an eyebrow, interrogatively. 
" In the cause of the right it would. Because it would be 

unknowingly sold with the mounds else, and the buyer would 
get what he was neYer meant to have, and never bought. And 
what would that be, Mr. Venus, but the cause of the wrong?" 

"Say it was papers," lfr. Venus propounds. 
" According to what they contained we should offer to dispose 

of 'em to the parties most interested," replies Wegg, promptly. 
"In the cause of the right, ~Ir. Wegg?" 
" .. -\.lways so, Mr. Venus. If the parties should use them in 

the cause of the VITong, that would be their act and deed, )fr. 
\'enus. I have an opinion of you, sir, to which it is not easy to 
gi,·e mouth. Since I called upon you that evening when you 
were, as I may say, floating your powerful mind in tea, I have 
felt that you required to be roused with an object. In this 
friendly move, sir, you will have a glorious object to rouse you." 

lli. Wegg then goes on to enlarge upon what throughout has 
been uppermost in his crafty mind:-the qualifications of )Ir. 
\·enus for such a search. He expatiates on )fr. Venus's patient 
habits and delicate manipulation; on his skill in piecing little 
things together; on his knowledge cf various tissues and textures; 
on the likelihood of small indications leading him on to the 
discovery of great concealments. "\\"bile as to myself," says 
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Wegg, "I am not good at it. Whether I gave myself up 
to prodding, or whether I gave myself up to scooping, I 
couldn't do it with that delicate touch so as not to show 
that I was disturbing the mounds. Quite different with you, 
going to work (as you would) in the light of a fellow-man, 
holily pledged in a friendly move to ·his brother man." Mr. 
\regg next modestly remarks on the want of adaptation in a 
wooden leg to ladders and such-like airy perches, and also hints 
at an inherent tendency in that timber fiction, when called into 
action for the purposes of a promenade on an ashy slope, to stick 
itself into the yielding foothold, and peg its owner to one spot. 
Then, leaving this part of the subject, he remarks on the special 
phenomenon that before his installation in the Bower, it was 
from Mr. Venus that he first heard of the legend of hidden wealth 
in the Mounds; "which," he observes with a vaguely pious air, 
" was surely never meant for nothing." Lastly, he returns to 
the cause of the right, gloomily foreshadowing the possibility 
of something being unearthed to criminate Mr. Boffin (of whom 
he once more candidly admits it cannot be denied that he profits 
by a murder), and anticipating his denunciation by the friendly 
movers to avenging justice. And this, Mr. Wegg expressly 
points out, not at all for the sake of the reward-though it would 
be a want of principle not to take it. 

To all this, Mr. Venus, with his shock of dustv hair cocked 
after the manner of a terrier's ears, attends profo~ndly. When 
~[r. \regg, having finished, opens his arms wide as if to show 
:\Ir. r en us how bare his breast is, and then folds' them pending 
a reply, Mr. Venus winks at him with both eyes some little time 
before speaking. 

"I see you have tried it by yourself, Mr. Wegg," he says 
when he does speak. " You have found out the difficulties by 
experience." 

"Ko, it can hardly be said that I have tried it" replies Weo-g 
~I!; tie dashed by the hint. "I have just skimm;d it. S~ed. 
lt. 

•· And found nothing besides the difficulties?" 
\\"egg shakes his head . 

. " I scarcely ~ow .what to say to this, Mr. \\'egg," observes 
\ enus, after rummaung for a while. 

·• Say yes," \\'egg naturally urges. · 
·• If I wam_'t soured, my answer would be No. But being 

s~ured, ~!r. \\ eg::;, and dnven to reckless madness and desptra
twn, I suppose it"s Yes." 

\\'eg~ joyfully n·produces the two gla.;:ses, repeats the cere-
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mony of clinking their rims, and inwardly drinks with great 
heartiness to the health and success in life of the young lady 
who has reduced Mr. Venus to his present convenient state of 
mind. 

The articles of the friendly move are then severally recited 
and agreed upon. The)· are but secrecy, fidelity, and perse
verance. The Bower to be always free of access to ~Ir. Yenus 
for his researches, and every precaution to be taken against 
their attracting observation in the neighbourhood. 

"There's a footstep!" exclaims Yenus. 
"Where?" cries \Yegg, starting. 
"Outside. St!" 
They are in the act of ratifying the treaty of friendly move 

by shaking hands upon it. They softly break off, light their 
pipes, which ha,·e gone out, and lean back in their chairs. 
:Xo doubt a footstep. It approaches the '11-indow, and a hand 
taps at the glass. "Come in!" calls \\"egg, meaning come 
round by the door. But the heavy old-fashioned sash is slowly 
raised, and a head slowly looks in out of the dark background 
of night. 

"Pray is :Yr. Silas \\"egg here? Oh! I see him!" 
The friendly moYers might not have been quite at their 

ease, even though the visitor had entered in the usual manner. 
·But leaning on the breast-high window, and staring in out oi 
the darkness, they find the visitor extremely embarrassing. 
Especially ~Ir. Yenus: who removes his pipe, draws back his 
head, and stares at the starer, as if it were his own Hindoo 
babY come to fetch him home. 

''Good evening, ~Ir. \\"egg. The yard-gate lock should be 
looked to, if you please; it don't catch." 

i' ls it ~Ir. Rokesmith? " falters \\"egg. 
"it is ),Jr. Rokesmith. Don't let me disturb you. I am 

not coming in. I have only a message for ):ou, which I ~nder
took to deliver on my way home to my Iodgmgs. I was m two 
minds about coming beyond the gate 'llithout ringing: not 
.kno,,-ino- but vou might have a dog about." 

"I \\':'ish I ·had," mutters Wegg, with his ~ck turned as he 
rose from his chair. " St! Hush! The talking-o,·er stranger, 
lli. \~enus." 

" Is that any one I know? " inquires the star0g Secretary: 
"Xo, :Yr. Rokesmith. Friend of mine. Passmg the evenmg 

witb me." 
" Oh! I beg his pardon. ~Ir. Boffin "~shes you to. know 

that he does not expect you to stay at home any ennmg on 
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the chance of his coming. It has occurred to him that he may, 
without intending it, have been a tie upon you. In future, if 
he should come without notice, he will take his chance of finding 
you, and it will be all the same to him if he does not. I under
took to tell you on my way. That's all." 

With that, and " Good night," the Secretary lowers the 
window and disappears. They listen, and hear his footsteps go 
back to the gate, and hear the gate close after him. 

"And for that individual, Mr. Venus," remarks Wegg, when 
he is fully gone, " I have been passed over! Let me ask you 
what you think of him?" 

Apparently Mr. Venus does not know what to think of him, 
for he makes sundry efforts to reply, without delivering himself 
of any other articulate utterance than that he has " a singular 
look." 

"A double look, you mean, sir," rejoins Wegg, playing 
bitterly upon the word. " That's his look. Any amount of 
singular look for me, but not a double look! That's an under
handed mind, sir." 

"Do you say there's something against him?" Venus asks. 
" Something against him? " repeats W egg. " Something? 

\\'hat would the relief be to my feelings-as a fellow-man
if I wasn't the slave of truth, and didn't feel myself compelled 
to answer, Everything! " 

See into what wonderful maudlin refuges featherless ostriches 
plunge their heads! It is such unspeakable moral compensation 
to \\'egg to be overcome by the consideration that Mr. Roke-
smith has an underhanded mind! 

" On this starlight night, Mr. Venus," he remarks, when he is 
showing that friendly mover out across the yard, and both are 
somtthing the worse for mixing again and again: " on this 
>tarlight night to think that talking-over strangers, and under
handt'd minds, can go walking home under the sky, as if they 
11 a' all square!" 

"Th\' spt·ct.lde of those orbs,'' says ~Ir. Venus, gazing 
up11 ard with his hat tumbling off, "brings heavy on me her 
( n.:,hing words. that she did not wish to regard herstlf nor yet 
to be rq:arded m that--" 

"I J...now! I know! You needn't repeat 'em," says \Yegg, 
pressing his hand. " But think how those stars steady me in 
the cause vf the right against some that shall be namdess. It 
i,n't that I b~ar malice. But see how they glisten with old 
flmcmhranccs! Old remembrances of what, sir?" 

~!r. Yenl!S bt·g:ns drearily replying, "Of her words, in her 
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own handwriting, that she does not wish to regard herself nor 
yet--" when Silas cuts him short with dignity. ' 

"No, sir! Remembrances of Our House, of Master George, 
of Aunt Jane, of Uncle Parker, all laid waste! All offered up 
sacrifices to the minion of fortune and the worm of the hour ! " 

CHAPTER VIII 

IN WHICH AN INNOCENT ELOPEMENT OCCURS 

THE minion of fortune and the worm of the hour, or in less 
cutting language, Nicodemus Boffin, Esquire, the Golden Dust
man, had become as much at home in his eminently aristocratic 
family mansion as he was likely ever to be. He could not 
but feel that, like an eminently aristocratic family cheese, it 
was much too large for his wants, and bred an infinite amount 
of parasites; but he was content to regard this drawback on 
his property as a sort of perpetual Legacy Duty. He felt the 
more resigned to it, forasmuch as Mrs. Boffin enjoyed herself 
completely, and Miss Bella was delighted. 

That young lady was, no doubt, an acquisition to the Boffins. 
She was far too pretty to be unattractive anywhere, and far too 
quick of perception to be below the tone of her new career. 
Whether it improved her heart might be a matter of taste that 
was open to question: but as touching another matter of taste, 
its improvement of her appearance and manner, there could be 
no question whatever. 

And thus it soon came about that Miss Bella began to set 
Mrs. Boffin right; and even further, that 1\Iiss Bella began to 
feel ill at ease, and as it were responsible, when she saw 1\Irs. 
Boffin going wrong. Not that so sweet a disposition and so 
sound a nature could ever go very wrong even among the great 
visiting authorities who agreed that the Boffins were " charm
ingly vulgar" (which for certain was not their own case in 
saying so), but that when she made a slip on the social ice on 
which all the children of Podsnappery, with genteel souls to be 
saved, are required to skate in circles, or to slide in long rows, 
she inevitably tripped 1\Iiss Bella up (so that young lady felt), 
and caused her to experience great confusion under the glances 
of the more skilful performers engaged in those ice-exercises. 

At Miss Bella's time of life it was not to be expected that 
she should examine herself very closely on the congruity or 
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stability of her position in Mr. Boffin's house. And as she had 
never been sparing of complaints of her old home when she had 
no other to compare it with, so there was no novelty of ingrati
tude or disdain in her very much preferring her new one. 

" An invaluable man is Rokesmith," said Mr. Boffin, after 
some two or three months. " But I can't quite make him 
out." 

Neither could Bella, so she found the subject rather inter
esting. 

"He takes more care of my affairs, morning, noon, and 
night," said Mr. Boffin, " than fifty other men put together 
either could or would; and yet he has ways of his own that are 
like tying a scaffolding-pole right across the road, and bringing 
me up short when I am almost a-walking arm-in-arm with him." 

" May I ask how so, sir? " inquired Bella. 
"Well, my dear," said Mr. Boffin, "he won't meet any com

pany here, but you. When we have visitors, I should wish him 
to have his regular place at the table like ourselves; but no, he 
won't take it." 

" If he considers himself above it," said Miss Bella, with an 
airy toss of her head, " I should leave him alone." 

" It ain't that, my dear," replied Mr. Boffin, thinking it over. 
" He don't consider himself above it." 

" Perhaps he considers himself beneath it," suggested Bella. 
" If so, he ought to know best." 

"No, my dear; nor it ain't that, neither. No," repeated 
Mr. Boffin, with a shake of his head, after again thinking it 
over; " Rokesmith's a modest man, but he don't consider 
himself bl"neath it." 

"Then what does he consider, sir?" asked Bella. 
" Dashed if I know!" said Mr. Boffin. " It seemed at first 

as if it was only Lightwood that he objected to meet. And 
now it seems to be everybody, except you." 

" Oho! " thought Miss Bella. " In-deed! That's it, is it! " 
For Mr. Mortimer Lightwood had dinoo there two or three times, 
and ~he had met him elsewhere, and he had shown her some 
attl'ntiun. "Rather cool in a Secretary-and Pa's lodger-to 
nuke me the subject of his jealousy! " 

That Pa's daughter should be so contemptuous of Pa's lodger 
was odd; but there were odder anomalies than that in the mind 
of the spuilt girl: the doubly spoilt girl: spoilt first by poverty 
and thtn by wealth. Be it this history's part, however, to leav~ 
them to unravd themselves. 

"A little too much, I think," Miss Bella reflected scorn· 
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fully, " to have Pa's lodger la)ing claim to me, and keeping 
eligible people off! A little too much, indeed. to have the oppor
tunities opened to me by lfr. and ~Irs. Bc·ffin appropriated by 
a mere Secretary and Pa's lodger!" 

Yet it was not so very long ago that Bella had been fluttered 
by the discovery that this same Secretary and lodger seemed to 
like her. .-\h! but the eminently aristocratic mansion and :\Irs. 
Boffin's dressmaker had not come into play then. 

In spite of his seemingly retiring manners, a very intrusive 
person, this Secretary and lodger, in ~liss Bella's opinion. 
Always a light in his office-room when we came home from the 
play or Opera, and he always at the carriage-door to hand us 
out. .-\lways a provoking radiance too on Mrs. Boffin"s face, 
and an abominably cheerful reception of him, as if it were 
possible seriously to approve what the man had in his mind! 

"You never charge me, :lriss Willer," said the Secretary, 
encountering her by chance alone in the great dra"'ing-room, 
" with commissions for home. I shall always be happy to 
execute any comm~ds you may have in that direction." 

"Pray what may you mean, ~lr. Rokesmith?" inquired 
:lriss Bella, with languidly drooping eyelids. 

"By home? I mean your father's house at Holloway." 
She coloured under the retort-so skillullv thrust, that the 

words seemed to be merely a plain answer, given in plain good 
faith-and said, rather more emphatically and sharply: 

" "nat commissions and commands are you speaking 
of?" 

" Only such little words of remembrance as I assume you 
send somehow or other," replied the Secretary, with his former 
air. "It would be a pleasure to me if you would make me the 
bearer of them. As you know, I come and go between the two 
houses every day." 

" You needn't remind me of that, sir." 
She was too quick in this petulant sally against "Pa"s 

lodger"; and she felt that she had been so when she met his 
quiet look. . 

"They don't send many-what was your expresswn?
words of remembrance to me," said Bella, making haste to take 
ref-uge in ill-usage. . 

"They frequently ask me about you, and I give them such 
slight intelligence as I can." 

" I hope it's truly gi\·en," exclaimed Bella. 
" I hope you cannot doubt it, for it would be nry much 

against you, if you could." 
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"No, I do not doubt it. I deserve the reproach, which is 

very just indeed. I beg your pardon, Mr. Rokesmith." 
" I should beg you not to do so, but that it shows you to such 

admirable advantage," he replied, with earnestness. "Forgive 
me; I could not help saying that. To return to what I have 
digressed from, let me add that perhaps they think I report 
them to you, deliver little messages, and the like. But I forbear 
to trouble you, as you never ask me." 

" I am going, sir," said Bella, looking at him as if he had 
reproved her, " to see them to-morrow." 

" Is that," he asked, hesitating, " said to me, or to them? " 
"To which you please." 
"To both? Shall I make it a message?" 
" You can if you like, Mr. Rokesmith. Message or no message, 

I am going to see them to-morrow." 
" Then I will tell them so." 
He lingered a moment, as though to give her the opportunity 

of prolonging the conversation if she wished. As she remained 
silent, he left her. Two inciqents of the little interview were 
felt by Miss Bella herself, when alone again, to be vezycurious. 
The first was, that he unquestionably left her with a 'penitent 
air upon her, and a penitent feeling in her heart. The second 
was, that she had not had an intention or a thought of going 
home, until she had announced it to him as a settled design. 

"\\'hat can I mean by it, or what can he mean by it?" was 
her mental inquiry. " He has no right to any power over me, 
and how do I come to mind him when I don't care for him?" 

Mrs. Boffin insisting that Bella should make to-morrow's 
expedition in the chariot, she went home in great grandeur. 
~lr>. \\'ilfer and Miss Lavinia h<~d speculated much on the prob
auilities and improbabilities of her coming in this gorgeous 
,;tate, and on beholding the chariot from the window at which 
they were secreted to look out for it, agreed that it must be 
ddained at the door as long as possible, for the mortification 
and confusion of the neighbours. Then they repaired to the 
usual family room, to receive Miss Bella with a becoming show 
of inditT erence. 

The fa.mily room looked very small and very mean, and the 
downward stairca,;e by which it was attained looked very narrow 
and n:ry crooked. The little house and all its arrangements 
were a poor contrast to the eminently aristocratic dwelling. "I 
can lurdly beli~n," thought Della, " that I ever did endure life 
in this place." 

Gloomy maje~ty on the part of Mrs. \\"ilfer1 and native pert-
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ness on the part of Lavvy, did not mend the matter. Bella 
really stood in natural need of a little help, and she got none. 

"This," said Mrs. Wilfer, presenting a cheek to be kissed, ru 
sympathetic and responsive as the back of the bowl of a spoon, 
" is quite an honour! You will probably find your sister Lavvy 
grown, Bella." 

"Ma," Miss Lavinia interposed, " there can be no objection 
to your being aggravating, because Bella richly deserves it; but 
I really must request that you will not drag in such ridiculous 
nonsense as my having grown when I am past the growing age." 

"I grew myself," Mrs. Wilfer sternly proclaimed, "after I 
was married." 

"Very well, Ma," returned Lavvy, "then I think you had 
much better have left it alone." 

The lofty glare with which the majestic woman received this 
answer, might have embarrassed a less pert opponent, but it had 
no effect upon Lavinia: who, leaving her parent to the enjoy
ment of any amount of glaring that she might deem desirable 
under the circumstances, accosted her sister, undismayed. 

" I S~Jlpose you won't consider yourself quite disgraced, 
Bella, if I give you a kiss? Well! And how do you do, Bella? 
And how are your Boffins? " 

" Peace! " exclaimed Mrs. Wilfer. "Hold! I will not suffer 
this tone of levity." 

"My goodness me! How are your Spoffins, then?" said 
Lavvy, " since Ma so very much objects to your Boffins." 

"Impertinent girl! Minx!" said Mrs. Wilfer, with dread 
severity. 

"I don't care whether I am a Minx, or a Sphinx," returned 
Lavinia, coolly, tossing her head; "it's exactly the same thing 
to me, and I'd every bit as soon be one as the other; but I know 
this-I'll not grow after I am married!" 

"You will not? You will not?" repeated Mrs. Wilier, 
solemnly. 

"No, Ma, I will not. Nothing shall induce me." 
Mrs. Willer, having waved her gloves, became loftily pathetic. 

" But it was to be expected; " thus she spake. " A child of 
mine deserts me for the proud and prosperous, and another 
child of mine despises me. It is quite fitting." 

"Ma," Bella struck in, " Mr. and Mrs. Boffin are prosperous, 
no doubt; but you have no right to say they are proud. You 
must know very well that they are not." 

" In short, .Ma," said Lavvy, bouncing over to the enemy 
without a word of notice, " you must know very well-or if you 
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don't, more shame for you !-that Mr. and Mrs. Boffin are just 
absolute perfection." 

" Truly," returned Mrs. Wilfer, courteously receiving the 
deserter, " it would seem that we are required to think so. And 
this, Lavinia, is my reason for objecting to a tone of levity. Mrs. 
Boffin (of whose physiognomy I can never speak with the com
posure I would desire to preserve) and your mother are not on 
terms of intimacv. It is not for a moment to be supposed that 
she and her husband dare to presume to speak of this family as 
the Wilfers. I cannot therefore condescend to speak of them 
as the Boffins. No; for such a tone--<:all it familiarity, levity, 
equality, or what you will-would imply those social inter
changes which do not exist. Do I render myself intelligible?" 

Without taking the least notice of this inquiry, albeit delivered 
in an imposing and forensic manner, Lavinia reminded her sister, 
"After all, you know, Bella, you haven't told us how your Whats
hisnames are." 

" I don't want to speak of them here," replied Bella, suppress
ing indignation, and tapping her foot on the floor. "They are 
much too kind and too good to be drawn into these discussions." 

" Why put it so? " demanded Mrs. \\'i!fF-r, with biting sarcasm. 
"Why adopt a circuitous form of speech? It is polite and it 
is obliging; but why do it? \\'hy not openly say that they 
are much too kind and too good for us 7 \Ye understand the 
allusion. \rhy disguise the phrase?" 

" ~fa," said Bella, with one beat of her foot," you are enough 
to drive a saint mad, and so is Lavvy." 

"l'nfortunate Lavvy!" cried Mrs. Wilfer, in a tone of com
miseration. "She always comes in for it. My poor child!" 
But Lavvy, with the suddenness of her former desertion, now 
bounced over to the other enemy; very sharply remarking, 
"Don't patronise me, ~fa, because I can take care of myself." 

".I only wonder," resumed ~Irs. \rilfer, directing her obser
\'iltluns to her elder daughter, as safer on the whole than her 
utterly unmanageable younger," that you found time and inclina
tion to tear yourself from ~lr. and Mrs. Boffin, and come to see 
us at all. I only wonder that our claims, contending against 
the supt:ril)r claims of ~Ir. and ~Irs. Boffin, had any weight. I 
fed I ought to be thankful for gainina so much in competition 
witl1 ~1r. and ~Irs. Boffin." (The good hdy bitt~rly emphasized 
th~ fir~t l..:tter of the word Boffin, as if it represented her chief 
obJection ~o the owners of that name, and as if she could haYe 
borne llo!hn. ~!otlin, or Poffin much better.) 

"~!a," s.1id Bella, angrily, "you force me to say that I am 
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truly sorry I did come home, and that I never will come home 
agai_n, except when poor dear .Pa is here. For Pais too mag
nammous to feel envy and sp1te towards my generous friends, 
and Pa is delicate enough and gentle enough to remember the 
sort of little claim they thought I had upon them, and the unusu
ally trying position in which, through no act of my own, I had 
been placed. And I always did love poor dear Pa better than 
all the rest of you put together, and I always do and I always 
shall! " 

Here Bella, deriving no comfort from her charming bonnet 
and her elegant dress, burst into tears. 

"I think, R. W.," cried 1\Irs. Wilier, lifting up her eyes and 
apostrophising the air, " that if you were present, it would be a 
trial to your feelings to hear your wife and the mother of your 
family depreciated in your name. But Fate has spared you this, 
R. W., whatever it may have thought proper to inflict upon her!" 

Here Mrs. Wilfer burst into tears. 
" I hate the Boffins!" protested Miss Lavinia. "I don't 

care who objects to their being called the Boffins. I WILL call 
'em the Boffins. The Boffins, the Boffins, the Boffins! And I 
say they are mischief-making Boffins, and I say the Boffins have 
set Bella against me, and I tell the Boffins to their faces:" 
which was not strictly the fact, but the young lady was excited: 
" that they are detestable Boffins, disreputable Boffins, odious 
Boffins, beastly Boffins. There! " 

Here Miss Lavinia burst into tears. 
The front garden-gate clanked, and the Secretary was seen 

coming at a brisk pace up the steps. " Leave me to open the 
door to him," said .Mrs. \Vilfer, rising with stately resignation 
as she shook her head and dried her eyes; " we have ·at present 
no stipendiary girl to do so. We have nothing to conceal. 
If he sees these traces of emotion on our cheeks, let him construe 
them as he may." 

With those words she stalked out. In a few moments she 
stalked in again, proclaiming in her heraldic manner," 1\Ir. Roke
smith is the bearer of a packet for .Miss Bella Wilfer." 

Mr. Rokesmith followed close upon his name, and of course 
saw what was amiss. But he discreetly affected to see nothing, 
and addressed Miss Bella. 

"Mr. Boffin intended to have placed this in the carriage for 
you this morning. He wished you to have it as a little keepsake · 
he had prepared-it is only a purse, Miss Wilfer-but as he v.:as 
disappointed in his fancy, I volunteered to come after you w1th 
it." 
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Della took it in her hand, and thanked him. 
"\\'e have been quarrelling here a little, Mr. Rokesmith, but 

not more than we used; you know our agreeable ways among 
ourselves. You find me just going. Good-bye, mamma. 
Good-bye, Lavvy! " And with a kiss for each Miss Della turned 
to the door. The Secretary would have attended her, but 
Mrs. Wilfer advancing and saying with dignity, " Pardon me! 
Permit me to assert my natural right to escort my child to the 
equipage which is in waiting for h'er," he begged pardon and gave 
place. It was a very magnificent spectacle indeed, to see .Mrs. 
Wilfer throw open the house door, and loudly demand with 
extended gloves, " The male domestic of Mrs. Boffin! " To 
whom, presenting himself, she delivered the brief but majestic 
charge," Miss Wilfer. Coming out!" and so delivered her over, 
Eke a female Lieutenant of the Tower relinquishing a State 
Prisoner. The effect of this ceremonial was for some quarter of 
an hour afterwards perfectly paralysing on the neighbours, and 
\1 as much enhanced by the worthy lady airing herself for that 
term in. a kind of splendidly serene trance on the top step. 

\\'hen Della was seated in the carriage, she opened the little 
packet in her hand. It contained a pretty purse, and the purse
contained a bank-note for fifty pounds. " This shall be a joyful 
surprise for poor dear Pa," said Bella, " and I'll take it myself 
into the City!" 

As she was uninformed respecting the exact locality of the 
place of business of Chicksey, Veneering, and Stobbles, but knew 
it to be near Mincing Lane, she directed herself to be driven 
to the comer of that darksome spot. Thence she dispatched 
" the male domestic of :Mrs. Boffin " in search of the counting
house of Chicksey, Veneering, and Stobbles, with a message 
impurting that if R. \\'ilfer could come out, there was a lady 
waiting who would be glad to speak with him. The deliven' 
(Jf these mysterious words from the mouth of a footman caused 
~o great an excitement in the counting-house, that a youthful 
:-cout was instantly appointed to follow Rumty, observe the 
LJy, and rome in with his report. Nor was the agitation by 
any mlans diminished, when the scout rushed back with the 
intdligc nee that the lady was " a slap-up gal in a bancr-up 
chariot.'' 

0 

Rumty himsl'lf, with his pen behind his ear under hi; rusty 
bt. arnHd at the carriage-door in a breathless condition, and 
L.,J bl tn Ltirly luty~< J into the whicle by his cravat and em
l>r ..teed ,,lmust untu chuking, before he recognised his daughter . 
.. ~.I y d1 ar child!" he then panted, incoherently. "Good 
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gracious me! vVhat a lovely woman you are! I thought you 
had been unkind and forgotten your mother and sister." 

" I have just been to see them, Pa dear." 
" Oh! and how-how did you find your mother? " asked 

R. W., dubiously. 
"Very disagreeable, Pa, and so was Lavvy." 
" They are sometimes a little liable to it," observed the 

patient cherub; " but I hope you made allowances, Bella, 
my dear?" 

"No. I was disagreeable, too, Pa; we were all of us disagree
able together. But I want you to come and dine with me some
where, Pa." 

" Why, my dear, I have already partaken of a-if one might 
mention such an article in this superb chariot-of a-Saveloy," 
replied R. Wilfer, modestly dropping his voice on the word, as 
he eyed the canary-coloured fittings. 

" Oh! That's nothing, Pa! " 
"Truly, it ain't as much as one could sometimes wish it to 

be, my dear," he admitted, drawing his hand across his mouth. 
" Still, when circumstances over which you have no control, 
interpose obstacles between yourself and Small Germans, you 
can't do better than bring a contented mind to bear on"
again dropping his voice in deference to the chariot
" Saveloys! " 

"You poor good Pa! Pa, do, I beg and pray, get leave for 
the rest of the day, and come and pass it with me!" 

"Well, my dear, I'll cut back and ask for leave." 
" But before you cut back," said Bella, who had already 

taken him by the chin, pulled his hat off, and begun to stick 
up his hair in her old way, " do say that you are sure I am 
giddy and inconsiderate, but have never really slighted you, Pa." 

"My dear, I say it with all my heart. And might I likewise 
observe," her father delicately hinted, with a glance out at 
window, " that perhaps it might be calculated to attract atten
tion, having one's hair publicly done by a lovely woman in an 
elegant tum-out in Fenchurch Street?" 

Bella laughed and put on his hat again. But when his 
boyish figure bobbed away, its shabbiness and cheerful patience 
smote the tears out of her eyes. " I hate that Secretary for 
thinking it of me," she said to herself, " and yet it seems half 
true!" 

Back came her father, more like a boy than ever, in his 
release from school. "All right, my dear. Leave given at 
once. Really very handsomely done! " 
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"Now where can we find some quiet place, Pa, in which I 

can wait for you while you go on an errand for me, if I send the 
carriage away? " 

It demanded cogitation. "You see, my dear," he explained, 
" you really have become such a very lovely woman, that it 
ought to be a very quiet place." At length he suggested, 
"Near the garden up by the Trinity House on Tower Hill." 
So they were driven there, and Bella dismissed the chariot; 
sending a pencilled note by it to Mrs. Boffin, that she was vdth 
her father. 

"Now, Pa, attend to what I am going to say, and promise 
and vow to be obedient." 

" I promise and vow, my dear." 
" You ask no questions. You take this purse; you go to 

the nearest place where they keep everything of the very very 
best, ready made; you buy and put on the most beautiful suit 
of clothes, the most beautiful hat, and the most beautiful pair 
of bright boots (patent leather, Pa, mind!) that are to be got 
for money; and you come back to me." 

" But, my dear Bella--" 
" Take care, Pa! " pointing her forefinger at him, merrily. 

"You have promised and vowed. It's perjury, you know." 
There was water in the foolish little fellow's eyes, but she 

kissed them dry (though her own were wet), and he bobbed 
away again. After half an hour he came back so brilliantly 
transformed, that Bella was obliged to walk round him in 
ec;:tatic admiration twenty times, before she could draw her 
arm through his, and ddightedly squeeze it. 
"~ow, Pa," said Bella, hugging him close," take this lovely 

woman out to dinner." 
"\\'here shall we go, my dear?" 
" Grrcnwich! " said Bella, valiantly. " And be sure you 

treat this lovely woman with everyt.hing of the best." 
\\'hile they were going along to take boat, "Don't you wish, 

my dear,'' said R. \\'.,timidly," that your mother was here?" 
"~o, I don't, Pa, for I like to have you all to myself to-day. 

I ~'as :>h, ;;ys your little favourite at home, and you were always 
mult'. \\ e have run away together often, before now; haven't 
we, ra?" 

"Ah, to be sure we have! Many a Sunday when your 
muther was-was a little liable to it," rtpeating his former 
delicate expn s~ion after pausing to cough. 

"\'l'S, and I am afraid I was seldom or never as good as I 
(1u;::ht to ha\'e been, ra. I made you carry me, over and over 
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again, when you should have made me walk; and I often drove 
you in harness, when you would much rather have sat down 
and read your newspaper: didn't I? " 

" Sometimes, sometimes. But Lor, what a child you were! 
What a companion you were! " 

"Companion? That's just what I want to be to-day, Pa." 
" You are safe to succeed, my love. Your brothers and 

sisters have all in their turns been companions to me, to a 
certain extent, but only to a certain extent. Your mother 
has, throughout life, been a companion that any man might 
-might look up to-and-and commit the sayings of, to 
memory-and-form himself upon-if he--" 

" If he liked the model? " suggested Bella. 
"We-ell, ye-es," he returned, thinking about it, not quite 

satisfied with the phrase: "or perhaps I might say, if it was 
in him. Supposing, for instance, that a man wanted to be 
always marching, he would find your mother an inestimable 
companion. But if he had any taste for walking, or should 
wish at any time to break into a trot, he might sometimes find 
it a little difficult to keep step with your mother. Or take it 
this way, Bella," he added, after a moment's reflection: "Suppos
ing that a man had to go through life, we won't say with a 
companion, but we'll say to a tune. Very good. Supposing 
that the tune allotted to him was the Dead March in Saul. 
Well. It would be a very suitable tune for particular occasions 
-none better-but it would be difficult to keep time with in 
the ordinary run of domestic transactions. For instance, if he 
took his supper after a hard day to the Dead March in Saul, 
his food might be likely to sit heavy on him. Or, if he was at 
any time inclined to relieve his mind by singing a comic song or 
dancing a hornpipe, and was obliged to do it to the Dead March 
in Saul, he might find himself put out in the execution of his 
lively intentions." 

" Poor Pa! " thought Bella, as she hung upon his arm. 
"Now what I will say for you, my dear," the cherub pursued 

mildly and without a notion of complaining, " is, that you are 
so adaptable. So adaptable." 

" Indeed I am afraid I have shown a wretched temper, Pa. 
I am afraid I have been very complaining, and very capricious. 
I seldom or never thought of it before. But when I sat in th( 
carriage just now and saw you coming along the pavement, J 
reproached myself." . 

"Not at all, my dear. Don't speak of such a thing." 
A happy and a chatty man was Pa in his new clothes tha1 
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day. Take it for all in all, it was perhaps the happiest day he 
had ever known in his life; not even excepting that on which 
his heroic partner had approached the nuptial altar to the tune 
of the Dead March in Saul. 

The little expedition down the river was delightful, and the 
little room overlooking the river into which they were shown 
for dinner was delightful. Everything was delightful. The 
park was delightful, the punch was delightful, the dishes of 
fish were delightful, the wine was delightful. Bella was more 
dtlightful than any other item in the festival; drawing Pa out 
in the gavest manner; making a point of always mentioning 
herself as' the lovely woman; stimulating Pa to order things, 
by declaring that the lovely woman insisted on being treated 
with them; and in short causing Pa to be quite enraptured 
with the consideration that he was the Pa of such a charming 
daughter. . 

And then, as they sat looking at the ships and steamboats 
making their way to the sea with the tide that was running 
down, the lovely woman imagined all sorts of voyages for herself 
and Pa. Kow, Pa, in the character of owner of a lumbering 
square-sailed collier, was tacking away to Newcastle, to fetch 
!Jlack diamonds to make his fortune with; now, Pa was going 
to China in that handsome three-masted ship, to bring home 
opium, with which he would for ever cut out Chicksey, r eneering, 
and Stobbles, and to bring home silks and shawls without end 
fur the decoration of his charming daughter. Now, John 
l Iarmon's di~astrous fate was all a dream, and he had come 
home and found the lovely woman just the article for him, and 
the lovely woman had found him just the article for her, and 
:hey were going a way on a trip, in their gallant bark, to look 
aftl:'r their ,·ines, with streamers flying at all points, a band 
pbying on deck, and Pa estaiJlished in the great cabin. Xow, 
John Harmon was consigned to his grave again, and a merchant 
vf immense wealth (na1ne unknown) had cour~~:d and married 
the luvtly woman, and he was so enormously rich that everything 
yuu ~,tw upon the river sailing or steaming belonged to him, and 
be kept a prrfect fleet of yachts for pleasure, and that little 
impud~:nt Y;;r!.t which you saw over there, with the great white 
,.til, \1 as c.:! led The I;dla, in honour of his wife, and she held her 
·t;;te alJuard whtn it pleased her, like a modern Cleopatra . 
. \non, there would emLark in that troop-sl,ip when she grJt to 
GrJ.Yt'rnd, a mi::hty g.:ner.1l, of large property (name alsu 
unkno\1 n ), \1 Lo wouldn·t hear of going to victory without his 
"ife, and whn'e wife was tl.e lovely woman, and she was destined 
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to become the idol of all the red-coats and blue-jackets alo~ 
and aloft. And then again; you saw that ship being towe1 
out by a steam-tug? Well! where did you suppose she wa 
going to? She was going among the coral reefs and cocoa-nut 
and all that sort of thing, and she was chartered for a fortunat1 
individual of the name of Pa (himself on board, and mud 
respected by all hands), and she was going, for his sole profi 
and advantage, to fetch a cargo of sweet-smelling woods, th1 
most beautiful that ever were seen, and the most profitable tha· 
never were heard of, and her cargo would be a great fortune 
as indeed it ought to be: the lovely woman who had purchasec 
her and fitted her expressly for this voyage, being married to ar 
Indian Prince, who was a Something-or-Other, and who won 
Cashmere shawls all over himself, and diamonds and emerald! 
blazing in his turban, and was beautifully coffee-coloured an( 
excessively devoted, though a little too jealous. Thus Bella 
ran on merrily, in a manner perfectly enchanting to Pa, whc 
was as willing to put his head into the Sultan's tub of water ru 
the beggar-boys below the window were to put their heads in 
the mud. 

"I suppose, my dear," said Pa after dinner, "we may come 
to the conclusion at home, that we have lost you for good? " 

Bella shook her head. Didn't know. Couldn't say. All 
she was able to report was, that she was most handsomely 
supplied with everything she could possibly want, and that 
whenever she hinted at leaving i\!r. and Mrs. Boffin, they 
wouldn't hear of it. 

"And now, Pa," pursued Bella, "I'll make a confession to 
you. I am the most mercenary little wretch that ever lived 
in the world." 

" I should hardly have thought it of you, my dear," returned 
her father, first glancing at himself, and then at the dessert. 

"I understand what you mean, Pa, but it's not that. It's 
not that I care for money to keep as money, but I do care so 
much for what it will buy!" 

"Really, I think most Q{ us do," returned R. W. 
"But not to the dreadful extent that I do, Pa. 0-o! " cried 

Bella, screv.ing the exclamation out of herself with a tlvist of 
her dimpled chin. " I AM so mercenary! " 

With a wistful glance R. W. said, in default of having anything 
better to say: "About when did you begin to feel it coming on, 
mv dear?" 

-.. That's it, Pa. That's the terrible part of it. When I 
was at home, and only knew what it was to be poor, I grumbled, 
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but didn't so much mind. When I was at home expecting to 
be rich, I thought vaguely of all the great things I would do. 
But when I had been disappointed of my splendid fortune, and 
came to see it from day to day in other hands, and to have 
before my eyes what it could really do, then I became the 
mercenary little wretch I am." 

" It's your fancy, my dear.'~ 
" I can assure you it's nothing of the sort, Pa! " said Bella, 

nodding at him, with her very pretty eyebrows raised as high 
as they would go, and looking comically frightened. "It's a 
fact. I am always avariciously scheming.'' 

"Lor! But how?" 
" I'll tell you, Pa. I don't mind telling you, because we 

have always been favourites of each other's, and because you 
are not like a Pa, but more like a sort of a younger brother 
with a dear venerable chubbiness on him. And besides," 
added Bella, laughing as she pointed a rallying finger at his face, 
" because I have got you in my power. This is a secret expedi
tion. If ever you tell of me, I'll tell of you. I'll tell Ma that 
you dined at Greenwich.'' 

"Well; seriously, my dear," observed R. W., with some 
trepidation of manner, " it might be as well not to mention it." 

" Aha! " laughed Bella. " I knew you wouldn't like it, sir! 
So you keep my confidence, and I'll keep yours. But betray 
the lovely woman, and you shall find her a serpent. Now you 
may give me a kiss, Pa, and I should like to give your hair a turn, 
because it has been dreadfully neglected in my absence.'' 

R. W. submitted his head to the operator, and the operator 
went on talking; at the same time putting separate locks of 
his hair through a curious process of being smartly rolled over 
her two revolving forefingers, which were then suddenly pulled 
out of it in opposite lateral directions. On each of these occasions 
the patient winced and winked. 

" I have made up my mind that I must have money, Pa. 
I feel that I can't beg it, borrow it, or steal it; and so I have 
rc,uh ed that I must marry it.'' 

R. \\'. cast up his eyes towards her, as well as he could under 
the operating circumstances, and said in a tone of remonstrance, 
".Mv de-ar Bella." 

"·lla\·e resolved, I say, Pa, that to get money I must marry 
money. In consequence of which, I a.m always looking out for 
money to captiYate." 

" ~I,. de-a-r Jldla! " 
•· Yts, Pa, that is the state of the case. If e\·er there was a 
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mercenary plotter whose thoughts and designs were always 
in her mean occupation, I am the amiable creature. But 
I don't care. I hate and detest being poor, and I won't be poor 
if I can marry money. Now you are deliciously fluffy, Pa, and 
in a state to astonish the waiter and pay the bill." 

"But, my dear Bella, this is quite alarming at your age." 
" I told you so, Pa, but you wouldn't believe it," returned 

Bella, with a pleasant childish gravity. " Isn't it shocking? " 
"It would be quite so, if you fully knew what you said, my 

dear, or meant it." 
" Well, Pa, I can only tell you that I mean nothing else. 

Talk to me of love! " said Bella, contemptuously: though her 
face and figure certainly rendered the subject no incongruous 
one. " Talk to me of fiery dragons! But talk to me of poverty 
and wealth, and there indeed we touch upon realities." 

"My De·ar, this is becoming Awful-" her father was em· 
phatically beginning: when she stopped him. 

" Pa, tell me. Did you marry money? " 
"You know I didn't, my dear." 
Bella hummed the Dead March in Saul, and said, after all it 

signified very little! But seeing him look grave and downcast, 
she took him round the neck and kissed him back to cheerfulness 
again. 

"I didn't mean that last touch, Pa; it was only said in 
joke. Now mind! You are not to tell of me, and I'll not tell of 
you. And more than that; I promise to have no secrets from 
you, Pa, and you may make certain that, whatever mercenary 
things go on, I shall always tell you all about them in strict 
confidence." 

Fain to be satisfied with this concession from the lovely 
woman, R. W. rang the bell, and paid the bill. " Now all the 
rest of this, Pa," said Bella, rolling up the purse when they were 
alone again, hammering it small with her little fist on the table, 
and cramming it into one of the pockets of his new waistcoat, 
"is for you, to buy presents with for them at home, and to pay 
bills with, and to divide as you like, and spend exactly as you 
think proper. Last of all take notice, Pa, that it's not the 
fruit of any avaricious scheme. Perhaps if it was, your little 
mercenary wretch of a daughter wouldn't make so free with it." 

After which she tugged at his coat with both hands, and 
pulled him all askew in buttoning that garment over the precious 
waistcoat pocket, and then tied her dimples into her bonnet
strings in a very knowing way, and took him back to London. 
Arrived at 1\fr, Boffin's door, she set him with his back against 
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it, tenderly took him by the ears as convenient handles for her 
purpose, and kissed him until he knocked muffled double knocks 
at the door with the back of hi~ head. That done, she once 
more reminded him of their compact and gaily parted from him. 

Not so gaily, however, but that tears filled her eyes as he 
went away down the dark street. Not so gaily, but that she 
several times said, " Ah, poor little Pa! Ah, poor dear struggling 
shabby little Pa! " before she t9ok heart to knock at the door. 
Not so gaily, but that the brilliant furniture seemed to stare her 
out of countenance as if it insisted on being compared with the 
dingy furniture at home. Not so gaily, but that she fell into 
very low spirits sitting late in her own room, and very heartily 
wept, as she wished, now that the deceased old John Harmon 
had never made a will about her, now that the deceased young 
John Harmon had lived to marry her. " Contradictory things 
to wish," said Bella, " but my life and fortunes are so contra
dictory altogether that what can I expect myself to be!" 

CHAPTER IX 

IN WHICH THE ORPHAN MAKES IDS WlLL 

THE Secretary, working in the Dismal Swamp betimes next 
morning, was informed that a youth waited in the hall who 
gave the name of Sloppy. The footman who communicated 
thi> inttlligence made a decent pause before uttering the name, 
to e~:press that it was forced on his reluctance by the youth in 
question, and that if the youth had had the good sense and good 
taste to inherit some other name it would have spared the 
fl:din:rs of him the bearer. 
. '' \'Irs. Bofiin will be very well pleased," said the Secretary 
m a perfectly composed way. "Show him in." 

~lr. Slc'PPY being introduced, rtmaintd close to the door: 
rl'n·aling in Yarious parts of his form many surprisincr, con-
(llUndit'g. and incomprehensi!Jie buttons. o 

" I am glad to see you," said John Rokesmith, in a cht>erful 
tnnr uf wtlcume. " I have been expecting you." 

Sll•ppy explained that he had meant to come before, but 
that the Orphan (of whom he made mention as Our JohnnY) 
had bctn a!lmg. and he had waited to rcport him well. · 

"' Then he is wdl now ? " said the Stcrttary. 
"~o, he ain't," said Sh1ppy. 
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Mr. Sloppy having shaken his head to a considerable extent, 

proceeded to remark, that he thought Johnny " must have 
took 'em from the Minders." Being asked what he meant, 
he answered, them that come out upon him and partickler llli 
chest. Being requested to explain himself, he stated that ther€ 
was some of 'em wot you couldn't kiver with a sixpence. Pressed 
to fall back upon a nominative case, he opined that they wos 
about as re~ as ever.red could be. "But as long as they strikes 
out'ards, sJI," continued Sloppy, "they ain't so much. It's 
their striking in'ards that's to be kep off." 

John Rokesmith hoped the child had had medical atten· 
dance? Oh yes, said Sloppy, he had been took to the doctor's 
shop once. And what did the doctor call it? Rokesmith asked 
him. After some perplexed reflection, Sloppy answered, 
brightening," He called it something as wos wery long for spots." 
Rokesmith suggested measles. "No," said Sloppy, with con
fidence, " ever so much longer than them, sir!" (Mr. Sloppy 
was elevated by this fact, and seemed to consider that it 
reflected credit on the poor little patient.) 

"Mrs. Boffin will be sorry to hear this,'' said Rokesmith. 
"Mrs. Higden said so, sir, when she kept it from her, hoping 

as Our Johnny would work round." 
" But I hope he will? " said Rokesmith, with a quick tum 

upon the messenger. 
" I hope so," answered Sloppy. " It all depends on their 

striking in'ards." He then went on to say that whether 
Johnny had "took 'em" ,from the l\Iinders, or whether the 
.Minders had "took 'em" from Johnny, the Minders had been 
sent home and had "got 'em." Furthermore, that Mrs. 
Higden's days and nights being devoted to Our Johnny, who 
was never out of her lap, the whole of the mangling arrangements 
had devolved upon himself, and he had had " rayther a tight 
time." The ungainly piece of honesty beamed and blushed as 
he said it, quite enraptured with the remembrance of having 
been serviceable. 

" Last night," said Sloppy, " when I was a-turning at the 
wheel pretty late, the mangle seemed to go like Our Johnny's 
breathing. It begun beautiful, then as it went out it shook 
a little and got unsteady, then as it took the tum to come home 
it had a rattle-like and lumbered a bit, then it come smooth, 
and so it went on till I scarce know' d which was mangle and 
which was Our Johnny. Nor Our Johnny, he scarce know'd 
either, for sometimes when the mangle lumbers he says, ' Me 
choking-, Granny! ' and 1!rs. Higden holds him up in her lap 
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and says to me,' Bide a bit, Sloppy,' and we all stops together. 
And when Our Johnny gets his breathing again, I turns again, 
and we all goes on together." 

Sloppy had gradually expanded with his descrip~on i~:to a 
stare and a vacant grin. He now contractt>d, bemg Silent, 
into a half-repressed gush of tears, and, under pretence of being 
heated, drew the under part of his sleeve across his eyes with a 
singularly awkward, laborious, and roundabout smear. 

" This is unfortunate," said Rokesmith. " I must go and 
break it to Mrs. Boffin. Stay you here, Sloppy." 

Sloppy stayed there, staring at the pattern of the paper on 
the wall, until the Secretary and Mrs. Boffin carne back together. 
And with .!!Irs. Boffin was a young lady (Miss Bella Wilfer by 
name) who was better worth staring at, it occurred to Sloppy, 
than the best of wall-papering. 

" Ah, my poor dear pretty little John Harmon!" exclaimed 
Mrs. Boffin. 

"Yes, mum," said the sympathetic Sloppy. 
"You don't think he is in a very, very bad way, do you?" 

asked the pleasant creature with her wholesome cordiality. 
Put upon his good faith, and finding it in collision with his 

inclinations, Sloppy threw back his head and uttered a melli
fluous howl, rounded off v.ith a sniff. 

" So bad as that! ., cried :!l!rs. Boffin. "And Betty Higden 
not to tdl me of it sooner! " 

" I think she might han been mistrustful, mum," answered 
Sloppy, hesitating. 

"Of what, for Heaven's sake?" 
" I think she might have been mistrustful, mum," returned 

Sloppy with submission, "of standing in Our Johnny's light. 
There's so much trouLle in illness, and so much expense, and 
she's sern such a lot of its being objected to." 

" But she never can have thought," said ~Irs. Boffin, " that 
I would grudge the dear child an)1hing? " 

"Xo, mum, but she mi;;ht have thought (as a habit-like) of 
its sunding in Johnny's light, and might ha,·e trie-d to bring 
him tl.rot:,:h it unbt knownst." 
. ~k·ppy kntw hi;; ;rvund wdl. To conceal herself in s:ckness, 

l.:ke a lv" cr animal; to creep out of sight and coil hentlf away 
llnd dJe, Lad become this woman's instinct. To catch up in her 
arm;; the SJck chJd who was dear to her, and hide it as if it were 
a criminal, and ktc-p uff all ministration but su(h as her own 
ic-nur.l.Ilt tcndcmt~s and patience could supply, had become 
tL1s wvm.<n's idt:J. of mattm.U ion:, fi.J,Lty, and duty. The 
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shameful accounts we read, every week in the Christian year, 
my lords and gentlemen and honourable boards, the infamous 
records of small official inhumanity, do not pass by the people 
as they pass by us. And hence these irrational, blind, and 
obstinate prejudices, so astonishing to our magnificence, and 
having no more reason in them-God save the Queen and Con
found their politics-no, than smoke has in coming from fire! 

"It's not a right place for the poor child to stay in," said Mrs. 
Boffin. "Tell us, dear Mr. Rokesmith, what to do for the best." 

He had already thought what to do, and the consultation was 
very short. He could pave the way, he said, in half an hour, 
and then they would go daVIn to Brentford. " Pray take me," 
said Bella. Therefore a carriage was ordered, of capacity to 
take them all, and in the meantime Sloppy was regaled, feasting 
alone in the Secretary's room, with a complete realization of 
that fairy vision-meat, beer, vegetables, and pudding. In 
consequence of which his buttons became more importunate of 
public notice than before, with the exception of two or three 
about the region of the waistband, which modestly withdrew 
into a creasy retirement. 

Punctual to the time appeared the carriage and the Secretary. 
He sat on the box, and ::lfr. Sloppy graced the rumble. So to 
The Three Magpies as before: where 11Irs. Boffin and Miss Bella 
were handed out, and whence they all went on foot to l\Irs. 
Betty Higden's. 

But on the way down they had stopped at a toy-shop, and 
had bought that noble charger, a description of whose points 
and trappings had on the last occasion conciliated the thtn 
worldly-minded orphan, and also a Noah's ark, and also a 
yellow bird with an artificial voice in him, and also a military 
doll so well dressed that if he had only been of life-size his 
brother-officers in the Guards might never have found him out. 
Bearing these gifts, they raised the latch of Betty Higden's door, 
and saw her sitting in the dimmest and furthest comer with poor 
Johnny in her lap. 

"And how's my boy, Betty? " asked :\Irs. Boffin, sitting 
do\m beside her. 

"He's bad! He's bad!., said Betty. "I begin to be afeerd 
he'll not be yours any more than mine. All others belonging 
to him haYe gone to the Power and the Glory, and I have a 
mind that they're drawing him to them-leading him away." 

"Xo, no, no," said :\Irs. Boffin. 
" I don't know whv else he clenches his little hand as if it had 

hold of a finger that i can't see. Look at it," said Betty, open-
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incr the wrappers in which the flushed child lay, and showing 
hi~ small right hand lying closed upon his breast. 11 It's always 
so. It don't mind me." 

11 Is he asleep? " 
"Ko, I think not. You're not asleep, my Johnny?" 
"No," said Johnny, with a quiet air of pity for himself, and 

without opening his eyes. 
"Here's the lady, Johnny. A;nd the horse." 
Johnny could bear the lady with complete indifference, but 

not the horse. Opening his heavy eyes, he slowly broke into a 
smile on beholding that splendid phenomenon, and wanted to 
take it in his arms. As it was much too big, it was put upon a 
chair where he could hold it by the mane and contemplate it. 
\\'hich he soon forgot to do. 

But Johnny murmuring something with his eyes closed,, and 
.Mrs. Boffin not knowing what, old Betty bent her ear to liSten 
and took pains to understand. Being asked by her to repeat 
what he had said, he did so two or three times, and then it came 
c>ut that he must have seen more than they supposed when he 
looked up to see the horse, for the murmur was, 11 \rho is the 
l 'uofer lady? " K ow the hoofer, or beautiful, lady was Bella; 
and wJ,ereas this notice from the poor baby would have touched 
Iter of itself, it was rendered more pathetic by the late melting 
(If her heart to her poor little father, and their joke about the 
l()vely woman. So Bella's behaviour was very tender and very 
natural when she kneeled on the brick floor to clasp the child, 
<\nd when the child, with a child's admiration of what is young 
and pretty, fondled the boo fer lady. 

":\ow, my good dear Betty," said :\Irs. Boffin, hoping that 
~he saw her opportunity, and laying her hand persuasively on 
Ltr arm; ·' we haYe come to remove Johnny from this cottage 
to where he can be taken better care of." 

Jnq.antly, and bdore another word cuuld be spoken, the old 
'' uman started up with bla.zing eyes, and rushed at the door 
11 ith the sick child. 

"Stand away from me, en:ry one of ye!" she cried out 
11 ildly. " I Ste what ye mean now. Let me go my way, all of 
; e. I'd sooner kill the Pretty, and kill myself." 

Sta~·, sw.y!" said Rokesmith, soothing her. "You don't 
undastand." 

" I understand too well. I know too much about it sir. 
1\·e run frum it too many a Year. No! Xewr for me n;r for 
t 1 i~ chil,J. v.llile ther~·s v.:ater enoucrh in Enrrland to co;er us!" 

'!'I 1 " " :e ttrrt>r, t :e sL:1me, the p.1s;ion of horror and repugnance, 
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firing the worn face and perfectly maddening it, would havE 
been a quite terrible sight, if embodied in one old fellow-creaturE 
alone. Yet it "crops up "-as our slang goes-my lords anc 
gentlemen and honourable boards, in other fellow-creature~ 
rather frequently! 

" It's been chasing me all my life, but it shall never take mE 
nor mine alive!" cried old Betty. "I've done with ye. I'd 
have fastened the door and window and starved out, afore I'd ever 
have let ye in, if I had known what ye came for! " 

But, catching sight of Mrs. Boffin's wholesome face, she 
relented, and crouching down by the door and bending over her 
burden to hush it, said humbly: "Maybe my fears has put me 
wrong. If they have so, tell me, and the good Lord forgive me! 
I'm quick to take this fright, I know, and my head is summ'at 
light with wearying and watching." . 

" There, there, there! " returned Mrs. Boffin. " Come, 
come! Say no more of it, Betty. It was a mistake, a mistake. 
Any one of us might have made it in your place, and felt just as 
you do." 

" The Lord bless ye! " said the old woman, stretching out 
her hand. 

"Now see, Betty," pursued the sweet compassionate soul, 
holding the hand kindly, "what I really did mean, and what I 
should have begun by saying out, if I had only been a little 
wiser and handier. We want to move Johnny to a place where 
there are none but children; a place set up on purpose for sick 
children; where the good doctors and nurses pass their lives 
with children, talk to none but children, touch none but children, 
comfort and cure none but children." 

"Is there really such a place?" asked the old woman, with 
a gaze of wonder. 

"Yes, Betty, on my word, and you shall see it. If my home 
was a better place for the dear boy, I'd take him to it; but in
deed indeed it's not." 

" You shall take him," returned Betty, fervently kissing the 
comforting hand, " where you will, my deary. I am not so 
hard but that I believe your face and voice, and I will, as long as 
I can see and hear." 

This victory gained, Rokesmith made haste to profit by it, 
for he saw how wofully time had been lost. He dispatched 
Sloppy to bring the carriage to the door, caused the child to be 
carefully wrapped up; bade old Betty get her bonnet on: 
collected the toys, enabling the little fellow to comprehend that 
his treasures were to be transported with him; and had all 
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things prepared so easily that they were ready for the carriage 
as soon as it appeared, and in a minute afterwards were on their 
way. Sloppy they left behind, relieving his overcharged breast 
with a paroxysm of mangling. 

At the Children's Hospital, the gallant steed, the Noah's ark, 
the yellow bird, and the officer in the Guards, were made as 
welcome as their child-owner. But the doctor said aside to 
Rokesmith, "This should have been days ago. Too late!" 

However, they were all carried up into a fresh airy room, and 
there Johnny came to himself, out of a sleep or a swoon or what
ever it was, to find himself lying in a little quiet bed, with a 
little platform over his breast, on which were already arranged, 
to gin him heart and urge him to cheer up, the Noah's ark, the 
noble steed, and the yellow bird, with the officer in the Guards 
doing duty over the whole, quite as much to the satisfaction of 
his country as if he had been upon Parade. And at the bed's 
head was a coloured picture beautiful to see, representing as it 
were another Johnny seated on the knee of some Angel surely 
who loved little children. And marvellous fact to lie and stare 
at: Johnny had become one of a little family, all in little quiet 
beds (except two playing dominoes in little arm-chairs at a little 
table on the hearth): and on all the little beds were little plat
forms whereon were to' be seen dolls' houses, woolly dogs with 
mechanical barks in them not very dissimilar from the artificial 
voice pervading the bowels of the yellow bird, tin armies, Moorish 
t~mLlers, wooden tea-things, and the riches of the earth. 

As Johnny murmured something in his placid admiration, 
the ministering woman at his bed's head asked him what he 
said. It seemed that he wanted to know whether all these were 
brothers and sisters of his? So they told him yes. It seemed 
then, that he wanted to know whether God had brought them 
all together there? So they told him yes again. They made 
out then, that he wanted to know whether they would all get 
out of pain? So they answered yes to that question likewise, 
and made him understand that the reply included himself. 

Johnny's powers of sustaining conversation were as yet so 
'ery imperfectly develc,ped, e\'en in a state of health, that in 
sickness they wt:re little more than monosyllabic. But he had 
to be wa~htd and tended, and remedies were applied, and 
thou;.:h those offlces were far, far more skilfully and lightly done 
tLan ~:wr anything had been done for him in his little life, so 
ruu~h and short, they would haYe hurt and tired him but for 
an amazing circumstance which laid hold of his attention. 
This was no less than the appearance on his own little platform 
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in pairs, of All Creation on its way into his own particular ark: 
the elephant leading, and the fly, with a diffident sense of his 
size, politely bringing up the rear. A very little brother lying 

- in the next bed with a broken leg, was so enchanted by this 
spectacle that his delight exalted its enthralling interest; and 
so came rest and sleep. 

" I see you are not afraid to leave the dear child here, Betty," 
whispered Mrs. Boffin. 

"No, ma'am. Most willingly, most thankfully, with all my 
heart and soul." 

So they kissed him, and left him there, and old Betty was to 
come back early in the morning, and nobody but Rokesmith 
knew for certain how that the doctor had said, "This should 
have been days ago. Too late!" 

But Rokesmith kno,.,ing it, and knowing that his bearing it in 
mind would be acceptable thereafter to that good woman who 
had been the only light in the childhood of desolate John Har
mon dead and gone, resolved that late at night he would go 
back to the bedside of John Harmon's namesake, and see how 
it fared with him. 

The family whom God had brought together were not all 
asleep, but were all quiet. From bed ~o bed a light womanly 
tread and a pleasant fresh face passed in the silence of the night. 
A little head would lift itself up into the softened light here and 
there, to be kissed as the face went by-for these little patients 

' are very JoYing-and would then submit itself to be composed 
to rest again. The mite with the broken leg was restless, and 
moaned; but after a while turned his face towards Johnny's 
bed, to fortify himself with a vie\V of the ark, and fell asleep. 
Over most of the beds, the toys were yet grouped as the children 
had left them when they last laid themselves down, and, in 
their innocent grotesqueness and incongruity, they might have 
stood for the children's dreams. 

The doctor came in too, to see how it fared with Johnny. 
And he and Rokesmith stood together, looking dmm with 
compassion on him. 

"\Yhat is it, Johnny?" Rokesmith was the questioner, and 
put an arm round the poor baby as he made a struggle. 

" Hi.11! " said the little fellow. " Those! " 
The doctor was quick to understand children, and, taking 

the horse the ark, the vellow bird, and the man in the Guards, 
from Johnny's bed, s~ftly placed them on that of his next 
neicrhbour, the mite with the broken leg. 

\'hth a weary and yet a pleased smile, and with an action as 
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if he stretched his little Ezure out to rest, the child heaved his 
body on the sustaining a~, and seeking Rokesmith's face with 
his lips, said: 

" A kiss for the hoofer ladv." 
Ha,ing now bequeathed all he had to dispose of, and arranged 

his affairs in this world, Johnny, thus speaking, left it. 

CHAPTER X 

A Sl:CCESSOR 

So~E of the Reverend Frank ~Iilvey's brethren had found them
selves exceedingly uncomfortable in their minds, because they 
were required to bury the dead too hopefully. But the 
Re,·erend Frank, inclining to the belief that they were required 
to do one or two other things (say out of nine-and-thirty) cal
culated to trouble their consciences rather more if they would 
think as much about them, held his peace. 

Indt:ed the Reverend Frank Milvey was a forbearing man, 
"ho noticed many sad warps and blights in the vineyard 
wherein he worked, a.'1d did not profess that they made him 
savagdy wise. He only learned that the more he himself knew, 
in his little limited human way, the better he could distantly 
in~naine what Omniscience might know. 

\\herdore, if the Reverend,Frank had had to read the words 
that troubled some of his brethren, and profitably touched 
innumeraLie htarts, in a worse case than Johnny's, he would 
han d<me so out of the pity and humility of his soul. Reading 
thtm onr Johnny, he thought of his own six children, but not 
uf his poverty, and read them with dimmed tyes. And very 
seriously did he and his brig-ht little ,,if.:, who had betn listen
in!!. lovk down into the small grave and walk home arrn-in-arrn. 

Tlllre was grief in the aristocratic house, and there was joy 
in the l3owtr. ~fr. \re;g argued, if an orphan were wanted, 
w ,c; he nut an orphan himself, and could a better be desired? 
.\nd why I!O lkatin;; about Brentford bush<:>, set kin;,! orphans 
fursouth who had establishd no cLims upon you and made no 
~.arifin·s f.._,r you, w htn here was an orphan ready to your hand 
who h.td p-J\ en up in yvur cause, ~!iss El.i.za.beth, ~Iasttr Gtor.;e, 
.\L:nt l.lne, :l.nd rnde P;d-:cr? 

~!r .. ·\\'t;; chud.kd, o:.nsequtntly, when he heard the tidings. 
~-'>"• 1t W.!s .!{taw ;>.rds ailirmed by a witness who shall at present 

L 
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be nameless, that in the seclusion of the Bower he poked out 
his wooden leg, in the stage-ballet manner, and executed a 
taunting or triumphant pirouette on the genuine leg remaining 
to him. 

John Rokesmith's manner towards Mrs. Boffin at this time 
was more the manner of a young man towards a mother, than 
that of a Secretary towards his employer's wife. It had always 
been marked by a subdued affectionate deference that seemed 
to have sprung up on the very day of his engagement: what
ever was odd in her dress or her ways had seemed to have no 
oddity for him; he had sometimes borne a quietly amused face 
in her company, but still it had seemed as if the pleasure her 
genial temper and radiant nature yielded him, could have been 
quite as naturally expressed in a tear as'in a smile. The com
pleteness of his sympathy with her fancy for having a little 
John Harmon to protect and rear, he had $hown in every act 
and word, and now that the kind fancy was disappointed, he 
treated it with a manly tenderness and respect for which she 
could hardly thank him enough. 

" But I do thank you, Mr. Rokesmith," said Mrs. Boffin, 
"and I thank you most kindly. You love children." 

"I hope everybody does." 
"They ought," said Mrs. Boffin; "but we don't all of us do 

what we ought; do us? " 
John Rokesmith replied, "Some among us supply the short

comings of the rest. You have loved children well, Mr. Bo.'lin 
has told me." 

"Not a bit better than he has, but that's his way; he puts 
all the good upon me. You speak rather sadly, Mr. Rokesmith." 

"Do I?" 
"It sounds to me so. Were you one of many children?" 
He shook his head. 
"An only child?" 
"No, there was another. Dead long ago." 
" Father or mother alike? " 
"Dead." 
"And the rest of your relations?" 
"Dead-if I ever had any living. I never heard of any." 
At this point of the dialogue Bella came in with a light step. 

She paused at the door a moment, hesitating whether to remain 
or retire; perplexed by finding that she was not observed. 

"Now, don't mind an old lady's talk," said Mrs. Boffin, 
" but tell me. Are you quite sure, Mr. Rokesmith, that you 
have never had a disappointment in love?" 
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" Quite sure. Why do you ask me? " 
" \\'by, for this reason. Sometimes you have a kind of 

kept-down manner with you, which is not like your age. You 
can't be thirty?" 

" I am not yet thirty." 
Deeming it high time to make her presence known, Bella 

coughed here to attract attention, begged pardon, and said 
she would go, fearing that she interrupted some matter of 
business. 

"No, don't go," rejoined Mrs. Boffin, "because we are 
coming to business, instead of having begun it, and you belong 
to it as much now, my dear Bella, as I do. But I want my 
Noddy to consult with us. Would somebody be so good as 
find my Noddy for me?" 

Rokesmith departed on that errand, and presently returned 
accompanied by :Mr. Boffin at his jog-trot. Bella felt a little 
vague trepidation as to the subject-matter of this same con
sultation, until Mrs. Boffin announced it. 

"Now, you come and sit by me, my dear," said that worthy 
soul, taking her comfortable place on a large ottoman in the 
centre of the room, and drawing her arm through Bella's; 
"and Noddy, you sit here, and Mr. Rokesmith you sit there. 
Now, you see, what I want to talk about is this. Mr. and Mrs. 
Milvey have sent me the kindest note possible (which Mr. 
Rokesmith just now read to me out aloud, for I ain't good at 
handwritings), offered to find me another little child to name 
and educate and bring up. Well. This has set me thinking." 

(" And she is a steam-ingein at it," murmured Mr. Boffin, 
in an admiring parenthesis," when she once begins. It mayn't 
be so easy to start her; but once started, she's a ingein.") 

''-This has set me thinking, I say," repeated Mrs. Boffin, 
cordially beaming under the influence of her husband's rompli
nwnt, "and I have thought two things. First of all, that I 
haw grown timid of reviving John Harmon's name. It's an 
unfortunate name, and I fancy I should reproach myself if I 
gaye it to another dear child, and it proved again unlucky." 

"Now, whether," said Mr. Boffin, gravely propounding a 
case for his Secretary's opinion; "whether one might call that 
a supl•rstition? " 

" It is a matter of feeling with Mrs. Boffin," said Rokesmith, 
j:l'ntly. "The name has always been unfortunate. It has now 
this new unfortunate association connecttd with it. The name 
has dil'd out. \\'hy re,·ive it? Might I ask .Miss Wilfer what 
~he thinks? " 
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" It has not been a fortunate name for me," said Bella 

colouring-" or at least it was not, until it led to my bein~ 
here-but that is not the point in my thoughts. As we had 
given the name to the poor child, and as the poor child took sc 
lovingly to me, I think I should feel jealous of callincr anothe1 
child by it. I think I should feel as if the name had become 
endeared to me, and I had no right to use it so." 

".A..nd that's your opinion?" remarked Mr. Boffin, observant 
of the Secretary's face and again addressmg him. 

"I say again, it is a matter of feeling," returned the Secre
tary. "I think Miss Willer's feeling very womanly and 
pretty." 

"Now, give us your opinion, Noddy," said Mrs. Boffin. 
"My opinion, old lady," returned the Golden Dustman, 

" is your opinion." 
" Then," said Mrs. Boffin, " we a,oree not to revive John 

Harmon's name, but to let it rest in the grave. It is, as Mr. 
Rokesmith says, a matter of feeling, but Lor how many matters 
are matters of feeling! Well; and so I come to the second 
thing I have thought of. You must know, Bella, my dear, and 
Mr. Rokesmith, that when I first named to my husband my 
thoughts of adopting a little orphan boy in remembrance of 
John Harmon, I further named to my husband that it was 
comforting to think that how the poor boy would be benefited 
by John's own money, and protected from John's own forlorn
ness." 

"Bear, hear!" cried }fr. Boffin. "So she did. Ancoar!" 
"No, not Ancoar, Koddy, my dear," returned Mrs. Boffin, 

"because I am going to say something else. I meant that, 
I am sure, as much as I still mean it. But this little death 
has made me ask myself the question, seriously, whether I 
wasn't too bent upon pleasing myself. Else why did I seek out 
so much for a pretty child, and a child quite to my liking? 
\Yanting to do good, why not do it for its own sake, and put 
my taste and likings by? " 

"Perhaps," said Bella; and perhaps she said it "1th some 
little sensitiveness arising out of those old curious relations of 
hers towards the murdered man; " perhaps, in revi,1ng the 
name, you would not have liked to give it to a less interesting 
child than the original. Be interested you very much." 

"\Yell, my dear," returned ~Irs. Boffin, giving her a squeeze, 
"it's kind of you to find that reason out, and I hope it may 
have been so, and inde.::d to a certain extent I believe it was 
so, but I am afraid not to the whole extent. However, that 
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don't come in question now, because we have done with the 
name." 

" Laid it up as a remembrance," suggested Bella, musingly. 
"Much better said, my dear; laid it up as a remembrance. 

Well then; I have been thinking if I take any orphan to provide 
for, let it not be a pet and a plaything for me, but a creature 
to be helped for its own sake." 

" Not pretty then? " said Bella. 
"Ko," returned Mrs. Boffin, stoutly. 
" Nor prepossessing then? " said Bella. 
"No," returned Mrs. Boffin. "Not necessarily so. That's 

as it may happen. A well-disposed boy comes in my way who 
may be even a little wanting in such advantages for getting on 
in life, but is honest and industrious, and requires a helping 
hand, and deserves it. If I am very much in earnest and quite 
determined to be unselfish, let me take care of him." 

Here the footman whose feelings had been hurt on the former 
occasion, appeared, and crossing to Rokesmith apologetically 
announced the objectionable Sloppy. 

The four members of Council looked at one another, and 
paused. "Shall he be brought here, ma'am?" asked Rake
smith. 

"Yes," said Mrs. Boffin. Whereupon the footman dis
;:ppcared, reappeared presenting Sloppy, and retired much 
disg-usted. 

i'he consideration of Mrs. Boffin had clothed Mr. Sloppy in 
a suit of black, on which the tailor had received personal direc
tions from Rokesmith to expend the utmost cunning of his 
art, with a view to the concealment of the cohering and sustain
ing buttons. But so much more powerful were the frailties 
of Sloppy's form than the strongest resources of tailoring 
science, that he now stood before the Council, a perfect Argus 
in the way of buttons: shining and winking and gleaming and 
twinkling out of a hundred of those eyes of bright metal, at 
the d.iZzled spectators. The artistic taste of some unknown 
lutt~.:r had furnished him with a hatband of wholesale capacity 
"hich was fluted behind, from the crown of his hat to the brim, 
and taminated in a black bunch, from which the imagina
tion shrunk discomfited and the reason revolted. Some special 
powers with which his legs were endowed had already hitched 
up his glossy trousers at the ankles, and bagged them at the 
kn<:(S: w bile simibr gifts in his arms had raised his coat-sleeves 
from his wrists and accumulated them at his t:lbows. Thus 
s~:t funh, with the additional embellishments of a very little 
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tail to his coat, and a yawning gulf at his waistband, Sloppy 
stood confessed. 

"And how is Betty, my good fellow?" Mrs. Boffin asked 
him. 

"Thankee, mum," said Sloppy, " she do pretty nicely, and 
sending her dooty and many thanks for the tea and all favours 
and wishing to know the family's healths." 

" Have you just come, Sloppy? " 
"Yes, mum." 
" Then you have not had your dinner yet? " 
" No, mum. But I mean to it. For I ain't forgotten your 

handsome orders that I was never to go away without having 
had a good 'un off of meat and beer and pudding-no: there 
was four of 'em, for I reckoned 'em up when I had 'em; meat 
one, beer two, vegetables three, and which was four?-Why, 
pudding, he was four!" Here Sloppy threw his head back, 
opened his mouth wide, and laughed rapturously. 

" How are the two poor little l\Iinders? " asked Mrs. Boffin. 
"Striking right out, mum, and coming round beautiful." 
Mrs. Boffin looked on the other three members of Council, 

and then said, beckoning with her finger: 
"Sloppy." 
"Yes, mum." 
"Come forward, Sloppy. Should you like to dine here every 

dav?" 
i< Off of all four on 'em, mum? Oh, mum!" Sloppy's 

feelings obliged him to squeeze his hat, and contract one leg 
at the knee. 

" Yes. And should you like to be always taken care of here. 
if you were industrious and deserving? " 

"Oh, mum!-But there's Mrs. Higden/' said Sloppy, checking 
himself in his raptures, drawing back, and shaking his head 
with very serious meaning. "There's 1\Irs. Higden. l\Irs. 
Higden goes before all. None can ever be better friends to me 
than :\Irs. Higden's been. And she must be turned for, must 
Mrs. Higden. \\"here would Mrs. Higden be if she warn't 
turned for? " At the mere thought of Mrs. Higden in this in
conceivable affiiction, l\Ir. Sloppy's countenance became pale, 
and manifested the most distressful emotions. 

"You are as right as right can be, Sloppy," said Mrs. Boffin, 
"and far be it from me to tell you otherwise. It shall be seen 
to. If Betty Higden can be turned for all the same, you shall 
come here and be taken care of for life, and be made able to 
keep her in other ways than the turning." 
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"Even as to that, mum," answered the ecstatic Sloppy, 

" the turning might be done in the night, don't you see? I 
could be here in the day, and turn in the night. I don't want 
no sleep, I don't. Or even if I any ways should want a wink 
or two," added Sloppy, after a moment's apologetic reflection, 
"I could take 'em turning. I've took 'em turning many a 
time, and enjoyed 'em wonderful!" 

On the grateful impulse of the moment, Mr. Sloppy kissed 
1\frs. Boffin's hand, and then detaching himself from that good 
creature that he might have room enough for his feelings, threw 
back his head, opened his mouth wide, and uttered a dismal 
howl. It was creditable to his tenderness of heart, but suggested 
that he might on occasion give some offence to the neighbours: 
the rather as the footman looked in, and begged pardon, finding 
he was not wanted, but excused himself on the ground "that 
he thought it was Cats." 

CIB.PTER XI 

SOME AFFAIRS OF THE HEART 

LITTLE '\!iss Peecher, from her little official dwelling-house, 
with its little windows like the eyes in needles, and its little 
doors .like the covers of school-books, was very observant 
indeed of the object of her quiet affections. Love, though 
said to be afflicted with blindness, is a vigilant watchman, and 
'\liss Peecher kept him on double duty over 1\fr. Bradley Head
stone. It was not that she was naturally given to playing the 
spy-it was not that she was at all secret, plotting, or mean
it VI as simply that she loved the unresponsive Bradley with all 
tlte primitil'e and homely stock of love that had never been 
examined or certificated out of her. If her faithful slate had 
had the latent qualiti~:s of s~mpathetic paper, and its pencil 
those of invisible ink, many a little treatise calculated to astonish 
the Plll'ils would have come bursting through the dry sums in 
sdwol-time under the warming influence of Miss Peecher's 
b..)som. Fur oftentimes when school was not, and her calm 
hi:>ure and calm little house were her own, ~liss Peecher would 
cummit tu the confidential slate an imaginary description of 
ho11, upon a lulmy evening at dusk, two figures might have 
btu\ ubs~:rnd in the m.1rk<:t-garden ground round the comer, 
l•f w hum une, b~:ing a manly form, bent onr the other, bting a 
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womanly fonn of short stature and some compactness, and 
breathed in a low voice the words, " Emma Peecher, wilt thou 
be my own?" after which the womanly form's head reposed 
npon the manly form's shoulder, and the nightingales tuned 
up. Though all unseen, and unsuspected by the pupils, Bradley 
Headstone even pervaded the school exercises. Was Geography 
in question? He would come triumphantly flying out of 
Vesuvius and lEtna ahead of the lava, and would boil unharmed 
in the hot springs of Iceland, and would float majestically do'l\n 
the Ganges and the Nile. Did History chronicle a king of 
men? Behold him in pepper-and-salt pantaloons, with his 
watch-guard round his neck. Were copies to be written? 
In capital B's and H's most of the girls under Miss Peecher's 
tuition were half a year ahead of every other letter in the alpha
bet. And Mental Arithmetic, administered by Miss Peecher, 
often devoted itself to providing Bradley Headstone with a 
wardrobe of fabulous extent; fourscore and four neckties at 
two and ninepence-halfpenny, two gross of silver watches at 
four pounds fifteen and sixpence, seventy-four black hats at 
eighteen shillings; and many similar superfluities. 

The vigilant watchman, using his daily opportunities of 
turning his eyes in Bradley's direction, soon apprised l\Iiss 
Peecher that Bradley was more preoccupied than had been his 
wont, and more given to strolling about with a do'l'.ncast and 
reserved face, turning something difficult in his mind that was 
not in the scholastic syllabus. Putting this and that together 
-combining under the head " this," present appearances and 
the intimacy with Charley Hexam, and ranging under the head 
" that " the visit to his sister, the watchman reported to l\Iiss 
Peecher his strong suspicions that the sister was at the bottom 
of it. 

" I wonder," said Miss Peecher, as she sat making up her 
weekly report on a half-holiday afternoon, " what they call 
Hexam's sister?" 

Mary Anne, at her needlework, attendant and attentive, 
held her arm up. 

"Well, Mary Anne?" 
"She is named Lizzie, ma'am." 
" She can hardly be named Lizzie, I think, Mary Anne," 

returned Miss Peecher, in a tunefully instructiYe voice. " Is 
Lizzie a Christian name, l\Iary .Anne? " 

Mary Anne laid down her work, rose, hooked herself behind 
as being under catechization, and replied: "No, it is a cor
ruption, ~[iss Peecher." 
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"Wbo gave her that name?" Miss Peecher was going on, 
from the mere force of habit, when she checked herself, on 
Mary Anne's evincing theological impatience to strike in with 
her godfathers and her godmothers, and said: " I mean of what 
name is it a corruption? " 

" Elizabeth or Eliza, Miss Peecher." 
" Right, Mary Anne. W'hether there were any Lizzies in 

the early Christian Church must be considered very doubtful, 
very doubtful." Miss Peecher was exceedingly sage here. 
" Speaking oorrectly, we say, then, that Hexam's sister is 
called Lizzie: not that she is named so. Do we not, Mary 
Anne?" 

"We do, Miss Peecher." 
"And where," pursued Miss Peecher, complacent in her 

little transparent fiction of conducting the examination in a 
semi-vf!icial manner for Mary Anne's benefit, not her own, 
"where does this young woman, who is called but not named 
Lizzie, live? Think, now, before answering." ' 

"In Church Street, Smith Square, by Mill Rank, ma'am." 
" In Church Street, Smith Square, by Mill Bank," repeated 

Miss Peecher, as if possessed beforehand of the book in which 
it was written. " Exactly so. And what occupation does this 
young woman pursue, Mary Anne? Take time." 

"She has a place of trust at an outfitter's in the City, 
ma'am." 

" Oh! " said Miss Peecher, pondering on it: but smoothly 
addtd, in a confirmatory tone, "At an outfitter's in the City. 
Ye-es?" 

" And Charley--" Mary Anne was proceeding, when Miss 
1\·erhrr stared. 

" I mean Hexam, Miss Peecher." 
·• I should think you did, Mary Anne. I am glad to hear you 

.Jo. And Hexam--? " 
"Says," ~lary Anne went on," that he is not pleased with his 

si,;ttr, and that his sister won't be guided by his advice, and 
pcr,:,b in being guided by somebody else's; and that--" 

•· ~!r. H~:ad;;tone coming across the garden!" exclaimed Miss 
l'Lcdwr, with a flu~hcd glance at the looking-glass. ·• You have 
answcnd nry wdl, ~lary :\nne. You are forming an exctllent 
k1hit vf arrangin'!: your thoughts clearly. That will do." 

Thc· d ''TLTt J!.uy Anne resumed her seat and htr silence, 
and >tit,JHd. and stitdwd, and was stitching when the school
ma~tcr s ,;I1J.duw cJ.me in bdcre him, announcing that he might 
l.e lll-t.tntly expn:t~:d. 
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" Go~-e~ening, Miss Peecher," he said, pursuing the shadow 

and taking· .l,ts ~lace. ' 
" Good evtimng, Mr. Headstone. Mary Anne a chair " 
"Thank yo~;" ~aid Bradley, seating himself in his constrained 

manner. " This \~,fut a flying visit. I have looked in on my 
way, to ask a kindneS§'of you as a neighbour." ' 

" Did you say on your way, Mr. Headstone? " asked Miss 
Peecher. '. 

"On my way to-where I am going." 
" Church Street, Smith Square, by Mill Bank,'' repeated Miss 

Peecher, in her own thoug~ts. 
" Charley Hexam has goJ:le to get a book or two he wants, 

and will probably be back tefore me. As we leave my house 
empty, I took the liberty of ~lling him I would leave the key 
here. Would you kindly allow me to do so? " 
. " Certainly, Mr. Headstone. Going for an evening walk, 

s1r?" 
' " Partly for a walk, and partly for-on business." 

" Business in Church Street, Sr}ith Square, by Mill Bank " 
repeated Miss Peecher to herself. ' 

" Having said which," pursued Bndley, laying his door-key 
on the table, " I must be already goin5 There is nothing I can 
do for you, Miss Peecher?" 

" Thank you, Mr. Headstone. In whicl direction? " 
"In the direction of Westminster." 
" Mill Bank," Miss Peecher repeated in he1own thoughts once 

again. "No, thank you, Mr. Headstone; I'l.not trouble you." 
''You couldn't trouble me," said the schoomaster. 
"Ah!" returned Miss Peecher, though not aoud; "but you 

can trouble me I " and for all her quiet mannr and her quiet 
smile, she was full of trouble as he went his way. 

She was right touching his destination. He held as traight 
a course for the house of the dolls' dressmaker as the ~sdont 
of his ancestors, exemplified in the construction of the intervoing 
streets, would let him, and walked with a bent head hammting 
at one fixed idea. It had been an immovable idea since he i;st 
set eyes upon her. It seemed to him as if all that he could su; 
press in himself he had suppressed, as if all that he could restrai 
in himself he had restrained, and the time had come--in a rusl 
in a moment-when the power of self-command had departf 
from him. Love at first sight is a trite expression quite suf 
ciently discussed; enough that in certain smouldering natur 
like this man's, that passion leaps into a blaze, and makes su• 
head as fire does in a rage of wind, when other passions, but f 
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its mastery, could be held in chains. As a multitude of weak, 
imitative natures are always lying by, ready to go mad upon the 
next wrong idea that may be broached-in these times, generally 
some form of tribute to Somebody for something that never was 
done, or, if ever done, that was done by Somebody Else-so 
these less ordinary natures may lie by for years, ready on the 
touch of an instant to burst into flame. 

The schoolmaster went his way, brooding and brooding, and 
a sense of being vanquished in a struggle might have been pieced 
out of his worried face. Truly, in his breast there lingered a 
resentful shame to find himself defeated by this passion for 
Charley Hexarn's sister, thoughin the very self-same moments 
he was concentrating himself upon the object of bringing the 
passion to a successful issue, 

He appeared before the dolls' dressmaker, sitting alone at her 
work. "Oho!" thought that sharp young personage, "It's 
you, is it? I know your tricks and your manners, my friend! " 

"Hexam's sister," said Bradley Headstone, "is not come 
horne yet?" 

"You are quite a conjurer," returned Miss Wren. 
" I will wait, if you please, for I want to speak to her." 
" Do you? " returned Miss Wren. " Sit down. I hope it's 

mutual." 
Bradley glanced distrustfully at the shrewd face again bending 

over the work, and said, trying to conquer doubt and hesitation: 
'' I hope you don't imply that my visit will be unacceptable 

to Hexarn's sister? " 
"There. Don't call her that. I can't bear you to call her 

that," returned Miss Wren, snapping her fingers in a volley of 
impatient snaps, "for I don't like Hexam." 

"Indeed?" 
·• Xo." ~!iss \rren \\Tinkled her nose, to express dislike. 

" Selfish. Thinks only of himself. The way with all of you." 
"The way with all of us? Then you don't like me?" 
·' So-so," replied ~fiss Wren, with a shrug and a laugh . 

.. Don't know much about vou." 
'' But I was not aware it was the way with all of us," said 

Bradley, returning to the accusation, a little injured. "Won't 
\'OU sav, some of us?" 
. "~l~aning-," returned the little creature, "every one of you, 
but you. Hah! X ow look this lady in the face. This is ~Irs. 
Truth. The Honourable. Full-dressed." 

Vradley g!J.nced at the doll she held up for his observation. 
-which had been lying on its face on her bench, while v.ith a 
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needle and thread she fastened the dress on at the back-and 
looked from it to her. 

" I stand the Honourable Mrs. T. on mv bench in tills comer 
against the wall, where her blue eyes can ~hine upon you," pur
sued Miss Wren, doing so, and making two little dabs at rum in 
the air with her needle, as if she pricked rum with it in ills 0\"\n 
eyes; " and I defy you to tell me, with Mrs. T. for a witness, 
what you have come here for." 

"To see Hexam's sister." 
" You don't say so!" retorted Miss Wren, rutching her chin. 

"But on whose account?" 
"Her o>~n." 
" Oh, Mrs. T.! " exclaimed Miss Wren. "You hear illm? " 
"To reason with her," pursued Bradley, half humouring what 

was present, and half angry with what was not present; "for 
her own sake." 

" Oh, Mrs. T.! " exclaimed the dressmaker. 
" For her own sake," repeated Bradley, warming, " and for 

her brother's, and as a perfectly disinterested person." 
"Really, Mrs. T.," remarked the dressmaker, "since it comes 

to this, we must positively turn you with your face to the wall." 
She had hardly done so, when Lizzie Hexam arrived, and showed 
some surprise on seeing Bradley Headstone there, and Jenny 
shaking her little fist at illm close before her eyes, and the 
Honourable :Mrs. T. with her face to the wall. 

"Here's a perfectly disinterested person, Lizzie dear," said 
the knowing :Miss Wren, " come to talk with you, for your ovm 
sake and your brother's. Think of that. I am sure there ought 
to be no trurd party present at anytrung so very kind and so 
very serious; and so, if you'll remove the tillrd party up-stairs, 
my dear, the tillrd party will retire." 

Lizzie took the hand wruch the dolls' dressmaker held out to 
her for the purpose of bei..TJg s:1pported away, but only looked 
at her 'l"lith an inquiring smile, and made no other movement. 

"The tillrd party hobbles awfully, you know, when she's left 
to herself," said }Iiss Wren, "her back being so bad, and her 
legs so queer; so she can't retire gracefully unless you help her, 
Lizzie." 

" She can do no better than stay where she is," returned 
Lizzie, releasino- the hand, and la}ing her own lightly on Miss 
Jenny's curls. 

0

.And then to Bradley: "From Charley, sir?" 
In an irresolute way, and stealing a clumsy look at her, 

Bradley rose to place a chair for her, and then returned to his 
own. 
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" Strictly speaking," said he, " I come from Charley, because 

I left him only a little while ago; but I am not commissioned 
by Charley. I come of my own spontaneous act." 

With her elbows on her bench, and her chin upon her hands, 
Miss Jenny Wren sat looking at him with a watchful sidelong 
look. Lizzie, in her different way, sat looking at him too. 

" The fact is," began Bradley, with a mouth so dry that he 
had some difficulty in articulating his words: the consciousness 
of which rendered his manner still more ungainly and undecided; 
" the truth is, that Charley, having no secrets from me (to the 
best of my belief), has confided the whole of this matter to me." 

He came to a stop, and Lizzie asked: "What matter, sir?" 
" I thought," returned the schoolmaster, stealing another look 

at her, and seeming to try in vain to sustain it; for the look 
dropped as it lighted on her eyes, " that it might be so super
fluous as to be almost impertinent to enter upon a definition of 
it. My allusion was to this matter of your having put aside 
your brother's plans for you, and given the preference to those 
of Mr.-I believe the name is Mr. Eugene Wrayburn." 

He made this point of not being certain of the name, with 
another uneasy look at her, which dropped like the last. 

Nothing being said on the other side, he had to begin again, 
and began with new embarrassment. 

"Your brother's plans were communicated to me when he 
first had them in his thoughts. In point of fact he spoke to 
me about them when I was last here-when we were walking 
back together, and when !-when the impression was fresh 
upon me of having seen his sister." 

There might have been no meaning in it, but the little dress
maker here removed one of her supporting hands from her chin, 
and musingly turned the Honourable .Mrs. T. with her face to 
the company. That done, she fell into her former attitude. 

·· I approYed of his idea," said Bradley, with his uneasy 
louk wandering to the doll, and unconsciously resting there 
longer than it had rested on Lizzie, " both because your brother 
ou;:;ht naturally to be the originator of any such scheme, and 
because I hoped to be able to promote it. I should have had 
inexpressible pleasure, I should have taken inexpressible interest, 
in promoting it. Therefore I must acknowledge that when 
your brother was disappointed, I too was disappointed. I 
wi,h to avoid reservation or concealment, and I fully ack.now
led::-e that." 

He appenred to ha\'e encouraged himseli by having got so 
f.u. At all ennts he went on \\i.th much greater firmness 
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and force of emphasis: though with a curious disposition to set 
his teeth, and with a curious tight-screwing movement of his 
right hand in the clenching palm of his left, like the action of one 
who was being physically hurt, and was unwilling to cry out. 

" I am a man of strong feelings, and I have stronfdy felt 
this disappointment. I do stro~gly feel it. I don·;; ·show 
what I feel; some of us are obliged habitually to keep it down. 
To keep it down. But to return to your brother. He has 
taken the matter so much to heart that he has remonstrated 
(in my presence he remonstrated) "i\-ith ~Ir. Eugene \Yrayburn, 
if that be the name. He did so, quite ineffectuall:•. _\s any 
one not blinded to the real character of 1Ir.-~Ir. Eugene 
\\'rayburn-would readily suppose." 

He looked at Lizzie ~crain, and held the look. And his face 
turned from burning red to white, and from white back to 
burning red, and so for the time to lasting deadly white. 

" Finally, I resoh·ed to come here alone, and appeal to you. 
I resoh·ed to come here alone, and entreat you to retract the 
course you haYe chosen, and instead of confiding in a mere 
stranger-a person of most insolent behaviour to your brother 
and others-to prefer your brother and your brother's friend." 

Lizzie Hexam had changed colour when those changes came 
owr him, and her face now t.'•·pressed some anger, more dislike, 
and eYen a touch of fear. But she answered him verY steadilY. 

" I cannot doubt, lli. Headstone, that your '~it is well 
meant. You ha,·e been so good a friend to Charley that I 
have no right to doubt it. I ha,·e nothing to tell Charley, 
but that I accepted the help to which he so much objects before 
he made any plans for me; or certainly before I knew of any. 
It was consideratelY and delicatelY offered, and there were 
reasons that had weight "ith me ~-hich should be as dear to 
CharleY as to me. I ha,·e no more to saY to Charlev on this 
subject." • ' 

His lips trembled and stood apart, as he followed this repudia
tion of himself, and limitation of her word,; to her brother. 

"I should have told Charley, if he had come to me," she 
re:,-umed, as though it were an after-thought, " that Jenny and 
I find our teacher Yery able and very patient, and that she takes 
great pains "1'.-ith us. So much so, that we h.ave said to her we 
hope in a Yery little while to be able to go on by ourselws. 
CharleY knows about teachers, and I should also have told him, 
for his. satisfaction, that ours comes from an institution where 
teachers are regularly brought up." . . 

" I should like to a.sk you," said Bradley Headstone, gnnding 
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his words slowly out, as though they came from a rusty mill; 
"I should like to ask you, if I may without offence, whether 
you would have objected--no; rather, I should like to say, if 
I may without offence, that I wish I had had the opportunity 
of coming here with your brother and devoting my poor abilities 
and experience to your service." 

"Thank you, Mr. Headstone." 
" But I fear," he pursued, after a pause, furtively wrenching 

at the seat of his chair with one hand, as if he would have 
wrenched the chair to pieces, and gloomily observing her eyes 
were cast down, "that my humble services would not have 
found much favour with you? " 

She made no reply, and the poor stricken wretch sat con
tending with himself in a heat of passion and torment. After 
a while he took out his handkerchief and wiped his forehead 
and hands. 

"There is only one thing more I had to say, but it is the most 
important. There is a reason against this matter, there is a 
personal relation concerned in this matter, not yet explained 
to you. It might-I don't say it would-it might-induce you 
to think differently. To proceed under the present circum
stances is out of the question. Will you please come to the 
understanding that there shall be another interview on the 
subject? " 

"\\'ith Charley, Mr. Headstone?" 
" With-well," he answered, breaking off, " yes! Say with 

him too. Will you please come to the understanding that there 
must be another interview under more favourable circumstances, 
before the whole case can be submitted?" 

" I. don't," said Lizzie, shaking her head, " understand your 
meamng, Mr. Headstone." 

" Limit my meaning for the present," he interrupted, " to 
the whole case being submitted to you in another interview.' 

II \\'hat case, Mr. Headstone? What is wanting to it? " 
11 You-you shall be informed in the other interview." Then 

he said, as if in a burst of irrepressible despair, "I-I leave it 
all incomplete! There is a spell upon me, I think! " And then 
added, almost as if he asked for pity, " Good night! " 

He held out his hand. As she, with manifest hesitation, not 
to say reluctance, touched it, a strange tremble passed over him, 
and his face, so deadly white, was moved as by a stroke of pain. 
Then he was gone. 

1~he dolls' dressmaker sat with her attitude unchanged, 
eyemg the door by which he had departed, until Lizzie pushed 
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her bench aside and sat down near her. Then, eyeing Lizzie 
as she had prev~ously eyed Bradley and the door, Miss Wren 
chopped that very sudden and keen chop in which her jaws 
sometimes indulged, leaned back in her chair with folded arms, 
and thus expressed herself: 

"Humph! If he--! mean, of course, my dear, the party who 
is coming to court me when the time comes-should be that 
sort of man, he may spare himself the trouble. He wouldn't 
do to be trotted about and made useful. He'd take fire and 
blow up while he was about it." 

" And so you would be rid of him,'' said Lizzie, humouring 
her. 

"Not so easily," returned Miss Wren. "He wouldn't blow 
up alone. He'd carry me up with him. I know his tricks and 
his manners." 

" Would he want to hurt you, do you mean? " asked Lizzie. 
"Mightn't exactly want to do it, my dear," returned Miss 

Wren; "but a lot of gunpowder among lighted lucifer-matches 
in the next room might almost as well be here." 
. "He is a very stcange man," said Lizzie, thoughtfully. 

" I wish he was so very strange a man as to be a total 
stranger," answered the sharp little thing. 

It being Lizzie's regular occupation when they were alone of 
an evening to brush out and smooth the long fair hair of the 
dolls' dressmaker, she unfastened a ribbon that kept it back 
while the little creature was at her work, and it fell in a beautiful 
shower over the poor shoulders that ~ere much in need of such 
adorning rain. "Not now, Lizzie, dear," said Jenny; "let us 
have a talk by the fire." With those words, she in her turn 
loosened her friend's dark hair, and it dropped of its own weight 
over her bosom in two rich masses. Pretending to compare the 
colours and admire the contrast, Jenny so managed a mere 
touch or two of her nimble hands, as that she herself laying a 
cheek on one of the dark folds, seemed blinded by her O'lvn 
clustering curls to all but the fire, while the fine handsome face 
and brow of Lizzie were revealed without obstruction in the 
sober light. 

"Let us have a talk," said Jenny, "about Mr. Eugene 
Wrayburn." . . . 

Something sparkled down among the farr hair restmg on the 
dark hair; and if it were not a star-which it couldn't be--it 
was an eye; and if it were an eye, it was Jenny Wren's eye, 
bright and watchful as the bird's whose name she had taken. 

"Why about Mr. Wrayburn?" Lizzie asked. 
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"For no better reason than because I'm in the humour. I 

wonder whether he's rich!" 
"Xo. not rich." 
"Poor?" 
"I think so, "for a gentleman." 
"Ah! To be sure! Yes, he's a gentleman. Not of our 

sort. is he? " 
A shake of the head, a thoughtful shake of the head, and the 

answer, softly spoken, " Oh no, oh no! " 
The dolls' dressmaker had an arm round her friend's waist. 

Adjusting the arm, she slyly took the opportunity of blowing at 
her own hair where it fell over her face; then the eye do'l'.ll 
there under lighter shadows sparkled more brightly and ap
pe~tred more watchful. 

" \\ nen He turns up, he shan't be a gentleman; I'll very soon 
send him packing, if he is. However, he's not Mr. \rraybum; 
I ha,·en't captivated him. I wonder whether anybody has~ 
Lizzie!" 

" It is very likely." 
" Is it very likely? I wonder who! " 
" Is it not very likely that some lady has been taken by himr 

:1nd that he mav love her dearlv?" 
·:Perhaps. f don't know. \\nat would you think of him, 

Lizzie, if you were a lady? " . • 
" I a lady! " she repeated, laughing. " Such a fancy! " 
"Yes. But say: just as a fancy, and for instance." 
"I a lady! I, a poor girl who used to row poor father on the 

river. I, who had rowed poor father out and home on the very 
ni;;ht when I saw him for the first time. I, who was made so 
timid by his looking at me, that I got up and went out! " 

(''He did look at you, even that night, though you were not 
a lady!" thought Miss \\'ren.) 

"I a lady!" Lizzie went on ina low voice, with her eyes upon 
the tre. .. I, with poor father's grave not e'·en cleared of un
dt·strn:d stain and shame, and he trying to clear it for me! I 
aladv!" 

"Only as a hncy, and for instance," urged ~~fiss Wren. 
"Too much, Jenny dear, too much! )!y fancy is not able 

to gtt th.it far." As the low fire gleamed upon her, it showed 
Lcr sm:ling, mournfully and abstractedly . 
. .. But I am in the humour, and I must be humoured, Lizzie, 
I ot·c •• 'cl>e ahr ali I am a poor little thing. and haYe had a hard 
C:.tY "ith mv bd child. Look in the fire, as I like to hear You 
tt ll Luw YllU usr:d to do when you lived in that dreary old home 
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that had once been a windmill. Look in the-what was its 
name when you told fortunes with your brother that I don't 
like? " 

" The hollow doWn by the flare? " 
"Ahl That's the name! You can find a lady there, I 

know." 
" More easily than I can make one of such material a.S myself, 

Jeiny." , 
'f~e sparkling eye looked steadfastly up, as the musin, face 

looked thoughtfully down. "Well?" said the dolls' ess· 
maker," we have found our lady?" 

Lizzie nodded, and asked, "Shall she be rich?" 
"She had better be, as he's poor." 
" She is very rich. Shall she be handsome? " 
"Even you can be that, Lizzie, so she ought to be." 
"She is very handsome." 
"What does she say about him?" asked Miss Jenny, in a II I 

voice: watchful, through an intervening silence, of the faJ" 
looking down at the fire. · ' 

" She is glad, glad to be rich, that h~!ly hiwe the money. 
She is glad, glad to be beautiful, that he :may be proud of her. 
Her poor heart--" . 

"Eh? Her poor heart?" said Miss Wren. 
• " Her heart-is given him, with all its love and truth. She 
would joyfully die with him, or, better than that, die for him: 
She knows he has failings, but she thinks. they have grown up 
through his being like one cast away, for the want of something 
to trust in, and care for, and think well of. And she says, that 
lady rich a,nd beautiful that I can never come near, ' Only put 
me in that empty place, only try how little I mind myself, onl~ 
prove what a world of things I will do and bear for you;and I 
hope that you might even come to be much better than you ar~ 
through me who· am so milch worse, and hardly worth the 
thinking of beside you.' " i 

As the face looking at the fire had' become exalted and forget! 
ful in the rapture of these words, the little creature openl~ 
clearing away her fair hair with her disengaged hand, had gazed 
at it with earne~t attention and something like alarm, NoVII 
that the 'speaker ceased, the little creature laid down her head 
again, and moaned, " 0 me, 0 me, 0 me! " . I 

"In pain, dear Jenny?" asked Lizzie, as if awakened. ~ 
"Yes, but not the old pain. Lay me down, lay me do 

Don't go out of my sight to-night. Lock the door and k 
close to me." Then turning away her face, she said in a whis · . 
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to herself," My Lizzie, my poor Lizzie! 0 my blessed children, 
come back in the long bright slanting rows, and come for her, 
not me. She wants help more than I, my blessed children! " 

She had stretched her hands up with that higher and better 
look, and now she turned again, and folded them round Lizzie's 
neck, and rocked herself on Lizzie's breast. 

CHAPTER XII . 

MORE BIRDS OF PREY 

RoGuE RIDERHOOD dwelt deep and dark in Limehouse Role, 
among the riggers, and the mast, oar, and block makers, and 
the boat-builders, and the sail-lofts, as in a kind of ship's hold 
stored full of water~side characters, some no better than himself, 
some very much better, and none much worse. The Hole, 
albeit in a general way not over nice in its choice of company, 
was rather shy in reference to the honour of cultivating the 
Rogue's acquaintance; more frequently giving him the cold 
shoJ,llder thaA ¢Lwann hand, and seldom or never drinking 
with him 'uiitess at his own expense. A part of the Hole, 
indeed, contained so much public spirit and 'private virtue that 
not even this strong leverage could move ~~to good fellowship 
with a tainted accuser. But there may have been the draw
back on this magnanimous morality, that its exponents held a 
true witness before Justice to be the next unneighbourly and 
accursed character to a false one. 

Had it not been for the daughter whom he often mentioned, 
Mr. Riderhood might have found the Hole a mere grave as to 
any means it would yield him of getting a living. But Miss 
Pleasant Riderhood had some little position and connexion in 
Limehouse Hole. Upon the smallest of small scales she. was an 
unlicensed pawnbroker, keeping what was popularly called a 
Leaving Shop, by lending insignificant sums on insignificant 
articles of property deposited with her as security. In her 
four-and-twentieth year of life, Pleasant was already in her fifth 
,year of this way of trade. Her deceased mother had established 
the business, and on that parent's demise she had appropriated 
a secret capital of fifteen shillings to establishing herself in it; 
the existence,.of such capital in a pillow being the last intelligible 
confidential communication made to her by the departed, before 
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succumbing to dropsical conditions of snuff and gin, incom
patible equally with coherence and existence. 

\Yhy christened Pleasant, the late Mrs. Riderhood might 
possibly have been able at some time to explain, and possibly 
not. Her daughter had no information on that point. 
Pleasant she found herself, and she couldn't help it. She had 
not been consulted on the question, any more than on the 
question of her coming into these terrestrial parts to want a 
name. Similarly, she found herself possessed of what is collo
quially termed a swivel eye (derived from her father), which 
she might perhaps have declined if her sentiments on the sub
ject had been taken. She was not otherwise positively ill
looking, though anxious, meagre, of a muddy complexion, and 
looking as old again as she really was. 

As some dogs have it in the blood, or are trained, to worry 
certain creatures to a certain point, so-not to make the com
parison disrespectfully-Pleasant Riderhood had it in the blood, 
or had been trained, to regard seamen, within certain limits, as 
her prey. Show her a man in a blue jacket, and, figuratively 
speaking, she pinned him instantly. Yet, all things considered, 
she was not of an evil mind or an unkindly disposition. For 
observe how many things were to be considered according to 
her own unfortunate experience. Show Pleasant Riderhood a 
Wedding in the street, and she only saw two people taking out a 
regular license to quarrel and fight. Show her a Christening, and 
she saw a little heathen personage having a quite superfluous 
name bestowed upon it, inasmuch as it would be commonly 
addressed by some abusive epithet; which little personage was 
not in the least wanted by anybody, and would be shoved 
and banged out of everybody's way, until it should grow big 
enough to shove and bang. Show her a Funeral, and she 
saw an unremunerative ceremony in the nature of a black 
masquerade, conferring a temporary gentility on the performers, 
at an immense expense, and representing the only formal party 
ever given by the deceased. Show her a live father, and she 
saw but a duplicate of her 0\\11 father, who from her infancy 
had been taken with fits and starts of discharging his duty to her, 
which duty was always incorporated in the form of a fist or a 
leathern strap, and being discharged hurt her. All things con
sidered, therefore, Pleasant Riderhood was not so very, very 
bad. There was even a touch of romance in her-<>£ such 
romance as could creep into Limehouse Hole-and maybe 
sometimes of a summer evening, when she stood with folded 
arms at her shop-door, looking from the reeking street to the 
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sky where the sun was setting, she may have had some vapor
ous visions of far-off islands in the southern seas or elsewhere 
(not being geographically particular) where it would be good to 
roam with a congenial partner among groves of bread-fruit, 
vmiting for ships to be wafted from the hollow ports of civiliza
tion. For sailors to be got the better of were essential to .Miss 
Pleasant's Eden. 

Not on a summer evening did she come to her little shop
door, when a certain man standing over against the house on the 
opposite side of the street took notice of her. That was on a 
cold shrewd windy evening, after dark. Pleasant Riderhood 
shared with most of the lady inhabitants of the Hole, the 
peculiarity that her hair was a ragged knot, constantly coming 
down behind, and that she never could enter upon any under
taking without first twisting it into place. At that particular 
moment, being newly come to the threshold to take a look out 
of doors, she was winding herself up with both hands after this 
fashion. And so prevalent was the fashion, that on the occasion 
of a fight or other disturbance in the Hole, the ladies would be 
seen flocking from all quarters universally twisting their back
hair as they came along, and many of them, in the hurry of the 
moment, carrying their back-combs in their mouths. 

It was a wretched little shop, with a roof that any man stand
ing in it could touch with his hand; little better than a cellar 
or cave, down three steps. Yet in its ill-lighted window, among 
a flaring handkerchief or two, an old peacoat or so, a few value
Jess watches and compasses, a jar of tobacco and two crossed 
pipes, a bottle of walnut ketchup, and some horrible sweets
these creature discomforts serving as a blind to the main busi
ness of the Leaving Shop-was displayed the inscription SEA
MAN's BoARDING-HousE. 

Taking notice of Pleasant Riderhood at the door, the man 
cros$ed so quickly that she was still winding herself up, when 
he stood close before her. 

" Is vour father at home? " said he. 
" I think he is," returned Pleasant, dropping her arms; 

"come in." 
It was a tentative reply, the man ha\'ing a seafaring appear

ance. Her father was not at home, and Pleasant knew it. 
"Take a seat by the fire," were her hospitable words when she 
Lad f:Ot him in; "men of your calling are always welcome 
here." 

·• Th;mkee," said the man. 
His manner was the manner of a sailor, and his hands were 
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the hands of a sailor, except that they were smooth. Pleasant 
had an eye for sailors, and she noticed the unused colour and 
texture of the hands, sunburnt though they were, as sharply as 
she noticed their unmistakable looseness and suppleness, as he 
sat himself down with his left arm carelessly thrown across his 
left leg a little above the knee, and the right arm as carelessly 
thrown over the elbow of the wooden chair, with the hand curved, 
half open and half shut, as if it had just let go a rope. 

" Might you be looking for a Boarding-House? " Pleasant 
inquired, taking her observant stand on one side of the fire. 

" I don't rightly know my plans yet," returned the man. 
"You' ain't looking for a Leaving Shop?" 
"No," said the man. 
"No," assented Pleasant," you've got too much of an outfit 

on you for that. But if you should want either, this is both." 
"Aye, aye!" said the man, glancing round the place. "I 

know. I've been here before. 
" Did you Leave anything when you were here before? " 

asked Pleasant, with a view to principal and interest. 
"No." The man shook his head. 
"I am pretty sure you never boarded here?" 
'' No." The man again shook his head. 
" What did you do here when you were here before? " asked 

Pleasant. "For I don't remember you." 
" It's not at all likely you should. I only stood at the door, 

one night--on the lower step there-while a shipmate of mine 
looked in to speak to your father. I remember the place well." 
Looking very curiously round it. 

"Might that have been long ago?" 
"Aye, a goodish bit ago. When I came off my last voyage." 
" Then you have not been to sea lately? " 
"No. Been in the sick bay since then, and been employed 

ashore." 
" Then, to be sure, that accounts for your hands." 
The man with a keen look, a quick smile, and a change of 

manner, caught her up. "You're a good observer. Yes. 
That accounts for my hands." 

Pleasant was somewhat disquieted by his look, and returned 
it suspiciously. Not only was his change of manner, though 
very sudden, quite collected, but his former manner, which he 
resumed, had a certain suppressed confidence and sense of power 
in it that were half threatening. 

"Will your father be long? " he inquired. 
"I don't know; I can't say.» 
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"As you supposed he was at home, it would seem that he has 

just gone out? How's that?" 
"I supposed he had come home," Pleasant explained. 
"Oh! You supposed he had come home? Then he has been 

some time out? How's that? '' 
"I don't want to deceiYe you. Fathtr"s on the river in his 

boat." 
".\t the old work?" asked the man. 
" I don't know what you mean," said Pleasant, shrinking a 

step back. "\\"hat on earth d'ye want?" 
" I don't want w hurt \'OUr father. I don't want to sa\' I 

mi;:;ht, if I chose. I want to speak to him. Xot much in that, 
is there? There shall be no secrets from you; you shall be by . 
• -\nd plainly, !IIiss Riderhood, there's nothing to be got out of 
me, or made of me. I am not good for the Leaving Shop, I am 
not good for the Boarding-House, I am not good for anything in 
your way to the extent of sixpenn "orth of halfpence. Put the 
idea aside, and we shall get on together." 

" But you're a seafaring man? " argued Pleasant, as if that 
were a sufficient reason for his being good for something in her 
wav. 

,; Yes and no. I ha,·e been, and I may be again. But I am 
not for You. \ron't \'OU take mv word for it?" 

The connrsation ·had arri,·ed at a crisis to justify ~Iiss 
Pleasant's hair in tumbling down. It tumbled down accordingly, 
and she twisted it up, looking from under her bent forehead at 
tLe man. In taking stock of his familiarly worn rough-weather 
nautical clothes, piece by piece, she took stock of a formidable 
knife in a sheath at his waist ready to his hand, and of a whistle 
han~in;:r round his neck, and of a short ragged knotted club with 
a load~:d head that peeped out of a pocket of his loose outer 
jacktt ur frock. He sat quietly looking at her; but, with these 
appt:ndaf:ts partially rt\'ealing themseh·es, and with a quantity 
of l>ri,tling o;;.kum-culvured head and whisker, he had a fonnid
o.~Lle appt:arance. 

" \\ on 't vou take nw word for it? " he asked ag-ain. 
Plt.l"ilnt 'answered w:ith a short dumb nod. H~ rejoined with 

anutht·r short dumb nod. Then he got up and stood with his 
arms f,,J,lcd in front of the fire.looking down into it occasionally, 
as 'ht ~tv<Jd with htr am1s iulded, leaning agaimt the side of the 
l i .imn~:y-pi~.-ce. 

" To v. Lilt away the time till your father comes,., he said,
.. pr.<y is tl.~.·re much robbing and murdering of seamen about 
t!,c v. a tt-r-siJe nuw? " 
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"No," said Pleasant. 
"Any?" 
" Complaints of that sort are sometimes made, about Ratcliffe 

and Wapping, and up that way. But who knows how many 
are true?" 

"To be sure. And it don't seem necessary." 
"That's what I say," observed Pleasant. " Where's the 

reason for it? Bless the sailors, it ain't as if they ever could 
keep what they have, without it." 

"You're right. Their money may soon be got out of them, 
without violence," said the man. 

"Of course it may," said Pleasant; "and then they ship again 
and get more. And the best thing for 'ern, too, to ship again 
as soon as ever they can be brought to it. They're never so well 
off as when they're afloat." 

" I'll tell you why I ask," pursued the visitor, looking up from 
the fire. " I was once beset that way myself, and left for dead." 

"No?" said Pleasant. "Where did it happen?" 
" It happened," returned the man, with a ruminative air, as 

he drew his right hand across his chin, and dipped the other in 
the pocket of his rough outer coat, " it happened somewhere 
about here as I reckon. I don't think it can have been a mile 
from here." 

"Were you drunk?" asked Pleasant. 
" I was muddled, but not by fair drinking. I had not been 

drinking, you understand. A mouthful did it." 
Pleasant with a grave look shook her head; importing that 

she understood the process, but decidedly disapproved. 
" Fair trade is one thing," said she, " but that's another. 

No one has a right to carry on with Jack in that way." 
" The sentiment does you credit," returned the man, with a 

grim smile; and added, in a mutter, " the more so, as I believe 
it's not your father's.-Yes, I had a bad time of it, that time. 
I lost everything, and had a sharp struggle for my life, weak as 
I was." ' 

" Did you get the parties punished? " asked Pleasant. 
"A tremendous punishment followed," said the man, more 

seriously; "but it was not of my bringing about." 
"Of whose, then?" asked Pleasant. 
The man pointed upward with his forefinger, and, slowly 

recovering that hand, settled his chin in it again as he looked 
at the fire. Bringing her inherited eye to bear upon him, 
Pleasant Riderhood felt more and more uncomfortable, his 
manner was so mysterious, so stern, so self-possessed. 
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"Anyways," said the damsel, "I am glad punishment 

followed, and I say so. Fair trade with seafaring men gets a 
bad name through deeds of violence. I am as much against 
deeds of violence being done to seafaring men, as seafaring men 
can be themselves. I am of the same opinion as my mother 
was, when she was living. Fair trade, my mother used to say, 
but no robbery and no blows." In the way of trade Miss 
Pleasant would have taken-and indeed did take when she could 
-as much as thirty shillings a week for board that would be 
dear at five, and likewise conducted the Leaving business upon 
correspondingly equitable principles; yet she had that tender
ness of conscience and those feelings of humanity, that the 
moment her ideas of trade were- over-stepped, she became the 
seaman's champion, even against her father, whom she seldom 
otherwise resisted. 

But she Wll.\l here interrupted by her father's voice exclaiming 
angrily, "Now, Poll Parrot!" and by her father's hat being 
heavily flung from his hand and striking her face. Accustomed 
to such occasional manifestations of his sense of parental duty, 
Pleasant merely wiped her face on her hair (which of course had 
tumbled down) before she' twisted it up. This was another 
common procedure on the part of the ladies of the Hole, when 
heated by verbal or fistic altercation. 

" Blest if I believe such a Poll Parrot as you was ever learned 
to speak! " growled Mr. Riderhood, stooping to pick up his hat, 
and making a feint at h~r with his head and right elbow; for 
he took the delicate subject of robbing seamen in extraordinary 
dudgeon, and was out of humour too. " What are you Poll 
Parroting at now? Ain't you got nothing to do but fold your 
arms and stand a Poll Parroting all night?" 

"Let her alone," urged the man. "She was only speaking 
to me." 

" Let her alone too!" retorted Mr. Riderhood, eyeing him all 
over. "Do you know she's my daucrhter?" 

"Yes." b 

"And don't you know that I won't have no Poll Parroting 
on the part of my daughter? No, nor yet that I won't take no 
Poll Parroting from no man? And who may you be, and what 
may you want?" 

"How can I tell you until you are silent?" returned the 
otht:r fiercdy. 

" \Yell," said Mr. Riderhood, quailing a little, "I am willing 
to be sih:nt for the purpose of hearing. But don't Poll Parrot 
me." 
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"Are you thirsty, you?" the man asked, in the same fierce 

short way, after returning his look. 
" Why, nat'rally," said l\Ir. Riderhood, " ain't I always 

thirsty?" (Indignant at the absurdity of the question.) 
" What will you drink? " demanded the man. 
" Sherry wine," returned Mr. Riderhood, in the same sharp 

tone, " if you're capable of it." 
The man put his hand in his pocket, took out half a sovereign, 

and begged the favour of Miss Pleasant that she would fetch a 
bott!e. " With the cork undrawn," he added, emphatically, 
lookmg at her father. 

" I'll take my Alfred David," muttered Mr. Riderhood, 
slowly relaxing into a dark smile, " that you know a move. 
Do I know you 7 N-n-no, I don't know you." 

The man replied, "No, you don't know me." And so they 
stood looking at one another surlily enough, until Pleasant 
carne back. 

" There's small glasses on the shelf," said Riderhood to his 
daughter. " Give me the one without a foot. I gets my 
living by the sweat of my brow, and it's good enough for me." 
This had a modest self-denying appearance; but it soon turned 
out that as, by reason of the impossibility of standing the glass 
upright while there was anything in it, it required to be emptied 
as soon as filled, Mr. Riderhood managed to drink in the pro
portion of three to one. 

\Yith his Fortunatus's goblet ready io his hand, l\Ir. Riderhood 
sat down on one side of the table before the fire, and the strange 
man on the other: Pleasant occupying a stool between the 
latter and the fireside. The background, composed of hand
kerchiefs, coats, shirts, hats, and other old articles" On Leaving," 
had a general dim resemblance to human listeners; especially 
where a shiny black sou'-wester suit and hat hung, looking very 
like a clumsy mariner with his back to the company, who was 
so curious to overhear, that he paused for the purpose with his 
coat half pulled on, and his shoulders up to his ears in the 
uncompleted action. 

The visitor first held the bottle against the light of the candle, 
and next examined the top of the cork. Satisfied that it had 
not been tampered with, he slowly took from his breast pocket 
a rusty clasp-knife, and, with a corkscrew in the handle, opened 
the ·wine. That done, he looked at the cork, unscrewed it from 
the corkscrew, laid each separately on the table, and, with the 
end of the sailor's knot of his neckerchief, dusted the inside of 
the neck of the bottle. All this with great deliberation. 
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At first Riderhood had sat with his footless glass extended 

at ann's length for filling, while the very deliberate •stranger 
seemed absorbed in his preparations. But gradually his arm 
rm:rted home to him, and his glass was lowered and lowered 
until he rested it upside down upon the table. By the same 
degrees his attention became concentrated on the knife. And 
no¥:, as the man held out the bottle to fill all round, Riderhood 
stood up, leaned over the table to look closer at the knife, and 
stared from it to him. 

"\\nat's the matter?" asked the man. 
"\\fly, I know that knife!" said Riderhood. 
"Yes, I dare say you do." 
He motioned to him to hold UJJ his glass, and filled it. Rider

hood emptied it to the last drop and began again. 
" That there knife--" 
" Stop," said the man composedly. " I was going to drink 

to your daughter. Your health, ~Iiss Riderhood." 
"That knife was the knife of a seaman named George 

Radfoot." 
"It was." 
"That seaman was well beknovm to me." 
"He was." 
"\\nat's come to him?" 
"Death has come to him. Death came to him in an ugly 

shape. He looked," said the man, "very horrible after it." 
" Arter what? " said Riderhood, with a frowning stare. 
" After he was killed." 
" Killed! \rho killed him? " 
Only answering v.ith a shrug, the man filled the footless 

glass, and Riderhood emptied it: looking amazedly from his 
d.1uchter to his visitor. 

", rou don't mean to tell an honest man-" he was recom
mmcing, with his empty glass in his hand, when his eye became 
f.l><'inattd by the stranger's outer coat. He leaned across the 
tabk to see it nearer, touched the sleeve, turned the cuff to look 
at the sleeve-lining (the man, in his perfect composure, offering 
not the lust objection), and exclaimed, "It's my belief as this 
hre coat was George Radfoot's too! " 

"You are rif:ht. He wore it the last time you ever saw him, 
and the last time You ever will see him-in this world." 

"It's my bdie{ you mean to tell me to mv face you killed 
h:m!" exclaimed Riderhood; but, nevertheiess, allowincr his 
glass to be filltd again. 

0 
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The man only answered with another shrug, and showed no 

symptom of confusion. 
" Wish I may die if I know what·to be up to with this chap! " 

said Riderhood, after staring at him, and tossing his last glassful 
down his throat. " Let's know what to make of you. Say 
something plain." 

" I will," returned the other, leaning forward across the table, 
and speaking in a low impressive voice. " What a liar you are!'' 

The honest witness rose, and made as though he would fling 
his glass in the man's face. The man not wincing, and merely 
shaking his forefinger half knowingly, half menacingly, the 
piece of honesty thought better of it and sat down again, putting 
the glass down too. 

" And when you went to that lawyer yonder in the Temple 
with that invented story," said the stranger, in an exasperatingly 
comfortable sort of confidence, " you might have had your 
strong suspicions of a friend of your own, you know. I think 
you had, you know." 

" Me my suspicions? Of what friend? " 
"Tell me again whose knife was this? " demanded the man. 
" It was possessed by, and was the property of-him as I 

have made mention on," said Riderhood, stupidly evading the 
actual mention of the name. 

" Tell me again whose coat was this? " 
" That there article of clothing likeways belonged to, and 

was wore by-him as I have made mention on,'' was again the 
dull Old Bailey evasion. 

" I suspect that you gave him the credit of the deed, and of 
keeping cleverly out of the way. But there was small cleverness 
in his keeping out of the way. The cleverness would have been, 
to have got back for one single instant to the light of the sun." 

"Things is come to a pretty pass," growled Mr. Riderhood, 
rising to his feet, goaded to stand at bay, " when bullyers as is 
wearing dead men's clothes, and bullyers as is armed with dead 
men's knives, is to come into the houses of honest live men, 
getting their livings by the sweats of their brows, and is to make 
these here sort of charges with no rhyme and no reason, neither 
the one nor yet the other! Why should I have had my sus
picions of him? " 

"Because you knew him," replied the man; "because you 
had been one with him, and knew his real character under a 
fair outside; because on the night which you had afterwards 
reason to believe to be the very night of the murder, he came 
in here, within an hour of his having left his ship in the docks, 
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and asked you in what lodgings he could find room. Was there 
no stranger with him?'' 

" I'll take my world-without-end everlasting Alfred David 
that vou wam't with him," answered Riderhood. " You talk 
big, you do, but things look pretty black against yourself, to my 
thinking. You charge again' me that George Radfoot got lost 
sight of, and was no more thought of. What's that for a sailor? 
Why, there's fifty such, out of sight and out of mind, ten times 
as long as him-through entering in different names, re-shipping 
when the out'ard voyage is made, and what not-a-turning up 
to light every day about here, and no matter made of it. Ask 
my daughter. You could go on Poll Parroting enough with her, 
when I wam't come in. Poll PArrot a little with her on this 
pint. You and your suspicions of my suspicions of him! What 
are my suspicions of you? You tell me George Radfoot got 
killed. I ask you who done it, and how you know it? You 
carry his knife and you wear his coat. .I ask you how you come 
by 'em? Hand over that there bottle!" Here Mr. Riderhood 
appeared to labour under a virtuous delusion that it was his 
own property. "And you," he added, turning to his daughter, 
as he filled the footless glass, " if it warn't wasting good sherry 
wine on you, I'd chuck this at you for Poll Parroting with this 
man. It's along of Poll Parroting that such like as him gets 
their suspicions, whereas I gets mine by argueyment, and being 
nat'rally a honest man, and sweating away at the brow as a 
honest man ought." Here he filled the footless goblet again, 
and stood chewing one-half of its contents, and looking down 
into the other as he slowly rolled the wine about in the glass; 
while Pleasant, whose sympathetic hair had come down on her 
being apostrophised, re-arranged it, much in the style of the tail 
of a horse when proceeding to market to be sold. 

"\\'ell? Have you finished?" asked the strange man. 
"~o," s:J.id Riderhood, "I ain't. Far from it. :t\ow then! 

I want to know how George Radfoot come by his death and 
how you come by his kit? " ' 

"lf you ever do know, you won't know now." 
"And next I want to know," proceeded Riderhood 

"wht:thcr you mean to charge that what- you- may- call- it 
murder--" 

" Harmon murder, father," suggested Pleasant. 
" ~o Poll Parroting!" he vociferated in return. "Keep 

yuur mouth shut !-I want to know, you sir whether vou 
1 har;e that there crinie on Geurge Radfoot?" ' • 

" If you ever do knuw, you won't know now." 
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" Perhaps you done it yourself? " said Riderhood, with a 

threatening action. 
" I alone know," returned the man, sternly shaking his head, 

" the mysteries of that crime. I alone know that your 
trumped-up story cannot possibly be true. I alone know that 
it must be altogether false, and that you must know it to be 
altogether false. I came here to-night to tell you so much of 
what I know, and no more." 

Mr. Riderhood, with his crooked eye upon his visitor, 
meditated for some moments, and then refilled his glass, and 
tipped the contents down his throat in three tips. 

"Shut the shop-door!" he then said to his daughter, putting 
the glass suddenly down. " And tum the key and stand by it! 
If you know all this, you sir," getting, as he spoke, between 
the visitor and the door, "why han't you gone to Lawyer 
Lightwood? " 

" That, also, is alone known to myself," was the cool answer. 
" Don't you know that, if you didn't do the deed, what you 

say you could tell is worth from five to ten thousand pound? " 
asked Riderhood. 

" I know it very well, and when I claim the money you shall 
share it." 

The honest man paused, and drew a little nearer to the 
visitor, and a little further from the door. 

"I know it," repeated the man, quietly, "as well as I know 
that you and George Radfoot were one together in more than 
one dark business; and as well as I know that you, Roger 
Riderhood, conspired against an innocent man for blood
money; and as well as I .know that I can-and that I swear 
I will-give you up on both scores, and be the proof against 
you in my own person, if you defy me! " 

" Father! " cried Pleasant, from the door. " Don't defy him! 
Give way to him! Don't get into more trouble, father!" 

" Will you leave off a Poll Parroting, I ask you? " cried Mr. 
Riderhood, half beside himself between the two. Then, pro
pitiatingly and crawlingly: "You sir! You han't said what 
you want of me. Is it fair, is it worthy of yourself, to talk of 
my defying you afore ever you say what you want of me? " 

" I don't want much," said the man. " This accusation of 
yours must not be left half made and half unmade. What was 
done for the blood-money must be thoroughly undone." 

"Well· but Shipmate-" 
" Don't call 'me Shipmate," said the man. 
" Captain, then," urged Mr. Riderhood; " there! You 
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won't object to Captain. It's a honourable title, and you 
fully look it. Captain! Ain't the man dead? Now I ask 
you fair. Ain't Gaffer dead? " 

"Well," returned the other, with impatience, "yes he is 
dead. What then?" • 

"Can words hurt a dead man, Captain? I only ask you 
fair." 

" They can hurt the memory of a dead man, and they can 
hurt his living children. How many children had this man? " 

"Meaning Gaffer, Captain?" 
" Of whom else are we speaking? " returned the other, with 

a movement of his foot, as if Rogue Riderhood were beginning 
to sneak before him in the body as well as the spirit, and he 
spurned him off. " I have heard of a daughter and a son. I 
ask for information; I ask your daughter; I prefer to speak to 
her. What children did Hexam leave?" 

Pleasant, looking to her father for permission to reply, that 
honest man exclaimed with great bitterness: 

"Why the devil don't you answer the Captain? You can 
Poll Parrot enough when you ain't wanted to Poll Parrot, you 
perwerse jade! " 

Thus encouraged, Pleasant exclaimed that there were only 
Lizzie, the daughter in question, and the youth. Both very 
respectable, she added. 

" It is dreadful that any stigma should attach to them," said 
the \'isitor, whom the consideration rendered so uneasy that 
he rose, and paced to and fro, muttering, "Dreadful! Unfore
seen! How could it be foreseen? " Then he stopped, and 
asked aloud: " Where do they live? " 

Pleasant further explained that only the daughter had 
resided with the father at the time of his accidental death, and 
that she had immediately afterwards quitted the neighbourhood. 

" I know that," said the man, " for I have been to the place 
they dwelt in, at the time of the inquest. Could you quietly 
find out for me where she Jives now? " 

l'kasant had no doubt she could do that. Within what 
time did she think? \\'ithin a day. The visitor said that was 
well, and he would return for the information, relying on its 
being obtained. To this dialogue Riderhood had attended in 
sllcnce, and he now obsequiously bespake the Captain. 

" Captain! ~!entioning them unfort'net words of mine 
n"'l~·cting Galler, it is contrairily to. be bore in mind that 
Caller always were a precious rascal, and that his line were a 
thie\ ing line. Likeways when I went to them two Governors, 
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Lawyer Lightwood and the t'other Governor, with my informa
tion, I may have been a little over-eager for the cause of justice, 
or (to put it another way) a little over-stimulated by them 
feelings which rouses a man up, when a pot of money is going 
about, to get his hand into that pot of money for his family's 
sake. Besides which, I think the wine of them two Governors 
was-I will not say a hocussed wine, but fur from a wine as was 
elthy for the mind. And there's another thing to be remem
bered, Captain. Did I stick to them words when Gaffer was 
no more, and did I say bold to them two Governors, ' Governors 
both, wot I informed I still inform; wot was took down I hold 
to?' No. I says, frank and open-no shuffling, mind you, 
Captain!-' I may have been mistook, I've been a-thinking of 
it, it mayn't have been took down correct on this and that, and 
I won't swear to thick and thin, I'd rayther forfeit your good 
opinions than do it.' And so far as I know," concluded Mr. 
Riderhood, by way of proof and evidence to character, " I have 
actiwally forfeited the good opinions of several persons-even 
your own, Captain, if I understand your words-but I'd sooner 
do it than be forswore. There; if that's conspiracy, call me 
conspirator." 

"You shall sign," said the visitor, taking very little heed of 
this oration, " a statement that it was all utterly false, and the 
poor girl shall have it. I will bring it with me for your signa
ture, when I come again." 

" \\'hen might you be expected, Captain? " inquired Rider
hood, again dubiously getting between him and the door. 

" Quite soon enough for you. I shall not disappoint you; 
don't be afraid." 

"Might you be inclined to leave any name, Captain?" 
"No, not at all. I have no such intention." 
" ' Shall ' is summ'at of a hard word, Captain," urged Rider

hood, still feebly dodging between him and the door, as he 
advanced. "When you say a man ' shall ' sign this and that 
and t'other, Captain, you order him about in a grand sort of a 
way. Don't it seem so to yourself?" 

The man stood still, and angrily fixed him with his eyes. 
" Father, father! " entreated Pleasant, from the door, with 

her disengaged hand nervously trembling at her lips; " don't! 
Don't get into trouble any more!" . . 

" Hear me out Captain, hear me out! All I was wtshmg to 
' " 'd h mention, Captain, afore you took your departer, sa1 ·t e 

sneaking Mr. Riderhood, falling out of his path, "was, your 
handsome words relating to the reward." 
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"When I claim it," said the man, in a tone which seemed to 

leave some such words as " you dog," very distinctly under
stood, "you shall share it." 

Looking steadfastly at Riderhood, he once more said in a low 
voice, this time with a grim sort of admiration of him as a 
perfect piece of evil, " What a liar you are! " and, nodding his 
head twice or thrice over the compliment, passed out of the 
shop. But to Pleasant he said good night kindly. 

The honest man who gained his living by the sweat of his 
brow remained in a state akin to stupefaction, until the footless 
glass and the unfinished bottle conveyed themselves into his 
mind. From his mind he conveyed them into his hands, and 
so conveyed the last of the wine into his stomach. When that 
was done, he awoke to a clear perception that Poll Parroting 
was solely chargeable with what had passed. Therefore, not 
to be remiss in his duty as a father, he threw a pair of sea-boots 
at Pleasant, which she ducked to avoid, and then cried, poor 
thing, using her hair for a pocket-handkerchief. 

CHAPTER XIII 

A SOLO AND A DUET 

THE wind was blowing so hard when the visitor came out at the 
shop-door into the darkness and dirt of Limehouse Hole, that 
it almost blew him in again. Doors were slamming violently, 
lamps were flickering or blown out, signs were rocking in their 
frames, the water of the kennels, wind-dispersed, flew about in 
drops like rain. Indifferent to the weather, and even prefer
ring it to better weather for its clearance of the streets, the man 
looked about him with a scrutinizing glance. " Thus much I 
know," he murmured. "I have never been here since that 
nig-ht, and never was here before that night, but thus much I 
n:wgni,e. I wonder which way did we take when we came out 
of that shop. We turned to the right as I have turned, but I 
can recJ.ll no more. Did we go by this alley? Or down that 
little lane? " · 

He tried both, but both confused him equally, and he came 
straying L.1ck to the s~e spot. " I re.member there were poles 
pushed out of upper wmdows on wluch clothes were drying, 
and I rememuer a low publ1c-house, and the sound flowincr down 
a narrow pas,age belonging to it of the scraping of a fiddle and 

M 
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the shuffling of feet. But here are all these things in the lane, 
and here are all these things in the alley. And I have nothing 
else in my mind but a wall, a dark doorway, a flight of stairs, 
and a room." 

He tried a new direction, but made nothing of it; walls, dark 
doonvays, flights of stairs and rooms, were too abundant. And, 
like most people so puzzled, he again and again described a circle, 
and found himself at the point from which he had begun. 
·'This is like what I have read in narratives of escape from 
prison," said he, " where the little track of the fugitives in the 
night always seems to take the shape of the great round world 
on which they wander; as if it were a secret law." 

Here he ceased to be the oakum-headed, oakum-whiskered 
man on whom l\Iiss Pleasant Riderhood had looked, and, allow
ing for his being still wrapped in a nautical overcoat, became as 
like that same lost wanted 1\Ir. Julius Handford as never man 
was like another in this world. In the breast of the coat he 
stowed the bristling hair and whisker, in a moment, as the 
favouring wind went with him down a solitary place that it had 
swept clear of passengers. Yet in that same moment he was 
the Secretary also, Mr. Boffin's Secretary. For John Rake
smith, too, was as like that same lost wanted Mr. Julius Hand
ford as never man was like another in this world. 

"I have no clue to the scene of my death," said he. "Not 
that it matters now. But having risked discovery by ventur
ing here at ·all, I should have been glad to track some part 
of the way." With which singular words he abandoned his 
search, came up out 'oi}imehouse Hole, and took the way past 
Limehouse Church. At4the great iron gate of the churchyard 
he stopped and looked in. He looked up at the high tower 
spectrally resisting the wind, and he looked round at the white 
tombstones, like enough to the dead in their winding-sheets, 
and he counted the nine tolls of the clock-bell. 

" It is a sensation not experienced by many mortals," said he, 
" to be looking into a churchyard on a wild windy night, and to 
feel that I no more hold a place among the living than these 
dead do, and even to know that I lie buried somewhere else, as 
they lie buried here. Nothing uses me to it. A spirit that was 
once a man could hardly feel stranger or lonelier, going unrecog
nised among mankind than I feel. 

"But this is the fanciful side of the situation. It has a real 
side, so difficult that, though I think of it every day, I never 
thoroughly think it out. Now, let ~e determine to think it out 
as I walk home. I know I evade 1t, as many men-perhaps 
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most men-do evade thinking their way through their greatest 
perplexity. I will try to pin myself to mine. Don't evade it, 
John Harmon; don't evade it; think it out! 

" When I came back to England, attracted to the country 
with which I had none but most miserable associations, by the 
accounts of my fine inheritance that found me abroad, I came 
back, shrinking from my father's money, shrinking from my 
father's memory, mistrustful of being forced on a mercenary 
wife, mistrustful of my father's intention in thrusting that 
marriage on me, mistrustful that I was already growing avari
cious, mistrustful that I was slackening in gratitude to the two 
dear noble honest friends who had made the only sunlight of 
my childish life or that of my heart-broken sister. I came back 
timid, divided in my mind, afraid of myself and everybody here, 
knowing of nothing but wretchedness that my father's wealth 
had ever brought about. Now stop, and so far think it out, 
John Harmon. Is that so? That is exactly so. 

" On board, serving as third mate, was George Radfoot. I 
knew nothing of him. His name first became known to me 
about a week before we sailed, through my being accosted by 
one of the ship agent's clerks as '.Mr. Radfoot.' It was one day 
when I had gone aboard to look to my preparations, and the 
clerk, coming behind me as I stood on deck, tapped me on the 
shoulder, and said, 'Mr. Radfoot, look here,' referring to some 
papers that he had in his hand. And my name first became 
known· to Radfoot, through another clerk within a day or two, 
and while the ship was yet in port, coming up behind him, 
tapping him on the shoulder and beginning, ' I beg your pardon, 
Mr. Harmon--' I believe we were alike in bulk and stature, 
but not otherwise, and that we were not strikingly alike, even 
in those respects, when we Vl'ere together and could be compared. 

" However, a sociable word or two on these mistakes became 
an easy introduction between us, and the weather was hot, and 
Le htlped me to a cool cabin on deck alongside his own, and his 
f.rst school had been at Brussels as mine had been, and he had 
karnt French as I had learnt it, and he had a little history of 
himsdi to relate-God only knows how much of it true, and 
how much of it false-that had its likeness to mine. I had been 
a seaman too. So we got to be confidential together, and the 
mure easily yet, because he and every one on board had kno'\\'ll 
by general rumour what I was making the voyage to England 
fur. By such degrees and means, he came to the knowledge of 
my uneasiness of mind, and of its setting at that time in the 
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direction of desiring to see and form some judgment of my 
allotted wife, before she could possibly know me for myself; 
also to try Mrs. Boffin and give her a glad surprise. So the 
plot was made out of our getting common sailor's dresses fas he 
was able to guide me about London), and throwing our~elves 
in Bella Wilfer's neighbourhood, and trying to put ourselves in 
her way, and doing whatever chance might favour on the spot, 
and seeing what came of it. If nothing came of it, I should be 
no worse off, and there would merely be a short delay in my 
presenting myself to Lightwood. I have all these facts right? 
Yes. They are all accurately right. 

" His advantage in all this was, that for a time I was to be 
lost. It might be for a day or for two days, but I must be lost 
sight of on landing, or there would be recognition, anticipation, 
and failure. Therefore, I disembarked with my valise in my 
hand-as Patterson the steward and 1\Ir. Jacob Kibble my 
fellow-passenger afterwards remembered-and waited for him 
in the dark by that very Limehouse Church which is now 
behind me. 

" As I had always shunned the port of London, I only knew 
the church through his pointing out its spire from on board. 
Perhaps I might recall, if it were any good to try, the way by 
which I went to it alone from the river; but how we two went 
from it to Riderhood's shop I don't know-any more than I 
know what turns we took and doubles we made, after we left 
it. The way was purposely confused, no doubt. 

" But let me go on thinking the facts out, and avoid confusing 
them with my speculations. Whether he took me by a straight 
way or a crooked way, what is that to the purpose now? 
Steady, John Harmon. . 

"When we stopped at Riderhood's, and he asked that scoun
drel a question or two, purporting to refer only to the lodging
houses in which there was accommodation for us, had I the 
least suspicion of him? None. Certainly none until afterwards, 
when I held the clue. I think he must have got from Riderhood, 
in a paper, the drug, or whatever it was, that afterwards stupefied 
me: but I am far from sure. All I felt safe in charging on him 
to-night was old companionship in villainy between them. 
Their undisguised intimacy, and the character I now know 
Riderhood to bear, made that not at all adventurous. But I 
am not clear about the drug. Thinking out the circumstances 
on which I found my suspicion, they are only two. One: I 
remember his changing a small folded paper from one pocket to 
another after we came out, which he had not touched before. 
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Two: I now know Riderhood to ha,-e been pm-iously taken up 
for being concerned in the robbery of an unlud·y seaman, to 
whom some such poison had been given. 

''It is my com-iction that we cannot have gone a mile from 
that sht•p before we came to the wall, the dark doorway, the 
fL,;~.t of stJ..irs. and the room. The night was particularly dark, 
and it rained hard. As I think the circumstances back, I hear 
the rain splashing on the stone pavement of the passage, which 
was not und~r cover. The room overlooked the river, or a 
d~.:k, or a creek, a.'ld the tide was out. Being possessed of the 
time down to that point, I know by the hour that it must have 
been about low water; but while the coffee was getting ready, 
I d:ew back the curtain (a dark-brown curtain), and, look.iJJ.g 
C•Ut. knew by the kind of reflection below, of the few neighbouring 
liz:,ts. th.lt they were reflected in tidal mnd. 
-" He had cirried under his arm a can,·as bag, containing a 

su:t of !·~s clothes. I had no cha.11ge of outer clothes with me, 
as I w;lS to buy slops. ' You are Yef}' wet, lli. Harmon,'-! 
CJ...'1 hear him S<l)-ing,-' and I am quite dry under this good 
watt:-proof c0at. Put on these clothes of mine. You may find, 
en trying them, that they will answer your purpo5e to-morrow 
as wdl as the slops you mean to buy, or better. While you 
change, I'll hu~· the hot coffee.' Wben he came back I had 
his du:hes on, and there was a black man with him, wearing a 
Enc:n jacket, Lke a steward, who put the smoking coffee on the 
t.l.bl.: in a tray, and nenr looked at me. I am so far literal and 
exact? Literal and exact, I a.'!l certain. 

" X .:•w I pass to sick and deranged impressions; they are 
so m.:.:-:g that I rdy upon them; but there are spaces between 
tbm that I know nothi11g about, and they are not pervaded bv 
;.t!'l\' idt:a uf time. · 

:. I L1d drar.k sorr.e coffee, whtn to my sense of sight he began 
to swell immmsdY a..'ld someth.in!! ur!!td me to rush at him. \re 
Ltd a s~ru;.:::le ne.i.r the door. Hve g;t from me, through my not 
l-.:1L '' t:-~; 11 ::ere to stri.!.:e, in the whirling round of the room, 
•• :~ .i t~;·: f..,,;h!r.g of f..t.'1lts of fire between us. I d:vpped down. 
L: hc:pkss c•n t.~e gTOund, I was turned o\·er by a foot. I 
''i.t.S d ty the ntt:k into a comer. I heard men speak 
to!:Hl:tr. I ".lS t'Jmtd over b1· other feet. I saw a firure Lke 
r:·,;;di ly[r~g c.~t-$Std in ov cbthes on a bed. What rci~ht ha1·e 
l..t·tr., Lr anytLr.g I kn~w, a silence of days, weeks, vmonth.s, 
Y' ..,;,:, ".,s V, i;cn ty a 1-i..:lent w-restling of men all over the 
r.~ :~1. TLe f.;_;re L;.:e my;clf W;lS asS;J.Jed, and my valise was 
:.n ::s h.1::J. l w;:.:; t:vcdcn upon and f.:Jlen o\·er. I heard a 
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noise of blows, and thom::ht it was a wood-cutter cuttino- down a 
tree. I could not have 5aid that mv name was Tohn H~on-I 
could not ha,·e thought it-I didn't know it-but when I heard 
the blows, I thought of the wood-cutter and his a.:\:e, and had 
some dead idea that I was lying in a forest. 

"This is still correct? Still correct, mth the exception that I 
cannot possibly express it to myself without using the word I. 
But it was not I. There was no such thing as I, within my 
knowledge. 

" It was only after a downward slide through something like 
a tube, and then a great noise and a sparkling a..J.d a crackling 
as of fires, that the consciousness came upon me, 'This is John 
Hannon drowning! John Harmon, strugde for your life. John 
Hannon, call on Heaven and :;a,·e voursdi: ' I think I cried it 
out aloud in a great agony, and then a heavy horrid unintelligible 
~me thing vanished, and it was I who was struggling there alone 
m the water. 

" I was very weak and faint, frightfully oppressed ·with 
drowsiness, and driving fast with the tide. looking over the 
black water, I saw the lights racing past me on the two banks 
of the m·er, as if they were eager to be gone and leave me dying 
in the dark. The tide was running down, but I knew nothing 
of up or down then. When: guid.ir.g myself safely "-ith Heaven's 
as.:,istance before the fierce set of the ~rat.:r, I at last caught at a 
boat moored, one of a tier of boats at a causewaY, I -was sucked 
unc!er her, and Ca!T'.e up, only just alive, on the other side . 

.. i\·as I long in the water? Long enough to be chilled to the 
heart, but I don't know how long. Yet the cold was merciful, 
for it -was the cold night air and the rain that restored me from 
a s-woon on the stones of the causeway. They naturally suppostd 
me to have toppled in, drunk, when I crept to the public-house 
it belonged to; for I had no notion where I was, and could not 
articulate-throu;h the poison that had made me insensible 
having aifected my speech-and I supposed the night to be the 
previous as it -was still dark and raining. But I had lost 
t-wmtt-four hours. 

" I have checked the calculation oiten, and it must h;n·e been 
t-wo nights that I lay recovering in that public-house. Let me 
see. Yes. I am sure it was while I lay in that bed thre, that 
the thought entered my head of turning the danger I had passed 
through, to the accornt of being for some time suppos.-d to ha,·e 
di.-appeared mysteriously, and of proYing Bella. The dread of 
our being forced on one another, and ptrpttuating the fate that 
seemed to !:ave fallen on my father's riches-the fate that they 
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should lead to nothing but evil-was strong upon t~e moral 
timidity that dates from my childhood with my poor stster. 

" As to this hour I cannot understand that side of the river 
where I recovered the shore, being the opposite side to that on 
which I was ensnared, I shall never understand it now. Even 
at this moment, willie I leave the river behind me, going home, 
I cannot conceive that it rolls between me and that spot, or that 
the sea is where it is. But this is not thinking it out; this is 
making a leap to the present time. . 

" I could not have done it, but for the fortune in the watEr
proof belt round my body. N"ot a great fortune, forty and 
odd pounds for the inheritor of a hundred and odd thousand! 
But it was enough. \rithout if, I must have disclosed myself. 
"'ithout it, I could never have gone to that Exchequer Coffee 
House, or taken :Mrs. \\'ilfer's lodgings. 

" Some twelve days I lived at that hotel, before the night 
when I saw the corpse of Radfoot at the Police Station. The 
inexpressible mental horror that I laboured under, as one of the 
consequences of the poison, makes the interval seem greatly 
longer, but I know it cannot ha\·e been longer. That suffering 
h~1s gradually weakened and weakened since, and has only come 
upon me by starts, and I hope I am free from it now, but even 
now I haw sometimes to think, constrain myself, and stop before 
speaking, or I could not say the words I want to say. 

"Again I ramble away from thinking it out to the end. It 
is not so far to the end that I need be tempted to break off. 
Xow, on straight! 

" I examined the newspapers every day for tidings that I was 
missing, but saw none. Going out that night to walk (for I kept 
retired while it was light), I found a crowd assembled round a 
plac.trd posted at \\nitehall. It described myself, John Har
mon, as found dead and mutilated in the river under circum
::tanres of strong suspicion, described my dress, described the 
P.apLrS in my p,ock:ts, and stated where I was lying for recogni
tlUn. In a \nld mcautious way I hurried there, and there
~' ith the horror of the death I had escaped before my eyes in 
tts m •St appalling. shape, added to the inconcei\·able horror 
torm,nting me at that time when the poisonous stuff was 
~trun;;L>t (•n me-l perceived that Radfoot had been murdered 
by some unknown hands for the money for wl>ich he would have 
murd(rLd me, and that prob:>bly we had both been shot into 
tl.~: rinr fr,)m the S..ime d..irk place into the same dark tide, when 
t!.~ st~(am ran d<:('P and strong. 

"Th.lt ni;;bt I almost gave up my mystery, though I suspecttd 
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no one, could offer no infonnation, knew absolutely nothing save 
that the murdered man was not I, but Radfoot. Next day 
while I hesitated, and next day while I hesitated, it seemed as 
if the whole country were detennined to have me dead. The 
Inquest declared me dead, the Government proclaimed me dead; 
I could not listen at my fireside for five minutes to the outer 
noises, but it was borne into my ears that I was dead. 

" So John Hannon died, and Julius Handford disappeared, 
and John Rokesmith was born. John Rokesmith's intent to
night has been to repair a wrong, that he could never have 
imagined possible, corning to his ears through the Lightwood 
talk related to him, and which he is bound by every consideration 
to remedy. In that intent John Rokesmith will persevere, as 
his duty is, 

"Now, is it all thought out? All to this time? Nothing 
omitted? No, nothing. But beyond this time? To think it 
out through the future is a harder though a much shorter task 
than to think it out through the past. John Hannon is dead. 
Should John Hannon come to life? 

"If yes, why? If no, why? 
" Take yes, first. To enlighten human Justice concerning 

the offence of one far beyond it, who may have a living mother. 
To enlighten it with the lights of a stone passage, a flight of 
stairs, a brown window-curtain, and a black man. To come 
into possession of my father's money, and with it sordidly to 
buy a beautiful creature whom I love-I cannot help it; reason 
has nothing to do with it; I love her against reason-but who 
would as soon love me for my own sake, as she would love the 
beggar at the comer. What a use for the money, and how 
worthy of its old misuses! 

"Now, take no. The reasons why John Hannon should not 
come to life. Because he has passively allowed these dear old 
faithful friends to pass into possession of the property. Because 
he sees them happy with it, making a good use of it, effacing 
the old rust and tarnish on the money. Because they have 
virtually adop.ted Bella, and will provide for her. Because there 
is affection enough in her nature, and wannth.enough in her heart 
to develop into something enduringly good under favourable . 
conditions. Because her faults have been intensified by her 
place in my father's will, and she is already growing better. 
Because her marriage with John Hannon, after what I have 
heard from her own lips, would be a shocking mockery, of which 
both she and I must always be conscious, and which would 
degrade her in her mind, and me in mine, and each of us in the 
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other's. Because if John Harmon comes to liie and does not 
marry her, the property falls into the Yery hands that hold it 
now .. 

"What would I ha,·e? Dead, I ha,·e found the true friends 
of m,· lifeti.'lle still as true, as tender, and as illt.l-.hl as when 
I was ahe, a!ld ma.king my memory an incenti,·e to gaod actions 
<bne in ID\' name. Dead. I have found the!ll. when thev m.izht 
t.aYe sligtted my name· and passed greedil)· over my graYe 
to ease and wealill, li..'1gtri.'lg by the way, like single-hearted 
children, to recall their Jo,·e for me when I was a pvor frightened 
c:·,Jd. Dead, I ha,·e heard from the woman who wo:.1ld ha,·e 
been my wiie if I had li\·ed, the re\·olting truth that I should 
han purcked her, caring nothing for me, as a Sulran buys a 
slan. 

"\\kt would I have? If the dead could know, or d.l bow, 
how the living use them, who among the hosts of dead has 
f0:md a more disinterested fidelitY on earth fun I? Is not 
that e:1ough for me? If I had co=rie back, these noble creatt:.res 
would ha,·e weke~med me, wept OYer me, given up e,·erything 
to me with joy. I did not come back, and they haYe passed 
LnsjXJJtd into my place. Let them rut in it, and let Bella 
rest in hers. 

"\\llat course for me then? This, To live the sa.::ne quiet 
Secrew.ry L:e, carebl!)' avoiding chances of recognition, until 
t!-.e)' s~·,.;.ll han become more accustomed to their altered state, 
a.'ld u:1til the 6-Ut swarm of swindler:> under many names shall 
ta ,.e found newer prey. By that time, the method I am t::>l:2.b
b!'.i:~g through a.ll the rlairs, and with which I will every da~· 
w.ke new pains to make them both familiar, will be, I may hope, 
a mJ.C~.i.'le in suo worki.'lg order as wt t1ey can keep it going. 
I bow I need but ask of their generusity to ha\·e. \\'hen the 
r:;~.t ti:ne cur.1es, I will ask no more than v;ill replace me 
in m~· fo:;ner yath of E!e, and John Rokf:5lllith shall tread it 
as c:,~ten~eely as l:.e nuy. E:.:t Jo!:.n Har.:non shill come 
wck no more. 

"Tbt I rr.ay ne,·er, i.:l the cays to come afar o:I, have any 
we.:.k rr.i'j.Yi.~;; t:.At Be~ m.:;:.t, in allY contingency, b2.Ye 
t..J.:en rr.e fvr my Olli'II sake, ii I had p!ain.ly a,;;ked l:er, I u::l 
~ :.:.i:-.!y a:;k Lcr: proYi.'lg l::,cyo!lj all q::esrion wl:.4t I alre.W.y 
bow tvo wt:L And now it is ail thuc;t.t out, from tl:.e begi:l-

t.J t!-.e e:..J, .:.nd n: y mi:ld is e.uier:• 

S0 Cu:; !:-· e:-.~.:.;ed bj ce li\i.ng-<!ead man Lce:1, in thU5 CO::!l
rr.:.::::.; "'I~:. b::~'-t::f, tLn l:.e had regarded neither t1.e \\i.nd n.::.r 
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the way, and had resisted the former as instinctively as he had 
pursued the latter. But being now come into the City, where 
there was a coach-stand, he stood irresolute whether to go to 
his lodgings, or to go first to 1Ir. Boffin's house. He decided to 
go round by the house, arguing, as he carried his overcoat upon 
his arm, that it was less likely to attract notice if left there, than 
if taken to Holloway: both Mrs. Wilier and l\Iiss Lavinia being 
ravenously curious touching every article of which the lodger 
stood possessed. 

Arriving at the house, he found that Mr. and Mrs. Boffin were 
out, but that Miss Wilier was in the drawing-room. Miss \Yilier 
had remained at home in consequence of not feeling very well, 
and had inquired in the evening if Mr. Rokesmith were in his 
room. 

" ::\Iake my compliments to Miss Wilier, and say I am here 
now." 

!IIiss Wilier's compliments came do\'111 in return, and if it were 
not too much trouble, would Mr. Rokesmith be so kind as to 
come up before he went? 

It was not too much trouble, and Mr. Rokesmith came up. 
Oh, she looked very pretty; she looked very, very pretty! 

If the father of the late John Harmon had but left his money 
unconditionally to his son, and if his son had but lighted on this 
lovable girl for himself, and had the happiness to make her 
loving as well as lovable! 

"Dear me! Are you not well, .Mr. Rokesmith?" 
"Yes, quite well. I was sorry to hear, when I came in, that 

you were not." 
" A mere nothing. I had a headache-gone now-and was 

not quite fit for a hot theatre, so I stayed at home. I asked 
you if you were not well, because you looked so white." 

"Do I? I have had a busy evening." 
She was on a low ottoman before the fire, with a little shining 

jewel of a table, and her book and her work, beside her. Ah! 
what a different life the late John Harmon's, if it had been 
his happy privilege to take his place upon that ottoman, and 
draw his arm about that waist, and say, " I hope the time has 
been long without me? What a Home Goddess you look, my 
darling!" 

But the present John Rokesmith, far removed from the 
late John Harmon, remained standing at a distance. A little 
distance in respect of space, but a great distance in respect of 
separation. 

"Mr. Rokesmith," said Bella, taking up her work, and 
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in,pecting it all round the corners, "I wanted to say something 
to you when I could have the opportunity, as an explanation 
why I was rude to you the other day. You have no right to 
think ill of me, sir." 

The sharp little way in which she darted a look at him, half 
sensitively injured, and half pettishly, would have been very 
much admired by the late John Harmon. 

"You don't know how well I think of you, Miss Wilier." 
"Truly you must have a very high opinion of me, Mr. Rake

smith, when you believe that in prosperity I neglect and forget 
my old home." 

" Do I believe so? " 
"You did, sir, at any rate," returned Bella. 
" I took the liberty of reminding you of a little omission into 

which you had fallen-insensibly and naturally fallen. It was 
no more than that." 

"And I beg leave to ask you, Mr. Rokesmith," said Bella, 
"why you took that liberty?-! hope there is no offence in the 
phrase; it is your own, remember." 

" Because I am truly, deeply, profoundly interested in you, 
Miss Wilfer. Because I wish to see you always at your best. 
Because I-shall I go on?" 

"No, sir," returned Bella, with a burning face, "you have 
said more than enough. I beg that you will not go on. If you 
ha\'e any generosity, any honour, you will say no more." 

The late John Harmon, looking at the proud face with the . 
downcast eyes, and at the quick breathing as it stirred the fall 
of bright brown hair over the beautiful neck, would probably 
ha\'e remained silent. 

" I wish to speak to you, sir," said Bella, "once for all, and 
I don't know how to do it. I have sat here all this evening, 
wishing to speak to you, and determining to speak to you, and 
f~cling that I must. I beg for a moment's time.'' · 

He remained silent, and she remained with her face averted, 
sometim~s making a slight movement as if she would turn and 
~pe<lk. At length she did so. 

" You know how I am situated here, sir, and you know how 
I am situated at home. I must speak to you for myself, since 
there is no one about me whom I could ask to do so. It is not 
~Crnrrous in you, it is not honourable in you, to conduct your
~llf towards me as YOU do." 

"Is it un;;enero~s or dishonourable to be devoted to you; 
f,t<cinattd bv \'ou? " 

" Prrpusterous! " said Bella. 
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The late John Harmon might have thought it rather a con

temptuous and lofty word of repudiation. 
"I now feel obliged to go on," pursued the Secretary," though 

it were only in self-explanation and self-defence. I hope, Miss 
WiHer, that it is not unpardonable-even in me-to make an 
honest declaration of an honest devotion to you." 

" An honest declaration! " repeated Bella, with emphasis. 
" Is it otherwise? " 
" I must request, sir," said Bella, taking refuge in a touch of 

kindly resentment, " that I may not be questioned. You must 
excuse me if I decline to be cross-examined." 

"Oh, Miss Wilfer, this is hardly charitable. I ask you nothing 
but what your own emphasis suggests. However, I waive even 
that question. But what I have declared, I take my stand by. 
I cannot recall the avowal of my earnest and deep attachment 
to you, and I do not recall it." 

" I reject it, sir," said Bella. 
" I should be blind and deaf if I were not prepared for the 

reply. Forgive my offence, for it carries its punishment with it." 
"What punishment?" asked Bella. 
"Is my present endurance none? But excuse me; I did 

not mean to cross-examine you again." 
"You take advantage of a hasty word of mine," said Bella, 

with a little sting of self-reproach, "to make me seem-I don't 
know what. I spoke without consideration when I used it. 
If that was bad, I am sorry; but you repeat it after considera
tion, and that seems to me to be at least no better. For the 
rest, I beg it may be understood, Mr. Rokesmith, that there is 
an end of this between us, now and for ever." 

"Now and for ever," he repeated. 
"Yes. I a,ppeal to you, sir," proceeded Bella, with increas

ing spirit, " not to· pursue me. I appeal to you not to take 
advantage of your position in this house to make my position in 
it distressing and .disagreeable. I appeal to you to discontinue 
your habit of making your misplaced attentions as plain to Mrs. 
Boffin as to me." 

"Have I done so?" 
" I should think you have," replied Bella. " In any case it 

is not your fault if you have not, Mr. Rokesmith." 
" I hope you are wrong in that impression. I should be very 

sorry to have justified it. I think I have not. For the future 
there is no apprehension. It is all over." 

"I am much relieved to hear it," said Bella. "I have far 
other views in life, and why should you waste your own?" 
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"Mine!" said the Secretary. "My life!" 
His curious tone caused Bella to glance at the curious smile 

with which he said it. It was gone as he glanced back. " Pardon 
me, Miss Wilfer," he proceeded, when their eyes met; "you 
have used some hard words, for which I do not doubt yon have 
a justification in your mind, that I do not understand. Un
generous and dishonourable in what?" 

" I would rather not be asked," said Bella, haughtily looking 
down. 

" I would rather not ask, but the question is imposed upon 
me. Kindly explain; or if not kindly, justly." 

" Oh, sir! " said Bella, raising her eyes to his, after a little 
struggle to forbear, " is it generous and honourable to use the 
power here which your favour with Mr. and Mrs. Boffin and 
your ability in your place give you, against me?" 

" Against you? " 
"Is it generous and honourable to form a plan for gradually 

bringing their influence to bear upon a suit which I have shown 
you that I do not like, and which I tell you that I utterly reject?" 

The late John Harmon could have borne a good deal, but 
he would have been cut to the heart by such a suspicion as this. 

"Would it be generous and honourable to step into your 
place-if you did so, for I don't know that you did, and I hope 
you did not-anticipating, or knowing beforehand, that I should 
come here, and designing to take me at this disadvantage?" 

" This mean and cruel disadvantage," said the Secretary. 
"Yes," assented Bella. 
The Secretary kept silence for a little while; then merely 

said, "You are wholly mistaken, ~1iss \\'ilfer; wonderfully 
mistaken. I cannot say, however, that it is your fault. If I 
deserve better things of you, you do not know it." 

"At least, sir," retorted Btlla, with her old indignation rising, 
" you know the history of my being here at all. I have heard 
~!r. Boffin say that you are master of every line and word of 
that will, as you are master of all his affairs. And was it not 
enough that I should have been willed away, like a horse, or a 
dog, or a bird; but must you too begin to dispose of me in your 
mind, and speculate in me, as soon as I had ceased to be the 
talk and the laugh of the town? Am I for ever to be made the 
property of strangers? " 

" Believe me," returned the Secretary, " you are wonderfully 
mi,t.aken." 

" I should Le glad to know it," answered Bella. 
" I doubt if you ever will. Good night. Of course I shall 
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be careful to conceal any traces of this interview from Mr. and 
1\Irs. Boffin, as long as I remain here. Trust me, what you have 
complained of is at an end for ever." 

" I am glad I have spoken, then, Mr. Rokesmith. It has 
been painful and difficult, but it is done. If I have hurt you, 
I hope you will forgive me. I am inexperienced and impetu
ous, and I have been a little spoilt; but I really am not so bad 
as I dare say I appear, or as you think me." 

He quitted the room when Bella had said this, relenting in 
her wilful inconsistent way. Left alone, she threw herself back 
on her ottoman, and said, " I didn't know the lovely woman 
was such a Dragon! " Then she got up and looked in the glass, 
and said to her image, " You have been positively swelling your 
features, you little fool! " Then she took an impatient walk to 
the other end of the room and back, and said, " I wish Pa was 
here to have a talk about an avaricious marriage; but he is 
better away, poor dear, for I know I should pull his hair if he 
was here." And then she threw her work away, and threw her 
book after it, and sat down and hummed a tune, and hummed 
it out of tune, and quarrelled with it. 

And John Rokesmith, what did he? 
He went down to his room, and buried John Harmon many 

additional fathoms deep. He took his hat, and walked out, 
and, as he went to Holloway or anywhere else-not at all mind· 
ing where-heaped mounds upon mounds of earth over John 
Harmon's grave. His walking did not bring him home until the 
dawn of day. And so busy had he been all night, piling and 
piling weights upon weights of earth above John Harmon's 
grave, that by that time John Harmon lay buried under a 
whole Alpine range; and still the Sexton Rokesmith accumu
lated mountains over him, lightening his labour with the dirge, 
" Cover him, crush him, keep him down! " 

CHAPTER XIV 

STRONG OF PURPOSE 

THE sexton-task of piling earth above John Harmon all night 
long was not conducive to sound sleep; but Rokesmith had 
some broken morning rest, and rose strengthened in his purpose. 
It was all over now. No ghost should trouble 1\Ir. and Mrs. 
Boffin's peace; invisible and voiceless, the ghost should look 
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on for a little while longer at the state of existence out of which 
it had departed, and then should for ever cease to haunt the 
scenes in which it had no place. 

He went over it all again. He had lapsed into the condition 
in which he found himself, as many a man lapses into many a 
condition, without perceiYing the accumulati,·e power of its 
separate circumstances. \\"ben in the distrust engendered by 
his wretched childhood and the action for evil-never yet for 
good Y.ithin his knowledge then-of his father and his father's 
wealth on all Y.ithin their influence, he conceived the idea of 
his first deception, it was meant to be harmless, it was to last 
but a few hours or days, it was to involve in it only the girl 
so capriciously forced upon him, and upon whom he was so 
capriciously forced, and it was honestly meant well towards 
her. For if he had found her unhappy in the prospect of that 
marriage (through her heart inclining to another man or for 
any other cause), he would seriously have said: "This is another 
of the old perverted uses of the misery-making money. I "ill 
let it go to my and my sister's only protectors and friends." 
\rhen the snare into which he fell so outstripped his first inten
tion as that he found himself placarded by the police authorities 
upon the London walls for dead, he confusedly accepted the aid 
that fdl upon him, without considering how firmly it must seem 
to fix the Boffins in their accession to the fortune. ""hen he 
saw them and knew them, and even from his vantage-ground 
of inspectM:m could find no flaw in them, he asked himself," And 
shall I come to life to dispossess such people as these? " There 
was no g-ood to set against the putting of thfm to that hard 
proof. He had heard from Bella's own lips whfn he stood 
tapping at the door on that night of his taking the lodgings, 
that the marriage would have been· on her part thoroughly 
me-rcenary. He had since tried her, in his O\\n unkno'Wn person 
and supposed station, and she not only rejected his advances 
but resfntfd them. \ras it for him to ha,·e the shame of buying 
her, or the meJllness of punishing her? Yet, bv cornina to life 
and accepting the condition of the inheritance, ·he must do the 
former; and by coming to life and rejecting it, he must do the 
latter . 

. \nuther consequence that he had never foreshadowed was 
the implication of an innocent man in his supposed m~rder. 
lie would obtain complete retractation from the accuser and 
S( t the "rong right; but clearly the wrong could newr' haYe 
l·n·n .done if he had newr p!J.nned a dw:ption. Then, what
eHr mronnnimce or distrtss of mind the d~ception cost him, 
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it was manful repentantly to accept as among its consequences, 
and make no complaint. 

Thus J o~n Rokesmith in the morning, and it buried John 
Harmon still many fathoms deeper than he had been buried in 
the night. 

Going out earlier than he was accustomed to do, he encoun
tered the cherub at the door. The cherub's way was for a 
certain space his way, and they walked together. 

It was impos&ible not to notice the change in the cherub's 
appearance. The cherub felt very conscious of it, and modestly 
remarked: "A present from my daughter Bella, Mr. Rokesmith." 

The words gave the Secretary a stroke of pleasure, for he 
remembered the fifty pounds, and he still loved the girl. No 
doubt it was very weak-it always is very weak, some authori
ties hold-but he loved the girl. 

" I don't know whether you happen to have read many books 
of African Travel, Mr. Rokesmith?" said R. W. 

" I have read several." 
"Well, you know, there's usually a King George, or a King 

Boy, or a King Sambo, or a King Bill, or Bull, or Rum, or Junk, 
or whatever name the sailors may have happened to give him." 

" Where? " asked Rokesmith. 
" Anywhere. Anywhere in Africa, I mean. Pretty well 

everywhere, I may say; for black kings are cheap-and I think" 
-said R. W., with an apologetic air," nasty." 

''I am much of your opinion, Mr. Wilier. You were going 
to say--?" 

"I was going to say, the king is generally dressed in a London 
hat only, or a Manchester pair of braces, or one epaulette, or a 
uniform coat, with his legs in the sleeves, or something of that 
kind." 

"Just so," said the Secretary. 
" In confidence, I assure you, Mr. Rokesmith," observed the 

cheerful cherub, " that when more of my family were at home 
and to be provided for, I used to remind myself immensely of 
that king. You have no idea, as a single man, of the difficulty 
I have had in wearing more than one good article at a time." 

"I can easily believe it, Mr. \Vilfer." 
" I only mention it," said R. W., in the warmth of his heart, 

"as a proof of the amiable, delicate, and considerate affection 
of my daughter Bella. If she had been a little spoilt, I couldn't 
have thought so very much of it, under the circumstances. But 
no, not a bit. .\nd she is so very pretty! I hope you agree 
with me in finding her very pretty, Mr. Rokesmith? " 
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" Certainly I do. Every one must." 
" I hope so," said the cherub. " Indeed, I h.ave no doubt 

of it. This is a great advancement for her in life, Mr. Rake
smith. A great opening of her prospects! " 

"Miss \rilfer could have no better friends than Mr. and Mrs. 
Boffin." . 

" Impossible! " said the gratified cherub. "Really I begin 
to think things are very well as they are. If Mr. John Harmon 
had lived--" 

"He is better dead/' said the Secretary. 
":t\o, I won't go so far as to say that," urged the cherub, 

a little remonstrant against the very decisive and unpitying 
tone; " but ·he mightn't have suited Bella, or Bella mightn't 
ha\'e suited him, or fifty things, whereas now I hope she can 
choose for herself." 

" Has she-as you place the confidence in me of speaking on 
the subject, you will excuse my asking-has she-perhaps
chosen? " faltered the Secretary. 

" Oh dear no! " returned R. W. 
" Young ladies sometimes," Rokesmith hinted, " choose 

without mentioning their choice to their fathers." 
" Not in this case, Mr. Rokesmith. Between my daughter 

Bella and me there is a regular league and covenant of con
fidence. It was ratified only the other day. The ratification 
dates from-these," said the cherub, giving a little pull at the 
lappds of his coat and the pockets of his trousers. " Oh no, 
she has not chosen. To be sure, young George Sampson, in 
the days when Mr. John Harmon--" 

" \rho I wish had never been born! " said the Secretary, with 
a gloomy brow. 

R. W. looked at him with surprise, as thinking he had con
tracted an unaccountable spite against the poor deceased, and 
continued, "In the days when Mr. John Harmon was being 
sou~;ht out, young George Sampson certainly was hovering 
about Bella, and Bella let him hover. •But it never was seriously 
thought of, and it's still less than ever to be thought of now. 
For Bdla is ambitious, Mr. Rokesmith, and I think I may 
predict will marry fortune. This time1 you see, she will have 
the person and the property before her together, and will be 
able to make her choice with her eyes open. That is my road. 
1 am n:ry surry to part company so soon. Good morning, sir!" 

The Secn:wry pursued his way, not very much elevated in 
~pirit.s by this conversation, and, arriving at the Boffin mansion, 
h 1CJnd Btttv Hig-do:n waiting for him. 
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" I should thank you kindly, sir," said Betty, " if I mirrht 

make so bold as have a word or two wi' you." 
0 

She should have as many words as she liked, he told her; and 
took her into his room, and made her sit down. 

" 'Tis concerning Sloppy, sir," said Betty. "And that's how 
I come here by myself. Not wishing him to know what I'm 
a-going to say to you, I got the start of him early and walked up." 

"You have wonderful energy," returned Rokesmith. "You 
are as young as I am." 

Betty Higden gravely shook her head. " I am strong for 
my time of life, sir, but not young, thank the Lord! " 

" Are you thankful for not being young? " 
"Yes, sir. If I was young, it would all have to be gone 

through again, and the end would be a weary way off, don't you 
see? But never mind me; 'tis concerning Sloppy." 

" And what about him, Betty? " 
" 'Tis just this, sir. It can't be reasoned out of his head by 

any powers of mine but what that he can do right by your kind 
lady and gentleman and do his work for me, both together. 
Now he can't. To give himself up to being put in the way of 
aming a good living and getting on, he must give me up. Well; 
he won't." 

"I respect him for it," said Rokesmith. 
"Do ye, sir? I don't know but what I do myself. Still that 

don't make it right to let him have his way. So as he won't 
give me up, I'm a-going to give him up." 

"How, Betty?" 
"I'm a-going to run away from him." 
With an astonished look at the indomitable old face and the 

bright eyes, the Secretary repeated, "Run away from him? " 
"Yes, sir," said Betty, with one nod. And in the nod and in 

the firm set of her mouth, there was a vigour of purpose not to 
be doubted. 

"Come, come," said the Secretary. "We must talk about 
this. Let us take our time o,·er it, and try to get at the true 
sense of the case and the true course, by degrees." 

"X ow lookee here, roy dear," returned old Betty-" asking 
your excuse for being so familiar, but being of a time of life 
a'most to be your grandmother twice over. X ow lookee here. 
'Tis a poor living and a hard as is to be got out of this work that 
I am a-doing now, and but for Sloppy I don't know as I should 
haYe held to it this long. But it did just keep us on, the two 
tog-ether. Xow that I'm alone-with enn Johnny gone-I'd 
tai sooner be upon roy feet and tiring of myself out, than a-sitting 
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fulding- and folding by the fire. And I'll tell you why. There's 
a deadness steals o\·er me at times, that the kind of life favours 
and I don't like. Xow, I seem to have Johnny in my arms
now, his mother-now, his mother's mother-now, I seem to be 
a child myself, a-l~ing once again in the arms of my 0\\11 mother 
-then I get numbed, thought and senses, till I start out of my 
sca.t, afeerd that I'm a-gro\\ing like the poor old people that 
they brick up in the 'Cnioru, as you may sometimes see when 
they let 'em out of the four walls to ha\'e a warm in the sun, 
crJ~·ling quite scared about the streets. I was a nimble girl, 
and haYe always been a acti,·e body, as I told your lady, first 
time e\·er I see her good face. Lean still walk twenty mile if I 
am put to it. I'd far better be a-walking then a-getting numbed 
and dreary. I'm a good fair knitter, and can make many little 
things to sell. The loan from your lady and gentleman of 
twenty shillings to fit out a basket with would be a fortune for 
me. Trud,:;ing round the country and tiring of myself out, I 
oh.J.!l keep the deadness off, and get my own bread by my own 
Ltbour. .-\nd what more can I want? " 

" .-\nd this is your plan," said the Secretary, " for running 
awaY?., 

"Show me a better! ~Iy deary, show me a better! \\hy, I 
know wry well," said old Betty Higden, " and you know Yery 
'' dl, that your lady and gentleman would set me up like a queen 
fur the rest of my life, if so be that we could make it right 
;,tinong us to han it so. But we can't make it right among 
u; to haYe it so. I\·e never took charity yet, nor yet has any 
<:ne bdvnging to me. And it would be forsaking of myself 
indeed, and forsaking of my children dead and gone, and for
';,tking of their children dead and gone, to set up a contradiction 
'"JW at last." 

"It might come to be justifiable and unavoidable at last," 
t!1e St:m:tary g,nt!y hinted, with a slight stress on the word. 

" I hupe it nen:r will! It ain't that I mean to !rive offence 
l·y bt·in;: anyways proud," said the old creature s~ply, "but 
t!:..tt I w;.tnt to be of a piece like, and hdpful of mnelf right 
t!.rL'l!~;l to mv dc.nh." · 

"A'f:d to be sure," add.:d the Secrtt.1ry, as a comfort for her, 
" Sluppy will be eagerly looking forward to his opportunity of 
ktn::" tO 'ou what vou han~ been to him." 
"Tru~t Lim Lr that, sir! '' said Bettv cheerfullv. "Thouc:rh 

.. ' ~ b 
l.e bd need to be S·jr:;tthin.g quick about it, for I'm a-getting 
t•J be a:t old one. But I'm a strung one too, and travel and 
11 t.: :1.t-r ne,·t·r burt me yet! X ow, be so kind as speak for me to 
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your lady and gentleman, and tell 'em what I ask of their good 
friendliness to let me do, and why I ask it." 

The Secretary felt that there was no gainsaying what wa; 
urged by this brave old heroine, and he presently repaired to 
Mrs. Boffin and recommended her to let Betty Higden have her 
way, at all events for the time. u It would be far more satis
factory to your kind heart, I know," he said, " to provide for her, 
but it may be a duty to respect this independent spirit." Mrs. 
Boffin was not proof against the consideration set before her. 
She and her husband had worked too, and had brought their 
simple faith and honour clean out of dust-heaps. If they owed 
a duty to Betty Higden, of a surety that duty must be done. 

"But, Betty," said Mrs. Boffin, when she accompanied John 
Rokesmith back to his room, and shone upon her with the light 
of her radiant face, " granted all else, I think I wouldn't run 
awav." 

"'Twould come easier to Sloppy," said Mrs. Higden, shaking 
her head. " 'Twould come easier to me too. But 'tis as you 
please." 

" When would you go? " 
"Now," was the bright and ready answer. "To-day, my 

deary, to-morrow. Bless ye, I am used to it. I know many 
parts of the country well. When nothing else was to be done, 
I have worked in many a market-garden afore now, and in many 
a hop-garden too." 

" If I give my consent to your going, Betty-which Mr. Rake
smith thinks I ought to do--" 

Betty thanked him with a grateful curtsey. 
"-We must not lose sight of you. We must not let you 

pass out of our knowledge. We must know all about you." 
"Yes, my deary, but not through letter-,vriting, because 

letter-writing-indeed, "\\Tiring of most sorts-hadn't much 
come up for such as me when I was young. But I shall be to 
and fro. No fear of my missing a chance of giving myself a 
sight of your reviving face. Besides," said Betty, with logical 
good faith, "I shall have a debt to pay off, by Iittles, and 
naturally that would bring me back, if nothing else would." 

".Must it be done?" asked Mrs. Boffin, still reluctant, of the 
Secretary. 

" I think it must." 
After more discussion it was agreed that it should be done, 

and )Irs. Boffin summoned Bella to note do"'n the little pur
chases that were necessary to set Betty up in trade. "Don"t 
ye be timorous for me, my dear," said the staunch old heart, 
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obsen·ant of Bella's face: "when I take my seat with my 
work, clean and busy and fresh, in a country market-place, 
I shall tum a sixpence as sure as ever a farmer's wife 
there." 

The Secretary took that opportunity of touching on the 
practical question of Mr. Sloppy's capabilities. " He would 
have made a wonderful cabinet-maker," said Mrs. Higden, "if 
there had been the money to put him to it." She had seen him 
handle tools that he had borrowed to mend the mangle, or to 
knock a broken piece of furniture together, in a surprising 
manner. As to constructing toys for the Minders, out of 
nothing, he had done that daily. -And once as many as a dozen 
people had got together in the lane to see the neatness with 
which he fitted the broken pieces of a foreign monkey's musical 
instrument. " That's well," said the Secretary. " It will not 
be hard to find a trade for him." 

John Harmon being buried under mountains now, the Secre
tary that very same day set himself to finish his affairs and have 
done with him. He drew up an ample declaration, to be 
signed by Rogue Riderhood (knowing he could get his signature 
to it, by making him another and much shorter evening call), 
and then considered to whom should he give the document? 
To Hexam's son, or daughter? Resolved speedily, to the 
daughter. But it would be safer to avoid seeing the daughter, 
because the son had seen Julius Handford, and-he could not 
be too careful-there might possibly be some comparison of 
notes between son and daughter, which would awaken slumber
ing suspicion, and lead to consequences. " I might even," he 
reflected, " be apprehended as having been concerned in my 
own murder! " Therefore, best to send it to the daughter 
under cover by the post. Pleasant Riderhood had undertaken 
to find out where she lived, and it was not necessary that it 
should be attended by a single. word of explanation. So far, 
straight. 
D~t all that he knew of the daughter he derived from Mrs. 

Doflin"s accounts of what she heard from Mr. Lightwood, who 
seuntd to ha\'e a reputation for his manner of relating a story, 
and to have made this story quite his own. It interested him, 
and he would like to have the means of knowing more--as, for 
in~tanre, that she received the exonerating paper, and that it 
sati,;tied her-by opening some channel altogether independent 
of Lightwood: who likewise had seen Julius Handford, who 
had publicly advertised for Julius Handford, and whom of all 
men lw. the Sn·retary, most avoided. "But with whom the 
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common course of things might bring me in a moment face to 
face, any day in the week, or any hour in the day." 

Now to cast about for some likely means of opening such a 
channel. The boy, Hexam, was training for and with a school
master. The Secretary knew it, because his sister's share in 
that disposal of him seemed to be the best part of Lightlvood's 
account of the family. This young fellow, Sloppy, stood in 
need of some instruction. If he, the Secretary, engaged that 
schoolmaster to impart it to him, the channel might be opened. 
The next point was, did Mrs. Boffin know the schoolmaster's 
name? No, but she knew where the school was. Quite enough. 
Promptly the Secretary 'ITiote to the master of that school, and 
that very evening Bradley Headstone answered in person. 

The Secretary stated to the schoolmaster how the object was 
to send to him, for certain occasional evening instruction, a 
youth whom Mr. and Mrs. Boffin wished to help to an indus
trious and useful place in life. The schoolmaster was willing 
to undertake the charge of such a pupil. The Secretary in
quired on what terms? The schoolmaster stated on what 
terms. Agreed and disposed of. 

"May I ask, sir," said Bradley Headstone, " to whose good 
opinion I owe a recommendation to you? " 

" You should know that I am not the principal here. I am 
Mr. Boffin's Secretary. Mr. Boffin is a gentleman who inherited 
a property of which you may have heard some public mention; 
the Harmon property.'' 

" Mr. Harmon," said Bradley: who would have been a great 
deal more at a loss than he was, if he had known to whom he 
spoke: "was murdered, and found in the river." 

"Was murdered and found in the river." 
"It was not--" 
"No," interposed the Secretary, smiling, "it was not he w~o 

recommended you. Mr. Boffin heard of you through a certam 
Mr. Lightwood. I think you know ~Ir. Lightwood, or know 
of him?" 

" I know as much of him as I wish to know, sir. I have no 
acquaintance with Mr. Lightwood, and I desire n~ne. I h~ve 
no objection to ~Ir. Lightlvood, but I have a part1cular obJeC
tion to some of Mr. Lightwood's friends-in short, to one of Mr. 
Lightwood's friends. His great friend.'' 

He could hardly get the words out, even then an? t~ere, .so 
fierce did he grow (though keeping himself down w1th mfi~tte 
pains of repression), when the careless and contemptuous bearmg 
of Eugene Wraybum rose before his mind. 
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The Secretary saw there was a strong feeling here on some 

sore point, and he would have made a diversion from it, but for 
Bradley's holding to it in his cumbersome way. 

"I have no objection to mention the friend by name," he 
said, doggedly. "The person I object to is Mr. Eugene Wray
bum." 

The Secretary remembered him. In his disturbed recollec
tion of that night when he was striving against the drugged 
drink, there was but a dim image of Eugene's person; but he 
remembered his name, and his manner of speaking, and how 
he had gone with them to view the body, and where he had 
stood, and what he had said. . 

" Pray, Mr. Headstone, what is the name," he asked, again 
t!)~ng to make a diversion, "of young Hexam's sister?" 

" Her name is Lizzie," said the schoolmaster, with a strong 
contraction of his whole face. 

"She is a young woman of a remarkable character; is she 
not?" 

" She is sufficiently remarkable to be very superior to Mr. 
Eugene \\'rayburn- though an ordinary person might be 
that," said the schoolmaster; "and I hope you will not think 
it impertinent in me, sir, to ask why you put the two names 
together?" 

" By mere accident," returned the Secretary. " Observing 
that Mr. \\'rayburn was a disagreeable subject with you, I 
tried to get away from it; though not very successfully, it 
would appear." 

"Do you know Mr. \\'rayburn, sir?" 
"1\o." 
" Then perhaps the names cannot be put together on the 

authority of any representation of his?" 
"Certainly not." 
" I took the liberty to ask," said Bradley, after casting his 

tyes on the ground, " because he is capable of making any 
representation, in the swaggering levity of his insolence. I-I 
hope you will not misunderstand me, sir. I-I am much 
interested in this brother and sister, and the subject awakens 
very strong feelings within me. Yery, very strong feelings." 
\\'ith a shaking hand, Bradley took out his handkerchief and 
"iped his brow. 

The Secreta!)' thought, as he glanced at the schoolmaster's 
face, that he had optned a channel here indeed, and that it was 
an unexp~ctedly dark and deep and stormy one, and difficult 
to sound. All at once, in the midst of his turbulent emotions, 
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Bradley stopped and seemed to challenge his look. Much as 
though he suddenly asked him, " What do you see in me? " 

"The brother, young Hexam, was your real recommenda
tion here," said the Secretary, quietly going back to the point; 
" ~!r. and ~Irs. Boffin happening to know, through Mr. Light
wood, that he was your pupil. Anything that I ask respecting 
the brother and sister, or either of them, I ask for myself, 
out of my own interest in the subject, and not in my official 
character, or on Mr. Boffin's behalf. How I come to be in
terested, I need not e:li."J>lain. You know the father's connexion 
with the discovery of Mr. Harmon's body? " 

" Sir," replied Bradley, very restlessly indeed, " I know all 
the circumstances of that case." 

" Pray tell me, Mr. Headstone,'' said the Secretary. " Does 
the sister suffer under any stigma because of the impossible 
accusation-groundless would be a better word-that was made 
against the father, and substantially vdthdrawn? " 

"Ko, sir," returned Bradley, with a kind of anger. 
" I am very glad to hear it." 
"The sister," said Bradley, separating his words over-care

fully, and speaking as if he were repeating them from a book, 
" suffers under no reproach that repels a man of unimpeachable 
character, who has made for himself every step of his way in 
life, from placing her in his o"n station. I will not say raising 
her to his O\m station; I say, placing her in it. The sister 
labours under no reproach, unless she should unfortunately make 
it for herself. When such a man is not deterred from regarding 
her as his equal, and when he has convinced himself that there 
is no blemish on her, I think the fact must be taken to be pretty 
expressive." 

"And there is such a man? " said the Secretary. 
Bradley Headstone knotted his brows, and squared his large 

lower jaw, and fixed his eyes on the ground with an air of deter
mination that seemed unnecessary to the occasion, as he replied: 
" And there is such a man.'' 

The Secretary had no reason or excuse for prolonging the 
conversation, and it ended here. Within three hours the oakum
headed apparition once more dived into the Leaving Shop, and 
that night Rogue Riderhood's recantation lay in the post office, 
addressed under cover to Lizzie Hexam at her right address. 

All these proceedings occupied John Rokesmith so much, 
that it was not until the following day that he saw Bella again. 
It seemed then to be tacitly understood between them that they 
were to be as distantly easy as they could, without attracting 
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the attention of Mr. and Mrs. Boffin to any marked change in 
their manner. The fitting out of old Betty Higden was favour
able to this, as keeping Bella engaged and interested, and as 
occupying the general attention. 

" I think," said Rokesmith, when they all stood about her 
while she packed her tidy basket-except Bella, who was busily 
helping on her knees at the chair on which it stood; " that at 
least you might keep a letter in your pocket, Mrs. Higden, which 
I would write for you and date from here, merely stating, in the 
names of Mr. and Mrs. Boffin, that they are your friends ;-I 
won't say patrons, because they wouldn't like it." 

"No, no, no," said Mr. Boffin; "no patronizing! Let's keep 
out of that, whatever we come to.w, 

" There's more than enough of that about, without us; ain't 
there, Noddy?" said Mrs. Boffin. 

"I believe you, old lady!" return the Golden Dustman. 
" Overmuch, indeed! " 

"But people sometimes like to be patronized; don't they, 
sir? " asked Bella, looking up. 

" I don't. And if they do, my dear, they ought to learn 
better," said Mr. Boffin. " Patrons and Patronesses, and Vice
Patrons and Vice- Patronesses, and Deceased Patrons and 
Deceased Patronesses, and Ex- Vice- Patrons and Ex- Vice
Patronesses, what does it all mean in the books of the Charities 
that come pouring in on Rokesmith as he sits among 'em pretty 
well up to his neck! If Mr. Tom Noakes gives his five shillings, 
ain't he a Patron, and if Mrs. Jack Styles gives her five shillings, 
ain't she a Patroness? Wbat the deuce is it all about? If it 
ain't stark staring impudence, what do you call it? " 

" Don't be warm, Noddy," Mrs. Boffin urged. 
"Warm!" cried Mr. Boffin. "It's enough to make a man 

smoking hot. I can't go anywhere without being Patronized. 
I don't want to be Patronized. If I buy a ticket for a Flower 
Show, or a Music Show, or any sort of Show, and pay pretty 
heavy for it, why am I to be Patroned and Patronessed as if the 
Patrons and Patronesses treated me? If there's a good thing 
to be done, can't it be done on its own merits? If there's a bad 
thing to be done, can it ever be Patroned and Patronessed 
right? Yet when a new Institution's going to be built, it seems 
to me that the bricks and mortar ain't made of half so much 
con>equence as the Patrons and Patronesses; no, nor yet the 
objects. I wish somebody would tell me whether other coun
tries get Patronized to anything like the extent of this one! 
And as to Patrons and Patronesses themselves, I wonder they're 
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not ashamed of themselves. They ain't Pills, or Hair-Washes, 
or Invigorating Nervous Essences, to be puffed in that way! " 

Having delivered himself of these remarks, Mr. Boffin took a 
trot, according to his usual custom, and trotted back to the spot 
from which he had started. · 

" As to the letter, Rokesmith," said Mr. Boffin, " you're as 
right as a trivet. Give her the letter, make her take the letter, 
put it in her pocket by violence. She might fall sick.-You 
know you might fall sick," said Mr. Boffin. " Don't deny it, 
Mrs. Higden, in your obstinacy; you know you might." 

Old Betty laughed, and said that she would take the letter 
and be thankful. 

"That's right! " said Mr. Boffin. " Come! That's sensible. 
And don't be thankful to us (for we never thought of it), but 
to Mr. Rokesmith." 

The letter was written, and read to her, and given to her. 
"Now, how do you feel?" said Mr. Boffin. "Do you like 

it? " 
"The letter, sir? "said Betty. "Aye, it's a beautiful letter!" 
"No, no, no; not the letter," said Mr. Boffin. "The idea. 

Are you sure. you're strong enough to carry out the idea? " 
" I shall be stronger, and keep the deadness off better this way, 

than any way left open to me, sir." 
"Don't say than any way left open, you know," urged Mr. 

Boffin; " because there are ways without end. A housekeeper 
would be acceptable over yonder at the Bower, for instance. 
Wouldn't you like to see the Bower, and know a retired literary 
man of the name of Wegg that lives there-u.>ilh a wooden leg? " 

Old Betty was proof even against this temptation, and fell 
to adjusting her black bonnet and shawl. 

" I wouldn't let you go, now it comes to this, after all," said 
Mr. Boffin," if I didn't hope that it may make a man and a work
man of Sloppy, in as short a time as ever a man and a workman 
was made yet. Why, what have you got there, Betty? Xot 
a doll? " 

It was the man in the Guards who had been on duty over 
Johnny's bed. The solitary old woman showed what it was, 
and put it up quietly in her dress. Then she gratefully took 
lea,-e of Mrs. Boffin, and of Mr. Boffin, and of Rokesmith, and 
then put her old withered arms round Bella's young and bloom
ing neck, and said, repeating Johnny's words: "A kiss for the 
boofer ladv." 

The Sec'retary looked on from a doorway at the hoofer lady 
thus encircled, and still looked on at the hoofer lady standing 
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alone there, when the determined old figure with its steady 
bright eyes was trudging through the streets away from 
paralysis and pauperism. 

CHA.PTER XV 

THE WJfOLE CASE SO FAR 

BRADLEY HEADSTONE held fast by that other interview he was 
to have with Lizzie Hexam. In stipulating for it, he had been 
impelled by a feeling little short uf desperation, and the feeling 
abided by him. It was very soon after this interview with the 
Secretary, that he and Charley Hexam set out one leaden even
ing, not unnoticed by Miss Peecher, to have this desperate inter
view accomplished. 

" That dolls' dressmaker," said Bradley, " is favourable 
neither to me nor to you, Hexam." 

"A pert crooked "little chit, Mr. Headstone! I knew she 
would put herself in the way, if she could, and would be sure to 
strike in with something impertinent. It was on that account 
that I proposed our going to the City to-night and meeting my 
sister." 

" So I supposed," said Bradley, getting his gloves on his 
nerYous hands as he walked. "So I supposed." 
"~obody but my sister," pursued Charley, "would have 

found out such an extraordinary companion. She has done it 
in a ridiculous fancy of giving herself up to another. She told 
me so, that nir::ht when we went there." 

"\\"by sho~ld she giYe herself up to the dressmaker?" 
asked BradleY. 

" Oh! " said the boy, colouring. " One of her romantic 
ideas! I tried to convince her so, but I didn't succeed. How- · 
ever, what we haYe got to do is, to succeed to-night, .:.Ir. Head
stone, and then all the rest follows." 

"You are still sanguine, Hexam." 
"Ctrtainly I am, sir. \\'by, we have everything on our side." 
" Excl'pt your sister, perhaps." thought Bradley. But he 

on!~· gloomily thought it, and said nothing. 
"Enrything- on our side," repeated the boy with boyish 

confidence. "Rtspectlbility, an excellent connexion for me, 
comm()n sense, evc:rything l " 

.. To he sure, your sister has always shown herself a devoted 
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sister," said Bradley, willing to sustain himself on even that low 
ground of hope. 

"Naturally, 1\fr. Headstone, I have a good deal of influence 
with her. And now that you have honoured me with your 
confidence and spoken to me first, I say again, we have every
thing on our side." 

And Bradley thought again, "Except your sister, perhaps." 
A grey dusty withered evening in London city has not a hope

ful aspect. The closed warehouse~ and offices have an air of 
death about them, and the national dread of colour has an air 
of mourning. The towers and steeples of the many house
encompassed churches, dark and dingy as the sky that seems 
descending on them, are no relief to the general gloom; a sun
dial on a church-wall has the look, in its useless black shade, of 
having failed in its business enterprise and stopped payment 
for ever; melancholy waifs and strays of housekeepers and 
porters sweep melancholy waifs and strays of papers and pins 
into the kennels, and other more melancholy waifs and strays 
explore them, searching and stooping and poking for anything 
to sell. The set of humanity outward from the City is as a set 
of prisoners departing from gaol, and dismal Newgate seems 
quite as fit a stronghold for the mighty Lord Mayor as his own 
state-dwelling. 

On such an evening, when the City grit gets into the hair and 
eyes and skin, and when the fallen leaves of the few unhappy 
City trees grind down in comers under wheels of wind, the 
schoolmaster and the pupil emerged upon the Leadenhall 
Street region, spying eastward for Lizzie. Being something 
too soon in their arrival, they lurked at a comer, waiting for her 
to appear. The best-looking among us will not look very well, 
lurking at a comer, and Bradley came out of that disadvantage 
very poorly indeed. 

" Here she comes, Mr. Headstone! Let us go fonvard and 
meet her." 

As they advanced, she saw them coming, and seemed rather 
troubled. But she greeted her brother with the usual warmth, 
and touched the extended hand of Bradley. 

"Why, where are you going, Charley, dear?" she asked him 
then. 

"Nowhere. We came on purpose to meet you." 
"To meet me, Charley?" 
"Yes. We are going to walk with you. But don't let us 

take the great leading streets where every one walks, and we 
can't hear ourselves speak. Let us go by the quiet back-ways. 
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Here's a large paved court by this church, and quiet, too. Let 
us go up here." 

"But it's not in the way, Charley." 
" Yes, it is," said the boy, petulantly. " It's in my way, 

and my way is yours." 
She had not released his hand, and, still holding it, looked at 

him with a kind of appeal. He avoided her eyes, under pre
tence of saying, "Come along, .Mr. Headstone." Bradley 
walked at his side-not at hers-and the brother and sister 
walked hand in hand. The court brought them to a church
yard; a paved square court, with a raised bank of earth about 
breast high, in the middle, enclosed by iron rails. Here, con
veniently and healthfully elevated above the level of the living, 
were the dead, and the tombstones; some of the latter droop
ingly inclined from the perpendicular, as if they were ashamed 
of the lies they told. 

They paced the whole of this place once, in a constrained and 
uncomfortable manner, when the boy stopped and said: 

" Lizzie, Mr. Headstone has something to say to you. I 
don't wish to be an interruption either to him or to you, and so 
I'll go and take a little stroll and come back. I know in a 
general way what Mr. Headstone intends to say, and I very 
highly approve of it, as I hope-and indeed I do not doubt-you 
will. I needn't tell you, Lizzie, that I am under great obliga
tions to Mr. Headstone, and that I am very anxious for Mr. 
Headstone to succeed in all he undertakes. As I hope-and 
as, indeed, I don't doubt-you must be." 

" Charley," returned his sister, detaining his hand as he with
drew it," I think you had better stay. I think Mr. Headstone 
had better not say what he thinks of saying." 

"Why, how do you know what it is?" returned the boy. 
" Perhaps I don't, but--" . 
"Perhaps you don't? No, Liz, I should think not. If you 

knew what it was, you would give me a very different answer. 
There; let go; be sensible. I wonder you don't remember that 
~fr. Headstone is looking on." 

s.he allowed him to separate himseli from her, and he, after 
saymg, "~ow, Liz, be a rational girl and a good sister," walked 
awa):· She rema~ed sta~ding alone with Bradley Headstone, 
and 1t was not until she ra1sed her eyes that he spoke. 

" I said," he began, " when I saw you last, that there was 
somctbmg unexplained, which might perhaps influence you. I 
~1a\'e come this evening. to explain it. I hope you will not 
Judge of me by my hesitating manner when I speak to you. 
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You see me at my greatest disadvantage. It is most unfortu
nate for me that I wish you to see me at my best, and that I 
know you see me at my worst." 

She moved slowly on when he paused, and he moved slowlv 
on beside her. · 

" It seems egotistical to begin by saying so much about 
myself," he resumed, " but whatever I say to you seems, even 
in my own ears, below what I want to say, and different from 
what I want to say. I can't help it. So it is. You are the 
ruin of me." 

She started at the passionate sound of the last words, and 
at the passionate action of his hands with which they were 
accompanied. 

" Yes! you are the ruin-the ruin-the ruin-of me. I 
have no resources in myself, I have no confidence in myself, 
I have no government of myself when you are near me or in 
my thoughts. And you are always in my thoughts now. I 
have never been quit of you since I first saw you. Oh, that 
was a ·wretched day for me! That was a wretched, miserable 
day!" 

A touch of pity for him mingled with her dislike of him, and 
she said: "Mr. Headstone, I am grieved to have done you any 
harm, but I have never meant it." 

"There!" he cried, despairingly. "Now I seem to have 
reproached you, instead of revealing to you the state of my 0"11 

mind! Bear with me. I am always "Tong when you are in 
question. It is my doom." 

Struggling with himself, and by times looking up at the 
deserted windows of the houses as if there could be anything 
"Titten in their grimy panes that would help him, he paced the 
whole pavement at her side, before he spoke again. 

" I must try to give expression to what is in my mind; it 
shall and must be spoken. Though you see me so confounded 
-though you strike me so helpless-! ask you to believe that 
there are many people who think well of me; that there are 
some people who highly esteem me; that I have in my way 
won a station which is considered worth winning." 

" Surely, .Mr. Headstone, I do believe it. Surely I have 
alwavs known it from Charlev." 

" f ask you to believe that' if I were to offer my home such as 
it is, my station such as it is, my affections such as they are, to 
an:· one of the best conside~ed, and best qualified, and most 
distinguished, among the young women engaged in my calling, 
they would probably be accepted. Even readily accepted." 
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" I do not doubt it," said Lizzie, with her eyes upon the 

ground. 
" I have sometimes had it in my thoughts to make that offer 

and to settle down as many men of my class do: I on the one 
side of a school, my wife on the other, both of us interested in 
the same work." 

" Why have you not done so? " asked Lizzie Hexam. "Why 
do you not do so?" 

" Far better that I never did! The only one grain of comfort 
I have had these many weeks," he said, always speaking passion
ately, and, when most emphatic, repeating that former action of 
his hands, which was like flinging his heart's blood down before 
her in drops upon the pavement-stones; " the only one grain of 
comfort I have had these many weeks is, that I never did. For 
if I had, and if the same spell had come upon me for my ruin, I 
know I should have broken that tie asunder as if it had been 
thread." 

She glanced at him with a glance of fear, and a shrinking 
gesture. He answered, as if she had spoken: 

"No! It would not have been voluntary on my part, any 
more than it is voluntary in me to be here now. You draw me 
to you. If I were shut up in a strong prison, you would draw 
me out. I should break through the wall to come to you. If 
I were lying on a sick bed, you would draw me up-to stagger 
to your feet and fall there." 

'fhe wild energy of the man, now quite let loose, was absolutely 
terrible. He stopped and laid his hand upon a piece of the 
coping of the burial-ground enclosure, as if he would have 
dislodged the stone. · 

"No man knows till the time comes what depths are within 
him. To some men it never comes; let them rest and be thank
ful! To me, you brought it; on me, you forced it; and the 
bottom of this raging sea," striking himself upon the breast, 
"has been heand up ever since." 

" Mr. Headstone, I have heard enough. Let me stop you 
here. It will be better for you and better for me. Let us find 
Ill\' brother." 

· .. 1\ot yet. It shall and must be spoken. I have been in 
torments ever since I stopped short of it before. You are 
alarmed. It is another of my miseries that I cannot speak to 
you or speak of you without stumbling at every syllable, unless 
I kt the check go altogether and run mad. Here is a man 
lit,:hting the lamps. He will be gone directly. I entreat of you 
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let us walk round this place again. You have no reason to look 
alarmed; I can restrain myself, and I will." 

She yielded to the entreaty-how could she do otherwise?
and they paced the stones in silence. One by one the lights 
leaped up, making the cold grey church tower more remote, and 
they were alone again. He said no more until they had regained 
the spot where he had broken off; there, he again stood still, 
and again grasped the stone. In saying what he said then, he 
never looked at her; but looked at it and wrenched at it. 

" You know what I am going to say. I love you. What 
other men may mean when they use that expression, I cannot 
tell; what I mean is, that I am under the influence of some 
tremendous attraction which I have resisted in vain, and which 
overmasters me. You could draw me to fire, you could draw 
me to water, you could draw me to the gallows, you could draw 
me to any death, you could draw me to anything I have most 
avoided, you could draw me to any exposure and disgrace. 
This and the confusion of my thoughts, so that I am fit for 
nothing, is what I mean by your being the ruin of me. But if 
you would return a favourable answer to my offer of myself in 
marriage, you could draw me to any good-every good-with 
equal force. My circumstances are quite easy, and you would 
want for nothing. My reputation stands quite high, and would 
be a shield for yours. If you saw me at my work, able to do it 
well and respected in it, you might even come to take a sort of 
pride in me:-I would try hard that you should. Whatever 
considerations I may have thought of against this offer, I have 
conquered, and I make it with all my heart. Your brother 
favours me to the utmost, and it is likely that we might live and 
work together; anyhow, it is certain that he would have my 
best influence and support. I don't know that I could say more 
if I tried. I might only weaken what is ill enough said as it is. 
I only add that if it is any claim on you to be in earnest, I am 
in thorough earnest, dreadful earnest." 

The powdered mortar from under the stone at which he 
wrenched, rattled on the pavement to confirm his words. 

" Mr. Headstone--" 
" Stop! I implore you, before you answer me, to walk round 

this place once more. It will give you a minute's time to think, 
and me a minute's time to get some fortitude together." 

Again she yielded to the entreaty, and again they came back 
to the same place, and again he worked at the stone. 

" Is it," he said, with his attention apparently engrossed by 
it, " yes, or no? '' 
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"~Ir. Headstone, I thank you sincer'ely, I thank you grate

fully, and hope you may find a worthy wife before long and be 
very happy. But it is no." 

"Is no short time necessary for reflection; no weeks or days?" 
he asked, in the same half-suffocated way. 

"None whatever." 
" Are you quite decided, and is there no chance of any change 

in mv favour?" 
"i am quite decided, ~Ir. Headstone, and I am bound to 

answer I am certain there is none;'L 
" Then," said he, suddenly changing his tone and turning to 

her, and bringing his clenched hand down upon the stone with a 
force that laid the knuckles raw and bleeding; "then I hope 
that I may never kill him! " 

The dark look of hatred and revenge with which the words 
broke from his livid lips, and with which he stood holding out 
his smeared hand as if it held some weapon and had just struck 
a mortal blow, made her so afraid of him that she turned to run 
away. But he caught her by the ann. 

"!l!r. Headstone, let me go. Mr. Headstone, I must call 
for help!" 

" It is I who should call for help," he said; " you don't know 
\·et how much I need it." 
· The working of his face as she shrank from it, glancing round 
for her brother, and uncertain what to do, might have extorted 
a cry from her in another instant; but all at once he sternly 
stopped it and fixed it, as if Death itself had done so. 

" There! You see I have recovered myself. Hear me out." 
\\'ith much of the dignity of courage, as she recalled her 

stlf-rdiant life and her right to be free from accountability to 
this man, she released her arm from his grasp and stood looking 
full at him. She had never been so handsome in his eyes. A 
shade came over them while he looked back at her, as if she drew 
the wry light out of them to herself. 

" This time, at least, I will leave nothing unsaid," he went 
nn, folding his hands before him, clearly to prevent his being 
l•ttrayed into any impetuous gesture; " this last time at least 
I will not be tortured with after-thoughts of a lost opportunity. 
~lr. Eugtne \\'raYburn." 

'' \\'a.s it of h~m vou spoke in your uncroyernable racre and 
\ iolcnce? " Lizzie }(exam demanded with ;pirit. 

0 

He bit his lip, and looked at her, and said never a word. 
"\\'a.s it ~lr. \Yra\·burn that you threatened?" 
H.: bit his lip api~, and looked at her, and said ne\'er a word. 

N 
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"You asked me to hear you out, and you will not speak. Le 

me find my brother." 
" Stay! I threatened no one." 
Her look dropped for an instant· to his bleeding hand. Ht 

lifted it to his mouth, wiped it on his sleeve, and again folded i, 
over the other. "Mr. Eugene Wrayburn," he repeated. 

"Why do you mention that name again and again, Mr 
Headstone? " 

"Because it is the text of the little I have left to say. Obsen·e 
There are no threats in it. If I utter a threat, stop me, anc 
fasten it upon me. Mr. Eugene Wrayburn." 

A worse threat than was conveyed in his manner of utterin§ 
the name, could hardly have escaped him. 

" He haunts you. You accept favours from him. You art 
willing enough to listen to him. I know it as well as he does.' 

" Mr. Wrayburn has been considerate and good to me. 
sir," said Lizzie, proudly, "in connexion with the death and 
with the memory of my poor father." 

"Ko doubt. He is of course a very considerate and a very 
good roan, Mr. Eugene Wrayburn.'' 

" He is nothing to you, I think," said Lizzie, with an indigna-
tion she could not repress. 

"Oh yes, he is. There you mistake. He is much to me." 
" What can he be to you? " 
" He can be a rival to roe among other things," said Bradley. 
" Mr. Headstone," returned Lizzie, with a burning face, " it 

is cowardly in you to speak to roe in this way. But it makes 
me able to tell you that I do not like you, and that I never have 
liked you from the first, and that no other living creature has 
anything to do with the effect you have produced upon me for 
yourself.'' 

His head bent for a moment, as if under a weight, and he then 
looked up ·again, moistening his lips. " I was going on with 
the little I had left to say. I knew all this about .Mr. Eugene 
\Vrayburn, all the while you were drawing me to you. I strove 
against the knowledge, but quite in vain. It made no differ
ence in me. With .Mr. Eugene Wrayburn in my mind, I went 
on. With Mr. Eugene Wrayburn in my mind, I spoke to you 
just now. With liir. Eugene Wrayburn in my mind, I have 
been set aside and I have been cast out.'' 

" If you give those names to my thanking you for your pro
posal and declining it, is it my fault, ~Ir. Headstone?" said 
Lizzie, compassionating the bitter struggle he could not conceal, 
almost as much as she was repelled and alarmed by it. 
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" I am not complaining," he returned, " I am only stating 

the case. I had to lrn:Stle with my self-respect when I sub
mitted to be drawn to you in spite of Mr. Wraybum. You m~ 
in·,agine how low my self-respect lies now." . . __ \ 

She was hurt and angry; but repressed herself m COI15ldera
tion of his suffering, and of his being her brother's friend. 

'' And it lies under his feet," said Bradley, unfolding his 
hands in spite of himself, and fiercely motioning with them both 
towards the stones of the pavement. " Remember that! It 
lies under that fellow's feet, and he treads upon it and exu~ts 
abo,·e it." 

" He does not! " said Lizzie. . 
" He does! " said Bradlev. " I have stood before him face 

to faC"e, and he crushed me down in the dirt of his contempt, 
and walked over me. Why? Because he knew with triumph 
what was in store for me to-night." · 

" Oh, lli. Headstone, you talk quite wildly." 
" Quite collectedly. I know what I say too well Sow I 

haxe said all I have used no threat, remember; I have done 
r.o more than show you how the case stands ;-how the case 
stands. so far." 

At this moment her brother sauntered into view close bv. 
:::he darted to him, and caught him by the hand. Bradl~y 
fullowed, and laid his heavy hand on the boy's opposite shoulder. 

" Charley Hexam, I am going home. I must walk home by 
my:>elf to-night, and get shut up in my room without being 
•poken to. Give me half an hour's start, and let me be till you 
:~nd me at my work in the morning. I shall be at my work in 
the morning just as usual." 

Ci.1sping his hands, he uttered a short unearthly broken cry, 
and went his wa\-. The brother and sister were left looking- at 
one another near a lamp in the solitary churchyard, and-the 
boy's face clouded and darkened, as he said in a rough tone: 
"\\1,at is the meaning of this? What have you don~ to my 
lx-st friend? Out with the truth! " 

.. (h:l.rley! " said his sister. " Spe"a.k a lide more con
sidtratdv!" 

.. I a.nl not in the humour for consideration, or for nonsense 
oi any sort," repLed the boy. "What ha,-e you been doing? 
Why h.J.S llr. lh-ailitone gune from us in that way?" 

" H.: aske-d me-you know he asked me-to be his wife, 
n.arltv." 

·· \\ ~;J? " sa:d t!~e boy, impatiently. 
" And I v•a.s (;LL;ed to tdl him that I could not be his 111-ife." 
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"You were obliged to tell him! " repeated the boy angrily, 

between his teeth, and rudely pushing her away. "You were 
obliged to tell him! Do you know that he is worth fifty ol 
you?" 

"It may easily be so, Charley, but I cannot marry 
him." 

"You mean that you are conscious that you can't appreciate 
him, and don't deserve him, I suppose? " 

" I mean that I do not like him, Charley, and that I will 
never marry him." 

" Upon my soul," exclaimed the boy, "you are a nice picture 
of a sister! Upon my soul, you are a pretty piece of disin
terestedness! And so all my endeavours to cancel the past 
and to raise myself in the world, and to raise you with me, are 
to be beaten down by your low whims; are they?" 

" I will not reproach you, Charley." 
" Hear her! " exclaimed the boy, looking round at the dark

ness. " She won't reproach me! She does her best to destroy 
my fortunes and her own, and she won't reproach me! Why, 
you'll tell me, next, that you won't reproach Mr. Headstone 
for coming out of the sphere to which he is an ornament, and 
putting himself at your feet, to be rejected by you I " 

"No, Charley; I will only tell you, as I told himself, that I 
thank him for doing so, that I am sorry he did so, and that I 
hope he will do much better, and be happy." 

Some touch of compunction smote the boy's hardening heart 
as he looked upon her, his patient little nurse in infancy, his 
patient friend, adviser, and reclaimer in boyhood, the self
forgetting sister who had done everything for him. His tone 
relented, and he drew her arm through his. 

"Now come, Liz; don't let us quarrel: let us be reasonable 
and talk this over like brother and sister. Will you listen 
to me?" 

" Oh, Charley! " she replied through her starting tears; " do 
I not listen to you, and hear many hard things? " 

"Then I am sorry. 1bere, Liz! I am unfeignedly sorry. 
Only you do put me out so. Kow see. Mr. Headstone is per
fectly devoted to you. He has told me in the strongest manner 
that he has never been his old self for one single minute since I 
first brought him to see you. Miss .Peecher, our schoolmistress 
-pretty and young, and all that-IS known to be very much 
attached to him, and he won't so much as look at her or hear 
of her. Now his devotion to you must be a disinterested one, 
mustn't it? If he married ~Ifss Peecher, he would be a great 
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deal better off in all worldly respects than in marrying you. 
Well then; he has nothing to get by it, has he?'' 

"Nothincr, Heaven knows!" 
" Very :en then," said the boy; " that's something in his 

favour, and a great thing. Then I come in. Mr. Headstone 
has always got me on, and he has a good deal in his power, and 
of course if he was my brother-in-law he wouldn't get me on 
less, but would get me on more. Mr. Headstone comes and 
confides in me, in a very delicate way, and says, 'I hope my 
marrying your sister would be agreeable to you, Hexam, and 
useful to you?' I say, 'There's nothing in the world, Mr. 
Headstone, that I could be better pleased with.' Mr. Head
stone says, 'Then I may rely upon your intimate knowledge 
of me for your good word with your sister, Hexam?' And I 
say, 'Certainly, Mr. Headstone, and naturally I have a good 
deal of influence with her.' So I have; haven't I, Liz? " 

" Yes, Charley.'' 
"\\'ell said! Now, you see, we begin to get on the moment 

we begin to be really talking it over, like brother and sister. 
\'ery well. Then you come in. As Mr. Headstone's wife you 
would be occupying a most respectable station, and you would 
be holding a far better place in society than you hold now, and 
you would at length get quit of the river-side and the old dis
agreeables belonging to it, and you would be rid for good of 
dolls' dressmakers and their drunken fathers, and the like of 
that. Not that I want to disparage Miss Jenny Wren: I dare 
say she is all very well in her way; but her way is not your 
way as Mr. Headstone's wife. Now, you see, Liz, on all three 
accounts-on Mr. Headstone's, on mine, on yours-nothing 
could be better or more desirable." 

They were walking slowly as the boy spoke, and here he 
stood still, to see what effect he had made. His sister's eyes 
were fixed upon him; but as they showed no yielding, and as 
she remained silent, he walked her on again. There was some 
di,;co.mfiture in his tone as he resumed, though he tried to con
c~:aiJt. 

"HaYing so much influence with you, Liz, as I have, pechaps 
I should .ha,·e done better to have had a little chat with you in 
the f1rst mstance, before ~Ir. Headstone spoke for himself. But 
r..:,\11\' all this in his favour seemed so plain and undeniable and 
I knew you to ha\'e always been so reasonable and sensible' that 
I d;d 1't comider it worth while. Yery likely that was a mistake 
of mine. liowe\'er, it's soon set right. All that need be done 
to st:t it right is for you to tell me at once that I may go home 
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and tell Mr. Headstone that what has taken place is not final 
and that it will all come round bv-and-bve." ' 

He stopped again. The pale face looked anxiously and 
lovingly at him, but she shook her head. 

"Can't you speak?" said the boy sharply. 
" I am very unwilling to speak, Charley, but if I must, I must. 

I cannot authorise you to say any such thing to :\Ir. Headstone: 
I cannot allow you to say any such thing to :Mr. Headstone. 
Xothing remains to be said to him from me, after what I h~::ve 
said for good and all to-night." 

"And this girl," cried the boy, contemptuously throwing her 
off again, " calls herself a sister ! '-' 

" Charley, dear, that is the second time that you have almost 
struck me. Don't be hurt by my words. I don't mean
Heaven forbid !-that you intended it; but you hardly know 
with what a sudden swing you removed yourself from me." 

"However!" said the boy, taking no heed of the remonstrance, 
and pursuing his own n:;ortified disappointment, "I know what 
this means, and you shall not disgrace me." 

" It means what I ha\·e told you, Charley, and nothing more." 
" That's not true," said the boy, in a violent tone, " and you 

know it's not. It means your precious :\Ir. \rraybum; that's 
what it means." 

" Charley! If you remember any old days of ours together, 
forbear!" 

"But you shall not disgrace me," doggedly pursued the boy. 
"I am determined that after I have climbed up out of the mire, 
you shall not pull me down. You can't disgrace me if I haw 
nothing to do with you, and I w£ll have nothing to do with you 
for the future." 

" Charley! On many a night like this, and many a worse 
night, I have sat on the stones of the street, hushing you in my 
arms. 1:nsay those words without e;-en saying you are sorry 
for them, and my arms are open to you still, and so is my heart .. , 

"I'll not unsay them. I'll say them again. You are an 
innterately bad girl, and a false sister, and I have done with 
you. For ever, I have done with you!" 

He threw up his ungrateful and ungracious hand as if it set 
up a barrier between them, and flung himself upon his heel and 
left her. She remained impassive on the same spot, silent and 
motionless, until the striking of the church clock roused her, 
and she turned away. But then, with the breaking up of her 
immobility came the breaking up of the waters that the c?ld 
heart of the selfish boy had frozen. And, " Oh, that I were lymg 
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here with the dead! " and " Oh, Charley, Charley, that this 
should be the end of our pictures in the fire! " were all the words 
she said, as she laid her face on her hands on the stone coping. 

A figure passed by, and passed on, but stopped. and looked 
round at her. It was the figure of an old man w1th a bowed 
head wearincr a large-brimmed low-crowned hat, and a long
skirt~d coat. 

0 
After hesitating a little, the figure turned back, 

and, adYancing with an air of gentleness and compassion, 
said: 

" Pardon me, young woman, ft>r speaking to you, but you are 
under some distress of mind. I cannot pass upon my way and 
leave you weeping here alone, as if there was nothing in the place. 
Can I help you? Can I do anything to give yo~ comfort? " 

She raised her head at the sound of these kmd words, and 
answered gladly, " Oh, Mr. Riah, is it you? " 

"My daughter," said the old man," I stand amazed! I spoke 
as to a stranger. Take my arm, take my arm. What grieves 
\ ou? \rho has done this? Poor girl, poor girl! " · 
· "My brother has quarrelled with me," sobbed Lizzie, "and 
renounced me." 

" He is a thankless dog," said the Jew, angrily. ·" Let him 
go. Shake the dust from thy feet and let him go. Come~ 
daughter! Come home with me--it is but across the road
and take a little time to recover your peace and to make your· 
eyes seemly, and then I will bear you company through the 
meets. For it is past your usual time, and will soon be late, 
~nd the way is long, and there is much company out of doors 
to-night." 

She accepted the support he offered her, and they slowly 
pa,;scd out of the churchyard. They were in the act of emerging 
mto the main thoroughfare, when another figure loitering dis
contentedly by, and looking up the street and down it, and all 
'-'bout, started and exclaimed, " Lizzie! why, where have you 
lJl·cn? Why, what's the matter? " 

As Eugene \\"rayburn thus addressed her, she drew closer t<Y 
the Jew, and bent her head. The Jew having taken in the 
whole of Eugene at one sharp glance, cast his eyes upon the 
ground and stood mute. 

" Liaie, what is the matter? " 
"~Jr. \\"rayburn, I cannot tell you now. I cannot tell you 

tu-ni;:ht, if I en~r can tell you. Pray leave me." 
"But, Liaie, I came expres:;ly to join you. I came to walk 

bun,e with you, h~ving dined at a coffee-house in this neiah
L·ourh,)<H.l and knowin;; your hour. And I haYe been lingering 
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about;' added Eugene," like a bailiff; or," with a look at Riah, 
•· an old-clothes man." 

The Jew lifted up his eyes, and took in Eugene once more, 
at another glance. 

"lli. Wraybum, pray, pray leave me with this protector. 
And one thing more. Pray, pray be careful of yoursel£." 

"Mysteries of "[dolpho t "said Eugene, with a look of wonder. 
"3Iay I be excused for asking, in this elderly gentleman's 
presence, who is this kind protector?" 

"_-\ tru:,-r:worthy friend," said Lizzie. 
" I will relieve him of his trust," returned Eugene. "But 

you mu.st tell me, Lizzie, what is the matter?" 
"Her brother is the matter," said the old man, lifting up his 

eves a..'l""llin. 
·"oUr brother the matter?" returned Eugene, with airy 

contempt. "Our brother is not worth a thought, far le.ss a 
tear. What has our brother done? " 

The old man lifted up his eyes again, with one grave look at 
Wraybum, and one grave glance at Lizzie, as she stood looking 
down. Both were so full of meaning, that even Eugene was 
decked in his light career, and subsided into a thoughtful 
"Humph!" 

With an air of p.:riect patience the old man, remaining mute 
and keeping his eyes cast down, stood, retaining Lizzie's arm, 
as though, in his habit of passive endurance, it would be all one 
to. him if he had stood there motionless all night. 

·'If lrr .• -\aron," said Ecgene, who soon found this fatiguing, 
"will be gooo enough to relinquish his charge to me, he will be 
quite free for any engagement he may have at the Synagogue. 
3Ir .• -\a.ron, will you have the kindness? " 

B:rt rl:.e old man stood stock stilL 
"Good eveni..-:g. 3Ir. Aaron," said Eugene, politely; "we 

need not detab you."' Then turning to Lizzie, "Is our friend 
3!r. _\a:on a little deaf?" 

·• JJy heari.r..g is very gO<)d. Christian gentlei?an," r~plied ~e 
o1d man ca:mly· .. but I rJl hear onlY one VOICe to-m:zht dem

o me {o leave 'u.is dam5el ~fore I have conn:Yed h~er to her 
b:r:::e. If sl:e req_uests it, I will do it. I ww do it for no one 
e~e." 

"May I ask w=.y so, 3Ir. _-\aron?" said Eugene, quite undi3-
r.rr:~ in his ea..>e. 

" ExC"'w.se Iile. Ii i!J.e a5k; me I will tell her," replied the old 
I!ia:l. " I wiJ te::l no one tl::e." 

" I C·:> r.ot a.:;k you," said Lizzie, " and I beg you to take me 
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home. Mr. Wrayburn, I have had a bitter tnal to-night, and I 
hope you will not think me ungrateful, or mysterious, or change
able. I am neither; I am v.Tetched. Pray remember what I 
said to you. Pray, pray take care." 

"~Iy dear Lizzie," he returned, in a low voice, bending over 
heron the other side; "ofwhat? of whom?" 

"Of any one you have lately seen and made angry." 
He snapped his fingers and laughed. "Come," said he, 

" since no better may be, Mr. Aaron and I will divide this trust, 
and see you home together. ~fr. Aaron on that side; I on this. 
If perfectly ~ureeable to ~Ir. Aaron, the escort will now proceed." 

He knew his power O\'er her. He knew that she would not 
insist upon his leaving her. He knew that, her fears for him 
being aroused, she would be uneasy if he were out of her sight. 
For all his seeming levity and carelessness, he knew whatever 
he chose to know of the thoughts of her heart. 

And going on at her side so gaily, regardless of all that had 
been urged against him; so superior in his sallies and self
possession to the gloomy constraint of her suitor, and the selfish 
petulance of her brother; so faithful to her, as it seemed, when 
her own stock was faithless; what an immense advantage, what 
an overpowering influence were his that night! Add to the 
rest, poor girl, that she had heard him vilified for her sake, and 
that she had suffered for his, and where the wonder that his 
occasional tones of serious interest (setting off his carelessness, 
as if it were assumed to calm her), that his lightest touch, his 
lightest look, his very presence beside her in the dark common 
street, were like glimpses of an enchanted world, which it was 
natural for jeall)usy and malice and all meanness to be unable 
to b~:ar the brightness of, and to gird at as bad spirits might! 

:\'othing more being said of repairing to Riah's, they went 
direct to Lizzie's lodging, A little short of the house door she 
parted from them, and went in alone. 

"~!r. Aaron,'' said Eugene, when they were left together in 
the stred, :· :-' ith many thanks for your company, it remains 
fur me umnllmgly to say Farewell." · 

."Sir, .. n:turnt:d the other, "I giYe you good night, and I 
\\ 1,h tk1t you were not so thoughtless." 

". )!r ... \arun," returned Eug-~:ne," I give you good night, and 
I\\ 1>11 ( kr you are a little dull) that you were not so thoughtfuL" 

But now tLat his part was played out fvr the evenincr and 
"hen in tum in(!' his back upon the J tw he came off the e.~ta.ge, 
b: was thvughttul Lnnsdf. "How did Lightwood's catechism 
run? " l:e mum1und, as he stopped to light his c4;ar. "\rhat 
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is_ to come of it? What are you doing? Where are you going? 
"e shall soon know now. .-\h! " with a heavy sicrh. 

The heavy sigh was repeated, as if by an echo, ~n hour after
wards, when Riah, who had been sitting on some dark steps in 
a comer over against the house, arose and went his patient way; 
stealing through the streets in his ancient dress, like the ghost 
of a departed Time. 

CIL.'\PTER XVI 

AX A..'\"XIVERSARY OCCASIO!IT 

TH.E estimable Twemlow, dressing himself in his lodgings over 
the stable-yard in Duke Street, Saint James's, and hearing the 
horses at their toilet below, finds himself on the whole in a dis
advantageous position as compared with the noble animals at 
livery. For whereas, on the one band, be bas no attendant to 
slap him soundingly and require him in gruff accents to come up 
and come over, still, on the other hand, he has no attendant at 
all; and the mild gentleman's finger-joints and other joints 
working rustily in the morning, he could deem it agreeable 
even to be tied up by the countenance at his chamber-door, so 
he were there skilfullv rubbed down and slushed and sluiced and 
polished and clothed, while himself taking merely a passive 
part in these trying transactions. 

How the fascinating Tippins gets on when arraying herself 
for the bewilderment of the senses of men, is known only to the 
Graces and her maid; but perhaps even that engaging creature. 
though not reduced to the self-dependence of Twemlow, could 
dispense with a good deal of the trouble attendant on the daily 
restoration of her charms, seeing that as to her face and neck 
this adorable divinity is, as it were, a diurnal species of lobster 
-thrm,ing off a shell e\·ery forenoon, and needing to keep in a 
retired spot until the new crust hardens. 

Howbeit, Twemlow doth at length invest himself with collar 
and cravat and wristbands to his knuckles, and goeth forth to 
breakfast. .-\nd to breakfast with whom but his near neigh
bours. the Lammles of Sackville Street, who have in1parted to 
him that he will meet his distant kinsman, :Jlr. Fledge by? 
The awful Snicrsworth micrht taboo and prohibit Fledgebv, but 
the peaceable Twemlow r~asons, "If he is my kinsman I ·didn't 
make him so. and to meet a man is not to know him." 

It is the first anninrsary of the happy marriage of :Jlr. and 
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:\frs. Lammle, and the celebration is a breakfast, because a 
dinner on the desired scale of sumptuosity cannot be achie,·ed 
within less limits than those of the non-existent palatial resi
dence of which so many people are madly em·ious. So Twem
low trips with not a little stiffness across Piccadilly, sensible of 
having once been more upright in figure and lfss in danger of 
being knocked down by swift vehicles. To be sure that was in 
the days when he hoped for leave from the dread Snigsworth to 
do something, or be something, in life, and before that magni
ficent Tartar issued the ukase, " As he will nenr distinguish 
hintself, he must be a poor gentleman-pensioner of mine, and 
let him hereby consider himself pensioned." 

Ah! my Twemlvw! Say, little feeble grey personage, what 
thoughts are in thy breast to-day, of the Fancy-so still to call 
her who bruised thy heart when it was green and thy head 
brown-and whether it be better or worse, more painful or less, 
to believe in the Fancy to this hour, than to know her for a 
greedy armour-plated crocodile, with no more capacity of 
imagining the delicate and sensitive and tender spot behind thy 
waistcoat, than of going straight at it with a knitting-needle. 
Say likewise, my Twemlow, whether it be the happier lot to be 
a poor relation of the great, or to stand in the wintry slush 
;Iiving the hack horses to drink out of the shallow tub at the 
cuach-stand, into which thou hast so nearly set thy uncertain 
fvot. Twemlow says nothing, and goes on. 

As he approaches the Lammles' door, drives up a little one
horse carriage, containing Tippins the divine. Tippins, letting 
dl•11n the window, playfully extols the yigilance of her caYalier 
i:1 b~ing in waiting there to hand her out. Twemlow hands her 
uut with as much polite gra,1ty as if she were anything real, and 
they proceed upstairs: Tippins all abroad about the legs, and 
sn ~ ir'g tv express that those unsteady articles are only skipping 
in th~ir mtive buoYancy, 

.\r.d dc·ar ~frs. Lammie and dear )!r. Lammle, how do you do, 
and \1 Len are you gving down to what's-its-name place-Guy, 
Earl of \\'arwi"k, \uu know-what is it ?-Dun Cow-to claim 
the tiit< h of bacon? .\nd ~!ortimer, whose name is for enr 
LJ,,t ttd uut frum nw list of lowrs. by reason first of ficklentss 
<lr,d tl.l'n ,,f L•lse d:sertion, how do ):Oil do, wretch? And ~Ir. 
\rr.,\"l.:.Jm. \u:1 btre~ \\'hat can wa come for because we are 
;,!J ,:t·r~.' >cJr~ bdurd1;l.nd that you are not gom'g to talk! .\nd 
\ tnnm:c:. ~l.P ... how are thinS':s going on down at the House 
•md w h~ 11 ill ~'<·u turn uut th~se terrible p.:uple for us? And 
J!r,. Yu\ttri::g, my dear, can it positinly be true that you go 
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do·wn to that stifling place night after night to hear those men 
prose? Talking of which, Veneering, why don't you prose, for 
you haven't opened your lips there yet, and we are dying to 
hear what you have got to say to us! Miss Podsnap, charmed 
to see you. Pa, here? No! :Ma, neither? Oh! Mr. Boots! 
Delighted. :Mr. Brewer! This is a gathering of the clans. 
Thus Tippins, and surveys Fledgeby and outsiders through 
golden glass, murmuring as she turns about and about, in her 
innocent giddy way, Anybody else I know? No, I think not. 
Nobody there. Nobody there. Nobody anywhere! 

Mr. Lammle, all a-glitter, produces his friend Fledgeby, 
as dying for the honour of presentation to Lady Tippins. 
Fledgeby presented, has the air of going to say something, has 
the air of going to say nothing, has an air successively of medita
tion, of resignation, and of desolation, backs on Brewer, makes 
the tour of Boots, and fades into the extreme background, 
feeling for his whisker, as if it might have turned up since he 
was there five minutes ago. 

But Lammle has him out again before he has so much as 
completely ascertained the bareness of the land. He would 
seem to be in a bad way, Fledgeby; for Lammle represents 
him as dying again. He is dying now of want of presentation 
to Twemlow. 

Twemlow offers his hand. Glad to see him. "Your mother, 
sir, was a connexion of mine." 

" I believe so," says Fledgeby, " but my mother and her 
family were two." 

"Are you staying in tovo.'Tl?" asks Twemlow. 
" I always am," says Fledgeby. 
"You like tovo.'ll," says Twemlow. But is felled flat by 

Fledgeby's taking it quite ill, and replying, No, he don't like 
tmm. Lammle tries to break the force of the fall, by remark
ing that some people do not like tovm. Fledge by retorting that 
he never heard of any such case but his o>m, Twemlow goes 
do~'Tl again heavily. 

"There is nothing new this morning, I suppose?" says 
Twemlow, returning to the mark with great spirit. 

Fledgeby has not heard of anything. 1" ~o, there's not a word of news," says Lammle, 

1 "Not a particle," adds Boots. 
1" Not an atom," chimes in Brewer. 
Somehow the execution of this little concerted piece appears 

to raise the general spirits as with a sense of duty done, and 
sets the company a-going. Enrybody seems more equal than 
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before to the calamity of being in the society of everybody else. 
Even Eugene standing in a window, moodily swinging the 
tassel of a blind, gives it a smarter jerk now, as if he found 
himself in better case. 

Breakfast aijllounced. Everything on table showy and 
gaudy, but with a sel£-assertingly temporary and nomadic air 
on the decorations, as boasting that they will be much more 
showy and gaudy in the palatial residence. :Mr. Lammle's 
own particular servant behind ~is chair; the Analytical behind 
Y eneering' s chair; instances in point that such servants fall into 
two classes; one mistrusting the master's acquaintances, and 
the other mistrusting the master. Mr. Lammle's servant, of 
the second class. Appearing to be lost in wonder and low 
spirits because the police are so long in coming to take his 
master up on some charge of the first magnitude. 

\'eneering, M.P., on the right of Mrs. Lammle; Twemlow on 
her left; Mrs. Veneering, W.M.P. (wife of Member of Parliament), 
and Lady Tippins on Mr. Lammle's right and left. But be sure 
that well within the fascination of ~Ir. Lammle's eye and smile 
sits little Georgiana. And be sure that close to little Georgiana, 
also under -inspection by the same gingerous gentleman, sits 
Fledc;ebv. 

O{tener than twice or thrice while breakfast is in progress, 
\Ir. Twemlow gives a little sudden tum towards Mrs. Lammle, 
and then says to her, " I beg your pardon!" This not being 
Twemlow's usual way, why is it his way to-day? \\'hy, the 
truth is, Twemlow repeatedly labours under the impression that 
Mrs. Lammle is going to speak to him, and turning, finds that it 
is not so, and mostly that she has her tyes upon Veneering. 
Strange that this impression so abides by Twemlow after being 
corrected, yet so it is. 

Lady Tippins partaking plentifully of the fruits of the earth 
(including grape juice in the category), becomes livelier, and 
appli~:s herself to elicit sparks from Mortimer Lightwood. It 
is always understood among the initiated, that that faithless 
lover must be planted at table opposite to Lady Tippins, who 
will then strike conversational fire out of him. In a pause 
of mastication and d:glutition, Lady Tippins, contemplating 
~Iortimer, recalls that 1t was at our dear Veneerings', and in the 
prt>cnce of a party who are surely all here, that he told them 
his stc•ry of the man from somewhere, which afterwards became 
so lwrribly interesting and vulgarly popular. 

"Yt-s, Lady Tippins," assents ~fonimer; "as they say on 
the st;1ge, Even so! " 
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"Then we expect you," retorts the charmer, "to sustain vour 

reputation, and tell us something else." • 
" Lady Tippins, I exhausted myself for life that day, and 

there is nothing more to be got out of me." 
Mortimer parries thus, with a sense upon him,that elsewhere 

it is Eugene and not he who is the jester, and that in these 
circles where Eugene persists in being speechless, he, Mortimer, 
is but the double of the friend on whom he has founded himself. 

" But," quoth the fascinating Tippins, " I am resolved on 
getting something more out of you. Traitor! what is this I 
hear about another disappearance?" 

"As it is you who have heard it," returns Lightwood, 
" perhaps you'll tell us." 

" Monster, away! " retorts Lady Tippins. " Your own Golden 
Dustman referred me to you." 

Mr. Lammle, striking in here, proclaims aloud that there is a 
sequel to the story of the man from somewhere. Silence ensues 
upon the proclamation. 

"I assure you," says Lightwood, glancing round the table, 
" I have nothing to tell!" But Eugene adding in a low voice, 
"There, tell it, tell it!" he corrects himself with the addition, 
"Nothing worth mentioning." 

Boots and Brewer immediately perceive that it is immensely 
worth mentioning, and become politely clamorous. Veneering 
is also visited by a perception to the same effect. But it is 
understood that his attention is now rather used up, and difficult 
to hold, that being the tone of the House of Commons. 

" Pray don't be at the trouble of composing yourselves to 
listen," says Mortimer Lightwood, " because I shall have 
finished long before you have fallen into comfortable attitudes. 
It's like--" 

"It's like," impatiently interrupts Eugene, "the children's 
narrative: 

• I'll tell you a story 
Of Jack a ~lanory, 
And now my story's begun; 
I'll tell you another 
Of Jack and his brother, 
And now my story is done.' 

-Get on, and get it over! " 
Eugene says t~s with a s~und of vexation in his v~ice! leaning 

back in his charr and lookmg balefully at Lady T1ppms, who 
nods to him as her dear Bear, and playfully insinuates that she 
(a self-evident proposition) is Beauty, and he Beast. 

"The reference," proceeds Mortimer, "which I suppose to 
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be made by my honourable and fair enslaver opposite, is to the 
following circumstance. Very lately, the young woman, Lizzie 
Hexam, daughter of the late Jesse Hexam, othenvise Gaffer, who 
will be remembered to have found the body of the man from 
somewhere, mysteriously received, she knew not from whom, an 
explicit retractation of the charges made against her father by 
another waterside character of the name of Riderhood. Nobodv 
believed them, because little Rogue Riderhood-I am tempted 
into the paraphrase by remembering the charming wolf who 
would have rendered society a great service if he had devoured 
~~rr. Riderhood's father and mother in their infancy-had pre
viously played fast and loose with the said charges, and, in fact, 
abandoned them. However, the retractation I have mentioned 
found its way into Lizzie Hcxam's hands, with a general flavour 
on it of having been favoured by some anonymous messenger in 
a <iark cloak and slouched hat, and was by her forwarded, in her 
father's vindication, to Mr. Boffin, my client. You will excuse 
the phraseology of the shop, but as I never had another client, 
and in all likelihood never shall have, I am rather proud of him 
as a natural curiosity probably unique." 

Although as easy as usual on the surface, Lightwood is not 
quite as easy as usual below it. With an air of not minding 
Eugene at all, he feels that the subject is not altogether a safe 
une in that connexion. 

" The natural curiosity which forms the sole ornament of 
my professional museum," he resumes, "hereupon desires his 
Secretary-an individual of the hermit-crab or oyster species, 
and whose name, I think, is Chokesmith-but it doesn't in the 
least matter-say Artichoke-to put himself in communicatio11 
with Lizzie Hexam. Artichoke professes his readiness so to do, 
etHh-anmrs to do so, but fails." 

" \\'hv fails? " asks Boots. 
''II,)~· fails?" asks Brewer. 
"Pardon me," returns Lightwood, "I must postpone the 

t<ply for one moment, or we shall have an anti-climax. Arti
' lwke hiling si;:;n~tlly, my client refers the task to me: his 
purp<•o't' being to adYance the interests of the object of his search. 
I procnd to put myself in communication with her; I even 
h:1ppvn t~ pus>rss svme special means," with a glance at Eugene, 
"ul puttu;g- myself in communication with her, but I fail too, 
l,, CIU>t· ~Lt has \'anished." 

•· \';.mi-!lu.l ~"is the gt·neral echo. 
"Di~.tj'pt:trl'd," sJ.ys ~h·rtimer. "Xobudy knows how, 

n. l><A.ly knows whtn, nobody knows where. :\nd so ends 
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the story to which my honourable and fair enslaver opposite 
referred." 

Tippins, with a bewitching little scream, opines that we shall 
every one of us be murdered in our beds. Eugene eyes her as 
if some of us would be enough for him. Mrs. Veneering, W.M.P., 
remarks that these social mysteries make one afraid of leaving 
Baby. Veneering, M.P., wishes to be informed (with something 
of a second-hand air of seeing the Right Honourable Gentleman 
at the head of the Home Department in his place) whether it is 
intended to be conveyed that the vanished person has been 
spirited away or otherwise .harmed? Instead of Lightwood's 
answering, Eugene answers, and answers hastily and vexedly: 
"No, no, no: he doesn't mean that; he means voluntarily 
vanished-but utterly-completely." 
. However, the great subject of the happiness of Mr. and Mrs. 

Lammle must not be allowed to vanish with the other vanish
ments-with the vanishing of the murderer, the vanishing of 
Julius Handford, the vanishing of Lizzie Hexam,-and therefore 
Veneering must recall the present sheep to the pen from which 
they have strayed. \Vho so fit to discourse of the happiness of 
Mr. and Mrs. Lammle, they being the dearest and oldest friends 
he has in the world; or what audience so fit for him to take into 
his confidence as that audience, a noun of multitude, or signify
ing many, who are all the oldest and dearest friends he has in 
the world? So Veneering, without the formality of rising, 
launches into a familiar oration, gradually toning into the 
parliamentary sing-song, in which he sees at that board his 
dear friend Twemlow, who on that day twelvemonth bestowed 
on his dear friend Lammle the fair hand of his dear friend 
Sophronia, and in which he also sees at that board his dear 
friends Boots and Bre.wer, whose rallying round him at a period 
when his dear friend Lady Tippins likewise rallied round him
aye, and in the foremost rank-he can never forget while memory 
holds her seat. But he is free to confess that he misses from 
that board his dear old friend Podsnap, though he is well re
presented by his dear young friend Georgiana. And he further 
sees at that board (this he announces with pomp, as if exulting in 
the powers of an extraordinary telescope) his friend Mr. Fledge by, 
if he will permit him to call him so. For all of these reasons, 
and many more which he right well knows will have occurred 
to persons of your exceptional acuteness, he is here to submit 
to you that the time has arrived when, with our hearts in our 
glasses, with tears in our eyes, with blessings on our lips, and 
in a general way with a profusion of gammon and spinach in 
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our emotional larders, we should one and all drink to our dear 
friends the Lammles, wishing them many many years as happy 
as the last, and many many friends as congenially united as 
themseh·es. And this he will add: that Anastatia Veneering 
(who .is in>tantly heard to weep) is formed on the same model 
as her old and chosen friend Sophronia Lammle, in respect that 
she is devoted to the man who wooed and won her, and nobly 
discharges the duties of a wife. 

Seeing no better way out of it, Veneering here pulls up his 
oratorical Pegasus extremely short, and plumps down clean 
over his head, with: "Lammle, God bless you!" 

Then Lammle. Too much of him every way; pervadingly 
too much nose of a coarse wTong shape, and his nose in his mind 
and his manners; too much smile to be real; too much frown 
to be false; too many large teeth to be ,·isible at once without 
suggesting a bite. He thanks you, dear friends, for your kindly 
greeting, and hopes to receive you-it may be on the next of 
these delightful occasions-in a residence better suited to your 
cl~ims on the rites of hospitality. He will ne,·er forget that at 
\'entering's he f.rst saw Sophronia. Sophronia will never forget 
that at \'eneering's she first saw him. They spoke of it soon 
.dter they were married, and agreed that they would never 
fur;;et it. In fact, to Yeneering they owe their union. They 
hope to show their sense of this some day (" Xo, no," from 
\'cncerint:)-()h yes, yes, and let him rely upon it, they will if 
they can! His marriage with Sophronia was not a marriage of 
interest on either side: she had her little fortune, he had his 
little fortune: they joined their little fortunes: it was a marriage 
of pure inclination and suitability. Thank you! Sophronia and 
he are fond of the society of young people; but he is not sure 
that tbeir house would be a good house for young people pro
posing to remain sin;;le, since the contemplation of its domestic 
bb,; mi;:ht induce them to change their minds. He will not 
apply this to any one present; certainly not to their darling 
latle Georgiana. Again thank you! X either, by-the-bye, will 
he alJjJly it to Lis frit:nd fled;;cby. He thanks Yeneering for 
tLe fl'\:ling manner in which he referred to their common friend 
Fl<:d;:dJy, for he h<1lds that gentleman in the highest estimation. 
TLank yuu. In f.l.ct (returni.ng unexpectedly to Fledgeby), the 
:x:ttcr you know J,in1, the more you find in him that you desire 
to knuw. Again t!,ank you! In his dtar Sophronia's name 
ar.J in !,is own, tLank YOU! 

~·lr>. L.l.mmlt: r,a; :>at quite Hill with her eyes cast down upon 
ti.t> taLJ..-duth. As ~Ir. Ll.mmle's addre::s end>, TwerrJow once 
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more turns to her involuntarily, not cured yet of that often 
recurring impression that she is going to speak to him. This 
time she really is going to speak to him. Veneering is talking 
with his other next neighbour, and she speaks in a low 
voice. 

"Mr. Twemlow." 
He answers, " I beg your pardon? Yes? " Still a little 

doubtful, because of her not looking at him. 
"You have the soul of a gentleman, and I know I may trust 

you. Will you give me the opportunity of saying a few words 
to you when you come up-stairs? " 

"Assuredly. I shall be honoured." 
" Don't seem to do so, if you please, and don't think it incon

sistent if my manner should be more careless than my words. 
I may be watched." 

Intensely astonished, Twemlow puts his hand to his forehead, 
and sinks back in his chair meditating. Mrs. Lammle rises. 
All rise. The ladies go up-stairs. The gentlemen soon saunter 
after them. Fledgeby has devoted the interval to taking an 
observation of Boots's whiskers, Brewer's whiskers, and 
Lammle's whiskers, and considering which pattern of whisker 
he would prefer to produce out of himself by friction, if the 
Genie of the cheek would only answer to his rubbing. 

In the drawing-room, groups form as usual. Lightwood, 
Boots, and Brewer, flutter like moths around that yellow wax 
candle-guttering down, and with some hint of a winding sheet 
in it-Lady Tippins. Outsiders cultivate Veneering, M.P., and 
Mrs. Veneering, W.M.P. Lammle stands with folded arms, 
.Mephistophelean in a corner, with Georgiana and Fledgeby. 
Mrs. Lammle, on a sofa by a table, invites Mr. Twemlow's 
attention to a book of portraits in her hand. 

Mr. Twemlow takes his station on a settee before her, and 
Mrs. Lammle shows him a portrait. 

"You have reason to be surprised," she says softly, "but I 
wish you wouldn't look so." 

Disturbed Twemlow, making an effort not to look so, looks 
much more so. 

" I think, 1\fr. Twemlow, you never saw that distant con
nexion of yours before to-day?" 

"No, never." 
"Now that you do see him, you see what he is. You are 

not proud of him? " 
"To say the truth, Mrs. Lammle, no." 
"If you knew more of himJ you would be less inclined to 
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lcknowledge him. Here is another portrait. What do you 
think of it? " 

Twemlow has just presence of mind enough to say aloud: 
"Yery like! t:ncommonly like!" 

"You have noticed, perhaps, whom he favours with his 
attentions? You notice where he is now, and how engaged?" 

"Yes. But Mr. Lammle-" 
She darts a look at him which he cannot comprehend, and 

shows him another portrait. 
"\·ery good; is it not?" 
"Charming!" says Twemlow. 
"So like as to be almost a caricature?-Mr. Twemlow, it is 

impossible to tell you what the struggle in my mind has been 
before I could bring myself to speak to you as I do now. It is 
only in the conviction that I may trust you never to betray me, 
that I can proceed. Sincerely promise me that you never will 
betray my confidence-that you will respect it, even though 
you may no longer respect me,-and I shall be as satisfied as 
if YOU had sworn it." 

:, ~Iadam, on the honour of a poor gentleman--" 
" Thank you. I can desire no more. ~Ir. Twemlow, I 

implore you to save that child! " 
" That chilJ? " 
" Georgiana. She will be sacrificed. She will be inveigled 

and married to that connexion of yours. It is a partnership 
,atT.tir, a money speculation. She has no strength of will or 
character to help herself, and she is on the brink of being sold 
into wTetchedness for life." 

"Amazing! But what can I do to prevent it?" demands 
Twemluw, shocktd and bewildered to the last degree. 

"Here is another ponrait. And not good, is it?" 
Aghast at the lit'ht manner of her throwing her head back to 

,look at it critically, Twemlow still dimly perceives the expediency 
,of throwing his own head back, and docs so. Thouoh he no 
m10re sees the portrait than if it were in China. t> 

'' Ded.kdly not good," says Mrs. Lammle. " Stiff and 
e:o.a::::c-ra ted: " 

.; .\nJ ex--" But Twemlow, in his demolished state 
cJ.Ilnot command the word, and trails off into "--actly so."' 

" :\I!'· T~' t-mlow, you~ word will have weight with her pompous, 
~df-t.hndt"d father. \ ou know how much he makes of your 
Lmik L.l~e no time. \\'am him." 

"I~ut warn him S,"3.inst whom?" 
" :\gairli't me." 
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By great good fortune Twemlow receives a stimulant at thi: 

critical instant. The stimulant is Lammle's voice. 
" Sophronia, my dear, what portraits are you showin~ 

Twemlow?" 
" Public characters, Alfred." 
"Show him the last of me." 
"Yes, Alfred." 
She puts the book dor~"'l, takes another book up, turns the 

leaves, and presents the portrait to Twemlow. 
" That is the last of ~Ir. Lammle. Do you think it good! 

-Warn her father against me. I deserve it, for I have been in 
the scheme from the first. It is my husband's scheme, yam 
connexion's, and mine. I tell you this, only to show you the 
necessity of the poor little, foolish, affectionate creature's being 
befriended and rescued. You will not repeat this to her father. 
You will spare me so far, and spare my husband. For though 
this celebration of to-day is all a mockery, he is my husband, 
and we must li,·e.-Do vou think it like?" 

Twemlow, in a stufi'ned condition, feigns to compare the 
portrait in his hand with the original, looking towards him 
from his lrephistophelean corner. 

" Yery well indeed! " are at length the words which Twemlow 
with great difficulty e:>..1:racts from himself. 

" I am glad you think so. On the whole, I myself consider 
it the best. The others are so dark. X ow here, for instance, is 
another of :llr. Lammle--" 

"But I don't understand; I don't see my way," Twemlow 
stammers, as he falters over the book with his glass at his eye. 
"How warn her father, and not tell him? Tell him how much? 
Tell him how little? I-I-am getting lost." 

"Tell him I am a match-maker; tell him I am an artful and 
designing woman; tell him you are sure his daughter is best out 
of my house and my company. Tell him any such things of me; 
thev will all be true. You know what a puffed-up man he is, 
and how easily you can cause his vanity to take the alarm. Tell 
him as much as will g-i,·e him the alarm and make him careful of 
her, and spare me the rest. )lr. T~·emlow, I feel my sudden 
degradation in your eyes; familiar as I am with my de
gradation in my or~"'l eyes, I keenly feel the change that must 
h.:n-e come upon me in yours, in these last few moments. But I 
trust to your good faith with me as implicitly as when I began. 
If you knew how often I ha,·e tried to speak to you to-day, you 
would almost pity me. I want no new promise from you on my 
o1m account, for I am satisfied, and I always shall be s.ltisfied, 
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\1\ith the promise you have given me. I can venture to say no 
more, for I see that I am watched. If you will set my mind at 
rest with the assurance that you 'l'till interpose with the father 
and save this harmless girl, close that book before you return it 
to me, and I shall know what you mean, and deeply thank you 
in my heart.-Alfred, ~Ir. Twemlow thinks the last one the best, 
and quite agrees with you and me." 

Alfred advances. The groups break up. Lady Tippins rises 
to go, and ~Irs. Veneering follows her leader. For the moment, 
~Irs. Lammle does not tum to them, but remains looking at 
Twemlow looking at Alfred's portrait through his eyeglass. 
The moment past, Twemlow drops his eyeglass at its ribbon's 
length, rises, and closes the book with an emphasis which makes 
that fragile nursling of the fairies, Tippins, start. 

Then good-bye and good-bye, and charming occasion worthy 
of the Gulden Age, and more about the flitch of bacon, and the 
like of that; and Twemlow goes staggering across Piccadilly 
with his hand to his forehead, and is nearly run down by a 
flushed letter-cart, and at last drops safe in his easy-chair, 
innocent good gentleman, with his hand to his forehead still and 
his head in a whirl. 

:t~D OF BOOK U 
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A LOXG LAXE 

CH.:\PTER I 

LODGERS I:'l" Qt:EER STREET 

Ir was a f,)ggy day in London, and the fog was heavy and dark. 
Animate London, with smarting eyes and irritated lungs, was 
b!ink:ing, wheezing, and choking; inanimate London was a 
sooty spectre, di'ided in purpose between being visible and 
invisible, and so being wholly neither. Gaslights flared in the 
shops with a haggard and unblest air, as knmring themselns 
to be night-creatures that had no business abroad under the 
sun; while the sun itself, when it was for a few moments dimly 
indicated through circling eddies of fog, showed as if it had gone 
out, and were collapsing fiat and cold. E.-en in the surrounding 
country it was a foggy day, but there the fog was grey, whereas 
LTJ. London it was, at about the boundary !LTJ.e, dark yellow, and 
a little within it brown, and then bro\mer, and then browner, 
untJ at the heart of the City-which call Saint }Iary .\_xe-it 
was rusty-black. From any point of the high ridgt of land 
northward, it might have been discerned that the loitiest 
builcir.gs made an occasional struggle to get their heads above 
the icggy sea, and especially that the great dome of Saint Paul"s 
seemed to die hard; but this was not perceivable in the streets 
at their feet, where the whole metropolis was a heap of vapour 
charged with mufled sound of wheels, and enfolding a 
catarrh. 

.-\t nine o'clock on such a morning, the place of business of 
Pubsey and Co. was not the liveliest object enn in Saint :\far:·· 
.h=-which is not a very lively spot-\\ith a sobbing gaslight 
in the counting-house window, and a burglarious str<:am of ivg 
creeping in to s~angle it through the keyhole of the main door. 
Bt:t the li:;:tt went out, and the main door opened, ar.d RiJ.h 
came forth~ \\ith a bag under his arm. 

Almost in the act of coming out at the door, Riah \\t:r.t into 
393 
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:he fog, and was lost to the eyes of Saint Mary A.xe. But the 
~yes of this history can follow him westward, by Cornhill, 
:heap~ide, Flett Street, and the Strand, to Pic.cadilly and the 
'-lbany. Thither he went at his grave and measured pace, 
itaff in band, skirt at heel; and more than one head, turning to 
ook back at his venerable figure already lost in the mist, 
mpposed it to be some ordinary fieoure indistinctly seen, which 
'ancy and the fog had worked intg that passing likeness. 

Arrived at the house in which his master's chambers were on 
:he second floor, Riah proceeded up the stairs, and paused at 
Fascination Iledgeby's door. Making free \\ith neither bell nor 
mocker, he struck upon the door with the top of his staff, and, 
1a,ing listened, sat down on the threshold. It was charac
teristic of his habitual submission, that he sat dovm on the raw 
:lark staircase, as many of his ancestors had probably sat do\\n 
:n dungeons, taking what befell him as it might befall 

.\iter a time, when he had gro\'\n so cold as to be fain to blow 
1pon his fingers, he arose and knocked with his staff again, and 
istened again, and again sat down to wait. Thrice he repeated 
these actions before his listening ears were greeted by the wice 
)£ Iledgeby, calling from his bed," Bold your row!-I'll come 
md open the door directly!" But, in lieu of coming directly, 
~e fell into a sweet sleep for some quarter of an hour more, 
:luring which added inten·al Riah sat upon the stairs and waited 
"·ith perfc:ct patience. 

At length the door stood open, and Yr. Tiedgeby's retreating 
:lrapery plung-ed into bed again. Follo"ing it at a respectful 
:listance, Riah passtd into the bed-<:hamber, where a fire had 
been some time lighted, and was burning briskly. 

"\\'hy, 11hat time of night do you mean to c-all it?" in
iuired Fled;;eby, turning away beneath the clothts, and pre
senting a comfortable rampart oi shoulder to the chiiled figure 
[J{ the (jld man. 

"Sir, it is full half-past ten in the morning." 
'' The deuce it is! Tbtn it must be precious fo("gy? " 
"Ytn· fo·~zy sir" eo 

- l':',t:.' .. 

"And raw, then?" 
•· Cl~~ and bitter," said Riah, drawing out a handkerchief, 

and "rpmg the mo1sture from Lis beard and long g!"ey hair as 
he StU(J un the nr£;e 0f the ruz, with his eyes on the acceptaLle 
tire. ~ - • 

\\'ith a plunge of enjoyment, fltdgtby settled himself afmh. 
"Any snow, or sleet, or slush, or an,·thin;; of tb.lt sort?" 

he asktd. · 
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"No, sir, no. Not quite so bad as that. The streets are 

pretty clean." 
"You needn't brag about it," returned Fledgeby, disap

pointed in his desire to heighten the contrast between his bed 
and the streets. " But you're always bragging about something. 
Got the books there? " 

"They are here, sir." 
" All right. I'll turn the general subject over m my mind 

for a minute or two, and while I'm about it you can empty your 
bag and get ready for me." 

With another comfortable plunge, Mr. Fledgeby fell asleep 
again. The old man, having obeyed his directions, sat down on 
the edge of a chair, and, folding his hands before him, gradually 
yielded to the influence of the warmth, and dozed. He was 
roused by Mr. Fledgeby's appearing erect at the foot of the bed, 
in Turkish slippers, rose-coloured Turkish trousers (got cheap 
from somebody who had cheated some other somebody out of 
them), and a gown and cap to correspond. In that costume he 
would have left nothing to be desired, if he had been further 
fitted out with a bottomless chair, a lantern, .and a bunch of 
matches. 

"Now, old 'un!" cried Fascination, in his light raillery, 
"what dodgery are you up to next, sitting there with your 
eyes shut? You ain't asleep. Catch a weasel at it, and catch a 
Jew!" 

" Truly, sir, I fear I nodded," said the old man. 
" Not you! " returned Fledge by, with a cunning look. " A 

telling move with a good many, I dare say, but it won't put me 
off my guard. Not a bad notion, though, if you want to look 
indifferent in driving a bargain. Oh, you are a dodger! " 

The old man shook his head, gently repudiating the imputation, 
and suppressed a sigh, and moved to the table at which Mr. 
Fledge by was now pouring out for himself a cup of steaming and 
fragrant coffee from a pot that had stood ready on the hob. 
It was an edifying spectacle, the young man in his easy-chair 
taking his coffee, and the old man with his grey head bent, stand
ing awaiting his pleasure. 

''Now!" said Fledgeby. "Fork out your balance in hand, 
and prove by figures how you make it out that it ain't more. 
First of all, light that candle." 

Riah obeyed, and then taking a bag from his breast, and 
referrino- to the sum in the accounts for which they made him 
responsible, told it out upon the tatJ?. Fledgeby told it again 
with great care, and rang every sovcrfign. 
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" I suppose," he said, taking one up to eye it closely, " you 
tann't been lightening any of these; but it's a trade of your 
ptr;ple's, you know. }'ou understand what sweating a pound 
means; drJn't vou? " 

".!l!uch as you do, sir," returned the old man, with his hands 
under opposite cuffs of his loose sleeves, as he stood at the table, 
dderenti:Jly observant of the master's face. "May I take the 
lilr.:rty to say something?" _ 

"You may," Fledgeby graciously conceded. 
" Do you not, sir-without intending it-of a surety \\ithout 

intending it-sometimes mingle the character I fairly earn in 
your tmployment, v.ith the character which it is your policy 
that I shr,u\d bear? " 

" I dr1n't find it worth my while to cut things so fine as to go 
into the inquiry,'' Fascination coolly answered. 

"~•1t in justice?" 
" B·,ther justice! " said Fledge by. 
"~ot in generosity?" 
" Jews and generosity! " said Fledge by. " That's a good 

uJnntxirJn! Bring out your vouchers, and don't talk Jerusalem 
pu.lanr." 

The vouchers were produced, and for the next half-hour ~Ir. 
Flcd;teLy Cf,ncentrated his sublime attention on them. They 
and the <trwunts were all found correct, and the books and the 
papers resumed thtir places in the bag. 

"!\ext," said f1edgeby," conr:eming that bill-braking branch 
uf the bu,iness; the branch I like best. \\'hat queer bills are 
• l b'! bou;:ht, and at what prices? You have got your list of 
v.~~at's in the market? 11 

" Sir, a long list," replied Riah, taking out a pocket-book, and 
,tl•·eir.6 frc:n its contents a folded paper, which, being unfolded, 
btume a sheet of f(J(Jlscap covered with dose V'iriting. 

" \\l tW ~" whistled nedqtby, as he tOGk it in his hand. 
"Que':r Strtet is full uf lvdgm just at present! These are t-:> 
Le d>prJ'><'d uf in parcels; are thty? 11 

. ''In rar1ds as stt forth," returned the old man, looking over 
l.ls m.1.-ttr's sh<:JU!1tr; "or the lump." . 

•· JL;.!f tLe lump will be waste-F:per, one knows beforehand," 
>.i.id lltc.:tby. "Can you get it at waste-paper price? That's 
tr,e r:; u•:Stl<Jn," 
, . Ri .. h sL,_,.,k tis tead, and H:dg~by cast his small eyes dov.-n the 
.. ot. Tl.t·y v•·;~nt~y 1:,; :an to tw;nkle, and he no sooner btcame 
'· •r.s- i.,us d tf.. ir t" id.Lnz, tr.an Le k,.:,ktd up over his shuuldt:r 
.. t t!.e g;an f.t•:e abvve him, and mc,\·ed to the chimney-piece. 
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Making a desk of it, he stood there with his back to the old man, 
warming his knees, perusing the list at his leisure, and often 
returning to some lines of it, as though they were particularly 
interesting. At those times he glanced in the chimney-glass to 
see what note the old man took of him. He took none that 
could be detected, but, aware of his employer's suspicions, stood 
with his eyes on the ground. 

l\Ir. Fledgeby was thus amiably engaged when a step was 
heard at the outer door, and the door was heard to open hastily. 
" Hark! That's your doing, you Pump of Israel," said Fledge by; 
"you can't have shut it." Then the step was heard within, 
and the voice of Mr. Alfred Lammle called aloud, " Are you 
anywhere here, Fledgeby?" To which Fledgeby, after caution
ing Riah in a low voice to take his cue as it should be given him, 
replied, " Here I am! " and opened his bedroom door. 

" Come in! "said Fledge by. " This gentleman is only Pubsey 
and Co., of Saint Mary Axe, that I am trying to make terms 
for an unfortunate friend with in a matter of some dishonoured 
bills. But really Pubsey and Co. are so strict with their debtors, 
and so hard to move, that I seem to be wasting my time. Can't 
I make any terms \Yith you on my friend's part, Mr. Riah?" 

" I am but the representative of another, sir," returned the 
Jew in a low voice. " I do as I am bidden by my principal. 
It is not my capital that is invested in the business. It is not 
my profit that arises therefrom." 

" Ha ha! " laughed Fledge by. " Lammle? " 
"Ha hal" laughed Larnmle. "Yes. Of course. We know." 
"Devilish good, ain't it, Lam.mle?" said Fledgeby, unspeak-

ably amused by his hidden joke. 
"Always the same, always the same!" said Lammle. 

"Mr.--" 
"Riah, Pubsey and Co., Saint l\Iary Axe," Fledgeby put in, 

as he wiped away the tears that trickled from his eyes, so rare 
was his enjo)ment of his secret joke. 

" ~Ir. Riah is bound to observe the invariable forms for such 
cases made and provided," said Lammle. 

" He is only the representative of another! " cried Fledgeby. 
" Does as he is told by his principal! Not his capital that's 
invested in the business. Oh, that's good! Ha ha ha ha!" 
~Ir. Lammle joined in the laugh and looked knowing; and the 
more he did both, the more exquisite the secret joke became 
for ~r. Fledgeby. 

"However," said that fascinating gentleman, wiping his eyes 
again, " if we go on in this way, we shall seem to be almost 
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making game of Mr. Riah, or of Pubsey and Co., Saint Mary 
A.xe, or of somebody: which is far from our intention. Mr. 
Riah, if you would have the kindness to step into the next 
room for a few moments while I speak with Mr. Lammle here, I 
should like to try to make terms with you once again before 
you go." 

The old man, who had never raised his eyes during the whole 
transaction of Mr. Fledgeby's joke, silently bowed and passed 
out by the door which Fledgeby opened for him. Having 
closed it on him, FlecJgeby retun~ed to Lammle, standing with 
his back to the bedroom fire, with one hand under his coat
skirts, and all his whiskers in the other. 

" Halloa! " said Fledgeby. " There's something wrong! " 
"How do you know it?" demanded Lammle. 
" Because you show it," replied Fledgeby in unintentional 

rhvme. 
;, \rell then; there is," said Lammle; " there is something 

wrong; the whole thing's wrong." 
" I say! " remonstrated Fascination very slowly, and sitting 

down with his hands on his knees to stare at his glowering 
friend with his back to the fire. 

" I te:ll you, Fledgeby," repeated Lammle, with a sweep of 
his right arm, " the whole thing's wrong. The game's up." 

"\\'hat game's up?" demanded Fledgeby, as slowly as 
bdore, and more sternly. 

"THE game. OcR game. Read that." 
Fledg~by took a note from his extended hand and read it 

aloud. ".\lfn:d Lammk, Esquire. Sir: Allow Mrs. Podsnap 
and myself to express our united sense of the polite attentions 
of ~Irs. Alfrt·d Lammle and yourself towards our daughter 
Georgiana. Allow us, also, wholly to reject them for the 
future, and to communicate our final desire that the two 
families may become entire strangers. I have the honour to 
L~, Sir, your most obldi,nt and very humble servant, JoH~ 
Put ·~'\AP." Fledgcby looked at the three blank sides of this 
nvte quite as long and earnestly as at the first expressive side, 
and tlwn looked at Lammle, who responded with anothtr 
e:>..knsin sweep of his right arm. 

" \\'hll"' dving is this? " said Fledge by. 
" lmpc·"ilJlc to inugine," said Lammle . 

. " Perhaps," su~gested Fledg,·by, after reflecting with a very 
dtsruntent<.d brow, "somtbody has been giving you a bad 
t h.tr J.l'ttr." 

.. Or yuu," s~1id Lammle, with a deeper frown. 
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Mr. Fledgeby appeared to be on the verge of some mutinous 

expressions, when his hand happened to touch his nose. A 
certain remembrance connected with that feature operating as 
a timely warning, he took it thoughtfully between his thumb 
and forefinger, and pondered; Lammle meanwhile eyeing him 
with furtive eyes. 

"Well!" said Fledgeby. "This won't improve with talking 
about. If we ever find out who did it, we'll mark that person. 
There's nothing more to be said, except that you undertook to 
do what circumstances prevent your doing." 

" And that you undertook to do what you might have done 
by this time, if you had made a prompter use of circumstances," 
snarled Lammle. 

"Hah! That," remarked Fledgeby, with his hands in the 
Turkish trousers, " is matter of opinion." 

" 1\Ir. Fledgeby," said Lammle, in a bullying tone, " am I to 
understand that you in any way reflect upon me, or hint dis
satisfaction with me, in this affair?" 

"No," said Fledgeby; "provided you have brought my 
promissory note in your pocket, and now hand it over." 

Lammle produced it, not without reluctance. Fledgeby 
looked at it, identified it, twisted it up, and threw it into the 
fire. They both looked at it as it blazed, went out, and flew 
in feathery ash up the chimney. 

"Now, 1\Ir, Fledgeby," Lammle said, as before; "am I to 
understand that you in any way reflect upon me, or hint dis
satisfaction with me, in this affair?" 

"No," said Fledgeby. 
"Finally and unreservedly no?" 
"Yes." 
" Fledgeby, my hand." 
Mr. Fledgeby took it, saying, "And if we ever find out who 

did this, we'll mark that person. And in the most friendly 
manner, let me mention one thing more. I don't know what 
your circumstances are, and I don't ask. You have sustained 
a loss here. Many men are liable to be involved at times, and 
you may be, or you may not be. But whatever you do, 
Lammle, don't-don't-don't, I beg of you-ever fall into the 
hands of Pubsey and Co., in the next room, for they are grinders. 
Regular flayers and grinders, my dear Lammle," repeated 
Fledgeby with a peculiar relish, " and they'll skin you by the 
inch, from the nape of your neck to the sole of your foot, and 
grind every inch of your skin to tooth-powder. You have seen 
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what Mr. Riah is. Never fall into his hands, Lammle, I beg 
of vou as a friend ! " 

Mr. Lammle, disclosing some alarm at the solemnity of this 
affectionate adjuration, demanded why the devil he ever should 
fall into the hands of Pubsey and Co.? 

"To confess the fact, I was made a little uneasy," said the 
candid Fledge by, " by the manner in which that Jew looked at 
you when he heard your name. I didn't like his eye. But it 
may have been the heated fancy of a friend. Of course, if you 
are sure that you have no persomilsecurity out, which you may 
not be quite equal to meeting, and which can have got into his 
hands, it must have been fancy. Still, I didn't like his eye." 

The brooding Lammle, with certain white dints coming and 
going in his palpitating nose, looked as if some tormenting imp 
were pinching it. Fledgeby, watching him with a twitch in 
his mean face which did duty there for a smile, looked very like 
the tormentor who was pinching. 

" Dut I mustn't keep him waiting too long," said Fledgeby, 
"or he'll revenge it on my unfortunate friend. How's your 
very clever and agreeable wife? She knows we have broken 
down?" 

" I showed her the letter." 
" \' ery much surprised? " asked Fledge by. 
" I think she would have been more so," answered Lammle, 

" if there had been more go in you I " 
"Oh !-She lays it upon me, then?" 
"Mr. Floclgeby, I will not have my words misconstrued." 
"Don't break out, Lammle," urged Fledgeby, in a submis-

sive tone, "because there's no occasion. I only asked a ques
tion. Then she don't lay it upon me? To ask another 
question." 

"No, sir." 
"\'ery good," said Fledgeby, plainly seeing that she did. 

" ~I Y compliments to her. Good-bye! " 
They shook hands, and Lammle strode out pondering. 

Fkd,.:cby' saw him into the fog, and, returning to the fire and 
mu,mg with his face to it, stretched the legs of the rose-coloured 
Tu~ki~h trouser~ wide apart, and meditatively bent his knees, 
as If he were gomg down upon them. 

"You haYe a pair of whiskers, Lammle, which I never liked," 
ll'urmur~·d Fl~d~eby, "and which money can't produce; you 
are boastful of your manners and your conYersation; you 
'' .mted to pull my nose, and You ha,·e let me in for a failure 
a!Jd your 11 ife says I am the eause of it. I'll bowl you down: 
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I will, though I have no whiskers," here he rubbed the places 
where they were due, " and no manners, and no connrsation! ., 

Having thus relieved his noble mind, he collected the legs of 
the Turkish trousers, straightened himself on his knees, and 
called out to Riah in the next room, " Halloa, you sir! " At 
sight of the old man re-entering with a gentleness monstrously 
in contrast with the character he had given him, Mr. Fledgeby 
was so tickled again. that he exclaimed, laughing, " Good! 
Good! Upon my soul it is uncommon good!" 

"Kow, old 'un," proceeded Fledgeby, when he had had his 
laugh out," you'll buy up these lots that I mark with my pencil 
-there's a tick there, and a tick there, and a tick there-and 
I wager twopence you'll afterwards go on squeezing those 
Christians like the Jew you are. K ow, next you'll want a 
cheque-or you'll say you want it, though you've capital enough 
somewhere, if one only knew where, but you'd be peppered and 
salted and grilled on a gridiron before you'd own to it-and 
that cheque I'll write." 

When he had unlocked a drawer and taken a key from it to 
open another drawer, in which was another key that opened 
another drawer, in which was another key that opened another 
drawer, in which was the cheque book; and when he had \\Titten 
the cheque; and when, reversing the key and drawer process, 
he had placed his cheque book in safety again; he beckoned 
the old man, with the folded cheque, to come and take it. 

"Old 'un," said Fledgeby, when the Jew had put it in his 
pocket-book, and was putting that in the breast of his outer 
garment; "so much at present for my affairs. :t\ow a word 
about affairs that are not exactly mine. Where is she? " 

With his hand not vet withdrawn from the breast of his 
garment, Riah started ~nd paused. 

"Oho! " said Fledge by. "Didn't expect it! Where han 
you hidden her? " 

Showing that he was taken by surprise, the old man looked 
at his master with some passing confusion, which the master 
highly enjoyed. ~ . • . 

"Is she in the house I pay rent and taxes for m Samt :IIary 
A.xe? "demanded Fledgeby. 

"Ko, sir." 
"Is she in your garden up atop of that house-gone up to 

be dead, or whatever the game is?" asked Fledgeby. 
"Xo. sir." 
" Where is she then? " 
Riah bent his eyes upon the ground, as if considering whether 
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he could answer the question ·w;~2out breach of faith, and then 
silently raioed,them to Fledgeby's face, as if he could not. 
"Come~" said Fledg-e by. "I won't press that just now. 

But I want to know this, and I will know thi:;, mini! you. \\nat 
are you up to? " 

TLc uld man, with an apologetic action of his head and hands, 
as not comprehending tlte master's meaning, addressed to him a 
look of mute inquiry. · 

"You can't be a gal!ivanting dgd;;er," said fledgeby. "For 
you're a regular' pity the sorrows,' you know-if you do know 

CLristian rh)me-' whose trembling lin1bs have borne him 
to cetrer. You're one of the Patriarchs; you're a shaky 
',ld card: and ,·ou can't be in love with this Lizzie? " 

.. Uh. sir:" expostulated Riah. "Oh, sir, sir, sir~" 
"Then why," retorted Fledgeby, with some slight tinge of 

a Llush, "don't you out with your reason for ha,·ing your spoon 
in tLe soup at <ill? " 

·• ::iir, I will tell you the truth. But (your pardon for the 
stipulation) it is in sacred confidence; it is stricdy upon h::mour." 

" Honour too! " cried Fledgeby, with a mocking lip. 
" Honour among Jews! \rell. Cut away." 

''It is upon honour, sir?" the other still stipulated, with 
rt'ptrtful firmness . 

.. (JL, certainly. Honour bright," said Fledgeby. 
The old man, nenr bidden to sit down, stood with an earnest 

hand !.lid on the back of the young man's easy-chair. The 
yvung man sat looking at the fire with a face of listenins 
cu:-ic»ity, read,· to check him off and catch him tripping . 

.. Cut a\\ay," said Fledgeby. "Start with your motive." 

.. ~ir, I ha\'e no motive but to help the helpless." 
~.!r. lledf:'eby could only express the feelings to which this 

incrt.LLle ~t.ltemtnt gave rise in his breast, by a prodigiously 
lun;:: dcri,in snid . 

.. ll •• w I came to know, and much to esteem and to respect, 
t' \GJ.Ill>d, I mentioned \\htn you saw her in my poor garden 
l'l >. Luu:ee-top." sd.id the J tw. 

'.l yuu? '' said Fhl,;c:by, di:;trustfully. "\rell, perhaps 
~ ut. , t!.l•U~h." 

.. 'l. 1 •<.:tt~r I knew her, tLe r.>ore interest I fdt in her for
t:.:ti<>. \ Tl.c\" pt!wn.-d to a cri_.;G;, I found l.t!' be:>et bv a 
"::~ ·h a:1d l!·r.::r.,:c£..~1 Lrother, Lt:>tt bY an unaccepuLle wo0er 
! : ·ct by the s'n .• ~;: uf a more po·,,trfuf lover, bc£ct by tl:.e wilt~ 
Ll l.,·r u\\ n l.t.,rt. 

.. :-: • .: h•c k to(.:;~ d t:.e chaps then?" 
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" Sir, it was only natural that' she should incline towards 
him, for he had many and great advantages. But he was not 
of her station, and to marry her was not in his mind. Perils 
were closing round her, and the circle was fast darkening, when 
!-being as you have said, sir, too old and broken to be suspected 
of any feeling for her but a father's-stepped in, and counselled 
flight. I said, 'My daughter, there are ti~es of moral danger 
when the hardest virtuous resolution to form is flight, and when 
the most heroic bravery is flight.' She answered, she had had 
this in her thoughts; but whither to fly without help she knew 
not, and there were none to help her. I showed her there was 
one to help her, and it was I. And she is gone." 

" What did you do with her? " asked Fledgeby, feeling his 
cheek. 

" I placed her," said the old man, "at a distance; " with a 
grave smooth outward sweep from one another of his two open 
hands at arm's length; "at a distance--among certain of our 
people, where her industry would serve her, and where she could 
hope to exercise it, unassailed from any quarter." 

Fledgeby's eyes had come from the fire to notice the action 
of his hands when he said " at a distance.'' Fledgeby now 
tried (very unsuccessfully) to imitate that action, as he shook 
his head and said, "Placed her in that direction, did you? Oh, 
you circular old dodger! " 

With one hand across his breast and the other on the easy
chair, Riah, without justifying himself, waited for further 
questioning. But that it was hopeless to question him on that 
one reserved point, Fledgeby, with his small eyes too near 
together, saw full well. 

" Lizzie," said Fledgeby, looking at the fire again, and then 
looking up. "Humph, Lizzie. You didn't tell me the other 
name in your garden atop of the house. I'll be more communi
cative with you. The other name's Hexam.'' 

Riah bent his head in assent. 
"Look here, you sir," said Fledgeby. "I have a notion 

I know something of the inveigling chap, the powerful one. 
Has he anything to do with the law? " 

"Nominally, I believe it his calling." 
"I thought so. Name anything like Lightwood?" 
"Sir, not at all like.'' 
" Come, old 'un," said Fledgeby, meeting his eyes with a 

wink, "say the name." 
"Wrayburn.'' 
" By Jupiter! " cried Fledge by. " That one, is it? 1 
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thought it might be the other, but I never dreamt of that one. 
I shouldn't object to your baulking either of the pair, dodger, 
for they are both conceited enough; but that one is as cool a 
customer as ever I met with. Got a beard besides, and pre
sumes upon it. Well done, old 'un! Go on and prosper!" 

Brightened by this unexpected commendation, Riah asked 
were there more instructions for him? 

"No," said Fledgeby, "you may toddle now, Judah, and 
grope about on the orders you have got." Dismissed with 
those pleasing words, the old man took his broad hat and staff, 
and left the great presence: more as if he were some superior 
creature benignantly blessing Mr. Fledgeby, than the poor 
dependant on whom he set his foot. Left alone, Mr. Fledgeby 
locked his outer door, and came back to his fire. 

"\Yell done, you! " said Fascination to himself. "Slow, 
you may be; sure, you are! " This he twice or thrice repeated 
with much complacency, as he again dispersed the legs of the 
Turkish trousers and bent the knees. 

" A tidy shot that, I flatter myself," he then soliloquised. 
"And a Jew brought down with it! Now when I heard the 
story told at Lammle's, I didn't make a jump at Riah. Not 
a bit of it; I got at him by degrees." Herein he was quite 
accurate; it being his habit not to jump, or leap, or make an 
upward spring, at anything in life, but to crawl at everything. 

" I got at him," pursued Fledgeby, feding for his whiskers, 
" by degrees.. If your Lammles or your Lightwoods had got 
at him anyhow, they would have asked him the question whether 
he hadn't something to do with that gal's disappearance. I 
knew a better way of going to work. Having got behind the 
hrdge, and put him in the light, I took a shot at him and brought 
him duwn plump. Oh! It don't count for much, being a Jew, 
in a match against me I" 

Another dry twist in place of a smile, made his face crooked 
here. 

'' _.\s to Christians," proceeded Fledge by, "look out, fellow
Chmtians, particularly you that lodge in Queer Street! I 
have got the run of Queer Street now, and you shall see some 
J!<lnH'S there. To work a lot of power oyer you and you not 
know it, knowing as you think yourselves, would be almost 
"!•rth la\'ing uut money upon. But when it comes to squeez
m~ a pr1•f1t uut of you into the barcrain it's somethin" like' " 

\\· ith this ap,)st~ophe ~!r. Fledg~by 'appropriatt!/proce~ded 
to diw~t himsdf uf his Turkish gam1ents. and invest himself 
"it:, ChristiJ.n attire. 1\:nding which C?fration, and his morning 

0 
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ablutions, and his anointing of himself with the last infallible 
preparation for the production of luxuriant and glossy hair upon 
the human countenance (quacks being the only sages he be
lieved in besides usurers), the murky fog closed about him and 
shut him up in its sooty embrace. If it had never let him out 
any more, the world would have had no irreparable loss, but 
could have easily replaced him from its stock on hand. 

CHAPTER II 

A RESPECTED FRIE~ I~ A NEW ASPEcr 

b the evening of this same foggy day when the yellow window
blind of Pubsey and Co. was drawn do'i\11 upon the day's work, 
Riah the Jew once more came forth into Saint Mary A..xe. But 
this time he carried no bag, and was not bound on his master's 
affairs. He passed over London Bridge, and returned to the 
Middlesex shore by that of Westminster, and so, ever wading 
through the fog, waded to the doorstep of the dolls' dressmaker. 

1riss Wren expected him. He could see her through the 
window by the light of her low fire-carefully banked up with 
damp cinders that it might last the longer and waste the less 
when she went out-sitting waiting for him in her bonnet. His 
tap at the glass roused her from the musing solitude in which 
she sat, and she came to the door to open it; aiding her steps 
with a little crutch-stick. 

"Good evening, godmother!" said Miss Jenny Wren. 
The old man laughed, and gave her his arm to lean on. 
"Won't you come in and warm yourself, godmother?" 

asked Miss Jenny Wren. 
"Kat if you are ready, Cinderella, my dear." 
"\Yell!" exclaimed ~Iiss Wren, delighted. "Now you ARE 

a cle<.·er old boy! If we gave prizes at this establishment (but 
we only keep blanks), you should have the first silver medal, 
for taking me up so quick." As she spake thus, ~Iiss Wre!l 
removed the key of the house door from the keyhole and put 1t 
in her pocket, and then bustlingly closed the door, and tried it 
as thev both stood on the step. Satisfied that her dwelling was 
safe, she drew one hand through the old man's arm and pre
pared to ply her crutch-stick with the other. But the key was 
an instrument of such gigantic proportions, that before they 
started Ri.1h proposed to carry it, 
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"No, no, no! I'll carry it myself," returned Miss Wren. 
" I'm awfully lop-sided, you know, and stowed down in my 
pocket it'll trim the ship. To let you into a secret, godmother, 
[wear my pocket on my high side, o' purpose." 

With that they began their plodding through the fog. 
"Yes, it was truly sharp of you, godmother," resumed Miss 

Wren with gre:tt approbation, "to understand me. But, you 
see, you are so like the fairy godmother in the bright little books! 
You look so unlike the rest of people, and so much as if you had 
changed yourself into that shape, just this moment, with some 
benevolent object. Bah! " cried Miss Jenny, putting her face 
close to the old man's. " I can see your features, godmother, 
behind the beard." 

" Does the fancy go to my changing other objects too, 
Jenny?" 

"Ah! That it does! If you'd only borrow my stick and 
tap this piece of pavement-this dirty stone that my foot taps 
-it would start up a coach and six. I say! Let's believe so! " 

" With all my heart," replied the good old man. 
"And I'll tell you what I must ask you to do, godmother. I 

must ask you to be so kind as give my child a tap, and change 
him altogether. Oh, my child has bcm such a bad, bad child 
of late! It worries me nearly out of my wits. Not done a 
stroke of work these ten days. Has had the horrors, too, and 
fancied that four copper-coloured men in red wanted to throw 
him into a fiery furnace." 

" But that's dangerous, Jenny." 
"Dangerous, godmother? llfy bad child is always dangerous, 

more or less. He might "-here the little creature glanced 
back over her shoulder at the sky-" be setting the house on 
fire at this present moment. I don't know who would have a 
child, for my part! It's no use shaking him. I have shaken 
him till I have made myself giddy. ' Why don't you mind your 
Comm<1ndments and honour your parent, you naughty old 
boy? ' I said to him all the time. But he only whimpered and 
stared at me." 

"\\'hat shall be changed, after him?" asked Riah in a 
compassionately playful voice. 

'' l'pun my word, godmother, I am afraid I must be selfish 
next, and get you to set me right in the back and the legs. It's 
a little tl.ing to you with your power, godmother, but it's a 
gn.-.t dedi to poor weak aching me." 

lhue was no queruh!us complaining in the words, but they 
were not the less toudung for that. 
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"And then?" 
"Yes, and t.b.cn--:)·uu know, godmother. We'll both jump 

into the coach and six and go to Lizzie. This reminds me, 
gu<!mother, to ask you a serious question. You are as wise as 
wise can be (haling betn brou.:,o-ht up by the fairies), and you 
c.m tell me thi:i: Is it better to ha,-e had a good thing and lo:,1: 
it. or ntter to have had it? " . 

... Explain, goddaughter." 
" I feel so much more solitary and helpless without Lizzie 

now, than I used to feel before I knew her." (Te-ars were in 
her eyes as ille said so.) 

" Some belo,·ed companionship fades out of most lives, my 
dOll," ;;aid the Jew,-'" that of a wife, and a fair daughter, and 
a son of promise, has faded out of my own life-but the 
ha~p!ne;s lrn5." 

·• J.b.!" said li.iss Wren thoughtfully, by no means con
rinced, and chopping the e..~clamation with that sharp little 
hatchet CJf hers; "then I tell you what change I think you had 
better bet.n with, godmother. You had better~~ Is into 
Was and Was into Is, and keep them so." 

·• WoulJ that suit your case? Wouki you not be always in 
r.;iln then? "a.iked the old man tenderly. 
"Right~" exclaimed Miss Wren with another chop. "You 

han Changed me woo, godmother.-Xot," she added with the 
quaint hltch of her chin and eyes, " that you need be a very 
wilnderful godmother to do that deed." 

Thus ronYersing, and J::a,ing cros.>ed 'Y~-unin.ster Bridge, 
tl-ev tra:n:r.red the nound tbat Ri:.h had la.telv traversed and 

.. 10 .J ' 

new gro~d Jikewi.'t'; for, when they had rec:ro:ssed the Thames 
by way of London Bri4.,-e, they struck down by the m·er a.'ld 
hdd their still foggier course tbat way. 

:But preriollily, as they were going along. Jenny twh-ted her 
~enerah!e friend aside to a brilliantly-lighted toy-shop window, 
and slid: "Kow look: at 'em.. Ail mv work!" 

Tilli referred to a Uzziing semi-circie of doll;; in all the co louiS 
of tl:.e r.:ill:ioow, wh~ were dre;.xd for prescntatian at court, fvr 
W''llg to klls, fvt goii:.g out d..-inng, for going out on horseback, 
Lr &::.Xg out wa:".:wg, for gomg to get married, for going to 
l:.elp o±er du::ls to get married, fer ail the g:>.y events of liie. 

··Pretty, pretty, pretty~" sa..id tte old man with a clap of his 
h.ar::ds. ")fo::.-t el.:zmt ta.:,-te." 

'· G~ you E.e ~.em," returned lliss Wren, k•ftily. " B-et 
the fun is, goJmother, l:.ow I r::u.ke the gre-at t..dies try my 
d.~::.es on.. Tho-:lfh it's tb.e l:..a:de::.1: part of my b:l5iness, and 
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would be, even ii my back were not bad and my legs 
queer." · 

He looked at her as not understanding what she said. 
"Bless you, godmother," said Miss Wren, "I have to scud. 

about town at all hours. If it was only sitting at my bench, 
cutting out and sewing, it would be comparatively easy work; 
but it's the trying-on by the great ladies that takes it out of me." 

" How, the trying-on? " asked Riah. 
" What a mooney godmother you are, after all! " returned 

Miss Wren. " Look here. There's a Drawing Room, or a 
grand day in the Park, or a Show, or a Fete, or what you like. 
Very well. I squeeze among the crowd, and I look about me. 
When I see a great lady very suitable for my business, I say, 
'You'll do, my dear!' and I take particular notice of her, and 
run home and cut her out and baste her. Then another day, I 
come scudding back again to try on, and then I take particular 
notice of her again. Sometimes she plainly seems to say, ' How 
that little creature is staring! ' and sometimes likes it and some
times don't, but much more often yes than no. All the time I 
am only saying to myself,' I must hollow out a bit here; I must 
slope away there; ' and I am making a perfect slave of her, with 
making her try on my doll's dress. Evening parties are severer 
work for me, because there's only a doorway for a full view, and 
what with hobbling among the wheels of the carriages and the 
legs of the horses, I fully expect to be run over some night. 
However, there I have 'em, just the same. When they go bob· 
bing into the hall from the carriage, and catch a glimpse of my 
little physiognomy poked out from behind a policeman's cape 
in the rain, I dare say they think I am wondering and admiring 
with all my eyes and heart, but they little think they're only 
wurking for my dulls! There was Lady Belinda \\'hitrose. I 
made her do double duty in one night. I said when she came 
out of the carriage, ' You'll do, my dear!' and I ran straight 
home and cut her out and basted her. Back I came again, and 
wai ll·d be bind the men that called the carriages. Very bad 
ni,.::•t too. At last ' Lady Belinda Whitrose's carriage! Lady 
lh linda \rhitrose coming down l' And I made her try on
uh! and take pains about it too-before she got seated. That's 
Lady Ddinda hanging up by the waist, much too near the gas
l:ght for a wax one, with her toes turned in." 

\\'hen th,'y had plodded on for some time nigh the river, Riah 
a,hd the way to a certain tavern called the Six Jolly Fellow
~hip-Porters. Following the directions he rw'ived, they arrived, 
•dttr two or three puzzled stoppages for consideration, and some 
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uncertain looking about them, at the door of l\Iiss Abbey Potter
son's dominions. A peep through the glass portion of the door 
revealed to them the glories of the bar, and Miss Abbey herself 

· seated in state on her snug throne, reading the newspaper. To 
whom, with deference, they presented themselves. 

Taking her eyes off her newspaper, and pausing with a sus
pended expression of countenance, as if she must finish the 
paragraph in hand before undertaking any other business what
ever, Miss Abbey demanded, with some slight asperity, "Now 
then, what's for you?" 

" Could we see :Miss Petterson? " asked the old man, uncover
ing his head'. 

" You not only could, but you can and you do," replied the 
hostess. 

"Might we speak with y0\1, madam?" 
By this time Miss Abbey's eyes had possessed themselves of 

the small figure of Miss Jenny Wren. For the closer observa
tion of which Miss Abbey laid aside her newspaper, rose, and 
looked over the half-door of the bar. The crutch-stick seemed 
to entreat for its owner leave to come in and rest by the fire; 
so Miss Abbey opened the half-door, and said, as though replying 
to the crutch-stick: "Yes, come in and rest by the fire." 

"My name is Riah," said the old man, with courteous action, 
" and my avocation is in London city. This, my young com
panion--" 
· " Stop a bit," interposed Miss Wren. " I'll give the lady my 
card." She produced it from her pocket with an air, after 
struggling with the gigantic door-key which had got upon the 
top of it and kept it down. Miss Abbey, with manifest tokens 
of astonishment, took the diminutive document, and found it 
to run concisely thus:-

MISS JEX~Y \VRE~. 

DOLLS' DRESSMAKER. 

Dolls atlettded at tkeif Ofl/11 residences. 

" Lud! " exclaimed Miss Patterson, staring. And dropped 
the card. 

"We take the liberty of coming, my young companion and I, 
madam,'' said Riah, "on behalf of Lizzie Hexam." 

Miss Patterson was stooping to loosen the bonnet-strings of 
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the dolls' dressmaker: She looked round rather angrily, and 
said: " Lizzie Hexam is a very proud young woman." 

"She would be so proud," returned Riah, dexterously, "to 
stand well in your good opinion, that before she quitted London 
for--" 

"For where, in the name of the Cape of Good Hope?" asked 
Miss Patterson, as though supposing her to have emigrated. 

"For the country," was the cautious answer,-" she made 
us promise to come and show you a paper, which she left in our 
hands for that special purpose: I am an unserviceable friend 
of hers, who began to know her after her departure from this 
neighbourhood. She has been for some time living with my 
young companion, and has been a helpful and a comfortable 
friend to her. Much needed, madam," he added, in a lower 
voice. " Believe me; if you knew all, much needed." 

"I can believe that," said Miss Abbey, with a softening glance 
at the little creature. 

"And if it's proud to have a heart that never hardens, and a 
temper that never tires, and a touch that never hurts," Miss 
Jenny struck in, flushed, " she is proud. And if it's not, she 
is 1\'or." 

Her set purpose of contradicting Miss Abbey point blank was 
so far from offending that dread authority as to elicit a gracious 
smile. ''You do right, child," said Miss Abbey," to speak weU 
of those who deserve well of you." 

. ·: Rig~t or wrong,". m~,ttered Miss Wren, inaudibly, with a 
viSit!e httch of her chm, I mean to do it, and you may make 
up your mind to that, old lady." 

... Here is the. paper, madam,:• .said the Jew, delivering into 
~!tss Po.tterson s ~ands the ongmal document drawn up by 
Rokesmtth, and s1gned by Riderhood. " Will you please to
read it? " 

"But first of all,'' said ~fiss Abbey, "-did you ever taste 
~hruh, child?" 

~lii-s \\'ren shook her head. 
"Shuuld you like to?" 
" Should if it's good," returned Miss Wren. 
"You shall try. And, if you find it good, I'll mix some for 

y~u wtth hut wat~r. Put your poor little feet on the fender. 
It .s a culd. culd nlt'ht, and t~e fvg clings so." As !Iiss Abbey 
l.t tpz d her to turn her chatr, her loosened bonnet dropped 
~.n the th,r. "\\'hy, ~hat lovt!y hair!" cried ~Iiss Abbey . 

. \nd ~Cn.:u~h to tnJ.ke w1gs for all the dolls in the world. \rhat 
J t,U •• nti~y! 11 
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"Call that a quantity?" returned l\Iiss ·wren. "Poof! \Vhat 

do you say to the rest of it?" As she spoke, she untied a 
band, and the golden stream fell over herself and over the chair, 
and flowed down to the ground. Miss Abbey's admiration 
seemed to increase her perplexity. She beckoned the Jew 
towards her, as she reached down the shrub-bottle from its niche, 
and whispered: 

" Child, or woman? " 
"Child in years," was the answer; "woman in self-reliance 

and trial." 
" You are talking about Me, good people," thought Miss Jenny, 

sitting in her golden bower, warming her feet. " I can't hear 
what you say, but I know your tricks and your manners!" 

The shrub, when tasted from a spoon, perfectly harmonising 
with Miss Jenny's palate, a judicious amount was mixed by 
Miss Patterson's skilful hands, whereof Riah too partook. 
After this preliminary, Miss Abbey read the document; and, as 
often as she raised her eyebrows in so doing, the watchful Miss 
Jenny accompanied the action with an expressive and emphatic 
sip of the shrub and water. 

" As far as this goes," said Miss Abbey Patterson, wheh she 
had read it several times, and thought about it, " it proves (what 
didn't much need proving) that Rogue Riderhood is a villain. 
I have my doubts whether he is not the villain who solely did 
the deed; but I have no expectation of those doubts ever being 
cleared up now. I believe I did Lizzie's father wrong, but 
never Lizzie's self; because when things were at the worst I 
trusted her, had perfect confidence in her, and tried to persuade 
her to come to me for a refuge. I am very sorry to have done a 
man \\Tong, particularly when it can't be undone. Be kind 
enough to let Lizzie know what I say; not forg?tting that if she 
will come to the Porters, after all, bygones bemg bygones, she 
will find a home at the Porters, and a friend at the Porters. 
She knows Miss Abbey of old, remind her, and she knows what
like the home, and what-like the friend, is likely to turn out. I 
am generally short and sweet-or short and sour, according as 
it may be and as opinions vary-" remarked 1\Iiss Abbey, " and 
that's about all I have got to say, and enough too." 

But before the shrub and water was sipped out, 1\Iiss Abbey 
bethought herself that she would like to keep a copy of the 
paper by her. "It's not long, sir," said she to Riah, "and 
perhaps you wouldn't mind just jotting it d~wn." The. old 
man willingly put on his spectacles, and, standm~ at the little 
desk in the corner where l\Iiss Abbey filed her rece~pts and kept 
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her sample phials (customers' scores were interdicted by the 
strict administration of the Porters), wrote out the copy in a 
fair round character. As he stood there, doing his methodical 
penmanship, his ancient scribe-like figure intent upon the work, 
and the little dolls' dressmaker sitting in her golden bower 
before the fire, Miss Abbey had her doubts whether she had not 
dreamed those two rare figures into the bar of the Six Jolly 
Fellowships, and might not wake with a nod next moment and 
find them gone. . 

.Miss Abbey had twice made the experiment of shutting her 
eyes and opening them again, still finding the figures there, when, 
dream-like, a confused hubbub arose in the public room. As 
she started up, and they all three looked at one another, it 
became a noise of clamouring voices and of the stir of feet; then 
all the windows were heard to be hastily thrown up, and shouts 
and cries came floating into the house from the river. A 
moment more, and Bob Gliddery came clattering along the 
passage, with the noise of all the nails in •his boots condensed 
into every separate nail. 

"\\'hat is it?" asked Miss Abbey. 
" It's summut run down in the fog, ma'am," answered Bob. 

"There's ever so many people in the river." 
"Tell 'em to put on all the kettles!" cried Miss Abbey. 

" See that the boiler's full. Get a bath out. Hang some 
blankets to the fire. Heat some stone bottles. Have your 
senses about you, you girls down-stairs, and use 'em." 

\\ hile ~!iss Abbey partly delivered these directions to Bob
whom she seized by the hair, and whose head she knocked 
against the wall, as a general injunction to vigilance and presence 
of mind-and partly hailed the kitchen with them-the company 
in the public room, jostling one another, rushed out to the 
causeway, and the outer noise increased. 

" Come and look," said ~!iss Abbey to her \'isitors. They 
all three hurried to the vacated public room, and passed by one 
of the windows into the wooden verandah oYerhanging the 
nwr. 

"Does anybody down there know what has happened?" 
dt·manded ~!iss AbbeY, in her voice of authoritv. 

"It's a steamer, ~!iss Abbey," cried one blurred figure in 
the fog. 

"It always t's a steamer, ~[iss Abbey," cried another. 
"Tht'm 's l11:r li~lltS, ~!iss Abbey, wot you see a-blinkincr 

yondl'r," criul anotha. " 
"She's a·blowing otl her steam, ~Iiss Abbey, and that's what 
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makes the fog and the noise worse, don't you see? " exclaimed 
another. 

Boats were putting off, torches were lighting up, people were 
rushing tumultuously to the water's edge. Some man fell in 
with a splash, and was pulled out again with a roar of laughter. 
The drags were called for. A cry for the lifebuoy passed from 
mouth to mouth. It was impossible to make out what was 
going on upon the river, for every boat that put off sculled into 
the fog and was lost to view at a boat's length. Nothing was 
clear but that the unpopular steamer was assailed with re
proaches on all sides. She was the Murderer, bound for Gallows 
Bay; she was the Manslaughterer, bound for Penal Settlement; 
her captain ought to be tried for his life; her crew ran down 
men in row-boats with a relish; she mashed up Thames lighter
men with her paddles; she fired property with her funnels; she 
always was, and she always would be, wreaking destruction upon 
somebody or something, after the manner of all her kind. The 
whole bulk of the fog teemed with such taunts, uttered in tones 
of universal hoarseness. All the while the steamer's lights moved 
spectrally a very little, as she lay-to, waiting the upshot of 
whatever accident had happened. Now she began burning blue
lights. These made a luminous patch about her, as if she had 
set the fog on fire, and in the patch-the cries changing their 
note, and becoming more fitful and more excited-shadows of 
men and boats could be seen moving, while voices shouted: 
" There! " " There again! " " A couple more strokes ahead! " 
"Hurrah!" "Look out!" "Hold on!" "Haul in!" and 
the like. Lastly, with a few tumbling clots of blue fire, the 
night closed in dark again, the wheels of the steamer were heard 
revolving, and her lights glided smoothly away in the direction 
of the sea. 

It appeared to Miss Abbey and her two companions that a 
considerable time had been thus occupied. There was now as 
eager a set towards the shore beneath the house as there had 
been from it; and it was only on the first boat of the rush coming 
in that it was known what had occurred. 

" If that's Tom Tootle," :Miss Abbey made proclamation, 
in her most commanding tones," let him instantly come under
neath here." 

The submissive Tom complied, attended by a crowd. 
"What is it, Tootle?" demanded Miss Abbey. 
"It's a foreign steamer, Miss, run down a wherry." 
" How many in the wherry? " 
"One man, Miss Abbey." 
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"Found?" 
" Yes. He's been under water a long time, Miss; but they've 

grappled up the body." 
"Let 'em bring it here. You, Bob Glidoery, shut the house 

door and stand by it on the inside, and don't you open till I 
tell you. Any police down there? " 

" Here, Miss Abbey," was the official rejoinder. 
"After they have brought the body in, keep the crowd out, 

will you? And help Bob Glidd\ry to shut 'em out." 
"All right, Miss Abbey." 
The autocratic landlady withdrew into the house with Riah 

and Miss Jenny, and disposed those forces, one on either side of 
her, within the half-door of the bar, as behind a breastwork. 

"You two stand close here," said Miss Abbey, "and you'll 
come to no hurt, and see it brought in. Bob, you stand by 
the door." 

That sentinel, smartly giving his rolled shirt-sleeves an extra 
and a final tuck on his shoulders, obeyed. 

Sound of advancing voices, sound of advancing steps. Shuffie 
and talk without. Momentary pause. Two peculiarly blunt 
knocks or pokes at the door, as if the dead man arriving on his 
back were striking at it with the soles of his motionless feet. 

" That's the stretcher, or the shutter, whichever of the two 
they are carrying," said Miss Abbey, with experienced ear. 
"Open, you Hob!" 

Door opened. Heavy tread of laden men. A halt. A rush. 
Stoppage of rush. Door shut. Baffled hoots from the vexed 
souls of disappointed outsiders. 

" Come on, men! " said Miss Abbey; for so potent was she 
with her subjects that even then the bearers awaited her per
mi,,iun. " First floor." 

The entry being low, and the staircase being low, they so took 
up the burden they had set down, as to carry that low. The 
rl'cumhent figure, in passing, lay hardly as high as the half-door. 

~! i:;s A obey started back at sight of it. " \rhy, good God!" 
said she, turning to her two companions, "that's the very man 
"ho ma,lt: the declaration we ha\·e just had in our hands. That's 
RidcrhovJ! " 
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CHAPTER III 

THE SAME RESPECTED FRIEND IN MORE ASPECTS TIIAN ONE 

IN sooth, it is Riderhood and no other, or it is the outer husk 
and shell of Riderhood and no other, that is borne into Miss 
Abbey's first-floor bedroom. Supple to twist and turn as the 
Rogue has ever been, he is sufficiently rigid now; and not 
without much shuffling of attendant feet, and tilting of his 
bier this way and that way, and peril even of his sliding off it 
and being tumbled in a heap over the balustrades, can he be 
got up-stairs. 

" Fetch a doctor," quoth Miss Abbey. And then, " Fetch 
his daughter." On both of which errands quick messengers 
depart. 

The doctor-seeking messenger meets the doctor halfway, 
coming under convoy of police. Doctor examines the dank 
carcase, and pronounces, not hopefully, that it is worth while 
trying to reanimate the same. All the best means are at once 
in action, and everybody present lends a hand, and a heart and 
soul. No one has the least regard for the man: with them all, 
he has been an object of avoidance, suspicion, and aversion; 
but the spark of life within him is curiously separable from 
himself now, and they have a deep interest in it, probably 
because it is life, and they are living and must die. 

In answer to the doctor's inquiry how did it happen, and was 
any one to blame, Tom Tootle gives in his verdict, unavoidable 
accident and no one to blame but the sufferer. " He was 
slinking about in his boat," says Tom, " which slinking were, 
not to speak ill of the dead, the manner of the man, when he 
come right athwart the steamer's bows and she cut him in two." 
l\fr. Tootle is so far figurative, touching the dismemberment, 
as that he means the boat, and not the man. For the man lies 
whole before them. 

Captain Joey, the bottle-nosed regular customer in the glazed 
hat, is a pupil of the much-respected old school, and (having 
insinuated himself into the chamber, in the execution of the 
important service of carrying the drowned man's neckerchief) 
favours the doctor with a sagacious old-scholastic suggestion 
that the body should be hung up by the heels, "sim'Iar," says 
Captain Joey, "to mutton in a butcher's shop," and should 
then, as a particularly choice manreuvre for promoting easy 
respiration, be rolled upon casks. These scraps of the wisdom 
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){ the Captain's ancestors are recei,·ed with such speechless 
indignation by ~riss Abbey, that she instantly seizes the Captain 
~y the collar, and without a single word ejects him, not preswning 
to remonstrate, from the St.--ene. 

There then remain, to assist the doctor and Tom, only those 
three other regular customers, Bob Glamour, William Willia..'llS, 
md Jonathan (family name of the latter, if any, unknown to 
mankind), who are quite enough. Miss Abbey having looked 
ill to make sure that nothing is wanted. descends to the bar. and 
there awaits the result, with the gentle Jew and lliss Jenny Wren. 

If you are not gone for good, llr. Riderhood, it would be some
thing to know where you are hiding at present. This flabby 
lump of mortality that we work so hard at -.-ith such patient 
perse,·erance, )'idds no sign of you. If you are gone for good, 
Rogue, it is very solemn, and if you are coming back, it is hardly 
less so. ~ay, in the suspense and mystery of the latter question, 
involving that of where you may be now, there is a solemnity 
even added to that of death, making us who are in attendance 
alike afraid to look on you and to look off you, and tmking those 
below start at the least sound of a creaking plank in the floor. 

Stay! Did that eyelid tremble? So the doctor, breathing 
low, and closely watching, asks himself. 

~0. 
Did that nostril twitch? 
~0. 

This artificial respiration ceasing, do I feel any faint flutter 
under my hand upon the chest? 

~0. 

Over and owr again Xo. Xo. But try O\'et and o\·er ~o-ain, 
nt:'vertht h:;;s. 

See! .\ token of life! An indubitable token of life! The 
~park may smoulJ~r and go out, or it may glow and e:x-pand, 
but s~! The four rough f.:llows seeing, shed te-ars. Xeither 
Ridt'rhood in this world, nor Riderhood in the othu, could draw 
tears from them; but a strivi.'1~ human soul betw~n t!le two 
can do it eas:h·. ~ · 

He is strugi!ing to come bad. Xow he is almost here, now 
be i:> far away again. ~ow he is struggling harder to get back.. 
And ,·et-like us all, when we swoon-like us all ewrv dav of 
our lives when we wake-he is instinctiwlv ~will~ tO be 
~toroo to the cunsciousness of this existenCe, and w~uld be 
ldt dormant, if he could. 

Bob GliJJtrv returns with Pleasant Riderhood who was out 
11hen sought f;r, and hard to find. She !:>..as a shawl over her 
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head, and her first action, when she takes it off weeping, and 
curtseys to ~Iiss Abbey, is to wind her hair up. 

" Thank you, Miss Abbey, for having father here." 
"I am bound to say, girl, I didn't know who it was," returns 

:\!iss Abbey; " but I hope it would have been pretty much the 
same if I had known." 

Poor Pleasant, fortified with a sip of brandy, is ushered into 
the first-floor chamber. She could not express much sentiment 
about her father if she were called upon to pronounce his funeral 
oration, but she has a greater tenderness for him than he ever 
had for her, and crying bitterly when she sees him stretched 
unconscious, asks the doctor with clasped hands: " Is there no 
hope, sir? Oh, poor father! Is poor father dead? " 

To which the doctor, on one knee beside the body, busy and 
watchful, only rejoins without looking round: "X ow, my girl, 
unless you have the self-command to be perfectly quiet, I cannot 
allow you to remain in the room." 

Pleasant, consequently, wipes her eyes with her back-hair, 
which is in fresh need of being wound up, and having got it out 
of the way, watches with terrified interest all that goes on. Her 
natural woman's aptitude soon renders her able to give a little 
help. Anticipating the doctor's want of this or that, she quietly 
has it ready for him, and so by degrees is intrusted with the 
charge of supporting her father's bead upon her arm. 

It is somethi11g so new to Pleasant to see her father an object 
of sympathy and interest, to find any one wry willing to tolerate 
his society in this world, not to say pressingly and soothircgly 
entreating him to belong to it, that it gins her a sensation she 
never experienced before. Some hazy idea that if affairs could 
remain thus for a long time it would be a respectable change, 
floats in her mind. Also some v~oue idea that the old t:Yil is 
drownt:d out of him, and that if he should happily come back to 
resume his occupation of the empty foriil that lies upon the bed. 
his spi:it will be altered. In which state of mind she kisses tr,e 
stony lips, and quite believes that the irnpassi,·e hand she chafes 
will revive a tender hand, if it revive enr. 

Sweet delusion for Plea.sant Riderhood. But thev minister 
to him with such extraordinarY interest, their a.'lxiet::is so keen, 
their vi,oilance is so great, their excited joy grows so intense as 
the signs of liie stren;then, that how can she resist it, F?Or 
tl::.i11g! And now he begins to breathe naturally, and he st:rs, 
and the doctor declares him to have come back from that 
inexplicable journey where he stopped on the dark road, and 
to be here. 
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Tom Tootle. who is neart>·t to the doctor when he says this, 

g~asps the doctor fervently by the hand. Bob Glamour, \Yilliam 
\\'illiams, and Jonathan of the no surname, all shake hands 
with one another round. and with the doctor too. Bob Glamour 
blows his nose, and Jonathan of the no surname is moved to 
do likewise, but lacking a pocket-handkerchi•:f, abandons that 
outkt for his emotion. Pleasant sheds tears deserTing her own 
name, and her sweet delusion is at its height. 

There is intelligence in llis eyes. He wants to ask a question. 
He wonders where he is. Tell him. 

"Father. vou were run down on the riwr, and are at ~Iiss 
Abbey Potte.rson 's." 

He' stares at his daughter, stares all around him, closes his 
eyes, and lies slumbering on her arm. 

The short -lived delusion begins to fade. The low, bad, 
unirnpre,;ible face is corning up from the depths of the riwr, 
or what other depths, to the surface again. As he grows warm, 
the d,•ctor and the four men cooL As his lineaments soften 
wi:h life. their faces and their hearts harden to him . 

.. He will do now," says the doctor, wa.shi..11g his hands, and 
looking at the patient with growing disfa,·our. 
"~1any a bt·t~er man." moralizes Tom Too:le, with a gloomy 

s!uke uf the head, ··ain't had his luck." 
.. It's to be hoped he '11 make a better use of his liie," says Bob 

Glanwur," tlun I expect he will." 
" Or than he d·)ne afore! " adds \\'illi,un \\'il!iams. 
"But no. not he!" says Jonathan of the no surname, clinch

ir.;! the quartette. 
They sp.:;:.:- in a low tone btcause of his dilug!:ter, but she 

sees that they haw all drawn off, and that they stand in a group 
at the othtr end of the room, shunning him. It would be too 
much to sJ::pect them of being sorry that he did:1't die when he 
lud dvne so much towards it, but they clearly wish that they 
bd bd a btttt·r subject to bestow their pains on. Intelligence 
is cunwyed to ~:i<s .-\bbey in the bar, who reappelrs on the 
~,·-.rw. a:1d Ctmt~m~J.nes from a distance, hu:ding whispered 
di'•'u'Jr~e with the dvctor. The spark of life was deeply in
tcrl'st.::g 11 ~.ile it was in abeva.nce. but now that it has uot 
bt .. t !i,!.LJ in ~!r. Riderhooc( there appears to be a gen:ral 
dc,irl' tLt ci~c~m,;unces had adm:tted of its being den-loped 
1:1 ;;n'.l>L·dy Ll;.e. r.1ther tlua tbt gentleman . 

.. Hvwt\cr.'' 5.1\S ~!i,;s Abbey, cheering them up, •· you t..J.ve 
J ·ne yvur c.:ty L:.:.e good and true mtn, and you rw.d better 
cume c''" n ;;.nd t.:J..e somttl-.ing at the n:peuse of the Porters. ·• 
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This they all do, leaving the daughter watching the father. 

To whom, in their absence, Bob Gliddery presents himself. 
" His gills look rum; don't they? " says Bob, after inspecting 

the patient. · 
Pleasant faintly nods. 
" His gills'll look rummer when he wakes; won't they? ·· 

says Bob. 
Pleasant hopes not. Why? 
"\\"hen he finds himself here, you know," Bob explains. 

" 'Cause Miss Abbey forbid him the house and ordered him out 
of it. But what you may call the Fates ordered him into it 
again. Which is rumness: ain't it? " 

"He wouldn't have come here of his own accord," returns 
poor Pleasant, with an effort at a little pride. 

"No," retorts Bob. "Nor he wouldn't have been let in if 
he had." 

The short delusion is quite dispelled now. As plainly as she 
sees on her arm the old father, unimproved, Pleasant sees that 
everybody there will cut him when he recovers consciousness. 
" I'll take him away ever so soon as I can," thinks Pleasant 
with a sigh; "he's best at home." 

Presently they all return, and wait for him to become con
scious that they will all be glad to get rid of him. Some clothes 
are got together for him to wear, his own being saturated with 
water, and his present dress being composed of blankets. 

Becoming more and more uncomfortable, as though the pre
·valent dislike were finding him out somewhere in his sleep and 
expressing itself to him, the patient at last opens his eyes wide, 
and is assisted by his daughter to sit up in bed. 

"Well, Riderhood," says the doctor, "how do you feel?" 
He replies gruffly, "Nothing to boast on." Having, in fact, 

returned to life in an uncommonly sulky state. . 
"I don't mean to preach; but I hope," says the doctor, 

gravely shaking his head, "that this escape may have a good 
effect upon you, Riderhood." 

The patient ·s discontented growl of a reply is not intelligible; 
his daughter, however, could interpret, if she would, that what 
he says is he " don't want no Poll Parroting." 

~Ir. Riderhood next demands his shirt; and draws it on over 
his head (with his daughter's help) exactly as if he had just had 
a Fight. 

"Warn't it a steamer?" he pauses to ask her. 
"Yes, father." 
" I'll have the law on her, bust her! and make her pay ior it.'' 
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by Heaven, who had possessed himself of a blessing for which 
many of his superiors had sued and contended in Yain. So 
firmly bad this his position towards his treasure become estab
lished, that when the anniversary arrived, it always found him 
in an apologetic state. It is not impossible that his modest 
penitence may have even gone the length of sometimes severely 
reproving him for that he ever took the liberty of making so 
exalted a character his wife. 

As for the children of the union, their experience of these 
festivals had been sufficiently uncomfortable to lead them 
annually to wish, when out of their tenderest years, either that 
Ma had married somebody else instead of much-teased Pa, or 
that Pa had married somebody else instead of Ma. When 
there carne to be but two sisters left at borne, the daring mind 
of Bella on the next of these occasions scaled the height of 
wondering with droll vexation, " what on earth Pa ever could 
have seen in Ma, to induce him to make such a little fool of 
himself as to ask her to have him. • 

The revolving year now bringing the day round in its orderly 
sequence, Bella arrived in the Boffin chariot to assist at the 
celebration. It was the family custom when the day recurred, 
to sacrifice a pair of fowls on the altar of Hymen; and Bella 
had sent a note beforehand, to intimate that she would bring 
the votive offering with her. So Bella and the fowls, by the 
united energies of two horses, two men, four wheels, and a 
plum-pudding carriage dog with as uncomfortable a collar on 
as if he had been George the Fourth, were deposited at the door 
of the parental dwelling. They were there received by Mrs. 
'rilfer in person, whose dignity on this, as on most special occa
sions, was heightened by a mysterious toothache. 

" I shall not require the carriage at night," said Bella. " I 
shall walk back." 

The male domestic of Mrs. Boffin touched his hat, and in the 
act of departure had an awful glare bestowed upon him by .:IIrs. 
Wilfer, intended to carry deep into his audacious soul the 
assurance that, whatever his private suspicions might be, male 
domestics in livery were no rarity there. 

"Well, dear Ma," said Bella," and how do you do?" 
" I am as well, Bella," replied Mrs. 'Yilfer, " as can be 

ell:pected." 
" Dear me, Ma," said Bella, " you talk as if one was just 

born!" · 
"That's exactly what Ma has been doing," interposed Lavvy, 

over the maternal shoulder, " ever since we got up this morning. 
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It's all very well to laugh, Bella, but anything more exasperating 
it is impossible to conceive." 

~1rs. Wilfer, with a look too full of majesty to be accompanied 
by any words, attended both her daughters to the kitchen, 
v- btre the sacrifice wa.s to be prepared. 

"Mr. Rokcsmith," sair she, resignedly, "has been so polite 
as to place his sitting-room at our disposal to-day. You will 
therefore, Bella, be entertained in the humble abode of your 
parents, so far in accordance with your present style of living, 
that there will be a drawing-room for your reception as well as 

1a dining-room. Your papa invited Mr. Rokesmith to partake 
.of our lowly fare. In excusing himself on account of a par
. ticular engagement, he offered the use of his apartment." 

Bella happened to know that he had no engagement out of 
·his own room at Mr. Boffin's, but she approved of his staying 
1 away. "We should only have put one another out of coun
tenance," she thought, " and we do that quite often enough 
as it is." 

Yet she had sufficient curiosity about his room, to run up to 
it with the least possible delay, and make a close inspection of 
its contents. It was tastefully though economically furnished, 
and wry neatly arranged. There were shelves and stands of 
books, English, French, and Italian; and in a portfolio on the 
writing-table there were sheets upon sheets of memoranda and 
calculations in figures, evidently referring to the Boffin property. 
On that table also, carefully backed with canvas, varnished, 
mounted, and rolled like a map, was the placard descriptive of 
the murdered man who had come from afar to be her husband. 
~he shrank from this ghostly surprise, and felt quite frightened 
as sbe rolkd and tied it up again. Peeping about here and there, 
she came upon a print, a graceful head of a pretty woman, 
1 kgantly framed, hanging in the comer by the easy-chair. 

· " Uh, indeed, sir!" said Bella, after stopping to ruminate before 
' it. '' Oh, indeed, sir! I fancy I can guess whom you think 
'tlwt's l1ke. But I'll tell you what it's much more like-your 
impud~nce!" Having said which she decamped: not solely 

: \." ;lw;e she was ofT ended, but because there was nothing else 
, to l"'>k at. 

"~ow, ~fa," said Bella, reappearing in the kitchen with some 
r< mains uf a blush, "you and Lavvy think ma<Tnificent me fit 
fur nothing, but I intend to prove the contrary.

0 
I mean to be 

r,.ok to-d,t\'." · 
" Hvld! ;, rrjvined her majestic mother. " I cannot permit 

it. Couk, in th.tt dress!" 
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" As for my dress, Ma," returned Bella, merrily searching in 

a dresser-drawer, " I mean to apron it and towel it all over the 
front; and as to permission, I mean to do without." 

"Yau cook?" said Mrs. \Yilfer. " Yuu who never cooked 
when you were at home? " 

"Yes, Ma," returned Bella; "that is precisely the state of 
the case." 

She girded herself "1th a white apron, and busily ·with knots 
and pins contrived a bib to it, coming close and tight under her 
chin, as if it had caught her round the neck to kiss her. Over 
this bib her dimples looked delightful, and under it her pretty 
figure not less so. "Now, 1\Ia," said Bella, pushing back her 
hair from her temples "1'1-ith both hands, "what's first?" 

" First," returned Mrs. Willer solemnly, "if you persist in 
what I cannot but regard as conduct utterly incompatible with 
the equipage in which you arrived--" 

(" \\'hich I do, Ma.") 
"First, then, you put the fowls down to the fire." 
"To-be-sure!" cried Bella; "and flour them, and twirl 

them round, and there they go! " sending them spinning at a 
great rate. "What's next, 1\Ia?" 

"Next," said 1\Irs. \Yilfer with a wave of her gloves, expres
sive of abdication under protest from the culinary throne, " I 
would recommend examination of the bacon in the saucepan 
on the fire, and also of the potatoes by the application of a fork. 
Preparation of the greens "ill further become necessary if you 
persist in this unseemly demeanour." 

" As of course I do, ?~Ia." 
Persisting, Bella gave her attention to one thing and forgot 

the other, and gave her attention to the other and forgot the 
third, and remembering the third was distracted by the fourth, 
and made amends whenever she went "\\Tong by gi\ing the unfor
tunate fowls an e::'l.1:ra spin, which made their chance of ever 
getting cooked exceedingly doubtful. But it was pleasant 
cookery too. :Meantime Miss Lavinia, oscillating between the 
kitchen and the opposite room, prepared the dining-table in the 
latter chamber. This office she (always doing her household 
spi..-:iting "1\ith unwillingness) performed in a startling series. of 
whisks and bumps; la)ing the table-cloth as if she were raismg 
the "l'.ind, puttincr down the glasses and salt-cellars as if she 
were knocking at 

0

the door, and clashing the kniYes and forks in 
a skirrnishinrr manner suggestive of hand-to-hand conflict. 

"Look atMa," whispered Lavinia to Bella when this was 
done, and they stood over the roasting fowls. " If one was the 
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most dutiful child in existence (of course on the whole one hopes 
one is), isn't she enough to make one want to poke her with 
something wooden, sitting there bolt upright in the comer? " 

" Only suppose," returned Bella, " that poor Pa was to sit 
bolt upright in another corner." 

"My dear, he couldn't do it," said Lavvy. "Pa would loll 
directly. But indeed I do not belie,·e there ever was any human 
creature who could keep so bolt upright as .Ma, or put such an 
amount of aggravation into one back! What'!l the matter, 
Ma? Ain't you well, .Ma? " . 

" DoubtLss I am very well," returned Mrs. Wilfer, turning 
her eyes upon her youngest born with scornful fortitude. "What 
should be the matter with me? " 

" You don't seem very brisk, Ma," retorted Lanry the bold. 
"Brisk?" repeated her parent. "Brisk? Whence the low 

expression, Lavinia? If I am uncomplaining, if I am silently 
contented with my lot, let that suffice for my family." 

"Well, Ma," returned Lavvy, "since you will force it out of 
me, I must respectfully take leave to say that your family are 
no doubt under the greatest obligations to you for having an 
annual toothache on your wedding-day, and that it's very dis
interested in you, and an immense blessing to them. Still, on 
the whole, it is possible to be too boastful even of that boon." 

"\'ou incarnation of sauciness," said Mrs. Wilfer, "do you 
speak like that to me? On this day of all days in the year? 
Pray do you know what would have become of you, if I had not 
bestowed my hand upon R. W., your father, on this day?" 

"No, Ma," replied Lavvy, "I really do not; and, with the 
greatest respect for your abilities and information, I very much 
doubt if you do either." 

\\'hether or no tl1e sharp vigour of this sally on a weak point 
of ~frs. \\'ilfer's entrenchments might have routed that heroine 
for the time, is rendered uncertain by the arrival of a flag of 
truce in the person of ~fr. George Sampson: bidden to the fea>t 
a> a friend of the family, whose affections were now understood 
to be in course of transference from Bella to Lavinia, and whom 
Lavinia kept-possibly in remembrance of his bad taste in 
ha,·ing owrl,Joked her in the first instance-under a course of 
stin;.:ing di;; it~!ine. 

" I con:::-ralUI.lte you, )frs. \\'ilfer," said Mr. George Sampson, 
who ha,1 mt·ditated this neat address while coming along, "on 
the day." )Irs. \\'iller thanked hin1 with a magnanimous sigh, 
and agJ.in l·c:came an unresisting prey to tl1at inscrutable 
tvvth~.t·L.:. 
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" I am surprised," said Mr. Sampson feebly, " that Miss Bella 

condescends to cook." 
Here 1\fiss Lavinia descends on the ill-starred young gentle

man with a crushing supposition that at all events it was no 
business of his. This disposed of Mr. Sampson in a melancholy 
retirement of spirit, until the cherub arrived, whose amazement 
at the lovely woman's occupation was great. 

However, she persisted in dishing the dinner as well as cooking 
it, and then sat down, bibless and apronless, to partake of it as 
an illustrious guest: 1\frs. Wilfer first responding to her husband's 
cheerful " For what we are about to receive-" with a sepulchral 
Amen, calculated to cast a damp upon the stoutest appetite. 

" But what," said Bella, as she watched the carving of the 
fowls, " makes them pink inside, I wonder, Pa! Is it the 
breed?" 

"No, I don't think it's the breed, my dear," returned Pa. 
" I rather think it is because they are not done." 

" They ought to be," said Bella. 
"Yes, I'm aware they ought to be, my dear," rejoined her 

father, "but they-ain't." 
So the gridiron was put in requisition, and the good-tempered 

cherub, who was often as un-cherubically employed in his own 
family as if he had been in the employment of some of the Old 
Masters, undertook to grill the fowls. Indeed, except in respect 
of staring about him (a branch of the public service to which 
the pictorial cherub is much addicted), this domestic cherub 
discharged as many odd functions as his prototype; with the 
difference, say, that he performed with a blacking-brush on 
the family's boots, instead of performing on enormous wind 
instruments and double-basses, and that he conducted himself 
with cheerful alacrity to much useful purpose, instead of fore
shortening himself in the air with the vaguest intentions. 

Bella helped him with his supplemental cookery, and made 
him very happy, but put him in mortal terror too by asking 
him when they sat down at table again, how he supposed they 
cooked fowls at the Greenwich dinners, and whether he believed 
they really were such pleasant dinners as people said? His 
secret winks and nods of remonstrance, in reply, made the 
mischievous Bella laugh until she choked, and then Lavinia was 
obliged to slap her on the back, and then she laughed the more. 

But her mother was a fine corrective at the other end of the 
table; to whom her father, in the innocence of his good .£'-·!low
ship, at intervals appealed with: "My dear, I am afra1d you 
are not enjoying yourself? " 
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" Why so, R. W.? " she would sonorously reply. 
"Because, my dear, you seem a little out of sorts." 
"Xot at all," would be the rejoinder, in exactly the same 

tone. 
" \\' ould you take a merry-thought, my dear? " 
" Thank you. I will take whatever you please, R. W." 
"\Yell, but, my dear, do you like it?'' 
" I like it as well as I like anything, R. W." The stately 

woman would then, 'lv.ith a meritorious appearance of devoting 
herself to the general good, purljue her dinner as if she were 
feeding somebody else on high public grounds. 

Bella had brought dessert and two bottles of wine, thus shed
<ling unprecedented splendour on the occasion. Mrs. Wilier 
<lid the honours of the first glass by proclaiming: " R. W., I 
drink to you." 

"Thank you, my dear. And I to you." 
" Pa and ~I a! " said Bella. 
" Permit me," ~Irs. Wilfer interposed, V~>-ith outstretched 

bloYe. "Xo. I think not. I drank to your Pa. If, how
ever, you insist on including me, I can in gratitude offer no 
objection." 

"\rhy, Lor, Ma," interposed Lavvy the bold, "isn't it the 
day that made you and Pa one and the same? I have no 
patience." 

"By whatever other circumstances the day may be marked, 
it is not the day, Lavinia, on which I will allow a child of mine 
to pounce upon me. I beg-nay, command!-that you will 
not pounce. R. W., it is appropriate to recall that it is for you 
to command and for me to obey. It is your house, and you 
are master at your own table. Both our healths! " Drinking 
the toast with tremendous stiffness. 

" I really am a little afraid, my dear," hinted the cherub 
metkly, ''that you are not enjoying yourself? " 

"On the contrary," returned ~Irs. \rilfer, "quite so. Why 
should I not?" 

" I thought, my dear, that perhaps your face might--" . 
"~!y face might be a mart)Tdom, but what would that 

import, or who should know it if I smiled?" 
And she did smile; manifestly freezing the blood of Mr. 

George Sampson by so doing. For that young gentleman, 
catching her smiling eye, was so very much appalled by its 
expre,sion as to cast about in his thoughts concerning what 
he had done to bring it down upon hirr.self. 

"The mind naturally falls," said .Mrs. Wilier, "shall I say 
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into a reverie, or shall I say into a retrospect? on a day like 
this." 

Lavvy, sitting with defiantly folded anns, replied (but not 
audibly), " For goodness' sake say whichever of the two you 
like best, Ma, and get it over." 

"The mind," pursued Mrs. Willer in an oratorical manner, 
" naturally reverts to Papa and Mamma-l here allude to my 
parents-at a period before the earliest dawn of this day. I 
was considered tall; perhaps I was. Papa and Mamma were 
unquestionably tall. I have rarely seen a finer woman than 
my mother; never than my father." 

The irrepressible Lavvy remarked aloud, "Whatever grand
papa was, he wasn't a female." 

"Your grandpapa," retorted Mrs. Wilfer, with an awful look, 
and in an awful tone, "was what I describe him to have been, 
and would have struck any of his grandchildren to the earth 
who presumed to question it. It was one of mamma's cherished 
hopes that I should become united to a tall member of society. 
It may have been a weakness, but if so, it was equally the weak
ness, I believe, of King Frederick of Prussia." These remarks 
being offered to Mr. George Sampson, who had not the courage 
to come out for single combat, but lurked with his chest under 
the table and his eyes cast down, Mrs. \Yilfer proceeded, in a 
voice of increasing sternness and impressiveness, until she 
should force that skulker to give himself up. " l\Iamma would 
appear to have had an indefinable foreboding of what after
wards happened, for she would frequently urge upon me, 'Not 
a little man. Promise me, my child, not a little man. Never, 
never, never marry a little man! ' Papa also would remark 
to me (he possessed extraordinary humour), ' ~at a family of 
whales must not ally themselves with sprats.' His company 
was eagerly sought, as may be supposed, by the wits of the day, 
and our house was their continual resort. I have known as 
many as three copper-plate engravers exchanging the most, 
exquisite sallies and retorts there, at one time.'' (Here Mr. 
Sampson delivered himself captive, and said, with an uneasy 
movement on his chair, that three was a large number, and 
it must have been highly entertaining.) "Among the most 
prominent members of that distinguished circle, was a gentle
man measuring si.x feet four in height. He was not an engraver." 
(Here Mr. Sampson said, with no reason whatever, Of course 
not.) "This gentleman was so obliging as to honour me with 
attentions which I could not fail to understand.'' (Here :Mr. 
Sampson munnured that when it came to that, you could 
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always tell.) "I immediately announced to both my parents 
that those attentions were misplaced, and that I could not 
favour his suit. They inquired was he too tall? I replied it 
was not the stature, but the intellect was too lofty. At our 
house, I said, the tone was too brilliant, the pressure was too 
high, to be maintained by me, a mere woman, in every-day · 
domestic life. I well remember mamma's clasping her hands, 
and exclaiming, 'This "ill end in a little man! ' " (Here ~Ir. 
Sampson glanced at his host and shook his head with despond
ency.) "She afterwards went soJar as to predict that it would 
end in a little man whose mind would be below the average, 
but that was in what I may denominate a paroxysm of maternal 
disappointment. Within a month," said :llrs. Wilier, deepen
ing her \'Oice, as if she were relating a terrible ghost story, 
" within a month, I first saw R. W., my husband. \\'ithin a 
war I married him. It is natural for the mind to recall these 
dark coincidences on the present day." 

Mr. Sampson, at length released from the custody of Mrs. 
Wilfer's eye, now drew a long breath, and made the original 
and striking remark, that there was no accounting for thtse 
sort of presentiments. R. W. scratched his head and looked 
apolo:;etically all round the table until he came to his wife, 
"hen obsening her as it were shrouded in a more sombre veil 
than before, he once more hinted," My dear, I am really afraid 
you are not altogether enjoying yourself?" To which she once 
mure replied, " On the contrary, R. W. Quite so." . 

The wretched ~Ir. Sampson's position at this agreeable enter
tainment was truly pitiable. For not only was he exposed 
defenceless to the harangues of ~Irs. Wilier, but he received 
the utmost contumely at the hands of La"inia; who, partly to 
~how Ddla that she (La,inia) could do what she liked \\ith 
him. and partly to pay him off for still ob,iously admiring 
Btl~.is btae~ty, led him the life of a dog. Illuminated on the 
one hand by the statlly graces of ~Irs. Wilfeas oratory, and 
~h.1dowed on the other by the checks and frowns of the young 
Ld y to whom he had devoted himself in his destitution, the 
su!Tt;rir~s uf this young gentkman were distressing to witness. 
If hb mmd for the moment reeled under them, it may be urged, 
in ntenu.:ttion of its weakness, that it was constitutionally a 
\.:n(){'k-kneed mind, a11d never very strong upon its kgs. 

The rusy hours were thus beguiled until it was time for Bel~l 
t·1 Lln l'a's escort bck. The a:mple-s duly tied up in the 
J,,nntt-Stnn;s and the leave-taking done, they got out into the 
a.r . .;.nd tLt cherub drew a long breath as if he found it refreshing. 
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"Well, dear Pa," said Bella, "the anniversary may be con· 

sidered over." 
"Yes, my dear," returned the cherub, "there's another ol 

'em gone." 
Bella drew his arm closer through hers as they walked along, 

· and gave it a number of consolatory pats. " Thank you, my 
dear," he said, as if she haq spoken, " I am all right, my dear. 
Well, and how do you get on, Bella?" 

" I am not at all improved, Pa." 
" Ain't you really though? " 
"No, Pa. On the contrary, I am worse." 
" Lor! " said the cherub. 
" I am worse, Pa. I make so many calculations how much 

a year I must have when I marry, and what is the least I can 
manage to do with, that I am beginning to get wrinkles over 
my nose. Did you notice any wrinkles over my nose this 
evening, Pa? " 

Pa laughing at this, Bella gave him two or three shakes. 
"You won't laugh, sir, when you see your lovely woman 

turning haggard. You had better be prepared in time, I can tell 
you. I shall not be able to keep my greediness for money out of 
my eyes long, and when you see it there you'll be sorry, and serve 
you right for not being warned in time. Now, sir, we entered 
into a bond of confidence. Have you anything to impart?" 

"I thought it was you who was to impart, my love." 
"Oh! did you indeed, sir? Then why didn't you ask me, 

the moment we came out? The confidences of lovely women 
are not to be slighted. However, I forgive you this once, and 
look here, Pa; that's "-Bella laid the little forefinger of her 
right glove on her lip, and then laid it on her father's lip
" that's a kiss for you. And now I am going seriously to tell 
you-let me see how many-four secrets. Mind! Serious, 
grave, weighty secrets. Strictly between ourselves." 

"Number o~, my dear?" said her father, settling her arm 
comfortably and confidentially. · 

"Number one," said Bella, "will electrify you, Pa. Who 
do you think has "-she was confused here in spite of her merry 
way of beginning-" has made an offer to me? " 

Pa looked in her face, and looked at the ground, and looked 
in her face again, and declared he could never guess. 

"Mr. Rokesmith." 
" You don't tell me so, my dear! " 
" Mis-ter Roke-smith, Pa," said Bella, separating the 

syllables for emphasis. " What do you say to that 7 " 
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Pa answered quietly with the counter-question, " What did 

you say to that, my love?" 
" I said No," returned Bella sharply. " Of course." 
" Yes. Of course," said her father, meditating. 
"And I told him why I thought it a betrayal of trust on his 

part, and an affront to me," said Bella. 
"Yes. To be sure. I am astonished indeed. I wonder he 

committed himself without seeing more of his way first. Now 
I think of it, I suspect he always has admired you though, 
my dear." _ 

" A hackney coachman may admire me," remarked Bella, 
with a touch of her mother's loftiness. 

"It's highly probable, my love. Number two, my dear?" 
"Number two, Pa, is much to the same purpose, though not 

so preposterous. Mr. Lightwood would propose to me, if I 
would let him." 

"Then I understand, my dear, that you don't intend to 
let him?" 

Bella again saying, with her former emphasis, "Why, of 
course not! " her father felt himself bound to echo, " Of course 
not.'' 

" I don't care for him,'' said Bella. 
"That's enough," her father interposed. 
"No, Pa, it's not enough," rejoined Bella, giving him another 

shake or two. " Haven't I told you what a mercenary little 
wretch I am? It only becomes enough when he has no money, 
and no clients, and no expectations, and no anything but debts." 

" Hah!" said the cherub, a little depressed. "Number three, 
my dear?" 

"Number three, Pa, is a better thing. A generous thing, a 
noble thing, a delightful thing. Mrs. Boffin has herself told 
me, as a secret, with her own kind lips-and truer lips never 
opened or closed in this life, I am sure-that they wish to see 
me wt!l married; and that when I marry with their consent 
they will portion me most handsomely." Here the grateful 
girl burst out crying very heartily. . 

" Don't cry, my darling," said her father, with his hand to 
his eyes; "it's excusable in me to be a little overcome when 
I find that my dear favourite child is, after all disappointments 
to be so provided for and so raised in the world; but don't yo~ 
cry, don't }'OU cry. I am very thankful. I congratulate you 
with all my heart, my dear." The good soft little fellow drying 
h~s eyt"s .here, Bella put her arms ~ound his ne~k and tenderly 
kissed h101 on the high-road, passwnatdy tellmg him he was 
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the best of fathers and the best of friends, and that on he1 
wedding-morning she would go down on her knees to him an( 
beg his pardon for having ever teased him or seemed insensiblt 
to the worth of such a patient, sympathetic, genial, fresh youn~ 
heart. At every one of her adjectives she redoubled her kisses 
and finally kissed his hat off, and then laughed immoderate!) 
when the wind took it and he ran after it. 

When he had recovered his hat and his breath, and the) 
were going on again once more, said her father then: "Numbe1 
four, my dear? " 

Bella's countenance fell in the midst of her mirth. "Afte1 
all, perhaps I had better put off number four, Pa. Let mt 
try once more, if for never so short a time, to hope that it rna) 
not really be so." 

The change in her strengthened the cherub's interest in 
number four, and he said quietly: "May not be so, my dear? 
May not be how, my dear?" 

Bella looked at him pensively, and shook her head. 
" And yet I know right well it is so, Pa. I know it only 

too well." 
"My love," returned her father, "you make me quite un· 

comfortable. Have you said No to anybody else, my dear? " 
"No, Pa." 
" Yes to anybody? " he suggested, lifting up his eyebrows. 
"No, Pa." 
" Is there anybody else who would take his chance between 

Yes and No, if you would let him, my dear?" 
"Not that I know of, Pa." 
"There can't be somebody who won't take his chance when 

you want him to? " said the cherub, as a last resource. 
" Why, of course not, Pa," said Bella, giving him another 

shake or two. 
"Nol of course not," he assented. " Bella, my dear, I am 

afraid I must either have no sleep to-night, or I must press 
for number four." 

" Oh, Pa, there is no good in number four! I am so sorry 
for it, I am so unwilling to believe it, I have tried so earnestly 
not to see it, that it is very hard to tell, even to you. But 
l\Ir. Boffin is being spoilt by prosperity, and is changing every 
day." 

"My dear Bella, I hope and trust not." 
"I have hoped and trusted not too, Pa; but every day he 

changes for the worse and for the worse. Not to me-he is 
always much the same to me-but to others about him. Before 
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my eyes he grows suspicious! capricious, hard, tyra~n~cal, unjust. 
If e\·er a good man were rumed by good fortune, 1t IS my bene
factor. And yet, Pa, think how terrible the fascination of 
money is! I see this, and hate this, and dread this, and don't 
know but that money might make a much worse change in 
me. ..-\nd yet I have money always in my thoughts and my 
desires; and the whole life I place before myself is money, 
money, money, and what money can make of life I " 

CHAPTER V 

THE GOLDEN DUSTMAN FALLS INTO BAD CO?t!PA!\'Y 

\\'ERE Bella Wilfer's bright and ready little wits at fault, or was 
the Golden Dustman passing through the furnace of proof and 
coming out dross? Ill news traYels fast. \Ye shall know full 
soon. 

On that very night of her return from the Happy Return, some
thing chanced which Bella closely followed with her eyes and 
ears. There was an apartment at the side of the Boffin man
sion, known as Mr. Boffin's room. Far less grand than the rest 
of the house, it was far more comfortable, being pervaded by a 
certain air of homely snugness, which upholstering despotism 
had banished to that spot when it inexorably set its face against 
~lr. Boffin's appeals for mercy in behalf of any other chamber. 
Thus, although a room of modest situation-for its windows 
pwe on Silas \Yegg's old corner-and of no pretensions to velvet, 
satin, or gilqing, it had got itself established in a domestic posi
tion analogous to that of an easy dressing-gO\m or pair of 
~:i: ,pers; and whenever the family wanted to enjoy a particu
brly pleasant fireside evening, they enjoyed it, as an institution 
that must be, in ~lr. Boffin's room. 

~]r. and ~irs. Botfm were reported sitting in this room, when 
DdLl got back. Entering it, she found the Secretary there too; 
in otlicial attendance it would appear, for he was standing with 
s,)ml' papers in his hand by a table with shaded candles on it, at 
"hich ~!r. Boftin was seated thrown back in his easy-chair. 

"You are busy, sir,'' said Bella, hesitating at the door. 
'' ~ot at all. my dear, not at all. You're one of oursel\'es. 

\\'e nen:r make company of you. Come in, come in. Htre's 
the old Ltd\· in ht:r usual plJ.ce." 

~Irs. Dutf:n adding her nod and a smile of welcome to ~Ir. 
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Boffin's words, Bella took her book to a chair in the fireside 
corner, by Mrs. Boffin's work-table. Mr. Boffin's staticn was 
on the opposite side. 

"Now, Rokesmith," said the Golden Dustman, so sharply 
rapping the table to bespeak his attention as Bella turned the 
leaves of her book, that she started; " where were we? " 

"You were saying, sir," returned the Secretary, with an air 
of some reluctance and a glance towards those others who were 
present, " that you considered the time had come for fixing my 
salary." 

"Don't be above calling it wages, man," said l\Ir. Boffin, 
testily. " What the deuce! I never talked of my salary when 
I was in service." 

"My wages," said the Secretary, correcting himself. 
"Rokesmith, you are not proud, I hope?" observed Mr. 

Boffin, eyeing him askance. 
"I hope not, sir." 
" Because I never was, when I was poor," said Mr. Boffin. 

" Poverty and pride don't go at all well together. Mind that. 
How can they go well together? Why, it stands to reason. A 
man being poor has nothing to be proud of. It's nonsense." 

With a slight inclination of his head, and a look of some 
surprise, the Secretary seemed to assent by forming the 
syllables of the word "nonsense " on his lips. 

"Now, concerning these same wages," said Mr. Boffin. 
"Sit down." 

The Secretary sat down. 
" Why didn't you sit down before? " asked Mr. Boffin, dis

trustfully. "I hope that wasn't pride? But about these 
wages. Now, I've gone into the matter, and I say two hundred 
a year. What do you think of it? Do you think it's enough?" 

"Thank you. It is a fair proposal." 
" I don't say, you know," Mr. Boffin stipulated, "but what 

it may be more than enough. And I'll tell you why, Rake
smith. A man of property, like me, is bound to consider the 
market-price. At first I didn't enter into that as much as I 
might have done; but I've got acquainted with other men of 
property since, and I've got acquainted with the duties of 
property. I mustn't go putting the market-price up, because 
money may happen not to be an object with me. A sheep is 
worth so much in the market, and I ought to give it and no 
more. A secretary is worth so much in the market, and I ought 
to give it and no more. However, I don't mind stretching a 
point with you." 
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"Mr. Boffil',, you are very good," replied the Secretary, with 

an effort. , 
"Then we put the figure," said Mr. Boffin, "at two hundred 

a year. Then the figure's disposed of. Now there must be no 
misunderstanding regarding what I lmy for two hundred a year. 
If I pay for a sheep, I buy it out and out. Similarly, if I pay 
for a secretary, I buy him out and out." 

" In other words, you purchase my whole time? " 
"Certainly I do. Look here," said Mr. Boffin, "it ain't that 

I want to occupy your whole tim€; you can take up a book for 
' a minute cr two when you've nothing better to do, though I 
' think you'll a'most always find something useful to do. But I 
' want to keep you in attendance. It's convenient to have you 
: at all times ready on the premises. Therefore, betwixt your 
' breakfast and your supper,-on the premises I expect to find 
you." 

The Secretary bowed. 
" In bygone days, when I was in service myseU," said Mr. 

Boffm, " I couldn't go cutting about at my will and pleasure, 
and you won't expect to go cutting about at your will and 
pleasure. You've rather got into a habit of that, lately; but 
perhaps it was for want of a right specification betwixt us. 
Kow let there be a right specification betwixt us, and let it be 
this. If you want leave, ask for it.'' 

Again the Secretary bowed. His manner was uneasy and 
astonished, and showed a sense of humiliation. 

" I'll have a bell," said Mr. Boffin, " hung from this room to 
yours, and when I want you I'll touch it. I don't call to mind 
that I have anything more to say at the present moment." 

The Secretary rose, gathered up his papers, and withdrew. 
Btlla's eyes followed him to the door, lighted on Mr. Boffin 
complacently thrown back in his easy-chair, and drooped over 
her book. 

" 1 ha\'e let that chap, that young man of mine," said Mr. 
Bvt1:n, taking a trot up and do\\n the room, " get above his 
\\vrk. It won't do. I must have him do\\n a peg. A man of 
property owes a duty to other men of property, and must look 
sh.trp after his inferiors." 

r;, ILl fdt that ~lrs. Boffin was not comfortable, and that the 
eyts of that good creature sought to discover from her face what 
attc·ntiun slJt: had ginn to this discourse, and what impression 
It Lad made upon her. For which reason Bella's eyes drooped 
more: t·n~os,:edly over her book, and she turned the page with 
an a1r ul prvfound absorption in it. 
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"Noddy," said Mrs. Boffin, after thoughtfully pausing m 

her work. 
"My dear," returned the Golden Dustman, stopping short 

in his trot. 
"Excuse my putting it to you, Noddy, but now really! 

Haven't you been a little strict with Mr. Rokesmith to-night? 
Haven't you been a little-just a little little-not quite like 
your old self? " 

"Why, old woman, I hope so," returned Mr. Boffin, cheer
fully, if not boastfully. 

"Hope so, deary?" 
" Our old selves wouldn't do here, old lady. Haven't you 

found that out yet? Our old selves would be fit for nothing 
here but to be robbed and imposed upon. Our old selves 
weren't people of fortune; our new selves are; it's a great 
difference." 

" Ah! " said Mrs. Boffin, pausing in her work again, softly 
to draw a long breath and to look at the fire. "A great 
difference." 

" And we must be up to the difference," pursued her husband; 
"we must be equal to the change; that's what we must be. 
We've got to hold our own now, against everybody (for every
body's hand is stretched out to be dipped into our pockets), 
and we have got to recollect that money makes money, as well 
as makes everything else." . 

" Mentioning recollecting," said Mrs. Boffin, with her work 
abandoned, her eyes upon the fire, and her chin upon her hand, 
"do you recollect, Noddy, how you said to Mr. Rokesmith when 
he first came to see us at the Bower, and you engaged him
how you said to him that if it had pleased Heaven to send John 
Harmon to his fortune safe, we could have been content with 
the one Mound which was our legacy, and should never have 
wanted the rest? " 

"Aye, I remember, old lady. But we hadn't tried what it 
was to have the rest then. Our new shoes had come home, but 
we hadn't put 'em on. We're wearing 'em now, we're wearing 
'em, and must step out accordingly." 

Mrs. Boffin took up her work again, and plied her needle in 
silence. 

"As to Rokesmith, that young man of mine," said Mr. Boffin, 
dropping his voice and glancing towards the door with an 
apprehension of being overheard by some eavesdropper there, 
" it's the same with him as with the footmen. I have found 
out that you must either scrunch them, or let them scrunch you. 
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If you ain't imperious with 'em, they won't believe in your being 
any better than themselves, if as good, after the stories (lies, 
mostly) that they have heard of your beginnings. There's 
nothing betwixt stiffening yourself up, and throwing yourself 
awav: take my word for that, old lady." 

Bella ventured for a moment to look stealthily towards him 
under her eyelashes, and she saw a dark cloud of suspicion, 
covetousness, and conceit, overshadowing the once open face. 

"Hows'ever," said he, "this isn't entertaining to Miss Bella. 
Is it, Bella? " 

A deceiving Bella she was, to look at him with that pensively 
abstracted air, as if her mind were full of her book, and she had 
not heard a single word! 

" Hah! Better employed than to attend to it," said Mr. 
Boffin. " That's right, that's right. Especially as you have 
no call to be told how to value yourself, my dear." 

Colouring a little under this compliment, Bella returned, " I 
hope, sir, you don't think me vain?" 

"Not a bit, my dear," said Mr. Boffin. "But :t think it's 
very creditable in you, at your age, to be so well up with the 
pace of the world, and to know what to go in for. You are 
right. Go in for money, my love. Money's the article. You'll 
make money of your good looks, and of the money Mrs. Boffin 
and me will have the pleasure of settling upon you, and you'll 
Ji,·e and die rich. That's the state to live and die in!" said 
~fr. Boffin, in an unctuous manner. "R-r-rich!" 

There was an expression of distress in Mrs. Boffin's face, as, 
after watching her husband's, she turned to their adopted girl, 
and said: "Don't mind him, Bella, my dear." 

" Eh? " cried Mr. Boffin. " \\'hat! Not mind him! " 
"I don't mean that," said Mrs. Boffin, with a worried look, 

" but I mean, don't believe him to be anything but good and 
generous, Bella, because he is the best of men. No, I must say 
that much, !\oddy. You are always the best of men." 

S.IJt~ made the declaration as if he were objecting to it: which 
• a,;,;un:dly he was not in any way. · 

" A.nd as to you, my dear Bella," said Mrs. Boffin, still with 
· that di.,;tressed expression, " he is so much attached to you, 
. whateYCr he says, tl1at your own father has not a truer interest 
in you and can hardly like you better than he does." 

··Says tuo!" cried ~lr. Boffin. "Whatever he says! Why, 
I s.w su, openly. Gin me a kiss, my dear child, in saying Good 
r.·,.:ht, and let me confirm what my old lady tells you. I am 
'ay fond of you, my dear, and I am entirely of your mind, and 

p 
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you and I will take care that you shall be rich. These good 
looks of yours (which you have some right to be vain of, my dear, 
though you are not, you know) are worth money, and you shall 
make money of 'em. The money you will have, will be worth 
money, and you shall make money of that too. There's a 
golden ball at your feet. Good night, my dear." 

Somehow, Bella was not so well pleased with this assurance 
and this prospect as she might have been. Somehow, when she 
put her arms round Mrs. Boffin's neck, and said Good night, she 
derived a sense of unworthiness from the still anxious face ol 
that good woman and her obvious wish to excuse her husband. 
" Why, what need to excuse him? " thought Bella, sitting down 
in her own room. " What he said was very sensible, I am sure, 
and very true, I am sure. It is only what I often say to myself. 
Don't I like it then? No, I don't like it, and, though he is my 
liberal benefactor, I disparage him for it. Then pray," said 
Bella, sternly putting the question to herself in the looking· 
glass as usual, " what do you mean by this, you inconsistent 
little Beast? " 

The looking-glass preserving a discreet ministerial silence 
when thus called upon for explanation, Bella went to bed with 
a weariness upon her spirit which was more than the weariness 
of want of sleep. And again in the morning, she looked for the 
cloud, and for the deepening of the cloud, upon the Golden 
Dustman's face. 

She had begun by this time to be his frequent companion in 
his morning strolls about the streets, and it was at this time 
that he made her a party to his engaging in a curious pursuit. 
Having been hard at work in one dull enclosure all his life, he 
had a child's delight in looking at shops. It had been one of the 
first novelties and pleasures of his freedom, and was equally the 
delight of his wife. For many years their only walks in London 
had been taken on Sundays when the shops were shut; and 
when every day in the week became their holiday, they deriyed 
an .enjoyment from the variety and fancy and beauty of the 
display in the windows, which seemed incapable of exhaustion. 
As if the principal streets were a great Theatre and the play 
were childishly new to them, Mr. and Mrs. Boffin, from the 
beginning of Bella's intimacy in their house, had been constantly 
in the front row, charmed with all they saw, and applauding 
vigorously. But now 1\fr. Boffin's interest began to centre in 
book-shops; and more than that-for that of itself would not 
haYe been much-in one exceptional kind of book. 

"Look in here, my dear," Mr. Boffin would say, checking 
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Bella's arm at a bookseller's window; " you can read at sight, 
and your eyes are as sharp as they're bright. Now, look well 
about you, my dear, and tell me if you see any book about a 
Miser." 

If Bella saw such a book, 1\fr. Boffin would instantly dart in 
and buy it. And still, if they had not found it, they would seek 
out another book-shop, and Mr. Boffin would say, "Now, look 
well all round, my dear, for a Life of a Miser, or any book of that 
sort; any Lives of odd characters who may have been Misers." 

Bella, thus directed, would examine the window with the 
rn-eatest attention, while Mr. Boffin would examine her face. 
The moment she pointed out any book as being entitled Lives 
of eccentric personages, Anecdotes of strange characters, Records 
of remarkable individuals, or anything to that purpose, Mr. 
BoiTm's countenance would light up, and he would instantly 
dart in and buy it. Size, price, quality, were of no account. 
Any book that seemed to promise a chance of miserly biography, 
Mr. Boffin purchased without a moment's delay and carried 
home. Happening to be informed by a bookseller that a portion 
of the Annual Register was devoted to " Characters," Mr. 
Boffin at once bought a whole set of that ingenious compilation, 
and began to carry it home piecemeal, confiding a volume to 
Bella, and bearing three himself. The completion of this labour 
occupied them about a fortnight. When the task was done, 
~1r. Boffin, with his appetite for Misers whetted instead of 
satiated, began to look out again. 

It nry soon became unnecessary to tell Bella what to look 
for, and an understanding was established between her and Mr. 
Boffin that she was always to look for Lives of Misers. Morning 
after morning they roamed about the town together, pursuing 
this singular research. Miserly literature not being abundant, 
the proportion of failures to successes may have been as a 
hundred to one; still Mr. Buffin, never wearied, remained as 
avaricious for misers as he had been at the first onset. It was 
curious that Iklla never saw the books about the house, nor did 

, she enr hear from Mr. Boffin one word of reference to their 
1 contents. He seemed to save up his Misers as they had saved 
1 up the1r money. As they had been greedy for it, and secret 
: ahout it, and had hiddt•n it, so he was greedy for them, and 
1 secret about them, and hid them. But beyond all doubt it was 
. to he noticed, and was by Bella very clearly noticed, that, as 
lte pur:;u~:d the acquisition of those rlismal records with the 

'ard(\ur of Don Quixote for his books of chivalry, he began to 
~pl'nd his money with a more sparing hand. And often when 
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he came out of a shop with some new account of one of those 
wretched lunatics, she would almost shrink from the sly dry 
chuckle with which he would take her arm again and trot away. 
It did not appear that Mrs. Boffin knew of this taste. He made 
no allusion to it, except in the morning walks when he and Bella 
were always alone; and Bella, partly under the impression that 
he took her into his confidence by implication, and partly in 
remembrance of Mrs. Boffin's anxious face that night, held the 
same reserve. 

While these occurrences were in progress, Mrs. Lammle made 
the discovery that Bella had a fascinating influence over her. 
The Lammles, originally presented by the dear Veneerings, 
visited the Boffins on all grand occasions, and Mrs. Lammle had 
not previously found this out; but now the knowledge came 
upon her all at once. It was a most extraordinary thing (she 
said to Mrs. Boffin); she was foolishly susceptible of the power 
of beauty, but it wasn't altogether that; she never had been 
able to resist a natural grace of manner, but it wasn't altogether 
that; it was more than that, and there was no name for the 
indescribable extent and degree to which she was captivated by 
this charming girl. 

This charming girl having the words repeated to her by Mrs. 
Boffin (who was proud of her being admired, and would have 
done anything to give her pleasure), naturally recognised in 
Mrs. Lammle a woman of penetration and taste. Responding 
to the sentiments by being very gracious to Mrs. Lammle, she 
gave that lady the means of so improving her opportunity, as 
that the captivation became reciprocal, though always wearing 
an appearance of greater sobriety on Bella's part than on the 
enthusiastic Sophronia's. Howbeit, they were so much together 
that, for a time, the Boffin chariot held :Mrs. Lammle oftener 
than Mrs. Boffin: a preference of which the latter worthy soul 
was not in the least jealous, placidly remarking, " .Mrs. Lammle 
is a younger companion for her than I am, and Lor! she's m.ore 
fashionable." 

But between Bella Wilfer and Georgiana Podsnap there was 
this one difference, among many others, that Bella was in no 
danger of being captivated by Alfred. She distrusted and 
disliked him. Indeed, her perception was so quick, and her 
observation so sharp, that after all she mistrusted his wife too, 
though with her giddy vanity and wilfulness she squeezed the 
mistrust away into a corner of her mind, anJ blocked it Uf 
there. 

Mrs. Lammle took the friendliest interest in Bella's making 
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a good match. llrs. Lamm1e said, in a sportive way, she really 
must show her beautiful Bella what kind of wealthv creatures 
she and Alfred bad on hand. who would as one rrum fall at h~r 
fret enslaxed Fittine occasion made, Mrs. Lammle accordingly 
produced the most i)ass.able of those feverish, boastful, and 
indefinably loose genclemen who were always loun~-in:? in and 
out of the City on questions of the Bourse and Greek and Spanish 
and India and :Mexica.n and par and premium and discount 
and t:hrte-quarters and 5e\"en-eightbs. Who in their Wffitble 
manner did homaee to Bella as if she were a comJX~und of fint 
girl. thorough-bred horse, well-built drag, and remarkable pipt. 
But without the la:,"t effect. thou_&h en-n lfr. Fl~eb\-·5 ann.:-
tions were cast into the scale. ~ ~ . 

•· I fear, Bella dear:· said llis. Lammle one day in the chari•Jt, 
"that yoo will be ,.ery hard to pleas.e:· 

·· I don't expect to be pleased, dear," said Bella, with a 
languid tum of her ~-es. 

··Truly. my love:· returned Sophronia. $h.iling her head. 
and smiling her be."t smile, "it would not b.= very ea.:,.;.· to find 
a man worth,· of n)Ur attractions:· 

··The qut-.Scion. is not a man. my dear, .. :;aid Bcl!a, coolly, 
· · but an establishment ... 

·· lfy love:· returntd llrs. Lammle. '·your prudence amazes 
me-where diJ voo stud\· life so well ?-You are ri..<rht. In such 
a •ast as yours, ·the object is a fining esUbfuhment. Yvu c:,uld 
not dt:S('f:nd to an inadequate one from lfr. Boffin's hou;;.:;. and 
l ,.tn if your beauty alone could not rommand it, it is w be 
assumed that Mr. and llrs. Boffin will---" 

•· Oh! they ban alreadr," 1klla interposed 
•· So! Have they really?" 
A little vexed by a suspicion that she bad spoken pre:ipitattly, 

and withal a little ddiant of htt own ,·eution. Bdu dettrrcined 
not to l't':treat . 

.. That is to say.'' she explained. ··they ba¥e t.::rld m.: they 
mean to portion me as their adopted child. ii yoo mtan that. 
But doa't mmtioo it." 

.. Kmtioo it! " replied Yrs. I..ammle, as if she were full of 
ankcaed fer.ling at the suggestion ol such an im~ibilil\·. 
~Ken-tim it!" · 
.. ".I cba't mind tdliog ~' Krs. I..ammle--"' Bella began 
llplll. 
· · ")(y loft, say Sopl:uumia, or I must aot sav Bella." 

Wadl a little short, pdDiaat "Oh!" Ben& amplied "Oh! 
&pbo ..... dlm-1 doa't llliDd tiiJiac you, Sopbrooia, that I 
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am convinced I have no heart, as people call it; and that I 
think that sort of thing is nonsense." 

"Brave girl! " murmured Mrs. Lammle. 
"And so," pursued Bella, "as to seeking to please myself, I 

don't; except in the one respect I have mentioned. I am 
indifferent otherwise." 

" But you can't help pleasing, Bella," said Mrs. Lammle, 
rallying her with an arch look and her best smile, " you can't 
help making a proud and an admiring husband. You may not 
care to please yourself, and you may not care to please him, but 
you are not a free agent as to pleasing: you are forced to do that, 
in spite of yourself, my dear; so it may be a question whether 
you may not as well please yourself too, if you can." 

Now the very grossness of this flattery put Bella upon proving 
that she actually did please in spite of herself. She had a mis
giving that she was doing wrong-though she had an indistinct 
foreshadowing that some harm might come of it thereafter, she 
little thought what consequences it would really bring about
but she went on with her confidence. 

" Don't talk of pleasing in spite of one's self, dear," said Bella. 
" I have had enough of that." 

"Aye?" cried Mrs. Lammle. "Am I already corroborated, 
Bella?" 

"Never mind, Sophronia, we' will not speak of it any more. 
Don't-ask me about it." 

This plainly meaning Do ask me about it, Mrs. Lammle did 
as she was requested. 

" Tell me, Bella. Come, my dear. What provoking burr 
has been inconveniently attracted to the charming skirts, and 
with difficulty shaken off?" 

" Provoking indeed," said Bella, " and no burr to boast of! 
But don't ask me." 

" Shall I guess? " 
"You would never guess. What would you say to o.ur 

Secretary? " 
'' My dear! The hermit Secretary, who creeps up and down 

the back stairs, and is never seen? " 
" I don't know about his creeping up and down the back 

stairs," said Bella, rather contemptuously, " further than 
knowing that he does no such thing; and as to his never being 
seen, I should be content never to have seen him, though he is 
quite as visible as you are. But I pleased him (for my sins), 
and he had the presumption to tell me so." 

" The man never made a declaration to you, my dear Bella? " 
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"Are you sure of that, Sophronia?" said Bella. "I am not. 

In fact, I am sure of the contrary." 
" The man must be mad," said Mrs. Lammle, with a kind of 

resignation. 
" He appeared to be in his senses," returned Bella, tossing 

her head, 11 and he had plenty to say for himself. I told him 
my opinion of his declaration and his conduct, and dismissed 
him. Of course this has all been very inconvenient to me, and 
very disagreeable. It has remained a secret, however. That 
word reminds me to observe, Sophronia, that I have glided on 
into telling you the secret, and that I rely upon you never to 
mention it." 

11 Mention it!" repeated Mrs. Lammle with her former feeling. 
" Men-tion it! " 

This time Sophronia was so much in earnest that she found 
it necessary to bend forward in the carriage and give Bella a 
kiss. A Judas order of kiss; for she thought, while she yet 
pressed Bella's hand after giving it, " Upon your own showing, 
you vain heartless girl, puffed up by the doting folly of a dust
man, I need have no relenting towards you. If my husband, 
who sends me here, should form any schemes for making you a 
,;ctim, I should certainly not cross him again." In those very 
same moments, Bella was thinking, " Why am I always at war 
with myself? \\'hy have I told, as if upon compulsion, what I 
knew all along I ought to have withheld? Why am I making a 
friend of this woman beside me, in spite of the whispers against 
htr that I hear in my heart?" 

As usual, there was no answer in the looking-glass when she 
g' lt home and referred these questions to it. Perhaps if she had 
()•nsulted some better oracle, the result might have been more 
satisfactory; but she did not, and all things consequent marched 
the march before them. 

On one point connected with the watch she kept on Mr. 
But1in, she felt very inquisitive, and that was the question 
\\ btL!u:r the Secretary watched him too, and followed the sure 
llnd sttady change in him, as she did? Henery limited inter
,·uursc with ~!r. Rokesmith rendered this hard to find out. 
Thr-ir l'L>nlrnunication now at no time extended beyond the 
pr .. ~cn atiun uf commonplace appearances before Mr. and Mrs. 
J ;, ,Ji:n; and if Bella and the Secrt:tary were ever left alone 
t••f!tthtr by any chance, he immediately withdrew. She con
~ult•d Lis fac·e \\hen she Cl•uld do so covertly, as she worked or 

• r• .lcl, and tuuld make nothing of it. He luoked subdued; but 
I.e }lJ.d <h'•luired a strong cummund of ftature, and, whenever 
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Mr. Boffin spoke to him in Bella's presence, or whatever revela
tion of himself Mr. Boffin made, the Secretary's face changed 
no more than a wall. A slightly knitted brow, that expressed 
nothing but an almost mechanical attention, and a compression 
of the mouth, that might have been a guard against a scornful 
smile-these she saw from morning to night, from day to day, 
from week to week, monotonous, unvarying, set, as in a piece 
of sculpture. 

The worst of the matter was, that it thus fell out insensibly 
-and most provokingly, as Bella complained to herself, in her 
impetuous little manner-that her observation of Mr. Boffin 
involved a continual observation of Mr. Rokesmith. 

"Won't that extract a look from him?"-" Can it be possible 
that makes no impression on him? " Such questions Bella 
would propose to herself, often as many times in a day as there 
were hours in it. Impossible to know. Always the same 
fi..xed face. 

" Can he be so base as to sell his very nature for two hundred 
a year?" Bella would think. And then," But why not? It's 
a mere question of price with others besides him. I suppose I 
would sell mine, if I could get enough for it." And so she would 
come round again to the war with herself. 

A kind of illegibility, though a different kind, stole over :Mr. 
Boffin's face. Its old simplicity of expression got masked by a 
certain craftiness that assimilated even his good-humour to 
itself. His very smile was cunning, as if he had been studying 
smiles among the portraits of his misers. Saving an occasional 
burst of impatience, or coarse assertion of his mastery, his good
humour remained to him, but it had now a sordid alloy of dis
trust; and though his eyes should t'l.,;nkle and all his face 
should laugh, he would sit holding himself in his o .... n arms, as 
if he had an inclination to hoard himself up, and must always 
grudgingly stand on the defensive. 

What with taking heed of these two faces, and what with 
feeling conscious that the stealthy occupation must set soine 
mark on her ovm, Bella soon began to think that there was not 
a candid or a natural face among them all but ~Irs. Boffin's. 
X one the less because it was far less radiant than of yore, faith
fully reflecting in its an.xiety and regret every line of change in 
the Golden Dustman's. 

"Rokesmith," said Mr. Boffin one evening when they were 
all in his room again, and he and the Secretary had been going 
o.-er some accounts, " I am spending too much money. Or 
leastways, you are spending too much for me." 
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11 You are rich, sir." 
" I am not," said Mr. Boffin. 
The sharpness of the retort was next to telling the Secretary 

that he lied. But it brought no change of expression into the 
set face. 

" I tell you I am not rich," repeated Mr. Boffin, " and I won't 
have it." 

" You are not rich, sir? " repeated the Secretary, in 
measured words. . 

11 Well," returned Mr. Boffin, " if I am, that's my business. 
I am not going to spend at this rate, to please you or anybody. 
You wouldn't like it, if it was your money." 

"Even in that impossible case, sir, I--" 
" Hold your tongue! " said Mr. Boffin. "You oughtn't to 

like it in any case. There! I didn't mean to be rude, but you 
put me out so, and after all I'm master. I didn't intend to tell 
you to hold your tongue. I beg your pardon. Don't hold 
your tongue. Only, don't contradict. Did you ever come 
across the life of Mr. Elwes? " referring to his favourite subject 
at last. 

" The miser? " 
" Ah, people called him a miser. People are always calling 

other people something. Did you ever read about him?" 
" I think so." 
" He m:vcr owned to being rich, and yet he might have 

bought me twice over. Did you ever hear of Daniel Dancer?" 
"Another miser? Yes." 
•· He was a good 'un," said Mr. Boffin, "and he had a sister 

worthy of him. They never called themselves rich neither. If 
they had called themseh·es rich, most likely they wouldn't 
have been so." 

"They lived and died very miserably. Did they not, sir?" 
":\o, I don't know that they did," said Mr. Boffin, curtly. 
" Then they are not the misers I mean. Those abject 

\\Tl'tcbts--'' 

" Dun 't call names, Rokesmith," said Mr. Boffin. 
"--That exemplary brother and sister-lived and died in 

the foubt and filthiest degradation." 
" Tl~t:y pkased themselves," said Mr. Boffin, " and I suppose 

they could haye done no more if they had spent their money. 
But ho\\n·a, I ain't going to fling mine away. Keep the ' 
t·xpL·ns~:s down. The fact is, you ain't enough here, Rokesmith. 
It \\ants constant attention in the littlest things. Scme of us 
"ill bl' dying in a \\Orkhouse next." 
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"As the persons you have cited," quietly remarked the 

Secretary, "thought they would, if I remember, sir?" 
"And very creditable in 'ern too," said 1\Ir. Boffin. "Very 

independent in 'ern! But never mind them just now. Have 
you given notice to quit your lodgings? " 

"Under your direction, I have, sir.'' 
"Then I tell you what," said Mr. Boffin; "pay the quarter's 

rent-pay the quarter's rent, it'll be the cheapest thing in the 
end-and come here at once, so that you may be always on the 
spot, day and night, and keep the expenses down. You'll 
charge the quarter's rent to me, and we must try and save it 
somewhere. You've got some lovely furniture; haven't you? " 

"The furniture in my rooms is my own." 
" Then we shan't have to buy any for you. In case you was 

to think it," said Mr. Boffin, with a look of peculiar shrewdness, 
" so honourably independent in you as to make it a relief to 
your mind to make that furniture over to me in the light of a 
set-off against the quarter's rent, why, ease your mind, ease 
your mind. I don't ask it, but I won't stand in your way if 
you should consider it due to yourself. As to your room, 
choose any empty room at the top of the house." 

"Any empty room will do for me," said the Secretary. 
"You can take your pick," said Mr. Boffin, " and it will be as 

good as eight or ten shillings a week added to your income. I 
won't deduct for it; I look to you to make it up handsomely by 
keeping the expenses down. Now if you'll show a light, I'll 
come to your office-room and dispose of a letter or two." 

On that clear, generous face of Mrs. Boffin's, Bella had seen 
such traces of a pang at the heart while this dialogue was being 
held, that she had not the courage to tum her eyes to it when 
they were left alone. Feigning to be intent on her embroidery, 
she sat plying her needle until her busy hand was stopped by 
Mrs. Boffin's hand being lightly laid upon it. Yielding to the 
touch, she felt her hand carried to the good soul's lips, and ·felt 
a tear fall on it. 

" Oh, my loved husband! " said Mrs. Boffin. "This is hard 
to see and hear. But, my dear Bella, believe me that in spite 
of all the change in him, he is the best of men." 

He carne back at the moment when Bella had taken the hand 
comfortingly between her own. 

" Eh? " said he, mistrustfully looking in a.t the door. 
"What's she telling you?" 

" She's only praising you, sir," said Bella. 
" Praising me? You are sure? Not blaming me for stand-
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ing on my own defence against a crew of plunderers, ~ho ~ou~d 
suck me dry by driblets? );"ot blaming me for gettmg a linte 
board toge her? " 

He came up to them, and his wife folded her i1ands upon his 
shoulder, and shook her h~ as she laid it on her knd> . . 

" There, there, there ~ · ' urged ~[r. Boffin, not unkmdly. 
"Don't take on. old lad\·.· ' 

" But I can't bear to see \'OU so. mY dear. ' ' 
" Konsense! Recollect ·~e ar~ r{ot our old seh-es. Recol

lect . we must scrunch or be scrunched. Recollect. we must 
hold our o~n. Recollect. moneY makes mone\·. Do:1·t YOU 
be uneasy Bella, my chile( don 't you be doubtful. The niore 
I san. the more YOU shall have.' 

Bella thought ·it ~as well for his "ife that she ~as musing 
with her affectionate face on his shoulder: for there ~a.; a 
cunning light in his eyes as he said all this, which seemed to cast 
a disagreeable illumination on the change in him, a:1.d ma.kt it 
m r lly uglier. 

CHAPTER VI 

TIIT GOLDEX DCSTIL\.."< FALLS ! ~TO WORSE COlli'.\..'\"Y 

h had come to pas · that Mr. s· as \\'egg now rarely ar.cnded 
the minion of fortune and the wonn of the hour, at his ~ ! . e 
wonn· and minion's) own house, but lay under general in>. c
tions to await him within a certain margin of hours at the 
Bower. . lr. \\'egg took this arrangement in great dud~.:on , 

use the appointed hours were eyeninc1 hours. and those he 
considered precious to the prOOTess of the friendly mon. But 
it was quite in character, he binerly remarked to Mr. Venus, 

t the up tart who had trampled on those eminent creatures, 
·- Elizabeth , Mas er Gear e. _\unt J a.ne, and l' ncle Parker, 

uld oppr h' literary ma.n. 
The Roman Empire ha\ing worked out its destruction, lli. 
ffin next appeared in a cab with Rollin 's Ancient History, 

Yt"hich valuable work being found to possess lethargic properties, 
ke down at about the period when the whole of the army of 

r r the Ma.cedonian {at that time about forty thousand 
burst into tears simultaneously on his being taken with 

shivering fit after bathing. The \\ ars of the Jews likewise 
luguisbing under Kr. Wegg's generalship, Mr. Boffin arrived 

tber cab with Plutarch: whose Lives be found in tht 
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sequel extremely entertaining, though he hoped Plutarch 
might not expect him to believe them all. \Vhat to believe, 
in the course of his reading, was Mr. Boffin's chief literary diffi
culty indeed; for some time he was divided in his mind between 
half, all, or none; at length, when he decided, as a moderate 
man, to compound with half, the question still remained, which 
half? And that stumbling-block he never got over. 

One evening, when Silas W egg had grown accustomed to 
the arrival of his patron in a cab, accompanied by some profane 
historian charged with unutterable names of incomprehensible 
peoples, of impossible descent, waging wars any number of 
years and syllables long, and carrying illimitable hosts and 
riches about, with the greatest ease, beyond the confines of 
geography--one evening the usual time passed by, and no 
patron appeared. After half an hour's grace, Mr. Wegg pro
ceeded to the outer gate, and there executed a whistle, convey
ing to Mr. Venus, if perchance within hearing, the tidings of 
his being at home and disengaged. Forth from the shelter of. 
a neighbouring wall Mr. Venus then emerged. 

"Brother in arms," said Mr. Wegg, in excellent spirits, 
"welcome!" 

In return, Mr. Venus gave him a rather dry good evening. 
"Walk in, brother," said Silas, clapping him on the shoulder, 

"and take your seat in my chimney corner; for what says the 
ballad? 

• No malice to dread, sir, 
And no falsehood to fear, 
But truth to delight me, Mr. Venus, 
And I forget what to cheer. 
Li toddle dee om dee. 
And something to guide, 
My ain fireside, sir, 
My ain fireside.' " 

With this quotation (depending for its neatness rather on 
the spirit than the words), Mr. Wegg conducted his guest to 
his hearth. 

"And you come, brother," said Mr. Wegg, in a hospitable 
glow, "you come like I don't know what-exactly like it
I shouldn't know you from it-shedding a halo all around 
you." 

"What kind of halo?" asked Mr. Venus. 
" 'Ope, sir," replied Silas. "That's your halo." 
Mr. Venus appeared doubtful on the point, and looked rather 

discontentedly at the fire. 
"We'll devote the evening, brother," exclaimed Wegg, ''to 

prosecute our friendly move. And arterwards, crushing a 
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flowing wine-cup-which I allude to brewing rum and water 
-we'll pledge one another. For what says the Poet? 

• And you needn't, Mr. Venus, be your black bottle, 
For surely I'll be mine, 
And we'll take a glass with a slice of lemon in it to which you're partial, 
For auld lang syne.'" 

This flow of quotation and hospitality in Wegg indicated 
his observation of some little querulousness on the part of 
\"enus. 

"\rhy, as to the friendly move," observed the last-named 
gentleman, rubbing his knees peevishly, " one of my objections 
to it is, that it don't move." 

"Rome, brother," returned \Vegg: "a city which (it may 
not be generally known) originated in twins and a wolf, and 
ended in Imperial marble, wasn't built in a day." 

"Did I say it was?" asked Venus. 
"Xo, you did not, brother. Well inquired." 
''But I do say," proceeded Venus, "that I am taken from 

among my trophies of anatomy, am called upon to exchange 
my human warious for mere coal-ashes warious, and nothing 
~.:on;es of it. I think I must give up." 

"Xo, sir!" remonstrated Wegg, enthusiastically. "No, sir! 

' !. barge, Chester, charge, 
On, ~lr. \"enus, on!' 

!\ever say die, sir! A man of your mark!" 
" It's not so much saying it that I object to," returned Mr. 

\'enus, "as doing it. And having got to do it whether or 
no, I can't afford to waste my time on groping for nothi.11g 
in cinders." 

" But think how little time you have giHn to the move, sir, 
aftt:r all," urged \Yegg. "Add the en:nings so occupied to
getLa, and what do they come to? And you, sir, harmonizer 
with my,elf in opinions, views, and feelings, you with the 
patience to fit together on wires the whole framework of 
sucic:ty-1 allude to the human skdinton-you to giYe in so 
svon! '' 

"I don't like it," returned ~!r. Yenus moodily, as he put 
hi~ ht:.id lxtween his kn~:es and stuck up his dusty hair. "And 
tht·rc: 's no encuuraf:ement to go on." 
"~ot them ~!uunds without," said .!Jr. Wegg, extending his 

ri;:ht hand with an air of solt:mn reasoning, "encouragement? 
:\vt them ~founds now luvking doy,n upon us?" 

"TLey're too big,·• grumbled Ytnus. "What's a scratch 
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here and a scrape there, a poke in this place and a dig in the 
other, to them? Besides: what have we found?" 

" What have we found? " cried W egg, delighted to be able 
to acquiesce. "Ah! There I grant you, comrade. Nothing. 
But on the contrary, comrade, what may we find? There 
you'll grant m!J. Anything." 

" I don't like it," pettishly returned Venus as before. " I 
came into it without enough consideration. And besides again. 
Isn't your own Mr. Boffin well acquainted with the Mounds? 
And wasn't he well acquainted with the deceased and his ways? 
And has he ever showed any expectation of finding anything? " 

At that moment wheels were heard. 
"Now I should be loth," said Mr. Wegg, with an air of patient 

injury, "to think so ill of him as to suppose him capable of 
coming at this time of night. And yet it sounds like him." 

A ring at the yard bell. 
"It is him," said Mr. Wegg, "and he is capable of it. I 

am sorry, because I could have wished to keep up a little linger
ing fragment of respect for him." 

Here Mr. Bbffin was heard lustily calling at the yard gate, 
" Halloa ! W egg ! Halloa ! " 

"Keep your seat, Mr. Venus," said Wegg. "He may not 
stop." And then called out," Halloa, sir! Halloa! I'm with 
you directly, sir! Half a minute, Mr. Boffin. Coming, sir, as 
fast as my leg will bring me! " And so with a show of .much 
cheerful alacrity stumped out to the gate with a light, and there, 
through the window of a cab, descried Mr. Boffin inside, blocked 
up with books. 

"Here! lend a hand, Wegg," said Mr. Boffin excitedly, "I 
can't get out till the way is cleared for me. This is the Annual 
Register, Wegg, in a cabful of wollumes. Do you know him?" 

" Know the Animal Register, sir? " returned the Impostor, 
who had caught the name imperfectly. "For a trifling wager, 
I think I could find any Animal in him, blindfold, Mr. Boffin.'' 

"And here's Kirby's Wonderful Museum," said Mr. Boffin, 
" and Caulfield's Characters, and Wilson's. Such Characters, 
\Yegg, such Characters! I must have one or two of the best 
of 'em to-night. It's amazing what places they used to put 
the guineas in, wrapped up in rags. Catch hold of that pile of 
wollumes, Wegg, or it'll bulge out and burst into the mud. Is 
there any one about, to help? " 

" There's a friend of mine, sir, that had the intention of 
spendin" the evening with me when I gave you up-much 

• 
0 
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"Call him out," cried Mr. Boffin in a bustle; "get him to 

bear a hand. Don't drop that one under your arm. It's 
Dancer. Him and his sister made pies of a dead sheep they 
found when they were out a-walking. \\nere's your friend? 
Oh, here's your friend. Would you be so good as help Wegg 
and myself with these books? But don't take Jemmy Taylor 
of Southwark, nor yet Jemmy Wood of Gloucester. These are 
the two J emmys. I'll carry them myself." 

Xot ceasing to talk and bustle, in a state of great excitement, 
.Mr. Boffin directed the removal ·and arrangement of the books, 
appearing to be in some sort beside himself until they were all 
deposited on the floor, and the cab was dismissed. 

" There! " said ~fr. Boffin, gloating over them. "There 
they are, like the four-and-twenty fiddlers-all of a row. Get 
on your spectacles, Wegg; I know where to find the best of 
'em, and we'll have a taste at once of what we have got before 
us. What's your friend's name?" 

Mr. \\'egg presented his friend as Mr. Venus. 
"Eh?" cried Mr. Boffin, catching at the name. "Of 

Clerkenwell? " 
•· Of Clerkenwell, sir," said Mr. Venus. 
"\\'hy, I've heard of you," crieJ Mr. Boffin. "I heard of 

you in the old man's time. You knew him. Did you ever 
buy anything of him?" \\'ith piercing eagerness. 

"No, sir,•· returned Venus. 
" But he showed you things; didn't he? " 
~lr. Venus, with a glance at his friend,replied in the affirmative. 
'' \\'hat did he show you? " asked Mr. Boffin, putting his 

J,ands bthind him, and eagerly advancing his head. " Did 
be show you boxes, little cabinets, pocket-books, parcels, any~ 
tl.t.'lg 1-:~cktd or sealed, anything tied up?" 

~lr. Venus shook his head. 
"Are you a judge of china?" 
~!r. \"enus agJ.in shook his head. 
" BtcJ.use if Le had ever showed you a teapot, I should be 

glJ.d to know of it," said ~lr. Boffin. And then, with his right 
Lwd at Lis lips, repeated thoughtfully, "A Teapot, a Teapot," 
and gl..mctd over the books on the floor, as if he knew there 
WJ.S sumttt,ing interesting cunnecttd v;ith a teapot somewhere 
amun; them. 

~lr. \\'e:g an~ ~Ir. Venus looked at one another wonderingly: 
and ~Ir .. \\ t;:;;, m fittmg on his spectacles, opened his eyes wide 
O\cr thetr runs, and w.pptd the side of his nose; as an admoni
tiun to \"enus to kec:p .t.irusdi generJ.lly wide aw1l.:.e. 
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"A Teapot," repeated Mr. Boffin, continuing to muse and 

survey the books; " a Teapot, a Teapot. Are you ready, 
Wegg?" 

" I am at your service, sir," replied that gentleman, taking 
his usual seat on the usual settle, and poking his wooden leg 
under the table before it. "Mr. Venus, would you make 
yourself useful, and take a seat beside me, sir, for the con
veniency of snuffing the candles? " 

Venus complying with the invitation while it was yet being 
given, Silas pegged at him with his wooden leg to call his par
ticular attention to Mr. Boffin standing musing before the fire, 
in the space between the two settles. 

"Hem! Ahem!" coughed Mr. Wegg to attract his em
ployer's attention. " Would you wish to commence with an 
Animal, sir-from the Register? " 

"No," said Mr. Boffin, "no, Wegg." With that, producing 
a little book from his breast-pocket, he handed it with great 
care to the literary gentleman, and inquired, " What do you 
call that, Wegg?" 

" This, sir," replied Silas, adjusting his spectacles, and refer
. ring to the title-page, " is Merryweather's Lives and Anecdotes 
of Misers. Mr. Venus, would you make yourself useful and 
draw the candles a little nearer, sir?" This to have a special 
opportunity of bestowing a stare upon his comrade. 

"Which of 'em have you got in that lot?" asked Mr. Boffin. 
" Can you find out pretty easy? " 

"Well, sir," replied Silas, turning to the table of contents 
and slowly fluttering the leaves of the book, " I should say 
they must be pretty well all herr, sir; here's a large assortment, 
sir; my eye catches John Overs, sir, John Little, sir, Dick 
Jarrel, John Elwes, the Reverend Mr. Jones of Blewbury, 
Vulture Hopkins, Daniel Dancer--" 

"Give us Dancer, Wegg," said Mr. Boffin. 
With another stare at his comrade, Silas sought and found 

the place. . 
" Page a hundred and nine, Mr. Boffin. Chapter eight. 

Contents of chapter, ' His birth and estate. His garments and 
outward appearance. Miss Dancer and her feminine graces. 
The Miser's Mansion. The finding of a treasure. The Story of 
the Mutton Pies. A Miser's Idea of Death. Bob, the Miser's 
cur. Griffiths and his .Master. How to turn a penny. A substi· 
tute for a Fire. The Advantages of keeping a Snuff-box. The 
Miser dies without a Shirt. The Treasures of a Dunghill--' " 

"Eh? \Vhat's that?" demanded Mr. Boffin. 
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"'The Treasures,' sir," repeated Silas, reading very cis

tinct!,-, "'of a Dunghill.' Mr. Venus, sir, would you obleege 
with ·the snuffers?" This to secure attention to his adding 
with his lips only," llounds!" 

Mr. Bofii.'1 drew an arm-chair into the space where he stood, 
and said, seating himself and slyly rubbing his hands: 

" Give us Dancer.'' 
~~ r. \r egg pursued the biography of that eminent man through 

its ,.2-:ious phases of avarice and dirt, through ~Iiss Dancer's 
d~:ath on a sick regimen of cold dumpling, and through ~Ir. 
Dancer's keeping his rags together with a hayband, and warm
ing his dinner by sitting upon it, down to the consolatory 
incident of his d~ing naked in a sack. After which he read on 
as follows: 

"'The house, or rather the heap of ruins, in which Mr. Dancer 
lived, and which at his death devolved to the right of Captain 
Hulmes, was a most miserable, decayed building, for it had not 
been repaired fur more than half a century.' " 

(Here Mr. \Yegg eyed his comrade and the room in which 
tht:y sat: which had not been repaired for a long time.) 

.. • But though poor in e:Kternal structure, the ruinous fabric 
was n·ry rich in the interior. It took many weeks to e,,:plore 
its whule contents, and Captain Holmes found it. a very agree
able wk to dive into the miser's secret hoards.'" 

(lf•:re ~fr. \\'egg repeated 'secret hoards,' and pegged his 
comr.1de again.) 

·· · One of ~!r. Dancer's richest escretoires was found to be a 
dun~heap in the cow house; a sum but little short of tv•o thou
sand five hundrtd pwnds was contained in this rich piece of 
ma~urc; aud in an old ja~ket, carefully tied, and strongly 
J.t<.ed down to the manger, m bank notes and gold were found 
!i1 e tund:t:d p:·unds more.' " 

di\·re ~!r. \rtgg·s woc.den leg sta.rtfd forward under the 
t.tl•l<:. ar.d :;),_ 11 ly tle\·ated itself as he read on.) 

.. '!'X-nr.J t..:1\\ Is were discovered filled with guineas and half
pine;J.S; and at different times on Stan:hing the cumers oi the 
l. .. u,c tr.ty four.d \"ariuus parcels c,f b.:.nk notts. Some were 
, :.tmmed into the crtYicn of the ".Jl;'" 

(If ere ~1 r. \' tnus h)c,ked at the "<ill.) 
". · D':r.:.-::,s \Hre Lid under the cusr.iom and co·•ers of the 

l ; l~~~r~: 
~ l!w: ~:r. \',r:us !V<okcd un-:d him;df on tte settle.) 
.. ' :Sc•n·.e \Hrt: rt·pmir.g snugly at tl:,e baLk of the drawers; 

.·::d nut<S amuunting tu six J-.undred rx•unds were f·JUnd ntatly 
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doubled up in the inside of an old teapot. In the stable the 
Captain found jugs full of old dollars and shillings. The chim
ney was not left unsearched, and paid very well for the trouble; 
for in nirteteen different holes, all filled with soot, were found 
various sums of money, amounting together to more than two 
hundred pounds.' " 

On the way to this crisis Mr. Wegg's wooden leg had gradually 
elevated itself more and more, and he had nudcred Mr. Venus 
with his opposite elbow deeper and deeper, until' at length the 
preservation of his balance became incompatible V~ith the tw\l 
actions, and he now dropped over sideways upon that gentle
man, squeezing him against the settle's edge. Nor did either 
of the two, for some few seconds, make any effort to recover 
himself; both remaining in a kind of pecuniary swoon. 

But the sight of Mr. Boffin sitting in the arm-chair h'Jgging 
himself, with his eyes upon the fire, acted as a restorative. 
Counterfeiting a sneeze to cover their movements, Mr. Wegg, 
with a spasmodic " Tish-ho! " pulled himself and Mr. Venus up 
in a masterly manner. 

"Let's have some more," said :Mr. Boffin, hungrily. 
" John Elwes is the next, sir. Is it your pleasure to take 

John Elwes?" 
"Ah!" said ~fr. Boffin. "Let's hear what John did." 
He did not appear to have hidden anything, so went off rather 

flatly. But an exemplary lady named Wilcocks, who had 
stowed away gold and silver in a pickle-pot in a clock-case, a 
canister-full of treasure in a hole under her stairs, and a quantity 
of money in an old rat-trap, revived the interest. To her suc
ceeded another lady, claiming to be a pauper, whose wealth 
was found ·wrapped up in little scraps of paper and old rag. 
To her, another lady, applewoman by trade, who had saved a 
fortune of ten thousand pounds and hidden it " here and there, 
in cracks and comers, behind bricks and under the flooring.'' 
To her, a French gentleman, who had crammed up his chimney, 
rather to the detriment of its drawing powers, " a leather valise, 
containing twenty thousand francs, gold coins, and a large 
quantity of precious stones," as discovered by a chimney-sweep 
after his death. By these steps Mr. \\'egg arrived at a con
cluding instance of the human Magpie: 

"'.Many years ago, there lived at Cambridge a miserly old 
couple of the name of Jardine: they had two sons: the father 
was a perfect miser, and at his death one thousand guineas were 
di5covered secreted in his bed. The two sons grew up a.> parsi
monious as their sire. When about twenty years of age, they 
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jlommenced business at Cambridge .aS drapers, and they' con .. 
tinned there until their death. · The establishment of the Messrs.;. 

dine was the most dirty of aD. the shops· in Cambridge. 
mers seldom went in to purchase, except perhaps out of 
ity. The brothers were most disreputable-looking beings; 

lor, although surrounded with gay. apparel as their Btaple in 
trade, they wore the most filthy rags themselves.t It is !>aid that 
they bad no bed, and, to save the expense of one; always slept 
on a bundle of packing-cloths under .the counter. In their house-
keeping they were penurious in the extreme. A. joint of meat 
did not grace their board for twenty ~' ·Yet when the first 
of the brothers died, the other, much to his surprise, found large 
$UDlS of money which bad been secreted even from him.' ".' · 

"There!" aied llr. Boffin.: ·~ Even·.from· him~ you,see! 
'There was only two.of 'em, and yet orui pf 'em. hid,from the 
other." . ·. : , .. : I I .·:· • •• , ,.; "-'.~. ~ ~~ .,,: .. :. : ,. ~ 

· Mr. Venus, who since his introduction to the French 'gentle.: 
man bad been stooping to peer up the chimney, bad his attention 
recalled by the last sentence, and took the liberty of repeating it. 

" Do you like it? " asked Mr •. Boffin, turning suddenly. ' · · 
"I begyourpardon,sir?": . , .. , .. •.; -~- : ~ · · 
"Do you like wbat Wegg's been a-reading? 11

. ' • ~ (. , •· .• 

Mr. Venus answered that he found it extremely interesting.~ 
"Then come again," .said llr •. Boffin, "and hear some more.. 

Come when you like; rome the day after to-morrow, half an 
hour sooner. There's plenty more; .there's no end tO it.•• · 
• ~r. yenus expressed his aclmowled.:,oments and aa::epted the 
lnVltatlOD. • . :. •' .' ·; ' ; '· 1 "1, •: ' 

. "It's wonderful what's been bid, at one tinie and another,•. 
said Mr. Boffin, ruminating; "truly wonderful. u. J • • 

· " Meaning, sir," observed W egg,· with a propitiatory .. fare 
to draw him out, and with another peg at his frimd and brother, 
.. inthewayofmoney?"; .. · ··1J __ : ·. !; 

.. lloney," said llr. Boffin. · "Ah! . And papers.~ • . 
llr. Wegg, iDa laD.:,euid transport, "'-aaip dropped over on llr~ 

V mus, and again recovering bimself, masked his emotions with 
• Sllee'Ze. : 1 , I .. i •"'· • ~h, •• . j. 

" Tisb-ho! Did you say papers too~ sir? Beeu hidden,: 
sir?.. . ' ' . :. ' . ' . ' . 

"Hidden and forgot,•• said Jlr. Boffin. "Why,· the book .. 
r.dler that sold me the Wonderful Jluseum-where's the Wonder
ful J.!'useum?" He was on his knees on the &c. ia a moment, 
~ eagerly among the books. · · . . · . 

Can I assist you, sir?., asked Wegg. 
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''No, I have got it; here it is," said Mr. Boffin, dusting it 

with the sleeve of his coat. "Wollume four. I know it was 
the fourth wollume, that the bookseller read it to me out of. 
Look for it, Wegg." 

Silas took the book and turned the leaves. 
" Remarkable petrefaction, sir? " 
"No, that's not it," said Mr. Boffin. "It can't have been a 

petrefaction." 
"Memoirs of General John Reid, commonly called The 

Walking Rushlight, sir? With portrait." 
"No, nor yet him," said Mr. Boffin. 
~'Remarkable case of a person who swallowed a crown-piece, 

sir?" 
"To hide it? " asked 1\Ir. Boffin. 
" Why, no, sir," replied Wegg, consulting. the text, " it appears 

to have been done by accident. Oh! This next must be it. 
' Singular discovery of a will, lost twenty-one years.' " 

" That's it!" cried Mr. Boffin. "Read that." 
"'A most extraordinary case,'" read Silas Wegg aloud, 

" ' was tried at the last Maryborough assizes in Ireland. It was 
briefly this. Robert Baldwin, in March, 1782, made his will, 
in which he devised the lands now in question to the children 
of his youngest son; soon after which his faculties failed him, 
and he became altogether childish, and died, above eighty years 
old. The defendant, the eldest son, immediately afterwards 
gave out that his father had destroyed the will, and no will being 
found, he entered into possession of the lands in question, and 
so matters remained for twenty-one years, the whole family 
during all that time believing that the father had died without 
a will. But after twenty-one years the defendant's wife died, 
and he very soon afterwards, at the age of seventy-eight, married 
a very young woman: which caused some anxiety to his two 
sons, .whose poignant expressions of this feeling so exasperated 
their father, that he in his resentment executed a will to disin
herit his eldest son, and in his fit of anger showed it to his second 
son, who instantly determined to get at it, and destroy it, in 
order to preserve the property to his brother. With this view, 
he broke open his father's desk, where he found-not his father's 
will which he sought after, but the will of his grandfather, which 
was then altogether forgotten in the family.'" 

" There! " said Mr. Boffin. " See what men put away and 
forget, or mean to destroy, and don't!" He then added in a 
slow tone, " As-ton-ish-ing! " And as he rolled his eyes 
all round the room, W egg and Venus likewise rolled their eyes 
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all round the room. And then Wegg, singly, fixed his eyes on 
Mr. Boffin looking at the fire again; as if he had a mind to spring 
upon him and demand his thoughts or his life. 

" However, time's up for to-night," said Mr. Boffin, waving 
his hand after a silence. "More, the day after to-morrow. 
Range the books upon the shelves, Wegg. I dare say. Mr. Venus 
will be so kind as to help you." 

While speaking, he thrust his hand into the breast of his 
outer coat, and struggled with some object there that was too 
large to be got out easily. What was the stupefaction of the 
friendly movers when this object at last emerging, proved to be 
a much-dilapidated dark lantern! 

Without at all noticing the effect produced by this little 
instrument, Mr. Boffin stood it on his knee, and, producing a 
l>ox of matches, deliberately lighted the candle in the lantern, 
blew out the kindled match, and cast the end into the fire. 
"I'm going, Wegg," he then announced," to take a turn about 
the place and round the yard. I don't want you. Me and this 
same lantern haye taken hundreds-thousands-of such turns 
in our time together." 

" But I couldn't think, sir-not on any account, I couldn't," 
-\\'egg was politely beginning, when Mr. Boffin, who had risen 
and was going towards the door, stopped: 

"I have told you that I don't want you, \Vegg." 
\\'egg looked intelligently thoughtful, as if that had not 

occurred to his mind until he now brought it to bear on the 
mcumstance. He had nothing for it but to let Mr. Boffin go 
out and shut the door behind him. But the instant he was on 
the other side of it, \\'egg clutched Venus with both hands, and 
said in a choking whisper, as if he were being strangled: 

"!11r. Yenus, he must be followed, he must be watched, he 
mustn't be lost sight of for a moment." 

" \\'hy mustn't he? " asked Venus, also strangling. 
"Comrade, you might have noticed I was a little elewated 

in spirits when you come in to-night. l've found something." 
"\\hat han you found?'' asked Venus, clutching him with 

l>oth hands, so that they stood interlocked like a couple of 
preposterous gladiators. 

"Tbtre's no time to tell you now. I think he must have 
gone to look for it. \\'e must have an eye upon him instanth•." 

Rek1sing each other, they crept to the door, opened it softly, 
and pteptd out. It v.as a cloudy night, and the bl.lck shadow 
(>f the ~!ound,; made the dark vard d;uker. " If not a double 
5windlcr.'' \lhi5pertd \\'egg," ~hy a dark lantern? We could 
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have seen what he was about, if he had carried a light one. 
Softly, this way." 

Cautiously along the path that was bordered by fragments of 
crockery set in ashes, the two stole after him. They could hear 
him at his peculiar trot, crushing the loose cinders as he went. 
" He knows the place by heart," muttered Silas, "and don't 
need to tum his lantern on, confound him! " But he did tum 
it on, almost in that same instant, and flashed its light upon 
the first of the Mounds. 

"Is that the spot?" asked Venus in a whisper. 
" He's warm," said Silas in the same tone. " He's precious 

warm. He's close. I think he must be going to look for it. 
What's that he's got in his hand?" 

" A shovel," answered Venus. " And he knows how to use 
it, remember, fifty times as well as either of us." 

"If he looks for it and misses it, partner," suggested Wegg, 
"what shall we do?" 

"First of all, wait till he does," said Venus. 
Discreet advice too, for he darkened his lantern again, and 

the Mound turned black. After a few seconds, he turned the 
light on once more, and was seen standing at 'the foot of the 
second Mound, slowly raising the lantern little by little until he 
held it up at arm's length, as if he were examining the condition 
of the whole surface. 

" That can't be the spot too," said Venus. 
"No," said Wegg, "he's getting cold." 
"It strikes me," whispered Venus, "that he wants to find 

out \vhether any one has been groping about there." 
"Hush!" returned Wegg, "he's getting colder and colder! 

-Now he's freezing!" 
This exclamation was elicited by his having turned the 

lantern off again, and on again, and being visible at the foot 
of the third Mound. 

"Why, he's going up it!" said Venus. 
" Shovel and all! " said W egg. 
At a nimble trot, as if the shovel over his shoulder stimulated 

him by reviving old associations, Mr. Boffin ascended the 
" serpentining walk," up the :Mound which he had described 
to Silas W egg on the occasion of their beginning to decline and 
fall. On striking into it he turned his lantern off. The two 
followed him, stooping low, so that their figures might make no 
mark in relief against the sky when be should turn his lantern 
on again. Mr. Venus took the lead, towing jlr. Wegg, in order 
that his refractory leg might be promptly extricated from any 
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pitfalls it should dig for itsell. They could just make out that 
the Golden Dustman stopped. to breathe. Of course they 
stopped too, instantly. 

"This is his own Mound," whispered Wet;g, as he recovered 
his wind, " this one." 

"\\"hy, all three are his o"'Il," returned Venus. 
"So he thinks; but he's used to call this his own, because 

it's the one first left to him; the one that was his legacy when 
it was all he took under the will."· 

"\rhen he shows his light," said Venus, keeping watch upon 
his dusky figure all the time," drop lower and keep closer." 

He went on again, and they followed again. Gaining the top 
of the ~[ound. he turned on his light-but only partially-and 
stood it on the ground. A bare lopsided, weather-beaten pole 
was planted in the ashes there, and had been there many a year. 
liard by this pole his lantern stood; lighting a few feet of the 
lower part of it and a little of the ashy surface around, and then 
casting off a purposeless little clear trail of light into the air. 

" He can never be going to dig up the pole!" whispered 
Yen us as they dropped low and kept close. 

"Perhaps it's holler and full of something," whispered \Vegg. 
He was going to dig, with whatsoever object, for he tucked 

up his cufls and spat on his hands, and then went at it like an 
old digger as he was. He had no design upon the pole, except 
that he measured a shovel's length from it before beginning, 
nor was it his purpose to dig deep. Some dozen or so of expert 
strokes sufficed. Then he stopped, looked down into the cavity, 
bent over it, and took out what appeared to be an ordinary case
bottle; one of those squat, high-shouldered, short-necked glass 
bottlts which the Dutchman is said to keep his Courage in. As 
soon as he had done this, he turned off his lantern, and they 
could hear that he was filling up the hole in the dark. The ashes 
Lcing easily mond by a skilful hand, the spies took this as a hint 
to make off in good time. Accordingly, Mr. Venus slipped past 
!ltr. \\ •r~ and towed him dO\m, But Mr. \\'egg's descent was 
not accomplished without some personal inconvenience, for his 
s• lf-Y. ilkd kg sticking into the ashes about half-way doY.'Tl, and 
time prtssir,g, !IIr. \'enus took the liberty of hauling him from 
l.is tttb·r LY the collar: which occasioned him to make the rt:st 
of the juumey on his back, with his head enveloped in the skirts 
uf Lis coat, and Li; wooden leg coming last, like a drag. So 
ftJ~tmd Y.;lS ~!r. \h;::g by thi; mode of travelling, that when he 
"as stt on the le\'d ground with bis intellectual developments 
l:jt>~:rmost, he "as quite uncon<:cious of his bearings, and ha.d 
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not the least idea where his place of residence was to be found, 
until Mr. Venus shoved him irito it. Even then he staggered 
round and round, weakly staring about him, until Mr. Venus 
with a hard brush brushed his senses into him and the dust out 
of him. 

Mr. Boffin came down leisurely, for this brushing process had 
been well accomplished, and Mr. Venus had had time to take 
his breath, before he reappeared. That he had the bottle some
where about him could not be doubted; where, was not so clear. 
He wore a large rough coat, buttoned over, and it might be in 
any one of half-a-dozen pockets. 

"What's the matter, Wegg?" said Mr. Boffin. "You are 
as pale as a candle." 

Mr. Wegg replied, with literal exactness, that he felt as if he 
had had a turn. 

" Bile," said Mr. Boffin, blowing out the light in the lantern, 
shutting it up, and stowing it away in the breast of his coat as 
before. "Are you subject to bile, Wegg?" 

Mr. Wegg again replied, with strict adherence to truth, that 
he didn't think he had ever had a similar sensation in his head, 
to anything like the same extent. 

"Physic yourself to-morrow, Wegg," said Mr. Boffin, "to 
be in order for next night. By-the-bye, this neighbourhood 
is going to have a loss, Wegg." 

"A loss, sir?" 
" Going to lose the Mounds." 
The friendly movers made such•an obvious effort not to look 

at one another, that they might as well have stared at one 
another with all their might. 

"Have you parted with them, Mr. Boffin?" asked Silas. 
"Yes; they're going. Mine's as good as gone already." 
"You mean the little one of the three, with the pole atop, 

sir? " 
"Yes," said Mr. Boffin, rubbing his ear in his old way, with 

that new touch of craftiness added to it. " It has fetched a 
penny. It'll begin to be carted off to-morrow." 

" Have you been out to take leave of your old friend, sir? ., 
asked Silas. jocosely. 

"No," said Mr. Boffin. "What the devil put that in your 
head?" 

He was so sudden and rough, that W egg, who had been 
hovering closer and closer to his skirts, dispatching the back of 
his hand on exploring expeditions in search of the bottle's 
surface, retired two or three paces. 
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"Xo offence, sir," said \Yegg, humbly. "Ko offence." · 
~!r. Boffin eyed him as a dog might eye another dog who 

wanted his bone; and actually retorted with a low growl, as 
the dog might have retorted. 

"Good night," he said, after having sunk into a _moody 
silence, with his hands clasped behind him, and his eyes 
suspiciously wandering about \\'egg.-" No! Stop there. I 
know the way out, and I want no light." 

Avarice, and the evening's legends of avarice, and the inflam
matory effect of what he had seen, and perhaps the rush of his 
ill-conditioned blood to his brain in his descent, wTought Silas 
\\'egg to such a pitch of insatiable appetite, that when the 
door dosed he made a swoop at it and drew Yenus along with 
him. 

"He mustn't go," he cried. "We mustn't let him go! He 
has got that bottle about him. We must have that bottle." 

"Why, you wouldn't take it by force?" said Yenus, restrain
ing him . 

.. \\"ouldn't I? Yes, I would. I'd take it by any force, I'd 
haYe it at any price! Are you so afraid of one old man as to 
kt him go, you coward?" 

" I am so afraid of you as not to let )'Ou go," muttered Yenus, 
sturdily clasping him in his arms. 

" Did you hear him? " retorted W egg. " Did you hear him 
say tLat he was resolved to disappoint us? Did you hear him 
say, you cur, that he was going to have the ~ounds cleared off, 
''Len no doubt the whole place will be rummaged? If you 
J.ann't the spirit of a mouse to defend your rights, I have. 
ut me go after him." 

As in his wildness he was making a strong struggle for it, ~Ir. 
\"enus deemed it expedient to lift him, throw him, and fall with 
him; well knowing that, once down, he would not be up agaill 
e.;.sily with his wooden leg. So they both rolled on the tl.oor, 
and, as they did so, ~lr. Boffin sr,ut the gate. 

CIL\PTER \11 

TRE fRlE:\Dl Y ~!0\"£ TAKES CP .... STROXG POS'ITIOS' 

TH.t. fri~ncly mo\t.:rs sat upright on tl;e floor, panting and e,·e
I:l,: Ollt' i1n• .. thtr. ·af;er ~r. Botl~n had slan:mtd the gate and 
):"r:e a w..;. y. In tLe "(C .... k eyes of \.en us, and in enrv reddish 
C~St·culvt:n:d Llir in Lis shock of hair, there was a marked 
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distrust of W egg and an alertness to fly at him on perceiving 
the smallest occasion. In the hard-grained face of W egg, and 
in his stiff knotty figure (he looked like a Gemmn wooden toy), 
there was expressed a politic conciliation, which had no spon
taneity in it. Both were flushed, flustered, and rumpled, by 
the late scuffle; and \Yegg, in coming to the ground, had 
received a humming knock on the back of his devoted head, 
which caused him still to rub it with an air of having been 
highly-but disagreeably-astonished. Each was silent for 
some time, leaving it to the other to begin. 

"Brother," said \Yegg, at length breaking the silence, "you 
were right, and I was wrong. I forgot myseli." 

Mr. Venus knowingly cocked his shock of hair, as rather 
thinking Mr. \\'egg had remembered himself, in respect of 
appearing without any disguise. 

" But, comrade," pursued W egg, " it was never your lot to 
know Miss Elizabeth, Master George, Aunt Jane, nor "Uncle 
Parker." 

Mr. Venus admitted that he had never known tJJ.Ose distin
guished persons, and added, in effect, that he had never so much 
as desired the honour of their acquaintance. 

"Don't say that, comrade," retorted Wegg: "Ko, don't say 
that! Because, without having known them, you never can 
fully know what it is to be stimulated to frenzy by the sight of 
the Usurper." 

Offering these excusatory words as if they reflected great 
credit on himself, Mr. Wegg impelled himself with his hands 
towards a chair in a comer of the room, and there, after a 
variety of awkward gambols, attained a perpendicular position. 
Mr. Venus also rose. 

"Comrade," said Wegg, "take a seat. Comrade, what a 
speaking countenance is yours! " 

Mr. Venus involuntarily smoothed his countenance, and 
looked at his hand, as if to see whether any of its speaking 
properties came off. . 

"For clearly do I know, mark you," pursued Wegg, pointing 
his words with his forefinger, " clearly do I know what question 
your expressive features puts to me." 

" What question? " said Venus. 
"The question," returned \Yegg, with a sort of joyful affa

bility, "why I didn't mention sooner that I had _fo~nd s?m:
thing. Says your speaking countenance to ~e: ~\ hy d1?n t 
you communicate that when I first come m th1s evenmg? 
Why did you keep it back till you thought ~fr. Boffin had come 
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to look for the article? ' Your speaking countenance," said 
Wcgg, "puts it plainer than language. Now you can't read 
in my face what answer I give? " 

"No, I can't," said Venus. 
"I knew it! And why not?" returned Wegg, with the same 

joyful candour. " Because I lay no claims to a speaking coun
tenance. Because I am well aware of my deficiencies. All 
men are not gifted alike. But I can answer in words. And in 
what words? These. I wantecl to give you a delightful 
sap-pur-rzE! " 

Having thus elongated and emphasised the word Surprise, 
Mr. Wegg shook his friend and brother by both hands, and 
then clapped him on both knees, like an affectionate patron 
who entreated him not to mention so small a service as that 
which it had been his happy privilege to render. 

" Your speaking countenance," said W egg, " being answered 
to its satisfaction, only asks then, 'What have you found? ' 
\rhy, I hear it say the words!" 

" \\'ell? " retorted Venus, snappishly, after waiting in vain. 
" If you hear it say the words, why don't you answer it? " 

" Hear me out! " said W egg. " I'm a-going to. Hear me 
out! Man and brother, partner in feelings equally with under
takings and actions, I have found a cash-box." 

" \\'here? " 
"-Hear me out!" said \\'egg. (He tried to reserve what

ever he could, and, whenever disclosure was forced upon him, 
broke into a radiant gush of Hear me out.) "On a certain 
day, sir--" 

"\\"hen?" said rcnus, bluntly. 
"N-no," returned \\'egg, shaking his head at once obser

,·antly, thoughtfully, and playfully. "No, sir! That's not 
your expressi,·e countenance which asks that question. That's 
~·our voice; merely your voice. To proceed. On a certain 
dav, sir, I happened to be walking in the yard-taking my 
londy round-fur in the words of a friend of my own family, 
the author of All's Wdl arranged as a duet: · 
• n,.,,.rt,•d, as )'Ou will rem,~mber, Mr. Venus, by the waning moon, 

\\ b~n st~rs, 1l wtll occur to you before 1 mention it, proclaim night's 
rht·t•tll·ss ll\>un, 

On towt·r. furl. ur t<·nted ground, 
J IH' ><·ntrv w.11h:< Ius loudy round, 
'llle ~· ntry w.~lh...:.;' 

undl'r tLllse circumstances, sir, I happened to be walking in 
tLc yard t<Hly one afternoon, and happened to have an iron rod 
in my hand, with which I have been sometimes accustomed to 
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beguile the monotony of a literary life, when I struck it against 
an object not necessary to trouble you by naming--" 

"It is necessary. What object?" demanded Venus, in a 
wrathful tone. 

"Hear me out!" said Wegg. "The Pump.-When I struck 
it against the Pump, and found, not only that the top was loose 
and opened with a lid, but that something in it rattled. That 
something, comrade, I discovered to be a small flat oblong 
cash-box. Shall I say it was disappintingly light?" 

" There were papers in it? " said Venus. 
" There your expressive countenance speaks indeed! " cried 

Wegg. "A paper. The box was locked, tied up, and sealed, 
and on the outside was a parchment label, with the writing, 
1 

MY WILL, JOHN HARMON, TEMPORARILY DEPOSITED HERE.'" 

" We must know its contents," said Venus. 
"-Hear me out! " cried W egg. " I said so, and I broke 

the box open." 
" Without coming to me! " exclaimed Venus. 
"Exactly so, sir!" returned Wegg, blandly and buoyantly. 

"I see I take you with me! Hear, hear, hear! Resolved, as 
your discriminating good sense perceives, that if you was to 
have a sap-pur-IZE, it should be a complete one! Well, sir. 
And so, as you have honoured me by anticipating, I examined 
the document. Regularly executed, regularly witnessed, very 
short. Inasmuch as he has never made friends, and has ever 
had a rebellious family, he, John Harmon, gives to Nicodemus 
Boffin the Little Mound, which is quite enough for him, and 
gives the whole rest and residue of his property to the 
Crown." 

" The date of the will that has been proved must be looked 
to," remarked Venus. "It may be later than this one." 

"Hear me out!" cried Wegg. "I said so. I paid a shilling 
(never mind your sixpence of it) to look up that will. 
Brother, that will is dated months before this will. And 
now, as a fellow-man, and as a partner in a friendly move," 
added W egg, benignantly taking him by both hands again, 
and clapping him on both knees again, " say, have I completed 
my labour of love to your perfect satisfaction, and are you 
sap-pur-IZED? " 

Mt. Venus contemplated his fellow-man and partner with 
doubting eyes, and then rejoined stiffly: 

"This is great news indeed, Mr. Wegg. There's no denying 
it. But I could have wished you had told it me before you got 
your fright to-night, and I could have wished you had ever 
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asked me as your partner what we were to do, before you 
thought you were dividing a responsibility." 

"-Hear me out!" cried Wegg. "I knew you was a-going 
to say so. But alone I bore the anxiety, and alone I'll bear the 
blame! " This ·with an air of great magnanimity. 

"Now," said Yenus. "Lefs see this will and this box." 
"Do I understand, brother," returned Wegg with consider· 

able reluctance, " tha,t it is your wish to see this will and 
this--?" 

Mr. Venus smote the table ·with his hand. 
"-Hear me out!" said Wegg. "Hear me out! I'll go and 

fetch 'em.'' 
After being some time absent, as if in his covetousness he 

could hardly make up his mind to produce the treasure to his 
partner, he returned with an old leathern hat-box, into which 
he had put the o!:her box, for the better preservation of common· 
place appearances, and for the disarming of suspicion. " But 
I don't half like opening it here," said Silas in a low voice, look
ing around: "he might come back, he may not be gone; we 
d<m't know what he may be up to, after what we've seen." 

" There's something in that," assented Venus. " Come to 
my place." 

Jealous of the CtJStody of the box, and yet fearful of opening 
it under the existing circumstances, W tgg hesitated. " Come, 
I tell you," re-peated Venus, chafing, "to my place." Not 
very wdJ seeing his way to a refusal, Mr. Wegg then rejoined in 
a gush, "-Hear me out!--Certainly.'' So he locked up the 
Bower and they set forth: Mr. Venus taking his arm, and keep
ing- it with remarkable tenacity. 

They fuund the usual dim light burning in the window of Mr. 
\'en us's establishment, imperfectly disclosing to the public the 
usual pair of preserved frogs, sword in hand, with their point 
d hun our still unsettled. ~!r. Venus had dosed his shop door 
on roming out, and now opened it llith the key and shut it 
2gain as soon as they were within; but not before he had put 
up and bam.:d the shutters of the shop window. "No one can 
).:tt in "ithout being kt in,'' said he then, " and we couldn't be 
n:()re sn.ug than here.'' So he raked togtther the yet wann 
( md,rs Ill the rusty grate, and made a fue, and trimmed the 
co:mJlc on the little counter. As the fue cast its flickering 
~lt.llllS hue and there upon the dark greasy walls; the Hindoo 
k,by, the African baby, the articulJ,ttd English baby, the 
a~'urtnHnt uf ~kulls, und the rest of the cullerti·:,n, came start
iP.~ to thtir Yarit1us stations as if they had all bten out, like 
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their master, and were punctual in a general rendezvous to 
· assist at the secret. The French gentleman had grown con
siderably since Mr. Wegg last saw him, being now accommodated 
with a pair of legs and a head, though his arms were yet in abey
ance. To whomsoever the head had originally belonged, Silas 
Wegg would have regarded it as a personal favour if he had not 
cut quite so many teeth. 

Silas took his seat in silence on the vooden box before thi! 
fire, and Venus dropping into his low chair, produced from 
among his skeleton hands, his tea-tray and teacups, and put 
the kettle on. Silas inwardly approved of these preparations, 
trusting they might end in Mr. Venus's diluting his intellect. 

"X ow, sir," said Venus, "all is' safe and quiet. Let us see 
this discoverv." 

With still. reluctant hands, and not without several glancts 
towards the skeleton hands, as if he mistrusted that a couple 
of them might spring forth and clutch the document, Wegg 
opened the hat-box and revealed the cash-box, opened the 
cash-box and revealed the will. He held a comer of it tight. 
while Venus, taking hold of another comer, searchingly and 
attentively read it. 

" Was I correct in my account of it, partner? " said Mr. 
Wegg, at length. 

"Partner, you were," said Mr. Venus. 
Mr. Wegg thereupon made an easy, graceful movement, as 

though he would fold it up; but ~Ir. Venus held on by his 
comer. 

"Xo, sir," said ~lr. Venus, winking his weak eyes and shaking 
his head. "Ko, partner. The question is now brought up. 
who is going to take care of this. Do you know who is going to 
take care of this, partner? " 

"I am," said Wegg. 
" Oh dear no, partner," retorted Venus. " That's a mistakt:. 

I am. Xow look here, lli. Wegg. I don't wal'lt to have an:,· 
words with you: and still less do I want to have any anatomical 
pursuits 'i\i.th you." 

"\'\'nat do you mean?" said Wegg, quickly. 
"I mean, partner," replied Yenus, slowly, "that it's hardly 

po::s1ble for a man to feel in a more amiable state towards 
another man than I do towards you at this present moment. 
But I am on my own ground, I am surrounded by the trophies 
of my art, and my tools. is very handy." 
· "\\nat do you mean, :Mr. Yenus?" asked \Yegg aga!n. 

"I am surrounded, as I ha\·e observed," said :\Ir. Venus, 
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placidly, " by the trophies of my art. They are numerous, my 
stock of human warious is large, the shop is pretty well crammed, 
and I don't just now want any more trophies of my art. But 
I like my art, and I know how to exercise my art." 

"No man better," assented Mr. Wegg, with a somewhat 
staggered air. 

" There's the Miscellanies of several human specimens," said 
Venus, "(though you mightn't think it,) in the box on which 
you're sitting. There's the Miscellanies of several human 
specimens in the lovely compo·o"ne behind the door;" with a 
nod towards the French gentleman. " It ~till wants a pair of 
anns. I don't say that I'm in any hurry for 'em." 

" You must be wandering in your mind, partner," Silas 
remonstrated. 

"You'll excuse me if I wander," returned Venus; "I am 
sometimes rather subject to it. I like my art, and I know how 
to exercise my art, and I mean to have the keeping of this 
document." 

"But what has that got to do with your art, partner?" 
asked Wegg, in an insinuating tone. 

Mr. Venus winked his chronically fatigued eyes both at once, 
and adjusting the kettle on the fire, remarked to himself, in a 
hollow voice, " She'll bile in a couple of minutes." 

Silas W egg glanced at the kettle, glanced at the shelves, 
glanced at the French gentleman behind the door, and shrank 
a little as he glanced at Mr. Venus winking his red eyes, and 
feding in his waistcoat pocket-as for a lancet, say-with his 
unoccupied hand. He and Venus were necessarily seated close 
together, as each held a comer of the document, which was but 
a common &beet of paper. 

" Partner," said Wegg, even more insinuatingly than before, 
" I propose that we cut it in half, and each keep a half." 

Venus shook his shock of hair, as he replied, "It wouldn't do 
tu mutilate it, partner. It might seem to be cancelled." 

"Partner," said \\'egg, after a silence, during which they had 
cu!Jt~:mplated one another, "don't your speaking countenance 
say that Y('u're a·going to suggest a middle course?" 

Yen us ~huok his shock of hair, as he replied, "Partner, you 
have hpt this paper from me once. You shall never keep it 
lwm me again. I offer you the box and the label to take care 
t•L but I'll wle care of the p<lpcr." 

Silas lwsitatcd a little longer, and then suddenly releasing 
his corna, and rtsuming his buoyant and benignant tone,· 
(·:-,,Jain;td," \\'hat's life without trustfulness! What's a ftllow-
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man without honour! You're welcome to it, partner, in a 
spirit of trust and confidence." 

Continuing to wink his red eyes both together-but in a self
communing way, and without any show of triumph-Mr. Venus 
folded the paper now left in his hand, and locked it in a drawer 
behind him, and pocketed the key. He 'then proposed, " A 
cup of tea, partner?" To which Mr. Wegg returned," Thank'ee, 
partner," and the tea was made and poured out. 

"Next," said Venus, blowing at his tea in his saucer, and 
looking over it at his confidential friend, " comes the question, 
What's the course to be pursued?" 

On this head, Silas Wegg had much to say. Silas had to say 
That, he would beg to remind his comrade, brother, and partner, 
of the impressive passages they had read that evening; of the 
evident parallel in Mr. Boffin's mind between them and the late 
owner of the Bower, and the present circumstances of the Bower; 
of the bottle; and of the box. That, the fortunes of his brother 
and comrade, and of himself, were evidently made, inasmuch 
as they had but to put their price upon this document, and get 
that price from the minion of fortune and the worm of the hour: 
who now appeared to be less of a minion and more of a worm 
than had been previously supposed. That, he considered it 
plain that such price was stateable in a single expressive word, 
and that word was, " Halves! " That, the question then arose 
when "Halves! " should be called. That, here he had a plan 
of action to recommend with a conditional clause. That, the 
plan of action was that they should lie by with patience; that 
they should allow the Mounds to be gradually levelled and 
cleared away, while retaining to themselves their present oppor
tunity of watching the process-which would be, he conceived, 
to put the trouble and cost of daily digging and delving upon 
somebody else, while they might nightly turn such complete 
disturbance of the dust to the account of their own private 
investigations; and that, when the Mounds were gone, ;tnd 
they had worked those chances for their own joint benefit solely, 
they should then, and not before, explode on the minion and 
worm. But here came the conditional clause, and to this he 
entreated the special attention of his comrade, brother, and 
partner. It was not to be borne that the minion and worm 
should 'carry off any of that property which was now to be 
regarded as their own property. When he, .Mr. Wegg, had seen 
the minion surreptitiously making off v;ith that bottle and its 
precious contents unknown, he had looked upon him in the light 
of a mere robber, and, as such, would have despoiled him of his 
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ill-gotten gain, but for the judicious interference of his comrade, 
brother, and partner. Therefore, the conditional clause he 
~roposed was that, if the minion should return in his late sneak· 
mg manner, and if, being dosely watched, he should be found 
to possess himself of anything, no matter what, the sharp sword 
impending over his head should be instantly shown him, he 
should be strictly examined as to what he knew or suspected, 
should be severely handled by them his masters, and should be 
kept in a state of abject moral bondage and slavery until the 
time when they should see fit to permit him to purchase his 
freedom at the price of half his possessions. If, said Mr. Wegg 
by way of peroration, he had erred in saying only " Halves!" 
he trusted to his comrade, brother, and partner not to hesitate 
to set him right, and to reprove his weakness. It might be 
more according to the rights of things, to say Two-thirds; it 
might be more according to the rights of things, to say Three
fourths. On those points he was ever open to correction. 

Mr. Venus, having wafted his attention to this discourse over 
three successive saucers of tea, signified his concurrence in the 
views advanced. Inspirited hereby, Mr. Wegg extended his 
right hand, and declared it to be a hand which never yet. 
Without entering into more minute particulars, Mr. Venus, 
sticking to his tea, briefly professed his belief, as polite forms 
required of him, that it was a hand which never yet. But 
contented himself with looking at it, and did not take it to his 
bosom. 

"Brother," said Wegg, when this happy understanding was 
established," I should like to ask you something. You remem
ber the night when I first looked in here, and found you floating 
your powerful mind in tea? " 

Still swilling tea, Mr. Venus nodded assent. 
"And there you sit, sir," pursued Wegg with an air of thought

ful admiration, "as if you had never left off! There you sit, 
; m, as If you had an unlimited capacity of assimilatincr the 
·fragrant article! There you sit, sir, in the midst of your \\~orks, 
1looking as if y_ou'd been called upon for Home, Sweet Home, 
I and\\ as ouJeegmg the company! , 
' A exile !rum home >plendour dazzles in vain, 
~~ ~~ve vou your lowly l'n'parations again, 
!he lmds >'tullnl so swedly that can't be expected to come at your call, 
<o~w Y<'ll th•·se wlth the peace of mind dearer than all. 
Hc>me, Hc•nw, Hc>me, sweet Home I' 

-Be it ever," added ~[r. \\'egg in prose as he glanced about 
the sl1<1p, '' ever so ghastly, all thincrs considered there's no 
J•l.lce like it." e 

Q 
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"You said you'd like to ask something; but you haven't 
asked it," remarked Yenus, very unsympathetic in manner. 

"Your peace of mind," said Wegg, offering condolence, 
"your peace of mind was in a poor way that night. How/sit 
going on? Is it looking up at all?" 

" She does not wish," replied ~Ir. Venus with a comical 
mbcture of indignant obstinacy and tender melancholy, "to 
regard herself, nor yet to be regarded, in that particular light. 
There's no more to be said." 

"Ah, dear me, dear me!" exclaimed Wegg with a sigh, but 
eyeing him while pretending to keep him company in eyeing the 
fire, "such is woman! And I remember you said that night, 
sitting there as I sat here--said that night when your peace of 
mind was first laid low, that you had taken an interest in these 
very affairs. Such is coincidence! " 

''Her father," rejoined Venus, and then stopped to swallow 
more tea, " her father was mix:ed up in them." 

"You didn't mention her name, sir, I think?" observed 
Wegg, pensively. "No, you didn't mention her name that 
night." 

" Pleasant Riderhood." 
"In-deed!" cried \Yegg. "Pleasant Riderhood. There's 

something moving in the name. Pleasant. Dear me! Seems 
to express what she might have been, if she hadn't made that 
unpleasant remark-and what she ain't, in consequence of 
having made it. Would it at all pour balm into your wounds, 
Mr. Venus, to inquire how you came acquainted with her?" 

"I was down at the water-side," said Venus, taking another 
gulp of tea and mournfully winking at the fire-" looking for 
parrots "-taking another gulp and stopping. 

~r. \Yegg hinted, to jog his attention: "You could hardly 
have been out parrot-shooting, in the British climate, sir?" 

·' Xo, no, no," said Venus fretfully. " I was down at the 
water-side, looking for parrots brought home by sailors, to. buy 
for stuffing." 

"Ave aYe ave sir!" 
"_::_hd.ldokin~ for a nice pair of rattlesnakes, to articulate 

for a ~Iuseum-when I was doomed to fall in with her and deal 
with her. It was just at the time of that discowry in the ri\·er. 
Her father had seen the disconry being towed in the river. I 
made the popularity of the subject a reason for going back to 
improve the acquaintance, and I have never since been the man 
I was. ~Iv nn· bones is rendered flabbv bv brooding onr it. 
If they could be brou;ht to me loose, to sort, I should hardly 
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ilave the face to claim 'em 8s mine. To such an extent have I 
fallen off under it." · . • · ".-. 

Mr. Wegg, less interested 'than he had been, glanced at one 
[)Brticular shell in the dark. · · · · 
. "Why, I remember,llr. Venus," he said in a tOne of friendly · 
::ommiseration,· "(for I remember every word tbat falls .from • 
rou, sir), I remember tbat you said tbat night, you had got up 
there--end then your words was, ' Never mind.' " . . . 
· ·'• The parrot that I bought t>f-her,'~ said Venus, with a 
:lespondent rise and f.all of his eyes. " V es; there it lies on its 
;ide, dried up; except for its plumage, very like myseJL · I've 
11ever bad the heart to prepare it, and I never shall have now." 

With a disappointed face, Silas mentally consigned this parrot 
~ regions more than tropical, and, seeming for the time to have 
lost his power of assuming an interest in the woes of Mr. Venus, 
fell to tightening his wooden leg as a preparation for departure: 
its gymnastic performances of that evening having severely 
tried its constitution. · · . · . , . 

After Silas bad left 'the shop, hat-box in hand, and had left 
Mr. Venus to lower himseU to oblivion-point with the requisite 
weight of tea, it greatly preyed on his ingenious mind that he 
!tad taken this artist into partnership at aU.· H~ bitterly felt 
that he had over-reached bimseU in the beginning, by grasping 
Lt Hr. Venus's mere straws of hints, now. shown to be worthless 
for his purpose. Casting about for ways and means of dissolving 
the connexion without loss of money, reproaching himself i.or 
ilaving been betrayed into an v.vowal of his 'secret, and com .. 
~limenting himself beyond measure on his purely accidental 
~ood luck, he beguiled the distance between Oeckenwell and the 
IIWlSion of the Golden Dustman. · · : 

For Silas Wegg felt it to be quite out of the question that he 
Xlltld lay his head upon his pillow in peace, without first hoveJO. 
ing over llr. Boffin's bouse in the superior chatacter of its Evil 
(;enius. Pomr·(unless it be the power of intellect or virtue) 
w ever the greatest attraction for the;. lowest natures; and the 
tnert defiance of the unconscious bouse-front, wiJ;h his power to 
1ttip the roof off the inhabiting family like the roof of a house of 
~ds, ns a treat which had a clwm for Silas Wegg. 

As he hovered on the opposite side of the &treet; exulting, 
the carriage drove up. 

"There'll shortly be an eud of yw.," said Wegg, threatening 
it with the bat-box. " y ..... varnish is fading." 

llrs. Boffin descended and went in. 
•• Look out for a f.all, lly Lady Dustwoman," said \\"'egg. 
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Bella lightly descended and ran in after her. 
"How brisk we are!" said Wegg. "You won't run so gail] 

to your old shabby home, my girl. You'll have to go there 
though." 

A little while, and the Secretary came out. 
" I was passed over for you," said W egg. " But you hac 

better provide yourself with another situation, young man." 
Mr. Boffin's shadow passed upon the blinds of three largt 

windows as he trotted down the room, and passed again as ht 
went back. 

" Y oop! " cried W egg. " You're there, are you? Where'1 
the bottle? You would give your bottle for my box, Dustman! ' 

Having now composed his mind for slumber, he turned home 
ward. Such was the greed of the fellow, that his mind had sho1 
beyond halves, two-thirds, three-fourths, and gone straight tc 
spoliation of the whole. " Though that wouldn't quite do," hl 
considered, growing cooler as he got away. "That's wha1 
would happen to him if he didn't buy us up. We should ge1 
nothing by .that." 

We so judge others by ourselves, that it had never come intc 
his head before, that he might not buy us up, and might provf 
honest, and prefer to be poor. It caused him a slight tremor~ 
it passed; but a very slight one, for the idle thought was gom 
directly. 

"He's grown too fond of money for that," said Wegg; "he's 
grown too fond of money." The burden fell into a strain 01 

tune as he stumped along the pavements. All the way hom€ 
he stumped it out of the rattling streets, piano with his own 
foot, and forte with his wooden leg, "He's GROWN too FO:-ID of 
MONEY for THAT, he's GROWN tOO FOND of MONEY." 

Even next day Silas soothed himself with this melodious strain, 
when he was called out of bed at daybreak, to set open the yard
gate and admit the train of carts and horses that came to carry 
off the little l\Iound. And all day long, as he kept unwinking 
watch on the slow process which promised to protract itself 
through many days and weeks, whenever (to save himself from 
being choked with dust) he patrolled a little cinderous beat ht 
established for the purpose, without taking his eyes from tht 
diggers, he still stumped to the tune: "He's GROWN too FO:\"I 

of MONEY for THAT, he's GROWN tOO FOND of ~IO;';EY." 
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CHAPTER VIII 

THE END OF A LONG JOURNEY 

THE train of carts and horses came and went all day from dawn 
to nightfall, making little or no daily impression on the heap of 
ashes, though, as the days passed on, the heap was seen to be 
slowly melting. My lords and gentlemen and honourable boards, 
when you in the course of your dust-shovelling and cinder-raking 
have piled up a mountain of pretentious failure, you must off 
with your honourable coats for the removal of it, and fall to the 
work 'with the power of all the queen's horses and all the queen's 
men, or it will come rushing down and bury us alive. 

Yes, verily, my lords and gentlemen and honourable boards, 
adapting your Catechism to the occasion, and by God's help so 
you must. For when we have got things to the pass that with 
an enormous treasure at disposal to relieve the poor, the best of 
the poor detest our mercies, hide their heads from us, and shame 
us by starving to death in the midst of us, it is a pass impossible 
of prosperity, impossible of continuance. It may not be so 
written in the Gospel according to Podsnappery; you may not 
" find these words " for the text of a sermon, in the Returns of 
the Board of Trade; but they have been the truth since the 
foundations of the universe were laid, and they will be the truth 
until the foundations of the universe are shaken by the Builder. 
This boastful handiwork of ours, which fails in its terrors for the 
professional pauper, the sturdy breaker of windows and the 
rampant tearer of clothes, strikes with a cruel and a wicked 
stab at the stricken sufferer, and is a horror to the deserving 
and unfortunate. \\'e must mend it, lords and gentlemen and 
honourable boards, or in its own evil hour it will mar every 

1 one cd us. 
· Old Dttty Higden fared upon her pilgrimage as many ruggedly 
I l11mest creatures, women and men, fare on their toiling way 
1 along the roads of life. Patiently to earn a spare bare living, 
: and qui~:t!~· to die, untouched by workhouse hands-this v. as 
· her bi,:he5t sublunary hope. 

:\uthing had been heard of her at ~fr. Boffin's house since she 
trud,:cd otT. The weather had been hard and the roads had 
la.:en bad, and her spirit was up. A less staunch spirit might 
l...l\c l>eensubdued by such ad\'erse influences; but the loan for 
La !itt!.: outf.t was in no part repaid, and it had gone worse with 
l.cr than sL~ h.1? .furesten., and she was put upon proving her 
c .• se and mamtammg htr mdependence. 
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Faithful soul! When she had spoken to the Secretary of that 

" deadness that steals over me at times," her fortitude had made 
too little of it. Oftener and ever oftener, it came stealing over 
her; darker and ever darker, like the shadow of advancing 
Death. That the shadow should be deep as it came on, like the 
shadow of an actual presence, was in accordance with the laws 
of the physical world, for all the Light that shone on Betty 
Higden lay beyond Death. 

The poor old creature had taken the upward course of the 
river Thames as her general track; it was the track in which 
her last home lay, and of which she had last had local love and 
knowledge. She had hovered for a little while in the near 
neighbourhood of her abandoned dwelling, and had sold, and 
knitted and sold, and gone on. In the pleasant tovms of Chert
sey, Walton, Kingston, and Staines, her figure came to be quite 
well knovm for some short weeks, and then again passed on. 

She would take her stand in market-places, where there were 
such things, on market-days; at other times, in the busiest 
(that was seldom very busy) portion of the little quiet High 
Street; at still other times she would explore the outlying roads 
for great houses, and would ask leave at the Lodge to pass in 
with her basket, and would not often get it. But ladies in 
carriages would frequently make purchases from her trifling 
stock, and were usually pleased 'l'<ith her bright eyes and her 
hopeful speech. In these and her clean dress originated a fable 
that she was well to do in the world: one might say, for her 
station, rich. Ai; making a comfortable provision for its subject 
which costs nobody anything, this class of fable has long been 
popular. 

In those pleasant little towns on Thames, you may hear the 
fall of the water over the weirs, or even, in still weather, the 
rustle of the rushes; and from the bridge you may see the young 
river, dimpled like a young child, playfully gliding away among 
the trees, unpolluted by the defilements that lie in wait for it 
on its course, and as yet out of hearing of the deep summons 
of the sea. It were too much to pretend that Betty Higden 
made out such thoughts; no; but she heard the tender river 
whispering to many like herself, " Come to me, come to me! 
Wben the cruel shame and terror you have so long fled from, 
most beset you, come to me! I am the Relieving Officer ap
pointed by eternal ordinance to do my work; I am not held 
in estimation according as I shirk it. ~Iy breast is softer than 
the pauper-nurse's; death in my arms is peace fuller than among 
the pauper-wards. Come to me~ " 
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There was abundant place for gentler fancies, too, in her 

untutored mind. Those gentlefolks and their children inside 
those fine houses, could they think, as they looked out at her, 
what it was to be really hungry, really cold? Did they feel 
any of the wonder about her, that she felt about them? Bl~ss 
the dear lauo-hing children! If they could have seen s1ck 
Johnny in he; arms, would they have cried for pity? If they 
could have seen dead Johnny on that little bed, would they 
ha Ye understood it? Bless the dear children for his sake, 
anvhow! So with the humbler houses in the little street, the 
inner firelight shining on the panes as the outer twilight darkened. 
\rhen the families gathered indoors there for the night, it was 
only a foolish fancy to feel as if it were a little hard in them to 
close the shutter and blacken the flame. So with the lighted 
shops, and speculations whether their masters and mistresses 
taking tea in a perspective of back parlour-not so far within 
hut that the flavour of tea and toast came out, mingled with 
the glow of light, into the street-ate or drank or wore what 
they sold, with the greater relish because they dealt in it. So 
with the churchyard on a branch of the solitary way to the 
night's sleeping-place. "Ah me! The dead and I seem to 
ha,-e it pretty much to ourselves in the dark and in this weather! 
But so much the better for all who are warmly housed at home." 
The poor soul ended no one in bitterness, and grudged no one 
anything. 

But the old abhorrence grew stronger on her as she grew 
"eaker, and it found more sustaining food than she did in her 
"andcrin;zs. Now, she would light upon the shameful spectacle 
of some de<:olate creature-or some wretched ragged groups of 
either sex: or of both sexes, with children among them, huddled 
tutlether hke the smaller nrmin, for a little warmth-lingering 
and lmg-erin;z on a doorstep, while the appointed evader of the · 
public tr~st did his dirty office of trying to weary them out and 
S1J r;et nd of t~1em. :\"ow, she would light upon some poor 
decent P<:rson, hke herself, going afoot on a pilgrimage of many 
"tary nules to see some worn-out relative or friend who had 
I •ITO charitably clutched off to a great blank barren Cnion 
lluu,;e. as ~ar f.rom old h?me as the County Jail (the remote
n~:."s flf "hwh IS ah1 ays 1ts worst punishment for small rural 
nttt·nder,), and .in its dietary, and in its lodging, and in its 
tt ndm? uf the ~h k. a much more penal establishment. Some
tmK:; >he \lould Lc1r a newspaper read out, and would learn 
Luw the Rt·~istr:u General cast up the units that had within 
tla: last \1 ttk di~d c,f \1 ant and c,f exposure to the weather: for 
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which that Recording Angel seemed to have a regular fixed 
place in his sum, as if they were its halfpence. All such things 
she would hear discussed, as we, my lords and gentlemen and 
honourable boards, in our unapproachable magnificence never 
hear them, and from all such things she would fly with the wings 
of raging Despair. 

This is not to be received as a figure of speech. Old Betty 
Higden, however tired, however footsore, would start up and 
be driven away by her awakened horror of falling into the 
hands of Charity. It is a remarkable Christian improvement, 
to have made a pursuing Fury of the Good Samaritan; but it 
was so in this case, and it is a type of many, many, many. 

Two incidents united to intensify the old unreasoning abhor
rence-granted in a previous place to be unreasoning, because 
the people always are unreasoning, and invariably make a 
point of producing all their smoke without fire. 

One day she was sitting in a market-place on a bench outside 
an inn, with her little wares for sale, when the deadness that 
she strove against came over her so heavily that the scene 
departed from before her eyes; when it returned, she found 
herself on the ground, her head supported by some good-natured 
market-woman, and a little crowd about her. 

"Are you better now, mother?" asked one of the women. 
" Do you think you can do nicely now? " 

"Have I been ill then?" asked old Betty. 
"You have had a faint like," was the answer, "or a fit. 

It ain't that you've been a-struggling, mother, but you've 
been stiff and numbed." 

" Ah! " said Betty, recovering her memory. " It's the numb
ness. Yes. It comes over me at times." 

Was it gone? the women asked her. 
"It's gone now," said Betty. "I shall be stronger than I 

was afore~ Many thank~ to ye, my dears,· and when you come 
to be as old as I am, may others do as much for you! " . 

They assisted her to rise, but she could not stand yet, and 
they supported her when she sat down again upon the bench. 

"My head's a bit light, and my feet are a bit heavy," said 
old Betty, leaning her face drowsily on the breast of t~e wo?lan 
who had spoken before. "They'll both come nat ral m a 
minute. There's nothing more the matter." , 

" Ask her," said some farmers standing by, who had come 
out from their market-dinner, "who belongs to her." 

"Are there any folks belonging to you, mother?" said the 
woman. 
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"Yes, sure," answered Betty. "I heerd the gentleman say 
it, but I couldn't answer quick enough. There's plenty belong
ing- to me. Don't ye fear for me, my dear." 

" But are any of 'em near here?" said the men's voices; the 
women's voices chiming in when it was said, and prolonging 
the strain. 

" Quite near enough," said Betty, rousing herself. "Don't 
ve be afeard for me, neighbours.'1 

· "But you are not fit to travel. Where are you going?" 
was the next compassionate chorus she heard. 

"I'm a-going to London, when I've sold out all," said Betty, 
rising with difficulty. "I've right good friends in London. I 
want for nothing. I shall come to no harm. Than.kye. Don't 
ye be afeard for me." 
· A well- meaning bystander, yellow -legginged and purple
faced, said hoarsely over his red comforter, as she rose to her 
feet, that she "oughtn't to be let to go." 

''For the Lord's lo\·e don't meddle with me!" cried old 
Betty, all her fears crowding on her. "I am quite well now, 
and I must go this minute." 

She caught up her basket as she spoke, and was making an 
un~teady rush away from them, when the same bystander . 
checked her with his hand on her sleeve, and urged her to 
cume with him and see the parish doctor. Strengthening 
herself by the utmost exercise of her resolution, the poor trem
bling creature shook him off, almost fiercely, and took to flight. 

t ~or did she feel safe until she had set a mile or two of by-road 
. between herself and the market-place, and had crept into a copse, 
ilike a hunted animal, to hide and recover breath. Xot until 
tl1en for the first time did she venture to recall how she had 

1l••(lked 0\·er her shoulder before turning out of the town, and 
,had seen the sign of the White Lion hanging across the road, 
and the fluttering market booths, and the old grey church, 
and the little crowd gazing after her but not attempting to 
f,,l!ow her. 

The secund frif!htening incident was this. She had been 
P;.:;(in as oad, and had been for some days better, and was 
tr.m:lling along by a part of the road v.here it touched the 
~i' l'r. aqd in v. et seasons was so often u\·erflowed bY it that 
..!Me "ere tall "bite posts set up to mark the way. ·A barge 
,qs 1-t·ing tuVItd towards her, and she sat duV~n on the bank to 
't -t and watch it. .\s the tow-rope was slackened by a turn 
1f tb: stnam :md dipped into the water, such a confusion stole 
L~u l,t·r mind tLtt she thout:ht sbe saw the fortnS of her dead 
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children and dead grandchildren peopling the barge, and waving 
their hands to her in solemn measure; then as the rope tightened 
and came up, dropping diamonds, it seemed to vibrate into two 
parallel ropes and strike her, with a twang, though it was far 
off. When she looked again there was no barge, no river, no 
daylight, and a man whom she had never before seen held a 
candle close to her face. 

"Now, Missis," said he; "where did you come from and 
where are you going to? " 

The poor soul confusedly asked the counter-question where 
she was? 

" I am the Lock," said the man. 
"The Lock?" 

. " I am the Deputy Lock, on job, and this is the Lock-house. 
(Lock or Deputy Lock, it's all one, while the t'other man's in 
the hospital.) What's your Parish? " 

" Parish! " She was up from the truckle -bed directly, 
wildly feeling about her for her basket, and gazing at him in 
affright. 

" You'll be asked the question down town," said the man. 
'' They won't let you be more than a Casual there. They'll 
pass you on to your settlement, Missis, with all speed. You're 
not in a state to be let come upon strange parishes 'ceptin as a, 
Casual." 

" 'Twas the deadness again! " murmured Betty Higden, with 
her hand to her head. 

" It was the deadness, there's not a doubt about it," re
turned the man. " I should have thought the deadness was a 
mild word for it, if it had been named to me when we brought 
you in. Have you got any friends, Missis? " 

"The best of friends, Master." 
"I should recommend your looking 'em up if you conside1 

'em game to do anything for you," said the Deputy Lock 
" Have you got any money? " 

"Just a morsel of money, sir." 
" Do you want to keep it? " 
"Sure I do!" 
"Well, you know," said the Deputy Lock, shrugging h 

shoulders with his hands in his pockets, and shaking h\.s head i 
a sulkily ominous manner, "the parish authorities down tow 
"Will have it out of you, if you go on, you may take your AlfH 
David." 

" Then I'll not go on." 
"They'll make you pay, as fur as your money will go 
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pursued the Deputy, " for your relief as a Casual and for your 
being passed to your Parish." 

" Thank ye kindly, :Master, for your warning, thank ye for 
your shelter, and good night." 

" Stop a bit," said the Deputy, striking in between her and 
the door. "Why are you all of a shake, and what's your hurry, 
Missis?" 

" Oh, Master, Master," returnt:d Betty Higden, " I've fought 
against the Parish and fled from it, all my life, and I want to 
die free of it! " 

" I don't know," said the Deputy, with deliberation, "as I 
ought to let you go. I'm a honest man as gets my living by 
the sweat of my brow, and I may fall into trouble by letting 
you go. I've fell into trouble afore now, by George, and I know 
what it is, and it's made me careful. You might be took with 
your deadness again, half a mile off-or half of half a quarter for 
the matter of that-and then it would be asked, Why did that 
there honest Deputy Lock let her go, instead of putting her safe 
with the Parish? That's what a man of his character ought 
to have done, it would be argueyfied," said the Deputy Lock, 
cunningly harping on the strong string of her terror; "he ought 
to have handed her over safe to the Parish. That was to be 
expected of a man of his merits." 

As he stood in the doorway, the poor old careworn, wayworn 
woman burst into tears, and clasped her hands, as if in a very 
agony she prayed to him. 

" As I've told you, Master, I've the best of friends. This 
ldter will show how true I spoke, and they will be thankful 
for me." 

The Deputy Lock opened the letter with a grave face, which 
und\:rwent no change as he eyed its contents. But it might 
haYe done, if he could have read them. 

" \\"hat amount of small change, ~Iissis," he said with an 
abstracted air, after a little meditation, "might you call a 
morsel of money? " 

Hurriedly en;ptying her pocket, old Betty laid down on the 
table, a shilli11g and two sixpenny pieces, and a few pence. 

" lf I was to let you go instead of handing you over safe to 
the .Pan:'h," said the Deputy, counting the money with his eyes, 
"m1,_:ht 1t be your own free wish to leave that there behind you?" 

"Take it, !hster, take it, and welcome and thankfull·, 
" I'm a man." said the Dtputv, g-ivin•T her back the letter 

.tlld ()Ql'kt-tin~ tht coins, one bv one .. as ~arns his livin,. bv th~ . , ... ' e ... 
s11 r.tt of Ins brow;" Ltre he drew his sltt\'e across his forehead. 
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as if this particular portion of his humble gains were the result 
of sheer hard labour and virtuous industrv; "and I won't stand 
in vour waY. Go where vou like." • 

She was 'gone out of the Lock-house as soon as he gave her 
this permission, and her tottering steps were on the road again. 
But, afraid to go back, and afraid to go fonrard; seeing what 
she fled from, in the si..-y-glare of the lights of the little town 
before her, and leaving a confused horror of it every"· here behind 
her, as if she had escaped it in every stone of every market-place; 
she struck off by side ways, among which she got bewildered 
and lost. That night she took refuge from the Samaritan in his 
latest accredited form, under a farmer's rick; and if-worth 
thinking of, perhaps, my fellow-Christians-the Samaritan had 
in the lonely night " passed by on the other side," she would 
haxe most de,·outly thanked High Heaven for her escape 
from him. 

The morning found her afoot again, but fast declining as to 
the clearness of her thoughts, though not as to the steadine.;s of 
her purpose. Corpprehending that her strength was quitting 
her, and that the struggle of her life was almost ended, she 
could neither reason out the means of getting back to her pro
tectors, nor even form the idea. The o\·ermastering dread, and 
the proud stubborn resolution it engendered in her to die un
degraded, were the two rustinct impressions left in her failing 
mind. Supported only by a sense that she was bent on con
quering in her life-long fight, she went on. 

The time was come, now, when the wants of this little life 
were passing away from her. She could not have swallowed 
food, though a table had been spread for her in the nex-t field. 
The day was cold and wet, but she scarcely knew it. She crept 
on, poor soul, like a criminal afraid of being taken, and felt 
little beyond the terror of falling do·wn while it was yet daylight, 
and being found alive. She had no fear that she would live 
through another night. 

Sewn in the breast of her gown, the money to pay for her 
burial was still intact. If she could wear through the day, and 
then lie do"n to die under co>er of the darkness, she would die 
independent. If she were captured pre,;ously, the money 
would be taken from her as a pauper who had no right to it, and 
she would be carried to the accursed workhouse. Gai.'lm't her 
end, the letter would be found in her breast, alor.g with tl:.e 
money, and the gentlefolks would say when it was given back 
to them, " She prized it, did old Betty Higden; she was tn:e to 
it; and while she lived, she would never let it be dii:graced by 
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falling into the hands of those that she held in horror." Most 
illogical, inconsequential, and light-headed, this; but travellers 
in the valley of the shadow of death are apt to be light-headed; 
and worn-out old people of low estate have a trick of re~soning 
as indifferently as they live, and doubtless would apprec1ate our 
Poor Law more philosophically on an income of ten thousand 
a year. 

So, keeping to by-ways, and shunning human approach, this 
troublesome old womari hid herself, and fared on all through the 
dreary day. Yet so unlike was she to vagrant hiders in general, 
that sometimes, as the day advanced, there was a bright fire in 
her eyes, and a quicker beating at her feeble heart, as though 
she said exultingly," The Lord will see me through it!" 

By what visionary hands she was led along upon that journey 
of escape from the Samaritan; by what voices, hushed in the 
grave, she seemed to be addressed; how she fancied the dead 
child in her arms again, and times innumerable adjusted her 
shawl to keep it warm; what infinite variety of forms of tower 
and roof and steeple the trees took; how many furious horse
men rode at her, crying, " There she goes! Stop! Stop, Betty 
Higden!" and melted away as they came close; be these things 
left untold. Faring on and hiding, hiding and faring on, the 
poor harmless creature, as though she were a Murderess and the 
whole country were up after her, wore out the day and gained 
the night. 

" Water-meadows, or such like," she had sometimes mur
mured, on the day's pilgrimage, when she had raised her head 
and taken any note of the real objects about her. There now 
arose in the darkness a great building full of lighted windows. 
Smoke was issuing from a high chimney in the rear of it, and 
there was the sound of a water-wheel at the side. Between 
her and the building lay a piece of water, in which the lighted 
w. indows were reflected, and on its nearest margin was a planta
twn of trees. " I humbly thank the Power and the Glory," 
said Betty Higden, holding up her withered hands, "that I 
ha,·e come to my journey's end~" 

She crept among the trees to the trunk of a tree whence she 
could see, beyond some intervening trees and branches, the 
li:,:hted \\ indows, both in their reality and their reflection in the 
w at cr. She placed her orderly little basket at her side, and 
~-mk upon the ground, supporting herself against the tree. It 
l 'rouf:ht tu her mind the foot of the Cross, and she committed 
Ldsdf to Him 11 ho died upon it. Her strength held out to 
Ul,tOle hd tu arranse the lttter in her breast, so as that it 
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could be seen that she had a paper there. It had held out for 
this, and it departed when this was done. 

" I am safe here," was her last benumbed thought. " When 
I am found dead at the foot of the Cross, it will be by some of my 
own sort; some of the working people who work among the 
lights yonder. I cannot see the lighted windows now, but they 
are there. I am thankful for all! " 

* * * * * * * * 
The darkness gone, and a face bending down. 
"It cannot be the hoofer lady?" 
" I don't understand what you say. Let me wet your lips 

again with this brandy. I have been away to fetch it. Did 
you think that I was long gone?" 

It is as the face of a woman, shaded by a quantity of rich 
dark hair. It is the earnest face of a woman who is young and 
handsome. But all is over with me on earth, and this must be 
an Angel. 

"Have I been long dead?" 
" I don't understand what you say. Let me wet your lips 

again. I hurried all I could, and brought no one back with 
me, lest you should die of the shock of strangers." 

"Am I not dead?" 
"I cannot understand what you say. Your voice is so low 

and broken that I cannot hear you. Do you hear me? " 
"Yes." 
" Do you mean yes? " 
"Yes." 
"I was coming from my work just now, along the path out

side (I was up with the night-hands last night), and I heard a 
groan, and found you lying here." 

"What work, deary?" 
"Did you ask what work? At the paper-mill." 
'' \\'here is it? " 
"Your face is turned up to the sky, and you can't see it: It 

is close by. You can see my face, here, between you and the 
skv?" 

''Yes." 
" Dare I lift you ? " 
" :s-ot yet." 
"Not even lift your head to get it on my arm? I will do it 

by very gentle degrees. You shall hardly feel it." 
"Not yet. Paper. Letter." 
''This paper in your breast?" 
"Bless ye!" 
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"Let me wet your lips again. Am I to open it? To read it?" 
"Bless ye!" 
She reads it with surprise, and looks down with a new expres

sion and an added interest on the motionless face she kneels 
beside. 

"I know these names. I have heard them often." 
" Will you send it, my dear? " 
" I cannot understand you. Let me wet your lips again, and 

your forehead. There. Oh, poor thing, poor thing! " These 
words through her fast-dropping tears. " What was it that 
you asked me? Wait till I bring my ear quite close." 

" Will you send it, my dear? " 
"Will I send it to the wrriters? Is that your wish? Yes, 

certainlv." 
"Yo~'ll not give it up to any one but them?" 
"No." 
" As you must grow old in time, and come to your dying 

hour, my dear, you'll not give it up to any one but them?" 
".i\o. Most solemnlv." 
"Xe\·er to the Parisl1? " with a convulsed struggle. 
"No. Most solemnlv." 
"Nor let the Parish- touch me, nor .yet so much as look at 

me? " with another struggle. 
" No. Faithfully." 
A look of thankfulness and triumph lights the worn old face. 

The eyes, which have been darkly fixed upon the sky, tum with 
meming in them towards the compassionate face from which 
the tears are dropping, and a smile is on the aged lips as they 
a,k: 

"\\'hat is your name, my dear?" 
" ~h· name is Lizzie Hexam." 
" I ~1ust be sore disfigured. Are you afraid to kiss me? " 
The answer is the ready pressure of her lips upon the cold but 

smilin::!: mouth. 
" JlJe:;s Ye! .\'ow lift me, mv lo\'e." 
Lizzie fiexam \'ery softly ;aised the weather-stained grey 

head, and lifted her as high as Heaven. 
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CH..-\.PTER LX 

SmiEBODY BECOYES THE SLBJECT OF A PREDICIIOX 

" ' WE GI\-E THEE HEARTY TR..\XKS FOR THAT IT JiATR PLEASED 

THEE TO DEUH:R TillS OL~ SISTER Ol:T OF IJiE ~!ISERIES OF TillS 

SIXFJ:L WORLD.' " So read the Renrend fr,mk ::IIih·ev in a 
not untroubled voice, for his heart misga\·e him that all \\:as not 
quite r..ght bet":een us and our sister-or say our sister in Law 
-Poor Law-and that we sometimes read these words in an 
awful manner, over our Sister and our Brother too . 

• i.nd Sloppy-on whom the brave deceased had ne,·er turned 
her back until she ran away from him, knowing that otherwise 
he would not be separated from her-Sloppy could not i.r1 his 
conscience as yet find the hearty thanks required of it. Selfish 
in Sloppy, and yet excusable, it may be humbly hoped, because 
our sister had been more than his mother. 

The words were read abO\·e the ashes of Betty Higden, in a 
comer of a churchyard near the rh·er; in a churchyard so 
obscure that there was nothing in it but grass-mounds, not so 
much as one single tombstone. It might not be to do an un-

. reasonably great deal for the diggers and hewers, in a registering 
age, if we ticketed their graves at the common charge; so that 
a new generation might know which was which: so that the 
soldier, sailor, emigrant, coming home, should be able to identify 
the resting-place of father, mother, playmate, or betrothed. 
For we tum up our eyes and say that we are all alike in death. 
and we might tum them down and work the saying out in this 
world, so far. It would be sentimental, perhaps? But how 
say ye, my lords and gentlemen and honourable boards, shall 
we not find good standing-room left for a little sentiment, if we 
look into our crowds? 

Xear unto the Re,·erend Frank )Iilvev as he read stood his 
little wife, John Rokesmith the Secre~·, and Bella \rilfer. 
These, over and above Sloppy, were the mourners at the lowly 
gra\·e. Xot a penny had been added to the money sewn in her 
dress: what her honest spirit had so long projected was fulfilled. 

"I've took it in my head," said Sloppy, laying it, inconso:
able, against the church door, when all was done: "1\-e took 
it in m\· wretched bead that I might ha\·e sometimes turned a 
little hlirder for her, and it cuts m; deep to think so now." 

The Renrtnd Frank ~Iih-ey, comforting Sloppy, ell.-pounded 
to him how th best of us were more or less remiss in our turnings 
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at our respecti\·e Mangles-some of us \·ery much so-and how 
''e were all a halting, failing, feeble, and inconstant crew. 

''She wam't, sir," said Sloppy, taking this ghostly counsel 
rather ill, in behalf of his late benefactress. "Let us speak for 
ourseh·es, sir. She went through with whatever duty she had 
to do. She went through with me, she went through with the 
~Iinders, she went through with herself, she went through with 
enrything. 0 Mrs. Higden, !IIr~. Higden, you was a woman 
and a mother and a mangler in a million million! " 

\\'ith those heartfelt words, Sloppy removed his dejected 
head from the church door, and took it back to the grave in 
the comer and laid it down there, and wept alone. "::\ot a 
wry poor grave," said the Reverend Frank ~Iih-ey, brushing 
his hand across his eyes, " when it has that homely figure on 
it. Richer, I think, than it could be made by most of the 
5culpture in Westminster Abbey!" 

They left him undisturbed, and passed out at the wicket
gate. The water-wheel of the paper-mill was audible there, 
and seemed to have a softening influence on the bright wintry 
scene. They had arrived but a little while before, and Lizzie 
Hexam now told them the little she could add to the letter in 
which she had enclosed ~Ir. Rokesmith's letter and had asked 
for their instructions. This was merely how she had heard 
the groan, and what had aftenrards passed, and how she had 
uLtained leave for the remains to be placed in that sweet, fresh, 
etnpt y store-room of the mill from which they had just accom
f~<tnied them to the churchyard, and how the last request had 
l.)(:tn rdiziouslv ubsernd. 

·· I co~ld not ha\·e done it all, or neady all, of myself," said 
Lizzie. " I should not ha,·e wanted the will; but I should not 
},a,e had the power, without our managing partner." 

"Surely not the Jew who recei,ed us?" said ~Irs. ~filvey. 
('' ~Iy dear," observed her husband, in parenthesis, "why 

li< •t? '') . 

"The gentleman certainly is a Jew," said Lizzie, "and the 
l.1J y. Lis wife. is a J ewess, and I was first brought to their notice 
J,y a J tw. But I think there ca::mot be kinder people in the 
\\IIT~J." 

·· But ~u:'ru~e tLty try to connrt you! " sucrzested ~Irs. 
Jtihey, bri>tlin; in her good little way, as a e~lergyman's 
\\ ~~ l •• 

"To d<1 "Lat. n:~·am? "a:,ktd Lizzie. with a modest smile. 
"To n:.ll-.t' ~l•U cLn;:e your rtli;;ion," said ~Irs. ~Iih·ev. 
Linit· sl.l•,k h:r h:ad, still smilin,;. ·• Ttey bn: ne,-er 
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asked me what my religion is. They asked me what my story 
was, and I told them. Thev asked me to be industrious and 
faithful, and I p:omised to· be so. They most willingly and 
cheerfully do therr duty to all of us who are employed here. 
and we try to do ours to them. Indeed they do much more 
than their duty to us, for they are wonderfully mindful of us 
in many ways." 

" It is easy to see you're a favourite, my dear," said little 
~Irs. Milvey, not quite pleased. 

" It would be very ungrateful in me to say I am not," returned 
Lizzie, " for I have been already raised to a place of confidence 
here. But that makes no difference in their following their 
own religion and leaving all of us to ours. They never talk 
of theirs to us, and they never talk of ours to us. If I was the 
last in the mill it would be just the same. They never a$ked 
me what religion that poor thing had followed." 
"~Iy dear," said ~Irs. ~Iilvey, aside to the Reverend Frank, 

"I wish vou would talk to her." 
"!lfy dear," said the Reverend Frank, aside to his good little 

wife, " I think I will leave it to somebody else. The circum
stances are hardly favourable. There are plenty of talkers 
going about, my love, and she will soon find one." 

While this discourse was interchanging, both Bella and the 
Secretary observed Lizzie Hexam with great attention. Brought 
face to face for the first time with the daughter of his supposed 
murderer, it was natural that John Harmon should ha,·e his 
own secret reasons for a careful scrutinv of her countenance 
and manner. Bella knew that Lizzie's father had been falselv 
accused of the crime which had had so great an influence o~ 
her ovm life and fortunes; and her interest, though it had no 
secret springs, like that of the Secretary, was equally natural. 
Both had expected to see something very different from the 
real Lizzie Hexam, and thus it fell out that she became the 
unconscious means of bringing them together. 

For when thev had walked on with her to the little house 
in the clean village by the paper-mill, where Lizzie had a lodging 
with an elderly couple employed in the establishment, and 
when ~Irs. ~Iilvey and Bella had been up to see her room and 
had come down, the mill bell rang. This called Lizzie away 
for the time, and left the Secretary and Bella standing rather 
awkwardly in the small street; ~Irs. ~lilvey being engaged in 
pursuing the village children, and her investigations whether 
thev were in danger of becoming children of Israel; and the 
Re;·erend Frank being engaged-to say the truth-in evading-
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that branch of his spiritual functions, and getting out of sight 
surreptitiously. 

Bella at length said: 
" Hadn't we better talk about the commission we have under

taken, Mr. Rokesmith?" 
" By all means," said the Secretary. 
" I suppose," faltered Bella, " that we are both commissioned, 

or we shouldn't both be here? " 
" I suppose so," was the Secretary's answer. 
"When I proposed to come w1th Mr. and Mrs. Milvey," said 

Bella, " Mrs. Boffin urged me to do so, in order that I might 
give her my small report-it's not worth anything, Mr. Rake
smith, except for its being a woman's-which indeed with you 
may be a fresh reason for its being worth nothing-{)£ Lizzie 
Hexam." 

" Mr. Boffin," said the Secretary, " directed me to come for 
the same purpose." 

As they spoke they were leaving the little street and emerging 
on the wooded landscape by the river. 

"You think well of her, Mr. Rokesmith?" pursued Bella, 
conscious of making all the advances. 

'' I think highly of her." 
" I am so glad of that! Something quite refined in her 

beauty, is there not?" 
" Her appearance is very striking." 
" There is a shade of sadness upon her that is quite touching. 

At least I-1 am not setting up my own poor opinion, you know, 
~!r. Rokesmith," said Bella, excusing and explaining herself in 
a pretty shy way; " I am consulting you." 

'' I noticed that sadness. I hope it may not," said the Secre
tary in a lower voice, " be the result of the false accusation 
'' hich has been retracted." 

\\"hen they had passed on a little further without speaking, 
lklla, after stealing a glance or two at the Secretary, suddenly 
said: 

" Oh, ~Ir. Rokesmith, don't be hard with me, don't be stern 
\\ ich me; be magnanimous! I want to talk with you on equal 
terms." 

The Secretary as suddenly brightened, and returned: "Upon 
my honour I had no thought but for you. I forced myself to 
Le con~trained, ltst you might misinterpret my being more 
IMtur;1l. TLtre. It's gone." 

" Th.mk ~ ou," said Bdla, holding out her little hand. "For
;,: in~ me.'' 
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"No!" cried the Secretary, eagerly. "Forgive me I" For 
there were tears in her eyes, and they were prettier in his sight 
(though they smote him on the heart rather reproachfully too) 
than any other glitter in the world. 

When they had walked a little further: 
" You were going to speak to me," said the Secretary, with 

the shadow so long on him quite thrown off and cast away, 
" about Lizzie Hexam. So was I going to speak to you, if I 
could have begun." 

"Now that you can begin, sir," returned Bella, with a look 
as if she italicised the word by putting one of her dimples under 
it, " what were you going to say? " 

" You remember, of course, that in her short letter to 1\Irs. 
Boffin-short, but containing everything to the purpose-she 
stipulated that either her name, or else her place of residence, 
must be kept strictly a secret among us." 

Bella nodded Yes. 
" It is my duty to find out why she made that stipulation. 

I have it in charge from Mr. Boffin to discover, and I am very 
desirous for myself to discover, whether that retracted accusa
tion still leaves any stain upon her. I mean whether it places 
her at any disadvantage towards any one, even towards herself." 

" Yes," said Bella, nodding thoughtfully; " I understand. 
That seems wise and considerate." 

" You may not have noticed, Miss Wilfer, that she has the 
same kind of interest in you that you have in her. Just as 
you are attracted by her beaut-by her appearance and manner, 
she is attracted by yours." 

" I certainly have not noticed it," returned Bella, again 
italicising with the dimple, " and I should have given her credit 
for--" 

The Secretary with a smile held up his hand, so plainly inter
posing " not for better taste," that Bella's colour deepened over 
the little piece of coquetry she was checked in. . 

" And so," resumed the Secretary, " if you would speak with 
her alone before we go away from here, I feel quite sure that 
a natural and easy confidence would arise between you. Of 
course you would not be asked to betray it; and of course you 
would not, if you were. But if you do not object to put this 
question to her-to ascertain for us her own feeling in this one 
matter-you can do so at a far greater advantage than I or 
any else could. Mr. Boffin is anxious on the subject. And I 
am," added the Secretary after a moment, " for a special reason, 
very anxious." 
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"I shall be happy, ~Ir. Rokesmith,': returned Bella, "to be 

of the least use; for I feel, after the senous scene of to-day, that 
I am useless enough in this world." 

" Don't say that," urged the Secretary. 
" Oh, but I mean that," said Bella, raising her eyebrows. 
" ~o one is useless in this world," retorted the Secretary, 

" who lightens the burden of it for any one else." 
" But I assure you I don't, ~Ir. Rokesmith," said Bella, half 

crying. 
" Xot for your father? " 
" Dear, loving, self-forgetting, easily-satisfied Pa! Oh, yes! 

He thinks so." 
" It is enough if he only thinks so," said the Secretary. 

" Excuse the interruption: I don't like to hear you depreciate 
yourself." 

" But you once depreciated me, sir," thought Bella, pouting, 
"and I hope you may be satisfied with the consequences you 
brought upon your head!" However, she said nothing to that 
purpose; she even said something to a different purpose. 

" ~Ir. Rokesmith, it seems so long since we spoke together 
naturally, that I am embarrassed in approaching another sub
ject. ~Ir. Boffin. You know I am very grateful to him; don't 
you? You know I feel a true respect for him, and am bound 
to him by the strong ties of his O'\\n generosity; now don't you? " 

"l"nquestionably. And also that you are his fa,·ourite 
companion." 

'' That makes it," said Bella, "so very difficult to speak of 
him. But-- Does he treat vou well? " 

" You seP- how he treats me/' the Secretary answered, v;ith 
a patient and yet proud air. 

''Yes, and I see it with pain," said Bella, very energetically. 
The Secretary gave her such a radiant look, that if he had 

thanked her a hundred times, he could not haw said as much 
as the look said . 

.. I see it with pain," repeated Bella," and it often makes me 
mi>erable. ~Iiserable, because I cannot bear to be supposed to 
approve of it, or have any indirect share in it. ~Iiserable, 
bt,:ause I cannot bear to be forced to admit to mnelf that 
h·rtune is ~poilin:; ~Ir. Boifin." · 
~ "~li;s \\"ilier," said the Secretary, with a beaming face, ··if 
\vU could know with what ddi:::ht I make the disco,·en· that 
i·'ortt.:ne is not spoiling )tlU 1 YOU~WOU}d know that it more than 
c,m:r>(:!t;;.ltl'S me fur any sli,;ht at any other hands." 

"0:1, dun"t speak of mt," said Bella, gi,·ing her:;elf an im-
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patient little slap with her glove. "You don't know me as 
well as--" 

"As you know yourself?" suggested the Secretary, finding 
that she stopped. "Do you know yourself?" 

" I know quite enough of myself," said Bella, with a charming 
air of being inclined to give herself up as a bad job, "and I don't 
improve upon acquaintance. But Mr. Boffin." 

" That Mr. Boffin's manner to me, or consideration for me, 
is not what it used to be," observed the Secretary, " must be 
admitted. It is too plain to be denied." 

" Are you disposed to deny it, Mr. Rokesmith? " asked Bella, 
with a look of wonder. 

"Ought I not to be glad to do so, if I could: though it were 
only for my ov.n sake? " 

" Truly," returned Bella, " it must try you very much and 
-you must please promise me that you won't take ill what I 
am going to add, Mr. Rokesmith?" 

"I promise it with all my heart." 
"-And it must som~times, I should think," said Bella, 

hesitating, " a little lower you in your own estimation? " 
Assenting with a movement of his head, though not at all 

looking as if he did, the Secretary replied: 
"I have very strong reasons, Miss Wilfer, for bearing with 

the drawbacks of my position in the house we both inhabit. 
Believe that they are not all mercenary, although I have, 
through a series of strange fatalities, faded out of my place in 
life. If what you see with such a gracious and good sympathy 
is calculated to rouse my pride, there are other considerations 
(and those you do not see) urging me to quiet endurance. The 
latter are by far the stronger." 

"I think I have noticed, Mr. Rokesmith," said Bella, looking 
at him with curiosity, as not quite making him out, " that 
you repress yourself, and force yourself to act a passive 
part." 

" You are right. I repress myself and force myself to act a 
part. It is not in tameness of spirit that I submit. I have a 
settled purpose." 

" And a good one, I hope," said Bella. 
" And a good one, I hope,11 he answered, looking steadily at 

her. 
"Sometimes I have fancied, sir," said Bella, turning away 

her eyes, " that your great regard for Mrs. Boffin is a very 
powerful motive with you." 

"You are right again; it is. I would do anything for her, 
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bear anything for her. There are no words to express how I 
esteem that good, good woman." 

"As I do too! May I ask you one thing more, Mr. 
Rokesmith? " 

"Anything more." 
" Of course you see that she really suffers, when Mr. Boffin 

shows how he is changing? " 
" I see it every day, as you see it, and am grieved to give her 

pain." -
" To give her pa,in? " said Bella, repeating the phrase quickly, 

with her eyebrows raised. 
" I am generally the unfortunate cause of it." 
" Perhaps she says to you, as she often says to me, that he is 

the best of men in spite of all." 
" I often overhear her, in her honest and beautiful devotion 

to him, saying so to you," returned the Secretary with the 
same steady look, " but I cannot assert that she ever says so 
to me." 

Bella met the steady look for a moment with a wistful, musing 
little look ofber own, and then, nodding her pretty head several 
times, like a dimpled philosopher (of the very best school) who 
was moralising on Life, heaved a little sigh, and gave up things 
in general for a bad job, as she had previously been inclined to 
gi\'e up herself. 

But, for all that, they had a very pleasant walk. The trees 
\\ere bare of lea\·es, and the river was bare of water-lilies; but 
the sky was not bare of its beautiful blue, and the water reflected 
it, and a delicious wind ran with the stream, touching the surface 
crisply. Perhaps the old mirror was never yet made by human 
hands, which, if all the images it had in its time reflected could 
pass across its surface again, would fail to reveal some scene of 
horror or distress. But the great serene mirror of the river 
seemed as if it might have reproduced all it had ever reflected 
between those placid banks, and brought nothing to the light 
sa\e \1hat was peaceful, pastoral, and blooming. 

So, tLey \\ alked, speaking of the newly filled-up grave, and 
of Johnny, and of many things. So, on their return, they met 
~)risk. )Irs. ~lih·ey coming to seek them, with the at,rreeable 
mt\:lh~enre that there was no fear for the \'illage children, there 
being a Chri>tian school in the ,-ilJage, and no worse Judaical 
intcrfm nee \\ ith it than to plant its garden. So, they got back 
to the \ ilb,;e as Liz1.ie Hexam was coming from the paper-mill, 
and Bella detached herself to speak with her in her own 
hum e. 
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" I am afraid it is a poor room for you," said Lizzie, with a 
smil~ of welcome, as she offered the post of honour by the 
fires1de. · 

"Not so poor as you think, my dear," returned Bella, "if 
you knew all." Indeed, though attained by some wonderful 
winding narrow stairs, which seemed to have been erected in a 
pure white chimney, and though very low in the ceiling, and 
very rugged in the floor, and rather blinking as to the pro· 
portions of its lattice window, it was a pleasanter room than 
that ·despised chamber once at home, in which Bella had first 
bemoaned the miseries of taking lodgers. 

The day was closing as the two girls looked at one another 
by the fireside. The dusky room was lighted by the fire. The 
grate might have been the old brazier, and the glow might have 
been the old hollow down by the flare. 

" It's quite new to me," said Lizzie, " to be visited by a lady 
so nearly of my own age, and so pretty as you. It's a pleasure 
to me to look at you." 

"I have nothing left to begin with,'' returned Bella, 
blushing, " because I was going to say that it was ·a pleasure to 
me to look at you, Lizzie. But we can begin without a begin· 
ning, can't we? " 

Lizzie took the pretty little hand that was held out in as 
pretty a little frankness. 

"Now, dear," said Bella, drawing her chair a little nearer, 
and taking Lizzie's arm as if they were going out for a walk, 
" I am commissioned with something to say, and I dare say I 
shall say it wrong, but I won't if I can help it. It is in reference 
to your letter to Mr. and Mrs. Boffin, and this is what it is. 
Let me see. Oh, yes!· This is what it is." 

With this exordium, Bella set forth that request of Lizzie's 
touching secrecy, and delicately spoke of that false accusation 
and its retractation, and asked might she beg to be informed 
whether it had any bearing, near or remote, on such request. 
" I feel, my dear,'' said Bella, quite amazing herself by the 
business-like manner in which she was getting on, " that the 
subject must be a painful one to you, but I am mixed up in it 
also; for-I don't know whether you may know it or suspect 
it-I am the willed-away girl who was to have been married to 
the unfortunate gentleman, if he had been pleased to approve of 
me. So I was dragged into the subject without my consent, 
and you were dragged into it without your consent, and there 
is very little to choose between us." 

" I had no doubt," said Lizzie, " that you were the 1\Iiss 
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"\rilfer I have often heard named. Can you tell me who my 
:unknown friend is? " 

" Cnknown friend, my dear?" said Bella. 
" \rho caused the charge against poor father to be contra

dicted. and sent me the written paper." 
. Bella had nenr heard of him. Had no notion who he was. 
: " I should haYe- oeen glad to thank him," returned Lizzie. 
'" He has done a great deal for me. I must hope that he will 
let me thank him some day. Y9u asked me has it anything 
1todo-" 

" It or the accusation itself," Bella put in. 
"Yes. Has either anything to do with my wishing to Ji,-e 

!quite secret and retired here? No." 
As Lizzie Hexam shook her head in gh·ing this reply, and as 

her glance sought the fire, there was a quiet resolution in her 
folded hands, not lost on Bella's bright eyes. 

"Have \'OU lived much alone?" asked Bella. 
"Yes. 'It's nothing new to me. I used to be always alone 

many hours together, in the day and in the night, when poor 
father was ali,·e." 

"You ha,·e a brother, I have been told?" 
"I have a brother; but he is not friendly with me. He is a 

wry good boy though, and has raised himself by his industry. 
I don't complain of him." 

As she said it, with her eyes upon the fire-glow, there was an 
instantaneous escape of distress into her face. Bella seized the 
moment to touch her hand. 

"Lizzie, I wish you would tell me whether you ha,-e any 
frit"·nd of your own sex and a~e." 

''I ha\e li,·ed that lonely kind of life, that I ha,·e nenr had 
one," was the answer. 
"~or I neither," said Bella. "~ot that mv life has been 

J,mch·, for I could haYe sometimes wished it lonelier, instead 
uf l . .i1 in; ~L:1 gc·ing on like the Tragic ~fuse "ith a face-ache in 
majestic cc•rners, and LaHy being spiteful-though. of course, 
I am nrv fond of them both. I wish YOU could make a frie:1d 
uf me. Lizzie. Do vou think vou couid? I han: no more of 
11 LH they c;,ll cLaracter, my dear, than a canan·-bird: but I 
J..nc)\1" ! a:'l trust\\ orthv." · 

TLe ll,ly11ard. pbyful, atkctionate nature, E,riddy for wi nt 
'f tl.e 11ei~!.t C•f some sust:tinin:! purpose. and c..1pricious beca:..:•e 
it '' .1> ah• .. t YS f1:..:tteri!1,::! am• •I'~ lia!e thin;s, was yet a capti,·atir.z 
':w. T•l Liuie it \la5 so new, so pretty, at c.nce so woman]~ 
;,·d ~·) rl.ilC::,!l, tbt it ''on Ler cor::plctely. .\r,d when Bc!la 
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said again, " Do you think you could, Lizzie? " with her eye
brows raised, her head inquiringly on one side, and an odd doubt 
about it in her own bosom, Lizzie showed beyond all question 
that she thought she could. 

" Tell me, my dear," said Bella, " what is the matter, and 
why you live like this." • 

Lizzie presently began, by way of preluo't, " You must have 
many lovers-" when Bella checked her with a little scream of 
astonishment. · 

"My dear, I haven't one!" 
"Not one?" 
"Well! Perhaps one," said Bella. "I am sure I don't know. 

I had one, but what he may think about it at the present time 
I can't say. Perhaps I have half a one (of course I don't count 
that Idiot, George Sampson). However, never mind me. ! 
want to hear about you." 

" There is a certain man," said Lizzie, " a passionate and 
angry man, who says he loves me, and who I must believe does 
love me. He is the friend of my brother. I shrank from him 
within myself when my brother first brought him to me; but 
the last time I saw him, he terrified me more than I can say." 
There she stopped. 

" Did you come here to escape from him, Lizzie? " 
" I came here immediately after he so alarmed me." 
" Are you afraid of him here? " 
"I am not timid generally, but I am always afraid of 

him. I am afraid to see a newspaper, or to hear a word spoken 
of what is done in London, lest he should have done some 
violence." 

" Then you are not afraid of him for yourself, dear?" said 
Bella, after pondering on the words. 

" I should be even that, if I met him about here. I look 
round for him always as I pass to and fro at night." 

" Are you afraid of anything he may do to himself in London, 
my dear?" 

"No. He might be fierce enough even to do some violence 
to himself, but I don't think of that." 

"Then it would almost seem, dear," said Bella, quaintly, 
"as if there must be somebody else?" · 

Lizzie put her hands before her face for a moment, before 
replying: "The words are always in my ears, and the blow he 
struck upon a stone wall as he said them, is always before my 
eyes. I have tried hard to think it not worth remembering, 
but I cannot make so little of it. His hand was trickling down 
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with blood as he said to me, ' Then I hope that I may never 
kill him!'" 

Rather startled, Bella made and clasped a girdle of her arms 
round Lizzie's waist, and then asked quietly, in a soft voice, 
as they both looked at the fire: 

" Kill him! Is this man so jealous, then? " 
"Of a gentleman," said Lizzie. "-I hardly know how to 

tell you-of a gentleman far above me and my way of life, who 
broke father's death to me, and.has shown an interest in me 
since." 

" Does he love you? " 
Lizzie shook her head. 
" Does he admire you? " 
Lizzie ceased to shake her head, and pressed her hand upon 

her living girdle; 
" Is it through his influence that you came here? " 
"Oh, no! And of all the world I wouldn't have him know 

that I am here, or get the least clue where to find me." 
"Lizzie, dear! Why?" asked Bella, in amazement at this 

burst. But then quickly added, reading Lizzie's face: "No. 
Don't say why. That was a foolish question of mine. I see. 
I see." 

There was silence between them. Lizzie, with a drooping 
head, glanced down at the glow in the fire where her first fancies 
had been nursed, and her first escape made from the grim life 
out of which she had plucked her brother, foreseeing her reward. 

"You know all now," she said, raising her eyes to Bella's. 
" There is nothing left out. This is my reason for living secret 
here, with the aid of a good old man who is my true friend. 
For a short part of my life at home with father, I knew of 
things-don't ask me what-that I set my face against, and 
tril'd to better. I don't think I could have done more then, 
without ktting my hold on father go; but they sometimes lie 
hea\'y on my mind. By doing all for the best, I hope I may 
11 (·;lr them out." 

''And wear out too," said Bella soothingly, "this weakness, 
Liuie. in favour of 0ne who is not worthy of'it .. " 
"~o. I dun't want to wear that out," was the flushed 

reply, "nor do I want to believe, nor do I believe, that he is 
not worthy of it. \\'hat should I gain by that, and how much 
>lwulci I lust• ~ " 

lk!Li's txprt>Ssiw little en:brows remonstrated with the fire 
fc,r ><'llll' ~h,rt time bdore sl~e rejoined: 

.. n,m·t tLink tbt I pre::s you, Lizzie; but wouldn't you 
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gain in peace, and hope, and even in freedom? Wouldn't it be 
better not to live a secret life in hiding, and not to be shut 
out from your natural and wholesome prospects? Forgive my 
asking you, would that be no gain? " 

" Does a woman's heart that-that has that weakness in it 
which you have spoken of," returned Lizzie, " seek to gain 
anything?" 

The question was so directly at variance with Bella's views 
in life, as set forth to her father, that she said internal)y, 
" There, you little mercenary v.Tetch! Do you hear that? 
Ain't you ashamed of yourself? " and unclasped the girdle of 
her arms, expressly to give herself a penitential poke in the side. 

" But you said, Lizzie," observed Bella, returning to her 
·subject when she had administered this chastisement, "that 
you would lose, besides. Would you mind telling me what 
you would lose, Lizzie?" 

" I should lose some of the best recollections, best encourage
ments, and best objects, that I carry through my daily life. I 
should lose my belief that if I had been his equal, and he had 
loved me, I should have tried with all my might to make him 
better and happier, as he would have made me. I should lose 
almost all the value that I put upon the little learning I have, 
which is all owing to him, and which I conquered the difficulties 
of, that he might not think it thrown away upon me. I should 
lose a kind of picture of him-or of what he might have been, if 
I had been a lady, and he had loved me-which is always with 
me, and which I somehow feel that I could not do a mean or 
a wrong thing before. I should leave off prizing the remem
brance that he has done me nothing but good since I have 
known him, and that he has made a change within me, like
like the change in the grain of these hands, which were coarse, 
and cracked, and hard, and brown when I rowed on the river 
v.ith father, and are softened and made supple by this new 
work as YOU see them now." , 

They trembled, but with no weakness, as she showed them. 
" Understand me, my dear; " thus she went on. " I have 

ne\·er dreamed of the possibility of his being anything to me 
on this earth but the kind of picture that I know I could not 
make you understand, if the understanding was not in your 
ov.-n breast already. I have no more dreamed of the possibility 
of my beinO' his wife, than he ever has-and words could not be 
stronO'er than that. And vet I love him. I love him so much 
and s~ dearly, that when !"sometimes think my life may be but 
a weary one, I am proud of it and glad of it. I am proud and 
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glad to suffer something for him, even though it is of no service 
to him, and he will never know of it or care for it." 

Bella sat enchained by the deep, unselfish passion of this girl 
or woman of her o'm age, courageously revealing itself in the 
confidence of her sympathetic perception of its truth. And 
yet she had never experienced anything like it, or thought of 
the existence of anything like it. 

" It was late upon a "Tetched night," said Lizzie, "when his 
eyes first looked at me in my old..river-side home, very different 
from this. His eyes may never look at me again. I would 
rather that they never did; I hope that they never may. But 
I would not have the light of them taken out of my life for any
thing my life can gi,·e me. I have told you everything now, 
my dear. If it comes a little strange to me to have parted with 
it, I am not sorry. I had no thought of ever parting with a 
single word of it, a moment before you came in; but you came 
in, and my mind changed." 

Bella kissed her on the cheek, and thanked her warmly for 
her confidence. " I only wish," said Bella, " I was more 
dc:sen·ing of it." 

" ~lore desen·ing of it? "repeated Lizzie, with an incredulous 
smile. 

·• I don't mean in respect of keeping it," said Bella, "because 
any one should tear me to bits before getting at a syllable of it 

, -thou::;h there's no merit in that, for I am naturally as obstinate 
as a Pi;r. \\"hat I mean is, Lizzie, that I am a mere impertinent 
piece of conceit, and you shame me." 

Lizzie put up the pretty brown hair that came tumbling down, 
011 ing to the energ-y with which Bella shook her head: and 
she remonstrated while thus engaged, "~Iy dear!" 

" Oh, it's all ,·ery well to call me your dear," said Bella, 
11 ith a ptttish 11 him per," and I am glad to be called so, though 
I Lan sli,.:ht enou,::h claim to be. But I A~ such a nasn· 
li \ tlc: t!.ir:~: ,, 

.. ~I\' d~ar ~ " ur:::ed Lizzie a:::ain . 

.. S~ch a shallow, cold, ;orldlY. Limited little brute!" 
~.,iJ B~:lla, bringing out her la5t adjective with culminating 
f,•rce. 

·.· 11u ycm think," inr~uirtd Lizzie, with her quiet smile, the 
l,,;r l·tL~; now securtd, "that I don't know better? " 

.. f),, 't•U know bc:tter, though? " said Bella. "Do you 
r< .• :: ~· l·tlitl e you kr1011 better? Oh, I should be so glad if you 
,;:,J k:1,,.,. bttter, b1...t I am so nn· much afraid that I must 
I...!·''" l, 't: .. . 
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Lizzie asked her, laughing outright, wheth~r she ever saw 
her own face or heard her own voice? 

" I suppose so," returned Bella; " I look in the glass often 
enough, and I chatter like a l\Iagpie." 

"I have seen your face, and heard your voice, at any rate," 
said Lizzie, " and they have tempted me to say to you-with a 
certainty of not going wrong-what I thought I should never 
say to any one. Does that look ill?'' 

"No, I hope it doesn't," pouted Bella, stopping herself in 
something between a humoured laugh and a humoured sob. 

" I used once to see pictures in the fire," said Lizzie, play
fully, " to please my brother. Shall I tell you what I see down 
there where the fire is glowing? " 

They had risen, and were standing on the hearth, the time 
being come for separating; each had drawn an arm around the 
other to take leave. 

" Shall I tell you," asked Lizzie, " what I see do'I'I"Il there? " 
"Limited little b?" suggested Bella, with her eyebrows 

raised. 
"A heart well worth "inning, and well won. A heart that, 

once won, goes through fire and water for the winner, and 
never changes, and is never daunted." 

"Girl's heart?" asked Bella, with accompanying eyebrows. 
Lizzie nodded. , " And the figure to which it belongs--" 
" Is yours," suggested Bella. 
"Xo. Most clearly and distinctly yours." 
So the interview terminated with pleasant words on both 

sides, and with many reminders on the part of Bella that they 
were friends, and pledges that she would soon come down into 
that part of the country again. Therewith Lizzie returned to 
her occupation, and Bella ran over to the little inn to rejoin 
her company. 

"You look rather serious, l\Iiss Willer," was the Secretary's 
first remark. 

" I feel rather serious," returned :\Iiss Wilfer. 
She had nothing else to tell him but that Lizzie Hexam's 

secret had no reference whatever to the cruel charge, or its 
withdrawal. Oh yes though! said Bella: she might as well 
mention one other thin~; Lizzie was very desirous to thank 
her unknown friend who had sent her the ·written retractation. 
Was she indeed? obsen·ed the Secretary. Ah! Bella asked 
him. had he anv notion who that unkno;m friend might be? 
He had no noti~n whateYer. ~ 

They were on the bordm of Oxfordshire, so far had poor 
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old Betty Higden strayed. They were to return by the train 
presently, and, the station being near at hand, the Rev. Frank 
and Mrs. Frank, and Sloppy and Bella and the Secretary, set 
out to walk to it. Few rustic paths are wide enough for five, 
and Bella and the Secretary dropped behind. 

" Can you believe, llfr. Rokesmith," said Bella, " that I feel 
as if whole years had passed since I went into Lizzie Hexam's 
cuttac:e?" 

"\\
1e have crowded a good deal into the day," he returned, 

"and you were much affected in the churchyard. You are 
oyer-tired." 

"Xo, I am not at all tired. I have not quite expressed what 
I mean. I don't mean that I feel as if a great space of time had 
gone by, but that I feel as if much had happened-to myself, 
,·ou know." 
· " For govd, I hope? " 

" I hope so," said Bella. 
"You are cold; I felt you tremble. Pray let me put this 

wrapper of mine about you. May I fold it over this shoulder 
without injuring your dress? Now it will be too heavy and too 
long. Let me carry this end over my arm, as you have no arm 
to l!i\·e me." 

\'es, she had though. How she got it out in her muffled 
state, Heawn knows; but she got it out somehow-there it 
"as-and slipped it through the Secretary's. 

"I have had a long and interesting talk with Lizzie, Mr. 
Rokesmith, and she ga,·e me her full confidence." · 

" She could not withhold it," said the Secretary. 
" I wonder how you come," said Bella, stopping short as she 

;,:bnced at him, "to say to me just what she said about it!" 
" I infer that it must be because I feel just as she felt about it." 
"And how was that, do you mean to say, sir?" asked Bella, 

lllO\ in~ ac:1in. 
"Tl~at 'if you were inclined to win her confidence--anybody's 

cunfiJence-You were sure to do it." . 
The rJilway, at this point, knowingly shutting a green eye 

anJ c,penin;r a red one, they had to run for it. As Bella could 
n11t run lasily so wrapped up, the Secrttary had to help her. 
\\'~,en she ~uvk her opposite place in the carriage corner, the 
[,n~htnl'>S m hl'r face was so charming to behold, that on her 
r\d.timin::, "\\"l .. lt Le.lUtiful stars and \\hat a glorious nir,ht!" 
l ' 'J " \" " b d f 

0 
• t 1e ::-tcr~:t.lr~· SJ.l es, ut seeme to pre er to see the m"ht 

and tLe stars in the li.:ht of her lon·lv little countenance t: to 
lc>c,kin.! uut t,f "indvw.- . ' 
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0 boo fer lady, fascinating hoofer lady! If I were but Jeaally 
executor of Johnny's will! If I had but the right to pay ;·our 
legacy and to take your receipt !-Something to this purpose 
surely mingled with the blast of the train as it cleared the 
stations, all knowingly shutting up their green eyes and opening 
their red ones when they prepared to let the hoofer lady pass. 

CH.\PTER X 

SCOUTS O'C'T 

'' A.."<D so, Miss Wren," said Mr. Eugene Wraybum, " I cannot 
persuade you to dress me a doll? " 

"No," replied Miss Wren snappishly; "if you want one, 
go and buy one at the shop." 

" And my charming young goddaughter," said Mr. Wraybum, 
plaintively, " down in Hertfordshire--" 

(" Humbugshire you mean, I think," interposed Miss Wren.) 
" -is to be put upon the cold footing of the general public, 

and is to derive no advantage from my private acquaintance 
with the Court Dressmaker? " 

" If it's any advantage to your charming godchild-and oh, a 
precious godfather' she has got! " replied Miss Wren, pricking at 
him in the air with her needle. "to be informed that the Court 
Dressmaker knows your tricks' and your manners, you may tell 
her so by post, with my compliments." 

Miss Wren was busy at her work by candle-light, and ).Ir. 
Wraybum, half amused and half vexed, and all idle and shift
less, stood by her bench looking on. Miss Wren's troublesome 
child was in the comer in deep disgrace, and exhibiting great 
uetchedness in the shivering stage of prostration from drink. 

"Ugh, you disgraceful boy!" exclaimed ~Iiss Wren, attracted 
by the sound of his chattering teeth, "I wish they'd all drop 
down your throat and play at dice in your stomach! Boh, 
wicked child! Bee-baa, black sheep! " 

On her accompanying each of these reproaches with a threaten
ing stamp of the foot, the wretched creature protested with a 
whine. 

" Pay five shillings for you indeed! " Miss Wren proceeded; 
" how many hours do you suppose it costs me to earn fi\·e 
shillings, you infamous boy ?-Don't cry like t~at, or I'll ~hro.w 
a doll at you. Pay fi\·e shillings fine for you rndeed. Frne m 
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more ways than one, I think! I'd give the dustman five shillings 
to carry you off in the dust cart." 

"Ko, no," pleaded the absurd creature. " Please! " 
" He's enough to break his mother's heart, is this boy," said 

~Iiss Wren, half appealing to Eugene. " I wish I had never 
brought him up. He'd be sharper than a serpent's tooth, if 
he wasn't as dull as ditch water. Look at him. There's a 
pretty object for a parent's eyes! '' 

Assuredly, in his worse than swinish state (for swine at least 
fatten on their guzzling, and make themselves good to eat), he 
was a pretty object for any eyes. 

" A muddling and a swipey old child," said Miss Wren, rating 
him with great severity, "fit for nothing but to be preserved in 
the liquor that destroys him, and put in a great glass bottle as a 
~ight for other swipey children of his own pattern,-if he has no 
consideration for his liver, has he none for his mother?" 

" Yes. Deration, oh don't! " cried the subject of these angry 
remarks. 

"Oh don't and oh don't," pursued Miss Wren. "It's oh 
do and oh do. And why do you? " 

"\\'on't do so any more. Won't indeed. Pray!" 
"There! " said :Miss Wren, covering her eyes with her hand. 

" I can't bear to look at you. Go up-stairs and get me my 
bonnet and shawl. ~lake yourself useful in some way, bad boy, 
and let me ba\'e your room instead of your company for one 
half-minute." 

Obeying her, he shambled out, and Eugene Wrayburn saw 
the tears exude from between the little creature's fingers as she 
hpt her hand before her eyes. He was sorry, but his sympathy 
did not mo,·e his carelessness to do anything'but feel sorry. 

" I'm going to the Italian Opera to try on," said Miss Wren, 
taking away her hand after a little while, and laughing satirically 
to hide that she had been crying; " I must see your back before 
I :.,:o, j1r. \\'rayburn. Let me first tell you, once for all, that it's 
of no use your paying \'isits to me. You wouldn't get what you 
"<lnt c•f me, no, not if you brought pincers with you to tear it 
1'\lt." 

"Me you so obstinate on the subject of a doll's dress for my 
t:ud< hi~d? " -
' " .\h! "retunwd jliss \rren with a hitch of her chin," I am so 
,,},qir:,tte. And uf course it's on the subject of a doll's dress
,,r <lJ'c~rv>>--llhitJ.e,er you like. Get along and gi\·e it up!" 

lll'r ,~,,_r.~tkd clur:,::e bad come back, and was standing behind 
),r 11ith tLe hnnn\'t and sh;111l. 

R 
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"Give 'em to me and get back into vour comer, vou nauo-htv 
old thing!" said .:'lliss Wren, as she ttirned and espied him. ,::'Ko, 
no, I won't have your help. Go into your corner, this minute! " 

Tne miserable man, feebly rubbing the back of his faltering 
hands downwards from the wrists, shuffied on to his post of 
disgrace; but not without a curious glance at Eugene in passing
him, accompanied with what seemed as if it might have been a~ 
action of his elbow, if any action of any limb or joint he had 
would have answered truly to his will. Taking no more par
ticular notice of him than instinctively falling away from the 
disagreeable contact, Eugene, with a lazy compliment or so to 
.:\liss Wren, begged leave to light his cigar and departed. 

"Xow you prodigal old son," said Jenny, shaking her head 
and her emphatic little forefinger at her burden, " you sit there 
till I come back. You dare to move out of vour corner for a 
single instant while I'm gone, and I'll know the reason why." 

With this admonition, she blew her work candles out, leaving 
him to the light of the fire, and, taking her big door-key in her 
pocket and her crutch-stick in her hand, marched off. 

Eugene lounged slowly towards the Temple, smoking his 
cigar, but saw no more of the dolls' dressmaker, through the 
accident of their taking opposite sides of the street. He lounged 
along moodily, and stopped at Charing Cross to look about him, 
with as little interest in the crowd as any man might take, and 
was lounging on again, when a most unexpected object caught 
his eyes. Ko less an object than Jenny Wren's bad boy trying 
to make up his mind to cross the road. · 

.-\ more ridiculous and feeble spectacle than this tottering 
wretch making unsteady sallies into the roadway, and as often 
staggering back again, oppressed by terrors of vehicles that 
were a long way off or were nowhere, the streets could not have 
shown. Over and over again, when the course was perfectly 
clear, he set out, got half-way, described a loop, turned, and 
went back again, when he might have crossed and re-crossed 
half-a-dozen times. Then he would stand shivering on the 
edge of the pavement, looking up the street and looking do·.,n, 
while scores of pwple jostled him, and crossed, and went on. 
Stimulated in course of time by the sight of so many successes, 
he would make another sally, make another loop, would all but 
have his foot on the opposite panment, would see or ima;ine 
something coming, and would stagger back a::,ain. There he 
would stand making spasmodic preparations as if for a great 
leap, and at Ia.st wculd decide on a start at precisely the wrong 
moment, and would be roared at by driYers, a:1d would shrink 
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back onc:e more, and stand in the old spot sbivering, with the 
trbole of the proceedings to go tbrouooh again. -- ·· 

"It strikes me," remarked Eugene coolly, after. wa.tx:hing 
him for some minutes, .. that my friend is likely to be rather 
behind time if be has any appointment on baod." . W"rth wbich 
remark be strolled on, and took no further thought of him. 

lioohtwood was at home when he got to the Ownbers, and 
bad dined alone 1:here. Eugene drew a chair to the fire by 
which be was having his wine and muting the evening paper, 
and brought a glass, and filled it for good feDowsb.ip's sake. 

"lly dear llort:imer, you are the express pictme of c::on:
tented industry, reposing (on aedit) after the virtuous laboms 
of the day." . 

"lly dear Eugene, you are the eqnss picture of discontented. 
idleness not reposing at aD. Where have you bea1J " 

" I have been," replied Wraybum, "........about town. I have 
turned up at the present ~ with the io:tention of c::on:
"sulting my highly intelligent and respected . soJicit.or on the 
position of my affairs." • : 
. " \"our highly intelligent and respected solicitor is of opinion 
that your afia.irs are in a bad way, Eu.,crme." 

" Though whether," said Eugme thoughtfuD:y, " that can 
be inteDigently said, now,. of the aJfairs of a client who has . 
nothing to Jose and who aumot possibly be made to pay, may 
.be open to qutstion. • 

"\·oo have fallen into the hands of the Jews, Eugene. • 
"lly dear boy,• mumed the debtor, ~ mmposedly 

taking up his glass, • having preriously fallen into the hands 
of some of the CnistiaDs, I can bear it with philosophy." 

"I have had an inta:view to-day, Eo.,~ with a Jew, who 
seems determined to press us bud. Quite a Shylock, and quite 
a Patriarch. A picturesque grey-headed and grey-bearded 
old Jew, in a shovel-bat and gaberdi:nc. • 

.. Not," said Eugene. pausing in setting down his g1ass, 
•• surely not my wonhy friend llr • .Aadml .. 

.. He caDs himself llr. Riah... . . 
" By-the-bye," said En.,~ " it mmes into my mind that 

-no doubt with &D iDstiDct:ive desire to n:aive him into the 
bosom of our <llurdl-1 gave him the name of~!" 

" Eugme, Eugene," returned Lightwood, • you are more 
ridiallous tlwa usual. Say 1l'bat you meaD... . 

, "Kenly, my dear fellow, that I have the honour and p1easure 
of a spralcing acquaintance with socb. a Patrian:h 15 you describe, 
and that I address him 15 llr. Aaron, because it appears to me 
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Hebraic, expressive, appropriate, and complimentary. Kat
withstanding which strong reasons for its being his name, it 
mav not be his name." 

''I believe vou are the absurdest man on the face of the 
earth," said Lightwood, laughing. 

"Kot at all, I assure you. Did he mention that he knew 
me?" 

" He did not. He only said of you that he expected to be 
paid by you." 

"Which looks," remarked Eugene with much gravity, "like 
ttot knowing me. I hope it may not be my worthy friend Mr. 
Aaron, for, to tell you the truth, :Mortimer, I doubt he may 
have a prepossession against me. I strongly suspect him of 
having had a hand in spiriting away Lizzie." 

"Everything," returned Lightwood impatiently, " seems. 
by a fatality, to bring us round to Lizzie. 'About town' 
meant about Lizzie, just now, Eugene." 
"~Iy solicitor, do you know," observed Eugene, turnin;; 

round to the furniture, " is a man of infinite discernment." 
"Did it not, Eugene?" 
"Yes, it did, Mortimer." 
" And yet, Eugene, you know you do not really care for her." 
Eugene \\'rayburn rose, and put his hands in his pockets. 

and stood with a foot on the fender, indolently rocking his 
body and looking at the fire. After a prolonged pause, he 
replied; "I don't know that. I must ask you not to say that, 
as if we took it for granted." 

" But if you do care for her, so much the more should you 
leave her to herself." 

Having again paused as before, Eugene said: "I don't know 
that, either. But ttll me. Did you ever see me take so much 
trouble about anything, as about this disappearance of hers? 
I ask. for information." 

'' :Jfy dear Eugene, I wish I ever had!" 
"Then you ha;-e not? Just so. You confirm my own 

impression. Does that look as if I cared for her? I ask, 
for information." · 

"I asked you for information, Eugene," said ~Iortimer, 
reproachfully. 

'· Dear boy, !know it, but I can't give it. I thirst for inforn1a
tion. \Yhat do I mean? If mY takin~ so much trouble to 
recoYer her does not mean that' I care '·for her, what does it 
mean? -'If Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled pepper, 
where ·s the peck," etc.? " 
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Though he said this gaily, he said it with a perplexed and 
inquisitive face, as if he actually did not know what to make 
of himself. " Look on to the end...:.." Light,\·ood was beginning 
to remonstrate, when he caught at the words: 

'' Ah! See now! That's exactly what I am incapable of 
doing. How very acute you are, ~Iortimer, in finding my 
weak place! When we were at school together, I got up my 
lessons at the last moment, dar by day and bit by bit; now 
"e are out in life together, I get up my lessons in the same 
\1 a y. In the present task I have not got beyond this ;-I am 
bent on finding Lizzie, and I mean to find her, and I will take 
any means of finding her that offer themselves. Fair means 
or foul means are all alike to me. I ask you-for information 
-what does that mean? When I have found her I may ask 
you-also for information-what do I mean now? But it 
would be premature in this stage, and it's not the character of 
m'' mind." 

·Light 1\ ood was shaking his head over the air with which 
his friend held forth thus-an air so whimsically open and 
argumentatiYe as almost to depriYe what he said of the appear
ance of evasion-when a shuffling was heard at the outer door, 
and then an undecided knock, as though some hand were groping 
for the knocker. " The frolicsome youth of the neighbourhood," 
said Eugene," ''hom I should be delighted to pitch from this 
th:Yation into the churchyard below, without any intermediate 
n-rtmonits, ban probabl~· turned the lamp out. I am on duty 
to-nid1t, and 11ill see to the door." 

· Hi's friend had barely had time to recall the unprecedented 
).:ham of determination "ith which he had spoken of findinrr 
tLis tirl, and \1 hich had faded out of him with the breath of th~ 
~pul,.,n "ords, \1 hen Eugene came back, ushering in a most 
,J;,~r;\cdul shadow of a man, shaking from head to foot, and 
cL•t 1wd 1:1 'habby 8rc-ase and smtar . 

.. TLi,; i,nuestin:I ~entleman," said Eu~·ene, "is the son
the O\<:>i•,nal!y rather tryin~ son, for he has his failin:.:s-of 
a Ldy < f my acquaintance. .\Iy dear ~Iortimer-~1lr. lJolls." 

Lad lW idta what his name was, knowing the little 
da "m.d,ds to be assumed, but presented him ,-.ith easy 

, c. :<.!t Jlle under the first apptllation that his associations 

.. 1 ~.tll.t r, my dcu ~~!ortimer," pursue-d Eu;ene, as Light
v·:,,J ~ur,J <lt the ubsn'ne Yi>itor, "from t!,e manner uf Mr. 
I l,,;;,_,, l.i, !: is ocl':l:';unally complic<ltt:d-that he desires to 
r. ,,;..e s.·Ir,, C<•m!r:unic.ttion to n:e. I haYe n~entiontd to ~Ir. 
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Dolls that you and I are on terms of confidence, and have 
requested 1\Ir. Dolls to develop his views here." 

The \\Tetched object being much embarrassed by holding 
what remained of his hat, Eugene airily tossed it to the door, 
and put him down in a chair. 

" It will be necessary, I think," he observed, " to wind up 
Mr. Dolls, before anything to any mortal purpose can be got 
out of him. Brandy, Mr. Dolls, or--? " 

"Threepenn'orth Rum," said Mr. Dolls. 
A judiciously small quantity of the spirit was given him in a 

wine-glass, and he began to convey it to his mouth, with all 
kinds of falterings and gyrations on the road. 

" The nerves of Mr. Dolls," remarked Eugene to Lightwood, 
" are considerably unstrung. And I deem it on the whole 
expedient to fumigate Mr. Dolls." 

He took the shovel from the grate, sprinkled a few live ashes 
on it, and from a box on the chimney-piece took a few pastilles, 
which he set upon them; then, with great composure, began 
placidly waving the shovel in front of Mr. Dolls, to cut him off 
from his company. 

" Lord bless my soul, Eugene! " cried Lightwood, laughing 
again, " what a mad fellow you are! Why does this creature 
come to see you? " 

"We shall hear," said Wrayburn, very observant of his face 
withal. "Now then. Speak out. Don't be afraid. State 
your business, Dolls." 

"Mist Wrayburn!" said the visitor, thickly and huskily. 
"-'Tis Mist Wrayburn, ain't?" With a stupid stare. 

" Of course it is. Look at me. What do you want? " 
Mr. Dolls collapsed in his chair, and faintly said "Three

penn'orth Rum." 
"Will you do me the favour, my dear Mortimer, to wind 

up :Mr. Dolls again?" said Eugene. "I am occupied with the 
fumigation." 

A similar quantity was poured into his glass, and he got it 
to his lips by similar circuitous ways. Having drunk it, Mr. 
Dolls, with an evident fear of running do\\11 again unless he 
made haste, proceeded to business. 

" Mist Wrayburn. Tried to nudge you, but you woul?n't. 
You want that drection. You want t'know where she hves. 
Do you, Mist Wrayburn? " 

With a glance at his friend, Eugene replied to the question 
sternly_, " I do." 

"I am er man," said Mr. Dolls, trying to smite himself on the 
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breast, but bringing his hand to bear upon the vicinity of his 
e,-e, "er do it. I am er man er do it." 
- ,: Wbat are you the man to do? " demanded Eugene, still 

stemh·. 
" Er :;rive up that drection." 
"Have you got it?" 
'Yith a most laborious attempt at pride and dignity, ~1r. 

Dolls rolled his head for some time, awakening the highest 
expectations, and then answered, as if it were the happiest 
point that could possibly be ex-pected of him: ":!\o." 

"\\l1at do vou mean then?" 
~Ir. Dolls, ~ollapsing in the drowsiest manner after his late 

intellectual triumph, replied: "Threepenn'orth Rum." 
"\\'ind him up again, my dear ~Iortimer," said Wrayburn; 

" wind him up again." 
"Eugene, Eugene," urged Lightwood in a low voice, as he 

complied, " can you stoop to the use of such an instrument 
as this? " 

" I said," was the reply, made with that former gleam of 
determination, " that I would find her out by any means, fair 
or fuul. These are foul, and I'll take them-if I am not first 
tempted to break the head of ~Ir. Dolls with the fumigator. 
Can you get the direction? Do you mean that? Speak! If 
that"s v. hat you have come for, say how much you want." 

" Ten shillings-Threepenn' orths Rum," said lli. Dolls. 
" You shall have it." 
"Fifteen shillings-Threepenn'orths Rum," said lli. Dolls, 

maling an attempt to stiffen himself . 
. " You shall have it. Stop at that. How v.ill you get the 

dm:ction you talk of? " 
" I a:n er man," said ~Ir. Dulls, with majesty," er get it, sir." 
" Huw will you get it, I a;k you? " 

. ·~ I am ill-used vidual," said ~Ir. Dolls. . "Blown up ~orning 
t m;.:Lt. Called names. She makes ~fmt money, srr, and 
nt\ er stJ.nds Threepenn'orth Rum." 

"Get on," rejoined Eugene, tapping tis pal;ied head with 
tl.~ Lre-sLonl. as it sank on his breast. '' \\nat comes next?,. 

~Lkin,; a di;ni!itd atten;pt to gathtr himself t•)g'tther, but, 
1 a,; it "trt .. dropping half-a-dozen pieces uf himself while he tried 
i i~1 '":n t•.J pick t:p une, ~!r. Dulls. swaying t,is head from side to 
· ~:.ic. rl,:4rdtd his questioner with wh . .it he supp(d:d to be a 

1..''··'-ty smile: and a su.mLI t:Llnce. 
·· :-:,~: lv(•hS upun r..e a; mtre child, sa-. I am ~or mere 

: l! i:~, ~ir. ~.Lin. ~Lm u:cl"t. Lerrtrs p.iSs tktwi..\.1: 'em. 
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Postman lerrers. Easy for man talent er get drection, as get 
his own drection." 

" Get it then," said Eugene; adding very heartily under his 
breath, " -You 'Brute! Get it, and bring it here to me, and 
earn the money for sixty threepenn'orths of rum, and drink 
them all, one atop of another, and drink yourself dead with 
all possible expedition." The latter clauses of these special 
instructions he addressed to the fire, as he gave it back the 
ashes he had taken from it, and replaced the shovel. 

Mr. Dolls now struck out the highly unexpected discovery 
that he had been insulted by Lightwood, and stated his desire 
to "have it out with him" on the spot, and defied him to come 
on, upon the liberal terms of a sovereign to a halfpenny. Mr. 
Dolls then fell a-crying, and then exhibited a tendency to fall 
asleep. This last manifestation, as by far the most alarming, 
by reason of its threatening his prolonged stay on the premises, 
necessitated vigorous measures. Eugene picked up his worn
out hat with the tongs, clapped it on his head, and, taking him 
by the collar-all this at arm's length-conducted him down
stairs and out of the precincts into Fleet Street. There, he 
turned his face westward, and left him. 

When he got back, Lightwood was standing over the fire, 
brooding in a sufficiently low-spirited manner. 

"I'll wash my hands of Mr. Dolls-physically-" said 
Eugene, "and be with you again directly, Mortimer." 

" I would much prefer," retorted Mortimer, " your washing 
your hands of Mr. Dolls, morally, Eugene." 

" So would I," said Eugene; " but you see, dear boy, I can "t 
do ·without him." 

In a minute or two he resumed his chair, as perfectly uncon
cerned as usual, and rallied his friend on having so narrowly 
escaped the prowess of their muscular visitor. 

" I can't be amused on this theme," said Mortimer, rest
lessly. "You can make almost any theme amusing to me, 
Eugene, but not this." 

"Well!'' cried Eugene," I am a little ashamed of it myself, 
and therefore let us change the subject." 

"It is so deplorably underhanded,'' said Mortimer. "It is 
so unworthy of you, this setting on of such a shameful scout.'' 

".We have changed the subject!" exclaimed Eugene, airily. 
"We have found a new one in that word, scout. Don't be like 
Patience on a mantelpiece fro"ning at Dolls, but sit down, and 
I'll tell you something that you really will find amusing. Take 
a cigar. Look at this of mine. I light it-draw one puff~ 
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breathe the smoke out-there it goes-it's Dolls !-it's gone, 
and being gone, you are a man again." 

"Your subject," said Mortimer, after lighting a cigar, and 
comforting himself with a whiff or two, "was scouts, Eugene." 

" Exactly. Isn't it droll that I never go out after dark, but 
I find myself attended, al\,·ays by one scout, and often by two? " 
Li;;htwood took his cigar from his lips in surprise, and looked 
at his friend, as if with a latent suspicion that there must be a 
je't or hidden meaning in his words. 

" On my honour, no,'' said Wrayburn, answering the look 
and smiling carelessly; " I don't wonder at your supposing 
su, but on my honour, no. I say what I mean. I never go 
out after dark, but I find myself in the ludicrous situation 
of l•ting followed and observed at a distance, always by one 
~rout, and often by two." 

" :\re you sure, Eugene? " 
"Sure? My dear boy, they are always the same." 
" But there's no process out against you. The Jews only 

threaten. They have done nothing. Besides, they know where 
to find you, and I represent you. Why take the trouble? " 

"Observe the legal mind! " remarked Eugene, turning round 
to the furniture again, with an air of indolent rapture. " Observe 
the dyer's hand, assimilating itself to what it works in,--or 
\\Ould wurk in, if anybody would give it anything to do. Re
~pected solicitor, it's not that. The schoolmaster's abroad." 

" The schoolmaster? " 
" :\ ye! Sometimt>s the schoolmaster and the pupil are both 

<.<hroad. \\'hy, how soon you rust in my absence! You don't 
understand yet? Those fellows who were here one night. 
'1 hey are the scouts I speak of as doing me the honour to attend 
rnt aft~:r dark." 

.. How lonf' has this been going on? " asked Lightwood, 
"ppu,ing a serious face to the laugh of his friend. 

" I appn:lwnd it has bten going on ever since a certain person 
1'. cnt (•Ii. Probably, it had Leen going on some little time 

. l •t lure I nutin:d it; which "ould bring it to about that time." 
" llu you thi::k they suppose you to have invtigled her 

: a11a\':." 
.. ~I y dl'.tr ~!urtimer, you know the absorbing nature of 

l!•\' pn•it»ional occupations; I really haYe not had leisure to 
t i '!: ;k "\1\•L:t it.'' 

.. IL1H \uU asked tLt:m \d,at they want? Have you 
l 1•itl'll d) .. · 

;, \\ :.y :-L•·uid I a-k tlir!11 wLat they w,,nt, dear ftllow, when 
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I am indifferent what they want? Why should I e:li."Press 
objection, when I don't object? " 

"You are in your most reckless mood. But you called the 
situation just now, a ludicrous one; and most men object to 
that, e,-en those "~Vho are utterly indifferent to everything 
else." · • 

"You charm me, lrortimer, with your reading of my weak
nesses. (By-the-bye, that very word, Reading, in its critical 
use, always charms me. An actress's Reading of a chamber
maid, a dancer's Reading of a hornpipe, a singer's Reading of 
a song, a marine painter's Reading of the sea, the kettle-drum's 
Reading of an instrumental passage, are phrases ever youthful 
and delightful.) I was mentioning your perception of my 
weaknesses. I own to the weakness of objecting to occupy a 
ludicrous position, and therefore I transfer the position to the 
scouts." 

" I wish, Eugene, you would speak a little more soberly and 
plainly, if it were only out of consideration for my feeling less 
at ease than you do." 

"Then soberly and plainly, Mortimer, I goad the school
master to madness. I make the schoolmaster so ridiculous. 
and so aware of being made ridiculous, that I see him chafe and 
fret at every pore when we cross one another. The amiable 
occupation has been the solace of my life, since I was baulked 
in the manner unnecessarr to rec-all. I have derived inex
pressible comfort from it. i do it thus: I stroll out after dark, 
stroll a little way, look in at a '1"1-indow and furtively look out 
for the schoolmaster. Sooner or later, I perceive the school
master on the watch; sometimes accompanied by his hopeful 
pupil; oftener pupil-less. Ha,-ing made sure of his watching 
me, I tempt him on. all over London. One night I go east, 
another night north, in a few nights I go all round the compass. 
Sometimes, I walk; sometimes, I proceed in cabs, draining the 
pocket of the schoolmaster, who then follows in cabs. I study 
and get up abstruse Xo Thoroughfares in the course of the day. 
W!th Yenetian mystery I seek those Xo Thoroughfares at night, 
~rlide into them by means of dark courts, tempt the school
in_a.:,~;er to follow, turn suddenly, and catch him before he can 
reue-at. Then we bee one another, and I pass him as unaware 
of his existence, and he undergoes grinding torments. Similarly, 
I walk at a gre-at pace down a short street, rapiJ!y tum the 
comer, and, getting out of his Yiew, as rapidly tum back. I 
catch him coming on post, again pass him as unaware of his 
existe:::tce, and again he undergoes grinding torments. Xight 
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after night his disappointment is acute, but hope springs eternal 
in the scholastic breast, and he follows me again to-morrow. 
Thus I enjoy the pleasures of the chase, and derive great benefit 
from the healthful exercise. When I do not enjoy the pleasures 
of the chase, for anything I know he watches at the Temple 
Gate all night." 

"This is an extraordinary story," observed Lightwood, who 
had heard it out with serious attention. " I don't like it." 

" You are a little hipped, dear fellow," said Eugene; " you 
have been too sedentary. Come and enjoy the pleasures of 
the chase." 

"Do you mean that you believe he is watching now?" 
" I have not the slightest doubt he is." 
"Have you seen him to-night?" 
" I forgot to look for him when I was last out," returned 

Eugene, with the calmest indifference; "but I dare say he was 
there. Come! Be a British sportsman, and enjoy the pleasures 
of the chase. It will do you good." 

Lightwood hesitated; but, yielding to his curiosity, rose. 
"Bravo!" cried Eugene, rising too. "Or, if Yoicks would 

be in better keeping, consider that I said Yoicks. Look to 
your feet, Mortimer, for we shall try your boots. When you 
are ready I am-need I say with a Hey Ho Chivy, and like
wise with a Hark Forward, Hark Forward, Tantivy? " 

" Will nothing make you serious? " said Mortimer, laughing 
through his gravity. 

" I am always serious, but just now I am a little excited 
by the glorious fact that a southerly wind and a cloudy sky 
proclaim a hunting evening. Ready? So. We tum out the 
lamp and shut the door, and take the field." 

As the two friends passed out of the Temple into the public 
stref't, Eugene demanded with a show of courteous patronage 
in which direction Mortimer would like the run to be? "There 
is a rather difficult country about Bethnal Green," said Eugene, 
"and we have not taken in that direction lately. What is your 
11pinion of Bethnal Green?" ~fortimer assented to Bethnal 
Grn·n, and they turned eastward. "~ow, when we come to 
St. Paul's churchyard," pursued Eugene, "we'll loiter artfully, 
and I'll show you the schoolmaster." But they both saw him 
bdore they got there; alone, and stealing after them in the 
shadow of the houst's, on the opposite side of the way. 

"Get your wind," said Eugene." for I am off directly. Does 
it on'ur to you that the boys of ~Iem• England will begin to 
d~:taiorate in an educati(•nal light, if this lasts long? The 
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schoolmaster can't attend to me and the boys too. Got your 
V~ind? I am off!" 

At what a rate he went, to breathe th'e schoolmaster; and 
how he then lounged and loitered, to put his patience to another 
kind of wear; what preposterous ways he took, with no other 
object on earth than to disappoint and punish him; and how 
he wore him out by every piece of ingenwty that his eccentric 
humour could devise; all this Lightwood noted, with a feeling 
of ·astonishment that so careless a man could be so wary, and 
that so idle a man could take so much trouble. At last, far 
on in the third hour of the pleasures of the chase, when he had 
brought the poor dogging wretch round again into the City, 
he twisted )fortimer up a few dark entries, twisted him into 
a litde square court, twisted him sharp round again, and they 
almost ran against Bradley Headstone. 

"And you.see, as I was saying, Mortimer," remarked Eugene 
aloud, with th~ utmost coolness, as though there were no one 
within hearing but themselves; " and you see, as I was saying-
undergoing grinding torments." · 

It was not too strong a phrase for the occasion. Looking 
like the hunted, and not the hunter, baffled, worn, ·with the 
exhaustion of deferred hope and consuming hate and anger in 
his face, white-lipped, wild-eyed, draggle-haired, seamed with 
jealousy and anger, and torturing himself with the conviction 
that he showed it all and they exulted in it, he went by them 
in the dark, like a haggard head suspended in the air: so com
pletely did the force of his e:x"Pression cancel his figure. · 

)fortimer Light~Yood was not an extraordinarily impressible 
man, but this face impressed him. He spoke of it more than 
once on the remainder of the way home, and more than once 
"hen they got home. 

They had bee~ a-bed in their respecti\·e rooms two or three 
hours, when Eugene was partly awakened by hearing a footstep 

·.going about, anq was fully awakened by seeing Lightwood 
standing at his bedside. . 

"Xothing V~Tong, :\Iortl.mer? " 
"Xo." . 
" W'hat fancy takes you, then, for walking about in the night?" 
" I am horriblY '1'.-akeful." · 
"How comes that about. I wonder?" 
"Eugene, I cannot lose ~ight of that fellow's face." 
"Odd," said Eu:zene, with a light laugh, "I can." _\nd 

turned over, and fell asleep a,;::Un. 
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. 
CHAPTER XI· 

~ ~ ! • ' ' 

· l1f 'l"BE DARK 

THEU was no sleep for B~ Headstone on that night. whed 
Eug_ene Wrayburn tumed so easily in his bed; there. was no 
sleep for little :Miss Peecl).er. • Bradley CODSUIDed. the lonely 
boun, and consumed himself, in haunting the .spot where his 
careless rival Jay a-dreaming;. little lfiss Peecher ~ them 
away in listening· for the. returp home of the master of .~ 
heart, and in sorrowfully presaging that mw:h was amiss with 
him. Yet more was amiss with him than Miss Peecher's simply 
aiT8nged little work-box: of thoughts, fitted with no gloomy and 
dark recesses, could boJd. .For. the ~to of the JDa.O was 
murderous. . . · . :;. ; .. , • · , , .. , .; 

The state of the lll8.Q was murderous, and ht: knew it.· Yore; 
be initated it, with a .kind of perverse pleasure akin to that 
•·bich a sick man sometimes bas in irritating a wound upon his 
body. Tied up·all day with his disciplined show upon. him, 
subdued to the performance of his routine of educational tricks, 
encircled by • gabbling aowd, be broke loose at !light like an 
ID-ta.mrd wild animaL Under his daily restraint, it was his com~ 
pensation, not his trouble, to give a glance towards bis state at 
night, and to the~om of its being indul.:,aed.,· U gno:at aim.ina1s 
told the trp~·hich, being great aiminals, they do not~ey 
•·ould very rarely tell of their struggles aa,.oainst the aime. .. Their 
1truggles are towards it. They buffet with opposing waves "to 
gajn the bloody shore, DOt to recede from it. This mao perfectly 
comprehended that he hated his rival with his lt!'ODooest and 
worst forceg, and that if he tracked biaa to Lizzie Hewn, his 
so doing would Pever &ttVe hiJnself with her, er llelVf: ber. All 
bis pains were taken, to the end that be might incense himself 
•ith the iiooht of the detested ~aure ill ber company and favour,· 
in her place of coOO'Alment. And be knew "f well what act of 
his •·ould follow if he did, as he P-ew that his lllOt:ba' bad home 
him. CAnted, tbat he DI&Y not have held it aeceswy to make 
~Jpmi mention to bimseU of the ene familiar truth any more 
thaa of the other. . . · . · 

lie k:ntw equally well that be fed his wrath and hatred, and 
that be. accumulated provocation and self-justification, by bein: 
made the nightly sport of ~ 1'ecldess and insolent Eugene. 
Knowing al\ this, &.nd still aiWifi goisg on ...-itb infinite endur· 
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ance, pains, and perseverance, could his dark soul doubt whither 
he went? 

Baffled, exasperated, and weary, he lingered opposite the 
Temple gate when it closed on Wraybum and Lightwood, 
debating with himself should he go home for that time or 
should he watch longer. Possessed in his jealousy by the fixed· 
idea that Wraybum was in the secret, if it were not altogether 
of his contriving, Bradley was as confident of getting the better 
of him at last by sullenly sticking to him, as he would have been 
-and often had been-of mastering any piece of study in the 
way of his vocation, by the like slow persistent process. A man 
of rapid passions and sluggish intelligence, it had served him 
often and should serve him again. 

The suspicion crossed him as he rested in a doorway with his 
eyes upon the Temple gate, that perhaps she was even con
cealed in that set of Chambers. It would furnish another 
reason for Wraybum's purposeless walks, and it might be. He 
thought of it and thought of it, until he resolved to steal up the 
stairs, if the gate-keeper would let him through, and listen. So 
the haggard head suspended in the air flitted across the road, 
like the spectre of one of the many heads erst hoisted upon 
neighbouring Temple Bar, and stopped before the watchman. 

The watchman looked at it, and asked: "Who for?" 
"Mr. \Vraybum." 
" It's very late." 
"He came back with Mr. Lightwood, I know, near upon two 

hours ago. But if he has gone to bed, I'll put a paper in his 
letter-box. I am expected." 

The watchman said no more, but opened the gate, though 
rather doubtfully. Seeing, however, that the visitor went 
straight and fast in the right direction, he seemed satisfied. 

The haggard head floated up the dark staircase, and softly 
descended nearer to the floor outside the outer door of the 
chambers. The doors of the rooms within appeared to be 
standing open. There were rays of candlelight from one of 
them, and there was the sound of a footstep going about. There 
were two voices. The words they uttered were not distinguish
able, but they were both the voices of men. In a few moments 
the voices were silent, and there was no sound of footstep, and 
the inner light went out. If Lightwood could have seen the 
face which kept him awake, staring and listening in the dark
ness outside the door as he spoke of it, he might have been less 
disposed to sleep through the remainder of the night. . 

"Not there," said Bradley, "but she might have been." 



At the Temple Gate 

The head arose to its fanner height from the ground, floated 
down the staircase again, and passed on to the gate. A man 
was standing there in parley with the watchman. 

" Oh! " said the watchman. "Here he is! " 
Percei' ing himself to be the antecedent, Bradley looked from 

the watchman to the man. 
" This man is leaYing a letter for 1Ir. Lightwood," the watch

man explained, showing it in his hand; " and I was mentioning 
that a person had just gone up to )lr. Lightwood's chambers. 
It might be the same business perhaps? " 
"~o," said Bradley, glancing at the man, who was a stranger 

to him. 
"~o," the man assented in a surly way; "my letter-it's 

\\Tote by my daughter, but it's mine-it's about my business, 
and m\' business ain't nobody else's business." 

As Bradley passed out o( the gate with an undecided foot, 
he heard it shut behind him, and heard the footstep of the man 
coming after him. 

" 'S~use me," said the man, who appeared to ha,·e been 
drinking. and rather stumbled at him than touched him, to 
attract his attention; "but might you be acquainted with the 
Tother GDYernor?" 
· " With whom? " asked Bradlev. 

" \\'ith," returned the man, pointing backward onr his right 
shoulder with his right thumb, " the T'other G\Jyernor? " 

·· I don't know what YOU mean." 
"\\l1y, look here," h'ooking his proposition on his ldt-hand 

fin:;ers with the forefinger of his right. "There's two GDnr
nors, ain't there? One and one, two-Lawyer Lightwood, 
my first finger, he's one, ain't he? \Yell; might YOU be ac-
quainted with my middle fing-er, the T' other? " · 

" I know quite as much of him,'' said Bradlev, with a frov.-n 
and a di,:tant look bdure hin1, '·as I want to know." 

" livvro.u!" cried the man. " Hooroar T'otber I' other 
Gonrnvr. Hooroa.r T'otherest Governor! I am of your wav 
uf t!.inkin'." · · 

" lll•n't m;<ke such a noise at this dead hour of the ni;;;:ht. 
\rLat ;;rt 'l'U t;.;.i\...in;.;- about?'' ~ 

"L•1•k Lt-re, Toth:rest Governor," replied the man, becoming 
L.,r,d~ cc>ntidt-nti.il. "The T'other Gonrnor he's alwavs 
j ... kt,J Lis jv\...es Jgin me, owing. as I bdiew, to mv being' a 
l.vn~:st n: .. n as ;,xts my li\·ing by the sweat of mv bru\\:. \H~ch 
l.e ain't . .~.nd I.e don't.'' · 

" Wh~t is t! .. n t•J me? •• 
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·' T'otherest Gonmor," returned the man in a tone of injured 
innocence, "if you don't care to hear no more, don't hear no 
more. You begun it. You said, and likewise showed pretty 
plain, as you warn't by no means friendly to him. But I don't 
seek to force my company nor yet my opinions on no man. I 
am a honest man, that's what I am. Put me in the dock any
where-! don't care where-and I says, ' ~Iy Lord, I am a 
honest man.' Put me in the witness-box am·where-I don't 
care where-and I says the same to his lordship, and I kisses 
the book. I don't kiss mv coat-cuff; I kisses the book." 

It was not so much in deference to these strong testimonials 
to character, as in his restless casting about for any way or help 
towards the disco,·ery on which he was concentrated, that 
Bradley Headstone replied: "You needn't take offence. I 
didn "t mean to stop you. You were too loud in the open street; 
that was all." 

·' T'otherest GoYernor," replied lli. Riderhood, mollified and 
mysterious, " I know wot it is to be loud, and I knew wot it is 
to be soft. :Xat'rall\· I do. It would be a wonder if I did not. 
being by the Chris'en name of Roger, which took it arter my: 
own father, which took it from his own father, though which 
of our fam"lv fust took it nat'ral I will not in anv wavs mislead 
you by und.ertakin' to say. ~\nd wishing that 'your elth may· 
be better than your looks, which your inside must be bad indeed 
if it's on the footing of your out." . 

Startled by the implication that his face revealed too much 
of his mind. Bradlev made an effort to clear his brow. It 
might be worth knO\~i.ng what this strange man's business was 
with Lightwood, or WraYburn; or both, at such an unseason
able hour. He set himseif to find out, for the man mi;;ht prow 
to be a messenger between those two. 

"You call at the Temple late," he remarked, with a lumber
ing show of ease. 

·· \\"i>h I may die," cried ~Ir. Riderhood, with a hoarse laugh, 
·'if I warn't a-goin' to say the self-same words to you, T'otherest 
Go,·ernor ~ " 

··It chanced so with me," said Bradley, looking discon
certedlv about him. 

'"All'd it cha:1ced so with me," said Riderhood. " But I 
don't mind tellin·:r vou how. \\1lv should I mind tdlin\! vou:. 
I'm a Deputy ~ck-keeper, up the river, and I was oif ·duty 
,-e;;'dav, and I shall be on to-morrow." 
· ·'Yes?" 

" Yes, a:1d I come to London to look arter my private afiairs. 
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~~I\. priYate affairs is to get appinted to the Lock as reg'lar 
~eeptr at fust-hand, and to haYe the law of a Busted B'low-

~
rid~e steamer which dro1mded of me. I ain't a-goin' to be 
rownded and not paid for it! " 
Bradley luoked at him, as though he were claiming to be a 
host. 
" The Steamer," said )Ir. Riderhood, obstinately, " run me 

1du11n and drownded of me. Interference on the part of other 
~l:lrties brought me round; but I -never asked 'e:n to bring me 
lfuund. nor Yet the steamer never asked 'em to rt. I mean to 
1be paid fL)r the life as the steamer took." 
i "\ras that your business at )Ir. Lightwood's chambers in 
~he middle of the night? " asked Bradley, eyeing hin1 with 
idictru~t. 

I 
.. That, and to get a \\Titing to be fust-hand Lock-keeper . 

. \ recommendation in writing being looked for, who else ought 
itu 12in it to me? A.s I says in the letter in my daughter's hand, 
(,, ith my mark put to it to make it good in law, \\no but you, 
:L.;wyer Li;;htwood, ought to hand over this here stifficate, and 
111 ho but yuu ought to go in for damages on my account agin 
itLe Steamer? For (as I says under my mark) I have had 
. trtmble t:nuut:h along of you and your friend. If you, Lawyer 

• :Li~ht11uod, bad backed me good and true, and if the T'other 
. ·

1

cun:mor had touk me do11·n correct (I says under my mark), 
I ,;hvuld han bctn worth money at the present time, instead 

1uf ha1in,: a barge-load of bad names chucked at me, and bein,g 
·: fvr.·ed to eat my words, which is a unsatisf;·ing sort of food, 
I wt~t<.:nr a man's appetite~ _\nd when you mention the middle 
1uf the ni,:l:t. T'otht:rtst GoYernor," growled )lr. Riderhood, 
1 11 indi:l;.! up his munutonous summary of his \Hongs, ''throw 
, yuur eye on this here bundle under my arm, and bear in mind 

. t\,.;t I'm a-11 alking balk to my Lock, and that the Temple laid 
: c:;1u11 my line of rvad." 

Br."::n· lft·adstone's face had chan::t:d durincr this latter 
rnit..~.l. a;1d he had oLsernd the ~ptaktrL with a m~re sustained 

... ::t·nth•n. 
"llu _lu'J know," ~aid he, after a pause. during which tJ:,ey 

, ''· .,::..t:d u:1 ~iJe by side, " that I bditn I could tell YOU ,·our 
1 .. 1Lll·. i! 1 t~ied? " • • 

"Pre•\.: ;o:1r opir,iun," was tb: ans11t:r, accon,pJ.nitd 11ith a 
·i' .. d:d .> ,t .. re. "Tr\'." 
.. \',l::r ~..m,, is Rido:rhuod." 
... 1'1~1 l-l"t ii. it. ai:1't," rc:-t.:.rncd t: . ..tt ·'But I 

L ~n t l..·1 .. 11 ;u:.;r n:' 
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"That's quite another thing," said Bradley. "I never 
supposed you did." 

.As Bradley walked on meditating, the Rogue walked on at 
his side muttering. The purport of the muttering was: "that 
Rogue Rider hood, by George! seemed to be made public 
property on, now, and that every man seemed to think himseU 
free to handle his name as if it was a Street Pump." The pur
port of the meditating was: "Here is an instrument. Can I 
use it?" 

They had walked along the Strand, and into Pall )!all, and 
had turned up-hill towards Hyde Park Corner; Bradley Head
stone waiting on the pace and lead of Riderhood, and leaving 
l>irn to indicate the course. So slow were the schoolmaster's 
thoughts, and so indistinct his purposes when they were but 
tributary to the one absorbing purpose-or rather when, like 
dark trees under a stormy sky, they only lined the long vista 
at the end o£ which he saw those two figures of Wrayburn and 
Lizzie on which his eyes were fixed-that at least a good hall
mile was traversed before he spoke again. Even then, it was 
only to ask: 

" Where is your Lock? " 
" Twenty mile and odd-call it five-and-twenty mile and odd, 

if you like-up stream," was the sullen reply. 
" How is it called? " 
" Plashwater Weir )!ill Lock." 
" Suppose I was to offer you five shillings; what then? " 
"Why, then, I"d take it," said ~Ir. Riderbood. 
The schoolmaster put his hand in his pocket, and produced 

two half-crowns, and placed them in )Ir. Riderhood's palm: 
who stopped at a convenient doorstep to ring them both, before 
acknowledging their receipt. 

"There's one thing about you, T'otberest Governor," said 
Riderhood, faring on again," as looks well and goes fur. You're 
a ready-money man. Xow;" when he had carefully pocketed 
the coins on that side of himseU which was furthest from his new 
friend; " whaf s this for? " 

"For you." 
"Why, o' course I know that." said Riderhood, as arguing 

something that was seU-e,ident. "0' course I know very well 
as no man in his right senses would suppose as anythink would 
make me give it up agin when I'd once got it. But what do you 
want for it? " 

" I don't know that I want anything for it. Or if I do want 
anything for it, I don't know what it is." Bradley gave this 
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.nswer in a stolid, vacant, and self-communing manner, which 
.fr. Riderhood found very extraordinary. 

"You have no goodwill towards this Wrayburn," said 
lradley, coming to the name in a reluctant and forced way, 
lS if he were dragged to it. 

"No." 
"Neither have I." 
Rider hood nodded, and asked: " Is it for that? " 
" It's as much for that as anything else. It's something 

o be agreed with, on a subject that occupies so much of one's 
houghts." 
"It don't agree with you," returned Mr. Riderhood, bluntly. 

'No! It don't, T'otherest Governor, and it's no use a-lookin' 
Ls if you wanted to make out that it did. I tell you it rankles 
n you. It rankles in you, rusts in you, and pisons you." 

"Say that it does so," returned Bradley, with quivering lips; 
' is there no cause for it? " 

" Cause enough, I'll bet a pound! " cried Mr. Rider hood. 
" Haven't you yourself declared that the fellow has heaped 

)rovocation, insults, and affronts on you, or something to that 
:ffect? He has done the same by me. He is made of venomous 
nsults and affronts, from the crown of his head to the sole of 
1is foot. Are you so hopeful or so stupid, as not to know that 
1e and the other will treat your application with contempt, 
md light their cigars with it? '' 

" I shouldn't wonder if they did, by George," said Riderhood, 
;urning angry. 

" If they did! They will. Let me ask you a question. I 
mow something more than your name about you; I knew 
;omething about Gaffer Hexam. When did you last set eyes 
Jpon his daughter?" 

" \\'hen did I last set eyes upon his daughter, T'otherest 
::;o\'rrnor? " repeated Mr. Rider hood, growing intentionally 
;lower of comprehension as the other quickened in his speech. 

"Yes. Not to speak to her. To see her-anywhere?" 
The Rogue had got the clue he wanted, though he held it 

11ith a clumsy hand. Looking perplexedly at the passionate 
face, as if he were trying to work out a sum in his mind, he 
slowly answered: "I ain't set eyes upon her-never once-not 
;ince the dav of Gaffer's death." 

" You kn<iw her well, by sight? " 
" I should think I did! No one better." 
" .\nd You know him as well? " 
"\\'ho:s Lim?" asked Riderhood, taking off his hat and 
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rubbing his forehead, as he directed a dull look at his questioner. 
" Curse the name! Is it so agreeable to you that you want 

to hear it again? " 
" Oh! Him I" said Rider hood, who had craftily worked the 

schoolmaster into this corner, that he might again take note of 
his face under its evil possession. " I'd know lzim among a 
thousand." 

"Did you--" Bradley tried to ask it quietly; but, do 
what he might with his voice, he could not subdue his face;
" did you ever see them together? " 

(The rogue had got the clue in both hands now.) 
"I see 'em together, T'otherest Governor, on the very day 

when Gaffer was towed ashore." 
Bradley could have hidden a reserved piece of information 

from the sharp eyes of a whole inquisitive class, but he could 
not veil from the eyes of the ignorant Riderhood the "ithheld 
question next in his breast. " You shall put it plain if you 
want it ans~·ered," thought the Rogue doggedly; "I ain't 
a-going a-wolunteering." 

" Well! was he insolent to her too? " asked Bradley after 
a struggle. " Or did he make a show of being kind to her? " 

"He made a show of being most uncommon kind to her," 
said Rider hood. " By George! now I--" 

His flying off at a tangent was indisputably natural. 
Bradley looked at him for the reason. 

"Now I think of it," said 1Ir. Riderhood, evasively, for he 
was substituting those words for "X ow I see you so jealous," 
which was the phrase really in his mind; "p'r'aps he went and 
took me down \\TOng, a purpose, on account o' being sweet 
upon her!" 

The baseness of confirming him in this suspicion or pretence 
of one (for he could not have really entertained it), was a line's 
breadth bevond the mark the schoolmaster had reached. The 
baseness of communing and intriguing with the fellow who 
would have set that stain upon her, and upon her brother too, 
was attained. The line's breadth further, lay beyond. He 
made no reply, but walked on ''ith a lowering face. ''nat he might gain by this acquaintance, he could not work 
out in his slow and cumbrous thoughts. The man had an 
injury against the object of his hatred, and that was something; 
though it was less than he supposed, for there .dwe.lt in the man 
no such deadly rage and resentment as burned m his own breast. 
The man knew her, and might, by a fortunate chance, see ht:r 
or hear of her; that was something. as enlisting one pair of eyes 
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.nd ears the more. The man was a bad man, and willing 
1nou;;h to be in his pay. That was something, for his mm 
!tate and purpose were as bad as bad could be, and he seemed 
1o derive a vague support from the possession of a congenial 

[

1Strument, though it might ne,·er be used. 
~ Suddenly he stood still, and asked Riderhood point-blank if 

e knew where she was? Clearly, he did not know. He asked 
iliderhood if he would be willing, in case any intelligence of her, 

. t•r of \\'rayburn as seeking her or associating vrith her, should 
:all in his way, to communicate it if it were paid for? He 
t1·ould be very willing indeed. He was "agin 'em both,'' he 
1aid with an oath, and for why? 'Cause they had both stood 
:>etwixt him and his getting his living by the sweat of his brow. 

·1 " It will not be long then," said Bradley Headstone, after 
l·ome more discourse to this effect. " before we see one another 

. f~gain. Here is the country road; and here is the day. Both 
11aYe come upon me by surprise." 
I "But, T'otherest Governor," urged Mr. Riderb.ood, '' I don't 
l.mow where to find You." 
; "It is of no consequence. I know where to find you, and 
Til come to Your Lock." 
I "But, T'otherest Go,·ernor," urged llr. Riderhood again, 
!" no luck nenr come yet of a dry acquaintance. Let's wet it 
1in a mouthful of rum and milk, T'otherest Governor." 
I lJradlty a~senting, went with him into an early public-house, 
rhaunted by uma,·oury smells of musty hay and stale straw, 
1 v. here returning carts, farmers' men, gaunt dogs, fowls of a 

•: betry Lreed, and certain human night-birds fluttering home to 
• · rou~ t, were solacing themselYes a iter their senral manners; 

1 and ''here not c,ne of the ni&ht-birds hoYering about the sloppy 
bar f.,il"d to discern at a glance in the passion-wasted night
Lird v. ith re;;pectable feathers, the worst night-bird of all . 

• \n in-pi~ation uf affection for a half-drunken carter going 
Li> 1uy led to ~lr. Riderhood's being elevated on a high heap 
L·f LJ.,ktts (•tl a v. a;:,:un, ar.d pursuing his journey recumbent on 
Lis l.J.t..k 11 ith l,i; l:ead on his bundle. Bradlev then turned to 

· rt:tr .>.L't Lis ~teps, and by-and-bye struck off through little
tr.l.\tr:;ed 11ays, and by-and-bye reached school and home. l:p 

· u:Le tLe s~m t,) fmd him v.ashed and brushed, methodically 
C:<..>:'t:d in linc:t:t LlJ.ck coat and waistcoat, decent fo!'Illal bbck 
::,, ;:nd r·crptr and salt panuloons, with his decent silvtr 
" ... t,·h i:1 it.; pvLkt:t, and its decent h<"tir-guard round his neck: 
... ;.c 1.,·:J.sti2 LL::~t,:1l.'t!1 clad Lr the fdd, with Lis fresh p.1ck 
: l :;•ir~,: and b.tr:-:!:1,: •. round r.im. 
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Yet more reallY bewitched than the mi.;erable creatures of th~ 
much-lamented times, who accused the!IlSelves of impossibilitie; 
under a contagion of horror and the strongly suggestive in 
fiuences of Torture, he had been ridden hard by EYil Spirits ir 
the night that was newly gone. He had been spurred an< 
whipped and hea,ily sweated. If a record of the sport hac 
usurped the places of peaceful texts from Scripture on the wall 
the most advanced of the scholars might have taken fright anc 
run away from the master. 

CRAFTER XII 

lffi...\~iiXG lllSCHIEF 

l"P came the sun, streaming all over London, and in its gloriolli 
impartiality e\·en condescending to make prismatic sparkles ir 
the whiskers of lli. Alfred Lammle as he sat at breakfast. Ir 
need of some brightening from ·without was lli. Alfred Lammle 
for he had the air of being dull enough within, and lookec 
grie,·ously discontented. 

llis. _llired Lammle faced her lord. The happy pair o: 
swindlers, with the comfortable tie between them that each hac 
swindled the other, sat moodily obsen·ant of the tablecloth 
Things looked so gloomy in the breakfast-room, albeit on th( 
sunny side of Sack>ille Street, that any of the family trades· 
people glancing through the blinds might have taken the hin1 
to send in his account and press for it. But this, indeed, mos1 
of the family trade:,-people had already done, without the hint 

" It see!IlS to me," said ~Irs. Lammle, " that you have hac 
no monev at all eyer since we have been married." 

""\\na"t see!IlS to •ou." said lli. Lammle, "to have been thE 
case, may possibly ha,-e been the case. It doesn't matter." 

Was it the speciality of ~Ir. and llis. Lammle, or does i1 
ever obtain with other loving couples? In these matrimon.iaJ 
dialogues they never addressed each other, but always somE 
imisible presence that appeared to take a station about mid
way between them. Perhaps the skeleton in the cupboard 
comes out to be talked to, on such domestic occasions? 

"I have ne,-er seen an> mone• in the house." said ~Irs. 
Lammle to the skeleton, .-,except. my own annuity. nlat ] 
swear." 

"You needn't take the tro'Jble of swearing," said ~Ir. Lammi< 
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, the skeleton; "once more, it doesn't matter. You ne\·er 
'med your annuity to so good an account." 
" Good an account! In what wav?" asked ~Irs. Lammle. 
"In the way of getting credit, and living well," said )fr. 

ammle. 
Perhaps the skeleton laughed scornfully on being intrusted 
ith this question and this answer; certainly :\Irs. Lammle 
id. and ~Ir. Lammle did. 
,; .\nd what is to happen next?" asked ~Irs. Lammle of 

1e skeleton. 
" Smash is to happen ne>.:t," said ~Ir. Lammle to the same 

Jthoritv. 
After this1 ~Irs. Lammle looked disdainfully at the skeleton

. ut without ca!T)ing the look on to ~Ir. Lammle-and drooped 
ier eyes. After that, ~Ir. Lammle did exactly the same thing, 
1 nd drooped his eyes. A sen·ant then entering ·with toast, the 
1keleton retired into the closet, and shut itself up. 
1 " Sophronia,'' said ~Ir. LamwJe, when the sen·ant had v.ith· 
1rawn. And then, \·ery much louder: "Sophronia!" 
1 "\\'dJ?" 
1 

"Attend to me, if you please." He eyed her sternly until 
1 be did attend, and then went on. "I want to take counsel 
:., ith you. Come, come; no more trifling. You know our 
: eaf.'UC and co1 enant. \re are to work together for our joint 

· ~nttrest, and you are as knowing a hand as I am. \re shouldn't 
he together if you were not. What's to be done? We are 
~.en;med into a comer. \\nat shall we do? " 

,, na,·e you no scheme on foot that will bring in any
hhing?" 

~!r. Lammle plun;ed into his whiskers for reflection, and 
;tame out hPpt!ess: '' ~ o; as adYenturers we are obliged to 
,pJ.ly r.1sh games for chances of high v.innings, and there has 
'l•t-en a run vf luck a:cainst us." 

~he 11as rt-sumin:!:" Jia,·e YOU when he stopped 
.l.er. . . 

'' \\'e, St';Jhrvnia. \re, we, \\e." 
" 1 Ln e "e notl:.in!! to sdl? " 
"Iku<e a bit. I ha,e ri\·en a Jew a bill of sale on this furni

t~.;re. ;;nd Le cnuld t:tke it to-morrow, to-da1·, now. He would 
L.11e t.thn it ldc•re now. I bdie\·e, but for Fled,:;ebY." 

·• \\·L,t Lt~ llnLd;y to do with hin1? " L • 

. '' Kr.ew l.ir.1. Caudc.rwd me a;;1inst him tdvre I got into 
l.1s l:J" s. CuL.lJ:1't y:>t"r5'Jade [,im then, in totha.if of some
b··Jy ebe." 
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a Do you mean that Fledgeby has at all softened hirr 
towards you? " 

" Us, Sophronia. Us, us, us." 
"Towards us?" 
"I mean that the Jew has not yet done what he might hav( 

done, and that Fledgeby takes the credit of having got him t< 
hold his hand." 

"Do you believe Fledgeby?" 
" Sophronia, I never believe anybody. I never have, ill) 

dear, since I believed you. But it looks like it." 
Having given her this back-handed reminder of her mutinou: 

observations to the skeleton, Mr. Lammle rose from table
perhaps the better to conceal a smile, and a white dint or tw< 
about his nose-and took a turn on the carpet and came t< 
the hearthrug. 

" If we could have packed the brute off with Georgiana;
but however, that's spilled milk." 

As Lammle, standing gathering up the skirts of his dressing· 
gown with his back to the fire, said this, looking down at hi: 
wife, she turned pale and looked down at the ground. Witl 
a sense of disloyalty upon her, and perhaps with a sense o 
personal danger-for she was afraid of him-even afraid of hi~ 
hand and afraid of his foot, though he had never done he1 
violence-she hastened to put herself right in his eyes. 

" If we could borrow money, Alfred--" 
"Beg money, borrow money, or steal money. It would b1 

all one to us, Sophronia," her husband struck in. 
"-Then we could weather this? " 
"No doubt. To offer another original and undeniable re· 

mark, Sophronia, two and two make four." 
But seeing that she was turning something in her mind, h1 

gathered up the skirts of his dressing-gown again, and, tucking 
them under one arm, and collecting his ample whiskers in hi~ 
other hand, kept his eye upon her silently. 

" It is natural, Alfred," she said, looking up with som1 
timidity into his face, " to think in such an emergency of th1 
richest people we know, and the simplest." 

"Just so, Sophronia." 
" The Boffins." 
"Just so, Sophronia." 
" Is there nothing to be done with them? " 
"What is there to be done with them, Sophronia?" 
She cast about in her thoughts again, and he kept his eye5 

upon her as before. -



Sophronia Expounds 
"Of course, I have repeatedly thought of the Boffins, 

;ophronia," he resumed, after a fruitless silence, "but I have 
een my way to nothing. They are well guarded. That in· 
ernal Secretary stands between them and-people of merit." 
"If he could be got rid of?" said she, brightening a little, 

,fter more casting about. 
"Take time, Sophronia," observed her watchful husband, in 

L patronising manner. 
" If working him out of the way could be presented in the 

ight of a service to :Mr. Boffin? " 
"Take time, Sophronia." 
"We have remarked lately, Alfred, that the old man is 

:uming ,·ery suspicious and distrustful." 
"Miserly too, my dear; which is far the most unpromising 

:·or us. Kevertheless, take time, Sophronia, take time." 
She took time. and then said: 
" Suppose we· should address ourselves to that tendency in 

l

him of which we have made ourselves quite sure. Suppose 
mv conscience--" 

· .. And we know what a conscience it is, my soul. Yes?" 
"Suppose my conscience should not allow me to keep to 

myself any longer what that upstart girl told me of the Secre
tary's having made a declaration to her. Suppose my con
science should oblige me to repeat it to Mr. Boffin." 

" I rather like that," said Lammle. 
"Suppose I so repeated it to Mr. Boffin, as to insinuate that 

my sensitive delicacy and honour--" 
"Very good words, Sophronia." 
"-As to insinuate that our sensitive delicacy and honour," 

she resumed, with a bitter stress upon the phrase, "would 
not allow us to be silent parties to so mercenary and designing 
a speculation on the Secretary's part, and so gross a breach of 
faith towards his confiding employer. Suppose I had imparted 
my Yirtuous uneasiness to my excellent husband, and he had 
'aieL in his integ-rity,' Sophronia, you must immediately disclo~e 
t!.is to )[r. Boffin.' " 

"Once more, Sophronia," obsen•ed Lammle, changing the 
h~ on which he stood, " I rather like that." 

" You remarked that he is well guarded," she pursued. " I 
tlink so too. But if this should lead to his discharging his 
~c•-rl'tary, tl:(·re would be a weak place made." 

"Go ('11 expounrlin::::. Sophronia. I begin to like this \·ery 
,,,))!"h.'' 

'' Ilarin;.:. i•1 our unimpeachable rectitude, done him the ser-
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vice of opening his eyes to the treachery of the person he trustee 
we shall have established a claim upon him and a confidenc 
with him. Whether it can be made much of, or little of, w 
must wait-because we can't help it-to see. Probably w 
shall make the most of it that is to be made." 

" Probably," said Lammle. 
" Do you think it impossible," she asked, in the same col1 

plotting way," that you might replace the Secretary?" 
"Not impossible, Sophronia. It might be brought abou1 

At any rate it might be skilfully led up to." 
She nodded her understanding of the hint, as she looked a 

the fire. "Mr. Lammle," she said, musingly: not without : 
slight ironical touch; "Mr. Lammle would be so delighted t1 
do anything in his power. Mr. Lammle, himself a man of busi 
ness as well as a capitalist. Mr. Lammle, accustomed to b 
intrusted with the most delicate affairs. Mr. Lammle, who ha 
managed my own little fortune so admirably, but who, to b 
sure, began to make his reputation with the advantage of bein1 
a man of property, above temptation, and beyond suspicion." 

Mr. Lammle smiled, and even patted her on the head. I1 
his sinister relish of the scheme, as he stood above her, makint 
it the subject of his cogitations, he seemed to have twice a: 
much nose on his face as he had ever had in his life. 

He stood pondering, and she sat looking at the dusty fir1 
without moving, for some time. But the moment he began t< 
speak again she looked up with a wince and attended to him, a: 
if that double-dealing of hers had been in her mind, and the fea1 
were revived in her of his hand or his foot. 

"It appears to me, Sophronia, that you have omitted on1 
branch of the subject. Perhaps not, for women understanc 
women. We might oust the girl herself?" 

Mrs. Lammle shook her head. " She has an immense!: 
strong hold upon them both, Alfred. Not to be comparee 
with that of a paid secretary." 

" But the dear child," said Lammle, with a crooked smile 
" ought to have been open with her benefactor and benefactress 
The darling love ought to. have reposed unbounded confidenc; 
in her benefactor and benefactress." 

Sophronia shook her head again. 
" Well! Women understand women," said her· husband 

rather disappointed. "I don't press it. It might be the makin. 
of our fortune to make a clean sweep of them both. With m 
to manage the property, and my wife to manage the people
\Vnew!" 
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Acrain shakincr her head, she returned: "They will never 

bua~el with th~ girl. They will never punish the girL \Ye 

[

.' ust accept the girl, rely upon it." 
"\\"ell!" cried Lammle, shrugging his shoulders, "so be it: 

nJy always remember that we don't want her." 
":s-ow the sole remaining question is," said ~Irs. Lammle, 
when shall I begin? " 
"You cannot begin too soon, Sophronia. As I have told you, 

..:he condition of our affairs is desperate, and may be blown upon 
ll.t anv moment." 
I " (must secure 1Ir. Boffin alone, Alfred. If his wife was 
bresent, she would throw oil upon the waters. I know I should 
iail td move him to an angry outburst, if his wife was there. 
And as to the girl herself-as I am going to betray her confidence, 
~he is equally out of the question." 

I 
"It wouldn't do to write for an appointment?" said Lammle. 
"Ko, certainly not. They would wonder among themselves 

1why I VITOte, and I want to have him wholly unprepared." 
I " Call, and ask to see him alone? " suggested Lammle. 
1 " I would rather not do that either. Leave it to me. Spare 
!me the little carriage for to-day, and for to-morrow (if I don't 
:succeed to-day), and I'll lie in wait for him." 
1 It was barely settled when a manJy form was seen to pass the 
windows and heard to knock and ring. "Here's F1edgeby," 
said Lammle. " He admires you, and has a high opinion of 
you. I'll be out. Coax him to use his influence with the Jew. 
His name is Riah, of the house of Pubsey and Co." Adding 
these words under his breath, lest he should be audible in the 
erect ears of ~Ir. Fledgeby, through two key-holes and the hall, 
Lammle, making signals of discretion to his servant, went 
softlY up-stairs. 

" ~lr. Fledgeby," said ~Irs. Lammle, giving him a nry 
~;racious reception, "so glad to see you! ~Iy poor dear Allred, 
who i5 t:reat!y worried just now about his affairs, went out 
rather early. Dear ~lr. Fledgeby, do sit dov.n." 

Dear ~!r. Fltdgeby did sit do,m, and satisfied himself (or, 
jud,.:in(!' from the expression of his countenance, dissatisfied 

· Lin:sdi).tr,at notring new had occurred in the way of whisker
. ~prout smce he l'ame round the comer from the AlbanY. 

"De.ar ~1r. Fled;.;eb,·, it was needless to mention to· vou that 
my poor dear Alfred is. much worried about his affairs at' present, 
f: ~-he h~s told n:e v. hat a comfort ;·ou are to him in his temporary 
c.::.cult!d, and "bt a p-eat sernce vou han rendered him." 

" Oh! " said ~lr. Fled,;eby. · 
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"Yes," said Mrs. Lammle. 
"I didn't know,'' remarked Mr. Fledgeby, trying a nev 

part of his chair," but that Lammle might be reserved abou· 
his affairs." 

"Not to me," said Mrs. Lammle, with deep feeling. 
"Oh, indeed!" said Fledgeby. 
"Not to me, dear Mr. Fledgeby. I am his wife." 
"Yes. I-I always understood so," said Mr. Fledgeby . 
. "And a.s the wif~ of Alfred, may I, dear Mr. Fledgeby, wholl) 

w1thout h1s authonty or knowledge, as I am sure your discern 
ment will perceive, entreat you to continue that great service 
and once more use your well-earned influence with Mr. Riah fo 
a little more indulgence? The name I have heard Alfred men 
tion, tossing in his dreams, is Riah; is it not? " 

"The name of the Creditor is Riah," said Mr. Fledgeby, wid 
a rather uncompromising accent on his noun-substantive 
" Saint Mary Axe. Pubsey and Co." 

" Oh, yes!" exclaimed Mrs. Lammle, clasping her hand: 
with a certain gushing wildness. " Pubsey and Co! " 

" The pleading of the feminine--" Mr. Fledgeby began 
and there stuck so long for a word to get on with, that Mrs 
Lammle offered him sweetly, "Heart?" 

"No," said Mr. Fledgeby, "Gender-is ever what a man i: 
bound to listen to, and I wish it rested with myself. But thi~ 
Riah is a nasty one, Mrs. Lammle; he really is." 

"Not if you speak to him, dear Mr. Fledgeby." 
" Upon my soul and body he is! " said Fledge by. 
"Try. Try once more, dearest Mr. Fledgeby. What is ther~ 

you cannot do, if you will?" 
"Thank you," said Fledgeby, "you're very complimentary t( 

say so. I don't mind trying him again, at your request. Bu· 
of course I can't answer for the consequences. Riah is a tougl 
subject, and when he says he'll do a thing, he'll do it." 

"Exactly so," cried Mrs. Lammle," and when he says to yot 
he'll wait, he'll wait." 

(" She is a devilish clever woman," thought Fledgeby. " . 
didn't see that opening, but she spies it out and cuts into it a~ 
soon as it's made.") 

" In point of fact, dear Mr. Fledgeby," Mrs. Lammle went or 
in a verv interesting manner, " not to affect concealment o 
Alfred's hopes, to you who are so much his friend, there is f 

distant break in his horizon." 
This figure of speech seemed rather mysterious to Fascinatior 

Fledgeby, who said," There's a what in his-eh?" 
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"Alfred, dear Mr. Fledgeby, discussed with me this v~ry 

·,orning before he went out, some prospects he has, which 
:tight entirely change the aspect of his present troubles." 

" Really? " said Fledge by. 
"Oh, yes!" Here Mrs. Lammle brought her handkerchief 

1to play. "And you know, dear Mr. Fledgeby~you who 
tudy the human heart, and study the world-what an affliction 
would be to lose position and to lose credit, when ability to 

ide over a very short time might save all appearances." 
" Oh I " said Fledge by. " Then you think, Mrs. Lammle, 

l1at if Lammle got time, he wouldn't burst up?-To use an 
xpression," Mr. Fledgeby apologetically explained, "which 
; adopted in the Money Market." 
" Indeed yes. Truly, truly, yes!" 
" That makes all the difference," said Fledgeby. " I'll make 
point of seeing Riah at once.'' 
"Blessings on you, dearest Mr. Fledgeby!" 
"::\ot at all," said Fledgeby. She gave him her hand. "The 

,and," said Mr. Fledgeby, "of a lovely and superior-minded 
tmale is ever the repayment of a--" 

'' ::\oble action!" said Mrs. Lammle, extremely anxious to 
et rid of him. 
" It wasn't what I was going to say," returned Fledgeby, 

1 ho nl'nr would, under any circumstances, accept a suggested 
xpression, "but you're very complimentary. May I inlprint 
,-<1 one-upon it? Good morning!" 

" I may dc·pend upon your promptitude, dearest Mr. 
-'kdceb\·? '' 

::;,tid i·'ledgeby, looking back at the door and respectfully 
,j,;,i:l;! his hand," You may depend upon it." 

In !art, ~!r. Fledge-by sped on his errand of mercy through 
·L(' strl'cts at so brisk a rate that his feet might have been 
'in~ed by all the good spirits that wait on Generosity. They 
ni~J,t Lave taken up their station in his breast, too, for he was 
Jlithe and merry. There was quite a fresh trill in his voice, 
;, Ia :1. arri\ing at the counting-house in St. :Mary Axe, and find
n,.:. it L1r thl:' mome;nt empty, he trolled forth at the foot of the 
;t.llrca>c: "\'ow, Judah. what are you up to there?" 

. Tl.e uld n;an '-~)'J!<:ared, with his accustomtd dderence. 
"I!all";i ~" saiJ Fltd:::tby, Lllling back, '.'.ith a wink. "You 

't:,:lmi-t!,id, Jcrusakm~" 
ll..:: 1·Li man r.li,ed Lis eyes inquirin~ly. 
"\",;. \•''.1 do." s:tid fled,.:tby. "Oh, you sinner! Oh, you 

J, .:~, r~ \\!.at~ Yvd're £uing to act upon that bill of sale at 
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Lammle's, are you? Nothing will turn you, won't it? You 
won't be put off for another single minute, won't you? " 

Ordered to immediate action by the master's tone and look, 
the old man took up his hat from the little counter where it lay. 

"You have been told that he might pull through it, if you 
didn't go in to win, Wide-Awake; have you? " said Fledge by. 
"And it's not your game that he should pull through it; ain't 
it? You having got security, and there being enough to pay 
you? Oh, you Jew!" 

The old man stood irresolute and uncertain for a moment, as 
if there might be further .instructions for him in reserve. 

" Do I go, sir? " he at length asked in a low voice. 
"Asks me if he is going?" exclaimed Fledgeby. "Asks me, 

as if he didn't know his own purpose! Asks me, as if he hadn't 
got his hat on ready! Asks me, as if his sharp old eye-why, it 
cuts like a knife-wasn't looking at his walking-stick by the 
door!" 

(<Do I go, sir?" 
" Do you go?" sneered Fledge by. H Yes, you do go. Toddle, 

Judah!" 

CHAPTER XIII 

GIVE A DOG A BAD NAME, AND HANG HIM 

FASCINATION FLEDGEBY, left alone in the counting- house, 
strolled about with his hat on one side, whistling, and investi: 
gating the drawers, and prying here and there for any small 
evidences of his being cheated, but could find none. "Not his 
merit that he don't cheat me," was Mr. Fledgeby's commentary 
delivered with a wink, " but my precaution." He then with a 
lazy grandeur asserted his rights as Lord of Pubsey and Co. by 
poking his cane at the stools and boxes, and spitting in the fire
place, and so loitered royally to the window and looked out into 
the narrow street, with his small eyes just peering over the top 
of Pubsey and Co.'s blind. As a blind in more senses than one, 
it reminded him that he was alone in the counting-house, with 
the front door open. He was moving away to shut it, lest he 
should be injudiciously identified with the establishment, when 
he was stopped by some one coming to the door. 

This some one was the dolls' dressmaker, with a little basket 
on her arm, and her crutch-stick in her hand. Her keen eyes 
had espied Mr. Fledgeby before !~Ir. Fledgeby had espied her, 
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and he was paralysed in his purpose of shutting her out, not so 
much by her approaching the door, as by her favouring him 
with a shower of nods, the instant he saw her. This advantage 
she improved by hobbling up the steps with such dispatch that 
before Mr. Fledgeby could take measures for her finding nobody 
at home, she was face to face with him in the counting-house. 

"Hope I see you well, sir," said Miss Wren. ''Mr. Riah in?" 
, Fledgeby had dropped into a chair, in the attitude of one 
i waiting wearily. "I suppose he .will be back soon," he replied; 
'"he has cut out and left me expecting him back, in an odd way. 
I Haven't I seen you before?" 
: "Once before-if you had your eyesight," replied Miss Wren; 
I the conditional clause in an under-tone. 

" When you were carrying on some games up at the top of 
·the house. I remember. How's your friend?" 

" I have more friends than one, sir, I hope," replied Miss 
Wren. " Which friend? " 

"l'ever mind," said Mr. Fledgeby, shutting up one eye, 
" any of your friends, all your friends. Are they pretty 
tolerable? " 

Somewhat confounded, Miss Wren parried the pleasantry, and 
sat down in a corner behind the door, with her basket in her lap. 
By-and·bye, she said, breaking a long and patient silence: 

"I beg your pardon, sir, but I am used to find Mr. Riah at 
this time, and so I generally come at this time. I only want to 
buy my poor little two shillings' worth of waste. Perhaps you'll 
kindly let me haYe it, and I'll trot off to my work." 

" Jlet you have it? " said Fledge by, turning his head towards 
her; for he had been sitting blinking at the light, and feeling his 
chetk. " Why, you don't really suppose that I have anything 
to do with the place, or the business; do you?" 

" Suppose? " exclaimed ~fiss Wren. " He said, that day, 
You w rre the master! " 
· "The old cock in black said? Riah said? Why, he'd say 
an \"thing." 

:. \\"ell, but you said so too," returned ~!iss Wren. "Or at 
lta:-t vou took on like the master. and didn't contradict him." 

"dne of hi.s Jvdges," said ~rr. Fledgcby, with a cool and con
temptuous shrug. " He's made of dodges. He said to me, 
'Come up to the top of the house, sir, and I'll show you a hand
>ume gJrl. But I shall call you the master.' So I went up to 
the tup of the house and he showed me the handsome o-irl (very 
''t!l \\orth looking at, ~he was), and I was called the m

0

aster. I 
d.,n·t know "by. I dare 51l.Y he don't. He loYes a dodge for 
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its own sake; being," added :Jir. Fledge by, after casting about 
for an e>;pressive phrase, "the dodgerest of all the dodgers." 

" Oh, my head! " cried the dolls' dressmaker, holding it with 
both her hands, as if it were cracking. "You can't mean what 
you say." 

" I can, my little woman," retorted Fledgeby, " and I do, I 
assure you." 

This repudiation was not only an act of deliberate policy on 
Fledgeby's part, in case of his being surprised by any other 
caller, but was also a retort upon l\Iiss Wren, for her over
sharpness, and a pleasant instance of his humour as regarded 
the old Jew. "He has got a bad name as an old Jew, and he 
is paid for the use of it, and I'll have my money's worth out of 
him." This was Fledgeby's habitual reflection in the way of 
business, and it was sharpened just now by the old man's pre
surning to have a secret from him: though of the secret itself, 
as annoying somebody else whom he disliked, he by no means 
disapproved. 

~!iss Wren with a fallen countenance sat behind the door 
looking thoughtfully at the ground, and the long and patient 
silence had again set in for some time, when the expression of 
l\Ir. Fledgeby's face betokened that through the upper portion of 
the door, which was of glass, he saw some one faltering on the 
brink of the counting-house. Presently there was a rustle and 
a tap, an<j. then some more rustling and another tap. Fledgeby 
taking no notice, the door was at length softly opened, and the 
dried face of a mild littt, :lderly gentleman looked in. 

" Mr. Riah? " said tlha visitor, very politely. 
"I am waiting for hi 1, sir," returned Mr. Fledgeby. ··He 

went out and left me )e:re. I expect him back every.minute. 
Perhaps you had bettert:ake a chair." 

The gentleman took t chair, and put his hand to his forehead. 
as if he were in a melincholy frame of mind. ~Ir. Fledgeby 
eyed him aside, and see.Jned to relish his attitude. 

"A fine day, sir," remarked Fledgeby. 
The little dried gentleman was so occupied with his owr 

depressed reflections that he did not notice the remark unti 
the sound of ::lfr. Fledgeby's voice had died out of the counting· 
house. Then he started and said: " I beg your pardon, sir 
I fear you spoke to me? " 

"I said," remarked Fledgeby, a little louder than beiore 
"it rras a fine da,·.'' 

.. I beg your p~rdon. I beg yuur pardon. Yes." 
.-\.gain the little dried gentleman put his hand to his forehwcl 
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~nd again Mr. Fledgeby seemed to enjoy his doing it. When 
1 he gentleman changed his attitude with a sigh, Fledgeby spa.ke 
ivith a grin. 

"Mr. Twemlow, I think?" 
The dried gentleman seemed much surprised. 
" Had the pleasure of dining with you at Lammle's," said 

~
1edgeby. " Even have the honour of being a connexion of 
·ours. An unexpected sort of place this to meet in; but one 
ever knows, when one gets into the City, what people one may 

l::nock up against. I hope you have your health, and are enjoy-

l
'ng yourself." 
' There might have been a touch of impertinence in the last 
)'Vords: on the other hand, it might have been but the native 
n-ace of Mr. Fledgeby's manner. Mr. Fledgeby sat on a stool 
kith a foot on the rail of another stool, and his hat on. Mr. 
'fwemlow had uncovered on looking in at the door, and re
mained so. 

Now the conscientious Twemlow, knowing what he had done 
o thwart the gracious Fledgeby, was particularly disconcerted 
1y this encounter. He was as ill at ease as a gentleman well 
:ould be. He felt himself bound to conduct himself stiffly 
.owards Fledgeby, and he made him a distant bow. Fledgeby 
nade his small eyes smaller in taking special note of his manner. 
fhe dolls' dressmaker sat in her corner behind the door, with 
1er eyes on the ground and her hands folded on her basket, 
10lding her crutch-stick between them, and appearing to take 
10 heed of anything. 
I " He's a long time," muttered Mr. Fledgeby, looking at his 
'o~ratch. "\\'hat time may you make it, Mr. Twemlow?" 

~lr. Twemlow made it ten minutes past tv;elve, sir. 
' " :\s near as a toucher," assented Fledgeby. " I hope, Mr. 
fwemlow, your business here may be of a more agreeable 
·:haracter than mine." 
1 "Thank you, sir," said Mr. Twemlow. 
: .Fledgtby again made his small eyes smaller, as he glanced 
.nth. g-reat complacency at Twemlow, who was timorously 
appm~ the table with a folded letter. 

" \\hat I knuw of Mr. Riah," said Fledgeby, with a very 
li>J•<lr.l::ing utterance of his name, "leads me to believe that 
Lts 1s abuut the shop for disagTeeable business. I have always 
uund hun the bitingest and tightest screw in London." 

~ Mr. Twemlow acknowledged the remark with a little distant 
"'"'· It eYidently made him nervous. 

' " So much so," pursued FJ..-dgeby, "that if it wasn't to be 
s 
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true to a friend, nobody should catch me waiting here a single 
minute. But if you have friends in adversity, stand by them. 
That's what I say and act up to." 

The equitable Twemlow felt that this sentiment, irrespective 
of the utterer, demanded his cordial assent. " You are very 
right, sir," he rejoined with spirit. " You indicate the generous 
and manly course." , 

" Glad to have your approbation," returned Fledgeby. " It's 1 

a coincidence, Mr. Twemlow;" here he descended from his 
perch, and sauntered towards him; " that the friends I am 
standing by to-day are the friends at whose house I met you! 
The Lammles. She's a very taking and agreeable woman?" 

Conscience smote the gentle Twemlow pale. " Yes," he said. 
"She is." 

" And when she appealed to me this morning, to come and 
try what I could do to pacify their creditor, this Mr. Riah
that I certainly have gained some little influence with in trans
acting business for another friend, but nothing like so much as 
she supposes-and when a woman like that spoke to me as her 
dearest Mr. Fledgeby, and shed tears-why what could I do, 
you know?" 

Twemlow gasped "Nothing but come." 
"Nothing but come. And so I came. But why," said 

Fledgeby, putting his hands in his pockets and counterfeiting 
deep meditation, " why Riah should have started up, when I 
told him that the Lammles entreated him to hold over a Bill 
of Sale he has on all their effects; and why he should have cut 
out, saying he would be back directly; and why he should have 
left me here alone so long; I cannot understand." 

The chivalrous Twemlow, Knight of the Simple Heart, was 
not in a condition to offer any suggestion. He was too penitent, 
too remorseful. For the first time in his life he had done an 
under-handed action, and he had done wrong. He had secretly 
interposed against this confiding young man, for no better real 
reason than because the young man's ways were not his ways. 

But the confiding young man proceeded to heap coals of fire 
on his sensitive head. 

"I beg your pardon, Mr. Twemlow; you see I am acquainted 
with the nature of the affairs that are transacted here. Is there 
anything I can do for you here? You have always been brought 
up as a gentleman, and never as a man of business; 11 another 
touch of possible impertinence in this place; " and perhaps 
you are but a poor man of business. What else is to be 
expected? 11 
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" I am even a poorer man of business than I am a man, sir," 

returned Twemlow, "and I could hardly express my deficiency 
.n a stronger way. I really do not so much as clearly under· 
:;tand my position in the matter on which I am brought here. 
But there are reasons which make me very delicate of accepting 
your assistance. I am greatly, greatly disinclined to profit by 
it. I don't deserve it." 

Good childish creature! Condemned to a passage through 
the world by such narrow little dimly-lighted ways, and picking 
:up so few specks or spots on the road! 
i " Perhaps," said Fledgeby, "you may be a little proud of 
entering on the topic-ha,·ing been brought up as a gentleman." 

I "Ifs not that, sir," returned Twemlow, "it's not that. I 
1 hope I distinguish between true pride and false pride." 
I " I han no pride at all, myself," said Fledgeby, "and per-
: h.tps I don't cut things so fine as to know one from t'other. 
But I know this is a place where even a man of business needs 
his wits about him; and if mine can be of any use to you here, 
\·ou're welcome to them." 
· "You are very good," said Twemlow, faltering. "But I 
am most unwilling--" 

" I don't, you know," proceeded Fleclgeby, \\;th an ill
fa,·oured glance, ''entertain the Yanity of supposing that my 
wits could be of any use to you in society, but they might be 
here. You cultivate society and society cultivates you, but 
~lr. Riah's not society. In society, Mr. Riah is kept dark; 
th, ~lr. Twemlow? '' 

Twemlow, much disturbed, and with his hand fluttering 
ahout his fort:head, replied: "Quite true." 

The confidinl! young man besought him to state his case. 
The innocent Twemlow expecting Fledgeby to be astounded 
b~· what he should unfold, and not for an instant concei,·ing 
the po>sibility of its happening every day, but treating of it as 
a terrible phenomenon occurring in the course of ages, related 
h()w tJ,at he had had a deceased friend, a married ci\'il officer 
with a Llmily, who had wanted money for change of place on 
rhant!e of post, and how he, Twemlow, had "gi,·en him his 
name," with the usual, but in the eyes of Twemlow almost 
incredible result that he had been left to repay what he had 
neYer had. How, in the course of years, he had reduced the 
J·rinrip;,.l by trifling sums, "having," said Twemlow, "always 
to (>b:'t:rve gre.1t economy, being in the enjoyment of a fixed 
l!ll'l•nH~ limited in extent, and that depending on the muni
(crnce 0f a rer~.1in noL!eman,'' and had always pinched the full 
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interest out of himself with punctual pinches. How he had 
come, in course of time, to look upon this one only debt of his 
life as a regular quarterly drawback, and no worse, when "his 
name" had some way fallen into the po&session of Mr. Riah, 
who had sent him notice to redeem it by paying up in full, in 
one plump sum, or take tremendous consequences. This, with 
hazy remembrances of how he had been carried to some office 
to "confess judgment" (as he recollected the phrase), and how 
he had been carried to another office where his life was assured 
for somebody not wholly unconnected with the sherry trade 
whom he remembered by the remarkable circumstance that he 
had a Straduarius violin to dispose of, and also a Madonna, 
formed the sum and substance of Mr. Twemlow's narrative. 
Through which stalked the shadow of the awful Snigsworth, 
eyed afar off by money-lenders as Security in the Mist, and 
menacing Twemlow with his baronial truncheon. 

To all Mr. Fledgeby listened with the modest gravity becom
ing a confiding young man who knew it all beforehand, and, 
when it was finished, seriously shook his head. " I don't like, 
Mr. Twemlow," said Fledgeby, " I don't like Riah's calling in 
the principal. If he's determined to call it in, it must come." 

" But supposing, sir," said Twemlow, downcast, " that it 
can't come? " 

"Then," retorted Fledgeby, " you must go, you know." 
"Where?" asked Twemlow, faintly. 
"To prison," returned Fledgeby. Whereat Mr. Twemlow 

leaned his innocent head upon his hand, and moaned a little 
moan of distress and disgrace. 

" However," said Fledgeby, appearing to pluck up his spirits, 
" we'll hope it's not so bad as that comes to. If you'll allow me, 
I'll mention to Mr. Riah, when he comes in, who you are, and 
I'll tell him you're my friend, and I'll say my say for you, instead 
of your saying it for yourself; I may be able to do it in a more 
business-like way. You won't consider it a liberty? " 

" I thank you again and again, sir," said Twemlow. " I am 
strong, strongly disinclined to avail myself of your generosity, 
though my helplessness yields. For I cannot but feel that 
I-to put it in the mildest form of speech-that I have done 
nothing to deserve it." . . . 

"Where can he be?" muttered Fledgeby, referrmg to h1s 
watch again. "·\Vhat can he have gone out for? Did you 
ever see him, Mr. Twemlow? " 

"Never." 
"He is a thorough Jew to look at, but he is a more thorough 
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Jew to deal with. He's worse when he's quiet. If he's quiet, 
I shall take it as a very bad sign. Keep your eye upon him 
when he comes in, and, if he's quiet, don't be hopeful. Here 
he is !-He looks quiet." 

With these words, which had the effect of causing the harm
less Twemlow painful agitation, Mr. Fledgeby withdrew to his 
former post, and the old man entered the counting-house. 

"Why, Mr. Riah," said Fledgeby, "I thought you were 
lost!" 

The old man, glancing at the stranger, stood stock-stili. 
He perceived that his master was leading up to the orders he 
was to take, and he waited to understand them. 

" I really thought," repeated Fledgeby, slowly, " that you 
were lost, Mr. Riah. Why, now I look at you-but no, you 
can't have done it; no, you can't have done it!" 

Hat in hand, the old man lifted his head and looked distress
fully at Fledgeby, as seeking to know what new moral burden 
he was to bear. 

" You can't have rushed out to get the start of everybody 
else, and put in that bill of sale at Lammle's?" said Fledgeby. 
"Say you haven't, Mr. Riah." 

" Sir, I have," replied the old man in a low voice. 
"Oh. my eye!" cried Fledgeby. "Tut, tut, tut! Dear, dear, 

dear! Well! I knew you were a hard customer, Mr. Riah, 
but I never thought you were as hard as that." 

" Sir," said the old man, with great uneasiness, " I do as I 
am directed. I am not the principal here. I ain but the agent 
of a superior, and I have no choice, no power." 

"Don't say so," returned Fledgeby, secretly exultant as the 
old man stretched out his hands, with a shrinking action of 
defending himself against the sharp construction of the two 
observers. " Don't play the tune of the trade, Mr. Riah. 
You've a right to get in your debts, if you're determined to do 
it, but don't pretend what every one in your line regularly 
prl'tends. At least, don't do it to me. Why should you, Mr. 
Riah? You know I know all about you." 

The old man clasped the skirt of his long coat with his dis
eng-aged hand, and directed a wistful look at Fledgeby. 

"And don't," said Fledgeby, "don't, I entreat you as a 
favour, Mr. RiJ.h, be so devilish meek, for I know what'll follow 
if you are. Look here, Mr. Riah. This gentleman is Mr. 
Twrmlow." 

The Jew turned to him and bowed. That poor lamb bowed 
in rl'turn; polite, and terrified. 
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" I have made such a failure," proceeded Fledgeby, "in 

trying to do anything with you for my friend Lammle, that 
I've hardly a hope of doing anything with you for my friend 
(and connexion indeed) :Mr. Twernlow. But I do think that 
if you would do a favour for anybody, you would for me, and 
I won't fail for want of trying, and I've passed my promise to 
Mr. Twemlow besides. Now, :Mr. Riah, here is Mr. Twemlow. 
Always good for his interest, always coming up to time, always 
paying his little way. Now why should you press l\Ir. Twemlow? 
You can't have any spite against Mr. Twemlow! \Vhy not be 
easy with Mr. Twemlow? " 

The old man looked into Fledgeby's little eyes for any sign 
of leave to be easy with Mr. Twemlow; but there was no sign 
in them. 

" Mr. Twernlow is no connexion of yqurs, Mr. Riah," said 
Fledge by; " you can't want to be even with him for having 
through life gone in for a gentleman and hung on to his Family. 
If Mr. Twemlow has a contempt for business, what can it matter 
to you?" 

" But pardon me," interposed the gentle victim, " I have not. 
I should consider it presumption." 

"There, Mr. Riah!" said Fledgeby; "isn't that handsomely 
said? Come! Make terms with me for Mr. Twemlow." 

The old man looked again for any sign of permission to spare 
the poor little gentleman. No. l\Ir. Fledgeby meant him to 
be racked. 

"I am very sorry, l\Ir. Twemlow," said Riah, "I have my 
instructions. I am invested with no authority for diverging 
from them. The money must be paid." 

"In full and slap down, do you mean, Mr. Riah?" asked 
Fledgeby, to make things quite explicit. 

" In full, sir, and at once," was Riah's answer. 
Mr. Fledgeby shook his head deploringly at Twemlow, and 

mutely expressed in reference to the venerable figure standing 
before him with eyes upon the ground: " What a monster of 
an Israelite this is! " 

" l\fr. Riah," said Fledgeby. 
The old man lifted up his eyes once more to the little eyes in 

Mr. Fledgeby's head, with some reviving hope that the sign 
might be coming yet. 

"~Ir. Riah, it's of no use my holding back the fact. There's 
a certain great party in the background in 1\Ir. Twemlow's case, 
and you .know it." 

" I know it," the old man admitted. 
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" Now I'll put it as a plain point of business, Mr. Riah. Are 

you fully detennined (as a plain point of business) either to 
have that said great party's security, or that said great party's 
money?" 

."Fully determined," answered Riah, as he read his master's 
face, and learnt the book. 

"Not at all caring for, and indeed, as it seems to me, rather 
enjoying," said Fledgeby, with peculiar unction, " the precious 
kick-up and row that will come off between Mr. Twemlow and 
the said great party? " -

This required no answer, and received none. Poor Mr. 
Twemlow, who had betrayed the keenest mental terrors since 
his noble kinsman loomed in the perspective, rose with a sigh 
to take his departure. "I thank you very much, sir," he said, 
offering Fledgeby his feverish hand. "You have done me an 
unmerited service. Thank you, thank you!" 

" Don't mention it," answered Fledgeby. " It's a failure 
so far, but I'll stay behind, and take another touch at Mr. 
Riah." 

"Do not deceive yourself, Mr. Twemlow," said the Jew, 
then addressing him directly for the first time. " There is no 
hope for you. You must expect no leniency here. You must 
pay in full, and you cannot pay too promptly, or you will be 
put to heavy charges. Trust nothing to me, sir. Money, 
money, money." When he had said these words in an emphatic 
manner, he acknowledged Mr. Twemlow's still polite motion of 
his head, and that amiable little worthy took his departure in 
the lowest spirits. 

Fascination Fledgeby was in such a merry vein when the 
counting-house was cleared of him, that he had nothing for it 
but to go to the window, and lean his anns on the frame of the 
blind, and have his silent laugh out, with his back to his sub
ordinate. \\"hen he turned round again with a composed 
countenance, his subordinate still iotood in the same place, and 
the dolls' dressmaker sat behind the door with a look of horror. 

"Halloa!" cried Mr. Fledgeby," you're forgetting this young 
lady, Mr. Riah, and she has been waiting long enough too. Sell 
h~:r her waste, please, and give her good measure if you can 
make up your mind to do the liberal thing for once." 

He luoked on for a time, as the Jew tilled her little basket 
with such scraps as she was used to buy; but, his merry vein 
coming on again, he was ol.Jliged to tum round to the window 
once more, and !tan his arms on the blind. 

" There, my Cinderella dear," said the old man in a whisper, 
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and with a worn-out look, " the basket's full now. Bless you! 
And get you gone! " 

"Don't call me your Cinderella dear," returned Miss Wren. 
" Oh, you cruel godmother! " 

She shook that emphatic little forefinger of hers in his face 
at parting, as earnestly and reproachfully as she had ever 
shaken it at her grim old child at home. 

" You are not the godmother at all! " said she. " You are 
the Wolf in the Forest, the wicked Wolf! And if ever my 
dear Lizzie is sold and betrayed, I shall know who sold and 
betrayed her! " 

CHAPTER XIV 

MR. WEGG PREPARES A GRINDSTONE FOR MR. BOFFIN'S NOSE 

HAVING assisted at a few more expositions of the lives of Misers, 
Mr. Venus became almost indispensable to the evenings at the 
Bower. The circumstance of having another listener to the 
wonders unfolded by Wegg, or, as it were, another calculator 
to cast up the guineas found in teapots, chimneys, racks and 
mangers,. and other such banks of deposit, seemed greatly to 
heighten Mr. Boffin's enjoyment; while Silas Wegg, for his 
part, though of a jealous temperament which might under 
ordinary circumstances have resented the anatomist's getting 
into favour, was so very anxious to keep his eye on that gentle
man-lest, being too much left to himself, he should be tempted 
to play any tricks with the precious document in his keeping_:_ 
that he never lost an opportunity of commending him to Mr. 
Boffin's notice as a third party whose company was much 
to be desired. Another friendly demonstration towards him 
Mr. Wegg now regularly gratified. After each sitting was over, 
and the patron had departed, Mr. Wegg invariably saw Mr. 
Venus home. To be sure, he as invariably requested to be 
refreshed with a sight of the paper in which he was a joint pro
prietor; but he never failed to remark that it was the great 
pleasure he derived from Mr. Venus's improving society which 
had insensibly lured him round to Clerkenwell again, and that, 
finding himself once more attracted to the spot by the social 
powers of Mr. V., he would beg leave to go through that little 
incidental procedure, as a matter of form. " For well I know, 
sir," Mr. Wegg would add, "that a man of your delicate mind 
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would wish to be checked off whenever the opportunity arises, 
and it is not for me to baulk your feelings." 

A certain rustiness in Mr. Venus, which never became so 
lubricated by the oil of Mr. Wegg but that he turned under 
the screw in a creaking and stiff manner, was very noticeable 
at about this period. While assisting at the literary evenings, 
he even went so far, on two or three occasions, as to correct 
Mr. Wegg when he grossly mispronounced a word, or made 
nonsense of a passage; insomuclr that Mr. W egg took to survey
ing his course in the day, and to making arrangements for 
getting round rocks at night instead of running straight upon 
them. Of the slightest anatomical reference he became par
ticularly shy, and, if he saw a bone ahead, would go any 
distance out of his way rather than mention it by name. 

The adverse destinies ordained that one evening Mr. \\'egg's 
labouring bark became beset by polysyllables, and embarrassed 
among a perfect archipelago of hard words. It being necessary 
to take soundings every minute, and to feel the way with the 
greatest caution, Mr. \\'egg's attention was fully employed. 
Advantage was taken of this dilemma by Mr. Yenus, to pass 
a scrap of paper into Mr. Boffin's hand, and lay his finger on 
his own lip. 

When ~1r. Boffin got home at night he found that the paper 
contained ~!r. Yenus's card and these words: "Should be glad 
to be honoured with a call respecting business of your own, 
about dusk on an early evening." 

The very next evening saw Mr. Boffin peeping in at the 
preserved frogs in Mr. Venus's shop-window, and saw Mr. 
\'enus espying Mr. Boffin with the readiness of one on the altrt, 
and beckoning tJ-,at gentleman into his interior. Responding, 
~Ir. Boffin was invited to seat himself on the box of human 
miscdlanies before tl-1e fire, and did so, looking round the place 
\1 i·,h admiring eyes. The fire being low and fitful, and the dusk 
gloomy, the whole stock seemed to be winking and blinking 
with both eyes, as Mr. Yenus did. The French gentleman, 
though he had no eyes, was not at all behind-hand, but appeared, 
as tLc: r.ame rose and fell, to open and shut his no eyes, with the 
n-gularity vf t.f.e glass-eyed dop and ducks and birds. The big-

: la·adt:d baL1cs wc:re equally o!Jliging in lending their grotesque 
aid to tLe general effect. 

.. You see, lli. Yenu.s, I've lost no time," said Mr. Boffin. 
" Here I a.m." 

.. !!ere you are. sir," as.sented Mr. Yenus . 

.. I d·~n·t Lke ~tcn:cy," pursued Mr. Boffin-" at least, not 
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in a general way I don't-but I dare say yo~'ll show me good 
reason for being secret so far." 

" I think I shall, sir," returned Venus. 
"Good," said Mr. Boffin. "You don't expect Wegg, I take 

it for granted?" 
"No, sir. I expect no one but the present company." 
Mr. Boffin glanced about him, as accepting under that 

inclusive denomination the French gentleman and the circle in 
which he didn't move, and repeated, " The present company." 

" Sir," said Mr. Venus, " before entering upon business, I 
shall have to ask you for your word and honour that we are in 
confidence." 

" Let's wait a bit and understand what the expression means," 
answered Mr. Boffin. " In confidence for how long? In con
fidence for ever and a day? " 

" I take the hint, sir," said Venus; "you think you might 
consider the business, when you carne tQ know it, to be of a 
nature incompatible with confidence on your part?" 

" I might," said Mr. Boffin, with a cautious look. 
"True, sir. Well, sir," observed Venus, after clutching at 

his dusty hair, to brighten his ideas, " let us put it another 
way. I open the business with you, relying upon your honour 
not to do anything in it, and not to mention me in it, without 
my knowledge." 

"That sounds fair,'' said Mr. Boffin. "I agree to that." 
"I have your word and honour, sir?" 
"My good fellow,'' retorted Mr. Boffin, "you have my word; 

and how you can have that, without my honour too, I don't 
know. I've sorted a lot of dust in my time, but I never knew 
the two things go into separate heaps." 

This remark seemed rather to abash Mr. Venus. He hesi
tated, and said, "Very true, sir"; and again, "Very true, 
sir," before resuming the thread of his discourse. 

" )Ir. Boffin, if I confess to you that I fell into a proposal 
of which you were the subject, and of which you oughtn"t to 
have been the subject, you will allow me to mention, and will 
please take into favourable consideration, that I was in a 
crushed state of mind at the time." 

The Golden Dustman, '1\;th his hands folded on the top of his 
stout stick, \\;th his chin resting upon them, and with some
thing leering and whimsical in his eyes, gave a nod and said, 
"Quite so, Venus." 

" That proposal, sir, was a conspiring breach of your con
fidence, to such an extent, that I ought at once to have made it 
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known to you. But I didn't, Mr. Boffin, and I fell into it." 

\\'ithout moving eye or finger, :M:r. Boffin gave another nod, 
and placidly repeated, "Quite so, Venus." 

"Xot that I was ever hearty in it, sir," the penitent anatomist 
went on, " or that I ever viewed myself with anything but re
proach for having turned out of the paths of science into the 
paths of--" he was going to say" villany," but, unwilling to 
press too hard upon himself, substituted with great emphasis
.. \\'eggery." 

Placid and whimsical of look as ever, Mr. Boffin answered: 
"Quite so, Yenus." 

"And now, sir," said Yenus, "having prepared your mind in 
the rough, I will articulate the details." With which brief pro
fessional exordium, he entered on the history of the friendly 
move, and truly recounted it. One might have thought that it 
would have extracted some show of surprise or anger, or other 
emotion, from Mr. Boffin, but it extracted nothing beyond his 
former comment: "Quite so, Venus." 

"I have astonished you, sir, I believe?" said Mr. Venus, 
pausing dubiously . 

.!IIr. Boffin simply answered as aforesaid: "Quite so, Venus." 
By this time the astonishment was all on the other side. It 

did not, however, so continue. For when Venus passed to 
\\'eg-g's discovery, and from that to their having both seen ~fr. 
Bollin dig up the Dutch bottle, that gentleman changed colour, 
changed his attitude, became extremely restless, and ended (when 
renus ended) by being in a state of manifest an.xiety, trepida
tion, and confusion. 

"!\ow, sir," said Venus, finishing off; "you best know what 
was in that Dutch bottle, and why you dug it up and took it 
away. I don't pretend to know anything more about it than I 
saw. All I know is this: I am proud of my calling after all 
!though it has been attended by one dreadful drawback which 
has tulJ upon my heart, and almost equally upon my skeleton). 
lind I mean to live by my calling. Putting the same meaning 
mto uth~:r words, I do not mean to tum a single dishonest penny 
by this affair. As tl1e best amends I can make you for having 
~:nr f:nne into it, I make known to you, as a warning, what 
\\ ~:;g has found out. My opinion is, that \regg is not to be 
~ilt:nc~:d at a modest price, and I build that opinion on his begin
ntng to diSpose of your property the moment he knew his power. 
\\ ht:ther it's worth your while to silence him at any price, you 
"ill dt-cide for your:sclf, and take your measures accordingly . 

. As far as I an1 concerned, I have no price. If I am e\tr called 
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upon for the truth, I tell it, but I want to do no more than I 
have now done and ended." 

"Thank'ee, Venus!" said Mr. Boffin, with a hearty grip of 
his hand; "thank'ee, Venus, thank'ee, Venus!" And then 
walked up and down the little shop in great agitation. " But 
look here, Venus," he by-and-bye resumed, nervously sitting 
down again; "if I have to buy Wegg up, I shan't buy him any 
cheaper for your being out of it. Instead of his having half 
the money-it was to have been half, I suppose? Share and 
share alike? " 

"It was to have been half, sir," answered Venus. 
" Instead of that, he'll now have all. I shall pay the same, 

if not more. For you tell me he's an unconscionable dog, a 
ravenous rascal." 

" He is," said Venus. 
"Don't you think, Venus," insinuated Mr. Boffin, after 

looking at the fire for awhile-" don't you feel as if-you 
might like to pretend to be in it till W egg was bought up, and 
then ease your mind by handing over to me what you had made 
believe to pocket? " ' 

"Xo, I don't, sir," returned Venus, very positively. 
"Not to make amends?" insinuated Mr. Boffin. 
"No, sir. It seems to me, after maturely thinking it over, 

that the best amends for having got out of the square is to get 
back into the square." 

" Humph! " mused Mr. Boffin. "When you say the square, 
you mean--" 

"I mean," said Venus, stoutly and shortly," the right." 
"It appears to me," said Mr. Boffin, grumbling over the fire 

in an injured manner, "that the right is with me, if it's any
where. I have much more right to the old man's money than 
the Crown can ever have. V.'hat was the Crown to him except 
the King's Taxes? Whereas, me and my wife, we was all in all 
to him." 

lli. Venus, with his head upon his hands, rendered melan
choly by the contemplation of Mr. Boffin's avarice, only mur
mured to steep himself in the luxury of that frame of mind: 
" She did not wish so to regard herself, nor yet to be so 
rellarded." 

t;, And how am I to live," asked Mr. Boffin, piteously," if I'm 
to be going buying fellows up out of the little that I've got? 
And how am I to set about it? When am I to get my money 
ready? When am I to make a bid? You haven't told me when 
he threatens to drop down upon me." 
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Venus explained under what conditions, and with what views, 

the dropping down upon Mr. Boffin was held over until the 
Mounds should be cleared away. Mr. Boffin listened atten
tively. " I suppose," said he, with a gleam of hope, " there's 
no doubt about the genuineness and date of this confounded 
will?" 

"Kone whatever," said Mr. Venus. 
" \\'here might it be deposited at present? " asked .Mr. Boffin, 

in a wheedling tone. 
" It's in my possession, sir." 
" Is it?" he cried, with great eagerness. "Now, for any 

liberal sum of money that could be ~crreed upon, Venus, would 
you put it in the fire? " 

·• No, sir, I wouldn't," interrupted Mr. Venus. 
'' Nor pass it over to me? " 
"That would be the same thing. No, sir," said Mr. Venus. 
The Golden Dustman seemed about to pursue these questions, 

'Ahen a stumping noise was heard outside, coming towards the 
dtJor. "Hush! here's Wegg!" said Venus. "Get behind the 
young alligator in the comer, Mr. Boffin, and judge him for your
sdf. I won't light a candle till he's gone: there'll only be the 
glow of the fire; Wegg's well acquainted with the alligator, and 
he won't take particular notice of him. Draw your legs in, Mr. 
Boffin; at present I see a pair of shoes at the end of his tail. 
Gtt your head well behind his smile, Mr. Boffin, and you'll lie 
comfortable there; you'll find plenty of room behind his smile. 
He's a little dusty, but he's very like you in tone. Are you 
right, sir? " 

Mr. Boffin had but whispered an affirmative response, when 
\\'t·::g came stumping in. "Partner," said that gentleman in a 
sprig!ttly manner, "how's yourself?" 

"Tulerable," returned Mr. Venus. "Not much to boast of." 
. "!n-deed!" said Wegg: "sorry, partner, that you're not 

p1cl.mg up faster, but your soul's too large for your body, sir; 
that's \\here it is. And how's your stock in trade, partner? 
Saft bind, safe find, partner? Is that about it?" 

" Do you wish to see it? " asked Yen us . 
.''If you please, partner," said \\'egg, rubbing his hands. "I 

"'1~h to see it jintl y with yoursdL Or, in similar words to some 
that was St"t to music some time back: 

• I wish you to see it with your eyes, 
And I v•ill pledge Wlth mine.' " 

Turning his back and turning a key, Mr. Venus produced the 
dcK"ument, holding on by his usual comer. .Mr. Wegg, holding 
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on by the opposite comer, sat down on the seat so lately 
vacated by Mr. Boffin, and looked it over. " All right, sir," he 
slowly and unwillingly admitted, in his reluctance to loose his · 
hold, " all right! " And greedily watched his partner as he 
turned his back again, and turned his key again. 

"There's nothing new, I suppose?" said Venus, resuming his 
low chair behind the counter. 

"Yes, there is, sir," replied Wegg; "there was something 
new this morning. That foxey old grasper and griper--" 

"Mr. Boffin?" inquired Venus, with a glance towards the 
alligator's yard or two of smile. 

"Mister be blowed!" cried Wegg, yielding to his honest 
indignation. " Boffin. Dusty Boffin. That foxey old grunter 
and grinder, sir, turns into the yard this morning, to meddle 
with our property, a menial tool of his own, a young man by 
the name of Sloppy. Ecod, when I say to him, ' What do you 
want here, young man? This is a private yard,' he pulls out 
a paper from Boffin's other blackguard, the one I was passed 
over for. ' This is .to authorise Sloppy to overlook the carting 
and to watch the work.' That's pretty. strong, I think, Mr. 
Venus?" 

" Remember he doesn't know yet of our claim on the pro
perty," suggested Venus. 

"Then he must have a hint of it," said Wegg, "and a strong 
one that'll jog his terrors a bit. Give hin:l an inch, and he'll 
take an ell. Let him alone this time, and what'll he do with 
our property next? I tell you what, Mr. Venus; it comes to 
this; I must be overbearing with Boffin, or I shall fly into 
several pieces. I can't contain myself when I look at him. 
Every time I see him putting his hand in his pocket, I see him 
putting it into my pocket. Every time I hear him jingling his 
money, I hear him taking liberties with my money. Flesh and 
blood can't bear it. No," said Mr. Wegg, greatly exasperated. 
" and I'll go further. A wooden leg can't bear it! " 

" But, Mr. W egg," urged Venus, " it was your own idea 
that he should not be exploded upon, till the Mounds were 

·carted away.'' 
" But it was likewise my idea, Mr. Venus," retorted W egg, 

"that if he came sneaking and sniffing about the property, 
he should be threatened, given to understand that he has no 
right to it, and be made our slave. Wasn't that my idea, 
Mr. Venus?" 

"It certainly was, Mr. Wegg.'' 
11 It certainly was, as you say, partner," assented Wegg, put 
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into a better humour by the ready admission. "Very well. 
I consider his planting one of his menial tools in the yard, an 
act of sneaking and sniffing. And his nose shall be put to the 
grindstone for it." 

"It was not your fault, Mr. Wegg, I must admit," said Venus, 
" that he got off with the Dutch bottle that night." 

"As you handsomely say again, partner! No, it was not 
m\' fault. I'd have had that bottle out of him. Was it to be 
bc;me that he should come, lik~ a thief in the dark, digging 
among stuff that was far more ours than his (seeing that we 
could deprive him of every grain of it, if he didn't buy us at 
our own figure), and carrying off treasure from its bowels? No, 
it was not to be borne. And for that, too, his nose shall be put 
to the grindstone." 

"How do you prnpose to do it, Mr. Wegg?" 
" To put his nose to the grindstone? I propose," returned 

that estimable man, " to insult him openly. And if, looking 
into this eye of mine, he dares to offer a word in answer, to 
rttort upon him before he can take his breath, ' Add another 
word to that, you dusty old dog, and you're a beggar.' " 

" Suppose he says nothing, ll!r. Wegg? " 
"Then," replied \regg, "we shall have come to an under

standing with wry little trouble, and I'll break him and drive 
!Jim, ~lr. Venus. rn put him in harness, and I'll bear him up 
ti;,:ht, and I'll break him and drive him. The harder the old 
llust is driven, sir, the higher he'll pay. And I mean to be 
p.tid hi:;h, ~Ir. Venus, I promise you." 

"You speak quite revengefully, Mr. \Yegg." 
.. Revengefully, sir? Is it for him that I have declined and 

f<illcd, night aftc=r night? Is it for his pleasure that I've waited 
at home of an enning, like a set of skittles, to be set up and 
knocked over, and set up and knocked over, by whatever balls 
-or books-he chose to bring against me? \rhy, I'm a 
hundrtd times the mJ.Il he is, sir; five hundred times!" 

1\-rhaps it was with the malicious intent of urcrino- him on 
to his worst that ~Ir. Yenus looked as if he doubted that. 

·.• \\'h.it? Was it outside the house at present ockypied. 
to tts dt,grace, hy that minion of fortune and worm of the hour," 
~aid\\ lgg-, falling back upon his strong-est terms of reprobation, 
and sl.q ·pmg the counter, " that I, Silas \\'egg, five hundred 
tlllH5 the man he ever was, sat in all weathers, waiting for a 
l.rr.md or a customer? Was it outside that very house as I 
t;~,t st:t tyes upon him, rolling in the lap of luxury, when I was 
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a-selling halfpenny ballads there for a living? And am I to 
grovel in the dust for him to walk over? No!" 

There was a grin upon the ghastly countenance of the French 
gentleman under the influence of the firelight, as if he were 
computing how many thousand slanderers and traitors array 
themselves 3,:,crainst the fortunate, on premises exactly answer
ing to those of lli. Wegg. One might have fancied that the 
big-headed babies were toppling over with their hydrocephalit: 
attempts to reckon up the children of men who t:raruform their 
benefactors into their injurers by the same process. The yard 
or two of smile on the part of the alligator might have been 
invested ·with the meaning, "All about this was quite familiar 
knowledge down in the depths of the slime, ages ago." 

"But," said Wegg, possibly with some slight perception to 
the foregoing effect, " your speaking countenance remarks, lli. 
Yenus, that I'm duller and savager than usual. Perhaps I 
lw:ce allowed myself to brood too much. Begone, dull Care! 
'Tis gone, sir. I've looked in upon you, and empire resumes 
her sway. For, as the song 5a}"S-SUbject to your correction, 
sir-

• When the heart of a man is depressed with cares,. 
The mb-t is dk;·pelled if Yen us appears.. 
like the notes of a fiddle, you sweetly, sir, sweetly, 
Raises our spirits and charms our ears.' 

Good night, sir." 
"I shall have a word or two to say to you, \lr. Wegg, before 

long," remarked Yenus, " re::.1>fCting my share in the project 
we've been speaking of." 

"\ly time sir" returned Wem:r "is vours. In the mean
while let it ~ tully understood th:~ I shall not neglect bringing 
the grindstone to bear, nor yet bringing Dusty Boffin's nose 
to it. His nose once brought to it, shall be held to it by these 
hands, lli. Yenus, till the sparks flies out in showers." 

\\"ith this 3,:,0Teeable promise W egg stumped out, and shut 
the shop-door after him. "Wait till I light a candle, ~Ir. 
Boffin," said Yenus, "and you'll come out more comfortable:' 
So, he lighting a candle and holding it up at arm's length, ~Ir. 
Boffin disengaged himself from behind the alligator's smil~, 
ll-ith an expression of countenance so very downcast that tt 
not only appeared as if the alligator had the whole of the joke 
to himself. but further as if it had been conceh·ed and executed 
at ~Ir. Boffin's ex-pense. 

" That's a treacherous fellow," said lli. Boffin, dusti.'1g his 
arms and legs as he came forth, the alligator having been but 
musty company. "That's a dreadful fellow." 
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"The alligator, sir?" said Venus. 
"No, Venus, no. The Serpent." 
" You'll have the goodness to notice, Mr. Boffin," remarked 

Venus, "that I said nothing to him about my going out of the 
affair altogether, because I didn't wish to take you anyways by 
surprise. But I can't be too soon out of it for my satisfaction, 
Mr. Boffin, and I now put it to you when it will suit your views 
for me to retire? " 

·• Thank'ee, Venus, thank'ee, Venus; but I don't know what 
to sav," returned Mr. Boffin. "I don't know what to do. He'll 
drop. down on me any way. He seems fully determined to 
drop down; don't he?" 

Mr. Venus opined that such was clearly his intention. 
" You might be a sort of protection for me, if you remained 

in it," said Mr. Boffin; "you might stand betwixt him and me, 
and take the edge off him. Don't you feel as if you could 
make a show of remaining in it, Venus, till I had time to turn 
myself round?" 

Venus naturally inquired how long Mr. Boffin thought it 
might take him to tum himself round? 

'' I am sure I don't know," was the answer, given quite at a 
loss. " EHrything is so at sixes and sevens. If I had never 
come into the property, I shouldn't have minded. But being 
in it, it would be very trying to be turned out; now, don't you 
acknowledge that it would, Yen us? " 

Mr. Venus preferred, he said, to leave Mr. Boffin to arrive at 
his own conclusions on that delicate question. 

" I am sure I don't know what to do," said Mr. Boffin. '' If 
I a~.k advice of any one else, it's only letting in another person 
tu he bought out, and then I shall be ruined that way, and 
mir.:ht as well have given up the property and gone slap to the 
workhouse. If I was to take ad\'ice of my young man, Rake
smith, I should have to buy him out. Sooner or later, of course, 
he'd drop down upon me like \\'egg. I was brought into the 
world to be dropped down upon, it appear;; to me." 

~lr. Venus listened to these lamentations in silence, while 
~~ r. J:utlin j,Jgged to and fro, holding his pockets as if he had a. 
Jl.!in in thun. 

" .\fta all, you haven't said what you mean to do yourself, 
' \'~:n~.s. \\"hen you do go out of it, how do you mean to 
; go? 

\"mus replied that as \\"egg had found the document and 
! l .... nJed it to hin1, it was his intention to hand it back to Wegg, 
• v. ith the dn illation that he himself would have nothing to sa~· 
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to it, or do with it, and that Wegg must act as he chose, and 
take the consequences. 

" And then he drops down with his whole weight upon me! " 
cried :Mr. Boffin, ruefully. " I'd sooner be dropped upon by 
you than by him, or even by you jintly, than by him alone! " 

)fr. Venus could only repeat that it was his fi..xed intention 
to betake himself to the paths of science, and to walk in the 
same all the days of his life; not dropping down upon his fellow
creatures until they were deceased, and then only to articulate 
them to the best of his humble ability. 

" How long could you be persuaded to keep up the appearance 
of remaining in it?" asked Mr. Boffin, retiring on his other idea. 
" Could you be got to do so till the Mounds are gone? " 

No. That would protract the mental uneasiness of Mr. 
Venus too long, he said. 

"Not if I was to show you reason now?" demanded .Mr. 
Boffin; " not if I was to show you good and sufficient reason? " 

If by good and sufficient reason ~Ir. Boffin meant honest and 
unimpeachable reason, that might weigh with Mr. Venus against 
his personal wishes and convenience. But he must add that 
he saw no opening to the possibility of such reason being shown 
him. 

"Come and see me, Venus," said Mr. Boffin," at my house." 
"Is the reason there, sir?" asked Mr. Venus, with an incredu

lous smile and blink. 
"It may be, or may not be," said Mr. Boffin, "just as you 

view it. But in the meantime don't go out of the matter. 
Look here. Do this. Give me vour word that vou won't take 
a.rrv steps with Wegg, without ~y knowledge, "just as I have 
given you my word that I won't without yours." 

"Done. 3Ir. Boffin!" said Venus, after a brief consideration. 
"Thank'ee, Venus, thank'ee, Venus! Done!" 
"\Yhen shall I come to see you, Mr. Boffin?" 
" When you like. The sooner the better. I must be going 

now. Good night, \·enus." 
"Good night, sir." , . 
"And good night to the rest of the present company, sa1d 

~Ir. Boffin, glancing round the shop. " They make a queer 
show, Yenus, and I should like to be better acquainted with 
them some day. Good night, Venus, good night! T~ank'ee, 
Yenus, thank'ee, Venus!" With that he jogged out mto the 
street, and jogged upon his homeward way. 
"~ow, I wonder," he meditated as he went along, nursing 

his stick, "whether it can be, that Yenus is setting himself to 
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get the better of Wegg? Whether it can be, that he means, 
wten I have bought \Yegg out, to have me all to himself and to 
pi d.: me clean to the bones? " 

It was a cunning and suspicious idea, quite in the way of his 
s--r . .::)o;l of ~risers, and he looked very cunning and suspicious as 
t.e went j.:-gging through the streets. More than once or twice, 

·mere t~un twice or thrice, say half-a-dozen times, he took his 
i sti·.k from the arm on v.-hich he nursed it, and hit a straight 
, s~.arp rap at the air with its head. ·Possibly the wooden counten-
1 ar.ce of ~lr. Silas Wegg was incorporeally before him at those 
· r:J.•}mer.ts, for he hit with intense satisfaction. 

He was within a few streets of his own house, when a little 
p:-in.te carriage, coming in the contrary direction, passed him, 
turned round, and passed him ~t:rain. It was a little carriage 
vf eccentric movement, for again he heard it stop behind him 
a;,d turn round, and again he saw it pass him. Then it stopped, 
a~. i t~.tn went on, out of sight. But not far out of sight, for, 
v. L~n he came to the corner of his own street, there it stood 
a:.::Jn. 
·n.e:re was a lady's face at the window as he came up with 

t~.is carriage, and he v.-as pas;ing it wht:n the lady softly calltd 
t 1 L:n bv tis name. 

"I lx-g your pardun, ~Ia'am?" said Mr. Boffin, coming to a 
S~(•p. 

·· It is ~rrs. Lammle,·· said the lady. 
~{r. Buf.ill went up to the window and hoped Mrs. I.ammle 

"as wdl. 
·· ~ot very wtll. dtar Mr. Boffin; I have fluttered myself 

ly beir.~-perb.aps fwbl-Jy-uneasy and an.xious. I have been 
waitir.~ for you some time. Can I speak to you?" 

~!r. &:Till propostd that ~Irs. I.ammle should drive on to his 
} .. )u,•·, a ftw huncred vards funhtr. 

·· I v.odd rat!tcr not, Yr. Buffin, unltss you panicuhrly wish 
1 i~. I fed the c.:i;culty and ddi·.:acy of the matter so much that 
I I "·,··~U r<:~.:Ltr avoid speaking to you at your ov.n house. You 
mu,t t!.:r·.~ tLis very stra:-.gt? ., 

~~r. K::-..!1 s..1id no. but mt.mt ves. 
" It is k-..:.~:;e I am so gratticl for the good opinion of all my 

henc>. li..'ld am so tvuched by it, that I cannot beM to run the 
r[,J.: uf fur!ci:i.r.g it in any ca.se. tnn in the cause of duty. I 
l..1n: a.:ol..cd ll'Y t.u;;t .. l . .!ld (my cxar .-\lfred, Yr. Buffin) ~·hether 
.: IS t!.e ca.Lsc of dc:ty, and he LL5 most emphatically said Yes. 
I ";,~ l_~...W. a, ked tim s..:. .... ncr. It 11·oul.d have spared me much 
C. -.:!"tS5. 
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(" Can this be more dropping down upon me! " thought Mr. 

Boffin,.quite bewildered.) 
"It was Alfred who sent me to you, Mr. Boffin. Alfred said, 

' Don't come back, Sophronia, until you have seen Mr. Boffin, 
and told him all. Whatever he may think of it, he ought 
certainly to know it.' Would you mind cdming into the 
carriage?" 

Mr. Boffin answered, "Not at all," and took his seat at Mrs. 
Lammle's side. 

" Drive slowly anywhere," ;Mrs. Lammle called to her coach
man, " and don't let the carriage rattle." 

"It must be more dropping down, I think," .said Mr. Boffin 
to himself. "What next?" 

CHAPTER XV 

THE GOLDEN DUSTMAN AT HIS WORST 

THE breakfast table at Mr. Boffin's was usually a very pleasant 
one, and was always presided over by Bella. As though he 
began each new day in his healthy natural character, and some 
waking hours were necessary to his relapse into the corrupting 
influences of his wealth, the face and the demeanour of the 
Golden Dustman were generally unclouded at that meal. It 
would have been easy to believe then, that there was no change 
in him. It was as the day went on that the clouds gathered, 
and the brightness of the morning became obscured. One 
might have said that the shadows of avarice and distrust 
lengthened as his own shadow lengthened, and that the night 
closed around him gradually. 

But one morning long afterwards to be remembered, it was 
black midnight with the Golden Dustman when he first appeared. 
His altered character had never been so grossly marked. His 
bearing towards his Secretary was so charged with insolent 
distrust and arrogance, that the latter rose and left the table 
before breakfast was half done. The look he directed at the 
Secretary's retiring figure was so cunningly malignant, that 
Bella would have sat astounded and indignant, even though he 
had not gone the length of secretly threatening Rokesmith with 
his clenched fist as he closed the door. This unlucky morning, 
of all mornings in the year, was the morning next after Mr. 
Boffin's interview with Mrs. Lammle in her little carriage. 
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Bella looked to Mrs. Boffin's face for comment on, or explana

tion of, this stormy humour in her husband, but none was there. 
An anxious and a distressed observation of her own face was all 
she could read in it. 'When they were left alone together
which was not until noon, for Mr. Boffin sat long in his easy
chair, by turns jogging up and down the breakfast-room, clench
ing his fist and muttering-Bella, in consternation, asked her 
what had happened, what was wrong? "I am forbidden to 
speak to you about it, Bella dear; I mustn't tell you," was all 
the answer she could get. And still, whenever, in her wonder 
and dismay, she raised her eyes to .Mrs. Boffin's face, she saw in 
it the same anxious and distressed observation of her own. 

Oppressed by her sense that trouble was impending, and lost 
in speculations why .Mrs. Boffin should look at her as if she had 
any part in it, Bella found the day long and dreary. It was far 
on in the afternoon when, she being in her O\\'n room, a servant 
brought her a message from Mr. Boffin begging her to come 
to his. 

Mrs. Boffin was there, seated on a sofa, and Mr. Boffin was 
jogging up and down. On seeing Bella he stopped, beckoned 
her to him, and drew her arm through his. "Don't be alarmed, 
my dear," he said, gently; "I am not angry with you. Why, 
you actue1lly tremble! Don't be alarmed, Bella, my dear. I'll 
see you righ~ed." 

" See me righted? " thought Bella. And then repeated aloud 
in a tone of astonishment: "See me righted, sir?" 

··Aye, aye!" said Mr. Boffin. "See you righted. Send Mr. 
Rokesmith here, you sir." . 

Della would have been lost in perplexity if there had been 
pause enough; but the servant found Mr. Rokesmith near at 
hand, and he almost immediately presented himself. 

"Shut the door, sir!" said Mr. Boffin. "I have got some
thing to say to you which I fancy you'll not be pleased to hear." 

".1 am wrry to reply, Mr. Boffin," returned the Secretary, as, 
tanng clu~ed the door, he turntd and faced him, "that I think 
that wry likely." 

" \\'hat do you mean? " blustered Mr. Boffin. 
" I mean that it has become no novelty to me to hear from 

your lips "hat I would rather not hear." 
·· Oh! Perhaps we shall change that," said Mr. Boffin, with a 

tl,r~:J.tenir:g roll of his head. 
" 1 hope so," returned the Se<:retary. He was quiet and 

rt::pt;ctful; btlt stood, as Bella thought (and was glad to think), 
on l11s manhood tv<>. 
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"Now, sir," said Mr. Boffin, "look at this young lady on 

mvann." 
·Bella involuntarily raising her eyes, when this sudden refer

ence was made to herself, met those of Mr. Rokesmith. He 
was pale and seemed agitated. Then her eyes passed on to 
Mrs. Boffin's, and she met the look again. In a flash it en
lightened her, and she began to understand what she had done. 

"I say to you, sir," Mr. Boffin repeated, "look at this young 
lady on my arm." 

" I do so," returned the Secretary. . 
As his glance rested !le,<rain on Bella for a moment, she thought 

tJ.ere was reproach in it. But it is possible that the reproach 
·,:as within herself. . 

"How dare you, sir," said l\Ir. Boffin, "tamper, unknown to 
me, with this young lady? How dare you come out of your 
station, and your place in my house, to pester this young lady 
with your impudent addresses? " 

" I must decline to answer questions," said the Secretary, 
" that are so offensively asked." 

" You decline to answer? " retorted Mr. Boffin. " You 
decline to answer, do you? Then I'll tell you what it is, 
Rokesmith! I'll answer for you. There are two sides in this 
matter, and I'll take 'em separately. The first side is, sheer 
Insolence. That's the first side." 

The Secretary smiled with some bitterness, as though he 
would haYe said, " So I see and hear." 

" It was sheer Insolence in you, I tell you," said Mr. Boffin, 
"even to think of this young lady. This young lady was far 
above you. This young lady was no match for you. This 
young lady was lying in wait (as she was qualified to do) for 
monev, and you had no money." 

Bella hung her head and seemed to shrink a little from Mr. 
Boffin's protecting ann. 

"What are you, I should like to know," pursued Mr. Boffin, 
"that vou were to have the audacity to follow up this young 
lady? ·This young lady was looking about the market for a good 
bid; she wasn't in it to be snapped up by fellows that had no 
money to lav out; nothing to buy "-ith." 

" Oh, lli: Boffin! Mrs. Boffin, pray say something for me! " 
murmured Bella, disengaging her ann, and covering her face 
\\-ith her hands. 

" Old lady," said Mr. Boffin, anticipating his wife, "you hold 
your tongue. Bella, my dear, don't you let yourself be put out. 
I'll right you." 
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" But you don't, you don't right me! " exclaimed Bella, with 

great emphasis. "You wrong me, wrong me!" 
'' Don't you be put out, my dear," complacently retorted 

Mr. Boffin. "I'll bring this young man to book. Now., you 
Rokesmith! You can't decline to hear, you know, as well as to 
answer. You hear me tell you that the first side of your con
duct was Insolence-Insolence and Presumption. Answer me 
one thing, if you can. Didn't this young lady tell you so herself?" 

''Did I, Mr. Rokesmith?" asked Bella with her face still 
covered. "Oh say, Mr. Rokesmith! Did I?" 

"Don't be distressed, Miss Wilfer; it matters very little now." 
" Ah! You can't deny it, though! " said Mr. Boffin, with a 

knowing shake of his head. 
" But I have asked him to forgive me since," cried Bella; 

" and I would ask him to forgive me now again, upon my knees, 
if it would spare him! " 

Here Mrs. Boffin broke out a-crying. 
" Old lady," said Mr. Boffin, "stop that noise! Tender

hearted in you, Miss Bella; but I mean to have it out right 
through with this young man, having got him into a corner. 
:\ow, you Rokesmith. I tell you that's one side of your conduct 
-Insolence and Presumption. Now I'm a-coming to the other, 
which is much worse. This was a speculation of yours." 

" I indignantly deny it." 
" It's of no use your denying it; it doesn't signify a bit 

whether you deny it or not; I've got a head on my shoulders, 
and it ain't a baby's. What! " said l\fr. Boffin, gathering him
self together in his most suspicious attitude, and wrinkling his 
face into a very map of curves and corners. " Don't I know 
what grabs are made at a man with money? If I didn't keep 
my eyes open, and my pockets buttoned, shouldn't I be brought 
to the workhouse before I knew where I was? Wasn't the ex
perience of Dancer, and Hwes, and Hopkins, and Blewbury 
Jones, and ever so many more of 'em, similar to mine? Didn't 
everybody want to make grabs at what they'd got, and bring 
'em to ponrty and ruin? \\' eren't they forced to hide every
thing belonging to 'em, for fear it should be snatched from 'em? 
Of cour$e they was. I shall be told next that they didn't know 
human natur!" . 

" They! Poor creatures," murmured the Secretary. 
"\\"hat do you say? " asked :\!r. Boffin, snapping at him. 

" However, you needn't be at the trouble of repeating it, for 
it ain't worth hearing, and won't go down with me. l'm a-going 
to unfold your plan Lt:fore this young lady; I'm a-going to show 
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this young lady the second view of you; and nothing you can 
say will stave it off. (Now, attend here, Bella, my dear.) Roke
smith, you're a needy chap. You're a chap that I pick up in 
the sn;eet. Are you, or ain't you? " 

" Go on, Mr. Boffin; don't appeal to me." 
"Not appeal to you," retorted Mr. Boffin as if he hadn't done 

· so. "No, I should hope not! Appealing to you would be rather 
a rum course. As I was saying, you're a needy chap that I pick 
up in the street. You come and ask me in the street to take you 
for a Secretary, and I take you. Very good." 

" Very bad," murmured the Secretary. 
"What do you say?" asked Mr. Boffin, snapping at him again. 
He returned no answer. Mr. Boffin, after eyeing him with a 

comical look of discomfited curiosity, was fain to begin afresh. 
" This Rokesmith is a needy young man that I take for 

my Secretary out of the open street. This Rokesmith gets 
acquainted with my affairs, and gets to know that I mean to 
settle a sum of money on this young lady. ' Oho! ' says this 
Rokesmith "; here Mr. Boffin clapped a finger against his nose, 
and tapped it several times with a sneaking air, as embodying 
Rokesmith confidentially confabulating with his own nose; 
" ' This will be a good haul; I'll go in for this! ' And so this 
Rokesmith, greedy and hungering, begins a-creeping on his 
hands and knees towards the money. Not so bad a specula
tion either: for if this young lady had had less spirit, or had 
had less sense, through being at all in the romantic line, by 
George he might have worked it out and made it pay! But 
fortunately she was too many for him, and a pretty figure he 
cuts now he is exposed. There he stands! " said Mr. Boffin, 
addressing Rokesmith himself with ridiculous inconsistency. 
" Look at him! " 

" Your unfortunate suspicions, Mr. Boffin--" began the 
Secretary. 

" Precious unfortunate for you, I can tell you," said Mr. 
Boffin. 

"-are not to be combated by any one, and I address myself 
to no such hopeless task. But I will.say a word upon the 
truth." 

"Yah! .Much you care about the truth," said Mr. Boffin, 
with a snap of his fingers. 

"Noddy! My dear love! " expostulated his wife. 
"Old lady,'' returned Mr. Boffin, "you keep still. I say .to 

this Rokesrnith here, much he cares about the truth. I tell hun 
again, much he cares about the truth." 
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" Our connexion being at an end, Mr. Boffin," said the 

Secretary, " it can be of very little moment to me what you 
say." 

"Oh! You are knowing enough," retorted Mr. Boffin, with a 
sly look, " to have found out that our connexion's at an end, 
eh? But you can't get beforehand with me. Look at this in 
my hand. This is your pay, on your discharge. You can only 
follow suit. You can't deprive me of the lead. Let's have no 
pretending that you discharge yourself. I discharge you." 

" So that I go," remarked the Secretary, waving the point 
aside with his hand, " it is all one to me." 

"Is it?" said Mr. Boffin. "But it's two to me, let me tell 
you. Allowing a fellow that's found out to discharge himself, 
is one thing; discharging him for insolence and presumption, 
and likewise for designs upon his master's money, is another. 
One and one's two; not one. (Old lady, don't you cut in. You 
keep still.) " 

" Have you said all you wish to say to me? " demanded the 
Secretary. 

" I don't know whether I have or not," answered Mr. Boffin. 
" It depends." 

" Perhaps you will consider whether there are any other strong 
expressions that you would like to bestow upon me? " 

" I'll consider that," said Mr. Boffin, obstinately, " at my con
venience, and not at yours. You want the last word. It may 
not he suitable to let you have it/' 

"Noddy! My dear, dear Noddy! You sound so hard," cried 
poor Mrs. Boffin, not to be quite repressed. 

"·Old lady," said her husband, but without harshness, "if 
you cut in when requested not, I'll get a pillow and carry you 
out of the room upon it. What do you want to say, you 
Rokesmith?" 

"To you, Mr. Boffin, nothing. But to Miss Wilfer and to 
your good kind wife, a word." 

" Out with it then," replied Mr. Boffin, " and cut it short, 
for we've had enough of you." 

"I have borne," said the Secretary, in a low voice," with my 
fal,;e position here, that I might not be separated from Miss 
Wilfer. To be near her has been a recompense to me from day 
to day, even for the undeserved treatment I have had here, and 
for the degraded aspect in which she has often seen me. Since 
~!iss \Yilft.r rejected me, I have never again urged my suit to 
the IX'st of my relief, with a spoken syllable or a look. B~t I 
h.we never changed in my devotion to her, except-if she will 
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forgive my saying so-that it is deeper than it was, and better 
founded." · 

"Now, mark this chap's saying Miss Wilfer, when he means 
£ s. d.!" cried Mr. Boffin, with a cunning wink. "Now, mark 
this chap's making Miss Wilfer stand for Pounds, Shillings, and 
Pence!" 

"My feeling for Miss Wilfer," pursued the Secretary, without 
deigning to notice him, "is not one to be ashamed of. I avow 
it. I love her. Let me go where I may when I presently leave 
this house, I shall go into a blank life, leaving her." 

"Leaving £ s. d. behind me," said Mr. Boffin, by way of 
commentary, with another wink. 

" That I am incapable," the Secretary went on, still without 
heeding him, " of a mercenary project, or a mercenary thought, 
in connexion with Miss Wilier, is nothing meritorious in me, 
because any prize that I could put before my fancy would sink 
into insignificance beside her. If the greatest wealth or the 
highest rank were hers, it would only be important in my sight 
as removing her still further from me, and making me more 
hopeless, if that could be. Say," remarked the Secretary, 
looking full at his late master, "say that with a word she could 
strip Mr. Boffin of his fortune and take possession of it, she 
would be of no greater worth in my eyes than she is." 

" What do you think by this time, old lady," asked Mr. Boffin, 
turning to his wife in a bantering tone, "about this Rokesmith 
here, and his caring for the truth? You needn't say what you 
think, my dear, because I don't want you to cut in, but you 
can think it all the same. As to taking possession of my 
property, I warrant you he wouldn't do that himself if he 
could." 

"No," returned the Secretary, with another full look. 
" Ha, ha, ha! " laughed Mr. Boffin. "There's nothing like a 

good 'un while you are about it." 
" I have been for a moment," said the Secretary, turning 

from him and falling into his former manner, " diverted from 
the little I have to say. My interest in Miss Wilfer began when 
I first saw her; even began when I had only heard of her. It 
was, in fact, the cause of my throwing myself in Mr. Boffin's 
way, and entering his service. Miss Wilfer has never known this 
until now. I mention it now, only as a corroboration (though 
I hope it may be needless) of my being free from the sordid design 
attributed to me." 

" Now this is a very artful dodge," said Mr. Boffin, with a 
deep look. " This is a longer-headed schemer than I thought 
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him. See how patiently and methodically he goes to work. 
He gets to know about me and my property, and about this 
young lady, and her share in poor young John's story, and 
he puts this and that together, and he says to himself, ' I'll get 
in with Boffin, and I'll get in with this young lady, and I'll work 
'em both at the same time, and I'll bring my pigs to market 
somewhere.' I hear him say it, bless you! Why, I look at him, 
now, and I see him say it.'' 

Mr. Boffin pointed at the culprit, as it were in the act, and 
hug-ged himself in his great penetration. 

" But luckily he hadn't to deal with the people he supposed, 
Bella, my dear!" said Mr. Boffin. "No! Luckily he had to 
deal with you, and with me, and with Daniel and Miss Dancer, 
and with Elwes, and with Vulture Hopkins, and with Blewbury 
Jones and all the rest of us, one down t'other come on. And 
he's beat; that's what he is; regularly beat. He thought to 
squeeze money out of us, and he has done for himself instead, 
11dla, my dear!" 

Bella my dear made no response, gave no sign of acquiescence. 
\\~hen she had first covered her face she had sunk upon a chair 
with her hands resting on the back of it, and had never moved 
since. There was a short silence at this point, and .Mrs. Boffin 
softly rose as if to go to her. But Mr. Boffin stopped her with a 
gesture, and she obediently sat down again and stayed where 
she was. 

" There's your pay, l\Ir. Rokesmith," said the Golden Dust
man, jerking the folded scrap of paper he had in his hand towards 
his late Secretary. " I dare say you can stoop to pick it up, 
after what you have stooped to here." 

" I have stooped to nothing but this," Rokesmith answered 
as he took it from the ground; "and this is mine, for I have 
earned it by the hardest of hard labour." 

"You're a pretty quick packer, I hope," said Mr. Boffin; 
·• hLcause the sooner you are gone, bag and baggage, the better 
for all parties." 

"You need have no fear of my lingering.'' 
'' Tlwre's just one thing though," said .Mr. Boffin, cc that I 

~h~uld like to ask you before we come to a good riddance, 
1f 1t was only to show this young lady how conceited you 
sdwmers art, in thinking that nobody finds out how you con
tra.dlt't yoursdves." 

" A~k me anything you wish to ask," returned Rokesmith, 
" but use the expt·dition that you recommend.'' 

"You pretend to have a mighty admiration for this young 
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lady?" said Mr. Boffin, laying his hand protectingly on Bella's 
head without looking down at her. 

" I do not pretend." 
"Oh! Well. You have a mighty admiration for this young 

lady-since you are so particular? " 
"Yes." 
" How do you reconcile that, with this young lady's being a 

weak-spirited, improvident idiot, not knowing what was due 
to herself, flinging up her money to the church-weather-cocks, 
and racing off at a splitting pace for the workhouse? " 

" I don't understand you." 
" Don't you? Or won't you? What else could you have 

made this young lady out to be, if she had listened to such 
addresses as yours? " 

" What else, if I had been so happy as to win her affections 
and possess her heart? " 

" Win her affections," retorted Mr. Boffin, with ineffable 
contempt, "and possess her heart! Mew says the cat, Quack
quack says the duck, Bow-wow-wow says the dog! Win her 
affections and possess her heart! Mew, Quack-quack, Bow 
wow!" 

John Rokesmith stared at him in his outburst, as if with 
some faint idea that he had gone mad. 

"What is due to this young lady," said llfr. Boffin, " is 
Money, and this young lady right well knows it." 

"You slander the young lady." 
" You slander the young lady; you with your affections and 

hearts and trumpery," returned Mr. Boffin. " It's of a piece 
with the rest of your behaviour. I heard of these doings of 
yours only last night, or you should have heard of 'em from 
me sooner, take your oath of it. I heard of 'em from a lady 
with as good a headpiece as the best, and she knows this young 
lady, and I know this young lady, and we all three know that 
it's Money she makes a stand for-money, money, money-and 
that you and your affections and hearts are a Lie, sir! " 

" Mrs. Boffin," said Rokesmith, quietly turning to her, " for 
your delicate and unvarying kindness I thank you with the 
warmest gratitude. Good-bye! Miss Wilfer, good-bye!" 

"And now, my dear," said Mr. Boffin, laying his hand on 
Bella's head again, " you may begin to make yourself quite 
comfortable, and I hope you feel that you've been righted." 

But Bella was so far from appearing to feel it, that she shrank 
from his hand and from the chair, and, starting up in an in
coherent passion of tears, and stretching out her arms, cried, 
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" Oh, Mr. Rokesmith, before you go, if you could but make me 
poor again! Oh! Make me poor again, Somebody, I beg and 
pray, or my heart will break if this goes on! Pa, dear, make 
me poor again and take me home! I was bad enough there .• 
but I have been so much worse here. Don't give me money, 
Mr. Boffin, I won't have money. Keep it away from me, and 
only let me speak to good little Pa, and lay my head upon his 
shoulder, and tell him all my griefs. Nobody else can under
stand me, nobody else can comfort me, nobody else knows how 
unworthy I am, and yet can love me like a little child. I am 
better with Pa than any one-mere innocent, more sorry, more 
glad! " So, crying out in a wild way that she could not bear 
this, Bella dropped her head on Mrs. Boffin's ready breast. 

John Rokesmith from his place in the room, and Mr. Boffin 
from his, looked on at her in silence until she was silent herself. 
Then Mr. Boffin observed in a soothing and comfortable tone, 
"There, my dear, there; you are righted now, and it's all right. 
I don't wonder, I'm sure, at your being a little flurried by having 
a scene with this fellow, but it's all over, my dear, and you're 
righted, and it's-and it's all right!" Which Mr. Boffin re
peated with a highly satisfied air of completeness and finality. 

" I hate you! " cried Bella, turning suddenly upon him, with 
a stamp of her little foot-" at least, I can't hate you, but I 
don't like you I" 

" IluL-LO! " exclaimed Mr. Boffin in an amazed undertone. 
"You're a scolding, unjust, abusive, aggravating, bad old 

creature!" cried Bella. " I am angry with my ungrateful 
self for calling you names; but you are, you are: you know 
vou are!" 
· Mr. Boffln stared here, and stared there, as misdoubting that 
he must be in some sort of fit. 

" I have heard you with shame," said Bella. " With shame 
for myself, and with shame for you. You ought to be above 
the base tale-bearing of a time-serving woman; but you are 
above nothing now." 

~1r. 11lflin, seeming to become convinced that this was a 
f1t, rolled his eyes and loosened his neckcloth. 

" When I came here, I respected you and honoured you, and 
I soon loved you," cried Bella. "And now I can't bear the 
si;;ht of you. At least, I don't know that I ought to go so far 
lli that-()nly you're a-you're a .Monster!" Having shot this 
bolt out with a great expenditure of force, Bella hystericallv 
t..~ughcd and cried together. · 

· · The b~.:st wi,h I can wish you is," said Bella, returning to 
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the charge, "that you had not one single farthing in the world. 
If any true friend and well-wisher could make you a bankrupt 
you would be a Duck; but as a man of property you are a 
Demon!" 

After dispatching this second bolt with a still greater expendi
ture of force, Bella laughed and cried still more. 

"Mr. Rokesmith, pray stay one moment. Pray hear one 
word from me before you go! I am deeply sorry for the re
proaches you have borne on my account. Out of the depths 
of my heart I earnestly and truly beg your pardon." 

·As she stepped towards him, he met her. As she gave him 
her hand, he put it to his lips, and said, "God bless you!" 
No laughing was mixed w~th Bella's crying then; her tears 
were pure and fervent. 

" There is not an ungenerous word that I have heard addressed 
to you-heard with scorn and indignation, Mr. Rokesmith-but 
it has wounded me far more than you, for I have deserved it, 
and you never have. 1\fr. Rokesmith, it is to me you owe this 
perverted account of what passed between us that night. I 
parted with the secret, even while I was angry with myself for 
doing so. It was very bad in me, but indeed it was not wicked. 
I did it in a moment of conceit and folly-one of my many 
such moments-one of my many such hours-years. As I am 
punished for it severely, try to forgive it! " 

" I do with all my soul." 
" Thank you. Oh, thank you! Don't part from me till I 

have said one other word to do you justice. The only fault 
you can be truly charged with, in having spoken to me as you 
did that night-with how much delicacy and how much for
bearance no ·one but I can know or be grateful to you for-is 
that you laid yourself open to be slighted by a worldly shallow 
girl whose head was turned, and who was quite unable to rise 
to the worth of what you offered her. Mr. Rokesmith, that 
girl has often seen herself in a pitiful and poor light since, but 
never in as pitiful and poor a light as now, when the mean tone 
in which she answered you-sordid and vain girl that she was 
-has been echoed in her ears by Mr. Boffin." 

He kissed her hand again. 
" Mr. Boffin's speeches were detestable to me, shocking to 

me," said Bella, startling that gentleman with another stamp 
of her little foot. " It is quite true that there was a time, and 
very lately, when I deserved to be so' righted,' Mr. Rokesmith; 
but I hope that I shall never deserve it again! " 

He once more put her hand to his lips, and then relinquished 
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it, and left the room. Bella was hurrying back to the chair 
in v. hich she had hidden her face so long, when, catching sight 
of ~!rs. Boff.n by the way, she stopped at her. '·He is gone," 
sobbed Bella, indignantly, despairingly, in fifty ways at once, 
with her arms round Mrs. Bot?.n's neck. "He has been most 
shamefully abused, and most unjustly and most basely driven 
awa \·. and I am the cause of it! " 

All this time ~Ir. Boffin had been rolling his eyes over his 
loosened neckerchief, as if his fit were still upon him. Appear
inJ now to think that he was corning to, he stared straight 
before him for a while, tied his-neckerchief again, took several 
lung inspiration5, swallowed se,·eral times, and ultimately 
exclaimed with a deep sigh, as if he felt himself on the whole 
better: ''\rell!" 
~o word, good or bad, did :llrs. Boffin say; but she tenderly 

took care of Bella, and glanced at her husband as if for orders. 
~.Ir. Boffin, without impaning any, took his seat on a chair over 
a;Jinst them, and there sat leaning forward, with a fixed counten
ance, his legs apan, a hand on each knee, and his elbows squared, 
until Bella should dry her eyes and r-ai...'t her head, which in the 
fulness of time she did. 

·· 1 must go home," said Bella, rising hurriedly. "I am 
very grateful to you for all you ha,-e done for me, but I can't 
sta\· here.'' 

.: ~~ y darling girl! " remonstrated ~Irs. Boffin. 
•· ~o, 1 c.a.n't stay here," said Bella; "I can't indeed.

r ;,;h ! you Yicious old thing! " (This to :Yr. Boffin.) 
.. Don't be rash', my lo,·e," urged ~Irs. Boffin. "Think well 

oi what you do." 
"Yes, you had better think well," said Mr. Boffin. 
'· I shil.ll never more think well of ,·ou," cried Bella, cutting 

him sl,l•rt, with intense defiance in her expre.;;sjve little eye
Lrvws, and championship of the late Secretary in enry 
dmli•le. "~o! ~ever again! Yourmoneyhascha.ngedyou to 
m .. rl;lc. You are a hard-hearted ~Ii.ser. You are worse than 
V ... ncer, wor~e than Hopkins, worse than Blackberry Jones, 
\I ,_.r,c tL.l.n any of the \Httches. .-\.nd more! " proceeded 
Ldl.l, Ln:.J.:ing into tt.:l..rs agJ.in, " you were wholly undt5erv
l1~~ uf tLe Gentleman you ha\'e lost." 

"\\hy, you don't mt:an to say, ~Ii:is Bella," the Golden 
D:.Hman ~luwly rtmvnstrJ.ted, .. that you set up Rokesmith 
a;:-1in,t n,t:? " 
'"I dv!" ~d Bella. "He is Wurth a :llil:.ion of you." 

\'ery pretty st.e lvd.:.ed, though nry angry, as she made 
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herself as tall as she possibly could (which was not extremely 
tall), and utterly renounced her patron with a lofty toss of her 
rich brown head. 

"I would rather he thought well of me," said Bella, " though 
he swept the street for bread, than that you did, though you 
splashed the mud upon him from the wheels of a chariot of 
pure gold.-There!" 

'' Well, I'm sure! " cried Mr. Boffin, staring. 
" And for a long time past, when you have thought you set 

yourself above him, I have only seen you under his feet," said 
Bella-" There! And throughout I saw in him the master, 
and I saw in you the man-There! And when you used him 
shamefully, I took his part and loved him-There! I boast 
of it!" After which strong avowal Bella underwent reaction, 
and cried to any extent, with her face on the back of her chair. 

"Now, look here," said Mr. Boffin, as soon as he could find 
an opening for breaking the silence and striking in. " Give 
me your attention, Bella. I am not angry." 

" I am I " said Bella. 
"I say," resumed the Golden Dustman, "I am not angry, 

and I mean kindly to you, and I want to overlook this. So 
you'll stay where you are, and we'll agree to say no more 
about it." 

"No, I can't stay here," cried Bella, rising hurriedly again; 
" I can't think of staying here. I must go home for good." 

"Now, don't be silly," Mr. Boffin reasoned. "Don't do what 
you can't undo; don't do what you're sure to be sorry for." 

" I shall never be sorry for it," said Bella; " and I should 
always be sorry, and should every minute of my life despise 
myself, if I remained here after what has happened." 

"At least, Bella," argued Mr. Boffin, " let there be no mistake 
about it. Look before you leap, you know. Stay where you 
are, and all's well, and all's as it was to be. Go away, and you 
can never come back." 

" I know that I can never come back, and that's what I 
mean," said Bella. 

"You mustn't expect," Mr. Boffin pursued, " that I'm a-going 
to settle money on you, if you leave us like this, because I am 
not. No, Bella! Be careful! Not one brass farthing." 

" Expect! " said Bella, haughtily. " Do you think that any 
power on earth could make me take it, if you did, sir?" 

But there was Mrs. Boffin to part from, and, in the full flush 
of her dignity, the impressible little soul collapsed again. Down 
upon her knees before that good woman, she rocked herself upon 
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her breast, and cried, and sobbed, and folded her in her arms 
with all her might. 

"You're a dear, a dear, the best of dears!" cried Bella. 
"You're the best of human creatures. I can never be thankful 
enough to you, and can never forget you. If I should live to be 
blind and deaf, I know I shall see and hear you, in my fancy, 
to the last of my dim old days!" 

Mrs. Boffin wept most heartily, and embraced her with all 
fondness; but said not one single word except that she was 
her dear girl. She said that often enough, to be sure, for she 
said it over and over again; but not one word else. 

Bella broke from her at length, and was going weeping out 
of the room, when in her own little queer affectionate way she 
half relented towards Mr. Boffin. 

" I am very glad," sobbed Bella, " that I called you names, 
sir, because you richly deserved it. But I am ·very sorry that 
I called you names, because you used to be so different. Say 
good-bye!" 

"Good-bye," said Mr. Boffin, shortly. 
" If I knew which of your hands was the least spoilt, I would 

ask you to let me touch it," said Bella, " for the last time. But 
not because I repent of what I have said to you. For I don't. 
It's true!" 

" Try the left hand," said Mr. Boffin, holding it out in a 
stolid manner; "it's the least used." 

"You have been wonderfully good and kind to me," said 
Bella, "and I kiss it for that. You have been as bad as bad 
could be to Mr. Rokesmith, and I throw it away for that. Thank 
you for myself, and good-bye! " 

"Good-bye,'' said Mr. Boffin as before. 
Iklla caught him round the neck and kissed him, and ran 

out for ever. 
She ran up-stairs, and sat do"n on the floor in her own room 

and cried abundantly. But the day was declining and she had 
no time to lose. She opened all the places where she kept her 
dresses; selected only those she had brought with her, leaving 

: all the rest; and made a great misshapen bundle of them to be 
1 Stnt for afterwards. 

" I won't take one of the others," said Bella, tying the knuts 
u{ the bundle very tight, in the severity of her resolution. "I'll 

i leave all the presents behind, and begin again entirely on my 
ov. n account." That the resulution might be thoroughly 
carried into practice, she even changed the dress she wore for 
that in v. b.ich she had come to the grand mansion. Even the 

T 
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bonnet she put on was the bonnet that had mounted into the 
Boffin chariot at Holloway. 

"Now I am complete," said Bella. "It's a little trying, 
but I have steeped my eyes in cold water, and I won't cry any 
more. You have been a pleasant room to me, dear room. 
Adieu! We shall never see each other again." 

With a parting kiss of her fingers to it she softly closed the 
door, and went with a light foot do\vn the great staircase, 
pausing and listening as she went, that she might meet none 
of the household. No one chanced to be about, and she got 
down to the hall in quiet. The door of the late Secretary's 
room stood open. She peeped in as she passed, and divined 
from the emptiness of his table, and the general appearance 
of things, that he was already gone. Softly opening the great 
hall door, and softly closing it upon herself, she turned and 
kissed it on the outside-insensible old combination of wood 
and iron that it was !-before she ran away from the house at 
a sv.i.ft pace. 

" That was well done! " panted Bella, slackening in the 
next street, and subsiding into a walk. " If I had left myself 
any breath to cry with, I should have cried again. Now poor 
dear darling little Pa, you are going to see your lovely woman 
unexpectedly. 

CHAPTER XVI 

THE FEAST OF THE THREE HOBGOBLINS 

Tm: City looked unpromising enough, as Bella made her way 
along its gritty streets. Most of its money-mills were slackening 
sail, or had left off grinding for the day. The master-millers 
had already departed, and the journeymen were departing. 
There was a jaded aspect on the business lanes and courts, and 
the very pavements had a weary appearance, confused by the 
tread of a million of feet. There must be hours of night to 
temper down the day's distraction of so feverish a place. As 
yet the worry of the newly-stopped whirling and grinding on 
the part of the money-mills seemed to linger in the air, and the 
quiet was more like the prostration of a spent giant than the 
repose of one who was renewing his strength. 

If Bella thought, as she glanced at the mighty Bank, how 
agreeable it would be to have an hour's gardening there, with 
a bright copper shovel, among the money, still she was not in 
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an avaricious vein. Much improved in that respect, and with 
certain half-formed images which had little gold in their com
position, dancing before her bright eyes, she arrived in the 
drug-flavoured region of Mincing Lane, with the sensation of 
having just opened a drawer in a chemist's shop. 

The counting-house of Chicksey, Veneering, and Stobbles 
was pointed out by an elderly female accustomed to the care 
of offices, who dropped upon Bella out of a public-house, wiping 
her mouth, and accounted for its humidity on natural prin
ciples well known to the physicl,l.). sciences, by explaining that 
she had looked in at the door to see what o'clock it was. The 
counting-house was a wall-eyed ground-floor by a dark gate
way, and Bella was considering, as she approached it, could 
there be any precedent in the City for her going in and asking 
fvr R. Wilfer, when whom should she see, sitting at one of the 
windows with the plate-glass sash raised, but R. Wilier himself, 
preparing to take a slight refection. 

On approaching nearer, Bella discerned that the refection 
had the appearance of a small cottage-loaf and a penny-worth 
of milk. Simultaneously with this discovery on her part, her 
father discovered her, and invoked the echoes of Mincing Lane 
to exclaim" My gracious me!" 

He then came cherubically flying out without a hat, and 
('mbraced her, and handed her in. "For it's after hours and 
I am all alone, my dear," he explained, " and am having-as 
I sometimes do, when they are all gone-a quiet tea." 

Looking round the office, as if her father were a captive 
and this his cell, Bella hugged him and choked him to her 
heart's content. 

" I never was so surprised, my dear," said her father. "I 
couldn't believe my eyes. Upon my life, I thought they had 
taken to lying! The idea of your coming down the Lane 
yourself! Why didn't you send the footman down the Lane, 
mv d~ar?" 

· .. I have brought no footman with me, Pa." 
"Oh, indeed! But you have brought the elegant turn-out, 

mv love?" 
· .. Ko, Pa." 
"You newr can ha\'e walked, my dear?'' 
"Y~:s, I han, Pa.'' 
He lo(Jktd so nry much astonished, that Bella could not 

make up her mind to break it to him just yet . 
. " Th~ consequence is, Pa, that your lovely woman feels a 

bttk famt. .md would very much like to share your tta." 
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The cottage-loaf and the pennyworth of milk had been set 

forth on a sheet of paper on the window-seat. The cherubic 
pocket-knife, with the first bit of the loaf still on its point, lay 
beside them where it had been hastily thrown down. Bella 
took the bit off, and put it in her mouth. "My dear child," 
said her father, " the idea of your partaking of such lowly 
fare! But, at least, you must have your own loaf and your 
own penn'orth. One moment, my dear. The Dairy is just 
over the way and round the comer." 

Regardless of Bella's dissuasions he ran out, and quickly 
returned with the new supply. "My dear child," he said, as 
he spread it on another piece of paper before her, "the idea 
of a splendid--! " and then looked at her figure, and stopped 
short. 

"'What's the matter, Pa? " 
"-of a splendid female," he resumed, more slowly, " putting 

up with such accommodation as the present!-Is that a new 
dress you have on, my dear? " 

"No, Pa, an old one. Don't you remember it?" 
" Why, I thought I remembered it, my dear! " 
'' You should, for you bought it, Pa." 
'' Yes, I thought I bought it, my dear! " said the cherub, 

giving himself a little shake, as if to rouse his faculties. 
"And have you ·grown so fickle that you don't like your 

own taste, Pa, dear? " 
. "Well, my love," he returned, swallowing a bit of the cottage
loaf with considerable effort, for it seemed to stick by the way: 
" I should have thought it was hardly sufficiently splendid for 
existing circumstances." 

"And so, Pa," said Bella, moving coaxingly to his side, 
instead of remaining opposite, " you sometimes have a quiet 
tea here all alone. I am not in the tea's way, if I draw my 
!U1ll over your shoulder like this, Pa? " 

"Yes, my dear, and no, my dear. Yes to the first question, 
and certainly Not to the second. Respecting the quiet tea, 
my dear, why you see the occupations of the day are some
times a little wearing; and if there's nothing interposed between 
the day and your mother, why she is sometimes a little wearing 
too." 

" I know Pa." 
"Yes, ~y dear. So sometimes I put a quiet tea at the 

window here, with a little quiet contemplation of the Lan~ 
(which comes soothing), between the day, and domestic--" 

" Bliss," suggested Bella, sorrowfully. 
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" And domestic Bliss," said her father, quite contented to 

accept the phrase. 
Bella kissed him. " And it is in this dark, dingy place of 

captivity, poor dear, that you pass all the hours of your life 
when you are not at home?" 

"Kot at home, or not on the road there, or on the road here, 
my love. Yes. You see that little desk in the corner?" 

"In the dark comer, furthest both from the light and from 
the fireplace? The shabbiest desk of all the desks? " 

"Now does it really strike you in that point of view, my 
dear? " said her father, surveying it artistically with his head 
on one side: "that's mine. That's called Rumty's Perch." 

" Whose Perch? " asked Bella, with great indignation. 
"Rumty's. You see, being rather high and up two steps, 

they call it a Perch. And they call me Rumty." 
" How dare they! " exclaimed Bella. 
"They're playful, Bella, my dear; they're playful. They're 

more or less younger than I am, and they're playful. What 
does it matter? It might be Surly, or Sulky, or fifty dis~rrree
able things that I really shouldn't like to be considered. But 
Rumty! Lor, why not Rumty?" 

To inflict a heavy disappointment on this sweet nature, 
which had been, through all her caprices, the object of her 
recognition, love, and admiration from infancy, Bella felt to 
be the hardest task of her hard day. " I should have done 
better," she thought, "to tell him at first; I should have done· 
better to tell him just now, when he had some slight misgiving; 
he is quite happy again, and I shall make him wretched." 

He was falling back on his loaf and milk, with the pleasantest 
composure, and Bella, stealing her arm a little closer about 
him. and at the same time sticking up his hair with an irresistible 
prupensity to play with him, founded on the habit of her whole 
I if~, had prepared herself to say: "Pa, dear, don't be cast down, 
but I must tell you something disagreeable!" when he inter
rupt<'d her in an unlooked-for manner. 

" ~I)' gracious me! " he exclaimed, invoking the Mincing 
"l.ane echoes as btfore. " This is very extraordinary! " 

" \\'hat is, Pa? " 
"\\"hy, hue's ~.rr. Rokesmith now!" 
"~o, no, l'a, no," cried Bdla, greatly flurried. "Surely 

n .. t." 
" \"c·s. there is! Look here~ ·· 
~.>uth to say. ~lr. Rokesmith not only passed the window, 

l•ut came into tl.e counting-house. And not only came into the 
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counting-house, but, finding himself alone there with Bella and 
her father, rushed at Bella and caught her in his arms, with the 
rapturous words, "My dear, dear girl; my gallant, generous, 
disinterested, courageous, noble girl! " And not only that even 
(which one might have thought astonishment enough for one 
dose), but Bella, after hanging her head for a moment, lifted it 
up and laid it on his breast, as if that were her head's chosen 
and lasting resting-place! 

" I knew you would come to him, and I followed you," said 
Rokesmith. "My love, my life! You ARE mine?" 

To which Bella responded," Yes, I AM yours if you think me 
worth taking! '' And after that seemed to shrink to next to 
nothing in the clasp of his arms, partly because it was such a 
strong one on his part, and partly because there was such a 
yielding to it on hers. 

The cherub, whose hair would have done for itself, under the 
influence of this amazing spectacle, what Bella had just now 
done for it, staggered back into the window-seat from which he 
had risen, and surveyed the pair with his eyes dilated to their 
utmost. 

"But we must think of dear Pa," said Bella; "I haven't told 
dear Pa; let us speak to Pa." Upon which they turned to do so. 

"I wish first, my dear," remarked the cherub faintly, "that 
you'd have the kindness to sprinkle me with a little milk, for I 
feel as if I was-Going." 

In fact the good little fellow had become alarmingly limp, and 
his senses seemed to be rapidly escaping, from the knees upward. 
Bella sprinkled him with kisses instead of milk, but gave him a 
little of that article to drink; and he gradually revived under 
her caressing care. 

"We'll break it to you gently, dearest Pa," said Bella. 
"My dear," returned the cherub, looking at them both," you 

broke so much in the first-Gush, if I may so express myself
that I think I am equal to a good large breakage now." 

"Mr. Wilfer," said John Rokesmith, excitedly and joyfully, 
" Bella takes me, though I have no fortune, even no present 
occupation; nothing but what I can get in the life before us.' 
Bella takes me ! " 

"Yes, I should rather have inferred, my dear sir," returned 
the cherub feebly, "that Bella took you, from what I have 
within these few minutes remarked." 

"You don't know, Pa," said Bella," how ill I have used him!" 
"You don't know, sir," said Rokesmith, "what a heart 

she has!" 
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"You don't know, Pa," said Bella," what a shocking creature 

I was growing. when he saved me from myself!" 
"You don't know, sir," said Rokesmith, "what a sacrifice 

she has made for me! " 
"My dear Bella," replied the cherub, still pathetically scared. 

"and my dear John Rokesmith, if you will allow me so to call 
YOU--" 

' "Yes, do, Pa, do!" urged Bella. "1 allow you, and my will 
is his law. Isn't it-dear John Rokesmith?" 

There was an engaging shyness in Bella, coupled with an 
engaging tenderness of love and confidence and pride, in thus 
first calling him by name, which made it quite excusable in John 
Rokesmith to do what he did. What he did was, once more to 
give her the appearance of vanishing as aforesaid. 

" I think, my dears," observed the cherub, " that if you could 
make it convenient to sit one on one side of me, and the other on 
the uthc:r, we should get on rather more consecuti,·ely, and make 
tLine!"s rather plainer. John Rokesmith mentioned, a while ago, 
that he had no present occupation." 

"!\one," said Rokesmith. 
"No, Pa, none," said Bella. 
"From which I argue," proceeded the cherub, "that he has 

ltft ~Ir. Boffin? " 
"Yes, Pa. And so-" 
" Stop a bit, my dear. I wish to lead up to it by degrees. 

And that Mr. Boffin has not treated him well?" 
" Has treated him most shamefully, dear Pa! " cried Bella, 

w; th a flashing face. 
" Of which," pursued the cherub, enjoining patience with his 

hand. "a certain mercenary young person distantly related to 
mysdf could not approve? Am I leading up to it right?" 

•· Could not approve, sweet Pa," said Bella, with a tearful 
l.wzh and a joyful kiss . 

.. l'pon \\hich," pursued the cherub," the certain mercenary 
Y'•llllg person distantly related to myself, having previously 
(obsaYtJ <1nd mentioned to myself that prosperity was spoilin;; 
~!r. Butl~n. kit that she must not sell her sense of what was 
ri;.:ht and "l1at was wrong, and what was true and what was 
f.tbt. and what was just and what was unjust, for any price that 
Cl•uld be p.tid to her by any one alive? Am I leading up to it 
ri.;ht? " 
~\\"ith another tearful laugh Bella joyfully kissed him again. 
" .\nd tht:rtfore-and thtrdore ," the cherub went on in a 

1;k11 ing vuice, as Bdla's hand stule gradually up his waistcoat 
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to his neck, " this mercenary young person distantly related to 
myself refused the price, took off the splendid fashions that were 
part of it, put on the comparatively poor dress that I had last 
given her, and trusting to my supporting her in what was right, 
came straight to me. Have I led up to it?" 

Bella's hand was round his neck by this time, and her face 
was on it. 

"The mercenary young person distantly related to myself," 
said her good father," did well! The mercenary young person 
distantly related to myself did not trust to me in vain! I admire 
this mercenary young person distantly related to myself, more 
in this dress than if she had come to me in China silks, Cashmere 
shawls, and Golconda diamonds. I love this young person dearly. 
I say to the man of this young person's heart, out of my heart 
and with all of it, 'My blessing on this engagement betwixt 
you, and she brings you a good fortune when she brings you 
the poverty she has accepted for your sake and the honest 
truth's!'" 

The staunch little man's voice failed him as he gave John 
Rokesmith his hand, and he was silent, bending his face low 
over his daughter. But not for long. He soon looked up, 
saying in a sprightly tone: 

"And now, my dear child, if you think you can entertain 
John Rokesmith for a minute and a half, I'll run over to the 
Dairy, and fetch him a cottage-loaf and a drink of milk, that we 
may all have tea together." 

It was, as Bella gaily said, like the supper provided for the 
three nursery hobgoblins at their house in the forest, without 
their thunderous low growlings of the alarming discovery, 
" Some body's been drinking my milk! " It was a delicious 
repast; by far the most delicious that Bella, or John Rokesmith, 
or even R. Wilfer, had ever made. The uncongenial oddity of 
its surroundings, with the two brass knobs of the iron safe of 
Chicksey, Veneering, and Stobbles staring from a comer, like the 
eyes of some dull dragon, only made it the more delightful. 

" To think," said the cherub, looking round the office with 
unspeakable enjoyment, " that anything of a tender nature 
should come off here, is what tickles me. To think that ever I 
should have seen my Bella folded in the arms of her future 
husband here, you know! " 

It was not until the cottage-loaves and the milk had for some 
time disappeared, and the foreshadowings of night were creeping 
over Mincing Lane, that the cherub by degrees became a little 
nervous, and said to Bella, as he cleared his throat: 
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"Hem !-Have you thought at all about your mother, my 

dear?" 
''Yes, Pa." 
"And your sister Lavvy, for instance, my dear?" 
"Yes, Pa. I think we had better not enter into particulars 

at home. I think it will be quite enough to say that I had a 
difference with Mr. Boffin, and have left for good." 

" John Rokesmith being acquainted with your Ma, my love," 
said her father, after some slig~t hesitation, " I need have no 
delicac); in hinting before him that you may perhaps find your 
.Ma a little wearing." 

"A little, patient Pa?" said Bella with a tuneful laugh: the 
tunefuller for being so loving in its tone. 

"\\'ell! We'll say, strictly in confidence among ourselves, 
wearing; we won't qualify it," the cherub stoutly admitted. 
"And your sister's temper is wearing." 

" I don't mind, Pa." 
"And you must prepare yourself, you know, my precious," 

said her father, with much gentleness, " for our looking very 
poor and meagre at home, and being at the best but very un
cumfortaLle, after Mr. Boffin's house." 

"I don't mind, Pa. I could bear much harder trials--
for John.'' · 

The closing words were not so softly and blushingly said 
hut that John heard them, and showed that he heard them 
by again assisting Bella to another of those mysterious dis
appearances. 

" \\'ell! " said the cherub gaily, and not expressing dis
approval, " when you-when you come back from retirement, 
my love, and reappear on the surface, I think it will be time 
tu lock up and go." 

If the counting-house of Chicksey, Veneering, and Stobbles 
had ever been shut up by three happier people, glad as most 
people were to shut it up, they must have been superlatively 
happy indeed. But first Bella mounted upon Rumty's Perch, 
and said, " Show me what you do here all day long, dear Pa. 
Do you write like this? " laying her round cheek upon her 
plump left arm, and losing sight of her pen in waves of hair, 
in a highly unbusiness-like manner. Though John Rokesmith 
seemed to like it. 

So the three hobgoblins, having effaced all traces of their 
feast, and swept up the crumbs, came out of Mincing Lane to 
"alk to Holloway; and if two of the hobgoblins didn't wish 
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the distance twice as long as it was, the third hobgoblin was 
much mistaken. Indeed, that modest spirit deemed himself 
so much in the way of their deep enjoyment of the journey, 
that he apologetically remarked: " I think, my dears, I'll 
take the lead on the other side of the road, and seem not to 
belong to you." Which he did, cherubically strewing the path 
with smiles, in the absence of flowers. 

It was almost ten o'clock when they stopped within view of 
Wilfer Castle; and then, the spot being quiet and deserted, 
Bella began a series of disappearances which threatened to 
last all night. 

" I think, John," the cherub hinted at last, " that if you can 
spare me the young person distantly related to myself, I'll 
take her in." 

"I can't spare her," answered John, "but I must lend her 
to you.-My Darling!" A word of magic which caused Bella 
instantly to disappear again. 

"Now, dearest Pa," said Bella, when she became visible, 
'' put your hand in mine, and we '11 run home as fast as ever 
we can run, and get it over. Now, Pa. Once!--" 

" My dear," the cherub faltered, with something of a craven 
air, " I was going to observe that if your mother--" 

"You mustn't hang back, sir, to gain time," cried Bella, 
putting out her right foot; " do you see that, sir? That's 
the mark; come up to the mark, sir. Once! Twice! Three 
times and away, Pa!" Off she skimmed, bearing the cherub 
along, nor ever stopped, nor suffered him to stop, until she 
had pulled at the bell. "Now, dear Pa," said Bella, taking 
him by both ears as if he were a pitcher, and conveying his 
face to her rosy lips, " we are in for it! " 

Miss Lavvy came out to open the gate, waited on by that 
attentive cavalier and friend of the family, Mr. George Sampson. 
''Why, it's never Bella!" exclaimed Miss Lavvy, starting back 
at the sight. And then bawled, " Ma! Here's Bella! " 

This produced, before they could get into the house, Mrs. 
\Yilfer. Who, standing in the portal, recein::d them with 
ghostly gloom, and all her other appliances of ceremony. 

"1Iy child is welcome, though unlooked for," said she, at 
the time presenting her cheek as if it were a cool slate for visitors 
to enrol themselves upon. "You too, R. W., are welcome, 
though late. Does the male domestic of Mrs. Boffin hear me 
there? " This deep-toned inquiry was cast forth into the 
night, for response from the menial in question. 

"There is no one waiting, ~Ia dear," said Bella. 
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"There is no one waiting?" repeated Mrs. Wilfer, in majestic 

accents. 
"No, Ma de&.r." 
A dignified shiver pervaded Mrs. Wilfer's shoulders and gloves, 

as who should say, "An Enigma!" and then she marched 
at the head of the procession to the family keeping-room, where 
she observed: 

" Unless, R. W. : " who started on being solemnly turned 
upon: " you.have taken the precaution of making some addition 
to our frugal supper on your way home, it will prove but a 
distasteful one to Bella. Cold neck of mutton and a lettuce 
can ill compete with the luxuries of Mr. Boffin's board." 

"Pray don't talk like that, Ma dear," said Bella; "Mr. 
Boffin's board is nothing to me." 

But here Miss Lavinia, who had been intently eyeing Bella's 
bonnet, struck in with " Why, Bella! " 

"Yes, Lavvy, I know." 
The Irrepressible lowered her eyes to. Bella's dress, and 

stooped to look at it, exclaiming again: "Why, Bella!" 
" Yes, Lavvy, I know what I have got on. I was going to 

tell Ma when you interrupted. I have left Mr. Boffin's house 
for good, Ma, and I have come home again." 

~lrs. \\'ilfer spake no word, but, having glared at her off
spring for a minute or two in an awful silence, retired into her 
comer of state backward, and sat down: like a frozen article 
on sale in a Russian market. 

" In short, dear Ma," said Bella, taking off the depreciated 
bonnet and shaking out her hair, " I have had a very serious 
difference with Mr. Boffin on the subject of his treatment of a 
member of his household, and it's a final difference, and there's 
an end of all." 

" And I am bound to tell you, my dear," added R. W., sub
missi\'ely, " that Bella has acted in a truly brave spirit, and 
with a truly right feeling. And therefore I hope, my dear, 
ruu'll not allow yourself to be greatly disappointed." 

"George! " said Miss Lavvy, in a sepulchral, warning voice, 
founded on her mother's: "George Sampson, speak! \\nat 
did l ttl! you about those Boffins? " 

~lr. Sampson perceiving his frail bark to be labouring among 
shoals and breakers, thought it safest not to refer back to any 
particular thing that he had been told, lest he should refer back 
to tl1e \\Tong tl1ing. With admirable seamanship he got his 
bark mto dtep water by murmuring, "\' es, indeed." 

" Yes! I told George Sampson, as George Sampson tells 
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you," said Miss Lavvy, "that those hateful Boffins would pick 
a quarrel with Bella, as soon as her novelty had worn off. Have 
they done it, or have they not? Was I right, or was I \\Tong? 
And what do you say to us, Bella, of your Boffins now? " 

" Lavvy and lila," said Bella, " I say of Mr. and Mrs. Boffin 
what I always have said; and I always shall say of them what 
I always have said. But nothing will induce me to quarrel 
with any one to-night. I hope you are not sorry to see me, 
Ma dear," kissing her; " and I hope you are not sorry to see 
me, Lavvy," kissing her too; "and as I notice the lettuce ?.la 
mentioned, on the table, I'll make the salad." 

Bella playfully setting herself about the task, Mrs. Wilier's 
impressive countenance followed her with glaring eyes, pre
senting a combination of the once popular sign of the Saracen's 
Head, with a piece of Dutch clockwork, and suggesting to an 
imaginative mind that from the composition of the salad, her 
daughter might prudently omit the vinegar. But no word 
issued from the majestic matron's lips. And this was more 
terrific to her husband (as perhaps she knew) than any flow of 
eloquence with which she could have edified the company. 

"Now, Ma dear," said Bella, in due course, "the salad's 
ready, and it's past supper-time." 

Mrs. Wilier rose, but remained speechless. "George!" said 
Miss Lavinia in her voice of warning, ":Ma's chair! " Mr. 
Sampson flew to the excellent lady's back, and followed her up 
close, chair in hand, as she stalked to the banquet. Arrived 
at the table, she took her rigid seat, after favouring .Mr. Sampson 
with a glare for himself, which caused the young gentleman to 
retire to his place in much confusion. 

The cherub not presuming to address so tremendous an 
object, transacted her supper through the agency of a third 
person, as" Mutton to your Ma, Bella, my dear"; and" Lavvy, 
I dare say your Ma would take some lettuce if you were to put 
it on her plate." Mrs. Wilier's manner of receiving those viands 
was marked by petrified absence of mind; in which state, like
wise, she partook of them, occasionally laying down her knife 
and fork, as saying within her own spirit, "What is this I am 
doing? " and glaring at one or other of the party, as if in indig
nant search of information. A m~onetic result of such glaring 
was, that the person glared at could not by any means success
fully pretend to be ignorant of the fact: so that a bystander, 
without beholding Mrs. Wilier at all, must have known at 
whom she was glaring, by seeing her refracted from the counten
ance of the beglared one. 
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Miss Lavinia was extremely affable to Mr. Sampson on this 

special occasion, and took the opportunity of informing her 
sister why. 

" It was not worth troubling you about, Bella, when you 
vrt-re in a sphere so far removed from your family as to ~ake 
it a matter in which you could be expected to take very httle 
intt-rest," said LaYinia with a toss of her chin; "but George 
Sampson is paying his addresses to me." 

Bella \Vas glad to hear it. Mr. Sampson became thought
fully red, and felt called upon to encircle Miss Lavinia's waist 
with his arm; but encountering~ large pin in the young lady's 
belt, scarified a finger, uttered a sharp exclamation, and attracted 
the lightning of Mrs. Wilier's glare. 

" George is getting on very well," said Miss Lavinia-which 
might not have been supposed at the moment-" and I dare 
say we shall be married one of these days. I didn't care to 
mention it when you were with your Bof--" here Miss Lavinia 
checked herself in a bounce, and added more placidly, "when 
you were with Mr. and Mrs. Boffin; but now I think it sisterly 
to name the circumstance." 

"Thank you, Lavvy dear. I congratulate you." 
''Thank you, Bella. The truth is, George and I did discuss 

whether I should tell you; but I said to George that you wouldn't 
bt much interested in so paltry an affair, and that it was far 
more likely you would rather detach yourself from us altogether, 
th:~.n bJ.ve him addt·d to the rest of us." 

"That was a mistake, dear Lavvy," said Bella. 
''It turns out to be," replied Miss Lavinia; "but circum

stances have changed, you know, my dear. George is in a 
new situation, and his prospects are very good indeed. I 
sh<mld not have had the courage to tell you so yesterday, when 
you would have thought his prospects poor, and not worth 
nut ice: but I feel quite bold to-night." 

."\\"hen_ did you begin to feel timid, Lavvy? "inquired Bella, 
w1'h a sm1le. . 

" I didn't say tlut I ever felt timid, Bella," replied the 
lrrepress1Lle. " But perhaps I might have said, if I had not 
bten restrained by delicacy towards a sister's feelings, that I 
hlYe for some time fdt independent; too independent, my 
d<'ar, to subject myself to have my intended match (you'll 
prid: yourself aglin, George) looked down upon. It is not that 
1 cuuld h~ve bLuned y~u for looking down upon it, v.·hen you 
~t~(·re kookrng up to a ncb and great match, Bella; it is only 
thJ.t I wa'\ independent." 
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'\\nether the Irrepressible felt slighted by Bella's declaration 

that she would not quarrel, or whether her spitefulness was 
evoked by Bella's return to the sphere of Mr. George Sampson's 
court.ship, or whether it was a necessary fillip to her spirits that 
she should come into collision with somebody on the present 
occasion,-anyhow she made a dash at her stately parent now, 
with the greatest impetuosity. 

":lla, pray don't sit staring at me in that intensely a&,"Ta
nltlng manner! If you see a black on my nose, tell me so; 
if ;ou don't. lea,·e me alone.'' 

''Do you' address Me in those words? " said ~Irs. Wilier. 
" Do you pre:.-ume? " 

" Don't talk about presuming, Ma, for goodness' sake. A 
girl who is old enough to be engaged, is quite old enough to 
object to be stared at as if she was a Clock." 

" Audacious one! " said :llrs. Wilier. " Your grandmamma, 
if so addressed by one of her daughters, at any age, would have 
insisted on her retiring to a dark apartment." 
"~Iy grandmamma," returned Lan-y, folding her arms and 

leaning back in her chair, " wouldn't have sat staring people 
out of countenance, I think." 

" She would! " said Mrs. Wilier. 
"Then it's a pity she didn't know better," said Lavvy. 

"And if my grandmamma wasn't in her dotage when she took 
to insisting on people's retiring to dark apartments, she ought 
to have been. A pretty exhibition my grandmamma must 
have made of herself! I wonder whether she ever insisted on 
people's retiring into the ball of St. Paul's; and if she did, how 
she ~rot them there! " 

•· Silence! " proclaimed Mrs. Willer. " I command silence! " 
" I have not the slightest intention of being silent, lla,'' 

returned Lavinia, coolly, "but quite the contrary. I am not 
going to be eyed as if I had come from the Boffins, and sit 
silent under it. I am not going to have George Sampson eyed 
as if he had come from the Boffins, and sit silent under it. If 
Pa thinks proper to be eyed as if he had come from the Boffim 
also, well and good. I don't choose to. And I won't! " 

Lama's engineering having made this crooked opening at 
Bella. llis. Wilier strode into it. 

"\." ou rebellious spirit! You mutinous child! Tell me this, 
laY:inia.. If. in violation of vour mother's sentiments, vou had 
condescended to allow yourself to be patronised by the ·Boffins, 
and if vou had come from those halls of slavery--" 

"Jnat"s mere non..-en.se, Ya," said Lavinia. 
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"Howl" ncJajmfd ldrs. \\lifer, with sublime severity.~ , ·~ 
"Halls of slavery, Jl.a, is mere stuft and.nonsense," .ref:\lmed, 

the unmoved Irrepressible. ;. .,- . . . ' ,_ r 
"1 say, presumptuous child, if you )lad come from the neigh

bourhood of PortJand Place, bending under the yoke of patron-. 
age, and attendee! by its domest:ic; in glittering garb to visit· 
me, do you think: my deep-sPAted feelings oould have been. 
expressed in looks? " ·· . · . , · · • ' · · 

"Alii think about it is," ~ Lavinia, "'that J should 
wish them expressed to the right person. •• .. ! . , -. 

"And if," pursued her mother, " if, making light of my 
warnings that the face of Mrs. Boffin alone was a face teeming 
with evil, you bad clung to Mrs. Boffin instead of to me, and 
bad after all come home rejected by lL--s. Boffin, trampled under· 
foot by Mrs. Boffin, and cast out by Mrs. Boffin, do you think 
my feelings could have been expressed in looks?·~ · 1. .; 

Lavinia was about replying to her honoured parent that she·, 
might as well have dispensed with her looks altogether then, , 
when Bella rose and said, " Good night, dear lla.. . I have had 
a tiring day, and I'll go to bed." This broke up the agreeable 
party. Yr. George Sampson shortly afterwards took his leave, 
aa:ompanied by llisli Lavinia with a candle as far as the hall, 
and without a c:andle as far as the garden gate; .Mrs. '\\llfer, 
washing her bands of the Boffins, went to bed after the manner. 
of Lady lfacbeth; and R.. W. was ltft alone among the dilapida
tions of the supper table, in a melancholy attitude. ·. ; 

But a light footstep roused bim from his meditations, and 
it was Bella's. Her pretty hair was hllnooiog all about her, · 
and &he bad tripped don softly, brush in J>,aDd, and barefoot, 
to say good night to him.. . , · . . : •. 

":W:y dear, you most unquestionably.,, a lovely woman," 
said the cherub, taking up a tms in his band. ' : r :J -

.. Look hue, sir," said Bella; "when your lovely woman 
marries, you shall have that piece if you like, and she'D make 
you a chain of it. W ouJd you prize that remembr:anat .of the 
dev aa.turel ~ ' ... ., .. . ' . 

"Yes, my precious. • . , 1 .• _, .. · 1 . · 

"Then you ihall have it if you're good, sir. I am very, very 1 
sorry, dearest Pa, to have bro~Joabt home all this trouble." . . 

•• )(y pet," returned ber fa.ther, in the simplest good faith.: 
" don't make yourself UDt&Sy about that. It really is not 
worth mentioning, bec:ao.se things at home wouJd have taken 
prrtty much the same turn any way. U your mother and 
sis~r don't find ooe subject to get at times a little waring on, . . 
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they find another. We're never out of a wearing subject, my 
dear, I a.;sure you. I am afraid you find your old room with 
Lavvv dreadfullv inconvenient Bella?" 

'' ~o, I don't. Pa; I don't' mind. W'hy don't I mind, do 
you think, Pa ? " 

"Well, my child, you used to complain of it when it wasn't 
such a contrast as it must be now. t"pon my w_ord. I can only 
answer, because you are so much improved." 
"~o, Pa. Because I am so thankful and so happy!" 
Here she choked him until her long hair made him sneeze, 

and then she laughed until she made him laug-h. and then she 
choked him agai!i' that they might not be overheird. 

'' Li.5ten, sir," said Bella. "Your lovelv woman was told her 
fortune ur'night on her way home. It wo~'t be a large fortune. 
because if the lm·ely woman's Intended gets a certain apfX>int
ment that he hopes to get soon, she will marry on a hundred and 
fi1ty pounds a year. But that's at first, and e.-en if it should 
neYer be more, the lovely woman will make it quite enou;h. 
But that's not all. sir. In the fortune there's a certain fair 
man-a liLJe man; the fortune-teller said-who, it seems, will 
always find him.~li near the lovely woman, and will always have 
kept, expressly for him, such a peaceful comer in the lovely 
woman's little house as never was. Tell me the name of that 
man. sir." 

·• is he a Knave in the pack of cards? '' inquired the cherub, 
with a twiikle in his ews. 

"Yes! " cried Bella; in high glee, choking him a,o-ain. " He ·s 
the Kna.-e of Wilfers! De-ar Pa. the loveh· woman means to 
look forward to this fortune that has been toid for her so ddight
fully, and to cau..<e it to make her a much better lovely woman 
than she ever has !x-en yet. What the little fair man i.5 expected 
to do, sir, is to look forward to it also, by saying to himself when 
he is in danger of bein"' over-worried ' I see land at last! ' " 

" I see land at Ia:,;:! :;, repeated he; father. 
"There's a dear Knave of Willers!" exclaimed Bella; then 

putti.r:g out her small white bare foot, "That's the mark, sir. 
Come to the mark. Put your boot again.st it. \r e keep to it 
t::lzether, mind! X ow, sir, vou mav kiss the lovelv woman 
before she runs away, so thai'uuui an.d so happy. Oh yes, fair 
little man, so thankful and so happy! " 
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CHAPTER XVII 

A SOCIAL CHORUS 

AMAZE:ME~T sits enthroned upon the countenances of :r.rr. and 
Mrs. Alfred Lammle's circle of acquaintance, when the disposal 
of their first-class furniture and effects (including a Billiard 
Table in capital letters), "by auction under a bill of sale," is 
publicly announced on a waving hearthrug in Sackville Street. 
But nobodv is half so much amazed as Hamilton Veneering. 
Esquire, M:P. for Pocket-Breaches, who instantly begins to find 
out that the Lammles are the only people ever entered on his 
soul"s register who are tUJt the oldest and dearest friends he has 
in the world. Mrs. Veneering, W.M.P. for Pocket-Breaches, like 
a faithful wife, shares her husband"s discovery and ine:s.:pressible 
~tstonishment. Perhaps the Veneerings twain may deem the last 
unutterable feeling particularly due to their reputation, by reason 
that once upon a time some of the longer heads in the City 
are wLi:;pered to have shaken themselves, when Veneering's ex
ttnsiye de-alings and great wealth were mentioned. But it is 
certain that neither Mr. nor Mrs. Veneering can find words to 
Wt>nder in, and it becomes necessary that they give to the oldest 
and dearest friends they have in the world, a wondering dinner. 

For it is by this time noticeable that, whate,·er befalls, the 
\"enel'rings must give a dinner upon it. Lady Tippins lives in 
a chronic state of invitation to dine with the Veneerings, and in 
a chronic state of inthmmation arising from the dinners. Boots 
and Brewer J!O about in cabs, with no other intelligible business 
on earth than to beat up people to come and dine with the 
\"tm·ering-s. Veneering pervades the legislative lobbies, intent 
upon entrapping his fellow-legislators to dinner. Mrs. Veneer
in; dintd with fin-and-twenty brand-new faces over-nicrht · calls 
ur"-·n them all to-day; sends them every one a dinne~-a{rd to
m,mow, fc1r the week after nex1:; before that dinner is digtsted. 
c~l!s uptm their brothers and sisters, their sons and daughters, 
tl.tir ntphtws and nieces, their aunts and uncles and cousins, 
a.nd invites them all to dinner. And still, as at first, howsoever 
tl.e ..::r;ir:~ circle widens, it is to be obsen·ed that all the diners 
are cc,n>l,.t.:nt in appearing to go to the Veneering,;', not to dine 

· \\ ith ~!r. and ~~ rs. \. eneering (which would seem to be the last 
tt.:r; in tht:ir minds), but to dine with one another. 

l\rhaps, after all,-who knows?-Veneering may find this 
,>.i·~g. thou~h expensive, remunerative in the sense that it 
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makes champions. Mr. Podsnap, as a representative man, is 
not alone in caring very particularly for his own dignity, if 
not for that of his acquaintances, and therefore in angrily 
supporting the acquaintances who have taken out his Permit, 
lest, in their being lessened, he should be. The gold and silver 
camels, and the ice-pails, and the rest of the Yeneering table 
decorations, make a brilliant show, and when I, Podsnap, 
casually remark elsewhere that I dined last :Monday with a 
~or~eous caravan of camels, I find it personally offensive to have 
It hinted to me that they are broken-kneed camels, or camels 
labouring under suspicion of any sort. " I don't display camels 
myself, I am above them: I am a more solid man; but these 
camels have basked in the light of my countenance, and how 
dare you, sir, insinuate to me that I have irradiated any but 
unimpeachable camels? " 

The camels are polishing up in the Analytical's pantry for the 
dinner of wonderment on the occasion of the Larnmles going to 
pieces, and Mr. Twemlow feels a little queer on the sofa at his 
lodgings over the stable-yard in Duke Street, Saint James's, in 
consequence of having taken two advertised pills at about mid
day, on the faith of the printed representation accompanying 
the box (price one and a penny half-penny, government stamp 
included), that the same " will be found highly salutary as a 
precautionary mea:,11re in counexion with the pleasures of the 
table." To whom, while sickly v;ith the fancy of an insoluble 
pill sticking in his gullet, and also with the sensation of a deposit 
of warm gum languidly wandering within him a little lower dovo'll, 
a servant enters with an announcement that a lady wishes to 
speak ·with him. 

"A lady," says Twemlow, pluming his ruffled feathers. ".-\sk 
the favour of the lady's name." 

The lady's name is. Lammle. The lady will not detain .Mr. 
T"emlow longer than a very few minutes. The lady is sure 
that ~Ir. Twemlow will do her the kindness to see her on being 
told that she particularly desires a short interview. The lady 
has no doubt whatever of )Ir. Twemlow·s compliance when he 
hea.'"S her name. Has begged the servant to be particular not 
to mis~al;.e her name. Would have sent in a card, but has none. 

" Show the lady in.'' Ladv shown in, comes in. 
~lr. Twemlow.-s little rooms are modestly furnished, in an 

old-fashioned manner (rather like the housekeeper's room at 
Snigsworthy Park), and would be bare of mere vrnament, were 
it not for a full-length engraving of the sublime Snigsworth on·r 
the chimney-piece, snorting at a Corinthian colum:1, with an 
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enormous roll of paper at his feet, and a heavy curtain going to 
tumble down on his head; those accessories being understood 
to represent the noble lord as somehow in the act of Sa\'ing his 
country. 

"Prav take a seat, Mrs. Lammle." Mrs. Lammle takes a 
seat and opens the conversation. 

" I have no doubt, Mr. Twemlow, that you have heard of a 
reverse of fortune having befallen us. Of course you have 
heard of it, for no kind of new.s travels so fast-among one's 
friends especially." 

Mindful of the wondering dinner, Twemlow, with a little 
twinge, admits the imputation. 

" Probably it will not," says Mrs. Lammle, with a certain 
hardened manner upon her that makes Twemlow shrink, " have 
surprised you so much as some others, after what passed between 
us at the house which is now turned out at windows. I have 
taken the liberty of calling upon you, Mr. Twemlow, to add a 
sort of postscript to what I said that day." 

Mr. Twemlow's dry and hollow cheeks become more dry and 
hulluw at the prospect of some new complication. 

"Really," says the uneasy little gentleman, "really, Mrs. 
Lammle, I should take it as a favour if you would excuse me 
from any further confidence. It has ever been one of the objects 
of my life-which, unfortunately, has not had many objects
to bt: inuffensive, and to keep out of cabals and interferences." 

~Irs. Lammle, by far the more observant of the two, scarcely 
fmds it necessary to look at Twemlow while he speaks, so easily 
does she read him. 

".My postscript-to retain the term I have used "-says Mrs. 
Lammle, fixing her eyes on his face, to enforce what she says 
her~df-" coincides exactly Vlith what you say, :Mr. Twemlow. 
So f.tr from. troubling you with any new confidence, I merely 
"bh to rtmmd you what the old one was. So far from asking 
)'l•U fur interference, I merely wish to claim your strict 
Ot'U trali ty." 

Twcmiow going on to reply, she rests her eyes again, know
ing her ears to be quite enough for the contents of so weak a 
\'e.ssel. 

"I can, I suppo:>e," says Twemlow, nervously, "offer no 
rca:'onable objection to hearing anything that you do me the 
hunuur, to wish to say to me under .those heads. But if I may, 
w nh a1l posstble ddtcacy and politeness, entreat you not to 
r.tn,:t' twyond them, 1-1 beg to do so.'' 

"Sir," says ~Irs. Lammle, raising her eyes to his face again, 
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and quite daunting him with her hardened manner, " I im 
parted to you a cemin piece of knowledge, to be imparte< 
again, as you thought best, to a certain person." 

"Which I did," says Twemlow. 
" And for doing which, I thank you; though, indeed, 

scarcely knvw why I turned traitress to my husband in th1 
matter, for the girl is a poor little fool. I was a poor littl1 
fool once myself; I can find no better reason." Seeing the 
effect she produces on him by her indifferent laugh and cole 
look, she keeps her eyes upon him as she proceeds. " Mr 
Twemlow, if you should chance to see my husband, or to sec 
me, or to see both of us, in the favour or confidence of am 
one else-whether of our common acquaintance or not, is of nc 
consequence-you have no right to use against us the know· 
ledge I entrusted you with, for one special purpose which h!U 
been accomplished. This is what I came to say. It is not a 
stipulation; to a gentleman it is simply a reminder." 

Twemlow sits murmuring to himself with his himd to hi~ 
forehead. 

" It is so plain a case," Mrs. Lammle goes on, " as between 
me (from the first relying on your honour) and you, that I 
will not waste another word upon it." She looks steadily at 
Mr. Twemlow, until, with a shrug, he makes her a little one
sided bow, as though saying, "Yes, I think you have a right 
to rely upon me," and then she moistens her lips, and shows 
a sense of relief. 

" I trust I have kept the promise I made through your servant, 
that I would detain you a very few minutes. I need trouble 
you no longer, Mr. Twemlow." 

" Stay!" says Twemlow, rising as she rises. " Pardon me 
a moment. I should never have sought you out, madam, to 
say what I am going to say, but since you have sought me 
out and are here, I will throw it off my mind. Was it quite 
consistent, in candour, with our taking that resolution against 
J.Ir. Fledgeby, that you should afterwards address Mr. Fledgeby 
as your dear and confidential friend, and entreat a favour of 
Mr. Fledgeby? Always supposing that you did; I assert no 
knowledge of my own on the subject; it has been represented 
to me that you did." 

" Then he told you? " retorts Mrs. Lammle, who again has 
saved her eyes while listening, and uses them with strong effect 
while speaking. 

"Yes." 
"It is strange that he should have told you the truth," 
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says Mrs. Lammle, seriously pondering. "Pray ·where did a 
circumstance so very extraordinary happen? " 

Twemlow hesitates. He is shorter than the lady as well 
as weaker, and as she stands above him with her hardened 
manner, and her well-used eyes, he finds himself at such a 
disadvantage that he would like to be of the opposite sex. 

"~lay I ask where it happened, Mr. Twemlow? In strict 
confidence? " 

" I must confess," says the mild little gentleman, coming 
to his answer by degrees, " that I felt some compunctions 
when Mr. Fledgeby mentioned it. I must admit that I could 
not reg-ard myself in an agreeable light. More particularly, 
as Mr. Fledgeby did, with great civility, which I could not feel 
that I deserved from him, render me the same sen-ice that you 
had entreated him to render vou." 

It is a part of the true nobility of the poor gentleman's soul 
to say this last sentence. "Otherwise," he has reflected, " I 
shall assume the superior position of having no difficulties of 
my own, while I know of hers. Which would be mean, very 
mean." 

"\\'as Mr. Fledgeby's advocacy as effectual in your case as 
in ours? " Mrs. Lammle demands. 

•· .A..s ill effectual.,. 
' Can you make up your mind to tell me where you saw Mr. 

H:d;2ebv, ~lr. T~·emlow?" 
" I b(:f' your pardon. I fully intended to have done so. The 

resen atiun was not intentional. I encountered Mr. Fledge by, 
quite by accident, on the spot.-By the expression, on the spot, 
I mean at .Mr. Riah's in Saint Mary Axe." 

"Ha\'e you the misfortune to be in Mr. Riah's hands then?" 
"rnfurtunately, madam," returns Twemlow, "the one 

mom·y-obligation to which I stand committed, the one debt 
of nw lire (but it is a just debt; pray obsen·e that I don't 
di.-:'utc it), has fallen into Mr. Riah's hands." 

"~lr. Twemlow," says Mrs. Lammle, fixing his eyes with 
hLrs: \\ hich he would prevent her doing if he could, but he 
c.tn 't; " it has fallen into Mr. Fledge by's hands. Mr. Riah 
is his maA. It has fallen into Mr. Fledgeby's hands. Let 
me tdl yuu that, for your guidance. The information may be 
of use to you, if only to prevent your credulity, in judging 

: arwthl'r man's truthfulness by your own, from being imposed 
1 upon.'' 

·• IntJX•ssible!" cries Twemlow, standing aghast. "How do 
yuu know it? " 
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" I scarcely know how I know it. The whole train of circum

stances seemed to take fire at once, and show it to me." 
"Oh! Then you have no proof." 
"It is very strange," says Mrs. Lammle, coldly and boldly, 

and with some disdain, " how like men are to one another in 
some things, though their characters are as different as can 
be! No two men can have less affinity between them, one 
would say, than Mr. Twemlow and my husband. Yet my 
husband replies to me,' You have no proof,' and Mr. Twemlow 
replies to me with the very same words ! " 

"But why, madam?" Twemlow ventures gently to argue. 
" Consider why the very same words? Because they state 
the fact. Because you have no proof." 

"Men are very wise in their way," quoth Mrs. Lammle, 
glancing haughtily at the Snigsworth portrait, and shaking 
out her dress before departing; " but they have wisdom to 
learn. My husband, who is not over-confiding, ingenuous, or 
inexperienced, sees this plain thing no more than Mr. Twemlow 
does-because there is no proof. Yet I believe five women out 
of six, in my place, would see it as clearly as I do. However, 
I will never rest (if only in remembrance of Mr. Fledgeby's 
having kissed my hand) until my husband does see it. And 
you will do well for yourself to see it from this time forth, Mr. 
Twemlow, though I can give you no proof." 

As she moves towards the door, Mr. Twemlow, attending 
on her, expresses his soothing hope that the condition of Mr. 
Lammle's affairs is not irretrievable. 

" I don't know," Mrs. Lammle answers, stopping, and sketch
ing out the pattern of the paper on the wall with the point of 
her parasol; "it depends. There may be an opening for him 
dawning now, or there may be none. We shall soon find out. 
If none, we are bankrupt here, and must go abroad, I suppose." 

Mr. Twemlow, in his good-natured desire to make the best 
of it, remarks that there are pleasant lives abroad. 

" Yes," returns Mrs. Lammle, still sketching on the wall; 
" but I doubt whether billiard-playing, card-playing, and so 
forth, for the means to live under suspicion at a dirty table
d'h&te, is one of them." 

It is much for Mr. Lammle, Twemlow politely intimates 
(though greatly shocked) to have one always beside him who 
is attached to him in all his fortunes, and whose restraining 
influence will prevent him from courses that would be dis
creditable and ruinous. As he says it, Mrs. Lamrnle leaves 
nff ~kPtrhinl". and looks at him. 
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t "Restraining inlluenc.e, Mr. 'Tweinlow? · We must eat and. 
ibink, and dress, and have .a roof over our heads. · Always 
~ide him and attached in aD his fortunes? . Not much to 
boastofinthat; whatcanawomanatmyagedo? llyhnsband 
and I deceived one another when we married; we must bear 
the consequences of the deception-:-that is to say, bea:r one· 
t.nother, and bear the burden of deming together for to-day's 
dinner and to-morrow's breakfast-till death divon::es us;" · ·: 
. With those words, she walks -out into Duke S'treet, Saint 
James's. Mr. Twemlow returning to his sofa, Jays down his 
aching head on its slippery little horse-hair bolster, with a strong 
internal conviction that a painful interview is not the kind of 
thing to be taken after the dinner pills which are so highly sa.Iu-. 
ta.ry in connexion with the pleasures of the table., ,· . 
. But six o'clock in the evening finds the worthy little gentle

man getting better, and also getting himself into his obsolete 
little silk stockings and pumps, for the wondering dinner at the 
\" eneerings'. And · seven o'clock in the evening finds · him 
l!'Otting ~ut into D~ Stnet to trot to the c:omer and save a 
&IXpCDce m coach-hire. · · · , · · . · : . . 

Tippins the divine bas dined herself into mich a c:oridition by 
this time, that a morbid mind might desire her, for '8. blessed 
change, to sup at last, and tum into bed. , Such a mind has 
Mr. Eugene Wraybum, whom Twemlow finds oontemplating 
Tippins with the moodiest of visages, while that playful aeature 
n.IJies him on being so kmg overdue at the woolsack. •· Skittish 
is Tippins with Mortimer Lightwood too, and has raps to give 
him witb her fan for having been best man at the nuptials of 
these deceiving what's-their.~1ames who have gone to pieces. 
Though, indeed, the fan is generally lively, and taps away at 
the men in all directions, with something of a grisly sound 
suggestive of the clattering of lady Tippins's bones. · • . 

A new race of intimate friends has sprong up at \Teneering's 
since he went into Parliam.ent for the public good, to whom Mrs. 
\• enetring is very attentive. · These ~ds, like. astronomical 
distan~, are only to be spoken of in the very.Jargest figures. 
Boots says that one of them is a Contractor wbo (it has been 
calculated) gives employment. d.iRctly and indirectly, to five 
hundred thousand men. . Brewer says that &notheF of them is 
a Chairman, in web request at so many Boards, 110 far apart, 
that he De'Vtf travels Jess by railway than three thousand miles 
•. week. Butler says that another of them hadn't a sixpence 
elght«n months *t:,"', and, through the brilliancy of his genius 
in getting those shares &ned at eighty-five, and buying them 
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all up with no money and selling them at par for cash, has 
now three hundred and seventy-five thousand pounds-Buffer 
particularly insisting on the odd seventy-five, and declining to 
take a farthing less. With Buffer, Boots, and Brewer, Lady 
Tippins is eminently facetious on the subject of these Fathers 
of the Scrip-Church: surveying them through her eye-glass, and 
inquiring whether Boots and Brewer and Buffer think they will 
make her fortune if she makes love to them? with other pleas
antries of that nature. Veneering, in his different way, is much 
occupied with the Fathers too, piously retiring with them into 
the conservatory, from which retreat the word " Committee " is 
occasionally heard, and where the Fathers instruct Veneering how 
he must leave the valley of the piano on his left, take the level 
of the mantel-piece, cross by an open cutting at the candelabra, 
seize the carrying traffic at the console, and cut up the opposi
tion root and branch at the window curtains. 

Mr. and Mrs. Podsnap are of the company, and the Fathers 
descry in Mrs. Podsnap a fine woman. She is consigned to a 
Father-Boots's Father, who employs five hundred thousand 
men-and is brought to anchor on Veneering's left; thus afford
ing opportunity to the sportive Tippins on his right (he, as usual, 
being mere vacant space), to entreat to be told something about 
those loves of Navvies, and whether they do really live on raw 
beefsteaks, and drink porter out of their barrows. But, in spite 
of such little skirmishes it is felt that this was to be a wondering 
dinner, and that the wondering must not be neglected. Accord
ingly, Brewer, as the man who has the greatest reputation to 
sustain, becomes the interpreter of the general instinct. 

" I took," says Brewer in a favourable pause, " a cab this 
morning, and I rattled off to that Sale." 

Boots (devoured by envy) says," So did I." 
Buffer says, <~ So did I "; but can find nobody to care whether 

he did or not. 
"And what was it like?" inquires Veneering. 
" I assure you," replies Brewer,· looking about for anybody 

else to address his answer to, and giving the preference to Light
wood; "I assure you, the things were going for a song. Hand
some things enough, but fetching nothing." 

" So I heard this afternoon," says Lightwood. 
Brewer begs to know now, would it be fair to ask a profes

sional man how-on-earth-these-people-ever-did-come 
-to-such-a-total smash? (Brewer's divisions being for 
emphasis.) 

Lightwood replies that he was consulted certainly, but could 
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gn'e no opinion which would pay off the Bill of Sale, and there
fore ,;o!ates no confidence in supposing that it came of their 
living beyond their means. 

" But how," says Veneering, " CAN people do that! " 
Hah! That is felt on all hands to be a shot in the bull's-eye. 

How n:-; people do that! The Analytical Chemist going round 
with champagne, looks very much as if he could give them a 
pntty good idea how people did that, if he had a mind. 

"How," says Mrs. Veneering, la)wg down her fork to press 
her aquiline hands together at the tips of the fingers, and address
ing the Father who tra,·els the three thousand miles per week: 
.. how a mother can look at her babv. and know that she lives 
beyond her husband's means, I cannot imagine." 

Eu[.!ene suggests that Mrs. Lammle, not being a mother, had 
no babY to look at. 

"True," says Mrs. Veneering," but the principle is the same." 
Boots is clear that the principle is the same. So is Buffer. 

It is the unfortunate destiny of Buffer to damage a cause by 
espousing it. The rest of the company have meekly yielded to 
the proposition that the principle is the same, until Buffer says 
it is; when instantly a general murmur arises that the principle 
is not the same. 

"But I don't understand," says the Father of the three 
hundred and seventy-five thousand pounds, "-if these people 
spoken of, occupied the position of being in society-they were 
in society? " 

Y eneering is bound to confess that they dined here, and \\ere 
en·n married from here. 

•· Then I don't understand," pursues the Father, " how even 
their living beyond their means could bring them to what has 
been ttrmed a total smash. Because there is always such a 
thing.as an adjustment of affairs, in the case of people of any 
standmg at all." 
. Eu,c• ~e (who would seem to be in a gloomy sw.te of sugges

tln:nns) sut::,::ests, "Suppose you have no means and live 
beYond them? " 

1'his is too insolvent a state of things for the Father to enttr
tJin. It is too insoh·ent a state of things for any one with any 
stlf-rt,p(·ct to enttrtain, and is universally scouted. But it is . 
s~l ama1ing how any people can have come to a total smash, 
tk•t en r~ bvdy fed.; bound to account for it specially. One uf 
the F .• t!llfs s.1ys, "Gaming table." Another of the Fathers 
s;l\"S, "~pt-eulated without knowing that speculation is a 
~ci<nce." HU\.>ts S;lys, "Hc)rses." Lady Tippins says to htr 
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fan, "Two establishments." Mr. Podsnap saying nothing, is 
referred to for his opinion; which he delivers as follows; much 
flushed and extremely angry: 

" Don't ask me. . I desire to take no part in the discussion of 
these people's affairs. I abhor the subject. It is an odious 
subject, an offensive subject, a subject that makes me sick, and 
I--" And with his favourite right-arm flourish which sweeps 
away everything. and settles it for ever, Mr. Podsnap sweeps 
these inconveniently unexplainable wretches who have lived 
beyond their means and gone to total smash off the face of the 
universe. 

Eugene, leaning back in his chair, is observing Mr. Podsnap 
with an irreverent face, and may be about to offer a new sugges
tion, when the Analytical is beheld in collision with the Coach
man; the Coachman manifesting a purpose of coming at the 
company with a silver salver, as though intent upon making a 
collection for his wife and family; the Analytical cutting him 
off at the sideboard. The superior stateliness, if not the superior 
generalship, of the Analytical, prevails over a man who is as 
nothing off the box; and the Coachman, yielding up his salver, 
retires defeated. 

Then the Analytical, perusing a scrap of paper lying on the 
salver, with the air of a literary Censor, adjusts it, takes his time 
about going to the table with it, and presents it to 1\Ir. Eugene 
Wraybum. Whereupon the pleasant Tippins says aloud, 
" The Lord Chancellor has resigned ! " 

With distracting coolness and slowness-for he knows the 
curiosity of the Charmer to be always devouring-Eugene makes 
a pretence of getting out an eye-glass, polishing it, and reading 
the paper with difficulty, long after he has seen what is written 
on it. What is written on it in wet ink, is: 

" Young Blight." 
"Waiting? " says Eugene over his shoulder, in confidence 

with the Analytical. 
"Waiting," returns the Analytical, in responsive confidence. 
Euaene looks" Excuse me," towards Mrs. Veneering, goes out, 

and finds Young Blight, Mortimer's clerk, at the hall-door. 
"You told me to bring him, sir, to wherever you was, if he 

come while you was out and I was in," says that discreet young 
gentleman, standing on tiptoe to whisper; "and I've brought 
h. " un. 

"Sharp boy. Wh~re is he?" asks Eugene. . 
" He's in a cab, srr, at the door. I thought It best not to 

show him
1 

you see, if it could be helped; for he's a-shaking all 
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oyer, like "-Blight's simile is perhaps inspired by the surround
ing dishes of sweets-" like Glue Monge." 

" Sharp boy again," returns Eugene. " I'll go to him." 
Goes out straightway, and, leisurely leaning his arms on the 

open window of a cab in waiting, looks in at Mr. Dolls: who has 
brought his own atmosphere with him, and would seem from 
its odour to have brought it, for convenience of carriage, in a 
rum-cask. 

" Now, Dolls, wake up! " 
"Mist \\'rayburn? Drection! Fifteen shillings!" 
After carefully reading the dingy scrap of paper handed to 

him, and as carefully tucking it into his waistcoat pocket, 
Eu;;me ttlls out the money; beginning incautiously by telling 
the first shilling into Mr. Dolls's hand, which instantly jerks it 
out of window; and ending by telling the fifteen shillings on 
the seat. 

·• Give him a ride back to Charing Cross, sharp boy, and there 
gtt rid of him." 

Returning to the dining-room, and pausing for an instant 
behind the screen at the door, Eugene overhears, above the hum 
and clatter, the fair Tippins saying: "I am dying to ask him 
what he was ralled out for!" 

" Are you? " mutters Eugene; " then perhaps if you can't 
ask him. you'll die. So I'll be a benefactor to society, and go. 
A stroll and a cigar, and I can think this over. Think this over." 
Thus, with a thoughtful face, he finds his hat and cloak, unseen 
of the Analytical, and goes his way. 

E~D OF BOOK III 



BOOK THE FOURTH 
A TURNING 

CHAPTER I 

SETTING TRAPS 

PLASRWATER Weir Mill Lock looked tranquil and pretty on an 
evening in the summer time. A soft air stirred the leaves of the 
fresh green trees, and passed like a smooth shadow over the 
river, and like a smoother shadow over the yielding grass. The 
voice of the falling water, like the voices of the sea and the wind, 
was an outer memory to a contemplative listener; but not 
particularly so to Mr. Riderhood, who sat on one of the blunt 
wooden levers of his lock-gates, dozing. Wine must be got into 
a butt by some agency before it can be drawn out: and the wine 
of sentiment never having been got into Mr. Riderhood by any 
agency, nothing in nature tapped him. 

A.s the Rogue sat, ever and again nodding himself off his 
balance, hi.s recovery was always attended by an angry stare 
and growl, as if, in the absence of any one else, he had aggressive 
inclinations towards himself. In one of these starts the cry of 
'' Lock, ho! Lock! " prevented his relapse into a doze. Shaking 
himself as he got up, like the surly brute he was, he gave his 
growl a responsive twist at the end, and turned his face down
stream to see who hailed. 

It was an amateur sculler, well up to his work though taking 
it easily, in so light a boat that the Rogue remarked: "A little 
less on you, and you'd a'most ha' been a \Vagerbut "; then 
went to work at ~his windlass handles and sluices, to let the 
sculler in. A.s the latter stood in his boat, holding on by the 
boat-hook to the woodwork at the lock-side, waiting for the 
gates to open, Rogue Rider hood recognised his " T' other 
governor," Mr. Eugene Wrayburn; who was, however, too 
indifferent or too much engaged to recognise him. 

The creaking lock-gates opened slowly, and the light boat 
passed in as soon as there was room enough, and the creaking 
lock-gates closed upon it, and it floated low down in the dock 
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between the two sets of gates, until the water should rise and 
the second gates should open and let it out. \Yhen Riderhood 
had run to his second windlass and turned it, and while he 
leaned against the lever of that gate to help it to swing open 
presently, he noticed, lying to rest under the green hedge by the 
towing-path astern of the Lock, a Bargeman. 

The water rose and rose as the sluice poured in, dispersing 
the scum which had formed behind the lumbering gates, and 
sending the boat up, so that the sculler gradually rose like an 
apparition against the light from the bargeman's point of view. 
Riderhood observed that the bargeman rose too, leaning on his 
arm, and seemed to have his eyes fastened on the rising figure. 

But there was the toll to be taken, as the gates were now com
plaining and opening. The T'other governor tossed it ashore, 
twisted in a piece of paper, and as he did so, knew his man. 

"Aye, aye? It's you, is it, honest friend?" said Eugene, 
~eating himself preparatory to resuming his sculls. "You got 
the ~~lace then? " 

" I got the place, and no thanks to you for it, nor yet none to 
l.avryer Li~htwood," gruffly answered Riderhood. 

·• \\'e saYed our recommendation, honest fellow," said Eugene, 
·· for the next candidate-the one who will offer himself when 
YOU are tr-ansported or hanged. Don't be long about it; will 
~ ou be so good? " 

Su im1 •~:rturbable was the air with which he gravely bent to 
his work that Riderhood remained staring at him, without 
having found a retort. until he had rowed past a line of wooden 
objects by the weir, which showed like huge teetotums standing 
at mt in the water, and was almost hidden by the drooping 
l'~·u,.:hs on the left bank, as he rowed away, keeping out of the 
(•J'; ><•sing current. It being then too late to retort with any 

• et1ect~lf that could ewr ha\'e been done-the honest man con
I fintd }·,ir.mlf to cursing and growling in a grim under-tone . 
. !laving then got his gates shut, he crossed by his plank Lock-
1 bri.~,.:e to the towing-path side of the riwr. 

li. in so doing, he took another ghnce at the bargeman, he 
. did it by mal.th. He cast himself on the grass by the Lock side. 

in an ind,,Jent way, with his back in that direction, and, haYing 
. p•.htrtd a few bl .. des, ftll to chewing them. The dip of Eugene 
\\ ra,·burn's sculLs had become hardlv audible in his ears when 
t!.e b .• ~;<m.m passed him, putting the utmost width that he 
ruuld l ... t" ttn thtm, and keeping under the hedge. Then Rider
L,K-.1 &.t up and 1<->ok a lung h,k at his figure, and then cried: 
•· Ei-i-i: Lo..:k, ho! Lxl.:! J'l.,shwattr Wtir )lill Lock! ·• 
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The bargeman stopped, and looked back. 
"Plashwater Weir Mill Lock,.T'othere~t gov-er-nor-or

or-or! " cried Mr. Riderhood, with his hartds to his motth. 
The bargeman turned back. Approaching nearer and nearer, 

the bargeman became Bradley Headstone, in rough water-side 
second-hand clothing. 

. "Wish I may die," said Riderhood, smiting his right leg, and 
laughing, as he sat'on the grass," if you ain't hi!-' been a-~itating 
me, T'otherest governor!·Never thought myself so gooa-looking 
afore! h . 

Truly, Bradley Headstone had taken careful note of the honest 
man's dress in the course of that night-walk they had had 
together. He must have. committed it to memory, and slowly 
got it by heart. It was exactly reproduced in the dress he now 
wore. And whereas, in his own scqoolmaster clothes, he usually 
looked as if they were the clothes of some othet man1 he now 
looked, in the clothes of some other man, or men, as if they 
were his own. 

" This your. Lock? " said Bradley;, whose surprise had a 
genuine air; "they told me, where I last inijuired, it was the 
third I should come to. This is only the second." · 
' " It's my belief, governor," returned Riderhood, with a 

wink and shake of his head, '.' that you've dropped one 'in your 
counting. It ain't Locks as you''V!! been giving your mind to. 
No, no!" ... · · · .. · ' 

As he expressively jerked his pointing finger <in .the direc
tion the boat had taken, a flush of impatience mounted into 
Bradley?s face, and he looked' anxiously up the river. 

" It ain't Locks as you've been a-reckoning up;" said Rider
hdod, when the schoolmaster's eyes came back again. " No, no! " 

."What other calculations 9o you suppose I have been occupied 
with? Mathematics? " 

"I never .hee:rd ·it called that. It's a iong word for it. 
Hows'ever, p'raps you call it so," said Riderhood, stubbornly 
chewing his grass. . · • · · 

" It. \}'hat? " • · . 
" I'll say them, instead of it, if you like," was the coolly 

growled reply. "It's safer cilk too." . 
" What do you mean that I shotil~ understand by them? " 
" Spites, affronts, offenci!s giv' and took, deadly aggrawa

t.ions, such like," answered Riderhooa. · 
Do what Bradley Headstone, would, he could not keep that 

former flush of impatience out of his face, or so master his eyes 
as to prevent their again looking anxjously.up the qver. 
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• H.a., hal · Don't be afeered, . Totherest," said Rideibood. ::The T'other's got to make way &P..the ~and be takes 

.at easy. You can soon anne up With him.». But lii'Ot's the 
pXl of saying that to you! Yoa know how fur you ~uld 
.have otatwalk.cd him betwixt anywheres about where be lost 
tlie tide;ay RichmoncJ:o--and this.,· if 'you had had a mind 
toit.*' .:· ) : :"' ' . . ~ . 

"You think I have been 19Jlowing him?" .said Bradley. 
" I oow you have,'' said Rid~ · · • . · 

·"Well! J have, I .have," Bradley admitud.. "But," wi!Jl 
'another anxious look up the river, M be may llnd..~' . . 
· · ".Easy you! He won't be lost if he does JaDd," said Rider
bood.· •• He must leave his'boa.t behind him. ·He can't make 
a bUndle oi a pareel oil it, and carr/ it ashore with him onder 
hill 8J1ll... . . ' • . . . ' . • • • . . 

• "He was speaking to you just now,'' said Bradley, kneeling 
OD one bee OD the grass beside the Lock-keeper. "What" 
did he say?".· • , .. 

" Oleek,"' said R.iderbood. 
'~What?" . • ; . 
" Oleet," repeated Rid'etbood, with an angiy eath; "cheek 

is .-bat he· said. He can't say nothing but cheek. fd ha' 
liked to plump down abOanl of him, neck and· aop, with a 
beAvyiump, and !RlDk him." • ' . 

Bradley turned away hii bagga.td fare for a few lllOIDfnts, 
and then said, teariDg up a tuft of grass: · 

" Damn him! ., . : - . : ' . 
• ~ Hooroar! "cried Ridaoooo__ ""Does you credit. }Iooroal! 
I cry c:boros to the T'otherest." . . · . · ·• 
. '" What t:um;'! liiiLillil Bradley, with an dfort at self-repression 

that forted AUra to wipe~ face, .. did his inSolena: take to-day?- .. 
· " It took the turn," answeRd Riderhood, with lillikn ferocity, 
'" of hoping as hras gettjng ready to be haDgQi." • . · . 
. •• Ltt. him look to that,, cried Bradley. . • Let him look to 

.lbatl It will be' bad for hiDi wbeo ~ he bas injured~ and at 
whom he b4a jeered, are thiokin£ of getting hanged.- Let IIi• 
get ready for Iris fate, when tJla.t CXJmeS about. there was 

. m~n meaning in what he said than he koew of,~ he woulan't 
have bid bra.inumugh to say it. .Let him lOok to it; Jet him 
look to it I \\'bell mat be bas ~ and OD whom he bas, 
bestowt':d his insoJeoce, are gd;tiDg ready to be hanged, there 
il a deatb-btlll'ingq. ADd not for them. • · . 

llidaboocl, looking fi:u.dly ·at him, pdpaD.y arose from hi& 
l.f!OIDlbeD.( ~ while the ,......,.,..sf« said these words 
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with the utmost concentration of rage and hatred. So, when 
the words were all spoken, he too kneeled on one knee on the 
grass, and the two men looked at one another. 

"Oh!" said Riderhood, very deliberately spitting out the 
grass he had been chewing. "Then I make out, T'otherest, 
as he is a-going to her? " · 

"He left London," answered Bradley," yesterday. I have 
hardly a doubt, this time, that at last he is going to her." 

"You ain't sure, then?" 
" I am as sure here," said Bradley, with a clutch at the breast 

of his coarse shirt, " as if it was written there; " with a blow 
or a stab at the sky. 

"Ah! But judging from the looks on you," retorted Rider
hood, completely ridding himself of his grass, and drawing his 
sleeve across his mouth, " you've made ekally sure afore, and 
have got disapinted. It has told upon you." 

" Listen," said Bradley, in a low voice, bending forward to 
lay his hand upon the Lock-keeper's shoulder. " These are 
my holidays." 

"Are they, by George! " muttered Riderhood, with his eyes 
on the passion-wasted face. " Your working-days must be stiff 
'uns, if these is your holidays." 

" And I have never left him," pursued Bradley, waving 
the interruption aside with an impatient hand, " since they 
began. And I never will leave him now, till I have seen him 
with her." 

"And when you have seen him with her?" said Riderhood. 
"-I'll come back to you." 
Riderhood stiffened the knee on which he had been resting, 

got up, and looked gloomily at his new friend. After a few 
moments they walked side by side in the direction the boat 
had taken, as if by tacit consent; Bradley pressing forward, 
and Riderhood holding back; Bradley getting out his neat 
prim purse into his hand (a present made him by penny sub
scription among his pupils), and Riderhood unfolding his arms 
to smear his coat-cuff across his mouth with a thoughtful air. 

" I have a pound for you," said Bradley. 
" You've two." said Riderhood. 
Bradley held 'a sovereign between his fingers. Slouching at 

his side with his eyes upon the towing-path, Riderhood held 
his left hand open, with a certain slight drawing action towards 
himself. Bradley dipped in his purse for another sovereign, 
and two chinked in Riderhood's hand, the drawing action of 
which, promptly strengthening, drew them home to his pocket. 
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"Now, I must follow him," said Bradley Headstone. "He 
takes this river-road-the fool !-to confuse observation, or 
:iivert attention, if not solely to baffie me. But he must have 
the power of making himself invisible before he can shake 
Me off." · 

Riderhood stopped. " If you don't get disapinted agin, 
f'otl1crcst, maybe you'll put up at the Lock-house when you 
come back?" 

"I will." 
Riderhood nodded, and the figure of the bargeman went its 

way along the soft turf by the side of the towing-path, keeping 
near the hedge and moving quickly. They had turned a point 
from which a long stretch of river was visible. A stranger to 
the scene might have been certain that here and there along 
the line of hedge a figure stood, watching the bargeman, and 
•waiting for him to come up. So he himself had often believed 
l1t first, until his eyes became used to the posts, bearing the 
da;;g-er that slew Wat Tyler, in the City of London shield. 
I Within Mr. Riderhood's knowledge all daggers were as one. 
J::\'en to Bradley Headstone, who could have told to the letter 
!without book all about Wat Tyler, Lord Mayor Walworth, and 
~he King, that it is dutiful for youth to know, there was but 
!nne subject living in the world for every sharp destructive 
!instrument that summer evening. So Riderhood looking after 
:him as he went, and he with his furtive hand laid upon the 
1dapgvr as he passed it, and his eyes upon the boat, were much 
~1pon a par. 
! The boat went on, under the arching trees, and over their 
Kranquil shadows in the water. The bargeman, skulking on 
the (lpposite bank of the stream, went on after it. Sparkles 
bf li~h showed Riderhood when and where the rower dipped 
his blades, until, even as he stood idly watching, the sun went 
Juwn and the landscape was dyed red. And then the red had 
:lw appearance of fading out of it and mounting up to Heaven, 
ilS we S;>y that blood, guiltily shed, does. 

· Turning back towards his Lock (he had not gone out of view 
,f it), the Rogue pondered as deeply as it was within the con
:r.lctcd power of such a fdlow to do. "Why did he copy my 
.lut!H '? He could have looked like what he wanted to look 
i~e, \1 _it bout that." This was the subject-matter in his thoughts; 
n "IHch, too, there came lumbering up, by times, like any 
,;.li-l~l'atmg and half-sinking rubbish in the river, the question, 
\ ,,;; 1t d:me by ac:·idcnt? The setting of a trap for finding out 
1! .l thu It was acndmtally done, soon supersedt:d, as a practical 

u 
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piece of cunning, the abstruser inquiry why otherwise it wa.s 
done. And he devised a means. 

Rogue Riderhood went into his Lock-house, and brought forth, 
into the now sober grey light, his chest of clothes. Sitting on 
the grass beside it, he turned out, one by one, the articles it 
contained, until he carne to a conspicuous bright-red necker
chief stained black here and there by wear. It arrested his 
attention, and he sat pausing over it, until he took off the rusty 
colourless wisp that he wore round his throat, and substituted 
the red neckerchief, leaving the long ends flowing. "Now/' 
said the Rogue, "if arter he sees me in this neckhankecher, I 
see him in a sim'lar neckhankecher, it won't be accident! " 
Elated by his device, he carried his chest in again and went to 
supper. 

"Lock ho! Lock!" It was a light night, and a barge 
coming down summoned him out of a long doze. In due course 
he had let the barge through and was alone again, looking to 
the closing of his gates, when Bradley Headstone appeared 
before him, standing on the brink of the Lock. 

"Halloa!" said Riderhood. "Back a'ready, T'otherest?" 
"He has put up for the night, at an Angler's Inn," was the 

fatigued and hoarse reply. "He goes on, up the river, at six 
in the morning. I have come back for a couple of hours' rest." 

"You want 'em," said Riderhood, making towards the 
schoolmaster by his plank bridge. 

"I don't want them," returned Bradley, irritably, "because 
I would rather not have them, but would much prefer to follow 
him all night. However, if he won't lead, I can't follow. I 
have been waiting about, until I could discover, for a certainty, 
at what time he starts; if I couldn't have made sure of it, I 
should have stayed there.-This would be a bad pit for a man 
to be flung into with his hands tied. These slippery smooth 
walls would give him no chance. And I suppose those gates 
would such him down? " 

" Suck him down, or swaller him up, he wouldn't get out," 
said Riderhood. "Not even if his hands warn't tied, he 
wouldn't. Shut him in at both ends, and I'd give him a pint 
o' old ale ever to come up to me standing here." 

Bradley looked down with a ghastly relish. "You run abou· 
the brink, and run across it, in this uncertain light, on a fev 
inches' width. of rotten wood," said he. " I wonder you hav• 
no thought of being drowned." 

" I can't be! " said Riderhood. 
"You can't be drowned? " 
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" No~ " said Riderhood, shaking his head with an air of 

thorJu::h conviction. " it's well known. I have been brought 
out o' drowning. and I can't be dro'l':ned. I wouldn't han that 
there busted ilowbridgtr aware on it. or her people might make 
it tdl ag-in the damages I mean to get. But it's well known to 
water-side characters like myself, that him as has been brought 
out o' drowning can never be drowned." 

Bradley smiled sourly at the ignorance he would have cor
rected in one of his pupils, and continued to look down into the 
water, as if the place had a gloomy fascination for him. 

"You seem to like it," said Riderhood. 
1 He took no notice, but stood looking do,m, as if he had not 
heard the words. There was a very dark expression on his 
!bee; an expression that the Rogue found it hard to understand. 
lit was fierce, and full of purpose; but the purpose might haYe 
been as much ag-ain~t himself as against another. If he had 
!stepped back fur a spring, taken a leap, and thrown himself in, 
:it would han been no surprising sequel to the look. Perhaps 
,his troubled soul, set upon some violence, did hover for the 
1moment httween that violence and another. 
I "Didn't you say," asked Riderhood after watching him for 
1a while with a sidelong glance, "as you had come back for a 
ic11uple o' h•Jurs' rest?" But even then he had to jog him with 
1 his t 11" '" lJL fore he answered. 
! ''Lh' Yes." 
i "~~~dn't you better come in and take your couple o' hours' 
1rt>st? 

"Thank vou. Yes." 
\\ ith the. look of one just awakened, he followed Riderhood 

·into the Lock-house, where the latter produced from a cup
·buard s11me culd s:1lt blTf and half a luaf, some gin in a bottle, 
n.r.d S•me water in a jug. The last he brou(.Tht in, cool and 
Jr:pl'i~'f!, fn•m the river. 

0 

.. ~·bw', T'otherest," said Ridcrhood, stooping owr him to 
put tt on the taL.\e. "You'd better take a bite and a sup, 
bl,!-l' Y•·u takrs your snooze.'" The drag0ng ends of the red 
Ill\ h r d, 1d cau;ht the sd!uL•lmJ.Ster's eyes. Rider hood saw 
r,i:n lc•uk at it. 

"Oh! ., thuu:;ht that worthy. "You're a-taking notice, are 
F·u? C<mle! You shall have a good squint at it then." \\'ich 
"'Li<:h nt:«-tic.n he sat dvwn on the other side of the table, 
.Lrt w t'.P' r: I.!:< n;;t.and n:ade a p:ucnce oi re-tying the oecktr
:l.ll f "i!h n.u, h Ct :it..-r..ti._.:L 

l'r.n;:,·y ate and drJ.r.k. As be sat at his pLnter and mug, 
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Riderhood saw him, a.:,o-ain and again, steal a look at the necker
chief, as if he were correcting his slow observation and prompting 
his slug,rr:ish memory. "\\"ben you're ready for your snooze," 
said the honest creature, " chuck yourself on my bed in the 
comer, T'otherest. It'll be broad dav afore three. I'll call YOU 
earlv." · · 

"'I shall require no calling," answered Bradley. .\nd soon 
a~erwards, divesting himself only of hi5 shoes and coat, laid 
himself down. 

Riderhood, leaning back in his wooden arm-chair ·with his 
arms folded on his breast, looked at him lying '1\-:ith his right 
hand clenched in his sleep and his teeth set, until a film came 
over his own sight, and he slept too. He awoke to find that it 
was daylight, and that his visitor was already astir, and going 
out to the river-side to cool his head:-" Though I'm blest," 
muttered Riderhood at the Lock-house door, looking after him, 
" if I think there's water enough in all the Thames to do that 
for you! " Within fi,·e minutes he had taken his departure, 
and was passing on into the calm distance as he had passed 
yesterday. Rid.erhood knew when a fuh leaped, by his starting 
and glancing round. 

"Lock ho! Lock! " at inten·als all day, and " Lock ho · 
Lock!" thrice in the ensuing night, but no return of Bradley 
The second day was sultry and oppressive. In the afternoon 
a thunderstorm came up, and had but newly broken into ~ 
furious sweep of rain when he rushed in at the door, li.l;:e th( 
storm itself. 

"You've seen him with her!" exclaimed Riderhood, start· 
ing up. 

"I have." 
"'\\"here?" 
"At his journey's end. His boat's hauled up for thrce days 

I heard him give the order. Then, I saw him wait for her anc 
meet her. I saw them ''-he stopped as thou;h he were sufio 
eating, and began again-" I saw them walking side by side 
L.:..st night." 

".what did you do? " 
"Kothing." 
" \\nat are Y?u going !:? do? " . 
He dropped mto a chaJ.r, and laughed. Immed1ately after 

wards, a great spirt of blood burst from his nose. 
" How does that happen? " asked Rider hood. 
"I don't know. I can't keep it back. It ha..;; happenc 

twice-three times-four times-! don't know how many tL'!l 
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-since last night. I taste it, smell it, ~ it, it chokes me; and 
:hen it breaks out like this." · · · 

He went into the pelting min l..:,aa.in with his head bare, and, 
:~ending low over the river, and scooping up the water with his 
two hands, washed the blood away. All beyond his figure, as 
R.iderhood looked from the door, was a vast dark curtain in 
;olemn movement towards one quarter of the heavens. He 
raised his head and came back, wet1rom head to foot, but with 
the lower part of his sleeves, where he had dipped into the river, 
~treaming water. • . · · 

"Your face is like a ghost's,'' said Riderhood •. 
"Did you ever see a ghost?" was the sullen retort. 
" I mean to say, you're quite wore out." · • · 
"That may well be. I have had no rest since I left here. I 

don't remember that I have so much as sat do~ since I left 
here." 

"Lie down now, then," said Riderhood. 
'' I will if you'll give me something to quench my thirst first.'' 
The bottle and jug were again. produced, and he mixed a 

weak draught, and another, and drank both in quick succession:. 
"You asked me something," he said then. 

"No, I didn't," replied Riderhood. · 
"I tell )"'u," retorted Bradley, turning upon him in a wild 

and desperate· manner, "you asked me something, before I 
went out to wash my face in the river." · 

"Oh! Then?" said Riderhood, backing a little. "I asked 
you wot you wos a-going to do." . · 

" How can a man in this state know? " he answered, protest
ing with both his tremulous hands, with aa action so vigorously 
angry that he shook the water from his sleeves upon the floor, 
as if he lw:l wrung them. " How can I plan anything, if I 
haven't sleep?" . ~ : .. 

"Why, that's what I as good as said," returned the other. 
1" Didn't I say lie down? " 

" Well, perhaps you did." 
"Well! Anyways I says it again. Sleep where you slept 

last; the sounder and longer you can sleep, the better ~·n 
know arterwards what you're up to." · .. 

His pointing to the truckle bed in the comer Befmed graduaDy 
lo bring that poor couch to Bradley's wandering remembrance. 
He slipped otl his worn down·trodden shoes, and cast himself 

~
vily, all wet as he was, upon the bed. . . 

Riderhood sat down in his wooden arm-chair, and looked 
llc,ah the window at the lightning, and listened to the 
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thunder. But his thoughts were far from being absorbed by 
the thunder and the lightning, for again and again and again he 
looked very curiously at the exhausted man upon the bed. The 
man had turned up the collar of the rough coat he wore, to 
shelter himself from the storm, and had buttoned it about his 
neck. Unconscious of that, and of most things, he had left the 
coat so, both when he had laved his face in the river, and when 
he had cast himself upon the bed: though it would have been 
much easier to him if he had loosened it. 

The thunder rolled heavily, and the forked lightning seemed 
to make jagged rents in every part of the vast curtain without, 
as Riderhood sat by the window, glancing at the bed. Some
tin1es he saw the man upon the bed by a red light; sometimes 
by a blue; sometimes he scarcely saw him in the darkness of the 
storm; sometimes he saw nothing of him in the blinding glare 
of palpitating white fire. Anon, the rain would come again 
with a tremendous rush, and the rinr would seem to rise to 
meet it, and a blast of wind, bursting upon the door, would 
flutter the hair and dress of the man, as if invisible messengers 
were come around the bed to carry him away. From 'all these 
phases of the storm, Riderhood would turn, as if they were 
interruptions-rather striking interruptions possibly, but inter
ruptions still-{)£ his scrutiny of the sleeper. 

" He sleeps sound," he said within himself; " yet he's that 
up to me and that noticing of me that my getting out of my 
chair may awake him, when a rattling peal won't; let alone my 
touching of him." 

He wry cautiously rose to his feet. "T'otherest," he said, 
in a low, calm ,·oice, "are you a-lying easy? There's a chill in 
the air, go..-ernor. Shall I put a coat over you? " 

Xo answer. 
"That"s about what it is a'ready, you see," muttered Rider

hood in a lower and a different voice; " a coat over you, a coa.t 
over you!" 

The sleeper moving an arm, he sat down again in his chair, 
and feimtd to watch the storm from the window. It was a 
grand spectacle, but not so grand as to keep, his eyes, for half a 

_minute together, from stealing a look at the man upon the bed. 
It was at the concealed throat of the sleeper that Riderhood 

so often looked so curiously, until the sleep seemed to deep.:n 
into the stupor of the dead-tired in mind and bcdy. Then 
Riderhood came from the vrindow cautiously, and stood by tht 
bed. 

"Poor man! " he murmured in a low tone, with a crafty face 
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and. very watcbful ere and ready foot, Jest be should start up; . 
!J' this here mat of his most make him uneasy in his sleep.· 
Shall I loosen it for him, and make him more c:omfortable1 
Ah! I think I ~oht to do it, poor m.au. I think I will." • 
' Be touched the first botton with a. ve:cy cautious hand. and a 
ltq) backward. But the sleeper mnaining in profound UllCOD

scioo.soess, he touched the other ~ with a more assured 
, Jwld, and perluaps the more ligfitly on· that aa:oout. Softly 
and slowly, be opmed th.e coat and drew it back. · · 

The draggling ends of a bright-red neckerchief wen: tbeu. 
disclosed, and he bad even been at the pains of dipping parts of 
it in some liquid, to give it the appemmc:e of having bfmme 
stained by wear •. With a much-pe!plexed face, Riderbood 
lookEd from it to the sleeper, and from the sleepa' to it, and · 
fi.nally aq>t back to his chair, and then; with his hand to his 
~ u.t long in a brown study, looking at bo~ • 

CllAPTER. n 
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" How can I, Alfred? " 
" Your favourable opinion, then, my Precious, does less thru 

justice to Mr. Boffin, and more than justice to me." 
" To the first charge, Alfred, I plead guilty. But to th, 

second, oh no, no! " 
" Less than justice to Mr. Boffin, Sophronia," said l\Ir 

Lammle, soaring into a tone of moral grandeur, " because i 
represents Mr. Boffin as on my lower level; more than justic' 
to me, Sophronia, because it represents me as on Mr. Boffin' 
higher level. Mr. Boffin bears and forbears far more tha.n · 

. could." 
"Far more than you could for yourself, Alfred?" 
"My love, that is not the question." 
"Not the question, Lawyer?" said l\Irs. Lammle, archly. 
"No, dear Sophronia. From my lower level, I regard Mr 

Boffin as too generous, as possessed of too much clemency, a: 
being too good to persons who are unworthy of him and ungrate 
ful to him. To those noble qualities I can lay no claim. Or 
the contrary, they rouse my indignation when I see them ir 
action." 

"Alfred!" 
"They rouse my indignation, my dear, against the unworth) 

persons, and give me a combative desire to stand between Mr 
Boffin and all such persons. \Vhy? Because in my lowe1 
nature I am more worldly and less delicate. Not being sc 
magnanimous as Mr. Boffin, I feel his injuries more than h! 
does himself, and feel more capable of opposing his injurers." 

It struck Mrs. Lammle that it appeared rather difficult thil 
morning to bring Mr. and Mrs. Boffin into agreeable conversa· 
tion. Here had been several lures thrown out, and neither ol 
them had uttered a word. Here were she, l\Irs. Lammle, and 
her husband discoursing at once affectingly and effectively 
but discoursing alone. Assuming that the dear old creature! 
were impressed by what they heard, st.ill one would like tc 
be sure of it, the more so, as at least one of the dear old 
creatures was somewhat pointedly referred to. If the dear old 
creatures were too bashful or too dull to assume their requireC: 
places in the discussion, why then it would seem desirable that 
the dear old creatures should be taken by their heads anc 
shoulders and brought into it. 

" But is not my husband saying in effect," asked Mrs. Lammle 
therefore, with an innocent air, of Mr. and Mrs. Boffin," that ht 
becomes unmindful of his O\\n temporary misfortunes in hi: 
admiration of another whom he is burning to serve? And is no-
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that making an admission that his nature is a generous one? I 
am wretched in argument, but surely this is so, dear Mr. and 
Mrs. Boffin? " 

Still, neither Mr. nor !lfrs. Boffin said a word. He sat with his 
eyes on his plate, eating his muffins and ham, and she sat shyly 
looking at the teapot. Mrs. Lammle's innocent appeal was 
merely thrown into the air to mingle with the steam of the urn. 
Glancing towards Mr. and Mrs. Boffin, she very slightly raised 
her eyebrows, as though inquiring of her husband: "Do I 
notice anything wrong here? " 

Mr. Lammle, who had found his chest effective on a variety 
of ocC'asions, mana:uvred his capacious shirt-front into the 
largest demonstration possible, and then smiling, retorted on 
his wife, thus: 

" Sophronia, darling, Mr. and Mrs. Boffin will remind you of 
the old adage, that self-praise is no recommendation." 

" Self-praise, Alfred? Do you mean because we are one and 
the same?" 

"No, my dear child. I mean that you cannot fail to remem
ber, if you reflect for a single moment, that what you are pleased 
to compliment me upon feeling in the case of Mr. Boffin, you 
have your~clf confided to me as your own feeling in the case of 
Mrs. Boffin." 

(" I shall be beaten by this Lawyer," Mrs. Lammle gaily 
whispered to Mrs. Boffin. " I am afraid I must admit it, if he 
pn·sses me, for it's damagingly true.") 

Sneral white dints began to come and go about Mr. Lammle's 
nnse, as he uLserved that !~Irs. Boffin merely looked up from the 
, h';1pot for a moment with an embarrassed smile, which was no 
\~mile, and then looked down ag-ain. 
1 "D<l you admit the charge, Sophronia?" inquired Alfred, in 
a ralh in~ ton~. 
' ".Reaily, I think," said llfrs. Lammle, still gaily, "I must 
~hruw my,df on the prutt'ction of the Court. Am I bound to 
un~wrr that <jUt:stion, my Lord? " To Mr. Boffin. 

"Yuu nt·ldn't if you· don't like, ma'am," was his answer. 
·• l t's not of the least consequence." 

Both hu>hmd ar~d wife glanced at him very doubtfully. His 
r.anm r "as sran:, but not coarse, and derived some dignity 
·r,>m a Ctrt.~in reprt.:-ssed dislike of the tone of the conversa
~<~1. 

.\:,:.tin ~Irs. Lammle raist'd htr enbrows for instruction from 
:11 r hu,band. He rcplit-d in a slight nod, "Try 'em again." 
' " Tll protect my;;tlf a:,:ain,;t the suspicion of covert self· 
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laudation, my dear Mrs. Boffin," said the airy Mrs. Lammle, 
"therefore, I must tell you how it was." 

"No. Pray don't," Mr. Boffin interposed. 
Mrs. Lammle turned to him laughingly. " The Court 

objects?" 
"Ma'am," said Mr. Boffin, "the Court (if I am the Court) 

does object. The Court objects for two reasons. First," because 
the Court don't think it fair. Secondly, because the dear old 
lady, Mrs. Court (if I am Mr.) gets distressed by it." 

A very remarkable wavering between two bearings-between 
her propitiatory bearing there, and her defiant bearing at Mr. 
Twemlow's-was observable on the part of Mrs. Lammle as she 
said: " \Yhat does the Court not consider fair? " 

" Letting you go on," replied Mr. Boffin, nodding his head 
soothingly, as who should say, We won't be harder on you than 
we can help; we'll make the best of it. " It's not above-board 
and it's not fair. When the old lady is uncomfortable, there's 
sure to be good reason for it. I see she is uncomfortable, and 
I plainly see this is the good reason wherefore. Have you 
breakfasted, ma'am?" 

Mrs. Lammle, settling into her' defiant manner, pushed her 
plate away, looked at her husband, and laughed; but by no 
means gaily. 

"Have you breakfasted, sir?" inquired Mr. Boffin. 
" Thank you," replied Alfred, showing all his teeth. " If 

Mrs. Boffin will oblige me, I'll take another cup of tea." 
He spilled a little of it over the chest which ought to have 

been so effective, and which had done so little; but on the whole 
drank it with something of an air, though the coming and going 
dints got almost as large, the while, as if they had been made 
by pressure of the teaspoon. " A thousand thanks," he then 
observed. " I have breakfasted." 

"1\ow, which," said .Mr. Boffin softly, taking out a pocket
book, " which of you two is Cashier? " 

" Sophronia, my dear," remarked her husband, as he l~aned 
back in his chair, waving his right hand towards her, while he 
hung his left hand by the thumb in the arm-hole of his waistcoat: 
" it shall be your department." 
·"I would rather," said Mr. Boffin, "that it was your hus· 

band's, ma'am, because-but never mind because. I wouk 
rather ha\·e to do with him. However, what I have to say, l 
will say with as little offence as possible; if I can say it with?u' 
any, I shall be heartily glad. You two have done me a semce 
a very great service, in doing what you did (my old lady know~ 
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what it was), and I have put into this envelope a bank note for 
a hundred pound: I consider the service wdl worth a hundred 
pfJund, and I am well pleased to pay the money. Would you dp 
me the fa Your to take it, and likewise to accept my thanks? " 

\\'ith a haughty action, and without looking towards him, 
Mrs. Lammle held out her left hand, and into it Mr. Boffin put 
the little packet. \\'hen she had conveyed it to her bosom, )fr. 
Lammle had the appearance of feeling relieved, and breathing 
more fn·t!y, as not having been quite certain that the hundred 
pounds were his, until the note had been safely transferred out 
uf Mr. Boffin's keeping into his own Sophronia's. 

" It is not impossible," said Mr. Boffin, addressing Alfred, 
" that you have had some general idea, sir, of replacing Roke
~mith, in course of time? " 

" It is not," aesented Alfred, with a glittering smile and a 
treat deal of nose, " not impossible." 

"And perhaps, ma'am," pursued Mr. Boffin, addressing 
Sophronia, "you have been so kind as to take up my old lady 
in your own mind, and to do her the honour of turning the 
question OYer whether you mightn't one of these days ha\·e her 
in charge, like? \\'htther you mightn't be a sort of Miss Bella 
\\'ilkr to her, and something more?" 

'' I should hope," returned ~Irs. Lammle, v.1.th a scornful look . 
and in a loud voice, "that if I were anything to your wife, sir;· 
I could hardly fail to be something more than Miss Belfa {\·iller, 
as )'<>U call her." ' 

"\\hat do you call her, ma'am?" asked !~Ir. Boffin. 
Mrs. Lammle disdained to reply, and sat defiantly beating 

<1ne f,Jot on the ground. 
".\p-ain I think I may say, that's not impossible. Is it, sir? " 

~C>k•·d .\l r. Bot11n, turning- to Alfred . 
.. It is nut," said .-\lfn::d, smiling assent as before, " not 

ill'j ,,,,jbk" 
.. ~uw," said ~rr. Boflin, gently, "it won't do. I don't wish 

to say a ~in;,!le W(lrd that might be afterv.ards remembered as 
t~npl'"''mt; but it \\on't do." 

" s, 'i ~~unia, my love," her husband repeated in a banteri::cr 
•tunntr. ·· Y<>U hear? It wun't du." . 

0 

"~o .. ~;id ~lr_. _Duffin, with his \'uice still dropped," it really 
,,,,n t. \ c·u pu~ltl\'l:ly must txcuse us. If you'll go your way, 
"t ll f:" ours. and so I h11pe this afi..tir ends to the satisfaction 
<•f all l'''rtirs.'' 

~!rs. bn:n J,. ;.:ct\.t him a louk of a decidedly dissatisfied party 
d· :!:;,n.: .. ~ e:..ern::tlun from the category; but said nothing. 
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"The best thing we can make of the affair," said Mr. Boffin, 

" is a matter of business, and as a matter of business it's brought 
to, a conclusion. You have done me a great service, a very 
great service, and I have paid you for it. Is there any objec
tion to the price? " 

Mr. and ~Irs. Lammle looked at one another across the table, 
but neither could say that there was. Mr. Lammle shrugged 
his shoulders, and Mrs. Lammle sat rigid. 

"Yery good," said l\Ir. Boffin. "We hope (my old lady and 
me) that you'll give us credit for taking the plainest and honest
est short-cut that could be taken under the circumstances. We 
have talked it over with a deal of care (my old lady and me), 
and we have felt that at all to lead you on, or even at all to let 
you go on of your own selves, wouldn't be the right thing. So 
I have openly given you to understand that;-" 1\Ir. Boffin 
sought for a new turn of speech, but could find none so expressive 
as his former one, repeated in a confidential tone, "-that it 
won't do. If I could have put the case more pleasantly I 
would; but I hope I haven't put it very unpleasantly; at all 
events I haven't meant to. So," said l\Ir. Boffin, by way of 
peroration, " wishing you well in the way you go, we now con
clude with the observation that perhaps you'll go it." 

~Ir. Lammle rose with an impudent laugh on his side of the 
table, and Mrs. Lammle rose with a disdainful frown on hers. 
_\t thi>'"'moment a hasty foot was heard on the staircase, and 
Georgiana •Podsnap broke into the room, unannounced and 
in tears. 

·' Oh, my dear Sophronia," cried Georgiana, wringing her 
hands as she ran up to embrace her, " to think that you and 
Alfred should be ruined! Oh, my poor dear Sophronia, to 
think that you should have had a Sale at your house after all 
your kindness to me! Oh, Mr. and Mrs. Boffin, pray forgive 
me for this intrusion, but you don't know how fond I was of 
Sophronia when Pa wouldn't let me go there any more, or 
what I have felt for Sophronia since I heard from ~fa of her 
ha,-ing been brought low in the world. You don't, you can't, 
you never can, think, how I have lain awake at night and cried 
for my good Sophronia, my first and only friend! " 

~Irs. Lammle's manner changed under the poor silly girl's em
braces, and she turned ex-tremely pale: directing one appealing 
look, first to ~Irs. Boilin, and then to :)Ir. Boffin. Both under
stood her instantly, ·with a more delicate subtlety than much 
better educated people, whose perception came less directly from 
the heart, could have brought to bear upon the case. 
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" I haven't a minute," said poor little Georgiana, "to stay. 

I am out shopping early with Ma, and I said I had a headache 
.and got Ma to leave me outside in the phaeton, in Piccadilly, 
md ran round to Sackville Street, and heard that Sophronia 
•was here, and then Ma came to see, oh such a dreadful old stony 
woman from the country in a turban in Portland Place, and I 
~aid I wouldn't go up with Ma but would drive round and leave 
cards for the Boffins, which is taking a liberty with the name; 
but oh my goo:iness I am distracted, and the phaeton's at the 
door, and what would Pa say if he knew it! " 

" Don't ye be timid, my dear," said Mrs. Boffin. " You 
came in to see us." 

"Oh, no, I didn't," cried Georgiana. " It's very impolite, 
I know, but I came to see my poor Sophronia, my only friend. 
Oh! how I felt the separation, my dear Sophronia, before I 
knew you were brought low in the world, and how much more 
I feel it now!" 

There were actually tears in the bold woman's eyes, as the 
soft-headed and soft-hearted girl twined her arms about her 
neck. 

" But I've come on business," said Georgiana, sobbing and 
drying her face, and then searching in a little reticule, " and 
if I don't dispatch it I shall have come for nothing, and oh 
good gracious! what would Pa say if he knew of Sackville 
Street, and what would Ma say if she was kept waiting on the 
donrst~ps of that dreadful turban, and there never were such 
pawing horses as ours unsettling my mind every moment more 
and more when I want more mind than I have got, by pawing 
up ~Ir. Boftin's street where they have no business to be. Oh! 
where is, where is it? Oh! I can't find it! " All this time 
sobbin)!. and searching in the little reticule. 

•· \\'hat do you miss, my dear?" asked Mr. Boffin, stepping 
fum a rd. 

" Oh! it's little enough," replied Georgiana, " because Ma 
always trl';lts me as if I was in the nursery (I am sure I wish 
1 was!). but I hardly ever spend it, and it has mounted up to 
fifteen pounJs, Sophronia, and I hope three five-pound notes 
are better tllan nothing, though so little. so little! And now 
I lu \'e found that-oh, my goodness! there's the other gone 
next! Oh no, it isn't, here it is! " 

With that, always sobbing and searching in the reticule, 
Gl'<~r'-!'i.m.t produced a necklace . 

.. ~Ia >~ys chits and jewels have no business together," 
j•ur;uc::J (n:ur,.!Hna, "and tLat's the reason why I have no 
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trinkets except this; but I suppose my aunt Hawkinson was 
of a different opinion, because she left me this, though I used 
to think she might just as well have buried it, for it's always 
kept in jeweller's cotton. However, here it is, I am thankful 
to say, and of use at last, and you'll sell it, dear Sophronia, and 
buy things with it." 

" Give it to me," said Mr. Boffin, gently taking it. " I'll 
see that it's properly disposed of." 

" Oh! are you such a friend of Sophronia's, 1\Ir. Boffin? " 
cried Georgiana. " Oh, how good of you! Oh, my gracious! 
there was something else, and it's gone out of my head! Oh 
no, it isn't, I remember what it was. My grandmamma's 
property, that'll come to me when I am of age, Mr. Boffin, 
will be all my own, and neither Pa nor Ma nor anybody else 
will have any control over it, and what I wish to do is to make 
some of it over somehow to Sophronia and Alfred, by signing 
something somewhere that'll prevail on somebody to advance 
them something. I want them to have something handsome 
to bring them up in the world again. Oh, my goodness me! 
Being such a friend of my dear Sophronia's, you won't refuse 
me, will you? " · 

"No, no," said Mr. Boffin," it shall be seen to." 
" Oh, thank you, thank you!" cried Georgiana. " If my 

maid had a little note and half a crown, I could run round to 
tl1e pastrycook's to sign something, or I could sign something 
in the square if somebody would come and cough for me to 
let 'em in with the key, and would bring a pen and ink with 
'em and a bit of blotting-paper. Oh, my gracious! I must 
tear myself away, or Pa and Ma will both find out! Dear, 
dear Sophronia, good, good-bye!" 

The credulous little creature again embraced Mrs. Lammle 
most affectionately, and then held out her hand to l\Ir. Lammle. 

"Good-bye, dear 1Ir. Lammle--I mean Alfred. You won't 
think after to-day that I have deserted you and Sophronia 
because you have been brought low in the world, will you? 
Oh me! oh me! I have been crying my eyes out of my head, 
and Ma will be sure to ask me what's the matter. Oh, take 
me down, somebody, please, please, please! " 

~Ir. Boffin took her dov.11, and saw her driven away, with 
her poor little red eyes and weak chin peering over the great 
apron of the custard-coloured phaeton, as if she had been 
ordered to expiate some childish misdemeanour by going to 
bed in the daylight, and were peeping over th~ .counterpar.e. in 
a miserai.Jle flutter of repentance and low spmts. Returnmg 
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to the breakfast-room, he found Mrs. Lammle still standing 
on her side of the table, and Mr. Lammle on his side. 

'' I'll take care," said Mr. Boffin, showing the money and 
the necklace, "that these are soon given back." 

" Mrs. Lammle had taken up .her parasol from a side table, 
and stood sketching with it on the pattern of the damask cloth, 
as she had sketched on the pattern of Mr. Twemlow's papered 
wall. 

"You will not undeceive her, I hope, Mr. Boffin? " she 
said, turning her head towards him, but not her eyes. 

"No," said Mr. Boffin. 
" I mean, as to the worth and value of her friend," Mrs. 

Lammle explained, in a measured voice, and with an emphasis 
on her last word. 

"No," he returned. "I may try to give a hint at her home 
that she is in want of kind and careful protection, but I shall 
say no more than that to her parents, and I shall say nothing 
to the young lady herself." 

" Mr. and Mrs. Boffin," said Mrs. Lammle, still sketching, 
and seeming to bestow great pains upon it, " there are not many 
people, I think, who, under the circumstances, would have been 
so considerate and sparing as you have been to me just now. 
Do you care to be thanked? " 

"Thanks are always worth having," said Mrs. Boffin, in her 
ready good nature. 

" Then thank you both.'.' 
" ~ophronia," asked her husband, mockingly, " are you 

sentimental? " 
"\\'ell, well, my good sir," Mr. Boffin interposed," it's a very 

good thing to think well of another person, and it's a very good 
thing to be thought well of by another person. Mrs. Lammle 
will be none the worse for it, if she is.'' 

"Much obliged. But I asked Mrs. Lammle if she was." 
She stood sketching on the table-cloth, with her face clouded 

and set, and was silent. 
" llt:cause," said Alfred, " I am disposed to be sentimental 

my::df, on your appropriation of the jewels and the money, Mr. 
Bullln. As our little Georgiana said, three five-pound notes are 
better than nothing, and if you sell a necklace you can buy 
thing,; with the {Jroduce.'' 
. " if you sdl it," was Mr. Boffin's comment, as he put it in 

Ius pocket. 
Alfred fvllowed it with his looks, and also greedily pursued 

the notes until they vanished into Mr. Boffin's waistcoat pocket. 
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Then he directed a look, half exasperating and half jeering, at 
his wife. She still stood sketching; but, as she sketched, there 
was a struggle within her, which found expression in the depth 
of the few last lines of the parasol point indented into the table
cloth, and then some tears fell from her eyes. 

"Why, confound the woman," exclaimed Lammle, " she £s 
sentimental! " · 

She walked to the window, flinching under his angry stare, 
looked out for a moment, and turned round quite coldly. 

"You have had no former cause of complaint on the senti
mental score, Alfred, and you will have none in future. It is 
not worth your noticing. We go abroad soon, with the money 
we have earned here? " 

"You know we do; you know we must." 
"There is no fear of my taking any sentiment with me. I 

should soon be eased of it, if I did. But it will be all left behind. 
It is all left behind. Are you ready, Alfred?" 

"What the deuce have I been waiting for but you, 
Sophronia?" 

" Let us go then. I am sorry I have delayed our dignified 
departure." 

She passed out and he followed her. Mr. and Mrs. Boffin had 
the curiosity softly to raise a window and look after them as 
they went down the long street. They walked arm in arm, 
showily enough, but without appearing to interchange a syllable. 
It might have been fanciful to suppose that under their outer 
bearing there was something of the shamed air of two cheats 
who were linked together by concealed handcuffs; but, not so, 
to suppose that they were haggardly weary of one another, of 
themselves, and of all this world. In turning the street comer 
they might have turned out of this world, for anything l\Ir. and 
Mrs. Boffin ever saw of them to the contrary; for they set eyes 

. on the Lammles never more. 

CHAPTER III 

THE GOLDEN DUSD!AN SINKS AGAIN 

THE evening of that day being one of the reading evenings at 
the Bower, Mr. Boffin kissed Mrs. Boffin after a five-o'clock 
dinner, and trotted out, nursing his big stick in both arms, so 
that, as of old, it seemed to be whispering in his ear. He carried 
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so very attentive an e>.:pression on his countenance that it 
appeared as if the confidential discourse of the big stick required 
to be followed closely. Mr. Boffin's face was like the face of a 
thoughtful listener to an intricate communication, and, in 
trotting along, he occasionally glanced at that companion with 
the look of a man who was interposing the remark," You don't 
mean it!" 

~fr. Boffin and his stick went on alone together, until they 
arrived at certain cross-ways where they would be likely to fall 
in with anv one coming, at about the same time, from Clerken
well t<1 the Bower. Here they·stopped, and ~Ir. Boffin con
sulted his watch. 

" It \rants five mi:mtes, good, to V e'nus's appointment," said 
he. "I'm rather earlv." 

But Yenus was a punctual man, md, eve!l as Mr. Boffin 
replaced his watch in its pocket, was to be descried coming 
towards him. He quickened his pace on seeing ~Ir. Boffin 
already at the place of meeting, and was soon at his side. 

"Thank'ee, Yenus," said ~Ir. Boffin. "Thank'ee, thank'ee, 
thank'ee!" 

It would not have been verv evident whv he thanked the 
anatomist, but for his furnishing the e>.-pl~ation L.t1 what he 
wo:nt on to sav. 

"All right; Yenus, all right. X ow, that you\·e been to see 
me, and have consented to keep up the appearance before 
\h;:;g c.f remaining in it for a time, I ha\·e got a sort of a 
backt·r. All right, \"tnus. Thank'ee, Yenus. Thank'ee, thank'ee, 
tLank'ce!" 

~lr. \'en us ~hook the proffered hand with a modest air, and 
they pursued the direction of the Bower • 

.. Do you think \\'egg is likely to drop down upon me to
ni;:ht. \"en us?" inquired .llr. Boffin, wistfully, as they went 
alun;!. 

" l think he is, sir." 
" Han you any panicular reason for thinkincr so, Yen us? " 

. "\\"dl. sir," re-turned that personage, " the fact is, he has 
pn:n n:t an. :thtr look-in, to make sure of what he calls our 
~tu,:..:-in-tr;;de being correct, and he has mentioned his intention 
tL.tt he was m .. t to be put off bo:~cinning with you the ,-ery ne>.t 
ttm.: you shuuld come. And this,'' hinttd ~Ir. Yenus, delicatth·, 
.. lx:ir.:;: the nry ne:-.t time, you knuw, sir--" : 

"-\\by. therdore, you suppose he'll tum to at the grind
stone, th. \"tnus? ., s.lld l!r. Boffin. 

• Ju~t S;J, sir." 
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~fr. Boffin took his nose in his hand, as if it were already 

excoriated, and the sparks were beginning to fly out of that 
feature. "He's a terrible fellow, Yenus; he's an awful fellow. 
I don't know how ever I shall go through with it. You must 
stand by me, Yenus, like a good man and true. You'll do all 
you can to stand by me, Yen us; won't you? " 

3Ir. Yenus replied with the assurance that he would; fu'1d ~Ir. 
Boffin, looking an..:cious and ~-pirited, pursued the way in 
silence until they rang at the Bower gate. The stumping 
approach of W eg was soon heard behind it, and as it turned 
upon its hinges he became visible with his hand on the lock. 

"3Ir. Eo5n., sir?" he remarked. "You're quite a 
stran.g:er! " 

"i"e-s. I've been otherwise occupied, \\'egg." 
"Have you indeed, sir?" returned the literary gentleman, 

with a threatening sneer. " Hah ~ I've been looking for you, 
sir, rat:.er what I may call specially." 

"You dQn't say so, Wegg?" 
"Yes, I do say so, sir. And if you hadn't come round to me 

to-night, dash my wig if I wouldn't have come round to you 
to-morrow. X ow ~ I tell vou ! " 

"Xothing wrong, I hop.e, \\"egg?" 
" Oh no, )fr. Boffin," was the ironical answer. " K othing 

v.Tongl \\nat should be wrong in Eoffinses Bower? Step 
in, sir. 

• If you'll come to the Bower I'Ye shaded for yon, 
Your bOO shan't be roses all spangled with doo: 
Wi.J. yon, will you, will you, "ill vou, come to the Bower? 
Oh, won't you, won't you, won't you, won't you, come to the Bower?'" 

.-\n unholv ~~are of contradiction and offence shone in t'he 
eyes of ~rr."\\\gg, as he turned the key on his patron, aittr 
ushering him into the yard with this vocal quotation. :\fr. 
Bofful's air was crestfallen and submissive. Whispered Wegg 
to Yen us.· as thev crossed the va:d behind him: " Look at 
the worn1 and rilluion; he's down in the mouth already." 
\\lli::pered Yenus to \reg: "That's because I've told him. 
I've prepared the way for you." 

:llr. Bci5n, entering the usual chamber, laid his stick upon 
the setde lliually reserved for him, thrust his hands into hi.s 
pr.,ckcts, and, v.ith his sh(·ulders raised and his hat drooping 
bac-k upon them, looked disconsolately at Wegg. ·' ~fy friend 
and pa.rt.'1et, ~Ir. Yen us, gins me to understand," remarked 
that na.'1 ci might, addressing him, "that you are aware of our 
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power over you. Now, when you have took your hat off, we'll 
go into that pint." . . . 

:!IIr. Bofiin shook 1t off with one shake, so that 1t dropped on 
the floor behind him, and remained in his fermer attitude with 
Lis former rueful look upon him. 

" First of all, I'm a-going to call you Boffin, for short," said 
\\"t'f,t;. " If you don't like it, it's open to you to lump it." 

"I don't mind it, Wegg," .Mr. Boffin replied. 
"That's lucky for you, Boffin. Kow, do you want to be 

read to?" 
"I don't particularly eare about it to-night, \\'egg." 
"Because if you did want," pursued Mr. Wegg, the brilliancy 

of whose point was dimmed by his having been unexpectedly 
answered: " you wouldn't be. I've been your slave long 
enough. I'm not to be trampled under-foot by a dustman any 
more. With the single exception of the salary, I renounce the 
whde and total sitiwation." 

"Since you say it is to be so, Wegg," returned Mr. Boffin, 
,,ith folded hands, "I suppose it must be." 
"I suppcse it must be," Wegg retorted. "Next (to clear the 

.~round before coming to business), you've placed in this yard a 
~J.:ul\.:ing, a sneaking, and a sniffing menial." 

" He hadn't a cold in his head when I sent him here," said 
Mr. Buflin. 

" Bofiin! " retorted \Yegg, " I warn you not to attempt a 
joke with me! " 

Here :!llr. Venus interposed, and remarked that he conceived 
Mr. Boffin to have taken the description literally; the rather, 
f(lwmuch as ht>, :!lfr. Venus, had himself supposed the menial 
tu haYe contracttd an affliction or a habit of the nose, invoh·ing 
a serious drawback on the pleasures of social intercourse, until 
he had disconred that :!IIr. \Yegg's desc!'iption o~ him was to be 
a,.·ct pttd as merely figurative. 

·• .\ny how, and en:ry how," said Wegg," he has been planted 
bert', and he is here. Now, I won't have him here. So I call 
t:;l<·n J;,,tlin, before I say another word, to fetch him in and send 
him pad.ing to the right-about." · 

The uns~~~~t·cti~g Sloppy wa:' at that moment airing his many 
buttl•ns w nhm \'lew of the wmdow. Mr. Boffin, after a short 
interval of impassive discomfiture, opened the window and 
!xckontd him to come in . 

. "I call upon B,,ftin," said \rl'gg, with one arm a-kimbo and 
L:,: h'ad on one side. like a bullying counsel pau~i:-~~ for an answer 
fr,·m a wit~:,·>s ... ttl inf(•ffil tLJ.t mc:nial tb.t I an; Master here." 
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In humble obedience, when the button- gleaming Sloppy 

entered, Mr. Boffin said to him: "Sloppy, my fine fellow, Mr. 
W egg is Master here. He doesn't want you, and you are to go 
from here." 

"For good!" Mr. Wegg severely stipulated. 
"For good," said Mr. Boffin. 
Sloppy stared, with both his eyes and all his buttons, and his 

mouth wide open; but was without loss of time escorted forth 
by Silas Wegg, pushed out at the yard gate by the shoulders, 
and locked out. 

"The atomspear," said Wegg, stumping back into the room 
again, a little reddened by his late exertion, " is now freer for 
the purposes of respiration. 1\Ir. Venus, sir, take a chair. 
Boffin, you may sit down." 

Mr. Boffin, still with his hands ruefully stuck in his pockets, 
sat on the edge of the settle, shrunk into a small compass, and 
eyed the potent Silas with conciliatory looks. 

"This gentleman," said Silas Wegg, pointing out Venus, 
" this gentleman, Boffin, is more milk and watery with you than 
I'll be. But he hasn't borne the Roman yoke as I have, nor yet 
he hasn't been required to pander to your depraved appetite for 
miserly characters." 

"I never meant, my dear Wegg-" Mr. Boffin was beginning, 
when Silas stopped him. 

" Hold your tongue, Boffin! Answer when you're called upon 
to answer. You'll find you've got quite enough to do. Now, 
you're aware-are you-that you're in possession of property to 
which you've no right at all? Are you aware of that?" 

" Venus tells me so," said l\Ir. Boffin, glancing towards him 
for any support he could give. 

" I tell you so," returned Silas. " Now, here's my hat, Boffin, 
and here's my walking-stick. Trifle with me, and instead of 
making a bargain with you, I'll put on my hat and take up my 
walking-stick, and go out and make a bargain with the rightful 
owner. Now, what do you say?" 

" I say," returned l\Ir. Boffin, leaning forward in alarmed 
appeal, with his hands on his knees, " that I am sure I don't 
want to trifle, \\'egg. I have said so to Venus." 

"You certainly have, sir," said Venus. 
" You're too milk and watery with our friend, you are indeed," 

remonstrated Silas, with a disapproving shake of his wooden 
head. " Then at once you confess yourself desirous to come to 
terms, do you, Boffin? Before you answer, keep this hat well 
in your mind, and also this walking-stick." 
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"I am willing, Wegg, to come to terms." 
"\r;tling won't do, Boffin. I won't take willing. Are you 

desirous to come to terms? Do you ask to be allowed as a favour 
to come to terms?" Mr. Wegg again planted his arm, and put 
his head on one side. 

"Yes." 
"Yes what?" said the inexorable \Yegg: "I won't take yes. 

I"ll haw it out of you in full, Boffin." 
1! " Dear me! " cried that unfortunate gentleman. " I am so 
worrited! I ask to be allowed to come to terms, supposing your 
:document is all correct." -
I "Don't you be afraid of that," said Silas, poking his head at 
ihin1. "You shall be satisfied by seeing it. Mr. \-enus will show 
:it You, and I'll hold you the while. Then you want to know 
>wJ{at the terms are. Is that about the sum and substance of it? 
/\\'ill you or won't you answer, Boffin?" For he had paused a 
!moment. 
I '' Dear me~ " cried that unfortunate gentleman again, " I am 
•worrited to that degree that I'm almost off my he:ad. You 
rl!urry me so. Be so good as name the terms, \Yeg.g." 
I ":;"·''• mark, Bot11n," returned Silas: "ll~a:k 'em well, 
./,ecau,e lhey're the lowest terms and the only terms. You'll 

. !throw your ~Iound (the little :!~found as comes to you any way) 
•into t!,e gener..tl estate, and then you'll diYide the whole property 
!inti) tlm~e parts, and you'll keep one and hand oYer t:.t othtrs." 
I ~1r. \'en:J,;'s mouth screwtd itself up, as ~Ir. Iui'fin's face 
:kngthened itsdf; ~Ir. Yenus not ha,·ing been prepared for such 
...! r.qMcious demand. · 
I ":\'uw, wait a bit, Boffin," \\'egg proceeded, "there's some
ltl1in~ more. You've been a squandering this property-laying 

. ISume uf it out on yourself. That won't do. You've bought a 
lwu>e. You'll be charged for it." 

··I ,l;J.lJ i.e ruined, \\'egg!" ~Ir. Boffin faintly protested. 
":\'uw,_ WJ.it a bit, Botiin; there's something more. You'll 

1'" \ e me m s,1Je custod\· of these ~founds till thev're all laid low. 
I! .tn,· walu ... bks shuuid be found in 'em, I'll take care of such 
.1 .du.d ·les. \' (>\dl produce your contract for the s<~.le of tl.e 
'·'uullJ,, thJ.t we may know tu a penny wt..tt they're worth, and 
. •U "ll m..th uut likewi>e an ex.lct li>t of all the othtr property . 
. \ i.t·n tLe ~~luJnds is ch:~,red away to the last shonl-full, the 
~::.J di11 t,i,.:l will come u:I." 

" Drc •• C::<Jl. drt-adiul. dreadful! I shall die in a workhouse!" 
r:, d tJ,e G, lJen Du;i.Jti.tn, witl1 his hands to his he.td. 

· .. :\'u\1, W.ttt a Lit, But!in; t!.ero::'s sumtthing mure. You've 
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been unlawfully ferreting about. this yard. You've been seen 
in the act of ferreting about this yard. Two pair of eyes at the 
present moment brought to bear upon you, have seen you dig 
up a Dutch bottle." 

"It was mine, Wegg," protested Mr. Boffin. "I put it there 
myself." · 

" What was iri it, Boffin? " inquired Silas. 
"Not gold1 not silver, not bank notes, not jewels, nothing 

that you could turn into money, Wegg; upon my soul! " 
" Prepared, Mr. Venus," said \V egg, turning to his partner 

with a knowing and superior air, " for an ewasive answer on the 
part of our dusty friend here, I have hit out a little idea which I 
think will meet your views. We charge that bottle against our 
dusty friend at a thousand pound." 

Mr. Boffin drew a deep groan. 
"Now, wait a bit, Boffin; there's something more. In your 

employment is an under-handed 'sneak, named Rokesmith. It 
won't answer to have him about, while this business of ours is 
about. He must be discharged." 

" Rokesmith is already discharged," said Mr. Boffin, speak
ing in a muffled voice, with his hands before his face, as he 
rocked himself on the settle. 

"Already discharged, is he?" returned \regg, surprised. 
"Oh! Then, Boffin, I believe there's nothing more at present." 

The unlucky gentleman continuing to rock himself to and fro, 
and to utter an occasional moan, Mr. Venus besought him to 
bear up against his reverses, and to take time to accustom him· 
self to the thought of his new position. But, his taking time 
was exactly the thing of all others that Silas vVegg could not 
be induced to hear of. " Yes or no, and no half-measures! " 
was the motto which that obdurate person many times repeated; 
shaking his fist at Mr. Boffin, and pegging his motto into the 
floor with his wooden leg, in a threatening and alarming 
manner. 

At length Mr. Boffin entreated to be allowed a quarter of an 
hour's grace, and !J cooling walk of that duration in the yard. 
With some difficulty :Mr. Wegg granted this great favour, but 
only on condition that he accompanied Mr. Boffin in his walk, 
as not knowing what he might fraudulently unearth if he were 
left to himself. A more absurd sight than Mr. Boffin in his 
mental irritation trotting very nimbly, and Mr. \Yegg hopping 
after him with great exertion, eager to watch the slightest turn 
of an eyelash, lest it should indicate a spot rich with some 
~cret, assuredly had never been seen in the shadow of the 
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Mounds. Mr. Wegg was much distressed when the quarter 
of an hour expired, and came hopping in, a very bad 
second. 

" I can't help myself! " cried Mr. Boffin, flouncing on the 
settle in a forlorn manner, with his hands deep in his pockets, 
as if his pockets had sunk. " What's the good of my pretending 
to stand out, when I can't help myself? I must give in to the 
terms. But I should like to see the document." 

\regg, who was all for clinching the nail he had so strongly 
driven home, announced that Boffin should see it without an 
hour's delay. Taking him into· custody for that purpose, or 
overshadowing him as if he really were his Evil Genius in visible 
form, Mr. \Yegg clapped Mr. Boffin's hat upon the back of his 
head, and walked him out by the arm, asserting a proprietorship 
over his soul and body that was at once more grim and more 
ridiculous than anything in Mr. Venus's rare collection. That 
light-haired gentleman followed close upon their heels, at least 
backing up Mr. Boffin in a literal sense, if he had not had recent 
opportunities of doing so spiritually; while Mr. Boffin, trotting 
on as hard as he could trot, involved Silas Wegg in frequent 
collisions with the public, much as a pre-occupied blind man's 
dog may be seen to involve his master. 

Thus they reached Mr. Venus's establishment, somewhat 
heated by the nature of their progress thither. Mr. Wegg, 
especially, was in a flaming glow, and stood in the little shop, 
panting and mopping his head with his pocket-handkerchief, 
speechless for several minutes. 

Meanwhile, Mr. Venus, who had left the duelling frogs to 
fir;ht it out in his absence by candlelight for the public delecta
tion, put the shutters up. When all was snug, and the shop
door fastened, he said to the perspiring Silas: " I suppose, Mr. 
\\' eg7, we rna y now produce the paper? " 

"Hold on a minute, sir," replied that discreet character; 
" hold on a minute. Will you obligingly shove that box
which you mentioned on a former occasion as containing mis
n·!Lmies-towards me in the midst of the shop here?" 

~~ r. \'en us did as he was asked. 
"Very good," said Silas, looking about: "ve--ry good. 

Will you hand me that chair, sir, to put a-top of it?" 
\"t'llUS handt'd him the chair. 
" :--:uw, Dutiin," said \regg, "mount up here and take your 

Hat, \I ill you? " 
.!l!r. Bot1in, as if he were about to have his portrait painted, 

(Jr to be th:ctriti~:d, or to be made a Freemason, or to be placed 
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at any other solitary disadvantage, ascended the rostrum 
prepared for him. 

" Now, 1\Ir. Venus," said Silas, taking off his coat, " when I 
catches our friend here round the arms and body, and pins him 
tight to the back of the chair, you may show him what he wants 
to see. If you'll open it and hold it well up in one hand, sir, 
and a candle in the other, he can read it charming." 

1\Ir. Boffin seemed rather inclined to object to these pre
cautionary arrangements, but, being immediately embraced 
by W egg, resigned himself. Venus then produced the docu
ment, and 1\Ir. Boffin slowly spelt it out aloud; so very slowly, 
that W egg, who was holding him in the chair with the grip of a 
wrestler, became again exceedingly the worse for his exertions. 
"Say when you've put it safe back, Mr. Venus," he uttered 
with difficulty, " for the strain of this is terrimenjious." 

At length the document was restored to its place; and Wegg, 
whose uncomfortable attitude had been that of a very persever
ing man unsuccessfully attempting to stand upon his head, took 
a seat to recover himself. 1\Ir. Boffin, for his part, made no 
attempt to come down, but remained aloft disconsolate. 

"Well, Boffin!" said Wegg, as soon as he was in a condition 
to speak. " Now you know! " 

"Yes, Wegg," said Mr. Boffin, meekly. "Now I know." 
"You have no doubts about it, Boffin?" 
"No, Wegg. No, Wegg. None," was the slow and sad 

reply. 
"Then, take care, you," said vVegg, "that you stick to your 

conditions. Mr. Venus, if on this auspicious occasion you 
should happen to have a drop of anything not quite so mild as 
tea in the 'ouse, I think I'd take the friendly liberty of asking 
you for a specimen of it." 

Mr. Venus, reminded of the duties of hospitality, produced 
some rum. In answer to the inquiry, "Will you mix it, 1\Ir. 
W egg? " that gentleman pleasantly rejoined, " I think not, sir. 
On so auspicious an occasion, I prefer to take it in the form of a 
Gum-Tickler." 

l\Ir. Boffin, declining rum, being still elevated on his pedestal, 
was in a convenient position to be addressed. Wegg having 
eyed him with an impudent air at leisure, addressed him, thue
fore, while refreshing himself with his dram. 

"Bof-fin!" 
"Yes, Wegg," he answered, coming out of a fit of abstract~m, 

with a sigh. · 
"I haven't mentioned one thing, because it's a detail that 
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comes of course. You must be followed up, you know. You 
must be kept under inspection." 

" I don't quite understand," said Mr. Boffin. 
"Don't you?" sneered Wegg. "Where's your wits, Bofl'!n? 

Till the Mounds is down and this business completed, you're 
accountable for all the property, recollect. Consider yourself 
accountaLle to me. Mr. Venus here being too milk and watery 
with you, I am the boy for you." 

" J'ye been a-thinking," said Mr. Boffin, in a tone of despon
dency, "that I must keep the knowledge from my old lady." 
· " The knowledge of the diwision; d'ye mean? " inquired Wegg, 
hdping himself to a third Gum-Tickler-for he had already 
taken a second. 

" Yes. If she was to die first of us two she might then think 
all her life, poor thing, that I had got the rest of the fortune 
still, and was sa,·ing it." 

"I ~uspect, Boffin," returned Wegg, shaking his head saga
ciously, and bestowing a wooden wink upon him, "that you've 
found out some account of some old chap, supposed to be a 
~liser, who got himself the credit of having much more money 
than he had. However, I don't mind." 

"Don't you see, \Yegg?" Mr. Boffin feelingly represented to 
h;m: "don't you see? My old lady has got so used to the 
property. It would be such a hard surprise." 

" I don't see it at all," blustered "'egg. "You'll have as 
much as I shall. And who are YOU? " 

" But then, again," Mr. Doflin gently represented, "my old 
bdy 1-:as Yery upright principles." 

"\~'ho's your old lady," returned \\'egg, "to set herself up 
f,,r lu\\ing uprighter principles than mine?" 

~lr. But11n seemed a little less patient at this point than at 
any otha of the negotiations. But he commanded himself, 
;,rHl said tamely enough: "I think it must be kept from my 
uld lady, \\'egg." 

"\\.dl,'' said \Yegg, contemptuously, though, perhaps, 
ptrct:i,ing some hint of danger otherwise, "keep it from your 
old lady. 1 ain't going to tell her. I can have you under close 
in~pcction without that. I'm as good a man as you, and better . 
. \,k me to dinner. Give me the run of your 'ouse. I was good 
1 JMJt:h f,,r you and your old lady once, when I helped you out 
11ith your wtal and hammers. Was there no .Miss Elizabeth, 
:~laster Gc()rge, Aunt Jane, and l:ncle Parker, before you two?" 

"Gtntly, Mr. \\'egg, !!ently," Yenus urged. 
•· ~lilk and wattr-trily you mean, sir," he returned, with 
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some little thickness of speech, in consequence of the Gum
Ticklers having tickled it. " I've got him under inspection, 
and I'll inspect him. 

' Along the line the signal ran, 
England expects as this present man 
Will keep Boffin to his duty.' 

-Boffin, I'll see you home." 
1\Ir. Boffin descended with an air of resignation, and gave 

himself up, after taking friendly leave of Mr. Venus. Once 
more, Inspector and Inspected went through the streets together, 

· and so arrived at Mr. Boffin's door. 
But even there, when Mr. Boffin had given his keeper good

night, and had let himself in with his key, and had softly closed 
the door, even there and then, the all-powerful Silas must needs 
claim another assertion of his newly-asserted power. 

" Bof-£n! " he called through the keyhole. 
"Yes, Wegg," was the reply through the same channel. 

. "Come out. Show yourself again. Let's have another 
look at you! " 

.Mr. Boffin-ah, how fallen from the high estate of his honest 
simplicity !-opened the door and obeyed. · 

"Go in. You may get to bed now," said Wegg, with a grin. 
The door was hardly closed, when he again called through 

the keyhole: 
"Bof-£n!" 
"Yes, Wegg." . 
This time Silas made no reply, but laboured with a will at 

turning an imaginary grindstone outside the keyhole, while 
Mr. Boffin stooped at it "Yii.thin; he then laughed silently, and 
stumped home. 

CHAPTER IV 

A RU~AWAY MATCH 

CHERUBIC Pa arose with as little noise as possible from beside 
majestic Ma, one morning early, having a holiday before him. 
Pa and the lovely woman had a rather particular appointment 
to keep. 

Yet Pa and the lovely woman were not going out together. 
Bella was up before four, but had no bonnet on. She was waiting 
at the foot of the stairs-was sitting on the bottom stair, in 
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fact-to receive Pa when he came down, but her only object 
sermed to be to get Pa well out of the house. . 

'' Your breakfast is ready, sir," whispered Bella, after greeting 
him with a hug, " and all you haYe to do is, to eat it up and 
dtink it up, and escape. How do you feel, Pa?" 

"To the best of my judgment like a housebreaker ne\V to 
the busine>s, my dear, who can't make himself quite comfort
able till he is off the premises."' 

Btlla tucked her arm in his with a merry noiseless laugh, 
and they went down to the kitchen on tiptoe; she stopping on 
enry separate stair to put the tip of her forefinger on her rosy 
lips, and then lay it on his lips, according to her favourite 
petting way of kissing Pa. 

"How do rou feel, my love?" asked R. 'r., as she gave 
him his breakfast. 

·· I fvel as if the Fortune-teller was coming true, dear Pa, 
and the fair little man was turning out as was predicted." 

'' Ho! Only the fair little man?" said her father. 
Bella put another of those finger-seals upon his lips, and then 

said, kneeling down by him as he sat at table: "Now, look 
here, sir. If you keep well up to the mark this day, what do 
you think you deserve? l\nat did I promise you should have, 
if you were good, upon a certain occasion?" 

"l'pon my word I don't remember, Precious. Yes, I do, 
tl..>u~h. \\'asn't it one of thuse beau-tiful tresses?" with 
his carc>,ing hand upon her hair. 

"\\'asn't it, too!" returned Bella, pretending to pout. 
'' ·cp('n my word! Do you know, sir, that the Fortune-teller 
\\ • ,uJJ giYe five thousand guineas (if it was quite convenient 
to him. ,,!Jich it isn't) for the lovely piece I have cut off for 
you? Y uu can fom1 no idea, sir, of the number of times he 
ki,sLd quite a scrubby little piece-in comparison-that I cut 
,,ff k>r him. And he wears it, too, round his neck, I can tell 
~ ,,u! ~var his heart!" said Bella, nodding. "Ah! wry 
m.tr bs Ltart. However, you have bren a good, good boy, 
and Y' u are the best of all the dearest bovs that ever were, this 
morni1~,:-. and here's the chain I have made of it, Pa, and you 
rm:<t h t me put it round your neck with my O\\nloving hands." 

.\~ Pa btnt his head, she cried O\'tr him a little, and then 
~.tid ( J.lt< r having stopped to dry her eyes on his white waist
Ct'.lt. tLl' d;scovcry of "'hich incongruous circumstance made 
1., r l.wJ ): "!\ow, dJ.r!ir.g Pa, g1ve me vour hands thJ.t I 
na\' f,,:J them together, and do vou say after me:-:liy little 
J~t.;;~L'' ~ 
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"1\Iy little Bella," repeated Pa. 
" I am very fond of you." 
" I am very fond of you, my darling," said Pa. 
"You mustn't say anything not dictated to you, sir. You 

daren't do it in your responses at Church, and you mustn't do 
it in your responses out of Church." 

" I withdraw the darling," said Pa. 
"That's a pious boy! Now again:-You were always-" 
" You were always," repeated Pa. 
"A vexatious--" 
" No, you weren't," said Pa. 
"A vexatious (do you hear, sir?), a vexatious, capriciom, 

thankless, troublesome Animal; but I hope you'll do better 
in the time to come, and I bless you and forgive you! " Here 
she quite forgot that it was Pa's tum to make the responses, 
and clung to his neck. " Dear Pa, if you knew how much I 
think this morning of what you told me once, about the first 
time of our seeing old Mr. Harmon, when I stamped and 
screamed and beat you with my detestable little bonnet! I 
feel as if I had been stamping and screaming and beating you 
with my hateful little bonnet, ever since I was born, darling! " 

"Nonsense, my love. And as to your bonnets, they have 
always been nice bonnets, for they have always become ,you
or you have become them; perhaps it was that-at every age." 

" Did I hurt you much, poor little Pa? " asked Bella, laugh
ing (notwithstanding her repentance), with fantastic pleasure 
in the picture, "when I beat you with my bonnet?" 

" No, my child. Wouldn't have hurt a fly! " 
"Aye, but I am afraid I shouldn't have beat you at all, 

unless I had meant to hurt you," said Bella. " Did I pinch 
your legs, Pa?" 

"Not much, my dear; but I think it's almost time I--" 
" Oh, yes! " cried Bella. "If I go on chattering, you'll be 

taken alive. Fly, Pa, fly! ,_ · 
So they went softly up the kitchen stairs on tiptoe, and Bella 

with her light hand softly removed the fastenings of the house 
door, and Pa, having received a parting hug, made off. \rhen 
he had gone a little way he looked back. Upon which, Bella 
set another of those finger-seals upon the air, and thrust out 
her little foot expressive of the mark. Pa, in appropriate 
action, expressed fidelity to the mark, and made off as fast as 
he could go. 

Bella walked thoughtfully in the garden for an hour and 
more, and then, returning to the bedroom where Lavvy the 
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Irrepressible still slumbered, put on a little bonnet of quiet, 
but on the whole of sly appearance, which she had yesterday 
made. " I am going for a walk, Lavvy," she said, as she stooped 
down and kissed her. The Irrepressible, with a bounce in the 
bed, and a remark that it wasn't time to get up yet, relapsed 
into unconsciousness, if she had come out of it. 

Behold Bella tripping along the streets, the dearest girl 
afoot under the summer sun! Behold Pa waiting for Bella 
behind a pump, at least three miles from the parental roof-tree. 
Behold Bella and Pa aboard an early steamboat bound for 
Greenwich. -

\\'ere they expected at Greenwich? Probably. At least, 
Mr. John Rokesmith was on the pier looking out, about a 
couple of hours before the coaly (but to him gold-dusty) little 
steamboat got her steam up in London. Probably. At least, 
1\Ir. John Rokesmith seemed perfectly satisfied when he descried 
them on board. Probably. At least, Bella no sooner stepped 

. ashore than she took Mr. John Rokesmith's arm, without 
, evincing surprise, and the two walked away together with 

an ethereal air of happiness which, as it were, wafted up from 
the earth and drew up after them a gruff and glum old pensioner 
to see it out. Two wooden legs had this gruff and glum old 
pensioner, and, a minute before Bella stepped out of the boat, 
and drew that confiding little am1 of hers through Rokesmith's, 
he had had no object in life but tobacco, and not enough of that. 
Strand~d was Gruff and Glum in a harbour of everlasting mud, 
when all in an instant Bella floated him, and away he went. 

Say, chtrubic parent taking the lead, in what direction do 
wt? st~t:r first? With some such inquiry in his thoughts, Gruff 
and Glum, stricken by so sudden an interest that he perked 
his ntck and looked over the intervening people, as if he were 
tryin,:: to stand on tiptoe with his two wooden legs, took an 
obscn at ion of R. \\'. There was no "first" in the case, Gruff 
and Glum made out; the cherubic parent was bearing down 
and crowding on direct for Greenwich Church, to see his 
rebtions. 

For Gruff and Glum, though most· events acted on him 
~imply as tobacco-stoppers, pressing down and condensing the 
quids within him, might be imagined to trace a family resem
bLmce bttween the cherubs in the church architecture, and 
the cherub in the white waistcoat. Some resemblance of old 
\'.tkntines, wherein a cherub, Jess appropriately attin:d for a 
l'runrbia.lly uncertain clin1ate, had been seen conducting 
l<~\trs to the altar, might !use been fancied to inflame the 
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ardour of his timber toes.· Be it as it might, he gave his moor-
ings the slip, and followed in chase. . 

The cherub went before, all beaming smiles; Bella and John 
Rokesmith followed; Gruff and Glum stuck to them like wax. 
For years the wings of his mind had gone to look after the leg~ 
of his body; but Bella had brought them back for him pet 
steamer, and they were spread again. 

He was a slow sailer on a wind of happiness, but he took a 
cross cut for the rendezvous, and pegged away as if he were 
scoring furiously at cribbage. When the shadow of the church
porch swallowed them up, victorious Gruff and Glum likewise 
presented himself to be swallowed up. And by this time the 
cherubic parent was so fearful of surprise, that, but for the two 
wooden legs on which Gruff and Glum was reassuringly mounted, 
his conscience might have introduced, in the person of that 
pensioner, his own stately lady disguised, arrived at Greenwich 
in a car and griffins, like the spiteful Fairy at the christenings of 
the Princesses, to do something dreadful to the marriage sen·ice. 
And truly he had a momentary reason to be pale of face, and to 
whisper to Bella, " You don't think that can be your :Ma; do 
you, my dear? " on account of a mysterious rustling and a 
stealthy monment somewhere in the remote neighbourhood of 
the organ, though it was gone directly and was heard no more. 
Albeit it was heard of afterwards, as will afterwards be read in 
this veracious register of marriage. 

\Vho taketh? I, John, and so do I, Bella. Who giveth? I, 
R. IY. Forasmuch, Gruff and Glum, as John and Bella haYe 
consented together in holy wedlock, you may (in short) consider 
it done, and withdraw your two wooden legs from this temple. 
To the foregoing purport, the Minister speaking, as directed by 
the Rubric, to the People, selectly represented in the present 
instance bv G. and G. above mentioned. 

And no~, ·the church-porch having swallowed up Della \Yilfer 
for ever and ever, had it not in its power to relinquish that 
young woman, but slid into the happy sunlight, Mrs. John 
Rokesmith instead. And long on the bright steps stood Gruff 
and Glum, looking after the pretty bride, with a narcotic 
consciousness of having dreamed a dream. 

After which, Bella took out from her pocket a little letter, and 
read it aloud to Pa and John: this being a true copy of the same: 

" DEAREST MA, 
"I hope you won't be angry, but I am most happily 

married to :1\lr. John Rokesmith, v.ho loves me better than I 
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How do you again? What a dear old pensioner you are! " 
To which Gruff and Glum responded that he see her married 
this morning, my Beauty, and that if it wam't a liberty he 
wished her ji and the fairest of fair wind and weather; further, 
in a general way requesting to know what cheer? and scram
bling up on his two wooden legs to salute, hat in hand, ship
shape, with the gallantry of a man-o£-war's-man and a heart of 
oak. 

It was a pleasant sight, in the midst of the golden bloom, to 
see this salt old Gruff and Glum waving his shovel hat at Bella, 
while his thin white hair flowed free, as if she had once more 
launched him into blue water again. " You are a charming 
old pensioner," said Bella, "and I am so happy that I wish I 
could make you happy, too." Answered Gruff and Glum, 
" Give me leave to kiss your hand, my Lovely, and it's done! " 
So it was done to the general contentment; and if Gruff and 
Glum didn't in the course of the afternoon splice the main 
brace, it was not for want of the means of inflicting that out
rage on the feelings of the Infant Bands of Hope. 

But the marriage dinner was the crowning success, for what 
had bride and bridegroom plotted to do, but to have and to 
hold that dinner in the very room of the very hotel where Pa 
and the lovely woman had once dined together! Bella sat 
between Pa and John, and divided her attentions pretty equally, 
but felt it necessary (in the waiter's absence before dinner) to 
remind Pa that she was his lovely woman no longer. 

" I am well aware of it, my dear," returned the cherub, 
"and I resign you willingly." 

"Willingly, sir? You ought to be broken-hearted." 
" So I should be, my dear, if I thought that I was going to 

lose you." 
"But you know you are not; don't you, poor dear Pa? 

You know that you have only made a new relation who will be 
as fond of you and as thankful to you-for my sake and your 
own sake both-as I am; don't you, dear little Pa? Look 
here, Pal" Bella put her finger on her own lip, and the~ on 
Pa's, then on her own lip again, and then on her husband's. 
"Now we are a partnership of three, dear Pa." 

The appearance of dinner here cut Bella short in one of her 
disappearances: the more effectually, because it was put on 
under the auspices of a solemn gentleman in black clothes and 
a white cravat, who looked much more like a clergyman than 
the clergyman, and seemed to have mounted a great deal higher 
in the church: not to say, scaled the steeple. This dignitary, 
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conferring in secrecy with John Rokesmith on the subject of 
punch and wines, bent his head as though stooping to the 
Papistical practice of receiving auricular confession. Likewise, 
on John's offering a suggestion which didn't meet his views, his 
face became overcast and reproachful, as enjoining penance. 

What a dinner! Specimens of all the fishes that swim in the 
sea, surely had swum their way to it, and if samples of the fishes 
of divers colours that made a speech in the Arabian Nights (quite 
a ministerial explanation in respect of cloudiness), and then 
jumped out of the frying-pan, we_re not to be recognised, it was 
only because they had all become of one hue by being cooked 
in 'batter among the whitebait. And the dishes being seasoned 
with Bliss-an article which they are sometimes out of, at Green
wich-were of perfect flavour, and the golden drinks had been 
bottled in the golden age and hoarding up their sparkles ever 
since. 

The best of it was, that Bella and John and the cherub had 
made a covenant that they would not reveal to mortal eyes any 
appearance whatever of being a wedding party. Now the super
vising dignitary, the Archbishop of Greenwich, knew this as well 
as if he had performed the nuptial ceremony. And the loftiness 
with which his Grace entered into their confidence without being 
invited, and insisted on a show of keeping the waiters out of it, 
was the crowning glory of the entertainment. 

There was an innocent young waiter of a slender form and 
with weakish legs, as yet unversed in the wiles of waiterhood, 
and but too evidently of a romantic temperament, and deeply 
(it were not too much to add hopelessly) in love with some 
young female not aware of his merit. This guileless youth, 
U\'scrying the position of affairs, which even his innocence could 
not mistake, limited his waiting to languishing admiringly 
against the sideboard when Bella didn't want anything, and 
swonpin;.: at her when she did. Him, his Grace the Archbishop 
pl·rlA~ually obstructed, cutting him out with his elbow in the 

~ moml nt of success, dispatching him in degrading quest of melted 
· buttl-r, and, when by any chance he got bold of any dish worth 
1 having, brreaving him of it, and ordering him to stand back. 

"l'ray ~::-.cuse him, madam," said the Archbishop in a. low 
:stately voice; " he is a very young man on liking, and we don't 
like him." 

Thi,;. induced John Rokesmith to observe-by way of making 
tLe tl,tng more natural-" Bella, my love, this is so much more 
s;:•'l'l '~lui than any of our past anniversaries, that I think we 
r ;:-t J...r(p our future anniversaries here." 

X 
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Whereunto Bella replied, with probably the least successful 

attempt at.looking matronly that ever was seen: "Indeed, I 
think so, John, dear." 

Here the Archbishop of Greenwich coughed a stately cough 
to attract the attention of three of his ministers present, and 
staring at them, seemed to say: " I call upon you by your 
fealty to believe this! " 

With his own hands he afterwards put on the dessert, as 
remarking to the three guests, " The period has now arrived at 
which we can dispense with the assistance of those fellows who 
are not in our confidence," and would haYe retired with com
plete dignity but for a daring action issuing from the misguided 
brain of the young man on liking. He finding, by ill-fortune, a 
piece of orange-flower somewhere in the lobbies, now approached 
undetected with the same in a finger-glass, and placed it on 
Bella's right hand. The Archbishop instantly ejected and ex
communicated him; but the thing was done. 

" I trust, madam," said his Grace, returning alone, " that 
you will have the kindness to overlook it, in consideration of its 
being the act of a very young man who is merely here on liking, 
and who will never answer." 

With that, he solemnly bowed and retired, and they all burst 
into laughter, long and merry. " Disguise is of no use," said 
Bella; " they all find me out; I think it must be, Pa and John 
dear, because I look so happy! " 

Her husband feeling it necessary at this point to demand 
one of those mysterious disappearances on Bella's part, she 
dutifully obeyed; saying in a softened voice from her place of 
concealment: 

"You remember how wetalk\:d 2.bout ±-e ships that day, Pa?" 
"Yes, my dear." 
" Isn't it strange, now, to think that there was no John in all 

the ships, Pa?" 
"Xot at all, my dear." 
"Oh, Pal Not at all?" 
"No, my dear. How can we tell what coming people are 

aboard the ships that may be sailing to us now from the un
known seas! " 

Bella remaining invisible and silent, her father remained at 
his dessert and wine, until he remembered it was time for him 
to get home to Holloway. " Though I positinly cannot tear 
myseli away," he cherubically added, "-it would be a sin
without drinking to many, many happy returns of this most 
happy day." 
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" Hear! ten thousand times! " cried John. " I fill my glass 

and my precious wife's." 
" Gentlemen," said the cherub, inaudibly addressing, in his 

Anglo-Saxon tendency to throw his feelings into the form of a 
speech, the boys down below, who were bidding against each 
other to put their heads in the mud for sixpence: "Gentlemen 
-and Bella and John-you will readily suppose that it is not 
my intention to trouble you with many observations on the 
present occasion. You will also at once infer the nature and 
even the terms of the toast I am :;tbout to propose on the present 
occasion. Gentlemen-and Bella and John-the present occa
sion is an occasion fraught with feelings that I cannot trust 
myself to express. But, gentlemen-and Bella a::-td John-for 
the part I have had in it, for the confidence you have placed in 
me, and for the affectionate good-nature and kindness with 
which you have determined not to find me in the way, when I 
am well aware that I cannot be otherwise than in it more or less, 
I do most heartily thank you. Gentlemen-and Bella and John 
-my love to you, and may we meet, as on the present occasion, 
on many future occasions; that is to say, gentlemen-and 
Bella and John-on many happy returns of the present happy 
occasion." 

Having thus concluded his address, the amiable cherub 
embraced his daughter, and took his flight to the steamboat 
which was to convey him to London, and was then lying at the 
floating pier, cluing its best to bump the same to bits. But the 
happy couple were not going to part with him in that way, and 
bdore he had been on board two minutes, there they were, 
looking down at him from the wharf above. 

" l'a, dear! " cried Bella, beckoning him with her parasol to 
approach tlH~ side, and bending gracefully to whisper. 

"\'rs, my darling." 
"llid I brat you much with that horrid little bonnet, Pa?" 
" K othing to speak of, my dear." 
"Did I pinch your legs, Pa?" 
" Only nicely, my pet." . 
"\'ou are sure you quite forgive me, Pa? Please, Pa, please 

fdr;.:ive me quite! " Half laughing at him and half crying to him, 
Bl'lla .btsou(!ht him in the prettiest manner; in a manner so 
tng.t,;mg and so playful and so natural, that her cherubic parent 
nudl' a coa:-.ing fare as if she had never grown up, and said 
" \\ h:lt a silly httle ~louse it is!" ' 

" But you do furgive me that, and everything else; don't 
~··u,l'a?" 
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"Yes, my dearest." 
"And you don't feel solitary or neglected, going away by 

yourself; do you, Pa?" · 
" Lord bless you! No, my Life! " 
" Good-bye, dearest Pa. Good-bye! " 
"Good-bye, my darling! Take her away, my dear John. 

Take her home! " 
So, she leaning on her husband's arm, they turned homeward 

by a rosy path which the gracious sun struck out for them in its 
setting. And oh, there are days in this life, worth life and worth 
death. And oh, what a bright old song it is, that oh, 'tis love, 
'tis love, 'tis love, that makes the world go round! 

CHAPTER V 

CONCERNING THE !IIENDICANT'S BRIDE 

THE impressive gloom with which Mrs. Wilfer received her 
husband on his return from the. wedding, knocked so hard at 
the door of the cherubic conscience, and likewise so impaired 
the firmness of the cherubic legs, that the culprit's tottering 
condition of mind and body might have roused suspicion in less 
occupied persons than the grimly heroic lady, Miss Lavinia, and 
that esteemed friend of the family, Mr. George Sampson. But 
the attention of all three being fully possessed by the main fact 
of the marriage, they had happily none to bestow on the guilty 
conspirator; to which fortunate circumstance he owed the 
escape for which he was in nowise indebted to himself. 

"You do not, R. W.," said Mrs. Wilfer from her stately 
corner, " inquire for your daughter Bella." 

"To be sure, my dear," he returned, with a most flagrant 
assumption of unconsciousness, " I did omit it. How-or 
perhaps I should rather say where--is Bella?" 

"Not here," 1\Irs. Wilfer proclaimed, with folded arms. 
. The cherub faintly muttered something to the abortive effect 
of " Oh, indeed, my dear!" 

11 Not here," repeated .Mrs. Wilfer, in a stern sonorous voice 
11 In a word, R. W., you have no daughter Bella." 

"No daughter Bella, my dear?" 
"No. Your daughter Bella," said Mrs. Wilfer, with a loft] 

air of never having had the least copartnership in that youn1 
lady; of whom she now made reproachful mention as ar 
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article of luxury which her husband had set up entirely on his 
own account, and in direct opposition to her advice: "-your 
daughter Bella has bestowed herself upon a Mendicant." 

" Good gracious, my dear! " 
" Show your father his daughter Bella's letter, Lavinia," 

said Mrs. Wilfer, in her monotonous Act of Parliament tone, 
and waving her hand. "I think your father will admit it to be 
documentary proof of what I tell him. I believe your father 
is acquainted with his daughter Bella's writing. But I do not 
know. He may tell you he is not. Nothing will surprise me." 

" Posted at Greenwich, and dated this morning," said the 
Irrepressible, flouncing at her father in handing him the evidence. 
" Hopes Ma won't be angry, but is happily married to Mr. 
John Rokesmith, and didn't mention it beforehand to avoid 
words, and please tell darling you, and love to me, and I should 
like to know what you'd have said if any other unmarried 
member of the family had done it! " 

He read the Jetter, and faintly exclaimed " Dear me! " 
''You may well say Dear me!" rejoined Mrs. Wilfer, in a 

deep tone. Upon which encouragement he said it again, though 
scarcely with the success he had expected; for the scornful 
!Jdy then remarked, with extreme bitterness: "You said that 
before." 

" It's very surprising. But I suppose, my dear," hinted the 
cherub, as he folded the letter after a disconcerting silence, 
"that we mu$t make the best of it! Would you object to my 
pointing out, my dear, that Mr. John Rokesmith is not (so far 
as I am acquainted with him), strictly speaking, a Mendicant." 

" Indeed? " returned Mrs. Wilfer, with an awful air of polite
ness. "Truly so? I was not aware that Mr. John Rokesmith 
was a gentleman of landed property. But I am much relieved 
to ht·ar it." 

" l doubt if you have heard it, my dear," the cherub sub
milttd with hesitation. 

''Thank you," said Mrs. \\'ilfer, "I make false statements, 
it app~:ars? So be it. If my daughter flies in my face, surely 
my husband may. The one thing is not more unnatural than 
tJ,e other. There seems a fitness in the arrangement. By all 
m~:ans!" Assuming, with a shiver of resignation, a deadly 
cL• ~:rfulness. 

Hut htre the Irrepressible skirmished into the conflict, 
cr .t'"·:.:mg- the reluctant form of Mr. Sampson after her . 

.. :.:.1, ., inttrpostd the young lady, " I must say I think it 
wuuld he murh better if you would keep to the point, and not 
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hold forth about people's flying into people's faces, which is 
nothing more nor less than impossible nonsense." 

" How! " exclaimed Mrs. Wilfer, knitting her dark brows. 
"Just im-possible nonsense, Ma," returned Lavvy, "and 

George Sampson knows it is, as well as I do." 
Mrs. Wilfer suddenly becoming petrified, fixed her indignant 

eyes upon the wretched George: who, divided between the 
support due from him to his love, and the support due from him 
to his love's mamma, supported nobody, not even himself. 

" The true point is," pursued Lavinia, " that Bella has be
haved in a most unsisterly way to me, and might have severely 
compromised me with George and with George's family, by 
making off and getting married in this very low and disreputable 
manner-with some pew-opener or other, I suppose, for a brides
maid-when she ought to have confided in me, and ought to have 
said, ' If, Lavvy, you consider it due to your engagement with 
George, that you should countenance the occasion by being 
present, then, Lavvy, I beg you to be present, keeping my secret 
from l\Ia and Pa.' As of course I should have done." 

" As of course you would have done? Ingrate! " exclaimed 
Mrs. Willer. "Viper!" 

" I say! You know, ma'am. Upon my honour you mustn't,., 
1\Ir. Sampson remonstrated, shaking his head seriously. " With 
the highest respect for you, ma'am, upon my life you mustn't. 
No really, you know. When a man with the feelings of a gentle
man finds himself engaged to a young lady, and it comes (even 
on the part of a member of the family) to vipers, you know!
I would merely put it to your own good feeling, you know," 
said Mr. Sampson, in rather lame conclusion. 

l\frs. Willer's baleful stare at the young gentleman in acknow
ledgment of his obliging interference was of such a nature that 
1\fiss Lavinia burst into tears, and caught him round the neck 
for his protection. 

".My own unnatural mother," screamed the young lady, 
"wants to annihilate George! But you shan't be annihilated, 
George. I'll die first! " 

:Mr. Sampson, in the arms of his mistress, still struggled to 
shake his head at Mrs. Wilfer, and to remark: "With every 
sentiment of respect for you, you know, ma'am-vipers really 
doesn't do you credit.'' 

"You shall not be annihilated, George!" cried Miss Lavinia. 
"l\Ia shall destroy me first, and then she'll be contented. Oh, 
oh, oh! Have I lured George from his happy Lume to expose 
him to this? Ge?rge dear, be free! Leave me, ever dearest 
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George, to :Ma and to my fate. Give my love to your aunt, 
George dear, and implore her not to curse the viper that has 
crossed your path and blighted your existence. Oh, oh, oh! " 
The young lady, who, hysterically speaking, was only just come 
of age, and had never gone off yet, here fell into a highly credit
able crisis, which, regarded as a first performance, was very 
successful; Mr. Sampson, bending over the body meanwhile, 
in a state of distraction, which induced him to address Mrs. 
\\'ilfer in the inconsistent expressions: '!Demon-with the 
hif!hcst respect for you-behold -your work! " 

The cherub stood helplessly rubbing his chin and looking on, 
but on the whole was inclined to welcome this diversion as one 
in which, by reason of the absorbent properties of hysterics, 
the previous question would become absorbed. And so, indeed, 
it pron·d, for the Irrepressible gradually coming to herself, and 
asking with wild emotion, " George dear, are you safe? " and 
further, "George love, what has happened? Where is Ma?" 
Mr. Sampson, with words of comfort, raised her prostrate form, 
and handed her to Mrs. Wilfer as if the young lady were some
thing in the nature of refreshments. Mrs. Wilfer with dignity 
partaking of the refreshments, by kissing her once on the brow 
(as if accepting an oyster), Miss Lavvy, tottering, returned to 
the protection of Mr. Sampson: to whom she said, "George 
dt:ar, I am afraid I have been foolish; but I am still a little 
weak and giddy; don't let go my hand, George!" And whom 
she afterwards greatly agitated at intervals, by giYing utter
ance, when least expected, to a sound between a sob and a 
buttle of soda-water, that seemed to rend the bosom of her 
frock. 

:\m,mg the most r~markable effects of this crisis may be 
mmtiuntd its haYing, when peace was restored, an inexplicable 
moral influence, of an elevating kind, on Miss LaYinia, Mrs. 
\\iller, and ~fr. Geur;;e Sampson, from which R. W. was alto
~, ~:,.a t:-.l'luded, as an outsider and non-sympathiser. Miss 
L1 1 uua a,sumed a modt:st air of having distinruished herself· 
~lr~. \\'ilit:r, a serene air of forgiveness and r;sirnation; ~rr: 
:~~unpson, an air of ha1·ing been improved and c~tened. The 
intlul'nce pm·aded tl1e spirit in which they returned to the 
pre\ iuus qm·stiun. 

" Gtur:.::e dear " said Lavvv with a melancholy smile "after 
"Lat !t.1; p . .tsst:cl, I am sure' ~fa will tell Pa th~t he ~ay tell 
I;d!J. we s!,all all be f:l.ld to see her and her husband/' 
~k ~ampson said he was sure of it too; murmuring how 

!l'!l,ntly he respected ~[rs. \\'ilfer, and ever must, a?d ever 
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would. Never more eminently, he added, than after what 
had passed. 

" Far be it from me,'' said Mrs. Wilfer, making deep pro
clamation from her comer, "to run counter to the feelings 
of a child of mine, and of a Youth," Mr. Sampson hardly seemed 
to like that word, " who is the object of her maiden preference. 
I may feel-nay, know-that I have been deluded and deceived. 
I may feel-nay, know-that I have been set aside and passed 
over. I may feel--.nay, know-that after having so far over
come my repugnance towards Mr. and Mrs. Boffin as to receive 
them under this roof, and to consent to your daughter Bella's," 
here turning to her husband, " residing under theirs, it were 
well if your daughter Bella,'' again turning to her husband, 
" had profited in a worldly point of view by a connexion so 
distasteful, so disreputable. I may feel-nay, know-that in 
uniting herself to Mr. Rokesmith she has united herself to one 
who is, in spite of shallow sophistry, a Mendicant. And I may 
feel well assured that your daughter Bella,'' again turning to 
her husband, " does not exalt her family by becoming a 1\lendi
cant's bride. But I suppress what I feel, and say nothing of it." 

Mr. Sampson murmured that this was the sort of thing you 
might expect from one who had ever in her own family been 
an example and never an outrage. And ever more so (Mr. 
Sampson added, with some degree of obscurity), and never 
more so, than in and through what had passed. He must take 
the liberty of adding, that what was true of the mother was true 
of the youngest daughter, and that he could never forget the 
touching feelings that the conduct of both had awakened within 
him. In conclusion, he did hope that t4ere wasn't a man with 
a beating heart who was capable of something that remained 
undescribed, in consequence of Miss Lavinia's stopping him as 
he reeled in his speech. 

"Therefore, R. W.," said Mrs. Wilfer, resuming her dis
course and turning to her lord again, " let your daughter Bella 
come when she will, and she will be received. So," after a 
short pause, and an air of having taken medicine in it, " so 
will her husband." 

" And I berr, Pa," said Lavinia, " that you will not tell Bella 
what I have ;ndergone. It can do no good, and it might cause 
her to reproach herself." 

"J\fy dearest girl,'' urged Mr. Sampson, "she ought to 
know it." 

"Xo, George," said Lavinia, in a tone of resolute self-denial. 
"No, dearest George, let it be buried in oblivion." 
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Mr. S£:1"!lpson considered that "too noble." 
".Xothing- is too noble, dearest George,'' returned Lavinia. 

•· And, Pa, ~I hope you will be careful not to refer before B~lla, 
if you can help it, to my engagement to George. It mtght 
seem like reminding her of her having cast herself away. And 
I hope, Pa, tbt you will think it equally right to avoid mention
ing George's rising prospects when Bella is present. It might 
seem like taunting her with her own poor fortunes. Let me 
t:Ter remember that I am her younger sister, and ever spare 
ber p~tinful contrasts, which could not but wound her sharply." 

Mr. Sampson e:\-pressed his belief that such was the demeanour 
of Angels. ~!iss Lavvy replied with solemnity, "No, dearest 
Georg-e, I am but too well aware that I am merely human." 

~Irs. \\'ilfer, for her part, still further improved the occasion 
by sitting with her eyes fastened on her husband, like two 
great black notes of interrogation, severely inquiring, Me you 
hvking into your breast? Do you deserve your blessings? 
Can you lay your hand upon your heart and say that you are 
\1 orthy of so hysterical a daughter? I do not ask you if you 
are worthy of such a wife-put ~Ie out of the question-but 
are you sufficiently conscious of, and thankful for, the pervading 
mc·r:ll grandeur of the family spectacle on which you are gazing? 
The~e inquiries proved very harassing to R. \\'., who, besides 
l~t:ing a little disturbed by wine, was in perpetual terror of 
committing himse:lf by the utterance of stray words that would 
bttray his guilty fortknowledge. However, the scene being 
lAtr. a.:1d-all things considered-well over, he sought refuge 
in a dvze; whi·.'h gave his lady immense offence . 

.. Ctn you think of your daughter Bella, and sleep?" she 
dis.::.:iniully inquired. 

To v.hich he mildly answered," Yes, I tl:>ink I can, my dear." 
"Then," said ~Irs. Wilfer, with soiemn indignation, "I 

would recommend you, if you have a human feeling, to retire 
to bt·d." 

.. Tl.ank y~:J. my dear,'' he replied; "I think it is the best 
!'!·~< ~ fc)r . me." And v. ith these unsympathetic words very 
~ .. ll!l \. Wlt .. ,_..:e\\'. 

· \\ ;,L.1 a ft:w wetks afterwards, the liendicant's bride (ann
in-arm v. ith the ~Iendicant) came to tea, in fulfilment of an 
t·r,: .. _(ment made thrvugh the fatber. And the way in which 

• tl.t• ); t:::,Ec.mt's bride dJ.Shed at the unassailable position so 
'' n,;idcr.nt!y to be ht:!d by ~I iss Lavvy, and scattered the 
\d,~·le C•f the works in all directions in a moment, was triumphant. 

" Drartst ~!a,'' cri~d Bd!a, running into the room with a 
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radiant face, "how do you do, dearest Ma?" A.;1d then em· 
braced her joyously. "And Lavvy darling, how do you do, 
and how's George San1pson, and how is he getting on, and 
when are you going to be married, and how rich are you going 
to grow? You must tell me all about it, Lavvy dear, inlme
diately. John love, kiss Ma and Lavvy, and then we shall all 
be at home and comfortable." 

Mrs. Wilfer stared, but was helpless. Miss Lavinia stared, 
but was helpless. Apparently with no compunction, and 
assuredly with no ceremony, Bella tossed her bonnet away, 
and sat down to make the tea. 

"Dearest Ma and Lavvy, you both take sugar, I know. 
And, Pa (you good little Pa), you don't take milk. John does. 
I didn't before I was married; but I do now, because John 
does. John dear, did you kiss l\Ia and Lavvy? Oh, you did! 
Quite correct, John dear; but I didn't see you do it, so I asked. 
Cut some bread and butter, John, that's a love. Ma likes it 
doubled. And now you must tell me, dearest Ma and Lavvy, 
upon your words and honours! didn't you for a moment
just a moment-think I was a dreadful little wretch when I 
wrote to say I had run away?" 

Before Mrs .. Wilfer could wave her gloves, the Mendicant's 
bride in her merriest affectionate manner went on again. 

" I think it must have made you rather cross, dear Ma and 
Lavvy, and I know I deserved that you should be very cross. 
But you see I had been such a heedless, heartless creature, and 
bad led you so to e:ll.-pect that I should marry for money, and so 
to make sure that I was incapable of marrying for love, that I 
thought you couldn't believe me. Because, you see, you didn't 
know how much of Good, Good, Good, I had learnt from John. 
Well! So I was sly about it, and ashan1ed of what you supposed 
me to be, and fearful that we couldn't understand one another 
and might come to words, which we should all be sorry fm 
afterwards, and so I said to John that if he liked to take mt: 
without any fuss, he might. And as he did like, I let him. 
And we were married at Greenwich Church in the presence of 
nobody-except an unknown individual who dropped in," here 
her eyes sparkled more brightly, "and half a pensioner. And 
now, isn't it nice, dearest Ma and Lavvy, to know that no words 
have been said which any of us can be sorry for, and that we 
are all the best of friends at the pleasantest of teas! " 

Having got up and kissed them again, she slipped back to 
her chair (after a loop on the road to squeeze her husband 
round the neck) and ~oain went on. 
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"And now you will naturally want to know, dearest Ma and 

Lavvy, how we live, and what we have got to live upon. Well! 
And so we live on Blackheath, in the charm-ingest of dolls' 
houses, de-lightfully furnished, and we have a clever little 
servant, who is de-cidedly pretty, and we are economical and 
orderly, and do everything by clockwork, and we have a hundred 
and fifty pounds a year, and we have all we want, and more. 
And lastly, if you would like to know in confidence, as perhaps 
you may, what is my opinion of my husband, my opinion is-
that I almost love him!" · 

'' And if you would like to know in confidence, as perhaps 
you may," said her husband, smiling, as he stood by her side, 
without her having detected his approach, " my opinion of 
my wife, my opinion is--" But Bella started up, and put 
her hand upon his lips. 

"Stop, sir! No, John dear! Seriously! Please not yet 
awhile! I want to be something so much worthier than the 
doll in the doll's house." 

" !II y darling, are you not? " 
"Not half, not a quarter, so much worthier as I hope you may 

S<Jme day find me! Try me through some reverse, John-try 
me t!,rough some trial-and tell them after tlzat, what you 
think of me." 

" I will, my Life," said John. "I promise it." 
"That's my dear John. And you won't speak a word now; 

11ill you?" 
":\nd I won't," said John, with a very expressive look of 

aJmiration around him," speak a word now!" 
Slu:: laid her bughing cheek upon his breast to thank him, 

and said, looking at the rest of them sideways out of her bright 
l')'tS: "I"ll go further, Pa and :Ma and Lavvy. John don't 
~uo-pl'ct it-he had no idea of it-but I quite love him!" 

Lnn ~lrs. \Yilfe:r relaxed under the influence of her married 
d.tu~litl·r, and seemed in a majestic manner to imply remotely 
tLat if R. \\'. had bten a more deserving object, she too might 
h~1w <'<'J;descendnl. to come down from her pedestal for his 

'I" ~uilcrmnt. Miss Lavinia, on the other hand, had strong 
1 d, •u bts uf the policy of the course of treatment, and whether it 
n•i;:l1t nut spoil Mr. San1pson, if experimented on in the case of 
t 1t.tt yr,ung gentleman. R. W. himself was for his part con
' inn d tbt he 11 as father of one of the most charming of g1:1s, 
und t!.at Roktmmh was the most favoured of men; which 
t·piniun, ii 1m·puunded to hin1, Rokesmith would probably nut 
fcl't' <'<'11\tS\LJ. 
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The newly-married pair left early, so that they might walk at 

leisure to their starting-place from London, for Greenwich. At 
first they were very cheerful and talked much; but after a while, 
Bella fancied that her husband was turning somewhat thought
ful. So she asked him: 

"John dear, what's the matter?" 
"Matter, my love? " 
"Won't you tell me," said Bella, looking up into his face, 

"what you are thinking of? " 
" There's not much in the thought, my soul. I was thinking 

whether you wouldn't like me to be rich? " 
"You rich, John?" repeated Bella, shrinking a little. 
"I mean, really rich. Say, as rich as Mr. Boffin. You would 

like that?" 
''I should be almost afraid to try, John dear. Was he much 

the better for his wealth? Was I much the better for the little 
part I once had in it? " 

" But all people are not the worse for riches, my own." 
"Most people?" Bella musingly suggested with raised eye

brows. 
"Nor even most people, it may be hoped. If you were rich, 

for instance, you would have a great power of doing good to 
others." 

"Yes, sir, for instance," Bella playfully rejoined; "but 
should I exercise the power, for instance? And again, sir, for 
instance; should I, at the same time, have a great power of 
doing harm to myself?" 

Laughing and pressing her arm, he retorted: "But still, 
again for instance; would you exercise that power? " 

"I don't know," said Bella, thoughtfully shaking her head. 
" I hope not. I think not. But it's so easy to hope not, and 
think not, without the riches." 

" Why don't you say, my darling-instead of that phrase
being poor?" he asked, looking earnestly at her. 

"Why don't I say, being poor? Because I am not poor. 
Dear John, it's not possible that you suppose I think we are 
poor?" 

"I do, my love!" 
"Oh, John!" 
" "Cnderstand me, sweetheart. I know that I am rich beyond 

all wealth in having you; but I think of you, and think fvr you. 
In such a dress as you are wearing now, you first charmed me, 
and in no dress could you ever look, to my thinking, more 
graceful or more beautiful. But you have admired many finer 
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ing, such snipping and weeding and trowelling and other small 
gardening, such making and mending and folding and airing, 
such diverse arrangements, and above all such severe study! 
For Mrs. J. R., who had never been wont to do too much at 
home as Miss B. W., was under the constant necessity of refer
ring for advice and support to a sage volume entitled The 
Complete British Family Housewife, which she would sit con
sulting, with her elbows on the table and her temples on her 
hands, like some perplexed enchantress poring over the Black 
Art. J'his, principally because the O:Jmplete British House
wife, however sound a Briton at heart, was by no means an 
expert Briton at expressing herself with clearness in the British 
tongue, and sometimes might have issued her directions to 
equal purpose in the Kamskatchan language. In any crisis of 
this nature, Bella would suddenly exclaim aloud, " Oh, you 
ridiculous old thing, what do you mean by that? You must 
have been drinking! " And having made this marginal note, 
would try the Housewife again, with all her dimples screwed 
into an expression of profound research. 

There was likewise a coolness on the part of the British House
wife, which Mrs. John Rokesmith found highly exasperating. 
She would say, " Take a salamander," as if a general should 
command a private to catch a Tartar. Or, she would casually 
issue the order, " Throw in a handful-" of something entirely 
unattainable. In these, the Housewife's most glaring moments 
of unreason, Bella would shut her up and knock her on the table, 
apostrophising her with the compliment, " Oh you ARE a stupid 
old donkey! vVhere am I to get it, do you think? " 
. Another branch of study claimed the attention of l\Irs. John 
Rokesmith for a regular period every day. This was the 
mastering of the newspaper, so that she might be close up with 
John on general topics when John came home. In her desire to 
be in all things his companion, she would have set herself with 
equal zeal to master Algebra, or Euclid, if he had divided his 
soul between her and either. Wonderful was the way in which 
she would store up the City Intelligence, and beami..11gly shed it 
upon John in the course of the evening, incidentally mentioning 
the commodities that were looking up in the markets, and how 
much gold had been taken to the Bank, and trying to look wise 
and serious over it until she would laugh at herself most charm
ingly, and would say, kissing him: ''It all comes of my love, 
John dear." . 

For a City man, John certainly did appear to care as little as 
might be for the looking up or looking down of things, as well 
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as for the gold that got taken to the Bank. But he cared, 
b<:yond aU expression, for his wife, as a most precious and sweet 
co:nmodity that was always looking up, and that never was 
wcrth less than all the gold in the world. And she, being 
inspired by her affection, and having a quick wit and a fine 
ready instinct, made amazing progress in her domestic effi
ciency, though, as an endearing creature, she made no progress 
at all. This was her husband's verdict, and he justified it by 
telling her that she had begun her married life as the most 
endearing creature that could po-ssibly be. 

"And you have such a cheerful spirit! " he said, fondly. 
" \' ou are like a bright light in the house." 

"Am I truly, John?" 
" Are you truly? Yes, indeed. Only much more, and much 

better.'' 
"Do you know, John. dear," said Bella, taking him by a 

button of his coat, "that I sometimes, at odd moments-don't 
laugh, John, please." 

l\othing should induce John to do it, when she asked him not 
to do it. 

" -That I sometimes think, John, I feel a little serious." 
" Art: you too much alone, my darling? " 
"Oh dear, no, John! The time is so short that I have not 

a moment too much in the week." 
"\\'hy serious, my life, then? When serious? " 
" \rhen I laugh, I think," said Bella, laughing, as she laid her 

head upon his shoulder. "You wouldn't believe, sir, that I feel 
serious now? But I do." And she laughed again, and some
thing !'listened in her ews. 

"\\ uuld you like to be rich, pet?" he asked her coaxingly. 
"Rich, John! How can you ask such goose's questions?" 
" Do you regret anything, my love? " 
"Rt';:rtt anything? l\o!" Bella confidently answered. But 

~hl'n, :,uJ,J~nly changing, she said, between laughing and glisten
Ing: "Oh yes, I do, though. I regret !~Irs. Bot11n." 

" I, too, regn:t that separation very much. But perhaps it is 
only ternpurJ.ry. Perhaps tl1ings may so fall out, as that you 
nuy sumt:times see her again-as that we may sometimes see 
IH:r a,:.tin." Btlla might be nry anxious on the subject, but 
,;he sr.trrtl~· seemed so at tl1e moment. \\'ith an absent air, 
,lw 11 ·" irm:stigating- that button on her husband's coat, when 
l'a CJ.me in to spend the evening. 

l'a h.td his special clu.ir and his special comer resetTed for him 
l'!l ;;.lJ ucca,il•ns, and-without di::paragement of his dumestic 
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joys-was far happier there than anywhere. It was always 
pleasantly droll to see Pa and Bella together; but on this present 
evening her husband thought her more than usually fantastic 
with him. 

" You are a very good little boy," said Bella, " to come 
unexpectedly as soon as you could get out of school. And how 
have they used you at school to-day, you dear?" 

"Well, my pet/' replied the cherub, smiling and rubbing his 
hands, as she sat him down in his chair, "I attend two schools. 
There's the Mincing Lane establishment, and there's your 
mother's Academy. Which might you mean, my dear? " 

" Both,'' said Bella. 
"Both, eh? Why, to say the truth, both have taken a little 

out of me to-day, my dear, but that was to be expected. There's 
no royal road to learning; and what is life but learning? " 

"And what do you do with yourself when you have got your 
learning by heart, you silly child? " 

"Why then, my dear," said the cherub, after a little con
sideration, " I suppose I die." 

" You are a very bad boy," retorted Bella, " to talk about 
dismal things and be out of spirits." 

"My Bella," rejoined her father, "I am not out of spirits. 
I am as gay as a lark." Which his face confirmed. 

" Then if you are sure and certain it's not you, I suppose it 
must be I," said Bella; "so I won't do so any more. John dear, 
we must give this little fellow his supper, you know." 

"Of j:ourse we must, my darling." . 
" He has been grubbing and grubbing at school," said Bella, 

looking at her father's hand and lightly slapping it, " till he's 
not fit to be seen. Oh what a grubby child! " 

" Indeed, my dear," said her father, " I was going to ask to 
be allowed to wash my hands, only you find me out so soon." 

" Come here, sir! " cried Bella, taking him by the front of his 
coat, "come here and be washed directly. You are not to be 
trusted to do it for yourself. Come here, sir! " 

The cherub, to his genial amusement, was accordingly con
ducted to a little washing-room, where Bella soaped his face 
and rubbed his face, and soaped his hands and rubbed his hands, 
and splashed him and rinsed him and towelled him, until he was 
as red as beetroot, even to his very ears: ''Now you must be 
brushed and combed, sir," said Bella, busily. "Hold the light, 
John. Shut your eyes, sir, and let me take hold of your chin. 
Be good directly, and do as you are told l " 

Her father being more than willing to obey, she dressed his 
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hair in her most elaborate manner, brushing it out straight, 
parting it, winding it over her fingers, sticking it up on end, and 
co:~stantly falling back on John to get a good look at the effect 
of it. \\ ho always received her on his disengaged arm, and de
tained her, while the patient cherub stood waiting to be finished. 

" There! " said Bella, when she had at last completed the final 
touchls. " Now you are something like a genteel boy! Put 
your jacket on, and come and have your supper." 

The cherub investing himself with his coat was led back to 
his corner-where, but for having no egotism in his pleasant 
nature, he would have answered well enough for that radiant 
though self-sufficient boy, Jack Horner-Bella with her own 
hands laid a cloth for him, and brought him his supper on a 
tray. "Stop a moment," said she, "we must keep his little 
clothes clean;" and tied a napkin under his chin, in a very 
methodical manner. 

\\"hile he took his supper, Bella sat by him, sometimes ad
monishing him to hold his fork by the handle, like a polite child, 
and at other times carving for him, or pouring out his drink. 
Fantastic as it all was, and accustomed as she ever had been 
to make a plaything of her good father, ever delighted that she 
should put him to that account, still there was an occasional 
something on Bella's part that was new. It could not be said 
that she was less playful, whimsical, or natural, than she always 
had been; but it seemed, her husband thought, as if there were 
sume rather graver reason than he had supposed for what she 
had so lately said, and as if, throughout all this, there were 
glimpses of an underlying seriousness. 

1 It was a circumstance in support of this view of the case, that 
1 when >he had lighted her father's pipe, and mixed him his glass 
1uf 1-',.,,g, she sat down on a stool between her father and her hus
ll,,md, leaning her arm upon the latter, and was very quiet. So 
iquil't, that when her father rose to take his leave, she looked 
1rnu11d with a start, as if she had forgotten his being there. 
: "Yuu go a little way with Pa, John?" 

1. "Yt-s, my dear. Do you?" 
" I have not written to Lizzie Hexam since I wrote and told 

~wr that I really had a lover-a whole one. I have often thought 
I would like to tell her how right she was when she pretended to 
·lad in the live coals that I would go through fire and water for 
1im. I am in the humour to ttl! her so to-night, John, and I'll 
Lw at ht•me and do it." 

,; You are tired." 
·· ~ot at all tired, John dear, but in the humour to write to-
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Lizzie. ~od night, dear Pa. Good night, you dear, good, 
gentle Pa!" 

Left to herself, she sat dom1 to ·write, and "Tote Lizzie a long 
letter. She had but completed it and read it over, when her 
husband came back. "You are just in time, sir," said Bella; 
"I am going to gh·e you your first curtain lecture. It shall be 
a parlour-curtain lecture. You shall take this chair of mi.1e 
when I have folded my letter, and I will take the stool (though 
you ought to take it, I can tell you, sir, if it's the stool of repent
ance), and you'll soon find yourself taken to task soundly." 

Her letter folded, sealed, and directed, and her pen wiped, 
and her middle finger wiped, and her desk locked up and put 
away, and these transactions performed ·with an air of senre 
business sedateness, which the Complete British Housewiie 
might have assumed, and certainly would not have rounded off 
and broken do"n in with a musical laugh, as Bella did: she 
placed her husband in his chair, and placed herself upon her stool. 

"Now, sir! To begin at the beginning. What is your name? ., 
A question more decidedly rushing at the secret he was 

keeping from her could not have astounded him. But he 
kept his countenance and his secret, and answered, "John 
Rokesmith, my dear." 

"Good boy! Who gave you that name?" 
Wiili a returning suspicion that something might have be

trayed him to her, he answered, interrogatively, ")fy god· 
fathers and my godmothers, dear love? " 

" Pretty good! " said Bella. " X ot good est good, because 
you hesitate about it. Howenr, as you know your Catechism 
fairly, so far, I'll let you off the rest. Xow, I am going to 
examine you out of my o"n head. John dear, why did you go 
back, this evening, to the question you once asked me before
would I like to be rich?" 

Again, his secret! He looked down at her as she looked up 
at him, with her hands folded on his knee, and it was as nearly 
told as ever secret was. 

Having no reply ready, he could do no better than embrace her. 
"In short, dear John," said Bella, "this is the topic of my 

lecture: I want nothing on earth, and I want you to believe it." 
"If that's all, the lecture may be considered over, for I do." 
"It's not all, John dear," Bella hesitated. "It's only 

Firstly. There's a dreadful Secondly, and a dreadful Thirdly 
to come-as I used to say to myself in sermon-time when I was 
a very small-sized sinner at church." 

"Let them come, my dearest." 
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"Are you sure, John dear; are you absolutely certain in your 
innermost heart of hearts-·-?" 

" Which is not in my keeping," he rejoined. 
''No, John, but the key is.-Are you absolutely certain that 

down at the bottom of that heart of hearts, which you have 
given to me as I have given mine to you, there is no remem
brance that I was once very mercenary? " 

''Why, if there were no remembrance in me of the time you 
speak of," he softly asked her with his lips to hers, " could I love 
you quite as well as I do; could 1 have in the calendar of my 
life the brightest of its days; could I whenever I look at your 
dear face, or hear your dear voice, see and hear my noble cham
pion? It can never have been that which made you serious, 
darling?" 

" No, John, it wasn't that, and still less was it Mrs. Boffin, 
though I love her. Wait a moment, and I'll go on with the 
lecture. Give me a moment, because I like to cry for joy. It's 
so delicious, John dear, to cry for joy." 

She did so on his neck, and, still clinging there, laughed a little 
when she said," I think I am ready now for Thirdly, John." 
"I am ready for Thirdly," said John," whatever it is." 

, "I believe, John," pursued Bella, "that .you believe that I 
:believe--" 

I 

" My dear child," cried her husband gaily, " what a quantity 
of bdieYing! " 

" hn 't there? " said Bella, with another laugh. " I never 
iknrw such a quantity! It's like verbs in an exercise. But I 
1ran't get on with less believing. I'll try again. I believe, dear 
1

] uhn, that you believe that I believe that we have as much 
1monry as we require, and that we want for nothing." 
'1 "It is ~trictly true, Bella." 
, " But if our money should by any means be rendered not so 
101urh-if we had to stint ourselves a little in purchases that we 
·,an ;dlurd to make now-would you still have the same con.fi
dcnn· in my being quite contented, John?" 
i "l'n·ri,;dy the same confidence, my soul." 
\ "T: .• mk you, John dear, thousands upon thousands of times. 
:\nd I tl';ty take it for granted, no doubt," with a little faltering, 
· ~hat ~ uu \1 ould be quite as contented yourself, John. But, 
' 's, I knuw I may. For h.nowing that I should be so, how 
urdY I may know that you \\Ould be so; you who are so much 
'::' r ,~' r, mHl fi rnwr, and more reasonable and more generous 
l.tn lam." 

' .. Jr u,h' .. >.tid her husband, " I mu5t not hear that. You 
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are all wrong there, though otherwise as right as can be. And 
now I am brought to a little piece of news, my dearest, that I 
might have told you earlier in the evening. I have strong 
reason for confidently believing that we shall never be in the 
receipt of a smaller income than our present income." 

She might have shown herself more interested in the intelli
gence; but she had returned to the investigation of the coat
button that had engaged her attention a few hours before, and 
scarcely seemed to heed what he said. 

"And now we have got to the bottom of it at last," cried her 
husband, rallying her, " and this is the thing that made you 
serious?" 

"No, dear," said Bella, twisting the button and shaking her 
head, " it wasn't this." 

" Why then, Lord bless this little wife of mine, there's a 
Fourthly!" exclaimed John. 

"This worried me a little, and so did Secondly," said Bella, 
occupied with the button, " but it was quite another sort of 
seriousness-a much deeper and quieter sort of seriousness
that I spoke of, John dear." 

As he bent his face to hers, she raised hers to meet it, and laid 
her little right hand on his eyes, and kept it there. 

"Do you remember, John, on the day we were married, Pa's 
speaking of the ships that might be sailing towards us from the 
unknown seas? " 

" Perfectly, my darling! " 
" I think . . . . . among them . . . . . there is a ship upon 

the ocean . . . . . bringing . . . . . to you and me . . . . . a 
little baby, John." 

CHAPTER VI 

A CRY FOR HELP 

THE Paper Mill had stopped work for the night, and the paths 
a..r1d roads in its neighbourhood were sprinkled with clusters of 
people going horne from their day's labour in it. There were 
men, women, and chiidren in the groups, and there was no want 
of lively colour to flutter in the gentle evening wind. The 
mingling of various voices and the sound of lau;hter made a 
cheerful impression upon the ear, analogous to that of the 
fluttering colours upon the eye. Into the sheet of water reflect· 
ing the flushed sky in the foreground of the living picture, a 
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knot of urchins were casting stones, and watching the expan
sion of the rippling circles. So, in the rosy evening, one might 
watch the ever-widening beauty of the landscape-beyond the 
newly-released workers wending home-beyond the silver river 
-beyond the deep green fields of corn, so prospering, that the 
loiterers in their narrow threads of pathway seemed to float 
immersed breast-high-beyond the hedgerows and the clumps 

1of trees-beyond the windmills on the ridge-away to wherll the 
1
sky appeared to meet the earth, as if there were no immensity 

l
of space between mankind and Heaven. 

It was a Saturday evening, and at such a time the village dogs, 
always much more interested in the doings of humanity than in 

I 
the affairs of their own species, were particularly active. At the 
,general shop, at the butcher's and at the public-house, they 
!evinced an inquiring spirit never to be satiated. Their special 

~
'· 1terest in the public-house would seem to imply some latent 
akishness in the canine character; for little was eaten there, 

· nd they, having no taste for beer or tobacco (Mrs. Hubbard's 
':dog is said to ha 1e smoked, but proof is wanting), could only 
. :have been attracted by sympathy with loose convivial habits. 

1 Moreover, a most wretched fiddle played within; a fiddle so 

!
unutterably vile, that one lean long-bodied cur, with a better 

, ear than the rest, found himself under compulsion at intervals 
Ito go round the comer and howl. Yet even he returned to the 
IPulllic-house on each occasion with the tenacity of a confirmed 
!drunkard. 
I Fearful to relate, there was even a sort of little Fair in the 
Nillage. Some despairing gingerbread that had been vainly 
ltrying to dispose of itself all O\'er the country, and had cast a 
'q:.Jantity of dust upon its head in its mortification, again appealed 
:to the public from an infirm booth. So did a heap of nuts, long, 
~ong ex lied from Barcelona, and yet speaking English so indiffer
ently as to call fourteen of themselves a pint. A Peep-sho" 
"hid1 bad originally started with the Battle of Waterloo, and 
:1ad since made it every other battle of later date by altering 
cia: nllke of \\"ellington's nose, tempted the student of illus
:ntul hi>tory. A Fat Lady, perhaps in part sustained upon 
>o>tponed pork, her professional associate beincr a Learned Picr, 
.bplayed her life-size picture in a low dress, ~s she appearet:d 
,.hl·n presented at Court, several yards round. All this was a 
'icious spectacle, as any poor idea of amusement on the part of 
he rc,:l,.:la:r hewers of wood and drawers of waters in this land 
! En:;I..t.:ld t\ c:r is and shall be. They must11ot vary the rheuma

' 1'111 \lltll amusement. They may vary it with fever and ague, 
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or with as many rheumatic variations as they have joints; but 
positively not with entertainment after their own manner. 

The various sounds arising from this scene of depravity, and 
floating away into the still evening air, made the evening, at 
any point which they just reached fitfully, mellowed by the 
distance, more still by contrast. Such. was the stillness of the 
evening to Eugene Wrayburn, as he walked by the river with his 
hands behind him. 

He walked slowly, and with the measured step and pre
occupied air of one who was waiting. He walked between the 
two points, an osier-bed at this end and some floating lilies at 
that, and at each point stopped and looked expectantly in one 
direction. 

" It is very quiet," said he. 
It was very quiet. Some sheep were grazing on the grass 

by the river-side, and it seemed to him that he had never before 
heard the crisp, tearing sound with which they cropped it. 
He stopped idly, and looked at them. 

" You are stupid enough, I suppose. But if you are clever 
enough to get through life tolerably to your satisfaction, you 
have got the better of me, l\Ian as I am, and Mutton as you are!" 

A rustle in a field beyond the hedge attracted his attention. 
" What's here to do? "he asked himself, leisurely going towards 
the gate and looking over. "No jealous paper-miller? No 
pleasures of the chase in this part of the country? Mostly 
fishing hereabouts!" 

The field had been newly mown, and there were yet the marks 
of the scythe on the yellow-green ground, and the track of 
wheels where the hay had been carried. Following the tracks 
with his eyes, the view closed with the new hayrick in a corner. 

Now if he had gone on to the hayrick, and gone round it? 
But say that the event was to be, as the event fell out, and how 
idle are such suppositions!· Besides, if he had gone; what is 
there of warning in a bargeman lying on his face? 

"A bird flying to the hedge," was all he thought about it; 
and came back, and resumed his walk. 

" If I had not a reliance on her being truthful," said Eugene, 
after taking some half-dozen turns, " I should begin to think 
she had given me the slip for the second time. But she promised, 
and she is a girl of her word." 

Turning again at the water-lilies, he saw her coming, and 
advanced to meet her. 

"I was saying to myself, Lizzie, that you were sure to come, 
though you were late." 
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" I had to linger through the village as if I had no object 

before me, and I had to speak to several people in passing along, 
Mr. \\'rayburn:" · 

" Are the lads of the village-and the ladies-such scandal
mongers? " he asked, as he took her hand and drew it through 
his arm. 

She submitted to walk slowly on, with downcast eyes. He 
put her hand to his lips, and she quietly drew it away. 

" Will you walk beside me, 1{r. Wraybum, and not touch 
me? " For his arm was already stealing round her waist. 

She stopped again, and gave him an earnest supplicating 
luok. "Well, Lizzie, well!" said he, in an easy way, 
though ill at ease with himself, " don't be unhappy, don't 
be r<:proachful." 

'' I cannot help being unhappy, but I do not mean to be 
reproachful. Mr. Wrayburn, I implore you to go away from 
this neighbourhood to-morrow morning." 

" Lizzie, Lizzie, Lizzie! " he remonstrated. " As well be 
reproachful as wholly unreasonable. I can't go away." 

" \\·hv not? " 
" Faith! " said Eugene in his airily candid manner. " Be

cause you won't let me. Mind! I don't mean to be reproachful 
either. I don't complain that you design to keep me here. 
Dut you do it, you do it." 

" \rill you walk beside me, and not touch me," for his arm 
was com in~ about her again; " while I speak to you very 
s~:Tiou,Jy, ~Jr. \rrayburn?" ' 

" I will do anything within the limits of possibility, for you, 
Lizzie," he answered with pleasant gaiety as he folded his arms. 
" Sec Lere! :\ apoleon Buonaparte at St. Helena." 

'' \Hen you ~poke to me as I came from the Mill the night 
1btfure la>t," said LiLZie, fixing her eyes upon him with a look 
•of supplication which troubled his better nature, "you told me 
!that you wtre much surprised to see me, and that you wtre on 
.a ~uliury fi,hing excursion. Was it true? " 
1 " It 11 '" not," rc:plied Eugene composedly, "in the least true. 
I ca1~~e bert' because I had information that I should find you 
1herc. 

"Can you inugine why I left London, Mr. Wrayburn?" 
"l am afraid, Liz2ic," he openly answered, ''that you left 

LutH~on to get rid of me. It is not fiattt:ring to my st!f-love, 
: \Ut I ;!Ill alr.iid You did." 

.. I did... . 
"llvw could you be so cruel? 11 
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"Oh, Mr. Wrayburn," she answered, suddenly breaking into 

tears, "is the cruelty on my side? Oh, Mr. WrayLurn, Mr. 
Wraybum, is there no cruelty in your being here to-night?" 

" In the name of all that's good-and that is not conjuring 
you in my own name-for Heaven knows I am not good"
said Eugene, " don't be distressed! " 

" 'Vhat else can I be, when I know the distance and the 
difference between us? What else can I be, when to tell me 
why you came here is to put me to shame! " said Lizzie, 
covering her face. 

He looked at her with a real sentiment of remorseful tender
ness and pity. It was not strong enough to impel· him to 
sacrifice himself and spare her, but it was a strong emotion. 

" Lizzie! I never thought before, that there was a woman in 
the world who could affect me so much by saying so little. 
But don't be hard in your construction of me. You don't know 
what my state of mind towards you is. You don't know how 
you haunt me and bewilder me. You don't know how the 
cursed carelessness that is over-officious in helping me at every 
other turning of my life, woN'T help me here. You have struck 
it dead, I think, and I sometimes almost wish you had struck 
me dead along with it." 

She had not been prepared for such passionate expressions, 
and they awakened some natural sparks of feminine pride and 
joy in her breast. To consider, wrong as he was, that he could 
care so much for her, and that she had the power to move 
him so! 

"It grieves you to see me distressed, Mr. Wrayburn; it 
grieves me to see you distressed. I don't reproach you. Indeed 
I don't reproach you. You have not felt this as I feel it, being 
so different from me, and beginning from another point of view. 
You have not thought. But I entreat you to think now, 
think now!" 

"\\'hat am I to think of?" asked Eugene bitterly. 
"Think of me." 
"Tell me how not to think of you, Lizzie, and you'll change 

me altogether." 
" I don't mean in that way. Think of me, as belonging to 

another station, and quite cut off from you in honour. Re
member that I have no protector near me, unless I have one in 
your noble heart. Respect my good name. If you feel towards 
me, in one particular, as you might if I was a lady, give me the 
full claims of a lady upon your generous behaviour. I am 
removed from you and your family by being a working girl. 
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' . 
How true a g!;ntleman to be as considerate of me as if I was 
removed by being a Queen! " . 
I, He would have been base indeed to have stood untouched 
:by her appeal. His face expressed contrition and indecision 
13.5 he asked: 

"Have I injured you so much, Lizzie?" 
"No, no. You may set me quite right. I don't speak of 

lthe past, Mr. Wraybum, but of the present and the future. 
,Are we not here now, because through two days you have 
followed me so closely where there-are so many eyes to see you, 
!that I consented to this appointment as an escape?" 

" Again, not very flattering to my self-love," said Eugene 
moodily; "but yes. Yes. Yes." 

"Then I beseech you, Mr. Wraybum, I beg and pray you, 
leave this neighbourhood. If you do not, consider to what 
YOU will drive me." 
- He did consider within himself for a moment or two, and then 
rl'tortcd, "Drive you? To what shall I drive you, Lizzie?" 

"You will drive me away. I live here peacefully and respected, 
and I am well employed here. You will force me to quit this 
place as I quitted London, and-by following me again-will 
force me to quit the next place in which I may find refuge, as 
1 quitted this." 

" Are you so determined, Lizzie-forgive the word I am 
going to use, for its literal truth-to fly from a lover?" 

" I am so determined," she answered resolutely, though 
tr('mbling," to fly from such a lover. There was a poor woman 
died here but a little while ago, scores of years older than I am, 
whom I found by chance lying on the wet earth. You may 
have heard some account of her?" 

" I think I have," he answered, " if her name was Higden." 
"Her name was Higden. Though she was so weak and old, 

she kept true to one purpose to the very last. Ewn at the very 
Ja,;t, she made me promise that her purpose should be kept to, 
:1:tcr she was dead, so settled was her determination. \V'hat 
she. did, I can do. Mr. \rraybum, if I believed-but I do not 
bdu,,·e--that you could be so cruel to me as to drive me from 
J>lace to place to wear me out, yoo should drive me to death 
and not du it." 

I \·loohd full at her handsome face, and in his own handsome 
f.tr<' thlre was a J;ght of blended admira.l.itJn, anger, and re
P"' ad1, "'hich she--" ho loved him so in secret-whose heart 
h<hi l,·ng bc·en so full, and he the cause of its overflowing
dro<'JKd bdore. She tried hard to retain her firmness, but he 
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saw it melting away under his eyes. In the moment of its 
dissolution, and of his first full knowledge of his influence upon 
her, she dropped, and he caught her on his arm. 

" Lizzie! Rest so a moment. Answer what I ask you. If I 
had not been what you call removed from you and cut off from 
you, would you have made this appeal to me to leave you? " 

"I don't know, I don't know. Don't ask me, l\Ir. \rraybum. 
Let me go back." 

" I swear to you, Lizzie, you shall go directly. I swear to 
you, you shall go alone. I'll not accompany you, I'll not follow 
you, if you will reply." 

"How can I, Mr. Wrayburn? How can I tell you what I 
should have done, if you had not been what you are?" 

" If I had not been what you make me out to be," he struck 
in, skilfully changing the form of words, ." would you still haYe 
hated me?" 

"0 Mr. Wrayburn," she replied appealingly, and weeping, 
" you know me better than to think I do ! " 

" If I had not been what you make me out to be, Lizzie, 
would you still have been indifferent to me?" 

" 0 Mr. Wraybum," she answered as before, " you know me 
better than that too!" 

There was something in the attitude of her whole figure as 
he supported it, and she hung her head, which besought him to 
be merciful and not force her to disclose her heart. He was no't 
merciful with her, and he made her do it. 

"If I know you better than quite to believe (unfortunate dog 
though I am!) that you hate me, or even that you are wholly 
indifferent to me, Lizzie, let me know so much more from your
self before we separate. Let me know how you would have 
dealt with me if you had regarded me as being what you would 
have considered on equal terms with you." 

"It is impossible, Mr. Wraybum. How can I think of you 
as being on equal terms with me? If my mind could put you 
on equal terms with me, you could not be yourself. How could 
I remember, then, the night when I first saw you, and when I 
went out of the room because you looked at me so attentively? 
Or, the night that passed ~o the morning when you broke to 
me that my father was dead? Or, the nights when you used 
to come to see me at my next home? Or, your haYing known 
how uninstructed I was, and haYing caused me to be taught 
better? Or, my having so looked up to you and wondered at 
you, and at first thought you so good to be at all mindful of 
me?" 
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" Only ' at first ' thought me so good, Lizzie? What did you 

think me after ' at first '? So bad? " 
" I don't say that. I don't mean that. But after the first 

wonder and pleasure of being noticed by one so different from 
any one who had ever spoken to me, I began to feel that it might 
have betn better if I had never seen you." 

"Whv?" 
" Because you were so different," she answered in a lower 

voice. " Because it was so endless, so hopeless. Spare 
me." 

"Did you think for me at all, Lizzie?" he asked, as if he were 
a little stung. 

"Kot much, Mr. \\'rayburn. Kot much until to-night." 
"\\"ill you tell me why?" 
" I never supposed until to-night that you needed to be 

thought for. But if you do need to be; if you do truly feel at 
hl'art that you have indeed been towards me what you have 
calltd yourself to-night, and that there is nothing for us in this 
life but separation; then Heaven help you, and Heaven bless 
YOU!" 

· The purity with which in these words she eJ.-pressed some
tiling of her own love and her ow11 suffering, made a deep 
imprLssion CJn him for the passing time. He held her, almost as 
if she were sanctified to him by death, and kissed her once, 
almost as he might have kissed the dead. 

"I promised that I would not accompany you, nor follow you. 
Shall I keep you in view? You have been agitated, and it's 
growing dark." 

" I am used to be out alone at this hour, and I entreat you 
nut to do so." 

" I promise. I can bring myself to promise nothing more 
to-ni:.:ht, Lizzie, excc·pt that I will try what I can do." 

"Thue is but one mums, ~Ir. \\·rayburn, of sparing yourself 
and of sparing me, every way. Leave this neighbourhood 
to·mt,rrow moming." 

" I "ill try." 
As he spuke the words in a grave voice, she put her hand in 

li,;, rtf!WHd it, and went away by the river-side. 
"~uw, could ~Iortimer bdi~:ve this?" murmured Eugene, 

~till nmainin~, after a Vlhile, where she had left him. ''Can I 
t '" n bdiL"ve it mvself? " 

.lit· nftrrtd to. the circumstance that there were tears upon 
L1:' hand, as he st •. od co' tring his eyts. "A most ridiculous 
pt >iti •• n this, to Le f,,und out in!" was his next thought. And 
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his next struck its root in a little rising resentment against the 
cause of the tears. 

"Yet I have gained a wonderful power over her, too; let he1 
be as much-in earnest as she will!" 

The reflection brought back the yielding of her face and form 
as she had drooped under his gaze. Contemplating the repro· 
duction, he seemed to see, for the second time, in the appeal 
and in the confession of weakness, a little fear. 

" And she loves me. And so earnest a character must bE 
very earnest in that passion. She cannot choose for herself to 
be strong in this fancy, wavering in that, and weak in the other. 
She must go through with her nature, as I must go through 
with mine. If mine exacts its pains and penalties all round~ 5{] 

must hers, I suppose." 
Pursuing the inquiry into his own nature, he thought, " Now, 

if I married her. If, outfacing the absurdity of the situation in 
correspondence with M. R. F., I astonished M. R. F. to the 
utmost extent of his respected powers, by informing him that I 
had married her, how would M. R. F. reason with the legal mind? 
'You wouldn't marry for some money and some station, because 
you were frightfully likely to become bored. Are you less 
frightfully likely to become bored, marrying for no money and 
no station? Are you sure of yourself?' Legal mind, in spite 
of forensic protestations, must secretly admit, ' Good reasoning 
on the part of M. R. F. Not sure of myself.'" 

In the very act of calling this tone of levity to his aid, he felt 
it to be profligate and worthless, and asserted her against it. 

"And yet," said Eugene, " I should like to see the fellow 
(Mortimer excepted) who would undertake to tell me that this 
was not a real sentiment on my part, won out of me by her 
beauty and her worth, in spite of myself, and that I would not 
be true to her. I should particularly like to see the fellow to
night who would tell me so, or who would tell me anything that 
could be construed to her disadvantage; for I am wearily out 
of sorts with one Wrayburn who cuts a sorry figure, and I would 
far rather be out of sorts with somebody else. ' Eugene, 
Eugene, Eugene, this is a bad business.' Ah! So go the 
Mortimer Lightwood bells, and they sound melancholy to-
night." ' 

Strolling on, he thought of something else to take himself 
to task for. " \Vbere is the analogy, Brute Beast," he said 
impatiently, "between a woman whom your father coolly 
finds out for you and a woman whom you have found out for 
yourself, and have ever drifted after with more and more of 
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constancy since you first set eyes upon her? Ass! Can you 
reason no better than that? " 

But again he subsided into a reminiscence of his first full 
knowledge of his power just now, and of her disclosure of her 
heart. To try no more to go away, and to try her again, was 
the reckless conclusion it turned uppermost. And yet again, 
" Eugene, Eugene, Eugene, this is a bad business! " And, 
" I '~ish I could stop the Lightwood peal, for it sounds like 
a knell." 

Looking above, he found that the young moon was up, and 
that the stars were beginning to shine in the sky from which 
the tones of red and yellow were flickering out, in favour of 
the calm blue of a summer night. He was still by the river
~ide. Turning suddenly, he met a ntan, so close upon him 
that Eugene, surprised, stepped back, to avoid a collision. 
Tlw man carried something over his shoulder which might 
lM\'e been a broken oar, or spar, or bar, and took no notice of 
him, but passed on. 

" H alloa, friend! " said Eugene, calling after him, " are you 
blind?" 

The man made no reply, but went his way. 
Eugene \rrayburn went the opposite way, with his hands 

bl'hind him and his purpose in his thoughts. He passed the 
shtep, and passed the gate, and came within hearing of the 
vil!.lge sounds, and came to the bridge. The inn where he 
st:~ytd, like the village and the mill, was not across the river, 
Lut un that side of the stream on which he walked. However, 
knowing the rushy bank and the backwater on the other side 
to be a rl'tired place, and feeling out of humour for noise or 
company, he crossed the bridge, and sauntered on: looking up 
at the stars as they seemed one by one to be kindled in the sky, 
and luoking down at the river as the same stars seemed to be 
~indlcd dct:p in the water. A landing-place overshadowed by 
a \1 illow, and a pkasure-boat lying moored there among som'e 
stakes, caught his eye as he passed along. The spot was in 
surh dark shadow, that he paused to make out what was there, 
and thln passed on again. 

The rippling of the river seemed to cause a correspondent 
~tir in his uneasy rdh:ctions. He would have laid them asleep 
ii he l"<'uld, but they were in movement, like the stream, and 
;, \1 tending one way with a strong current. As the ripple under 
tlw moon broke unexpectt·dly now and then, and paldy flashed 
in a rll'w shape and "ith a new sound, so parts of his thoughts 
~t.1rtt:d, unbidd~.:n, from the rest, and revealed their wickedness. 
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"Out of the question to marry her." said Eugene," and out of 
the question to leaw her. The c:sis!" 

He had sauntered far enough. Before turning to retrace his 
steps, he stopped upon the margin, to look down at the reflected 
night. In an instant, mth a dreadful crash. the reflected night 
turned crooked, flames shot jaggedly across the air, a.1d the 
moon and stars came bursting- from the skv. 

,,-as he struck bv khtnlflz? With some i11coherent half
formed thought to that ~effect,~ he turned under the blows that 
were blinding him and mashing his life, and closed with a 
murderer, whom he cat:2:ht bY a red neckerchief-unless the 
raining down of his own blood gave it that hue. 

Eugene was light, active, and expert; but his arms v;ere 
broken. or he was paralysed, and could do no more than hang 
on to the man, with his he<ld swung back, so that he could see 
nothing but the heaving sky. ..Vter dragging at the as5<1i!ant. 
he fell on the ba::k with him, and then there was another great 
crash. and then a splash, and all v.-as done. 

Lizzie Hexam, too, had avoided the noise and the Saturd,ly 
movement of people in the straggling street, and chose to walk 
alone bv the water until her tears should be drv. and she could 
so compose herseU as to escape remark upon h~r looking ill or 
u.Tlhappy on going home. The peaceful serenity of the hour 
and place, having no reproaches or evil intentions within her 
breast to contend against, sank healingly into its depths. She 
had meditated and taken comfort. She, too, was turning home
ward, when she heard a suange sound. 

It startled her, for it was like a sound of blows. She stood 
sti.:l and listened. It sickened her, for blows fell hea\1ly and 
cruelly on the quiet of the night. .-\5 she listened .. und~cided, 
all was silent. .-\5 she yet listened, she heard a faint groan, 
and a fall into the river. 

Her old bold liie and habit instantly inspired her. \rithout 
nin waste oi breath in m-in" for help where there were none 
to hear, she ran towards the 

0

spot from which the sounds had 
come. It laY bttv.-een her and the bridge, but it was more 
r.:mond froril her than she had thought; the night being sc 
very quiet, and sound travelling far with the htlp oi the 
water . 

• -\t length, she reached a part of the green ba~k, much_ and 
newly trvdden, where there lay some broken splmtertd p1ece~ 
of wood and some tom fra::,oments of d:>thes. Stooping, s~t 
~aw that the grass was bloody. Following the drops anc 
smears, she saw that the watery margin of the bank was bloody. 



The Drifting Face 
Following the current with her eyes, she saw a bloody face 
turned up towards the moon, and drifting away. 

Now, merciful Heaven be thanked for that old time, and 
grant, 0 Blessed Lord, that through thy wonderful workings 
it may turn to good at last! To whomsoever the drifting face 
belongs, be it man's or woman's, help my humble hands, Lord 
God, to raise it from death and restore it to some one to whom 
it must be dear! 

It was thought, fervently tho!lght, but not for a moment 
did the prayer check her. She was away before it welled up 
in her mind, away, swift and true, yet steady above all-for 
without steadiness it could never be done-to the landing
place under the willow-tree, where she also had seen the boat 
lying moored among the stakes. 

A sure touch of her old practised hand, a sure step of her old 
practised foot, a sure light balance of her body, and she was in 
the boat. A quick glance of her practised eye showed her, 
even through the deep dark shadow, the sculls in a rack against 
the red-brick garden-wall. Another moment, and she had cast 
off (taking the line with her), and the boat had shot out into 
the moonlight, and she was rowing down the stream as never 
other woman rowed on English water. 

Intently over her shoulder, without slackening speed, she 
looked ahead for the driving face. She passed the scene of 
tnl' strugglt:-yonder it was, on her left, well over the boat's 
stern-she passed on her right, the end of the village street, 
a hilly street that almost dipped into the river; its sounds 
wt>re growing faint again, and she slackened; looking as the 
lwat drove everywhere, everywhere, for the floating face. 

She merely kept the boat before the stream now, and rested 
on her oars, knowing well that if the face were not soon visible, 
it had gone down, and she would overshoot it. An untrained 
:,i;,.:ht would never have seen by the moonlight what she saw 
at the length of a few strokes astern. She saw the drowning 
llgme rise to the surface, slightly struggle, and as if by instinct 
turn over on its back to float. Just so had she first dimly 
~ten the bee which she now din1ly saw again. 

Firm of look and firm of purpose, she intently watched its 
coming on. until it was very near; then, with a touch unshipped 
ll\'r sr~lls, and crept aft in the boat, between kneeling and 
rruurhmg. Once, she let the body evade her, not being sure 

.uf h< r pa>p. Twice, and she had seized it by its bloody hair. 
It \\as insl'nsible, if not virtually dead; it was mutilated, 

:•::d >lrl'aktd the water all about it with dark red streaks. As 
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it could not help itself, it was impossible for her to get it on 
board. She bent over the stem to secure it with the line, and 
then the river and its shores rang to the terrible cry she uttered. 

But, as if possessed by supernatural spirit and strength, 
she lashed it safe, resumed her seat, and row~d in, desperately, 
for the nearest shallow water where she might run the boat 
aground. Desperately, but not wildly, for she knew that if 
she lost distinctness of intention, all was lost and gone. 

She ran the boat ashore, went into the water, released him 
from the line, and by main strength lifted him in her arms and 
laid him in the bottom of the boat. He had fearful wounds 
upon him, and she bound them up with her dress tom into 
strips. Else, supposing him to be still alive, she foresaw that 
he must bleed to death before he could be landed at his inn, 
which was the nearest place for succour. This done very 
rapidly, she kissed his disfigured forehead, looked up in anguish 
to the stars, and blessed him and forgave him, " if she had 
anything to forgive." It was only in that instant that shE· 
thought of herself, and then she thought of herself only for him. 

Now, merciful Heaven be thanked for that old time, enabling 
me, without a wasted moment, to have got the boat afloat 
again, and to row back against the stream! And grant, 0 
Blessed Lord God, that through poor me he may be raised 
from death, and preserved to some one else to whom he may 
be dear one day, though never dearer than to me! 

She rowed hard-rowed desperately, but never wildly-and 
seldom removed her eyes from him in the bottom of the boat. 
She had so laid him there, as that she might see his disfigured 
face; it was so much disfigured that his mother might have 
covered it, but it was above and beyond disfigurement in her 
eyes. 

The boat touched the edge of the patch of inn lawn, sloping 
gently to the water. There were lights in the windows, but 
there chanced to be no one out of doors. She made the boat 
fast, and again by main strength took him up, and never laid 
him down until she laid him down in the house. 

Surgeons were sent for, and she sat supporting his head. 
She had oftentimes heard, in days that were gone, how doctors 
would lift the hand of an insensible wounded person, and would 
drop it if the person were dead. She waited for the awful 
moment when the doctors might lift this hand, all brokrn and 
bruised, and let it fall. 

The first of the surgeons came, and asked, before proceeding 
to his examination," Who brought him in?" 
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" I brought him in, sir," answered Lizzie, at whom all present 

looked. 
"You, my dear? You could not lift, far less carry, this 

weight." 
"I think I could not, at another time, sir; but I am sure 

I did." 
The surgeon looked at her with great attention, and with 

some compassion. Having with a grave face touched the 
wounds upon the head, and the broken arms, he took the hand. 

Oh! would he let it drop? 
He appeared irresolute. He did not retain it, but laid it 

gently down, took a candle, looked more closely at the injuries 
on the head, and at the pupils of the eyes. That done, he 
replaced the candle and took the hand again. Another surgeon 
then coming in, the two exchanged a whisper, and the second 
took the hand. Neither did he let it fall at once, but kept it 
for a while and laid it gently down. 

" Attend to the poor girl," said the first surgeon then. " She 
is quite unconscious. She sees nothing and hears nothing. All 
the better for her l Don't rouse her, if you can help it; only 
move her. Poor girl, poor girl! She must be amazingly strong 
of heart, but it is much to be feared that she has set her heart 
upon the dead. Be gentle with her." 

CHAPTER VII 

BETTER TO BE ABEL THAN CAIN 

DAY was breaking at Plashwater Weir Mill Lock. Stars were 
yet visible, but there was dull light in the east that was not 
the light of night. The moon had gone down, and a mist crept 
along the banks of the river, seen through which the trees 

1 

were the ghosts of trees, and the water was the ghost of water. 
Tb is e"rth looked spectral, and so did the pale stars: while 

: the cold ctstern glare, expressionless as to heat or colour, with 
· tl1e eye of tl1e firmament quencht:d, might have been likened 
· to the 5tare of the dead. 

l\rhaps it was so likened by the lonely Bargeman, standing 
1 on the Lnnk of the lock. For certain, Bradley Headstone 
I lvul.;~:d that way, when a chill air came up, and when it passed 

on murmuring, as if it whispered something that made the 
: phantom tn:ts and water tremble- or threaten- for fancy 
· mi;:ht ha\ c made it either. 

y 
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He turned away, and tried the Lock-house door. It was 
fastened on the inside. 

" Is he afraid of me? " he muttered, knocking. 
Rogue Riderhood was soon roused, and soon undrew the 

bolt and let him in. 
"Why, T'otherest, I thought you had been and got lost! 

Two nights away! I a'most believed as you'd giv' me the slip, 
and I had as good as half a mind for to adYertise you in the 
newspapers to come for'ard." 

Bradley's face turned so dark on this hint, that Riderhood 
deemed it expedient to soften it into a compliment. 

" But not you, governor, not you," he went on, stolidly 
shaking his head. "For what did I say to myself arter having 
amused myself with that there stretch of a comic idea, as a 
sort of a playful game? \Vby, I says to myself, 'He's a man 
o' honour.' That's what I says to myself. ' He's a man o' 
double honour.' " 

Very remarkably, Riderhood put no question to him. He 
had looked at him on opening the door, and he now looked 
at him again (stealthily this time), and the result of his looking 
was, that he asked him no question. 

"You'll be for another forty on 'em, governor, as I judges, 
afore you turns your mind to breakfast," said Riderhood, when 
his visitor sat down, resting his .chin on his hand, with his 
eyes on the ground. And very remarkably again: Riderhood 
feigned to set the scanty furniture in order, while he spoke, 
to have a show of reason for not looking at him. 

"Yes, I had better sleep, I think," said Bradley, without 
changing his position. 

" I myself should recommend it, governor," assented Rider
hood. "Might you be anyways dry? " 

"Yes. I should like a drink," said Bradley; but without 
appearing to attend much. 

Mr. Riderhood got out his bottle, and fetched his jug-full of 
water, and administered a potation. Then he shook the coverlet 
of his bed and spread it smooth, and Bradley stretched himself 
upon it in the clothes he wore. Mr. Riderhood poetically remark
ing that he would pick the bones of his night's rest in his wooden 
chair, sat in the window as before; but, as before, watched the 
sleeper narrowly until he was very sound asleep. Then he rose 
and looked at him dose, in the bright daylight, on every side, 
with great minuteness. He went out to his Lock to sum up 
what he had seen. 
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the t'other's had a good rip at the shoulder. He's been hung 
on to, pretty tight, for his shirt's all tore out of the neck-gathers. 
He's been in the grass and he's been in the water. And he's 
spotted, and I know with what, and with whose. Hooroar!" 

Bradley slept long. Early in the afternoon a barge came 
down. Other barges had passed thruugh, both ways, before 
it; but the Lock-keeper hailed only this particular barge, for 
news, as if he had made a time calculation ·with some nicety. 
The men on board told him a piece of news, and there was a 
lingering on their part to enlarge upon it. 

Twelve hours had intervened since Bradley's lying down, 
when he got up. "Not that I swaller it," said Riderhood, 
squinting at his Lock, when he saw Bradley coming out of the 
house, " as you've been a-sleeping all the time, old boy! " 

Bradley came to him, sitting on his wooden lever, and asked 
what o'clock it was? Riderhood told him it was between two 
and three. 

" When are you relieved? " asked Bradley. 
"Day arter to-morrow, governor." 
"Not sooner?" 
"Not a inch sooner, governor." 
On both sides importance seemed attached to this question 

of relief. Riderhood quite petted his reply; saying a second 
time, and prolonging a negative roll of his head, "n-n-not 
a inch sooner, governor." 

" Did I tell you I was going on to-night? " asked Bradley. 
"Xo, governor," returned Riderhood, in a cheerful, affable, 

and conversational manner, " you did not tell me so. But 
most like you meant to it and forgot to it. How, otherways, 
cuuld a doubt han come into your head about it, governor?" 

" As the sun goes down, I intend to go on," said Bradley . 
.. So much tl1e more necessairy is a Peck," returned Rider

hood. •· Come in and have it, T'othtrest?" 
The formality of spreading a table-cloth. not being observed 

in ~Ir. Riderhood's establishment, the serving of the "peck" 
was the affair of a mom.:nt; it merely consisted in the handing 
duwn of a capacious baking-dish with three-fourths of an im
nwnse meat-pie in it, and the production of two pocket-knives, 
an em !1cnw .. re mug, and a large brown bottle of beer. 

Hc•cil ate and drank, but Riderhood much the more abun
d:mtly. In litu of r·l.ttes, that honest man cut two trian;;11lar 
p:n·c·s from the thick crust of the pie, and laid them, imide 
u:'i'trmust, upon tl1e table: the one before himsdf, and the 
t'tl,t·r l tfore his guest. Cpon these p!J.tters he placed no.·o 
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goodly portions of the contents of the pie, thus imparting the 
unusual interest to the entertainment that each partaker scooped 
out the inside of his plate, and consumed it with his other fare, 
besides having the sport of pursuing the clots of congealed gravy 
over the plain of the table, and successfully taking them into his 
mouth at last from the blade of his knife, in case of their not first 
sliding off it. 

Bradley Headstone was so remarkably awkward at these 
exercises, that the Rogue observed it. 

"Look out, T'otherest!" he cried, "you'll cut your hand!" 
But the caution came too late, for Bradley gashed it at the 

instant. And, what was more unlucky, in asking Riderhood to 
tie it up, and in standing close to him for the purpose, he shook 
his hand under the smart of the wound, and shook blood over 
Riderhood's dress. 

When dinner was done, and when what remained of the 
platters and what remained of the congealed gravy had been 
put back into what remained of the pie, which served as an 
economical investment for all miscellaneous savings, Riderhood 
filled the mug with beer and took a long drink. And now he did 
look at Bradley, and with an evil eye. 

"T'otherest! "he said, hoarsely, as he bent across the table to 
touch his arm. "The news has gone down the river afore you." 

" \Vbat news? " 
" \Vbo do you think," said Riderhood, with a hitch of his head, 

as if he disdainfully jerked the feint away, " picked up the 
body? Guess." 

" I am not good at guessing anything." 
"She did. 1Iooroar! You had him there agin. She did." 
The convulsive twitching of Bradley Headstone's face, and 

the sudden hot humour that broke out upon it, showed how 
grimly the intelligence touched him. But he said not a single 
word, good or bad. He only smiled in a lowering manner, and 
got up and stood leaning at the window, looking through i~. 
Riderhood followed him with his eyes. Riderhood cast down h1s 
eyes on his own besprinkled clothes. Riderhood began to have 
an air of being better at a guess than Bradley owned to being. 

" I have been so long in want of rest," said the school-master, 
"that with your leave I'll lie down again." 

"And welcome, T'otherest!" was the hospitable answer of 
his host. He had laid himself down without waiting for it, and 
he remained upon the bed until the sun was low. When he arose 
and came out to resume his journey, he found his host waiting 
for him on the grass by the towing-path outside the door. 
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" Whenever it may be necessary that you and I should have 

any further communication together," said Bradley, " I will 
come back. Good night! " 

" Well, since no better can be," said Rider hood, turning on 
his heel, " Good night! " But he turned again as the other set 
forth, and added under his breath, looking after him with a leer: 
" \' ou wouldn't be let to go like that, if my Relief warn't as good 
as come. I'll catch you up in a mile." · 

In a word, his real time of relief being that evening at sunset, 
his mate came lounging in, within a quarter of an hour. Not 
staying to fill up the utmost margin of his time, but borrowing 
an hour or so, to be repaid again when he should relieve his 
reliever, Riderhood straightway followed on the track of 
Bradley Headstone. 

He was a better follower than Bradley. It had been the 
calling of his life to slink and skulk and dog and waylay, and he 
knew his calling well. He effected such a forced march on 
leaving the Lock-house that he was close up with him-that is 
to say, as close up with him as he deemed it convenient to be
before another Lock was passed. His man looked back pretty 
oltLn as he went, but got no hint of him. He knew how to take 
adYantage of the ground, and where to put the hedge between 
them, and where the wall, and when to duck, and when to drop, 
and had a thousand arts beyond the doomed Bradley's slow 
conception. 

llut all his arts were brought to a standstill, like himself, when 
Dradley, turning into a green lane or riding by the river-side, a 
solitary spot run wild in nettles, briars, and brambles, and en
cumbered with the scathed trunks of a whole hedgerow of felled 
trtts, on the outskirts of a little wood-began stepping on these 
trunks and dropping down an1ong them and stepping on them 
O.).;lin, apparently as a schoolboy might have done, but assuredly 
with no schoolboy purpose, or want of purpose. 

"\\hat are you up to?" muttered Riderhood, down in the 
ditch, and ht,lding the hedge a little open with both hands. 
And SO()ll his actions made a most extraordinary reply. " By 
Gcorf::l' and the Draggin! " cried Riderhood, " if he ain't a-going 
toL.tth~:~·· 

lie had pas>Ld back, on and among the trunks of tree again, 
and had passed vn to the water-side and had begun undrtssing 
un the f'rass. For a moment it had a suspicious look of suicide, 
arr~:ngt d to counterfeit accid~nt. " But you wouldn't have 
h·tt Ltd a bundle under your arm, from among that timber, if 
~uth \1 as your game! " said Riderhood. Nevertheless it was a 
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relief to him when the bather after a plunge and a few strokes 
came out. "For I shouldn't," he said, in a feeling manner, 
" have liked to lose you till I had made more money out of you 
neither." 

Prone in another ditch (he had changed his ditch as his man 
had changed his position), and holding apart so small a patch 
of the hedge that the sharpest eyes could not have detected 
him, Rogue Riderhood watched the bather dressing. And now 
gradually came the wonder that he stood up, completely clothed, 
another man, and not the Bargeman. 

"Aha!" said Riderhood. "Much as you was dressed that 
night. I see. You're a-taking me with you, now. You're 
deep. But I knows a deeper." 

\\'ben the bather had finished dressing, he kneeled on the 
grass, doing something ";th his hands, and again stood up with 
his bundle under his arm. Looking all around hin1 with great 
attention, he then went to the river's edge, and flung it in as far, 
and yet as lightly as he could. It was not until he was so 
decidedly upon his way again as to be beyond a bend of the 
river, and for the time out of view, that Riderhood scrambled 
from the ditch. 

"Now," was his debate with himself, "shall I faller you on, 
or shall I let you loose for this once, and go a-fishing?" The 
debate continuing, he followed, as a precautionary measure in 
any case and got him again in sight. " If I was to let you loose 
this once," said Riderhood then, still following, " I could makr 
you come to me agin, or I could find you out in one way or 
another. If I wasn't to go a-fishing, others might.-I'lllet you 
loose this once, and go a-fishing!" With that, he suddenly 
dropped the pursuit and turned. 

The miserable man whom he had released for the time, but 
not for long, went on towards London. Bradley was suspicious 
of every sound he heard, and of every face he saw, but was under 
a spell which very commonly falls upon the shedder of blood, 
and had no suspicion of the real danger that lurked in his life, 
and would have it yet. Riderhood was much in his thoughts
had never been out of his thoughts since .the night-adventure of 
their first meeting; but Riderhood occupied a very different 
place there, from the place of pursuer; and Bradley had beer 
at the pains of devising so many means of fitting that place tc 
him, and of wedging him into it, that his mi!1d could not com pas: 
the possibility of his occupying any other. And this is another 
spell against which the shedder of blood for ever strives in vain 
There are fifty doors by which discovery may enter. With 
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infinite pains and cunning, he double locks and bars forty-nine 
of them, and cannot see the fiftieth standing wide open. 

Now, too, was he cursed with a state of mind more wearing 
and more wearisome than remorse. He had no remorse; but 
the evil-doer who can hold that avenger at bay, cannot escape 
the slower torture of incessantly doing the evil deed again and 
doing it more efficiently. In the defensive declarations and 
pretended confessions of murderers, the pursuing shadow of 
this torture may be traced through every lie they tell. If I 
had done it as alleged, is it conceivable that I would have made 
this and this mistake? If I had done it as alleged, should I 
have left that unguarded place which that false and wicked 
witness against me so infamously deposed to? The state of 
that wretch who continually finds the weak spots in his own 
crime, and strives to strengthen them when it is unchangeable, 
is a state that aggravates the offence by doing the deed a 
thousand times instead of once; but it is a state, too, that 
tauntingly visits the offence upon a sullen unrepentant nature 
with its heaviest punishment every tin1e. 

Bradley toiled on; chained heavily to the idea of his hatred 
and his vengeance, and thinking how he might have satiated 
both in many better ways than the way he had taken. The 
instrument might have been better, the spot and the hour might 
haYe been better chosen. To batter a man down from behind 
in the dark, on the brink of a river, was well enough, but he 
ought to have been instantly disabled, whereas he had turned 
and s<:izC'd his assailant; and so, to end it before chance help 
camr, and to be rid of him, he had been hurriedly thrown back
ward into the river before the life was fully beaten out of him. 
Now if it could be done again, it must not be so done. Suppos
ing his head had been held down under water for a while. 
Supposing the first blow had been truer. Supposing he had 
lKTn shot. Supposing he had been strangled. Suppose this 
way, ~hat way, the other way. Suppose anything but getting 
unchamt:d from the one idea, for that was inexorably impossible. 

The school re-opened next day. The scholars saw little or no 
d1ange in their master's face, for it always wore its slowly 
labouring expression. But, as he heard his classes, he was 
al.wa~s duing the deed and doing it better. As he paused with 
Ill~ p1~ce uf chalk at the black board before writing on it, he was 
thmkmg of the spot, and whether the water was not deeper and 
tL<: fJ.ll straighter, a little higher up, or a little lower down. He 
L..~J balf a mind to draw a line or two upon the board, and show 

1 himsdf what he meant. He was doing it again and impru\·ing 
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on the manner, at prayers, in his mental arithmetic, all through 
his questioning, all through the day. 

Charley Hexam was a master now, in another school, under 
another head. It was evening, and Bradley was walking in 
his garden observed from behind a blind by gentle little Miss 
Peecher, who contemplated offering him a loan of her smelling
salts for headache, when Mary Anne, in faithful attendance, 
held up her arm. 

"Yes, Mary Anne?" 
"Young Mr. Hexam, if you please, ma'am, coming to see Mr. 

Headstone." 
" Very good, Mary Anne." 
Again Mary Anne held up her arm. 
"You may speak, Mary Anne." 
"Mr. Headstone has beckoned young Mr. Hexam into his 

house, ma'am, and he has gone in himself without waiting for 
young Mr. Hexam to come up, and now he has gone in too, 
ma'am, and has shut the door." 

" With all my heart, Mary Anne." 
Again Mary Anne's telegraphic arm workt!d. 
"What more, Mary Anne?" 
"They must find it rather dull and dark, l\fiss Peecher, for 

the parlour blind's down, and neither of them pulls it up." 
"There is no accounting," said good Miss Peecher with a 

little sad sigh which she repressed by laying her hand on her 
neat methodical bodice, " there is no accounting for tastes, 
Mary Anne." 

Charley, entering the ·dark room, stopped short when he saw 
his old friend in its yellow shade. 

" Come in, Hexam, come in." 
Charley advanced to take the hand that was held out to him; 

but stopped again, short of it. The heavy, blood-shot eyes of 
the schoolmaster, rising to his face with an effort, met his look 
of scrutiny. 

"Mr. Headstone, what's the matter? " 
"Matter? Where?" 
" Mr. Headstone, have you heard the news? This news 

about the fellow, Mr. Eugene Wraybum? That he is killed?" 
" He is dead, then! " exclaimed Bradley. 
Young Hexam standing looking at him, he moistened his 

lips with his tongue, looked about the room, glanced at his 
former pupil, and looked down. "I heard of the outrage," 
said Bradley, trying to constrain his working mouth, " but I 
had not heard the end of it." 
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"Where were you," said the boy, advancing a step as he 

lowered his voice, " when it was done? Stop! I don't ask 
that. Don't tell me. If you force your confidence upon me, 
Mr. Headstone, I'll give up every word of it. Mind! Take 
notice. I'll give it up, and I'll give up you. I will." 

The wretched creature seemed to suffer acutely under this 
renunciation. A desolate air of utter and complete loneliness 
fell upon him, like a visible shade. 

"It's for me to speak, not you," said the boy. "If you do, 
you'll do it at your peril. I am going to put your selfishness 
before you, Mr. Headstone-your passionate, violent, and 
ung-overnable selfishness-to show you why I can, and why I 
will, have nothing more to do with you." 

He looked at young Hexam as if he were waiting for a scholar 
to go on with a lesson that he knew by heart and was deadly 
tired of. But he had said his last word to him. 

" If you had any part-I don't say what-in this attack," 
pursued the boy; "or if you know anything about it-I don't 
say !1ow much-or if you know who did it-1 go no closer
you did an injury to me that's never to be forgiven. You know 
that I took you with me to his chambers in the Temple when I 
tuld him my opinion of him, and made myself responsible for 
my opinion of you. You know that I took you with me when 
I was watchi:1g him with a view to recovering my sister and 
Lrin~ing her to her senses; you know that I have allowed 
myself to be mixed up with you all through this business, in 
Lwouring your desire to marry my sister. And how do you 
know that, pursuing the ends of your ovm violent temper, you 
ba \'e not laid me open to suspicion? Is that your gratitude to 
me, ~!r. Headstone? " 

13radley sat looking steadily before him at the vacant air. 
As often as young Hexam stopped, he turned his eyes towards 
l:im, as if he were waiting for him to go on with the lesson, and 

, f!et it dune. As often as the boy resumed, Bradley resum£'<1 
, ),is tixed fJ.ce. 

" I am going to be plain with you, Mr. Headstone," said 
' yuung llexam, shaking his head in a half-threatening manner, 
' "lllc-.,:.Jsc tLls is no time for affecting not to know things that 
I I du 1-.nuw--txcept certain things at which it might not be very 
~ak fur you to hint again. \rhat I mean is this: if you were 
a gu,ld m;i'ter, I was a good pupil. I have done you plenty of 
credit, .l.lld in improvin3 my own reputation I have improved 
~ uurs quite as much. Very well then. Starting on equal 
tmn~. l want to put before you how you have shown your 
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gratitude to me, for doing all I could to further your wishes witt 
reference to my sister. You have compromised me by bein~ 
seen about with me, endeavouring to counteract this 1\fr. EugenE 
Wrayburn. That's the first thing you have done. If m) 
character aqd my now dropping you help me out of that, l\fr 
Headstone, the deliverance is to be attributed to me, and no1 
to you. No thanks to you for it!" 

The boy stopping again, he moved his eyes again. 
" I am going on, Mr. Headstone, don't you be afraid. I arr 

going on to the end, and I have told you beforehand what thE 
end is. Now you know my story. You are as well aware as l 
am that I have had many disadvantages to leave behind me ir 
life. You have heard me mention my father, and you an 
sufficiently acquainted with the fact that the home from whid 
I, as I may say, escaped, might have been a more creditable onE 
than it was. :My father died, and then it might have beer 
supposed that my way to respectability was pretty clear. No 
For then my sister begins." 

He spoke as confidently, and with as entire an absence of an) 
tell-tale colour in his cheek, as if there were no softening ok 
time behind him. Not wonderful, for there was none in hil 
hollow empty heart. What is there but self, for selfishnes~ 
to see behind it? 

" When I speak of my sister, I devoutly wish that you hac 
never seen her, Mr. Headstone. However, you did see her, anc 
that's useless now. I confided in you about her. I explainec 
her character to you, and how she interposed some ridiculom 
fanciful notions in the way of our being as respectable as l 
tried for. You fell in love with her, and I favoured you witt 
all my might. She could not be induced to favour you, and sc 
we came into collision with this Mr. Eugene Wrayburn. Now 
what have you done? Why, you have justified my sister ir. 
being firmly set against you from first to last, and you have pu1 
me in the wrong again! And why have you done it? Because 
l\Ir. Headstone, you are in all your passions so selfish, and sc 
concentrated upon yourself, that you have not bestowed om 
proper thought on me." 

The cool conviction with which the boy took up and hek 
his position could have been derived from no other vice ir 
human nature. · 

"It is," he went on, actually with tears, " an extraordinary 
circumstance attendant on my life, that every effort I makt 
towards perfect respectability is impeded by somebody elst 
through no fault of mine! Not content with doing what 1 
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have put before you, you will drag my name into notoriety 
through dragging my sister's-which you are pretty sure to do, 
if my suspicions have any foundation at all-and the worse 
you proYe to be, the harder it will be for me to detach myself 
from being associated with you in people's minds." 

When he had dried his eyes and heaved a sob over his injuries, 
he began moving towards the door. 

" However, I have made up _my mind that I will become 
respectaL!e in the scale of society, and that I will not be dragged 
down by others. I have done with my sister as well as with 
you. Since she cares so little for me as to care nothing for 
undermining my respectability, she shall go her way and I will 
go mine. My prospects are very good, and I mean to follow 
them alone. Mr. Headstone, I don't say what you have got 
upon your conscience, for I don't know. Whatever lies upon 
it, I hope you will see the justice of keeping wide and clear of 
me, and will find a consolation in completely exonerating all 
but yourself. I hope, before many years are out, to succeed 
tl1e master in my present school, and the mistress being a single 
woman, though some years older than I am, I might even marry 
her. If it is any comfort to you to know what plans I may work 
out by keeping myself strictly respectable in the scale of society, 
thLse are the plans at present occurring to me. In conclusion, 
if you feel a sense of having injured me, and a desire to make 
S<•me small reparation, I hope you will think how respectable 
you might have been yourself, and will contemplate your 
Ll ;.: 11ted existence." 

\\'as it stra.nge that the wretched man should take this 
heaYily to heart? Perhaps he had taken the boy to heart, 
tir>t, through some long laborious years; perhaps through the 
sam~ years he had found his drudgery lightened by communica
tion with a brighter and more apprehensive spirit than his own; 
!H:rltaps a family resemblance of face and voice between the boy 
and his sister smote him hard in tlte gloom of his fallen state. For 
wbicboever reason, or for all, he drooped his devoted head when 
the IJuy was gone, and shrank together on the floor, and grovelled 
~here, with the p•~lms of his hands tight-clasping his hot temples, 
m unutterable m1sery, and unrelieved by a single tear. 

Rc;.;c1e R!derhood had been busy with the river that day. 
· He lud ti,hed with a~siduity on the previous ew:•ning, but the 
b~ht "J.S ~hort, and he had fished unsuccessfully. He had 

. tisl1ed a~.1in that day with better luck, and had carried his fish 
hume to l'Lt<hwatl'f \\'eir :\Iill Lock-house, in a bundle. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

A FEW GRAINS OF PEPPER 

THE dolls' dressmaker went no more to the business-premises 
of Pubsey and Co. in Saint Mary Axe, after chance had dis
closed to her (as she supposed) the flinty and hypocritical 
character of Mr. Riah. She often moralised over her work on 
the tricks and the manners of that venerable cheat, but made 
her little purchases elsewhere, and lived a secluded life. After 
much consultation with herself, she decided not to put Lizzie 
Hexam on her guard against the old man, arguing that the 
disappointment of finding him out would come upon her quite 
soon enough. Therefore, in her communication with her 
friend by letter, she was silent on this theme, and principally 
dilated on the backslidings of her bad child, who every day 
grew worse and worse. 

"You wicked old boy," Miss Wren would say to him, with 
a menacing forefinger; "you'll force me to run away from you, 
after all, you will! and then you'll shake to bits, and there'll 
be nobody to pick up the pieces! " 

At this foreshadowing of a desolate decease, the wicked old 
boy would whine and whimper, and would sit shaking himself 
into the lowest of low spirits, until such time as he could shake 
himself out of the house and shake another threepennyworth 
into himself. But dead drunk or dead sober (he had come to 
such a pass that he was least alive in the latter state), it was 
always on the conscience of the paralytic scarecrow that he 
had betrayed his sharp parent for sixty threepennyworths of 
rum, which were all gone, and that her sharpness would infallibly 
detect his having done it sooner or later. All things considered, 
therefore, and addition made of the state of his body to the 
state of his mind, the bed on which Mr. Dolls reposed was a 
bed of roses from which the flowers and leaves had entirely 
faded, leaving him to lie upon the thorns and stalks. 

On a certain day, Miss Wren was alone at her work, with 
the house-door set open for coolness, and was trolling in a small 
sweet voice a mournful little song, which might have been the 
song of the doll she was dressing, bemoaning the brittleness and 
meltability of wax, when whom should she descry standing on 
the pavement, looking in at her, but Mr. Fledgeby. 

" I thought it was you! " said Fledgeby, coming up the two 
steps. 
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"Did You?" Miss Wren retorted. "And I thought it was 

you, you~g man. Quite a coincidence. You're not mistaken, 
and I'm not mistaken. How clever we are! " · 

"Well, and how are you?" said Fledgeby. 
"I am pretty much as usual, sir," replied Miss Wren. "A 

vuy t'nfortunate parent, worried out of my life and stnses by 
a wrv bad child." 

Fle.dg('by's small eyes openeq so wide that they might have 
passed for ordinary-sized eyes, as he stared about him for the 
very young person whom he supposed to be in question. 

"But you're not a parent," said Miss Wren, "and conse
quently it's of no use talking to you upon a family subject. 
To what am I to attribute the honour and favour? " 

"To a wish to improve your acquaintance," Mr. Fledgeby 
rtplied. 

:Miss Wren, stopping to bite her thread, looked at him very 
knowingly. 

""'e never meet now," said Fledgeby; "do we?" 
"No," said Miss Wren, chopping off the word. 
" So I had a mind," pursued Fledgeby, " to come and have 

a talk with you about our dodging friend, the child of Israel." 
"So he gave you my address; did he?" asked Miss Wren. 
" I got it out of him," said Fledgeby, with a stammer. 
"You seem to see a good deal of him," remarked Miss Wren, 

with_ sh~ew~, distrust. " A good deal of him you seem to see, 
constuenng. 

"Yes, I do," said Fledgeby. "Considering." 
"IIann't You," inquired the dressmaker, bending over the 

dull un which her art was being exercised, " done interceding 
with him yet? " 

"Ko," said Fledgeby, shaking his head. 
" La! Been inttretding with him all this time, and sticking 

to him still? " said Miss \Yren, busy with her work. 
'' Sticking to him is the word," said Fledgeby. 
~!iss \\'ren pursued her occupation with a concentrated air, 

<t'1d ;.c,l-.td, after an interval of silent industry: 
" Are you in the army? " 
" ~ r1t t-xactly," said Fledge by, rather flattered by the 

questiun. 
"\J.\ v?" asked ~riss \\'ren. 
·: \-~v," said Fltdgeby .. He qualifie~ these two mgarives, 

... s 1! I.e \1 t:rc not absuluttly m tlthtr serv1ce, but was almost in 
but h. 

" \\ l ~~ t are you then? " demandtd ~~iss \r rc:n. 
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" I am a gentleman, I am," said Fledgeby. 
"Oh!" assented Jenny, screwing up her mouth with an 

appearance of conviction. "Yes, to be sure! That accounts 
for your having so much time to give to interceding. But only 
to think how kind and friendly a gentleman you must be! " 

Mr. Fledgeby found that he was skating round a board 
marked Dangerous, and had better cut out a fresh track. 
" Let's get back to the dodgerest of the dodgers," said he. 
"What's he up to in the case of your friend the handsome gal? 
He must have some object. What's his object?" 

" Cannot undertake to say, sir, I am sure! " returned Miss 
Wren, composedly. 

"He won't acknowledge where she's gone," said Fledgeby; 
" and I have a fancy that I should like to have another look at 
her. Now I know he knows where she is gone." 

" Cannot undertake to say, sir, I am sure! " Miss Wren again 
rejoined. . . 

"And you know where she is gone?" hazarded Fledgeby. 
"Cannot undertake to say, sir, really," replied Miss Wren. 
The quaint little chin met Mr. Fledgeby's gaze with such a 

baffling hitch, that that agreeable gentleman was for some time 
at a loss how to resume his fascinating part in the dialogue. At 
length he said: 

"Miss Jenny!-That's your name, if I don't mistake?" 
"Probably you don't mistake, sir," was Miss Wren's cool 

answer; "because you had it on the best authority. Mine, 
you know." 

"Miss Jenny! Instead of coming up and being dead, let's 
come out and look alive. It'll pay better, I assure you," said 
Fledgeby, bestowing an inveigling twinkle or two upon the 
dressmaker. "You'll find it pay better." 

"Perhaps," said Miss Jenny, holding out her doll at arm's 
length, arid critically contemplating the effect of her art with 
her scissors on her lips and her head thrown back, as if her 
interest lay there, and not in the conversation; "perhaps you'll 
explain your meaning, young man, which is Greek to me.-You 
must have another touch of blue in your trimming, my dear." 
Having addressed the last remark to her fair client, :Miss Wren 
proceeded to snip at some blue fragments that lay before her, 
among fragments of all colours, and to thread a needle from a 
skein of blue silk. 

"Look here," said Fledgeby.-" Are you attending?" 
· "I am attending, sir," replied Miss Wren. without the 
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slightest appearance of so doing. " Another touch of blue in 
your trimming, my dear." 

"Well, look here," said Fledgeby, rather discouraged by the 
circumstances under which he found himself pursuing the 
conversation. " If you're attending--" 

(" Light blue, my sweet young lady," remarked Miss Wren, 
in a sprightly tone, " being best suited to your fair complexion 
and your flaxen curls.") 

" I say, if you're attending,'' proceeded Fledgeby, " it'll pay 
better in this way. It'll lead in a roundabout manner to your 
buying damage and waste of Pubsey and Co. at a nominal price, 
or even getting it for nothing." 

" Aha! " thought the dressmaker. " But you are not so 
roundabout, Little Eyes, that I don't notice your answering for 
Pubsey and Co. after all! Little Eyes, Little Eyes, you're too 
cunning by half." 

'' And I take it for granted," pursued Fledgeby, " that to get 
the most of your materials for nothing would be well worth 
your while, Miss Jenny?" 

"You may take it for granted," returned the dressmaker 
with many knowing nods, " that it's always well worth my 
while to make money." 

"Now," said Fledgeby approvingly, "you're answering to a 
sensible purpose. Now, you're coming out and looking alive! 
So I make so free, Miss Jenny, as to offer the remark, that you 
and Judah were too thick together to last. You can't come to 
be intimate with such a deep file as Judah without beginning to 
see a little way into him, you know," said Fledgeby with a wink. 

"I must own," returned the dressmaker, with her eyes upon 
her work, " that we are not good friends at present." 

" I know you're not good friends at present," said Fledgeby. 
"I know all about it. I should like to pay off Judah, by not 
lettmg him have his own deep way in everything. In most 
things he'll get it by hook or by crook, but-hang it all !-don't 
let him have his own deep way in everything. That's too 
much." Mr. Flc'<lgeby said this with some display of indignant 
wannth, as if he was counsel in the cause for Virtue. 

"How <'J.n I prevent his having his own way?" began the 
urts:>maker. 

" Dn p \\ ay, I mlled it," said Fledge by. 
"-His own deep way, in anything?" 
" I'll tell you," said Fledgeby. " I like to hear you ask it, 

btrause it's looking alive. It's what I should expect to find 
10 one of your sagacious understanding. Now, candidly." 
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"Eh?" cried Miss Jenny. 
"I said, now candidly," Mr. Fledgeby explained, a little 

put out. 
"Oh-h!" 
" I should be glad to countermine him, respecting the hand

some gal, your friend. He means something there. You may 
depend upon it, Judah means something there. He has a 
motive, and of course his motive is a dark motive. Now, what
ever his motive is, it's necessary to his motive "-1\Ir. Fledgeby's 
constructive powers were not equal to the avoidance of some 
tautology here-" that it should be kept from me, what he has 
done with her. So I put it to you, who know: What has he 
done with her? I ask no more. And is that asking much, 
when you understand that it will pay? " 

Miss Jenny Wren, who had cast her eyes upon the bench 
again after her last interruption, sat looking at it, neeclle in 
·hand but not working, for some moments. She then briskly 
resumed her work, and said, with a side-long glance of her eyes 
and chin at Mr. Fledgeby: 

"Where d'ye live?" 
"Albany, Piccadilly," replied F1edgeby, 
" When are you at home? " 
"When you like." 
"Breakfast-time?" said Jenny, in her abruptest and shortest 

manner. 
"No better time in the day," said Fledgeby. 
"I'll look in upon you to-morrow, young man. Those two 

ladies," pointing to dolls, "have an appointment in Bond 
Street at ten precisely. When I've dropped 'em there, I'll 
drive round to you." With a weird little laugh, Miss Jenny 
pointed to her crutch-stick as her equipage. 

" This is looking alive indeed! " cried Fledgeby, rising. 
" Mark you! I promise you nothing," said the dolls' dress

maker, dabbing two dabs at him with her needle, as if she put 
out both his eyes. 

"No, no. I understand," returned Fledgeby. "The damage 
and waste question shall be settled first. It shall be made to 
pay; don't you be afraid. Good day, Miss Jenny." 

"Good day, young man." 
Mr. Fledgeby's prepossessing form withdrew itself: and the 

little dressmaker, clipping and snipping and stitching, and 
stitching and snipping and clipping, fell to work at a great rate; 
musing and muttering all the time. 

":Misty, misty, misty. Can't make it out. Little Eyes and 
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tll.e wolf in a conspiracy? Or Little Eyes and the wolf against 
one another? Can't make it out. My poor Lizzie, have they 
both designs a<Yainst you, either way? Can't make it out. Is 
Little Eyes P~bsey, and the wolf Co? Can't make it out. 
Pubsey true to Co, and Co to Pubsey? Pubsey false to Co, and 
Co to Pubsev? Can't make it out. What said Little Eyes? 
'Kow, candidly?' Ah! However the cat jumps, he's a liar. 
That's all I can make out at present; but you may go to bed in 
the Albany, Piccadilly, with that for your pillow, young man!" 
Thereupon, the little dressmaker again dabbed out his eyes 
separately, and making a loop in the air of her thread and deftly 
catching it into a knot with her needle, seemed to bowstring 
him into the bargain. 

For the terrors undergone by Mr. Dolls that evening when his 
little parent sat profoundly meditating over her work, and when 
he imagined himself found out, as often as she changed her . 
attitude, or turned her eyes towards him, there is no adequate 
name. Moreover it was her habit to shake her head at that 
wretched old boy whenever she caught his eye as he shivered 
and shook. Wha~ are popularly called " the trembles " being 
in full force upon him that evening, and likewise what are 
popularly called "the horrors," he had a very bad time of it; 
which was not made better by his being so remorseful as fre
qutntly to moan "Sixty three- penn'orths." This imperfect 
sentence not being at all intelligible as a confession, but sounding 
like a Gargantuan order for a dram, brought him into new diffi
culties by occasioning his parent to pounce at him in a more than 
usually snappish manner, and to overwhelm him with bitter 
reproaches. 

\\hat was a bad time for Mr. Dolls could not fail to be a bad 
time for the dolls' dressmaker. However, she was on the alert 
next morning, and drove to Bond Street, and set down the two 
Luiies punctually, and then directed her equipage to conduct 
her to the Albany. Arrived at the doorway of the house in 
\1 hich ~lr. Fledgeby's chambers were, she found a lady standing 
there in a travelling dress, holding in her hand-of all things in 

, the world-a gentleman's hat. 
" You want some one? " said the lady in a stem manner. 
'' I am guing up-stairs to .Mr. Fledgeby's." 
"\'ou cJ.nnot do that at this moment. There is a gentleman 

, "ith l.i.m. I am waiting for the gentleman. His business with 
.Mr. Fkd;eby will very soon be transacttd, and then you can go 

:up. t:ntil the gentleman comes down, you must wait here." 
While speaking, and afterv.·ards, the lady kept watchfully 
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between her and the staircase; as if prepared to oppose h1 
going up, by force. The lady being of a stature to stop her wit 
a hand, and looking mightily determined, the dressmaker stoo 
still. 

"Well? 'Vhy do you listen?" asked the lady. 
" I am not listening," said the dressmaker. 
"What do you hear?" asked the lady, altering her phrase. 
" Is it a kind of spluttering somewhere? " said the dressmake: 

with an inquiring look. · 
" Mr. Fledgeby in his shower-bath, perhaps," remarked th 

lady, smiling. 
" And some body's beating a carpet, I think? " 
"11Ir. Fledgeby's carpet, I dare say," replied the smiling lad~ 
Miss Wren had a reasonably good eye for smiles, being we 

accustomed to them on the part of her young friends, thoug 
their smiles mostly ran smaller than in nature. But she ha 
never seen so singular a smile as that upon this lady's face. I 
twitched her nostrils open in a remarkable manner, and cor 
tracted her lips and eyebrows. It was a smile of enjoyment toe 
though of such a fierce kind that Miss 'Vreij thought she woul· 
rather not enjoy herself than do it in that way. 

" Well! " said the lady, watching her. " What now? " 
"I hope there's nothing the matter!" said the dressmaker. 
" Where? " inquired the lady. 
"I don't know where," said Miss Wren, staring about he1 

"But I never heard such odd noises. Don't you think I ha· 
better call somebody? " 

" I think you had better not,'' returned the lady with . 
significant frown, and drawing closer. 

On this hint the dressmaker relinquished the idea, and stoo1 
looking at the lady as hard as the lady looked at her. Mean 
while the dressmaker listened with amazement to the odd noise 
which still continued, and the lady listened too, but with ; 
coolness in which there was no trace of amazement. 

Soon afterwards came a slamming and banging of doors; an• 
then came running down-stairs a gentleman with whiskers, an• 
out of breath, who seemed to be red-bot. 

" Is your business done, Alfred? " inquired the lady. . 
"Yery thoroughly done," replied the gentleman, as be too. 

his hat from her. 
"You can go up to ~Ir. Fledgeby as soon as you like," sai• 

the lady, moving haughtily away. 
" Oh! And you can take these three pieces of stick "ith you,' 

added the gentleman politely," and say, if you please, that the: 
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come from Mr. Alfred Lammle, with his compliments, on leaving 
England. .Mr. Alfred Lammle. Be so good as not to forget 
the name." 

The three pieces of stick were three broken and frayed frag
ments of a stout lithe cane. Miss Jenny taking them wonder
ingly, and the gentleman repeating with a grin, " Mr. Alfred 
Lammle, if you'll be so good. Compliments, o.n lea~ing Eng
land," the lady and gentleman wa1ked away qmte dehberately, 
and Miss Jenny and her crutch-stick went up-stairs. " Lammle, 
Lammle, Lammle?" Miss Jenny repeated as she panted from 
stair to stair, "where have I heard that name? Lammle, 
Lammle? I know! Saint Mary Axe! " 

\\'ith a gleam of new intelligence in her sharp face, the dolls' 
dressmaker pulled at Fledgeby's bell. No one answered; but, 
from within the chambers, there proceeded a continuous splutter
ing sound of a highly singular and unintelligible nature. 

" Good gmcious! Is Little Eyes choking? " cried ~Iiss Jenny. 
Pulling at the bell again and getting no reply, she pushed the 

outer dour, and found it standing ajar. No one being visible on 
her opening it wider, and the spluttering continuing, she took 
the liberty of opening an inner door, and then beheld the extra
ordinary ~pectacle of !lfr. Fledgeby in his shirt, a pair of Turkish 
trousers, and a Turkish cap, rolling over and over on his own 
c.trpet, and $pluttering wonderfully . 

.. Oh Lord! " gasped ~Ir. Fledgeby. " Oh my eye! Stop 
thid ~ I am strangling. Fire! Oh my eye! A glass of water. 
Gi\·~: me a gbss of water. Shut the door. Murder! Oh Lord!" 
and then rolled and spluttered more than ever. 

Hurrying into another room, Miss Jenny got a glass of water, 
and brought it for Fledg-eby's relief: who, gasping, spluttering, 
and r..tttl;ng in his throat Letween wLiles, drank some water, and 
laid his hcJd faintly on her arm. 
: ·· Oh my eye!" critd Fledge by, struggling anew. "It's sa1t 
1.nd snuff. It's up my nose, and down my throat, and in my 
~liildpipe. Vgh! Ow! Ow! Ow! Ah-h-h-h!" And here, 
:.:ru\1 i:1_,; ftarfully, with his eyes starting out of his head, appeared 
~o lx: contending with every mortal disease incidental to poultry. 

" And oh my Eye, I'm so sore!" cried Fledge by, starting 
J\ cr unl,is back, in a spasmodic way that caused the drcssmaktr 
;o n:trcat to the wall. "Oh I smart so! Do put something to 
ny back and arms, and kgs and shoulders. l'gh! It's down my 
· Lruat a,.::..tin and can'tcun:e up. Ow! Ow! Ow! Ah-h-h-h! 
1 ):1 I mu:t su: ., Hen: l!r. Fledge by bounded up, and bounded 
J,,,,·n, and went rull_ing over and over again. 
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The dolls' dressmaker looked on until he rolled himself into 1 

comer with his Turkish slippers uppermost, and then, resolvin1 
in the first place to address her ministration to the salt anc 
snuff, gave him more water and slapped his back. But th, 
latter application was by no means a success, causing Mr 
F1edgeby to scream, and to cry out, " Oh my eye! don't slar 
me! I'm covered with weales, and I smart so! " 

However, he gradually ceased to choke and crow, saving a· 
intervals, and Miss Jenny got him into an easy-chair: where 
with his eyes red and watery, with his features swollen, an< 
with some half-dozen livid bars across his face, he presented 1 

most rueful sight. 
"'What ever possessed you to take salt and snuff, youn~ 

man?" inquired l\liss Jenny. 
" I didn't take it," the dismal youth replied. " It w~ 

crammed into my mouth." 
"Wbo crammed it?" asked Miss Jenny. 
"He did," answered Fledgeby. " The assassin. Lammle 

He rubbed it into my mouth and up my nose and down mJ 
throat-Ow! Ow! Ow! .Ah-h-h-h! Ugh!-to prevent mJ 
crying out, and then cruelly assaulted me." 

" With this? " asked Miss Jenny, showing the pieces of cane. 
"That's the weapon," said Fledgeby, eyeing it with the air oJ 

an acquaintance. " He broke it over me. Oh, I smart so' 
How did you come by it?" 

" When he ran down-stairs and joined the lady he had left in 
the hall with his hat "-~liss Jenny began. 

" Oh!" groaned l\lr. Fledge by, 'l'inthing. " She was holding 
his hat, was she? I might have known she was in it." 

"When he came down-stairs and joined the lady who wouldn't 
let me come up, he gave me the pieces for you, and I was to 
say, 'With Mr. Alfred Lammle's compliments on his leaving 
England.'" l\liss Jenny said it with such spiteful satisfaction. 
and such a hitch of her chin and eyes as might have added to 
Mr. Fledgeby's miseries, if he could have noticed either, in his 
bodilv pain with his hand to his head. 

" Shall I go for the police? " inquired ~liss Jenny, with a 
nimble start towards the door. 

"Stop! ?:\o, don't!" cried F1edgeby. "Don't, please. We 
had better keep it quiet. Will you be so good as shut tht 
door? Oh, I do smart so! " 

In testimony of the e;...-tent to which he smarted, lllr. Fledge by 
came wallowing out of the easy-chair, and took another roll on 
the carpet. 
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"Now the door's shut," said Mr. Fledgeby, sitting up in 

anguish, with his Turkish cap half on and half off, and the bars 
on his face getting bluer, " do me the kindness to look at my 
back and shoulders. They must be in an awful state, for I 
hadn't got my dressing-gown on, when the brute came rushing 
in. Cut my shirt away from the collar; there's a pair of scissors 
on that table. Oh! " groaned Mr. Fledge by, with his hand 
to his head again. " How I do smart, to be sure! " 

" There? " inquired Miss Jenny, alluding to the back and 
shoulders. 

" Oh Lord, yes! " moaned Fledge by, rocking himself. " And 
all ov~:r! Everywhere! " 

The busy little dressmak~r quickly snipped the shirt away, 
and laid bare the results of as furious and sound a thrashing 
as even Mr. Fledgeby merited. "You may well smart, young 
man! " exclaimed Miss Jenny. And stealthily rubbed her little 
hands behind him, and poked a few exultant pokes with her 
two forefingers over the crown of his head. 

" What do you think of vinegar and brown paper? " inquired 
the suffering Fledgeby, still rocking and moaning. " Does it 
look as if vinegar and brown paper was the sort of application? " 

" Yes," said Miss Jenny, with a silent chuckle. " It looks 
as if it ought to be Pickled." 

Mr. Fledgeby collapsed under the word ''Pickled," and 
~roanf'd again. "My kitchen is on this floor," he said; "you'll 
find brown paper in a dresser-drawer there, and a bottle of 
vinegar on a shelf. Would you have the kindness to make a 
~ew plasters and put 'em on? It can't be kept too quiet." 

" One, two--hum-five, six. You'll want six," said the 
dressmaker. 

" There's smart enough," whimpered Mr. Fledgeby, groan
ing and writhing again, " for sixty." 

Miss Jenny repaired to the kitchen, scissors in hand, found 
the brown paper and found the vinegar, and skilfully cut out 
and steeped six large plasters. When they were all lying ready 
on the drl'sser, an idea occurred to her as she was about to 
gatbtr them up. 

" I thi1:k," said Miss Jenny, with a silent laugh, " he ought 
to han~ little pepper? Just a few grains? I think the young 
man's tncks and manners make a claim upon his friends for a 
li:tl~ pepper?" 

~I r. Flt dgeby's evil star showing her the pepper-box on the 
tLimnty-piece, she climbed upon a chair, and got it down, and 
'l'rin!.:led all the plasters with a judicious hand. She then 
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went back to Mr. F1edgeby, and stuck them all on him. Mr. 
Fledgeby uttering a sharp howl as each was put in its pl~ce. 

"There, young man!" said the dolls' dressmaker. "Now 
I hope you feel pretty comfortable? " 

Apparently Mr. F1edgeby did not, for he cried by way of 
answer," Oh-h, how I do smart!" 

Miss Jenny got his Persian gown upon him, ell.1:inguished his 
eyes crookedly with his Persian cap, and helped him to his 
bed: upon which he climbed groaning. " Business between 
you and me being out of the question to-day, young man, and 
my time being precious," said 1\fiss Jenny then, "I'll make 
myself scarce. Are you comfortable now? " 

"Oh my eye!" cried Mr. Fledgeby. "No, I ain't. 
Oh-h-h! how I do smart! " 

The last thing Miss Jenny saw, as she looked back before 
closing the room door, was Mr. F1edgeby in the act of plunging 
and gambolling all over his bed, like a porpoise or dolphin in 
its native element. She then shut the bedroom door, and all 
the other doors, and going down-stairs and emerging from the 
Albany into the busy streets, took omnibus for Saint Mary Axe: 
pressing on the road all the gaily-dressed ladies whom she could 
see from the window, and making them unconscious lay-figures 
for dolls, while she mentally cut them out and basted them. 

CHAPTER IX 

TWO PLACES VACATED 

SET down by the omnibus at the comer of Saint Mary Axe, 
and trusting to her feet and her crutch-stick within its pre
cincts, the dolls' dressmaker proceeded to the place of business 
of Pubsey and Co. All there was sunny and quiet externally, 
and shady and quiet internally. Hiding herself in the entry 
outside the glass door, she could see from that post of observation 
the old man in his spectacles sitting writing at his desk. 

" Bah! " cried the dressmaker, popping in her head at the 
glass door. " Mr. Wolf at home? " 

The old man took his glasses off, and mildly laid them down 
beside him. "Ah Jenny, is it you? I thought you had given 
me up." 

" And so I had given up the treacherous wolf of the forest," 
she replied; "but, godmother, it strikes me you have come 
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back. I am not quite sure, because the wolf and you change 
forms. I want to ask you a question or two, to find out whether 
you are really godmother or really wolf. May I? " 

"Yes, Jenny, yes." But Riah glanced towards the door, as 
if he thought his principal might appear there, unseasonably. 

"If you're afraid of the fox," said Miss Jenny, "you may 
dismiss all present expectations of seeing that animal. He 
won't show himself abroad for many a day." 

" What do you mean, my child? " 
" I mean, godmother," replied Miss Wren, sitting down 

beside the Jew, "that the fox has caught a famous flogging, 
and that if his skin and bones are not tingling, aching, and 
smarting at this present instant, no fox did ever tingle, ache, 
and smart." Therewith Miss Jenny related what had come to 
pass in the Albany, omitting the few grains of pepper. 

"Now, godmother," she went on, "I particularly wish to 
ask you what has taken place here, since I left the wolf here? 
Because I have an idea about the size of a marble, rolling about 
in my little noddle. First and foremost, are you Pubsey and 
Co., or are you either? Upon your solemn word and honour." 

The old man shook his head. 
"Secondly, isn't Fledgeby both Pubsey and Co.?" 
The old man answered with a reluctant nod. 
"My idea," exclaimed Miss Wren, "is now about the size 

of an orange. But before it gets any bigger, welcome back, 
dt·ar godmother! " 

The little creature folded her arms about the old man's neck 
with great earnestness, and kissed him. " I humbly beg your 
fur;.:ivt:ne~s, godmother. I am truly sorry. I ought to have 
had more faith in you. But what could I suppose when you 
~aid nothing for yourself, you know? I don't mean to offer 
that as a justification, but what could I suppose, when you 
wue a ~ilent party to all he said? It did look bad; now 
didn't it?" 

·• ~t h·hd so bad, Jenny," responded the old man, with 
~r·'' tty, "that I will straightway tell you what an impression 
it wrou~ht upon me. I was hateful in mine own eyes. I was 
l1atdul to myself, in being so hateful to the debtor and to you. 
J:ut more than that, and worse than that, and to pass out far 
:\nd broad bl'yond mysdf-I reflected that evening, sitting alone 
111 my ~ardt:n on the housetop, that I was doing dishvnour to 
my unmnt faith and race. I reflected-dear!,· reflected for 
tL.e first timt, that in bending my neck to the yoke I was willin<r 
to wtJr, I brnt the unwilling necks of the whole Jewish people~ 
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For it is not, in Christian countries, with the Jews as with other 
peoples. Men say, ' This is a bad. Greek, but there are good 
Greeks. This is a bad Turk, but there are good Turks.' Not 
so with the Jews. Men find the bad among us easily enough~ 
among what peoples are the bad not easily found ?-but they 
take the worst of us as samples of the best; they take the 
lowest of us as presentations of the highest; and they say, 
'All Jews are alike.' If, doing what I was content to do here, 
because I was grateful for the past and have small need of 
money now, I had been a Christian, I could have done it, com
promising no one but my individual self. But doing it as a' 
Jew, I could not choose but compromise the Jews of all con
ditions and all countries. · It is a little hard upon us, but itl 
is the truth. I would th&t all our people remembered it! 
Though I have little right to say so, seeing that it came home 
so late to me." 

The dolls' dressmaker sat holding the old man by the hand, 
and looking thoughtfully in his face. 

"Thus I reflected, I say, sitting that evening in my garden• 
on the housetop. And passing the painful scene of that day in1 
review before me many times, I always saw that the poor 
gentleman believed the story readily, because I was one of the 
Jews-that you believed the story readily, my child, because I 
was one of the Jews-that the story itself first came into the· 
invention of the originator thereof, because I was one of the 
Jews. This was the result of my having had you three before 
me, face to face, and seeing the thing visibly presented as upon 
a theatre. Wherefore I perceived that the obligation was upon 
me to leave this service. But, Jenny, my dear,'' .said Riah, 
breaking off," I promised that you should pursue your questions, 
and I obstruct them." 

"On the contrary, godmother; my idea is as large now as a 
pumpkin-and you know what a pumpkin is, don't yO'U? So 
you gave notice that you were going? Does that come next?" 
asked Miss Jenny, with a look of close attention. 

"I indited a letter to my master. Yes. To that effect." 
"And what said Tingling-Tossing-Aching-Screaming-Scratch4 

ing-Smarter?" asked Miss Wren, with an unspeakable enjoy
ment in the utterance of those honourable titles and in the 
recollection of the pepper. 

" He held me to certain months of servitude, which were his 
lawful term of notice. They expire to-morrow. Upon their 
expiration-not before-! had meant to set myself right with 
my Cinderella." 
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"My idea is getting so immense now," cried Miss Wren, 

clasping her temples, " that my head won't hold it I Listen, 
godmother; I am going to expound. Little Eyes (that's 
Screaming-Scratching-Smarter) owes you a heavy grudge for 
going. Little Eyes casts about how best to pay you off. Little 
Eyes thinks of Lizzie. Little Eyes says to himself, ' I'll find out 
where he has placed that girl, and I'll betray his secret because 
it's dear to him.' Perhaps Little Eyes thinks, ' I'll make love 
to her myself too'; but that I cg.n't swear-all the rest I can. 
So Little Eyes comes to me, and I go to Little Eyes. That's the 
way of it. And now the murder's all out, I'm sorry," added 
the dolls' dressmaker, rigid from head to foot with energy as she 
shook her little fist before her eyes, " that I didn't give him 
Cayenne pepper and chopped pickled Capsicum!" 

This expression of regret being but partially intelligible to Mr. 
Riah, the old man reverted to the injuries Fledgeby had re
ceived, and hinted at the necessity of his at once going to tend 
that beaten cur. 

"Godmother, godmother, godmother!" cried Miss Wren, 
irritably, " I really lose all patience with you. One would 
think you believed in the Good Samaritan. How can you be 
so inconsistent?" 

" Jenny dear," began the old man, gently, "it is the custom 
of our people to help--" 

" Oh! Bother your people I " interposed Miss Wren, with a 
toss of her head. " If your people don't know better than to go 
and help Little Eyes, it's a pity they ever got out of Egypt. 
0\'er and above that," she added, " he wouldn't take your help 
if you offered it. Too much ashamed. Wants to keep it close 
and quiet, and to keep you out of the way." 

They were still debating this point when a shadow darkened 
the entry, and the glass door was opened by a messenger 
who brought a letter unceremoniously addressed, "Riah." To 
w!Jirh he said there was an answer wanted. 

The letter, which was scrawled in pencil uphill and downhill 
and round crooked comers, ran thus: 

"Ow RIAH, 

"Your accounts being all squared, go. Shut up the 
place, tum out directly, and send me the key by bearer. Go. 
\' ou are an unthankful dog of a Jew. Get out 

"F." 

The dulls' dressmaker found it delicious to trace the scream· 
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ing and smarting of Little Eyes in the distorted writing of this 
epistle. She laughed over it and jeered at it in a convenient 
comer (to the great astonishment of the messenger) while the 
old man got his few goods together in a black bag. That done, 
the shutters of the upper windows closed, and the office blind 
pulled down, they issued forth upon the steps with the attendant 
me;;senger. There, while lriss Jenny held the bag, the old man 
locked the house door, and handed oYer the key to him; who 
at once retired with the same. 

"Well, godmother," said Miss Wren, as they remained upon 
the steps together, looking at one another. "And so you're 
thro-wn upon the world ! " 

"It would appear so, Jenny, and somewhat suddenly." 
" '\"here are you going to seek your fortune? " asked Miss 

Wren. 
The old man smiled, but looked about him with a look of 

having lost his way in life, which did not escape the dolls' 
dressmaker. 

"Yerily, Jenny," said he, "the question is to the purpose, 
and more easily asked than answered. But as I have experi
ence of the ready goodwill and good help of those who have 
gi•·en occupation to Lizzie, I think I will seek them out for 
myself." 

· .. On foot?" asked ::\Iiss Wren, with a chop. 
"Aye!" said the old man. "Have I not my staff?" 
It was exactly because he had his staff, and presented so 

quaint an aspect, that she mistrusted his making the journey. 
"The best thing you can do," said Jenny, ''for the time 

being, at all events, is to come home with me, godmother. 
Xobody's there but my bad child, and Lizzie"s lodging stands 
empty." The old man, when satisfied that no inconnnience 
could be entailed on any one by his compliance, readily com
plied: and the singularly-assorted couple once more went 
through the streets together. 

Xow th~ bad child, having been strictly charged by his 
parent to remain at home in her absence, of course went out; 
and, being in the very last stage of mental dtcrepitude, went 
out with two objects; firstly, to establish a claim he conceived 
himself to ha>e upon any licensed victualler living, to be sup
plied with threepennyv;orth of rum for nothing; and secondly, 
to bestow some maudlin remorse on ~Ir. Eugene \rraybum, and 
see what profit came of it. Stumblingly pursuing these t\\O 

designs-they both meant rum, the only meaning of which 
he was capable-the degraded creature staggered into Connt 
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Garden Market and there bivouacked, to have an attack of the 
trembles succeeded by an attack of the horrors, in a doorway. 

This market of Covent Garden was quite out of the creature's 
line of road. but it had the attraction for him which it has for 
the worst of the solitary members of the drunken tribe. It 
may be the companionship of the nightly stir, or it may be the 
companionship of the gin and beer that slop about among 
carters and hucksters, or it may be the companionship of the 
trodden vegetable refuse, which -is so like their own dress that 
perhaps they take the Market for a great wardrobe; but be 
it what it may, you shall see no such individual drunkards 
on doon;teps any-where as there. Of dozing women-drunkards 
especially, you shall come upon such specimens there, in the 
morning sunlight, as you might seek out of doors in vain through . 
London. Such stale vapid rejected cabbage-leaf and cabbage
stalk dress, such damaged-orange countenance, such squashed 
pulp of humanity, are open to the day nowhere else. So the 
attraction of the Market drew Mr. Dolls to it, and he had out his 
two fits of trembles and horrors in a doorway on which a woman 
had had out her sodden nap a few hours before. 

There is a swarm of young savages always flitting about this 
same place, creeping off with fragments of orange-chests and 
m~mldy litter-Heaven knows into what holes they can convey 
them, having no home!-whose bare feet fall with a blunt dull 
softness on the pavement as the policeman hunts them, and who 
are (perhaps for that reason) little heard by the Powers that be, 
whereas in top-boots they would make a deafening clatter. 
These, Jt!ighting in the trembles and the horrors of Mr. Dolls, 
as in a gratuitous drama, flocked about him in his doorway, 
hutted at him, leaped at him, and pelted him. Hence, when he 
came out of his invalid retirement and shook off that ragged 
train, he was much bespattered, and in worse case than ever. 
Hut, not yet at his worst; for, going into a public-house, and 
IH mg supplied in stress of business with his rum, and seeking to 
'a rush wrthout payment, he was collared, searched, found 
per_miless, and admonished not to try that again, by having a 
pari of dirty w:..ter cast over him. This application super
r!lduced anorher fit of the trembles; after which Mr. Dolls, as 
finding him,:llf in good cue for making a call on a professional 
frrl'nd, addres>ed himself to the Temple . 

. There was nobody at the chambers but young Blight. That 
' d:scru:t youth, sensible of a certain incongruity in tLe associa

tion of such a client with the business that might be coming 
~.,me day, with the best intentions temporued with Dolls, and 
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offered a shil.l.L.'1g for coach hire home. Mr. Dolls, accepting the 
shilling, promptly laid it out in two tlrreepennyworths of con
spiracy ~"'llinst his life, and two threepennyworths of r::.:;ins 
repentance. Returning to the Chambers with which burden. 
he was de5cried coming round into the court by the wary youn& 
Blight watching from the window: who instantly closed the! 
outer door, and left the miserable object to expend his fury or.1 
the panels. 

The more the door resisted him, the more dan:;erous anC::. 
imminent became that bloody conspiracy against his liie. 
Force of police arriving, he recognised in them the conspirators. 
and laid about him hoarsely, fiercely, staringly, convulsinly. 
foainingly. A humble machi'le, familiar to the conspirator5 
and C'.a.lied by the expressiYe name of Stretcher, being unavoid
ably sent for, he was rendered a harmless bundle of torn mgs 
by being stra;:;ped down upon it, with voice and conscio,1sneS1: 
gone out of him, and life fast going. As this machine was borne 
out at the Temple gate by four men, the poor little dolls' dress
maker and her Jewish friend were coming up the street. 

" Let us see what it is," cried the dressmaker. " Let us 
make haste and look, godmother." 

The bruk little crutch-stick was but too bruk. " Oh, gentle-
men. gentlemen, he belor:zs to me! " 

" Belongs to you? ".said the head of the party, stopping it. 
"Oh yes, dear gentl.,men, he's my child, out "1"1-ithout leave. 

:lly poor bad, bad boy! and he don't know me, he don't know 
Lle! Oh, what shall I do," cried the little creature, "1"1-ildly 
beating her hands together, "when my own child don't know 
me!" 

The head of the party looked (as well he misht) to the old 
man for ex;>lanation. He whi.:=:pered, as the dolls' dremnaker 
bent over the exhausted form and vainlv tried to e::-.:tract some 
5ie:rn of recognition from it: "It's her d.ffi:-J;.en father." 

.-\s the had was put down in the street, Riah drew the head 
of the party aside, and whispered that he thought the raan 
was dv:i.:J::r. "Xo, surelv not?" retu_rned the other. E'.lt he 
becarlle l~ss con.fi.de.:::.t, on looking, and directed the bearers to 
"brir:g him to the neare.st doctor's shop." . . 

Ttither .tee wa.> brought; the w.ndow becoming from Wlt~L'l 
a wall of faces, deformed into all kinds of shares rr,roush tl-.e 
a:rencv of ulobular red bottles, !rreen bottles, blue bottles, a:1d 
other 'colo~ed bottles. A gi:ascly Eght shining 1.!/)iJ!l him t.1at 
he did.:J.'t need, the beast so furiou3 but a few minutes gone was 
quiet erro,..:{1 now, with a strange mys<:erious writL'1g 0!1 his Llce, 
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reflected from one of the great bottles, as if Death had marked 
him: "Mine." 

The medical testimony was more precise and more to the 
purpose than it sometimes is in a Court of Justice. " You had 
better send for something to cover it. All's over." 

Therefore the police sent for something to cover it, and it 
was covered and borne through the streets, the people falling 
away. After it went the dolls' dressmaker, hiding her face in 
the Jewish skirts, and clinging to them with one hand, while 
with the other she plied her stick. It was carried home, and 
by reason that the staircase was ,·ery narrow, it was put down 
in the par!Jur-the little working-bench being set aside to make 
room for it-and there, in the midst of the dolls w-ith no spEcu
lation in their eyes, lay Mr. Dolls with no speculation in his. 

:!If any f!aunting dolls had to be gaily dressed, before the money 
was in the dressmaker's pocket to get mourning for :1.Ir. Dolls. 
As the old man, Riah, sat by, helping her in such small ways as 
he could, he found it dL."'icult to make out whether she really 
did realise that the deceased had been her father. 

"If my poor boy," she would say, "had been brought up 
better, he mi;!ht have done better. Not that I reproach my
sdf. I hope I have no cause for that." 

"None indted, Jenny, I am very certain." 
'' Thank you, godmother. It cheers me to hear you say so. 

:Cut you s~e it is so hard to bring up a child well, when y•::..u work, 
work, work, all day. \rhen he was out of employmtnt, I 
('c,uldn't always ktep him near me. He got fractious and 
mr>ous, and I was obliged to kt him go into the streets. And 
he n•:ver did wdl in the streets, he nn·er did well out of sight. 
How ofttn it happens with children!" 

''Too oftc:n, enn in this sad sense!" thought the old man. 
" lic•W can I say what I mifht bwe turned out myself, but 

fvr ffi)" back haYing been SO bad and my legs SO queer w[,en 
I "as yc,ung! " the dressmaker would go on. " I had nothing 
to do b~t work, an? so I worktd. I couldn'! play. But my 
l'"''r u~:.urtunate chtld could olav, and it turned out the worse 
j, r !.ira." • ' 

"And not for J:.im alone, Jenny." 
. "\\"tll! I dun't know, godmother. He suffered heavily, 

d:d my ~nflmunate boy: He was very, ve:r ill s•:,mctimes. 
And I c;;.,td bun a quantity of names;" shaking her htad over 
Ler work, :;.nd drop~ir.g tears. "I dox;t't know that his going 
~' ~','r.g "as much the worse for me. If It ever w;:,.s, let us forgr:t 
It, 
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"You are a good girl, you are a patient girl." 
"As for patience," she would reply with a shrug, " not much 

of that, godmother. If I had been patient, I should never havE 
called him names. But I hope I did it for his good. And 
besides, I felt my responsibility as a mother so much. I tried 
reasoning, and reasoning failed. I tried coaxing, and coaxing 
failed. I tried scolding, and scolding failed. But I was bound 
to try everything, you know, with such a charge upon my hands. 
Where would have been my duty to my poor lost boy, if I had 
not tried everything? " 

With such talk, mostly in a cheerful tone on the part of the 
industrious little creature, the day-work and the night-work 
were beguiled until enough of smart dolls had gone forth to 
bring into the kitchen, where the working-bench now stood, 
the sombre stuff that the occasion required, and to bring into 
the house the other sombre preparations. "And now," said 
Miss Jenny, " having knocked off my rosy-cheeked young 
friends, I'll knock off my white-cheeked self." This referred 
to her making her own dress, which at last was done. " The 
disadvantage of making for yourself," said Miss Jenny, as she 
stood upon a chair to look at the result in the glass, " is, that 
you can't charge anybody else for the job, and the advantage 
is, that you haven't to go out to try on. Humph! Very fair< 
indeed! If He could see me now (whoever he is) I hope he 
wouldn't repent of his bargain! " 

The simple arrangements were of her own making, and were 
stated to Riah thus: 

" I mean to go alone, godmother, in my usual carriage, and 
you'll be so kind as keep house while I am gone. It's not far 
off. And when I return, we'll have a cup of tea and a chat 
over future arrangements. It's a very plain last house that I 
have been able to give my poor unfortunate boy; but he'll 
accept the will for the deed, if he knows anything about it. 
and if he doesn't know anything about it," with a sob, and 
wiping her eyes, "why, it won't matter to him. I see the 
service in the Prayer-book says that we brought nothing into 
this world and it is certain we can take nothing out. It com for~ 
me for not being able to hire a lot of stupid undertaker's thingo 
for my poor child, and seeming as if I was trying to smugglt 
'em out of this world with him, when of course I must break 
:Iown in the attempt, and bring 'em all back again. As it is 
there'll be nothing to bring back but me, and that's quite 
:onsistent, for I shan't be brought back some day!" 

After that previous carrying of him in the streets, the wretchec 
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old fellow seemed to be twice buried. He was taken on the 
shoulders of half-a-dozen blossom-faced men, who shuffled with 
him to the churchyard, and who were preceded by another 
blossom-faced man, affecting a stately stalk, as if he were a 
Policeman of the D( eath) Di,ision, and ceremoniously pre
tending not to know his intimate acquaintances as he led the 
pageant. Yet, the spectacle of only one little mourner hobbling 
after caused many people to turn their heads with a look of 
intertst. -

At last the troublesome deceased was got into the ground, 
to be buried no more, and the stately stalker stalked back before 
the solitary dressmaker, as if she were bound in honour to have 
no notion of the way horne. Those Furies, the conventionalities, 
being thus appeased, he left her. 

" I must have a very short cry, godmother, before I cheer up 
for good," said the little creature, coming in. " Because after 
all a child is a child, you know." 

It was a longer cry than might have been e:x-pected. How
beit, it wore itself out in a shadowy corner, and then the dress
maktr came forth, and washed her face, and made the tea. 
'"You wouldn't mind my cutting out something while we are 
1 at tea, would you? " she asked her Jewish friend, with a 
• coaxing air. 
, '' Cindertlla, dear child," the old man expostulated, " vrill 
1 yc·u never n:st? " 

.. Oh! It's not work, cutting out a pattern isn't," said Miss 
I] mny, with her busy little scissors already snipping at some 
1 p<!per. '' TI1e truth is, godmother, I want to fix it while I have 
lit com:ct in my mind." 

" I! an you seen it to-day, then?" asked Riah. 
" Yes, godmother. Saw it just now. It's a surplice, that's 

,,, LJ.t it is. Thing cur clergymtn wear, you know," explained 
. .\! i,s J tnny, in comidcration of his pruftssing another faith . 

.. And "hat have you to do with that, Jenny? " 
"\\by, g<.dmotht-r," rtplied the dressmaker," you must know 

tbt "t Prukssors, who live upon our taste and invention are 
I.·LLf<d to keep our tyts always open. And you know alr~ady 
~hat I tan~ n:.my extra expensts to meet just now. So it ca!lle 
ntc) m~: hc;;.d "hile I w~ weeping at m_y poor boy's grave, that 
., :u.::Lu:~ m my way nu;;ht be dune wnh a clergyman." 

.. \\ L.1t can be dom:? " asked the old man . 

... ~ ,,t a fu~f·r;:;l, never ic:JJ!" returned ~!iss Jenny, antici
>.,u~; hs uL)t-Ctwn "llllth a nod. "Tht public don't like to be 
~ ... ,lt· mtLnd,l•\, I know very well. I am stldom called upun 
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to put my young friends into mourning; not into real mourning, 
that is; Court mourning they are rather proud of. But a doll 
clergyman, tny dear,-glossy black curls and whiskers,-uniting 
two of my young friends in matrimony," said Miss Jenny, 
shaking her forefinger, "is quite another affair. If you don't 
see those three at the altar in Bond Street, in a jiffy, my name's 
Jack Robinson!'' 

With her expert little ways in sharp action, she had got a doll 
into whitey-brown paper orders, before the meal was over, and 
was displaying it for the edification of the Jewish mind, when a 
knock was heard at the street-door. Riah went to open it, and 
presently came back, ushering in, with a grave and courteous air 
that sat so well upon him, a gentleman. 

The gentleman was a stranger to the dressmaker; but even 
in the moment of his casting his eyes upon her, there was some
thing in his manner which brought to her remembrance Mr. 
Eugene Wrayburn. 

" Pardon me," said the gentleman. " You are the dolls' 
dressmaker? " 

"I am the dolls' dressmaker, sir." 
"Lizzie Hexam's friend?" 
"Yes, sir," replied Miss Jenny, instantly on the defensive. 

''And Lizzie Hexam's friend." 
" Here is a note from her, entreating you to accede to the 

request of Mr. Mortimer Lightwood, the bearer. Mr. Riah 
chances to know that I am Mr. Mortimer Lightwood, and will 
tell you so." 

Riah bent his head in corroboration. 
"Will you read the .note?" 
" It's very short," said Jenny with a look of wonder, when 

she had read it. 
"There was no time to make it longer. Time was so very 

precious. My dear friend, Mr. Eugene Wrayburn, is dying." 
The dressmaker clasped her hands, and uttered a little 

piteous cry. 
" Is dying," repeated Lightwood, with emotion, " at some 

distance from here. He is sinking under injuries received at 
the hands of a villain who attacked him in the dark. I come 
straiaht from his bedside. He is almost always insensible. In 
a sh~rt restless interval of sensibility, or partial sensibility, I 
made out that he asked for you to be brought to sit by him. 
Hardly relying on my own interpretation of the indistinct 
sounds he made, I caused Lizzie to hear them. We were both 
sure that he asked for you." 
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The dressmaker, with her hands stillclasped,lookedaffrightedly 

from the one to the other of her two companions. 
" If you delay, he may die with his request ungratified, with 

his last wish-intrusted to me-we have long been much more 
than brothers-unfulfilled. I shall break down, if I try to say 
more." 

In a few moments the black bonnet and the crutch-stick were 
on duty, the good Jew was left in possession of the house, and 
the dolls' dressmaker, side by side in a chaise with Mortimer 
Lightwood, was posting out of town. 

CHAPTER X 

THE DOLLS' DRESSMAKER DISCOVERS A WORD 

A DARKENED and hushed room; the river outside the windows 
flowing on to the vast ocean; a figure on the bed, swathed and 
bandaged and bound, lying helpless on its back, with its two · 
useless arms in splints at its sides. Only two days of usage so 
familiarised the little dressmaker with this scene, that it held 
the place occupied two days ago by the recollections of years. 

He had scarcely moved since her arrival. Sometimes his eyes 
were open, sometimes closed. When they were open, there was 
no meaning in tl1eir unwinking stare at one spot straight before 
them, unless for a moment the brow knitted into a faint ex
pression of anger, or surprise. Then, Mortimer Lightwood 
would ~prak to him, and on occasions he would be so far roused 
as to make an attempt to pronounce his friend's name. But in 
an instant consciousness was gone again, and no spirit of Eugene 
was in Eugene's crushed outer form. 

They pr~vided Jenny with materials for plying her work, and 
she had a little table placed at the foot of his bed. Sitting there, 
with her rich shower of hair falling overthe chair-back, they hoped 
she might attract his notice. Witl1 the same object, she would 
~in;:, just above her breath, when he opened his eyes, or she saw 
L;s brow knit into that faint expression, so evanescent that it 
w;lS like a shape made in water. But as yet he had not heeded. 
The." tlu:y" here mentioned were the medical attendant; 
L1zz1e, who was there in all her intervals of rest; and Lightwood, 
who ne\·er ldt him. 

TLe two Jays btca.me three, and the three days became four, 
z 
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At length, quite unexpectedly, he said something in a whisper 

"What was it, my dear Eugene?" 
"Will you, Mortimer--" 
"Will I--?" 
" Send for her? " 
"My dear fellow, she is here." 
Quite unconscious of the long blank, he supposed that they 

were still speaking together. 
The little dressmaker stood up at the foot of the bed, humming 

her song, and nodded to him brightly. " I can't shake hands, 
Jenny," said Eugene, with something of his old look; "but I 
am very glad to see you." 

Mortimer repeated this to her, for it could only be made out 
by bending over him and closely watching his attempts to say it. 
In a little while, he added: 

" Ask her if she has seen the children? " 
Mortimer could not understand this, neither could Jenny 

herself, until he added: 
" Ask her if she has smelt the flowers? " 
" Oh! I know! " cried Jenny. " I understand him now! " 

Then Lightwood yielded his place to her quick approach, and 
she said, bending over the bed, with that better look: "You 
mean my long bright slanting rows of children, who used to 
bring me ease and rest? You mean the children who used to 
take me up, and make me light? " 

Eugene smiled, "Yes." 
" I have not seen them since I saw you. I never see them 

now, but I am hardly ever in pain now." 
" It was a pretty fancy," said Eugene. 
" But I have heard my birds sing," cried the little creature, 

"and I have smelt my flowers. Yes, indeed I have! And both 
were most beautiful and most Divine! " 

"Stay and help to nurse me," said Eugene, quietly. "I 
should like you to have the fancy here, before I die." 

She touched his lips with her hand, and shaded her eyes with 
that same hand as she went back to her work and her little low 
song. He heard the song with evident pleasure, until she 
allowed it gradually to sink away into silence. 

"l\lortimer." 
"My dear Eugene." 
" If you can give me anything to keep me here for only a 

few minutes--" 
"To keep you here, Eugene?" 
"To prevent my wandering away I don't know where-for I 
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begin to be sensible that t have just come back, and that I shall 
lose myself again-do so, dear boy! " 

:Mortimer gave him such stimulants as could be given him 
with safety (they were always at hand, ready), and, bending 
over him once more, was about to caution him, when he said: 

" Don't tell me not to speak, for I must speak. If you knew 
, the harassing anxiety that gnaws and wears me when I am 
wandering in those places-where are those endless places, 
.Mortimer? They must be at an immense distance! " 

He saw in his friend's face that he was losing himself; for 
he added after a moment: "Don't be afraid-! am not gone 
yet. What was it?" -

"You wanted to tell me something, Eugene. My poor dear 
fellow, you wanted to say something to your old friend-to 
the friend who has always loved you, admired you, imitated 
you, founded hin1self upou you, been nothing without you, 
and who, God knows, would' be here in your place if he could." 

"Tut, tut!" said Eugene with a tender glance as the other 
put his hand before his face. "I am not worth it. I acknow
ledge that I like it, dear boy, but I am not worth it. This 
attack, my dear Mortimer; this murder--" 

His friend leaned over him with renewed attention, saying: 
"You and I suspect some one." 

" More than suspect. But, Mortimer, while I lie here, and 
when I lie here no longer, I trust to you that the perpetrator 
is never brought to justice." 

"Eugene?" 
" Her innocent reputation would be ruined, my friend. She 

would be punished, not he. I have \\Tonged her enough in 
fac:t: I have wronged her still more in intention. You recol
kct what pavement is said to be made of good intentions. It 
is made of bad intentions too. Mortimer, I am lying on it, 
and I know!" 

" Be C\•lliforted, my dear Eugene." 
" I will, when you have promised me. Dear Mortimer, the 

man must never be pursued. If he should be accused, you 
mu~t keep him silent and save him. Don't think of avenging 
me; think on! y of hushing the story and protecting her. You 
can confu:<e the case, and tum 1side the circumstances. Listen 
to what I say to you. It was not the schoolmaster, Bradley 
HcaJstone. Do you hear me? Twice; it was not the school
~1aster, llradley Headstone. Do you hear me? Three times; 
It w.1s not the schoolmaster, Bradley Headstone." 

He Sll'pped, exhausted. His speech had been whispered, 
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broken, and indistinct; but by a great effort he had made it 
plain enough to be unmistakable. 

"Dear fellow, I am wandering away. Stay me for another 
moment, if you can." 

Lightwood lifted his head at the neck, and put a wine-glass 
to his lips. He rallied. 

" I don't know how long ago it was done, whether weeks, 
days, or hours. No matter. There is inquiry on foot, and 
pursuit. Say! Is there not?" 

"Yes." 
" Check it; divert it! Don't let her be brought in question. 

Shield her. The guilty man, brought to justice, would poison 
her name. Let the guilty man go unpunished. Lizzie and 
my reparation before all ! Promise me! " 

" Eugene, I do. I promise you." 
In the act of turning his eyes gratefully towards his friend, 

he wandered away. His eyes stood still, and settled into that 
former intent unmeaning stare. 

Hours and hours, days and nights, he remained in this same 
condition. There were times when he would calmly speak to 
his friend after a long period of unconsciousness, and would 
say he was better, and would ask for something. Before it 
could be given him, he would be gone again. 

The dolls' dressmaker, all softened compassion now, watched 
him with an earnestness that never relaxed. She would regu
larly change the ice, or the cooling spirit, on his head, and 
would keep her ear at the pillow between whiles, listening 
for any faint words that fell from him in his wanderings. It 
was amazing through how many hours at a time she would 
remain beside him, in a crouching attitude, attentive to his 
slightest moan. As he could not move a hand, he could make 
no sign of distress; but, through this close watching (if through 
no secret sympathy or power) the little creature attained an 
understanding of him that Lightwood did not possess. Mortimer 
would often turn to her, as if she were an interpreter between 
this sentient world and the insensible man; and she would 
change the dressing of a wound, or ease a ligature, or turn his 
face, or alter the pressure of the bedclothes on him, with an 
absolute certainty of doing right. The natural lightness and 
delicacy of touch, which had become very refined by practice 
in her miniature work, no doubt was involved in this; but her 
perception was at least as fine. 

The one word, Lizzie, he muttered millions of times. In a 
certain phase of his distressful state, which was the worst to 
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those who tended him, he would roll his head upon the pillow, 
incessantly repeating the name in a hurried and impatient 
manner, with the misery of a disturbed mind, and the mono
tony of a machine. Equally, when he lay still and staring, he 
would repeat it for hours without cessation, but then, always 
in a tone of subdued warning and horror. Her presence and 
her touch upon his breast or face would often stop this, and 
then they learned to expect that he would for some time remain 
still, with his eyes closed, and that he would be conscious on 
opening them. But the heavy disa:ppointment of their hope 
-reYived by the welcome silence of the room-was, that his 
spirit would glide away again and be lost, in the moment of 
their joy that it was there. 

This frequent rising of a drowning man from the deep, to 
sink again, was dreadful to the beholders. But gradually the 
change stole upon him that it became dreadful to himself. His 
de:;ire to impart something that was on his mind, his unspeakable 
yearning to have speech witli his friend and make a communi
cation to him, so troubled him when he recovered consciousness, 
that its term was thereby shortened. As the man rising from 
the deep would disappear the sooner for fighting with the water, 
so he in his desperate struggle went down again. 

One afternoon, when he had been lying still, and Lizzie, 
unrecognised, had just stolen out of the room to pursue her 
occupation, he uttered Lightwood's name. 

"My dear Eugene, I am here." 
"How lung is this to last, :\Iortimer?" 
Ligl:twood shook his head. "Still, Eugene, you are no 

worse than you w.:r.:." 
"But I know there's no hope. Yet I pray it may last long 

tnough for you to d0 me one last service, and for me to do one 
!J.st action. 1\:eep me here a few moments, Mortimer. Try, 
tn·!" 

'rlis friend gave him what aid he could, and encouraged 
Lim to bdieve that he was more composed, thou"h even then 
his tns were !using the fJ<:prcs>ion they so rartly ;ecoyered. 
. " Huld me here, dear fellow, if you can. Stop my wander
tng away. I am going!" 
"~ot yet, not ytt. Tell me, dear Eugene, what is it I 

shaH do?" 
". 1\:e:tp me here for only a single minute. I am going away 

a~am. Dun't let me go. Hear me speak first. Stop me-
stup me!" 

.. ~ly poor Eu~ene, try to be calm." 
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"I do try. I try so hard. If you only knew how hard! 

Don't let me wander till I have spoke~. Give me a little more 
wine." 

Lightwood complied. Eugene, with a most pathetic struggle 
against the unconsciousness that was coming over him, and 
with a look of appeal that affected his friend profoundly, said: 

"You can leave me with Jenny, while you speak to her and 
tell her what I beseech of her. You can leave me with Jenny, 
while you are gone. Th~re's not much for you to do. You 
won't be long away." 

" No, no, no. But tell me what it is that I shall do, Eugene! " 
" I am going! You can't hold me." 
"Tell me in a word, Eugene!" 
His eyes were fixed again, and the only word that came 

from his lips was the word millions of times repeated. Lizzie, 
Lizzie, Lizzie. 

But the watchful little dressm~ker had been vigilant as ever 
in her watch, and she now came up and touched Lightwood"s 
arm as he looked down at his friend, despairingly. 

" Hush! " she said, with her finger on her lips. " His eyes 
are closing. He'll be conscious when he ne:-.:t opens them. 
Shall I give you a leading word to say to him?" 

" Oh, Jenny, if you could only give me the right word! " 
" I can. Stoop do·wn." 
He stooped, and she whispered in his ear. She whispered 

in his ear one short word of a single syllable. Lightwood 
started, and looked at her. 

"Try it," said the little creature, with an excited and exultant 
face. She then bent over the unconscious man, and, for the 
first time, kissed him on the cheek, and kissed the poor maimed 
hand that was nearest her. Then she withdrew to the foot of 
the bed. 

Some two hours aftenvards, Mortimer Lightwood saw his 
friend's consciousness come back, and instantly, but very 
tranquilly, bent over him. 

" Don't speak, Eugene. Do no more than look at me, and 
listen to me. You follow what I say?" 

He moved his head in assent. 
" I am O'OinO' on from the point where we broke off. Is the 

word we should soon have come to-is it-l\'ife?" 
" Oh, God bless you, Mortimer! " 
''Hush! don't be agitated. Don't speak. Hear me, dear 

Eugene. Your mind will be more at peace, lying here, if yau 
make Lizzie your wife. You wish me to speak to her, and tdl 
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her so, and entreat her to be your wife. You ask her to kneel 
~lt this bedside and be married to you, that your reparation 
may be complete. Is that so? " 

" Yes. God bless you! Yes." 
"It shall be done, Eugene. Trust it to me. I shall have 

to go away for some few hours, to give effect to your wishes. 
You see this is unavoidable?" 

" Dear friend, I said so." 
" True. Dut I had not the clue then. How do you think 

I got it?" 
Glancing wistfuliy around, Eugene saw Miss Jenny at the 

foot of the bed, looking at him with her elbows on the bed, 
and her head upon her hands. There was a trace of his whim
sical air upon him, as he tried to smile at her. 

" Yes, indeed," said Lightwood, "the discovery was hers. 
Obsem'', my dear Eugene; while I am away you will know 
that I have discharged my trust with Lizzie, by finding her 
here, in my present place at your bedside, to leave you no more. 
A final word before I go. This is the right course of a true man, 
Eup:ene. And I solemnly believe, with all my soul, that if 
Providence should mercifully restore you to us, you will be 
blessed with a noble wife in the preserver of your life, whom 
you will dearlv love." 
· " Amen. (am sure of that. But I shall not come through 
it, Mortimer." 

" You will not b~: the less hopeful or less strong for this, 
Euf!ene." · 

·· ~o. Touch my face with yours, in case I should not hold 
out till you come back. I love you, Mortimer. Don't be 
unea~y fur me while you are gone. If my dear brave girl will 
t..:ke me, I hl persuaded that I shall live long enough to be 
m~:rried, dLar fellow." 

)1 i,s ] umy gave up altogether on this parting taking place 
bll \1 n n the friends, and sitting with her back towards the bed 
in lhe bow.:r ma~e by l_1er bright hair, wept heartily, though 
Jl<>l,dcs,ly. ~1ortuner L1ghtwood was soon gone. As the even· 
int-: li,.:ht ltngthened the heavy reflections of the trees in the 
ri, ,r, an,.ther figure C<lme with a soft sttp into the sick room. 

" Is he conscious? " asked the little dressmaker as the ficrure 
~o~1k its s~,ition by the pillow. For Jenny had given plac~ to 
1t m:mtdLltdy. and could not Ste the sufferer's face, in the 
J . .: i rvum, fr,m htr new and removed position. 

" Ile is cumcivus, Jenny," murmured Eurrtne for himself. 
" He knu\1 s his \1 if c.'' "' 
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CHAPTER XI 

EFFECT IS. GIVEN TO THE DOLLS' DRESSMAKER'S DISCOVERY 

MRs. JoHN RoKESMITH sat at needlework in her neat little 
room, beside a basket of neat little articles of clothing, which 
presented so much of the appearance of being in the dolls' 
dressmaker's way of business, that one might have supposed 
she was going to set up in opposition to Miss Wren. Whether 
the Complete British Family Housewife had imparted sage 
counsel anent them did not appear, but probably not, as that 
cloudy oracle was nowhere visible. For certain, however, Mrs. 
John Rokesmith stitched at them with so dexterous a hand, 
that she must have taken lessons of somebody. Love is in all 
things a most wonderful teacher, and perhaps love (from a 
pictorial point of view, with nothing on but a thimble) had been 
teaching this branch of needlework to Mrs. John Rokesmith. 

It was near John's time for coming home, but as Mrs. John 
was desirous to finish a special triumph of her skill before dinner, 
she did not go out to meet him. Placidly, though rather conse
quentially smiling, she sat stitching away with a regular sound, 
like a sort of dimpled little charming Dresden-china clock by 
the very best maker. 

A knock at the door, and a ring at the bell. Not John; or 
Bella would have flown out to meet him. Then who, if not 
John? Bella was asking herse)f the question, when that flutter
ing little fool of a servant fluttered in, saying, " Mr. Lightwood!" 

Oh good gracious! 
Bella had but time to throw a handkerchief over the basket, 

when Mr. Lightwood made his bow. There was something 
amiss with Mr. Lightwood, for be was strangely grave and 
looked ill. 

With a brief reference to the happy time when it had been 
his privilege to know Mrs. Rokesmith as Miss Wilfer, 1\Jr. Light
wood e:x.1Jlained what was amiss with him and why he came. 
He carne bearing Lizzie Hexarn's earnest hope that Mrs. John 
Rokesmith would see her married. 

Bella was so fluttered by the request, and by the short narra
tive he had feelingly given her, that there never was a more 
timely smelling-bottle than John's knock. ".My husband/' 
said Bella; "I'll bring him in." 

But that turned out to be more easily said than done; ior, 
the instant she mentioned Mr. Lightwood's name, John stopped, 
with his hand upon the lock of the room door. 
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"Co~e up-s::airs, my da.rling.'' 
E•_::J. was amazed bv the rlush in his face, and bv his sudden 

tur:1ing awav. "What em it mean?" -she tho~t;ht, a~ she 
accor.:p:miel him up-stairs. 

·· ~uw, my li.fe,·' sa.id Jo0.n, taking her on his knee," tell 
me all about it." 
A~ nry well to say " Tell me all about it"; but John was 

n~r-y much confused. attention evidentlv tr;dd. off, now 
and then, enn while Bella told him all about it. Yet she 
knFw that he took a great interest in Lizzie and her fortunes. 
\''Lat cc•uld it mea..r!? 

.. Ycu will come to this ~arria,::e v.-i6 me, Jo!ln d~.:..r?" 
"~-no, my love: I can't do that." 
"\'.:ou can't do that, John?" 
"Xo, my dear, it's qilite out of tte question. ~ot to be 

th· .c;::ht of.'' 
.. .\m I to go alone, Jc·hn?" 
.. Xo. my dear, you w-ill go with lli. Lightwood." 
•· D.Jn't you think it is time we went down to :llr. Light>mod, 

T·;l.n d :ar? '' B::i:a insi:1•Eted. 
· " ~! y darling, it's almost ti:ne you went, but I mllit ask 
,·out·) excuse me to him al:c::tther." 
· ''You nc-,·er mta..'1, John d~:..r, that you are not going to see 
him? \\'h he kn.:.\\5 vou haw come home. I told hi...'!l so." 

"TLn's ·a little unfortu:late, but it can't be htlptd. Cn
Lrt . .:·~,_te or furtur.ate, I pus:~in:ly cannot see him, my low." 

};,::.1 c..;st a\)..)ut in her mind what could lx- his rta.SOn fc·r 
t 1,is U!1.i•'Cvunt.1l:.le beha\-i;ur, as she sat on Lis knee lwking 
at Lm in a.stonisl1mtnt a..'ld p-::,utir..g a little. _\ wc-::..i;: reason 
r~"' :lttd itself. 

.. J J~..'1 dear, you nenr Ci.'1 be jt.alous of l::r. Lig\two-:.d?" 
"\\Ly, my prt-civus cr.:!d," rt:turned l::.cr husk.::.d, laugl:..i.ng 

(•'..ltri;~.t: ·• how co;.:ld I be jt.alou.s of hi!n? W'hy should I 
l-= i< ... L:.:s of lim? " 

.: I:cc.;.:.lst, yvu know, Jc.r.n," pu::-sued Bella, pouting a li::le 
t:h•rt, "t~,,;u,;h he C.id r.J.:t,er a.dmi.:-t me once, it was not my 
f.J. ~: t... • 

.. It \1 ;:;.s ,.our f..t..:lt tLt I ad.:nired YCtu " rtt'.!illta her 
L·..;-[.,,::J, "'!th a Lov:O: d pride in b:-r, "~d v.bv nut vour fault 
:' . .:.t !.t ::.b:irtd you? EJt, I jealvus 0n tLt acW'"'t? ','."by, 
I !'...;,t f;J C.~:r.;.ctt'C Lr Lt. iiI tu...'lltd jealc•\.l.S c.f eY~!J e:ne vtb.o 
~, i to t.nd mv "':.:e kauL.:cl and wi.nni.:!z!" 

.. I am t;;:J 2--:~· with you, Jc.hn dtar,'' sa..id B&, la.ugl:;,.,z 
a L:L.e, "a!:d L:Ji t=ir.l.Std trit!l you; btciuse you are SU·:.h a 
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stupid old feTI::n•, and yet yc.u say nice tlli.-:p:. a.s if you :c~a::t 
them. D:·n·t be mvsteriou.s. sir. W1:J.t h'"ID dv vcJ be";\- cf 
Mr. Lll:htwood?" . . . 

.. xC.ne. my l~:n·e." 
""\\l:at haS he eYer dJne to yc•u, Jc-hn? ., 
"He has nenr done anytl:li!:g to me .. I:ly d~.u-. I hew J:) 

more a,n-ainst him than I kn0w a;.:i::st ~.:r. Wraybu."ll; l:e l:.a.s 
neYer dc•ne an,-J:Ung to me: neitler has Mr. Wnn·b~"ll. .\::.d 
yet I have exactly the saJ:::lt; to both of tli::m." 

" Oh.:' J chn! " retcr:ed Bt?, as if st.e were giYi::g J:.i:n U? fc•r 
a bad JOb, as sbe u:;e-d to grre up hmclf. '· Yc·u a:-e Jeo:l::i::g 
better than a :;phinx~ And a n.a.."Tied sp:i:L"l: is:::~"t a-k-n"t a 
nice wnfidtntial J:usband," said Bw, in a to::1e of ir:j:L.ry. 

" Bella, my life,"' :illd J ch Rc.ke:,""TI'lith, tot:chi::g her 
with a gra>e smile, as she cast do'i\11 l:er eyes a:::.d JK·t::ed 
" look at me. I wa!lt to ~a,. tu yc·u. ·• 

" In earnest, Blue Beard of the SE"crft cha:rrber? " ask.:\! :Se:::.1, 
clt.a.~g her pretty U·:.e. 

"In earnest. .-\nd I cc·:lfcss to the secret cl.amber. Don't 
you remember that you asked me nc·t to decl:i..""e what I 
of your higher qualities until you had brrn tied? " 

"Yes, John dear. .-\nd I fully r::lt:ant it, a!ld I r~:; men it." 
"The time wJ.l rorne, my ca:li:::g-I am co prq:t.et, kt I 

sa> so',-wben vou u:-:1 be tried. T.:::.e ti:ne w:::l cc·::::<e, I t"-::1k. 
wfm ...-cu will ·ULdt:r£:·) a troal w:r.ich wu "1\-::l. n.:nr 
pa.;;s quite triun:.p~tly for ~::e, ycu c3.::t put peri£-':t 
faith in me." 

"Then yc-u may be sure c-f me, John Cf:lr, f:.r I c::.:~. pt:t 
faith in •cu. and I G). a:::.d I alwa,-5, i:wa.·,-s '1\-:::::. D:::t"t 

me by a·lide tL.ing E>:e Jcb. b "t::-J.e I 
.un a little thing my::-.elf-I always was. B1:t i:t great 
I hcpe not; I don"t n:,ean to J:x.--.a.,"t, John dear, t·..:t I 1:.:;;--= 
not!" 

He was e>en be:ter con.,;...nced of the tru:h of w~t s:.e s.::..:J 
tban she was, as he felt her lonng a.11:r:.s a:.::t:t l:i::::l. Ii the 
G:·lden Du.:,-:::m.a::l"s riC.es bd been tis to s-..L.:e, l:.e wct::d l:..we 
staked tl:em to the l.a.:>1: far kg e-n te fdt:i'}- trc·•;;~ gx.J a::1d 
enJ. of her a5 r-cricr:a te a:::d trusti::r: I:.t:;.; ... 

"X ow, rn go CC;onl ti), and go a';\"ay W::h, Mr. Li;:-.tw·»!," 
said Bea spr..r:f.!!g cp. " Y c.u a:e tl:e m~"t m.:.s:.::g a::.d 
tun:bli!:g Oumsy-B-:.vts of a packer, Jcb, t::.:.t m:r was; Lt 
if you're qU:~e g01..-..:i, ar.d w21 p:·:::::i..;;,c ne•er to co ~ a::y r::.::e 
\ :ho1:;J. I do::J.·t cow wbt you bve cJ:::.e :) y:'J :::-.::.y pc'k r::1e 
a lirC.: t..:..g fer a nigl:.t, wl:i:e I ;tt my lx;n::~t 0::1." 
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He gaily complied, and she tied her dimpled chin up, and 

bhook her head into her bonnet, and pulled out the bows of her 
,bonnet-strings, and got her gloves on, finger by finger, and 
/inally got them on her little plump hands, and bade him good
i:)ye and went down. Mr. Lightwood's impatience was much 

!

relieved when he found her dressed for departure. 
" Mr. Rokesmith goes with us?" he said, hesitating, with a 

'look towards the door. · 
I " Oh, I forgot! " replied Bella. " His best compliments. His 
iface is swollen to the size of two faces, and he is to go to bed 
directly, poor fellow, to wait for the doctor, who is coming to 
1lance him." 
I " It is curious," observed Lightwood, " that I have never yet 
1scen Mr. Rokesmith, though we have been engaged in the same 
.Jfhirs." 

'' Rc:ally? " said the unblushing Bella. 
" I begin to think," observed Lightwood, " that.I never shall 

ste him." 
" These things happen so oddly sometimes," said Bella with 

a steJdy countenance, "that there seems a kind of fatality in 
them. But I am quite ready, Mr. Lightwood." 

TheY started directly, in a little carriage that Lightwood had 
Lrougbt with him from never-to-be-forgotten Greenwich; and 
from Grernwich they startl'd directly for London; and in 
London thev waited at a railwav station until such time as the 
Reverend r:rank Milvey and 1Iargaretta his wife, with whom 
~lortimer Lightwood had been already in conference, should 
come and join them. 

That worthy couple were delayed by a portentous old 
jJ.<ri,hi•Jrwr of the female gender, who was one of the plagues 
of their, lives, and with whom they bore with most exemplary 
s11 t:dnLss and good-humour, notwithstanding her having an 
infcctiun of absurdity about her, that communicated itself to 
e\'l:rythi!tg with which, and everybody with whom, she came in 
rt~nt-ict. She was a member of the Reverend Frank's con
;::·,gJti,n, and made a point of distinguishing herself in that 
}.,,Jy, lA L\mspicuously weeping at everything, however cheer
lilt', >,t!J by tht: Reverend Frank in his public ministration; also 
l1y <lj')'\ i!~g to hmdf the Ya:ious lamentations of David, and 
•. ,>Jt:pL::. ng in a pt:rsonally injured manner (much in arrear of 
t:.(· dcrk ;md the rest of the rtspundL'nts) that her enemies were 
d c~::'i! pitfalls about her, and breaking her with rods of iron. 
l1:: d, this old widuw discharged hersdf of that portion of the 
~!c,n.;r~;:: and Evening Service as if she were lodging a comiJlalllt 
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on oath, and applying for a warrant before a magistrate. But 
this was not her most inconvenient characteristic, for that took 
the form of an impression, usually recurring in inclement 
weather and at about daybreak, that she had something on her 
mind and stood in immediate need of the Reverend Frank to 
come and take it off. Many a time had that kind creature got 
up, and gone out to Mrs. Sprodgkin (such was the disciple's 
name), suppressing a strong sense of her comicality by his strong 
sense of duty, and perfectly knowing that nothing but a cold 
would come of it. However, beyond themselves, the Reverend 
Frank Milvey and Mrs. Milvey seldom hinted that Mrs. Sprodg
kin was hardly worth the trouble she gave; but both made the 
best of her, as they did of all their troubles. · 

This very exacting member of the fold appeared to be 
endowed with a sixth sense, in regard of knowing when the 
Reverend Frank Milvey least desired her company, and with 
promptitude ~ppearing in his little hall. Consequently, when 
the Reverend Frank had willingly engaged that he and his wife 
would accompany Lightwood back, he said, as a matter of 
course: "We must make haste to get out, Margaretta, my dear, 
or we shall be descended on by Mrs. Sprodgkin." To which 
Mrs. Milvey replied, in her pleasantly emphatic way, "Oh yes, 
for she is such a marplot, Frank, and does worry so!" Words 
that were scarcely uttered when their theme was announced as 
in faithful attendance below, desiring counsel on a spiritual 
matter. The points on which Mrs. Sprodgkin sought elucida
tion being seldom of a pressing nature (as Who begat Whom, or 
some information concerning the Amorites), Mrs. Milvey on 
this special occasion resorted to the device of buying her off 
with a present of tea and sugar, and a loaf and butter. These 
gifts Mrs. Sprodgkin accepted, but still insisted on dutifully 
remaining in the hall, to curtsey to the Reverend Frank as he 
carne forth. Who, incautiously saying in his genial manner, 
" Well, Sally, there you are! " involved himself in a discursive 
address from Mrs. Sprodgkin, revolving around the result that 
she regarded tea and sugar in the light of myrrh and frankin
cense, and considered bread and butter identical with locusts 
and wild honey. Having communicated this edifying piece of 
information, Mrs. Sprodgkin was left still unadjoumed in the 
hall, and l\fr. and Mrs. l\Iilvey hurried in a heated condition to 
the railway station. All of which is here recorded to the honour 
of that good Christian pair, representatives of hundreds of other 
good Christian pairs as conscientious and as useful, who merge 
the smallness of their work in its greatness, and feel in no danger 
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of losing dignity when they adapt themselves to incomprehen
sible humbugs. 

"Detained at the last moment by one who had a claim upon 
me," was the Reverend Frank's apology to Lightwood, taking 
no thought to himself. To which Mrs. l\filvey added, taking 
thought for him, like the championing little wife she was: "Oh 
ves, detained at the last moment. But as to the claim, Frank, 
i must say that I do think you are over-considerate sometimes, 
and allow that to be a little abused." 

Della felt conscious, in spite of her late pledge for herself, 
thrtt her husband's absence would give disagreeable occasion 
for mrprise to the Milveys. Nor could she appear quite at her 
ease when Mrs. Milvey asked: 

"How is Mr. Rokesmith, and is he gone before us, or does he 
follow us? " 

It becoming necessary, upon this, to send him to bed again 
and hold him in waiting to be lanced again, Bella did it. But 
not half as well on the second occasion as on the first; for, a 
twice-told white one, seems almost to become a black one when 
you are not used to it. 

" Oh dear I" said Mrs. Milvey, " I am so sorry! Mr. Rake
smith took such an interest in Lizzie Hexam, when we were 
there before. And if we had only known of his face, we could 
have given him something that would have kept it down long 
enough for so short a purpose." 

Dy way of making the white one whiter, Bella hastened to 
~tipubte that he was not in pain. Mrs. Milvey was so glad of it. 

" I don't know how it is," said Mrs. Milvey, " and I am sure 
you don't, Frank, but the clergy and their wives seem to cause 
swdlcd faces. Whenever I take notice of a child in the school, 
it seems to me as if its face swelled instantly. Frank never 
makes acquaintance with a new old woman, but she gets the 
face-ache. And another thing is, we do make the poor children 
~uiff so. I don't know how we do it, and I should be so glad 
not to; but the more we take notice of them, the more they 
sniff. Just as t!wy do when the text is given out.-Frank, 
that's a sclwulmaster. I have seen him somewhere." 
_ The rekn:nce ~\aS to a young man of reserved appearance, 
m a coat and wa1stcoat of black and pantaloons of prpper and 
~alt. He had come into the office of. the station, from its 
interior, in an unsett!t-d way, immediately after Lightwood had 
~Cune out to the train; and he had been hurriedly reading the 
printtd Lills and notices on the wall. He had had a wandering 
im' rtst in what was said anwng the people waiting there and 
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passing to and fro. He had drawn nearer, at about the time 
when Mrs. Milvey tilentioned Lizzie Hexam, and had remained 
near since, though always glancing towards the door by which 
Lightwood had gone out. He stood with his back towards them, 
and his gloved hands clasped behind him. There was now so 
evident a faltering upon him, expressive of indecision whether 
or no he should express his having heard himself referred to, 
that Mr. l\filvey spoke to him. 

" I cannot recall your name," he said, " but I remember to 
have seen you in your school." 

"My name is Bradley Headstone, sir," he replied, backing 
into a more retired place. 

" I ought to have remembered it," said Mr. Milvey, giving 
him his hand. "I hope you are well? A little overworked, 
I am afraid? " 

"Yes, I am overworked just at present, sir." 
"Had no play in your last holiday time?" 
"No, sir." 
"All work and no play, Mr. Headstone, will not make dulness, 

in your case, I dare say; but it .will make dyspepsia, if you 
don't take care." 

" I will endeavour to take care, sir. Might I beg leave to 
speak to you, outside, a moment?" 

" By all means." 
It was evening, and the office was well lighted. The school

master, who had never remitted his watch on Lightwood's 
door, now moved by another door to a comer without, where 
there was more shadow than light; and said, plucking at his 
gloves: 

" One of your ladies, sir, mentioned within my hearing a 
name that I am acquainted with; I may say, well acquainted 
with. The name of the sister of an old pupil of mine. He was 
my pupil for a long time, and has got on and gone upward 
rapidly. The name of Hexam. The name of Lizzie Hexam." 
He seemed to be a shy man, struggling against nervousness, 
and spoke in a very constrained way. The break he set between 
his last two sentences was quite embarrassing to his hearer. 

"Yes," replied 1\Ir. 1\Iilvey. "We are going down to see 
her." 

" I gathered as much, sir. I hope there is nothing amiss 
with the sister of my old pupil? I hope no bereavement has 
befallen her. I hope she is in no aftliction? lias lost no
relation?" 

:Mr. :Milvey thought this a man with a very odd manner, 
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and a dark downward look: but he answered in his usual open 
way. 

'' I am glad to tell you, ~1r. Headstone, that the sister of 
your old pupil has not sustained any such loss. You thought 
I r:1if[ht be going down to bury some one?" 

"That maY have been the connexion of ideas, sir, with your 
clerical character, but I was not conscious of it.-Then you 
are not, sir? " 

A man with a very odd manper indeed, and with a lurking 
look that was quite uppressive. 

"Xo. In fact," said :Mr. Milvey," since you are so interested 
in .the sister of your old P,~pil, I may as well tell you that I am 
gCing down to marry her. 

The schoolmaster started back. "Not to marry her myself," 
said ~Ir. :!llilwy, with a smile, " because I have a ";{e already. 
To pfrform the marriage sen;ce at her wedding." 

Bradley H·.·adstone caught hold of a pillar behind him. If 
~Ir. ~Iilvey knew an ashy face when he saw it, he saw it then. 

" You are quite ill, Mr. Headstone! " 
" It is not much, sir. It will pass over very soon. I am 

accustomed to be seized with giddiness. Don't let me detain 
you, sir; I stand in need of no assistance, I thank you. Much 
ubliged by your sparing me these minutes of your time." 

As ~Ir. ~Iilwy, who had no more minutes to spare, made a 
suit.tble reply and turned back into the office, he observed the 
schuulmaster to lean against the pillar v.;th his hat in his hand, 
and to pull at his neckcloth as if he were trying to tear it off, 
The Rm.'rend Frank accordingly directed the notice of one of 
the attlnd • .mts to him, by saying: ''There is a person outside 
"ho seems to be really ill, and to require some help, though he 
ca \'S he does not." 

"ti;:htwood had by this time secured their places, and the 
,;, p.rture-bdl was about to be rung. They to,~k their seats, 
,,nd "t re begi!;r,i~g to mo\'e out of the station, when the same 
attcnc.c~t came running along the platform looking into all 
the c1rna;:;es. 

"Oh: You are here, sir!" be said, springing on the step, 
and r.u!ding the window-frame by his elbow, as the carriage 
mond. "That ptr>on you pointed out to me is in a fit." 

.. I mkr frc,m what he told me that be is subject to such 
atLh h.s. He will come to, in the air, in a little while." 
. He \1as t,~.k very bd to be sure, and was titing and knock
H;g al>l'Ut him (the m.m said) furiously. Would the gentleman 
fl'~" h1m hlS w.rd, as he had seen him first? The gentleman 
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did so, with the explanation that he knew no more of the ma1 
attacked than that he was a man of very respectable occupation 
who had said he was out of health, as his appearance would o 
itself have indicated. The attendant received the card, watchec 
his opportunity for sliding down, slid down, and so it ended. 

Then the train rattled among the house-tops, and among th' 
ragged sides of houses tom down to make way for it, and ove1 
the swarming streets and under the fruitful earth, until it sho1 
across the river: bursting over the quiet surface like a bomb 
shell, and gone again as if it had exploded in the rush of smokt 
and steam and glare. A little more, and again it roared acros~ 
the river, a great rocket: spurning the watery turnings anc 
doublings with ineffable contempt, and going straight to its end 
as Father Time goes to his. To whom it is no matter wha1 
living waters run high or low, reflect the heavenly lights anc 
darknesses, produce their little growth of weeds and flowers 
tum here, tum there, are noisy or still, are troubled or at rest 
for their course has one sure termination, though their source: 
and devices are many. 

Then, a carriage ride succeeded, near the solemn river, steal· 
ing away by night, as all things steal away, by night and by 
day, so quietly yielding to the attraction of the loadstone rock 
of Eternity; and the nearer they drew to the chamber where 
Eugene lay, the more they feared that they might find hi! 
wanderings done. At last they saw its dim light shining out: 
and it gave them hope: though Lightwood faltered as h~ 
thought: "If he were gone, she would still be sitting by him." 

But he lay quiet, half in stupor, half in sleep. Bella, enter· 
ing with a raised admonitory finger, kissed Lizzie softly, but 
said not a word. Neither did any of them speak, but all sat 
down at the foot of the bed, silently waiting. And now, in thi! 
night-watch, mingling with the flow of the river and with the 
rush of the train, came the questions into Bella's mind again: 
What could be in the depths of that mystery of John's? Why 
was it that he had never been seen by Mr. Lightwood, whom 
he still avoided? When would that trial come, through which 
her faith in, and her duty to, her dear husband, was to carry 
her, rendering him triumphant? For that had been his term. 
Her passing through the trial was to make the man she loved 
with all her heart triumphant. Term not to sink out of sight 
in Bella's breast. 

Far on in the night, Eugene opened his eyes. He was 
sensible, and said at once: " How does the time go? Has our 
Mortimer come back?" 
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lightwood was there immediately, to answer for .himseli 

w \·es, Eugene, and all is ready." . · . · ' 
'"Dear boy!"' returned Eugene with a smile, "we both thank 

roo heartily. Lizzie, ten them how welcome they a.re. and that 
[ would be eloquent if I could." c 

• There is no need,'" said Mr. llilvey. " We know it. Are 
roo better, lfr. Wraybum? •• . . • 

" I am much happier," said E0oaene. 
":Vuch better too, I hope? " . : . . . . , . . 
Eugene turned his eyes towalaitizzie, as if to spare her, and 

mswered nothing. 1 · • 

Then they all stood around the bed, and llr.llilvey, opening 
IUs boo~ began the service; so rarely associated with the 
ibadow of death; so insepar.l.ble in the mind from a flush of 
life and gaiety and hope and health and joy. BeDa thought 
:.Ow different from her own sunny little wedding, and wept. 
Y'rs. }[ilvey qverflowed with pity, and wept too. The dolls" 
:lressmaker, with her bands before her face, wept in her golden 
!lower. Reading in a low clear voice, and bending over Epgene.. 
lrho kept his eyes upon him, llr. Milvey did his office with 
mitable simplicity. As the bridegroom· c:ou1d not move his 
iw1d, they touched his fingers with the ring, and so put it on 
the bride. When the two Jilioahted their troth, she Jaid her 
il.and on his, and kept it there. When the ceremony was done,. 
and aJl the rest departed from the~ she drew her arm under 
IUs head, and laid her own head down upon the pillow by his side. 

" l'ndraw the curtains, my dear girl," said Enooene. after a 
whlle, " and let us see our wedding-day. • . · . 

The sun was rising, and his fim rays strock into the room as 
ihe cune back and put her lips to his. "1 bless the day!'" 
aid Eugene. .. I bless the day! " said LiWe. . . 

"You have made a poor IIWliage of it, my sweet wife,"' said 
EugeDe. " A shattmd graceJes:s fellow, stretched at his 
length bae, and next to nothing for you 1rben you are a young 
ridow." · . · 
"I have made the marriage that.rwould have given all the 

I'Odd to dare to hoi>e for," she replied. . . . '. •. 
• You have thrown yourself away," said Eugene, shaking his 

!lead. • But you have followed the trea.sw:e of your heart. 
U: y justifica.tioo is, tba.t you had thrown that an• first, dear 
~~- : . " . 

• No. I had given it to you.". 
• The same thing, my poor Lizzie I " 
• Hush, hush! A vay difffftllt thing." 
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There were tears in his eyes, and she besought him to close 

them. ''No," said Eugene, again shaking his head; "let me 
look at you, Lizzie, while I can. You brave devoted girl! 
You heroine! " 

Her own eyes filled under his praises. And when he 
mustered strength to move his wounded head a very little way, 
and lay it on her bosom, the tears of both fell. 

"Lizzie," said Eugene, after a silence: "when you see me 
wandering away from this refuge that I have so ill deserved, 
speak to me by my name, and I think I shall come back." 

"Yes, dear Eugene." 
" There! " he exclaimed, smiling. " I should have gone then 

but for that! " 
A little while afterwards, when he appeared to be sinking into 

insensibility, she said, in a calm loving voice: "Eugene, my 
dear husband! " He immediately answered: "There again I 
You see how you can recall me! " and afterwards, when he 
could not speak, he still answered by a slight movement of his 
head upon her bosom. 

The sun was high in the sky when she gently disengaged 
herself to give him tl:ie stimulants and nourishment he required. 
The utter helplessness of the wreck of him that lay cast ashore 
there now alarmed her, but he himself appeared a little more 
hopeful. 

"Ah, my beloved Lizzie I " he said, faintly. " How shall I 
ever pay all I owe you, if I recover!" 

" Don't be ashamed of me," she replied, "and you will have 
more than paid all." 

"It would require a life, Lizzie, to pay all; more than a life." 
"Live for that, then; live for me, Eugene; live to see how 

hard I will try to improve myself, and never to discredit you." 
"My darling girl," he replied, rallying more of his old manner 

than he had ever yet got together. " On the contrary, I have 
been thinking whether it is not the best thing I can do, to die." 

" The best thing you can do, to leave me with a broken 
heart?" 

" I don't mean that, my dear girl. I was not thinking of 
that. "fiat I was thinking of was this. Out of your com
passion for me, in this maimed and broken state, you make 
so much of me-you think so well of me-you love me so 
dearly!" · 

"Heaven knows I love you dearly!" 
"And Heaven knows I prize it! Well. If I live, you'll find 

me out." 
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" I shall find out that my husband has a mine of purpose and 

energy, and will turn it to the best account?" 
" I hope so, dearest Lizzie," said Eugene wistfully, and yet 

somewhat whimsically. "I hope so. But I can't summon 
the \'anitv to think so. How can I think so, looking back on 
such a trli1ing, wasted youth as mine! I humLly hope it; but 
I dJ.rc:n't believe it. There is a sharp misgiving in my con
~ci..:nce that if I were to live, I should disappoint your good 
opinion and my own-and that I_ ought to die, my dear!" 

CIB.PTER XII 

THE PASSI~G SHADOW 

THE winds and tides rose and fell a certain number of times, the 
earth m0Yed round the sun a certain number of times, the ship 
upun the ocean made her voyage safely, and brought a baby 
Bella home. Then who so blest and happy as Mrs. John 
Ruktsmith, sa\'ing and excepting Mr. John Rokesmith! 

"\\'ould you not like to be rich now, my darling?" 
''How can you ask me such a question, John dear? Am I 

fl;Jt rich? " 
These were among the first words spoken near the baby Bella 

as she lay asleep. She soon proved to be a baby of wonderful 
iJ,tdli;:c:ncl', evincing the strongest objection to her grand
motht:r's society, and being invariably seized with a painful 
acidity of the stomach when that dignified lady honoured her 
"ith anv att~:ntion. 

It ''a$ charming to see Bella contempl.1ting this baby, and 
tiJhi.ng out h~:r own dimples in that tiny reflection, as if she were 
h:<"]._ in~. in the glass without personal \'anity. Her cherubic 
f"'tbtr JUstly rt:marked to her husband that the baby seemed 
to :LJ.k<: Lc:r yuuno:'- r than before, reminding him of the days 
wLc:n ~l,e h~d a pc:t d ... !l and U>td t'J w.lk to it as st,e <.arried it 
'" ·vut. The world might han bc:en challenged to produce 
J.ll<,tLer Lal•_1· who had such a store of pleasant nonsense s.:..id 
·~ 1d sur~;: tu it. a.s Bdla s.1id and s~ng to this baby; or who was 
11 :-t "' t·d alld undresst·d as uften m four-and-nn:nt\' !.ours as 
Etll.t Jrtssed a:1d undressed this baby; or who was ttld bthind 
do,,r~ a1:d puktd out to stop its father's way when he came 
L "1''. J.S tl,is baLy wa.s; or, in a word, who did half the numl er 
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of baby things, through the lively invention of a gay and proud 
young mother, that this inexhaustible baby did. 

The inexhaustible baby was two or three months old, when 
Bella began to notice a cloud upon her husband's brow. Watch
ing it, she saw a gathering and deepening anxiety there, which 
caused her great disquiet. More than once, she awoke him 
muttering in his sleep; and, though he muttered nothing worse 
than her own name, it was plain to her that his restlessness 
originated in some load of care. Therefore, Bella at length put 
in her claim to divide this load and bear her half of it. 

"You know, John dear," she said, cheerily reverting to their 
former conversation, " that I hope I may safely be trusted in 
great things. And it surely cannot be a little thing that causes 
you so much uneasiness. It's very considerate of you to try to 
hide from me that you are uncomfortable about something, but 
it's quite impossible to be done, John love." 

"I admit that I am rather uneasy, my own." 
"Then please to tell me what about, sir." 
But no, he evaded that. "Never mind!" thought Bella, 

resolutely. "John requires me to put perfect faith in him, and 
he shall not be disappointed." 

She went up to London one day, to meet him, in order that 
they might make some purchases. She found him waiting for 
her at her journey's end, and they walked away together through 
the streets. He was in gay spirits, though still harping on that 
notion of their being rich; and he said, now let them make 
believe that yonder fine carriage was theirs, and that it was 
waiting to take them home to a fine house they had; what 
would Bella, in that case, best like to find in the house? Well! 
Bella didn't know: already having everything she wanted, she 
couldn't say. But, by degrees she was led on to confess that 
she would like to have for the inexhaustible baby such a nursery 
as never was seen. It was to be " a very rainbow for colours," 
as she was quite sure baby noticed colours; and the staircase 
was to be adorned with the most exquisite flowers, as she was 
absolutely certain baby noticed flowers; and there was to be 
an aviary somewhere, of the loveliest little birds, as there was 
not the smallest doubt in the world that baby noticed birds. 
Was there nothing else? No, John dear. The predilections of 
the inexhaustible baby being provided for, Bella could think of 
nothing else. 

They were chatting on in this way, and John had suggested, 
"No jewels for your own wear, for instance?" and Bella had 
replied laughing, Oh! if he came to that, yes, there might be a 
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)ealltiful ivory case of jewels on the dressmg-table; when these 
>ictures were in a moment darkened and blotted out -:- -- ·-
. They turned a comer and met Mr. Lightwood. , · · 

He stopped as if he were petrified by the sight of Bella's 
lUSband, who in the same moment had changed colour. 

" Mr. Lightwood and I have met before/' he said. , . 
"Met before, John?" Bella repeated m a tone of wonder; 

1 Mr. Lightwood told me he had never seen you." . 
" I did not then know that I had," said Lightwood, discom

>OSed on her account " I believed that I had only hearq of 
-· -Mr. Rokesmith." With an emphasis on the name. 

'' When Mr. Lightwood saw me, my love,.. observed her 
1usband, not avoiding his eye, but looking at hiin, " my name 
was Julius Handford." . 

Julius Handford! The name that Bella had so often seen in 
>ld newspapers, when she was an inmate of Mr. Boffin's house! 
rulius Handford, who had been publicly entreated to appear, and 
[or intelligence of whom a reward had been publicly offered! 

" I would have avoided mentioning it in your presence,'' said 
Lightwood to Bella, delicately; " but since your husband men
~ons it himself, I must confirm his strange admission. I saw 
!Urn as Mr. Julius Handford, and I afterwards (unquestionably 
to his knowledge) took great pains to trace him out" · 

"Quite true. But it was not my object or my interest," 
;aid Rokesmith, quietly, " to be traced out." · 

Bella looked from the one to the other in amazement 
"Mr. Lightwood," pursued her husband, "as chance has 

>rought us face to face at last-which is not to be wondered at, 
[or the wonder is that, in spite of aD my pains to the contrary, 
::hance has not confronted us together sooner-1 have only to 
mtind you that you ~ve been at my house, and to add that I 
:lave not changed my residence." ' . , 

"Sir," returned Lightwood, witll a meaning glance towards 
Bella, " my position is a truly painful one. I hope that no 
:omplicity in a very dark transaction may attach to you, but 
~ou cannot fail to know that your OWn extraordinary conduct 
w laid you under suspicion." -· · · 
"I know it has," was an the reply. · 
"My professional duty,•• said Lightwood, hesitating, witll 

mother glance towards Bella, " is greatly at variance witll my 
)el'SO[lal inclination: but I doubt, Yr. Handford, or Mr. Roke
mith, whether I am justified in taking leave of you here, with 
~our whole murse unexplained." 

Bella caught her husband by the band. 
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"Don't be alarmed, my darling. )Ir. Lightwood will find 

that he is quite justified in taking leave of me here. At all 
events," added Rokesmith, " he will find that I mean to take 
leave of him here." · 

"I thi11k, sir," said Lightwood, "you can scarcely deny that 
when I came to your house on the occasion to which you have 
referred, you avoided me of a set purpose." 

"Mr. Lightwood, I assure you, I have no disposition to deny 
it, or intention to deny it. I should have continued to avoid 
you, in pursuance of the same set purpose, for a short time 
longer, if we had not met now. I a.m going straight home, and 
shall remain at home to-morrow until noon. Hereafter, I hope 
we may be better acquainted. Good day." 

Lightwood stood irresolute, but Bella's husband passed him 
in the steadiest manner, with Bella on his arm; and they went 
home without encountering any further remonstrance or molesta
tion from any one. 

When they had dined and were alone, John Rokesmith said 
to his wife, who had preserved her cheerfulness: " And you 
don't ask me, my dear, why I bore that name? " 

" No, John love. I should dearly like to know, of course; " 
(which her anxious face confirmed;)'' but I wait until you can 
tell me of vour own free will. You asked me if I could have 
perfect faith in you, and I said yes, and I meant it." 

It did not escape Bella's notice that he began to look 
triumphant. She wanted no strengthening in her firmness.: 
but if she had had need of any, she would have derived it from 
his kindling face. 

"You cannot have been prepared, my dearest, for such a 
discovery as that this mysterious Mr. Handford was identical 
Vl-ith your husband?" 

"No, John dear, of course not. But y~u told me to prepare 
to be tried, and I prepared myself." 

He drew her to nestle closer to him, and told her it would 
soon be over, and the truth would soon appear. ".Auld now," 
he went on, "lay stress, my dear, on these words that I af!l 
going to add. I stand in no kind of peril, and I can by poss.
bility be hurt at no one's hand." 

" You are quite, quite sure of that, John dear? " 
"Xot a hair of my head! Moreover, I have done no wrong, 

and haye injured no man. Shall I swear it?" 
"~o, John!" cried Bella, laying her hand upon his lips, v.ith 

a proud look. "Never to me! " . . 
" But circumstances," he went on-" I can, and I w1ll. d15-
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perse them in a moment-have surrounded me with o?-e of the 
stranrrest suspicions ever known. You heard Mr. L1ghtwood 

0 . ? , 
speak of a dark transactwn. 

"Yes, John." 
"You are prepared to hear explicitly what he meant?" 
"Yes, John." 
"Uy life, he meant the murder of John Harmon, your 

allotted husband." ' 
\Yith a fast palpitating heart, ~Bella grasped him by the arm. 

"You cannot be suspected, John?" 
" Dear love, I can be-for I am! " 
There was silence between them, as she sat looking in his face, 

with the colour quite gone from her ovm face and lips. " How 
dare they! " she cried at length, in a burst of generous indigna
tion. " My beloved husband, how dare they! " 

He caught her in his arms as she opened hers, and held 
her to his heart. " Enn knowing this, you can trust me, 
Bella? " 

"I can trust you, John dear, '\1\ith all my soul. If I could not 
trust you, I should fall dead at your feet." 

The kindling triumph in his face was bright indeed, as he 
looked up and rapturously exclaimed, what had he done to 
deserve the blessing of this dear confiding creature's heart! 
Again she put her hand upon his lips, Sa)ing, " Hush! " and 
then told him, in her own little natural pathetic way, that if all 
the world were against' him, she would be for him; that if all 
the world repudiated him, she would believe him; that if he 
were infamous in other eyes, he would be honoured in hers; and 
that, under the worst unmerited su;;picion, she could devote her 
life to consoling him, and imparting her 0\'\11 faith in him to 
their little child. 

A twilight calm of happiness then succeeding to their radiant 
noon, they remained at peace, until a strange voice in the room 
startled them both. The room being by that time dark, the 
voice said, "Don't Itt the lady be alanned by my strikinO' a 
li;.::1t," and immediately a match rattled, and glimmered ~ a 
h.md. The h2.r.d and the match and the YOice were then seen 
lw John Rokesmith to bd<mg to ~fr. Inspector, once medita
tn·tly actin in this chronicle. 

" i t<1ke the liberty," said .Mr. Inspector, in a business-like 
mannu," to bring myself to the recollection of ~Ir. Julius Hand
ford,. who pve me Lis narne and address do\'\11 at our place a 
con>ldLrJ~,l.: time ago. Would the lady object to my lightin" 
the p..~ir l,f candltS on the chimney-piece, to throw a furthe~ 
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light upon the subject? No? Thank you, ma'am. Now, 
we look cheerful." 

Mr. Inspector, in a dark-blue buttoned-up frock coat and 
pantaloons, presented a serviceable, half-pay, Royal Arms kind 
of appearance, as he applied his pocket-handkerchief to his nose 
and bowed to the lady. 

"You favoured me, Mr. Handford," said· Mr. Inspector, 
" by writing down your name ud address, and I produce the 
piece of paper on which you wrote it. Comparing the same 
with the writing on the fly-leaf of this book on the table-and 
a sweet pretty volume it is-I find the writing of the entry, 
'Mrs. John Rokesmith. From her husband on her birthday'
and very gratifying to the feelings such memorials are-to 
correspond exactly. Can I have a word with you?" 

" Certainly. Here, if you please," was the reply. 
"Why," retorted Mr. Inspector, again using his pocket-hand

kerchief, " though there's nothing for the lady to be at all 
alarmed at, still, ladies are apt to take alarm at matters of 
business-being of that fragile sex that they're not accustomed 
to them when not of a strictly domestic character-and I do 
generally make it a rule to propose retirement from the presence 
of ladies, before entering upon business topics. Or, perhaps," 
Mr. Inspector hinted, "if the lady was to step up-stairs, and 
take a look at baby now! " 

"Mrs. Rokesmith,"-her husband was beginning; when 
Mr. Inspector, regarding the words as an introduction, said, 
" Happy, I am sure, to have the honour." And bowed, with 
gallantry. 

" Mrs. Rokesmith," resumed her husband, " is satisfied that 
she can have no reason for being alarmed, whatever the busi
ness is."· 

"Really? Is that so?'' said Mr. Inspector. "But it's a 
sex to live and learn from, and there's nothing a lady can't 
accomplish when she once fully gives her mind to it. It's the 
case with my own wife. Well, ma'am, this good gentleman of 
yours has given' rise to a rather large amount of trouble which 
might have been avoided if he had come forward and explained 
himself. Well, you see! he didn't come forward and explain 
himself. Consequently, now that we meet, him and me, you 'II 
say-and say right-that there's nothing to be alarmed at in 
my proposing to him to come forward-or, putting the same 
meaning in another form, to come along with me-and explain 
himself." 

When Mr. Inspector put it in that other form, " to come 
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alon(}' with me," there was a relishing roll in his voice, and his 
eye beamed with an official lustre. 

" Do you propose to take me into custody? " inquired John 
Rokesmith, very coolly. 

" Why argue? " returned Mr. Inspector, in a comfortable 
sort of remonstrance; " ain't it enough that I propose that 
you shall come along with me? " 

"For what reason?" 
"Lord bless my soul and body!" returned Mr. Inspector, 

"I wonder at it in a man of your education. Why argue?" 
" What do you charge against me? " 
" I wonder at you before a lady," said Mr. Inspector, shaking 

his head reproachfully: "I wonder, brought up as you have 
heen, you haven't a more delicate mind! I charge you, then, 
with being some way concerned in the Harmon Murder. I 
don't say whether before, or in, or after, the fact. I don't say 
whether with having some knowledge of it that hasn't come out." 

" You don't surprise me. I foresaw your visit this afternoon.'' 
"Don't!" said Mr. Inspector. "Why, why argue? It's 

my duty to inform you that whatever you say will be used 
against you." 

" I don't think it will." 
"But I tell you it will," said .Mr. Inspector. "Now, having 

received the caution, do you still say that you foresaw my visit 
this afternoon? " 

" Yes. And I will say something more if you will step with 
me into the next room." 

\Yith a reassuring kiss on the lips of the frightened Bella, 
her husband (to whom Mr. Inspector obligingly offered his arm) 
took up a candle, and withdrew with that gentleman. They 
were a full half-hour in conference. When they returned, Mr. 
Inspector looked considerably astonished. 

" I have in\'ited this worthy officer, my dear," said John, 
" to make a short excursion with me in which you shall be a 
sharer. He will take something to eat and drink, I dare say, 
on your ill\·itation, while you are getting your bonnet on." 

~fr. Inspector declined eating, but assented to the proposal 
of a glass of brandy and water. Mixing this cold, and pensively 
consuming it, he broke at intervals into such soliloquies as that 
he ne\'er did know such a move, that he never had been so 
grJ.n::lkd. and that what a game was this to try the sort of stuff 
a m.ln·s t>jliJ:ion of himself was made of! Concurrently with 
thLse comments, he more than once burst out a-laughing, with 
tl:e IHlf-tnjoying and half-piqued air of a man who had given 
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up a good conundrum after much guessing, and been told the 
answer. Bella was so timid of hlfll, that she noted these things 
in a half-shrinking, half-perceptive way, and similarly noted 
that there was a great change in his manner towards John. 
That coming-along-with-him deportment was now lost in long 
musing looks at John and at herself, and sometimes in slow 
heavy rubs of his hand across his forehead, as if he were ironing 
out the creases which his deep pondering made there. He had 
had some coughing and whistling satellites, secretly gravitating 
towards him about the premises, but they were now dismissed, 
and he eyed John as if he had meant to do him a public service, 
but had unfortunately been anticipated. Whether Bella might 
have noted anything more, if she had been less afraid of him, 
she could not determine; but it was all inexplicable to her, and 
not the faintest flash of the real state of the case broke in upon 
her mind. Mr. Inspector's increased notice of herself, and 
knowing way of raising his eyebrows when their eyes by any 
chance met, as if he put the question " Don't you see? " 
augmented her timidity, and, consequently, her perplexity. 
For all these reasons, when he and she and John, at towards 
nine o'clock of a winter evening, went to London, and began 
driving from London Bridge, among low -lying water- side 
wharves and docks and strange places, Bella was in the state 
of a dreamer; perfectly unable to account for her being there, 
perfectly unable to forecast what would happen next, or whither 
she was going, or why; certain of nothing in the immediate 
present, but that she confided in John, and that John seemed 
somehow to be getting more triumphant. But what a cer
tainty was that! 

They alighted at last at the corner of a court, where there 
was a building with a bright lamp and a wicket gate. Its 
orderly appearance was very unlike that of the surrounding 
neighbourhood, and was explained by the inscription PoLICE 

STATION. 
" We are not going in here, John? " said Bella, clinging to 

him. 
"Yes, my dear; but of our own accord. We shall come out 

again as easily, never fear." 
The whitewashed room was pure white as of old, the 

methodical book-keeping was in peaceful progress as of old, 
and some distant howler was banging against a cell-door as of 
old. The sanctuary was not a permanent abiding-place, but 
a kind of criminal Pickford's. The lower passions and vices 
were regularly ticked off in the books, warehoused in the cells, 
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carted away as per accompanying invoice, and left little mark 
upon it . 

.Mr. Inspector placed two chairs for his visitors before the 
fire, and communed in a low voice with a brother of his order 
(also of a half-pay and Royal Arms aspect), who, judged 
only by his occupation at the moment, might have been a 
writing-master setting copies. Their conference done, Mr. 
Inspector returned to the fireplace, and, having observed that 
he would step round to the Fellowships and see how matters 
stood, went out. He soon came back again, saying, "Nothing 
could be better, for they're at supper with Miss Abbey in the 
bar: " and then they all three went out together. 

Still, as in a dream, Bella found herself entering a snug, 
old-fashioned public-house, and found herself smuggled into a 
little three-cornered room nearly opposite the bar of that estab
lishment. Mr. Inspector achieved the smuggling of herself 
and John into this queer room, called CosY in an inscription 
un the door, by entering in the narrow passage first in order, 
and suddenly turning round upon them with extended am1s, 
a~ if they had been two sheep. The room was lighted for their 
reception. 

"Xow," said ~fr. Inspector to John, turning the gas lower; 
" l"ll mix with 'em in a casual way, and when I say Identifi
r:,tion, perh;::;)s you'll show yourself." 

J c,Jm nodded, and Mr. Inspector went alone to the half-door 
of the bar. From the dim doorway of Cosy, within which 
];clh and her husband stood, they could see a comfortable 
Lctlc p;,rty of three persons sitting at supper in the bar, and 
cuu ld hear ewrything that was said. 

The three p<:rsons were .Miss ALbey and two male guests. 
To who1m collt:ctively, ~Ir. Inspector remarked that the weather 
"":s gcttinj sharp for the time of year. 

'' It ne:l'd be sharp to suit your wits, sir," said Miss Abbey. 
"'.Yhat h;,:,·e you got in hand now?" 

''Thanking ycu for your compliment: not much, Miss 
.\J,]ll,·," was :11r. Inspector's rejoinder. 

"\\ !10 haYe you got in Cosy?" asked Miss Abbey. 
"Or:ly a gmtlcr:!:ln and his wife, Miss." 
" And wl.o are they? If one may ask it without detriment 

to yccr tic lj) pl.ms in the interests of the honest public? " said 
~li's .\:.~~ey, proud of ~Ir. Insptctor as an administrative genius. 

" TLt.:y are str..:•;:o:·rs in this part of tl1e town, Miss Abbey. 
Tky are w.,i1.;ng u:l I shall want the gentkman to show himself 
sun.u. here, for a half a mor.:ent." 
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"While they're waiting," said Miss Abbey, '' couldn't yot 

join us?" · 
Mr. Inspector immediately slipped into the bar, and sa1 

down at the side of the half-door, with his back towards tht 
passage, and directly facing the two guests. " I don't tak! 
my supper till later in the night," said he, " and therefore l 
won't disturb the compactness of the table. But I'll take a 
glass of flip, if that's flip in the jug in the fender." 

"That's flip," replied Miss Abbey, "and it's my making 
and if even you can find out better, I shall be glad to knoVI 
where." Filling him, with hospitable hands, a steaming tum· 
bier, Miss Abbey replaced the jug by the fire; the com pan) 
not having yet arrived at the flip-stage of their supper, bu1 
being as yet skirmishing with strong ale. 

" Ah-h! " cried Mr. Inspector. " That's the smack! There'! 
not a Detective in the Force, Miss Abbey, that could find ou1 
better stuff than that." 

"Glad to hear you say so,'' rejoined Miss Abbey. "You 
ought to know, if anybody does." 

"Mr. Job Patterson," Mr. Inspector continued, "I drin~ 
your health. Mr. Jacob Kibble, I drink yours. Hope you 
have made a prosperous voyage home, gentlemen both." 

Mr. Kibble, an unctuous broad man of few words and many 
mouthfuls, said, more briefly than pointedly, raising his ale to 
his lips: "Same to you." Mr. Job Patterson, a semi-seafaring 
man of obliging demeanour, said, "Thank you, sir." 

" Lord bless my soul and body l " cried Mr. Inspector. " Talk 
of trades, Miss Abbey, and the way they set their marks 
on men" (a subject which nobody had approached); "who 
wouldn't know your brother to be a Steward! There's a 
bright and ready twinkle in his eye, there's a neatness in his 
action, there's a smartness in his figure, there's an air of relia· 
bility about him in case you wanted a basin, which points out 
the steward! And 1\Ir. Kibble; ain't he Passenger all over? 
While there's that mercantile cut upon him which would make 
you happy to give him credit for five hundred pound, don't you 
see the salt sea shining on him too? " 

" You do, I dare say," returned Miss Abbey, "but 1 don't. 
And as for stewarding, I think it's time my brother gave that 
up, and took this House in hand on his sister's retiring. The 
House will go to pieces if he don't. I wouldn't sell it for any 
money that could be told out, to a person that I couldn't depend 
upon to be a Law to the Porters, as I have been." 
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" There you're right, Miss," said Mr. Inspector. "A better· 

kept house is not known to our men. What do I say? Half 
so well a kept house is not known to our men. Show the Force 
the Six Jolly Fellowship-Porters, and the Force-to a constable 
-will show you a piece of perfection, Mr. Kibble." 

That gentleman, with a very serious shake of his head, sub
scribed the article. 

" And talk of Time slipping by you, as if it was an animal 
at rustic sports with his tail soaped," said Mr. Inspector (again, 
a subject which nobody had approached); "why, well you 
may. Well you may. How has it slipped by us, since the 
time when Mr. Job Patterson here present, Mr. Jacob Kibble 
Jwre present, and an Officer of the Force here present, first 
tame together on a matter of Identification! " 

Bella's husband stepped softly to the half-door of the bar, 
and stood there. 

"How has Time slipped by us," Mr. Inspector went on 
slowly, with his eyes narrowly observant of the two guests, 
" since we three Yery men, at an Inquest in this very house
Mr. Kibble? Taken ill, sir? " 

Mr. Kibble had staggered up, with his lower jaw dropped, 
catching Patterson by the shoulder, and pointing to the half
door. He now cried out: "Patterson! LookL Look there!" 
Potterscm ~tarted up, started back, and exclaimed: "Heaven 
ddend us, what's that?" Bella's husband stepped back to 
lklla, took her in his arms (for she was terrified by the unin
tdligiule terror of the two men), and shut the door of the little 
room. A hurry of voices succeeded, in which Mr. Inspector's 
voice was busiest; it gradually slackened and sank; and Mr. 
In,pt·ctor reappeared. " Sharp's the word, sir!" he said, 
luuk;ng in with a knowing wink. "\\'e'll get your lady out 
ut unce." Immediatdy, Bella and her husuand were under 
the stm, making their way back, alune, tu the vehicle they 
h,tJ k, pt in waiting. 

-~llthis was most extraordinary, and Bella could make nothing 
of 1t Lut that John was in the right. How in the right, and 
how suspecttd of being in the wrong, she could not divine. 
~l'lllt.' vague idea that he had never really assumed the name 
ut I Lmdiurd, and that there was a remarkable likeness between 
him and that mysterious person, was her nearest approach to 
any Jd;nite e:-.pLmation. But John was triumphant; that 
much \1 J.S made apparent; and she could wait for the rest. 

\\ hu1 J uhn can1e home to dinner next day, he said, sitting 
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down on the sofa by Bella and baby Bella: "~Iy dear, I have 
a piece of news to tell you. I have left the China House." 

As he seemed to like having left it, Bella took it for granted 
that there was no misfortune in the case. 

"In a word, my love," said John, "the China House is 
broken up and abolished. There is no such thing any more." 

"Then, are you already in another House, John?" 
" Yes, my darling. I am in another way of business. And 

I am rather better off." 
The inexhaustible baby was instantly made to congratulate 

him, and to say, with appropriate action on the part of a very 
limp arm and a speckled fist: "Three cheers, ladies and gem
plemorums. Hoo-ray!" 

" I am afraid, my life," said John, " that you have become 
very much attached to this cottage." 

"A.fraid I have, John? Of course I have." 
"The reason why I said afraid," returned John, "is because 

we must move." · 
"Oh, John!" 
"Yes, my dear, we must move. We must have our head

quarters in London now. In short, there's a dwelling-house, 
rent-free, attached to my new position, and we must occupy it." 

"That's a gain, John." 
"Yes, my dear, it is undoubtedly a gain." 
He gave her a very blithe look, and a very sly look. \rhich 

occasioned the inexhaustible baby to square at him with the 
speckled fists, and demand in a threatening manner what he 
meant? 

"My love, you said it wa.S a gain, and I said it was a gain. 
A very innocent remark, surely." 

" I won't," said the inexhaustible baby, "-allow-you
to make-game--of-my-venerable-Ma." At each division 
administering a soft facer with one of the speckled fists. 

John having stooped down to receive these punishing visita
tions, Bella asked him, would it be necessary to move soon? 
Why, yes, indeed (said John) he did propose that they should 
move very soon. Taking the furniture with them, of course? 
(said Bella). Why, no (said John), the fact was, that the house 
was-in a sort of a kind of a way-furnished already. 

The inexhaustible baby, hearing this, resumed the offensive: 
and said, " But there's no nursery for me, sir. \rhat do you 
mean, marble-hearted parent?" To which the marble-hearted 
parent rejoined that there was a-sort of a kind of a nursery
and it might be "made to do." ".Made to do?" returned the 
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Inexhaustible, administering more punishment, " what do you 
take me for? " And was then turned over on its back in Della's 
lap, and smothered with kisses. 

"But really, John dear," said Bella, flushed in quite a lovely 
manner by these exercises, " will the new house, just as it 
stands, do for baby? That's the question?" 

" I felt that to be the question," he returned, " and therefore 
I arran;;ed that you should come with me and look at it to
morrow morning." Appointment made, accordingly, for Bella 
to go up with him to-morrow morning; John kissed; and Bella 
delighted. 

\\ h~n they reached London in pursuance of their little plan, 
they took coach and drove westward. Not only drove west
ward, but drove into that particular westward division which 
Bella had seen last when she turned her face from Mr. Bofiin's 
door. Not only drove into that particular division, but drove 
at last into that very street. Not only drove into that very 
strctt, but stopped at last at that very house. 

" John dear! " cried Bella, looking out of the window in a 
flutt,·r. "Do you see where we are?" 

" Yt:s, my love. The coachman's quite right." 
The house-door was opened without any knocking or ringing, 

and John promptly helped her out. The servant who stood 
holding the door asked no question of John, neither did he go 
bdore thr:m or follow them as they went straight up-stairs. It 
was only her husband's encircling arm, urging her on, that pre
vent<:d Bella from stopping at the foot of the staircase. As 
th<:y ascended, it was seen to be tastefully ornamented with 
most LLautiful flowers. 

"Oh. John!" said Bella, faintly. "What does this mean?" 
"~uthing, my darling, nothing. Let us go on." 
Gving on a little higher, they came to a. charming aviary, in 

\\hi< h a number of tropical birds, more gorgeous in colour than 
tLt tl,,wers, were flying about; and among those birds were gold 
and ~tln:r fish, and mosses, and water-lilies, and a fountain, and 
all lll<llmer of wonders. 

"Oh. my dear John!" said Btlla. "What does this mean?" 
"~vtl.ing, my darling, nothing. Let us go on." 

. They went on, ~ntil they came t.o a door. As John put out 
hts h.md to upen 1t, lldla caught h1s hand. 

" I dun't know \\hat it means, but it's too much for me. 
I! ulJ mt·' John luve." 

J uLn r<Ju~ht her up in his arm, and lightly dashed into the 
ro..rn \\llh Ler. 
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Behold Mr. and Mrs. Boffin beaming! Behold Mrs. Boffin 

clapping her hands in an ecstasy, running to Bella, with tears 
of joy pouring down her comely face, and folding her to her 
breast, with the words: "My deary, deary, deary girl, that 
Noddy and me saw married and couldn't wish joy to, or so 
much as speak to! My deary, deary, deary, wife of John, and 
mother of his little child! My loving, loving, bright bright, 
Pretty Pretty. Y\'elcome to your house and home, my deary!" 

CIL:\PTER XIII 
SHOWING HOW THE GOLDEN D'GSDik'l" HELPED TO 

SCATTER DL'ST 

I:s all the first bewilderment of her wonder, the most be'l'lilder
ingly wonderful thing to Bella was the shining countenance of 
Mr. Boffin. That his wife should be joyous, open-hearted, and 
genial, or that her face should express every quality that was 
large anrl trusting, and no quality that was little or mean, was 
accordant with Bella's experience. But that he, with a per
fectly beneficent air and a plump rosy face, should be standing 
there, looking at her and John, like some jovial good spirit, wa> 

marvellous. For how had he looked when she last saw him in 
that very room (it was the room in which she had given him 
that piece of her mind at parting), and what had become of 
all those crooked lines of suspicion, avarice, and distrust, that 
twisted his visage then? 

Mrs. Boffin seated Bella on the large ottoman, and seated 
herself beside her, and John, her husband, seated himself on the 
other side of her, and Mr. Boffin stood beaming at every one 
and everything he could see, with surpassing jollity and enjoy
ment. Mrs. Boffin was then taken with a laughing fit of clapping 
her hands and clapping her knees, and rocking herself to and 
fro, and then with another laughing fit of embracing Bella, and 
rocking her to and fro-both fits of considerable duration. 

"Old lady, old lady," said ~Ir. Boffin, at length; "if you 
don't begin somebody else must." 

"I'm a-going to begin, Noddy, my dear," returned ~Irs. 
Boffin. " Only it isn't easy for a person to know where to begin, 
when a person is in this state of delight and happiness. Bdla, 
mv dear. Tell me, who's this? " 

· .. Who is this?" repeated Bella. "1Iy husband." 
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" Ah! But tell me his name, deary! " cried Mrs. Boffin. 
" Rokesmith." 
"No, it ain't!" cried Mrs. Boffin, clapping her hands and 

shaking her head. " Not a bit of it." 
" Handford then," suggested Bella. 
"No, it ain't!" cried Mrs. Boffin, again clapping her hands 

and shaking her head. "Not a bit of it." 
" At least, his name is John, I suppose? " said Bella. 
" Ah! I should think so, deary! " cried Mrs. Boffin. " I 

should hope so! Many and many is the time I have called him 
by his name of John. But what's his other name, his true other 
name? Give a guess, my pretty." 

" I can't guess," said Bella, turning her pale face from one to 
another. 
"I could," cried Mrs. Boffin, "and what's more, I did! I 

found him out all in a flash, as I may say, one night. Didn't I, 
Noddy?" 

" Aye! That the old lady did! " said Mr. Boffin, with stout 
pride in the circumstance. 

" Harkee to me, deary," pursued Mrs. Boffin, taking Bella's 
hands between her own, and gently beating on them from time 
to time. "It was after a particular night when John had been 
disappointed-as he thought-in his affections. It was after 
a night when Jolm had made an offer to a certain young lady, 
and the certain young lady had refused it. It was after a 
particular night, when he felt himself cast-away-like, and had 
made up his mind to go seek his fortune. It was the very next 
night. My Koddy wanted a paper out of his Secretary's room, 
and I says to Noddy,' I am going by the door, and I'll ask him 
for it.' I tapped at his door, and he didn't hear me. I looked 
in, and saw him a-sitting lonely by his fire, brooding over it. 
lie chanced to look up with a pleased kind of smile in my com
pany when he saw me, and then in a single moment every grain 
uf the gunpowder, that had been lying sprinkled thick about 
him ever since I first set eyes upon him as a man at the Bower, 
took fire! Too many a time had I seen him sitting lonely, when 
he was a poor child, to be pitied, heart and hand! Too many a 
time had I seen him in need of being brightened up with a com
forting word! Too many and too many a time to be mistaken, 
"ht·n tbt glin1pse of him come at last! No! no! I just 
m;lhs out to cry, ' I know you now! \' ou're John! ' And he 
~atchcs me as I drops.-So what," said Mrs. Boffin, breaking off 
m the rush of her speech to smile most radiantly, " might you 
t!.ink by this time that your husband's name was, dear? " 

2A 
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. " Not," returned Bella, with quivering lips; " not Harmon? 
That's not possible?" 

" Don't tremble. Why not possible, deary, when so many 
things are possible? " demanded Mrs. Boffin, in a soothing tone. 

" He was killed," gasped Bella. 
"Thought to be," said Mrs. Boffin. "But if ever John 

Harmon drew the breath of life on earth, that is certainly John 
Harmon's arm round your waist now, my pretty. If ever John 
Harmon had a wife on earth, that wife is certainly you. If 
ever John Harmon and his wife had a child on earth, that child 
is certainly this." 

By a master-stroke of secret arrangement, the inexhaustible 
baby here appeared at the door, suspended in mid-air by in
visible agency. Mrs. Boffin plunging at it brought it to Bella's 
lap, where both Mrs. and Mr. Boffin (as the saying is) "took it 
out of " the Inexhaustible in a shower of caresses. It was only 
this timely appearance that kept Bella from swooning. This, 
and her husband's earnestness in explaining further to her how 
it had come to pass that he had been supposed to be slain, and 
had even been suspected of his own murder; also, how he had 
put a pious fraud upon her which had preyed upon his mind, as 
the time for its disclosure approached, lest she might not make 
full allowance for the object with which it had originated, and 
in which it had fully developed. 

" But bless ye, my beauty! " cried Mrs. Boffin, taking him 
up short at this point, with another hearty clap of her hands. 
"It wasn't John only that was in it. We was all of us 
in it." 

" I don't," said Bella, looking vacantly from one to another, 
" yet understand--" 

" Of course you don't, my deary," exclaimed Mrs. Boffin. 
" How can you till you're told? So now I am a-going to tell 
you. So you put your two hands between my two hands again," 
cried the comfortable creature, embracing her, " with that 
blessed little picter lying on your lap, and you shall be told all 
the story. Now, I'm a-going to tell the story. Once, twice, 
three times, and the horses is off. Here they go! When I cries 
out that night,' I know you now, you're John! '-which was 
my exact words: wasn't they, John? " 

"Your exact words," said John, laying his hand on hers. 
"That's a very good arrangement," cried Mrs. Boffin. " Keep 

it there, John. And as we was all of us in it, Noddy, you come 
and lay yours a-top of his, and we won't break the pile till the 
story's done." 
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~1r. Boffin hitched up a chair, and added his broad brown 
right hand to the heap. 

" That's capital! " said Mrs. Boffin, giving it a kiss. " Seems 
quite a family building; don't it? But the horses is off. Well! 
When I cries out that night, ' I know you now! you're John! ' 
John catches of me, it is true; but I ain't a light weight, 
bless ye, and he's forced to let me dovm. Noddy, he hears a 
noise, and in he trots, and as soon as I anyways comes to myself 
I calls to him,' Noddy, well I might say as I did say, that night 
at the Bower, for the Lord be thankful this is John! ' On which 
he gives a heave, and down he goes likewise, with his head under 
the writing-table. This brings me round comfortable, and that 
brings him round comfortable, and then J olm and him and me 
we all fall a-crying for joy." 

"Yes! They cry for joy, my darling," her husband struck in. 
" You understand? These two, whom I come to life to disap
pc.int and dispossess, cry for joy! " 

Della looked at him confusedly, and looked again at Mrs. 
Boffin's radiant face. 

"That's right, my dear, don't you mind him," said Mrs. 
Bollin; " stick to me. Well! Then we sits down, gradually 
gets cool, ::nd holds a confabulation. J olm he tells us how he is 
despairing in his mind on accounts of a certain fair young per
son, and how, if I hadn't found him out, he was going away to 
seek his fortune far and wide, and had fully meant never to come 
to life, but to leave the property as our wrongful inheritance for 
e\·er and a day. At which you never see a man so frightened as 
my ~oddy was. For to think that he should have come in to 
the property wrongful, however innocent, and-more than that 
-might have gone on keeping it to his dying day, turned him 
whiter than chalk." 

" And you too," said Mr. Boffin. 
" Don't you mind him, neither, my deary," resumed Mrs. 

J~, <11in; " stick to me. This brings up a certain confabulation 
rc;.:arding a certain fair young person; when Noddy he gives it 
as his opinion that she is a deary creetur. 'She may be a leetle 
spuilt, and nat'rally spoilt,' he says, ' by circumstances, but 
that's on!:· on the surface, and I lay my life,' he says,' that she's 
tLe true g<lldt:n gold at heart.' " 

" So did you," said Mr. Boffin. 
" Dun't you mind him a single morsel, my dear," proceeded 

~!rs. Bu:iin, "but stick to me. Then says John, Oh, if he could 
but pro\e so! Then we both of us ups and says, that minute, 
' l'ro,·e so! ' " 
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With a start, Bella directed a hurried glance towards ~Ir. 
Boffin. But he was sitting thoughtfullv smilino- at that broad 
brown hand of his, and erther didn't s"ee it or \-ould take no 
notice of it. 

" ' Pro,·e it, John! 'we says/' repeated ~Irs. Boffin. " ' Prove 
it and on;rcor:te your ~oubts with triumph, and be happy for 
the first time m your life, and for the rest of your life.' This 
puts John in a state, to be sure. Then we says, 'What "ill 
content you? If she was to stand up for you when you was 
slighted, if she was to show herself of a generous mind when you 
was oppressed, if she was to be truest to you when you was 
poorest and friendliest, and all this against her own seeming 
interest, how would that do?' 'Do?' says John, 'it would 
raise me to the skies.' 'Then.' says my Xoddy, 'make your 
preparations for the ascent, John, it being my firm belief that 
up you go!'" 

Bella caught ~Ir. Boffin's twinkling eye for half an instant; 
but he got it away from her, and restored it to his broad brown 
hand. 

" From the first, you was always a special favourite of 
Xoddy's," said~. Boffin, shaking her head. "Oh you were! 
.\.nd if I had been inclined to be jealous, I don't know what I 
mi;htn't haYe done to you. But as I wasn't:-why, my beauty,'' 
with a hearty laugh and an embrace, "I made you a special 
fa,·ourite of my own too. But the horses is coming round the 
corner. Well~ Then says my Xoddy, shaking his sides till he 
was fit to make 'em ache azain: 'Look out for beinz sli:;;hted 
and oppressed, John. for if ~-era man had a hard master: you 
shall find me from this present time to be such to you.' .\.nd 
then he ~! " cried ~Irs. Boffin, in an ecstasy of admiration. 
"Lord bless you, then he began! .\.nd how he diJ begin; 
didn't he!" 

Bella looked half frightened, and yet half laughed. 
"But bless YOU" pursued lrrs. Boffin "if vou could have 

Sei:D ~of a rugh~, at that time of it! The w·ay he'd sit and 
chuckle over himself! The way he'd say, 'I've been a re.;ular 
brown bear t<Hiay,' and take himself in h.is arms and hug him
self at the thougr.ts of the brute he had pretended. But every 
night he says to me: 'Better and better, old lady. What did 
we say of her? She'll come through it, the true golden gold. 
This'll be the happiest piece of work we ever donr.' _\nd then 
he'd say, 'I'll be a gllilier old growler to-morrow!' an~ lau;h, 
he ""ou!d, tw Jor..n and me was often f0rced to slap h1s back, 
and brir.g it out of !:..is mdpipe> with a litt:e w:Her." 
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~Ir. Boffin, with his face bent over his heavy hand, made no 

sound, but rolled his shoulders when thus referred to, as if he 
were vastly enjoying himself. · 

" And so, my good and pretty," pursued .Mrs. Boffin, " you 
was married, and there was we hid up in the church-organ by 
this husband of yours; for he wouldn't let us out vdth it then, 
as was first meant. 'No,' he says, 'she's so unselfish and con
tented, that I can't afford to be rich yet. I must wait a little 
lnn~er.' Then, when baby was expected, he says, ' She is such 
a cheerful, glorious housewife, that I can't afford to be rich yet. 
I must wait a little longer.' Then, when baby was born, he 
S!\YS, 'She is so much better than she ever was, that I can't 
afford to be rich yet. I must wait a little longer.' And so he 
goes on and on, till I says outright, 'Now, John, if you don't 
fix a time for setting her up in her own house and home, and 
letting us walk out of it, I'll turn Informer.' Then he says, he'll 
onlv wait to triumph beyond what we ever thought possible, 
and to show her to us better than even we ever supposed; and 
he says, ' She shall see me under suspicion of haYing murdered 
myself, and you shall see how trusting and how true she'll be.' 
\\'til! Xoddy and me agreed to that, and he was right, and here 
you are, and the horses is in, and the story is done, and God 
bless you, my beauty, and God bless us all!" · 

The pile of hands dispersed, and Bella and Mrs. Boffin took a 
good lon;.r hug of one another: to the apparent peril of the 
inexhaustible baby, l~·ing staring in Bella's lap. 

" But is the story done? " said Bella, pondering. " Is there 
no more of it? " 

" \\nat more of it should there be, deary? " returned :!!Irs. 
I: .. tlin, full of glee. 

" .\re you sure you ha\·e left nothing Gut of it? " asked Bella. 
" I dcm't think I have," said :!l!rs. Boffin, archly. 
" John dear," said Bella, " you're a good nurse; ·will you 

pk.1~e h•!ld baby?" Ha,·ing deposited the Inexhaustible in his 
urns" ith those words, Bella looked hard at :!IIr. Boffin, who had 
mond to a table where he was leaning his head upon his hand 
"ith his f.tre turned away, and, quietly settling herself on her 
knees at his side, and drawing one arm OYer his shoulder, said: 
" Please I beg your pardon, and I made a small mistake of a 
'' urd "hen I took lea \'e of you last. Please I think you are 
llttter (not worse) than Hopkins, better (not worse) than Dancer, 
hetttr (not worse) than Bl:J.rkberry Jones, better (not worse) 
tLan any of them! Please something more!" cried Bella, with 
an exulunt ringing laugh as she struggled with him and forced 
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hL'11 to tum his delighted face to her. "Please I have found 
out something not y~t mentioned. Please I don't believe you 
are a hard-hearted miser at all, and p:ease I don't believe vou 
e,·er for one single minute were! " -
A~ this ~Irs .... Boffin fairly screamed with rapture, and sat 

beatmg her feet upon the floor, clapping her hands, and bcbbing 
herself backwards and forwards, like a demented member of 
some ~andarin's famih·. 

"Oh, I understand- you now, sir!" cried Bella. "I wan~ 
neither vou nor anv one else to tell me the rest of the storv. I 
can tell.it to you, ~ow, if you would like to hear it." · 

"Can vou, mv dear?" said lli. Boffin. "Tell it then." 
" What? " cned Bella, holding him prisoner by the ceat 

with both hands. " \Yben you saw what a greedy Ectle wretch 
you were the patron of, you determined to show her how much 
misused and misprized riches could do, and often had done, 
to spoil people; did you? Xot caring what she thought of 
you (and Goodness knows that was of no consequence:) you 
showed her, in yot:rself, the most detestable sides of wealth, say
ing in your o>~n mind, 'T.ois shallow creature would never 'I'Wk 

the truth out of her O'l"ln weak soul, if she had a hundred years 
to do it in; but a glaring instance kept before her may open 
even her eves and set her thinking-.' That was what vou said 
to yourself.; was it, sir? " ~ , -

" I ne,·er said anything of the sort," )lr. Boffin declared in 
a state of the highest enjoyment. 

"Then you ought to have said it, sir," returned Bella, givir1g 
}:;i:n two pulls and one kiss, "for you must have thought and 
meant it. You saw that good fortune was turning my stupid 
head and hardening my silly heart-was making me grasping. 
c:llculating, insolent, insufferable-and you took t.he pains to 
be the de,nest and kindest finger-post that ever was set up 
anywhere, pointing out the road that I was taking and the 
end it led to. Confess instantly! " 

" John," said ~Ir. Boffin, one broad piece of sunshine from 
head to foot, "I wish you'd help me out of this." 

" You can't be heard bv counsel. sir." returned Bella. " You 
must speak for yourself. -Confess ·inst~ntly!" 

"Well, my dear," said ~Ir. Bo!Tm, "the truth is, that when 
we did go in for the little scheme that my old lady has pinted 
out, I did put it to John, what did he think of going in for some 
such general .scheme as you have pinted out? But I didn't in 
any way so word it, because I didn't in any way so mean it. 
I only said to John, wouldn't it be more consistent, me goin::: 
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in for being a reg'lar brown bear respecting him, to go in as a 
reg'lar brown bear all round? " 

" Confess this minute, sir," said Bella, " that you did it to 
correct and amend me ! " 

" Certainly, my dear child," said Mr. Boffin, "I didn't do 
it to harm you; you may be sure of that. And I did hope 
it might just hint a caution. Still, it ought to be mentioned 
that no sooner had my old lady found out John, than John 
made known to her and me that he had had his eye upon a 
thankless person by the name of Silas Wegg. Partly for the 
punishment of which Wegg, by leading him on in a very un
handsome and underhanded game that he was playing, them 
books that you and me bought so many of together (and, by
the-bye, my dear, he wasn't Blackberry Jones, but Blewberry) 
was read aloud to me by that person of the name of Silas Wegg 
aforesaid." 

Bella, who was still on her knees at Mr. Boffin's feet, gradually 
sank down in a sitting posture on the ground, as she meditated 
more and more thoughtfully, with her eyes upon his beaming 
face. 

" Still," said Bella, after this meditative pause, " there re
main two things that I cannot understand. Mrs. Boffin never 
supposed any part of the change in Mr. Boffin to be real; did 
she? You never did; did you?" asked Bella, turning to her. 

" No!" returned Mrs. Boffin with a most rotund and glowing 
ne~-ati,·e. 

· .. And yet you took it very much to heart," said Bella. " I 
remember its making you very uneasy, indeed." 

"Ecod, you see Mrs. John has a sharp eye, John!" cried 
!l!r. Boffin, shaking his head with an admiring air. "You're 
ri~ht, my dear. The old lady nearly blowed us into shiv-ers 
and smithers many times." 

" Why? " asked Bella. " How did that happen when she 
was in your secret? " 

"Why, it was a weakness in the old lady," said Mr. Boffin: 
" and yet, to tell you the whole truth and nothing but the 
truth, I'm rather proud of it. My dear, the old lady thinks 
so hi::;h of me that she couldn't abear to see and hear me comin()' 
out ~s a r<>QU)ar brown one. Couldn't abear to make-believ~ 
~s I me;,nt it! In consequence of which, we was everlastingly 
m dan~er 11ith her." 

~~r~. Boftin laughed heartily at herself; but a certain glisten
ing in Ler honest eyes revealed that she was by no means cured 
of that dang!'rous propensity. 
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" I assure you, ruy dear," said 1Ir. Boffin, " that on the 
celebrated day when I made what has since been agreed upon 
to be my grandest demonstration-! allude to Mew says the 
cat, Quack-quack says the duck, and Bow-wow-wow says the 
dog-I assure you, my dear, that on that celebrated day, them 
flinty and unbelieving words hit my old lady so hard on my 
account, that I had to hold her, to prevent her running out 
after you, and defending me by saying I was playing a part." 

Mrs. Boffin laughed heartily again, and her eyes glistened 
again, and it then appeared, not only that in that burst of 
sarcastic eloquence Mr. Boffin was considered by his tlvo fellow
conspirators to have outdone himself, but that in his own 
opinion it was a remarkable achievement. "Never thought of 
1t afore the moment, my dear! " he observed to Bella. " When 
John said, if he had been so happy as to win your affections and 
possess your heart, it come into my head to tum round upon 
him "ith ' Win her affections and possess her heart! .:\Iew 
says the cat, Quack-quack says the duck, and Bow-wow-wow 
says the dog.' I couldn't tell you how it come into my head 
or where from, but it had so much the sound of a rasper that 
I mm to you it astonished myself. I was a"l'i1ul nigh bursting 
out a-laughing though, when it made John stare! " 

"You said, my pretty,'' Mrs. Boffin reminded Bella, "that 
there was one other thing- you couldn't understand.'' 

" Oh yes! " cried Bella; co wring her face with her hands; 
" but that I never shall be able to understand as long as I Ji,·e. 
It is, how John could love me so when I so little deserved it, 
and how you, }fr. and :llis. Boffin, could be so forgetful of 
yourseh·es, and take such pains and trouble to make me a 
little better, and after all to help him to so unworthy a wife. 
But I am very, ,·ery grateful." 

It was John Harmon's tum then-John Harmon now for 
good, and John Rokesmith for nevermore-to plead with her 
(quite unnecessarily) in behalf of his deception, and to tell 
her, over and O\·er again, that it had been prolonged by her 
ov.-n winning graces in her supposed station of life. This led 
on to many interchanges of endearment and enjoyment on all 
sides, in the midst of which the Inexhaustible being obserwd 
sta.rirur in a most imbecile manner, on .:\[rs. Boffin's bre<lst, 
was pronounced to be supernaturally intelli;ent as. to the whole 
transaction. and was made to declare to the lad1es and f:E'm
plemorums: with a wave of the speckled fist (with diffi..:uity 
detached from an exceedindy short waist), "I have aln:ady 
informed my veneratle 1Ia that I know all about it." 
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Then, said John Harmon, would ~Irs. John Harmon come 

and see her house? And a dainty house it was, and a taste
fullY beautiful; and they went through it in procession; the 
Ine~haustible on ~Irs. Boffin's bosom (still staring) occupying 
the middle station, and ~Ir. Boffin. bringing up the rear. And 
on Bella's exquisite toilette table was an ivory casket, and in 
the casket were jewels the like of which she had ne,·er dreamed 
of, and aloft on an upper floor was a nursery garnished as v.ith 
rainbows; "though we were hard put to it," said John Harmon, 
" to get it done in so short a time." 

The house inspected, emissaries remo,·ed the Inexhaustible, 
who was shortly afterwards heard screaming among the rain
bows; whereupon Bella withdrew herself from the presence 
and knowledge of gemplemorums, and the screaming ceased, 
and smiling Peace associated herself v.ith that young o!iYe 
branch. 

""Come and look in. ~oddv!" said Mrs. Boffin to ~Ir. Boffin. 
~!r. Boffin, submitting to" be led on tiptoe to the nursery 

door. looked in with immense satisfaction, although there was 
nothin~ to see but Bella in a musing state of happiness, seated 
in a little low chair upon the hearth, v.ith her child in her fair 
y• •un~ arms, and her soft eyelashes shading her eyes from the 
f:rt. 

" It looks as if the old man's spirit had found rest at last; 
dun "t it? " said ~Irs. Boffin. 

"Yes. old ladv.'' 
" .\nd as if his money had turned bright a;::ain, after a long, 

Ion:: rust in the dark, and was at last beginning to sparkle in 
the sunli;:ht?" 

"Yes.'.old ladv.'' 
•· .\nd it mak~s a pretty and a promising picter; don't it?" 
"Yes. (J!d Iadv." 
l~ut. aware at tte instant of a fine opening for a point, Mr. 

Bu':in quent hed that obserntion in this- delinred in the 
~,.i,liest p-owlin::r of the regular brov ... n bear. "A pretty and 
a bnpdul picttr? :!~few, Quack-quack, Bow-wow!" And then 
tft,tttd silently down-stairsJ with his shoulders in a state of 
the lin:liest commotion. 
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CH.:\.PIER XIV 

CXECKlt.UE TO TIIE FRIE:.'\'"DL Y }!0"\"E 

:\IR. and }frs. John Ha..rmon had so timed their taking possession 
of t.'leir ris;htfu.l name and their London house. that the event 
bdell on the Yt'T\" dav when the last wa.:rzon-load of the last 
3Iound was driv~n o~t at the g--ates of Bodffi·s Bower. .\.s it 
jolted away, ~Ir. \Yegg felt that the last load was cormpond
ingly removed from his mind, and hailed the auspicious season 
"hen that black sheep, Boffin, was to be closely sheared. 

Over the whole slow process of levelling t.1e ~founds, Silas 
had kept watch with rapacious eyes. But eyes no less rapacious 
had watched the growth of the ~founds in years bygone, and 
had '"4~tly sifted the dust of which tb.ey were composed. 
~o valuables turned up. How should tb.ere be any, seeing 
tbt the old hard jailer of Harmony Jail had coined every waif 
and stray into money long before? 

Thou;h c:fu;l;:pointed by this bare result, 1lr. We;g fdt too 
~nsitly reliend by the cl0se of the labour to grumble to any 
great extent. A foreman-represent;ltive of the dust comractors, 
purcha..;ers of the )founds. h:1d worn Mr. Wegg down to ski'l 
and tr.:me. Tl'.i; super.-isor of the proceedings asserting his 
ernp~oyers' rigb.ts to cart off by dJ.yli;h.t, nightlic::ht, torchlight, 
when they would, must have been the death of Silas if the work 
had l.J..sted much longer. never to need sleep himself, 
!::e would reappear. ~ith a tied-up broken head, in fantail hat 
a.ni w·t.·et~nsmi:ls,like an accu.rse~ ;cblin, at the most unholy 
2.:1.:1 ur:.timdy hours. Tired out by keeping close ward over a 
!ong d.1.y"s work in fog and rain, Sills would have just crawled 
to bed and t.e when a horrid shake and rumble under 
tis p::::.l•JW woi.ld announce an approachi.•1g train of carts, 
e&.Clrted bv tb.i.5 Demon of rnrest. to fall to work a:rain. .-\.t 
an•Jther ~e, he w.Juld be rumbled up out of his soundest sleep, 
in tie c;;:.:.d of the at ancther, would be kept at hi.; post 
e:z:::.r-n::-!Jrtv bDu.rs on end. The :r:vre his persecut:)r be
sou:;tt t.irn not to trodle himself to tum out. the more sus
piciou.s was the crafty \Ye:;g thJ.t indications had been obsen·ed 
of some;Hng hid.:en somewhere, and that attempts were on 
f.JCit to circu.n:wnt him. So continuallv broken was his rest 
t.n::.:,::t 1±.~ tl:at he led tb.e li£e of ha.vi.'lg wa;ered to 
ke€P ten tholli.md in ten thousand hours, and 
ko(}~ed pi:.:uusly upon as always gettin;r up and yet 
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never going to bed. So gaunt and haggard had he grown at 
last, that his wooden leg showed disproportionate, and presented 
a thriving appearance in contrast with the rest of his plagued 
body, which might almost have been termed chubby. 

However, Wegg's comfort was, that all his disagreeables 
were now oYer, and that he was immediately coming into his 
property. Of late the Grindstone did undoubtedly appear 
to have been whirling at his own nose rather than Boffin's, 
!Jut I;offin's nose was now to be sharpened fine. Thus far, 
Mr. Wegg had let his dusty friend off lightly, having been 
haulked in that amiable design of frequently dining with him, 
by the machinations of the sleepless dustman. He had been 
constrained to depute Mr. Venus to keep their dusty friend, 
Boffin, under inspection, while he himself turned lank and lean 
at the Bower. 

To Mr. Venus's museum :Mr. Wegg repaired when at length 
the Mounds were down and gone. It being evening, he found 
that gentleman, as he expected, seated over his fire; but did 
not find him, as he expected, floating his powerful mind 
in tea. 

" \\'hy, you smell rather comfortable here!" said Wegg, 
seeming to take it ill, and stopping and sniffing as he entC'red. 

"I am rather comfortable, sir," said \'enus. 
" You don't use lemon in your business, do you? " asked 

\\'ec:g, sniffing again. 
•· ~o, Mr. \reg-g," said \'enus. "When I use it at all, I 

mo· tly use it in C()bblers' punch." 
"What do yo.u call cobblers' punch?" demanded Wegg, in 

a worse humour than before. 
''It's di11icult to impart the receipt for it, sir," returried 

\'enu:;, "because, however particular you may be in allotting 
your matrnals, so much will still depend unon the inr~ividual 
gifts, and there being a feeling thrown into it~ But the f:,'TOUnd
work is gin." 

" In a Dutch bottle!" said We£" gloomilv as he sat him-
,~: If down. ~o · ' 

" \'ery S"ood. sir, very good! " cried Yen us. " "'ill vuu 
partake. sir? " • 

."\\'ill I p::rtake?" returned \regg very surlily. "Why, 
(It cours~ I wlll! II' ill a man partake, as has been tormente-d 
out tof las t\ t s"'rues by an everlasting dustman with his head 
t1ed up! 11"1!1 Le, too! As if he wouldn't!'' 

" Jl,,n'f lc:t it put you out,· ~rr. \\'egg. You don't seem in 
Y'"'r l!·ual ,;pirits." 
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" If you come to that, you don't seem in your usual spirits," 

growled Wegg. "You seem to be setting up for lively.'' 
This circumstance appeared, in his then state of mind, to 

give Mr. Wegg uncommon offence. 
"And you've been having your hair cut!" said Wegg, 

missing the usual dusty shock. 
"Yes, Mr. Wegg. But don't let that put you out, either." 
" And I am blest if you ain't getting fat! " said W egg, with 

culminating discontent. " What are you going to do next? " 
"Well, Mr. Wegg," said Venus, smiling in a sprightly manner, 

" I suspect you could hardly guess what I am going to do next." 
"I don't want to guess," retorted Wegg. "All I've got to 

say is, that it's well for you that the diwision of labour has been 
what it has been. It's well for you to have had so light a part 
in this business, when mine has been so heavy. You haven't 
had your rest broke, I'll be bound." 

"Not at all, sir," said Venus. "Never rested so well in all 
my life, I thank you." 

"Ah!" grumbled Wegg, "you should have been me. If 
you had been me, and had been fretted out of your bed, and 
your sleep, and your meals, and your mind, for a stretch of 
months together, you'd have been out of condition and out of 
sorts." 

"Certainly it has trained you down, Mr. Wegg," said Venus, 
contemplating his figure with an artist's eye. "Trained you 
down very low, it has! So weazen and yellow is the kivering 
upon your bones, that one might almost fancy you had come 
to give a look-in upon the French gentleman in the corner, 
instead of me." 

Mr. Wegg, glancing in great dudgeon towards the French 
gentleman's corner, seemed to notice something new there, 
which induced him to glance at the opposite corner, and then to 
put on his glasses and stare at all the nooks and corners of the 
dim shop in succession. 

"Why, you've been having the place cleaned up!" he 
exclaimed. 

"Yes, Mr. Wegg. By the hand of adorable woman." 
"Then what you're going to do next, I suppose, is to get 

married?" 
"That's it, sir." 
Silas took off his glasses again-finding himself too intensely 

disgusted by the sprightly appearance of his friend and partner 
to bear a ma~:;nified view of him,, and made the inquiry: 

"To the old party?" 
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"Mr. \Yegg!" said Venus, with a sudden flash of wnth. 

"The lady in question is not a old party." 
" I meant,'' explained \Yegg, testily, "to the party as for-

merly objected." . . 
"!IIr. Wegg," said Venus, "m a case of so much delicacy, 

I must trouble you to say what you mean. There are strings 
that must not be played upon. No, sir! Not sounded, unless 
in the most respectful and tuneful manner. Of such melodious 
string-s is Miss Pleasant Riderhood formed." 

" 'fhen it is the lady as formerly objected?" said Wegg. 
"Sir," returned Venus with dignity, "I accept the altered 

phrase. It is the lady as formerly objected." 
" \\'hen is it to come off? " asked Silas . 
.. ~Ir. \\'egg," said Venus, with another flush, "I cannot 

permit it to be put in the form of a Fight. I must temperately 
but firmly call upon you, sir, to amend that question.'' 

·· \\'hen is the lady," Wegg reluctantly demanded. constrain
ing his ill-temper in remembrance of the partnership and its 
stock-in-trade, "going to give her 'and where she has already 
ginn her 'art?" 

"Sir," returned ''enus, "I again accept the altered phrase, 
and 11ith pleasure. The lady is a-going to give her 'and where 
she Las already g1ven her 'art, next Monday." 

"Then the lady's objection has been met?" said Silas. 
"Mr. \\'egg;· said Venus," as I did name to you, I think, on 

a former occasion, if not on former occasions--". 
" On former occasions," interrupted \Yegg. 
"-\\l:tat," pursued Venus, "what the nature of the lady's 

obj, ction was, I may impart, without violating any of the 
tender confidences since sprung up between the lady and myself, 
how it has been met, through the kind interference of two good 
friends of min~: one previously acquainted with the lady: and 
one, not. The pint was thrown out, sir, by those two friends 
"htn they did me the great sm·ice of waiting on the lady to 
try if a union bet\\ixt the lady and me could not be brought to 
L~:ar- -the pint. I say, was thr0\\11 out by them, sir, whether if, 
at ter ll!Jrri,,:.:e I confined mnelf to the articulation of men 
cLildren. and the lower animals, it might not relieve the lady'~ 
mmd ~,f her feding re:;pecting being-as a lady-regarded in a 
b"n~· L)n. It was a happy thought, sir, and it took root." 

"It would seem, !>lr. renus,'' observed \\'egg, with a touch 
of dtstn:st," tlut you are flu~h of friends? '' 

"Pr,tty well, sir," tr,at gentleman answered, in a tone of 
r !::cid 1:1ystery. " So-so, sir. Pretty well." 
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"However," said Wegg, after eyeing him with another touch 

of distrust, " I wish you joy. One man spends his fortune 
in one way, and another in another. You are going to try 
matrimony. I mean to try travelling." 

"Indeed, Mr. Wegg?" 
" Change of air, sea-scenery, and my natural rest, I hope may 

bring me round after the persecutions I have undergone from 
the dustman with his head tied up, which I just now mentioned. 
The tough job being ended and the Mounds laid low, the hour 
is come for Boffin to stump up. Would ten to-morrow morning 
suit you, partner, for finally bringing Boffin's nose to the grind
stone? " 

Ten to-morrow morning would quite suit 1\Ir. Venus for that 
excellent purpose. 

" You have had him well under inspection, I hope? " said 
Silas. 

Mr. Venus had had him under inspection pretty well every day. 
" Suppose you was just to step round to-night then, and give 

him orders from me-l say from me, because he knows I won't 
be played with-to be ready with his papers, his accounts, and 
his cash, at that time in the morning?'' said Wegg. "As a 
matter of form, which will be agreeable to your own feelings, 
before we go out (for I'll walk with you part of the way, though 
my leg gives under me with weariness), Jet's have a look at the 
stock-in-trade." 

Mr. Venus produced it, and it was perfectly correct; 111r. 
Venus undertook to produce it again in the morning, and to 
keep tryst with Mr. Wegg on Boffin's doorstep as the clock 
struck ten. At a certain point of the road between Clerken
well and Boffin's house (Mr. Wegg expressly insisted that there 
should be no prefix to the Golden Dustman's name) the partners 
separated for the night. · 

It was a very bad night; to which succeeded a very bad 
morning. The streets were so unusually slushy, muddy, and 
miserable in the morning, that Wegg rode to the scene of action; 
arguing that a man who was, as it were, going to the Bank to 
draw out a handsome property, could well afford that tri11ing 
expense. 

Venus was punctual, and Wegg undertook to knock at the 
door, and conduct the conference. Door knocked at. Door 
opened. 

" Boffin at home? " 
The servant replied that Mr. Boffin was at home. 
"He'll do," said \\'egg, "though it ain't what I call him." 

c. 
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The servant inquired if they had any appointment? 
•· Kow, I tell you what, young fellow," said Wegg, "I won't 

have it. This won't do for me. I don't want menials. I want 
Boffin." 

They were shown into a waiting-room, where the all-powerful 
Wegg wore his hat, and whistled, and with his forefinger stirred 
up a clock that stood upon the chimney-piece, until he made it 
strike. In a few minutes they were shown up-stairs into what 
used to be Boffin's room; which, besides the door of entrance, 
had folding-doors in it, to make it one of a suite of rooms when 
occasion required. Here Boffin was seated at a library-table, 
and here Mr. Wegg, having imperiously motioned the servant 
to withdraw, drew up a chair, and seated himself, in his hat, 
close beside him. Here, also, Mr. Wegg instantly underwent 
the remarkable experience of having his hat twitched off his 
head and thrown out of a window, which was opened and shut 
for the purpose. 

" Be careful what insolent liberties you take in that gentle
man's presence," said the owner of the hand which had done 
this," or I will throw you after it." 

Wegg involuntarily clapped his hand to his bare head, and 
stared at the Secretary. For it was he addressed him with a 
severe countenance, and who had come in quietly by the folding
doors. 

" Oh! " said Wegg, as soon as he recovered his suspended 
power of speech. " Very good! I gave directions for you to be 
dismissed. And you ain't gone, ain't you? Oh! We'll look 
into this presently. Very good! " 

" ~ o, nor I ain't gone," said another voice. 
Somebody else had come in quietly by the folding-doors. 

Turning his head, \\'egg beheld his perse~utor, the ever-wakeful 
dustman, accoutred with fantail hat and velveteen smalls com
plete. \rho, untying his tied-up broken head, revealed a head 
that was whole, and a face that was Sloppy's. 

" Ha, ha, ha, gentlemen!" roared Sloppy, in a peal of 
l.lu;.:hter, and with immeasurable relish. "He never thought 
as I could sleep standing, and often done it when I turned for 
~Irs. Higden! He never thought as I used to give Mrs. Higden 
the Pullce-news in different voices! But I did lead him a life 
all through it, gentlemen, I hope I really and truly DID! " 
Her\', ~!r. Sloppy opening his mouth to a quite alarming extent, 
and throwing bJ.ck his head to peal again, revealed incalculable 
buttons. 

" Oh! " saiJ Wegg, slightly discomfited, but not much as 
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yet: " one and one is two not dismissed, is it? Bof-fin! 
Just let me as~ a question. Who set this chap on, in this dress, 
when the cartmg began? Who employed this fellow? " 

" I say! " remonstrated Sloppy, jerking his head forward. 
" No fellows, or I'll throw you out of winder! " 

Mr. Boffin appeased him with a wave of his hand, and said: 
"I employed him, Wegg." 

"Oh! You employed him, Boffin? Very good. Mr. 
Venus, we raise our terms, and we can't do better than proceed 
to business. Bof-fin! I want the room cleared of these two 
scum."' 

"That's not going to be done, Wegg," replied .Mr. Boffin, 
sitting composedly on the library-table, at one end, while the 
Secretary sat composedly on it at the other. 

"Bof-fin! Not going to be done?" repeated Wegg. "Not 
at your peril? " · 

"No, Wegg," said Mr. Boffin, shaking his head good
humouredly. "Not at my peril, and not on any other terms." 

Wegg reflected a moment, and then said: "Mr. Venus, will 
you be so good as hand me over that same dockyment?" 

"Certainly, sir," replied Venus, handing it to him with much 
politeness. "There it is. Having now, sir, parted with it, I 
wish to make a small observation: not so much because it is 
anyways necessary, or expresses any new doctrine or discovery, 
as because it is a comfort to my mind. Silas Wegg, you are a 
precious old rascal." 

Mr. Wegg, who, as if anticipating a compliment, had been 
beating time with the paper to the other's politeness until this 
unexpected conclusion came upon him, stopped rather abruptly. 

"Silas Wegg," said Venus, "know that I took the liberty of 
taking Mr. Boffin into our concern as a sleeping partner, at a 
very early period of our firm's existence." 

"Quite true," added l\Ir. Boffin; "and 1 tested Venus by 
making him a pretended proposal or two; and I found him 
on the whole a very honest man, Wegg." 

"So 1\Ir. Boffin, in his indulgence, is pleased to say," Venus 
remarked: "though in the beginning of this dirt, my hands 
were not, for a few hours, quite as clean as I could wish. But 
I hope I made early and full amends." 

"Venus, you did," said Mr. Boffin. "Certainly, certainly, 
certainly." 

\'enus inclined his head with respect and gratitude. "Thank 
you, sir. I am much obliged to you, sir, for all. For your 
good opinion now, for your way of receiving and encouraging 
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me when I first put myself in communication with you, and 
for the influence since so kindly brought to bear upon a certain 
lady, both by yourself and by Mr. John Harmon." To whom, 
when thus making mention of him, he also bowed. 

Wegg followed the name with sharp ears, and the action 
with sharp eyes, and a certain cringing air was infusing itself 
into his bullying air, when his attention was re-claimed by 
Yenus. _ 

"Everything else between you and me, Mr. Wegg," said 
Yenus, "now explains itself, and you can now make out, sir, 
without further words from me. But totally to prevent any 
unpleasantness or mistake that might arise on what I consider 
an important point, to be made quite clear at the close of our 
acquaintance, I beg the leave of Mr. Boffin and Mr. John Har
mon to repeat an observation which I have already had the 
pleasure of bringing under your notice. You are a precious 
old rascal! " 

"You are a fool," said Wegg, with a snap of his fingers, 
" and I'd have got rid of you before now, if I could have struck 
out any way of doing it. I have thought it over, I can 
tell you. You may go and welcome. You leave the more 
for me. Because, you know," said Wegg, dividing his next 
obsen•ation between Mr .. Boffin and Mr. Harmon, "I am worth 
my price, and I mean to have it. This getting off is all very 
"ell in its way, and it tells with such an anatomical Pump as 
this one," pointing out Mr. Venus, "but it won't do with a 
Man. I am here to be bought off, and I have named my figure. 
Now, buy me, or leave me." 

"I'll leave you, \\'egg," said Mr. Boffin, laughing, "as far 
as I am concerned." 

" Bof-fin!'' replied \Yegg, turning upon him with a severe 
air. " I understand j•our new-born boldness. I see the brass 
undaneath your silver plating. You haYe got your nose put 
out of joint. Knowing that you've nothing at stake, you can 
atTord to come the independent game. Why, you're just so 
much. s~1eary glass to see through, you know! But ~Ir. Har
mon lS m anotht>r sitiwation. What ~r. Harmon risks is quite 
an.other pair of shoes. Now, I've heerd something lately about 
tlus bemg ~lr. Harmon-! make out now, some hints that I've 
met on that subject in the newsp.1per-and I drop you, Bof-fin, 
~s lwnt'.ith my notice. I ask ~lr. Harmon whether he has any 
tdta uf the contents of this present paper? " 

·· It is a will of my late father's, of more recent date than 
the will proved by .!Jr. Buffin (address whom again, as you 
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haYe addressed_ him already, and l"ll knock you down). )eavi:l~ 
the whole of his property to the Crown," said John Harmon 
n-ith as much indifference as was compatible wiill extre:nc 
sternness. 

"Right you are!" cried 'Ye;;. "The::~.," screwing tbc 
weight of his body upon his wooden leg, and screwing his wooder 
head yery muc~ on one side, and screwing up one eye: ·• then 
I put the quest10n to you, what's this paper wor..h?" 

":\"othin;:," said John Harmon. 
Wegg bad repeated the word with a sneer, and was e::~teri:lf 

on some sarcastic retort, when, to his bound:ess amaz.:::nent 
he found himself gripped by the cran•t; shaken un~ his teet!: 
chattered; sho•ed back, sta;gering, into a corner of ille ro-:.zn 
and pinned there. 

"You scoundrel!" said John Harmon, whose se.ai4I'in? hok 
was like that of a vice. 

"You're knocking my head against the waJ," ur;ed. Si.:il.' 
fai•·dr. 

" (mean to knock vour head a£:'aifu"i: the wall," returnee 
John Harmon, suiti."lg his action to his words, witZ1 the l:.e.mie-st 
good-will; "and I'd giYe a thousand pounds for le-ave to bock 
vour brains out. Listen. vou scoundrel. and look at tJ:.at Dutd 
bottle." · • · 

Sloppy held it up for his edification. 
" That Dutch bottle, scoundrel, comaL."led the la:est wLl oJ 

the many wills made by my unhap;:>y seli-tormen~ fa:J.er. 
That will gi.-es e,·erything absolutely to my noble be::~.efactot 
and yours, lli. Boffin, excluding and re'-Ling me, and m~- sistei 
(then already dead of a broken heart), by name. Tt:at Dmc!J 
bottle was found bv mv no!:Jle benefactor and vo:rrs. ai:er te 
entered on pD5.Ses5lO!l of the estate. That Dutch bor-Je dis· 
tressed hinl beyond measure, because, though I and my sistei 
were both no more, it cast a slur upon our memory which l::.e 
"knew we had done nothing in our ID.iserable youth to deserve. 
Tnat Dutch bode. therefore. he buried in the :\Ivund belon.;.-ir...;: 
to him, and there ~it lay wl:.ile you, you thankles.s wretch. ;e:e 
prodding and poking-----{)£ten ,-ery near it, I dare say. H:s 
intention was. that it should never see the li::.t; but l:.e w.:s 
afraid to destroY it. l~t to de5tro> such a dvcl:r.:.e~t, even with 
r.is great generous. moriw, mi;bt. be an onence a;: law. .-\.::er 
the disco,·err was made here who I was, :\1r. :&:.::5.11, still rest
l~s on the slibject: told me, upon cmain conditions i-np-)s::i:::e 
for such a hound as you to ap;m:ciate, t::,e secret of t:.at D·J!-~h 
bottle. I urged upon him the necessity of its bei11; d-.:; cp 
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and the paper being legally produced and .established. The 
first thing you saw him do, and the second thmg has been d~ne 
without your knowledge. Consequently, the paper now rattlmg 
in your hand as I shake you-and I should like to shake the 
life out of you-is worth less than the rotten cork of the Dutch 
bottle, do you understand? " 

Judging from the fallen countenance of Silas, as his head 
wagged backwards and forwards in a most uncomfortable · 
manner, he did understand. · 

"X ow, scoundrel," said John Harmon, taking another sailor
like tum on his cravat and hblding him in his comer at arm's 
length, " I shall make two more short speeches to you, because 
I hope they will torment you. Your discovery was a genuine dis
co\·ery (such as it was), for nobody had thought of looking into 
that place. Neither did we know you had made it, until Venus 
spoke to Mr. Boffin, though I kept you under good obsen·ation 
from my first appearance here, and though Sloppy has long 
made it the chief occupation and delight of his life to attend 
you like your shadow. I tell you this, that you may know 
we knew enough of you to persuade Mr. Boffin to let us lead 
you on, deluded to the last possible moment, in order that your 
disappointment might be the heaviest possible disappointment. 
That's the first short speech, do you understand? " 

Here John Harmon assisted his comprehension with another 
shake . 

.. ~ow, scoundrel," he pursued, "I am going to finish. You 
suppused me just now to be the possessor of my father's pro
perty.-So I am. But through any act of my father's or by 
any right I have? No. Through the munificence of ~Ir. 
Boffin. The conditions that he made with me, before parting 
with the secret of the Dutch bottle, were, that I should take 
the fortune, and that he should take the Mound and no more. 
I 011 e e\·erything I possess solely to the disinterestedness, up
ri;.:htness, tenderness, goodness (there are no words to satisfy 
me) uf ~1r. and Mrs. Boffin. And \1 hen, knowing what I knew, 
I sa 11· such a mud-worm as you presume to rise in this house 
a:.:ainst this noble soul, the wonder is," added John Harmon 
throu:::h his clenched teeth, and with a very ugly tum indeed 
on \\'egg's cra,·at, "that I didn't try to twist your head off, 
and fling that out of window! So. That's the last short speech, 
do you undt"rstand? " 

s'i!as, released, put his hand to his throat, cleared it, and 
lo· .:.:ed as if he had rather a lar.~e fish bone in that region. Simul
t;:ceu•Jsly "ith this action on his part in his comer, a singular, 
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and on the surface an incomprehensible, movement was made 
.by Mr. Sl.oppy: who began backing towards Mr. Wegg along 
the wall, m the manner of a porter or heaver who is about to 
lift a sack of flour or coals. 

"I am sorry, Wegg," said Mr. Boffin, in his clemency, "that 
my old lady and I can't have a better opinion of you than the 
bad one we are forced to entertain. But I shouldn't like to 
leave you, after all said and done, worse off in life than I found 
you. Therefore say in a word, before we part, what it'll cost 
to set you up in another stall." 

"And in another place," John Harmon struck in. "You 
don't come outside these windows." . 

"Mr. Boffin," returned Wegg in avaricious humiliation: 
'~when I first had the honour of making your acquaintance, I 
had got together a collection of ballads which was, I may say, 
above price." 

" Then they can't be paid for," said John Harmon, " and you 
had better not try, my dear sir." 

"Pardon me, Mr. Boffin," resumed Wegg, with a malignant 
glance in the last speaker's direction, " I was putting the case 
to you: who, if my senses did not deceive me, put the case to 
me. I had a very choice collection of ballads, and there was a 
new stock of gingerbread in the tin box. I say no more, but 
would rather leave it to you." · 

" But it's difficult to name what's right," said Mr. Boffin 
uneasily, with his hand in his pocket, " and I don't want to go 
beyond what's right, because you really have turned out such 
a very had fellow. So artful, and so ungrateful you have been, 
Weg~; for when did I ever injure you?" 

''There was also," Mr. Wegg went on, in a meditative 
manner, " a errand connexion, in which I was much respected. 
But I would not wish to be deemed covetous, and I would 
rather leave it to you, Mr. Boffin." 

" Upon my word, I don't know what to put it at," the Golden 
Dustman muttered. 

"There was likewise," resumed Wegg, "a pair of trestles, 
for which alone a Irish person, who was deemed a judge of 
trestles, offered five and six-a sum I would not hear of, for I 
should have lost by it-and there was a stool, a umbrella, a 
clothes-horse, and a tray. But I leave it to you, Mr. Boffin." 

The Golden Dustman seeming to be engaged in some abstruse 
calculation, Mr. Wegg assisted him with the following additional 
items. 

"There was, further, Miss Elizabeth, Master George, Aunt 
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Jane, and rncle Parker. Ah! When a man thinks. of the loss 
of such patrona;:;e as that; when a man finds so fatr a garden 
rooted up by pigs; he finds it hard indeed, without going high, 
to work it into money.· But I lea\·e it wholly to you, sir." 

~fr. Sloppy still continued his singular, and on the surface his 
incomprehensible, mo,·ement. 

"Leading on has been mentioned," said Wegg with a melan
choly air, " and it's not easy to say how far the tone of my mind 
may have been lowered by unwholesome reading on the subject 
of ~risers, when you was leading me and others on to think you 
one yourself, sir. All I can say is, that I felt my tone of mind 
a-lov.ering at the time. And how can a man put a price upon 
his mind! There was likewise a hat just now. But I Jea,·e the 
ole to you, :Mr. Boffin." 

"Come!" said ~Ir. Boffin. "Here's a couple of pound." 
" In justice to myself, I couldn't take it, sir." 
The words were but out of his mouth when John Harmon 

lifted his finger, and Sloppy, who was now close to \\"egg, backed 
to \\"t~;:·s back, stooped, grasped his coat collar behind with 
both hands, and deftly swung him up like the sack of flour or 
coals btfore mentioned. A countenmce of special discontent 
and amazemt::t ~!r. Wegg exhibited in this position, with his 
buttons almost as prominently on view as Sloppy's own, and 
"·ith his wooden leg in a highly unaccommodating state. But 
not for manY seconds was his countenance Yisible in the room; 
for S!uppy fi~htly trotted out with him and trotted down the 
staircase, ~lr. Venus attending to open the street door. ~Ir. 
Sl< •ppy's instructions had been to deposit his burden in the road; 
but a scan·nger's cart happening to stand unattended at the 
C'•rntr, with its little ladder planted against the wheel, ~Ir. S. 
f,•und it impossible to resist the temptation of shooting ~Ir. 
Sil.1s We::::r into the cart's contents. _\somewhat difficult feat, 
achim:d with great dexterity, and with a prodigious splash. 

CHAPTER XV 

WH.\T WAS CAUGHT IX THE TR.,PS THAT WERE SET 

How l:r ..,J:ey Ih-.:tdstone had been racked and riHn in his mind 
since t!\t: (j'Jiet t\ c::1ing wb:n by the n\·er-siJt he had risen as it 
were, (•Ut (,j the asLes of the Bar;,:tman, none but he could' haYe 
t<•ld. :\vt en:1 he could ha,·e tvld, for such misery can only 
l •. f. ~t. 
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First, he had to bear the combined weight of the knowledge 

of what he had done, of that haunting reproach that he might 
have done it so much better, and of the dread of discovery. 
This was load enough to crush him, arid he laboured under it 
day and night. It was as heavy on him in his scanty sleep, as 
in his red-eyed waking hours. It bore him down with a dread 
unchanging monotony, in which there was not a moment's 
variety. The overweighted beast of burden, or the over
weighted slaw, can for certain instants shift the physical load, 
and find some slight respite even in enforcing additional pain 
upon such a set of muscles or such a limb. Not even that poor 
mockery of relief could .the wretched man obtain, under the 
steady pressure of the infernal atmosphere into which he had 
entered. 

Time went by, and no visible suspicion dogged him; time 
went by, and in such public accounts of the attack as were 
renewed at intervals, he began to see IIIr. Lightwood (who 
acted as lawyer for the injured man) straying further from the 
fact, going wider of the issue, and evidently slackening in his 
zeal. By degrees, a glimmering of the cause of this began to 
break on Bradley's sight. Then came the chance encounter 
with Mr. Milvey at the railway station (where he often lingered 

. in his leisure hours, as a place where any fresh news of his deed 
would be circulated, or any placard referring to it would be 
posted), and then he saw in the light what he had brought about. 

For then he saw that through his desperate attempt to 
separate those two for ever, he had been made the means of 
uniting them. That he had dipped his hands in blood, to mark 
himself a miserable fool and tool. That Eugene Wrayburn, 
for his wife's sake, set him aside and left him to crawl along his 
blasted course. He thought of Fate, or Providence, or be the 
directing Power what it might, as having put a fraud upon him 
-overreached him-and in his impotent mad rage bit, and tore, 
and had his fit. 

New assurance of the truth came upon him in the next few 
following days, when it was put forth how the wounded man 
had been married on his bed, and to whom; and how, though 
always in a dangerous condition, he was a shade better. 
Bradley would far rather have been seized for his murder, than 
he would have read that passage, knowing himself spared, and 
knmving why. 

But, not to be still further defrauded and overreached
which he would be if implicated by Riderhood, and punished by 
the law for his abject failure as though it had been a success-
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he kept dose in his school during the day, ventured out warily 
at ni:::ht, and went no more to the railway station. He examined 
the adwrtisements in the newspapers for any sign that Rider
hood acted on his hinted threat of so summoning him to renew 
their acquaintance, but found none. Having paid him hand
somely for the support and accommodation he had had at the 
Lock-house, and knowing him to be a very ignorant man who 
could not ·write, he began to doubt whether he was to be feared 
at all, or whether they need ever meet again . 

. lli this time, his mind was never off the rack, and his raging 
sense of haYing been made to fling himself across the chasm 
which di,·ided those two, and bridge it over for their coming 
together, never cooled daVIn. This horrible condition brought 
on other fits. He could not have said how many, or when; but 
he saw in the faces of his pupils that they had seen him in that 
state, and that they were possessed by a dread of his relapsing. 

One winter day when a slight fall of snow was feathering the 
sills and frames of the school·room windows, he stood at his 
black board, crayon in band, about to commence with a class; 
when, reading in the countenances of those boys that there was 
something wrong, and that they seemed in alarn1 for him, he 
turned his eyes to the door towards which thev faced. He then 
saw a slouching man of forbidding appearance standing in the 
midst of the school, with a bundle under his arm; and saw that 
it was Riderhood. 

He sat down on a stool which one of the boys put for him .. 
and he had a passing knowledge that he was in danger of fallin~. 
and that his face was becoming distorted. But the fit went off 
for that time, and he wiped his mouth, and stood up again. 

" Beg your pardon, governor! By your leave! " said Rider
hood. knuckling his forehead, with a chuckle and a leer. 
"\Hat place may this be?" 

·• This is a school." 
" \rhere yuung folks learns wot's right? " said Rider hood, 

graYtly nodding. " Beg your pardon, governor! By your leave! 
BL.t who teaches this school?" 

"I do.'' 
"You're the master, are you, learned gonrnor?" 
"\'~:s. I an1 the master." 
" .-\nd a lunly thing i~ must be," said Riderhood, "fur to 

karn your.; fulks wot's nght, and fur to know wot tht'l' know 
\1 ot you do it. Beg your pardon, learned governor! By your 
kave l-That there Llack board; wot's it for? " 

" It i; fur drawing on, or VITiting on." 
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"Is it though!" said Riderhood. "Who'd have thought it, 
from the looks on it! Would you be so kind as write your name 
upon it, learned governor?" (In a wheedling tone.) · 

Bradley hesitated for a moment; but placed his usual signa
ture, enlarged, upon the board. 

" I ain't a learned character myself," said Riderhood, survey
ing the class, "but I do admire learning in others. I should 
dearly like to hear these here young folks read that there name 
off, from the writing." 

The arms of the class went up. At the miserable master's 
nod, the shrill chorus arose: "Bradley Headstone!" 

" No? "cried Rider hood. "You don't mean it? Headstone! 
Why, that's in a churchyard. Hooroar for another turn! " 

Another tossing of arms, another nod, and another shrill 
chorus: " Bradley Headstone! " 

" I've got it now! " said Rider hood, after attentively listen
ing, and internally repeating: " Bradley. I see. Chris'en 
name, Bradley, sim'lar to Roger which is my own. Eh? Family 
nam.e, Headstone, sim'lar to Riderhood which is my own. Eh? " 

Shrill chorus: " Yes ! " 
" Might you be acquainted, learned governor," said Rider

hood, " with a person of about your own heighth and breadth, 
and wot 'ud pull down in a scale about your own weight, answer
ing to a name sounding summat like T'otherest?" 

With a desperation in him that made him perfectly quiet, 
though his jaw was heavily squared; with his eyes upon Rider
hood; and with traces of quickened breathing in his nostrils, 
the schoolmaster replied, in a suppressed voice, after a pause: 
"I think I know the man you mean." 

" I thought you knowed the man I mean, learned governor. 
I want the man." 

With a half glance around him at his pupils, Bradley returned: 
" Do you suppose he is here? " 

"Begging your pardon, learned governor, and by your 
leave," said Riderhood, vl'ith a laugh, " how could I suppose 
he's here, when there's nobody here but you, and me, and these 
voung lambs wot you're a-learning on? But he is most excellent 
company, that man, and I want him to come and see me at my 
Lock, up the river." 

" I'll tell him so." 
"D'ye think he'll come?" asked Riderhood. 
"I am sure he will." 
"Having got your word for him," said Riderhood, "I shall 

count upon him. P'raps you'd so far obleege me, learned 
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governor, as tell him that if he don't come precious soon, I'll 
look him up." 

~· He shall know it." 
" Thankee. As I says a while ago," pursued Riderhood, 

chan::;ing his hoarse tone and leering round upon the class again, 
" though not a learned character my own self, I do admire 
learning in others, to be sure! Being here and having met with 
your kind attention, Master, might I, afore I go, ask a question 
of these here young lambs of yo urn? " 

" If it is in the way of school," said Bradley, always sustaining 
his dark look at the other, and speaking in his suppressed voice, 
"you may." 

" Oh! It's in the way of school! " cried Riderhood. " I'll 
pound it, Master, to be in the way of school. Wot's the diwisions 
of water, my Jambs? Wot sorts of water is there onthe land?" 

Shrill chorus: "Seas, rivers, lakes, and ponds." 
"Seas, rivers, lakes, and ponds," said Riderhood. "They've 

got all the lot, Master! Blowed if I shouldn't have left out lakes, 
never having clapped eyes upon one, to my knowledge. Seas, 
rivers, lakes, and ponds. Wot is it, lambs, as they ketches in 
seas, rivers, lakes, and ponds?" 

Shrill chorus (with some contempt for the ease of the question): 
"Fish!" 

" Good agin! " said Rider hood. " But what else is it, my 
lambs, as they sometimes ketches in rivers?" 

Chorus at a loss. One shrill voice: "Weed!" 
" Good agin! " cried Riderhood. " But it ain't weed neither. 

You'll never guess, my dears. Wot is it, besides fish, as they 
somttimes ketches in rivers? Well! I'll tell you. It's suits o' 
cluthes." 

Bradley's face changed. 
" Leastways, lambs," said Riderhood, observing him out of 

the corners of his eyes, "that's wot I my own self sometimes 
ketches in rivers. For strike me blind, my lambs, if I didn't 
ketch in a river the wery bundle under my arm! " 

The class looktd at the master, as if appealing from the 
irregular entrapment of this mode of examination. The master 
loukrd at the examiner, as if he would have torn him to pieces. 

" I •t>k your pardon, learned governor," said Riderhood, 
smearing his sleeve across his mouth as he laughed with a relish, 
" tain't f.1ir to the Jambs, I know. It wos a bit of fun of mine. 
l3ut upon my soul I drawed this here bundle out of a river. 
lt's a l~argeman's suit of clothes. You see, it had been sunk 
thm: Ly the man as wore it, and I got it up." 
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" How do you know it was sunk there by the man who wore 

it?" asked Bradley. 
" 'Cause I see him do it," said Riderhood. · 
They looked at each other. Bradley, slowly withdrawing his 

eyes, turned his face to the black board and slowly wiped his 
name out. 

"A heap of thanks, Master," said Riderhood, "for bestowing 
so much of your time, and of the lambses' time, upon a man 
as hasn't got no other recommendation to you than being a 
honest man. Wishing to see at my Lock up the river, the per
son as we've spoke of, and as you've answered for, I takes my 
leave of the lambs and of their learned governor both." 

With those words, he slouched out of the school, leaving the 
master to get through his weary work as he might, and leaving 
the whispering pupils to observe the master's face until he fell 
into the fit which had been long impending. 

The next day but one was Saturday, and a holiday. Bradley 
rose early, and set out on foot for Plashwater Weir Mill Lock. 
He rose so early that it was not yet light when he began his 
journey. Before extinguishing the candle by which he had 
dressed himself, he made a little parcel of his decent silver watch 
and its decent guard, and wrote inside the paper: "Kindly 
take care of these for me." He then addressed the parcel to 
Miss Peecher, and left it on the most protected corner of the 
little seat in her little porch. 

It was a cold hard easterly morning when he latched the 
garden gate and turned away. The light snowfall which had 
feathered his school-room windows on the Thursday still lingered 
in the air, and was falling white, while the wind blew black. The 
tardy day did not appear until he had been on foot two hours, 
and had traversed a great part of London from east to west. 
Such breakfast as he had, he took at the comfortless public
house where he had parted from Riderhood on the occasion of 
their night-walk. He took it standing at the littered bar, and 
looked loweringly at a man who stood where Riderhood had 
stood that early morning. 

He outwalked the short day, and was on the towing-path by 
the river, somewhat footsore, when the night closed in. Still 
two or three miles short of the Lock, he slackened his pace then, 
but went steadily on. The ground was now covered with snow, 
though thinly, and there were floating lumps of ice in the more 
exposed parts of the river, and broken sheets of ice under the 
shelter of the banks. He took heed of nothing but the ice, the 
snow, and the distance, until he saw a light ahead, whkh he knevv 
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gleamed from the Lock-house window. It arrested his~. 
and he looked all around. The .ice, and the snow, and he, and 
the one light, had absolute possession of the dreary ~, In 
the distance before him Jay the place 1rbere" be had struck the 
worse than useless blows that mocked him with Lizzie's pre;en~ 
there as Eo,uene's wife. _In the distanre behind him, Jay the 
place where the children with pointing arms had seemed to 
devote him to the demons in ~ out his name. . Within 
there, where the light was, wa:s-the man Who as .to both dis
tances mold give him up, to ruin. To these lim.its had his world 
shrunk. . , .. , ··~· , 
, He mended bis pare, keeping his e}'fs upon the light with a 
strange .intensity, as if he were taking aim at it.· When he 
approached it so DW'ly as that it parted into rays, they seemed 
to fasten themselves to him and draw him on. When he stmck 
the door with his hand, his foot followed so quickly on his hand· 
that he was in the room before he was bidden to ent.ef. ' . 1 • 

. The light was the joint product of a · fire and. a· Candle. 
Between the two, with his feet on the iron fenda:, sat Ridechood, 
pipe in mouth. .. - . . . . - , · · .. . 1 

He Jookf4 up· with a surly nod when his visitor··cam.e ~ 
His visitor looked down with a surly~ His out:ei clothing 
removed, the visitr>r then took a seat on the opposiu:. side of 
the fire. . . . . .. 

"Not a smoker, l think? ~'.said Riderhood, pushing abo~ 
to him aaoss the table. · • 

"No.'' . , . . .. , 
They both JaPsoo inb; silence, ill their eyes upon ~ fire.. 
"You don't need to be told I am here," said Bradley at 

length.· "Who is to begin?'" • ' . . · · · , 
" I'll begin," &aid Riderhood, " when -rve smoked this here 

pipe out." . . . 
He finished it with great deliberation, knoc:ked out the ashes 

on the bob, and put it by. . , . . · · 
" I'll begin,'" he then repeated, " JlriWley Htadstone~ llasta-, 

if you •ish it." . . . . . . . 
"\\,..ash it?. I wish to know what you want with me." ' 
"And you Wll.'' Rida:hood had looked hard at his hands 

and his pockets, apparently as a precautionary measure Jest· 
he should have any weapon about him. But he now Jeanecl 
for~ovd, ~ the mllar of his waistooat with aq inquisitive 
finger, and asked, " Why, •"here' s your watch? " • 

" I ba ve left it behind." 
"I .-ant it. But it c::&D_be fetched. rve took a fancy to it. • 
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Bradley answered v.-ith a contemptuous laugh. 
" I want it,'' repeated Riderhood, in a louder voice, " and I 

mean to have it." 
"That is what you want of me, is it?" 
"No," said Rider hood, still louder; "it's on'y part of what 

I want of you. I want money of you." 
" Anything else? " 
'' Everything else! " roared Riderhood, in a very loud and 

furious way. "Answer me like that, and I won't talk to you 
at all." 

Bradley looked at him. 
"Don't so much as look at me like that, or I won't talk to 

you at all," vociferated Riderhood. " But, instead of talking, 
rn bring my hand dov.n upon you with all its weight," heavily 
smiting the table with great force, " and smash you! " 

"Go on," said Bradley, after moistening his lips. 
" Oh! I'm a-going on. Don't you fear but I'll go on full 

fast enough for you, and fur enough for you, without your 
telling. Look here, Bradley Headstone, Master. You might 
have split the T'other governor to chips and wedges without 
my caring, except that I might have come upon you for a glass 
or so now and then. Else why have to do with you at all? 
But when you copied my clothes, and wh'en you copied my 
neckhankercher, and when you shook blood upon me after you 
had done the trick, you did wot I'll be paid for and paid heavy 
for. If it come to be throw'd upon you, you was to be ready to 
throw it upon me, was you? Where else but in Plashwater 
\V eir Mill Lock was there a man dressed according as described? 
Where else but in Plashwater Weir Mill Lock was there a man 
as had had words v.ith him coming through in his boat? Look 
at the Lock-keeper in Plashwater Weir Mill Lock, in them same 
answering clothes, and with that same answering red neckhan
kercher, and see whether his clothes happens to be bloody or 
not. Yes, they do happen to be bloody. Ah, you sly devil! " 

Bradley, very white, sat looking at him in silence. 
"But two could play at your game," said Riderhood. snc.p

ping his fingers at him half a dozen times," and I played it lung 
ago; long afore you tried your clumsy hand at it; in days when 
you hadn't begun croaking your lecters or what not in your 
school. I know to a figure how you done it. Where you stole 
away, I could steal away arter you, and do it knowinger than 
you. I knmv how vou come awaY from London in your own 
~lothes, and where" you changed 'your clothes, and "hid your 
clothes. I see you Y.ith my OY.'Il eyes take your own ch•thes 
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from their hiding-place among them felled trees, and take a dip 
in the river to account for your dressing yourself to any one as 
might come by. I see you rise up Bradley Headstone, Master, 
where you sat down Bargeman. I see you pitch your Barge
man's bundle into the river. I hooked your Bargeman's 
bundle out of the river. I've got your Bargeman's clothes, 
tore this way and that way with the scuffle, stained green with 
the brrass, and spattered all over with what bust from the blows. 
I've got them, and I've got you. I don't care a curse for the 
T'other governor, alive or dead, but I care a many curses for my 
own self. And as you laid your plots agin me and was a sly 
devil agin me, I'll be paid for it~I'll be paid for it~I'll be paid 
for it~till I've drained you dry! " 

Bradley looked at the fire with a working face, and was silent 
for a while. At last he said, with what seemed an inconsistent 
composure of voice and feature: 

''You can't get blood out of a stone, Riderhood." 
'' I can get money out of a schoolmaster though." 
"You can't get out of me what is not in me. You can't 

wrest from me what I have not got. Mine is but a poor calling. 
You have had more than two guineas from me, already. Do 
you know how long it has taken me (allowing for a long and 
arduous training) to earn such a sum? " 

"I don't know, nor I don't care. Yours is a 'spectable 
calling. To save your 'spectability, it's worth your while to 
pa 11 n every article of clothes you've got, sell every stick in your 
house, and beg and borrow every penny you can get trusted 
with. \\'hen you've done that and handed over, I'll leave you. 
Not afore." 

" How do you mean, you'llleave me? " 
" I mean as I'll keep you company, wherever you go, when 

you go away from here. Let the Lock take care of itself. I'll 
take care of you, once I've got you." 

Dradley again looked at the fire. Eyeing him aside, Rider
LlHld tonk up his pipe, refilled it, lighted it, and sat smokin". 
Bradley leaned his elbows on his knees, and his head upon his 
hands. and looked at the fire with a most intent abstraction. 

" Ridtrhood," he said, raising himself in his chair, after a 
long silence, and drawing out his purse and puttinO' it on the 
table. "Say I part with this, which is all the mo;ey I have; 
say I kt yuu have my watch; say that every quarter, when I 
draw my salary, I pay you a certain portion of it." 

" Say nothink of the sort," retorted Ride1hood shakino his 
head as he smoked. "You've got away once, and I won't run 
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the chance agin. I've had trouble enough to find you, and 
shouldn't have found you if I hadn't seen you slipping along 
the street over-night, and watched you till you was safe housed. 
I'll have one settlement with you for good and all." 

"Riderhood, I am a man who has lived a retired life. I have 
no resources beyond myself. I have absolutely no friends." 

"That's a lie," said Riderhood. "You've got one friend as 
I knows of; one as is good for a Savings-Bank book, or I'm a 
blue monkey! " 

Bradley's face darkened, and his hand slowly closed on the 
purse and drew it back, as he sat listening for what the other 
should go on to say. 

" I went into the wrong shop, fust; last Thursday," said 
Riderhood. " Found myself among the young ladies, by 
George! , Over the young ladies, I see a Missis. That Missis 
is sweet enough upon you, Master, to sell herself up, slap, to 
get you out of trouble. Make her do it then." 

Bradley stared at him so very suddenly that Riderhood, not 
quite knowing how to take it, affected to be occupied with the 
encircling smoke from his pipe; fanning it away with his hand, 
and blowing it off. 

"You spoke to the mistress, did you?" inquired Bradley, 
with that former composure of voice and feature that seemed 
inconsistent, and with averted eyes. 

"Poof! Yes," said Riderhood, withdrawing his attention 
from the smoke. " I spoke to her. I didn't say much to her. 
She was put in a fluster by my dropping in among the young 
ladies (I never did set up for a lady's man), and she took me 
into her parlour to hope as there were nothink wrong. I tells 
her, 'Oh no, nothink wrong. The master's my wery good 
friend.' But I see how the land laid, and that she was com
fortable off." 

Bradley put the purse in his pocket, grasped his left wrist 
with his right hand, and sat rigidly contemplating the fire. 

" She couldn't live more handy to you than she does," said 
Riderhood, " and when I goes home with you (as of course I 
am a-going), I recommend you to clean her out without loss of 
time. You can marry her, arter you and me have come to a 
settlement. She's· nice-looking, and I know you can't be 
keeping company with no one else, having been so lately dis
apinted in another quarter." 

Not one other word did Bradley utter all that night. Not 
once did he change his attitude, or loosen his hold upon his 
wrist. Rigid before the fire, as if it were a charmed flame 
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that was turning him old, he sat, with the dark lines deepening 
in his face, its stare becoming more and more haggard, its 
surface turning whiter and whiter as if it were being overspread 
V~ith ashes, and the very texture and colour of his hair 
de!;enerating. 

Xot until the late daylight made the window transparent did 
this decaying statue move. Then it slowly arose, and sat in 
the window looking out. . 

Riderhood had kept his chair all night. In the earlier part 
of the ni;ht he had muttered twice or thrice that it was bitter 
cold; or that the fire burnt fast, when he got up to mend it; 
but, as he could elicit from his companion neither sound nor 
movement, he had afterwards held Lis peace. He was making 
some disorderly preparations for coffee, when Bradley came 
from the window and put on his outer coat and hat. 

"Hadn't us better ha,·e a bit o' breakfast afore we start?" 
;;aid Riderhood. " It ain't good to freeze a empty stomach, 
jfaster." 

\\"it1wut a sign to show that he heard, Bradley walked out of 
the Lock-house. Catching up from the table a piece of bread, 
and takin;r his Bargeman's bundle under his arm, Riderhood 
in<mediate!y followed him. Bradley turned towards London. 
Ridt-rhood caught him up, and walked at his side. 

The two men trudged on, side by side, in silence, full three 
miles. Suddenly, Bradley turned to retrace his course. 
Instantly, Riderhood turned likewise, and they went back 
side bv side. 

Bradley re ·entered the Lock- house. So did Riderhood. 
BradleY Sat down in the window. PJderhood warmed himself 
at the· fire. After an hour or m::>re, Bradley abruptly got up 
a~.,in, and a;rain went out, but this time turned the other w~''"· 
Ridcrhood was close after him, caught him up in a few paces, 
and \1 a! ked at his side. 

TLis time, as before. when he found his attendant not to be 
sL:<ken c.ff. Bradley suddenly turned back. This time, as before, 
Ridtrhood turned back alonz Vlith him. But not this time, as 
bdure, did they go into the Lock-house, for Bradley came to a 
~tJ.nd vn the snow-covered turf by the Lock lookina up the 
ri\er and down the ri,·er. ~a,igation was impedel' by the 
frost, and the scene was a mere white and vellow desert. 

''Come, con:e, ~!aster," urged Ride~hood, at his side. 
'' Tl.i;; is a dry game. And where's the good of it? You can't 
~<t rid of rr.e. except by comin;; to a settlement. I am a-going 
.,_:,m:.: I' ith you \1 Lere,·er you go." 
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Without a word of reply, Bradley passed quickly from him 
over the wooden bridge on the Lock gates. " \Yhy, there's 
even less sense in this move than t'other," said Riderhood, 
following. "The Weir's there, and you'll have to come back, 
you know." 

Without taking the least notice, Bradley leaned his body 
against a post, in a resting attitude, and there rested with his 
eyes cast do\\'11. " Being brought here," said Riderhood, 
gruffly, " I'll tum it to some use by changing my gates." With 
a rattle and a rush of water, he then swung-to the Lock gates 
that were standing open, before opening the others. So both 
sets of gates were, for the moment, closed. 

"You'd better by far be reasonable, Bradley Headstone, 
Master,'' said Riderhood, passing him, " or I'll drain you all 
the drier for it, when we do settle.-Ah! Would you?" 

Bradley had caught him round the body. He seemed to be 
girdled with an iron ring. They were on the brink of the Lock, 
about midway between the two sets of gates. 

" Let go! " said Riderhood, " or I'll get my knife out and 
slash you wherever I can cut you. Let go! " 

Bradley was drawing to the Lock- edge. Rider hood was 
drawing away from it. It was a strong grapple, and a fierce 
struggle, arm and leg. Bradley got him round, with his back 
to the Lock, and still worked him backward. 

" Let go! " said Riderhood. " Stop! What are you trying 
at? You can't drown Me. Ain't I told you that the man as 
has come through drowning can never be dro\\'!led? I can't 
be drowned." 

"I can be!" returned Bradley, in a desperate, clenched 
voice. " I am resolved to be. I'll hold you living, and I'll 
hold you dead. Come down! " 

Riderhood . went over in~o the smooth pit backward, and 
Bradley Headstone upon him. \\"hen the two were found, 
lying under the ooze and scum behind one of the rotting gates, 
Riderhood's hold had relaxed, probably in falling, and his eyes 
were staring upward. But he was girdled still with Bradley's 
iron ring, and the rivets of the iron ring held tight. 
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CHAPTER XVI 

PER.SO!'i'S A.'ID ~GS IN GENE:RAL 

~I R. and Mrs. John Harmon's first delightful occupation was 
to set all matters right that had strayed in any way wrong, 
or that mit;ht, could, would, or should have strayed in any way 
wrong, while their name was in abeyance. In tracing out 
affairs for which John's fictitious death was to be considered 
in any way responsible, they used a very broad and free con
struction; regarding, for instance, the dolls' dressmaker as 
having a claim on their protection, because of her association 
with Mrs. Eugene Wrayburn, and because of :llis. Eugene's 
old association in her turn, with the da.rk side of the story. 
It followed that the old man, Riah, as a good and serviceable 
friend to both, was not to be disclaimed. Nor even ~{r, 
Inspector, as having been trepanned into an industrious hunt 
on a false scent. It may be remarked, in connexion with that 
worthy officer, that a rumour shortly afterwards pervaded the 
Force, to the effect that he had confided to Miss Abbey Potter
son, over a jug of mellow flip in the bar of the Six Jolly Fellow
ship-Porters, that he "didn't stand to lose a farthing" through 
jlr. Harmon's coming to life, but was quite as well satisfied as 
if that gentleman had been barbarously murdered, and he (~lr. 
Inspector) had pocketed the government reward. 

In all their arrangements of such nature, ~lr. and Yrs. John 
Harmon derived much assistance from their eminent solicitor, 
Mr. Mortimer Lightwood; who laid about him professionally 
with such unwonted dispatch and intention, that a piece of 
work was vigorously pursued as soon as cut out; whereby 
\"oung Blight was acted on as by that transatlantic dram 
which is poetically named An Eye-Opener, and found himself 
staring at real clients instead of out of window. The accessi
bility of Riah proving very useful as to a few hints towards 
the disentanglement of Eugene's a.l'!airs, Lightwood applied 
lumself y,·ith intinite zest to attacking and harassing ~Ir. 
~·lt.:;;eby; v.ho, discovering him..,df in danger of being blown 
mto the air by certain explosiYe transactions in which he had 
been. eng~ed, and ha\·ing been sufficiently flayed under his 
~aung, came to a parley and asked fur quarter. The harm
less T111emlow prvtited by the conditions entered into, though 
he llt :le thought it. ~Ir. Riah unaccountably melted; wait~ 
m person on him O\er the sta.tle-yard in Duke Street, ~aint 

2B 
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James's, no longer ravening but mild, to inform him that 
payment of interest as heretofore, but henceforth at Mr .. 
Lightwood's offices, would appease his Jewish rancour; and 
departed with the secret that Mr. John Harmon had advanced 
the money and become the creditor. Thus was the sublime 
Snigsworth's wrath averted, and thus did he snort no larger 
an amount of moral grandeur at the Corinthian column in the 
print over the fireplace than was normally in his (and the 
British) constitution. · . 

Mrs. Wilfer's first visit to the Mendicant's bride, at the new 
abode of Mendicancy, was a grand event. Pa had been sent 
for into the City, on the very day of taking possession, and 
had been stunned with astonishment, and brought-to, and led 
about the house by one ear, to behold its various treasures, 
and had been enraptured and enchanted. Pa had also been 
appointed Secretary, and had been enjoined to give instant 
notice of resignation to Chicksey, Veneering, and Stobbles, for 
ever and ever. But Ma came later, and came, as was her due, 
in state. 

The carriage was sent for Ma, who entered it with a bearing 
worthy of the occasion, accompanied, rather than supported, 
by Miss Lavinia, who altogether declined to recognise the 
maternal majesty. Mr. George Sampson meekly followed. He 
was received in the vehicle by Mrs. Wilfer, as if admitted to 
the honour of assisting at a funeral in the family, and she then 
issued the order, " Onward! " to the Mendicant's menial. 

" I wish to goodness, Ma," said Lavvy, throwing herself 
back among the cushions, with her arms crossed, "that you'd 
loll a little." 

" How I " reoeated Mrs. Wilfer. "Lolli " 
"Yes, Ma."' 
"I hope," said the impressive lady, "I am incapable of it." 
" I am sure you look so, Ma. But why one should go out 

to dine with one's own daughter or sister, as if one's under
petticoat was a blackboard, I do not understand." 

"Neither do I understand," retorted Mrs. Wilfer, with deep 
scorn, " how a young lady can mention the garment in the 
name in which you have indulged. I blush for you." 

" Thank you, Ma," said Lavvy, yawning, " but I can do it 
for myself, I am obliged to you, when there's any occasion.'' 

Here, Mr. Sampson, with the view of establishing harmony, 
which he never under any circumstances succeeded in doing, 
said with an agreeable smile: "After all, you know, ma'am, 
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we know it's there.''. And ~telY: felt !]la~. h~ ~,-com-
mitted himself. . • ·· 1 ' •. • • :, r ·, 

" We know it's there I " s8.id Mrs. \\'ilfer: glaring. . 
. "Really, George," remonstrated Miss lavinia," I must say 
.that I don't understand your: allusions, 'and that l f.¥nk yon 
might be more delicate and less personal" ·. .. . . ·t ·= . 1 

' "'Go itt" cried Mr •. Sampson, ~ming, on. the shortest 
'notice, a prey to despair,.tOh~yes!. _(;oit,.,~ lavinia 
\Viller!" . •'. ·, ... ~ •. - ''· ... :. ; ........ r 
· · " What you may mean, George Sampson, J,y your omnibus-
.driving expressions, I J,:anDOt pretend to imagine. Neither,"' . 
.said Miss Lavinia, " .Mr. George Sampson, do I wish to imagine.. 
It is enough for me to know in my ,own heart that J am not 
going to-" having imprudently got, into. ·a sentence without 
providing a way out of it, Miss Lavinia was constrained to close 
with "going to go it." A weak 'conclusion which, however, 
derived some appearance of strength from disdain. . ~ . . 

" Oh. yes I " cried .Mr, Sampson, with bitterness. .. " Thus it 
ever is. I never-~' . 1 ; · . : • · • 

" U you mean to say," Miss Lavvy' cut hlm short, ~· that 
you never brought up a young gazelle, you. may .save yourself 
the trouble, because nobody in this carriag«i supposes that you 
ever did. We know you bett:c:r.'~ (~if~ were a home-

~~twa, .. returned Mr. ~psOn:· in, a~ ~em; ~ J did 
not mean to say so. What I did mean to say was~ that I never 
expected to retain my favoured place in this family after Fortune 
.&hed her beams upon it. . Why do you take me, • $8id Mi. Samp
son, " to the glittering halls with which I can never compete, 
and then taunt me with my moderate salary? ·Is. it generous? 
Is it kind? tt t , , I , , , ' : , , • 

The stately lady, Mrs.. Wilier, perceiving 'her opportunity 
of deliv~ a few remarks from the tbro~, here took up the 
altercabon. . . . • · 

"llr. Sampson," &be began, "I Ql.llnOt 'permit you tc)Jnis... 
represent the intentions of a child of mine... . · · · · 

" Let him alone, lfa," lliss U.vvy interposfd With haughQ.. 
ness. .. It is indifferent to me what he says or does." 

"Nay, Lavinia," quoth Mrs. Willer," this touches tlie blood 
of the family. U llr. George Sampson. attributes, even to my 
youngest daughter-" . . · 

('' I doQ.'t see why you should use the word 'even," ll'a.," 
lfus Lavvy interposed, .. becau.o;e I am quite as important as 
any of the others.") 

'281 
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"Peace I" said Mrs. Wilfer, solemnly. "I repeat, if Mr. 

George Sampson attributes, to my youngest daughter, grovel
ling motives, he attributes them equally to the mother of my 
youngest daughter. That mother repudiates them, and demands 
of Mr. George Sampson, as a youth of honour, what he would 
have? I may be mistaken-nothing is more likely-but Mr. 
George Sampson," proceeded Mrs. Wilfer, majestically waving 
her gloves, " appears to me to be seated in a first-class equipage. 
Mr. George Sampson appears to me to be on his way, by his own 
admission, to a residence that may be termed Palatial. Mr. 
George Sampson appears to me to be invited to participate in 

· the-shall I say the-Elevation which has descended .on the 
family with which he is ambitious, shall I say, to Mingle? 
Whence, then, this tone on Mr. Sampson's part? " 

" It is only, ma'am," Mr. Sampson explained, in exceedingly 
low spirits, "because, in a pecuniary sense, I am painfully 
conscious of my unworthiness. Lavinia is now highly connected. 
Can I hope that she will still remain the same Lavinia as of old? 

. And is it not pardonable if I feel sensitive, when I see a dis
position on her part to take me up short? " 

"·If you are not satisfied with your position, sir," observed 
Miss Lavinia, with much politeness, " we can set you down at 
any turning you may please to indicate to my sister's coachman." 

. "Dearest Lavinia," urged Mr. Sampson,. pathetically, "I 
adore you." 

" Then if you can't do it in a more agreeable manner," returned 
the young lady," I wish you wouldn't." 

" I also," pursued Mr. Sampson, " respect you, ma'am, to 
an extent which must ever be below your merits, I am well 
aware, but still up to an uncommon mark. Bear with a wretch, 
Lavinia, bear with a wretch, ma'am, who feels the noble sacrifices 
you make for him, but is goaded almost to madness "-Mr. 
Sampson slapped his forehead-" when he thinks of competing 
with the rich and influential." 

"When you have to compete with the rich and influential, 
it will probably be mentioned to you," said Miss Lavvy, "in 
good time. At least, it will if the case is my case." 

Mr. Sampson immediately expressed his fervent opinion that 
this was " more than human," and was brought upon his knees 
at l\Iiss Lavinia's feet. 

It was the crowning addition, indispensable to the full en
joyment of both mother and daughter, to bear Mr. Sa~pson, 
a grateful captive, into the glittering halls he had mentwned, 
and to parade him through the same, as once a living witness 
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of their glory, and a bright instance of their condescension. 
Ascending the staircase, Miss Lavinia permitted him to walk 
at her side, with the air of saying: "Notwithstanding all these 
surroundings, I am yours as yet, George. How long it may 
last is another question, but I am yours as yet." She also 
benignantly intimated to him, aloud, the nature of the objects 
upon \vhich he looked, and to which he was unaccustomed: 
as, "Exotics, George," "An aviary, George," "An ormolu 
clock, George," and the like. · While through the whole of the 
decorations, Mrs. Wilfer led the way with the bearing of a 
Savage Chief, who would feel himself compromised by manifest
ing the slightest token of surprise or admiration. 

Indeed, the bearing of this impressive woman, throughout 
the day, was a pattern to all impressive women under similar 
circumstances. She renewed the acquaintance of Mr. and Mrs. 
Boffin, as if Mr. and Mrs. Boffin had said of her what she had 
said of them, and as if Time alone could quite wear her injury 
out. She regarded every servant who approached her as her 
sworn enemy, expressly intending to offer her affronts with the 
dishes, and to pour forth outrages on her moral feelings from 
the decanters. She sat erect at table, on the right hand of her 
son-in-law, as half suspecting poison in the viands, and as 
bearing up with native force of character against other deadly 
ambushes. Her carriage towards Bella was as a carriage 
towards a young lady of good position whom she had met in 
society a few years ago. Even when, slightly thav.ing under 
the intluence of sparkling champagne, she related to her son-in
law some pa,sages of domestic interest concerning her papa, 
site infused into the narrative such Arctic suggestions of her 
haYing been an unappreciated blessing to mankind, since her 
papa's days, and also of that gentleman's having been a frosty 
impt:rsonation of a frosty race, as struck cold to the very soles 
of the feet of the hearers. The Inexhaustible being produced, 
starin,r, and evidently inten?ing a weak and washy smile shortly, 
no sooner beheld her, than It ''as stricken spasmodic and incon
subble. When she took her leave at bst, it would have been 
hard to say whether it was with the air of going to the scaffold 
IHNl(, or of leaYin~ the inmates of the house for immediate 
t;~:rutinn. Yet John Harmon enjoyed it all merrily, and told 
l11> 111k, when he and she were alone, that her natural wan 
Lad ne1·er seemed so dt:arly natural as beside this foil, and th;J.t 
alt Luugh he did not dispute her being her father's dau"hter he 
~L >u!d ever remain steadfast in the faith that she could not be 
br motht:r's. 
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This visit was, as has been said, a great event. Another 

event, not grand, but deemed in the house a special one, 
occurred at about the same period; and this was the first 
interview between Mr. Sloppy and Miss Wren. 

The dolls' dressmaker, being at work for the Inexhaustible 
upon a full-dressed doll some two sizes larger than that young 
person, Mr. Sloppy undertook to call for it; and did so. 

"Come in, sir," said Miss Wren, who was working at her 
bench. "And who may you be? " 

Mr. Sloppy introduced himself by name and buttons. 
"Oh indeed!" cried Jenny. "Ah! I have been looking 

forward to knowing you. I heard of your distinguishing 
yourself." 

" Did you, Miss? " grinned Sloppy. " I am sure I am glad 
to hear it, but I don't know how." 

" Pitching somebody into a mud-cart," said Miss Wren. 
" Oh! That way! " cried Sloppy. " Yes, Miss." And 

threw back his head and laughed. 
" Bless us! " exclaimed Miss Wren, with a start. " Don't 

open your mouth as wide as that, young man, or it'll catch so, 
and not shut again some day." 

Mr. Sloppy opened it, if possible, wider, and kept it open 
until his laugh was out. 

" Why, you're like the giant," said Miss Wren, " when he 
came home in ~he land of Beanstalk, and wanted Jack for 
supper." 

"Was he good-looking, Miss?" asked Sloppy. 
"No/' said Miss Wren. "Ugly." _ 
Her visitor glanced round the room-which had many com

forts in it now, that had not been in it before-and said: " This 
is a pretty place, Miss." 

"Glad you think so, sir," returned Miss Wren. "And what 
do you think of Me? " 

The honesty of Mr. Sloppy being severely taxed by the 
question, he twisted a button, grinned, and faltered. 

" Out with it! " said Miss Wren, with an arch look. " Don't 
you think me a queer little comicality? " In shaking her head 
at him, after asking the question, she shook her hair down. 

"Oh!" cried Sloppy, in a burst of admiration. "\\nat a 
lot, and what a colour! " 

Miss Wren, with her usual expressive hitch, went on with her 
work. But left her hair as it was; not displeased by the effect 
it had made. 

"You don't live here alone; do you, Miss?" asked Sloppy. 
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"No," wd Miss Wren, with a chop~ 1" Live here .with' my 

fairy godmother." ; .: :: .·· · · 
"With;" Mr. Sloj>py oouldn't make it out; "with· who did 

yousay,Miss?" · · :·· ·. ~·· :: . •' .· . · .. s: 
• Well!" replied Miss Wren, more· seriously •. :~ With my· 

second father. Or "'ith my first, for that matter!" · And shel 
shook her head, and 'drew a sigh: ,. " U you bad known a poor 
child I used to have here," she._a.cided, u you'd have understood~ 
me. But you didn't, and you can't. All the better!.,... · ' 

"Vou must have been taught a long time," said Sloppy,· 
glancing at the anay of dolls in band, " before you came to work 
so neatly, Miss, and with such a pretty taste." ' ·· ·: • 
· " Never was taught a stitch, Y6Uilg man! " returned the: 

dressmaker, tossing ~ head.·" Just gobbled and gobbled, 
tiD I found out how to do it. ;Badly enough at first, but better, 
DOW." • • . • . 

. " And here have I," said Sloppy~ in something of a self~ 
reproachful tone, " been a-learning and arleaming, and. here 
bas Mr. Boffin been· a-paying and a-paying, ever so long!" · 
· " I have heard what your trade is •• observed Miss Wren· .,., . . " ~.. . .. , 
1t s cabmet-making. · , · . " '· · · . . 1. · . . 

· llr. Sloppy nodded. "'Now that the :MoundS is ·done with, 
it is. TU tell you what, Miss. I should like to make you 
10mething." · : . . · . . ' ; . . • 
• "lluch obliged. But what?" · · · ~: · , · . ~ · ·. · · 
" I could make you," said Sloppy, surveying the room, "'I' 

oould make you a bandy set of nests to Jay the dolls in. ·Or I 
oould make you a bandy little set of drawers, to keep your silks 
and threads and scraps in. Or I oould turn you a rare handle 
for that autch-stick, if it belongs to him you call your father." 

"It belongs to me," returned the little aeature, with a quick 
ftush of her face and neck. · " I am lame."' ' i . ' 

Poor Sloppy flushed too, for there was an instinctive delicacy 
behind bis buttons, and his own band bad struck it. He said, 
r!'haps, the best thing in the way ol. amends that oould be said. 

I am very glad it's yours, because fd rather onwnent it for 
you than for any one else. Please may I Jook at it?" 

Miss Wren 'flU in the act of handing it to him over her bench,. 
when she paused.· "But you bad bettet .see me use it," she 
said, sharply. "This is the way. Hoppetty, Kicketty, Peg-
pt!·peg. Not pretty; is it?" ·· . 

" It seems to me th&t you hardly want it at all," said 
Sloppy. . ' 

The little dressmaker sat down ~oain, and gave it into his, 
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hand, saying, with that better look upon her, and with a smile: 
"Thank you!" , 

" And as concerning the nests and drawers," said Sloppy, 
after measuring the handle on his sleeve, and softly standing 
the stick aside against the wall, " why, it would be a real 
pleasure to me. I've heerd tell that you can sing most beautiful; 
and I should be better paid with a song than with any money, 
for I always loved the likes of that, and often giv' Mrs~ Higden 
and Johnny a comic song myself, with' Spoken' in it. Though 
that's not your sort, I'll wager." 

"You are a very kind young man," returned the dressmaker, 
"a really kind young man. I accept your offer.-! suppose 
He won't mind," she added as an afterthought, shrugging her 
shoulders; "and if he does, he may!" 

" Meaning him that you call your father, Miss? " asked 
Sloppy. ' 

"No, no," replied Miss Wren. " Him, Him, Him!" 
" Him, him, him? " repeated Sloppy; staring about, as if 

for Him. 
" Him who is coming to court and marry me," returned Miss 

Wren. " Dear me, how slow you are! " 
" Oh! Him I" said Sloppy. And seemed to turn thoughtful 

and a little troubled. " I never thought of him. When is he 
coming, Miss? " 

" What a question! " cried Miss Wren. " How should I 
know?" 

" Where is he coming from, Miss? " 
" Why, good gracious, how can I tell! He is coming from 

somewhere or other, I suppose, and he is coming some day or 
other, I suppose. I don't know any more about him, at 
present." 

This tickled Mr. Sloppy as an extraordinarily good joke, and 
he threw back his head and laughed with measureless enjoy
ment. At the sight of him laughing in that absurd way, the 
dolls' dressmaker laughed very heartily indeed. So they both 
laughed, till they were tired. 

" There, there, there! " said Miss Wren. " For goodness' 
sake stop, Giant, or I shall be swallowed up alive, before I know 
it. And to this minute you haven't said what you've come 
for." 

"I have come for little Miss Harmonses doll," saiJ Sloppy. 
" I thought as much," remarked l\Ii~s Wren, " and here is 

little Miss Harmonses doll waiting for you. She's folded up in 
silver paper, you see, as if she was wrapped from head to foot in 
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new bank notes. Take care of her, and there's my hand, and 
thank vou again." 

" ni take more care of her than if she was a gold image," 
said Sloppy, "and there's both my hands, Miss, and I'll soon 
come back again." 

But the greatest event of all, in the new life of Mr. and Mrs. 
John Harmon, was a visit from Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Wrayburn. 
Sadly wan and worn was the once gallant Eugene, and walked 
resting on his wife's arm, and leaning heavily upon a stick. 
But he was daily growing stronger and better, and it was de
clared by the medical attendants that he might not be much 
disfigured by-and-bye. It was a gra11d event, indeed, when Mr. 
and Mrs. Eugene Wrayburn came to stay at Mr. and Mrs. John 
Harmon's house: where, by the way, Mr. and Mrs. Boffin 
(exquisitely happy, and daily cruising about, to look at shops) 
were likewise staying indefinitely. 

To Mr. Eugene Wrayburn, in confidence, did 1\Irs. John 
Harmon impart what she had known of the state of his wife's 
affections, in his reckless time. And to Mrs. John Harmon, 
in confidence, did Mr. Eugene Wrayburn impart that, please 
God, she should see how his wife had changed him! 

"I make no protestations," said Eugene; "-who does, who 
means them ?-I have made a resolution." 

" But would you believe, Bella," interposed his wife, coming 
to resume her nurse's place at his side, for he never got on well 
\\ithout her: "that on our wedding day he told me he almost 
thought the best thing he could do was to die? " · 

" As I didn't do it, Lizzie," said Eugene, " I'll do that better 
thing you suggested-for your sake." 

That same afternoon, Eugene lying on his couch in his ov>n 
room up-stairs, Lightwood came to chat with him, while Bella 
took his wife out for a ride. "Nothing short of force will make 
her go," Eugene had said; so Bella had playfully forced her. 

"Dear old fellow," Eugene began with Lightwood, reaching 
up his hand, " you couldn't have come at a better time, for my 
mind is full, and I want to empty it. First of my present, 
l.Jdore I touch upon my future. M. R. F., who is a much 
younger cavalier than I, and a professed admirer of beauty, 
VIas so affable as to remark the other day (he paid us a visit of 
t11o days up the river there, and much objected to the accom
modation of_ t~e hotel)! that Lizzie ought to have her portrait 
pam ted. \\ luch, commg from M. R. F., may be considered 
e'1uivalent to a melodramatic blessing." 
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" You are getting well," said Mortimer, with a smile. 
" Really," said Eugene, " I mean it. When M. R. F. said 

that, and followed it up by rolling the claret (for which he called, 
and I paid) in his mouth, and saying, ' My dear son, why do you 
drink this trash? ' it was tantamount-in him-to a paternal 
benediction on our union, accompanied with a gush of tears. 
The coolness of M. R. F. is not to be measured by ordinary 
standards." 

" True enough," said Lightwood. 
" That's all," pursued Eugene, " that I shall ever hear from 

M. R. F. on the subject, and he will continue to saunter through 
the world with his hat on one side. My marriage being thus 
solemnly recognised at the family altar, I have no further 
trouble on that score. Next, you really have done wonders for 
me, Mortimer, in easing my money perplexities, and with such 
a guardian and steward beside me, as the preserver of my life 
(I am hardly strong yet, you see, for I am not man enough to 
refer to her without a trembling voice-she is so inexpressibly 
dear to me, Mortimer!), the little that I can call my own will 
be more than it ever has been. It need be more, for you know 
what it always has been in my hands. Nothing." 

"Worse than nothing, I· fancy, Eugene. My own small 
income (I devoutly wish that my grandfather had left it to the 
Ocean rather than to me!) has been an effective Something, in 
the way of preventing me from turning to at Anything. And 
I think yours has been much the same." 

"There. spake the voice of wisdom," said Eugene. "We 
are shepherds both. In turning to at last, we turn to in earnest. 
Let us say no more of that, for a few years to come. Now, I 
have had an idea, Mortimer, of taking myself and my wife to 
one of the colonies, and working at my vocation there." 

" I should be lost without you, Eugene; but you may be 
right." 

"No," said Eugene, emphatically. "Not right. Wrong!" 
He said it with such a lively-almost angry-flash, that 

Mortimer showed himself greatly surprised. 
"You think this thumped head of mine is excited?" Eugene 

went on, with a high look; "not so, believe me. I can say to 
you of the healthful music of my pulse what Hamlet said of his. 
My blood is up, but wholesomely up, when I think of it! Tell 
me! Shall I tum coward to Lizzie, and sneak away with her, 
as if I were ashamed o~ her! Where would your friend's part 
in this world be, Mortimer, if she had turned coward to him, 
and on immeasurably better occasion? " 
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'' Honourable and staunch," said Lightwood. "And yet, 

Euoene--" 
.f.\nd vet what, Mortimer?" 
"And )·et, are you sure that you might not feel (for her sake, 

I say, for her sake) any slight coldness towards her on the part 
of-Society?'' 

" Oh! You and I may well stumble at the word," returned 
Eugene, laughing. "Do we mean our Tippins?" 

" Perhaps we do," said Mortimer, laughing also. 
" Faith, we DO! " returned Eugene, with great animation. 

" We may hide behind the bush and beat about it, but we no. 
Now my wife is something nearer to my heart, Mortimer, than 
Tippins is, and I owe her a little more than I owe to Tippins, 
and I am rather prouder of her than I ever was of Tippins. 
Therefore, I will fight it out to the last gasp, with her and for 
her, l1ere in the open field. \Vhen I hide her, or strike for her, 
faint-heartedly, in a hole or a corner, do you, whom I love next 
best upon earth, tell me what I shall most righteously deserve 
to be told :-that she would have done well to have turned me 
01-er 11 ith her foot that night when I lay bleeding to death, and 
to have spat in my dastard face." 

The glow that shone upon him as he spoke the words so 
irradiated his features, that he looked, for the time, as though 
he had ne1·er been mutilated. His friend responded as Eugene 
\1 ould ha1e had him respond, and they discoursed of the future, 
until Lizzie came back. After resuming her place at his side, 
and tenderly touching his hands and his head, she said: 

" Eugene, dear, you made me go out, but I ought to have 
stayl'd wtth you. You are more flushed than you have been 
for many days. What haYe you been doing?" 

'' ~othin;r,'' replied Eugene, "but looking forward to your 
comin~ back." 

" A~d talking to Mr. Lightwood," said Lizzie, turning to 
him 11 ith a smile. "But it cannot have been Society that 
di>turlx'd you." 

"Faith, my dear love!" retorted Eugene, in his old airy 
m:,nncr, as he Jau;;hed and kissed her, " I rather think it u;~as 
Sth'il't)' though!" 

The word ran so much in ~Iortimer Lightwood's thoughts 
as he went home to the Temple that ni:;ht, that he resolred to 
L;,.e a look at Society, which he had not seen for a considerable 
I'< r!,,d, · 
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CHAPTER THE LAST 

THE VOICE OF SOCIETY 

BEHOVES Mortimer Lightwood, therefore, to answer a dinner 
card from Mr. and Mrs. Veneering, requesting the honour, and 
to signify that Mr. Mortimer Lightwood will be happy to have 
the other honour. The Veneerings have been, as usual, inde
fatigably dealing dinner cards to Society, and whoever desires 
to take a hand had best be quick about it, for it is written in 
the Books of the Insolvent Fates that Veneering shall make a 
resounding smash next week. Yes. Having found out the clue 
to that great mystery how people can contrive to live beyond 
their means, and having over-jobbed his jobberies as legislator 
deputed to the Universe by the pure electors of Pocket-Breaches, 
it shall come to pass next week that Veneering will accept the · 
Chiltem Hundreds, that the legal gentleman in Britannia's 
confidence will again accept the Pocket-Breaches Thousands, 
and that the Veneerings will retire to Calais, there to live on 
ilfrs. Veneering's diamonds (in which Mr. Veneering, as a good 
husband, has from time to time invested considerable sums), 
and to relate to Neptune and others how that, before Veneering 
retired from Parliament, the House of Commons was composed 
of himself and the six hundred and fifty-seven dearest and 
oldest friends he had in the world. It shall likewise come to pass, 
at as nearly as possible the same period, that Society will 
discover that it always did despise Veneering, and distrust 
Yeneering, and that when it went to Veneering's to dinner it 
always had misgivings-though very secretly at the time, it 
would seem, and in a perfectly private and confidential manner. 

The next week's books of the Insolvent Fates, however, being 
not yet opened, there is the usual rush to the Veneerings, of the 
people who go to their house to dine with one another and not 
with them. There is Lady Tippins. There are Podsnap the 
Great, and Mrs. Podsnap. There is Twemlow. There are 
Buffer, Boots, and Brewer. There is the Contractor, who is 
Pro\-idence to five hundred thousand men. There is the Chair
man, travelling three thousand milesper week. There is the 
brilliant genius who turned the shares into that remarkably exact 
sum of three hundred and seventy-five thousand pounds, no 
shillings, and nopence. 

To whom add Mortimer Lightwood, coming in among them 
with a resumption of his old languid air, founded on Eugene, 
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and belonging to the days when he told the story of the man 
from Somewhere. 

That fresh fairy, Tippins, all but screams at sight of her false 
swain. She summons the deserter to her with her fan; but tl.e 
deserter, predetennined not to come, talks Britain with Podsnap. 
Podsnap always talks Britain, and talks as if he were a sort of 
PriYate Watchman employed, in the British interests, against 
the rest of the world. "We know what Russia means, sir," says 
Podsnap; " we know what France wants; we see what America 
is up to; but we know what England is. That's enough for us." 

Howeyer, when dinner is served, and Ligbtwood drops into 
his old place over against Lady Tippins, she can be fended 
off no longer. " Long-banished Robinson Crusoe," says the 
channer, exchanging salutations, " how did you leave the 
Island?" 

"Thank you," says Lightwood. "It made no complaint of 
bein.z in pain anywhere." 

"Say, how did you leave the saYages?" asks Lady Tippins. 
"They were becoming ciYilized when I left Juan Fernandez," 

says Lightwood. "At least they were eating one another, 
which looked like it." 

"Tormentor!" returns the dear young creature. "You 
know what I mean, and you trifle with my impatience. Tell 
me something, immediately, about the married pair. You 
were at the wedding-." 

" \ras I, by-the-bye? " Mortimer pretends, at great leisure, 
to consider. " So I was! " 

" II ow was the bride dressed? In rowing costume? " 
Mortimer looks gloomy, and declines to answer. 
" I hope she steered herself, skiffed herself, paddled herself, 

larboarded and starboarded herself, or '1\hateYer the technio:::al 
term may be, to the ceremony?" proceeds the pJa,·ful 
Ti;•pins. · 

" However she got to it, she i'faced it," says ~Iortimer. 
Ldr Tippins with a ski~tish little scream, attracts the 

!'cner oil attention. " Graced it! Take care of me if I faint 
\' tnrt·rin:.:. He means to tell us that a horrid female watenn~ 
is ;.:r.J<'d~l!" 

"l'.trd?n me. I mean to tell you nothing, Lady Tippins," 
replies Ltghtwood. And keeps hiS word by eatin~ his dinner 
11 ith a show of the utmost indifference. ~ 

"You shall not escape me in this way, you morose back
,..o<.C>n:,ln," retorts Lady Tippins. "You shall not evade the 
que>tinn, to screen your friend Eu,:;ene, who has made this 
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exhibition of himself. The knowledge shall be brought home 
to you that such a ridiculous affair is condemned by the Voice 
of Society. My dear Mrs. Veneering, do let us resolve ourselves 
into a Committee of the whole House on the subject." 

Mrs. Veneering, always charmed by this rattling sylph, cries: 
" Oh yes! Do let us resolve ourselves into a Committee of the 
whole House! So delicious!" Veneering says," As many as 
are of that opinion, say Aye,-contrary, No-the Ayes have 
it." But nobody takes the slightest notice of his joke. 

"Now I am the. Chairwoman of Committees!" cried Lady 
Tippins. 

(" What spirits she has! " exclaims Mrs. Veneering; to whom 
likewise nobody attends.) . . 

" And this," pursues the sprightly one, " is a Committee of 
the whole House to what-you-may-call-it-elicit, I suppose
the Voice of Society. The question before the Committee is, 
whether a young man of very fair family, good appearance, and 
some talent, makes a fool or a wise man of himself in marrying 
a female waterman, turned factory girl." . 

" Hardly so, I think," the stubborn Mortimer strikes in. " I 
take the question to be, whether such a man as you describe, 
Lady Tippins, does right or wrong in marrying a brave woman 
(I say nothing of her beauty) who has saved his life, with a 
wonderful energy and address; whom he knows to be virtuous, 
and possessed of remarkable qualities; whom he has long ad
mired, and who is deeply attached to him." 

"But, excuse me," says Podsnap, with his temper and his 
shirt-collar about equally rumpled; " was this young woman 
ever a female waterman?" 

"Never. But she sometimes rowed in a boat with her father, 
I believe." 

General sensation against the young woman. Brewer shakes 
his head. Boots shakes his head. Buffer shakes his head. 

"And now, Mr. Lightwood, was she ever," pursues Podsnap: 
with his indignation rising high into those hair-brushes of his: 
" a factory girl? " 

"Never. But she had some employment in a paper mill, 1 
believe." General sensation repeated. Brewer says, " m 
dear!" Boots says," Oh dear!" Buffer says," Oh dear!" Al 
in a rumbling tone of protest. 

"Then all I have to say is," returns Podsnap, putting tht 
thinrr away with his right ann, "that my gorge rises agains 
such

0
a marriage-that it offends and disgusts me-that it make 

me sick-and that I desire to know no more about it." 
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("Now I wonder," thinks :Mqrtimer, amused, "whether you 

are the Voice of Society! ") 
" Hear, hear, hear! " cries Lady Tippins. "Your opinion of 

this mesalliance, honourable colleague of the honourable member 
who has just sat down? " 

Mrs. Podsnap is of opinion that in these matters "there 
should be an equality of station and fortune, and that a man 
accustomed to Society should look out for a woman accus
tomed to Society and capable of bearing her part in it with 
·-an ease and elegance of carriage-that." Mrs. Podsnap stops 
there, delicately intimating that every such man should look out 
for a fine woman as nearly resembling herself as he may hope to 
discover. ' 

("!'\ow I wonder," thinks Mortimer, "whether you are the 
Voice! ") 

Lady Tippins next canvasses the Contractor, of five hundred 
thousand power. It appears to this potentate that what the 
man in question should have done, would have been to buy the 
young woman a boat and a small annuity, and set her up for 
herself. These things are a question of beefsteaks and porter. 
You buy the young woman a boat. Very good. You buy her, 
at the same time, a small annuity. You speak of that annuity 
in pounds sterling, but it is in reality so many pounds of beef
steaks and so many pints of porter. On the one hand, the young 
woman has the boat. On the other hand, she consumes so many 
pounds of beefsteaks and so many pints of porter. Those beef
~te,tks and that porter are the fuel to that young woman's engine. 
~lh· 'krives therefrom a certain amount of power to row the boat; 
tlnt p<1\\er will produce so much money; you add that to the 
small annuity; and thus you get at the young'woman's income. 
That (it seems to the Contractor) is the way of looking at it. 

The fair enslaver having fallen into one of her gentle sleeps 
during this last exposition, nobody likes to wake her. For
tun<ttdy, she comes awake of herself, and puts the question to 
tLe \\"andering Chairman. The Wanderer can only speak of 
the ra,;e as if it were his own. If such a young woman as the 
yuung woman described had saved his own life, he would have 
bl'cil 'er\' much obliged to her wouldn't have married her and 
would haYe got her a berth in a~ Electric Telegraph Office, ~here 
yo~:P,: \\Omen answer \'ery well. 

\\ Lat dues the Genius of the three hundred and seventy-five 
thnu,;and pounds, no shillings, and nopence, think? He can't 
say wbt he thinks, without asking: Had the young woman 
any monty? 
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"No," ~ays Lightwood, in an uncompromising voice: "no 

money." 
" Madness and moonshine," is then the compressed verdict 

of the Genius. "A man may do anything lawful for money. 
But for no money !-Bosh! " 

What does Boots say? 
Boots says lie wouldn't have done it under twenty t)lousand 

pounds. 
What does Brewer say? 
Brewer says what Boots says. 
'What does Bu.ffer say? 
Buffer says he knows a man who married a bathing-woman, 

and bolted. 
Lady Tippins fancies she has collected the suffrages of the 

whole Committee (nobody dreaming of asking the V eneerings 
for their opinion), when, looking round the table through her 
eye-glass, she perceives 1\!r. Twemlow with his hand to· his 
forehead. 

" Good gracious! My Twemlow forgotten! My dearest! My 
own! What is his vote? 

Twemlow has the air of being ill at ease, as he takes his hand 
from his forehead and replies. " I am disposed to think," says 
he, " that this is a question of the feelings of a gentleman." 

" A gentleman can have no feelings who contracts such a 
marriage," flushes Podsnap. 

"Pardon me, sir," says Twemlow, rather less mildly than 
usual, " I don't agree with you. If this gentleman's feelings of 
gratitude, of respect, of admiration, and affection, induced him 
(as I presume thty did) to marry this lady-" 

" This lady! " echoes Podsnap. 
"Sir," returns Twemlow, with his wristbands bristling a 

little, " you repeat the word; I repeat the word. This lady. 
What else would you call her, if the gentleman were 
present?" , 

This being something in the nature of a poser for Podsnap, he 
merely waves it away with a speechless wave. 

"I say," resumes Twemlow, "if such feelings on the part of 
this gentleman induced this gentleman to marry this lady, I 
think he is the greater gentleman for the action, and makes her 
the greater lady .. I beg to say that when I use the word gentle
man, I use it in the sense in which the degree may be attained by 
any man. The feelings of a gentleman I hold sacred, and I 
confess I am not comfortable when they are made the subject 
of sport or general discussion." 
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"I should like to know," sneers Podsnap, "whether your 

noble relation would be of your opinion." 
"Mr. Podsnap," retorts Twemlow, "permit me. He might 

be, or he might not be. I cannot say. But I could not allow 
even him to dictate to me on a point of great delicacy, on which 
I feel very strongly." 

Somehow, a canopy of wet blanket seems to descend upon 
the company, and Lady Tippins was never known to turn so 
very greedy, or so very cross. Mortimer Lightwood alone 
brightens. He has been asking himself, as to every other 
member of the Committee in turn, " I wonder whether you are 
the Voice!" But he does not ask himself the question after 
Twemlow has spoken, and he glances in Twemlow's direction as 
if he were grateful. When the company disperse-by which 
time ~Ir. and Mrs. Veneering have had quite as much as they 
want of the honour, and the guests have had quite as much as 
they want of the other honour-Mortimer sees Twemlow home, 
shakes hands "ith him cordially at parting, and fares to the 
Temple gaily. 



POSTSCRIPT 
IN LIEU OF PREFACE 

WHEN I devised this story, I foresaw the likelihood that a class 
of readers and commentators would suppose that I was at great 
pains to conceal exactly what I was at great pains to suggest: 
namely, that l\Ir. John Harmon was not slain, and that l\Ir. 
John Rokesmith was he. Pleasing myself with the idea that 
the supposition might in part arise out of some ingenuity in the 
story, and thinking it worth while, in the interests of art, to 
hint to an audience that an artist (of whatever denomination) 
may perhaps be trusted to know what he is about in his voca
tion, if they will concede him a little patience, I was not alarmed 
by the anticipation. 

To keep for a long time unsuspected, yet always working 
itself out, another purpose originating in that leading incident, 
and turning it to a pleasant and useful account at last, was at 
once the most interesting and the most difficult part of my 
design. Its difficulty was much enhanced by the mode of 
publication; for it would be very unreasonable to expect that 
many readers, pursuing a story in portions from month to 
month through nineteen months, will, until they have it before 
them complete, perceive the relations of its finer threads to the 
whole pattern which is always before the eyes of the story
weaver at his loom. Yet, that I hold the advantages of the 
mode of publication to outweigh its disadvantages, may be 
easily believed of one who revived it in the Pickwick Papers 
after long disuse, and has pursued it ever since. 

There is sometimes an odd disposition in this country to 
dispute as improbable in fiction, what are the commonest 
experiences in fact. Therefore, I note here, though it may not 
be at all necessary, that there are h~ndreds of Will Cases (as 
they are called) far more remarkable than that fancied in this 
book; and that the stores of the Prerogative Office teem with 
instances of testators who have made, changed, contradicted, 
hidden, forgotten, left cancelled, and left uncancelled, each 
many more wills than were ever made by the elder Mr. Harmon 
of Harmony Jail 
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In my social experiences since Mrs. Betty Higden came upon 

the scene and left it, I have found Circumlocutional champions 
disposed to be wann with me on the subject of my view of the 
Poor Law. My friend Mr. Bounderby could never see any 
difference between leaving the Coketown "hands" exactly as 
they were, and requiring them to be fed with turtle soup and 
venison out of gold spoons. Idiotic propositions of a parallel 
nature have been freely offered for my acceptance, and I have 
been called upon to admit that I would give Poor Law relief to 
anybody, anywhere, anyhow. Putting this nonsense aside, I 
have observed a suspicious tendency in the champions to divide 
into two parties; the one contending that there are no deserv
ing Poor who prefer death by slow starvation and bitter weather, 
to the mercies of some Relieving Officers and some Union 
Houses; the other admitting that there are such Poor, but 
denying that they have any cause or reason for what they do. 
The records in our newspapers, the late exposure by THE 
LANCET, and the common sense and senses of common people, 
furnish too abundant evidence against both defences. But, 
that my view of the Poor Law may not be mistaken or misre
presented, I will state it. I believe there has been in England, 
since the days of the STUARTS, no law so often infamously 
administered, no law so often openly violated, no law habitually 
so ill-supervised. In the majority of the shameful cases of 
disease and death from destitution that shock the Public and 
di,;grace the country, the illegality is quite equal to the in
humanity and known language could say no more of their 
Ia ,,·les<:ncss. 

On l'riday the ~inth of June in the present year, Mr. and 
~lrs. Boftin (in their manuscript dress of receiving Mr. and .Mrs. 
Lammle at breakfast) were on the South-Eastern Railway with 
rne, in a terribly demucti1·e accident. \\'hen I had done what 
I could to help ·others, I climbed back into my carriage-nearly 
tunwd over a viaduct, and caui:(bt aslant upon the tum-to 
e:..trirate the worthy couple. They were much soiled, but 
othm1 ise unhurt. The same happy result attended Miss Bella 
\\'ilkr on her M'dding day, and Mr. Riderhood inspecting 

: Dr:hll· :· Headstone's red neckerchief as he lav asleep. I 
1 rcmeml,, r with devout thankfulness that I can ne;,er be much 
nearer p;!rting company with my readers for ever than I was 
thl'n, until tLcre shall. be written at:aiast my life. the two words 
"lth wluch l have thlS day closed this oook:-TllE END. 
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